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PREFACE.

N account of the preparation of this Cata-

logue may be acceptable. The British

Museum, in the Department of Prints and

Drawings, contains a very great num-
ber of English artistic satires, including

many that are unique, a large proportion
that are extremely rare, and others that possess various

claims on the attention of students. These works were prac-

tically useless, because their subjects were frequently ob-

scure, forgotten, or confused by misapprehensions of their

nature and origin, and therefore their materials, the high
value of which had been admitted by many historians and

other writers, including Horace Walpole, Lord Macaulay,
and specialists of various kinds, could not be made available

to anything like the desired degree. These prints had accu-

mulated since the foundation of the Library of Printed

Books, wherein they were originally deposited; their num-

bers had increased with the growth of the Print Room, to

which Department they were transferred many years ago,

and it was known that the Library contained numerous very

important examples of the same order which could not be se-

parated from the volumes they enrich. No Catalogue existed

of these productions, and, because so many were without elu-

cidations, or even dates and artists' names, it was impossible

to arrange them properly. A few essays on engraved satires

in. a 2



viii PREFACE.

in general had been published, and Mr. T. Wright's
" Carica-

ture History of the Georges ", an extremely interesting

popular work, dealt only with designs which referred to the

reigns of these kings, contained nothing on earlier or later

examples, and was not intended as a key to the treasures

of the Print Room; it is probable that it owed much to

Mr. Edward Hawkins, late Keeper of the Antiquities in the

British Museum, who prepared a very valuable and extensive

mass of elucidatory memoranda on his own large collection

of satirical prints.

On the death of Mr. Hawkins, the Trustees of the British

Museum purchased the whole of his prints and the explana-

tory matter which had accumulated under his hands; the

prints formed the largest aggregate of such examples in this

country, and when incorporated with those previously in the

National Collection constituted a body more nearly com-

plete, and more important as regards numbers and quality,

than any other in England. Mr. Hawkins's elucidations were

commensurate in all respects to his prints ; preparation of

these notes had been a labour of love to him during about

forty years, to this task he devoted all his available time,

with occasional aid from not a few learned men, including
some of the most accomplished officers of the British

Museum.

Mr. Hawkins's descriptions, intended to accompany his

own satires, omitted notices of works belonging to the

Trustees, and, not being written for publication, needed

revision before they could be given to the world. When
the Trustees resolved that they should be made useful to

historical and artistic students, Mr. Frederic George Stephens
was appointed to revise these memoranda for the press,
and he began that task in 1868.

Shortly after this date, I, with the support of the Principal
Librarian and Secretary, recommended that Mr. Stephens
should be requested to incorporate with the descriptions of

the late Keeper of the Antiquities similar notices of those

satires which were in the Print Room and Library before

the receipt of the Hawkins Collection, and had been acquired
since that event.
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The Trustees were pleased to accede to the recommenda-

tion of their officers, and Mr. Stephens has from that time

to the present devoted himself to the subject. The first

two volumes, comprising his and Mr. Hawkins's researches,

were published in 1870 and 1873- respectively. The Cata-

logue, so far as it now extends, has been made as complete as

possible. The Hawkins notes were necessarily adopted as

the basis of the work, but very much the larger portion of

the whole is due to Mr. Stephens, by whom Mr. Hawkins's

materials have been thoroughly tested; all the entries have

been incorporated and systematically arranged by the former,

whose introductions, analyses, essays, and explanations ac-

company the volumes severally, and describe the plan of

the Catalogue and the nature of the satires.

The Analyses will serve as keys to the larger groups of

satires in each of the volumes
;
their usefulness will be appa-

rent to the inquirer who employs them in researches.

GEORGE WILLIAM REID,

Keeper of the Prints.

BRITISH MUSEUM,

November ig, 1877.





INTRODUCTION.

'T is necessary to repeat here so much of the " In-

troduction
"

to the second volume of this Cata-

logue which, like the first and present volumes,
was prepared by Mr. F. G. Stephens as de-

scribes the nature, scope, and mode of dealing
with the materials of the entire work, incorporat-

ing new remarks as the circumstances may require. It is likewise de-

sirable to give a general account of the subject in view. The analysis
of the contents of this volume will be useful to students. Analyses of

the first and second volumes will be found in the tc Introduction " to

the latter portion of the Catalogue. The first volume comprises
matter extending from 1320, the earliest date, to April 11, 1689,
Nos. 1 to 1235. The second volume deals with satires dated from

June, 1689, to 1733, NOB. 1236 to 2015. For the convenience of

students the third volume is divided into two parts ;
the first part

relates to subjects dated from March 28, 1734, to c. 1750, Nos.

2016 to 3116 ; the second part embraces designs relating to events

which occurred between 1751 and c. 1760, Nos. 3117 to 3804.

This Catalogue comprises descriptions, historical and biographi-
cal illustrations, measurements, and other details of satirical prints
and drawings in the British Museum. Most of the entries refer to

works in charge of the Department of Prints and Drawings ; a con-

siderable number of examples pertain to the Department of Printed

Books these are distinguished by the press-marks of the Library

being placed at the end of each entry describing them ;
when im-

pressions are to be found in both these departments, the press-marks
of the latter are included in the texts of the entries. Entries without

press-marks refer to works in the Print Room.
The entries are arranged in chronological order ; the date of the

earliest important event directly illustrated by each print or drawing
is adopted for the entry describing it. When the subject of a print

in. 6



xii INTRODUCTION.

or drawing is comprehensive rather than exact in chronology, the

satire is catalogued with the date of the first production, which is not

necessarily that of the publication of the work, for publication often

occurred long after the production of a satire. When the date of pro-

duction has not been ascertained, that of publication is employed.
Eeferences are given in the texts of many entries to other illus-

trations of events which, having happened at later dates than those

which determined the positions of the entries, would not be other-

wise connected with them in this Catalogue. Cross-references

complete this arrangement. These cross-references, when numerous

enough to render the practice desirable for the sake of brevity and

compactness, are generally, on the one hand, grouped in a single

entry, which thus presents en masse all the indications of the subject

in question ;
and on the other hand, each instance as it occurs refers

to its proper group of references. Clear instances of this system
will be found in " The French King in a Sweat ", No. 3691, where the

satires concerning Mr. Pitt, afterwards the first Earl of Chatham, and

Mr. H. Fox, who became Lord Holland, are indicated severally ; to this

entry each separate satire on these statesmen occurring throughout
the volume contains a reference. The reader may thus conveniently
obtain at one view the whole of the matter which concerns a par-

ticular person or event. Other examples of the system will be found

in "The Sequel", No. 3694, which relates to Maria Theresa, the>

Empress-Queen ;
in "The Bawd of the Nation ", No. 3636, to which

look for the Duke of Newcastle ; and in " Dinah relates her distresses
"

.

No. 3646, concerning the Duke of Cumberland. Such references

are employed when the designs of prints or woodcuts were usec

more than once, a practice which appears but rarely in the thirc

volume, whereas it is frequently shown in the first volume, e.g. th(

portrait of John, Lord Finch of Fordwich, Nos. 159, &c., cited ir

the " Introduction" to that section of the Catalogue, and by an ever

more curious example, which is noted in the " Introduction
"

to th(

second volume, pp. vii. and viii., as furnished by the plate styled
" Tc

the Glory of the R*. Honble Sr
. Eobert Walpole ", No. 1 842 ; this en-

graving falling into the hands of that statesman's enemies, was con-

verted from a laudatory to a satirical testimony, see p. 715 of thf

second volume. A very remarkable instance of the long life of t

satire, as illustrated by its repetition, occurs in the first and thirc

volumes of the Catalogue, see " The Destruction of the Spanisl

Armada", No. 41, and its sequels, Nos. 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, al

dated 1588; this design was reissued in 1689 as "The Papist,'

Powder-Treason", No. 1223, and again in 1740, as "
Spayne ant

Rome defeated", No. 2456. See "
Paye qui Tombe", Nos. 133'

and 2790.

Whenever a plate or block was employed to illustrate successivt
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publications of satirical books, and those works have been found in

the British Museum, the facts are noted with the description of the

original impression, see " A Harlot's Progress, Plate I", No. 2040.

The mode of arranging the materials of the entries in this Cata-

logue should be noted. Whenever a title of explanatory character

is borne by the work in question, it is quoted ; if this title is placed
within the engraved margin of the work, and is thus inseparable
from it, it is given between inverted commas, as the title of the entry,
see " Kentish Election ", No. 2017; when the title is imperfectly

descriptive, a second title is added without inverted commas, as with

"A Harlot's Progress, Plate I.", No. 2031, where " Her arrival in

London "
is an addition, employed there and of a kind found needful

almost immediately after the publication of that famous satirical print,

or, to write more exactly, the additional title was given to the

piracy by E. Kirkall from this design, a piracy which was pub-
lished before Hogarth's own print. On both these points see "A
Harlot's Progress, Plate I.", No. 2032. Where a sufficient title

occurs beyond the engraved margin of a print it is given without

inverted commas, as by "The Stocks", No. 2016; and, where it

seemed desirable, an explanatory second title is given, e.g. No. 2139,
" Blessed be the Lord for lam Rich ", a satirical motto, to which the

descriptive explanation "The Devil and a Bishop trampling on the

Bible" is added. With regard to Hogarth's designs, it was found

necessary to adopt a definite mode in the use of titles to the entries

describing those works. Their popularity has always been so

great that numerous copies of them were produced, as many pages
of this Catalogue testify, although even these cannot exhaust the

list of such examples. In a very large number of cases these copies
bear names differing from those which Hogarth gave to his own pro-

ductions, and, even when the designer's titles were adopted, varia-

tions from them, which it was indispensable to notice in this Cata-

logue, occur in the greater number of instances ; the titles of Nos.

2122 2136, fifteen copies from and the original of "A Midnight
Modern Conversation ", illustrate this practice. Some of Hogarth's

prints bear no titles, and are known by popular descriptive names.

Thus, No. 2299, "A Consultation of Physicians", was originally styled
"
Quacks in Consultation ", secondly,

" Consultation of Quacks ",

it is inscribed ' ' The Company of Undertakers ", and very frequently
called by this name ; two copies, those by Dent and Biepenhausen,
are styled "The Undertakers' Arms", see Nos. 2300 and 2307;
"The Gate of Calais", No. 3050, is likewise known as "O the

Roast Beef of Old England",
" Gates of Calais", and "Calais-

Gate "
;

" The Stage Coach ", and " A Country Inn Yard ", are

convertible titles for No. 2882, and the copies, Nos. 2883

2892. Under these circumstances it was necessary to adopt for
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this Catalogue a proper title to each design, and to attach it to

all versions of the same ; this proper title, which is generally that

applied by Hogarth to his work, is employed here, notwithstanding

the print in question may bear another name; for example, all

versions of " The Stage Coach ", bear that designation, though some

were published as " A Country Inn Yard", see No. 2888, and others

were issued without titles, e.g. Nos. 2885 and 2886. In these in-

stances the titles borne by the prints occur as second titles to the

entries respectively.

When they are given with the works described, the publication

lines, with the names of artists and others, are printed in italics

immediately after the titles of the entries, as in tf A Harlot's

Progress. Plate I., (No. 3.)," No. 2033. When these particulars

are otherwise derived they are stated in Roman type within brackets,

as in "A Portrait of Sarah, 1
st Duchess of Marlborough", No. 2259.

The dates which have determined the positions of the entries in the

Catalogue are placed in italics and in brackets immediately after the

publication lines ; when these dates have not been sufficiently defined

to associate the entries in which they occur with any particular

events, and it was desirable to indicate that the entries belong to

indefinite periods of time rather than to single years, they are dis-

tinguished, for example, thus, as usual,
"

c. 1750."

The mode of arranging the bodies of the entries should bo

understood by the reader; it is systematic, and, with very few

exceptions, obtains throughout the Catalogue. The body of each

entry contains, 1, a statement of the nature of the satire, describ-

ing it as an engraving, etching, a mezzotint, woodcut, or draw-

ing ; 2, a general description of the design, followed by, 3,

particular references to the more important elements, whether

these are figures or accessories ; 4, verses or other inscriptions

on, or accompanying the plate, these are quoted verbatim et lite-

ratim; 5, historical, biographical, and other elucidations of the

subject and its allusions
;
and 6, the advertisement, when it has

been discovered, announcing publication of the satire in question,
and other details which may have been ascertained of the history of

the plate as such. The cross-references are generally given at the

end, although sometimes it was more convenient to incorporate
them with the text, or add them as foot-notes. The reader who
seeks historical information need not peruse the whole of such an

entry as "The March to Finchley ", No. 2639, nor is it imperative
on the inquirer for details of the history of the plate itself -to do
more than turn to those final paragraphs which describe the states

of the work recognized by collectors.

This is not a Catalogue of books containing satires.

Copies from prints, when the facts are known, appear in the
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order of publication ; republication of copies is invariably noted in

the last paragraph describing the works.

Measurements always occur at the ends of the entries. The first

measurement given is the horizontal one, thus enabling the reader

to determine if the works were prepared
' '

landscape wise ", or
"
upright/'

A very large number of books and tracts in the Library of the

British Museum have been examined to obtain explanations and illus-

trations of the satires, some hundreds of which were presented to the

Cataloguer with few or no indications of their subjects a large num-
ber bore not even a date. It is believed that, with scarcely any excep-

tions, the meanings and histories of these works have been completely

expounded. Renewed examination of the grounds for accepted ex-

planations of well-known satires has been undertaken, with, in some

cases, curious results. Examples of the results of examining books

and tracts for the above-named purpose occur throughout the entries

respecting Hogarth's designs, e.g. "A Harlot's Progress. Plate L",
No. 2031, where the history of each person represented has been

traced with a large measure of success; see the instance of "Kate
Hackabout ", the " heroine " of the series of prints ; see likewise the

details recovered with regard to persons represented in " A Rake's

Progress, Plate III.", No. 2188, and its collateral designs, "A
Plagiary", No. 2198; "He Revels", No. 2200; "The Rake's

Rendez-vous ", No. 2201. Apart from Hogarth, no satires more

distinctly display the profitableness of these researches than
" Mrs. Sarah Mapp ", No. 2325, on a well-known bone-setter of

the period; "An ass loaded", No. 2269, on clerical rapacity;
" The European State Jockies ", No. 2449 ; and "

Bergen-op-
Zoom ", No. 2862. The most remarkable instances of success in

research are two. The first is
"
Quackery Unmask'd ", No. 3019,

which describes a design representing a numerous company of em-

pirics who infested London in the middle of the last century ; these

researches were began by Mr. Hawkins and completed by Mr.

Stephens ; they expound the very remarkable satire in question, and

establish the identity of the men by their names and characteristic

details concerning them. The whole places the contemporary moral

state of the metropolis in a strong light, and, by means of the very
curious " Pharmacopoeia Empirica

" of "The Gentleman's Magazine",
see a note to p. 733, is exceptionally fortunate. It is noteworthy
that this satire may afford a satisfactory clue to the meaning of

Hogarth's
"
Marriage a la Mode, Plate III.", the famous " Scene

with the Quack ", the painted version of which is in the National
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Gallery, No. 115, the precise purport of which has always been

questioned. The second instance of this order occurs in " The

Theatrical Contest ", No. 2599, a very rare and extremely elaborate

design, of which the purport of nearly every allusion has been

recovered. Apart from single entries, proofs of successful re-

searches occur in the others which describe a volume many copies

of which exist, with multitudinous satirical allusions that, although
often inquired about, were forgotten, styled

" A Political and

Satyrical History of the Years 1756 and 1757 ", and comprising
with its sequels 112 designs. The Cataloguer has recovered all that

need be known of this work ;
its satires are elucidated in the corre-

sponding entries, as indicated by
" The 2 H,H/s ", No. 3342, and

the artist of many of the designs is shown to have been the

Hon. George, afterwards Marquis Townshend *, Field Marshal,

Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland. This publication was extended to

include many more satires.

As might be expected, the satires here catalogued are of value

in casting reflected light on contemporary literature and the charac-

teristics of men of note and dignity living at the time; the
ft Letters" of Horace Walpole are illustrated by this means in

a very striking way; see the general appearance and habits of

the Duke of Newcastle, prime minister, or particularly, in respect
to his use of a large eye-glass, according to which he is fre-

quently represented in these satires, see " The Pillars of the State ",

No. 3371 ; on this habit see Walpole's description of the funeral

of George II., and the behaviour of "the burlesque Duke of

Newcastle. He fell into a fit of crying the moment he came
into the chapel, and flung himself back in a stall, the Archbishop

hovering over him with a smelling-bottle ; but in two minutes his

curiosity got the better of his hypocrisy, and he ran about the chapel
with his glass to spy who was and who was not there, spying with

one hand, and mopping his eyes with the other."
2

It would be

difficult to furnish more striking illustrations to this satire than the

portraits of the duke in the designs, Nos. 3371, 3383, 3394, and 3527.

On George II/s habit of kicking his hat, if not more im-

1 H. Walpole, in " Memoirs of the Reign ofGeorge Til.", 1845, vol. i. pp. 23-4,
wrote of the Hon. George Townshend that he was " a man whose ill-nature had
seized every opportunity of ridiculing those he disliked by exhibiting their personal
defects in caricatures, which he had been the first to apply to politics. His uncle,
the Duke of Newcastle, the Duke of Cumberland, and Mr. Fox, had been the
chief objects of these buffoon satires." It is, of course, not correct to say that
this political satirist was the first of his order. It might not be untrue to

describe him as the first to produce artistic satires in that which is peculiarly the
modern mode. On the latter part of the subject see below.

2 Letter to George Montagu, November 13, 1760.
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portant objects, a frequent characteristic and subject of satire, see
"JEneasin a Storm", No. 2326 ; "The Festival of the GoldenRump",
No. 2327 ;

" The Present State of a Certain Great Kingdom", No.

2336 ;
the second being a satire of high political and most suggestive

significance, hardly equalled in the collection before the reader.

A vast number of quotations from the " Letters
"

of Walpole
attest the varied information of that writer, as confirmed by these

contemporary designs. Had considerations of space permitted it a

much larger number of quotations than these entries contain might
have been offered; see, however, on the dog-killing panic of the

magistrates of London, which is so strikingly satirized in " The

Dog killers", No. 3731, the notice by Walpole in a letter to the

Earl of Strafford, September 4, 1760. A very considerable number
of subsidiary illustrations to Pope's satires occur throughout the

second and third volumes, these are too numerous for quotation here ;

as examples, see No. 2034, on the

"
empty Joseph"

of " The Dunciad", i.e. Captain J. D. Breval, and "Mrs. Sarah

Mapp", No. 2325, on "
Spot Ward

" and his brother, both of whom
were noticed by Pope.

In no respect was the Cataloguer more fortunate than in being
able in some cases to cast new light, and in a much greater num-
ber of instances, a stronger light than time had permitted to remain

on the masterpieces of Hogarth, their satiric force, their multitu-

dinous allusions to individuals, their pathetic and moral applications,

and even their historical significance. The reader who examines the

series of entries which deal with " A Harlot's Progress", Nos.

20312121, and "A Rake's Progress", Nos. 21522257, will

perceive that little remains to be recovered as to the personal

allusions abounding in these designs, which are among the most

important productions of English art. The piracies on the latter

series, and the plagiaries on the piracies to which the success

of the former series gave birth, have supplied very valuable

elucidatory matter now for the first time recognized and gathered,
the importance of which will not be overlooked by students. Among
the plagiaries take notice of " He comes into the possession of his

Fathers Estate", No. 2171, from which No. 2172 is a copy, the

publication of which attests the action of the plagiarists and the

success of their venture. The occurrence of such attacks enables

us to understand the position of Hogarth and others previous to the

passing of " Hogarth's Act ", which gave, although it did not secure,

copyright to artists. The prints described as Nos. 2171, 2172, 2184,

2185,2186, 2187,2198, 2199, 2200, 2201, 2222, 2235, and 2257, are

collectively as well as singly of the highest value, and their preser-
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vation in the Print Boom is one of the most fortunate events of the

kind. By their means, and thus only, is it possible to estimate the

force of Hogarth's remonstrances and the impudence of his assailants.

The student will find this very curious subject carefully illustrated

in No. 2158, pp. 107-8, where the history of the frauds is perfectly

shown in the words of the victim, describing how "
his enemies

have, in a clandestine manner, procured persons to come to Mr.

Hogarth's house under pretence of seeing (the pictures of) his

Rake's Progress, in order to pirate the same and publish base

prints thereof before the Act commences, and even before Mr.

Hogarth himself can publish the true ones." Notwithstanding these

lamentations, L. Boitard succeeded in anticipating the artist him-

self by publishing a series of piracies from " A Rake's Progress",

exactly as in the preceding year E. Kirkall had invaded Hogarth's

right in " A Harlot's Progress", see No. 2032, the first of the
"
green copies" from the latter series of satires. Curious as these

matters are, invoking our sympathies for Hogarth, the light cast

by the piracies on the subject-matter and incidents of the originals

is of the greatest interest to the student of men and manners as

they existed during the eighteenth century.
It was determined to incorporate with the descriptions of the

satires the elucidatory matter procured by the researches of the

Cataloguer, and to give that matter in a complete or abstracted

form, as the cases required. This was done not only because of the

impossibility of otherwise fairly explaining many of the obscure

allusions of the works, but on account of the extremely interesting
character of the quoted matter, referable, as it generally is, to other

satires besides those to illustrate which it is given in these volumes.

The histories of the prints themselves, as such, have, as occasion

dictated, been traced, and some of the recovered facts as with

regard to the elements of " A Political and Satyrical History",

&c., before alluded to as comprising numerous satires, and detailed

in " The 2 H. H.'s", No. 3342 are very curioiis. Other examples
of this nature occur in the above-mentioned plagiaries on Hogarth's
satires; in "A Portrait of Sarah, 1

st Duchess ofMarlborough ", which

was converted into a satire, as described in the entry, No. 2259 ; for

a similar instance, see "
Quinquenpoix ", No. 1681 ; in "A Woman

swearing a Child", &c. No. 2262, for which see No. 2261 j in "A
Skit on Britain ", No. 2423, which is adapted from " The Races of

the Europeans ", No. 2335. Among the most remarkable of this

category of instances is that afforded by Hogarth's
" Enthusiasm

Delineated", No. 2425, as to which see "Credulity, Superstition
and Fanaticism", No. 1785. See likewise " The Itinerant Handy-
Craftsman ", No. 2448, and the curious advertisement from " The

Daily Gazetteer ", which it contains. Also,
"

Paye qui Tombe ",
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No. 2791, adapted from No. 1337. From the Catalogue of the

sale at Strawberry Hill, 22nd day, lot 81, it was ascertained that

Horace Walpole possessed a copy of the mezzotint described as
" A Sketch", &c., No. 2460, which undoubtedly refers to his

father, and is illustrated by Pope's
"
Epilogue to the Satires ".

Many of the states of the more important prints here described

are unique, or exist in the next degree of rareness ; see the ac-

counts of the states of " Enthusiasm Delineated ", No. 2425,
" The

March to Finchley", No. 2639, "Four Prints of an Election.

Plate L", No. 3285. The histories of Hogarth's plates, which are

nearly always interesting, are given with the first entry describing
each example of his art.

Political Importance of Artistic Satire.

A SECTION of the " Introduction " to the second volume of this

Catalogue is devoted to an examination of this branch of the subject

in general, a branch of no small interest to our forefathers and

ourselves. It was shown that many eminent statesmen employed
satire for political purposes, to serve their own views, or to

throw discredit on those of their adversaries. The growth of

what was called government by party is very powerfully displayed
in respect to the Sacheverell troubles, and the development of

systematic antagonism in political affairs is distinctly seen in the

numerous satires to which the later decades of the seventeenth

century and the earlier years of the eighteenth gave birth. The

contest between the parties of Walpole and Pulteney was carried on

during the period embracing these years, it did not cease until the

death of the former statesman marked the termination of their

enmity, and was satirically signalized by the bitter design called

"A Courier just Setting out", No. 2629. An almost identical

motive inspired
" His Arrival at his Country Retirement ", No. 3264,

which denounces the memory of Mr. Henry Pelham, often called

"King Henry IX.", at his death, March 6, 1754.

It is to this employment of satirical weapons that the Catalogue
owes its highest political interest; the examples are extremely

numerous, and supply some curious, if not the most humorous

or witty instances now placed before the reader. The effect of

Sir R. Walpole's Excise Bill may be traced in many works described

in the latter part of the second volume, that effect is distinct in

" Kentish Election", No. 2017 ; politicians of the day are assailed

in " The State Weather-cocks ", No. 2021,
" The Frontispiece to 'A

Collection of State Flowers'", No. 2025. The Calfs Head Club, a
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noteworthy political engine, is described in " The true Effigies ",

No. 2141, and its sequels, Nos. 2142 and 2144 ; of this society

those which may be called echoes occur in the satires on the

"Independents", see "An Exact Description", No. 2797,
" Jaco-

Independo-Rebello-Plaido ", No. 2856, and the related designs,

which are indicated in " A Faithful Narrative", No. 2794. These

works illustrate the swift extinction of the power of the Jacobite

party by the defeat of the Scottish raid in 1745 ; nevertheless, the

spirit proper to that party continued to operate in many ways. This

is shown by
" A Sight of the Banging Bout at Litchfield ", No.

2863, by Nos. 2864, 2865, and
"
Thelg-Noble Struggle ", No. 3118.

The long-continued contest for the liberty of the press, a matter

intimately connected with the political importance of the satires, is

emphatically distinguished by "The Present State of a Certain

Great Kingdom", No. 2336, in respect to the imprisonment of the

printer of " The Craftsman ", for publishing an article, or articles, on

royal pretensions, and oblique satire on the kicking habits of George

II., see p. 241. The comprehensive category of works before

alluded to as derived from " A Political and Satyrical His-

tory of the Years 1756 and 1757", see "The 2 H, H/s", No.

3342, displays with intensity of passion the antagonism of Newcastle

and Fox, and Fox and Pitt ; this category abounds in satire on the

alleged peculations of Fox, fiercely assails the subordinate members
of the Newcastle Administration, and glorifies Pitt.

Although
" muzzled "

by pensions, as their enemies said of John-

son and Hogarth, there can be no doubts to which side the sympa-
thies of the latter inclined. " The Four Prints of an Election ",

described by Nos. 3285 3327, prove that his views were " liberal"

in a high degree ;
this is shown by allusions to the Duke of New-

castle in "An Election Entertainment", No. 3285, and the sup-

posed attack on Bub Doddington in "
Chairing the Members ",

No. 3318. It is characteristic of this arch-reformer that in " Can-

vassing for Votes ", No. 3298, he assailed the corrupt practice of

bribery by both sides, looking to the social and general evil

rather than to the personal and political aims of either section in

politics, and thus identified his genius with neither party. The
chief object of Hogarth's art was in accordance with this, as is shown
below. He was accused of selling his genius to the Government of

Lord Bute, and however weak the charge appears to those who know
his works, the making of such an accusation proves the high
estimation set on the services of satirical artists ; see on this point
the communication from Horace Walpole to Sir H. Mann, respect-

ing the satire described as " The Treaty", No. 3608, p. 1150,
" I

inclose a most extraordinary print. Mr. Fox has found some carica-

turist equal to George Townshend ", afterwards Marquis Townshend,
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who was notorious for his skill in satirical draughtsmanship, as

described above. This volume of the Catalogue abounds in illustra-

tions of the estimate set by men of note on the works in question ;

see " The Pillars of the State ", No. 3371, one of the most remark-

able satires, the history of which is now recovered, and " The 2 H,
H/s", No. 3342, p. 977.

Bolingbroke sought strength and gained expressiveness for the

famous ' ' Dissertation upon Parties ", a political tract of immeasur-

able importance, by adding to its fifth edition an engraving here

described as No. 2150, and referred to by an advertisement

that the satire was " Adorn'd with a beautiful Frontispiece.
"

If George II. was disgusted by Hogarth's disrespectful re-

presentation of his guards in "The March to Finchley", see

p. 517, it would be difficult to estimate the wrath of that

irascible monarch when, in 1737, "The Festival", &c., No. 2327,

and its allies on "Rump Worship", met his eyes. The matter

quoted with the description of this print gives a fair idea of the

wittier examples of satire obtaining at the time. The printer of
"
Fog's Weekly Journal" was taken into custody for the publica-

tion of a satire reflecting on the kicking habits of the king; see

p. 224, as to the preparation of a satire on George II., and its

effect in securing the passing of the Bill for Licensing Plays, which

was one of the moat important acts of domestic policy that occurred

during the reign of this monarch.
" The Devil upon two Sticks ", No 2439 ;

" The Itinerant Handy-
craftsman ", No. 2448;

" The Motion", No. 2478, and "A Satire",

No. 2778, all by Gravelot, illustrate the employment of able artists,

apart from Hogarth, in the production of satirical prints. This

practice appeared before and after the time in question, and was

illustrated by Faithorne in No. 152 ; Hollar in Nos. 102, 103,

137, 138, 139, 141, 148, 166, 271, 272, and other examples; W.
Marshall in Nos. 107, 108, 109, and 173 ; Dirk Stoop in No. 143 ; R.

White in Nos. 1122 and 1385; LogganinNo. 1117; Gaywood in Nos.

158 and 1034 ;
R. de Hooghe in Nos. 1157, 1158, 1250, 1345-81, and

others
;
Boitard in Nos. 2151 and 2774 ; G. Bickham in Nos. 2147,

2335, and 2458 ; F. Hayman, in No. 2459 ; E. Kirkall in Nos. 1396,

2032, and others; G. Vertue in No. 1704; J. Vertue in No. 1778;

Strange in No. 3005, an hitherto undescribed example of his art;

McArdell in Nos. 3092 and 3800 ;
Paul Sandby in Nos. 3242-5,

3247-8. These engravers are among the most eminent this country

has employed. Later times have in a similar manner occupied one of

the greatest designers of this century, who still lives, while in John

Leech social satire found its edifying and genial expositor. Sir

Joshua Reynolds produced satires which have been engraved by the

hands of others, Sir Edwin Landseer etched several such works.
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Though not without technical merits of no mean order, the designs

of the Marquis Townshend, Horace Walpole, Gillray, Rowlandson,

Kay, Bunbury, and " H. B.", to say nothing of those we owe to

less distinguished individuals, are rather to be valued as satires than

as works of art, proving by their quality the importance attached to

the production of such examples.

On the Continent some of the greatest artists have been em-

ployed in satirical design from the days of Lucas Van Leyden,
Da Vinci, Diirer, Rembrandt, Holbein, the Carracci, S. Rosa, M.

Schoengauer, and Van Ostade to those of our own times who have

furnished innumerable instances in point.

The popularity of many of the prints now in question, by which

means their political importance may be ascertained, is shown by
the fact that not a few of the examples, apart from Hogarth's

works, which are always exceptional, were copied and republished,

as had been the case with designs described in this Catalogue. The.

most remarkable instance of this sort of importance occurs in the

history expounded in "The 2 H, H/s",.No. 3342, of "A Poli-

tical and Satyrical History ", a work published in instalments, as

described in the above-named entry, and in most instances in-

debted to previous publications of the same satires
; thus it is pro-

bable that " The Pillars of the State ", No. 3371, is not the first

version of the design which, like
" The Treaty ", No. 3608, attracted

the attention of Horace Walpole ; at any rate it was copied, see No.

3372, and republished. The same success took effect in regard to all

the satirical prints, seventy-five in number, which were issued in
"A Political and Satyrical History ", the originals and the copies
are in each case described as No. 1 and No. 2 respectively. The
third issue of the designs in question, which extended the series of

satires to 1762, in 112 works, all of which are described here, drew
for its later examples on prints previously issued, see " The Quere ?

"

Nos. 3735 and 3736; "Amsterdam Hoy", Nos. 3704 and 3705, are

further examples of this practice of "
making up

" a book. " The
French King in a Sweat", Nos. 3691 and 3692; "The Ballance

turnd", No. 3675 ; and "The Russian Cat-arse-trophy ", No. 3676,
are further proofs ;

also
" The Bawd of the Nation ", Nos. 3636 and

3637, a bitter satire on H. Fox ; and " The Whiskers ", No. 3625,

by the Marquis Townshend, a ludicrous attack on the commander
of the expedition against Rochefort. The most striking example
of this practice is presented by the witty and characteristic design,
one of the best of the collection, mentioned by Horace Walpole, the

work of the Marquis Townshend, here styled
" The Recruiting

Serjeant", No. 3581, which was copied twice, see Nos. 3582-3. A
copy, and a portion of another, was issued of "

Oddities, 1757",
No. 3576, a stringent caricature of the alleged time-serving prac-
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tices of Bub Doddington, see Nos. 3577-8. In the fourth volume
of this Catalogue are instances of republication, the moat note-

worthy of which is that afforded by the book known as " The British

Antidote to Caledonian Poison", and its sequel "The Scots Scourge",
both furious attacks on Lord Bute and the Princess of Wales.

No design described in the third volume furnishes an instance of

an ambassador from a great Power remonstrating with the English
Government in regard to the publication of a satire ; this was the

case in respect to "The Destruction of the Spanish Armada",
No. 41, as declared in that entry ; but the works of Hogarth
were well known abroad, and it is recorded that more statesmen

than one received English political satires of the period in

question, and at later dates, when Napoleon I. was insulted and
made a complaint, as Charles V. had done in a similar case. While

considering this point, one cannot help recalling the effects of satire

of another kind on the mind of an English king, as related by
Ordericus Vital is, of the fate of Luke de la Barre, the captured
Norman knight and trouvere. Henry I. replied to Charles of Flanders,
who interceded for the prisoner condemned to be blinded, by

declaring that the captive had "made scurrilous sonnets about

me, and chanted them aloud, to bring me into contempt, thus often

making me the laughing stock of my malicious enemies". In the

struggle with the " carnifices
" of King Henry, poor Luke de la Barre

dashed his head against a wall, dying thus rather than live blind.
1

Such was the savage mode of retaliating satire during the Middle

Ages; at later dates retaliation by the cudgel or more atrocious

means, such as that which led to the passing of "
Sir John Coventry's

Act", obtained with considerable force and frequency, and beatings
were administered to poets, essayists, publishers, and even to prin-

ters; later still the Warrants of Secretaries of State were employed
for this purpose, and even Swift thought nothing of the unfairness

of retaliations not in kind, as appears by the letter to
"

Stella",

October 9, 1711, see "Like Coachman", No. 1497, p. 277, note.

No one can forget the case of Wilkes and No. XLV. of "The
North Briton ". Duels were in vogue to redress satirically-inflicted

wrongs, for which remedies are now sought in actions for libel,

note the cases of Wilkes and Earl Talbot, and Mr. Martin. Gradual

amelioration of social manners has brought about these successive

changes, and satire has lost much of its virulency, if not of its bitter-

ness. These changes collectively illustrate the progress of Satirical

Art in England, the subject of the next part of this Introduction.

That close connection between the Satirical Art of England and

the Continent which was observed to obtain in the preceding volumes

1 Ord. Vit., Hist, ii., xxxix.
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of this Catalogue, and especially in the second of the series, is not

distinct to anything like an equal degree in the third volume, where

comparatively few examples are to be found which derive their sub-

jects from events common to both sides of the Channel. The union

of Great Britain and Hanover under one head supplied the motive

of most of the satires in which these islands, and France, Germany,
and the Low Countries were concerned. This fact has an artistic as

well as a political significance. The English no longer owed much to

Dutch or French designers, for art was, notwithstanding the indiffe-

rence of the king, and his complete ignorance of, not to say his

contempt for its manifestations, beginning to take firm root among
ourselves, and our designers were able, and more than able, to hold

their own in satirical engraving as well as in other branches of art,

painting, sculpture, and architecture. Our educated men travelled

more than ever before during the reign of George II., which, from

its seventh year till that of the death of that monarch, is illus-

trated in the following pages.
It was in this reign, and by means of the before-mentioned

"
Hogarth's Act", conferring copyright on designers, that the pro-

perty of artists in their own works obtained at least the intention

of protection, and that justice which is not yet thoroughly as-

sured to works of art was promised if not secured to the pro-
ducers. This is a fact of importance in regard to the political value

of satirical design. Of the history of this matter the details given
in "A Rake's Progress. Plate I.", No. 2158, and other entries,

are sufficient testimonies. If George II. was irritated by the satire

of " The March to Finchley", No. 2639, and if he expressed his

disgust in a characteristic manner, it is certain that other leaders in

the State recognized the genius of the artist, and accepted the

dedication of works, which, in more than one instance, may have

rescued their names from oblivion as regards the records of the Arts.

"The Court Monkies", No. 2026, was " Inscrib'd to Mr. Pope";
Sir R. Walpole received the ironical dedication of " A Disserta-

tion upon Parties", No. 2150, a famous satire; and if neither " A
Harlot's Progress

" nor ' ' A Rake's Progress ", the richest satires

in our art language, was dedicated, yet no less important a person
than Archbishop Potter of Canterbury accepted the inscription to

himself of Hogarth's
" Enthusiasm Delineated ", No. 2425, and it

is presumable that his Grace thought satire an efficient weapon
against the sectaries who gave him much trouble. There is

no doubt that the "
Opposition

" found the satire expressed

by "The Motion", Nos. 2478 and 2479, a useful auxiliary

against the moribund ministry of Sir Robert Walpole ; in this way,
"The Grounds", No. 2484; "The Motive", No. 2485; "The
Acquital ", No. 2486 ;

" The Funeral of Faction ", No. 2487 ;

" The
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Protest", No. 2488 ; and those allied and contrastable satires, Nos.

2489, 2490, 2491, 2495, and 2496, were acceptable by one or the

other party. From the first to the concluding year illustrated by
this Catalogue, these pages comprise instances of pictorial satire

by men of all shades of political conviction.

If, as was said above, the king contemned Hogarth's art, as

displayed in "The March to Finchley", even he otherwise, and

many hardly inferior personages, condescended to use political

satire in design as a weapon against opinions which were antago-
nistic to their own. Of this numerous examples occur, attesting

that, as literary satire had been acceptable in the previous century,

so the pictorial form of attack now found at least equal favour, and

was effectually in vogue throughout that series of decades which

are displayed in this volume; as to this, see the dedication of
" The Eebellion Displayed ", No. 2662, which, with a cringe, is

" Inscribed
"

to George II. ; the second state, see p. 940 of " Four

Prints of an Election, Plate I.", No. 3285, was dedicated to H. Fox,
afterwards Lord Holland, who was assailed in countless satires,

and it is to be remarked that the design contains a reference

which is the reverse of complimentary to the Duke of Newcastle,

Fox's colleague, at a time preceding that of the publication of the

plate. Fox was the first subscriber who paid money for this print.
" Plate II." of the series, No. 3298, is dedicated to Sir C. Hanbury
Williams ;

" Plate III.", No. 3309, to Sir Edward Walpole ;

" Plate

IV.", No. 3318, to the Honourable George Hay. H. Walpole made
use of satirical allusions in the engravings prefixed to his " Memoires

of the last ten Years of the Reign of George II.", see " A Satirical

Illustration ", Nos. 3336, 3654, 3670, 3728, and 3748.

By far the most important application of the satirical art of the

eighteenth century occurred by means of the master, Hogarth, who
devoted his genius less to political and temporary purposes, than

to that moral and social reformation, for which it would appear

society was even then hardly ripe, in promoting which his influence

was immeasurably powerful. Allowing all that may be allowed for

exaggeration in the designs Hogarth published, as to which see

below, it is through them obvious what was the state of London

and its people, of the English in general, when they could be

represented by "A Harlot's Progress", "A Rake's Progress",

certain parts of "Marriage a la Mode", "Beer Street", "The
Four Times of the Day", above all by that terrible picture
" Gin Lane ", and, notwithstanding its dreadfulness, by the hideous

series called "The Four Stages of Cruelty". We may gain

from Swift something like Hogarthian pictures of this phase of

English life during the generation preceding that of the painter;

but Swift's delineations are painful because we seem to witness
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in them the sardonic smile of the writer, whereas every expres-

sion of Hogarth is distinctly pitiful, so that even in the dreadful

death scene of " A Harlot's Progress ", No. 2091, there is a dash

of sorrow in the thought of the boy, and more than one of the

harlots in " The Funeral", No. 2106, anticipating their own fate,

commiserate the departed sister in sin. Hogarth repeatedly made

children the means of sorrowful pathos, aa in the above cases,
" The Distressed Poet ", No. 2309,

"
Marriage a la Mode, Plate

VI.", No. 2758. It was thoroughly characteristic of Hogarth's

peculiar independence, and evident abhorrence of patronage for

himself, that not before the publication of " The March to Finch-

ley
" in 1750, did he offer the dedication of any of his works ;

the history of this matter has been already referred to, and is

detailed on p. 517. This dedication as it stands, although by no

means unwarranted by the character of Frederick II. of Prussia, is

in itself a satire on, and in every way a rebuke to George II. It has

been objected to Hogavfch that he accepted a place and with it a

salary ; on the other hand it must nob be forgotten that in the case of

the portrait of Lord Lovat, No. 2801, he had served the country

against the last passion of the Stuarts ; that he had produced
" The

Gate of Calais", No. 3050, as well as the two plates of "The In-

vasion", Nos. 3446 and 3454, all three being directed against

foreign enemies; and that at the date in question he was not only
the ablest designer, but the most popular one, and the best figure-

painter then living in England. There was a personal element mixed

with Hogarth's quarrel with Wilkes and Churchill, ofwhich the fourth

volume of this Catalogue contains details, see " The Times, Plate I.",

1762,
" John Wilkes Esq.", Aug. 6, 1763, and "The Bruiser", 1763;

this element caused the bitterness with which Hogarth as a place-
holder was assailed, for it by no means follows that in satirizing

a political opponent he did so from a corrupt motive. That he ab-

stained from attacking Lord Bute is more to the point, if it had been

Hogarth's practice to deepen every scandal of his time. At any rate

the man who produced "A Harlot's Progress", "A Rake's Progress",

"Marriage a la Mode"," Beer Street", and "Gin Lane", had earned

a small sinecure, such as the Serjeant Paintership was to Hogarth.
The essay on the political importance of artistic satire in the

second volume of this Catalogue states that after the reign of

William III., the Dutch language, which must have been widely
used during that period and before it, seems to have passed

gradually out of vogue in this country, but, notwithstanding the

Hanoverian succession, German did not take its place ; this, apart
from the differences of the languages, and the defect of German

literature, was due to the unpopularity of the first two Georges, the

anger evoked by their " Hanoverian "
policy. Of those feelings
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this Catalogue contains abundance of outspoken evidence no'-v for

the first time fully put forward. There are scarcely any traces of

cordial German associations in the hundreds of popular works here

described, nearly all the references are those of aversion, a feeling that

deepened as time went by, and which not even the alliance against

Napoleon eradicated from popular sentiment. This aversion was

inoperative only during the British alliance with Frederick II. of

Prussia, a monarch who was called " the Protestant Hero ". Many
of these satires are indicated in the Analysis which is to be found

below. French associations were much more frequent, and, of

course, they were generally martial, as stated in the Analysis.
The Dutch impression seems to have almost completely vanished

before 1760, although numerous allusions occur in these pages to

the so-called selfish neutrality of Holland, see "The States in a

lethargy", No. 2416. The collection of satirical prints in the British

Museum contains, until the advent of Lord Bute and his alleged

clientele, hardly any allusions to the Scottish people^ except such

as relate to the raid of 1745, which are extremely numerous; the

earliest of a peculiar class of allusions to "Scotch" influence occurs

in connection with the building of the first bridge at Blackfriars,

and the appointment of a Scotchman to be engineer for that work
in preference to Gwynne, an architect, and Smeaton, the engineer,
the latter of whom, oddly enough, afterwards built many bridges
in Scotland, see "Just Arrived from Italy ", No. 3733. See likewise
"
Frontispiece", which has to do with the Porteous Mob affair, No.

2275; "The State Pack-Horse", No. 2420; and "The Scotch

Patriot", No. 2450. Of Irish references, as such, there are

none at all. Indications of antagonism to Spain occur with fre-

quency, but they are less numerous than in the first and second

volumes of this Catalogue ;
the most important of them are concerned

with Lord Anson's exploit in the capture of the great Acapulco gal-

leon, see " The Stage Coach ", No. 2882 ; see likewise the series of

designs connected with " The European Race ", which contains

many references to Admiral Yernon, Nos. 2333, 2334, 2335, 2353,

2355, 2356, 2415, 2418, 2419, 2423, 2424, 2429, 2431, 2434, 2437,

2440, 2441, 2449, 2455, 2456, and 2463; these entries deal compre-

hensively with most of the European nations, from the Turks in the

East to the French in the West, and the Persian conqueror Kouli

Khan, i. e. Nadir Shah. Earlier references to Spain are indicated in

the Analysis of the second volume.

From the indications thus obtainable it is not difficult to esti-

mate the nature, and, in some degree, the closeness of the relations

of Englishmen with their neighbours.

in.
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Progress of Satirical Art in England.

ON this branch of the subject not much can be added to that which

may be found in the " Introduction
"

to the second volume of the

Catalogue, pp. xii xvi. Generally speaking, the rule of simplicity

which had obtained before 1734 was established in English satirical

art, and the designs here described are to a considerable extent

independent of literary aid, or need few verbal elucidations. Ex-

ceptions of importance occur, but their number is small. We find,

as a rule, that satirical prints per se were fully in vogue this appears
to be largely due to the genius of Hogarth. The satires increased

in elaborateness of design, and their personal and historical refe-

rences are enhanced in interest to the student. As these matters

could not be omitted, it has been decided to continue the practice of

giving abstracts from texts whenever the nature of those works per-

mitted, or, when this was not possible without considerable loss of

force and character the essentials of satire to quote the texts in full

or in part, as the cases seemed to require. This was the plan adopted
in the former volumes of the Catalogue, and it seemed the worst

of all reasons for departing from it that the designs in question
became richer in matter and value as time proceeded. But, on the

whole, the amount of illustrative matter quoted in this volume is

comparatively less than in the second volume, for proportionately
less elaborate expositions are required in expounding satires con-

nected with circumstances which, as we approach the present time,
are more widely known, more correctly and minutely appreciated.

The progress ofdevelopment in English satiric design is distinctly

marked by means of numerous works described in this Catalogue,
and it is especially distinct in the series of satires, such as "A
Rake's Progress

" and other productions of Hogarth ; for example,
the materials of " A Harlot's Progress

"
supplied Theophilus Gibber

with a subject for a pantomime, a play was written, but never per-

formed, on the same theme, and it gave birth to a "
poem

"
by

"
Joseph Gay ", Pope's

"
empty Joseph ", see p. 30, of which con-

siderable use has been made in the following pages. It thus appears
that in such important cases satiric art, so far from remaining an ad-

junct to literature, was often a principal in an alliance between them,
and the latter was, in not a few points, in turn, and, so to say, the

subordinate of the former, thus the relations between the two were

completely reversed.

Hogarth nevertheless found the advantage of literary expo-
sition of his designs to be so considerable that, following the
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practice of those who had robbed him in respect to " A Harlot's

Progress", he procured aid of this sort for " A Rake's Progress ",
so that one of Bishop Hoadly's sons wrote versified illustrations of

the series of prints, see p. 106 ; the plagiaries, some of which have
been already enumerated, on these works owed fortunately for us

still more than their originals to the "
poet ", who produced

explanatory verses to accompany them. The progress of develop-
ment was, it thus appears, not only obvious in the characters of

single designs, but designs singly no longer always sufficed to express
all the meanings of the authors, and they were made sequential in

series, with verse or prose illustrations to boot. It was worth while in

some instances, however, to unite literary and artistic essays on nearly

equal terms, and issue them as one, e.g. the numerous works indi-

cated above as connected with "The European Race", No. 2333.

A certain category of satires had et An Explanation", see p. 230,

appropriated to illustrate their meanings, a book of which not fewer

than four editions were issued. " The Races of the Europeans ", No.

2335, comprises four distinct designs ;

" The Evil Genius of Eng-
land ", No. 2418, consists of seven such examples, each of the num-
bers bearing a versified exposition, the whole being crowded with

curious historical matter; "Hocus Pocus", No. 2419, is in five

designs ;

" Fee Fau Fum ", No. 2434, is in four designs ;
and " The

Political Kalender", No. 2440, occurs with not fewer than thirteen

satires of great wealth of character and abundance of interest. Nor
was Hogarth insensible of the advantage secured by the issue of

works depending on numbers following one plan; of this the twelve

plates of "Industry and Idleness", Nos. 28963004, is the ex-

treme instance. It may be said that the members of a far more
numerous category of satires, such as appear in " A Political and

Satyrical History", see "The 2 H, H/s", No. 3342, are sequential;
the relationship of these prints, the one to the others, is so close

that they were gathered in volumes and published in more than

one instalment. This instance surpassed that connected with the

publication of the forty Dutch tracts which are described in

"^Esopus in Europa", No. 1345.

The demand for satirical illustrations of passing events had,

during the second quarter of the eighteenth century, become so

considerable that a "
taking

" circumstance not unfrequently evoked

more than one satire, and the numbers of such works increased as

time went on ; especially was this the case when the characters of

individuals distinguished by their social positions, if not by their

personal qualities, were concerned, e.g. the very numerous prints

on the alliance between the Princess of Wales and Lord Bute

obtained unbounded popularity, see a by no means exhaustive

enumeration of such works in " The Loyal Beasts ", No. 3740.
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A trivial circumstance, such as the audacious masquerading of

a Maid of Honour, see "Miss Chudleigh", No. 3030, evoked

more satires than are enumerated in this volume with the date

May 1, 1749. We are not to be surprised that an event so important

as the resignation of Sir R. Walpole gave the signal for what may
be called a combat of satires, such as are described hereafter, as

" The Motion ", No. 2478 and No. 2479, the latter was reproduced
for a fan-mount; see Nos. 2480 2484, and other examples, dated

February 13, 1741, February 2, 1742, February, 1742, and March,

1742. For several years previous to 1744, see pp. 432 434, the

annual procession of the Freemasons in London had been a source

of considerable popular entertainment ; satire effectually stopped this

demonstration when Paul Whitehead and others organized the pro-

cession of the Gormagons, which is illustrated in
" A Geometrical

View of the Grand Procession", No. 2546, and its allied prints,

which record very many interesting points.

During the period embraced by this volume the subordination

of English satirical design to literature practically terminated ; this

form of design had become much more artistic than before, it was

indeed the peculiar province of Hogarth, the most original of our

artists, and the very foundation of modern English pictorial art. It

occupied some of the most eminent of Hogarth's contemporaries.
In consequence of this advance in the value of artistic satire it was

certain to become less elaborate, for modes of artistic expression

are, of course, extremely terse. Hogarth, being the originator

of English art in its modern and current phase, began about 1725

to do for English satire almost as much as he afterwards did, tech-

nically and intellectually, for English painting. In fact, Hogarth
created modern English satire ; he needed no help from inscriptions

or textual aids of any kind for his pictures ; but, as said before, his

meaning was, for the benefit of weaker brethren, often extended by
literary accompaniments. Those illustrated satires now exist with-

out their literary companions, and the latter owe their value to us

to two causes, 1
, as displaying the subject per se chosen by the

artist; 2, as expounding details, which changes of manners have

caused to be forgotten.

As to the works now in question, that improvement which im-

plied development and simplification was rapid and distinctly marked.

Textual illustrations borne on the satires themselves became compara-

tively rare, and satiric design was practically independent. The
fourth and succeeding volumes of this Catalogue describe the works
of Rowlandson, Gillray, Bunbury, Leech, and Mr. George Cruikshank,
which are, taken in the mass, distinctly artistic, of a high quality in

design, and very different from the rude sketches in vogue before

Hogarth's time'.
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Analysis.

A BEIEP general Analysis of the contents of the third volume of

the Catalogue will be useful to students ; it is prepared on the plan

adopted for those Analyses I i the first and second volumes which will

be found in the Introduction to the latter of the two. The elements

of the more important subjects of satire are here grouped. Com-

prehensive indications of some of the larger classes of the satires

now in question have been given in former essays, parts of this

Introduction. It was considered desirable to close the second

volume with the year 1733; among the chief reasons for doing so

was the importance of the defeat of the Excise Scheme in Parliament

during the session of that year, an event of enormous importance

by itself, and scarcely less so on account of its having very

clearly indicated the approaching end of Sir Robert Walpole's

power. This period was likewise chosen because, although Ho-

garth's genius was distinguished in " Southwark Fair", No. 1960,
his "A Harlot's Progress

"
is not only full of satirical allusions, but

in every sense a masterpiece of satiric art. On its immeasurable

value in this respect this Introduction has already enlarged. Pub-

lished in 1734, and already announced before that time, "A Harlot's

Progress
"

emphatically marks the beginning of a new epoch. It

has been pointed out that the finer elements of satiric design, its

moral aspect and refining influence, developed prodigiously in this

series of designs, if indeed these noble qualities may not be said to

originate therein.

The plan of the Catalogue did not admit placing
"A Harlot's

Progress
"

at the opening of the year in which it was published, the

series was therefore massed at the end of the entries referring to

1734; it is followed by a single work of Hogarth's,
" A Midnight

Modern Conversation", the subscription ticket for which, well-

known as "A Chorus of Singers", No. 1969, is described in the

second volume of the Catalogue, in that volume "
Boys peeping

at Nature ", the subscription ticket for the series, and bearing the

motto

"Antiquam exquirite Matrem ",

is described with the number 1943. All who desire to master the

history of " A Harlot's Progress ", undoubtedly one of the greatest

productions of the eighteenth century, will not fail to refer to No.

1943, for with this entry that, history begins. Among other facts

displayed by it is that the price of the six engravings was one
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guinea, to be paid in two instalments. Good impressions from these

plates are now worth twenty times as much.

This volume begins with a satire on Stock Exchange Operations,

the subject which is copiously and curiously illustrated in numerous

entries, Nos.1610 1693,which are dated 1720, and in an unexampled
manner display the South Sea and Mississippi Companies as they

affected London, Paris, and Amsterdam, during that and subsequent

years. The opening entry in question is
" The Stocks", No. 2016,

and it supplies one of the earliest instances of the use of terms

still current on the Exchange, i.e., "Bulls", "Bears", and " Lame
Ducks ". Of the last it is said :

" But if Bull, and Scar, don't tally,

Out they waddle from the Alley."

The entry itself cites
" Bears "

as occurring in " The Bubblers

Medley", No. 1610, which is believed to be the earliest record of

the term in any form. There is much information on this subject
in " The Gentleman's Magazine" for 1762.

The next subject of satire is of high political importance, the

frequent occurrence of which in this volume is significant of the in-

creasing weight of popular influence in England. The subject
referred to is that of Parliamentary Elections ; of this No. 2017, or
" Kentish Election ", is a striking illustration ; the influence of two

opposed county families appears in operation, as well as in those

festivities which seemed inseparable from the contests of which

Hogarth's
" Four Prints of an Election, An Election Entertainment",

No. 3285, is the crowning picture. In the second volume we find

proof that such elections were growing in importance;
" The Noble

Stand", No. 1921, may be cited to this effect. As Walpole's power
was drawing towards its close, this importance was enhanced : an

election decided the fate of the great Minister. In "
Sir E. Fagg",

No. 2023, is a display of bribery, one of the commonest objects of

satire ;
" The Humours of a Country Election ", No. 2030, is not

only an instance of considerable humour, but probably suggested to

Hogarth the theme of his " Four Prints of an Election " ; the next

considerable satire on a parliamentary election refers to the contest

at Westminster, between Admiral Vernon and Mr. Edwin on one

side, Sir C. Wager and Lord Sundon on the other. It is styled
" To the Independant and Worthy Electors of the Ancient City of

Westminster", No. 2497, and illustrates an affair which stirred all

England ;
it is followed by

" A Satire on Election Proceedings ",

No. 2498, "The funerall of Independencey ", No. 2499; and
these are succeeded by "To the Glory of the E1 Honble Sr

Eobert Walpole", No. 2500, "The Triumph of Justice", No.

2501, and " The Banner of Liberty ", No. 2505. All these designs
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are of importance because they predicate the downfall of Sir R.

Walpole. Among the allusions distinguishable in these works we

may notice those which declare the existence of the so-called " Inde-

pendents
" of Westminster, who subsequently played a considerable

part in election contests in that city, this part is frequently indicated

below in respect to " Orator" Henley. Another election satire is

to be found with the title "Bristol and Nottingham against London ",

No. 2570, where those famous political journals
" The Craftsman "

and "Common Sense", Mr. Pulteney, Earl Granville, and other

politicians are introduced; the next print on this subject is "Lon-

don's Conduct", &c., No. 2577, a sequel to the last. A Westminster

election supplied matter for the very curious series of satirical prints

comprising "An Exact Description of the Solemn Procession", No.

2797, which assails the Jacobites, "Independents", and "Orator"

Henley in a characteristic style; Henley is the chief subject of

"Orator H y laying the Independent Rump Ghosts", No. 2798;
see likewise "

Jaco-Independo-Rebello-Plaido", No. 2856, which

deals with the Westminster election of 1747, with the convertible

designations, Jacobites, "Independents", "The Rump", and other

contumelious terms ; on the same point see " The Spy ", No. 2857
;

likewise " The Humours of the Westminster Election ", No. 2859,
" The Two Shilling-Butcher", No. 2860,

" The Banker's Election",

No. 2861, "A Sight of the Banging Bout at Litchfield ", No. 2863,

the principal incident of which is the castigating of the Duke of

Bedford, Mr. Rigby, his agent, and Lord Trentham ; see likewise
" Great Britain's Union", No. 2864, "An exact Representation",
No. 2865. Hogarth's

" The Stage Coach " No. 2882, an election

satire, is rich in political and personal allusions. Another election

for Westminster, that of 1749, called forth " Sr

George Yandeput ",

No. 3044, and its insinuations of bribery. See for this offence as

regards Portsmouth,
" The Gothamites in Council", No. 3117, and

again, as to Westminster, "The Ig-Noble Struggle ", No. 3118,

which is associated with that bold declaration of Mr. Crowlo, who,

having been compelled to receive kneeling a reprimand at the Bar of

the House of Commons, rose from the floor and dusted his breeches,

declaring it was the "dirtiest House he had ever been in". The

importance of an election is here fully displayed, but no such event

troubled the satirists of the preceding half century ; see further for

this subject "The British Patriot's Procession ", No. 3119, "The

City up and Down ", No. 3265, "A Stir in the City", No. 3266, where

Hogarth is introduced in person,
" The Liveryman's Levee ", No.

3267,
" The P nt ry Race ", No. 3268,

" All the World in a

Hurry", No. 3270, which concerns the Oxfordshire election of 1754,

and comprises many hits in the manner of election squibs of much

more recent dates,
" Dissection of a dead Member ", No. 3271. With
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No. 3285 Hogarth's series of illustrations of this subject com-

mences
;
this entry completely elucidates "An Election Entertain-

ment " as regards the design, its history, and most interesting allu-

sions, and describes the print itself, likewise the plate in all its states.

No. 3327, the last entry describing
" Four Prints of an Election",

closes the election satires in this volume of the Catalogue.

As to the distinguished Prelates of the period in question, it may
be remembered that Bishop Hoadly, so frequently the subject of

satirical attack and defence in the epoch of the second volume of this

Catalogue see "Hoadly seated at a Desk", No. 1533, and "The

Frontispiece", No. 1511, had found something like repose after

combating ere the year 1734 began; we nevertheless find him

mentioned in " The State Weather-cocks ", No. 2021, and " Blessed

be the Lord ", No. 2139. He is represented in " The Hierarchical

Skimington", No. 2149, "The Festival of the Golden Kump", No.

2327,
" First oars", No. 2867, and in other examples with the same

date, where he appears in opposition to Bishop Gibson, the
" Codex " of many a satire. For Bishop Gibson, see " The State

Weather-cocks", No. 2021, where he bears the ironical name "Pas-

torius ", and " The Hierarchical Skimington", No. 2149, where he

eyes
"
Canterbury

"
through a telescope, and leads an ass laden with

his famous book " Codex Juris Ecclesiastici Anglicani", as to which

work examine "The Parallel", No. 2280, and "First oars", No.

2867, as above. The Cataloguer has been able to correct a mistake

of long-standing in regard to the design attributed to Hogarth,
and well-known as " Tartuffs Banquet", No. 2281, the "Tartuff"

of the satire is not, as was previously asserted,
" Orator

"
Henley,

but Bishop Gibson, see p. 199.

The name of this learned but somewhat imperious prelate leads

by natural transition to the High CJiurch satires of this section of

the Catalogue. These works are few, but the influence of the

party in the Church which occupied the position of the so-called

"Highflyers" of an earlier date (1709), was by no means insignifi-

cant; this influence tended to an association with the Jacobites, yet
the party maintained a distinct character. On this point see "The
Jacobites Hopes ", No. 1495, and " Needs must when the Devil

drives", No. 1496. Bishop Gibson had succeeded Dr. Sacheverell,
and the prelate looked rather to George the Second than to the Pre-
tender. " The Parallel", No. 2280, deals with those "

High Priests
"

Laud and " Codex ", and refers to a Church matter that vexed the

very soul of Walpole and is associated with an ecclesiastical storm of
which men seemed to think the billows would never subside. The
Society of Friends, or "

Quakers ", is apparent in this satire, and in

a very different light from that which displayed them in the entries,
Nos. 155 158, 885 888, and 1339; the last contains numerous re-
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ferences to satires described in the second volume of this Catalogue.
The "High Church" is indirectly aimed at in " Blessed be the Lord",
No. 2139, whether Bishop Sherlock or Bishop Hoadly be the subject
of that mezzotint, which, by the number of impressions still extant,

appears to have been extremely popular.
The number of prelates satirized in the prints now in question

is very small ; they are, besides Gibson and Hoadly, Sherlock, see

"Blessed be the Lord", No. 2139, and its references; Burnet, see

the same entry; Rundle, see No. 2280 ; Archbishop Wake, see "An
ass loaded ", No. 2269 ; the name of John Thomas of Lincoln is

given in error for Richard Reynolds, see " The Motion ", Nos. 2478,

2479, and "The Political Vomit", No. 2531; R. Smalbroke of

Liclifield, see the same entries, "The Acquital", No. 2486, and
" The Political Libertines ", No. 2490 ; Sherlock of Salisbury, see

"Blessed be the Lord", No. 2139, "The Motive", No. 2485, "A
Papist ", No. 2667, and

" The military Prophet", No. 3076 ; Maddox

of St. Asaph, see " Reformation began in Denbighshire ", No. 2534,

"The Submission", Nos. 2541 and 2542; Archbishop Herring of
York and Canterbury, see "The Mitred Champion", No. 2634,
" The Soldier ", No. 2635,

" The Invasion ", No. 2636,
" The

Procession ", No. 2658,
" A Hint to the Wise ", No. 2675,

"
First

oars", No. 2867, and others with the same date. The Pretender's
"
Bishop

"
Keppock of Carlisle appears in " Rebellion Rewarded ",

No. 2826 ; Bishop Mawson of Chichester is represented in "
First

oars", No. 2867, and others of the same date with Archbishop

Herring, who out-sculled his competitors in that strenuous contest

for the primacy, that is, Gibson of London, Hoadly of Winchester,

Sherlock, Master of the Temple and Dean of St. Paul's; Seeker

of Oxford is mentioned in " The military Prophet ", No. 3076.

Certain bishops are collectively assailed in respect to their votes

for the "Jews Naturalization Bill" of 1753, see "VoxPopuli",
No. 3202 ; an anonymous prelate is indicated in " The crab tree ",

No. 3592.

Special references to the minor Clergy will be found in " Blessed

be the Lord", No. 2139,
" The Hierarchical Skimington", No. 2149,

"The Frontispiece to 'The Clergy's Plea'", No. 2275, "needs

must", No. 2276, "The Parallel", No. 2280, "Tartuff's Banquet",
No. 2281, "The Sleeping Congregation", by Hogarth, No. 2285,
" Scholars at a Lecture ", by Hogarth, No. 2338,

" A Sketch," No.

2460, "A Parish Feast", No. 2474, "Pope Clement the XIIIth
", No.

3657, and the general satires Nos. 37526, 3760 1, 3771, 3774

85, 3789 91, 3794. Clerical Corruption and Ambition are denounced

in the persons of Archbishop Wake and his son-in-law, Dr. Lynch,
Dean of Canterbury ; the latter, a celebrated pluralist, was described

as "A Great Church-Man", see " An ass loaded", No. 2269. " The
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Hierarchical Skimington ", No. 2149, "The Pluralist", No. 2617,

"First oars to L m th", No. 2867, and others of the same date

illustrate this subject, especially
"
Haw'y Haw'y L b th Haw'y-",

No. 2873, in which last the Duke of Newcastle and his brother, Mr.

H. Pelham, promise a group of see-seeking prelates
" You shall all

be Archbishops", while two of the lesser degree in the Establish-

ment shout severally,
" Fll be Dean of y

e Arches ", and " I Arch

Deacon ". In this design Sherlock says he will wait for the Primacy
"till next" (time), and Mawson of Chichester declares that he relies

on virtue, not on interest, while Gibson of London energetically cites

his own claims.

The Sectaries who troubled the prelates were, of course, not

ignored in satiric art during the middle of the last century, but the

public seems not to have taken so much interest in their conduct,

their merits, or their shortcomings as was the case during previoiis

times. The second volume of this Catalogue is much richer in

works of this category than the third, in which the more important

examples of the kind are by Hogarth. The reader may, for infor-

mation on this head, turn to " A Satire on the Rev. Peter Belbin ",

No. 2260, which is the sole attack on the Baptists ; other reli-

gious denominations had been unsparingly assailed in the prints
described in the first volume, under the titles Anabaptists,

Brownists, Adamites, and the like, see " New Preachers, New ",

No. 211,
" A Nest of Serpents", No. 248, &c., and refer to p. xxiii.

of the Introduction to Volume the Second. In the third volume,
see on this subject, "Enthusiasm Delineated", No. 2425, the same,
No. 2426, "The Eevd Mr. Whitefield", No. 2430, "Enthusiasm

Displayed", No. 2432, "Pope Clement the XIIIth
.", No. 3657,

"Methodism", No. 3661, "The Scheming Triumvirate", No. 3730,
"The Retort", No. 3738, "Retort upon Retort", No. 3739. Ho-

garth's impression of the Wesleyans is distinct in "
Industry and

Idleness, Plate XI.", No. 2989, which is quite different from that

which he recorded of Whitefield the Preacher in "Enthusiasm Deli-

neated", No. 2425. As to Whitefield, see "Methodism", No.
3661.

" Orator" Henley, owing to his magniloquent mode of preaching,
boisterous habits, and alleged Jacobite proclivities, offered a conspi-
cuous mark to satirists during the whole of his public career. He is

often indicated in the second and third volumes of this Catalogue ;

as to the former, references to this person are grouped in " The Ora-

tory", No. 1871, which contains a brief biography of the remarkable
man. In the third volume, see "An Exact Description", No. 2797,
"Orator H y", No. 2798,

" O- - H in the Suds",
No. 2822, "The Brazen face'd O r ", No. 2823, "Oratory
Chappel", No. 2824,

" The Orator", No. 2835,
" The Orator Versus
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Culloden", No. 2836, "Orator Henley christening a Child", No.

2837, "Lo! The Orator", No. 2841, and " Orator Humbug to

Admiral Bungy", No. 3388, which last shows that satire followed

Henley even beyond the grave. For the "
Quakers", see p. xxxiv.

From the Clergy and their antagonists we may turn to Royalty.
The satires referring to King George the Second are, as the monarch

grew older, marked by a distinct change in character. The second

volume contains few examples of this order. The rulers seem to

have been regarded with something like awe during the earlier

years of the dynasty, but about 1737 this feeling, if it ever really

existed, had yielded to impatience in respect to the " Hanoverian "

predilections of the king. In "^neas in a Storm", No. 2326,
not only is George the First hinted at without much respect, but

the personal habits of his successor are vividly described, and his

peculiar practice of kicking hats, if not larger and living objects, is

laughed at.
" The Festival of the Golden Eump ", No. 2327, deals

vigorously with this subject, and has wider bearings of very great

importance, social as well as political and personal; it shows that

royalty had become an object of stage-satire, and indicates the

parliamentary origin of the restraints on theatrical representations
which were then newly imposed, and have long been maintained in

force : the history of this matter, which will be found on pages 224,

225, 226, and 227, is extremely curious and highly ludicrous.
" The Festival of the Golden Rump

"
is one of the most valuable

works in the whole range of English satire ; the engraving is ex-

tremely rare, artistically spirited, and correspondingly important.

King George's habit of kicking is again illustrated in " The Present

State of a Certain Great Kingdom ", No, 2336, with greater acerbity
than before ; it shows that the government of the day took steps to

suppress satiric attacks on his majesty, steps as effectual as those

which checked Garrick when he ventured to kick a hat on the

stage. The bitterness of the quarrel between George the Second

and his eldest son, Frederick, Prince of Wales, is indicated by
" Et

Nugis addere Pondus", No. 2346, and "The Screen", No. 2540.

Other traits of the king's conduct, as in respect to his mistresses,

are recorded satirically by
" Solomon in his Glory ", No. 2348,

' ' The

Scotch Patriot", No. 2450, "The C 1 shittle cock", No. 2451,
" The (Cha)mpion

"
, No. 2452, and the same, No. 2453. He appears

as a politician in "The Negociators ", No. 2463, "The Cricket

Players of Europe", No. 2506, "The C rd n 1 Dancing-Master",
No. 2530, and " The Promotion ", No. 2535, which last indicates

an important change of the English Ministers, In " The Queen of

Hungary Stript", No. 2513, the king is in relationship with Maria

Theresa. See " The Political Yomit ", No. 2531,
" The Screen ", No.

2539,
" Touch me not", No. 2551,

" The Ghost of Eustace Budgel",
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No. 2555, The Night Visit ", No. 2559,
" Portrait present de

1'Europe ", No. 2562,
" The H r T p Man come again ", No.

2578, "The Confectioner General", No. 2583, "The H v n Con-

fectioner General", No. 2584, "An Actual Survey of the Elec-

torate", No. 2587, which exhibits a very quaint satirical portrait

of the king, and "A Cheap and Easy Method ", No. 2604, this, like

several others now in question, deals with the Hanoverian partiali-

ties of his majesty, the source of much English disgust, see below

on " Hanover." " A list of Foreign soldiers ", No. 2605, reflects

on this subject, and "The Court Fright", No. 2606, indicates

ministerial difficulties. Like the last, "Court and Country United",
No. 2609, presages the Scottish raid of 1745 ; see below on this

subject.
" The Queen of Hungarys Whetstone ", No. 2610, is an

indelicate satire evidently derived from a much older one on

Madame de Maintenon, on the Empress-Queen and George the

Second's alliance with Austro-Hungary. Respect for the English
monarch was at a low ebb when " A very Extraordinary Motion ",

No. 2613, was published to show how an unacceptable minister might
be forced down his majesty's throat, and indicated the accession of

the " Broad Bottom Ministry
"

to power. The king is represented
in "The European Mourners", No. 2619, in relation to the death

of the Emperor Charles the Seventh, and the capture of the Marshal

De Belle-Isle, a capture made under circumstances so extraordinary
that men were excused who believed it to have been due to collusion

and political necessities ; the Marshal is referred to in several satires

which are enumerated in "The European Mourners, (No. 2.)", No.

2620. Although George the Second is not represented in " The
March to Finchley", No. 2639, his fame is closely connected with

the history of that picture, a concise account of his alleged con-

duct in respect to it is given on p. 517. An allegory of King
George is introduced in " The Rebellion Displayed ", No. 2662, a

design which is noteworthy for being
" Inscribed " to his majesty,

a poor compensation for the loss of the dedication of Hogarth's great

work, which was undoubtedly offered to and rejected by the British

monarch ; the character of " The Rebellion Displayed
"

is closely
in keeping with the witty suggestions of John Ireland, which give
a credible notion of the king's ideas with regard to " The March to

Finchley
" " he probably expected to see an army of heroes

devoting their lives to the service of their country, and their Sove-

reign, habited like a mailed Mars, seated upon a cloud
"

; see

p. 517. The dedication of " The Rebellion Displayed
"

to the king is

the sole instance of the kind which has come before the Cataloguer,
and it may be said to show that, if they did not create them, the

Jacobite movements of 1745 promoted a revival of sentiments of

loyalty to the throne. Of personal loyalty, such as bound men to
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Queen Elizabeth and Charles the First, none of the House of

Hanover seem to have received more than a small measure.

There is a portrait of the king in the curious "Britlands Processi",
No. 2677 ;

the latest but one of the Dutch satires described in the

volume, and doubtless originally due to an earlier date than that

with which it appeared in 1745, the style of the engraving is older,

and it is extremely improbable that reference to the "
Zuyt Zee"

mania of 1720 would occur a quarter of a century later and be

associated with a portrait of George the Second; the windmills

comprised in this design distinctly indicate the alleged parentage
of the " Old Pretender

"
; there are other allusions of this kind, but

it is clear that the inscriptions refer in chief to Charles Edward

Stuart, and not to his father.

The last of the Dutch satires in this volume is
"
Paye qui

Tombe", No. 2 791, referring to Royalty, and a work issued in 1746 ;

this, like " Britlands Processi ", had an older origin, it is known to

be the "Paye qui Tombe" of 1697, described as No. 1337.

Further references to George the Second will be found in the

following entries, all of which, with more or less distinctness, declare

that revulsion of sentiment towards the throne which has been

already noticed as following the anger aroused in the English
nation by the Scottish raid of 1745. The extreme rarity of Jaco-

bite satires, i.e. those which opposed the government of King
George, may be cited to show that popular feeling was decidedly
averse to the Stuarts. Amidst a shower of anti-Jacobite prints, but

three pro-Jacobite examples are described in this volume, and due

to the period in question, these are "The Agreeable Contrast", No.

2833, the nameless engraving here styled
" A Jacobite Satire ",

No. 2834, and " The Butcher", No. 2843. The fact that the sub-

scription ticket for " The March to Finchley
"

is a stringent anti-

Jacobite satire a pair of scissors being shown in it as if cutting the

Scottish Lion out of the British escutcheon, while the Scottish arms

are degraded is a curious illustration of intense political feeling

existing long after Culloden; this ticket, see No. 2631, was issued

in 1750.
1 There is a later pro-Jacobite satire in "The Prodigal

Son", No. 3014 ; another is "The agreeable Contrast", No. 3042.

George the Second is likewise represented by
" The Wheel-

Barrow Crys of Europe ", No. 3021, in the act of trundling a barrow

filled with turnips, for the significance of which see No. 2578. He
is associated with Miss Chudleigh in " Miss ", No. 3031,

which may well be called an illustration to a passage in Walpole's

1 The copy of the subscription ticket in question here is received by the Duke
of Richmond, a grandson of Charles II., and thus of Stuart blood in a very near

degree.
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"Letters", see p. 744. The next interesting reference to this

monarch occurs in "A Goose of old", No. 3330, where he is

associated with Mr. H. Fox and the Duke of Newcastle, the latter as

a goose hanging at the back of Fox's chair.
" The Court Cards ",

No. 3466, "The Mirrour", No. 3487, "A Satire", No. 3488,
" A

Political Satire", No. 3515, "Optimus" (a very odd name for

George the Second), No. 3537, and "
Oddities", No. 3576, where

Fox appeals to Bub Doddington to act as " odd man " in carrying

the royal sedan chair are all connected with the king, whose death

gave a date for the conclusion of this volume.

Another king, Theodore of Corsica, will be found in question in

several elaborate satires, see " The European Race Heat 1
st

",

No. 2333,
" The Races of the Europeans ", No. 2335,

" The Euro-

pean Race Heat II
d
", No. 2415, and "The Negotiator's", No.

2463. The "
Young Pretender" is indicated in numerous designs,

of which the more important are " The European Race Heat 1
s
! ",

No. 2333,
" The Races of the Europeans ", No. 2335,

" Fee Fau
Fum ", No. 2434,

" Faction Displayed ", No. 2603, and " The

M r ys", No. 2608. The satires of 1745 and 1746 are, of

course, rich in references to Charles Edward Stuart and his fortunes ;

all the works of this category are named in "The Auction", No.

3467; see likewise p. xliv. References in connection with the King of
Prussia will be found in " The Difference ", No. 3671. Those which

indicate the Empress Maria Theresa, are named in " The Sequel",
No. 3694. Frederick, Prince of Wales had records in a few designs,
see "A Satire ", No. 2270,

" Et Nugis addere Pondus", No. 2346,
"The Ghost of Eustace Budgel", No. 2555, "Doctor Rock's Poli-

tical Speech ", No. 2598, and
" The Prodigal Son ", No. 3014, where

he appears as a horned owl, a satire of no uncertain reference,
and the first of an extraordinarily numerous category, no other

members of which deal with the Prince himself; some of the class

now referred to are named in " The Loyal Beasts", No. 3740, which

is one of the subtlest satires of English origin. In it the Princess of
Wales is represented, the first time in this mode of attack, as a

lioness crouching at ease near Lord Bute, who is described thus :

" Yon hugeous Beast that's near the Lion

Is a most dreadful Scottish Bison,
Who devlish angry looks & grim".

In "The X. Plagues of Egypt", No. 3020, the Prince of Wales plays
with a pant-in, and he is described as " a Je nesca Quoi". This prince

appears in "The Triumph of Justice", No. 2501. In the third

volume are but few references to the Princess of Wales. The earlier

portions of the fourth volume comprise a considerable number of

notices of this lady, the injurious effect of which on public opinion is
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described by most of the memoir-writers of the time. Eeferences to

George the Third, in the volume now before the reader, are in

Hogarth's
" The Four Stages of Cruelty, Plate I.", No. 3147,

"Long live his Most Excellent Majesty", No. 3732, and "The

Loyal Beasts", No. 3740. The last is a comprehensive entry, which
no student will overlook.

Of Political Corruption, one of the most frequent subjects of

satire during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, that volume
of this Catalogue which describes publications issued between 1733

and 1760 must needs contain many illustrations. In the second

volume examples of this category are still rifer than in that now
in question. The satires themselves describe the period preceding
the latter as a very paradise of bribe-takers and bribers. In the

third volume, "The State Weather-cocks", No. 2021, defines in

the boldest manner the alleged scandalous practices of the Court,

Church, Parliament, Army, Schools, and Public Service, in nearly

every department, of which corruption by pecuniary influence was by
no means the only mode in vogue. The poem from which extracts

are quoted with this entry is one of those which owed their style and

manner, if not their subjects, to Pope. It is one of the best of a very
numerous order, some of which are noticed in this Catalogue, e.g.

" The

Frontispiece to fA Collection of State Flowers '", described with the

number 2025, which is another satire on political corruption. Bribery
is shown in " Sir R. Fagg, bribing a Woman", No. 2023 ; but that of

No. 2025 is of a far deeper and fouler kind, for it deals with the

deplorable case of the once famous
'

Charitable Corporation ". The
"
Frontispiece to 'The court Monkies' ", No. 2026, is doubly in ques-

tion here. Sir E. Walpole and his brother are attacked in this satire ;

the Duke of Newcastle is here for the first time a victim. Notes of

literary satires, mostly in Pope's manner, will be found in the last

paragraph of this entry.
" The Humours of a Country Election ",

No. 2030, is in point here. " In Place ", No. 2350, with its striking

reference to the ear of unfortunate Captain Jenkins of the Scottish

merchant ship, distinctly charges Walpole, by means of his wife, or

the king's mistress, Madame Walmoden, with taking vast bribes in

jewels. To what an extent masquerading might be made subservient

to politico-satirical purposes will be seen by the entertainment at the

Haymarket Theatre, described on pp. 250- 1 . Another sort of political

corruption, of which Walpole is again the alleged principal, appears
in " The Frontispiece to

' The Negociators
'

", No. 2356, a satirical

poem in a rude ballad metre, very commonly in use at this period.

Bribery is the theme of " The Evil Genius of England ", No. 2418,

one of those outrageous attacks on Walpole of which his political

enemies would find it hard to purge themselves. Wholesale bribery

is the subject of the important satire described as " The State Pack-
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Horse", No. 2420, which has its fellow in Hogarth's
" Four Prints

of an Election, Plate II.", No. 3298, the famous and admirable
"
Canvassing for Votes", in this a show-cloth displays how Punch,

the Treasury Candidate for Guzzledown, scattered gold broad-cast

among the voters, and the main design illustrates the most open

practice of bribery. Similar offences are suggested in "Idol-

Worship", No. 2447, one of the prints which predicted the fall

of the potent Minister whom it represents so quaintly. Almost

his last appearance in the satirical life (see No. 2460) is associated

with the practice of bribery, and occurs in a very remarkable print

to which allusion has already been made, aa in the possession of

Horace Walpole, and very plainly associated with some famous lines

of Pope's, which assert that Sir Robert could :

" Smile without art, and win without a bribe".

Bribery is the theme of two other satires in which Walpole is con-

cerned, No. 2465, and No. 2473.
" The Grounds ", No. 2484,

'< The

Motive", No. 2485,
" The Protest ", No. 2488,

" The Reason", No.

2491,
" What's all This !", No. 2495, "A Satire", No. 2498, "The

Political Vomit", No. 2531, and " Bror
Robert", No. 2533, are

among the more important of the numerous entries that treat of

this subject. The following numbers indicate entries of the same cate-

gory -.2534, 2535, 2539, 2544,2555, 2556, 2559, 2575, 2576, 2578,

2581, 2598, 2608, 2630, 2850, 2851, 2854, the last is a direct attack

on Pitt as a place-hunter. AlsoinNos. 2860, 2861, 2863, 3018, 3069,

3070, 3082, 3117, 3123, 3203, 3204, 3205, .3206, 3207, 3208, 3209,

3265, 3267,3269, 3270, 3271, and 3285, or Hogarth's "An Election

Entertainment ", where the subject of the satire is political corrup-
tion. The same may be said of the other members of this series, Nos.

3298, 3309, and 3318. After these the number of similar satires is too

great even for the tersest indications ; the works chiefly refer to the

alleged peculations of Mr. H. Fox, afterwards Lord Holland; refe-

rences to all these examples are included in the entry named
" The

French King in a Sweat ", No. 3691 .

" The Bawd of the Nation ",

No. 3636, contains a particular reference to this alleged turpitude of

the famous Minister, in the celebrated phrase which described him

as "a notorious defaulter of uncounted millions". This subject is

the chief element of the satire in "A Political and Satyrical History",
that remarkable series of designs which has been elucidated in this

Catalogue, where the meanings of the prints are recovered for the edifi-

cation of the future. This subject may be comprehensively said to be

the chief one in question in all the satires which are dated 1756,

1757, 1758, 1759, and 1760. See " The Dis-card ", No. 3421,
" The

Coal Heavers ", No. 3423.

The Foreign Wars carried on by the British nation during the
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reign of George the Second are the subjects of a very valuable and
instructive class of satirical designs. Of these the whole are too

numerous to be mentioned here, suffice it that they will be found

under the dates of the contests, and that the most important of them
are as follows : The series of works styled

' ' The European Races ",

and their sequels, Nos. 2333, 2334, 2335, 2335*, 2336, 2347, 2353,

2355, 2356, 2415, 2416, 2417, 2418, 2419, 2421, 2422, which indi-

cates the disaster of Admiral Hosier and his squadron in the Spanish

main, the subject of Glover's beautiful ballad
; Nos. 2423, 2424,

2429, 2431, 2434, 2437, 2440, 2441, 2449, 2453, 2454, 2455, 2456, a

satire on the Church of Rome and its pretensions, which has a pecu-
liar history among satirical prints ;

Nos. 2463, 2464, 2493, 2502,

2503, 2504, 2506, 2512, which refers to the Empress-Queen and the

contests attending the Pragmatic Sanction; Nos. 2513, 2514,2515,

2530, 2552, 2553, 2554, 2562, 2578, 2582, 2583, 2584, 2585, 2587,

2589, 2604, 2605, 2606, 2609, 26U, 2612, 2614, 2619, 2665, 2683,

2819, 2849, 2862, an instance worthy of peculiar attention, as vividly

describing that turning-point in history the capture of Bergen-op-

Zoom, Sept. 16, 1747; Nos. 3008,3009, which is concerned with the

Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle ;
likewise Nos. 3010, 3011, 3012, 3013,

3015, 3016, 3021, 3028, 3029, 3050, 3086, and 3087. "The American

Moose-Deer ", No. 3280, relates to the contest in America with the

French; likewise Nos. 3284, 3331, 3332, 3333, 3335, and 3337.

Threats of invasion by the French evoked satires in 1756 and 1757 ;

see, in chief, Hogarth's "The Invasion", Nos. 3446 and 3454;
these works are related to those which refer to Admiral Byng ; the

latter examples are enumerated in " Adm1

Byng's last Chance",
No. 3569.

Throughout the years from 1756 to 1760 very numerous in-

stances treat of the wars in which Great Britain was opposed to her

neighbours. One of the most important of these satires is
" The

2H,H,'s", No. 3342, the entry describing which contains an account

of the abovenamed " Political and Satyrical History ". The entries

respecting Hanover, enumerated below, have a bearing on this part

of the subject ; likewise those on Admirals Vernon and Anson, and

other commanders referred to in the satires on important events.
" The Complimental Hieroglyphic Card ", No. 3387, has laborious

concern with continental wars, and is a curious instance of the way
in which our great grandfathers, or, more probably, our great grand-

mothers, wasted a prodigious amount of time; see, on the subject

in general, "The Egotist", No. 3464, "The Auction", No. 3467,

where Mr. Andrew Stone, at the sign of " The Ass in the Lion's

skin ", i.e. Newcastle House, Lincoln's Inn, sells the effects of Mr.

John Bull, and the Powers of Europe bid for them. "The Slough",
No. 3471, and its sequels, Nos. 3472, 3473, 3475, illustrate one

in. d
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of the catastrophes of the Austro-Hungarian realm ; see " The

European Equilibrist ", No. 3486, in which the Empress-Queen's

relentless rival performs the part of a mountebank of amazing

powers, and of whom it is said that "The Turk was nothing to this

famous Person", who balanced, not merely furniture and entire

houses, but cities and whole provinces, and had made himself arbiter

of continental Europe.
" Poor Old England ", No. 3540, presents a

deplorable portrait of our country at home; and "Poor New

England", No. 3541, gives an equally sad view of our American .de-

pendencies ; see also
" The English Lion dismemberd ", No. 3547,

"A View", No. 3548, "The British Flag insulted", No. 3560,

and its fellow, No. 3561, on the olice famous "
Antigallican

"
priva-

teer and her captures off Corunna, a matter now commemorated in

the names of certain taverns.

Notices of the Young Pretender and the Jacobites are numerous

in this volume ; the earlier examples show the former was held a.s a

bugbear by the French, and hints of support to his claims were

important elements in the political essays which preceded the raid of

1745. Many of these personal satires are indicated on p. xl. Those

prints which deal with the Jacobites are associated with the attacks

on " Orator" Henley, the latter have been named on p. xxxvi. With
the former are to be reckoned the designs dated May, 1741, which

illustrate a Westminster Election, in regard to the alleged political

tendencies of the "
Independents ", a body of voters bearing that

name and closely connected with Henley. A reference to the Jaco-

bites as the " Brood " of the Pretender occurs in " The Whole State

of Europe", No. 2502; another appears in "The Claims of the Broad

Bottom", No. 2579; a third will be found in "King Harry the

IXth", No. 2588, which refers to Mr. H. Pelharn ; see likewise
" Faction Displayed

" No. 2603,
" The Court Fright", No. 2606, and

" The M r ys", No. 2608, a print the date of which is uncertain

some indications connect it with the Pretender's Secretary it may
refer to a later date than 1743, conj ecturally given to it. See "Court
and Country United", No. 2609. Many of the satires dated 1745

and 1746 are in close connection with this party, including
" The

March to Finchley ", No. 2639. They are too numerous for mention

here; the dates alone will guide the student. See satires on Lord

Lovat, dated 1746. The incursion of 1745 is displayed under that

date. In No. 2661, p. 529, is the oldest known indication of " The
Nine of Diamonds" as "the Curse of Scotland."

The " Scotch
"
formed, in popular notions, another party, which

was chiefly remarkable for self-seeking ; see " Scotch tast in

Vista's", No. 2510, a satire on the Earl of Islay ; "The Scotch

Triumvirate", No. 3186, where three scoundrels are assailed ;

" The
Scotchman Fox'd ", No. 3604 ;

" Just Arriv'd from Italy", No. 3733,
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an early example of attacks on Lord Bute and his entourage ; and
" The Quere ? ", No. 3735, another instance of like nature.

Indications of the quasi-Republican Calf's Head Club may well

have place here. They occur in the second volume of this Cata-

logue and will be found enumerated in "A Description", No.
1517. In the third volume. see "The true Effigies of the Members
of the Calve's Head Club", No. 2141, an entry which refers to

several other examples of the same kind. See " The Ig-Noble

Struggle ", No. 3118.

The Court is particularly displayed in a few designs; among
these the most noteworthy are,

" The Frontispiece to ' The Court

Monkies'", No. 2026, "The Scotch Patriot in contrast", No. 2450,
which praises the Duke of Argyll, "The C t Shittle Cock", No.

2451, where the king, the duke, Sir R. Walpole, his daughter, and

Lady Yarmouth appear in a strange occupation. Incidentally the

Court is connected with many prints dated 1756. References to

individuals who were peculiarly attached to the Court are rife, e.g.

Lord Hervey, Pope's victim ; see " Mr. Pulteney's duel", No. 1867,

in the second volume ; and, in the third volume,
" The Political

Libertines", No. 2490, "The Reason", No. 2491, "What's all

This!", No. 2495, "The State Weather-cocks", No. 2021, con-

tain references to this courtier. His name is frequent in this

volume on account of his peculiarly valuable
" Memoirs of the Reign

of George the Second ", a book which afforded great assistance in

elucidating the prints.
"
Hanover", in the sense attached to that term during the reigns

of the first two Georges, will be found vividly illustrated in this

Catalogue; this is especially the case in the volume before us. The
illustrations are extremely curious and very savage. The strong
odium popularly connected with the name, "Hanover", ceased

with George the Second, and it was succeeded in a characteristic

manner by English, and in chief metropolitan, distaste for the

"Scotch", as described above. The satires of the "Hanoverian"

category include those which assail the Newcastle administration for

hiring mercenaries from the king's electorate and its neighbour,
Hesse. Of the class in view here the undermentioned are most

worthy of note: "The Whole State of Europe", No. 2502, con-

tains the first indication of " turnips ", which were alleged to be the

chief production of the king's native dominions, see "The H r

T p Man", No. 2578, for an explanation of that phrase; see like-

wise "The Screen", No. 2539, for a reference to the alleged motive

of English delay to attack Spain, i.e. fear of injury to Hanover;
"Hanover Spurs" occurs in "London's Conduct", No. 2577; the

very mode and grounds of the popular complaint appear in the

above-named " The H r T p Man". With these are to be studied
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"The Claims of the Broad Bottom", No. 2579, "Old England",
No. 2582, "The Confectioner General Setting forth the H n

Desert", No. 2583, the last introduces George the Second at the

Battle of Dettingen, and displays the alleged misconduct of the

Hanoverian commander, General Ilton, who was called the " Confec-

tioner General
" because he professed to have ' '

preserved
"
the king's

troops during that memorable combat; "TheH v n Confectioner

General", No. 2584, has a similar allusion. . See "An Actual

Survey ", No. 2587,
"
King Harry the IXth ", No. 2588,

" The H e

Bubble", No. 2589, "A Cheap and Easy Method''', No. 2604,

"A list of Foreign soldiers", No. 2005, "The Court Fright",
No. 2606, "The European Mourners", No. 2619, "A Welch K t",

No. 2630, and "The Wheel-Barrow Crys of Europe", No. 3021;
the last shows George the Second in person crying Hanover turnips

for sale. "The Conduct", No. 3069, comprises a representation of

the Hanoverian Horse devouring the blood of Britannia under
t
the

"
superintendence and direction" of the Duke of Newcastle and his

brother, while the " Confectioner General" looks on. " S 1
. James's

"
}

No. 3083; complains of the king's neglect of England ; "A Present

to Hanover", No. 3086, and "Hanover Over", No. 3087, contain

more than meets the eye; "The Triumph of Csesar", No. 3615, a

satire on the Duke of Cumberland, is amusing. Hanoverian Mer-

cenaries have been alluded to above as associated with this part of the

subject. They are indicated in " The 2 H,H/s ", No. 3342. " In Neat

Silver Coin", No. 334 k "
Hengist & Horsa", No. 3346,

" Law for the

Orit-Laws", No. 340 1,
" Tbe Keufcish Out-Laws", .No. 3403,

"
Forty

six and Fifty six ", No. 3477, arid "A Nurse for the Hess us", No.

3478; the last refers to another body of hired troops whose pre-
sence in England gave bitter offence. See farther,

" The Terror of

France", No. 3610, "The Dream", No. 3613, "The Truant

Francois", No. 3614, "A New Map", No. 3616, "The Horse

Stealer", No. 3617, "The Way the Hare Runs", No. 3621..

"Caesar at New Market", No. 3623, "The Truth", No. 3629.

"The Lamentations of Louis", No. 3631,
" The Lying Hydra

"

No. 3633, "The Diffeienee",No. 3671, "Pro Sibi Non Patria"

No. 3678. The last is a design which baffled the researches of the

Cataloguer, who spent many days endeavouring to obtain mor<

complete knowledge than the entry exhibits. It is one of a series

of " cards "; see " The 2 H, H,'s ", No. 3342.

References to the "Antigallican" privateer are given above ii

the section on Foreign Wars. A single reference to the Porteom
Riots, which, strange to say, is almost the sole domestic matter o:

Scottish origin illustrated here, will be found in "
Frontispiece tc

'The Clergy's Plea'", No. 2275. Another satire of Scottisl

character, if such it may be called, is "The Scotch Triumvirate"
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No. 3186, which refers to one of the most painful parricides, the

poisoning of Mr. Blandy by his daughter, at, it is believed, the

instigation of her lover,
"
Captain

"
Cranstoun. This print is among

the early expressions of feeling against the Scotch as such, but it

had no connection with Lord Bute and the Princess of Wales. " John
Balfoura Coffeehouse at Edinburgh", No. 3191, by Paul Sandby,
would have amused Sir Walter Scott himself; it is noteworthy that

Sandby could not let pass even a remote opportunity of hitting at

Hogarth, whom he assailed so bitterly ; see on the latter point many
entities dated 1753. Hogarth did not retaliate on Sandby, although
it would be difficult to experience ruder provocations than those

afforded by
" The Author run Mad ", No. 3244, its fellows, Nos. 3240,

3241, 3242, 3243, 3245, 3248, and others. When in his early
manhood Hogarth assailed Pope, the poet gave no reply. When
Sandby attacked Hogarth the latter was past the middle of life,

and did not produce a rejoinder. At a later period C. Churchill was

immortalized bej
rond his own fortune by Hogarth's satire styled

" The Bruiser ", see the date 1763, a design produced after burnish-

ing out of the plate the engraving, of 1749, from that portrait of

Hogarth which is now in the National Gallery and comprises the

dog, and the " Line of Beauty ". Wilkes likewise received a painful

immortality in the etching
" John Wilkes, Esq.", see May 6, 1763,

another rejoinder of Hogarth's. The scarcity of Scottish matter

points to the comparative remoteness of the northern capital at this

period much more surely than it affirms the infrequency of satirical

prints in Edinburgh at any time.

The tone of satirical allusions to the Scottish people is
" insular

"

enough to induce a foreigner to believe that that race had not been

naturalized in Great Britain. The ' ' Scotch " were looked on by the

London populace as intruders, who evoked more disfavour than so

many Frenchmen or Dutchmen. On this point it must not be for-

gotten that, until long after the " 1745 ", Scottish peasants and even

persons of superior rank were often distinguished by a peculiar

costume. The London vulgar, always remarkable for insolence to

persons who seem ' ' outlandish " to them, resented the sight of kilts

and "bonnets" as if these garments were signs of a meaner bar-

barism than their own. In "A Geometrical View", No. 2546, a

Scotchman and Scotchwoman appear in plaids and the so-called

national dress ; the former bears a broadsword, and is the only armed

man in the Strand. The date of this print is 1742, but a peculiar

costume obtains in representations of Scottish persons circa 1760 ;

see the satires on Lord Bute described in the fourth volume of this

Catalogue. Such costumes did not appear with equal frequency as

time advanced ; but, apart from effigies which are still familiar to

us in certain shops, the male dress in question is by no means un-
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known to adults of this day. Its use, the clannishness of Scotch-

men, and the strangeness of a provincial dialect strengthened pre-

judices which probably called for no excuses, and were much older

than the " '15
" or the " '45 ". Neither Frenchmen nor Dutchmen

distinguished themselves in the emphatic degree of the Scotch,

although, as Hogarth showed in "The Stage Coach", No. 2882, of

1747, where a Frenchman appears, there were peculiarities in the

dress affected by the subjects of Louis XV. Nevertheless, the

English costume itself approximated to that of the French, and

caused the latter to be less strange in the eyes of the people than

it might otherwise have seemed. When Hogarth's
" Four Prints

pf an Election " appeared, the Scotch and the Jews maintained

the most prominent of the sumptuary customs then in vogue ; see the

dress of" Abel Squat ", who is called a "
Quaker ", but was probably

a Jew, in "An Election Entertainment", No. 3285 ; likewise see the

costume of the Jew pedlar in "
Canvassing for Votes", No. 3298.

Both these prints date from 1754. A Jew was so distinctly a stranger
in Britain that one of his race might be described as the foreigner
of foreigners. While prejudices against whatever was " outlandish

"

were so active that it would require nothing less than an Act of Par-

liament for naturalizing Scotchmen wholesale a measure called the

Jews Naturalization Bill was favoured by the Government of the

Pelhams; see " Vox Populi", No. 3202,
" The Grand Conference",

No. 3203, "A Prospect of the New Jerusalem", No. 3204, "The
Circumcised Gentiles", No. 3205,

" The Jews Triumph", No. 3206.

See " Four Prints of an Election, An Election Entertainment ", No.

3285, where
" No Jews "

is a cry of antagonists to the Newcastle Ad-

ministration. So strong was the opposition to this " Jew Bill
"

that,

having been forced through the House of Commons by the Govern-

ment in June, 1753, it was repealed in the following December, anc

Sir William Calvert, although a "
great

" brewer and one of the mosi

serviceable and wealthy candidates for London in the election of 1754

then found himself at the bottom of the poll, whereas he had been ai

the head of it in the contest of 1747. The cause of this downfall of t

popular candidate was support given to the " Jew Bill ". See fur-

ther on this once exciting subject, "A Satire", No. 3207,
" Th'

lews shaving the Parl-nrt", No. 3208, by which work the onc(

much-loved Duke of Cumberland was egregiously insulted, anc

"Published for Mr
. Foreskin", No. 3209, in which this attack ii

repeated. A general naturalization of foreign Protestants hac

been attempted in 1751 ; it was one of a series of similar measures
the history of which is sketched in " The Consequence of Naturaliz

ing Foreigners", No. 3124.

Another thoroughly unpopular attempt of the administration i

briefly presented in this volume i.e. the Excise Bill, a rneasur*
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'which in Sir R. Walpole's hands had consequences so momentous ;

for it was this, more than any other proposition, which insured the

ruin of that potent Minister. Entries on this subject in the second
volume are grouped in "To the Honourable the South- Sea-Com-

pany ", No. 1904
;
in the third volume similar matter will be remarked

in " The Frontispiece to ' A Collection of State Flowers '

", No.

2025, which comprises an assault on the reputation of Pope's
" frontless Yonge." In " The C rd n 1 Dancing-Master ", No.

2530,
" Excise" is closely associated with the earliest indication of

the Earl of Chatham' s future eminence as a statesman, and Britannia

is therein said to see "a, Pit before her." In "The Screen", No.

2540,
" Excise "

is still comprised in many indications of Walpole's
career ; it recurs in the history of Lord Bute.

One of the most interesting subjects illustrated in the second

volume of this Catalogue is that of the introduction and gradual

establishing of the Opera in England. That volume is very rich in

.satires of this order, they are enumerated in the Introduction, pp.
xxxi. xxxii. In the volume here in question are the following ex-

amples of the like nature, the first of which continues the long-sus-
tained contempt for foreign performers ; it is "A Satire on Cuzzoni,

Farinelli, and Heidegger", No. 2022, and was once ascribed to

Hogarth, otherwise to Dorothy, Countess of Burlington, a well-

known lover of art in this period. "The Frontispiece to 'The

Tragedy of Chrononhotonthologos
'

", No. 2027, pertains to Henry
Carey's celebrated satire a masterpiece of whimsical exaggeration,

deriving force from caricature of the Opera as well as of the drama, or

rather of the spectacles introduced by Heidegger and Rich. These

spectacles, singly or combined with one or both of the other forms

of entertainment, excited the wrath of many critics of the old school,

who forgot that such amusements were not worth the pain they pro-
duced in scholars' minds. " The Ladies Lamentation for y

e Loss

of Senesino ", No. 2147, is very quaint ; so is
" The Opera House ",

No. 2148, which attacks Farinelli. Nicolo Porpora appears with his

organ and a human wind instrument of strange device in " Har-

mony", No. 2258, a print undoubtedly due to a partisan of Handel,

Porpora's successful antagonist. The Opera and its performers had

long been a favourite subject of satire with Hogarth, of this the

preceding volume of the Catalogue contains ample evidence ; the

painter's indignation culminated in "A Rake's Progress, Plate II.",

No. 2173, where Farinelli and his art are represented as active agents
in the destruction of Rakewell the Rake; see " A Plagiary", No.

2184, which derives much of its wit from the design it mocked, and

contains a like reference to the most famous tenor of the last century.

Although some years elapsed between the publication of " A Rake's

Progress
" and "

Marriage a la Mode "
respectively, it is evident
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that the author of both series of designs retained his notions of

operatic performances. In the person of Carestini another famous

tenor appears in Plate IV. of the latter series (see No. 2731), the

ruin of the Countess of Squanderfield has due musical and operatic

inducements, and patrons of musical art are seen in the room

while she makes an assignation with her lover. We return to

the first-named master, the so-called "father of screeches", in

recognizing the singer in "
Farinelli", No. 2337, an example com-

prising numerous references to him, see p. 242. It has been sup-

posed that Farinelli, and not Carestini, is represented in Hogarth's
Plate IV., No. 2731, of "Marriage a la Mode"; see above.

Handel is undoubtedly the subject of "The true Representation ",

No. 3272, and "The Charming Brute", No. 3273, which dis-

play the great composer in the act of voraciously eating while sur-

rounded by comestibles and musical instruments. He is alluded to

in the previously-mention ed' entry on Porpora, and in works in-

dicated in the Analysis of the second volume of this Catalogue,

pp. xxxi. xxxii. Heidegger, the first promoter of those "
entertain-

ments" which combined musical with spectacular and athletic

displays, is likewise referred to in many entries of the second

volume; see as above, p. xxxii. He appears again in the third

volume; note "A Satire on Cuxzoni, Farinelii, and Heidegger",
No. 2022, a work which is very rich in personal satire ; this entry
contains a biography of the man, with references to other prints

concerning him, and memoranda about Cuzzoni and Farinelli. See

"Heidegger in a Rage", No. 2467, likewise ascribed to Hogarth,
but on as questionable grounds. Other references to the Opera
and celebrated performers will be found in "Pasquin", No. 2466,
which deals with "entertainments" rather than operas, and gives
a very quaint notion of the gross amusements of a certain class

of the people during the period, i.e. 1700 to 1750. " A Group
of foreign itinerant Singers ", No. 2476,

" The First Design
for 'The Enraged Musician'", No. 2517, and "The Enraged
Musician" itself, No. 2518, are rich in details concerning the

musical profession at this date; the latter contains notes about

Castrucci and others. " Taste in High Life ", No. 2563, relates

to dancing rather than to music, but it is always associated with
the previously-named print. "The Charmers of the Age",
No. 2569, is one of Hogarth's declarations against extravagant
dancing at the Opera. A ruder order of dancing, the perfor-
mance of lower orders of the people, is shown in " A Satire on
Fashionable Amusements/' No. 2775, where "Oyster Nan" and
"Bob Perry" dance a hornpipe in St. Giles's, and according to

a by no means improbable notion they do so in the presence
of two gentlemen, one of whom has been alleged to represent
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the Duke of Cumberland. " The Modern Orpheus", No. 2777,
shows Weidernann, the flutist and hautboy player, a distin-

guished figure in Hogarth's
"
Marriage a la Mode, Plate IV.",

No. 2731; this performer is the subject of a humorous remark of

Horace Wai pole's on the Earl of Holdernesse's passion for the

Opera and its able members; see note 3

, p. 570. "The Idol", No.

3533, is a very curious satire, probably derived from a design by
the Marquis Townshend ; at any rate, now comprehended in a series

with many others which undoubtedly owe much, if not all, their

merits to his wit. It introduces Lord Holdernesse at the feet of

Madame Mingotti, whose unbounded audacity Walpole described

with rare skill, whose treatment of her admirers is exemplified by
this satire. It will be remembered that his lordship was a member
of the Newcastle Cabinet, and no insignificant one. Madame

Mingotti appears again, dividing the attention of the Earl of Sand-

wich in "
Byng Returned ", No. 3367, with certain proposals of

that once well known impressario, the Abbe Vaneschi; and in the

same design Mrs. Fox Lane is recalled, as to whom see Hogarth's

picture in the National Gallery, "Marriage a la Mode, No. 4'%
where a red-haired lady in white is lost in the musical enchant-

ment of Carestini's voice; see note on p. 569, No. 2731.

The Theatre, as a subject of satire during the period embraced

by this volume, had unsurpassed attractions for those whose profes-
sion it was to lash the follies and illustrate the " humours" of their

day. Than the Theatre not the Opera itself was the cause of more
numerous quarrels, more marvellous pretensions, or evoked more

profound admiration and devotion on the part of a considerable por-
tion of the public. The second volume comprises curious proofs of

the popularity of the stage ;
the third volume shows that the contest?

between the drama and pantomime continued to be waged, but with

less bitterness than in the third decade of the century. Rich,
the " Lunn " of many a metrical and many an artistic satire, still

kept his place, and, as one of the most valuable examples in this

volume attests, he had taken up the "
legitimate

"
drama, and, for a

time at least, left the "illegitimate" drama to its chances with

the public in other hands than his, its most fortunate promoter.

Grouped references to Rich will be found in the Introduction to

Volume the Second, p. xxxii. The theatrical subjects in Volume
the Third begin with " The Frontispiece to ' The Tragedy of Chro-

nonhotonthologos
'

", No. 2027, which has been already indicated as

illustrating the Opera. A modern satirist, who worked in Hogarth's
l

1

Hogarth seems not to have taken this
" serious

"
view of the influence of

the theatre, but a less grave one; see "The Laughing Audience", No. 1949,
" Southwark Fair ", No. 1 960,

" A Chorus of Singers ", No. 1 969, and "
Strolling

Actresses ", No. 2403.
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fashion, would not have omitted to introduce the theatre or a stage

scene as an assisting element in such a tragedy as "A Har-

lot's Progress ", or in " A Rake's Progress ", but Hogarth did

nothing of the sort, and we must not forget that Rich and Tyers of

Vauxhall were among his particular friends. " A Satirical Play Bill ",

No. 2140, is rather political than theatrical; it predicted, in 1735,

the downfall of "
Sejanus ", i.e. Sir R. Walpole. In styling him

"Solomon" this satire slyly mocked more than one characteristic

trait of the king's. One of the most curious and complete works in

this volume is that which should be grouped with " The Festival

of the Golden Rump", No. 2327, it is "The Player's last Refuge",
No. 2146, in which the history of "The Stage Mutiny", No. 1929,

may be said to be continued, with references to Theophilus Gibber,

Griffin, Rich, Hippesley, Mrs. Lee, and other well-known actors in

their day. In this satire Sir John Barnard does knightly service

in Goodman's Fields against what he considered a focus of spcia.

corruption, and important restraints are shown as imposed on the

licence of the players. Sir John is described as charging over
" Punch ", and acting as

the Terror of the Stage.
See Fritters fall a Victim to his Wrath
And see him tumble down the long-stewed Broth

The rattling Platters the scared Dames appall
But Tragedy and they are Doom'd to fall.

Nay even at Royal Ensigns see him strike

Crowns & Black puddings are to him alike."

The reference to " Crowns " is not without a double meaning ; ii

is one of those " hits
" which were more obvious than just, and ii

must have appealed to many a prejudice of the day. The cross-

references in this entry show its numerous bearings and the widf

ramifications of the subject-satire. A scarce work of Hogarth's

being a ticket for a performance for H. Fielding's advantage
is next on the theatrical list. It is styled,

" The Author's Benefit

Pasquin", No. 2271, such being the inscription on a card for admit-

ting a person to witness the once much-enjoyed
"
Pasquin "; the

card is a satire on the pantomimists, Rich and others of the saim

class, and the mountebanks, contortionists, and trained animals

auxiliaries lending so strong and popular a charm to the perfor-

mances in question, before and after the date. No. 2271 contains i

reference to Farinelli.
" The ludgment of the Queen o' Commoi

Sense ", No. 2283, is allied to the last-named print ;
a note on p. 20(

gives references to similar examples. A band of foreign performer!
has part in producing those woes of Britain which are alleged in "Th<
Present State of a Certain Great Kingdom ", No. 2336,

"
Josepl

Yarrow", No. 2354, is concerned with a well-known comedian, anc
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Farinelli appears there again in contradistinction with the great drama-

tists of England. "The Four Times of the Day Evening", No. 2382,

by Hogarth, introduces Sadler' s Wells Theatre, and the suburb

which that playhouse distinguished.
" A Group of Actresses dress-

ing in a Barn ", No. 2403, likewise by Hogarth, is entirely theatrical,

and a vivid picture of strolling players and their lives ; it is the

most striking work of the kind and date. "
Frontispiece to

' Tom
K g's'", No. 2412, has cognate interest, see Nos. 2413 and 2414,

"The (Cha)mpion", Nos. 2452 and 2453, introduces Fielding as a

journalist.
"
Spring Gardens, Vaux-hall ", No. 2465, depicts charac-

teristics of that famous place of amusement. "
Pasquin ", No. 2466,

brings Fielding before us, and shows the stage of a theatre, and many
strange performers, dogs, cats, and contortionists.

" The Enraged
Musician", No. 2518, concerns the orchestra of a theatre, Michael

Festin, and Castrucci. "The Charmers of the Age", No. 2569,

has to do with stage- dancers and the theatre. Gibber has a promi-
nent part in the series of satires on Pope ; see " The Poetical Tom-

Titt", No. 2571, and its fellows, Nos. 2572, 2573, and 2574. A
mountebank's stage is remarkable in "

Magna F a", No. 2575. Sir

R. Walpole has the part of a " balance-master " in " Bob ", No.

2576.

One of the most complex and elaborate satires in this volume a

work which demanded a large amount of research for its elucidation

is
" The Theatrical Contest", No. 2599; in this example nearly all

the eminent players of the day have parts. It comprises representa-

tions of Garrick, Macklin, Ryan, Mrs. Woffington, Mrs. Pritchard,

Mrs. Clive, and others of inferior note, each in his or her " favourite

character ", and it refers to circumstances that stirred all London for a

considerable time, and are still illustrated by a library oftracts, essays,

and squibs, many of which are named on p. 476. <f
Qui Color albus

erat ", No. 2600, introduces Highmore, the manager of Drury Lane

Theatre, and is due to Hogarth himself. A popular entertainment

is shown in "A Satire on Fashionable Amusements", No. 2775.

The supposed scene of "A Political Battle Royal", see No. 2581,

is Broughton's New Amphitheatre, a place for pugilism, not for

dramatic performances. Another performance, that of the mounte-

bank and athletic actor, appears in "
Paye qui Tombe", No. 2791,

where the Powers of Europe are assembled in a booth to witness

the catastrophe of the Stuarts. Garrick, who had a prominent part in
" The Theatrical Contest ", No. 2599, is measured against Quin in

.Hogarth's design, No. 2820 ; one of Gamok's farces is the subject

of No. 2855. Hogarth did not introduce the stage as a cause or

field for the wreck of the wicked subject of "
Industry and Idleness",

Nos. 2896 to 3004, although he indicated many other "roads to

ruin". The very remarkable hoax of the so-called "Bottle Con-
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jurer
" was a stage performance, and partook of the theatre ; it is

very fully illustrated in numerous prints, and was the subject of

satire long after January, 1749 ; see " The Magician ", No. 3022,

the first of the series of designs in question, an entry in which,

according to the plan most frequently followed in this Catalogue,

the general history of the affair is set forth. The mock-impostor,
for such he was, professed ability to call spirits of the dead on the

stage; his audience desire to see certain individuals, each according to

the caller's own taste ; the Duke of Cumberland demands the spirit

of Alexander; a meretrix asks for that of the " most heroic harlot",
"

Sally Salisbury ", who died nearly thirty years before. The hoax

was one of the most successful on record. The Duke of Cumberland

lost his sword in the crowd, and advertised for its recovery; the

Duke of Montagu seems to have been the promoter, if he was not the

originator of the affair, although Lord Chesterfield and Garrick

see "The Bottle Conjurer", No. 3026 are supposed not to have

been innocent of the hoax. " An Apology to the Town", No. 3025,

enters into this subject, and cites a newspaper controversy respect-

ing it, with the whimsical figure of Foote looming indistinctly in tho

confusion, but probably with more solidity and with juster cause than

those of either of the above-named men of note.

One of the most remarkable incidents in connection with enter-

tainments and the stage, the history of which lives in Walpole'u
" Letters

}}

, and is readily understood by the student of theso

prints, is the appearance of Miss Chudleigh, one of the Maids of

Honour, a damsel of good family and great attractions, notorious

afterwards as the "Duchess of Kingston" "in the character o*

Iphigenia", at a masked ball which was attended by the king and

half the Court. Entries on this subject are, "Miss Chudleigh in the

Character of Iphigenia", No. 3030, "Miss in the Actual Dress".

No. 3031, "Iphigeuia", No. 3032, and "Miss Ch dly", No.

3033. How "
Captain Watson of the Guards " appeared as "Adam' ;

is mentioned in No. 3030. Hanelagh was the scene of the fracas

between Dr. Hill and Mr. Brown, which amused the town for

many days ; but it would have been forgotten sooner than was the

case if Hill, one of the most illustrious as well as the most impudent
of quacks, had not received a large proportion of the patronage of the

Earl of Bute. For Hill see below, the section on Quaclts. Matthew

Skaggs, a mountebank performer who pretended to use a broom-

stick as a violoncello, and attracted Horace Walpole's attention,

supplied the subject of "A Tragi-comical Dialogue", No. 3190.

The " entertainments " in vogue in Edinburgh during the middle of

the last century may be dimly discerned in " John Balfours Coffee-

house", No. 3191. "Punch's Opera", No. 3394, illustrates a mode
of acting by puppets, which was much favoured at this period ;
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it exhibits effigies of members of the Newcastle Administration

hanging by their necks, with a good deal of humour in the characteri-

zation, and "Punch", probably Foote, in the act of showing them.

The Theatre is in question in "
Frontispiece to ' An Epistle from

Mr. Theophilus Gibber to David Gar-rick, Esq.' ", No. 3444, which

contains references to other entries respecting the former. "
Peg

"

Woffington, see before, is mentioned in " The Female Court Mar-

shall", No. 3568, a travesty ofthe trial ofAdmiral Byng, the existence

of which, to say nothing of its fellow satire, No. 3567, indicates

the rage of the people against Byng. As to the intensity of this feel-

ing, the numerous category of prints named in " Adm1

Byng's last

Chance", No. 3569, affords ample and painful evidence; no other

records attest this wrath with force equal to that of the satirical

prints which exhibit the stream of anger in all its moods, ebbings
and Sowings and pitiful regurgitations, with, finally, a dash of re-

morse. The history of the trial, which should be studied with the

entries before us, is pathetically given in Horace Walpole's "Me-
moires of the last ten Years of the Reign of George the Second",
likewise an account of the author's efforts on the side of mercy.

The illustrations of the Ice-Fairs of 1740, an extraordinary order

of popular amusements, are classed with entries dated January, 1740,
" The Political Kalender", No. 2440, "Frost Fair", No. 2442, and

its sequels, Nos. 2443, 2444, and 2445, see likewise " Frost Fair on

the River Thames", No. 1603.

The Lotteries, which had such considerable corrupting influence

on the people, supplied materials for many satires. They are dis-

played by "In Place", No. 2350, "The State Lottery", No. 2435,

and "The Lottery", No. 24.16. See "'The Lottery", No. ]730,

"The Lottery", No. 2461, and "The Lottery Contrast", No. 3768.

G-ln, the fruitful theme of many satirical designs, is displayed, not

without terrors, in Hogarth's
" Gin Lane", No. 3136 ; and, by an

intended contrast, in the same artist's
" Beer Street ", No. 3126, its

sequel.
" Gin" had occupied the attention of State moralists in the

period illustrated by (..he second volume of this Catalogue. These

designs took a practical form in 1 736 ; see
" The Funeral Procession of

Madam Geneva", No. 2277, a print which was j-epublished in 1751;

see the same title, No. 3121 ; see likewise " The Lamentable Fall of

Madam Geneva", No. 2278, and "To the Mortal Memory of Madam

Geneva", No. 2279, "The Gin Drinkers", No. 2324, and "A
Modern Contrast", No. 3189. Many prints contain subsidiary refe-

rences to gin e.g. "Dr. Rock's Political Speech", No. 2598,

"The City up and Down", No. 3265; the series on Frost Fairs

illustrate the manner in which this spirit was sold in the streets by
the "

flying publicans "; see p. 330.

Of all the designs of social importance elucidated by the entries
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in view here, no prints exceed in variety, richness of incidents, and

in humour those which treat of the innumerable medical and surgical

Quacks who have infested London from times beyond record, and

who reaped golden harvests during the period now in question,

exciting the indignation of moralists, enraging the licensed practi-

tioners of medicine, and offering an inexhaustible field for satirical

draughtsmen. Hogarth was foremost among the latter class of

reformers ; his sketch of the imposture of Mary Tofts, the Rabbit

Woman of Guildford and her confederates, is among the earliest

exercises of his pencil ;
see " Cunicularii ", No. 1779. Similar works

are grouped with the dates Nov. 28, 1726, Dec. 12, 1726, and

1726, and enumerated in the first-named entry. Hogarth continued

his assaults on these persons to a much later date, as appears below.

Other quacks are displayed in "The III Oculists", No. 1570, and

occasionally in the same volume. In the third volume of the Cata-

logue the number of such designs is much greater. The category

begins with that dreadful epitome of sin and death,
" A Harlot's

Progress, Plate V.", No. 2091, in which Mary Hackabout, the

subject of Hogarth's pictorial drama, "expires, while the doctors

are quarrelling ". Here "Spot" Ward, or, as it as said with

less probability, Dr. Rock, wrangles with the infamous Misaubin,
1

the proprietor of the "
fatal pill ", which in itself has a history that

lasted at least as long as two generations, and is indicated in

the " Prenez des Pilules
" of 1733, No. 1987 ; and in "

Quackery Un-
mask'd ", No. 3019, of 1748, which latter proves how, in the later

year, the business of this man was continued in St. Martin's Lane,
and in the very house intended by Hogarth, in his "

Marriage a la

Mode, Plate III."; see No. 2717 for some curious details on this

point. The nature and some of the consequences of quackery are so

completely illustrated in No. 2091, that the elucidatory matter has

more than common interest ; it is more than commonly rich in allu-

sions and details. As with "A Harlot's Progress" in general, the

student will find abundance of contemporary illustrations in that

copy of No. 2091 which is here distinguished as No. 2094. Refe-

rences to Dr. Rock occur in No. 2091, "The March to Finchley",
No. 2639; "Cromwell Mortimer", No. 2681. He has a promi-
nent place in "Quackery Unraask'd", No. 3019; "Dr. Rock in

Covent Garden", No. 2475, and "Dr. Rock's Political Speech",
No. 2598, which last is a satire not on the quack himself, but on a

political empiric in his character, probably Lord Sandys, then Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer, who was frequently represented in satirical

prints as Mr. Sandys. Rock appears in " Four Times of the Day
Morning", No. 2357, in "The Sailor's Revenge", No. 3035, and

1 See the footnote on p. 60.
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occasionally in the fourth volume of the Catalogue.
"
Spot

" Ward
has immortality in " A Consultation of Physicians", No. 2299, an

entry containing references to other satires on him, the most impor-
tant of these is the above-mentioned No. 2091. No. 2299 displays

the bone-setter, Mrs. Mapp, who had the honour of being men-

tioned in a letter from Swift to Pulteney, and further as to

whom, see "Mrs. Sarah Mapp", No. 2325; it likewise shows the

one-eyed oculist, or "
Opthalmiator", as he styled himself, the

" Chevalier
" John Taylor, who is one of the subjects of " The III

Oculists ", No. 1570. "
Spot

" Ward continued to flourish for many

years. He is prominent in "A. Stir in the City", No. 3266, published
in 1754. One of the most remarkable facts of Ward's career, is

that by a special vote of the House of Commons he was exempted
from visitation by the Censors of the College of Physicians. Innu-

merable references to him exist in his day, which was a long one, so

that as Fielding dedicated "The Mock Doctor" to Misaubin in

sharp irony, so Pope, Swift, Walpole, Churchill, and others of less

note commemorated Ward, whose life-size marble statue is possessed

by the "
Society for the Encouragement of the Arts, Manufactures,

and Commerce >}

, the so-called
"
Society of Arts " of the Adelphi,

London, who exhibit it on their premises. He desired by will to

be buried in front of the altar of Westminster Abbey, or
' '
as near

the altar as might be " (!) "A Satire Unexplained", No. 2268, owes

something to quacks, and may be studied with " A Harlot's Pro-

gress ", to which it unmistakably refers, and to which it has what

may be called a collateral interest.

Few satirical designs, pictures or prints, have exercised the inge-

nuity of critics so frequently as "
Marriage a la Mode, Plate III.",

by Hogarth, which is described here as No. 2717, and is no doubt a

faithful portrait of the interior of a quack's consulting room, very

probably that of the before-named Misaubin himself; see p. 561.

This man died in 1734, that is, long before Hogarth painted his

pictures. The figure of the quack in this room does not resemble

that of Dr. "
Meagre ", the lean empiric of other satires (see No.

1987) ; the latter was undoubtedly a portrait of Misaubin. Hogarth
would not be likely to depict the quack and his apartment together
in one picture, nor to give a portrait of an impostor who died six-

teen years before "
Marriage a la Mode " was published. The most

authoritative explanation of " Plate III." is that of Rouquet, quoted
on p. 562, which is, however, not quite complete. The key offered

on p. 561 has at least the merit of being consonant with the

design itself, self-sustaining, and in complete accord with the very
curious indications of "Quackery Unmask'd", No. 3019 ; see note 3

on p. 733. Another quack of note, who had the misfortune to slay

Sir Thomas Winnington, appears in "The Cats Paw", No. 2831.
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The above-named "
Quackery Unmask'd ", No. 3019, is one of the

most complete and curious satires in the national collection. Mr.

Hawkins in the first case, and the present writer in the second

instance, have been able to elucidate it so thoroughly that nothing
remains to be explained ; the result is an extraordinarily rich collec-

tion of notes on the subject, and a proof of the number of wealthy,

impudent, pitiless impostors who infested London in the middle of

the last century ; it comprises likewise memoranda of their preten-

sions, names, residences ; their several nostrums, personal appearance,
modes of proceeding, and even the fees or charges made by them,

are put before the reader of the entry in question. It would have

been impossible for the Cataloguer to have been so explicit if ho

had not fortunately discovered in "The Gentleman's Magazine" for

1748 the very curious "
Pharmacoposia Empirica", or list of qnacks

then practising in London. In this print we observe the ghost of

the German empiric,
"Baron" Schwanberg, who

" cured fevers with

liquid shell". Near him is a deaf quack, declining the offer of a euro

by another impostor; next, the more genuine and efficient John

Williams, who defended mankind against bugs, and was humorously
doubtless because he slew thousands called a "doctor". Martha

Misaubin, widow or daughter of the arch-quack of evil fame, stands

before us here, with a " Barber Ignoramus ", or one West of Boy
Churchyard, who advertised his skill for many years in many news-

papers. We find an excellent portrait of Dr. Rock himself, then

another of a carpenter of Hammersmith, who was perhaps harmless

with a "medicinal belt"; then appears the peculiarly infamous "Late*

anyuis in Herba ", without a name, whose very book survives to thin

day, advertisements of which were, not long ago, to be seen " at tho

tails of newspapers ", as Horace Walpole wittily said of the like. A.

woman who sold eye-water; a man who dispensed the "Balsam of

Death " ; a "
7
th Son of a 7

th Son ", who was supposed effectiv- >

against "King's Evil", and had taken up one of the pretensions o
?

Stuart royal blood ; and the well-known book and nostrum dispenser,

Newbury of St. Paul's Churchyard, do not exhaust this curiou v

catalogue of knaves.

Dr., or "
Sir John Hill", mentioned on p. liv., is distinguishes

in " Le Malade Imaginaire ", No. 3184, which refers to the man wh<

interested himself on behalf of Mary Squires, the gipsy, and was th >

notorious "
Inspector "; see "

Jumpedo and Canning in Newgate
''

,

No. 3279. Hill was a quack of magnificent pretensions ; he received

one of Churchill's shrewdest strokes. Lastly, see " The Rapaciou i

Quack", No. 3797. After this the empirics no longer appear ai

subjects of satire, so far as the third volume of the Catalogue is con

cerned.

It was not to be expected that the authorized Practitioners c
*
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Surgery and Medicine would escape notice in such works as those to

the elucidation of which this Catalogue is devoted. " A Satire Un-

explained ", No. 2268, has reference to medical practitioners, one of

whom may have been of note, for it is he who is alluded to by the

title
" Sir R "

; but the print itself remains an enigma to the

Cataloguer. In "Marriage a la Mode, Plate VI.", No. 2758, the only

laughable figure is the swaggering physician whose back is towards

us, he being in the act of leaving the room and allowing his patient
to die. Near him is the humbler and more attentive apothecary.
" The Jerusalem Infirmary ", No. 3106, is an elaborate medical satire,

with some curious references not now readily to be recovered. What
became of the corpse of Tom Nero, the " hero " of Hogarth's

" The
Four Stages of Cruelty The Reward of Cruelty ", No. 3166, may be

seen in the design, giving a view of old Surgeon's Hall, London,
which comprises many doctors ;

a less dreadful scene is depicted in
" Le Malade Imaginaire ", No. 3184, in which licensed practitioners

are assembled about the bed of " Dr." Hill, the above-mentioned

quack, "Inspector" and protege of Lord Bute. The qualified doc-

tors unite in terrifying their empirical illegitimate brother in art ;

and we have a very curious picture, full of quaint allusions.
" A

Grand consultation of Physitians ", No. 3443, can hardly be styled
a medical satire. Very ordinary charges against

"
doctors'" are

repeated in Nos. 3759, 3760, and 3761.

There is a closer connection between the British Museum and

the Foundling Hospital than many students are accustomed to re-

cognize. Old Montagu House, the original British Museum, was

proposed for the Foundling Hospital before it became the pro-

perty of the nation, and a few satires which refer to this hospital

may have place next after those which relate to the medical pro-
fession and its members. A scheme for establishing such an insti-

tution as this hospital is indicated in "The European Race Heat
ll

d
.", No. 2415; "A Satire on the Foundling Hospital Scheme",

No. 2438, gives a very commonly received view of Captain Coram's

genial plan, and its consequences. The Hospital appears again in

an unexpected place, see "The European State Jockies", No. 2449,

where Captain Coram himself is showing his plan for the building to

a distressed mother. The Foundling Hospital is introduced in
" What's all This ! ", No. 2495.

One of the most effective instances of the employment of satire

for a defined purpose seems to have been the means for introducing
the Freemasons and their "

craft
"

to the reader. Pursuing a quarrel
which had existed long before 1741 between the Gormagons, a society

of travestied
" masons ", and the " Masons "

themselves, Paul White-

head, a well-known writer of verses, satirist, and man about town,

whose name appears many times in this volume, and Esquire Carey,

in. e
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surgeon to the Prince of Wales, promoted a performance to mock the

annual procession of the Freemasons, on its own course, and at the same

time, see "Mock Masonry", No. 2494, produced a very telling satire,

which, being alluded to in " What's all This ! ", No. 2495, must have

made a considerable impression. For the history of the whole affair,

and ample illustrations of the matter, as displayed in a very large

and finely engraved plate, see " A Geometrical View of the Grand

Procession of the Scald Miserable Masons", No. 2546, where the

Strand and its buildings, glimpses of the river, and very many
little figures full of character appear in a design, which is nearly four

feet long. "The Freemasons Downfall", No. 2548, borrowed from
" The Westminster Journal ", further illustrates the subject, and

shows, notwithstanding its title, that the Freemasons had good sense

on their side, and forthwith abandoned a procession which made as

much noise as the " Lord Mayor's Show ", or that other "
grand

"

political performance of an earlier date, and in the same street, the

so-called " Solemn Mock Procession of the Pope ", &c., see NOH.

1072, 1084, and 1085; see likewise "A true Eelation of the

Facts concerning the Intended Riot", which is printed in Swift's
"
Works", and has complete bearing on the subject; and "London's

Drollery", No. 1086. The feud of the Gormagons with the Free-

masons employed the hand of Hogarth in producing
" The Mystery

of Masonry brought to Light ", No. 2549. It is far from being the

best of his works. A much better and more kindly satire of this

nature will be found in " The Free-Masons Surpriz'd ", No. 3796.

The above entries illustrate what may be called vagaries of

London manners. The subject of Manners proper is a much riche:*,

larger, more comprehensive, and important one than any of theso.

The entries of this category are more numerous than would be es -

pected from the nature of a collection of political satires, and satire 3

on persons, such as those to which the present Catalogue is devotee .

Apart from the characteristic qualities possessed by some of the

most valuable of Hogarth's works qualities which have already

brought those works before us the four famous series of his pre
-

duction have inexhaustible claims on the student of men and max -

ners as they existed during the life of the painter. This is true < f

"A Harlot's Progress", "A Rake's Progress", "Marriage a !a

Mode", and "Industry and Idleness". Nor is it less true of tto

smaller series, "The Four Times of the Day",
" Four Prints of an

Election", "Four Stages of Cruelty", "The Distressed Poet", an 1

its fellow, "The Enraged Musician", "Gin Lane", and its fello\
,

" Beer Street ",
"
France", and its fellow,

"
England ". Hogarth 3

prints supply complete and reliable pictures of the English in tt 9

middle of the last century, of which the student of the manners < f

that period cannot fail to find copious and probably complete elucidi -
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tfons here. The prints referring to Parliamentary Elections are

important in respect to manners; they have already occupied a place
in this Analysis. The same may be said for the categories on the

Opera, the Theatre, Ice Fairs, Gin, Lotteries, the Clergy, Quacks,

Physicians, and others severally. There is likewise a very numerous

category of illustrative satires, which comprises works not referable

to any of these classes, and yet are too important to be omitted in

an analytical summary of the volume before us with its descriptions
of about two thousand separate designs, comprised in nearly eighteen
hundred entries. It is needless to refer again to either of the for-

merly named classes of satires, the latter may be summarized as

follows.

The account of the death of " Mother Needham ", and the notes

which are on p. 27, display the grim humour of contemporary com-
ments on that event, and give a striking idea of the West-end of

London circa 1730. This woman had before been pilloried for an

immortality in " The Dunciad ". Thirty-three years later than this

a man was pelted to death in a London pillory. A true picture of a

superior middle-class interior is in "A Harlot's Progress", No. 2046;
here are quaint touches ofHogarthian humour, which have been gene-
rally overlooked, in the introduction of the portrait of Woolston, and
of the pictures of "David dancing before the Ark", and " Jonah under

the Gourd". The third design of this series, No. 2061, is not less inte-

resting than the preceding one; it is richer in detail. The history of

Dalton, the street-thief, given in the note to pp. 42-3, is, although
credible enough, an amazing one; see, on this point, No. 2064.
" The Scene in Bridewell ", No. 2075, was used as a plea for the

amelioration of the treatment of felons. The connection between this

last-named design and that which follows in the series, where Kate,
or Mary Hackabout dies, No. 2091, is indicated in the text. This point
is made clearer by the quotations from "Joseph Gay's" verses, styled
"The Lure of Venus", see No. 2094; it is the text of an impudent

piracy, which now, however, serves Hogarth well. The design is the

most powerful of all Hogarth's tragedies, not excepting "The Death

of the Earl ", No. 2744. The closest studies and unsparing researches

have not, by inducing familiarity, rendered the dreadfulness of this

picture less affecting, nor will its pathos fail to move those who

study the marvellous design. The humour ofthe famous picture,"The
Funeral ", No. 2 106, is of the sardonic order, and as an illustration

of manners, it is very valuable, especially with regard to the state of

the degraded clergy, of which state ample evidence exists to show
that the artist did not exaggerate. In respect to character, and its

diversities among the harlots, this design may be classed with that

of " The Tavern Scene", No. 2188, which must be studied in com-

pany with its plagiaries and parallels, Nos. 2185, 2186, 2198, 2199,
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2200, 2201. For the usages of a funeral of this period, "The
Funeral" is an incontestable authority, from the putting up of the

harlot's armorial bearings, or rather those of her vocation. The use

of yew and rosemary sprigs, of spirituous liquors, and the introduc-

tion of other details, need not be pointed out. As is generally the

case, a copy, No. 2109, is invaluable in casting light on Hogarth's

work, the verses of
"
Joseph Gay

"
again serving for this purpose.

All the plagiaries and parallels of the first two series named above

are of the highest value in respect to manners and usages. It would

require a volume to exhaust their interest.

"A Midnight Modern Conversation", No. 2122, though gene-

rally accepted as one of Hogarth's most valuable illustrations of

social life at this period, is nevertheless by no means among the

richest or most original of the number. It has considerable interest

on another ground, being one of the first, if not the first, of English

prints to be re-engraved and republished on the Continent. ."A.
Woman swearing a Child to a grave Citizen", No. 2261, had similar

fortune, and shortly followed No. 2122. The history of the former

plate is droll, and shows how odd a blunder that was into which, ir.

dealing with this work, the industrious Picart fell ; see pp. 179-80,

Another example in point here is supplied by
" A Satire Unex-

plained", No. 2268, which introduces the use of Hogarth's prints as,

house decorations.
" The View and Humours of Billingsgate ", No,

2284, belongs .to a category of which " Taste A-la-Mode ", No. 2774

"The Beau Monde in S l
. James's Park", No. 3104, "A View o:'

the Mall", No. 3188, and " Lusus Naturae", No. 3187, are parts

"The Sleeping Congregation", No. 2285, "The Distressed Poet",

No. 2309, and the illustrations to " Mrs. Sarah Mapp ", No. 2325

belong to that history of usages and manners which is now in ques-

tion. "The Enraged Musician", No. 2518, is classed with " Th(

Distressed Poet"; but it comprises exaggerations which, being ob-

viously intentional, do not detract from its importance in our presen'

point of view. " Scholars at a Lecture", No. 2338, may be lookec

at from the same standpoint.
" The Four Times of the Day ", Nos

2357 2402, have unquestionable wealth of matter, the incident;

of which are illustrated here. "
Strolling Actresses dressing in <

Barn ", No. 2403, though devoted to the ways of a peculiar class o
'

persons, has subsidiary elements of note in this respect ; on th<

same ground, see "A Satire Unexplained", No. 2268. The same

maybe said of " Enthusiasm Delineated ", No. 2425, and of "(Th)<
Revd M r

. Whitfield preaching on Kennington Common", No. 2430

The series of examples dealing with " Frost Fairs ", Nos. 2442

2445, gives many striking particulars of men and manners in thi

middle of the last century ; see likewise " Sketch of a Topeing"
No. 2460, which displays a country gentleman's house. "

Spring
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Gardens, Vaux-hall", No. 2465, and the figures of a Barber, No.

2i69, a Butcher, No. 2470, a Publican, No. 2471, a Serving Maid,
No. 2472. "A Parish Feast", No. 2474, illustrates parochial
scandals ; such were rife for a long time after the date it bears. A
mountebank occurs in "

Dr. Eock in Covent Garden ", No. 2475,
" Mock Masonry ", No. 2494 ; and others of the same character, to

which that entry comprises references, are full of similar matter.
" Fore-warned ", No. 2509, details the experiences of a bachelor ;

while " The Fortunate Transport ", No. 2511, depicts the career of a

convict and her troubles, which should be considered with several

designs in Hogarth's
"
Industry and Idleness ", Nos. 28963004.

Apart from the Freemasons, the large engraving styled "A Geo-

metrical View ", No. 2546, has many very interesting points, such

as the shops and people standing abouix. The prints on Pope
and Gibber, Nos. 2571 2573, are in point here. "The March to

Finchley", No. 2639, is a mass of illustrations of manners and

usages, in this respect unsurpassed by any of its class, except the

last picture but one in "Industry and Idleness", No. 2989, which

comprises a similar subject. The former entry supplies its own com-

mentary, and is much too wealthy to be dealt with here in detail. Some

very curious points of the order now in question appear in " The
Chevaliers Market", No. 2660, a satire on the "Young Pretender "

and his clerical supporters, among which, see, on p. 527, the memo-
randum of the anti-Stuart zeal of "The General Advertiser". A
capital figure of a running footman in full costume may be studied in
" A Papist", No. 2667. A very quaint specimen of "manners" may
be seen in "

Sawney ", No. 2678, a satire on the Scotch, bearing
what must have been considered a choice point, for it reappeared
more than once, and was adapted to resist the so-called "Northern
invasion" by the alleged clientele of Lord Bute in 1761-2; see this

Catalogue for the later date. A series so famous as "
Marriage a la

Mode" needs not more than mention in this part of the Analysis. Its

views of rooms, furniture, costumes, and customs have been fully

described; the text of this volume probably exhausts them in com-

prising all the previously known particulars with some that had not

before been gathered. See for a picture of a club-meeting "Orator
H y laying the Independent Rump Ghosts", No. 2798, which may
be classed with " The Robin Hood ", No. 3260 ;

see the references to

other illustrations of this Society in this text. " The Corn Cutter",
No. 3105, is worth notice here.

" The Brazen Face'd r ", No.

2823, contains matter beyond that which connects it with Henley,
such as the introduction of a big dog to a place intended for prayer,
a very late instance of a once common practice.

"
Mumpers" appear

in " Count NewportsX mas Mumping Jury ", No. 2844. A curious

"character", who must have been as well known in London as
"
Tiddy
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Doll " himself, is described in " Le Chevalier Michel Descazeaux du

Halley ", No. 2852, and other entries named on p. 640. For "
Tiddy

Doll", see No. 2989. This name was afterwards given to Earl Temple,
and borne by one of the characters in a dramatic entertainment

which appeared in 1762. A saloop seller is comprised in "
Europe

in Masquerade ", No. 2858, and many vendors of drinks are in the

views of " Frost Fairs ", dated January, 1740.
" A Sight of the

Banging Bout at Litchfield ", No. 2863, in addition to the represen-

tation of a flogging inflicted on one of the richest of English dukes,

afterwards a Minister, has a curious view of the arrangements
of a fair, which should be grouped with " Southwark Fair", No.

1960, "Europe in Masquerade", No. 2858, and the above-men-

tioned " Frost Fair " are further examples. Boats and the river aro

depicted in " First oars to L m th ", No. 2867, and its fellow

satires of the same date. "Fleet Weddings
"
are to be rememberecl

by means of " A Fleet Wedding ", No. 2874, comprising a view of

Old Fleet Market and the hanging sign of the "Pen-in-Hand",
which was affected by ignominious

"
parsons

" of that locality ; seo
" The Humours of the Fleet ", No. 3049. One of the most vivacious

instances before us is "The Sailors Fleet Wedding Entertainment",

No. 2875, the sequel to the last-named satire; it should be compared,
with "The Cov' Garden Morning Frolick ", No. 2877, and several

members of " A Rake's Progress ", their parallels and plagiaries ,

and especially with " The Sailor's Eevenge ", No. 3035, by Boitard ,

a print of great merit, and fully charged with incident and character ;

likewise " The Tar's Triumph ", No. 3036 ; the latter two designs
are painfully associated with the case of Bosavern Penlez, who was

hanged, not without abundance of sympathy on the part of others

besides the mob. Some interesting illustrations of Lord Anson's

great voyage occur in " The Stage Coach ", No. 2882, by which ii

appears that Hogarth introduced one of the crew of the "Centurion''

on the top of the vehicle. The coach and its passengers are very well

worth studying in respect to the characterization of the English ai

this period, 174050.
The series of designs known as "

Industry and Idleness ", Nos,

2896 to 3004, has already been instanced as supplying examples
of manners and usages ; the works are more strictly literal than

the earlier series by the same artist. A squabble in a country town.

Pontefract, is displayed with all the bitterness of the matter ID
" The Devil in Masquerade ", No. 3007. Military severity, unmerci-

ful flogging, and the like are the subject of " The Old Scourge re-

turn'd to Barrels ", No. 3008, which indicates an old warrior of note,

whose portrait by Hudson, engraved by Faber, is known to collec-

tors ; see, for the practice of flogging,
" Female Terror", No. 3101.

In strong contrast with these satires is
" Pantin a la Mode ", No,
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3017, fashionable folks diverting themselves with the childish toy
which has been celebrated by writers of the day; see "A New
Dunciad", No. 3241. Other London follies are shown in "Folly

Triumphant ", No. 3068. Street-cries occur in " The Wheel-Barrow

Crys ", No. 3021. Another London folly is illustrated in the category
of examples dealing with the " Bottle Conjurer ", see Nos. 3022

3027. A Jubilee appears in "The British Jubilee", No. 3029,

comprising a display of fireworks in honour of the Peace of Aix-la-

Chapelle, April 27, 1749. A Masquerade, as illustrated in the entries

respecting Miss Chudleigh's freak of May 1, 1749, bears this date,

and may be taken with the representations in the second volume of

this Catalogue, see p. xxxii. of the Introduction to that volume. A
City fracas is to be known by "Bella horrida Bella !", No. 3071.

Pugilism may be considered in "
George Taylor ", No. 3072, "The

Bruiser bruis'd ", No. 3077,
" The Butchers Triumph ", No. 3079,

and " S k Triumphant", No. 3081. Insolence in two forms peculiar
to London is seen in " Stand Coachman ", No. 3085, with a good
view of a London shop in the middle of the last century for the

latter, in another instance, see "
Spectators at a Print Shop ", &c.,

No. 3758, a true portrait or a warehouse, the goods of which are

widely celebrated as published by Carington Bowles. In this entry
is a reference to a second view of the same shop, a print described in

the fourth volume of this Catalogue. Both these works are repre-

sentations peculiarly interesting on their own account, as well as by
means of the reputation of the proprietor of the shop itself, to whom
we owe the greater number of highly-coloured mezzotints and other

examples, which are comprised in the three large volumes belonging
to the Library of the British Museum, entitled " Bowles and

Carver's Caricatures" (Tab. 1292 a), a collection of prints of extra-

ordinary importance as illustrating the manners and usages of the

English in their day.
Public terror, due to the predicted earthquakewhich was celebrated

by Horace Walpole, may be studied in " The Military Prophet ", No.

3076. Half the fashionable people of London took fright at this bug-

bear, and the facts are vividly depicted in the print thus described ;

see likewise "The Acceptable Fast", No. 3341. Cock-fighting is

perfectly displayed in Hogarth's print "The Cockpit", No. 3706,

and illustrated in "The Newcastle Cockfighter", No. 3093. A
public holiday must not be omitted, as a subject of the category
now in question; see the capital print

" Greenwich Hill", No. 3111,

which is full of spirit, incidents, and characteristic humour. Fashion-

able life of a certain kind found a very lively satirist in the Rev. F.

Coventry, who, in writing
"
Pompey the Little ", furnished a com-

panion to more than one work of Hogarth, as in "
Marriage a la

Mode "
; see, for the former,

"
Frontispiece to ( The History of
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Pompey the Little '", No. 3113, and its companions, Nos. 3114

3116. In these entries the satirical view of the characters and

manners of three noteworthy ladies is displayed, being Lady M.

Wortley Montagu, Lady Orford, and Lady Townshend. One of the

most vivid pictures of demoralization by drinking a not much ex-

aggerated one, however is to be studied in " The Funeral Proces-

sion", No. 3121, the verses styled
"
Strip-me-naked ", on the results

of gin drinking. A beggar who was very well known in London,
and must have been a disgusting object, whose presence is a

sign of the times and manners, appears in the last-named entry;

this is the notorious "
Loddy ", who went about nearly naked. In

this design is indicated another proof of the extent of the custom of

spirit drinking, and by the sign of the tavern being the conjoined em-

blems "The Green Man and Still ", the one an old effigy, the other

of recent origin, and declaratory of the distiller's influence. " The

Laugh
"

preserves personal anecdotes of Bub Doddington and -Mr.

Ralph the Ralph who is famous for ever in the scathing verse

"
Silence, ye wolves ! while Ralph to Cynthia howls

And makes night hideous."

The King castigates Doddington, the latter compliments Ralph,
and both refer to the manners of the period. The entry is No.

3123.

That intense jealousy of foreigners, see p. xlviii., which ob-

tained during this period appears not less strongly in " The Con-

sequence of Naturalizing Foreigners", No. 3124, than in the anti-

Jew satires of 1753, Nos. 3202 3210. A great many usages are

recorded in "Beer Street", No. 3126, which shows how Hogarth
gave a sideway blow at Mr., Dr.,

"
Inspector", or " Sir" John Hill,

who was mentioned above among the quacks, and as the hero of
" Le Malade Imaginaire ", No. 3184; at the same time Hogarth
commemorated his own friend Lockman, the so-called "

Herring
Poet". In the dreadful melodrama of " Gin Lane ", No. 3136, are

even more records of manners than its fellow has preserved ;
the

weight of contemporary evidence is to the effect that the horrors of

the former design are much less exaggerations of the truth than

they appear; the poem just alluded to as "
Strip me Naked "

is one

of countless testimonies to this effect. Below is another and more

potent one.

The motive of " Gin Lane" may be considered in common with

that of " Industry and Idleness, Plate IX.", No. 2971, a work which
shows the capture of Thomas Idle in a night cellar, while a murder
and a deadly fight are proceeding.

" Gin Lane" and " Beer Street",
as well as "The Four Stages of Cruelty ", Nos. 31473172, were

designed in accordance to a moral and benevolent purpose ; it is to
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their subsidiary elements we are to look for illustrations of manners.

But, as to the chief motives of these pictures, it should be observed

that Hogarth did not exaggerate the hideous cruelty of which men
are capable ;

this is shown by a return of convictions of offenders,

procured during one month only, that of June, 1877 by the

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. This return

includes not fewer than two cases in their nature identical with the

atrocity of Thomas Nero, Hogarth's type of wrong-doing, in respect
to the dog* see p. 825, and refer to "The Times", July 7, 1877,

p. 10, col. 3. This newspaper contains a list of horrors not inferior

to any depicted by Hogarth in " The Four Stages ", and in many
cases identical with them. After reading this dismal list no one will

discredit the great moral satirist. Even the searching invention of

this artist, who was one of the keenest observers, failed to conceive

deeds equal in wickedness to those which, in our own days, the

public journals continually report. In considering the nature

and value of Hogarth's evidence these reports must not be over-

looked ; the newspapers of 1877 and the pictures of a century and

a quarter before illustrate each other in a very striking, if not unex-

pected manner, and in equal degrees.
Two of the most remarkable crimes perpetrated during the

eighteenth century are commemorated in " Eliz : Jeflryes & Jn

Swan", No. 3181, and" The Scotch Triumvirate", No. 3186; these

crimes were both parricides. The latter print indicates the once

famous case of Miss Blandy ; the plea of this woman curiously

instances a belief in philters by a female of no mean degree. Profes-

sional jealousy that of Paul Sandby and his friends appears in the

satires on Hogarth's "Analysis of Beauty", see Nos. 3238 3245,

3247 3249, 3277, and the counter-satire, "A Club of Artist's",

No. 3278. That a deceased statesman such as Mr. H. Pelham

should be satirized in the pitiless fashion of "His Arrival", No.

3264, was not wonderful, the same thing had been done in re-

spect to Sir K. Walpole; see "A Courier just Setting out", No.

2629. The facts illustrate the bitterness of party wrath. "A
Scene in Hell ", No. 3378, is coarser than either of these designs.

The humours of a London election are rife in "A Stir in the City",
No. 3266, which contains a good portrait of Hogarth, and it is note-

worthy as showing how great must have been the popularity of

this painter its publication line is "Sold by John Smith at Hogarths
Head "

; to him, so early as 1754, sign-board honours had been thus

awarded, whereas the usual artists' sign of this date was Ho-

garth's own, the " Golden Head "/ in modelling which he followed

1
Faithorne, probably the first English engraver who had a shop of his own,

used " The Shipp
"

for a sign in 1 655, see No. 890. Sir R. Strange, in 1755, lived
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Mr. Gamble, his master, and, forming it in cork, adapted a bust of

Van Dyck
'

for the purpose.
Election manners and usages are very spiritedly displayed in

the last-named print, by
" The Liveryman's Levee ", No. 3267, and

"All the World in a Hurry ", No. 3270. These, and the " Four

Prints of an Election", have been alluded to as representing

the political morality of the age ; they have much more extended

and varied claims on our attention. The entries which deal with

them fully illustrate the matter before us now. The subject of "An
Election Entertainment", No. 3285, is an amazing saturnalia; the

note on p. 933 may be acceptable in one sense, and the whole

entry abounds in details of very curious character, from the child

who plays with the candidate's finger-ring, the action of the Scotch

bagpiper, to the name of the tobacconist,
" Kirton ", see p. 936

(" Freeman's Best
"
occurs in "A Midnight Modern Conversation ",

No. 2122). Not less strange is the laughable notion of the populace
in respect to the change of style, in acting on which they were

taught to bawl " Give us our Eleven Days !

" and they professed
to believe themselves defrauded of so much time by means of the

chronological revolution which was effected in 1752. The other

prints of the series are inferior only to this one.

Street-preaching is displayed in "The Revd
. Mr

. Whitfield

Preaching", No. 2430, "Enthusiasm Display'd ", No. 2432, and

"Enthusiasm Displayed", No. 3339; in all the instances with much

vivacity, little reverence, and so many incidents that all who care for

London characteristics will examine these works with care. We
gather from "Bungs Last Effort ", No. 3381, a clue to that room in

Greenwich Hospital where Admiral Byng was confined, confirmatory
of a statement in " The Gentleman's Magazine ", and adding a " local

circumstance "
to the unfortunate history with which it is connected.

How the people were possessed of a notion that Byng attempted to

escape is shown by Nos. 3380 and 3381, yet it is certain that he

made no such attempt. A personal habit of the Duke of New-

castle's, which has been already alluded to, is delineated in " Poor
Robin's Prophecy ", No. 3383, with considerable humour, making
his Grace, while terrified by an apparition of Sir R. Walpole, stare

at the ghost through the large eyeglass which he carried.

One of the strangest follies of the day, over which even the light-

at " The Golden Head ", in Henrietta Street, Covent Garden. G. King's autho-
rized copies of "A Harlot's Progress", see No. 2033, were published at " The
Golden Head", in Brownlow Street, Drury Lane, 1 734. J. Dubois used the same

sign "near Cecil Street in y
e Strand Jan. y

e
I
8
', 1745-6"; see No. 2671. B.

Dickenson, in 1735, used "
Inigo Jones's Head" for his sign.

1 The earliest instance of the use of this sign by a printseller seems to be that

furnished by J. Savage at "
y
e Golden Head in y

e Old Baily ", 1691, see No. 1 267.
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hearted Horace Walpole lamented, is shown in " The Pleasures of

the Turf ", No. 3407, and completely illustrated in " Now Goose ;

Now Turkey ", No. 3409. Both works display the course of the

trial between Lord Buckingham and Lord Orford, as to whether

five turkies or five geese would sooner reach London from Nor-

wich. This odd freak was too tempting for the satirists to resist,

and several designs refer to it ; see Nos. 3412, 3414. and 3518. " An
odd Sight ", No. 3435, gives an exact representation of gibbeted

corpses, one of the few of the sort.
" Gloria Mundi "

, No. 3441, ia

among the first expressions of popular fickleness in regard to the

Duke of Cumberland, erst the " Hero of Culloden ", and it gives the

antitype for the satire which has delighted many since Walpole
wrote gleefully about it to Mann, i.e. "The Recruiting Serjeant",
No. 3581, a design which has few rivals in English satiric art.
" Gloria Mundi "

is a portrait of the duke as he appeared in 1757,
and comparing it with " The Recruiting Serjeant ", which is known
to be the work of the Marquis Townshend, indicates that we owe
" Gloria Mundi " to him, and leaves no doubt on that point. See

likewise " The Triumph of Ca>sar ", No. 3615.

How often Englishmen looked back with pride to the achieve-

ments of the Protector Oliver is shown by some designs, among
these are " The Naked Truth ", No. 2417, and

" Oliver Crom(well)s

S(peach)", No. 3508. The motto on the cannon in " The Present

State of Little Britain", No. 2335, "The European Race Heat

II
d
.", No. 2415, "British Resentment", No. 3332, and other

prints, was called " Cromwell's device ", and adopted with evident

zest. "Oliver Cromwell's Ghost", No. 3340. is another instance

among many of that admiration for the Protector which still glowed

among his countrymen. The unscrupulous frankness, not to say

licence, of satire in the middle of the last century, especially in refe-

rence to private individuals, may be observed in two designs, each

showing a mock court-martial held on Admiral Byng by ladies,

who are named with but a pretence of concealment, and, what ia

as remarkable, who are associated with notorious courtesans and

"demi-reps" of high and low degrees; the designs are " Female

Court Martial", No. 3567, and "The Female Court Marshall", No.

3568 ; these works are noteworthy, but by no means unparalleled

examples of the kind in question. Such licence increased in force

and frequency until the improved taste of society effectually dis-

countenanced it. The usages of society were illustrated and mag-
nified by what may be called the enlarging lens of satire, and those

usages were, so to say, distorted by refraction, but they did not

originate in the process. This fact must be kept in view by all who
consider the history of satire in England; for Gillray, Rowlandson,

Bunbury, and their fellows did but enlarge to view the details vividly
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depicted in their works, they did not create them. The opening
sections of the fourth volume of this Catalogue, in very numerous in-

stances referring to two distinguished persons in particular, display,

on one hand, the nature of the subjects of satire, and on the other,

the licence of those who used the scourge and mirror.

The Marquis Townshend may fairly be styled the inventor of

the most modern form of artistic satire. His skill, though often merci-

lessly employed and subject to political passion, was not disgraced

by faults like those indicated just now; its productions are marked

by distinct characteristics, and it is not too much to say that we have

small difficulty in distinguishing his works from those of others,

whether the latter are imitations of the former or not. This is an'

important feature in the history of the subject with which the

Cataloguer had to deal. The impulse given to artistic satire

by
"
George Townshend " did much to raise it to a higher level

than that on which it had previously existed; this is, of course,

quite apart from the merits of Hogarth, which were distinct in

nature as in manner from those of the satirists who preceded or

followed him. Hogarth stands apart, but the morality and humour

of his works remain obvious to all ; not so with regard to those of

the Marquis : these were sunk to oblivion, because their allusions

are recondite, biographical, temporary, and one needs to know the
" ins and outs

" of personal and party history before these allusions

can be revived and understood. None of the Marquis's successors

of note, whether Gillray, Rowlandson, or Bunbury, surpassed him in

wit, but each one of them outdid him in coarse indelicacy; their

utter impudicity was seldom justified by the wit of which it was the

subject, yet the assailant of Fox, Doddington, and Newcastle never

violated decorum without a laughable excuse, e.g.
" The Whiskers",

No. 3625 ;
and this is part of the improvement in satirical exercises

which is observable in the course of the volume now in view a

very significant element of the history of manners and usages in

this country.
" The Cockpit

"
of Hogarth, No. 3706, has been already alluded

to as illustrating popular usages; it is unusually rich in details

and points of custom. "The Dog Killers", No. 3731, a design
which is by no means without tenderness that did not exist before

Hogarth's time, is a very striking illustration of a panic about

mad dogs which obtained in August, 1760, and supplied Grub
Street with amoving subject for tracts, letters, essays, medical trea-

tises, and the like, announcements of the publication of which are

rife in newspapers ofthat date. Except under extraordinary impulses,
such as those which moved the people against Prince Rupert,

1

Laud,

1 .See " The Bloody Prince", No. 367.
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and the Laudian bishops, popular satire, until George the Second's

reign was well advanced, attacked persons in high places with very-
considerable diffidence

;
this caution was due to unsparing use of

laws which made it perilous to satirize a peer. About 1730 this

diffidence gave place to boldness. Notwithstanding unhesitating use

of power, use which culminated against Wilkes during the period
with which the fourth volume of this Catalogue opens, respect for

dignities as such vanished, and the king himself was open to novel

ittacks. Thus, the satire on George the Third and his entourage
"The Loyal Beasts ", No. 3740, one of the earliest produc-

tions of that monarch's reign, is but a continuation of the more

witty and effective "Festival of the Golden Rump", No. 2327,
which mocked the temper of his grandfather and derided the adula-

tion of the courtiers. What became of the personal characters of

George the Fourth and his friends need not be told. No. 2327 was
doubtless the fountain of satire on royal shortcomings of this order.

Except a few prints included in other categories of this Analysis and
the satires on classes of society grouped with the date c. 1760, "The

Loyal Beasts " is the last in this volume of the numerous examples
that deal with manners and usages.

London Topography is richly though incidentally displayed by a

great number of the prints in view. It may be useful to indicate

the more interesting of these. It was essential to the success of

a satirical print in which locality was concerned that the topogra-

phical parts of the design should be recognized; therefore these

authorities are acceptable and reliable so far as they go, and they
are usually so nearly complete as to have enabled the Cataloguer to

perform with good fortune many tasks of identification and expla-
nation. These details were often of high value in respect to identifi-

cation, which was one of the more difficult parts of his labour.

If the background of "A Harlot's Progress, Plate I.", No.

2031, truly represents the yard of the Old Bell Inn, Wood Street,

Cheapside, the fact will become more valuable every year, for im-

provements have left few ancient hostelries
;
the same may be said

of the background and accessories of "The Stage Coach", No. 2882,

which gives so faithful a portrait of an inn yard that inquirers
tried in vain to identify the place, although an ancient house on

the eastern road from London suited Hogarth best. Hogarth was

fond of such localities, e.g. besides the above two he gave in "Four
Prints of an Election. Plate II.", No. 3298, the front of the "Royal
Oak ", at Guzzledown, an unquestionable portrait of a large inn, a

charming picture in Sir John Soane's Museum. It was supposed
that the ship's figure-head, a British Lion devouring a French Lily,

so prominent in "
Canvassing for Votes ", referred to Anson's

famous vessel the " Centurion ", see " The Stage Coach ", as above ;
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but even if a Lion did duty at that ship's prow, which is unlikely,

there is no ground for this notion, except that the " Centurion's
"

figure-head was long preserved as a trophy. The Lion in question

is not half big enough for the circumnavigator's fifty-gun ship ; be-

sides, in 1749 that vessel bore Commodore Keppel and Mr. Joshua

Reynolds to Italy, and she was in active service long after c. 1753,

when Hogarth painted "Canvassing for Votes"; the Cataloguer
found her in company with the "Success", capturing the "Amitie",
of three-hundred tons and troops and stores, off Louisbourg, June

18, 1756; she was a member of Admiral Holbourn's squadron in

1757 ; at Gibraltar, with the Duke of York on board, in 1763. Part

of Goodman's Fields is in " The Player's last Refuge", No. 2146. A
view of " Southwark Fair

"
is in No. 1960. In the latter a statement

that the church was that of Newington Butts is, owing to a clerical

slip, erroneous. Southwark Fair was suppressed June 19, 1763.

The chief gambling room at " White's "
in St. James's Street,

supplied the incident of the fire breaking out, if not likewise the

characteristic appearance of the chamber in " A Rake's Progress,
Plate VI.", No. 2223. Something like such a place is delineated

in " A Plagiary ", No. 2235. Notwithstanding the disclaimer com-

prised in an advertisement respecting
" The Sleeping Congre-

gation ", No. 2285, see pp. 204, 205, note, to the effect that the

scene of that design is
" A Country-church ", there can be no doubt

that a metropolitan place of worship served Hogarth's turn ; it is un-

questionable that such had been the case with regard to the interior

of another church represented in "
Industry and Idleness. Plate

II.", No. 2905, where " The Industrious 'Prentice performs the Duty
of a Christian ", and piously makes love to his master's daughter.

Probability indicates the interior of the church of St. Martin's-in-

the- Fields, as the original of Hogarth's scene; it is likely that the

artist had reasons for departing from the exact truth, and giving but
a general likeness to that interior. No one was more faithful when
it suited his purpose; the fidelity of the following examples is beyond
challenge ;

"
Marriage a la Mode, Plate II.", No. 2702 ;

the same,
" Plate III.", No. 2717 ; the same,

" Plate V.", No. 2744 ; and
" The

Lady's last Stake ", which is one of his best works, not a satire,

and therefore not described in this Catalogue ; it supplies a perfect

picture of a parlour of this date. See below for further productions
of Hogarth as a London topographer.

Part of the Exchange, London, c. 1739, may be seen in "The
Evil Genius of England ", No. 2418. Cheapside is fully shown in
" The Industrious 'Prentice Lord Mayor of London ", No. 2997 ;

equally so in "The Scotch Ovation", of 1762, see Volume the
Fourth of this Catalogue. Guildhall, the exterior, appears in "A
Stir in the City ", No. 3266. There is a view of the interior of a large
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hall in
" The State Lottery ", No. 2435 ; the lottery referred to was

drawn in the hall of the Stationers' Company, but the print repre-

sents, probably, the Guildhall, London, though there are features

which recall the old hall of the Leathersellers' Company, formerly
the Nun's Hall of St. Helen's Priory, Bishopsgate, pulled down in

1799. In all likelihood the old hall of the Fishmongers' Company
is represented in "The Industrious 'Prentice grown rich", No.

2963 ;
see on this point, p. 701. The Mansion House, London, may

be fairly seen in " The Dog Killers ", No. 3731. Views of the river
"above bridge" are among the designs illustrating the "Frost

Fair", dated January, 1740, also in "Frost Fair", No. 1603, "Frost

Fayre", No. 1604, all of which are valuable in metropolitan topo-

graphy. So, in a generalizing and sketchy way, are the brilliant

etchings of Romeyn de Hooghe, described in the first volume

of this Catalogue ; see " The Restoration of the true Religion ",

No. 1179, which comprises many curious details of boats, ships,

buildings, and costumes, and is one of several important works by
this able etcher, examination of which, whether of the satirical or

the historical class, amply rewards the student. The neighbour-
hood of old Charing Cross is recalled by means of "The Four Times
of the Day Night", No. 2392, and" Stand Coachman", No. 3085.

The Treasury Building, "Whitehall, appears in " Idol-Worship",
No. 2447,

" The Protest ", No. 2488,
" The Treasury ", No. 2560,

The H r T p Man ", No. 2578, and " The Scotchman

Fox'd", No, 3604. The Exchequer Building is shown in "The
Motive", No. 2485. Westminster Hall, the exterior, is before us in

"The Reason", No. 2491, and "
Jaco-Independo ", No. 2856.

The Admiralty Building will be recognized in " Next Sculls ", &c.,

No. 2614, and "All Hands", No. 2682. The Strand remains in

"Mock Masonry", No. 2494, "A Geometrical View", No. 2546,
and " The Free-Masons Downfall ", No. 2548. Temple Bar has

a good record in "Townley", No. 2799, "The Sailor's Re-

venge", No. 3035, "The Beaux Disaster", No. 2880, "Burning
ye Rumps", No. 514, and "Burning the Rumps", No. 530. Except
the first these views comprise part of the Strand. Vauxhall Garden is

partly delineated in "
Spring Gardens", No. 2465. The Foundling

Hospital appears in
" What's all This ! ", No. 2495. Covent Garden

Church supplied correct backgrounds to
" To the Independent and

Worthy Electors", No. 2497, "The Humours of the Westminster

Election", No. 2859, and " The Two-Shilling Butcher", No. 2860;
see below for Covent Garden in general. There is a curious view ofthe

interior of Westminster Hall, with its snuff-sellers' and other booths,

in " From one House to another ", No. 2536 j part of this hall was

the old Court of Requests, afterwards the House of Lords, an his-

torical chamber of high interest ; it is represented in another print,
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and likewise with shops, including that of Pinchbeck the silversmith,

whose name survives in a curious way, and represents any sort of
" make-believe ", such being the character of the alloy he employed;
this print is styled "The Wheel of Fortune", No. 2537; see

"Westminster Hall", No. 1401, and "Law is a Bottomless Pit",

No. 1990.

Holbein's Gateway, Whitehall, is frequently included in the vistas

of the street which it formerly adorned, e.g.
" Like Coachman, Like

Cause", No. 1497, "The Motion", No. 2479, "Britlands Processi",

No. 2677, where it is shown with the Banqueting House, the sole

remaining element of this prospect. It should, however, he observed

that this representation was already out of date in 1745, the plate

which supplied it being anything but a new one at the time of pub-
lication in this form; see, for another view of Whitehall, "The

Locusts", No. 3018. There is a sketch of the Horse Guards

Building, taken by Hogarth when it was but lately erected, in the

show-cloth of "
Canvassing for Votes", No. 3298, a satirical character

being imparted to the edifice. St. James's Park in 1745 may be

realized by means of " Taste-A-La-Mode ", No. 2151, and " Taste-

A-La-Mode", No. 2774; for the same place see likewise "The Beau

Monde", No. 3104, "Lusus Naturae", No. 3187,
" A View of the

Mall", No. 3188. Hogarth's works repeat many London views, see,

for examples, the previously-given instances, Nos. 2031 and 2075.
" The true Effigies of the Members of the Calves Head Club ", No.

2144, displays a once well-known part of Suffolk Street, Haymarket.
"He and his drunken Companions", No. 2186, shows Covent
Garden with the sundials on the pillar, so likewise "The Covfc

Garden Morning Frolick", No. 2877; see the entries describing
"The Theatrical Contest", No. 2599, and "An Illustration", No.

2413, which is a capital example. No. 2186, just mentioned,
refers to other views of Covent Garden. This locality is given in

Hogarth's
" Four Times of the Day Morning ", No. 2357, to which

entry look for the names of other representations, as described in

this Catalogue. There is no doubt that "The Tavern Scene", No.

2188, "A Plagiary", No. 2198, "A Plagiary", No. 2199, "He
Revels", No. 2200, "The Eake's Rendez-vous", No. 2201, and Nos.
2414 and 2598 are all faithful contemporary portraits of this place.

St. James's Street is depicted in " The State Weather-cocks ",
No. 2021, "A Rake's Progress, Plate IV.", No. 2202, "The
Noble Game", No. 2850, "The Military Prophet", No. 3076,
"Sl

. James's; in October", No. 3083, and in "The British

Patriot's Procession", No. "3119. Old St. Mary-le-Bone Church

appears in " A Rake's Progress, Plate V.", No. 2211. A yard in

old Bridewell Prison in " A Harlot's Progress, Plate IV.", No. 2075.
A cell in the Fleet Prison in " A Rake's Progress, Plate VII.", No.
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2236. Fleet Market in " A Fleet Wedding ", No. 2874. Thavies
Inn in "The Four Stages of Cruelty. Plate II.", No. 3153. Old
Bethlehem Hospital in " Plate VIII." of " A Rake's Progress ",

No. 2246. Of the history of this building and one of the uses to

which it was put a new instance of the amazing callousness of our

forefathers a curious statement appears in "A Plagiary "., No. 2257,
to the effect that its dismal corridors, passages that most often re-

sounded with groans and shrieks, and the sounds of whips and

chains, were places for assignations :

" Here Letchers old young Nymphs pursue,
And make e'en Bedlam but a Stew.

Shou'd I but tell how Ladies pretty,
Here meet their Gallants from the. City ".

The light these verses cast on a questionable incident in Hogarth's
own design (No. 2246) will attest their value. Part of St. Giles's

may be seen in " The Funeral Procession", No. 2277, and "Gin

Lane", No. 3136. Hog Lane exists in "The Four Times of the

Day Noon ", No. 2370. Billingsgate appears in " The View and

Humours", No 2284. The theatre of Surgeons' Hall remains in

"The Four Stages of Cruelty Plate IV.", No. 3166. The old

College of Physicians, Warwick Lane, is recorded in " A Satire on

Learning ", No. 1516, and "The Cats Paw", No. 2831.

"The Enraged Musician", No. 2518, gives a general, though
truthful view of a London West-end street ; the same may be said

of "Beer Street ", No. 3126. Part of St. James's Palace occurs in

"The Promotion", No. 2535 ; see likewise "Oddities, 1757", No.

3576, "Magna F a", No. 2575, "The Noble Game ofBob Cherry",
No. 2850. " The March to Finchley ", No. 2639, exhibits the junc-
tion of Tottenham Court Road and Hampstead Road, with the then

"New Road", its suburban taverns on either hand, and many local

features which have long since disappeared. Lambeth Palace appears
in "A Papist", No. 2667, likewise in a remarkably faithful way in

"First oars to L m th", No. 2867, "For Lambeth. A.", No.

2868, "For Lambeth. B.", No. 2870, "For Lambeth. C.",No. 2871,

"Lambeth", No. 2872, and "HaVy Haw'y L b thHaw'y", No.

2873. The probable locality of"The Scene with the Quack", No. 2717,

has been already indicated in the section of this Analysis which deals

with the quacks of London. Old London Bridge may be seen in

the background of "
Marriage a la Mode. Plate VI.", No. 2758,

charmingly painted in a daylight effect by Hogarth's hand in 1745,

with a view of the interior of a room which is only surpassed by
that afforded by

" The Lady's last Stake ", and similar examples

by the same artist.
"
Tyburn Tree " and its surroundings are

preserved to view, with the lofty wooden gallery from which

our ancestors and ancestresses witnessed the "
last terrors of the

/
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Law ", in "
Industry and Idleness. Plate XL", No. 2989. Of

<( Orator " Henley's Chapel, Newport Market, exterior and interior

views will be found in certain prints indicated by the references to

that personage which are given with " The Brazen face'd r ",

No. 2823, p. 621.

One could not wish for a more complete view of a factory, which

was at once a warehouse and wholesale shop, than that afforded by

"Industry and Idleness. Plate IV.", No. 2926, where the weavers

sit at their looms by the walls and the counting-house is in the

foreground. A general view of a lower reach of the Thames, with

dolorous gibbets on the points of land, and Cuckold's Point in the

distance, may be found in " Plate V." of the same series, No. 2935.

A City street near the Fire Monument, irrecognizable since the

present London Bridge was built, occurs " to the life
" in ' ' Plate

VI." of the series, No. 2945, with the base of the Monument in

the distance, ponderous and costly signs projecting from the house

fronts, and the young merchant's bride taking tea in the parlour

adjoining the pavement, while the bridegroom, having removed

his wig, wears a linen cap because he is at home. The Rotunda

and its entrance at Ranelagh may be seen on a clear scale in " A
Night-Scene at Eanelagh ", No. 3183. Carington Bowles's shop
in St. Paul's Churchyard, so familiarly remembered by students of

the satires of the last century, has been already named in "
Spec-

tators at a Print Shop", No. 3758, with an indication of a second

view, which is described with the date c. 1770.

It was to be expected that Literary Men as such, and their

works, would offer subjects for satire during the eighteenth century;

yet it is true that the number of persons of this category designated
in this volume is small. The class was numerous in proportion to

others, and yet wrote, so to say, less about itself than is the now
current practice ; in fact, the men of the pen were then less conscious

of themselves than has been the case in later years. The history of

"The Dunciad", which is detailed and illustrated in the second

volume of this Catalogue, forms no exception to these remarks ; the

fires which may be said to have blazed about the author of that

satire had already lost much of their intensity, and but a single
instance is recorded in the third volume of anything approaching
retaliation on Pope, by one of those whom he had mercilessly
assailed in the greatest of English poetical satires. The person
who dealt this counter-blow was the Laureate Colley Gibber, who
had, to say the least of it, ample provocations for the act, besides

those which were proper to his own person. The retaliatory stroke

will be studied in not fewer than four entries: "The Poetical

Tom-Titt", No. 2571, "An Essay", No. 2572, "And has not

Sawney", Nos. 2573 and 2574. The number of these engravings
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proves their effect on the public, and thus indicates the force of the

blow. It was an example of a mode of libelling an enemy which
was sure of public success ; it cannot be called an unfair return. Pope
is represented in all these prints, he is referred to in " The Judgment
of the Queen o' Common Sense", No. 2283, a bitter satire, closely
connected with " The Festival of the Golden Rump ", No. 2327,
which is one of the most important works of the class, whether we
consider it as a political satire or a satire on a particular person. Pope
is indirectly concerned in Hogarth's

(C The Distressed Poet ", No.

2309, not only in respect to the verses from " The Dunciad " which

were not happily used as a motto for that print, but in his own

person, as the first and rarer state of the plate shows this satirist

thrashing Curll. For references to Pope in the second volume of

this Catalogue, see " The Frontispiece to
'

Ingratitude
'

", No. 1935.

Among the most important references to Literary Men as such,

"The Distressed Poet", No. 3309, ought to have a prominent

place in all notices of English satires. On the poverty of literary

men, see " A Noted Bard ", No. 2328, and " An Illustration ", No.

3114. "The complicated R n", No. 2018, is by Hogarth, or

rather it is believed to be a copy from an ungenerous attack on one

of the most accomplished and honourable writers of his day, Jona-

than Richardson, painter and critic. The "scribbling peers", Lord

Harrington and the Duke of Newcastle (?), are noticed in "Frontis-

piece to ( The court Monkies' ", No. 2026. John, Lord Hervey re-

presented in " The Political Libertines ", No. 2490,
" The Reason",

No. 2491 was the victim of Pope; he is mentioned as an author in
" The State Weather-cocks", No. 2021, with Bishops Gibson and

Hoadly ; as to the last three see a former indication of each in this

Analysis. Henry Carey, the author of " Sally in our Alley", pro-
duced the almost equally famous "

Chrononhotonthologos ", for

which, see No. 2027 ; at the performance of which drama it appears
that " Master Arne "

played
"
Cupid", one of the figures represented

in the satirical print. An ignominious "poet", whom Pope did

not utterly demolish in " The Dunciad ", was Captain J. D. Breval,

who, much to the disgust of the friends of the author of "The

Beggars' Opera", called himself "Joseph Gay", and as such incurred

the wrath of Pope. We owe this person much for light borrowed

from, and here again reflected on Hogarth's
"
Progresses ", and we

ought not to be thankless. Dr. Woolston, Mr. H. Fox, and Dr.

Clarke were concerned in No. 2046. A literary effort of Bishop
Gibson's procured for him the satirical epithet of " Codex ". This

prelate was the object of a backward blow in No. 2061 ; there

is evidence in this case and others that Hogarth did not love
" Codex ", yet they were as one in attacking Kent's Altar-Piece

in St. Clement's Church, see No. 1764, and if Hogarth was ever
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angry with any one, it was with Kent. "Codex" waa the sub-

ject of other satires, as before stated, especially Nos. 2149, 2280,

and 2281. Bolingbroke supplied matter for the entry entitled

"The Frontispiece to 'A Dissertation upon Parties'", No. 2150,

which refers to one of the most famous and potent political essays

written in English, the effect of which was even more decisive than

that of Israel Manduit's celebrated brochure, or that of the never-

to-be-forgotten "No. XLV." of "The North Briton". Boling-

broke is represented in "The Funeral of Faction", No. 2487.

What may have been the services of " The Craftsman " is dis-

tinguishable in the entries grouped with the names of William

Pulteney, Earl of Bath, and his quondam colleague in literature,

Nicholas Amhurst, better known as " Caleb D'Anvers "
; for the

latter as a journalist, see "The Itinerant Handy- Craftsman", No.

2448 ; he is represented in
" The Funeral of Faction", No. 2487.

One of the most confused and intricate of squabbles in which

producers of literature have been concerned is partially illus-

trated in "Frontispiece to 'The Clergy's Plea'", No. 2275, which

is concerned with the history of the Porteous Mob, and, indirectly,

with Sir W. Scott's " The Heart of Mid-Lothian ", as to which see

further the volume of tracts in the Library of the British Museum

(6583, a. 2) . "Common Sense, or the Englishman's Journal ", a series

of papers comparable with " The Letters of Junius ",
" The North

Briton ", or with "The Craftsman", is frequently mentioned in this

Catalogue, and it is not difficult by means of these entries to guess
the true political value of those stringent publications, in pro-

ducing which many of the greatest wits, the brightest geniuses of

the eighteenth century were concerned, not occasionally nor casually,,

but constantly, and with serious purposes; see Nos. 2327, 2479.

2487, 2490, 2491, 2570, just named, and " The Present State of a

Certain Great Kingdom", No. 2336. From the last-mentioned entrj
we gather what befell Mr. Henry Haines because he published

" The

Craftsman", a paper which was mildness itselfcompared with "Fog's
Journal ", to say nothing of " The North Briton " and " The Letters

of ' Junius '

", both of which evoked harmless lightnings.
" Scholars

at a Lecture", No. 2338, has relationship to schools, if not t(

learning.

"Admiral Hosier's Ghost", No. 2422, was prepared as ar

illustration to Glover's famous ballad, then a novelty. Glover him-

self is seen with Amhurst and Bolingbroke in " The Funeral o:

Faction", No. 2487. "Captain Hercules Vinegar" was a nom dt

plume of Henry Fielding's, and he used it freely in regard to " Tht

Champion", an evening newspaper of great weight in a stirring

time, see Nos. 2452, 2453, 2479, 2487, and 2570. On H. Fielding
see " The ludgment of the Queen o' Common Sense ", No. 2283, anc
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the references it contains ; he appears personally in " The Political

Libertines ", No. 2490. By using this title, Fielding, a very big
man and demonstrative writer, earned the happy two-edged epithets
of Colley Gibber, who described him as

" The Herculean satirist, this Drawcansir of wit."

Of "
Ralph Freeman," a less known journalist, whose honours live in

the fame of his antagonist, there is mention in "The Lampoon", No.

2457, which states why he bore the name of " Court-Evil", a desig-
nation that remained with him

;
it appears in the above entry and

again in "The Motive", No. 2485, and " The Reason", No. 2491,
likewise see Nos. 2448 and 2484. The strange title

"
Split-Devil

"

was conferred on another author, Bishop Smalbroke :

" The Bishop who split the Devil,

And made a Devil and a half, & half a Devil."

See, for the meaning of this epithet, "The Motion", No. 2479.

In " The Acquital ", No. 2486, the prelate himself has been over-

thrown, and is wittily made to exclaim " The Devil owed me a

Spite ", thus accounting for the fall.
"

Salty
" was Bishop, after-

wards Archbishop Herring, see No. 2484.

A print on learned men will be found in " A Satire on the Royal

Society", No. 2477. Horace Walpole, the letter writer, appears in

"The Grounds", No. 2484, as "Volpone Junior". Hogarth is

repeatedly represented ; see below for references to him personally,
and as artist and author, likewise his satirical designs, i.e. nearly
the whole of his works which are included. Dr. Middleton,
the biographer of Cicero, appears in "The Reason", No. 2491,
and "What's all This!", No. 2495; in the latter he is leading
the donkey

" Court Evil ", as to whom see above. Paul Whitehead,
the author of " Manners "

t a satire thought worth condemning by a

formal act of the House of Lords, appears in " What's all This ! ";

for further notices of this personage see a note to this entry.
The Earl of Egmont, to whom the world owed a noteworthy book

called "A Genealogical History of the House of Yvery", is shown
in "Uain Glory", No. 2615, and other prints to which this entry
refers. Bishop Sherlock has been indicated among the satirized

prelates. Bub Doddington likewise in another place. Eustace

Budgell may be noticed in No. 2555, and " The Art of Trimming ",

No. 1932. For Pulteney, Earl of Bath, who appears rather as

politician than as pamphleteer, see the dates of his efforts.

Colley Cibber is noticeable in the above-named satires, in which

he attacked his enemy Pope, Nos. 2571, 2572, 2574, and 2575, see

for him, No. 2336 ; his son Theophilus had an important place in
" The Player's last Refuge ", No. 2146, and may be met with in the
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earlier satires indicated by the notes of the latter entry; see
" Southwark Fair", No. 1960. Of him it might be said with truth

that he, more than most men, supplied arrows to his enemies,

materials for satire on himself. For the father and son, see " The

Frontispiece to 'The Dunciad '

", No. 1793, "A Just View of

the British Stage", No. 17(31, Nos. 1933 and 1934, above all, the

collection of satirical tracts (641, h. 5) on the Gibbers, which in-

cludes " A Blast upon Bays ; or, A New Lick at the Laureate ",

a very telling example of castigatory pamphlets. Garrick appears
in " The Festival of the Golden Rump ", No. 2327,

" The Theatri-

cal Contest", No. 2599,
" Fac- Simile of the Proportions of Garrick

and Quin", No. 2820,
" The Theatrical Steel-Yards", No. 3090,

see "
Frontispiece to

' An Epistle
'

", No. 3444. The novel of the-

Rev. Francis Coventry rather than himself comes to notice in this

Catalogue, that work appeared in many editions, and is considered

in "Frontispiece to 'The History of Pompey the Little'", .No.

3113, likewise in Nos. 3114 and 3115. Hogarth as the writer of
" The Analysis of Beauty ", is displayed in

" The Analysis ".

"Plate I." and "Plate II." Nos. 3217 and 3226. Hogarth is

likewise seen from another point of view, that occupied by his

enemies, Sandby and others, who fell on him with rare zest, see

"A Satire", No. 3238, "Hogarth Vindicated", No. 3239, "Bur-

lesque sur le Burlesque ", No. 3240, "A New Dunciad", No. 3241.

"Puggs Graces", No. 3242, "The Analyst", No. 3243, "The
Author run Mad", No. 3244, "A Satire", No. 3245, "The Magic

Lantern", No. 3247, "The Painters March from Finchly", No.

3248,
" Mountebank Painter ", No. 3249,

" An Ape painting the

Portrait of an Ass", No. 3262, and "A Stir in the City", No.

3266. It is desirable to notice here two counter strokes by Hogarth's

friends, they are "A Collection", No. 3246, and "A Club of Ar-

tist's", No. 3278, in which is a capital portrait of Hogarth ; there it

another in " A Stir in the City ", just named. In the fourth volume

of this Catalogue the number of attacks on Hogarth, caricature por-

traits and squibs, is very considerable, the chief alleged provocatior
for these satires was his acceptation of a place; but, really, thej

seem to have been largely due to his own strokes. For Hogartl
see the respective entries bearing the names of his works.

Having thus noticed the leading matters to which the satire.'

illustrated in this volume are devoted, the Cataloguer believes h<

may most faithfully serve the reader by referring him for details t<

the examples in their chronological order, which, as in all othe]

cases, is historical, not bibliographical.

F. G. STEPHENS.
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DRAWINGS; 1

PERSONAL AND POLITICAL.

20l6.

HE STOCKS : OR HIGH CHANGE IN

'CHANGE-ALLEY. To those Honourable

Gentlemen the BULLS and BEARS, this

Plate is inscribed, by their very humble

Servant,

PUBLIC CREDIT.

Sold by all the Print and Pamphlet-sellers in London

and Westminster. (Price Six-pence.} [March 28, 1734]

A BROADSIDE, comprising an engraving and two columns of verse in letterpress ;

the former represents a pair of stocks, in which are two persons ; one cheerfully
cries

" Fm in the Stocks getting up.
1

\ because the bar of the stocks is rising to

release him
; the other sadly exclaims " Fm in the Stocks tumbling down", the bar

is locked down upon him
;
a third, exclaiming

" We all deserve it", directs his

attention to a picture of a culprit undergoing a public flogging, which is painted on

the front ofthe stocks. Around are persons of all grades exclaiming
" India Bonds."

" Who calls" "
Scrip Scrip."

" Here am I."
" Fll raise the Supplies." "Fm a Buyer,

Fm a Seller." " Peace Peace." "
Long Annuities" " Fm a Seller."

" A Thousand

Pound Scrip."
"
Glory of God, Terror to our Enemys",

"Fm a Buyer." and " AlFs

1 This is a Catalogue ofWorks in several Departments ofthe British Museum ;

the greatest number being in the Print Room, are not so described.

Examples pertaining to the Department of Printed Books are, below the

entries in this Catalogue, distinguished by their press-marks. References occur

in the texts of these entries to books in charge of this Department, and press-marks
follow the titles and dates of the books

; these are enclosed by brackets, thus

(899. m. 6/28.) .4s all such references are to volumes belonging to that Depart-

ment, it was not necessary to state that the press-marks are those of the Library of
Printed Books.

III. B
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over," A Scotchman exclaims,
" / buy for myself, I've no principal" Many

" Lame Lame " ducks are waddling away.
Below are these verses :

j.

" Here yon see, without Delusion

All is Bustle and Confusion ;

Knavery is the only Plan, Sir,

All are cheating who cheat can, Sir.

Doodle, doodle, doo, Sfc"

"
Pray observe that sneaking Figure !

Mark his Looks, so wan and meagre I

SCRIP he'll buy, or will dispense, Sir,

Tho' not worth a Thousand Pence, Sir.

Doodle, doodle, doo, Sfc.

IV.

Here the Great Man, Truth can swear it,

Sends his pimp to Bull and Bear it ;

He can set the Market going ;

For my Lord is very Knowing !

Doodle, doodle, doo, Sfc"

The succeeding verses describe various modes of operating on the Stock Ex-

change by disseminating political rumours, &c.

IX.
" This is Fun, if People think so

;

Yet the Government will wink so
;

These good Folks the World surprize, Sir

Preying on the State's Supplies, Sir.

Doodle, doodle, doo, 8fc.

x.

Butchers, Barbers, Coblers, Taylors,

Painters, Parsons, Clerks, and Goalers,

Leave their Counters, scorn their Trade, Sir
;

Fortunes here are sooner made, Sir.

Doodle, doodle, doo, frc.

XI.

Here for Time they're selling, buying ;

Some refusing ; some complying ;

If hi Payment there's a Flaw, Sir
;

They're above the Reach of Law, Sir.

Doodle, doodle, doo, 8fc.

XII.

But if Bull, and Bear, don't tally,

Out they waddle from the Alley ;

And, reduc'd to humbler State, Sir,

Curse Stock-jobbing, and their Fate, Sir.

Doodle, doodle, doo, Sfc.

xni.

Thus are Knaves and Fools pursuing
Gambling, to their Country's Kuin ;
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Let them Lose, or let them Win, Sir,

The Stocks above they shou'd be in, Sir.

Doodle, doodle, doo, -c."

The "Alley
"
is Change Alley, London, where the Stock Exchange was situated.

Bulls and Bears are the opposite parties in that Exchange, the Bulls endeavour to

toss up the prices of stocks, the Bears to hug them down. Persons who are not

able to fulfil their engagements are called
" Lame Ducks." For previous use of the

term "Bear," see "The Bubblers Medley," &c., No. 1610. In March 1734,
a Bill was introduced to the House of Commons for putting a stop to stock-

jobbing. A copy of the original Bill, as presented to Parliament, is in " The
Gentleman's Magazine" for December, 1733, p. 627; see likewise the same

magazine for April, 1734, p. 198.

6J- X 4f in.

2OI7.

" KENTISH ELECTION." (of M.Ps. for the County ?), 1734.

\_May 16, 1734]

AN engraving representing an election in a large open space in a village.

The candidates and their friends stand on the hustings, around which is a great
crowd of horsemen and footmen. Amongst these appears a mounted clergyman,
who is closely followed by supporters of the " Protest Interest." so one among them
exclaims

;
these have cockades in their hats, two of them carry gauges and books

;

these are probably meant for excisemen, i. e. placemen. On the other side rides

one who is crying out " Vane Sf Dering", the names of the successful candidates ;

near him, on the same side, is one who cries
"
Country Interest"

;
these indi-

viduals and others who appear to be of their party, bear sprigs of oak in their

hats. Others shout " Middlesex Sf Oxendon", Another vociferates
" No Excise",

the popular cry at the time. Near ,this person is one who bawls "
King and

Country" Viscount Vane had voted against the Excise Bill ; Sir Edward Dering
does not appear to have been present at the debate. Sir George Oxenden had

voted for the introduction of the Bill. He was then M.P. for Sandwich. The
Earl of Middlesex had not been a member of the former Parliament.

" Two hogsheads of French brandy, and 60 dozen of knives and forks, were

yesterday sent down to the lord Vise. Vane's seat in Kent, for the entertainment

his lordship designs to give the freeholders on the loth instant, D.P." (Daily

Post): see "The Grub-street Journal," Numb. 211, Jan. 1O, 1733(1734), p. 2,

col. 2. Numb. 2O2 of the same newspaper, Nov. 8, 1 733, p. 3, col. 1, states, "At

i

a meeting lately at the Swan tavern in Cornhill, of above 1 OO substantial, worthy
. citizens of London, freeholders of the county of Kent, the right hon. the lord

Vane, and Sir Edw. Dering, Bar. candidates in the country interest, were enter-

tained in an elegant manner by the freeholders," &c. See " The Grub-street

', Journal," Numb. 195, for Sept. 2O, 1733, p. 3, col. 1, where it is stated

that these candidates were met at about two miles from Westerham, in Kent, by
300 freeholders on horseback, and dined at the George Inn, where

" healths were

!
drunk" to the "glorious 205," see "The Noble Stand," &c., No. 1921, and
" The populace to show their zeal on this occasion, drest up a figure of a cer-

i tain excise gentleman, with blue paper round his shoulders, a pipe in his mouth1

1 This effigy represented Sir R. Walpole, the blue paper was intended for

the riband of the Garter, the pipe referred to the Tobacco Bill, the flasks to

the proposed excise of wine. See " Britannia Excisa," No. 1 936.
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and several Florence flasks about his neck, then mounted him upon a mule, and

led him round the town in procession." See " The Grub-street Journal,"

Numb. 219, March 7, 1734, p. 2, col. l.

The same journal, Numb. 230, May 23, 1734, says, p. 2, col. 3, "Wednes-

day, May 23. On monday, about five in the afternoon, the right hon. the lord

Vise. Vane, dropt down dead of an apoplexy, just as he was taking leave of a

gentleman, at his seat at Fairlawn in Kent, D. P" (Daily Post).

The place represented is probably Maidstone, where the Earl of Middlesex

and Sir G. Oxenden threw up the poll, the victory of their opponents being

assured, May 16, 1734-

See, on this subject, "Frontispiece to '"The Humours of a Country Election,'"

1734-
Sir George Oxenden was one of Walpole's Lords of the Treasury.

4 X 61 in.

2Ol8.

THE COMPLICATED R N. (No. i.)

[From a design by Hogarth ?] W H. F. [W. Hogarth fecit.] [1734-] i

AN etching, showing Jonathan Richardson, seated at a table, and applying a telo-

scope to the back of his son, who is standing on the table
; through him the father

looks at " VlRGlL dENlo", upon which he is making
" NOTES" in a bock

which lies before him and is so inscribed; a dog is barking, and jumping up lit

the table. An easel, a palette, brushes, &c., are in the corner of the rooiu.

Beneath is engraved,
" I know well enough my Eye is no Eye at all I must app' y

to my Telescope, My Son is my Telescope tis by his help I read y
e learned

Languages". Against the wall is fastened a sheet of paper, with a bust draM n

on it, and " MILTON "
engraved below.

Jonathan Richardson, the painter, was born about 1665. He produced some

works jointly with his son. In 1734 they published "Explanatory Notes and R>-
marks on Milton's Paradise Lost, With a Life of the Author." In apologising f >r

not being very conversant with classic literature, he expressed himself to the pui
1-

port of the lines under the design.
The letters

" W H. F" in the corner 'of the print are probably for " Willis tn

Hogarth, Fecit."

On an impression from this plate now in the Royal Collection S. Ireland wro: e,
" Gave Mr. Livesay 5 guineas."

" Mr. Sheepshanks has the original print, for whi :h

he gave lO." " The complicated Richardson was another of Powell's infamous

scratches. He sold it to Lord Exeter for the enormous sum of fourteen pound ."

(MS. note by Mr. W. Richardson on "
Graphic Illustrations 1 . p. 1 1 8

"
; 36

J. B. Nichols's " Anecdotes of William Hogarth ;

"
1 833, p. 306.)

In "Graphic Illustrations of Hogarth," by S. Ireland; 1794, vol. i. pp. r. 8,

12O, is an account of this work. "The following anecdote relative to t iis

production was given me by Mr. Highmore grandson of the painter, who wa a
member of a club held at Old Slaughter's coffee-house, in St. Martin's La te.

This club was composed of many respectable literary characters, and of art: sts

of the first eminence in that day. They met regularly twice a week
;

: nd
it was customary when any member had produced an effusion of genius intenc ed
for the public eye, to exhibit a specimen of it at one of then- meetii j;s.

Jonathan Richardson, who was a member of this club, had an excellent he: rt,

and a strong marked partiality for his son, whose classical knowledge he -as

perpetually extolling, and as constantly regretting his own inferiority in the it-

tainment of literature. At one of these meetings he produced a specimei of
his intended publication on the works of Milton

;
at the same time he made he
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following observation, which is inscribed under the print" as above quoted.
" A

wish to explore knowledge through such a medium instantly furnished Hogarth,
who was a member of the club, with matter for his pencil, and taking out a

letter he sketched on the back of it a design somewhat similar to the annexed

etching, in which the likeness of Richardson was so strong as to create a great

laugh in the society, and no small degree of uneasiness in the mind of the party
aimed at, which Hogarth perceiving, he threw the paper into the fire and there

ided the dissatisfaction."

See likewise "Anecdotes of Painting in England," by H. Walpole ; 1862,
1. ii. p. 660.

In 1 734, the younger Richardson had returned from the Continent, and the

ler was engaged on his notes on Milton.

X 2 in.

H9. THE COMPLICATED R N (No. 2.)

WH. F.

Hogarth del. S I Jun. fe. [Samuel Ireland, junior, fecit.] [!734]

THIS etching is a copy from that which is described as (No. I.), with the same

title and date, No. 2018.

In the original the lines representing the flat surface of the wall below the

bookcase, and immediately behind the figure of the younger Richardson, are

roughly drawn and badly joined, so that they overlap and form blots on the

print ;
such is not the case in this copy ;

the palette which stands by the table is,

in the original, represented with lines hatched across those which cover the

surface ;
in this copy there are no hatched lines.

This copy faces p. 1 18, in vol. i. of "Graphic Illustrations of Hogarth," by
Samuel Ireland, 1794, for illustrating which volume it was prepared.

See (No. 3.), same title and date, No. 2O2O.

4} x 6i i/i.

2O2O. THE COMPLICATED R N (No. 3.)

WH.F

THIS etching is a copy from that which is described as (No. l.), same title

and date, No. 2018.

In the original there is a mass of shadow near the window and immediately

behind the figure of the elder Richardson, this was produced by using two sets of

lines and placing them at right angles to each other. In neither of the copies

see (No. 2.), same title and date, No. 2019 has this shadow been reproduced.

On the palette of the original, cross-hatching has been used
;
in (No. 2.), the lines

on this palette are not hatched, but they are unequal in breadth and blackness ;

in (No. 3.), they are even and mechanical in execution.

This copy was prepared td illustrate
" The Genuine Works of William

Hogarth," by J. Nichols and G. Steevens, vol. iii. 1817 ;
where it faces p. 133.

4f X 6f in.
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2O2I.

THE STATE WEATHER-COCKS.
[1734]

AN engraving showing four gentlemen with weathercocks on their hats ;
on two

of the vanes is the word " Intrest"
;

the bearer of one is walking towards St.

James's Palace, the other is about to enter " White's Chocolate House ", which

stands at the foot of St. James's Street, west side.

This print is in the title-page of " The State Weather Cocks.

Changed to a WEATHER-COCK of State,

To save a sinking St n's Fate.

Tit for Tat.

LONDON : Printed and sold by J. DORMER, at the Printing-Office, the Green

Door, in Slack and White Court in the Old Bailey. [Price One Shilling ]

M.DCC.XXXIV.". folio (11630. h.)

The text, which is in verse, is dedicated to Pope, and thus, p. 5, satirizes
" Pas -

torius," a bishop, probably Bishop Gibson, see " The Hierarchical Skimington."
1735:

"PAsxoRius1 leads the Van, whose polish'd Tongue
With Affluence of Words by Custom's hung ;

And yet the tempting Ore those Words controul,
For Gold Pastorius will exchange his Soul.

See, how to La th
* he does turn his Face

;
*

And views the Pa ce 3 with a sly Grimace
; I

'Tis true, indeed, Pastorius pants for Grace.4 J
This Right-hand Man of Sidrophel's

5
first Troop,

This Party-Tool to any Thing will stoop ;

Say Black is White, and White does Black appear,
Nor will he scruple to bring up the Rear,
Provided he a Recompence can find,

To satisfy his avaritious Mind.

Byass'd by Lucre, and by Int'rest sway'd,
He makes Religion Nothing but a Trade.
LONG for Preferment, with uncommon Zeal,

Benhada wrote, and not for Common-weal ;

Calm and sedate his Controversies are,
No Malice, Gall or Rancour blended there :

But see what Fate attends the peerless Elf,

Too oft we find he contradicts himself.

Whate'er the R r of St. P r's P r 6

1
Gibson, Bishop of London, was ambitious of succeeding Wake in the Pr -

macy of Canterbury; see various entries dated Oct. 1747. "Pastorius" s

named also in " The State Dunces" (840. m. 1/45.), p. 11:
"
Thy Gospel Truth, Pastorius, crost we see,

While God and Mammons serv'd at once by Thee."
* Lambeth. 3 The pakce &t Lambeth
To be called " Your Grace," i.e. addressed as an Archbishop.5 Sir R. Walpole, see "A Satire on Sir Robert Walpole," No. 1931.6
Bishop Hoadly, formerly Rector of St. Peter-le-Pder, London. Si e

"
Frontispiece to 'Crispin the Cobbler's Confutation'", &c., No. 1511; "Hoad y
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By Dint of Argument maintain'd before,

The B
,

J to reform the sinful Age, "j

Mounted with Intrepidity the Stage, J>

Benhada did with Benhada engage.
J

In publick, but yet mildly, he disputes,
And all his former Arguments refutes :

If he * no Kingdom in this World can have,
"j

Close to the Steeple's Pinnacle he'll cleave, f
If he can get Sir SidropheFs good Leave. J

Sure of Religion he must have some Notion,-)
Who always at SidropheFs Devotion, I

And punctually obeys his every Motion.2 J

In Controversy dull, with Pride elate,

Fury Harenus shews in each Debate ;

"

* * * * *
" THESE are the Men who late to L th row'd,

Each hop'd the Pa ce wou'd be his Abode
;

To reach the Landing-place they labour'd hard,
Well wou'd the golden Prize their Pains reward.

Their Expectation cross'd too soon they found,

They miss'd the Channel, and then run a Ground.
Now shift the Scene, survey the doughty Wight,

Old Gruff, now charg'd with Envy, Rancour, Spite :

Him for a Plough-Tail Nature had design'd,
And he to dirty Work is still inclin'd;

Cut out for That, his unclean Hands he shews,
Those Hands nor Bribes, nor Presents will refuse."*****

" Old Gruff will neither Life or Fortune spare :

Hapless the Man, who does before him come,

Sentence, or Right or Wrong will be his Doom.3

TALLBOT, a ranting, military Blade,
Not Fighting makes, but Flattery, his Trade

;

Yet Tallboy kill'd a poor, defenceless Man."*****
"
GRASSES, boy'd up with Arrogance and Pride,

To Sidrophel by Marriage is allied
;

As Sidrophel directs, his course he steers,

By stated Rules of Politicks he swears,
Nor is he singular, he has his Peers.

The wealthy Nymph is made a virtuous Wife."

seated at a Desk," &c. No. 1533; and the other references which are given
with these entries in this Catalogue. Likewise, on the present theme, see " The
Hierarchical Skimington," 1735.

1 The Bishop, i.e. Hoadly.
" *

Alluding to this Text of Scripture, My Kingdom is not of this World."
2
Alluding, probably, to Bishop Hoadly's conduct in respect to the proposed

repeal of the Test and Corporation Acts, and, certainly, to the general alliance

which existed at this period between Sir Robert Walpole and Hoadly.
3 This may refer to Sir Francis Page, called

" The Hanging Judge," who
died Dec. 1741, aged 80. This judge is referred to by Pope, "Satires and

Epistles of Horace Imitated," Satire i. 83, 84 :

" dread

Hard words or hanging, if your judge be Page."
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"
DAPPER,

1 a Youth smooth-chin'd, and baby fac'd,

With Honours and with Titles has been grac'd ;

He Libels, Epigrams and Songs does write,

And in his planetary Hour, can fight :

But Dapper, Sir, pray take it on my Word
Has not a great Affection for a Sword ;

Save, when the Weapon by his Side he keeps,

And in its Scabboard peaceably it sleeps."*****
" NOT so brave C h m,

2 whose undaunted Soul,

War's loudest Thunder never can controul,

With Intrepidity he meets his Foe,

Attacks, and quickly works his Overthrow.

Let others spread abroad his deathless Fame,
He ne'er does boast his Gallantry, or Name ;

He fights with Honour for his Country's Good,

Dapper dishonourable thirst for Blood.

Roam thro' the spacious Globe, you ne'er will find

An Urchin, so maliciously inclin'd.

BESSUS, of Classi Learning has some Sense,
-|

And, like a Sophester, concludes from thence, !>

That he to Politicks, may lay Pretence. J

Then be it so
;
thou cans't at best but dabble ;

Thou puny Politician for the Rabble,

Bessus was once a Captain of the Mob,
And took Delight in every dirty Job

;

He and his Mirmadons, kept no Decorum,
But knock'd down every Man, that stood before 'em."*****

" WnAccuM,3 in S te,
4 talks with sour Grimace,

Hectors, and there displays his tawny Face
;

He labours hard, 'tis true, to gain his Point,

But all his Words, alas I are out of Joint :

His Want of Argument, and Want of Sense,

He carefully supplies with Impudence ;

1 This is evidently intended for Lord Hervey, Pope's antagonist, note t le

reference to his duel with Mr. Pulteney ;
see " The Duel between Lord Herv ;y

and the Honble William Pulteney," No. 1868. See "Fanny: or Poetry aid

Past" (Paste), in "The Grub-street Journal," Numb. 287, June 26, 1735,

p. 1. See the -contemporary satire, imitated from Pope, in Paul Whiteheau's
"
Manners," 1739, (840, m. 1/36.):

Let Laureat C r Birth-day Sonnets sing,

Or Fanny crawl, an Ear-wig on the King ;

While one is void of Wit, and one of Grace,

Why should I envy either Song or Place ?" p. 1 5.

2
Probably Richard Temple, Viscount Cobham, a soldier and statesman of

great distinction, died Sept. 1 3, 1 749, to whom Pope addressed the first of 1 IB
" Moral Essays." One of his offices, the command of a regiment, had be in

taken from him, shortly before this date
;
see Lord Hervey's

" Memoirs of 1 iie

Reign of George the Second," 1848, vol. l., p. 241 ;
see also "The Motio "

(No. 1.), Feb. 13, 1741, and other prints described with that date.
3 For Whaccum, see "A Satire on Sir Robert Walpole," &c., No. 1931
4 Senate.
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Whaccum's at best, a poor Wife-ridden Fool,
An Insignificant, a paultry Tool."*****

"
NEXT, view the haughty quondam Pro and Con,

With cobbled Shoes, superbly hobbles on
;

In Gesture aukerd, Peacock in his Mein,
Sure such a Raree-Show was never seen !

Tyrant abroad, at Home a passive Slave,

Here he the Cowerd plays, and there the Brave.

As from the Fountain runs one constant Stream
So from his Mouth, whatever is the Theme,
One Flow of circling Words, is still the same

;

No Variation in those Words is found,
But they, as in a Whirle-pool, glide their Round,
Till in the Center all the RhetKricKs lost,

Which so much Pains, and Midnight Study, cost,

And yet this talkative, Half-spleen, Half-pride,
With little Judgment, causes does decide,

Aims at the Mark, but always shoots too wide

ride,
-j

>

ide," &c. J

" The State Weathercocks "
is among the books the publication of which in

noted in "The Gentleman's Magazine" for March, 1734> P- 167, col. 2.

Among the "Domestick Occurences in April, 1733" which are described in

"The Gentleman's Magazine" for that month, is the following, p. 213 :

"
Saturday, 28,

" White's Chocolate House near the Palace in St. James1

-street, kept by Mr.

Arthur, and two adjoyning Houses were consum'd by a sudden Fire. Young
Mr. Arthur's Wife leap'd out of Window, 2 pair of Stairs, upon a Feather-Bed,
without much Hurt. Mr. Arthur had the Value of 300^. in Plate and Cash

buried in the Ruins. But a fine Collection of Paintings, belonging to Sir

Andrew Fountain, valu'd at 3OOO/. at the least, was entirely destroy'd. His

Majesty and the Pr. of Wales were present above an Hour, and encourag'd the

Firemen and People to work at the Engines, a Guard being order'd from St.

James's to keep off the Populace," &c. Sir Andrew Fountaine of Narford,

Essex, was one of Hogarth's patrons ;
the painter produced a Conversation

Piece, which has been engraved, of the family of Sir Andrew Fountaine. See

"A Rake's Progress," Plate VI. (No. 1.), 1735> m the design there in question,

this fire is said to be represented.

5f X 3 in.

2O22.

A SATIRE ON CUZZONI, FARINELLI, AND HEIDEGGER.

[Ascribed to Hogarth.] [1734]

AN etching, little more than an outline. Farinelli, who was very tall, and Cuzzoni,

who was very small, singing a duet ;
both standing, the former is chained by one

of his little fingers to one of his ankles, he bears up the left wrist of the

latter, who looks at him
;
behind them is seated Heidegger,

1

pointing to a

grenadier's cap, suspended on the wall beyond the figures, on which is
" A R",

twice repeated, and probably referring to "Anna Regina," in order to suggest
that these singers might have thriven in Queen Anne's time, but could not

1 See "
Heidegger in a Rage", c. 1 74-
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expect to do so in 1 734 ;
whereas the cap had once been serviceable to Heidegger,

for, on coming to England, he enlisted as a private in the Guards. He is

addressing them in the verses transcribed below ;
at his feet are masks, &c. This

plate is said to have been designed by the Countess of Burlington, and etched by

Goupy. The following speech of Heidegger's is etched below :

" Thou tunefull Scarecrow, & thou warbling Bird,

No Shelter for your Notes, these lands afford

This Town protects no more the Sing-Song Strain

Whilst Balls & Masquerades Triumphant Reign

Sooner than midnight revels ere shoud fail

And ore Ridotto's Harmony prevail :

That Cap (a refuge once) my Head shall Grace

And Save from ruin this Harmonious face"

J. J. Heidefftrer was a Swiss, and came to England when he was fifty years of

a<*e on a negotiation from the Canton of Zurich. He failed in his undertaking,

and was involved in difficulties. He afterwards became influential in the manage-

ment of the opera, and by desire of George II., presided over the masquerades at the

Kino-'s Theatre. Whenever these entertainments might fall into disgrace and be

partially suppressed, this print intimates that he would again take refuge under

his grenadier's cap. See "
Masquerades and Operas

"
;

No. 1 742 ;

" Hei !

Degeror." &c., No. 1747;
"
Berenstat, Cuzzoni, Senesino," &c., No. 1768;

" The Opera House," 1735; "Farinelli," l?37; "Heidegger in a Rage," c. 1740.

Heidegger's ugliness was proverbial.

"The Grub-street Journal", Numb. 21O, Jan. 3, 1733 (1734), p. 2, col. 2,

states,
" The South-sea Company's great ship is arrived in the Downs very richly

laden. C (Courant) Their annual ship, D. P. (Daily Post) The famous

Signora Cuzzoni is lately returned from Italy, to perform with Signer Senesino

in the Operas in Lincoln's-inn fields. D. P. (Daily Post) 'Tis probable, that

Signora will return to Italy, in proportion as richly laden, as this ship comes

home."

Farinelli came to England in Oct. 1734, as "The Grub-street Journal", Oct.

17, 1734, p. 2, col. 2, states, quoting "The Daily Post": "On Thursday the

famous Signer Farinelli was introduced to their majesties at Kensington, by the

right hon. the earl Cowper ;
he is just arrived from Rome

;
is the principal

chorister in the Pope's chapel, and is allowed by all judges to have the finest

voice in the world
;
the court received him with particular marks of esteem, and

he had the honour to sing before their majesties, and the rest of the royal family,

in the queen's anti-chamber, with vast applause."
The Countess of Burlington (Dorothy) to whom this satire has been as-

cribed, was a great patroness of Faustina, the Venetian songstress and success-

ful rival of Cuzzoni (Francesca Cuzzoni Sandoni) ;
between these performers an

active dispute, in which Handel took part, was maintained for a long time ;
it

attracted much public interest. See " The Stage Medley", No. 1 8O6. 1

8 X 9| in.

1 For some further particulars of Cuzzoni, and her squabbles with Madame
Faustina, also references to Heidegger, Senesino, Boschi, Bononcini, Handel,
Mrs. Tofts the singer, Durastanti, Orator Henley, Gibson the Quaker, Hogarth,
and others, see " The Devil to pay at St. James's : or A full and true Account of

a most horrid and bloody Battle between Madam Faustina and Madam Cuzzoni ",

included with " The Miscellaneous Works of the Late Dr. Arbuthnot
"

;
second

edition, 1751, vol. i. p. 2 1 3 (633, d. 5.) See also in vol. ii. of the same publica-
tion,

" The Masquerade ; a Poem, inscribed to C 1 H D G R."

(z.e.
" Count Heidegger ".)
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2O23.

SIR ROBERT FAGG, bribing a Woman. (No. i.)

[Ascribed to Hogarth.] [l?34]

THIS etching shows an old man sitting on horseback, looking to our left, holding
a purse in one hand, and offering a piece of money to a young woman, who
stands by his horse's head, and carries a basket of eggs on her arm. She laughs
at him.

There is a copy of this print, the execution of which is inferior to that of the

above
;
see (No. 2.), with the same title and date, No. 2024.

Sir Robert Fagg, who was M.P. for Steyning, Sussex, and a Baronet, died

Sept. 14, 174j is stated to be among the audience in Hogarth's picture
" A Scene in the '

Beggars' Opera.'
" There is a reference to this person in

"Applebee's Original Weekly Journal," &c. May 27, 1721. "Last Week Sir

Robert Fagg's little black Galloway beat all the siz'd Horses that ran at Lewis in

Sussex for the King's 1 OOl. Plate."
" The Art of Politicks," see " Risum teneatis

amici?", No. 1833, says:
" Leave you of mighty Interest to brag,
And poll two Voices like Sir Robert Fogg."

The original copper-plate of this work was (1817) in the possession of

Mr. Wilkinson, of Fenchurch Street.

6 X 4
'

2024. SIR ROBERT FAGG, bribing a Woman. (No. 2.)

[1734]

THIS etching is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with

the same title and date, No. 2023.
Below the plate mark is written, in an eighteenth century hand " Sr

. Rob 1

Fagg", and " Mr Seamer jun
r

. fecit, 1734."

7 X 5in.

2025.

THE FRONTISPIECE TO " A COLLECTION OF STATE
FLOWERS."

[1734]
THE title of this tract continues as follows :

" Britons ! behold the Product of your Isle,

What Flovfrs adorn, and what disgrace your Soil;

This, like a Stately Mortal rears its Head,
Cfer-aw'd by Pow'r, that dies within its Bed :

Emblems of Mankind, they alternate reign,

Then judge the vicious Growth, and guess the MEN.

DESCRIPTION of the FRONTISPIECE.

" A large Sun-Flower, with branching Stalks, the Leaves all turning to the Sun,

which darts down strong Rays upon it, from Above : Just by it a Rose-Tree torn

up by the Root, and the Leaves flying all about, dispers'd by a Storm that issues
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out of the other Side of the Sun-Flower; on the Body of the Sun Flower,
Shelter for Friends: On the Rose-Tree, Cast down, but not forsaken. At
some Distance, another large Flower, with intire round Leaves, like Guineas

;

on the Stalks are two men shaking down the suppos'd Gold, which a Woman
gathers up in Bags below ;

out of her Mouth, Oh ! Ik de Engels Gelt beleuven.

At the Bottom of the Tree stands a Man with an Axe, hewing it down
;
out of

his Mouth, Let them be ruirfd, so we are made. At the Root of the Sun-

Flower, five small Pinks, with a Guinea over each
;
under them, Tools upon

Occasion. At some Distance are sixteen Thistles, in a bending Posture ;
under

'em, We speak for the Ready. LONDON: Printed and sold by J. DORMER, at

the Printing-Office, the Green Door, in Black and White Court in the Old

Bailey. [Price One Shilling.] M,DCC.XXXIV."
This engraving should be further described thus. The "

large Flower,
with intire round Leaves, like Guineas ", has on its stem " Charitable Corpora-
tion Flower". The rose-tree is labelled "Blown down but not forsaken" . A
Wind, blowing from the sky, has cast down this plant. Before the seated

woman, who is picking up the money, is a label with "Mr> Brown ". The axe-

bearer's hat and wig lie on the ground. He has already wounded the stem of

the guinea-bearing plant. The five pinks, which have guineas for flowers, are

inscribed,
" Five Treasurey Pinks ", near them, on a label, is

" Excise ".

It would appear from -the text, which is verse, that by the sun-flower was
meant Sir Robert Walpole, in whose shade, referred to by the inscription on the

stem of the plant, the " Five Treasurey Pinks'",
1

i.e., Lords of the Treasury,
stand, who were prepared to support the Excise Scheme of that Minister. The
sun-flower is, p. 7, addressed thus :

"
BUT, ah, what means that Flow'r of tawny Hue f

That flames with Pride, and rises but for Shew ;

Thro' nobler Ranks which boldly makes its Way,
And shifts its Sides, to meet the God of Day ;"

* * * * *

" Too long, kind Planet, hast thou chear'd its Face,
And o'er its Foilage shed thy warmer Rays ;

Now change its Doom, and let vain Mortals know,
That Hand that rais'd it up, can strike it low.

See ! from its low'ring Shade, what Tempests gloom !

And threatens Vengeance to the Rose's Bloom
;

The spotless Leaves to distant Spaces fly,

Borne by the angry Winds to damp our Joy;
Oh ! let once more the scatter'd Sweets unite,
And bless Britannia with their native White ;" &c.

The verses continue, with reference to the Charitable Corporation,
2 which

had been the cause of much distress and discussion at this period, so that an
Act of Parliament had been passed in 1733, for the establishment of a lottery
for the benefit of those sufferers who had become objects of compassion in

respect to that scheme. " A List of the Sufferers by the Charitable Corporation"
is in "The Gentleman's Magazine", May, 1734, pp. 235, 236, 237.

" More would the Muse, but diff'rent Flowerets rise,
Of Giant Growth, and CORPORATION Size :

1 The Lords of the Treasury were Sir R. Walpole ; George Bubb Dod-
dington, afterwards Lord Melcombe Regis ; Sir George Oxenden, Bart.

; William
Clayton, afterwards Lord Sundon

; and Sir W. Yonge.2 See " A Satire on Picture Auctions, &c.", No. 1863.
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See yon tall Floivr, by Heav'u at first design' d,

For CHARITABLE USE to serve Mankind
;

Whose globous Leaves distill their golden Dew,
To solace Want, and chear th' Industrious Few ;

The Leaves, like Adam's fatal Tree, take place,
Embitter Life, and curse a future Race :

Ah ! Gammer Brown, thy Cheeks betray no Want,
To join with S n, B s, or with G 1 1

l

Suppress, for Shame ! th' insatiate Thirst for Gold,

Repentance may be late, when Thou'rt grown old.

See ! Thy Companions share in the Disgrace,
Submit to Censure, and a Loss of Place ;

Drove from Their Seats, as worthless and unfit

To herd with soVrer B tes and K s of Wit."*****
" The sprightly Pink next claims the Muses Aid :

A party-coloured Flow'r, and streak'd with Red;
Rais'd for some private Ends, from simple Worth,
The gaudy Lilliputian of the Earth

;

Yet boast Pretensions to a modern Stall,

And always ready at the Sun-Flower's Call :

Close to the Root, behold a Label lies,

And, in grand Capitals engrav'd, EXCISE.
To less labourious Tasks direct thy Fate.

Fitter for Ladies Breasts, than Jobs of S ;

Where, if thou find'st thy Merit has no Force,
Quit the false Fair, or sue for a Divorce ;

Live in thy Own melodious, stupid Song,
And, tho' bow'd down with Years, be always Young?

1 Sir Robert Sutton, William Boroughs, Sir Archibald Grant, and others,

were declared guilty of notorious breaches of trust, in respect to their conduct

in the direction of the affairs of the Charitable Corporation. Sutton and Grant
were expelled the House of Commons, of which they were members, May 4,

1732. Likewise George Robinson, April, 1732. They were ordered to quit
the kingdom, and to make restitution out of their estates. A petition had
been presented to the House of Commons by Sir Thomas Robinson, complain-

ing of breaches of trust in respect to this Corporation; Feb. 3, 1?32.

Pope thus referred to one of these persons :

" Who live like S tt n, or who die like Chartres."

" Satires of Dr. Donne versified "; Satire ii. 30.

2 This was Sir William Yonge, or Young, Bart., one of the Commissioners

of the Treasury, whom George H. used to call "Stinking Yonge": "with-

out having done anything that I know of remarkably profligate anything out

of the common track of a ductile courtier and parliamentary tool his name
was proverbially used to express everything pitiful, corrupt, and contemptible.
It is true he was a great liar, but rather a mean than a vicious one. He had

been always constant to the same party ;
he was good-natured and good-

humoured never offensive in company; nobody's friend nobody's enemy.
He had no wit in private conversation ;

but was remarkably quick in taking
hints to harangue upon in Parliament

;
he had a knack of words there that was

surprising, considering how little use they were to him anywhere else. He had

a great command of what is called parliamentary language, and a talent of

talking eloquently without a meaning, and expatiating agreeably upon nothing,
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At length the Thistle shows its prickly Face,

And sues in Forma Paup
1

for some small Place ;

For tho' in Britain like a Weed it grows,
The Northern Gent prefer it to the Rose :

Then" view Sixteen l

rang'd out in Green Array,
Industrious K ts,

2 and Sons of Present Pay,
Who bend their Necks, and with obedient Head,

Cringe low beneath the Sun-Flower's ample Shade ;

The wild Grisons and they agree in this,

That where there's Point d?Argent, theres Point de Swistt,

Oh ! glorious D'Anvers,
3 born of noble Race,

Who beg'st no Pension, and who scorn'st all Place.

Titles and Honours are but empty Things,

Helpless Rewards, confer'd by gracious Kings ;

Gay, gaudy Names, that set off humble Birth,

But add no Lustre to intrinsick Worth :

beyond any man, I believe, that ever had the gift of speech." Lord Hervey's
" Memoirs of the Reign of George the Second," 1 848, vol. i. pp. 47, 48. Sir W.

Yonge's speeches in Parliament are repeatedly given in " The Gentleman's

Magazine." He was one of those who were displaced from office on the accession

of George II., Secretary-at-War from 1735 to 1746; "fitness of tongue" was

stated by Chesterfield as that quality which had raised Sir W. Yonge to hold

some of the best employments in the Kingdom.

" The flowers of Bubo, and the flow of Yonge."

are noticed by Pope.
"
Epilogue to the Satires of Dr. Donne versified

;

"
Dia-

logue i. line 68. " Bubo " was Bubb Doddington, Lord Melcombe Regis ;
see

"Chrysal, or, the Adventures of a Guinea" (by C. Johnston), 1777, iii. 272,
et seq.', likewise, "The Motion", (No. 1.), Feb. 13, 1741; "The Motion",
Feb. 13, 1741 ;

"The Five Orders of Perriwigs" (No. l.), 1761 ;
"Caricature

Portraits", &c. Ap., 1757; "Four Prints of an Election", Plate IV. (No. l.),

1754; "The Times, Plate II.", (No. l.), 1762; "The Recruiting Serjeant",

Ap. 1757; "The March to Finchley", (No. 1.), Sept. 1745. Pope again
noticed these persons together in "The Prologue to the Satires", or "Epistle
to Dr. Arbuthnot", line 280, thus :

" The first lampoon Sir Will or Bubo makes."

Also, of Doddington only, Pope wrote in "Imitations of Horace", Epistle
ii. Book ii. 274-5:

" Why one like Bu
,
with pay and scorn content,

Bows and votes on, in Court and Parliament."

Again, of Yonge only :

" Veracious W
,
and frontless Yonge."

" A fragment of a Poem," line 54.

See likewise " The Letters of Horace Walpole." For references to Sir

William Yonge in this Catalogue, see " Mr. Pulteney's duel," No. 1 867.
1
Probably this refers to the sixteen Representative Peers of Scotland,

more than one of whom had obtained preferment shortly before this period.
2
Knights of the Thistle, an Order which was revived in 1 703, consisted of

twelve Knights ;
it has been since enlarged.

3 That is
" Caleb D'Anvers "

(Nicholas Amhurst), editor of " The Crafts-

man ", for references to whom, see " The Frontispiece to the First Volume of
' Terra Filius '", No. 1727.
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These, with a native Greatness, You decline,

For Gold still brings its Value from the Mine.

FINIS."

The sixteen "Scots Lords" elected in 1734 were the Dukes of Buccleuch,
and Athole, the Marquis of Lothian, the Earls of Sutherland, Crawford, Loudon,
Findlater, Selkirk, Balcarres, Dunmore, Orkney, Portmore, Hopetoun, and Islay,
Earl Morton, and the Lord Cathcart. A petition was presented to the House of

Lords, Feb. 13, 1735, complaining of the electing of these peers; this petition
was dismissed, Feb. 28, 1735 >

see a report of the discussion on this subject in

"The Gentleman's Magazine," May, 1735, p. 229.
In "The Grub-street Journal," Numb. 21 8, Feb. 28, 1734, p. 3, col. 2,

is the following advertisement,
" This Day is published, (Price One Shilling.)

{With a large Frontispiece, fit to be framed.) A Collection of STATE-FLOWEES."

&c., as in the title, which has been quoted above.

8' X I4i in.

2O26.

FRONTISPIECE TO " THE COURT
Mr. POPE.

MONKIES. Inscribed to

What different Follies govern human Fate f

Here Vulgar Fools prevail, here Apes of S- [1734]

THIS engraving is in two divisions and enclosed by an ornamental frame, like

that of a picture.
In the division on our right six monkies are labouring in a smith's

workshop, they stand before the forge, anvil and bench, and are busily making
chains and fetters. Some fetters lie on the ground in front of the design.

In the division on our left three gentlemen appear, many wooden shoes lie

on the floor, and others are suspended from the ceiling of the workshop in

which they are. One of these gentlemen, who hobbles painfully in a pair of

wooden shoes, appeals and complains to another, who is seated, and says,
" / did not think you would have served me thus take Your money again ".* The
seated gentleman replies he is cutting out a wooden shoe with a large knife,

and wears the riband of an Order of Knighthood over his coat " Custom
will make them easy to you, as it has done to your Neighbours"

z The third

gentleman, who stands up, addresses the first thus " Tho I am YovNGE,
3 /

can fit you as well as my Master"

1 This appears to refer to the receipt of a bribe.
2 This is, of course, Sir R. Walpole ;

see
" Britannia Excisa," No. 1 936, note.

For strenuous and bitter personal satires on Sir R. Walpole, see " The Rival

Wives, Or, the Greeting of Clarissa and Skirra (Miss Skerrit, Walpole's second

wife) in the Elysian Shades," 1738 (840, m. 1/12), and " The Rival Wives

Answer'd; or Skirra to Clarissa" (Catherine, Walpole's first wife), 1738. (840,
m. 1/13.) The first wife of this statesman died Aug. 2O, 1737? *ne second,

June 4, 1738. In these works Walpole is named "
Bufo," as in other cases

;
it

is probable that they were both written by the author of " The Court Monkies."

As to "
Skirra," see " Vanelia

; or, The Amours of the Great," 1 732.

(11775- c.)
3 Sir William Yonge, or Young ; Commissioner of the Treasury, Secretary

-

at-War. The following attack on Sir William Yonge occurs in
" The State

Dunces," 1733(840, m. 1/45.), p. 13:
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The title page, besides the title and verses quoted above, continues thus
"
[Price (with the Copper-Plate) One Shilling. LONDON : Printed and sold

by J. DOKMER, at the Printing-Office, the Green Door, in Black and White Court

in the Old Bailey. M.DCc.xxxiv."

The text, which is in verse, states the author's intentions to satirize the

foibles and follies of the day, and, after an exordium, begins thus :

" Silence ! Thesauro comes, the Front to grace, ">

Distinguish'd for his Paunch and thoughtless Face,

Make way, ye pension'd Slaves, or may your Wages cease. I

With ministerial Pride He heads the Throng,

Subject of Ridicule, and Glee of Song ;

To diff'rent Views his wily Talent mounts,

Fruitful of Schemes, but barren of Accounts ;

Bow down your suppliant Knees, and own your Lord,

Tho' once degraded, yet again restor'd. 1

See ! who approaches next upon Command,
And grasps within his Paw the Snowy Wand,
With low Obedience waves the Silver Rod?
And loves his Patron dearer than his God !

Ye Sons of Kent, whose Ancestors deny'd
The Yokes of Bondage, or of Foreign Pride,

When Norman Pow'rs o'er-spread the British Plain,

And native Courage fir'd each val'rous Swain ;

"
Silence, ye Senates, while enribon'd Y e

Pours forth melodious Nothings from his tongue.
How sweet the Accents play around the Ear,

Form'd of smooth Periods, and of well-tun'd Air !

Leave, gentle Y e, the Senate's dry Debate,
Nor labour midst the Labyrinths of State

;

Suit thy soft Genius to more tender Themes,
And sing of cooling Shades, and purling Streams

;

With modern Sing-song, murder ancient Plays,*
Or warble in sweet Ode a Brunswick's Praise :

So shall thy strains in purer Dulness flow,

And Laurels wither on a C bb r's Brow.

Say, can the Statesman weild the Poet's Quill,

And quit the Senate for Parnassus' Hill,

Since there no venal Vote a Pension shares,

Nor wants Apollo Lord Commissioners."

See Lord Hervey's
" Memoirs of the Reign of George the Second," 1 848

vol. l, p. 47 ;

" Mr. Pulteney's duel," No. 1867, and " The Frontispiece to ' A
Collection of State Flowers,'

" No. 2025.
1
This, of course, refers to Sir R. Walpole who, in Dec. 1711, was expellee

the House of Commons, on a charge of misappropriating public money, having
been Treasurer of the Navy and Secretary-at-War. The borough of Lynn re

elected Walpole immediately after his expulsion. He was a Lord of the Treasury
2
Probably the Duke of Dorset, Lord Steward of the Household

;
an office)

of the Royal Household, one of those who carried a white wand.

" * This Gentleman, with the Assistance of Roome, Concanen, and severa

others, committed a barbarous Murder on the Body of an old Comedy, by turnin<

it into a modern Ballad Opera ;
which was scarce exhibited on the Stage, then i

was thought necessary to be contracted into one Act," &c.
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Let Oaken Soughs once more your Worth proclaim,
And wipe off Scandal from the Kentish Name ;

Be virtuous to a Proof, your Freedom Prize,

Nor let the false Thesauro blind your Eyes.
1

Third in the Class, a Troop of Female Apes,
Attendant wait, writh'd into various Shapes ;

With Leaden Combs, upon the Toilet laid,

To change the lighter Brown to muddy Red,
And totally delete what Nature made.

Here Florimo the Gay, the Son of State,

A Pug of Manners, scratch'd his am'rous Pate
;

With longing Eyes survey'd th' intriguing Throng,
Now grin'd incessant, now hum'd out a Song,
Address'd each Fair by Dint of manly Force,
As skilTd in Arms, or training up an Horse

;

The comely Dames his Compliments retort,

Approv'd his Height, but think His Tail too short,

Not far a Lump of stupid Dullness stands,

A luckless Wight, return'd from distant Lands
;

But strong Resemblance both in Thought and Mein,
Evince that B b 2 and H r ce 3 are a-kin;
Vain enterprizing Mortals ! who'd infuse

The Dread of CHAINS, and Use of WOODEN SHOES !

Ah ! Britain, mourn, but mourn in Rage and Scorn,
That e'er such Patriots in Thy Climes were born

;

Mourn the Projector who contrives Thy Woes,
And stiles Thy firmest Friends, Thy greatest Foes;
Who'd tie down Freedom with a slavish Chain,

Infringe Thy Rights, and let Destruction reign ;

Such is the forming Genius of the Sage,
And such the Methods to oppress the Age.

But what portends that loud and busy Din,
Betwixt a Pair of Scribbling Apes

4 within ?

As if his Lordship would out-doe his Grace,

By quick Dispatch, in some momentous Case
;

His trusty Grace,
5 that Northern Son of Fame,

Whose Parts extend but to subscribe His NAME :

Whilst sweet Crowdero, touch'd by Monsieur's Hand,
Diverts the care that waits on high Command;
With Pleasure now he runs his Gamut o'er,

And hugs the Kit that got Him Bread before.

1

Probably this refers to the election of a M.P. for Kent
; May 1 6, 1 734, the

Earl of Middlesex, son of the Duke of Dorset, being one of the candidates in

the Court interest; see "Kentish Election," No. 2017.
2 Bob i. e. Sir Robert Walpole.
3

Horace, i. e. Horace Walpole, afterwards Lord Walpole of Wolterton,
see " Robin's Reign," &c. No. 1822; "Frontispiece to 'The State Juggler,'"
No. 1940; he was on terms of friendship with Cardinal Fleury, and supposed
to be in favour of the French interest. See, likewise, his biography by Arch-
deacon Coxe. He was much employed in embassies to Holland and France,
hence the reference to "Wooden Shoes."

4
Probably the two Secretaries of State, the Duke of Newcastle and Lord

Harrington.
5 The Duke of Newcastle, Thomas Pelham Holies, Secretary of State.

III. C
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But let not Clio pass the learned Lord,
Who wields His Pen as Monkies do a Sword]
A laboured Dullness thro' His Dunces shines,

Himself the Capital of all His Lines !

How durst thou, peerless Ignorant I profane

Apollo's Shrine with Thy unhallowed Strain ?

Or wake the tuneful God from slumbrous Dreams,
With pointless Satire, and exploded Themes ?

Repent e'er late, and let some Fire attone

For this presumptuous Crime before his Throne
;

He's mild, and gently listens to the Cries

Of those whose Labours fall his Sacrifice.

Yet still remains a num'rous Crowd behind,

Of Apes deform 'd in Principle and Mind
;

But these to Keyber's^ Genius I submit,

To sooth their hideous Forms, and point their Wit :

Keyber ! distinguish'd for his Monkey Rhimes,

Keyber ! the reigning Chief of Pantomimes !

Why quit'st thou, Colley, thy Dramatick Shape,
T' expire in Ode, and die a laureVd Ape f

Well has thy subtle Nature play'd its Part,

To please thy Own, but gall the Sharer's Heart :

Inimitable Ape ! but let it pass,

Thou'st play'd the Courtly Monkey, he the Ass.

P It y proceed ;
and let Thy Caution last.

The Times are vicious, tho' the Danger's past ;

Thou prob'd Our Wounds, and kindly gave Advice, -,

And guess'd the Constitution in a Trice, I

Lopping the monstrous Hydra's Head, EXCISE."

The remainder of the poem consists of an exhortation to Pulteney, whos< ;

association with " The Craftsman
"

is here hinted at, also the tract styled
"A

Word of Advice ", &c.

"The Court Monkies" is advertized in "The Grub-street Journal,''

Numb. 2l6, p. 4, col. 2, Feb. 14, 1734.
For satires on Walpole's enemies, see "The Oaks and the Dunghill", 172

(840, m. 1/46); and "A Satire", 1734 (840, m 1/32). For satires on public me:

of this tune, see " The State of Rome", &c.,
"
By Messrs. Juvenal and Persius

v
,

1739 (840, m. 1/35); "Manners: A Satire", by Mr. (Paul) Whitehead, 173')

(840, m. 1/36); "Seasonable Reproof; A Satire in the Manner of Horace' ,

*739 (840i m. 1/39); "The State Dunces," 1733 (840, m. 1/45); "The Nor-
folk Gamester", 1734 (840, m. 1/22). "Manners" was declared by the Hous
of Lords to be a libel, and, in the absence of the author, the publisher, R. Dodsle^ ,

was committed to the custody of the Usher of the Black Rod.

16^ X 12f in.

1
Colley Gibber, actor, dramatist, Poet Laureate, and stage-manager, fatht r

of Theophilus Gibber
;

as to the latter see "Gibber", No. 1933,
"
Theophih s

Gibber," &c. No. 1934* an<i the references given with those entries in th s

catalogue.
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2O27.

THE FRONTISPIECE to
" The TRAGEDY of Ohrononhotonthologos :

Being The most Tragical Tragedy, that ever was

Tragediz'd by any Company of TRAGEDIANS. Written by
BENJAMIN BOUNCE, Esq;

1

Qui capit ille facit. (No. i.)

LONDON : Printed for J. Suckburgh, and L. Gilliver, in fleet-Street, J.

Jackson, in Pall-Mall; and sold by A. Dodd, without Temple-Bar, and
E. Nutt, at the Royal Exchange. [Price Six Pence.]

[By Hogarth?] [1734]

THIS engraving represents a scene in a prison-cell, a part of this burlesque of the

th'en current tragedies, where Fadladinida, Queen ofChrononhotonthologos, King
of Queerumania, visits the King of the Antipodeans, whom her husband had made

captive. The former monarch appears standing, after the manner of his nation,
on his hands, and with his crown placed on his feet, which are raised in the air.

The queen, who looks tenderly at the inverted King, holds a wand ; Cupid,
2 in

a short petticoat and chaplet, stands behind
;
a page holds her Majesty's train.

The subject of the play and this satire may be described thus t Chro-

nonhotonthologos had been taking rest, as thus described by his courtiers,

Aldiborontiphoscophornio, and Rigdum-Funnidos :

"
Aldiborontiphoscophornio.

Fatigu'd with the tremendous Toils of War,
Within his Tent, on Downy Couch succumbent,
Himself he unfatigues with gentle Slumbers

;

Lull'd by the chearful Trumpets gladsome Clangor,
The Noise of Drums and Thunder of Artillery,

He sleeps Supine amidst the Din of War :

And yet 'tis not definitively Sleep ;

Rather a kind of Doze, a waking Slumber,
That sheds a Stupefaction o'er his Senses

;

For now He nods and snores ;
anon he starts,

Then nods and snores again : If this be Sleep,

Tell me, ye Gods, what mortal Man's awake !

What says my Friend to this ?

1

Henry Carey, musical composer and poet. There is also, in Brit. Mus.

Library (11775, c-)> a COP7 f "The Third Edition, 1744," of this play; this

volume is without a frontispiece, and bears no author's name on the title-page,

nor any nom de plume, as above, of the author. "The Fifth Edition," 1753

(643. g. 7/1), and, "The Seventh Edition," 1770 (643. g. 7/2), are also with-

out frontispieces, and the author's name, or pseudonym.
2
Cupid was played by

" Master Arne." A portion of the last-named figure
has been cut-away by the binder of this volume in order to fit it to the pages
of the book. The plate seems to have been prepared for a larger volume ;

a quarto
edition of "The Dramatick Works of Henry Carey," (81. c. 2.) appeared in

I

1 743> this comprised the play in question here. The figure of the queen's page
is omitted in the copy by Mr. White, described as (No. 2.) with the same title

and date, No. 2028.
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Rigdum-Funnidos.

Say ! I say he sleeps Dog-sleep, what a Plague

wou'd you have me say ?

Aldiboronti.

O impious Thought ! O curst Insinuation !

As if great Chrononhotonthologos

To Animals detestable and vile,

Had ought the least Similitude !

"

Rigdum Funnidos informs his companion that the troops of Chrononhokmtho-

logos were drunk, and is instructed to stop the delivery of their pay to them, and

" Let all the Baths be fill'd with Seas of Coffee, To stupify their Souls into

Sobriety."

In reply to this, Kigdum-Funnidos remarks that it would be better to banish

the sutlers,
" and blow the Geneva casks to the Devil." The copy in question

(11775, c.) of the play is imperfect, but an abstract of the text may be con-

tinued from another copy (643, g. 7/1.
1
) The King enters, soliloquizing on

Sleep :

" This God of Sleep is watchful to torment me,
And Rest is grown a Stranger to my Eyes :

Sport not with Chrononhotonthologos,
Thou idle Slumb'rer, thou detested Somnus :

For, if thou dost, by all the waking Pow'rs

I'll tear thine Eye-Balls from their Leaden Sockets,

And force thee to out-stare Eternity. [Exit in a Huff."
1

The King returns, more disposed to quarrel with Somnus than before, and

issues orders accordingly :

" Re-enter King, Nobles, and Attendants, Sfc.

King. It is resolv'd Now, Somnus, I defy thee,

And from Mankind ampute thy curs'd Dominion,
These Royal Eyes thou never more shalt close.

Henceforth let no Man sleep, on Pain of Death :

Instead of Sleep, let pompous Pagentry

Keep all Mankind eternally awake.

Bid Harlequino decorate the stage
With all Magnificence of Decoration :

Giants and Giantesses, Dwarfs and Pigmies,

Songs, Dances, Music in its amplest Order,

Mimes, Pantomimes, and all the magic Motion

Of scene Deceptiovisive and Sublime.

[The fiat Scene drawn.

The King is seated, and a Grand Pantomime Entertainment is performed, >'u

the Midst of which enters a Captain of the Guard.

Capt. To Arms! to Arms! great Chrononhotonthologos!
Th' Antipodean Pow'rs, from Realms below,
2 Have burst the solid Entrails of the Earth

;

1 " THE FIFTH EDITION. LONDON : Printed for J. SHUCKBURGH, at the ^ 'in

between the Temple- Gates, in Fleet-street, MDCCLIII. [Price Six-pence.]
1 '

fee

likewise (643, g, 7/2.)
" The Seventh Edition,"

" MDCCLXX."
2
Transcript resumed from the first edition (11775, c.)
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Gushing such Cataracts of Forces forth,

This World is too incopious to contain 'em :

Armies, on Armies, march in Form stupendous ;

Not like our Earthly Legions, Rank by Rank,
But Teer o'er Teer, high pil'd from Earth to Heaven :

A blazing Bullet, Bigger than the Sun,
Shot from a huge and monstrous Culverin,
Has laid your Royal Citadel in Ashes.

King.

Peace Coward ! were they wedg'd like Golden Ingots'
Or pent so close, as to admit no Vacuum.

One look from Chrononhotonthologos
Shall scare them into Nothing. Rigdum Funnidos,
Bid Bombardinion draw his Legions forth,

And meet us in the Plains of Queerumania.
This very now ourselves shall there conjoin him

;

Mean Time, bid all the Priests prepare their Temples
For Rites of Triumph : Let the Singing Singers,
With vocal Voices, most Vociferous,
In sweet Vociferation, out vociferize

Ev'n Sound itself; So be it as we have order'd.

Exeunt"

From the following part of the text it appears that Chrononhotonthologos's

troops had been victorious over the Antipodeans, and that the king of the latter

was taken prisoner. Aldiborontiphoscophornio confounds Rigdum-Funnidos by
telling him that Fadladinida had fallen in love with the Antipodean monarch,
her husband's captive; the danger of this passion is recognised by Rigdum-
Funnidos. Chrononhotonthologos enters in triumph, but is disgusted by the

absence of his queen, and demands

" Where's Fadladinida ;

She should be foremost in this gladsome Train,

To grace our Triumph ;
but I see she slights me.

This haughty Queen shall be no longer mine,
I'll have a sweet and gentle Concubine."

Alarmed by this declaration, Rigdum-Funnidos and Aldiborontiphos-

cophornio consult aside, and, while the former goes out to warn her Majesty of

the threats of the king, the latter says that he is there as a messenger from the

Queen, bearing an apology for her absence :

" Aldiboronti.

A sudden Diarrhoea's rapid Force

So stimulates the Peristaltic Motion,
That all conclude her Royal Life in danger.

King.

Bid the Physicians of the Earth assemble,

In Consultation solemn and sedate :

More to corroborate their sage Resolves,

Call from their Graves the Learned Men of old :

Galen, Hipocrates, and Paracelsus ;

Doctors, Apothecaries, Surgeons, Chymists,
All ! all ! attend and see they bring their Med'cines,
Whole Magazines of gallipotted Nostrums.
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Materializ'd in Pharmaceutic Order.

The Man that cures our Queen shall have our Empire."

The next scene exhibits Fadladinida and Tatlanthe
;
the former, being love-

sick for the Antipodean King, rebukes the latter for commending the martial

qualities and tremendously magnificent appearance of Chrononhotonthologos.

Forgiven for this offence, and perceiving towards which monarch the passion of

her mistress is directed, Tatlanthe says, aside:
" Why what a Fool was I not to perceive her Passion for the topsy turvy

King, the Gentleman that carries his Head where his Pocket should be
;
but I

must tack about I see."

The scene changes to Bombardinion's tent, that general and Chrononhoton-

thologos being at a banquet ;
the King proposes to eat, Bombardinion orders

the table to be spread, his cook declares he will hash some cold pork for his

Majesty ;
this exasperates the latter, who exclaims :

" Hash'd Pork ! shall Chrononhotonthologos
Be fed with Swine's Flesh, and at second Hand ?

Now, by the Gods ! Thou dost insult us, General !

"

They quarrel, the King strikes Bombardinion, who shouts :

" A Blow ! Shall Bombardinion take a Blow ?

Blush ! Blush thou Sun ! start back thou rapid Ocean :

Hills ! Vales ! Seas ! Mountains ! all commixing crumble,
And into Chaos pulverize the World :

For Bombardinion has received a Blow,
And Chrononhotonthologos shall Die.

[Draws"

They fight, the King is killed, the general begins to rave, and sends for a

coach :

" Ha ! What have I done ?

Go, call a Coach, and let a Coach be call'd,

And let the Man that calls it be the Caller
;

And, in his calling, let him nothing call,

But Coach ! Coach ! Coach ! O for a Coach ye Gods !

[Exit Raving."

He returns with a doctor, who, declaring that he cannot recall the soul of

Chrononhotonthologos, is killed by Bombardinion, with these injunctions :

" Then go to to'ther World and fetch it back !

[Kills him.

And if I find thou triflest with me there, .
,

I'll chace thy Shade through Myriads of Orbs,
And drive thee far beyond the Verge of Nature.
Ha! Call'st thou Chrononhotonthologos?
I come ! your Faithful Bombardinion comes :

He comes in Worlds unknown to make new Wars
And gain thee Empires, num'rous as the Stars.

[Kills himself."

The Queen and others enter; she is horror-struck by the spectacle of Hie

corpses of the King, General and Doctor
; laments her fate as a widow, anc is

consoled by Tatlanthe with advice to try another husband, in which capac
Tatlanthe recommends Rigdum-Funnidos. He is accepted by Fadladinic i :

Aldiborontiphoscophornio protests, and desires to fight Rigdum-Funnidos, v he
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runs behind the Queen ;
the latter settles the dispute by expressing her willing-

ness to marry them both.

Tatlanthe is dowered by the Queen, and recommended to choose a husband
;

the damsel declines to be shackled in matrimony, but declares that she will

take as many lovers as she pleases ;
Fadladinida approves this plan and deter-

mines to do the like.

4r x 5f ** Brit - Mus - Library, 11775, c.

2028. THE FRONTISPIECE TO " THE TRAGEDY OF CHRO-
NONHOTONTHOLOGOS" : &C. (No. 2.)

W. H. in' (William Hogarth inv'.) [1734]

THIS engraving is a copy from that described as (No. I .), with the same title

and date, No. 2027. It is said to have been prepared by Mr. White of Brownlow

Street, after a print ascribed to Hogarth ;
the print here described as (No. 1

.)

contains a figure which is omitted in this one, that of the page who holds the

queen's train
;
the artist's signature is not on (No. 1 .), in which print the back-

ground is entirely in shadow, whereas part of the wall of the cell in (No. 2.) is

light.

4i X 51- *

2O29.

Chrononhotonthologos.

The Frontispiece to <e

Chrononhotonthologos : The most

Tragical Tragedy That ever was Tragedized By any Com-

pany of TRAGEDIANS." &c. By Harry Carey. London,

1777.
[1734]

THIS engraving represents a man, apparently a footman, on his knees before a

gentleman, who is armed with a drawn sword
;
a footman's long stick lies on the

ground at the side of the former, who kneels on a hat
;
the latter wears a shoulder

belt.

See The "
Frontispiece to

' The Tragedy of Chrononhotonthologos,'
"
&c. No.

2027.
2i x 4 in. Brit. Mus. Library, 841, b. 77.

2O3O.

THE FRONTISPIECE TO " THE HUMOURS OF A COUNTRY
ELECTION."

[1734]

1 THIS print, which is in three divisions, one above another, is thus described

1 The first plate of the series by Hogarth, styled
" Four Prints of an Election,"

was subscribed for, March 28, 1754, and later. Hogarth may have borrowed

the idea of illustrating the subject in question from " The Humours of a Country
Election" of 1734. "The Country Election," a farce in two acts, and in prose,

by D. J. Trusler, London, 1786, is (1346, f.)
" The Humours of an Election,"

by Frederick Pilon, a farce, was published in 1780.
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ii an advertisement in "The Grub-street Journal", Numb. 233, June 13,

1734, p. 4, col. 1.:

" This Day is published, (Price One Shilling.) Neatly printed, and sticttd in

blue Paper, THE HUMOURS OF A COUNTRY ELECTION.

"
Being mounted in their best Array,

Upon a Steed, and who but They ?

And follow
1d by a World of tall Lads

That merry Dities, Frolicks and Ballads,

Did ride with many a Good-morrow,

Crying, Hey for our Town, thro' the Borough.
Hudibrass.

" With a curious Frontispiece, Explanatory of the same in the following par-
ticulars.

"
I. The Candidates welcomed into the Town by Mustek, and Electors on

Horseback, attended by a mob of Men, Women, and Children. IT. The Can-

didates saluting the Women, and amongst them a poor Cobbler's Wife very big
with child, to whom they very courteously offer to stand God-father. HI. The
Candidates very complaisant to a Country Clown, and offering presents to the

Wife and Children. IV. The Candidates making an Entertainment for the

Electors, and their* Wives, to whom they shew great Respect. At the upper
End of the Table, the Parson of the Parish sitting, his Clerk standing by him

V. The Place of Electing and Polling, with Mobb attending. VI. The
MEMBERS ELECT carry'd in Procession in Chairs, upon Men's Shoulders, with

Musick playing before them
;
and attended by a Mobb of Men, Women, and

children huzzaing them. To which is added, the Character of a TRIMMER in

Verse. Printed for J. Roberts, at the Oxford-arms in Warwick lane. N.B. Fo
the Curious there are a few printed (upon Half a Sheet of Superfine Paper) of

the PICTURE, neatly engraven, representing the Humours of a Country Election,

with a very particular Explanation of the several Figures therein. With Verse*

suitable thereto. To be had at the same place. Price 6d."

I. The uppermost of the three designs, shows how the candidates havo

arrived near a village, the church of which is in the distance; they have been

accompanied by numerous friends on horseback
;
all wear large wigs, as if of state

These form one side of the design, opposite to them is a crowd of rustics, whor i

the candidates' party salute by riding without their hats. Among the rustic ;

are many who perform on French horns and trumpets, these salute the gentle

men, the others shout, cheer, and wave their hats. An old woman, the cobbler' 5

wife, who is far advanced in pregnancy, stands in front and is attended by he

buxom daughter, or young female friend. The candidates have dismounted, ii i

order to express respect for the pregnant wife of the constituent. They ap

proach her with their hats in their hands and many bows.

H. Shows a feast spread on a table outside a country inn, where the candi -

dates have been dining with several of the constituents, one of whom approache *

the table with his wife and little boy ; the candidates rise to receive the womat ,

one of them has a large bag marked "
50

"
in his hand, this he offers to th ;

woman, who takes up her apron to receive it.

III. This design is sufficiently described in the advertisement, except so ft r

as regards the expression of uneasiness which appears in the face of the cand -

date who is borne in a chair behtnd his companion. The place which thes ;

persons are elected to represent is humorously shown throughout as if it coir -

prised very few residences ; a church and a row of small cottages form a villag ;

in the first design ;
an inn, three cottages and a house on a distant hill appet L-

in the second to be all that exists
;
in the third, a single and remote cottag 3
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suffices
;

in tins a black boy plays on- a flageolet ; he is one of a band of musi-
cians employed to celebrate the event.

In " The Grub-street Journal," Numb. 268, Feb. 13, 1735 (1736), p. 3.
coL 3, the above-cited advertisement is repeated, with the following addition :

" A Mottley Mixture ! in long Wigs in Bags,
In Silks, in Crapes, in Garters, and in Rags :

From Drawing-Rooms, from Colleges, from Garrets,
On Horse, on Foot, in Hacks, in gilded Chariots."

See " Kentish Election," No. 2017.
S- X 8 in.

2031.

A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate I. (No. i.)

Her arrival in London.

A Harlots Progress Plate I.

TP* Hogarth invf
. pinxf. et sculp' : [l 734]

THIS engraved design represents the yard of the " Bell
"
inn, said to be the tavern

ofthat name in Wood Street, London. It is the first of the series ofworks described

under the title and date, a series which illustrates supposed incidents in the life of
a prostitute, from her arrival in London until her death, succeeded by the pre-

parations for her funeral
;
the series comprises a considerable number of satires

on persons, and, on that account, it is included in this volume of the Catalogue.
A young woman, whose name has been associated with that of a harlot of

considerable notoriety at this period,
1

is shown as at the moment of her arrival

in London ; being still of virtuous character, she wears the dress of a country-

girl : a broad-brimmed hat, trimmed with black ribbons that are tied under her

chin, covers a white cap and her neatly arranged hair
;
a black cord encircles her

neck ; her bosom is hidden with a white neckerchief; a full-blown rose is placed
at her bust ; her gown is fitted closely to her body and the latter enclosed in

stiff stays ;
the sleeves of the gown are rolled up to her elbows

;
her fore arms

are covered by long sleeves, which being stiffened, extend to her knuckles
;
she

wears numerous petticoats, quite concealing the contours of her limbs
;
a long full

apron reaches from her waist nearly to the hem of her gown ;
a small bundle is

tied round her right arm, and from her waist hang a pincushion and a pair of

scissors. With much simplicity of expression, there is a voluptuous character in

her features, and a certain frivolity appears in her face which Hogarth probably
intended should suggest the nature of the woman whom he proposed to depict
in the career of a meretrix.

Such an expression and aspect might be designed to account for the fact that

the girl is here accosted by an old woman, who, as the young one stands with

downcast eyes and hands demurely crossed, pats her under the chin and taps
her elbow with a fan, as if she cajoled her with flattering promises ; the figure

of the old woman has been described as intended for a portrait of Mother Need-

ham, a notorious procuress ;
she simpers affectedly, and has lost her teeth, and

wears a black silk head dress, and a cape of the same material, which extends

nearly to her feet in long ends and is trimmed at its edges with white She

seems to have been designed by Hogarth as an agent for the old man who stands

at the doorway of the inn, leaning on his stick and leering at the maid
;
this man

1 That is, one Kate Hackabout. See below.
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is the notorious Colonel F. Charteris, or " Chartres ", as to whom see Pope's
" Works ",

" An Essay on Man ", iv.
;

" Satires and Epistles of Horace Imitated ",

i. and ii.
;

" Moral Essays ", iii.
;

"
Epilogue to the Satires of Dr. Donne Versi-

fied", ii. &C. 1 See likewise " The Grub-street Journal", Aug. 6, 1730, pp. 2 and

3 ; Sept. 3, 1 730, p. 2, col. 1
; Sept. l o, 1 730, p. 2, col. 3. He died Feb. 24, 1 732,

not long before the publication of " A Harlot's Progress." Behind the colonel

stands a man, probably intended for a parasite of his.2 It appears that Charteris's

mode of seduction was to procure that females whom he desired should be engaged
as servants in his own house, so that, while so placed, they were subject to his

control in many ways. Hogarth probably intended us to suppose that the elderly

woman was engaging the country-girl in order to bring her into the colonel's

power. The alleged connection between Colonel Charteris and " Mother

Needham", as displayed by Hogarth, is curiously illustrated in the tract
" Don Francisco's Descent into the Infernal Regions, an Interlude", London,

1732. (840, h. 9/4), published just after the deaths of these persons; part of

the satire consists in representing
" Needham "

as proposing in Hell to marry
the colonel, and his horror at the offer.

A waggon appears to have just arrived, having the girl among its passengers ;

also other young women of somewhat inferior station in life, who still sit under

the canvas of the vehicle with their hands on a bar, or stretched rope, whic'h is

placed to keep them from being thrown out when the waggon moves onwards.

On the tilt or canvas cover is inscribed " B. R." and " York (W&g)gon".
Near the end of the vehicle an old and very gaunt country clergyman stays,

while his horse bites eagerly at the straw with which some earthen pans have

been packed, and which he thus causes to fall on the pavement ;
the old man

pores over the superscription of a letter,
" To the Right Reverend Father in

God ".
3 John Ireland, in "Hogarth Illustrated", 1791, i. 4, supposes

that the clergyman was intended by Hogarth for the father of the girl, who had

brought her to London. In the lower corner of the design on our right stands a

large barrel, likewise a box or portmanteau, and a basket with a goose in it
;
there

is a label round the neck of the bird on which is written " For my Lofing cosen

in Terns Street in London". There is also a corded packing-case, addressed
" For ". The portmanteau is that in which the girl's clothes are placed, it

occurs in another of the designs of this series,
4 that showing the death of the un-

fortunate, whose initials,
" M H" appear on its lid in brass-nails. Her

name was "
Hackabout", there is a letter, directed " To Md

. Hackabout", lying
in the drawer of a table in the third design of this series

;

5 the plate on her coffin

in the sixth design
6 bears the same name. In a balcony opening on to the inn

yard a woman stands in the act of hanging a pair of stockings to dry.

1
See, in this Catalogue,

" Portrait of Col. Francis Charteris on his trial ",

No. 1840; and " To the Glory of Colonel Don Francisco", No. 1841. On Col.

Charteris see also
" The Grub-street Journal", No. III. p. 2. col. 2, p. 3.

col. 1.
;

No. IX. p. 2, cols. 1. 2. (by the last it appears that he lived in

Great George Street, Hanover Square, and was reputed to be worth 2OO,ooo.)
col. 3, this states that the colonel's only daughter was married to the " Ear]

of Weems"; p. 3, cols. 1. 2. No. X. p. 3, col. l. No. 12, p. 2. cols. 2, 3.

No. 13, p. 2, col. 2. No. 16, p. 2, col. 2, p. 3, col. 1. No. 18, p. l, col. 3.

No. 36, p. 2, col. 3. No. 38, p. 2, col. 2.

2 Said to have been intended for one John Gourlay, or Anthony Henley :

the former was called "
trusty Jack."

8 As to this inscriptionsee below.
4 See " A Harlot's Progress ", Plate V. (No. l

.)
5 See "A Harlot's Progress", Plate III. (No. l.), No. 2061.
6 See "A Harlot's Progress", Plate VI. (No. 1.)
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The harlot named Kate Hackabout is referred to in "The Grub-street

Journal", Aug. 6, 1730, p. 2, col. 3, among other women who had been taken
into custody as disorderly persons,

" the 4th was the famous Kate Hackabout,
(whose brother was lately hang'd at Tyburn) a woman noted in and about the
Hundreds of Drury for being a very termagant, and a terror, not only to the
civil part of the neighbourhood by her frequent fighting, noise and swearing in

the streets in the night-time, but also to other women of her own profession," &c.
Francis Hackabout, brother of Kate, was executed at Tyburn, April 17, 1730,
for highway robbery.

" The History of Executions ", No. H. (6495. a.) p.

58, describes his death, with the deaths of four others who were hanged with him.
He was committed Feb. 25, for robbing Aaron Durel and George Bailey ofmoney,
a watch, &c. at Islington ;

see " The Daily Courant ", Thursday, Feb. 26, 1730.
His sentence was pronounced at the same time and place with that of Colonel

Charteris. See before.

A curious illustration of the popularity of this series of pictures appears in

the following, from " Read's Weekly Journal", &c. Ap. 21, 1750, p. 2, col. 1,
"
Friday last Sir Charles O'Neal's Irish-Lass, and Maurice Keating, Esq.'s Moll

Hack-About ran at the Curragh for 1OO Guineas," &c.

Mother Needham was a notorious procuress, often mentioned in the journals
of this period, as quoted by Nichols and Steevens, in " The Genuine Works of

William Hogarth", ii. 1810, pp. 96-8. She was ordered to stand in the pillory,

and, April 30, 1731) underwent that sentence with circumstances thus narrated

in " The Grub-street Journal", May 6, 1731, p. 2, col. 2, citing other journals
of previous dates.

"
Yesterday the noted Mother Needham stood in the pillory in

Park Place,
1 near S. James's-street, and was severely handled by the populace."

" She was so very ill that she lay along under the pillory, notwithstanding which
she was severely pelted, and it is thought she will die in a day or two." This

was actually the case, as appears by the entry on the same page,
"
Yesterday

(May 3,) morning died Mother Needham." " She declared in her last words,
that what most affected her was the terror of standing in the pillory to-morrow in

New Palace-yard, having been so ungratefully used by the populace on Wednesday."
The memory of this woman is thus perpetuated in " The Dunciad", i. 323 :

" To Needham's quick the voice triumphal rode,

But pious Needham dropt the name of God ".

The note on this passage says, she was " a matron of great fame, and very

religious in her way ; whose constant prayer it was, that she might get enough

by her profession to leave it off in time, and make her peace with God. But
her fate was not so happy ; for, being convicted and set in the pillory, she was

(to the lasting shame of all her great Friends and Votaries) so ill used by the

populace, that it put an end to her days."
" Mother Needham's Lamentation

"

was published in May, 173 1 - See " Eisum teneatis amici?", No. 1833, for

another reference to this woman.
" A Harlot's Progress ", a series of pictures by Hogarth, was sold at the

artist's auction in 1 745,
2 for fourteen guineas each painting, and to Alderman

Beckford; five of these works were burnt at Fonthill in 1755; *ne sixth, being
the original of Plate II., is at Gosford House, seat of the Earl of Wemyss ;

a

finished sketch by Hogarth for Plate II. of the series, was in the possession of

the Earl of Charlemont (it now, 1875, belongs to L. de Rothschild, Esq.). See
" Anecdotes of William Hogarth ", by J. B. Nichols, London, 1 833, p. 353. It was

to these pictures that the anecdote of Sir James Thornhill, whose daughter Hogarth
had clandestinely married, is said to refer, being to the effect that during his

1 She lived in this street.

2 See " The Battle of the Pictures ", (No. l), Feb. 28, 1745.
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anger against his son-in-law the paintings were shown to Thornhill, and he re-

marked that the artist of such works needed no pecuniary assistance.

The prints were offered for subscription in the year 1733, and the subscrip-

tion ticket was the work known as "Boys peeping at Nature", No. 1943.

The success of the subscription was such that more than twelve hundred

names 1 were inscribed in the artist's book ; the subject was made into a panto-

mime by Theophilus Gibber, acted at Drury Lane Theatre in 1733; see " South -

wark Fair", No. 1960, p. 833, and note; the subject again appeared as
" The

Jew Decoy'd; or, The Progress of a Harlot, A New Ballad Opera", 1735, (161.

e. 45), this piece was never performed :
" The Lure of Venus, or, a Harlot's

Progress ", a poem by Mr. Joseph Gay, (Captain J. D. Breval), is announced

in " The Grub-street Journal", No. 206, Dec. 6, 1733, P- 3 col. 1, as "Illus-

trated with six Prints, neatly Engraven from Mr. Hogarth's Designs", and
"
Lately Publish'd ", see " A Harlot's Progress ", Plate I. (No. 4.), No. 2034.

For Joseph Gay, see " But three Days past", &c. No. 1903.

A set of copies by E. Kirkall from this series of prints were published before

the plates by Hogarth, as described in this Catalogue ; see " A Harlot's Progress,"

Plate I. (No. 2.), No 2032.
Fans were printed with copies from " A Harlot's Progress ", three designs

being on each side of the fan, these were usually printed in red ink. These fans

were customarily given to the maid-servants in Hogarth's family. About the

year 1739, a set ofcups and saucers was painted in China, with these designs ;

see " The Genuine Works of William Hogarth", by G. Nichols and G. Steevens,

vols. i. and ii.

For the continuation of the subject, see the same title and date, Plate II. (No.

l.), No. 2046.
There are two states of this plate.

1. That which is described above, which may be distinguished from the

second state by the absence of the shadow of the elder woman's figure on the

apron of the younger one, by the absence of a tuft of leaves on the ground
behind the latter person, &c. Much work was added to the plate for the second

state, but it was not improved. 2. This state may be distinguished as above

described, and, as with all the plates of the series in question, by the addition

of a black Latin cross below the design. The plate in this state, having been

much worn and worked on, was used for " The Works of William Hogarth, from

the Original Plates restored by James Heath, Esq. R.A."
; London, no date

There is an impression of the first state, without the retouching, and with

the addition of the cross.

In the first state the last word in the address of the letter the clergyman is

reading has been erased ; it may have been " London ", but it is illegible ;
in the

second state this erasure is repaired and the word is
" London ". The lines

near this word have not, however, been replaced in the second state
; the work-

manship is, at this particular spot, rough in both states.

14!. X li in.

1 After the issue of impressions to the subscribers, the plates of " A Harlot's

Progress
"
were marked with the black Latin cross which distinguishes impressions

of the second state. See below.
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2032. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate I. (No. 2.)
Her arrival in London.

The Harlot's Progress.
Her Arrival in London. Plate I.

W m
. Hogarth inv. et pinx. E. Kirkall fee. [^734]

THIS mezzotint is a reversed copy from the engraving, described as (No. 1.),

with the same title and date, No. 2031. It is, like many of Kirkall's works,

printed in green ink.

Below the design, these verses are engraved :

" Vain Man the lawless Libertine may rove,
Free and unquestion'd in the wilds of Love

;

But if weak Woman chance to go astray,
If strongly charm'd She leaves the thorny way
And in the softer paths of Pleasure stray
Ruin ensues, reproach and endless shame
And one false step entirely damns her Fame.

So fares it with this blooming Country Maid,
Just come to Town the Innocent's betray'd ;

A vile Procureress, of her Sex the Shame !

Allures her to the lustfull Col'nel's J flame."

" Ah ! Maidens, listen not when Bawds accost,
For Women are by Women ruin'd most."

The inscription on the cover of the waggon is
" B R York Wag(gon) ".

This is the first plate of the series of copies from " A Harlot's Progress ",

made by E. Kirkall, and published before Hogarth's own plates. This publica-
tion is shown by the following advertisement from " The Country Journal

; or,

The Craftsman ", Nov. 18, 1732, p. 2, col. 3 :

" This Day is Published. Six

PRINTS in Chiaro Oscuro, of the Harlot's Progress, from the Designs of Mr.

HOGARTH, in a beautiful green Tint, by Mr. E. KIRKHALL, with proper Expla-
nations under each Print. Printed and sold by E. Kirkhall in Dockwell Court,

White-Fryars ;
Phil. Overton in Fleet-street

;
H. Overton and J. Hoole without

Newgate ;
J. King in the Poultry ;

and T. Glass under the Royal Exchange."
It was in consequence of the publication of this and other piracies on prints,

that Hogarth and some of his fellow engravers obtained the first Act of Parlia-

ment to award, though it did not secure, copyright to artists.

14J-X ll|in.

2033. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate I. (No. 3.)

Her arrival in London.

A HARLOTS PROGRESS. First An Innocent Young Girl

Just Arriv'dfrom the Country in a Waggon to an Inn in Lon-

don where a Baud Inveigles into the Service of a Debauchee

j
Co11

. Ch r\ who appears at some Distance

G. King Sculp'. Sold by G. King at the Golden Head in Brownlow Street

1 Colonel F. Charteris, see (No. l.), with the same title and date, No. 2031.
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Drury Lane and the Booksellers Printsellers of London and Westminster.

Plate 1. Engraved from the Originals ofMT
. Hogarths by Permission

[1734]

THIS print is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the

same title and date, No. 203 1 . It was engraved on the same plate, and printed
on the same sheet of paper, with Plates II. (No. 3.) and III. (No. 3.), copies from

the same series of designs by the same engraver ;
see Nos. 2048 and 2063. The

publication line which appears with this one is common to the three prints.

There is an impression, which has been cut from a sheet, this plate being sepa-
rated. When the three prints have not been separated, the sides of Plate I.

are enriched with whole-length figures of satyrs seated on scrolls, with wreaths

hanging behind them. " B. R." is omitted from the cover of the waggon, and in

this print an additional inscription occurs, thus, below the sign of the " Bell
"

is

" Parsons Intire But Beer ". For " Parsons
"

see " Portrait of Humphry Par-

sons. Esq.
" No. 1 843.

The three designs, 2li X l8J-in.
Plate I., only, 9 X 7f in.

2034. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate I. (No. 4.)

Her arrival in London,
"
See sneering Chartres stand to view the Prey,

Of Rural Innocence decoy'd away."

[After Hogarth.] [!734]

THIS engraving is a copy from the design of that which is described as (No. l.),

with the same title and date, No. 2031. It was prepared to illustrate "The
Lure of Venus

; or, A Harlot's Progress ", a poem, by Mr. Joseph Gay (Captain
John D. Breval.), with six engravings, London, 1732 ;

an impression faces p. 7.

The copy has been made from that other copy, which is described as Plate I.

(No. 3.), with the same title and date, No. 2033 ;
it is reversed from the

latter, and bears, on the signboard of "The Bell", the inscription, "Parsons
Intier But Bear "^

The text, so far as it refers to the design, is as follows :

" The Tottm, from Highgate, now our Heroine views,
And her short Journey to the Bell pursues,

Where, in the Yard, e're she approach'd the Rooms,
Up strait, a venerable Matron comes,
Of Size unweildy, with a wadling Pace,
Frosted her Locks, and patch'd, and prim'd her Face

;

Her Front deep furrow'd, and her Eyes on Flame,
Like Cats by Night, and BENTLEY was her Name.
This Load of Lust, this Lump of deadly Sin,

First chucks the harmless Maid beneath her Chin,

Then, like another SHIPTON, soon displays
That shall befall her in the later Days.

' Fret not, my Fair, said she, tho' now come forth

From the bleak Regions of the barren North :'*****
" Thus spoke the Fiend Infernal, and betray'd,

By her deluding Tongue, the harmless Maid
;

1 This inscription occurs in " The lamentable fall of Madam Geneva",
Sept. 29, 1736.
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Who, ne'er suspecting Fraud, to Ruin run,
Swallow'd the specious Bait, and was undone.

Behind the Beldam's Back *FKANCISCO ply'd,
With his known Pander, and the Quarry ey'd ;

Monsters ! who scarce, of Men, deserve the Name,
Strangers alike to Honesty and Shame :

A noted Pair, the Master, and the Man,
Who use all Arts the Virtuous to trepan,

This, a sly Satyr, swell'd with lawless Rage,
And lewd in spite of Impotence and Age :

And that, a servile Wretch, whose Study lies

To spring the Game, and bear his Lord the Prize."

The preface to the "poem" states that whenever good poems are put
before the world vile imitations appear, and " we are immediately pestered with

worse Rhimes than ever Sternhold or Settle, or Pickering Rich or Gibber, were

capable of composing. We have had a flagrant Instance of the Truth of this in

the case now before us. Two pitiful Performances have already crept forth,

relating to the Harlot's Progress ;
but they have met their Fate, and been

received with the Contempt they justly deserve." This preface is dated

"St. James's, Nov. 30, 1732", and signed
" Jos. Gay". This name was assumed

by Captain John D. Breval
;
the

empty Joseph
"

of Pope in " The Dunciad"
;

ii. 127-30 :

" Curll stretches after Gay, but Gay is gone,
He grasps an empty Joseph for a John

;

So Proteus, hunted in a nobler shape,

Becomes, when seiz'd, a puppy, or an ape."

As to this person, see the second note to
" But three Days past ", No. 1 903,

and the last paragraph of the text of that entry in this Catalogue.

7 X 6 in. Brit. Mus. Library, 992. k. 8/1.

2035. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate I. (No. 5.)

Her arrival in London.

HARLOTS PROGRESS. Plate I.

Innocence betrayed, or the Journey to LONDON.
L/jnnocence trahie, ou le Voyage de LONDEES.

Invented and Painted by Wm
. Hogarth [l?34]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from the design described as (No. 1.), with

the same title and date, No. 2031 . The letter held by the clergyman is inscribed
" To the R1 Honbu & John Bearwell". The cover of the waggon is inscribed,
" B. R York Waggon".

It is one of the series of copies published by Sayer and Bennett : see the

same title and date, Plate H. (No. 5.), No. 2050, and " The Gate of Calais ",

(No. 2.), 1749.

10| x 6 in.

" * Colonel Charteris, with his trusty Man John Gourlay"
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2036. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate I. (No. 6.)

Her arrival in London.

[After Hogarth.]
"Printedfor John Bowles at the Black Horse in Cornhil." [l?34]

THIS engraving is a copy from that described with the same title and date (No.

1.), No. 2031. The above publication line is engraved within the margin of the

engraving, in the lower corner on our left. The inscriptions are, under the sign
of " The Bell ",

" Alderman Parsons Intire Butt Beer"
;
on the letter the clergy-

man is reading,
" To the Right Reverend Father in God"; on the box,

" For

Mary Hay" ;

* on the cover of the waggon,
" B. R. york Waggon ". The other

inscription as in the original print. For the writing which is below the sign,

see the same title and date, Plate I. (Nos. 3 and 4), Nos. 2033 and 2034, and,

for Alderman Parsons, see " Portrait of Humphry Parsons, Esq." No. 1 843.
See the same title and date, Plate EL. (No. 6.), No. 205 1 .

12 X9f in.

2037. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate I. (No. 7.)

Her arrival in London.

[After Hogarth.]
1 Courbould fy Dent sc. Lombard Street ["734]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same
title and date, No. 2031. It was prepared to illustrate "Hogarth Moralized",

(by the Rev. J. Trusler) ; London, 1768, on p. 2.

It was used again for "Hogarth Illustrated", by John Ireland; London,
1791 ;

vol. i. (7854. ff.), facing p. 1.

3 X 2 in. Brit. Mus. Library (Grenville), 2585.

2038. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate I. (No. 8.)

Her arrival in London.

7. A Harlots Progress Plate I.

W. Hogarth inv. pinx. Riepenhausen sc. [17 34]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. l .), with the same
title and date, No. 2031. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichtenberg's

"Erklarung der Hogarthischen," &c., Gb'ttingen, l 794-1816, in which series it is

No. 7.

It may be distinguished from other copies by the absence of a marginal line

about the engraved portion of the plate, and the presence of the number "
7," in

the upper corner, on our right.

8^ X 6f in. Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. 11.

2039. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate I. (No. 9.)
Her arrival in London.

HARLOTS PROGRESS. Pi. I.

Designed by W. Hogarth Engraved by T. Cook London, Published by G.
G. $ J. Robinson, Paternoster Row, April l". 1798 [!734]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and
date (No. 1.), No. 2031.

1 Doubtless this was inserted to agree with the " M. H." on the other box,
so that both might be supposed to belong to the same person.
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It is comprised in "
Hogarth Restored. The Whole Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth," &c. " Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook
;

"
London. 1806.

14| X 1 1| in.

2040. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate I. (No. 10.)

Her arrival in London.

HARLOTS PROGRESS. PI. I

Hogarth pinyf. T. Cook sculp
1
. Published by Longman, Hurst, Rees, Sf Orme,

Jany. l". 1807. [1734]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same
title and date, No. 203 1 . It was prepared to illustrate

" The Genuine Works of

William Hogarth," by J. Nichols and G. Steevens
;

vol. i. 1 808, in which volume
an impression faces p. 56.

With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer Rolls buildgs " this plate
was used again for

" The Works of William Hogarth," by the Rev. John

Trusler; London, 1821, vol. ii. (1751. b.)

6 x 4f in.

2041. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate I. (No. n.)
Her arrival in London.

HARLOT'S PROGRESS. N. i.

PI. XIII. Hogarth deP. T. Clerk sculp'. Edinr
. London Published as the

Act directs by Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row. C 1 734]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same

title and date, No. 2031. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works ofWilliam

Hogarth," &c., by Thomas Clerk ; London, 1 8 1 0, vol. i., where an impression
faces p. 6l. The second title given above is engraved over the design.

With the second title placed below the design, and the engraver's name taken

out, this plate was used again for
" The Works of William Hogarth", London,

1837, vol. i., where an impression faces p. 57 (f r P- 60).

4t X Z^ in. Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k. 24.

2042. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate I. (No. 12.)
Her arrival in London.

THE HARLOT'S PROGRESS, PL. I.

[After Hogarth.]
W. H. Watt. sc. Published by John Major, 50, Fleet Street, Jan". 1 1831.

[1734]

1 THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same
title and date, No. 203 1 . It was prepared to illustrate

"
Hogarth Moralized ",

I by the Rev. Dr. Trusler ; London, 1831 ;
an impression faces p. l.

3i X 2f f.

III. D
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2043. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate I. (No. 13.)

Her arrival in London.

THE HARLOT'S PROGRESS, PLATE I.

Ensnared by a Procuress

From the Original Picture by Hogarth.

Engraved by F. F. Walker. Jones 8f Co. Temple of The Muses, Finsbury

Square, London. [ ] 734]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same

title and date, No. 2031. It was prepared to illustrate " The Works of William

Hogarth" ; by the Rev. John Trusler
; London, 1833; an impression faces p. 39.

With the publication line removed, this plate was used for
" The Complete

Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. J. Trusler, and E. F. Roberts
; London,

no date (7855. i.) ; an impression faces p. 107.

5J- x 4f in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 27.

2044. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate I. (No. 14.)
Her arrival in London.

THE LIFE OF A WOMAN.

INNOCENCE BETRAY'D

[After Hogarth.]
Webb 8f Son Printers Snow Hill London. [!734]

THIS is a lithographic reversed copy from the engraving described as (No. 1
.),

with the same title and date, No. 2031. Being produced on a sheet with the

five other designs of this series, and having the general heading
"
Royal Suney

Theatre", it was evidently intended as a play-bill of a drama entitled
" The

Life of a Woman". The design is surrounded by scroll-work, with emblen s ;

below is written "
Every Evening".

The entire sheet, 15^ X 1 9^ in.

Plate I. only, 8 X 5| in.

2045. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate I. (No. 15.)
Her arrival in London.

THE HARLOT'S PROGRESS. PLATE THE FIRST.

[After Hogarth.] [17^ 4]

THIS woodcut is a copy from the engraving described as (No. 1
.), with the same t: Die

and date, No. 203 1 . It is the first of a series named " GALLERY OF COMICALITU s."

Below the design is the following description in letter-press :

" The arrival of < ur
heroine in a country waggon, waylaid by a notorious procuress, who engages '. er

as a servant, conducts her to her house, and there sacrifices her virtue to the 1 ist

of the notorious Colonel Charteris, the history of whose amours is embraced by
the pages of our criminal calendar, having been tried for his life on a charge of

rape."
This woodcut appears to have been used to illustrate a cheap newspaper, or

similar publication.
2- X 2 in.
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2O46.

A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate II. (No. i.)

The quarrel with her Jew Protector.

Plate 2. W". Hogarth inv .pinx
1

. et sculp
1

. [!734]

THIS engraving shows that the young woman who, in Plate I. of this series,

illustrating her career (see the same title and date, Plate I. (No. 1.), No. 2031),
had just arrived in London, has since succumbed to temptation and become the

mistress of a wealthy Jew. This person she has betrayed. The scene before

us is the interior of a richly furnished bedchamber, where the Jew has visited

his mistress during a forenoon, and unexpectedly ;
she had been engaged with her

gallant, and it was necessary to enable him to retreat from his post of conceal-

ment in the bed, the closed curtains of which occupy a part of the background on

her left. The Jew is presumed to have asked for tea soon after his arrival, and

to be indisposed to depart immediately. To cover the retreat of the gallant the

harlot forces a quarrel with the Jew, and, pretending to be enraged, kicks over

the tea-table at the moment her black foot-boy brings more hot water for the tea-

pot. In the confusion the gallant crosses the background of the scene behind

the Jew, carrying his sword under his arm, with his clothes hastily huddled on,

stepping on tip-toe, while the harlot's maid carries his shoes, and opens the door

for him; he motions to her for silence, and she seems much alarmed and dis-

turbed by the incident. The black boy, who is holding the kettle, starts back,
not less astonished at the appearance of the gallant than at the crash of the

tea-table and its crockery. A pet monkey, which had been playing with the laced

cap and pinners of the harlot, scampers off, startled by the noise. A mask and a

belt lie on the dressing-table, by a mirror. Four pictures hang on the wall of

the room, the subjects are 1. on our left, Jonah seated near the gourd ; Nineveh

is in the distance
;
a ray of light falls from the sky on the figure of the prophet ;

*

2. David dancing and singing before the Ark, with a harp in his hand
; 3. a por-

trait said to represent Dr. Woolston,
1

or, otherwise, Mr. Henry Fox; 4. Dr.

Clarke, see below.

For the history of this design, see " A Harlot's Progress," Plate I. (No. 1 .),

No. 2031 ;
for quotations from verses illustrating this particular subject, see " A

Harlot's Progress," Plate II. (No. 2.), No. 2047. See also "The Jew Decoy'd;

or, The Progress of a Harlot," London, 1735 (161. e. 45.) pp. 13-20. For the

history of the series of prints, see No. 203 1 . For the history of the original

pictures by Hogarth, see " The Battle of the Pictures," (No. 1.), Feb. 28, 1745.
The last entry describes the destruction of most of the series.

For the continuation of this subject, see the same title and date, Plate III.

(No. i.), No. 2061.
" The Portrait hanging up in the Jew's apartment was originally sub-

scribed ' Mr. Woolston.' There was a scriptural motto to one of the other

Pictures ;" (p. 1O1.)
" In a copy of this set of Plates, one of the two small Por-

traits hanging up in the Jew's bedchamber is superscribed Clarke ; but without

authority from Hogarth," (see the former note and reference.) Woolston would

likewise have been out of his place, as he had written against the Jewish tenets.

Of this circumstance, Hogarth was probably told by some friend, and therefore

effaced a name he had once ignorantly inserted." (p. 99.) ;
see " The Genuine

Works ofWilliam Hogarth," by G. Nichols and G. Steevens
; vol. ii. London, 1 8 1 0.

There are two states of this plate, 1. which is described above, and this

1 See " A Harlot's Progress," Plate II. (No. 3.), No. 2048.
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may be distinguished from the second state by the absence of the black Latin

cross which, as throughout this series, was placed by Hogarth to mark the second

state of the plate. 2. The second state exhibits the black Latin cross. In this

state the lace on the lower hem of the back part of the harlot's petticoat, as seen

between her ankles, has been darkened, and the rest of her costume in that part
obscured ;

the shadow of the leg of the table near this has been extended

to reach the drapery lying in the corner of the design, at foot, on our right.

The plate in this state, having been very much worn and worked on, was

used again for
" The Works of William Hogarth, from the original Plates

restored by James Heath, Esq. R.A." London, no date (1751. d.)

I4f X 11% in.

2047. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate II. (No. 2.)

The quarrel with her Jew Protector.

In high Keeping by a yew.

Plate 2. W"'. Hogarth inv. et pinx. E. Kirkailfee. [^734]

THIS mezzotint is a reversed copy from the engraving which is described as

(No. 1.), with the same title and date, No. 2046. It is printed in green irk.

Below the design these verses are engraved :

" Robb'd of her Chastity and honest fame,
The Col'nel, Satan like, deceives the Dame.
But Beauty never wanted Vot'ries yet ;

Now with a gay, rich Keeping Jew sh'as met.

Practis'd in vice, the modest air no more
Is seen

;
she laughs at what she blush'd before

;

Spurns at her Keeper with his jealous Pate
;

And snaps her fingers Sir, I care not That.

Thus when debauch'd the Sex for ever burn
In lawless fires ;

Virtue knows no return

Dishonour never gives a second blow,
And once a W-e, She ever will be so."

This is the second plate of the series of copies from Hogarth's
" A Hark t's

Progress" made by E. Kirkall, and published before Hogarth's own plates; see I
the first entry referring to this series, No. 2032.

11 X li-in.

2048. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate II. (No. 3.)
The quarrel with her Jew Protector.

A HARLOTS PROGRESS. Second

She is suppos'd, Cashier*d her service is then seen in Ora id

Keeping with a Jew and soon after turn'd upon the Common j or

Misbehaviour.

Sold by G. King at the Golden Head in Brownlow Street Drury Lane $c

the Booksellers Printsellers of London Sf Westminster. Plate 1 .

G. King sculp
1
. Engrav'd from the Originals of Mr

Hogarths by Pern 's-

sion [l?2+]

THIS print is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1
.), with the same t: tie

and date, No. 2046. It was engraved on the same plate, and printed on he
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same sheet of paper with Plates I. and III., copies from the same series of designs,
and by the same engraver ; see, in each case,

"
(No. 3.)" Nos. 2033. and 2063.

The second title given above appears only with Plates I. and IV. of this series of

copies ;
the publication line is common to the prints which appear with this one.

There is an impression cut from a sheet, this plate being thus separated.

Inscriptions appear in this copy, thus, on the picture of Jonah is
" lonah

Why are thou Angry" ? Under the portrait is
" MR WOLSTON"

; see " The
)unciad Variorvm," No. 1794, and " Risum teneatis amici?" No. 1833.

The three designs, 2 li X 1 8^ in.

Plate II. only, gi X 7f in.

)49. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate II. (No. 4.)
The quarrel with her Jew Protector.

"
(B^ehold the Prostitute with saucy Pride,

(Sp)urn at her Keeper and his Gifts deride."

[After Hogarth.] [-1 734]

THIS engraving is a copy from the design described as (No. 1.), with the same
title and date, No. 2046. It was prepared to illustrate

" The Lure of Venus
;

or, A Harlot's Progress," a poem, by Mr. Joseph Gay (Captain J. D. Breval.) ;

London, 1732; p. 21. The history of this publication is given with the entry

bearing the above title and date, Plate I. (No. 4.), No. 2034.
The poem describes the position of Mary Hackabout after, having been bribed

to submit to Colonel Charteris, the seducer became weary of her
;

she leagued
with "Betty", a woman who had preceded her in the colonel's favour, to free

herself from that position ;
the woman proposes to introduce the harlot to a Jew

and to impose on him with a false tale of her birth and education
;

this is done,
the Jew takes her to splendid apartments, where she receives a second bribe, but,

incapable of fidelity, intrigues with other men, and, being caught in suspicious

company, she, to mask the retreat of a lover, defies the Jew, kicks over the

table, and is swiftly turned out of doors.

The text, so far as this design is concerned, is as follows :

"
Now, Muse, the costly Furniture survey,

Which grac'd his Chamber, modish, neat, and gay ;

Pourtray'd beneath a Gourd, here, Jonah sate,

Expecting Nineveh's approaching Fate :

King David, there, his antic Gambols play'd,

When back the Ark from Ashdod was convey'd :

Below, hung Woolstorfs Head, and Clark's above,

Here stood a Table, there the Field of Love,
In beauteous Order every thing was seen,

And now his Charmer treated like a Queen,
A Month or two, in high Profuseness spent,
But ah ! such Happiness was only lent ;

She soon prov'd false, and, to her lasting Shame,
Hir'd a base Wretch to quench her wanton Flame.

Her Keeper, this, with Indignation see,

And tax'd her close one Morning at her Tea
;

She scarce deny'd the Charge, but boldly swore,

That John, and Harry, Tom, and fifty more
Should share her Favours, and support her Pride,

E're she would be to such a Coxcomb ty'd.
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Insult'd thus, He hardly could contain,

When Madam snapp'd her Fingers in Disdain :

With one sly kick the Tea-table o'erthrows,

And the whole Floor with slaughter'd CHINA strows,

So much this Scene her black Attendant scar'd,

That ev'n his woolly Locks with Horror star'd
;

But Betty and her Spark the Sequel knew,
And wisely, with some Moveables withdrew

;

For well she guess'd, what Ills soe'er attend,

A well-lin'd Purse is a substantial Friend."

7i x 5jr in - Brit. Mus. Library, 992. k. 8/1.

2050. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate II. (No. 5.)

The quarrel with her Jew Protector.

HARLOTS PROGRESS. Plate II.

In High keeping by a JEW. Un JUIF L'entretien

Somptueusement.
Invented Sf Painted by Wn

. Hogarth. London, Printed for R. Sayer Sf J.

Bennett Map Sf Printsellers N 53 Fleet Street. [ 1 734]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. i.),

with the same title and date, No. 2046. There are no inscriptions in the back-

ground of the design.
It is one of a series of copies from Hogarth's work, see the same title, PI ite

I. (No. 5.), NO- 2035 5
Plate IV. (No. 5), No. 2079 ;

Plate V. (No. 5), No. 2OC 5 ;
!

and Plate VI. (No. 5.), No. 21 1O; and " The Gate of Calais" (No. 2.), 1749.

10| x 6 in.

2051. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate II. (No. 6.)
The quarrel with her Jew Protector.

[After Hogarth.] [17; ,4]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that described as (No. 1
.), with he

same title and date, No. 2046. The subjects of the pictures hanging on he
wall have been changed from scriptural to pastoral, l

,
a shepherd addressing his

mistress, a spinster ; 2, a shepherdess dismissing her lover who sits on a r< ck
and plays on a pipe. This print appears to be one of the series of copies to

which Plate I. with the same title and date, (No. 6.) No. 2036, belongs, t Iso
|

Plates III. IV. V. and VI., each of which is described as (No. 6.), Nos. 2O >5, 1

2080, 2096, and 2111.

There is no publication line with this impression, the paper has been cut off

close to the engraved margin.
I 2i X 9f in.

2052. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate II. (No. 7.)
The quarrel with her Jew Protector.

[After Hogarth.]
2 Corbould &f Dent sc.

[l 7, 4]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the stme
title and date, No. 2046. It was prepared to illustrate

"
Hogarth Moralized", by

the Rev. J. Trusler) ; London, 1768, on p. 4.
It was used again for "

Hogarth Illustrated", by John Ireland
;
Lond m,

1791 ; vol. i. (7854. fF.), facing p. 7.

3f * 2i in. Brit. Mus. Library (Grenville), 25 >5.
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2053. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate II. (No. 8.)
The quarrel with her Jew Protector.

8. Plate 2. Hogarth inv. pinx. Riepenhausen del. sc. [*734]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same
title and date, No. 2046. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichtenberg's

"Erklarung der Hogarthischen" &c., Gottingen, 1794-1816, in which series it is

No. 8.

It may be distinguished from other copies by the absence of a marginal line

about the engraved portion of the plate, and by the presence of the number
" 8

"
in the upper corner, on our right.

8f X 6J- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. 1 1.

2054. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate II. (No. 9.)
The quarrel with her Jew Protector.

HARLOTS PROGRESS. Pi. 2.

Designed by W. Hogarth. Engraved by T. Cook London, Published by G.
G. &f J. Robinson, Paternoster Row, June I

st
. 1798. [l?34]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. l
.),

No. 2046.
It is comprised in "

Hogarth Restored. The Whole Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth ; &c. Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook"; London, 806.

14J- x 11% in.

2055. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate II. (No. 10.)
The quarrel with her Jew Protector.

HARLOTS' PROGRESS. PI. II.

Hogarth pinx'. T. Cook sculp
1
. Published by Longman, Hurst, Rees, Sf

Orme,Jany
. 1

st
. 1807.

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same

title and date, No. 2046. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Genuine Works of

William Hogarth", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens, vol. i. 1 808, in which volume
an impression follows p. 56.

With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer", this plate was used again
for" The Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1821,
vol. ii. (1751. b).

5|- X 4| in.

2056. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate II. (No. n.)
The quarrel with her Jew Protector.

HARLOT'S PROGRESS. N. 2.

PI. XIV. Hogarth del'. T Clerk sculp'. London Published an the Act directs

by Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row. [1734]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. l.), with

the same title and date, No. 2046. It was prepared to illustrate "The Works
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of William Hogarth" &c., by Thomas Clerk; London, 1810, vol. i., where an im-

pression faces p. 66.

With second title placed below the design, and the engraver's name taken out,

the plate was used again for " The Works of William Hogarth", London
; 1837,

vol. i., where an impression faces p. 65.

43 x 3-T in. Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k. 24.

2057. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate II. (No. 12.)

The quarrel with her Jew Protector.

THE HARLOTS PROGRESS. PL. 2.

[After Hogarth.]
W. H. Watt sc. Published by John Major, 50, Fleet Street, Jany. 1, 1831.

[1734]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same

title and date, No. 2046. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth Moralized", ly

the Rev. Dr. Trusler
; London, 1831 ;

an impression faces p. 5.

3J- X
2f.

in.

2058. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate II. (No. 13.)

The quarrel with her Jew Protector.

THE HARLOT'S PROGRESS. PLATE 2.

Quarrels with her Jew Protector.

From the Original Picture by Hogarth.

Engraved by S. Davenport. Jones Sf C. Temple of the Muses, Finsbu "y

Square, London.

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the sar le

title and date, No. 2046. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works of Willis m

Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1833 ; an impression faces p. 4 1.

With the publication line removed, this plate was used for " The Complt te

Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. J. Trusler, and E. F. Roberts
;
Lond( n,

no date (7855- i-) !
an impression faces p. 108.

5 X 47 in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561, b. I 7.

2059. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate II. (No. 14.)
The quarrel with her Jew Protector.

The Life of a Woman.
IN HIGH KEEPING.

[After Hogarth.]
Webb 8? Son Printers Snow Hill London. [1724]

THIS is a lithographic reversed copy from the engraving described as (No. J ),

with the same title and date, No. 2046. Being produced on a sheet with the /e

other designs of the same scries, and having the general heading
"
Royal Sun

.>y
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Theatre", it was evidently intended as a play-bill of a drama entitled " The Life

of a Woman". The design is surrounded by scroll-work, with emblems : below

is written
"
Every Evening".

The entire sheet 15^ X 19^ in.

Plate II. only, 8 x 5f in.

2060. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate II. (No. 15.)
The quarrel with her Jew Protector.

THE HARLOT'S PROGRESS, PLATE THE SECOND.

[After Hogarth.] [1734]

THIS woodcut is a copy, reversed, from the engraving described as (No. 1 .), with

the same title and date, No. 2046. It is the second of a series named " GAXLEHT
OF COMICALITIES." Below the design is the following description in letterpress :

"
Every moral sense being extinguished, she becomes the mistress of a rich Jew,

whom she treats with contempt, while her more favoured gallant escapes with

the assistance of her servants."

This woodcut appears to have been used to illustrate a cheap newspaper, or

similar publication.

2|- X 2f in.

2O6l.

A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate III. (No. i.)

Apprehended by a Magistrate.

Plate 3. W, Hogarth inv'. pinx* et sculp*. [l?34]

THIS engraving represents the interior of the bedroom of the harlot (see the

same title and date, Plate I. (No. l). No. 203 1
), after she had lost the protection of

the Jew (see the same title and date, Plate IL, (No. l.) No. 2046. She is seated

on the side of the bed, her hair is dishevelled under a cap, she is but partly

dressed, and is waiting for the breakfast which her attendant, an ill-favoured,

ragged, and slatternly woman, who has lost her nose, prepares while standing at

the bedside. The harlot holds a man's watch, the supposed fruit of a robbery, its

dial indicates 1 1 .45. At her feet is a playful kitten, its neck tied with ribbon.

On a low, three-legged table, which stands between the women, are a knife, cup
and saucer, bread, a basin, and a piece of paper used to hold butter although it

is part of a " Pastoral Letter to
"

. In the background the door of the room

appears to have been very recently opened to admit, unperceived by the women,
a justice of peace, and three attendants : the latter carry their staves and one of

them holds, in addition, a long cane, such as was used for promptly inflicting

stripes ;
the justice puts his forefinger to his lips, and looks about the room.

The bedstead and its furniture are in a miserable and tattered condition, part
of the valence over the. harlot's head has been torn away and hangs loose ;

the curtain has been drawn back and knotted, the knot gives a grotesque

suggestion of a face. On the tester stands a box inscribed " James Dalton his

Wigg box"
; against the curtain, at the further side of the bed, hangs what looks

like a man's full-bottomed wig ;
a steeple-hat, to be used in a masquerade, and a

birch-rod, said to have been designed for an obscene purpose, hang against the

head of the bed. On a rush-bottomed chair at the side of the bedstead stand a

basin and a brandy-bottle, with a candle stuck in the latter; on the back of the chair

hangs a woman's laced jacket. On a table at the opposite side of the room are
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a large broken punch-bowl, with lemon-peel and a ladle, a fragment of a mirror,

a comb, a pewter measure, or noggin, for spirits, a spirit glass without a foot, a

pot for pomatum, a covered dish, and what may have been intended for a hair

brush, the whole in great disorder. The drawer of the table is open and shows

a letter directed
" To Md

. Hack-about". This is the name of the harlot; see

"A Harlot's Progress", Plate I. (No. l.), No. 2031. At the foot of the table

are several pewter measures, one of which is inscribed " John _Dea(con (?)

in Drury Lane 1
'
1

. The window of the room, a lattice, has been badly repaired, on

the sill stand two medicine bottles and an ointment pot. Over the window is a

picture showing the intended sacrifice of Isaac
;
below the window are nailed two

ragged engravings, portraits respectively in ovals, of "
Cap

1
. Mackheath", and

" Dr
. Sacheveral, S. T. P." Below these is a medallion, probably representing

the Virgin Mary.
The justice who is entering the room is said to have been intended for Sir

John Gonson, a magistrate who was very active against prostitutes and thieves ;

'

he distinguished himself by zeal in the former respect ;
this portrait is described an

having conduced to the success of Hogarth's series of designs, and it probably
did so; it was universally recognized.

" The Storm of Gonson's Lungs",
was satirized in Pope's "Imitations of the Satires of Dr. Donne Versified",

and the knight himself, by Leveling and T. Gilbert, both poets of this period'; seo
" The Genuine Works of William Hogarth", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens, vol. i.

1808, pp. 56-61. Gonson was frequently referred to in the public journals of thin

period on account of his charges to juries, which seem to have been exceptionally

energetic, hence Pope's satire; see
" The Grub-street Journal"; No. 1, Jan. 8,

1 73> P- 2
, col. 2. This newspaper quotes, with a covert sneer, and in

Gothic type, two favourable expressions of "The Morning Post", and " The Daily

Post", respectively, in reference to these "charges" at the General Quarter
Sessions of Middlesex; the knight died Jan. 9, 1765. Another satire on thi)

magistrate occurs in "A Harlot's Progress", Plate IV.
;
see that title, (No. 1.),

No. 2075, likewise "The Political State of Great Britain", xxx. v. p. 50;
xxxvi. pp. 314, 333.

"The Pastoral Letter" which has been contumeliously treated, is said

to have reference to such a document issued by Bishop Gibson, thu

"Codex" of contemporary satire
;

see "The Hierarchical Skimington", 1735;
" The Parallel", 1 736 ;

and " A Satire on the Altar-Piece", No. 1 764. Thi ;

prelate published
" Pastoral Letters", 1 2mo. " James Dalton", to whom thi :

wig-box belonged, was executed at Tyburn, Wednesday, May 11, 1730; se<;
" A General History of Executions", No. III.2 p. 8 1

,
for an account of this man

,

1 See " A Harlot's Progress," Plate III. (No. 2.), No. 2062, the same titl ;

and date, (No. 3.), No. 2063, and (No. 4.), No. 2064.
2 This tract (6495, a.) gives a very full and curious biography of this male

factor, by which it appears that he must have been extremely notorious in Hogarth'
time. According to this he was born about 1 696, and was the son of a tailor whc

becoming a card-sharper, was executed at Tyburn, "his son riding (thither) betweei
his Legs

"
while quite a little boy ;

as he grew up his lewdness and audacity wer

extraordinary. The former quality was that which, no doubt, recommended bin

to Hogarth's notice as a fit companion for the harlot. He became one of th
boldest street thieves and pocket snatchers in London, a burglar, highwaymar ,

foot-pad, and river thief. He boasted that he had by force of arms, am
with the aid of others, driven the Bloomsbury watch into their own watch-house
and locked them in. Engaged to marry a young lady, in order to save her repu
tation after she had been seduced by another man, so that she might produce
certificate of marriage, Dalton, getting drunk after the ceremony, insisted 01

the letter of his new rights, and left the unfortunate woman in a worse plight thai
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" the audacious Street-robber, Honse-breaker, Foot-pad, Pick-pocket, &c. With
an ample Relation of his Life and Adventures, his Pranks, Thefts and Robberies,
both by sea and Land, abroad and at home, during the Space of above twenty
Years, from ten Years of Age to his Death." He was convicted, April 3, 1 730, of

a highway robbery on John Walter. He had not long before been accepted as

King's Evidence against twelve street robbers. See the same title and date,
Plate III. (No. 4.), No. 2064, for an alleged explanation of the presence of this

malefactor's wig-box in the harlot's room. "
Captain Mackheath "

is one of the

characters in " The Beggars' Opera", by John Gay, see " The Stage Medley",
No. 1806, and "The Beggars' Opera", No. 1807. For "Dr. Sacheveral", see

numerous entries in this Catalogue, dated 1709-10.
For the history of this design, see the same title and date, Plate I. (No. 1 .), No.

2031, and for the subject, see " The Jew Decoy'd ; or, The Progress of a Harlot."

London, 1735, (161, e. 45), Act II. For the history of this series of prints, see

the same title and date, Plate I. (No. 1.), No. 2031.
For the history of the original pictures see " The Battle of the Pictures",

(No. l.), Feb. 28, 1745.
For the continuation of the subject, see the same title and date, Plate IV.

(No. l.), No. 2075.
There are two states of this Plate 1. that which is described above, and, 2.

In the latter the black Latin cross, the absence of which indicates the first state,

has been added below the design, additions were likewise made within the

engraved margin ;
the right ringlet of the harlot's hair was brought further over

her bust. The vanishing lines of the floor-boards are distinct all along the front

in the first state
;

in the second state these lines are, in part, obscured by a

shadow which has been rudely added in front of the breakfast table, so as to extend

the shadow of the table on our right, two large lights were roughly burnished out

on the front folds of the servant's petticoat ;
the covered dish on the table with

the punch-bowl was turned into a bottle. Many minor additions and changes
were made. The plate in this state, having been much worn and worked on, was
used for

" The Works of William Hogarth, from the original Plates restored by
James Heath, Esq. R.A." London, no date (1751, d.)

4i X llfin.

2062. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate III. (No. 2.)

Apprehended by a Magistrate.

Sets upfor Her Self.

Plate 3. Wm
Hogarth inv. etpinx. E.Kirkalfe. [1734]

THIS mezzotint is a reversed copy from the engraving which is described as

(No. 1 .), with the same title and date, No. 206 1 . It is printed in green ink.

Below the design these verses are engraved :

" Who give themselves to Lust too soon will find

'Tis the least fault of their corrupted Mind.

when he was invited to cover her reputation. Three times transported to Virginia,
and sold there to so many masters, he contrived to escape again and again, and

experienced varied adventures, including the seizing of the ship in which he made
the voyage, the landing in Spain, and serving at the siege of Gibraltar, to which as a

pressed man he was sent. He also made an attempt
" to rob the Queen as she came

from Mrs. Barnes's China-Shop in Leaden -Hall- Street, accompany'd by her Lord

Chamberlain, but mistook another Coach for the Queen's, from which they got

27 Guineas," &c. Among his victims were Sir Gilbert Heathcote and Dr. Mead.
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Then theft & drunkenness deceit and pride

Ensue, with ev'ry shocking Crime beside.

In the dark race of Vice, when once begun,
We start on Evils we most wish to shun

;

Till from dishonour, we to ruin fall,

And one disjointed Virtue loosens all.

See here an Instance and retreat betimes
;

For Justice sure, tho' late, will reach our Crimes.

The Busy Knight,
1
surpriz'd feels soft alarms

;

But, arm'd with Virtue, he defies her Charms."

This is the third plate of the series of copies from Hogarth's
" A Harlot's

Progress," made by E. Kirkall, and published before Hogarth's own plates ;
see

the first entry referring to this series, No. 2032.
Instead of " Pastoral Letter to

"
the piece of paper on the table near the

bed is inscribed
"
Comforts of W- g". For the portrait of "J>r Sacheveral,

S.T.P." another of " Miss Fenton" has been substituted.2 " To Mad. Hack-

about" is on the paper in the drawer of the table. Compare No. 2061.

14 X llf- in.

2063. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate III. (No. 3.)

Apprehended by a Magistrate.

A HARLOTS PROGRESS. Third

At her Lodging in Drury Lane Indulging over last Nights
Debauch where Informers {S

r
. In . G n\ fyc. appear to ap-

prehend Her.

Engravd from the Originals of Mr
. Hogarths by Permission Sold by G.

King at the Golden Head in Brownlow Street Drury Lane Sf the Book-

sellers Printsellers ofLondon Sf Westminster. Plate 1. G. King sculp'.

[1734]

THIS print is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. l
.), with the

same title and date, No. 206 1 . It was engraved on the same plate, and printed on

the same sheet of paper with Plates I. and II., (" No 3", respectively) copies
from the same series of designs, and by the same engraver, Nos. 2033 and

2048. The second title above given appears only with Plates I. and IV. oi

this set of copies. The publication line is common to the prints which appear
with this one. There is an impression which has been cut from a sheet,

this engraving being thus separated. The abbreviated name of Sir John Gonson
has been partially removed from the combined impression.

The three designs, 21-. X l8 in.

Plate III. only, gj- x 7|-
in.

2064. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate III. (No. 4.)

Apprehended by a Magistrate.
" The Harlot dwindles to an humbler Strain,

Survey the Equipage of Drury-Lane :"

[After Hogarth. ] [ 1 734
THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same

1 Sir John Gonson, who is entering the room. See No. 2061.
2 Miss Fenton, afterwards Duchess of Bolton. See " The Stage Medley", No

1806. For Dr. Sacheverell see many entries dated 1709-10.
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title and date, No. 2O6l. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Lure of Venus ;

or, A Harlot's Progress ", a poem, by Mr. Joseph Gay (Captain J. D. Breval),

p. 23. The history of this publication is given with the entry bearing the above
title and date, Plate I. (No. 4.), No. 2034. The copy has been made from that

other copy which is described as Plate III. (No. 3.), with the same title and

date, No. 2063 ;
it is reversed from the latter.

The text, so far as it relates to the design, is as follows, continued from the

verses quoted with the description of " Plate II., (No. 4.),
"
No. 2049 in this series.

" A while she flaunted,
"

* * * #
" The Church, the Ball, the Playhouse, and the Park,

By Turns she view'd, where many an am'rous Spark
Gaz'd on her Face, and sought the Prize to gain,

And few who manag'd right, e'er sought in vain,

But still her Substance to some Fav'rite went,
1

For what she lightly eam'd, she loosely spent ;

E'en Daltonfi Wretch, of infamous Renown,

Hugg'd her a while, and held her as his own,
Told her of Honour's Ties, and Love sincere,

Till Laws relentless robb'd her of her Dear ;

Whose Wig-Box still she keeps to look upon,
In pious Mem'ry of the Man that's gone."
* * * *

The text describes the room and the furniture it contains, thus :

" Two Heads beneath the shatter'd Windows hung,

SachevereFs, and Mackheath's, remain unsung,
Both Doctor's in their Way, both high renown'd,
Their Merits like, and with like Honours crown'd ;

Vast Plund'rers both, and excellently pair'd,

Who not for Country, nor for Conscience car'd,

This, a Lay-Brother, fain'd for W s and Wine,
And that, a Robber of the Race divine

;

This, for our Coin, set up a bold Pretence,

That, for our Laws, and Liberties, and Sense."
* * * *

" As Madam, in her Dishabille survey'd
A Watch, her mighty Industry had made;
And squabby Grace, abridg'd of half her Nose,

Slow, from her Seat, to fill the Tea-Pot rose

Sir John,* and all his Myrmidons appear'd,

With Clubs, and Staves equipt, a num'rous Herd,
The surly Knight, intrepid, led the Van,
But stopping short, her curious Form to scan,

The Beauties of her Air, her Face, and Shape,
Did on his Zeal well nigh commit a Rape ;

Soften'd his Rage, and almost drew him in,

To fall a Victim to the pleasing Sin
;

Then re-assembling all his scatter'd Powers,
'

Courage, my Boys !' he cry'd, the Fort is ours,

1 One of the versified histories of " A Harlot's Progress
"

states that she

allied herself with John Gourlay, Colonel Charteris's pimp ;
see No. 2031.

"
f James Dalton, the Street-Robber, lately Executed."

" * Gonson."
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Ne'er fear to make your regular Approach,
See here the Signs of Yester-night's Debauch," &c.

After this the Justice commits her to Bridewell. See Plate IV. (No. l .) of this

series, No. 2075.

7 X 6 in. Brit. Mus. Library, 992. k. 8/1.

2065. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate III. (No. 5.)

Apprehended by a Magistrate.

[After Hogarth.] [i?34]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. l.), with

the same title and date, No. 2o6l. The inscriptions are, under the portraits,
" HENRY SACHEVERELL D D ", and "

Cap Mackheath."
;
on the paper lying

on the table
" PASTORAL LETTER"

;
on the letter in the open drawer,

" To
Mod" Hacabout The"(se); on the wig box " James Dalton his Wigg Box".
The subject of the picture which hangs over the window has been changed to

Cupid (or Anteros) caressing, or captured by, a man, or satyr, who steals his bow.
This print appears to be one of the series of copies referred to in the entry

on Plate II. (No. 6.), No. 2051, see " The Gate of Calais", (No. 2.), 1 749.
There is no publication line with this impression ;

the paper has been cut off

close to the engraved margin.
12 X 9 in.

2066. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate III. (No. 6.)

Apprehended by a Magistrate.

[After Hogarth.]

3, Corbould fy Dent sc Lombard Street

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same
title and date, No. 2061. It was prepared to illustrate "Hogarth Moralized",
(by the Rev. J. Trusler) ; London, 1768, on p. 6.

It was used again for "Hogarth Illustrated", by John Ireland; London,
1791 ;

vol. i. (7854. ff.) facing p. 1O.

3 X 2|- in. Brit. Mus. Library (Grenville), 2585.

2067. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate III. (No. 7.)

Apprehended by a Magistrate.

9. Plate 3. W. Hogarth inv. pinx Riepenhausen del. fe [1734]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same
title and date, No. 2061. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichtenberg's
"Erkliirung der Hogarthischen ", Gottingen, 1794-1816, in which series it is

No. 9.

It may be distinguished from other copies by the absence of a marginal line
about the engraved portion of the plate, and by the presence of the number "

9."
in the upper corner, on our right.

8| X 6|- IB. Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. 1 1.
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2068. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate III. (No. 8.)

Apprehended by a Magistrate.

HARLOTS PROGRESS. Pi. III.

Designed by W. Hogarth. Engraved by T. Cook. London, Published by
G. G. Sf J. Robinson, Paternoster Row, February 1*'. 1799. [!734]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and date

(No. l.), No. 2061.

It is comprised in "
Hogarth Restored. The Whole "Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth", &c. "Now Re-Engravd by Thomas Cook"
; London, 1806.

14J- x lli in -

2069. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate III. (No. 9.)

Apprehended by a Magistrate.

HARLOTS PROGRESS.

PL III. Hogarth pinx
1
. T. Cook sculp

1
. Published by Longman, Hurst,

Rees, Sf Orme, May i" 1807. [l?34]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same
title and date, No. 2061. It was prepared to illustrate

" The Genuine "Works of

William Hogarth ", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens
;
vol. i. 1 808, in which volume

an impression follows p. 56.

With the addition of "PROOF Bishop Printer", this plate was used

again for
" The Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler ; London,

1821. vol. ii. (1751. b.)

6 X 41 in.

2070. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate III. (No. 10.)

Apprehended by a Magistrate.

HARLOT'S PROGRESS. N. 3.

PL XV. Hogarth del1 D. B. Pyet sculp'. London Published as the Act
directs by Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row. [ 1 734l

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. l .), with

the same title and date, No .2061. It was prepared to illustrate "The Works of

William Hogarth," &c., by Thomas Clerk
; London, 1 8 1 0, vol. i., where an

impression faces p. 69.
With the second title placed below the design, the engraver's name taken

out, this plate was used again for"' The Works of William Hogarth", London,

1837, vol. i., where an impression faces p. 68.

4i X 3i '' Brit - Mus- Library, 1402. k. 24.

2071. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate III. (No. n.)
Apprehended by a Magistrate.

THE HARLOT'S PROGRESS. PL. 3.

[After Hogarth.]
Duncan sc. Published by John Major, 50, Fleet Street, Jany. 1 . 1 83 1 . [ 1 734]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the

same title and date, No. 2061. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth Moral-

ized ", by the Rev. Dr. Trusler
; London, 1831 ;

an impression faces p. 7.

3J- X 2f in.
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2072. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate III. (No. 12.)

Apprehended by a Magistrate.

THE HARLOT'S PROGRESS. PLATE 3.

Apprehended by a Magistrate.
From the Original Picture by Hogarth.

Engraved by T. Phillibrown. Jones 8f C". Temple of the Miises, Finslury

Square, London. [17 34]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. l.), with the

same title and date, No. 206 1 . It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works of

William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler ; London, 1833; an impression
faces p. 43-

With the publication line removed, this plate was used for " The Complete
Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. J. Trusler and E. F. Roberts

; London,
no date (7855. i.) ;

an impression faces p. 109.

5|r x 4i IM - Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 27.

2073. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate III. (No. 13.)

Apprehended by a Magistrate.

The Life of a Woman.
The Arrest.

[After Hogarth.]
Webb $f Son Printers Snow Hill London. [ 1 734]

THIS is a lithographic reversed copy, from the engraving described as (No l.),

with the same title and date, No. 206 1 . Being produced on a sheet with the five

other designs of the series, and having the general heading,
"
Royal Surrey

Theatre", it was evidently intended as a play-bill of a drama entitled "The
Life of a Woman". The design is surrounded by scroll-work, with emblems

;

below is written "Every Evening".
The entire sheet, 15^ X 19^ in.

Plate HI. only 7 X 5|
'

2074. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate III. (No. 14.)

Apprehended by a Magistrate.

THE HARLOT'S PROGRESS. PLATE THE THIRD.

[After Hogarth.] [!733
THIS woodcut is a copy from the engraving described as (No. l.), with the sam<

title and date, No. 2061. It is the third of a series, named
" GALLERY or COMI-

CALITIES." Below the design is the following description, in letter-press : "Hei

folly and improvidence exposes her to the usual vicissitudes of her profession
From the enjoyment of every extravagance, she sinks to a state of the lowes

degradation, and occupies a garret in the Hundreds of Drury, where she is takei

into custody by Sir John Gonson, the inveterate enemy of the frail sex in thos<

days as Alderman Wood was in modern times."

This woodcut appears to have been used to illustrate a cheap newspaper, o;

similar publication.

2|- X 2^ in.
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2075.

A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate IV. (No. i.)

Scene in Bridewell.

Plate 4. W*. Hogarth inv*. pinx
1
. et sculp'. [ 1 734J

THIS engraving represents the interior of a shed, with a broken roof, in Bride-

well Prison, which was used by culprits condemned to pick oakum, or "mill

Dolly ", as it was called at this period. The harlot (see the same title and date,
Plate I. (No. 1

.), No. 203 1 .), having been ordered to hard labour by Sir John Goii-

son (see the same title and date, Plate III. (No. 1 .), No. 2061 .), appears here finely

dressed, and, in an affected manner, performing her task, or rather endeavouring
to be excused from it

;
she wears a flowered brocade petticoat, under a very

scanty gown, which is expanded by an immense hoop ;
a short, fringed apron is

fixed at her waist by a small buckle
;

her dress is cut low, to display her

exuberant bust, and trimmed with riband on the edges, her laced tucker

appears there
;
she likewise wears a necklace ; a cap or handkerchief trimmed

with lace is on her head, to it are attached long
"
pinners

"
ofrich lace ; her sleeves

are tucked up, and her arms and hands are covered by gloves, which reach to the

elbows, where ruffles appear.
1 With a pretence of daintiness, she is about to

beat with a heavy mallet a thick hank of oakum, which lies before her on a large
wooden block. Very little of her task has been performed. The warder, or

labour-master of the place, stands beside the harlot, and angrily points to the

state of the oakum, and, holding a rattan, is about to beat his prisoner ; behind

the latter, a woman with one eye stands leering and laughing at the finery of

her new companion ;
with one hand she holds up one of the laced pinners, with

the other a part of the gown. Behind this group a man is placed, with his hands

raised above his head, and confined in a sort of pillory ;
on this machine is

" Setter to Work than Stand thus ".

A range of prisoners stand at the blocks which are placed near the wall of

the shed. Next to the harlot is another victim of his own idleness and vices, a

small lean man, a gambler, one of whose cards lies torn on the floor
;
he has a

bag-wig, a laced coat and ruffles, a laced hat hangs on the wall behind him
;
he

beats his oakum with unskilled hands, but doggedly and persistently. Next to

this fellow is a girl, probably a domestic servant, who belabours her oakum

vigorously ;
her neighbour, further within the picture, is a very fat young

woman, who squints extremely ;
she leans on her mallet, and gossips with the girl.

An older and still fatter woman follows, and next to her stands a negress. Last of all

appear the arm and mallet of a woman, the rest of whose figure is hidden by one
of the other women, who is placed on the foreground on our right. Behind the

I oakum beaters a post is attached to the wall, with " The Wages of Idleness
"

i inscribed on it
;
near this hangs a tattered hoop petticoat, likewise a scarf. A

1

shutter, or upper half of a door, the whole of which is not visible, projects into the

1 With regard to the showy costume of this woman, John Ireland, in his

"Hogarth Illustrated", 1791, vol. i. pp. 13-14, note, pointed out that Hogarth
had authority for it, and cited a paragraph from " The Grub-street Journal

"

(No. 38.), Sept. 14 (24), 1730 (p. 2, cols. 2, 3), as follows: "One Mary
i Muffet, a woman of great note in the hundreds of Drury, who about a fortnight
'

ago was committed to hard labour in Tothill-fields Bridewell by Q Justices brought
His Majesty's Writ of Habeas Corpus ", &c.

;

" but her commitment appearing to

be legal, his Lordship thought fit to remand her back again to her former place
of confinement, where she is now beating hemp in a gown richly laced with silver."

E.P. ("Evening Post"), S.J. ("St. James's Journal").

III. E
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interior ;
on it is a grotesque sketch of a man hanging from a gallows, this is

stated to be intended to represent
" S* J 6?." i. e. Sir John Gonson.

The group of women on our right, in front, consists of two very slatternly

persons, one of them evidently the servant in Plate III. of this series, see this

title (No. 1.), No. 2061, is tying her garter, while turning to the warder, and

grinning at his anger ;
a mallet lies before her. The other woman is destroying

vermin caught on her own clothes.

For an alleged explanation of the subject and incidents of this design, see

the same title and date, Plate IV. (No. 4.), No. 2078 ;
see likewise "The Jew

Decoy'd; or, The Progress of a Harlot." 1735 (161. 6.45), pp. 29-37. On

P- 33> the harlot and her companion are spoken of as the " famous Moll

Hackabout, that robb'd the old Jew, and her Maid Alice, one of the surviving Con-

cubines of Jonathan Wild". " The Rival Wives", a satire on both the wives of

Sir R. Walpole (840. m. 1/12), 1738, p. l, has the following, which may refer to

this design:
" So when to Tothill, or to Clerkenwell,

-Some Nymph is sent, for Crimes too vile to tell :

If with lac'd Cap, or silken Gown she's blest,

Due Reverence she claims from all the rest
;

A more than usual Noise the Dungeon rends,

Which louder still from Cell to Cell descends :

The Keeper cries,
" Make room for Madam there ;

While all the hungry, starving Wretches stare ".

There are two states of this plate, l, that which is described above; und|
2. In the latter, the black Latin cross, the absence ofwhich indicates the first state,

has been added below the design ;
the holes in the tiles of the roof are all fill 3d ;

the wall behind the man who appears to have been a gambler has been altei ed,

so as to show a return, the perspective of this wall was completely changed to allow

this. There are numerous minor variations, e.g. the shadow from the left lee of

the gaoler has been darkened, and brought to touch his right ankle; the shadow

of the harlot's block is extended on her petticoat. The plate in this state, hav-

ing been much worn and worked on, was used for " The Works of Will am

Hogarth, from the original Plates, restored by James Heath, Esq. R.A." Lon-

don, no date (1751. d.)

For the history of this design, see the same title and date, Plate I. (No. l.),

No. 203 1 . For the history of the series of prints see the last-named entry ;
: nd,

for the history of the series of pictures, see " The Battle of the Pictures" ( N"o.

1.), Feb. 28, 1745.
For the continuation of the subject, see the same title and date, Plat< V.

(No. l .), No. 209 1 .

14, X ll in.

2076. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate IV. (No. 2.)

Scene in Bridewell.

In the House of Correction.

Plate 4. TF*. Hogarth inv
1
. et pinx. E. Kirkail fee. C 1

'

34]

THIS mezzotint is a reversed copy from the engraving described as (No. 1.),
vith

the same title and date, No. 2075. It is printed in green ink.

Below the design these verses are engraved :

" How lovely Beauty in distress appears,
The very Criminal extracts our tears,
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Some signs of Grace are seen : the Prostitute

*Sighs for her Sins
; yet says, Sr

. John's a Brute.

Not so her Maid,
1 whom no reproofs reclaim,

Quite lost to Honour, & all sence of Shame !

Harden'd in Sin, her Soul feels no remorse
;

Afflictions only serve to make her worse.

Happy ! if our Misfortunes prove so kind

To work a Reformation in the mind.

Go, Reader, think where thou hast fall'n before
;

Mark well the Slipp'ry place & fall no more."

This is the fourth plate of a series of copies from " A Harlot's Progress ",

made by E. Kirkall, and published before Hogarth's own plates ; see the first

entry referring to this series, i.e., Plate I. (No. 2.), 1734, No. 2032. It was

copied from the plate in the first state.

H| X li% in.

2077. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate IV. (No. 3.)

Scene in Bridewell.

A HARLOTS PROGRESS. Fourth.

In Bridewell beating of Hemp amidst many others in the like

Circumstances

Engraven from the Originals of M* Hogarth' by G. King
Sold by G. King at the Golden Head in Brownlow Street Drury Lane and the

Printsellers &f Booksellers of London fy Westminster. D734]

THIS print is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the

same title and date, No. 2075. It was engraved on the same plate, and printed on

the same sheet of paper with Plates V. and VI. ; (" No. 3 ", respectively), copies
from the same series of designs, by the same engraver ;

see Nos. 2093 and 2 1 08.

The publication line is common to the prints which appear with this one. There
is an impression which has been cut from a sheet, this plate being thus separated.
When the three prints have not been separated, the sides of Plate IV. are en-

riched with whole-length figures of satyrs seated on scrolls, with wreaths hanging
behind them.

The three designs, 2li x 17^ in.

Plate IV. only, Qi x 7|r in.

2078. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate IV. (No. 4.)

Scene in Bridewell.

" The Captive Fair-One's in a furious heat;

Strike out their Love and Honour at a beat"

[After Hogarth.] [ 1 734]

THIS engraving is a copy from the design described as (No. 1
.), with the same

title and date, No. 2075. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Lure of Venus

; or,

A Harlot's Progress," a poem, by Mr. Joseph Gay (Captain J. D. Breval) ;
the

jhistory of this publication is given with the entry bearing the above title and

idate, Plate I. (No. 4.), No. 2034. The copy has been made and reversed from
that other copy which is described with the same title and date, Plate IV.

j(No. 3.), No. 2077.
,

1
Referring to the woman who ties her garter.
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The text, so far as it relates to the design, is as follows, continuing from the

verses quoted with the description of Plate III. (No. 4.), in this series :

" Maria (for that Name the last she chose)"*****
" In Bridewell, at the monstrous Hemp-block stands,

And weilds a pon'drous Mallet in her Hands.

The Keeper, Tyrant of tremendous Force,

Stranger to Pity, and to soft Remorse,
Still exercises his despotic Sway,
On young and old, who tread that hapless Way.
Thrice wretched Mortals, whom disastrous Fate,

Has e'er inclos'd within that massy Gate."
* * * *

" His ill-boding Eyes
He throws around, and soon the Stranger spies,

And thus accosts her.
" These brocaded Cloaths,

(" Sure Baits for empty Fops, and powder'd Beaus,)
"

111 suit your State Madam, don't think to waste
" Your present Time, as you have done the past,
" When you, in Lewdness took your first Career,
" For Idleness finds no Indulgence here ;

" Exert your Strength, and all your Muscles strain,
" Bridewells a diff'rent Place from Drury-Lane ;

" But if hard Work, and homely Fare, displease
" One long inur'd to Luxury, and Ease,
" View well this Weapon, its just Weight discern,
" And soon from thence your future Conduct learn.
" If Flogging fails, these awful Stocks survey
" Behind your Back, and dare to disobey," &c.

7|- X 6 in. Brit. Mus. Library, 992. k. 8/1.

2079. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate IV. (No. 5.)

Scene in Bridewell.

HARLOTS PROGRESS. Plate IV.

In BRIDEWELL beating Hemp. Dans La Maison de

Correction a battre Le Chanvre.

Invented Sf Painted by Wm
Hogarth. [ l

'

34]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed from that which is described as (No. 1.),

with the same title and date, No. 2075.
It is one of a series of copies from Hogarth's work, published by Sayei and

Bennett; see the same title and date, Plate II. (No. 5.), No. 2050; see " The
Gate of Calais", (No. 2.), 1749.

1O4- x 6 in.

2080. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate IV. (No. 6.)
Scene in Bridewell.

[After Hogarth.] H
^34]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from the first state of that which is desc ibed

as (No. 1.), with the same title and date, No. 2075.
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This print appears to be one of the series of copies referred to in the entry
with the same title and date, Plate II. (No. 6.), No. 205 1 .

There is no publication line with this impression, the paper has been cut off

close to the engraved margin.

I2f X 9$ in.

2081. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate IV. (No. 7.)

Scene in Bridewell.

4 [After Hogarth.]
Corbould fr Dent sc. [ 1 734]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same
title and date, No. 2075. It was prepared to illustrate "

Hogarth Moralized",

(by the Rev. J. Trusler) ; London, 1768, on p. 8.

It was used again for "Hogarth Illustrated", by John Ireland; London,
1791 ;

vol. i. (7854. ff.), facing p. 13.

3 X 2|- in. Brit. Mus. Library (Grenville), 2585.

2082. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate IV. (No. 8.)

Scene in Bridewell.

1O. Plate 4. W. Hogarth inv'. pinx'. R: (Riepenhausen,) del. sc. [
1 734]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1
.), with the same

title and date, No. 2075. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichtenberg's
" Er-

klarung der Hogarthischen", &c. Gottingen, 1794-1816, in which series it is

No. 1O.

It may be distinguished from other copies by the absence of a marginal line

about the engraved portion of the plate, and by the presence of the number
" 1O." in the upper corner, on our right.

8J- x 6^ in. Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. 11.

2083. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate IV. (No. 9.)
Scene in Bridewell.

HARLOTS PROGRESS. Pi. Ill I.

Designed by W. Hogarth. Engraved by T. Cook. London, Published by
G. G. fy J. Robinson, Paternoster Row, April I

st
. 1799. [!734]

THIS engraving is a copy from the first state of that which is described with
' the same title and date (No. 1.), No. 2075.

It is comprised in
"
Hogarth Restored. The Whole Works of the celebrated

'William Hogarth", &c. "Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook", London,
1806.

2084. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate IV. (No. 10.)
Scene in Bridewell.

HARLOTS PROGRESS.

Pi. IIII. Hogarth pinx*. T. Cook sculp'. Published by Longman, Hurst,

Rees, Sf Orme. Jany. I
st

. 1809. [1734]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. l
.),

with

the same title and date, No. 2075. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Genuine
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Works of William Hogarth ", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens
;

vol. i. 1 808, in

which volume an impression follows p. 56.

With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer ", this plate was used again

for
" The Works of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. John Trusler

; London,

1821; vol. ii. (1751. b.)

Sk X 4f ^.

2085. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate IV. (No. n.)
Scene in Bridewell.

HARLOT'S PROGRESS. N. 4.

PI. XVI. Hogarth del'. T. Clerk sculp*. London Published as the Act

directs by Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row. [ 1 734]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1.), with

the same title and date, No. 2075. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works

of William Hogarth ", &c., by Thomas Clerk
; London, 1 8 1 0, vol. i., where an

impression faces p. 73-
With the second title placed below the design, the engraver's name taken

out, this plate was used again for " The Works of William Hogarth ", Lent on,

1837, vol. i. where an impression faces p. 7 1 -

4_j.
x 3 in. Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k. 24.

2086. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate IV. (No. 12.)
Scene in Bridewell.

THE HARLOT'S PROGRESS. PL. 4.

[After Hogarth.]
W. H. Watt, sc. Published by John Major, 50, Fleet Street, June 30, 183 1. J

[ 1 734]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1
.), with the s ime

title and date, No. 2075. It was prepared to illustrate "Hogarth Moraliztd",

by the Rev. Dr. Trusler
; London, 1831 ;

an impression faces p. 10.

3| X 3 *

2087. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate IV. (No. 13.)
Scene in Bridewell.

THE HARLOT'S PROGRESS. PLATE 4.

Scene in Bridewell.

From the Original Picture by Hogarth.

Engraved by S. Davenport. Jones $ C". Temple of the Muses, Fins, ury

Square, London. [!'34]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the 5 ime

title and date, No. 2075. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works of Wil iam

Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1833 ;
an impression faces p. 4.5.

With the publication line removed, this plate was used for " The Com] lete

Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. J. Trusler, and E. F. Roberts
;
Lon Ion,

no date (7855. i.) ;
an impression faces p. 1 1O.

5 x 4|- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 56l.b 27.
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2088. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate IV. (No. 14.)
Scene in Bridewell.

THE LIFE OF A WOMAN.
IN BRIDEWELL.

[After Hogarth.]
Webb &f Son Printers Snow Hill London. [^34]

THIS is a lithographic reversed copy from the engraving described as (No. 1.),

with the same title and date, No. 2075. Being produced on a sheet with the five

other designs of this series, and having the general heading,
"
Royal Surrey

Theatre", it was evidently intended as a play-bill of a drama entitled " The Life

of a Woman". The design is surrounded by scroll-work, with emblems
;
below

is written, "Every Evening".
The entire sheet, 18^ x i6J in.

Plate IV. only, 8 x 5f in.

2089. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate IV. (No. 15.)
Scene in Bridewell.

THE HARLOT'S PROGRESS. PLATE THE FOURTH.

[After Hogarth.] [734]

woodcut is a copy from the engraving described as (No. 1 .), with the same
e and date, No. 207 5- It is the fourth of a series named " GALLEKY or

COMICALITIES". Below the design is the following description in letterpress :

" From her lodgings she is conducted to Bridewell, where, under the direction of

a severe task-master, she beats hemp, and expiates her offence against decency.
' The March of Intellect

'
in modern times has substituted the Treadmill for

similar offences."

This woodcut appears to have been used to illustrate a cheap newspaper, or

similar publication.

2f x 2f in.

2090. FIGURES FROM " A HARLOT'S PROGRESS," Plates IV.
and VI.

Figures from " The Rake's Progress," Plates I. V. VI.
and VII.

Figures from " Paul before Felix,"

Tom 6. PL 342.

[After Hogarth.] [ 1 734]

THIS engraving in outline, slightly shaded, was prepared to illustrate
" L'Art de

connaitre les Homines par la Physionomie ", par Gaspar Lavater; Paris, 1807,
vi. facing p. 241. The figures are disposed on one plate.

The figures comprise : 1
,
from " A Harlot's Progress ", Plate IV., see that

title
"
(No. 1.)", l 734, No. 2075, half-length of the gaoler with the cane, that of

the woman who holds up the harlot's lappel, and the hepd of the woman who ties

her own garter. 2, a half-length figure of the procuress in Plate VI. of the same

series of designs, see on the same title,
" Plate VI. (No. 1.)", 1734, No. 2106

;
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3, from " The Rake's Progress*' Plate I. a half-length figure of Sarah Young's

mother; see this title "Plate I. (No. 1.)," 1735 ; 4> from Plate V. of the same

series, a half-length figure of the bride, and a head of the clerk
;

see this title

" Plate V. (No. 1.)", 1735; 5, from Plate VI., a half-length of the Rake, kneeling
and cursing his ill-fortune, also the bust of the boy who has brought refreshment

to the man who sits at the fireside
; 6, from Plate VII. the heads of the Rake,

his wife, and the male prisoner who assists Sarah Young.
On the same plate are portions of four figures from " Paul before Felix", by

Hogarth.

6| x 87 in. Brit. Mus. Library, 721, 1.6.

2O9I.

A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate V. (No. i.)

Expires, while the Doctors are quarrelling.

Plate 5. Wm
. Hogarth inv'.pinx*. et sculp'. [1734]

THIS engraving represents a squalid bed-chamber, in which the harlot, (see tl.e

same title and date, Plate I. (No. 1.), No. 2031,) falling into great misfortune, after

her release from Bridewell, (see the same title and date, Plate IV. (No. l . ),

No. 2075,) sits at the point of death, in a chair which is placed by the side of tl e

fire. She is wrapped in loose robes, probably taken from the bed, and reclines

against a pillow, being partly sustained by one arm of the servant who appeart d

with her in Bridewell, also in Plate III. of this series, (see the same title and dare

Plate III. (No. 1.), No. 2061.) The harlot appears to have suddenly sunk back-

wards, to the horror of her attendant, who screams for aid to the doctors wh
:>,

called to the moribund woman's aid, quarrel as to which of their nostrums is like.y

to be more efficacious. One of these men, a fat, contented-looking person, with

infinite self-esteem, sits in his chair, wearing a full-bottomed wig and a long
cravat

;
he holds up a bottle of his nostrum and complacently taps it with a goM-

headed cane, while disdainfully tossing his head on one side. His companion
and antagonist is a tall, lean, irascible man of great energy, who wears a loi g
coat and white laced vest under it, and a long cravat, also a small wig. He h is

started up in wrath at the disparagement of his pills, a box of this medicii e

is in his right hand, and on it he taps passionately with his left forefmgt r,

furiously insisting on the value of the contents
; rising thus eagerly he has throv n

down his chair. The servant's hasty movements seem to have caused the fall of a

stool in the foreground and the overthrow of the articles which stood on it, the ;e

are a basin, the contents of which spread on the floor, with its spoon, an ink bott Ie

and its pen, the former is broken by falling, and a tract, inscribed " PRACTI& L

SCHEME ANODYNE" (NECKLACE). "Necklace" is confusedly written, (n
the title-page is represented a necklace of round beads. 1

By the side of his dying mother's chair, but heedless and ignorant of t ie

1 This title-page refers to a tract which may have been well known at t ie

time, see the reference to it in the entry with the same title and date, Plate J.

(No. 4.), No. 2094, where it is stated that:-

- " the Scheme Practical, of cheap Renown.
Her daily Study, fell upon the ground," &c.

The Anodyne Necklace was a much advertised specific for the benefit of

children afflicted with convulsions, or teething-fits,
" and the great Specifi :k

Remedy for the Secret Diseese", see advertisement, col. 3. p. 4, of " The Counl y
Journal ; or, The Craftsman", Feb. 17, 1733, No. 346. See "Credulity, Sup< r-

stition and Fanaticism", No. 1785.
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catastrophe which, has occurred, a robust-looking little boy squats on the floor,

his attention is divided between the acts of scratching his head, and turning the

string by which a piece of a loin of pork is suspended before the fire. The fuel

burns fiercely, a pipkin placed on the top boils over unheeded in the confusion.

A gridiron hangs at the side of the grate. The boy appears again, acting as

chief mourner at his mother's funeral, see the same title and date, Plate VI.

(No. 1.), No. 2106. On the other side of the room an old woman kneels before a

box which she has opened in order to take linen from it. This box occurs again in

this series of designs, (see the same title and date, Plate I. (No. 1 .), No. 203 1 ) ;

it is the box of Mary Hackabout and bears her initials,
" M. H", in brass nails

on the lid. The kneeling woman has taken out of the box a black mask and a

fan, the latter of which is thrust through the eye-holes of the former
;
she has also

taken a pair of high-heeled shoes, and the steeple-crowned hat which hangs
at the bed head in Plate III. of the series, see the same title and date, Plate III.

(No. l.), No. 2061.

On the shelf above the fireplace are two bdsins, three bottles of medicine, an

earthen pipkin, and a broken glass mug, with a fluid in it. By the side of the fire

hang a pair of bellows and a cracked looking-glass. There is no fender, a pewter
dish serves to catch the grease which falls from the roasting meat. By the same
side of the fire, that which is nearer to us, is a large oval vessel, covered, with a

handle shown on one side ; on the cover of this titensil stand a tobacco pipe, a

covered basin, such as is used for expectoration, and a large object like a bowl,
with what appears to be a linen cover on it. There is likewise a piece of paper in

which lie several human teeth. At the side of the oval vessel is a metal bed-pan,
round the handle of which a napkin is tied, this pan has been covered with a

pewter plate, such as were formerly used at eating-houses ; on the margin of the

plate is engraved part of the name and address of the owner "B "

Cook at the
"

. A heap of coal lies on the floor, a shovel is near it. On a

cord stretched across part of the room, various articles of wearing apparel hang
to dry. The bed is in one corner of the room, with its heavy curtains drawn

together. On the ceiling near the bed the initials of the dying woman and part of

a word have been written with the smoke of a candle thus "MH C U ".

On the wall hangs a disk-shaped cake, being a piece of Jew's bread, intro-

duced doubtless by Hogarth to recall the Jewish admirer of the harlot
;
two

rush-lights hang on the wall, a chink in which is stopped by a rag.

The fat doctor was intended, it is said, for Dr. Ward, i. e.
"
Spot Ward ",

Bee "A Consultation of Physicians", (No. 1.), 1736, and "Mrs. Sarah

Mapp", c. 1736, and this is probable, on account of the bottle which the

figure holds. On the other hand, the face-spot, which distinguished this noto-

rious empiric and procured him a peculiar name, is not shown on his cheek, it

occurs, however, in the unmistakable portrait which is comprised in " A Con-
sultation of Physicians".

" The Jew Decoy'd; or, the Progress of a Harlot"

(161. e. 45), p. 38 et seq. calls this man "Doctor Nostrum". This figure
is likewise said to represent Dr. Rock, another noted quack, whose prac-
tice lay very frequently in cases of the kind in question here, he produced
" The Famous, Anti-Venereal, Grand, Specifick Pill ", advertised in " The Country
Journal; or, The Craftsman", No. 347. Sat. Feb. 24, 1733, p. 4, col. 2.; in

this column may be found from this man another advertisement of a " Tincture

for the Tooth-Ach", see below. Hogarth represented Dr. Rock 1 in "The
March to Finchley", see that title (No. 1.), Sept. 1745, and "The Four Times
of the Day, Morning", (No. 1.), 1738 ; this quack is referred to in "Dr. Rock
in Covent Garden", c. 1740, and "Dr. Rock's Political Speech," &c. 1743.

The lean quack is undoubtedly Dr. Misaubin, who produced a notorious

1 Dr. Rock is mentioned in Goldsmith's "Citizen of the World", Letter

68, &c.
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pill; see "Prenez des Pilules", No. 1987, for numerous references to him in this

Catalogue. He is said to have been the buffoon of a certain Fargatsch, a quack
of Hamburgh, and had been compelled to quit that city by the municipal autho-

rities because it was alleged that he made pills of human skulls, see G. C. Lichten-

berg's
" Ausfuhrliche Erklarung der Hogarthischen Kupferstiche," 1 794, ii.

p. 233. As to both these characters see " The first design for the Doctors in the

5th plate of the Harlot's Progress", No. 1985, and "Portraits of Dr. Misaubin

and Dr. Ward ", No. 1 986. The lean doctor is stated to be " Dr. M sa n",
in " The Lure of Venus,' or, A Harlot's Progress," &c. by Mr. Joseph Gay,

(992, k. 8/l), see the same title and date, (No. 4.), No. 2094. "The Jew

Decoy'd", see before, styles the antagonist of "Dr
. Nostrum", "Meagre", who

was the proprietor of a fatal pill. See likewise " The Town and Country

Magazine", May, 177 1
* P- 237- For Dr. Ward and one of his modes of

operating see "Letters of Horace Walpole", 1857, "i- 2 8o.

For the histories of this design, and of the series of prints, see the same

title and date, Plate I. (No. 1.), No. 2031 ;
for verses illustrating the subject see

the same title and date, Plate V. (No. 4.), No. 2094, see also " The Jew

Decoy'd", as above, pp. 38-40. For the history of the original pictures see
" The Battle of the Pictures ", (No. l.), Feb. 28, 1 745.

There are two states of this plate, 1, which is described above,* and

2. In the latter, the black Latin cross, the absence of which denotes the first;

state of the plate, was added below the design ;
the name of " D Rock "

was

placed on the paper containing the teeth ; the roof was darkened between tho

open rafters, and the wall above the fireplace was also darkened
;

a strong ligh :

was added on the arm of the dying woman's chair ; oblique lines were hatchec

over the breeches of her son, the wig of the fat doctor was cross-hatched,

and a strong shadow thrown by his figure on the door behind was intro-

duced. Numerous other alterations have been made, the above suffice to dis-

tinguish the states of the plate. The plate in the second state having been
much worn and retouched, was used for " The Works of William Hogarth, from

the original Plates restored by James Heath, Esq. R.A." London, no date,

(1751. d.)
For the conclusion of this subject, see the same title and date, Plate VI

(No. l.), No. 2106.

Rock and Misaubin and their nostrums are mentioned in the curious " Phar

macopoeia Empirica" of " The Gentleman's Magazine", Aug. 1748, pp. 348-50

14f X Uf-in.

2092. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate V. (No. 2.)

Expires, while the Doctors are quarrelling.

In a high Salivation.

PlateS. Wm
. Hogarth inv. et pinx. E. Kirkall (fee.) [l?34

THIS mezzotint is a copy, reversed, from the engraving described as (No. 1
.]

with the same title and date, No. 209 1 . It is printed in green ink.

Below the design these verses are engraved :

" Some few, by temp'rance taught, approaching slow,
To distant fate by easy Journeys go :

Gently they lay them down, as evening Sheep
On their own woolly Fleeces softly sleep.
But vicious persons hasten their decay,
Like this poor Wretch, too dismal to survey !

Her charming face is in its Spring decay'd,
Pale grow the Roses and the Lillies fade

;
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Her Eyes wch us'd to pierce the firmest hearts,

Are now disarm'd of all their flames & darts.

Those Stars now heavily, & slowly move,
And Sickness triumphs in y

e throne of Love."

This is the fifth plate of the series of copies from "A Harlot's Progress",
made by E. Kirkall and published before Hogarth's own plates, see the first

entry referring to this series, No. 2032.
The inscription on the paper lying on the floor is

" ANODINE NECK
LACE PRACTICAL SCHEME"

The name of " D r
. Rock" is omitted from the other paper.

Hf X 1 1 in.

2093. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate V. (No. 3.)

Kxpires, while the Doctors are quarrelling.

A HARLOTS PROGRESS
. Fifth

In a High Salivation at the point of Death with the Doctors

in a Violent dispute about her Case

Engraven from the Originals of Mr
Hogarth* by G. King G. King

sculp : Sold by G. King at the Golden Head in Brownlow Street Drury
Lane and the Printsellers Booksellers of London &f Westminster.

[1734]

THIS print is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same
title and date, No. 209 1 . It was engraved on the same plate and printed on the

same sheet of paper with Plates IV. and VI., copies from the same series of

designs and by the same engraver; see Nos. 2077 and 21 08 ("No. 3", respec-

tively). The second title above given appears only with Plates I. and IV. of this set

of copies. The publication line is common to the prints which appear with this

one. There is an impression which has been cut from a sheet
;

this plate being

separated.
The three designs, 21i X 17|- in.

Plate V. only, Qi X 7f in.

2094. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate V. (No. 4.)

Expires, while the Doctors are quarrelling.

"
^xtinguish'd is her Bloom and Native fire ;

View the Poor Wretch in pungent Pains expire."

[After Hogarth.] . [1734]

THIS engraving is a copy from the design described as (No. 1.), with the same

title and date, No. 209 1 . It was prepared to illustrate
" The Lure of Venus :

or, A Harlot's Progress ", a poem, by Mr. Joseph Gay (Captain J. D. Breval) ;

the history of this publication is given with the entry bearing the above title and

date, Plate I. (No. 4.), No. 2034. The copy has been made and reversed from

that other copy which is described as Plate V. (No. 3.), with the same title and

date, No. 2093.
The text, so far as it relates to the design, is as follows, continuing on p. 3,?

from the verses quoted with the description of Plate IV. (No. 4.), in this

series :

" Maria wept when in the dismal Jail,

Nor wept in vain
;
e'en there her Tears prevail,
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And purchase her Release : But scarce was she

From BridewelFs painful Drudgery set free,

E'er strange Disorders her fair Frame invade
;

Her Charms decay, the boasted Roses fade

On her pale Cheek, and now a lingring Fire,

Not such as us'd to warm her loose Desire,

Marrs her fair Form, and taints her beauteous Skin," &c.
# * * *

" Ah ! Grace, said she, wou'd I had never seen
" This wicked Town.

"

* # * *

" With Patience, Grace reply'd, your Pains endure,
" Nor doubt the Doctors can your Illness cure.
" What if your Case should make you be laid down,
" So have been half the Ladies of the Town.
"

I'll hire a Nurse experienc'd in the Art,
" And ne'er myself from your dear Side depart.
" But dang'rous is Delay ;

If you're agreed,
"

I'll fetch the Doctor here with utmost speed."
Maria yields, and soon the Quack is brought,
With Countenance of Weight, and seeming Thought,
He boasts what mighty Cures his Pills have done ;

What Myriads he has sav'd
;
ne'er dy'd but one," &c.

# * * *

" A gentle Salivation will remove

Your racking Pains
;

."

Maria full of promis'd Health, prepares
For all his Skill can do, or Ign'rance dares.

And now, my Muse, survey th' afflicted Fair,

In Flannel wrapt, and seated in her Chair :

While Mercury exerts its conqu'ring Force," &c.
* * * *

"
Officious Grace, thought all his Boasting true,

Then fetch'd another of the butch'ring Crew.

And now the Sun had led the sad tenth Day,
Since first the Fair became their helpless Prey.
When both the Sages in Marians Room,
Attend their Medicines, and her hapless Doom.

Ill-boding Symptoms croud upon the Sight,
A gastful Scene, and full of wild Affright.
Grace scar'd, with Squalling rous'd the doughty Pair

In Musings deep ;
when hasty from his Chair

The meagre
*
Quack, whose Aid was last implor'd,

Astonish'd rose, and 'gainst his Brother roar'd.

Rising, his Foot Marids Stool threw down,
When the Scheme Practical, of cheap Renown,
Her daily Study, fell upon the Ground,
With shatter'd Cups, and Ink-Glasses around.

Loud rag'd the Doctor's Ire
;

"
'Tis done, he cry'd,

" You've kill'd the Girl, if ever Woman dy'd ;

" You boast Arcanas that will still prevail,
" E'en my Electuary I fear will fail :

" To such Distress is she reduc'd alas !

" Ye Gods, what Wretches for Physicians pass ?

"* Dr. M a n." See (No. i.), with this title and date, No. 2091.
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The Don return'd, with grave contemptuous Leer,
" You blame my Med'cines, sure you only jeer.
" Tho' dire Convulsions ev'ry Nerve should strain,
" This Phial holds what soon would ease her Pain,
" What wondrous Cures can this my Nostrum do,
" Such nor Hippocrates nor Galen knew.
"
Learning's all Cant, the College I despise,

" This is my own
;
Disease before it, flies :

"
Vanquish'd in ev'ry Shape ; by this my Name

" Shall swell the Volume of Immortal Fame.
" Your Fears the Danger make

;
but grant it wereT

" As your own Ignorance great, I'd not despair, V
" With this one Vital-Draught to cure the Fair. J

Whilst thus in senseless Noise they spend their Breath,
Maria sunk into the Arms of Death."

* * * *
" Amidst the Hurry and confus'cl Alarm,
Caus'd by her Death, while yet her Flesh was warm,
The Drury Nurse her old Advantage makes ;

Rifles her Trunk, and thence her Treasure takes.

Her Fan, her Mask, her Garments new and old,

Whate'er her Hands can grasp, or Apron hold.

While by the Fire Maria's harmless Boy,
The lusty Product of her guilty Joy,
Was plac'd, a piece of Roasting Meat to turn,

Lest its scorch'd Sides irregularly burn.

One Hand the String, .one did his Head engage,
Mindless of Mamma's Fate, or Doctor's Rage." &c.

js x 5^ in. Brit. Mus. Library, 992. k. 8/1.

2095. A. HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate V. (No. 5.)

Expires, while the Doctors are quarrelling.

HARLOTS PROGRESS. Plate V.
In a High Salivation at the Point of DEATH. Elle meurt

en passant par le Grand-remede.

Invented Sf Painted by Wm
. Hogarth. [1734]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that described as (No. 1.), with the

same title and date, No. 2091.
It is one of a series of copies from Hogarth's work, published by Sayer and

Bennett
;
see the same title and date, Plate II. (No. 5.), No. 2050 ; see " The

Gate of Calais", (No. 2.), 1749.

lOj X 6j- in.

2096. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate V. (No. 6.)

Expires, while the Doctors are quarrelling.

[After Hogarth.] [ 1 7 34]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. i.),

with the same title and date, No. 209 1 . The name of " Dr. Rock " does not

occur on the paper, as in the original.
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This print appears to be one of the series of copies referred to in the entry

with the same title and date, Plate IT. (No. 6.), No. 2051.

There is no publication line with this impression, the paper has been cut off

close to the engraved margin.
I2i x 9.

2097. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate V. (No. 7.)

Expires, while the Doctors are quarrelling.

[After Hogarth.]

5 Corbould 8f Dent sc [ 1 7 34]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same

title and date, No. 2091. It was prepared to illustrate "Hogarth Moralized"

(by the Rev. J. Trusler) ; London, 1768, on p. 1O.

It was used again for
"
Hogarth Illustrated ", by John Ireland

; London,

1791 ;
vol. i. (7854. ff.), facing p. 16.

2|- x 2J- in. Brit. Mus. Library (Grenville), 2585.

2098. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate V. (No. 8.)

Expires, while the Doctors are quarrelling.

11. Plate 5- W, Hogarth inv. pinx. .R(iepenhausen). sc D734]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same

title and date, No. 2091. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichtenberg's
"
Erklarung der Hogarthischen," &c., Gb'ttingen, 1794-1816, in which series ii

is No. 1 1 .

It may be distinguished from other copies by the absence of a marginal lint

about the engraved portion of the plate, and by the presence of the number
"11 ." on the upper corner, on our right.

8-f- X 6f in. Brit. Mus. Library, 788, g. 1 1

2099. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate V. (No. 9.)

Expires, while the Doctors are quarrelling.

HARLOTS PROGRESS. PL. V.

Designed by W. Hogarth. Engraved by T. Cook London Published bi

G. G. 8f J. Robinson Paternoster Row August 1*'. 1799. [!734
THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title am
date (No. 1.), No. 2091.

It is comprised in "
Hogarth Restored. The Whole Works of the celebratei

William Hogarth", &c. " Now R^-Engraved by Thomas Cook
;

"
London, 1 806

Hf x 12 in.

2100. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate V. (No. 10.)
Expires, while the Doctors are quarrelling.

HARLOTS PROGRESS.
PI V. Hogarth pinx'. T. Cook Sf Son sc. Published by Longman, Hursi

Bees, fr Orme, July I
st

. 1808. [1734
THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the sam
title and date, No. 2091. It was prepared to illustrate

" The Genuine Works o
'
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William Hogarth," by J. Nichols and G. Steevens
;
vol. i. 1808, in which volume

an impression follows p. 56.

With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer ", this plate was used again for
" The Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1821,
vol. ii. (1751. d.)

5|- X 4fr in.

2101. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate V. (No. n.)
Expires, while the Doctors are quarreling.

HARLOT'S PROGRESS. N. 5.

PL. XVII. Hogarth del'. T. Clerk Sculp'. London Published as the Act
directs by Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row [*734]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same
title and date, No. 209 1 . It was prepared to illustrate

" The Works of William

Hogarth", &c., by Thomas Clerk; London, 1810, vol. i., where an impression
faces p. 77.

With the second title placed below the design, the engraver's name taken

out, this plate was used again for " The Works of William Hogarth", London,

1837, vol. i., where an impression faces p. 75-

4 X 3 in. Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k. 24.

2102. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate V. (No. 12.)

Expires, while the Doctors are quarrelling.

THE HARLOT'S PROGRESS, PL. 5.

[After Hogarth.] [ 1 734]
C. Pye, sc. Published by John Major, 50, Fleet Street, June 30, 1831.

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same

title and date, No. 209 1 . It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth Moralized ",

by the Rev. Dr. Trusler; London, 1831 ;
an impression faces p. 12.

3| X 2|- in.

2103. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate V. (No. 13.)

Expires, while the Doctors are quarrelling.

THE HARLOT'S PROGRESS. PLATE V.

Expires, while the Doctors are disputing.

From the Original Picture by Hogarth.

Engraved by G. Presbury. Jones fr C. Temple of the Muses, Finsbury

Square, London. [l?34]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same

title and date, No. 2091. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works ofWilliam

Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1833; an impression faces

p. 47.
With the publication line removed, this plate was used for

" The Complete
Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. J. Trusler, and &. F. Roberts ;

Lon-

don, no date (7855. i.) ;
an impression faces p. 112.

5f x 4i in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 27.
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2104. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate V. (No. 14.)

Expires, while the Doctors are quarrelling.

THE LIFE OF A WOMAN.
THE DEATH.

[After Hogarth.] [ 1 7 34]
Webb 8f Son Printers Snow Hill London.

THIS is a lithographic reversed copy from the engraving described as (No. l .),

with the same title and date, No. 209 1 . Being produced on a sheet with the

five other designs of the series, and having the general heading
"
Royal Surrey

Theatre", it was evidently intended as a play-bill of a drama entitled "The Life

of a Woman". The design is surrounded by scroll work, with emblems
; below is

written "
Every. Evening."

The entire sheet, 1
6|. X 1 g% in.

Plate V. only, 7f X 5| *'

2105. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate V. (No. 15.)

Expires, while the Doctors are quarrelling.

THE HARLOT'S PROGRESS. PLATE THE FIFTH.

[After Hogarth.] [ 1 734]

THIS woodcut is a copy from the engraving described as (No. 1.), with the sane

title and date, No. 2091. It is the fifth of a series named " GALLERY OP

COMICALITIES." Below the design is the following description in letterpress :

" The climax of her fate approaches. She dies of disease, the consequence of

her illicit amours: while the quack doctors quarrel over the inefficacy of thoir

respective nostrums, the servant plunders the room of the property still left to

the unfortunate wretch".

This woodcut appears to have been used to illustrate a cheap newspaper, or

similar publication.

2|- X 2J- in.

2IO6.

A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate VI. (No. i.)

The Funeral.

Plate 6. Wm
. Hogarth invf. Pinx1

. et sculp*. [1724]

THIS engraving represents the interior of a small room, which, by the appearar ce

of the casement, seems to be a garret. The roof is imperfectly ceiled and 1 lie

rafters are shown. Many women, companions ofthe harlot, (see the same title a id

date, Plate I. (No. 1.), No. 2031,) are gathered about her coffin and waiting Hie

completion of the preparations for her interment, (see the same title and da ;e,

Plate V. (No. l.), No. 2091.)
The coffin, with the corpse in it, is placed on two small tables, diagona ly

across the middle of the chamber, the lid is half withdrawn, lying on the coffin, so

that the corpse within may be seen by those in the room, although it is not oth r-

wise visible. On the coffin-plate is "M. Hackabout Died Sep
r
2d. 1 731 Aged 2; ".

Dressed as chief mourner, having a broad lace on the edge of his felt hat, wit! a
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weeper hanging from it, and clad in a black cloak, is the little boy, son of the

harlot, who appeared turning the meat before the fire in the preceding design.
He sits on a stool and, although his face bears signs of much weeping, is now

comparatively unconcerned while attentively winding up a peg-top, or, as the

versified descriptions of the print have it, a "
castle-top."

* Near his feet a metal

plate lies on the floor, containing sprigs of yew, another such sprig is on the coffin
;

these articles were formerly employed at funerals and supposed to be potent

against infection. At the foot of the coffin, and placing on its lid a tray bearing
a glass and a bottle of spirits, is the woman who appears in Plates III. IV. and
V. of this series of designs, the harlot's servant. She looks with an angry and
offended expression at a couple of mourners who, seated on our left before the

coffin, are lasciviously employed. One of these is the clergyman who is about to

officiate at the interment. He wears a white wig, clerical gown and bands.2

He has placed his broad-brimmed hat, with its weeper, on the woman's knees.

Absorbed in his occupation, he spills the wine from the glass which is held by
his disengaged hand. The woman's left hand, with a sprig of rosemary, is passed
round the arm of her clerical companion ;

with the other hand she keeps his hat

from falling from the place in which it serves as a screen. She sits close to the

parson, and wears a black hood over her cap ; her dress is cut low off her

exuberant bust, which, by means of her stays, is made unusually prominent.
3

Leaning on the lid of the coffin is a very fair young woman, who wears a

white hood, she is another harlot, and is sentimentally contemplating the features

of her deceased companion ;
her action is of surprise and commiseration. Next

to this person, and a little behind her, stand two other women, one of whom is

thin, the other fat; the former is weeping, or affecting to weep, while holding
a handkerchief to her face with one hand

;
she has surrendered the other hand

to the scrutiny of her companion, who looks closely at what seems to be a sore

on one of the fingers.
4

Immediately behind these persons is a young girl

standing before a looking-glass which hangs on the wall of the room, she adjusts

1 See the same title and date, Plate VI. (No. 4.), No. 2109.
2 It has been said that this figure was intended for " Orator

"
Henley, see

"The Oratory", No. 1871, and " A Midnight Modern- Conversation ", (No. 1.),

1734, No. 2122. Referring to this figure and to an inscription on a pirated copy
of this design published by Bowles it is stated in " The Genuine Works of William

Hogarth", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens ; London, vol. ii. 1 8 1 0, p. 1 09,
" Over the

figure of the Parson is the letter A. which conducts us to the following explanation
beneath the Plate :

' A. The famous Couple-Beggar in The Fleet, a wretch who
there screens himself from the justice due to his villanies, and daily repeats
them.'

"
5 see the same title and date, Plate VI. (No. 6.), No. 2111.

3 It has been stated by Caulfield,
"

Portraits, Memoirs, and Characters of

Remarkable Persons", &c. London, 1820, vol. iii. p. 4, and "The Genuine

Works of William Hogarth", as above cited, vol. ii. p. 1O1, that this figure

represents Elizabeth Adams, who was executed for robbery, Jan. 18, 1738.
There are portraits of this woman in which certain elements of a likeness to the

harlot in question in Hogarth's design are distinguishable, they are, however,

slight, and not peculiar. No circumstance in the life of Adams, as detailed

by Caulfield, connects her with Hogarth, or made her notorious in 1 733, the

latest year in which it was possible the artist could have painted her in
" A Har-

lot's Progress."
4 It has been suggested that the former of these women is trying to fit a

mourning ring on one of the fingers of the latter, but the design does not confirm

this
;
no ring is visible, nor does the sympathetic expression on the face of the fat

woman support so trivial an action as that of fitting on a ring, her eyes are

directed to the side of her companion's finger, her lips are compressed with great

III. F
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her pinner by its aid. Also in the background are two other women, both seated,

wearing black hoods, and condoling with each other
;

one of them is sipping

from a spirit glass, the other wrings her hands and casts up her eyes in half-tipsy

grief.

Near the head of the coffin stands the mercer or undertaker who supplied the

funeral, he is a tall, stout man, and busily fitting a long glove on the right arm

of a portly harlot in a black hood, with many face patches ; amorously affected by
her charms, he is whispering to her. She laughs complacently, but, nevertheless,

slyly takes a handkerchief from the coat pocket of her admirer. On a stool near

this group lie more gloves and a pair of sticks used for stretching such garments.

In front of the design, on our right, is the old woman who is supposed to be the

procuress in whose charge the dead woman had fallen. It is suggested that

Hogarth's intention in introducing this figure was to express that, when the harlot

was in Bridewell, this old woman procured her release at considerable expense,

and, in order to recoup herself for the cost of that act, subjected the younger
woman to risks, the effects of which are displayed in Plate V. of this series of

designs. It is further suggested that on the death of the victim of this trans-

action the old woman, overcome by her loss in a pecuniary sense, bewails her

own misfortune in the extravagant manner of Hogarth's design.
1 She sits here,

three parts drunk, wringing her hands with a handkerchief between them,' crying

aloud, and rocking her body in the chair; beside her, to suggest the inspiration

of her emotions, is a large bottle labelled "
NANTS", with a grotesque mask on

the shoulder of the vessel ;
near it is a spirit glass, with a broken foot.

A pane in the lattice window of the room is broken, and the hole is partly

stopped with a rag. On the wall hangs an escutcheon, with what is sardonically

supposed to be the harlot's armorial bearings, azure, parti per chevron, sai>le,

three fossets, in which three spiggots are inserted, all proper. This shield is

mounted on a black board.

For the history of this design see the same title and date, Plate I. (No. t .),

No. 2031 ;
for verses illustrating the subject see the same title and date, Plate

VI. (No. 4.), No. 2109, see also "The Jew Decoy'd; or, the Progress of a

Harlot", 1735 (l6l. e. 45.). PP- 38-48.
There are two states of this plate, 1, which is above described, and, 2. In

the latter the black Latin cross, the absence of which denotes the first stute,

was added, and numerous minor changes were made, e.g. the head cloth of

the weeping bawd, where it passes below her chin, has been strongly cr< ss-

hatched, indicating a shadow which does not occur in the first state, but inst :ad

of it, a bright light ;
the ruffle at her right elbow has been made dark, inst :ad

of being light. The forehead of the mercer is entirely in shadow in the sec >nd

state. In this state a light is marked on the right shoulder of the little b >y ;

the weeper of his hat has a light near the knot
;
a shadow is cast, in the sec >nd

state, not in the first, from the bottle of " NANTS "
to the apron of the ba vd.

The plate in its second state, having been much worn and retouched, was i sed

for " The Works of William Hogarth, from the original Plates restored by
James Heath, Esq. R.A.", London, no date (1751. d.)

143. x li% in.

concern; moreover, the thinner woman has lost her teeth, a significant circ im-

stance, to be taken in reference to her weeping, as if she wept for her >wn

probably approaching fate.

1 "Mr
. Gay's Harlot's Progress" (992. k. 8/l), speaks of this womai as

" Mother Bentley, a noted Bawd" see p. 68, note, post.
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2107. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate VI. (No. 2.)
The Funeral.

The Harlot's Progress.
Her Funeral.

Plate 6 Wm
. Hogarth inv. et pinx. E. Kirkallfec. [ 1 734]

THIS mezzotint is a reversed copy from the engraving described as (No. 1.),

with the same title and date, No. 2106. It is printed in green.
Below the design these lines are engraved:

" See here, too easy Fair, th' untimely End
Of one, who chose not Virtue for her Friend :

Fly, fly betimes the treach'rous gilded Bait,

And warn'd by her Example shun her Fate :

Beware of Man, who woud to Vice ensnare
;

But most of all, of your own Sex beware.

View these instructive Scenes a Bauds pestifrous breath

Brings Shame, Want, Punishment, Disease and Death.

Should any at one Posture take offence,

As all must do, who are not void of Sense,

Know that (the best Excuse w *1 can be made)
The Painter's drawn himself in Masquerade."

This is the sixth of the series of copies from " A Harlot's Progress", engraved
by E. Kirkall, and published before Hogarth's own plates, see the entry referring
to the first of this series, same title and date, Plate I. (No. 2.), No. 2032.

14|- X 1 l in.

2108. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate VI. (No. 3.)

The Funeral.

A HARLOTS PROGRESS. Sixth

Her Funeral Properly Attended

Engraven from the Originals ofMr
. Hogarth" by G. King

G. King sculp: Sold by G. King at the Golden Head in Brownlow Street

Drury Lane and the Printsellers 8f Booksellers of London Sf West-

minster. [ 1 734]

THIS print is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1.), with

the same title and date, No. 21 06. It was engraved on the same plate and

printed on the same sheet of paper with Plates IV. and V. of the same series of

designs and by the same engraver: see "No. 3", respectively, Nos. 2077, and

2093. The second title above given appears only with Plates I. and IV. of

this set of copies. The publication line is common to the prints which appear
with this one. There is an impression which has been cut from a sheet, this

plate being separated.
The three designs, 2O|- X 1 ? in.

Plate VI. only, Qi x 7| in.
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2109. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate VI. (No. 4.)

The Funeral.

" Her Progress Run, the certain End you see,

What Harlots Empresses and Queens must be."

[After Hogarth.] [ 1 7 34]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the

same title and date, No. 2106. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Lure of

Venus
; or, A Harlot's Progress," a poem, by Mr. J. Gay (Captain J. D. Bre-

val) ; the history of this publication is given with the entry bearing the above

title and date, Plate I. (No. 4.) The copy has been made, and reversed, from

that other copy which is described as (No. 3.), with the same title and date,

No. 2108. Thus it is not reversed from the original plate, (No. 1.), as above.

The text, p. 46, so far as it relates to this design, is as follows, continuing
from the description quoted with Plate V. (No. 4.), No. 2094, in this series :

" Such was Maria's Fate ! Such doe's too !

Who leaning, stands to take a last sad View,
Of her departed Friend ; to whom she us'd

To tell her Sorrows, when by Rakes abus'd,

When aw'd by Bullies, or in Watch-house pent,
For giving ill-form'd Words too free a Vent."

* * *

" Thus pensive Cloe mourns Maria's Fate,

Nor thinks how shortly 'twill be her own State.

Soon will that lovely Form, that charming Face,
To wasting Illness yield each tempting Grace.

Those beauteous Breasts white as the new fallen Snow :

Whose Swelling Tides with Love's soft Ardor glow :

By other Fires consum'd shall soon decay,
And leave to Death an uncontested Prey.

Six Sisters more, to Venus, Votaries all,

Invited came, 'twas theirs to hold the Pall.

With Phillis fam'd for Prettiness and Parts,
For smart Intrigue, and all seducing Arts.

There *Bentley too was seen, with Forehead broke,
Some ruin'd Fair gave the too gentle Stroke.

Foulest Deformity, vile Sink of Sin,

Who for th' unwary spreads her fatal Gin.

Monster accurs'd, incarnate Fiend, whose Food
Is slaughter'd Innocence, and Virgins Blood.

She first the raw, unthinking, Nymph betray'd,
Then triumph'd in the Conquest she had made.
Now o'er her Corps the guileful Harpy cants,
And wrings her Hands, but still remembers Nantz.

Which by her Side she e'er was wont to place,
To ease her Sorrows, and her Griefs efface.

The hateful Basilisk with hideous Squall,
Does for her Polly, her lost Polly bawl.

Together Martha and Eliza stood,
In Converse deep, with each her Mourning Hood :

" * Mother Bentley, a noted Bawd"
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And as they gaz'd upon the breathless Clay ;

Each strove a tributary Tear to pay.
Ah ! Martha cry'd, how oft we've spent the Nights,
In joyous Scenes and amourous Delights."*****
"
Young Dorothy, a vain aspiring Lass,

Had plac'd herself before th' instructing Glass ;

To fix each Patch in most becoming Place,
And add to native Charms a killing Grace.

Here mournful Isabella wipes her Eye,
And o'er Maria cries, or seems to cry.
To Sue the Biscake hands, and both prepare,
With Soul-reviving Wine to heal their Care.

A Blade who did the Funeral supply,
Whose Friends oblige him, only when they die,

As Sally's Gloves, his trembling Hands drew on,
Gaz'd on her Charms till his fond Heart was gone.
With Eyes up-lift'd, in a loving Mood,
Th' enamour'd Fool her graceful Features view'd.

O Nature's Master-piece, he cry'd ! O fair,

O charming Creature, O beyond compare,

Beauty's Perfection, I with Thee could live

In all the Joys that Love and Life can give.
But soon will he repent each am'rous Leer,
And load with Curses his bewitching Dear.

Sally, who ne'er forgot to play her Part,

Regarded more his Pocket than his Heart.

From thence his Handkerchief she slily took,
While with an artful and ensnaring Look,
She him amus'd with Talk about her Glove,
Or smart Reproaches for his ill-tim'd Love.

Maria's Offspring on a Stool was plac'd,
With all the Pagentry of Sorrow grac'd :

No Grief his thoughtless Innocence annoy'd,
A Castle-Top his busy Hands employ'd.
To Phillis next turn thy all watchful Eye,

Observing Muse, and a new Scene descry :

A Son of Levi, destitute of Grace,
Touch'd with her Air, and gazing on her Face,
For am'rous Reasons to himself best known,
Had plac'd her on a Chair next to his own :

Nor weeping Sisters round, nor Corps before,

Could cool his Fire, or damp his new Amour."*****
" one Hand did hold

The trembling Glass
;
but never be it told

Where t' other was engaged.
"

"
Sly Grace, who serv'd the sprightly Nectar round,

Guess'd where his Hand might be, and grimly frown'd

At other Times 't would not raise her Ire
;

But Decency, she thought, did here require,
A Conduct less Impure : And in a Priest,

'Twas bad as Fornication at the least.

Regardless, he, of Grace's Frowns, or aught
That might induce the Mind to serious Thought,
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Commences Lover, and to Phillis sues

As ardently as for Parochial Dues :

Praises her Face, her Shape, her comely Mein,

Protests his Love, and hints at Charms unseen.

Arch Phillis smil'd, Fie Sir, you spill the Wine,
Is this Employment worthy a Divine ?

Cease your lascivious Airs ; your Cloth shou'd be

Examples to such ignorant Things as we.

Strait from your Head these foolish Freaks remove,
Is this a Time, at Funerals, to make Love ?

My Dear, he cry'd, Thou fairest of the Fair,

Love will attone for all :

"*****
" I find it, Phillis, with a Sneer reply'd,

I thought your sacred Vestments did but hide

The nat'ral Man ;
And when you'd seem a Saint,

It ever brought to Mind a Fable quaint,

Which JEsop of a dronish Creature tells," &c.*****
" Thus wanton Phillis lash'd the Levite's Lust

With bitter Sarcasms, and Reproaches just."*****
" But cease, my Muse, aught further to declare :

As, o'er what Grave now hovers her pale Shade,
Or who her low emblazon'd 'Scutcheon made.

Three Spigots, in three Fossets plac'd, rehearse
;

Arms worthy Harlots, but too mean for Verse."

The other literary illustrations of " A Harlot's Progress", named in the enti-y

with that title, Plate I. (No. 1
.), No. 203 1

,
are much superior in merit to thoue

which "
Joseph Gay

"
supplied.

7|. x 5% in. Brit. Mus. Library, 992. k. 8/1.

2110. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate VI. (No. 5.)

The Funeral.

HARLOTS PROGRESS. Plate VI.
Her FUNERAL properly attended. Pompe de Ses FUN21-

RAILLES.

Invented Sf Painted by Wm
. Hogarth. [1734]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that described as (No. 1
.), with t ie

same title and date, No. 2 1 06.

It is one of a series of copies from Hogarth's work, published by Sayer a; id

Bennett, see the same title and date, Plate II. (No. 5.), No. 2050, and " T ie

Gate of Calais", (No. 2.), 1749.

lof x 6 in.

2111. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate VI. (No. 6.)
The Funeral.

[After Hogarth.] [l 73 !]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1 ),

with the same title and date, No. 2106.
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The inscription on the coffin plate is "Mary Hackabout died Sr
. I. 1 1731

Aged 23".
This print appears to be one of the series of copies referred to in the entry

with the same title and date, Plate II. (No. 6.), No. 2051.
There is no publication line with this impression, the paper has been cut off

close to the engraved margin.
Over the head of the clergyman is

" A "
;

see the same title and date,
Plate VI. (No. 1.), No. 21O6, note 2, where this inscription is referred to, with

a statement that the print was "
published by Bowles."

12 x 9 in.

21 12. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate VI. (No. 7.)
The Funeral.

[After Hogarth.]
6 Corbould Sf Dent sc. [i?34]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the

same title and date, No. 21O6. It was prepared to illustrate "Hogarth
Moralized", (by the Rev. J. Trusler); London, 1768, on p. 12.

It was used again for "Hogarth Illustrated", by John Ireland; London,

1791 ; vol. i. (7854. ff.), facing p. 2O.

2f X 2J- in. Brit. Mus. Library (Grenville), 2585.

2113. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate VI. (No. 8.)

The Funeral.

12. Plate 6. W. Hogarth inv' pinx*. Riepenhausen d. sc. [!?34]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the

same title and date, No. 21 06. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichtenberg's
"
Erklarung der Hogarthischen," &c. Gottingen, 1794-1816, in which series

it is No. 1 2.

It may be distinguished from other copies by the absence of a marginal line

about the engraved portion of the plate, and by the presence of the number
" 12" in the upper corner, on our right.

8
ir X 6| *' Brit - Mus - Library, 788, g. 11.

2114. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate VI. (No. 9.)

The Funeral.

HARLOTS PROGRESS. Pi. VI.

Designed by W. Hogarth. Engraved by T. Cook. London Published by G. G.

SfJ. Robinson Paternoster Row October i". 1799. [^34]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. 1.), No. 2106.

It is comprised in "
Hogarth Restored. The Whole Works of the cele-

brated William Hogarth ", &c. " Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook ;

"

London, 1806.

14| x H|r.
1
Sepf. l . The date is not the same as in the original.
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2115. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate VI. (No. 10.)

The Funeral.

HARLOTS PROGRESS.

PI. VI. Hogarth pinx'. T. Cook Sf Son sc. Published by Longman, Hurst,

Rees, Sf Orme, Novr
. \". 1808. [1734]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same

title and date, No. 2 1 06. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Genuine Works

of William Hogarth," by J. Nichols and G. Steevens, vol. i. 1808, in which

volume an impression follows p. 56.

With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer", this plate was used again

for " The Works of William Hogarth," by the Rev. John Trusler ; London,
1821. vol. ii. (1751. b.)

6 X 4f in.

2116. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate VI. (No. n.)

The Funeral.

HARLOT'S PROGRESS. N. 6.

PL XVIII. Hogarth del'. T. Clerk sculp
1 London Published as the Act

directs by Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row. D734]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same
title and date, No. 21O6. It was prepared to illustrate

" The Works of William

Hogarth," &c., by Thomas Clerk, London, 1810, vol. i., where an impression
faces p. 79.

With the second title placed below the design, the engraver's name tak m
out, this plate was used again for " The Works of William Hogarth," Londc n,

1837, vol. i., where an impression faces p. 77.

4|- X 3 m. Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k. 14.

2117. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate VI. (No. 12.)

The Funeral.

THE HARLOT'S PROGRESS. PL. 6.

[After Hogarth.]
W. H. Watt. sc. Published by John Major, 50, Fleet Street, Sept

r
. 1, 18 ;i.

[17:4]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. I.), with he
same title and date, No. 2106. It was prepared to illustrate "

Hogarth J o-

ralized", by the Rev. Dr. Trusler; London, 1831 ;
an impression faces p. 14

3! X 2 in.
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2118. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate VI. (No. 13.)

The Funeral.

THE HARLOT'S PROGRESS. PLATE 6.

The Funeral.

From the Original Picture by Hogarth.

Engraved by J. Stubbs. Jones Sf C". Temple of the Mtises, Finsbury Square,
London. [i?34]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same
title and date, No. 2 1 06. It was prepared to illustrate

" The Works of William

Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler
; London, 1 833 ;

an impression faces p. 49.
With the publication line removed, this plate was used for " The Complete

Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. J. Trusler ; London, no date (7855.

i.); an impression faces p. 114.

5|.
X 4 in. i Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 27.

2119. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate VI. (No. 14.)
The Funeral.

THE LIFE OF A WOMAN.
THE FUNERAL.

[After .Hogarth.]
Webb Sf Son Printers Snow Hill London. [!?34]

THIS is a lithographic reversed copy from the engraving described as (No. 1 .),

with the same title and date, No. 2 1 06. Being produced on a sheet with the

five other designs of the series, and having the general heading
"
Royal Surrey

Theatre", it was evidently intended as a play-bill of a drama entitled " The
Life of a Woman". The design is surrounded by scroll-work

;
below which is

written "
Every Evening".

The entire sheet, l6|. x 19^ in.

Plate VI. only, 8 X 5| in.

2120. A HARLOT'S PROGRESS. Plate VI. (No. 15.)

The Funeral.

THE HARLOT'S PROGRESS. PLATE THE SIXTH.

[After Hogarth.] [1734]

THIS woodcut is a copy, reversed, from the engraving described as (No. l.), with the

same tide and date, No. 2 1 06. It is the sixth of a series named " GALLERY or COMI-
CALITIES." Below the design is the following description in letter-press :

" The
last scene closes the '

strange eventful history.' The ceremony o^ burial is about

to take place, and even here the character of the assembly is displayed by copious
libations to Baccus, and by the profligate conduct of the parson and the under-

taker, who are paying their amours (to) two (of) the fair mourners."

2 x 2 in.
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2 1 21. FIGURES FROM "A HARLOT'S PROGRESS" Plate VI.,

&c. Tom. 6 PI. 342.

[After Hogarth.] [1734]

THIS engraving in outline, slightly shaded, was prepared to illustrate
" L'Art des

connaitre les Hommes par la Physiognomic", par Gaspard Lavater; Paris, 1807.

vi. facing p. 241. See "Figures from 'A Harlot's Progress', Plates IV. and

VI." 1734, No. 2090, which contains descriptions of other portions of designs by

Hogarth comprised on this plate.

The portion from Plate VI. is a half-length figure of the procuress, see
" A Harlot's Progress", Plate VL-(No. l.), 1734, No. 2106.

6 X 8 in. Brit. Mus. Library, 721. 1. 6.

2122.

A MIDNIGHT MODERN CONVERSATION. (No. i.)

Wm
. Hogarth Inv'. Pinxt fy Sculp*. [ 1734]

THIS engraving, for which " A Chorus of Singers," see No. 1969, was designed
as the subscription ticket, shows the interior of a club-room in a tavern, or

chamber used for convivial purposes. A tall clock placed in a corner of th j

room indicates the hour to be four, but the two hands do not agree ;
the candl 3

in a sconce near to the clock has nearly burnt away, what must be daylight filh

the chamber from a window which is hidden by the projection of the fire-place on

our right. Eleven gentlemen have assembled for a jollification, all of them ara

more or less intoxicated, two have succumbed to drink and sleep. Only one

remains master of his actions, this is a clergyman who, with a tobacco-pipe at

his lips, sits opposite to us and calmly smokes while he uses a punch-ladle to fi 1

a glass from the new bowl of punch which has been placed on the table ;
his

glass stands next the bowl, a lighted candle flares and smokes at his elbow.

A round clerical felt hat hangs on the wall behind him. A vociferous com-

panion, losing respect for the clergy, stands behind the parson, waves h s

own glass with one hand and with the other has taken off his own wig an 1

clapped it on the head of his neighbour ;
he chants a song while doing this. i

the other side of this person a gentleman, in a bag-wig and solitaire, seen s

suffering headache, his hand is at his forehead. His next neighbour in front ( f

the design on our right is extremely drunk, seated at the table he essays 1 o

light his pipe with one of the candles taken off the board but errs so widely i a

the act that he sets fire to his own ruffle instead of to the tobacco in the bowl < f

the pipe; in his pocket are " London Journall
" and " The Craftsman".

1 Cti

the other side of the parson sits a lawyer whose wig has slipped awry, ] e

leers with tipsy glee, his mouth going sideways, while the man on his right, wl o

has half risen from the table, tells a tale. ,The next man has turned from tl e

table, and sits deliberately smoking, with his back towards us
;
he wears a dai k

three-tailed wig. His neighbour is an elderly man, who has taken off his wig f r

coolness and wears instead of it a white night-cap ;
he smokes, seems to 1 e

deaf, and is apparently lost in thought ;
his wig, with a long queue tit d

with ribbon, hangs under his hat on the wall behind him. He is probably i n

old soldier, if not a German, for, adopting a custom not common in England, 1 e

wears a large ring on the forefinger of his right hand which rests on the back >f

1 See the same title and date, (No. 2.), No. 2 1 23.
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his chair. A younger man, his neighbour, has folded his arms, lolled back in

the seat which he has tilted against the wall, and fallen fast asleep ; he seems to

be snoring loudly ;
his wig has slipped off, exposing his shaved head.

Reverting to the man who sets fire to his own ruffle, the next neighbour
of this individual, essaying to rise from the table with a bottle in his hand, has

lost his balance and fallen, throwing over a chair in his descent to the floor, where

he lies grasping the neck of the broken bottle
;

his hat having slipped from his

head, two patches or scars are displayed. The gentleman who completes the

circle sits between the one who is prostrate and the other who sleeps, he has

risen, staggering and leaning on his chair, so that it serves as a temporary crutch ;

he grasps a bottle in such a manner that its contents are poured on the bare

head of the man on the floor.

Several empty flasks are lying on the floor on our left in front ; other flasks,

which are probably full, appear on the mantel-shelf. On the table near an

empty flask lies a piece of paper, such as tobacconists use, it is inscribed " Free-

mans Best".

Below the design these verses are engraved in three columns :

" Think not to find one meant Resemblance there

We lash the Vices but the Persons spare
Prints should be prizd as Authors should be read

Who sharply smile prevailing Folly dead

So Rabilaes Laught, & so Cervantes Thought
- So Nature dictated what Art has Taught."

Notwithstanding this disclaimer, it has been said that the self-contained

parson was intended for Orator Henley, see " The Oratory", No. 1871, but the

face does not resemble the portraits of that personage. Sir John Hawkins was
the authority for this statement. " The lawyer," says John Ireland, in "

Hogarth
Illustrated", 179 1

?
i. p. 1OO, "who sits next to him (the singer) is a portrait

of one Kettleby, a vociferous bar-orator, who though an utter barrister, chose to

distinguish himself by wearing an enormous full-bottom wig, in which he is here

represented. He was further remarkable for a diabolical squint, and a Satanic

smile. In the Causidicade are a number of lines dedicated to the honour of

this amiable person. They begin with

"
Up Kettleby starts, with a horrible stare." 1

The same authority relates, p. 105, that the man in the night-cap was
stated to be a bookbinder who worked for Hogarth, and was named Chandler,
who in the latter part of his life kept a public-house with the sign of the
"
Bible," in Shire Lane, Temple Bar. This person was very deaf, as the figure

in the picture seems to be. The vociferous neighbour of the parson has been

said to have been intended for one John Harrison, a tobacconist for whom Hogarth

designed a satirical coat of arms, being an escutcheon displaying the moon and a

star, a punch-bowl and a lantern
; crest, an owl perched on a beer barrel ;

supporters, Bacchus and Ceres
; motto, In Node Lcetamur. This was designed

for a tobacco-paper. Harrison kept a shop in Bell Yard, Temple Bar
;
he was

famous for singing noisy bacchanalian songs, and on that account was admitted

to taverns, where he also vended papers of tobacco which he carried in his pocket,
see " The Genuine Works," &c. as before cited, ii. p. 3 1 2, where it is also

stated that about the year 1 730 Harrison and Hogarth belonged to the Lumber

Troop.
" The modern representatives of this long-established Society still con-

tinue to display the insignia already described, very splendidly emblazoned in

1 Sec further on this person in " The Genuine Works of William Hogarth ",

by J. Nichols and G. Steevens, vol. ii. 1800, p. no.
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their Club-room. The like also are impressed on their Tickets for Admission,

Feasts, &c., as well as on their tobacco-papers." The scene of this picture is

reported to have been a room in St. John's Coffee-house, Shire Lane, Temple

Bar, see " The Genuine Works," &c. vol. iii. 1817, p. 223. The man who pours

the contents of the bottle on his prostrate neighbour's head is stated to have

been a doctor, his fallen companion is understood, on account of the patches on

his head, to have been a soldier. A portrait of Figg the prize-fighter is said to

be in this design, see
" The Genuine Works," &c. vol. i. 1808, p. 26.

There are two states of this plate, 1, that which is above described, and

2, in which several alterations appear. It is said that Hogarth found the plate

too faintly engraved, and, after taking a few impressions in red (see below)

retouched and strengthened the work. Among the alterations which were

made for the second state of the plate was the addition of a shadow cast by the

tobacco paper on the front of the table cloth
;

the back of the chair under the

fallen man was considerably darkened ;
and a shadow added along the top of the

back of this chair, to indicate its contour.

There is an impression of the first state of this plate, in which only the first

four of the verses quoted above are engraved and in two columns below the

design. This is an extremely brilliant and clear impression. The title reads

"A MIDNIGHT MODDERN CONVERSATION."

It is remarkable that the same error in spelling the word " Modern "
occurs ir.

the title of this print as it is engraved on the subscription ticket for this print,

see " A Chorus of Singers," No. 1969; this is the case in the first state of the

ticket, the error was corrected in the second state of the same. There is like-

wise an impression of the first state of "A Midnight Modern Conversation",

printed in red, evidently after black ink had been used on the plate.

This plate, having been much worn and worked on, was used for " The,

Works of William Hogarth, the original Plates restored by James Heath, Esq.
R.A." London, no date (1751. d.)

See " The Battle of the Pictures" (No. l.), Feb. 28, 1745.
This print was extremely popular, not only in England, but in France and

Germany. In England a pamphlet was published not long after Hogarth's design,
with the same title as that of the print ;

the address of John Bancks is quote< I

under "A Midnight Modern Conversation", (No. 2.), No. 21 23 ;
in 1742, a dra-

matic piece, styled "A Modern Midnight Conversation, taken from Hogarth's cele

brated Print", was acted at Covent Garden Theatre, in this
"
Hippesley's Drunke i

Man" was introduced, with a comic tale of what really happened betwee i

himself and his aunt, at her house, on the Mendip Hills, Somersetshire. Thi
numerous copies described in this Catalogue are not all which have appearec .

In Germany the heads of the eleven figures were engraved by Riepenhausen, se 3

"
Figures from ' A Midnight Modern Conversation

'

", 1 734,
"G " and " H ", No; .

2137, and 2138; these appeared as "
Societe Nocturne nominee communemer t

Coterie de De"bauche en Ponche, par Hogarth.", and were published in " Mami' 1

contenant diverses Connoissances curieuses et utiles pour l'anne 1786", Gottii -

gen. This contains a description in French, which states that wax figures,
"
qv e

montrent des artistes ambulans ", had been modelled to represent the groups i ti

Hogarth's work. There is also a copy, with a French title,
" Les buveurs c e

Ponche", by Riepenhausen, see
" A Midnight Modern Conversation", (No. 11.),

No. 2132. There is a French copy, engraved by Creite, see the same tit e

(No. 7.), No. 2128.

17|- x 12^ in.
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2123. A MIDNIGHT MODERN CONVERSATION. (No. 2.)

[After Hogarth.]
G. Bickham sc. [*734]

THIS engraving is a copy from that described as (No. I.)," with the same title and

date, No. 21 22. An impression occurs on p. 87. vol. i. of " Miscellaneous Works,
in Verse and Prose, of John Bancks"

; London, 1788.
The print is used as an illustration of an epistle "To M r

. Hogarth: on his

Modern Midnight Conversation". The author states that he has been required

by a printseller to write some lines below a (piratical) copy from Hogarth's
" A Midnight Modern Conversation", and that, liking the subject, he extended

his description to a fuller essay : the portions of the epistle which refer directly

to the design are the following :

" Here we behold, in what unite (27)
The Priest, the Beau, the Cit, the Bite ;

Where Law and Physick join the Sword,
And Justice deigns to crown the Board ; 30
How Midnight Modern Conversations

Mingle all Faculties and Stations.

Full to the Sight, and next the Bowl,
Sits the Physician of the Soul :

No Loftier Themes his Thought pursues 35

Than Punch, good Company, and Dues.

Easy and careless what may fall,

He hears, consents, and fills to all
;

Proving it plainly, by his Face,
That Cassocks are no Signs of Grace. 40
Next him a Son of BELIAL see

;

(That Heav'n and SATAN should agree !)

Warm'd, and wound up to proper Height,
He vows, still to maintain the Fight;
The brave, surviving Priest assails, 45
And fairly damns the First that fails :

Then toasts a Bumper to The Best.

The Doctor smokes the meaning jest ;

And, mindful of his fav'rite Lass,

Repeats the Health, and bids it pass. 50
What Hand but Thine so well could draw

A formal Barrister at Law ?

Behold ! united in his Look,

Fitzherbert, Littleton, and Coke.

His spacious Wig conceals his Ears ; 55

Yet the dull, plodding Beast appears ;

His Muscles seem exact to fit

Much Noise, much Pride, and not much Wit.

The Man of Honour and the Knave,
For difFrent Purposes, look Grave : 60

Who then is He, with solemn Phiz,

Upon his Elbows pois'd at Ease ;

Not the first Man, who drinking deep,
Has broke the Peace, he swore to keep :

To act a Crime, and paint the Shame, 65

Are oft the Province of the same :
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Heav'n, W g, Bribes, and Reformation,

Make up true Midnight Conversation.

What MACHIAVEL behold we now, 7

With Patriot Care upon his Brow ?

Alas ! that Punch should have the Fate

To drown the Pilot of the State !

That, while both Sides his Pocket holds,

(Nor D'ANVBRS grieves, nor OSBORNE l

scolds)

He drops the Bus'ness of the Realm, 75

And leaves the FRENCH to Folks at Helm !

When GIVES tells, with watry Eyes,
How Credit sinks, and Taxes rise ;

At Parliaments and Great Men frets ;

Recounts his Losses, and his Debts ;
80

His Language in his Looks appears,
And he who sees Thy Picture, hears.

The Puny Fop, Mankind's Disgrace,

The Ladies' Jest, and Dressing-Glass ;

Who meets us with a motley Scene 85

Of Snuff-Box, Powder-Bag, and Cane ;

This He-she Martyr of Debauch

Thy Pencil brands with foul Reproach.
See ! where the Relict of the Wars,

Deep mark'd with honourable Scars, 90

A mightier Foe has caus'd to yield

Than e'er MARLBORO' met in Field !

See ! prostrate on the Earth he lies ;

And learn, ye Soldiers ! to be wise.

Flush'd with the Fumes of gen'rous Wine, 95

Lo ! GLTSTER'S Face begins to Shine :

With Eyes half-clos'd, in stamm'ring strain,

He speaks the Praise of rich CHAMPAIGN ;

Calls it the Physick of the Gods :

And, whilst like JOVE he greatly nods, IDC

His trembling Hand, by Fortune led,

Applies it to the Captain's Head." &c. ( I0a -'

These verses, with alterations, are engraved below the large copy of thi:

print, published by John Bowles, see this title and date, (No. 5,) No. 2 1 26.

The next poem in this volume is
" To Mr. Hogarth : on his Southward

Fair."

ST x 2i *'" Brit. Mus. Library, 633. e. 1 7

1 " Caleb D'Anvers
"
was the name assumed by Nicholas Amhurst, Editor o

" The Craftsman", see The Frontispiece to the First Volume of " Terrae-Filius
"

No. 1727.
"
Osborne", or Francis Osborne, was the assumed name of a write

in "The London Journal", and "The Daily Gazetteer", newspapers whicl

supported the politics of Walpole, as " The Craftsman " was opposed to them
the individual in Hogarth's design has therefore the organs of both politica

parties in his pocket. For "Osborne" see "The scheme disappointed", Nc

1928.
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2124. A MIDNIGHT MODERN CONVERSATION. (No. 3.)

THE BACCHANALIANS : OR A Midnight Modern Con-
versation.

Wm
. Hogarth Pintf.

Printedfor 8f Sold by R Sayer Opposite Fetter Lane Fleet Street [l?34]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that described as (No. 1.), with the

same title and date, No. 2122. The inscriptions on the newspapers in the pocket
of the man who is attempting to light his pipe are " L. Journal", and "

Crafts-
man ".

This impression is incomplete, a part on our left of the engraving having
been torn off and replaced with white paper. The publication line is placed
above the design.

On a separate plate are engraved four columns of verse, eighty lines, entitled

"A POEM, address'd to the Ingenious Mr HOGARTH", beginning:

" Sacred to thee, permit this Lay
Thy Labour Hogarth, to display !

"
&c.

These verses are by John Bancks, and are included with his
" Miscellaneous

Works", London, 1788 (633. e. I?-)? see *ne entry describing the smaller copy
by George Bickham, with the same title and date, (No. 2.), No. 2 1 23.

J. B. Nichols, in "Anecdotes of William Hogarth", London, 1833, p. 326,
states that on a copy of this print "Ford" is written over the parson,

" Somner"
over the man lighting his pipe.

10 X 7i in.

2125. A MIDNIGHT MODERN CONVERSATION. (No. 4.)

A MIDNIGHT MODERN CONVERSATION.

Wm
. Hogarth Invent et Pinx Geo: Bickham Junr

sculp [!734]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1.),

with the same title and date, No. 2122.

Below the design these lines are engraved :

" Think not to find one ment Resemblance here

We lash the Vices but the Persons spare
Prints should be priz'd as Authors should be read

Who sharply smile prevailing Folly dead

So Rabelais Laught Sf so Cervantes Thought
So Nature dictated what Art has Taught."

On the paper, for tobacco, which lies on the table, is
" Fremonts Best".

l?i X I2|in.

2126. A MIDNIGHT MODERN CONVERSATION.

A MIDNIGHT MODERN CONVERSATION. (No. 5.)

W. Hogarth Inven*. et Pinxit.

Printed and Sold by John Bowles at y
e Black Horse in Cornhill [^734]

THIS engraving is a very large copy from that which is described as (No. 1.),

with the same title and date, No. 2 1 22. The second title above given is engraved
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below the design, in the middle
;
on each side of the title are engraved fom-

columns of verse, being the same, with variations, as those which are quoted
from " Miscellaneous Works "

&c. by John Bancks, see the same title and date,

(No. 2.), the smaller version engraved by G. Bickham, No. 2123.
This copy is printed on two sheets of paper.

34i X 21 in.

2127. A MIDNIGHT MODERN CONVERSATION. (No. 6.)

A MIDNIGHT MODERN CONVERSATION.

W. Hogarth inv. R: Cooper Sculp. [!734]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1.), with

the same title and date, No. 2122. The verses quoted from the original plate
are not repeated with this copy.

12f X I?! in.

2128. A MIDNIGHT MODERN CONVERSATION. (No. 7.)

[After Hogarth.]

Creitefe: [*734]

THIS engraving is a French copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with

the same title and date, No. 2122. At the sides of the design rods entwined

with vine appear; below, the following verses are engraved:
"
Chaque Peuple a son gout, tout Pai's a sa mode,

Chacun se rejouit ou pleure a sa faqon ;

Mais, fut-on plus severe et serieux que Caton,
II faut qu'au train public un chacun s'accommode,

Si pour faire eclater sa joye, un Francois chante,

Si les Italiens se plaisent aux Concerts,

Si I'Allemand cherit la Table et les Desserts

L'Anglois s'en tient au Ponch, et la Pipe 1'enchante."

" Freeman's Best
"

is omitted from the paper on the table
;

the table is

larger in proportion than in the original design ;
the overturned candlestick is

further removed from the hand of the man in front in this copy than in the

original.
" London Journal" and "The Craftsman" are not on the papers in the

pocket of the man who endeavours to light his pipe with the candle.

It is said that there are two French copies of this design.

I9f X 10*. in.

2129. A MIDNIGHT MODERN CONVERSATION. (No. 8.)

A MIDNIGHT MODERN CONVERSATION.

Designed by W. Hogarth. Engraved by T. Cook.

Published April the \
st

by G. G. &f J. Robinson Paternoster Row London.

THIS print is a copy from that described as (No. 1 .), with the same title a id

date, No. 2122. It is of the same size as the original, and may be distinguish :d

from that work by its poor, greyish appearance, likewise by the engraving of t te

cover of the utensil in the lower corner of the design, on our right. In t ie

original this cover is executed with hatched lines
;

in this copy the lines re

horizontal only.

The verses quoted from the original plate are repeated on this copy.
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The engraver of this plate was Thomas Cook, who executed it for "
Hogarth

Restored. The Whole Works of the celebrated William Hogarth," &c. " Now
He-Engraved by Thomas Cook ;

"
London, 1 806.

17|- x 12$ in.

2130. A MIDNIGHT MODERN CONVERSATION. (No. 9.)

[After Hogarth.]
Dent Sculp [i?34]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same

title and date, No. 2122. It was prepared to illustrate "
Hogarth Moralized",

(by the Rev. J. Trusler); London, 1768, on p. 203.
It was used again for

"
Hogarth Illustrated ", by John Ireland ; London,

1791, vol. i. (7854. ff.), facing p. 96; for the third edition. of this work it was

retouched and placed before p. 94.
2

1-
x 2% in, Brit. Mus. Library (Grenville), 2585.

2131. A MIDNIGHT MODERN CONVERSATION. (No. 10.)

The Releif
; or, Pow'r of Drinking

[After Hogarth.]
10. Bickhamjun

r

sculp. L 1 734]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1.),

with the same title and date, No. 2122. It is placed at the head of a piece of

engraved music, entitled " The Releif; or, Pow'r of Drinking",
" Set by Mr

.

Monro." The design is enclosed by a shell-cartouche, on which grapes and
vine leaves are engraved. The paper on the table is inscribed " ECCLESTON
Best"

This print was prepared by G. Bickham the Younger to illustrate
" The

Musical Entertainer
"

vol. i. in which volume it is Number 1 0.

7 X 3 in. Brit. Mus. Library, I. 351.

2132. A MIDNIGHT MODERN CONVERSATION. (No. n.)

A MIDNIGHT MODERN CONVERSATION.
Le buveurs de Ponche.

2. W. Hogarth inv. Bzep(enhausen): *c. [*734]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the

same title and date, No. 2122. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichtenberg's

"Erklarung der Hogarthischen ", &c. Gottingen, 1794-1816, in which series it

is Xo. 2.

It may be distinguished from other copies by the absence of a marginal line

about the engraved portion of the plate, and by the presence of the number
" 2

"
in the upper corner on our right.

H x 6|r*. Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. 11.

2133. A MIDNIGHT MODERN CONVERSATION. (No. 12.)

A MIDNIGHT MODERN CONVERSATION.

Hogarth pinx
1
. T. Cook sculp

1
. Published by Longman, Hurst, Rees, 8f

Orme, Novr
. l". 1806. [i?34]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the

III. G
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same title and date, No. 2122. It was prepared to illustrate "The Genuine

Works of William Hogarth", &c. J. Nichols, and G. Steevens, 1808, vol. i., in

which volume an impression faces p. 26.

With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer ", this plate was used again

for
" The Works of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. John Trusler

; London, 1821.

vol. i. (1751. b.)

6 X 4 in.

2134. A MIDNIGHT MODERN CONVERSATION. (No. 13.)

MIDNIGHT MODERN CONVERSATION.

PL XLVI. Hogarth del1
. T. Clerk sculp'. London Published as the Act

directs by Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row. [ 1 734l

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same
title and date, No. 21 22. It was prepared to illustrate

" The Works of William

Hogarth", by Thomas Clerk; London, 1810, vol. i., where an impression faces

p. 156.
With the second title placed below the design, the engraver's name burnished

out, this plate was used again for "The Works of William Hogarth", Lond3n,

1837, vol. i., where an impression faces p. 151.

4g- x 3y "* Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k. 24.

2135. A MIDNIGHT MODERN CONVERSATION. (No. 14.)

A MIDNIGHT MODERN CONVERSATION.

[After Hogarth.]
T. E. Nicholson, sc. Published by John Major, 50, Fleet Street, Sepf. 1.

[1734]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the si me
title and date, No. 2122. It was prepared to illustrate

"
Hogarth Moralized",

by the Rev. Dr. Trusler; London, 1831 ;
an impression faces p. 213.

4| X 3f in.

2136. A MIDNIGHT MODERN CONVERSATION. (No. 15.)

A MIDNIGHT MODERN CONVERSATION.
From the Original Picture by Hogarth.

Engraved by T. Phillibrown. Jones 8f C". Temple of the Muses, Finsl ury

Square, London. [17 34]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the s one

title and date, No. 2122. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works of Wil iam

Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler
; London, 1 833 ;

an impression f i^ces

P- 57-
With the publication line removed, this plate was used for " The Comj lete

Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. J. Trusler, and E. F. Rob< rts
;

London, no date (7855. i.)l impression faces p. 152.
6 x 4f in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 27.
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2137. FIGURES FROM "A MIDNIGHT MODERN CONVERSA-
TION." G.

[After Hogarth : engraved by Riepenhausen.] [ J 734]

THIS engraving comprises busts and half-length figures from the above-named

design, see "A Midnight Modern Conversation" (No. l.), 1734, No. 2122;
"

l", the man who, holding a tobacco-pipe, rises at the further side of the table,
" 2

"
the man without his wig who speaks aloud and, standing behind the clergy-

man, waves his drinking glass,
"
4" the clergyman himself, with the pipe at his

lips,
"
5
"

the drunken man who staggers in front of the table, emptying the

bottle, and,
" 6 ", the bare-headed man who has fallen to the floor.

It is one of a series of illustrative fragments from Hogarth's works, and,

above the design, it is marked " G". It was prepared for
" Manuel contenant

diverses Connoissances curieuses et utile pour 1'annee 1786;" Gottingen, which

contains descriptions of and references to the subject of the print.

2 X 3i in.

2138. FIGURES FROM "A MIDNIGHT MODERN CONVERSA-

TION," H.

[After Hogarth.]
E. Riepenhausen sculpt. ['734]

THIS engraving comprises heads and half-length figures from the above-named

design, see "A Midnight Modern Conversation", (No. 1.), 1734 No. 2122.
"

1 ", the fat man with the linen cap on his head, who sits stolidly smoking ;

"
2 ", the back- of the head of the man behind the last

;

"
3 ", the man who, seen

in profile at the side of the picture, sits and sleeps soundly, with his arms folded ;

"
4
"
the gentleman in the bag-wig, who is about to vomit ;

"
5
"

the neighbour
of the last, who is endeavouring to light his pipe.

It is one of a series of illustrative fragments from Hogarth's works, and,
above the design, it is marked "H ". It was prepared for

" Manuel contenant

diverses Connoissances curieuses et utile pour Tannee 1786;" Gottingen, which

contains descriptions of and references to the subject of the print.

2 x 3i in.

2139.

Blessed be the Lordfor I am Rich. Zechar. xi. v.

The Devil and a Bishop trampling on the Bible.

[1734?]

THIS is a mezzotint engraving, which represents the interior of a library, with the

Devil giving to a bishop a mitre filled with coins. The bishop appears to be in

the act of giving, in return, a crucifix. Each person has a foot on the "BIBLE",
which lies on the floor between them. The Devil wears a garment like a surplice,

falling from his shoulders to his hoofs, from below this a very large tail issues, and
stands erect behind him.

This satire probably refers to Thomas Sherlock, Bishop of Bangor and

Salisbury, to which latter see he was appointed in l 734. See the contemporary
, satire by Paul Whitehead, in "Manners," 1739 (840. m. 1/36.), p. 6:
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" In vain behold yon rev'rend Turrets rise,

And SarunCs sacred Spire salute the Skies :

If the lawn'd Levite's earthly Vote be sold,

And God's free Gift retail'd for Mammon Gold
;

No Rev'rence can the proud Cathedral claim,

But Henley's Shop, and Sherlock's are the same."

As to a probable motive in the mind of the satirist to induce him to attack

Sherlock at this date, see "The Parallel", 1736, the bishop had written "The

Country Parson's Plea," against the interests of the "
Quakers." See " Memoirs

of the Reign of George the Second, by Lord Hervey," 1848 (1326 h. 9).

Compare the face of the bishop in this mezzotint with that of Sherlock in

Jones's portrait, engraved by Lelius, 1737- Bishop Sherlock had been an

opponent of Hoadly, and was his successor in both Bangor and Salisbury.
The bishop has one foot smaller than the other, which may indicate the lame-

ness of Bishop Hoadly. On the other hand this defect may be accidental, no

crutches appear, as in
" The Schismatical attack," No. 1 502, and other satires

on Hoadly, i.e. "Guess att my Meaning," No. 1503; "Hoadly seated at a I

Desk," &c. No. 1533. The face of the bishop does not resemble that of Hoadly. j

Three rows of large folios appear in a bookcase against the wall, behind the

figures. Near this is a fireplace with books piled on the hearth and about to

burn. An imp squats on the floor before the fire, and holds a taper near the I

pile. These books are respectively inscribed,
"
Hoadly ", "Burnet", "Homilies ",

"
Clark",

"
Taylor", and "Locke".

Dr. Samuel Clarke's "Works" were edited by Bishop Hoadly, 4 vols. 1"38

(676. i. 12.); that author wrote "A Letter to Benjamin Hoadly, F.R.S. occasioned ;

by the controversy relating to the Propositions of Velocity and Force in Bodiei; in j

motion." See "Roundheads & Whigs Compar'd," No. 1494.
On a table behind the bishop is a table bearing a bag, or large empty purs 3, a

covered drinking-glass, like a German beer glass, a bag tied round the neck and ^

filled with something; also four large volumes, which are respectively inscribed

"Aquinas",
" Can. Eel.",

1 "
Lesly", and ' Hicks".

Charles Leslie wrote " A Short and Easy Method with the Deists," &c.
;

Dr.

George Hicks wrote, with other works, "Devotions," &c. Both these authors v ere .

controversialists of great note at the beginning of the eighteenth century. For the

former see "The Turncoats," No. 1507.
On the other hand, with regard to the reference of this print to Sherl >ck, ;5

the following verses, from "A Choice Collection of Poetry, By the Most Ingen ou {'

Men of the Age," &c.
" Most carefully collected by Joseph Yarrow, Comedian,"

York, 1738, (11621. b.) vol. ii. p. 12O, refer to Burnet, who died March 171

"
Epitaph on a late R t R d Pr te.

Here Sarum lies, of late so wise

As once was Tom Aquinus ;

Lawn Sleeves he wore, yet was no more
A Christian than Socinus.

Oaths, Pro and Con, he swallow'd down,
Lov'd Gold like any Layman ;

Read, preach'd, and pray'd, and yet betray'd

God's holy Cause for Mammon.

Canons Ecclesiastical."
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Of every Vice he had a Spice,

And, tho' a R d Pr te,

He liv'd and dy'd, if not bely'd,

A hot dissenting Zealot.

If such a Soul to Heaven has stole,

And 'scap'd the Devil's Clutches,

We may presume there may be Room
For M gh and his D ss."

As to Sherlock, see " For Lambeth, C ", Oct. 1 747,
"
Haw'y ; Haw'y

L b th", Oct. 1 747> and other entries with this date.

Apart from the evident personal indications of these lines there can be no doubt

that they refer to Burnet
;
no other prelate died Bishop of Salisbury> between the

date of the death of Seth Ward in 1689 and that of the death of John Thomas II.

in 1766. Hoadly was translated to Winchester, and Sherlock to London. These

verses appear to have been written between 1715 and i? 22 > when the Duke of

Marlborough died.

1 2| x 9 in.

2I4O.

A SATIRICAL PLAY- BILL.

[Jan. 18, 1735]

THIS is a satire on Sir Robert Walpole and his brother Horace, afterwards

Lord Walpole of Wolterton. 1 It has been written with a pen in imitation of

typography ;
a woodcut of the royal arms, has been pasted at the top of the

paper. The inscription is :

" BY PERMISSION

This is to give Notice to all Gentlemen and Ladies, & others

That.

At the OPERA HOUSE in the HATMARK.ET

This present Evening
2 will be presented the comicall and

diverting Humours of

PUNCH.

And on Thursday next by the Norfolk Company of artificiall Commedians at

ROBINS great Theatricall Booth PALACE YARD will be presented a comical and

diverting PLAY of Seven ACTS calld COURT and COUNTRY in which will be

revived y
e
entertaining Scene of

The Blundering Brothers

with the Cheats of

RABBI ROBBIN

Prime Minister to King SOLOMON.3 the whole concluding with

a grand MASQUE, call'd the DOWNFALL of SEJANUS, or the

STATESMAN OVERTHROWN

1 See "
Frontispiece to ' The State Juggler,'

" No. 1 940 ;

"
Frontispiece to

' The Court Monkies,'
" No. 2O26.

* "Jan: 18: 1734."
3
George II. was frequently called

"
Solomon", see "Solomon in his Glory,"

Dec. 19, 1738.
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with Axes, Halters Gibbets & other Decorations proper for the Play,

to begin exactly at Twelve o'Clock.

N.B. These are a new sett of Puppets as big as the Lifey" chiefpart of which

have been brought up from all parts of y
e

Country at a very great Expence.

VIVANT REX et REGINA "

See "The Downfall of Seianus," No. 1939.

6^ X 8ii.

2141.

The true Effigies of the Members of The Calves Head Chib,
Held on f 30^ of January 1734. at y

e Golden Eagle
in Suffolk street in y

e

County of MIDDLESEX.
(Interior of Room.) (No. I.)

Price 6d {Jan. 30, 1735]

THE author of" The Secret History of the Calves-Head-Club" (Grenville, 4696),

gives the account of this Club, which is quoted under " A Description of the

Calve's Head Club," No. 1517.
This print represents a party of gentlemen at table, with glasses in their

hands; in the midst of the table is a calf's head, decorated with moustaches :ind

a night cap; one of the party holds an axe, another is looking out of the window
at a bonfire blazing below. A picture of the execution of King Charles I. is h ing

against the wall. Beneath the print is engraved :

"The Healths.

To the pious Memory of Oliver Cromwell

Damnation to the Race of the Stuarts

To the glorious Year, 1 648.
To the Man in the Mask, &c. &c. &c."

The executioner of King Charles concealed his face in a mask.

"Jan. 30, 1735, at a French tavern in Suffolk Street, some noblemen and

gentlemen met and gave an entertainment of calves heads, some of which hey
dressed up in bloody cloths, and exposed to the mob, whom they treated -nth

wine and strong drink, making a bonfire before the door. The people, howe ver,

disliking the cruel frolic, demolished the windows of the house, and would 1 ave

made it as fatal to some of the company as it was to the decapitated mon irch

Charles, if the guards had not come to their assistance." Boyle's Chronology

In the "Grub-street Journal," Numb. 266, Jan. 30, 1735? P- 3> co . 1,

published on the day of this occurrence, are the following verses :

"
January the 30^, 1 734-5-

" 'Tis strange to see in what a way contrary
We Britons keep the thirtieth of Jan'ary.

By law a solemn Fast it was appointed,
To wail the murder of the Lord's anointed:

But some the De'iFs anointed more have thought him
And Saints extoll who to the scaffold brought him.

Such ne'er in private nor in publick weep it,

Unless by place they're forc'd to seem to keep it.

And tho' their brains perhaps are paralytic,
One can't however say they're hypocritic.
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Some think, that righteous was the war's beginning,
And that its end alone was heinous sinning :

'T was right to take CHARLES off by sword or bullet :

But a damn'd sin with ax to chop his gullet.

Distinction nice of Puritanic brother, 1 5

Who try'd at one ; but, weak, abhorr'd the other.

This hair, betwixt king-fighting and king-killing,

Vainly to split how many still are willing !

Hence on this day some grave ecclesiastic

Rehearses trage-comedy bombastic. 20

But are there no true Cavaliers abiding,
Who both rebellion hate and regiciding?
Yes some but few such mortified sinners,

To miss this day their breakfasts, and their dinners.

Strange farce of laughing, eating, drinking ; saying, 25

We turn to thee in weeping, fasting, praying.
DACTYL".

"The Daily Advertiser" for Friday, Jan. 31, 1735, gives the substance of

the statement of this affair which is cited above, saying that the parties in question
were " several young gentlemen of distinction." Likewise that "

they brought
a Calf's head to the window dress'd in a napkin-cap, and, after some huzza',
threw it into the fire : the mob were entertain'd with strong beer, and for

some time halloo'd as well as the best
;
but taking a disgust at some healths

that were propos'd grew so outragious," &c.

The following is from " The Grub-street Journal," Numb. 270, Feb. 27,

1735, p- 3, col. i.:
" EPIGRAM

"On a late celebration of Jan. 30.
"
Through every age, in various shapes,

The works of God the Devil apes.
Our Saviour shew'd his love divine,

Exhibiting his blood in wine :

To pioixs CHARLES, and regal state,

These sons of Hell, to shew their hate,

The Martyr's blood now represent

By wine the DEVIL'S sacrament."

The following occurs in the last mentioned journal, Numb. 271, March 6,

1735, P- 2, col. 3. :

" From the PEGASUS in Grub-street. An Epigram ojn. the Calves-head Club
Jan. 30, 1734.

" At last 'tis plain, some Whigs are as of yore ;

The same in forty-eight and thirty-four :

Kings and all kingly government they hate
;

And Whig and Round-head differ but in date.

Take care, great GEORGE, who's next : for those who dine

On sacred CHARLES'S head, would sup on thine."

"Read's Weekly Journal," Feb. 8, 1735, says, p. 3, col. l, that the "dis-

order
"

in question had been grossly exaggerated and misrepresented, that the

meeting was on account of the birthday of one of the companions of the party.
" The Craftsman," a Whig journal, was silent on the subject.

See "The true Effigies of the of ," &c., No. 2142,
" The true Effigies of the Members of the Calves Head Club," &c. (Exterior of

House), No. 2144, "Inimica Tyrannis," &c., same date, No. 2145, and " The
Westminster Calf's Head Club," No. 1518.

7 X 6 in.
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2142. The true Effigies of the^ of Met on the

2p
th

of January 1 734. at the Golden Eagle in S^lffolk

street in the County ofMIDDLESEX. (No. 2.)

Printedfor Sf Sold by Geo : Foster at the White horse Opposite the North

gate in S1
. Pauls Church Yard London. Price 6d. [Jan. 30, 1 735]

THIS print is a copy from that which is described as " The true Effigies of

the Members of The Calve's Head Club," same date, No. 2141. The prints may
be distinguished by means of the panel in the wainscoating, which is represented

below the window in the background ;
in the original the outline of this is

denned by a single line, in the copy there are two lines, so as to mark, both

within and without, the moulding enclosing the panel.

Another impression of this plate is in Miss Banks's 'MSS., 6306, folio 80

(Department of Manuscripts). This impression has the following publication

line :

" Printedfor R Sayer Opposite Fetter Lane Fleet Street'
1
'
1

Below the design the inscription of the original is engraved thus, in two

lines,
" The Healths. To the pious Memory of Oliver Cromwell Dam on to the

Kace of the Stuarts To the glorious Year 1648. To the Man in y
e Mask &c.

&c." Likewise the following verses, which had been published in " The Grub-

street Journal," Numb. 267, Feb. 6, 1735. These verses, like others quoted
in " The true Effigies of The Members of The Calve's Head Club, are, in t ae
"
Journal," signed

"
Dactyl."

"
Strange Times ! when Noble Peers Secure from Riot,

Can't keep Nol's Annual Festival in quiet :

Thro : Sashes broke, Dirt, stones, & Brands thrown at 'em
;

Which if not Scand- was Brand-alum Magnatum.
Forc'd to run down to Vaults, for Safer Quarters,

And in Coal holes their Ribbons hide, & Garters 2

They thought (their Feast in dismal Fray thus ending)
Themselves to Shades of Death & Hell descending.
This might have been, had Stout Clare Market mobsters,

With Cleavers arind attack'd St. James's Lobsters ;

Numb-Skulls they'd Split, to furnish other Revels;
And made a Calves head feast, for Worms & Devils."

" Mr. Vandergutch said his father engraved this print from a drawing by I [r.

Hogarth." MS. note by Horace Walpole.

" Some years since, some young men of quality chose to abandon themsel- es

to this sort of debauchery (drinking healths) on the 3Oth of January, a day appoin ed

by the church of England for a general fast, to expiate the murther of k ag
CHAKLES I.

;
whom they honour as a martyr. As soon as ever they were heated w th

wine, they began to sing : this gave great offence to the people, who stopp'd bef >re

1 The blanks in this title are filled on the print by rebusses, i. e. a < alf

and a man's head for
"
Calf's Head ", and a trefoil for " Club."

* " Their civet smell quite chang'd (whilst fear thus urg'd 'em)
As if for WARD'S pill or drop had purg'd 'em."

These lines are added in " The Grub-street Journal," as above cited.
r
j he

" Ward "
in question was the empiric

"
Spot Ward," see " A Consultatior of

Physicians," (No. 1.), 1736, and "Mrs. Sarah Mapp," c. 1736. See likev iee

" The Grub-street Journal," November, 28, 1734 ; Jan. 2, 1735, and later.
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the tavern, and gave them abusive language. One of these rash young men, put
his head out of the window, and drank to the memory of the army, which dethron'd

this king, and of the rebels, who cut off his head upon a scaffold. The stones

immediately flew from all parts ; the furious populace broke the windows of the

house, and would have set fire to it
;
and these silly young men had a great deal of

difficulty to save themselves." L'Abbe Le Blanc's " Letters on the English and

French Nations," &c., 1747, (8404. dd.), Letter XLII., p. 330.
" Lord Middlesex, Lord Boyne, Mr. Sewallis Shirley certainly were at the

Calves Head Club Jan: 30, 1734- (I) believe Lord John Sackville. They met
at the White Eagle Tavern in Suffolk Street which is now a shop (a corner

louse). Mr. Ponsonby (now Lord Besborough) was not there. Lord Boynes

finger was broken by a stone which came in at Window." "Lord Harcourt

doubtfull" Miss Banks's MSS. 6306, folio 82.

" The mob destroyed part of the House. Sir Wm. (called Hell fire) Stanhope
was one of the members." MS. note by Horace Walpole.

See " A Description of the Calve's Head Club," No. 1517?
" The true

Effigies of the Members of The Calve's Head Club," (Interior of Room),
No. 2141;

" The true Effigies," &c. (Exterior of House), No. 2144.
The publication line of this print is the same as that of "A Satire on Re-

cruiting for the City of London Volunteers," No. 1 864.

7| x 6 in.

2143-

THE CALVES-HEAD CLUB IN SUFFOLK STREET, 1 734.

Jan. 30, 1735.

THIS is a woodcut copy from the print which is described as
" The true

Effigies of the of ," &c. No. 2142.
It was prepared for and is placed on p. 1 60 of vol. ii. of " The Every-Day

Book and Table Book," By William Hone, 1831.

4 by 5 in. Brit. Mus. Library, P.P. 5730.

2144.

The true Effigies of the Members of the Calves Head Club,
held on the 30^ of January 1734, in Suffolk Street in

the County of Middlesex. (Exterior of House.)

[Jan. 30, 1735]

THIS print represents the front of the Golden Eagle tavern in Suffolk Street,

the sign being over the doorway ;
at the windows stand several persons, drinking

and cheering ; one, with his face concealed by a mask, holds an axe, another

lolds a calf's head. These refer to the execution and executioner of Charles I.

Below are many persons round a bonfire. Beneath is engraved :

" The Healths were

To the Pious memory of Oliver Cromwell, Damn", to the Race of y
e Stuarts.

To the glorious year 1 648, & to the Man in the Mask, &c. &c. &c.

New Regicides bad as the old dare call

The Martyrs blood on their own Heads to fall

And black as those who Frocks & Vizors wore

These Sons of Hell thus trample on his Gore ".
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See "A Description of the Calve's Head Club," No. 1517; "The true

Effigies of the Members of the Calve's Head Club," (Interior of Room), No. 2141;
" The true Effigies of the of ," No. 2144.

51- X 6| in.

2145.
Inimica Tyrannis.

An engraved Token referring to the execution of Charles I.

[Jan. 30, 1735?]

THIS satire is in two parts, apparently taken from both sides of a disk of metal,

of about the size of a sixpence, and without raised rims, so that, the designs being

incised, and the inscription on one of them written in reverse, the prints are

precisely like those of plates ordinarily engraved for printing ;
a ring has been

attached to the upper part of the rim, and has left its indent on the paper. On
the obverse is a bust portrait of Oliver the Protector, wearing a breast-plate,

gorget, pauldrons, and a white falling collar of linen
;
the face is in three-quarters

view to our left, the eyes are turned towards the front. The reverse bears i.

headsman's axe, with, to signify death, the edge downwards, and the inscription
" Inimica Tyrannis ".

This engraving was probably made about the year 1 735, see " The true

Effigies of the Members of the CalveVHead Club", &c., No. 2144, and other

entries with the same date.

Two circles, i in. diameter.

2146.

THE PLAYER'S LAST REFUGE : Or the STROLLERS in DISTRESS.

Printedfor B. Dichenson, at Inigo lanes's Head against Exeter Change ii

y
e Strand Sf published according to Act of Parliament 1735.

[March 5, 1 735 ]

THIS print has been taken from two plates, on one of which the verses tran -

scribed below are engraved. The design represents a large open space, bein r

Goodman's Fields, London, where stood a theatre, the property of Mr. Giffard l

In the centre of the open space is a half-ruined booth, such as was used fc r

theatres. In front sits, in an attitude of great dejection,
"

i
"

i.e. (?) Theophilv *

Gibber, as
" Hannibal ", in a " Roman shape," with a very high helmet,

2 a fu 1

bottomed wig, buskins, &c. "
2," a man in the dress of Harlequin, i.e. Lu i

or Rich the manager see "
Serpentes avibus geminentur," No. 1 834, and tl 3

references which are therein given stands in a hole, or grave, before Cibbe ,

and appears to be endeavouring to soothe him by an offer of a mask and pistol ,

probably the weapons are intended to suggest suicide, or satirically ref r

1 See " The Festival of the Golden Rump," March, 1737.
2 " It regretted my Soul, frequently and oft, when in Buskins, a Foot and a

half high I was to personate a great Heroe, and had my wavy Plume high o'er n y

Brow, Nod ever and anon with tragic Grace
; yet was I thought diminutive r

great, and rais'd the Audience to a mock Laugh, while he that Orion, th: t

Polephemus of a Man, with an Inanity of Voice and Gesture, excited Wond< r
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to Gibber's popular title of "
Pistol,"

1 see " The Stage Mutiny," No. 1929.
"
3
" and "

3," two figures with a single number, are Despair and Poverty, who
stand by the side of Gibber's chair, the one half-naked and looking like a lunatic,

the other miserable in appearance and clothed in rags.

The character of " Hannibal
"

is one of those in "
Sophonisba, or Hannibal's

Overthrow," a play which has been revived from Nathaniel Lee's text, and

was acted at Covent Garden Theatre, for the benefit of Mr. Walker, on Saturday,
March 15, 1735, see

" The Country Journal
; or, The Craftsman," for that date,

and for March 8, 1735, p. 2, col. 3. In this case the part of "Hannibal" was

played by Mr. Stephens, that of Sophonisba by Mrs. Bullock. It may be that

this refers to "Sophonisba," by James Thomson, which was produced in 1730;
in this piece, although the subject is founded on that of the former play, there

is no " Hannibal." A second edition of Thomson's play was advertised in " The
Grub-street Journal," Numb. 276, April lo, 1735> P- 4> col. 2.

"
4
"

is
"
Sophonisba," a young actress who holds a small covered pot, or

noggin, in one hand, and a flask in the other, she is drinking Hollands in despair,

and is characteristically dressed in a coronet and plume.
"
5
"

is
"
Hob," digging a grave, and looking towards " 6 " " the Corps of

Pistol," i. e. Theophilus Gibber, which is borne on a bier by (a)
"
Hamlet," an actor

dressed in a long-skirted coat, a cocked hat with a feather-trimming on its

edges, a long wig, clock'd stockings, and shoes : (b) Falstaff, i.e. Griffin or Harper,
see " The Stage Mutiny," No. 1929 : (c) Harlequin, with a laurel crown, and

(d) as the text states, Orpheus, whose face is hidden, and who wears an

embroidered surtout, knee-breeches, with rosettes, stockings and shoes. "
7
"

and "
7," see below, are weeping and wiping their eyes.

"
8," shows Sir John

Barnard, see "The Noble Stand," No. 1921, mounted, and with his sword

drawn,
2

riding down Punch, who is prostrate on the pavement ;
a man in a

cocked hat overthrows a sausage and black-pudding stall, the female proprietor
of which is wringing her hands in dismay. Behind the bier a banner is borne,

and Applause." See " An Apology For the Life of Mr. The' Gibber, Comedian''

Dublin, 1741, (10825. a a.) p. 128. The writer thus refers to Theophilus
Gibber's love of such characters as that represented in the print ;

the " Orion"

of whom he is thus made to appear jealous, was the tall German, who figured in

shows at this period ;
see " Southwark Fair," No. 1 960.

1 " This strenuous Attachment of mine to the Administration, drew on me the

Abuse of the Country Party ; and I was libell'd under the Character of Pistol, in

a scandalous Paper call'd Common Sense. The Author of that Journal is a

profligate forging Fellow, for he inserted Letters from Pistol, with an Insinua-

tion (as I go by the Name of Pistol) that they came from me, which is as noto-

rious a Fib as his Predecessor Mist told of Colley Gibber; and I take this

Opportunity to avow to the whole World, that I never had any thing to do with

Common Sense, nor ever will
;

"
&c. see " An Apology For the Life of Mr.

The' Gibber," as above cited, p. 146; likewise "Gibber, in the Character of
' Ancient Pistol,'

" No. 1 933, and "
Theophilus Gibber as

' Ancient Pistol,'
"

No. 1934. In 1749 an advertisement to the following effect appeared in " The
General Advertiser," Feb. 27, p. 2, col. 2. IL SIG. PISTOLINI CIBBEKINI FOP-

PINGTONINI detto THE GIBBER, alias THE MOCK-DOCTOR, who did not bring into

England any one Foreigner, now performing at any Theatre, has the honour of

informing the Nobility, Gentry and others, that on Wednesday the 29th of

March, will be exhibited (FoR His BENEFIT) at the Theatre Royal, Covent

Garden, an Old Comedy new reviv'd, called THE MAN or MODE
;
Or SIR

FOPLING FLUTTER," &c.
2 There is a portrait of Sir John Barnard in " The Gentleman's Magazine,"

Aug. 1747.
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like that of a knight, and inscribed " PistoFs no more". In front lie a lantern,

as in " Sonthwark Fair," see that title, No. 1960, inscribed " LEE AND

//,lflp"(er.), a Roman eagle, coronet, turban, chain, battle-axe, goblet, shield,

trumpet, quiver, and (?) tambourine. 1 These are theatrical
"
properties," sup-

posed to have become useless.

Below the design the following explanation is engraved :

"(l) a Strolling Hannibal in Distress. (2) the Ghost of Lunn, executed at

Kingston with a Halter about his Neck offering Him his Masque and Pistols.

(3) Despair and Poverty exciting him to receive the same. (4) a strolling

Sophonisba ivho rather than Submit to the Power of the C n C 1, heroically

deprives herself of Life by a Draught ofpure Hollands. (5) Hob having no more
to do with his Well is Employed in Digging a Grave for Pistol. (6) the Corps

of Pistol supported by Hamlet, Sr John Falstaff, Harlequin, Orpheus, Sfc. (7)
H pp ly a Retailer of Coffee, F d g, a retailer of Wine, chief Mourners.

(8) Sr J n B d, riding in Triumph o'er the rums of Troy, Punches Opera, the

Sausage and Black pudding stalls, Sfc Pointing to a Black Cloud which hangs
over G d ss F ds pi yh e."

Several of the blanks in the above inscription have been filled in with a

pen, thus those in "
7
"

are made "
Hippesley," and Fielding, in

" 8
" "

Sir John
Barnard "

is added, arid the last blank is supplied as " Goodman's Fields play-
house."

The following verses are engraved below the explanation, the blanks in them
have been filled, thus :

"
Fielding,"

"
Hippesley," and Mrs. " Lee "

;
over

"Falstaff" is written Griffin, and over "Orpheus," Rich.

Beneath, upon a separate copperplate, is this further description :

" Mourn Smith field Muses Mourn ! Your Fall's Decreed,
And now the Starch'd Enthusiast doth succeed,

With Quaker's Coat beneath Close Girt about,

Full bottom Wigs, Gold chains and Furs without,

Press'd on by Holy Zeal or Worldly Pride

(He knows not which, they are so near Ally'd)
Fond to be Talk'd of he'll reform the Age

Tis done he stands the Terror of the Stage,
See Fritters fall a Victim to his Wrath
And see him tumble Down the long-stew'd Broth

The ratt'ling platters the scar'd Dames appall
But Tragedy & they are Doom'd to Fall

Nay ev'n at Royall Ensigns see him strike

Crowns & Black puddings are to him alike

1 " Lee and Harper
"

refers to a theatrical establishment which had been in

vogue many years before the date of this print, e. g.
" The Daily Journal," Sept.

8, 1726, contains the following advertisement: "At LEE and HARPER'S Great
Theatrical Booth, on the Bowling Green, at the Lower-End of Blue-maid Alley,

during the Time of Southwark-Fair. Will be presented that most Celebrated

Entertainment, call'd, THE SIEGE OF TROT. Which in its Decorations, Ma-
chinary, and Paintings, far exceeds its first appearance in Bartholomew-Fair.
The whole Entertainment has been justly Acknowledged by all Spectators to be

infinitely superior to all Publick Performances of this Kind, ever seen in a Fair.

The Scenes and Cloaths being entirely New. All the Parts to be Perform'd by
Persons from both Theatres. With Variety of New Entertainments of Singing
and Dancing by the best MASTERS. N.B. There is a Passage for Coaches thro'

Blue-Maid Alley to the Booth."

'
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Raptur'd a Gloomy Lowering Cloud He Sees

And Goodman's fall he with a smile Decrees

Vows that he'll banish thence y
e Rake & Fop

And Turn it once more to a Throwster's shop
'

Forth from the Fair the Hero Stalks Dismay'd
Doubtfull to take y

e Road or Learn a Trade

Despair & Poverty near him Attend,
And Limn with Masque & Pistols stands his friend

F g
2 Whom once did Gods with Nectar cheer

Pawns his full Bottom for a Pot of Beer

And Maw-mouth'd H ly
3 o'er y

e Coffee's smoke,
Casts forth askew, a dismal! Shocking Look,
See Mrs. L-e 4 to her last Coag retires

Takes a full Quartern & with Grief Expires

Hark, from th' ecchoing Booths a Dismall Roar
Proclaims aloud, that Pistol is no more.

Falstaff & Hamlet Lay him on the Bier

And Orpheus Harlequin brings up the Rear

Industrious Hob, finding no more Fair room
Converts his useless Well into a Tomb,
Down Drop y

e
Booths, the Grubstreet Bards undone

These Are thy Triumphs, thy Exploits Sir I n."

In March 5, 1735, Sir John Barnard moved in the House of Commons for

leave to bring in a Bill to limit the number of playhouses, and restrain the

licentiousness of players, which had, it was averred, increased
; and, though the

Bill miscarried at that time, it was, about two years after, made a law.

See the reports of the debate on this subject in " The Gentleman's

Magazine," Dec. 1735, p. 777- Sir John Barnard was supported in the

matter by Sir R. Walpole, W. Pulteney, and others. James Erskine, M.P. for

Kinross, is reported to have alleged that there were more playhouses in London
than in Paris, a city which, it must be remembered was then believed to be
much larger than London. Leave was given to bring in the Bill, which was
" to restrain the Number of Houses for playing of interludes, and for the better

Regulating common Players of Interludes." Sir J. Barnard, the Chancellor of

the Exchequer, Sir T. Sanderson, Mr. Sandys, Mr. W. Pulteney, Sir E. Stanley,
Mr. Talbot, Mr. J. Erskine, the Attorney-General, the Solicitor-General and the

Lord Gage, were appointed to bring in the said Bill. Sir J. Barnard presented
the Bill on the 3rd of April, 1735, when it was read a first time, and the second

reading ordered, but after several Petitions being presented against it, and the

House discussing it in Committee,
"

it was droppt, April 30 on account of a

Clause offer'd to be inserted therein, without which it was suggested His

Majesty would not pas it. This Clause was to ratify and confirm (not en-

large) the Power of the Ld Chamberlain of His Majesty's Household over
the Players ;

which the worthy Gentlemen who promot'd the Bill, apprehend'd
was either too great already, or had been too far exercis'd in the Case of

Polly, an Opera,
5

arid therefore they thought it more advisable to wait another

1 Goodman's Fields Theatre was, for a short time, suppressed, May 1730. It

had formerly been a silk throwster's shop, or was built on the site of one.
2
Filled, with a pen, as

"
Fielding ".

3
Filled, with a pen, as "

Hippesley ".

4
Filled, with a pen, as

" Lee ".
5
By Gay ;

it was intended as a sequel to " The Beggars' Opera," and was

prohibited, 1729.
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opportunity to get a Bill of this kind pass'd, rather than to establish by Law a

Power in a single Officer, so much under the Direction of the Crown, which

Power might be exercis'd in a very arbitrary Manner, and consequently be

attended with very mischievous Effectt."

See, in the same magazine for April, 1735, p. 191, an extract from "The
Universal Spectator," April 12, 1735, No. 340,

" On the proposed Regulation of
the Theatre." This refers, p. 192, to an essay in " The London Daily Post," of

March 31, on this subject. "With Regard to Mr. Giffard" the proprietor of

the theatre in Goodman's Fields, it is said,
" what will ensue from new Play-

houses being erected may be seen by that in Goodman's Fields. The Street

when it was built was formerly inhabited by Silk Throwsters, Ribband- Weavers,

&c., who employ'd the industrious Poor
; immediately on setting up this Play-

house, the Rents were raised, and now there is a Bunch of Grapes hanging
almost at every Door, besides an adjacent Bagnio or two

;
an undoubted

Proof that Innocence and Morality are not the certain Consequences of a

Play-house"
"The Grub-street Journal," Numb. 274, for March 27, 1735> contains a

letter on this subject; in the same journal, Numb. 279, is a mock petition

from actresses and female dancers employed in Drury Lane and Covent Garden

Theatres, protesting against the enacting of a clause in the Bill, for prohibiting
the sale of spirits in theatres; in Numb. 277, for April 17, 1735, is another

letter on the subject.

See, for the subject, and Giffard,
" The Festival of the Golden Rump,"

March, 1737.

8| X 5i in-

2147.

THE LADIES LAMENTATION FOR YE Loss OF SENESINO.

38. G. Bickhamjun. sc. P735]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described in this Catalogue
as "The Landing of Senesino", No. 1694. It is placed above a song and music,
" Set for y

e German Flute &c". This song will be found in George Bickham's

"Musical Entertainer," vol. i. No. 38. (I. 351.)
The verses are as follows :

" As musing I rang'd in the Meads all alone,

A beautifull Creature was making her Moan,
Oh ! the Tears they did trickle full fast from her Eyes,
And she pierc'd both the Air and my Heart with her Cries.

I gently requested the Cause of her Moan,
She told me her sweet Senisino was flown,

And in that sad Posture she'd ever remain,

Unless the dear Charmer wou'd come back again.

Why who is this Mortal so Cruel said I,

That draws such a Stream from so lovely an Eye,
To Beauty so blooming, what Man can be blind,

To Passion so tender, what Monster unkind.

Tis neither for Man, nor for Woman said she,

That thus in Lamenting I water the lee,

My Warbler Celestial sweet Darling of fame,
Is a Shadow of something, a Sex without Name.
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Perhaps 'tis some Linnet, some Blackbird, said I,

Perhaps 'tis your Lark, that has soar'd to the sky;
Come dry up your Tears, abandon your grief,

I'll bring you another, to give you relief.

No Linnet, no Blackbird, no Skylark, said she,

But one much more tunefull, by far than all three,

My sweet Senisino for whom thus I cry,

Is sweeter than all the wing'd Songsters that fly.

Adieu Farinelli,
1
Cuzzoni, Likewise,

Whom Stars and whom Garters extol to the skies,

Adieu to the Opera, adieu to the Ball,

My darling is gone, and a fig for them all."

Senesino is on the sea-shore and about to embark
;
nobles are bowing before

him
;

ladies are weeping, and endeavouring to stay him. A negro and another

servant follow him, and carry a hand barrow laden with "
Heady Money" which he

has received for singing. Compare the figure of Senesino with that ascribed to

the same in "
Berenstat, Cuzzoni, Senesino", &c., No. 1768.

Senesino was engaged by Handel in 1 7 2O, and arrived in England about the

end of October of that year. In June, 1 7 26, he was unwell, and quitted England.
In 1730 Senesino returned to England, where he remained until 1735. Farinelli

arrived in October, 1734.

7j X 4 in-

2148.

THE OPERA HOUSE or the ITALIAN EUNUCH'S GLORY,

H umbly Inscribed to those Generous Encouragers of Foreigners,

and Euiners of England.
[1735]

" From France, From Rome we come ;

To help Old England to to V undone"

THIS print is a copy from that by Hogarth, which is styled
" The Beggars'

Opera," No. 1807.
Below the design is engraved:

" Brittains attend view this harmonious Stage
And listen to those notes which charm the age".

Under the scene of the Italian Opera is
"
Stage Mutiny"?

Below the verses which are quoted above are engraved the following lines :

" How sweet the Sound where Cats and Bears,

With brutish Noise, offend our Ears !

Just so the Foreign Singers move,
Rather contempt than gain our Love.

1 See "
Berenstat, Cuzzoni, Senesino,

" No. 1 768 ;

" A Satire on Cuzzoni,
Farinelli and Heidegger," No. 2O22; "The Opera House," 1735, No. 2148;
" The Stage's Glory," No. 1869;

"
Farinelli," 1737 ;

"
Joseph Yarrow," 1738;

"The Taste," No. "1846; "The Masque," &c., No. 1847.
2 See " The Stage Mutiny," No. 1729.
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Were such discourag'd, we should find,

Musick at Home to charm the Mind !

Our Home Spun Authors, must forsake the Field,

And Shakespear to the Itallian Eunuchs Yield." l

On a scroll at each side is engraved, "A List of the rich Presents Segnor
Farinello y

e Italian Singer Condissended to Accept off y
e
English Nobillity &

Gentry for one Nights Performance in y
e
Opera Artaxerxes.

A pair of Diamond knee Buckles Presented by
A Diamond Ring by
A Bank Note enclosed in a Rich Gold Lace by
A Gold Snuff Box Chaced with the Story of Orpheus charming y

e Brutes by
T. Rakewell Esq

r
.

lOO. 20. 100."
" His royal Highness the Prince hath been pleased to make a present of a fine

wrought gold snuff-box, richly set with brilliants and rubies, in which was inclosed

a pair of brilliant diamond knee-buckles, as also a purse of 1OO guineas to the

famous Signer Farinelli, who hath constantly attended at all his royal Highness's
concerts of vocal and instrumental music, since he came from Italy. L. P."

("London Daily Post"); see "The Grub-street Journal," Ap. 1O, 1735, p. 2,

col. 3. See "A Rake's Progress", Plate II. (No. 1.), 1735 where this in-

scription appears again ;

" Rakewell
" was the name of the Rake.

For Farinelli refer to "A Satire on Cuzzoni, Farinelli, and Heidegger,"
No. 2022; "A Rake's Progress," Plate II. (No. 1.), 1735; "The Taste,"

1846; "Farinelli," 1737. For an anecdote of him see "The Political State of

Great Britain," Oct. 1737, PP- 39> 39 l - See also "An Account of Farinelli,"

p. 60, in "A Trip through the Town," 1735 (T. 857/3.)
The inscription quoted above occurs also in " A Rake's Progress," Plate II.,

see this title (No. 1.), 1735-
101 X 7*-

2149.

The HIERARCHICAL SKIMINGTON : Or a Representation of tht

Ambitious and Arbitrary Views of a Party.

Sold by B. Dickenson at Inigo Jones's Head against Exeter 'Change in thi

Strand, and at his Shop in Westminster Hall. Printed according ti

Act of Parliament 1735, price 1 *. [1735!

THIS engraving shows a long procession winding its way towards " CANTER
BURY". First, march men with staves; next, a double line of Jesuits bearinj

banners, with the figures of Clarke, Whiston, Foster, Madan, Hoadly, and Ruudlc

dressed as victims for an Auto da Fe, and inscribed "C A",
" Wh st n"

pstr ",
"Mdn ",

"Hody "
and "Rnle ". Then Gibson, Bishoj

of London, viewing, through a telescope, Canterbury,
" a delightful Prospect

"

while a friend is directing his attention to a party of mounted Jesuits, whi

are galloping towards the same city, and appear likely to anticipate him

1 A note to
" The Genuine Works of William Hogarth", 1810, vol. ii. p. 6

points out that the last two lines are adapted from Addison's Prologue t

" Phaedra and Hippolytus."
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he is leading an ass laden with " The C x". 1 Then follows a portly

person dressed like a monk, and wearing a Turk's turban, having a label marked
"
Pecuniary Mulcts." issuing from his mouth; he displays a banner representing

a saint (? Dominic), with a sword and olive branch, issuing from a cloud, wherein

is a dog setting the world on fire. The next figure is that of a Jesuit with a

banner, which is inscribed "Always right". The next is Hoadly with a banner,
marked " Never wrong". Under him is written,

" The accuser of the Brethren." 2

Then succeed Church and Sta'te sitting back to back on a horse. At the side

of the procession ride three Jesuits on horseback, who, with ladles, are spattering
the State and the mob with mud. The mob are provided with rough music,

cow-horns, bladder and string,
3 marrow-bones and cleavers, and salt box

;
one carries

a cat, whose tail he bites to make the animal howl ;
a boy rides and belabours a

squeaking pig. Over their heads are banners, inscribed, "Daily Courant", "Weekly

Miscellany ",
"

It were to be wished the Church might proceed in y
e Exercise of

her Discipline by y' wholesome method of Canonicalpurgation", "Excommunications,
Inderdicts Confiscations Sfc", "No Lay Prohibitions",

"
Priestly prerogative Or

the Actions of y' Clergy not cognizable to the Secular Judge."
Below the print are engraved these lines:

" This Emblematic Piece before ye

Displays the Priesthood in their Glory,
And at one View discovers what

The H h Ch h Brethren would be at.

First, in procession march along
Of Jesuits a numerous throng,

Bearing aloft, that all may see,

The Sons of Schism in Effigie.

Behind, with Telescope in hand

A Reverend Brother makes a Stand

To view a distant City, which

In little time he hopes to reach ;

But lo ! his friend, in Sudden fright

Pulls him, and pointing to the right
Bawls out Come on ! Step forward ! or ye
Will find yon Jockies there before ye !

Slow moves an Ass along the Road,
His Back supports a heavy load.

But what is he with Turbant drest ?

An English or a Turkish Priest ?

Behind, two others march along,
This always right, that, never wrong
' Next them, behold, the Church triumphant
' Bestrides her beast, and on the Rump on't
'
Sits face to Tail & bum to bum

' The State by pious frauds o'ercome,
' Armd with a Spindle and a Distaff,

'Which, as he rides, She makes him twist off";

1 As to "The Codex" see "The Parallel", 1736, where the reference to
"
Canterbury

"
is likewise explained ;

see also "A Harlot's Progress", Plate III.

(No. l.), No. 2061.
2
Hoadly is lame, wears a high-heeled shoe and walks with a stick, sec the

references to these characteristics in the entries mentioned below.
3 For the bladder and string, see "The Beggars' Opera", No. 1807.

III. H
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'

And, when he loiters o'er her Shoulder
'

Chastises Reformado Soldier.

Behind, before and ronnd about,

Attend the drunken Rabble Rout."

A Skimmington was a ludicrous cavalcade, designed to ridicule a man who had

been beaten by his wife
;
it consisted of a man riding behind a woman, with his face

to the horse's tail, holding a distaff, with which he seems to work, in his hand : the

woman all the while beating him with a ladle. The pair were accompanied by

rough music, as frying pans, cowhorns, marrow-bones and cleavers, &c. On the

subject see " Hudibras encounters the Skimmington," No. 441 , and
"
Skimmington-

Triumph," &c., No. 1703.
In this print the Church is the termagant wife, the State the hen-pecked hus-

band ; the whole is intended to ridicule the pretensions ascribed to the High
Church party, which is here particularly represented by Bishop Gibson. He was

charged with advocating the entire subjection of the people and the civil power to

the authority of the Church. Why Hoadly is introduced into the procession is

difficult to imagine, as he was amongst the lowest of the Low Church ;
see " The

State Weather-cocks," No. 2O2 1 .

It is probable that this may be explained by reference to Lord Hervey's
"Memoirs of the Reign ofGeorge the Second," 1848(1326.11. 8.), vol. i. chapter vii.

It appears that Hoadly had long been looked upon by the Court party as some-

thing like a representative of the Dissenters, with whom indeed it was evident

he had great interest. But in 1730, the Dissenters of England purposed t.">

petition Parliament for a repeal of the Test and Corporation Acts, which presse \

heavily on them. They alleged their fidelity to the Constitution had been prove I

during forty years and that they had received neither reward nor acknowledg-
ment, likewise that they had been particularly attached to the Whig party an I

" the set of men now in power."
" This design of the Presbyterians," for they

were most interested,
"
put the Administration under great difficulties and hit o

great apprehensions ; they saw the injustice of opposing their petition if it can e

into Parliament, and the danger there was, on the other hand, of showing it any
countenance ; they knew it would seem the last ingratitude to any who called

themselves Whigs to reject it, and the highest imprudence to receive it; for

though the clergy had hitherto kept pretty quiet by nothing being attempted
either to restrain their power or to favour their adversaries, yet the ministers

were sure that if any step were taken that looked like encouragement 1 o

the Dissenters, it would inevitably turn all the parsons, to a man, in tl e

approaching elections, against every one that should appear to forward it, ai d

as to those who did not forward it, the [Dissenting] ministers would never gr e

them a vote again ; and, though in every county in England and at eve y
election since the Revolution the Dissenters had hitherto stood by the Whi js

with a firmness like that of the Triarii of the Roman legion, they would certain y
for the future be as little to be depended upon as any of the temporary mere ;-

nary auxiliaries of a Cornish borough. Sir Robert Walpole, therefore, to avc d

this dilemma, resolved, if possible, to prevail with the Presbyterians to po.- fc-

pone their petition to Parliament till some more proper opportunity offeree ,"

pp. 146-7- He applied to Hoadly, so says Lord Hervey, to use his influen 'e

with the Dissenters in this matter, the Queen supported Walpole's request, ai d,

ultimately, the Bishop assented on a promise understood to exist, but not giv 'n

by the minister, that the Court would look with favour on the proposal to rep< al

the Acts in question.
" The Bishop plainly saw through this artifice, < of

refusing a positive promise) and at the same time perceived that his encoura (-

ing the Dissenters to proceed further in this affair at present would only ri in

his own little remnant of interest at Court, without availing them, a id

therefore resolved plainly to represent to them what they had to expect, a id
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advise them not to push a point which might force many who were thought
their friends to desert them, and hurt many who would stand by them, and give
their enemies advantage without a possibility of procuring any benefit to them-

selves," p. 155. "The Dissenters were so sanguine all over England in this

project, that in every county and great town in the Kingdom they had meetings
to consult upon it and methodise the execution of it, and deputations were sent

from every quarter to communicate their resolutions to the body of the Dissenters

in London, on whom they relied for the solicitation and management of the

whole. This enabled Sir Robert Walpole to defeat the project entirely ; for

out of the body of the London Dissenters a committee was to be chosen, to treat

and confer with the ministers
;
and as the honest gentlemen who composed that

committee were all monied men of the city and scriveners, who were absolutely

dependent on Sir Robert, and chosen by his contrivance, they spoke only as he

prompted, and acted only as he guided," pp. 1 55-6.

Hoadly, on a late occasion, protested that he had encountered obloquy,
which was undeserved, on account of his fidelity to the party of the minister.

He was shortly afterwards made Bishop of Winchester
;
the repeal of the Test

and Corporation Acts was asked in Parliament and refused in 1736.
Lord Hervey comments frequently on what he calls the impatience of

Bishop Gibson when contradicted, and the high tone he was accustomed to

assume in respect to the management of Church matters at this period.
In respect to Hoadly see "Like Coachman, Like Cause", &c., No. 1497;

"Guess att my Meaning", No. 1503; "A British Janus", &c., No. 1505 ;
"Fac-

tion Display'd ", No. 1 508 ;

" The Whigs Idol ", No. 1 509 ;

"
Frontispiece to

'

Crispin the Cobler's Confutation
'

", &c., No. 1511 ;

" The Living Man's Elegie ",

&c., No. 1527; Hoadly seated at a Desk", &c. (No. 1.), No. 1533; "Hoadly
seated at a Desk", &c. (No. 2.), No. 1534; "The Coffehous Mob", No. 1539 '>

"
Frontispiece to ' The Fifth and last Part of Vulgus Britannicus

'

", &c., No. 1 540 ;

" The Funeral of the Low-Church ", &c., No. 1 53 1
;

" Wonders upon Wonders ",

No. 1 549 ;

" The Apparition ", &c., No. 1569 ;

" Blessed be the Lord ", &c., No.

2039 ;

" The Frontispiece to ' A Dissertation upon Parties
'

", No. 2 1 50 ;

" For

Lambeth", c. Oct. 1747 ;

"
Haw'y Haw'y L b th", &c., Oct. 1747.

I X 8 in.

2150.

THE FRONTISPIECE TO A DISSERTATION UPON PARTIES
;

In Several Letters to Caleb D'Anvers, Esq ;
Dedicated to

the Right Honourable Sir Robert Walpole. The Fifth

Edition, carefully revised and corrected. London : Printed

for R. Francklin, in Russell-street, Covent - Garden.

MDCCXXXIX. (By Bolingbroke.)
A Satire on Sir R. Walpole, as an alleged Corruptor of

the Nation.

[-735]

THIS engraving represents Sir R. Walpole seated in clouds, near Fortune,
who is purblind, with her wheel

;
Plutus or, it has been said, Bishop Hoadly,

reclines on the clouds at the left of the minister
;

this figure wears the breast-

plate of the Jewish High-Priest, and loose robes such as were ascribed to that

dignitary, he is blindfolded, and bears a large key at his girdle ;
in his left
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hand is a bag or purse, with his right hand he grasps a crutch. 1

Mercury, .and

a fox, lean on the clouds on our left and behind Sir R. Walpole. As if half-

way between these and the station of the minister is a female Genius, that of

Political Corruption, with very short wings ;
she holds a mitre in her left hand,

resting it on her knee, and, with her right hand, gives a purse to a man who,

one of a crowd standing on the earth below, takes it and gazes at the donor
;

with the latter are a soldier with his sword drawn, a man who holds up his hat

to catch any favours Walpole might bestow, and a venal political scribe, who

looks towards Sir Robert, and waves a pen, form a group on this side. In the

centre of the composition a Hydra, that of Corruption, or the abuse of political

power, issues from the earth
;

on our right, in front, two gentlemen seem, in

virtuous indignation, to menace Walpole with their swords
;

a man strikes at

the Hydra with an axe. In the foreground, on our left, sits Liberty, weeping.
This print was prepared as a frontispiece to a political tract, which has been

ascribed to Bolingbroke, the importance and influence of which were very great.

The second edition was issued in 1735 (E. 2O26/6.) This appears to have

had no frontispiece. The frontispiece occurs with (523, f. 8), the fifth edition,

1739, and the sixth edition, 1743 (E. 2207/1.) See " The Present State of a

Certain Great Kingdom", 1737* f r a print on which a reference to this treatise

occurs.

In " The Country Journal: or, The Craftsman", June 2, 1 739 P- *> c l- 3>
" A Dissertation upon Parties," fifth edition, is advertised as

" This Day is

published",
" Adorn 'd with a beautiful Frontispiece", &c. The same edition hal

been previously advertised, without reference to the frontispiece, see " The

Country Journal," &c., for May 12, 1739, and had been announced as about to

appear in the number of the same journal for April 21, 1739-
This book is referred to in "The Funeral of Faction", Feb. 13, 174:.

The bishop might be Gibson, see " The Hierarchical Skimington ", No. 2149.

3l X 5J- in.

2151.

TASTE A-LA-MoDE AS IN THE YEAR 1735 BEING THE CON-
TRAST TO THE YEAR 1745.

Boitard Inven'. Evan Davis Sculp.
Published according to Act of Parliament Jany

y* 3. 1 749. by Rob'. Say r

Map Sf Printseller facing Fetter Lane Fleet Street. Price 6d.

[173.1]

THIS engraving represents one of the parks in Westminster, probably St. Jame 's

Park, and the Mall, with a considerable number of persons, male and female, co i-

gregated there ;
these are of many classes in society, including footmen with lo ig

sticks, gentlemen, and men of questionable exteriors, ladies, and women of

loose demeanour. In front, in the centre, is a very short fat footman, in a lo ig

coat, with a cape and cuffs which, being turned back, reach to his elbows a id

are garnished with buttons and lace
;
he wears a small cocked hat, trimm ;d

with lace at its edges ;
a laced waistcoat, open in the front, encloses his bod ;

his legs are encased in knee-breeches and stockings, his feet in shoes with brc id

1 For references to Bishop Hoadly's lameness and use of a crutch, a cl a-

racteristic subject of satire at this period, see " Guess at my Meaning ", 1 o.

1 503, and other entries to this Catalogue which are named in " The Hier r-

chical Skimington", No. 2149.
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oblong buckles, He carries a long footman's stick, with a knob carved into a

head, the face of which humorously resembles that of the bearer.

A buxom young woman, having the appearance of a courtesan, strides rapidly
to our left, and is in earnest conversation with a gentleman, who is in the act

of taking snuff from his box ;
a stick hangs by a string from his wrist, he

wears ruffles and a black cravat with very broad ends
;

his hat is under his

left arm
;
the woman wears a hoop under a very short petticoat, high-heeled

shoes with buckles, long gloves without fingers, and a straw hat
;

her dress is

cut low at the bosom ;
she carries a fan. Two gentlemen, both of whom

bear their hats under their arms, walk rapidly from the front of the design,
so that their backs are towards us

;
one of these wears a wig with a huge

black bag tied to it, the wig of his companion has no bag ; stripes, probably
of lace, compass the shoulders of the latter, another stripe passes down the

middle of his back, and, dividing at the waist, where the skirts of his coat

divide, extends to the lower edge of that garment. Another gentleman's wig
has two tails. A shabby, hungry-looking man, apparently a sham soldier, stares

at a lady who has passed him on the promenade.
One of the buildings in the background, having a cupola with a clock and

vane appearing over a nearer roof, resembles an edifice which may be seen in
" A Prospect of St. James's Park. Printed for Thomas Bowles in Sf Paul's

Church-Yard and John Bowles in Cornhill". l It is part of Buckingham
House.

This engraving is No. 179 in Part IV. of the "
Crowle", Pennant's " Some

Account of London ", preserved in the Print Room, a volume which contains

several illustrations of the Mall and other localities of St. James's Park. The

print is the pendent to "Taste A-La-Mode, 1745", 1745- See "The Beau
Monde in St. James's Park", c. 175> " Lusus Naturae", &c., 1752 ;

and "A
View of the Mall", 1752.

12| X 8 in.

2152.

FIRST DESIGN FOR " A RAKE'S PROGRESS."

A Marriage Contract. \
First design for the Rakes progress.

Hogarth pinyf. Jane /(reland). sc. [ 1 735]

THIS print, which is executed in a slightly shaded outline, represents what
S. Ireland, in his

"
Graphic Illustrations of Hogarth ", vol. ii. pp. 9 1 -4, described

as expressing Hogarth's first thought for a picture in " A Rake's Progress".
The design shows the interior of a room, with pictures hanging on the walls,

three of which are described in this Catalogue.
2 In the centre of the room is a

table at which three persons are seated; a jockey this figure was afterwards

repeated in "A Rake's Progress ", Plate H. but with modifications of the atti-

tude, kneels on our right holding against one of his thighs a large bowl, a racing

prize ;
he seems to be showing this to the Rake in order to tempt him with its

handsomeness, the jockey has removed the cover from the bowl and thus displays
it. A black servant appears near the front of the picture, in the middle, and
moves a picture like that in the lady's dressing room in " A Marriage a-la

1 See No. 185, in the volume which contains " Taste A-La-Mode ".
2 See " The Virgin, Child and Friar's Foot", 1735, No. 2157; and " Tran-

substautiatiou Satirized", 1735, No. 2156.
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Mode", Plate IV., and representing the Rape of Ganymede, being Michael

Angelo's design for the Giustiniani
"
Ganymede

"
;

a group of mutilated busts, a

torso, two salvers, or mirrors, a picture and a vase are near this figure. As in

the completed design for " A Rake's Progress ", Plate II., the view on our left

of the background gives a vista of another room, or a gallery, in which several

persons are lounging, or waiting their turns to see the Rake. Some of the

figures afterwards adopted for " Plate II." occur here, e. g. the poet who is

reading his MS. while standing near the window.

The three persons at the table comprise the Rake, in his dressing-gown, who
surrenders his right hand to the father of the intended bride

;
this old man is in

the act ofjoining the hands of his daughter and the Rake. She sits on our left

and appears to be simpering, while with her disengaged hand holding a closed

fan to her lips. The Rake is intent on reading the superscription of a letter

which is in his left hand
;
in order to do this he turns his face from his com-

panions.
1

The following is Samuel Ireland's account of this design, as above, pp. 9 1 -4.
41 Rake's Progress. There cannot be a more interesting subject of contempla-

tion, than the first and elementary efforts of genius, on whatever art or science

it is exercised. The present is a sketch in which Hogarth framed his plan of

one of the most celebrated works of his pencil. And it is worthy of remark,
that the Rake's Progress, as it was afterwards presented to the world, underwent

so many alterations, that the piece which I have now exhibited to the reader,

may fairly be considered as a separate work. It derives also an additional value

from the circumstance of its having never been before engraved, which renders

it a very necessary appendage and companion to the series of prints on the same

subject. From this design we may collect that it was his (Hogarth's) intention

to marry the Rake in the second plate, soon after the accession to his fortunn.

But as the prints now stand, his hero is not married till he appears in the fifth

plate, when, it seems, his fortune had been exhausted by dissipation and extra-

vagance. It may easily be inferred, that the intention of his Rake is that of

marrying a rich woman. But one would imagine it more agreeable to tl e

feelings of a young man, that he should form a union with wealth and deformity,

under the pressure of indigence and the importunities of poverty, than to ove -

look those personal attractions, which usually overpower all the charms of go d

and opulence, in the season of affluence and prosperity. But even in this ear y

period of his embarrassments, he commences his career with intrigue ;
as he seer is

anxiously attending to the superscription of a billet-doux, at the very mome it

when the mercenary parent is joining his hand with that of his devoted daughte r.

The visage of the father conveys a strong indication of avarice
;
and a more th; n

sufficient solicitude to conclude the marriage. The head is finished by the

artist with uncommon delicacy and attention, which marks his partiality towar Is

the original design. From her dress and manner, the lady seems to be ft st

approaching to the period of neglected virginity. The figures in the ante-roo: i,

such as the Taylor, the Poet with his Epithalamium to congratulate him on ] is

accession to his fortune, are nearly the same as those introduced into the seco id

plate as engraved by himself." . . . .
" The present sketch, which is painted in

oil, and on a three-quarter sized canvas, was purchased by the author at M s.

Hogarth's sale, at her house in Leicester Fields, in 1790."

5 X 4^ in.

1 For the figures of the old man and the intended bride see " Old Maid ",

No. 2155, and "Match-Maker", No. 2154; and, for the group of both, "1 lie !

Match Maker ", No. 2 1 53.
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2153. THE MATCH MAKER.
W: Hogarth. Inv*. J. Mills. Sculp. Page 276. Published March 1798.

THIS engraving represents part of the central group of figures in the design by

Hogarth which is described as " First Design for ' A Rake's Progress
'

",* and

includes the figures of the bride and her father. The print was used for

"A Supplement to Hogarth Illustrated", &c.
; by John Ireland, 1798, in which

volume the print faces p. 276. In the second edition, 1804, of this work the

print faces p. 269 and the inscription was altered accordingly. The plate was

again used, and to illustrate "Anecdotes of William Hogarth", by J. B. Nichols,

1 833. For this service a few slight additions were made to the background, and

the inscriptions are
"
Hogarth

" The Match Maker and Old Maid." J. Mills sc. Published by
Nichols Sf Son, Dec. 1. 1831.

4i X 3i*-

2154. MATCH-MAKER.

Hogarth Delin'. Livesay Fecit. Published by J. Nichols Sf C. Oct. l.

1816. [1735]

THIS etching is a copy from the figure of the bride's father which is described in

"First Design for
' A Rake's Progress'", No. 2152, one of a group described

in " The Match Maker", No. 2153; see this title.

The print was used to illustrate
" The Genuine Works of William Hogarth",

by J. Nichols and G. Steevens
; London, 1817, vol. iii., where an impression

follows p. 140.

J-
X 5J-M*.

2155. OLD MAID.

Hogarth Delin1
. Livesay Fecit. Published by J. Nichols # C. Oct. l.

1816. [1735]

THIS etching is a copy from the figure of the bride which is described in " First

Design for ' A Rake's Progress' ", No. 2152, one of a group described in
" The

Match Maker", No. 2153 ;
see likewise "Match-Maker", No. 2154.

The print was used to illustrate
" The Genuine Works of William Hogarth",

by J. Nichols and G. Steevens; London, 1817, vol. iii., where an impression
faces p. 140.

4| X Si in.

2156.

Transubstantiation Satirized.

Companion to
" The Virgin, Child, & Friar's Foot."

No. 2157.
W. Hogarth pins?. [ 1 735]

THIS aquatint engraving represents a mill with a large hopper and as if worked

by vans. The Virgin Mary, seated in clouds above the hopper, places in the

1 See this title, No. 2152; "Old Maid", No. 2155, and "Match-Maker",
No. 2154.
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mill a naked child whose head is radiant
;

at the foot, a figure of a stout man,

intended for a Roman Catholic priest, receives, on a patera, wafers which issue

from the shoot of the mill
;
he presents one of the wafers to a devotee who, with

open mouth, kneels before him and clasps his hands in rapture; an acolyte,

in a white surplice, holds the patera ;
a second devotee appears behind the first.

This print was prepared for "
Graphic Illustrations of Hogarth ", by Samuel

Ireland; i 794, vol. i. (561. a. 1 9.), where an impression faces p. 122. That author

says the design was evidently aimed against Transubstantiation. He avers that at

the sale of Mrs. Hogarth's effects in Leicester Square, London, he purchased a

sketch of the first scene, i. e. Plate I., of "A Eake's Progress", in the back-

ground of which certain pictures are represented as if hanging on the wall of the

room, one of these is that of which he made the copy here described. See " First

Design for 'A Rake's Progress' ", No. 2152. Two other pictures on the wall

in this picture are described in
" The Virgin, Child, and Friar's foot", No.

2157-
See likewise " Enthusiasm Delineated

"
(No. 1.), 1739, by Hogarth, where

a design somewhat resembling the above is noted as occurring on the margin
of the print, and

" Portions of Hogarth's
' Enthusiasm Delineated '", 1 739.

5 X 7f W.

2157-

THE VIRGIN, CHILD, AND FRIAR'S FOOT.

Companion to "Transubstantiation Satirized," No. 215-6.

Hogarth pinx*. S. I. fc : [S. Ireland fecit.] [1735]

THIS aquatint engraving represents two pictures, each in its proper frame, and

one below the other, as they might appear when hanging on the wall of a room.

A rod, which bears a curtain, is stretched above the lower picture, and the curtain

is shown as if drawn from before the painting. The upper picture represents
the Virgin and Child, enclosed by an oval, and to the waist of the former. A
monk looks over the shoulder of the Virgin. The lower picture is oblong and

contains a representation of a monk's, or friar's, bare left foot and the lower

portion of his frock. The position of the lower picture is intended to suggest
that the foot and frock belong to the monk who is looking over the shoulder of

the Virgin.
This engraving was prepared by Samuel Ireland for his

"
Graphic Illustrations

of Hogarth", 1794> in vol. i. (561. a. 19.) of which an impression occui's, facing

p. 127. The author states that he bought at Mrs. Hogarth's sale in Leicester

Square, London, a sketch for the first scene, i. e. Plate I., of
" A Rake's Progress ".

in the background of which certain pictures are represented as if hanging on

the wall of the room; two of these are copied in this acquatint engraving.
See " First Design for

' A Rake's Progress
'

", No. 2 1 52. Another picture OE

the same wall is described in " Transubstantiation Satirized ", No. 2 1 56.

Hogarth repeated this arrangement of pictures in "
Marriage k-la-Mode

"

Plate V.
;
see that title (No. 1.), 1745.

1. 4 x 4 in.

2. 41. x 3i in-
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2158.

A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate I. (No. i.)

The young Heir takes possession of the Miser's Effects.

Invented Painted Engrav'd Sf Publishd by Wm
. Hogarth June y

e

25 1735.

According to Act of Parliament* Plate. I. [l?35]

THIS engraving shows the interior of a room which had been occupied by a miser,

during the dismantling of the same previous to his obsequies. The young heir
" Tom Rakewell ", the miser's son,

2 stands a little on our right of the centre of

the composition while being measured for mourning by an old tailor, who, with

tape and scissors in hand, takes the length of the young man's breeches ;

the latter holds back the skirt of his coat with one hand while, with the other

extended, he offers a handful of coins to a young woman whom he has seduced,
and her mother; the latter has come to claim his promise to marry the daughter,
and upbraids him on his refusing to perform that promise. The females are

on our right of the heir and near the doorway by which they have entered the

room. The elder woman, with an angry countenance, shakes her right fist in

rage and, having an apron cast over her left arm, points to the altered form of

her daughter ;
in the apron are letters, inscribed " To M" Sarah Young in Oxford",

and " Dearest Life
* * *

8f marry you ". As evidence of the promise
the younger woman shows a wedding ring which she has produced as Rakewell's

gift. The girl holds a handkerchief near her eyes and weeps while she looks

downwards, her shoulders stoop, she wears a cap bound with a black ribbon,
3 and

leans her elbow on the back of a chair, having turned away from the false

lover.

Behind the latter a lawyer sits at a table, examining documents and making
an inventory of the miser's property ;

this man has a cadaverous face, with a large
wart on his forehead

; observing that the attention of the other persons is occupied,
he is furtively taking coins from an open bag of the same which lies on the table

before him
;
he has a quill pen between his teeth, and looks up, while stealing

the coins, watching the movements of his neighbours. He has been writing
" An

Inventory of ", which is extended on the table. Another paper,
also inscribed " An Inventory of ", lies under the former. In

the background an undertaker's man stands on a ladder, and is engaged in tacking
the black hangings, intended to be used during the funeral, to the walls

;
while

doing this he has broken part of the cornice of the room, so that a hoard of

coins is discovered, several of which fall to the ground. An old woman with a

bundle of wood in her apron is preparing to light a fire in the long empty grate.
Over the doorway hang two boards on which respectively are painted

escutcheons of arms, intended for those of the deceased
;

the bearings are,

1

Probably this is the earliest instance of this form of the publication line

on an engraving. The issue of " A Rake's Progress
" was delayed until the

above date, which had been fixed by the Act of Parliament referred to, i. e.

8 Geo. II. cap. 13. ;
see below. In the date "

25" of the publication line are

distinct traces of a "
4
"

;
this may be accounted for by supposing that Hogarth

found it desirable to secure his copyright according to the Act of Parliament,
which gave protection to works published after, or from the 24th of June, 1735 ;

see post.
2 It is noteworthy that the name of the young heir is appropriate to the

habits of the penurious father as well as to those of the wasteful son.
J There is a state of the print in which the head differs from this, see below.
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sable, three hand vices, proper ; the motto is
" BEWARE'". 1 A sconce for one

candle is placed between the boards. Over the fireplace is a picture of a miser, or

jeweller, in a fur cap, weighing gold, bags of coins stand before him. On the mantle-

piece is the deceased miser's fur cap, likewise a flat candlestick with a spike to hold

the candle, and a piece of candle stuck in a save-all. The miser's spectacles hang
on a nail driven into the mantlepiece ;

near these stand the crutch and hook-

headed walking-stick of old Rakewell. By the side of the fireplace is a cup-

board, the door of which being open displays four old wigs, two swords, a cracked

jug and a bowl, a box containing old boots
;

a coat hangs on the back of the

open door. A second cupboard over the first is open, and within it are a long
disused smokejack and spit. On the floor are a box containing a large lantern, the

glass of which is broken, and a "hanging-bar" for a kitchen grate; a spade and other

domestic utensils
;
on the box is

" P G ".
* Next this lies an open book, on one

page of which are the following memoranda: " Memo :
dms

1721 May 3
d

. My
Son Tom came from Oxford 4'* Dined. at the French Ordinary 5'* of June

Put of my bad Shilling." Two books are on the floor; near these is a much
worn pair of shoes, and close to the latter, in front of the design, a plate chest,

filled with plate and bags of coin, the latter are labelled " 2000 ",
"
3000 '",

and "
1ooo ", respectively. A ravenous cat leaps, mewing, at one side of the chest .

Bundles of papers are piled on the floor at the other side of the chest
; these com-

prise "Mortgages", "Lease $ Release", "India Bonds",
" Fines Sf Recovery's

'

,

and " This Indenture". In the seat of the chair on which Sarah Young rests

her elbow is a large roll of black cloth. A draper's bill lies with the roll, and
is as follows :

" London Bought of Wm
. Tothall Woollen Draper in Covert

Garden ".
3

The following lines are engraved below the design, part of a moralizing 'descrip-
tion in verse, written by Dr. John Hoadly, Chancellor of the Diocese of Winchester,
a son of Bishop B. Hoadly, see "The Hierarchical Skimington", No. 2140.
Dr. J. Hoadly was a close friend of Hogarth, who painted his portrait. The

artist, profiting by the popularity of the versified explanations of "A Harlot's

Progress", see that title "Plate I.", No. 2031. et seq. determined to issue

his own explanations to
" A Rake's Progress ". The verses are :

" O Vanity of Age, untoward,
Ever Spleeny, ever froward !

Why these Bolts, & Massy Chains,

Squint Suspicions, jealous Pains?

Why, thy toilsome Journey o'er,

Lay'st thou in an useless Store ?

Hope along with Time is flown,

Nor can'st thou reap y
e Field thou'st sown.

Hast Thou a Son ? In Time be wise

He views thy Toil with other Eyes
Needs must thy kind, paternal Care,
Lock'd in thy Chests, be buried there :

Whence then shall flow y' friendly Ease,
That social Converse, homefelt Peace,

1 For the use of escutcheons of arms at funerals see " A Harlot's Progress ',

Plate VI. (No. l.), No. 2106.
2
Supposed to have been intended for the initials of "

Positive Gripe ", e< e

"He comes into the Possession of his Fathers Estate" (No. 1.), 1735, No. 2171.
3 William Tothall was a friend of Hogarth's, and one of his companions n

the "Tour", see "Frontispiece to 'Hogarth's Tour'", No. 1884;
" Brea' -

fasting &c.", No. 1887, and "The Embarcation ", No. 1890.
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Familiar Duty without Dread,
Instruction from Example bred,

That youthfull Mind with Freedom mend,
And with y

e Father mix the Friend ?
"

See the verses supplied by Dr. J. Hoadly to illustrate the series of
" A Rake's Progress ", as reprinted in " The Genuine Works of William

Hogarth", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens
; London, ii. 1810, pp. 134-9.

Versified explanations of piracies on " A Rake's Progress
"
were published,

see "The Rake's Progress; or, The Humours of Drury Lane", London, 1735,

quoted with "He comes into the possession of his Fathers Estate" (No. 2.),

No. 2172, which see. A copy of this book is in the Print Room.
The great success of " A Harlot's Progress

"
induced Hogarth to produce its

fellow series,
" A Rake's Progress ", which, however, was not quite so popular

as its forerunner had been. He caused advertisements to be issued which partly

explain the history of the work and the mode of its publication.
In "The London Evening Post", June 3, 1735, is the following:

" The
Nine Prints, from the Paintings of Mr. Hogarth, one representing a Fair,

1 and

the others a Rake's Progress, are now printing off, and will be ready to be

delivered on the 25th instant. Subscriptions will be taken at Mr. Hogarth's,
the Golden Head, in Leicester-fields, till the 23d of June, and no longer, at

half a guinea to be paid on subscribing,
2 and half a guinea more on delivery of

the prints at the time above mentioned
;

after which the price will be two

guineas, according to the Proposal. N.B. Mr. Hogarth was, and is, obliged, to

defer the publication and delivery of the abovesaid Prints till the 25th of June,
in order to secure his property, pursuant to an Act lately passed both Houses
of Parliament, to secure all new-invented Prints that shall be published after

the 24th instant, from being copied without consent of the proprietor, and

thereby preventing a scandalous and unjust custom (hitherto practised with

impunity) of making and vending base copies of original Prints, to the manifest

injury of the Author, and the great discouragement of the arts of Painting and

Engraving." This advertisement was repeated on the 14th of June, in this

year.
The following has direct reference to the practices complained of by Hogarth

and his fellow engravers who procured the Act of Parliament, called "
Hogarth's

Act", see above; it occurs in " The London Daily Post", June 27, 1735* P- l

col. 1
,
and also plainly refers to the prints described in this Catalogue as plagiaries

on "A Rake's Progress ", see
" He comes into the possession of his Fathers Estate ",

(Nos. 1. & 2.) Nos. 2171, and 2172;
" A Plagiary ", &c. Plate II. and Plate

IH., No. 2184; "He revels", &c.
;

" The Rake's Rendezvous "
;

" He and his

drunken Companions", &c. (Nos. 1. & 2.); "A Plagiary", &c., Plates V. VI.

and VIII.; all dated 1735. "Certain Printsellers in London, intending
not only to injure Mr. Hogarth in his Property, but also to impose their

base Imitations (of his Eight Prints of the Rake's Progress) on the Publick,

which they, being oblig'd to do only (by) what they could carry away by
Memory

3 from the Sight of the Paintings, have executed most wretchedly
both in Design and Drawing, as will be very obvious when they are

expos'd ; he, in order to prevent such scandalous Practices, and that the Pub-
lick may be furnish'd with his real Designs, has permitted his Original Prints

1 See " Southwark Fair", No. 1960.
2 The etching, known as

" The Laughing Audience", see that title, No. 1949,
was given to subscribers as a receipt.

3 See "A Plagiary on Hogarth's design for 'A Rake's Progress'", Plate II.

No. 2 1 84, where this particular mode of practice appears to be exemplified.
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to be closely copied and the said copies will be published in a few Days, and

sold at 2s. 6d. each Sett, by T. Bakewell,
1 Print arid Mapseller, next John-

son's Court in Fleet-street, London. N.B. The usual Allowances will be made
to Booksellers, Printsellers, and others in Town and Country ;

and at the bottom

of the true Copies will be inserted these words, viz. Publish'd with the Consent

of Mr. "William Hogarth, by T. Bakewell, according to Act of Parliament. All

persons who are known to copy the said Prints, or to sell or otherwise dispose

of any Prints from such Plates as are copied, will be liable to the Penalties in

the late Act of Parliament, for the Encouragement of the Arts of Designing,

Engraving, &c." This advertisement was repeated in the same journal for

June 30, 1 735. Likewise, in the latter issue, the following,
" Just publish'd,

The Eight Original Prints of the Progress of a Rake. Invented and Engrav'd

by Mr. William Hogarth. As also a new edition of Prints taken from the cele-

brated Poem of Hudibrass, Invented and Engraved likewise by the said Mr.

Hogarth ;
on Twelve Copper Plates.2 Sold by Philip Overton, Printseller, near

St. Dunstan's Church, Fleet-street. Where the Subscribers to Mr. Hogarth's
Prints may have them neatly framed in the newest and cheapest Manner."

"The Country Journal; or, The Craftsman", Aug. 16, 1735, states, p. 2,

col. 3, that " This Day is Published, the Copies of The RAKE'S PROGRESS ", &c.
;

see also " The London Daily Post," Aug. 22, 1735, p. 2, col. 2.

"The London Evening Post", July 3, 1735, contains the following":
" Pursuant to an Agreement with the Subscribers to the Rake's Progress, not

to sell them for less than two guineas each set after publication thereof, the said

original Prints are to be had at Mr. Hogarth's, the Golden Head, in Leicester-

fields
;
and at Thomas Bakewell's, Printseller next Johnson's-court, in Fleet-street,

where all other Printsellers may be supplied. In a few days will be published,

copies of the said prints, with the consent of Mr. Hogarth, according to the Act
of Parliament, which will be sold at 2s. 6d. each set." With regard to these

copies, see above, and the plagiaries there indicated. The following appeared in
" The London Daily Post Boy", June 14, 1735,

" Several Printsellers, who have

of late made their chief gain by unjustly pirating the inventions and designs of

ingenious Artists, whereby they have robbed them of the benefit of their labours,

being now prohibited such scandalous practices from the 24th of June next, by
an Act of Parliament passed the last Session, intituled ' An Act for the Encou-

ragement of the Arts of Designing, Engraving, Etching, &c.' have resolved not-

withstanding to continue their injurious proceedings, at least till that time
;
and

have, in a clandestine manner, procured persons to come to Mr. Hogarth's house,
under pretence of seeing his Rake's Progress, in order to pirate the same, and

publish base prints thereof before the Act commences, and even before Mr.

Hogarth himself can publish the true ones. This behaviour, and men who are

capable of a practice so repugnant to honesty, and destructive of property, are

humbly submitted to the judgment of the publick, on whose justice the person

injured relies. N. B. The Prints of the Rake's Progress, designed and engraved

by Mr. William Hogarth, will not be published till after the 24th instant
;

and

all Prints thereof published before, will be an imposition on the Publick."

Nevertheless, a series of copies by Boitard appeared a fortnight before Hogarth's

prints. For further elucidations see " He comes into the- possession of his

Father's Estate", (No. 2.), No. 2172.
There are three states of this plate, 1. that which is described above. 2. ir

which the publication line is as follows :

" Invented Painted &f Engrav'd byWm
. Hogarth, 8f Published June y

e
2$ 1735. According to Act of Parliament.

1 See "A Rake's Progress", Plate I. (No. 2.), No. 2159, and the othei

printsof the series which are respectively distinguished as (No. 2.)
2 See "

Illustrations to
' Hudibras

'

", Nos. 504 to 515.
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Plate 1." 3. in respect to which several important changes were made in the

figures and accessories of the design. Among these may be noted the changing
of the position of the head of Sarah Young, this, instead of leaning to the front,

was thrown slightly backwards, and inclined to the left shoulder, the riband on

the cap is thus hidden, the face also was made much older and less attractive,

the cheeks are hollow, the jaw is not well drawn. The bill from William Tot-

hall was obliterated
;

the memorandum book, or diary, was removed from

near the box, to near the feet of the tailor; the inscription on this book is

now: " Memordum'
: 1721 May l my Son Tom came from Oxford 4'* Dine

aty* French Ordinary $
th Put off my bad Shilling". The face of T. Rake-

well has been altered and looks thinner and older, the size of his head was

reduced: another volume occupies the place of the memorandum book, this

appears to be an ancient quarto of " THE ffO(ly) BIBLE"
, the cover of which is

partly detached and has been cut through to supply a new sole to one of the

shoes lying near the volume, and which, being turned up, shows the embossed

leather of the cover.

The plate in the third state, having been much worn and worked on, was used

for " The Works of William Hogarth, from the original Plates restored by James

Heath, Esq. R.A."
; London, no date (1751. d.)

For further illustrations of the subject of this design see the plagiary
" He

comes into the possession of his Fathers Estate", (Nos. 1 and 2.), 1735, Nos.

2171, and 2172.
As to Hogarth's intention to paint another version of "A Rake's Progress"

see " First Design for
' A Rake's Progress

'

", No. 2152;
" The Match Maker ",

No. 2 1 56 ;

" Match-Maker ", No. 2 1 54 ;

" Old Maid ", No. 2 1 55 ;

" Transub-

stantiation Satirized", No. 2156;
" The Virgin, Child, and Friar's Foot", No.

2157, all dated 1735.
The greater portion of each plate in this series was engraved by Scotin.

The pictures of " A Rake's Progress
"

were sold at Hogarth's sale, 1 745,
see "The Battle of the Pictures" (No. 1.), 1745, for 22 guineas each, to

Alderman Beckford
; again, at the sale of the property of the latter, for 650

guineas, to Colonel Fullerton, and, in 1802, to Sir John Soane for 580 guineas.

They are now in the Soane Museum, London.

15 x 12 m.

2159. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate I. (No. 2.)

The young Heir takes possession of the Miser's Effects.

TAKING POSSESSION OF HIS FATHER'S EFFECTS.

Published with the consent ofMr
. William Hogarth by Tho. Bakewell according

to Act of Parliament July 1735-
Printed and Sold by Tho*. Bakewell Printseller in Fleetstreet. London.

[1735]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed and reduced, from the first state of that which
is described as (No. 1.), with the same title and date, No. 2158.

Below the design these verses are engraved :

" E'er in the Grave the Miser's Corps is Cold,
The joyful Heir sets free th' imprison'd Gold,
And meaning now to shine in higher Life,

Discards the pregnant Lass design'd his Wife.

In vain she weeps, her Mother raves in vain,

The Ring & Letters prove his Falshood plain :

Whilst anxious thus y
e

promis'd Match he breaks,
And Stich the Measure of his Mourning takes,
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The roughish Lawyer (some I doubt are such)
Steals half the Treasure which his Fingers touch

The Miser starves his Cat, his Maid, Himself,
That Rogues & Spendthrifts may divide his pelf."

With ornamental side borders printed from additional plates, this plate was

used again, the publication line given above being removed and the following

added:
" Publish'd wth

y
e consent of Mrs

. Hogarth, by Henry Parker, at N. 82 in

Cornhill, March 25, 1 768."
The series of copies, of which this is the first print, was accompanied by

" An EXPLANATION of the EIGHT PRINTS of The RAKE'S PROGRESS
; copied from

the Originals ofMr
. William Hogarth, according to Act of Parliament, by Thomas

Bakewell, Printseller, next Johnson's Court in Fleet-Street, London, August
1 735 "> &c - A Broadside sheet (sheet broadside) ;

see
" Additional Observa-

tions
"

to
" Anecdotes of William Hogarth ", by J. B. Nichols

;
London. 1 833,

p. 327. See likewise the advertisement quoted from " The London Daily Post",

June 27, 1735, in " A Rake's Progress", Plate I. (No. 1.), No. 2158, which gives
the history of this print and the series of copies of which it is a member.

The first issue, 1
1-f-

X 8|- in.

The second issue, 1 3|- X 8|- in.

2160. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate I. (No. 3.)

The Young Heir takes possession of the Miser's Effects.

TAKING POSSESSION OF HIS FATHERS EFFECTS.

Invented 8f Painted by Wm
. Hogarth. [1735]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from the first state of that described a?

(No. 1.), with the same title and date, No. 2158. Below the design are engraved
the first four lines of the verses which are quoted with the entry describing
Bakewell's copy of the original, see the same title and date, Plate I. (No. 2.)

No. 2159.
This print is one of a series of copies from Hogarth's work, originall}

published by Robert Sayer, see the same title and date, Plate IH. (No. 3.)

The plate was very much worked on before being used for the issue here ii

question ;
there is an impression from Plate III. of the same series, see the saim

title and date (No. 3.), with the publication line of the second issue-; the publi-
cation line has been cut off the impression of the copy of Plate I. here described

See " The Gate of Calais
"
(No. 2.), 1 749.

loi x 6f in.

2161. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate I. (No. 4.)

The young Heir takes possession of the Miser's Effects.

[After Hogarth.]
l. Corbould 8f Dent Sculps. [ J 735'

THIS engraving is a copy from the third state of that which is described a:

(No. 1.), with the same title and date, No. 2158. It was prepared to illustrat>

"Hogarth Moralized" (by the Rev. J. Trusler) ; London, 1768, on p. 18.

It was used again for "
Hogarth Illustrated ", by John Ireland ; London

1791 ;
vol. i. (7854. ff.), facing p. 26.

3 X 2i in. Brit. Mus. Library (Grenville), 2585
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2162. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate I. (No. 5.)

The young Heir takes possession of the Miser's Effects.

13. W. Hogarth inv. pinx. 1735- [Engraved by Riepenhausen. This

engraver's name has been burnished out of the plate.] Plate 1. [1735]

THIS engraving is a copy from the third state of that which is described as

(No. 1.), with the same title and date, No. 2158. It was prepared to illustrate

G. C. Lichtenberg's
"
Erkliirung der Hogarthischen," &c., Gottingen, I 794-1816,

in which series it is No. 1 3.

It may be distinguished from other copies by the absence of a marginal line

about the engraved portion of the plate, and by the presence of the number
"

13." in the upper corner, on our right.

8| X 7J-
in. Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. 11.

2163. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate I. (No. 6.)
The young Heir takes possession of the Miser's Effects.

PL. I.

Designed by Wm
. Hogarth Engraved by T. Cook.

Published June 2d . 1796, by G. G. Sf J. Robinson, Pater-noster Row,
London. [ 1 735]

THIS engraving is a copy from the first state of that which is described with

the same title and date (No. 1.), No. 2158.
Below the design are engraved Dr. Hoadly's verses, as quoted with (No. 1.),

as above.

It is comprised in "
Hogarth Restored. The Whole Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth
"

;

" Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook "
; London, 1 806.

15- X I2 in.

2164. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate I. (No. 7.)

The young Heir takes possession of the Miser's Effects.

RAKE'S PROGRESS.

PI. I. Hogarth pinx
1
. T. Cook sculp*. Published by Longman, Hurst,

Rees, Sf Orme, Novr
. I

st
. 1806. [1735]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, of the first state of that which is described

as (No. 1.), with the same title and date, No. 2158. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Genuine Works of William Hogarth ", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens,

vol. i. 1 808, in which volume an impression follows p. 66.

With addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer ", this plate was used again for
" The Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1821,
vol. i. (1751. b.)

There is a late state of this plate which had been retouched
; impressions may

be distinguished by the shadow outside the door of the room having been extended

to touch the lintel.

6 X 4|- in.
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2165. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate I. (No. 8.)

The young Heir takes possession of the Miser's Effects.

RAKE'S PROGRESS. N. I.

PL. XIX. Hogarth del1

. T. Clerk Sculp' London. Published as the Act

directs by Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row. [ 1 735]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, of the first state of that which is described

as (No. l.), with the same title and date, No. 2158. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works of William Hogarth ", &c., by Thomas Clerk

; London, 1 8 1 0, vol. i.,

where an impression faces p. 83.

With the second title placed below the design, the engraver's name taken

out, this plate was used again for " The Works of William Hogarth", London,
1837, where an impression faces p.

4f x 3i in ' Brit - Mus - Library, 1402. k. 24.

2166. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate I. (No. 9.)

The young Heir takes possession of the Miser's Effects.

THE RAKE'S PROGRESS. PL. I.

[After Hogarth.]
W. H. Watt sc. Published by John Major, 50, Fleet Street, Jany

. l, 1831

[1735]

THIS engraving is a copy from the third state of that which is described ts

(No. 1.), with the same title and date, No. 2158. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth Moralized", by the Rev. Dr. Trusler; London, 1831 ;

an impression
faces p. 20.

3 X 2 in.

2167. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate I. (No. ip.)
The young Heir takes possession of the Miser's Effects.

THE RAKE'S PROGRESS. PLATE I.

THE YOUNG HEIR TAKES POSSESSION OF THE MISER
1

3

EFFECTS.

From the Original Picture by Hogarth.

Engraved by T. S. Engleheart. Jones Sf C. Temple of the Muses, Finsbui y

Square, London. [ 1 73,
!

]

THIS engraving is a copy from the first state of that which is described ; s

(No. l.), with the same title and date, No. 2158. It was prepared to illustra e
" The Works of William Hogarth ;

in a series of Engravings", &c., by the Re .

John Trusler; London, 1833 ;
an impression faces p. 11.

With the publication line taken out, this plate was used again to illustra e

"The Complete Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. J. Trusler, ail

E. F. Roberts
; London, no date (7855- i.)> where an impression faces p. 80.

5r X 4| '" Brit - MUS. Library, 561. b. 2 .
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2168. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate I. (No. n.)
The young Heir takes possession of the Miser's Effects.

THE RAKE'S PROGRESS.

The Rake's Inheritance.

[After Hogarth.] [ 1 735]

THIS woodcut is a copy from the design described as (No. 1 .), with the same
title and date, No. 2 1 58. It was prepared to illustrate

" The Penny Magazine ",

1 834 ;
an impression occurs on p. 576.

6| X 5f. in. Brit. Mus. Library, 2093. e.

2169. Two GROUPS FROM "A RAKE'S PROGRESS," Plate I. A.
The young Heir takes possession of the Miser's Effects.

Nach Hogarth von Riepenhausen gest. [1735]

THIS engraving comprises half-length figures of,
"

l", Sarah Young, the girl who
is weeping ;

" 2 ", her mother, who is scolding
"
3 ", the young heir, T. Rakewell

;

all in the above-named design, No. 2 1 58. Also "
4 ", the head and shoulders of

the tailor who is measuring
"
3
"

for a pair of breeches, and,
"
5 ", the lawyer

who is writing at the table and stealing money.
It is one of a series of illustrative fragments from Hogarth's works, and,

above the design, marked "
A", and "

l ".

2 X 3 in.

2170. FIGURES FROM "A RAKE'S PROGRESS". Plate I.,

&c.

Tom. 6. PI. 342.

[After Hogarth.] [1735]

THIS engraving in outline, slightly shaded, was prepared to illustrate
" L'Art de

connaitre lea Hommes par la Physionomie ", par Graspard Lavater; Paris, 1807,
vi. facing p. 241. See "

Figures from 'A Harlot's Progress', Plates IV. & VI.",

&c., No. 2090, which contains descriptions of other portions of designs by
Hogarth comprised on this plate.

The portion from " A Rake's Progress", Plate T., is a half-length figure of

Sarah Young's mother, see the title,
" Plate I. (No. 1.)", No. 2158.

6|- X 8i in. Brit. Mus. Library, 721. 1. 6.

2171.

HE COMES INTO THE POSSESSION OF HIS FATHERS
ESTATE. (No. i.)

A Plagiary on Hogarth's design for "A Rake's Pro-

gress ". Plate I.

[1735]

THIS engraving represents the interior of the Miser's room, and is similar to that

described in "A Rake's Progress ", Plate I. (No. 1.), No. 2158. The young
heir stands in the middle of the composition, the tailor is at his side and adjusts

III. I
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the sleeve of the coat on his employer's left arm, while, with his right arm ex-

tended, the Rake holds a handful of coins towards the weeping girl, who, with a

handkerchief in one hand, produces before him a wedding ring. Her

mother, a lean old woman, in a patched petticoat, wearing an apron with very

large pockets, and carrying keys, scissors and a pincushion at her girdle, adjures

the Rake to perform his promise to her daughter, producing a letter with,
" but

after his Death may Heaven renounce me if I dont make you my Lawfull Wife

my Dearest lam Eternally Yours Ramble Gripe
"

;
the old woman holds also what

is probably a copy of verses :

" Dedi Lovely Ann". The girl lets fall an

envelope of a letter, directed,
" For Mrs

. Ann Love These ".

In the foreground a smith is at work, forcing open a chest
;
another chest is

already open, and appears full of coins
;

an iron strong-box is close to these.

On the floor lie numerous kitchen utensils, a lantern, frying-pan, salt-box, ladle,

gridiron, candlestick with a tinder-box beneath it, dish, cinder-shovel
;
likewise

candles, spits, forks, snuffers, knives, spoons, &c. An almost starved cat, stands near

these articles. An open closet contains a coat, wig, hat, pair of boots, pistols?,

two swords, and a walking-stick. A man, who, standing on a ladder, is busy

putting funeral hangings round the walls of the room, has come on a hoard of

plate and money, some of which, including a glove from which coins escape;,

spoons, and a watch, fall to the floor. The fireplace, which seems to have

been long siisused, now has a sulky fire in the grate. The lid of a. coffin

leans against one side of the chimney piece, on the coffin plate is
"

S" Positive

Gripe Dyed Dccemb". 27 1734. Aged 76". A few books are on a shelf

over the closet, one of these is marked " Interest Table ". On the wall behind

the girl hang two prints, respectively entitled and representing
" The Prodigal

Son going from his carefull father ", and " The Prodigal Son ivasting his suit-

stance on Harlots". The escutcheon, which is often repeated on the funeril

hangings, bears, gules, three save-alls, parti per chevron, sable. On a table ne ir

the open closet are, a bag of money marked "4000", another bag of money, i,n

inkstand-dish, coins, and two papers respectively inscribed " Memorandums At
a Collection for y

e Church repairs Iput my bad half Crown into y
e Plate 8f took

out 2 good Shillings Mem: To Consult my neeghbowr Puzzle Cause about

cutting off my Graceless Son Ramble with a Shilling.", and " The worth of a Pen.iy
or a Caution to keep Mony Recommended to y

e Perusal of all Families that wou Id

be out of Dept in these hard times"

Below the design verses in four columns have been engraved ;
so far as

these now remain below this impression, they are as follows :

(Fare)" well Old Gripe ! thy Work is done

graceless Son "

* * * *
" Did's thou for this, to heap up pelf,

Oppress the Poor & Starve thy Self?"

* * * *
" No signs of Grief his looks express,
While Stich tries on the mourning dress."

* * * *
" See Vulcan comes, to force the Locks,
Of ev'ry Coffer, Chest, and Box.

(Ea)ch Hole produces Bags."

There is a copy from this print, described here as (No. 2.), with the sa ne

title and date, No. 2172.
There is so much similarity between this design and that by Hogarth, Plat I.

of " A Rake's Progress ", that the work now in view may be supposed to t ; a

plagiary on the latter
; the motives of the two are almost identical, : nd
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the compositions are to a considerable extent alike. The adaptation has been

made with much . skill, and the engraving is superior to that common in

plagiaries. Hogarth himself, see the advertisement quoted from "The London

Daily Post Boy ", June 14, 1 735, in " A Rake's Progress", Plate I., No. 2 1 58, as

above, explains how plagiaries of this kind were produced ; intending pirates
went to his house and saw the pictures in order to issue the piratical versions

before the artist's own prints were published. Hogarth delayed the publication
of the latter until the Act of Parliament, called "

Hogarth's Act", could have

legal effect
;
see "A Rake's Progress", Plate I. (No. 1.) as above, the note on

the publication line, and an alteration in the date of the same, the probable
occasion for this alteration. See on this subject "A Plagiary on Hogarth's

design for ' A Rake's Progress', Plate II." No. 2 1 84.
The execution of this print is superior to that of the copy from it

which is referred to above. It would seem, as a copy was made from it, that

this must have been a successful plagiary. See the series enumerated with the

entry having the same title (No. 2.), No. 2172; "He revels", &c. same

date, and
" He and his drunken Companions ", &c. (No. 1

.), No. 2 1 86
;
these have

something in common with the pi'int now in question,
" Ramble Gripe

"
being

the chief character in all three designs. That is not the name of the Rake in

the poem styled "The Rake's Progress", 1735. This book did not refer to

this plagiary, but, from characteristics common to both, it seems that the series

to which (No. 2.) with this title belongs illustrated that book. No doubt one

of the series in which " Ramble Gripe
"

appears is that to which the following
advertisement from "The Whitehall Evening Post" for June 21, 1735
referred,

" Just Published, curiously designed and engraved by the best Artists,

Eight Prints of the Progress of the Rake exemplified, in the Life of Ramble

Gripe, Esq. Son and Heir of Sir Positive Gripe. Printed for H. Overton with-

out Newgate, Tho. Bowles in St. Paul's Church-yard, John King in the Poultry,
and John Bowles in Cornhill, price Eight Shillings."

"
Esq

r
. Ramble" is the name mentioned in "A Plagiary", &c., Plate VI.,

1735- "P- Gr-" are the initials on the plate chest in Hogarth's design of

Plate I., the letters probably indicated the artist's first intention to stlye the

miser " Positive Gripe", names adopted in the plagiary.
1 2 X 9 in -

2172. HE COMES INTO THE POSSESSION OF HIS FATHER'S
ESTATE. (No. 2.)

A Copy from a Plagiary on Hogarth's design for
" A

Rake's Progress", Plate I., No. 2171.
[1735]

THIS engraving is a copy from that described as (No. 1.), with the same title

and date, No. 2171. The title, if it ever existed there, has been cut from below

the design, likewise the verses. The execution of this copy is inferior to that

of its original ;
the works may be distinguished by means of the engraving of the

inside of the open closet door, which, in the original, is carefully hatched
;
in the

copy irregular and carelessly drawn lines serve the desired purpose.
It appears that this print is the first of a series of copies from the plagiaries

on Hogarth's designs for " A Rake's Progress ", of which latter that described as

No. 2171, is the sole example at present to be found in the Print Room.
The series of copies to which the present work belongs is probably that

published with "The RAKE'S PROGRESS; or, the Humours of Drury Lane.

A POEM. In Eight CANTOS. In Hudibrastick Verse. Being the Ramble of a
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Modern OXONIAN
;

which is a Compleat KEY l to the Eight Prints lately

published by the Celebrated Mr. Hogarth. London. Printed for J. CHETTWOOD,
and Sold at Inigo Jones's Head against Exeter- Change in the Strand. (Price Is.)

1735"' There is a copy of this book in the Print Room. A second edition of

it appeared. In the account of " A Rake's Progress ", Plate I., No. 2 1 58, it will

be seen that Hogarth took advantage of the publication of this series of his works

to issue a poetical explanation by Dr. John Hoadly. The poem of " The Rake's

Progress
" mentioned above, as published by Chettwood, so far as it relates to

this print, is as follows :

" Now view the Youth's first darling Scene,
The Taylor, Lawyer, all convene,

Ope burst the Trunks, the Bags confus'd

All dusty lie, the Bonds perus'd.
Old Shoes by weight of Iron sold,

More precious to his Sire than Gold :

For Miser's in the Midst of Wealth,
But eat and drink as 'twere by Stealth.

Knowing not how to use their Store,

Their Plenty only starves 'em more
;

A thirsty Wretch on th' River's Brink.

See next to Light his Wardrobe brought,
His Wigs, a Boot, and only Coat,

The Swords with which in Charles's Days,
At Finsbury he fought for Praise,

That knew as well to take a Life,

As cut up Pudding, or Roast Beef.

His Sticks that for ten Years and more,
His feeble sickly Carcase bore,

His fox skin Cap lies on the Shelf,

(The Fox, when young he caught himself.)
The Jack releas'd from wonted Duty,
Had long lain up to save its Beauty :

A good old Dame, his constant Friend,
Who long had kept him warm behind.

Tom found all these in 's Father's Hoard,
And bags that Thousands wou'd afford.

The Taylor came to take his Measure
And Tom his Sables views with Pleasure.

Sally, who now look'd round ith' Waist,
The Youth to Town from Oxford chas'd,

The Ring and broken Sixpence shews,
And claims Performance of his Vows.

Why look ye, Sail, reply'd the Youth,
That I did promise you is Truth,

(At which the Lawyer watch'd his Eyes,
And of a Handful made a Prize

;

'Tis hard this Scandal to reveal,

But the World says Lawyers will steal.)
But I have chang'd yet do not fear,

I'll give thee fifty Pound a Year,

1 That this book describes the series of copies here in question appears 1 y
certain details given in the entry describing

" A Plagiary on Hogarth's design ',

&c. of " Plate V." &c. 1735.
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And now and then I'll see thee, Sail.

("Tis always so with Men of Quail.)

See here you Villain, ery'd the Dame,"
* * * *

" But streight a Handful right apply'd,

This furious Lady's Weapon ty'd,

That Anodye soon made her wiser
;

She thought it Prudence to comply, Sir," &c.

A similar book to
" The Rake's Progress ", mentioned above is

" Tom
K-g's", &c. 1 738 (11633. e-) J

see "
Frontispiece to ' Tom K-gV ", 1 738"

I2i X 9 in.

2173.

A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate II. (No. i.)

Surrounded by Artists and Professors.

Invented Sfc by W"1
. Hogarth Sf Published According to Act of Parliament

June if. 25. 1 735. Plate 2
d
. [1735]

THIS engraving shows the progress of the yotmg gentleman who inherited the

estate of his father, a miser, see the same title and date, Plate I. (No. l.), No.
21 58. It represents the interior of a room just after the rising of Thomas Rake-

well, and during the attendance of his clients and flatterers. He stands a little on

our right of the middle of the design, wearing slippers, stockings, dressing-coat,
and night-cap, and in the act of reading a letter which has been brought by
a truculent-looking man of beyond the middle age who now stands behind him,
and professes devotion to his service by pressing one hand on his breast, with

the other clutching his sword-hilt. Rakewell has read the letter and turns as if

to acknowledge the presence of the bearer, who looks fiercely with one eye
visible under the flap of his laced cocked hat. The letter is

" Sr
. the Cap', is a

Man of Honour, his Sword may Serve you y
rt

. TP". Stab ".

Behind the "
Captain

"
stands a man blowing on a French horn, and, before this

group, kneels ajockey in a riding cap and boots, jacket and breeches, this man holds

on his knee a large silver bowl, on which are engraved a racing horse and its rider,

and the inscription
" Won atEpsom Silly Tom ". A French dancing master hold-

ing his kit and bow, capers on the Rake's right, in front ; he wears a huge bag to

his wig, carries a little cocked hat under one arm and, pointing his toes outwards,
minces in his movements. Behind the Frenchman is a sturdy person, with a half

contemptuous look on his heavy features, he is a landscape-gardener and holds a
" Garden Plan ". Next to the dancing master appears a teacher of fencing with

the short sword, displaying his skill in making a thrust towards the front of the

design. Between the teachers of dancing and fencing is the figure of a stalwart

quarter-staff" player leaning with arms folded about his staves, and watching the

movements of his fellow athlete.

The extreme left of the foreground is occupied by a large harpsichord, which

is inscribed "/. Mahoan Fecit", and the figure of a gentleman, seated in front of

the instrument, his back being towards the spectator, his wig only appears, not

his head or face
;

his left hand is on the key-board of the harpsichord, with his

right he is about to turn a leaf of the music-book which lies on the rest before

him. The book is inscribed
" The Rape of the Sabines. a New Opera. Per-

formers Romulos Sen: Fari-Zi.
1

1 Ravisher Sen : Sen-wo.2 2 Ravisher

Sen : Cor ne. 3 Ravisher Sen : Coz-n Sabine Women Sen. Str-dr

1
Farinelli.

2 Senesino.
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Sen. Ne gr Scnra
. Bcr le". Over the back of the chair in which the

musician sits a long scroll of paper extends on the floor
;

it is inscribed " A List

of the rich Presents Signor Farinello the Italian Singer Condescended to Accept

of y
e
English Nobility Sf Gentry for one Nights Performance in the Opera

Artaxerses A pair of Diamond Knee Buckles Presented by A Diamond

Ring by A Bank Note enclosed in a Rich Gold Case by A Gold Snuff
box Chace'd with the Story of Orpheus Charming y

e Brutes by T : Rakewell Esq :

loo' 2O 1OO". On the floor near the end of the scroll lies an engraving

representing a man (Farinelli) seated on a pedestal, like an antique divinity, and

with an altar before his feet on which two hearts are burning ; many ladies are

offering burning hearts to the person on the pedestal and exclaiming
" One G d

one Farinelli". This appears to be the engraved title-page of "A Poem dedicated

to T. Rakewell Esq ".

An arch in the wall of the room opens behind the figures and shows an ante-

chamber, lighted by two windows. In this apartment are several persons, com-

prising a bnxom young woman, probably intended for a milliner, with a box in

her arms
;
she is in animated conversation with a man who holds a hat and leans

against the wall. There is also a tailor who has brought a new coat, now hanging
on his arm, for Mr. Rakewell ; aman with a box under his arm has his back towards

us. A young man looks across the room at the milliner. An old man, a poe :,

having a hat with a roll of paper under his arm, and wearing a shabby wi^;,

stands a little apart from his neighbours and reads "
Episle to Rake ". On

the wall of the larger room are three pictures, one represents the Judgmer t

of Paris, the others are portraits of fighting-cocks.
Below the design these verses are engraved :

"
Prosperity (with Horlot's smiles,

Most pleasing, when she most beguiles,)
How soon, Sweet foe, can all thy Train

Of false, gay, frantick, loud & vain,

Enter the unprovided Mind,
And Memory in fetters bind

;

Load faith and Love with golden chain,

And sprinkle Lethe o're the Brain ?

Pleasure on her silver Throne

Smiling comes, nor comes alone;

Venus moves with her along ;

And smooth Lyseus, ever young,
And in their Train, to fill the Press,
Come apish Dance, and swolen Excess,
Mechanic Honour, vicious Taste,
And fashion in his changing Vest". 1

The fighting
"
Captain

"
is described as an anonymous character. The fenci) g

master was Dubois, then famous in his craft: he was killed, May 1O, 1734, by n

Irishman of the same name, and likewise a fencing master. " The Daily Post '',

May 1 1
,
states

"
Yesterday, between 2 and 3 in the afternoon, a duel was foug it

in Mary-le-bone fields between Mr. Dubois a Frenchman, and Mr. Dubois n

Irishman, both fencing masters, the former of whom was run through the bod- ;

but walked a considerable way from the place ;
and is now under the han Is

of an able surgeon, who has great hopes of his recovery". His death is record 'd

as having taken place on the 22nd of the same month. The (lancing master 1 is
]

been said to be Essex (?) The man with the staves is Figg the prize-fighte ,

2

1 These verses are by Dr. John Hoadly, and were written at Hogarth's reque t,

see
" A Rake's Progress ", Plate I. (No. l.), No. 21 58.
2 The face of this figure is believed to have been engraved by Hogarth.
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who died in 1 734, and was said to have been introduced in "A Midnight Modern
Conversation", by Hogarth; see this title, (No. 1.), No. 2122. The gardener
is Briclgeman, who was well known at this time. It has been said that the

figure of the seated musician was intended for a portrait of Handel, but that is

very improbable, as the form does not resemble his. The inscription on the scroll

occurs again in "The Opera House", No. 2148. For Farinelli see the

references which are given with "Farinelli", 1737. For Senesino, see "The
Stage Medley", No. 1 806. The blasphemous inscription on the print which lies

on the floor is said to have been uttered by a lady at a public entertainment to

express her rapture in the castrate's singing ;
see " The Daily Journal ", June 6,

1735) p. l col. 1, for a sonnet " On a Raptur'd Lady".
For the history of "A Rake's Progress", see that title, Plate I., (No. l.),

No. 2158. For further elucidations of the subject of this design, see the same

title, Plate II. (No. 2.), No. 2 1 74, and " A Plagiary on Hogarth's design for
' A Rake's Progress' ", Plate II., No. 2 1 84. See likewise " The Rake's Levee ",

No. 2185.
There are two states of this plate, 1 . in which the word "

Harlot's", in the

first verse below the design is spelt
"
Horlot's", as above

;
2. in which the spelling

of this word has been corrected. There are also less distinct changes in the second

state.

This plate in the second state, having" been much worn and worked on, was
used for " The Works of William Hogarth, from the original Plates restored by
James Heath, Esq. R.A." ; London, no date (1751. d.)

15^ X 12f i.

2174. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate II. (No. 2.)

Surrounded by Artists and Professors.

ATTENDED BY HIS LEVEE IN LONDON.

Published with the consent of M". Wm
. Hogarth by T. Bakewell according to

Act of Parliament July \13$. Plate 2d. [l?35]

THIS engraving is a copy, reduced, from that which is described as (No. l
.), with

the same title and date, No. 2173.
Below the design the following verses are engraved :

" To recompense the Sire's continu'd Fast,

Behold the Son commence a Man of Tast !

See various Artists claim his morning Hours,
The soft Musician charms wth Musick's Pow'rs,

His foppish Airs the nimble Dancer shews,

The Jockey boasts his steed, the Bard his muse
;

A Sage, in Mystries of Vertumnus skill'd,

Plans into Gardens each paternal Field,

The Fencer shews t'evade or give the Wound,
The jolly Huntsman tempts w

th Horn & Hound,
With Sword & Soul the Bully vows to serve him,
The Drift of all's the same to fleece & starve him."

With ornamental side borders, printed from separate plates, this plate was
used again, the publication line given above being removed, and the following
added :

" Published wih
y

e
consent of M**. Hogarth, by Henry Parker, at N". 82 in

Cornhill ; March 25, 1768."

Compared with the original the proportion of this plate has been reduced in

height, the upper margin touching the top of the arch.
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See the description of the first plate of this series of copies, as published by

T. Bakewell, Plate I. (No. 2.), No. 2159-
The first issue, 1 if X 8 in.

The second issue, 1 3f X 8- in.

2175. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate II. (No. 3.)

Surrounded by Artists and Professors.

ATTENDED BY HIS LEVEE IN LONDON.

Invented fr Painted by Wm
. Hogarth. [1735]

THIS engraving is a copy from that described as (No. 1.), with the same title and-

date, No. 21 73. Below the design are engraved the first four lines of the verses

which are quoted with the entry describing BakewelTs copy of the original, s,ee

the same title and date (No. 2.), No. 2174.
1

This print is one of a series of copies from Hogarth's works, originally pub-
lished by Robert Sayer, see the same title and date, Plate III. (No. 3.).

There is an impression of the same plate, very much worked on, as republished,

with the second publication line as given with the same title and date, Plate HE.

(No. 3.). The publication lines of both issues have been cut off in the respective

copies of Plate II. (No. 3.) here in question. See " The Gate of Calais
"
(No.

2.), 1749.
104- x 6 in.

2176. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate II. (No. 4.)

Surrounded by Artists and Professors.

[After Hogarth.]
Corbould $ Dent sc 2 [ 1 735]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the sanw

title and date, No. 2173. It was prepared to illustrate "Hogarth Moralized'

(by the Rev. J. Trusler) ; London, 1768, on p. 21.

It was used again for
"
Hogarth Illustrated ", by John Ireland

; London

1791 ;
vol. i. (7854- ff.), facing p. 31.

3 X 2|- in. Brit. Mus. Library (Grenville), 2585

2177. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate II. (No. 5.)

Surrounded by Artists and Professors.

14. W. Hogarth inv. Sf pinx 1735- [Engraved by Riepenhausen.]
^2. [1735:

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. i .), with the sam<

title and date, No. 2173. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichtenberg'
"
Erklarung der Hogarthischen ", &c., Gottingen, 1794-1816, in which series i

is No. 14.

It may be distinguished from other copies by the absence of a marginal lini

about the engraved portion of the plate, and by the presence of the numbe
"

14", in the upper corner, on our left.

8 X 7 in. Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. 11
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2178. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate II. (No. 6.)

Surrounded by Artists and Professors.

PI. II.

Designed by W. Hogarth Engraved by T. Cook

Published June l
rt

. 1796 by G. G. &f J. Robinson, Paternoster Row London.

[1735]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. l.), No. 2173.
Below the design are engraved the verses of Dr. John Hoadly, as quoted

with (No. 1.), as above.

It is comprised in "
Hogarth Restored. The Whole Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth", &c. " Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook" ; London, 1806.

15 X 12^ in.

2179. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate II. (No. 7.)

Surrounded by Artists and Professors.

RAKE'S PROGRESS.

Hogarth pinx
1
. T. Cook sculp'. Published by Longman, Hurst, Rees, Sf

Orme, Novr
. 1

s
'. 1806. [i?35]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same
title and date, No. 2173. It was prepared to illustrate "The Genuine Works
of William Hogarth", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens

;
vol. i. 1808, in which

volume an impression follows p. 66.

With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer 2 ", this plate was used

again for " The Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; Lon-

don, 1821, vol. i. (1751. b.)

There is a late state of this plate in which the whole has been re-worked.

6 x 4|- in.

2180. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate II. (No. 8.)

Surrounded by Artists and Professors.

RAKE'S PROGRESS. N. 2.

PL. XX. Hogarth del' D. B. Pyet sculp
1

London, Published as the Act
directs by Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row. [^735]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same
title and date, No. 2173. It was prepared to illustrate

" The Works of William

Hogarth", &c., by Thomas Clerk; London, 1810, vol. i., where an impression
faces p. 88.

With the second title placed below the design, the engraver's name taken

out, this plate was used again for " The Works of William Hogarth ", London,

1837, vol. i., where an impression faces p. 88.

4i X 3f "* Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k. 24.
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2181. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate II. (No. 9.)

Surrounded by Artists and Professors.

THE RAKE'S PROGRESS. PL. 2.

[After Hogarth.]
W. H. Watt, sc. Published by John Major, 50, Fleet Street, Jany

. 1, 1831.

[1735]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. l .), with the same

title and date, No. 2173. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth Moralized",

by the Rev. Dr. Trusler; London, 1831 ;
an impression'faces p. 26.

3f X 2f-
in.

2182. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate II. (No. 10.)

Surrounded by Artists and Professors.

THE RAKE'S PROGRESS. PLATE 2.

SURROUNDED BY ARTISTS & PROFESSORS.

From the Original Picture by Hogarth.

Engraved by C. Armstrong. Jones $ C". Temple of the Muses. Finsbury

Square, London. [1735]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. l.), with the same

title and date, No. 2173. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works of William

Hogarth; in a Series of Engravings", &c., by the Rev. John Trusler; London,

1833; an impression faces p. 13.

With the publication line taken out, this plate was used again to illustrate
" The Complete Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. J. Trusler, ami

E. F. Roberts; London, no date (7855. i.), where an impression faces p. 83.
6 X 4|- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 2'?.

2183. GROUPS FROM "A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate II". B.

Surrounded by Artists and Professors.

[After Hogarth; engraved by Riepenhausen.] [i?3 ]

THIS engraving comprises busts of " 6" the "
Captain" who offers his services o

the young heir,
"

7 ", the heir himself,
" 8

"
the dancing-master,

"
9
"
the quarte

-

staff player, and "
l O ", the fencing-master ;

all in the above-named design, N >.

2173.
It is one of a series of illustrative fragments from Hogarth's works, an 1,

above the design, marked " B ".

2 X 3 in.

A PLAGIARY ON HOGARTH'S DESIGN FOR "A RAKE'S PRO-

GRESS", Plate II., No. 2173.
Surrounded by Artists and Professors.

[1730

THIS engraving is
evidently

a plagiary on the work by Hogarth which is nam d

above, and belongs to the series referred to in " He comes into the Possession >f

'
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his Father's Estate" (No. 2.), No. 2172. It differs considerably from the

original design. There is no arch in the background, the three pictures on the

wall represent, on our left, a hunting scene
;

in the middle Hogarth's
" A Mid-

night Modern Conversation
"

;
on our right, a party of men assembled about a

circular table, on which two cocks are fighting.

The characters in the room appear to have been designed by one who had had

but limited opportunities for studying Hogarth's work, they bear but a broad

resemblance to it, either in respect to the incidents represented, the general

composition, or the attitudes of the personages.
1 The Rake stands in conversa-

tion with the "
Captain ", who is in front of and not behind his patron, and holds

a paper, he does not offer to draw his sword ; the Rake holds a purse, from which

he takes money for the "
Captain", not a letter of introduction which the latter

has brought. A young woman, the Rake's mistress, stands on his right, and

wears a dressing-gown which shows a large extent of her person ;
she is choosing

lace or gloves from a box held by a mercer. The singer appears between and

behind these two. The dancing-master is placed similarly to the like person in

Hogarth's design, but his dress differs, his attitude is not the same, though it is

such as memory might enable the copyist to produce, without having the original

before him
;
the dancer's face is in three-quarters view to our left, not in profile

to our right, as in Hogarth's composition. The fencing-master stands in the back

5W of the design, not in front. The harpsichord is placed still more in the rear,

id the performer stands, not sits, at this instrument of music. On the other side of

ic Rake, the single-stick player has place, and stands, as in the original, in the

Background, and with folded arms. The figure of the horn-player has not been

epeated, but in its place a cockfighter is introduced, a lean man, who has one

ck in a large black bag, another on his arm. The jockey carries his bowl and

rhip ;
he is not kneeling, but walks hastily towards the Rake. On a chair

on our left lie portions of a masquerade dress, near these, on the floor, is a mask,
cewise a paper marked " A BALL,'".

It is probable that this is one of the prints published with the poem styled
The Rake's Progress", see "He comes into the Possession of his Fathers

state", (No. 2.), No. 2172 ;
the verses in the poem, so far as they refer to

ie subject of this design, are as follows :

" Our Hero turns a Man of Taste,

Fools, Fops, and Knaves of every Kind
Assemble all t' improve his Mind

;

"

" Each Science to his Wishes yields,

And straight, to show his Taste, he builds,

The Fencers Art he next essays,

Sir, I'm the Man the Small Sword plays :

I'll push, Sir, to a Breadth of Hair,
Or touch your Button, have a Care.

The Fencer crys my Science scan,

Zounds, Sir, I've kill'd my Man !

Then daily at the Foil he sweats,

And tedious Lessons oft repeats ;

Until the Bully shews his Sword,
A recommended by my Lord.

1 See an advertisement, quoted from "The London Daily Post", June 27,

1735, in " A Rake's Progress", Plate I. (No. 1.), No. 2158, where this matter

is referred to.
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Sir, you a handsome Figure be,
~|

But are unskill'd in moving free.

O ! dear Sir, fine ! but look on me !

The Dancer thus, if you would move,
On Nature's better Gift improve,
To lead the Dance to some soft Strain,

And give each wond'ring Fair one Pain.

Fa, la, la, 'tis just from France;
I saw young Lewis in this Dance.

Behind the Gard'ner brings his Plan,

'Tis new as I'm an honest Man.

Next he does costlier Views embrace,

And Jockies lead him to the Race.

Now at Newmarket takes the Course,

And spends a Fortune on a Horse.

Now Vulgar Pleasures move him most,

And he at Siblis' rules the Roast.

And well he knows who's wrong and right

For Fig himself taught him to fight.

But Music next his Bosom warms,
And heavenly Farinelli 1 charms.

One God, one Songster he'll confess,
2

But of the two, thinks the first less.

He scorns to be by ought out-done,

And pays the tributary Loan.

On all Things Foreign much he doats,

And hums each Morning o'er his Notes.

See him amidst the admiring Throng
Forego all Pleasures for a Song.
No wonder that the Ladies pay,

They take it out another Way".
* * * *
"
Strange that the Loss of all our Store

Should make us able to do more ".

* * * *

" Now Painting does his Thoughts allure ".

* * * *

" Each Morn his Tradesman round him press,
To form complete his Air and Dress,
The needy Poets to him throng,
With Dedication, Ode, and Song.
A Guinea makes him wise and good,
Another born of noble Blood", &c.

121 X 9^ in.

2185.
THE EAKE'S LEVEE

C. Mosley Sculp According to Act of Parliam1
. Sepf. 7, 1751. [l?3>]

THIS engraving represents the interior of a young man's bedroom, in the bac c-

ground is a large bed, through an opening in the curtains of which a woman is

1 For Farinelli, see "
Farinelli", 1 737.

2 Sec " A Rake's Progress",
" Plate II.", No. 2173.
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seen lying, half naked. The Rake is in front, in a dishevelled dress, and stretch-

ing his body with arms above his head. A tailor advances to him, and, making
an obsequious bow, presents a very long bill. A barber is opening a case of

razors. A lewd-looking young woman, a milliner, carrying a box, is subject to

the familiarity of a heavy-faced man in a laced cocked hat
;

he chucks her

under the chin, and lifts the brim of her hat. Another man admires his own
features as reflected in a mirror. At a cupboard in the wall of the room a

ragged man-servant is slyly drinking from a glass. On a table lie
"E : Rochester's

Poems ", and a picture of "
Ve(n)us Sf Bacchus", a snuff-box with a medallion

inside the lid, two bottles of medicine, and two large pill-boxes. A dog carries

off between his teeth a woman's muff.

Below the design these lines are engraved :

" Just such a Figure does y
e
Rake,

When risen in a Morning, make.

Snip shews his Bill, & Money prays,
And Scrape y

e Barber opes his Case.

While Sally Trip, y
e MuTners Maid,

Hopes that her Mistress may be paid.
The Beau there views his ugly Face,
And fancies it has ev'ry Grace.

Sharp, when behind his Master's back,
Will in his Cordials have a Snack.

Such is the Company you See,

Honour the Rake at his Levee."

The idea of designing this print was, no doubt, promoted by Hogarth's
" A

te's Progress", Plate II.
;
see No. 2173.

There is an impression on the margin of which is written " From a painting

Hogarth's".

13| X 9.

2l86.

AND HI8 DRUNKEN COMPANIONS RAISE A RIOT
IN OOVENT GARDEN. (No. I.)

[1735]

THE design of this engraving appears to have been intended for a series similar to

lat of Hogarth's
" A Rake's Progress" ;

it represents a street-row between rakes

quarrelsome debauchees, and the watch. It belongs to the series described as
" He Revels ", &c. 1735, but there is no design of such a subject by Hogarth.

The scene is Covent Garden, with the sun-dial on the pillar, as in " The
ce's Rendez-vous", 1735-

1 The church, having the clock in the pediment,
nth its motto " Sic TRANSIT GLORIA MUNDA"

;
the piazza, and the streets

djacent are shown. A fight is waged between the watchmen and others, and

rakes, one of whom,
"
Young Ramble "

(Gripe), as described below, is the

chief character hi the series to which this and its fellow designs belong. On our left

of the disturbers has seized a woman and hurries her away, screaming and

1 This print shows the pillar in question as a Corinthian column surmounted

by a square block, on the two visible upright faces of which are sun-dials
;
the

whole terminates in a globe. See likewise " Dr. Rock's Political Speech", &c.

1743 ; and, for a view of Covent Garden at that date,
" The Gentleman's Maga-

zine", 1749, facing p. 521.
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crying for help ;
his neighbour, armed with a long stick, which has at one end a

carved human head, and is such as footmen carried at this period and later, has

knocked down a watchman and now energetically kicks the falling man ;
another

watchman, armed with a long staff, combats a rake, whose wig has fallen off,

and who uses a drawn sword. Next to this group stands a man wearing a sort of

dressing-gown or loose robe of plaid, he seems to be a "
midnight magistrate ", and

not a watchman
;
on the staff-end are emblazoned the royal arms and those of

the City of London.1 One of the rioters has, sword in hand, attempted to

capture a lady from her husband ; the latter, shouting for help, is about to draw

his sword in her defence. Another rioter has surprised a girl and kissed her ;

a woman, seized by one of his companions, turns suddenly round on the man
and scratches his face

;
a man is ringing a bell, two boys stand grinning at the

uproar and hold their links for the service of the combatants. One watchman

sprawls on the ground near the front, another is rubbing his left arm to allay

the pain caused by a blow from a staff. Lanterns, staves, hats, and a wig lie on

the pavement.
Below the design the following verses are engraved :

"
Young Ramble, without wit or dread

Does now a drunken party head,

They Sally forth, and scowr the street

And play the Devil with all they meet,

Swagger and Swear and Riots make
And Windows Lamps and Lanthorns break,
Make all that dare oppose them fly,

And Midnight majistrates defy,
On mischief bent, there's not a man

Among them, but does all he can
;

Streets, Alleys, Lanes, a hundred past,

To Covent Garden come at last.

There we present 'em to your sight.

And shew their madness in its height ;

See Ramble, tho' he Risks his life

Will from the Husband force the Wife.

As rudely his Companions treat

All that in Petticoats they meet.

The Women Struggle, Scream and Scratch

Loud swear the men In comes the Watch
Alarm'd by the outrageous Noise

And fall upon the Roaring Boys,
2

Uplifted Staves, drawn Swords oppose
And Stabs, are well repaid with blows."

There is a copy from this design ; see the same title and date (No. 2.), 1 o.

2187 ;
see also the remarks on copies of plagiaries on Hogarth's works, wh ch

are included in the entry
" He comes into the Possession of his Fath -rs

Estate
"

(No. 1
.), same date, No. 2171; work belonging to the same sei ies

with that here in question,
" Ramble Gripe

"
being the chief character in bo h

;

1 This appears to be the man designated in "He revels", &c. 1755,
as " the Informer", a staff exactly resembling that here in view is be ng
hacked by

" Half Drunk Kate ", and this article is evidently one of the sp >ils

of a street row.
2 An old term for rioters of this kind, see " The Copie of a Letter s ;nt

from The Roaring Boyes ", No. 259.
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"He revels", &c. same date, is also of the same series. "'Squire Ramble"
is mentioned in

" A Plagiary", &c. " Plate VI.", 1735.
The subject of this design is not described in the poem styled

" The Rake's

Progress", see "He comes", &c. (No. 2.), No. 2172.
Hi x 6 in.

2187. HE AND HIS DRUNKEN COMPANIONS RAISE A RlOT IN

COVENT GARDEN. (No. 2.)

[1735]

THIS engraving is a copy, enlarged from, and inferior to the print described with

the same title and date (N"o. 1.), No. 21 86. This impression has no verses, nor

any title engraved below it. The perspective of the background has been

altered, being parallel to the plane of the design ;
the facade of the church is

very incorrectly drawn, the dial is not given, only one half of the piazza is shown.

It appears to belong to the series of which " A Plagiary on Hogarth's design
for 'A Rake's Progress,' Plate II.", No. 2184, is a member; see that entry.

It appears probable that the series of versions of " A Rake's Progress
"

to

which the prints above named belonged, were copies from another series of

versions, plagiaries, or piracies on Hogarth's works, see No. 2172.

2l88.

A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate III. (No. i.)

The Tavern Scene.

Invented, Painted, Engraved, Sf Published by Wn
. Hogarth June y* 25,

1735, According to Act of Parli"ment. Plate 3. [!735]

THIS engraving shows the progress of Thomas Rakewell, see " A Rake's

Progress", Plate I. and Plate II., Nos. 2158 and 2173. It represents in angular

perspective the interior of a large room in a tavern, the walls of which are

decorated with pictures of seven of the Caesars' busts, the face of Nero only
remains

;
the pictures have been hung as follows : from our left, 1 . a portrait

without a name. 1 2. "AUGUSTUS". 3.
" NERO". 4."TiTUS". 5. "OTHO".

6.
" ViTELlUS"1

. 7.
" VssPATlANUS" . There are also on the wall a broken

mirror, with candles burning before it, and a map
" TOTUS MUNDUS", Or a

Map of the World " A girl, being very much intoxicated, and standing on

a chair, tries to set fire to the World, or map, by means of a candle.

In the middle of the room is a large table bearing bottles, drinking glasses,

pieces of fruit, &c. About the table are seated seven young harlots, who
have assembled with the Rake and one of his companions; one of the

women, a fair girl with soft eyes, ringlets, and a child-like face, caresses the

latter as he stands by her chair on the further side of the table. She puts one

arm round his neck, thus tilting off his wig and exposing his shaven head
;

he fondles her neck. At the right and left of this pair two harlots are

quarrelling violently, one spurts a jet of liquor from her mouth past the

caressing pair right into the face of her antagonist, a plump young woman, with

frizzed hair, a full bust all bared, and a turned-up nose, who threatens her assailant

The portrait of Julius Caesar, see below.
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with a clenched fist and knife. The girl who contumeliously uses" her neigh-

bour is much younger than the latter, has dark hair, wears a necklace, her

bust is not much exposed ;
she clasps with both hands a spirit bottle, from which

the ejected liquor has been taken. Another woman, who occupied the chair

next on our left to the last-named harlot, has risen to take part in the action

of the next group, which comprises the Rake and a young woman with dark

hair, and patches on her face : her bosom is freely displayed, the pinners of her

laced cap are fastened above her head and fall on either side ; she sits next to

the Rake and, thrusting her left hand and arm in the bosom of his shirt,

pretends to caress him, while with her right hand passing his watch to the

harlot who has risen from her chair; the watch marks 3 o'clock. The

Rake, who is far advanced in intoxication, grasps a drinking-glass with

tipsy grace, and seems to be singing ;
he has thrown one of his legs on the

knees of the harlot. It appears that he has been engaged in a street brawl,
1

on the ground near his feet are a battered watchman's lantern and a watchman's

staff bearing the arms of the City of London.2 Near Rakewell is a chair with a

broken back. A grinning negress stands behind this group. Also on the floor

is the face and part of the background cut from one of the portraits on the wall rf

the room, it has the inscription
" 1ULIC7S". A pill-box from which the pills

have escaped, and fragments of a shattered wine-glass lie near these. The Rake
has drawn his sword in the fight with the watchman, and afterwards returned the

weapon to his belt, but in doing this he missed the scabbard and thrust the

blade through the pendant part of the belt. A very stout woman sits with her

back towards us, wearing a cape or short cloak, and grasping a wine bottle with

one hand while she drinks from a glass which is held by the other. Next to th\s

woman sits a harlot still wearing her hood while, being very tipsy, she tries 1 o

drink punch from a bowl taken off the table, and, doing so, pours the liquor ov( r

her bosom.

In the remote corner of the room a harper and a trumpeter perform loudly
on their instruments

;
near these, and by the open doorway, stands a drawer, a

man known as
" Leather Coat ", who has a foolish grin on his face

;
he wears lor g

ragged black hair, and holds a candle in one hand and, in the other, a large metil

dish or charger, the polished surface of which reflects the light of the candle. C n

the rim of this utensil are engraved the name and address of the owner :

" Jot n

Bonvine at the Hose Tavern Drury Lane.''
1 Next to this person is a squal d

female street ballad singer, far advanced in pregnancy, singing and holding
;n

one hand the well-known ballad called the " Black loke". Part of the front )f

the design on our right is occupied by the figure of a young woman who is

dressing herself; her chemise being loose, her bust is fully exposed, one leg is

crossed on the knee of its fellow, and she is in the act of pulling up the heel of

the shoe for the raised foot
;
her stocking, by a hole on the calf of the leg, sho1 /s

that it is not a new one, and by the coronet embroidered on the clock that it

formerly belonged to a countess. The pad on which her hair was raised appef rs

on the top of this woman's head
;
she wears a necklace, and, on her face, seve al

black patches ;
her stays and outer robes lie on the floor near her feet

;
wi ;h

these garments is another face torn off a portrait on the wall, together with -, ic

waste of a meal, cut lemons, plates, forks, the body and legs of a fowl, a brok in

walking-stick, and a deep bowl, part of the contents of which, the vessel bei ig

overset, flows over the food. This is the posture-woman, who had been perfor n-

ing obscenely and whirling naked on the table while seated in the metal sal- er

1 See "He and his drunken Companions", &c. (Nos. l. and 2.), Nos. 21 36

and 2187, designs which, though not belonging to Hogarth's series, illustrate
'

this phase of the story.
2 See " He revels ", &c., and " The Rake's Rendez-vous."
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which is now carried away by the serving-man.
1 The open door shows a stair-

case and a waiter descending with a dish in his hands.

Below the design these verses are engraved:

" O Vanity of Youthfull Blood,
So by Misuse to poison Good !

Woman, form'd for Social Love,
Fairest Gift of Powers above !

Source of every Houshold Blessing,
All Charms in Innocence possessing ;

But turn'd to Vice, all Plagues above,
Foe to thy Being, Foe to Love !

Guest Divine to outward viewing,
Abler Minister of Ruin !

And Thou, no less of Gift Divine,

Sweet Poison of Misused Wine !

With Freedom led to every Part,

And secret Chamber of y
e Heart ;

Dost Thou thy friendly Host betray,
And shew thy riotous Gang y

e
way,

To enter in with covert Treason,
O'erthrow the drowsy Guard of Reason,
To ransack the abandon'd Place,

And revel there with wild Excess ?
"

These verses are by the Rev. John Hoadly, see " A Rake's Progress", Plate

I. (No. 1 .), No. 2158. The waiter " Leather Coat ", is stated by J. Nichols and G.

Steevens in " The Genuine Works of William Hogarth", ii. 1810, p. 1 19, to have

been " a noted porter belonging to the Rose Tavern, with a large pewter dish in his

hand, which for many years served as a sign to the shop of a pewterer on Snow-
Hill ". It is further stated that "

Fielding has introduced this Porter under the

name of JLeathersides, into The Covent-Garden Tragedy, acted in 1732".
For further illustrations of this subject see the entries in this Catalogue which

are enumerated above and in the notes to this entry. For the history of the

series of designs to which this plate belongs see " A Rake's Progress ", Plate I.

(No. l.), No. 2158.
There are two states of this plate; 1. which is described above, and 2. in

which several alterations have been made, e.g. the neck of the posture-woman
is lengthened, the shadow under her left breast has been raised, and a portion
of the hair removed from the left side of the head, her features are altered

; the

hat of the Rake has been changed to show the third corner, and his face has

received a shadow from another hat which has been placed on the head of the

girl whom he embraces, instead of the cap she wears in the first state, which is

wholly taken away. The caps of both the quarrelling women have been reduced
in height. The hand of the woman receiving the watch has been changed,
she takes the watch in her palm, not, as in the first state, by means of her fingers.

The picture near the looking-glass, and representing a Caesar without a head, is

altered to a portrait with the name of "PONTAC ". An impression from the plate,

earlier than the former described above, in which the date of the publication line

was " June y*. 24." was in Mr. Wilson's collection
;
the impression described above

1 See for this, and for the alleged names of several of the harlots represented
here, "A Plagiary", &c., on Plate III.A.", No. 2198, and "He revels", &c.

No. 22OO, see likewise "The Rake's Rendez-vous", No. 22O1, and the text of

the versified explanation of the series of designs styled
" The Rake's Progress",

Canto III. pp. 1 8 25, a copy of which is in the Print Room.

III. K
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shows that such an error had been corrected, for the "4" underlies a darker "
5"-

The correction iwas made on account of the "25th" being the date.... on

which the operation of "
Hogarth's Act" began, see the same title and date,

Plate I. (No. i.), No. 2158. This plate, in the second state, having been much
worn and re-worked, Avas used again for " The Works of William Hogarth,
from the original Plates restored by James Heath, Esq. R.A."; London, no date

(1751. d.) See " The Battle of the Pictures", (No. l.), Feb. 28, 1745.
" Pontac's

" was a once well-known French eating-house in Abchurch Lane,
London ; according to De Foe's "Journey through England", i. 175 the place
took its title from that of a President of the Parliament of Bourdeaux " from

whose name the best French clarets were called so
"

;
see also the "

Diary
"

of

Rowland Davis, published by the Camden Society, p. 9 1
;

" Handbook of

London" by P. Cunningham; "Notes and Queries", 2d Series, vi. 375. Swift's
" Letter to Stella", March 21, 1713, states, "I dined in the City at Pontack's

with Lord Dupplin and some others ".

1 5 * 1 2i in.

2189. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate III. (No. 2.)

The Tavern Scene.

REVELLING WITH HARLOTS.

Published with y
e consent of M*. W. Hogarth by Tho. Bakwell according

to Act of Parliament July 1735.
Plate 3 [1734]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed and reduced, from that described as (No. 1 ),

with the same title and date, No. 21 88.

Below the design the following verses are engraved:

" What wretched Fate attends his guilty Joys,
That in such brutal Scenes his Life employs ?

View here the Treach'ry of y
e Harlot's Smiles,

That in One Act Embraces and beguiles :

Beauteous as Syrens in external Show,
But more pernicious Monsters prove below :

Impurities to Sodom e'en unknown,
Are in their filthy Midnight Orgies done,
No gentle Cupids wake the soft Desire,
But Wine & stygian Furies Lust inspire,

Corruption lurks in their infectious Breath,
Their Words are Poison, & their Touch is Death.

"

With ornamental side borders printed from different plates this plate \ as

used again, the publication line given above being removed and the following
added:

" Publish
1d wth

y
e
consent of M". Hogarth, by Henry Parker, at N". 82 in

Cornhill; March 25, 1768".
See the description of the first plate of this series of copies published by

T. Bakewell (No. 2.), No. 2159.
The ballad-singer's song is inscribed " Slack Joak ".

There is an intermediate, or second state of this plate, to be distinguished by
the addition of upright lines on the inside of the right foot, just above the sh >e,

of the woman who is dressing on our left, in the front of the design.
The first issue, 1

1|- X 9 in.

The second issue, 1 3 X 9 in.
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2190. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate III. (No. 3.)

The Tavern Scene.

REVELLING WITH HARLOTS.

Invented 8f Painted by Wm
. Hogarth

London, Printed for ROBERT SATER, Map Printseller N". 53 Fleet

Street. [735]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that described as (No. 1.), with the

game title and date, No. 2 1 88. Below the design are engraved the first four

lines of the verses which are quoted with the entry describing Bakewell's copy
of the original, see the same title and date, Plate III. (No. 2.), No. 2189.

This plate was used again, having been much worked on, with a new publica-
tion line, thus :

"
London, Printed for R. Sayer Sf J. Bennett Map $ Printsellers N . 53

Fleet Street".

See " The Gate of Calais" (No. 2.), 1749.

iv X 6|- fit.

2191. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate III. (No. 4.)
The Tavern Scene.

[After Hogarth.]

3 Corbould Sf Dent sculp
1

[l?35]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with

the same title and date, No. 21 88. It was prepared to illustrate "Hogarth
Moralized

"
(by the Rev. J. Trusler) ; London, 1 768, on p. 24.

It was used again for "
Hogarth Illustrated ", by John Ireland ; London,

1791 ;
vol. i. (7854. ff.), facing p. 38.

2F x 2T tw - Brit. Mus. Library (Grenville), 2585.

2192. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate III. (No. 5.)

The Tavern Scene.

15. W. Hogarth inv. Sf pinx. Riepenh(anseri). del. sculps, PL 3. [*735]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1.), with

the same title and date, No. 21 88. It was prepared to illustrate G.C. Lichten-

berg's
"
Erklarung der Hogarthischen", &c. 1794-1816, in which series it is

No. 15.

It may be distinguished from other copies by the absence of a marginal line

about the engraved portion of the plate, and by the presence of the number
"

15." in the upper corner, on our right.

8|. X Ty in. Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. 11.

2193. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate III. (No. 6.)
The Tavern Scene.

PL. III.

Designed by TP*. Hogarth Engraved by Tho'. Cook. Published by G.
G. fy J. Robinson, Paternoster Row, London, July \

st
. 1796. [1735]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and
date (No. i.), No. 2188.
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Below the design are engraved the verses of Dr. John Hoadly, as quoted
with (No. 1.), as above.

It is comprised in
"
Hogarth Restored The Whole Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth", &c. " Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook "
; London,

1806.

2194. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate III. (No. 7.)

The Tavern Scene.

RAKE'S PROGRESS.

PL III. Hogarth pins?. T. Cook sculp*. Published by Longman, Hurst,

Rees, Sf Orme. May. I
st

. 1809. [l?35]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. l .), with

the same title and date, No. 21 88. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Genuine

Works of William Hogarth", by J. Nichols, and G. Steevens ; vol. i. 1 808,

in which volume an impression follows p. 66.

With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer 2 ", this plate was used agair

for " The Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler
;
London ,

1821, vol. i. (1751, b.)

There is a late state of this plate in which the whole work has been retouched.

6 X 4 in.

2195. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate III. (No. 8.)

The Tavern Scene.

RAKE'S PROGRESS. No. 3.

PL. XXL Hogarth del1
. T. Clerk sculp*. London. Published as the Ait

directs by Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row. [173.?]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1.), wiih

the same title and date, No. 2 188. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works )f

William Hogarth", by Thomas Clerk ; London, 1810, vol. i., where an impressic n

faces p. 93.
With the second title placed below the design, the engraver's name tab n

out, this plate was used again for " The Works of William Hogarth ", Londc n,

1837, vol. i., where an impression faces p. 89.

4i X 3i in - Brit - Mus. Library, 1402, k. 24.

2196. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate III. (No. 9.)
The Tavern Scene.

THE RAKE'S PROGRESS. PL. 3.

[After Hogarth.]
W. H. Watt sc. Published by John Major, 50, Fleet Street, Sept". 1 18; 1.

[171,5]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the Sf me
title and date, No. 21 88. It was prepared to illustrate "Hogarth Moralize I",

by the Rev. Dr. Trusler ; London, 1831; an impression faces p. 29.

3| X 3 K
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2197. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate III. (No. 10.)
The Tavern Scene.

THE RAKE'S PROGRESS. PLATE 3.

TAVERN SCENE.

From the Original Picture by Hogarth.

Engraved by W. H. Worthington. Jones * C. Temple of the Muses, Finsbury

Square, London. [!735]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same
title and date, No. 21 88. It was prepared to illustrate

" The Works of William

Hogarth, in a Series of Engravings ", &c., by the Rev. John Trnsler
; London,

1833 ;
an impression faces p. 15.

With the publication line taken out, this plate was used to illustrate
" The

Complete Works of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. J. Trusler and E. F. Roberts ;

London, no date (7855. i.), an impression faces p. 86.

5T x 4f in ' Britt Mus - Library, 561. b. 27.

2198.

A PLAGIARY ON HOGARTH'S DESIGN FOR " A RAKE'S PRO-

GRESS", Plate III. No. 2188.

The Tavern Scene. A.
[1735]

THIS engraving is one of those plagiaries on Hogarth's designs of " A Rake's

Progress ", which the extreme popularity of the latter caused to be published. It

represents the interior of a drinking-room, and is in most respects the same as

that which is described as "He revels with common W s at a Tavern in

Drury Lane", 1735, ^- 22OO. A circular table is in the middle of the room,
about which many harlots are gathered ; on our left, a very young man, the

Rake, sits in a chair with a harlot on his knee, and caresses her bust, while she,

pretending to return his endearments, picks his pocket of a watch. Another
woman leans her head on her hand and her elbow on the table, as she sits next

to this group. Behind, a young woman has turned from the table and leans

against the wall to vomit, while with a candle a female companion sets fire to

the lace pinners of her cap. A woman sits and quietly lights her tobacco-pipe
with another candle. A quarrel takes place between neighbours of the last, they
both rise in fierce anger, one squirts with force a jet of liquor into the

bosom of her antagonist, who threatens and is about to throw a drinking-glass at

her assailant. Near these a young woman caresses a youth. Another woman
drinks wine from a flask. Her neighbour turns to look at a "

bully
" who is

entering the room. A tipsy harlot, sitting in front and in the middle of the

composition, gravely hacks a stick with a knife. 1

Behind the groups at the table one of the women, in a fit of High Church

zeal, passionately kisses a portrait of (Henr)"y Sachaveral" which hangs on the

wall. A female ballad singer, apparently far advanced in pregnancy and partly

intoxicated, sings
" Black Joke turned white ". A harper with a glass at one of

his eyes, performs on his instrument, a boy accompanies him with a fiddle. On

1 See " He revels", <c., No. 2200.
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the wall hang pictures, portraits of "Polly Peacham" 1 and "
Cap*. Mackhea"1

",

also of " Sarah Malcolm", evidently copied from the half-length likeness of that

woman by Hogarth.
2

Equestrian figures of '' Tiberianus Ccesar ",
" Ccesar

Augustus", "Julius Ccesar", and "Nero", are also on the wall; over the fire-

place is a picture representing, in seven compartments,
" THE FAMOUS SsrEN

WONDERS OF THE WORLD".
See the same title and date,

"
B.", No. 2199, also a third version of this

plagiary,
" He revels", &c. same date, No. 2200. " The Rake's Rendez-vous ",

No. 2201.

There is so much similarity between this design and that in question by

Hogarth, that it may be supposed to be a plagiary on the latter ; the differences

between the two are too numerous to allow us to suppose that the designer had

Hogarth's production before him
;

this example looks like the work of one who

copied from memory, having had but limited opportunities for examining his

original.

It is probable that this is one of the prints published with the poem styled
" The Rake's Progress ", see " He comes into the possession of his Fathers

Estate" (No. 2.), No. 2172; the verses in the poem, so far as they relate

to the subject of this design, are as follows, excepting such portions as are

grossly indecent :

"
Gay and full of Frolicks now,

His Life moves ev'ry Hour too slow :"

* # * *
" The Rake at Ball, or Masquerade,
Singles some lovely tempting maid :

Who when the Heats of Wine inspire, 1
And Dancing's fann'd the am'rous Fire, x
Does to a Loose grant his Desire."

* * * *
" A supper's order'd in they come,
And twenty W s straight fill the Room.
First Y es3 the Darling of his Heart.

Whose secret charms such Bliss impart."
* * *

" C less* all Fair in Sable weeds,
Next her in solemn Pomp succeeds

;

"

* * *

" Next Sally K g with curling Hair,
All jetty black, all smooth and clear,

A skin most white the Contraste shews,"
* * * *

" Next pretty C x, with Puppet Eyes,
That roll about to catch a Prize.

1 That is, Miss Fenton, afterwards Duchess of Bolton, see " The Sta e

Medley ", No. 1 806. The portrait recalls that of the lady by Hogarth, and w is

probably intended as a copy from it.

2 See " Sarah Malcolm ", No. 1907.
3
Yates, or Mrs. Yeates, for whose name see " The Rake's Rendez-vou ",

No. 22O1. For several of these names see below.
4 "

Careless ", or the "
Charming Betty Careless

"
of the final scene in

'' A
Rake's Progress", see that title, Plate VHI. (No. 1.), No. 2246, and "A
Marriage a-la-Mode ", Plate 111. (No. 1.), 1745.
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Her ruby Lips, her even Teeth,
The odorous zephers in her Breath :

Her taper Leg, a clean white Foot ",

* * * *

" Tu ner, to whom all charms belong,
Than whom,"

* * * #
" With these came Moll with Finger neat,"

* # * *

" And Betty with a gentle Arm",
* * * *

" To make the Congress great appear,
Brave Posture-Nan1

brought up the Rear,
In all the various Motions skill'd

Her Alabaster Limbs to weild.

And others of a meaner Fame,
Too mean, too tedious here to name,
Now smoaks the Board, with Dishes crown'd,

And the Champaign goes briskly round,
Nell wou'd not pull off her manteel

Because she'd not her shame reveal,

For both behind her and before

Her Gown was miserably tore.

Thus kissing ended, Supper done,

Now began the Game and Fun :

Sail took a Bumper to the Best,

(Meaning hereself too, there's the Jest)

Ye B h, quo' Pris at that let fly

A mouthful pat just in her Eye.
Whilst these in direful Tone were Scolding,
Moll a young Spark in Corner holding,
Could not from active joy refrain,"

* * * *
" The Lanthorn on the Ground, the Staff,

And Sconce directly broke in half;

The constables Defeat proclaim
And speak the vanquish'd Watchman's Shame.

All loose to Joy the 'Squire lay,

Dissolv'd with Y es in am'rous Play,

(And not more wanton was the Fair,

When first her Jew she did ensnare :),"

* # * #
" But still she ne'er forgot her Trade,
And slyly thence his Watch convey'd,
Which D port skill'd to deceive,

Did freely at his Back receive,

K g, vex'd at her neglected Charms,
Gets up and loudly swears and storms

;

A Candle seiz'd, and swore that she'd fire

The World, and in the Flames expire.
2

1 See " A Plagiary ", &c., on Plate III. B. No. 2199.
2 This incident, of the harlot attempting to set fire to the map, does not

appear in the design of the print here in question, but it is one of the points
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K g, you for that no Candle need,

Your Eyes alone wou'd do the Deed ;

But if their beamy Influence won't,

Burn it to Ashes

The Punch see drowsy R s spill,

Too fond of Liquors, prone to swill,

The Tally-man claims Interest,

Because the Punch had spoil'd her Dress.

And Seersheba the Black, puts in

Amongst the rest her dismal Grin,

The Fidler too compleats the Feast,

The Trumpet, Welshman,
1 and the rest.

And Nan, not to be lag in Fame,
To their Diversion puts in Claim,

Half naked first to them appears,
With this Address So then, my Dears,

What then, my Loves, you come to see,

If I can please ye Yea or Nay.
Here then ye view me strait and fair

;

"

# # * #
" Now LeatJiersides who's apt to Wait,
Shews him the consecrated Plate,

2

In which the Fair, the Black, the Brown,

By Turns have Nature's Beauties shewn,
And with him honest Bessy brings,

Who 'bout the Street the Black Joke sings,

Who with wide Mouth and dismal Look,
Scratches and sings that same Black Joke.

Nan mounts the Rostrum 3 and begins
"

# * * *
" The W s dismiss'd, the Game all done,
The Brotherhood to King's* all run ;

Eternal Night house, fam'd Receipt
O' th' greatly Little, little Great!

Where when they've wasted out the Night,

They straight slink home, and out of Sight."

See the same title, "B.", No. 2199; and "He revek", &c. No. 22OO, fo

designs analogous to the above.

12 X 9f *

of the work by Hogarth, of which this poem professes to be an explanation. O i

the other hand, incidents occur in the plagiaries which are described in th j

poem, but are not to be found in the designs of Hogarth.
1 That is, the harper.
2 This refers to the action of the man who in Hogarth's design, is takin ;

the brass dish from the room, and uses it as a reflector for the light of a candle.
3 It appears from the "

Explanation" to the design for this subject b /

Hogarth, that the harlot who dresses herself in the foreground had been "
postui

ing" on the table, see No. 21 88.
4 That is, to Tom King's or Mary King's Coffee House, in Covent Gardei ,

which is shown in Hogarth's
" The Four Times of the Day, Morning ", se 3

that title (No. 1.), 1738; see also "The Rake's Rendez-vous", No. 22O .

The names of " the Kitten, Bet Careless, Mrs. Stewart, Mrs. Howell, Pegg /

Yates, Sally King, Nanny Hall," are given as those of frequenters of " Toi i

King's Coffee House." See the printed
"
Description of what Covent Garde i

was", &c., which accompanies the print,
" Tom King's Coffee House", 1738.
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2199.

A PLAGIARY ON HOGARTH'S DESIGN FOR " A RAKE'S PRO-
GRESS". Plate 1 1 1. No. 2188.

The Tavern Scene. B.

[1735]

THIS engraving represents the same subject as Hogarth's work in question, and a

design similar to that described as " A Plagiary ", &c.,
"
A.", with the same date,

No. 2198. The differences are that the harlot who embraces the Hake, holds

him partly in her lap, whereas the reverse obtains in "
A.", she clasps him round

the body with one arm
;
his watch, as hi Hogarth's design, appears in the hand

of a woman who stands behind the group and, in this case, puts her finger to her

lips, probably as a sign to the ballad singer, who, from the other side of

the room, may be supposed to have witnessed the theft. The "
bully" acts as

if about to enter and expel the visitors. The harlot who receives the jet of

liquor from the mouth of her antagonist is about to throw, not a wine-glass, but

a decanter at her assailant ; she wears a hat over her cap, it is not so in " A.".

Behind the tipsy woman who is hacking the stick with a knife, another figure

appears, being in the place of the harlot who turns to see the "
bully

"

enter the room
;

this new figure is that of a woman, who holds up the hem of

her flowered gown, and is about to dance or show her leg. A watchman's

lantern has been added to the articles on the floor in the foreground. The
names of the portraits have been added with a pen, thus making it appear that

this is not the earlier work of the two in question here.

There is a third version of this plagiary, see " He revels", &c., No. 22OO.

For explanations of the design here in question, see " A Plagiary", &c.

"A.", No. 2198, and " He revels", &c., No. 22OO. This print does not belong
to the series of plagiaries referred to in the former entry ; apart from the

differing sizes of the works, the styles of engraving differ in each case
;

the title of " The Famous Seven Wonders of the World "
does not appear

here. The names of the subjects of the other prints and pictures hanging
on the wall have been added with a pen. The hat, fan, and gloves of one of the

harlots, probably those of the woman who holds up the hem of her gown, lie on the

floor ; it is likely that this woman is the " Posture Nan" mentioned in the poem
quoted in the entry describing

"
A.", as above named.

14^ x 11 in.

22OO.

HE REVELS WITH COMMON W S AT A TAVERN
IN DEURY LANE.
A Plagiary on Hogarth's design for "A Rake's Pro-

gress "> Plate III. The Tavern Scene. No. 2188.

[1735]

THIS engraving represents the same subject as in Hogarth's work in question
in a design which is very similar to that described as " A Plagiary on Hogarth's

design for ' A Rake's Progress', Plate IH. ' The Tavern Scene.' A.", see this title,

No. 2198. It differs from the design described with the same title and date,
"
B.", No. 2 1 99. These differences occur in the order of the equestrian

portraits on the walls in this print ;
no portraits are on our left of the fire-

place.
" The Famous Seven Wonders "

are not represented ;

" S. Malcolm"
occurs instead of " Sarah Malcolm"

; there arc other minor differences. The
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work belongs to the same series as "He and his drunken Companions", &c.

(No. l.), No. 2186.

The following explanatory verses are engraved in four columns below the

design :

"
Young Kamble, at a Tavern See,

Thoughtless of P x and Poverty,

Engaged with mercenary W s,

To wast the Night in leud Amours.

They Dally, Quarrel, Smoke, and Quaff
Half Drunk Kate hacks th' Informers Staff.

1

To kiss the Doctor's Picture there,

Full fraught with zeal Nell mounts a Chair.

As one t'unload her Stomach turns

Aside the next her Pinners burns.

Peg spirts the Wine in Jenny's face,

And Jenny throws at her a Glass.

Beyond 'em See, a "Wheedling Jade

Coaxes and Robs th' unwary Blade.

The Rake hugs close, his favourite Miss

Who takes his Watch, and gives a Kiss

While One behind with watchfull eyes
Waits to receive the Golden Prize.

Thus Ramble and the Pimp his Crony
Are of their Watches fleec'd and Mony :

Their Pockets while the Punks explore
Bluff waits the Signal at the Door,
That given he enters Storms and Swears

And drives the Plunder'd Culls down Stairs."

"Ramble Gripe" is the chief personage in "He comes into the possessicn

of his Father's Estate" (No. 1.), No. 2171, which does not belong to this series,

the name occurs likewise in the print described as
" He and his drunken Com-

panions", (No. 1.)

1 2 x 6 in.

22OI.

The Rake's Rendez-vous ; Or the Midnight Revels. Wherein aie

delineated The Various Humours of Tom King's Coffee-Hou^e
in Covent-Garden. Price 6d.

A Plagiary on Hogarth's design for "A Rake's Pro-

gress", Plate III.
;
The Tavern Scene. No. 2188.

Bichham jun
r
. In '. sculp. [ 1 73 - ]

THIS is a carefully executed engraving in the line manner, and represents t e

interior of Tom King's Coffee House, Covent Garden, London, or what w is

1 This appears to refer to the stick held by the harlot who is seated in t ie

middle of the design, in front
;
the " staff" she is hacking with a knife bears t ie

arms of the City of London and the King : the woman holds a small portion )f

a much longer staff, the other parts of which lie on the floor at her fe< t,

together with two battered lanterns
;

the spoils, no doubt, of a fray su h
as that represented in " He and his Drunken Companions", &c., as above. T ie

above explains the action of the woman in the similar design, see "A Plagia y
on Hogarth's Design", &c. "A.", No, 2198.
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alleged to be like that place. The 'foreground of the design is occupied by a

large inner room ; without, we have a glimpse of the bar of the tavern, and beyond
this the open space of Covent Garden market, as it existed at the time in

question, with the pillar surmounted by sun-dials and the globe, standing in the

middle of the place, see " He and his drunken Companions", &c., No. 21 86,

and " The Four Times of the Day, Morning" (No. 1.), 1738, "An Illustration

to Canto I. of ' Tom K gV ", &c., 1738.
The inner room is occupied by a table and the company seated about

it
;

these comprise a man, who, with an anxious expression of countenance,

is reading a letter inscribed " To M" Yeats"',
1 a harlot who caresses a

gentleman by patting him under the chin ;
a gentleman, who, from one side of

the table, dashes the contents of his wine glass into the face of a second harlot
;

a third harlot, naked to the waist, sits half-tipsy and smoking a long tobacco

pipe; at the table are a man, who has fallen asleep, and a woman with a bare

bust, who turns sideways to vomit. In front of the design, on our left, is a

smaller table, at which a man and a woman are seated eagerly caressing each

other
;
another woman stands behind this pair ;

a negress carries a spirit jug
and glass. Under the table two dogs are acting in the mode of the place.

In the middle of the design, standing, is a swaggering young man in high

boots, with a cocked hat, having his hand on his hip ;
he is looking upwards, while

another man, standing behind, whispers in his ear. Next to these persons is a

very conspicuous figure, being that of a fop or dandy, with his hair or wig tied

in a knot behind his head, a close shaven face, a laced coat, lappels and ruffles,

having his hat under one arm, holding his sword in a foppish, foolish manner, and
with a gold-headed cane in one hand, bringing the cane daintily towards his

nostrils
;

his face, seen in profile, is that of one who is a sensualist, and
idiotic. A woman, whose dress is cut very wide and low at her bust, and
who wears a narrow tippet which does not conceal her bosom, appears to be half-

drunk as she trips on her high-heeled shoes, holding up the skirt of her gown
with both hands ;

this figure is almost immediately behind that of the fop.

Another harlot, with a fan, and a drunken parson, sit drinking at a narrow table

on our right of the last-named woman. The tap of a barrel of " GIN "
which

stands on a shelf behind this group is turned, and the spirit pours on the head of

the parson.
A fire burns in the grate of the inner room, by the fire stand two large metal

tankards
;
over the mantelshelf is a long mirror which reflects the heads of the

fop and the swaggerer ;
over the mirror hangs a picture, inscribed " THE

CURIOUS DOCTOR." and representing a quack acting indecently with a woman,
who kneels before him, while a monk laughs at the incident. On the wall is a

print of a woman working at an anvil, with the words "
dump dump dump H. C."

Below the design these verses are engraved :

" What Wild Disorder from ill Conduct flows

This Night-Piece, like a faithful Mirror shows.

Here drunken Templars, Hakes, & Men of Taste :

Their Constitutions & their Substance waste

Here lustful Strumpets, with their Bosoms bare

Mix with y
e
Motly Throng, drink, smoke, & swear.

Destruction lurks in their Contagious Breath,
Their eyes are Basilisks, their Jokes are Death."

There is an impression of this print with inscriptions in pencil in a modern

1 " Y es ", is in the poem called " The Hake's Progress ; or, The
Humours of Drury Lane", London, 1735 (of which a copy is in the Print

Room) given as the name of the Rake's special mistress among the harlots ;

see "A Plagiary", &c., Plate III. A., No. 2198.
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hand, as follows : under a figure of a man who is next to the one reading
the letter,

" The full face with the Kevenhuller hat introduced by Hogarth
in Rake's Progress

"
;
under the woman with the bare bust, who sits at the table

smoking,
"
Sally Salisbury smoking

"
; under the swaggering man,

" A celebrated

Highwayman Maclane or Turpin ?
"

; under the fop
" Mr

. Aprece." ; under the

drunken parson,
"
Hogarths Parson ". This print is also stated to be " The

Rarest of all the Covent Garden Collection
"

;
another note states " Mr

. Richard-

son has two impressions, but esteems them so highly that he will not consent to

part with either".

See on this subject,
" A Plagiary on Hogarth's design for

' A Rake's Progress ',

Plate III. A.", No. 2198.
There is so much similarity between this design and that hi question by

Hogarth that it may be supposed to be a plagiary on the latter
;
the differences

between the two are, however, too numerous to allow us to imagine that the

designer had Hogarth's productions before him
;

this example looks like the

work of one who copied from memory, having had but limited opportunities of

examining an original.

i3 X 7i'-

22O2.

A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate IV. (No. i.)

Arrested for Debt.

Invented Painted,
*
Engrav'd by Wm

. Hogarth Sf Published June y
e

25,

1735- According to Act of Parliament. Plate 4. [!735]

THIS engraving shows the progress of Thomas Rakewell, see " A Rake's

Progress", Plate I. (No. 1.), No. 2158. It represents St. James's Streel,

Westminster, with the gate and towers of St. James's Palace closing the vista,

the clock with the lozenge-shaped dial indicates 1.40, the light, as the shadows

of the houses slope from the west, shows that it is afternoon. The street is

occupied by a considerable number of persons in coaches and sedan chairs

jostling each other on their way to pass the entrance of the palace ;
the occasion

is that of a royal levee. In the immediate foreground is the corner of a streel.

Rakewell, endeavouring to retrieve his injured fortune by attendance at Court, i i

hopes of obtaining a place, has been carried in a sedan chair so far on his way t >

the levee, but at this point the vehicle has been stopped by two bailiffs who, o i

his issuing in alarm from the chair, arrest him ; one of the bailiffs takes him by th )

shoulder and presents a slip ofpaper which is marked " Arrest ". At this momec fc

the woman whom Rakewell had seduced, i. e. the Sarah Young of Plate I. abov i

named, was passing in St. James's Street
; she, seeing the distress of her forme

lover, stays the action of the bailiff, and produces a purse in order to pay th ;

demand ;
in her eagerness to serve the man who had wronged her she lets fall i

small box containing laces, &c., which she had been carrying ;
the box is inscribe I

" Sarah Young". One of the bailiffs looks at the woman with a jeering expres-

sion, which is not without admiration. At the call of the bailiffs the chair we s

stopped, one of the bearers stoops between the poles ;
the other bearer, in ordc L-

to allow Rakewell to issue from the vehicle, lifts the cover so that the door ca i

be opened; the number of the chair is "41 "; the curtain is entirely draw i

before the window of four panes, as if Rakewell had hoped to escape observa-

tion during his journey within. The chair was stopped close to a lamp-pos ,

made of wood
;
a lamp cleaner standing on a ladder is at the moment busil /

replenishing the lamp with oil which he pours from a can
;

his attentio i

is so completely directed to the circumstances of the arrest that he allow i

the oil to overflow the lamp. In the confusion a ragged shoeblack, a bo r
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carrying his brushes in a basket which, with a stool, hangs on his arm, pilfers

the Rake's gold-headed cane. The date of this event is determined to be

St. David's Day, which was likewise the birthday of Queen Caroline, by the

circumstance of a Welshman, with a leek stuck in his hat, standing near and

regarding Rakewell's arrest and release with intense interest
;
he carries a muff.

Behind the lamp cleaner a saddler's sign, being a statue of a horse, stands on a

post, with, on the pedestal, the name "
HODS(on) SADLE" (a). The sky is

clear, with sunny cumuli crossing it.
1 In the vista, on our left of St. James's

Street, is suspended, from the front of a house, a signboard, said to be that of
" White's ", the notorious gambling hoiise.

Below the design the following verses are engraved :

" O Vanity of youthfull Blood,
So by Misuse to poison Good !

Reason awakes, & views unbar'd

The sacred Gates he watch'd to guard ;

Approaching views the Harpy Law,
And Poverty with Icy Paw

Ready to seize the poor Remains
That Vice hath left of all his Gains,
Cold Penitence, lame After-Thought,
With Fears, Despair, & Horrors fraught,
Call back his guilty Pleasures dead,
Whom he hath wrong'd, & whom betray'd."

These verses were written at the request of Hogarth by the Rev. John

Hoadly, see " A Rake's Progress", Plate I. (No. 1.), No. 2158.
For further illustration of this subject, see Plate I. (No. 1.), as above, and

the other entries which are indicated therein.

The poem styled
" The Rake's Progress", see " He comes into the possession

of his Father's Estate" (No. 2.), No. 2172, so far as it relates to the subject
of this design, is as follows, pp. 26-30 :

" Such scenes as these his Wealth had sunk,

By often w g, oft' being drunk
"

* *

" Now forc'd to Tricks, Evasions, Shifts,

To all low artificial Lifts,

His Barber and his Taylor tick'd,

And all his Tradesmen now he trick'd,

His Cloaths which once a Figure cut,

Now thread-bare and almost worn out.

A Dinner wanting, in the Park
He daily walkt 'till it was dark ;

But by the Pick-tooth in his Hand,
That he had din'd you'd understand.

At Court he sets up for a Place.

To C ea z makes his frequent jaunts,
And constantly the Levee haunts.

In thread-bare Black he now appears,
And thunders Freedom in our Ears,
Nor think his Conduct was to blame ;

For he too scribbled all for Fame,

1 See the description of the second state of this plate, in which the sky,
besides other details of the design, differs considerably from the above.

2 That is to Chelsea, where Sir R. Walpole resided.
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A Journal now and then he'd write,

Or a Free-Briton 1 cou'd indite,

But had to Fortune no Pretence,

Nor from that side cou'd raise the Pence

For he unluckily wrote Sense"
* * * *

" At a strange unknown Taylor's Shop,
On Credit he a Sute took up,
The Birth-day nigh, he hop'd to shine,

And dress'd himself extremely fine."

* * * *

" The Baillef with arresting Paws,
Seizes him by the Force of Laws

;

"

* * * *

" The Blood-hounds underneath a Lamp
Fix'd on him their dead-doing Stamp.
The Lamp-lighter grown sore afraid,

And stooping to see what they did,

Spilt half the Oil upon his Head.

Mean while the Shoe-boy claims his Gain

And modestly purloins his Cane."

* * *

"
Sally was now a Seamstress grown,

SticcVd well as any Girl in Town,

Happen'd by chance to roam that Way,
And bustled up to see the Fray.
Wenches are always fond of him,
Who strive the first to ruin them.

Sh'ad not forgot their old Delights,
Their pleasant Mornings, joyful Nights ;

Soon as she saw him thus distress'd,

Forgetting how sh'ad been oppress'd,

Sets all her Wits at Work to ease him,

Nay, ofFer'd Money to release him," &c.

There are two states of this plate, 1, that which is described above, ard

2, in which considerable additions and alterations have been made, e.g. in plat e

of the pilfering shoeblack, a group of boys fills the corner on our right of tl e

picture; these are gathered near a post which is inscribed " BLACK"? ^n
urchin, squatted on the pavement, steals RakewelTs handkerchief, the thief's

neighbours are five boys in several stages of squalor, and all gambling. 1, a b< y
in an old felt cap which is tied with a string about his head and bears a cai d

inscribed " Your Vote Sf Interest Liberty", this boy has a horn stuck n

his girdle, and appears to be one of those who sold newspapers about the stree s

of London, and were called
"
Mercuries"; he looks with intense anxiety at fi e

playing cards which are in his left hand, and with his right hand he is arrangii g
them ; 2, the antagonist of the latter, appears about to play a knave from 1 is

" hand ", this boy wears a man's black full-bottomed wig, and a broad belt acre -ss

his shoulder ;
at his side stands a shoeblack's basket with a brush, pot, and stic c.

Behind 1 is 3, a confederate of 2, another boy who, looking on the cards of t ie

1 A political journal of this period, devoted to Sir R. Walpole. See " B; i-

tannia Excisa", No. 1Q37-
2 Thus marked, it is said, to emphasize a distinction between the gambli !g

of the street boys and that which obtained at " White's ", as above described.
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former, signals their nature with two upraised fingers, the latter observes the

signals. 4 and 5 are gamblers with dice ; the former is naked, except for a

pair of very short trousers and a ragged night-cap, through a hole in the latter part
of his hair protrudes. On his right side a five-pointed star has been painted or

tattooed, he is making a cast of dice from a box
;
at his side is a basket, with

a blacking pot, stick, brush and rag. Near this article is a noggin, or small

covered pot used by spirit drinkers, likewise an inverted spirit-glass ; these

articles suggest that this boy, or another of the group, is an unlicensed

seller of spirits ;
see " Frost and Ice Fair", Jan. 1740- 5 nas hig beaked cap

turned sideways over his white peruke or bushy hair
; he sits cross-legged on

the pavement, his jacket is off, and lying in his lap with a brush, as if he had

been, before joining the game with 4, engaged in brushing that garment;
a strap or belt lies with the jacket ; this boy turns eagerly towards his anta-

gonist and stretches out his hand to our right, under one of his knees are

three objects which look like three thimbles and, if they are such, were probably
intended for use in gambling. Another boy sits on the curbstone of the pave-

ment, smokes a pipe and attentively reads a newspaper
l " THE FARTHING

POST". A spaniel dog, which appears to be attached to Sarah Young, stands

at the curb. In the street the jostling of sedan chairs and coaches continues to

be displayed, but the design of the sky has been entirely altered from that of the

first state
;

instead of bright cumuli, the clouds have gathered and darkened,
and a vivid flash of lightning issues from the firmament in zigzags and, with a

point like that of a barbed arrow, approximates while it emphatically indicates

the building before named as " White's
"
gambling house, the true character of

which is placed beyond doubt by the substitution of the name " WHITE1 "
for the

former indefinite picture on the sign. The curtain of the window of the sedan

chair has been half withdrawn. The leek in the Welshman's hat has been
reduced in size

;
the sleeve of Rakewell's coat has been placed in shadow,

whereas it was in light in the first state, likewise the left sleeve of the chairman

in front of the group.

Hogarth intended, it is said, to improve this design.
" When he had inserted

the storm (as in the second state) he began to consider the impropriety of turning
the girl (Sarah Young) out in the midst of it with her head uncovered

;
and

therefore, on a proof of this Print, from which he designed to have worked, he

sketched her hat in with Indian ink ;" note to " The Genuine Works of William

Hogarth", by J. Nichols and Gr. Steevens
;

vol. ii. l8lO, p. 122. The same

text, p. 121, states
" This Plate is likewise found in an intermediate state

;

2 the

sky being made unnaturally obscure, with an attempt to introduce a shower of

rain, and lightning being very awkwardly represented. It is supposed to be a

first proof after the insertion of the group of blackguard gamesters ; the window
of the chair being only marked for an alteration that was afterwards made in it.

Hogarth appears to have so far spoiled the sky, that he was obliged to obliterate

it, and cause it to be engraved over again by another hand."

This plate, in the second state, having been much worn and worked on, was
used for

" The Works of William Hogarth, from the original Plates restored by
James Heath, Esq. R.A."

; London, no date (1751. d.)

I5i X I2ffn.

1 See "All-alive and Merry, or the London Daily-Post", Friday, Nov. 1,

1740, which bears a MS. note stating that by evading the newspaper stamp it

was for a long time sold for a farthing ;
see also " The Evening Post ", Friday,

Aug. 29, 1 740 ;
both in the Burney Collection of Newspapers, and " The

Junto", 1746 ?. See a note on this subject in J. T. Smith's " Nollekens and his

Times", i. p. 47.
2 " In the collection of the late Mr. Steevens only."
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2203. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate IV. (No. 2.)

Arrested for debt.

IS ARRESTED GOING TO COURT.

Published with the consent of Mr
. William Hogarth by Tho. -Bahewell ac-

cording to Act of Parliament July 1 735. Plate 4. [ 1 735J

Tms engraving is a copy, reversed and reduced, from the first state of that de-

scribed as (No. 1.), with the same title and date, No. 22O2.

Below the design the following verses are engraved :

" Tho' prest with Debts, y
e Beau maintain's his State,

A Chair conveys him to S'. James's Gate;

(The Welchman, stuck with Leek, & dress'd so gay,

Explains 'tis Carolina's natal Day)

Unhappy Wretch ! deny'd y
e Ball to grace,

Tho' rich with Fringe, Embroidery, & Lace :

Insidious Catchpole's sieze y
e

gaudy Spoil,

Whilst o'er his Head y
e
Lamp-man Spills his Oyl ;

*

The Shoe-Boy steals his Cane with golden Head,
No comfort comes but from the ruin'd Maid,

Who (mix'd by chance among y
e
gazing Throngs)

Aids his Distress, & quite forgets her wrongs."

With ornamental side borders, printed from different plates, this plate wrs

used again, the publication line given above being removed, and the following

added :

" Published wth
y

e consent of Mrt
. Hogarth, by Henry Parker, at N. $2 in

Cornhill March 25, 1 768."
The name of the saddler has, to suit the reversing of the plate, been altered

to
" DSON DLER". The "4" in the number of the sedan chair is

reversed.

See the description of the first plate of this series of copies, published ly
T. Bakewell (No. 2.), No. 2159.

The first issue, 1 li X 9 in.

The second issue, 1 3f- X 9 in.

2204. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate IV. (No. 3.)

Arrested for debt.

[After Hogarth.]

4 Corbould $ Dent Sculpsit. [ ! 73. ]

THIS engraving is a copy from the second state of that which is described is

(No. l.), with the same title and date, No. 22O2. It was prepared to illustra e
"
Hogarth Moralized" (by the Rev. J. Trusler) ; London, 1768, on p. 26.

It was used again for
"
Hogarth Illustrated ", by John Ireland ; Londc u,

1791. vol. i. (7854. ff.), facing p. 42.

2|. x 2i in. Brit. Mus. Library (Grenville), 258 ?.

1 The perspective of the design, in this copy as in the original plate, sho ,
rs

that it would be impossible for the oil to fall on Rakewell's head.
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2205. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate IV. (No. 4.)

Arrested for debt.

16. W. Hogarth inv fy pinx. [Engraved by Riepenhausen.] PI. 4. [l?35]

THIS engraving is a copy from the second state of that which is described as

(No. 1.), with the same title and date, No. 22O2. It was prepared to illustrate

G. C. Lichtenberg's
"
Erklarung der Hogarthischen", &c., Gb'ttingen, 1 794- 1 8l 6,

in which series it is No. 16.

It may be distinguished from other copies by the absence of a marginal line

about the engraved portion of the plate, and by the presence of the number
"16 ", in the upper corner, on our right.

8J. x 7J- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. 11.

2206. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate IV. (No. 5.)

Arrested for debt.

PL. IV.

Drawn by W". Hogarth Engraved by T. Cook Published October l".

1796, by G. G. Sf J. Robinson, Paternoster Row, London. [!73.5]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. 1.), No. 22O2. The first state of the plate was used for this copy.
Below the design are engraved the verses of Dr. John Hoadly, as quoted

with (No. 1.), as above.

It is comprised in "
Hogarth Restored. The Whole Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth", &c. " Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook "
; London, 1806.

I5i X 12% in.

2207. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate IV. (No. 6.)

Arrested for debt.

RAKES PROGRESS.

PI. IIII. Hogarth pinx'. T. Cook sculp'. Published by Longman, Hurst,

Rees, 8f Orme, March l". 1809. [!735]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from the first state of that which is de-

scribed as (No. 1.), with the same title and date, No. 22O2. It was prepared to

illustrate
" The Genuine Works of William Hogarth ", by J. Nichols and G.

Steevens, vol. i. 1808, in which volume an impression follows p. 66.

With- the addition of "PROOF Bishop Printer 2", this plate was used again
for " The Works of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. John Trusler ; London,
1821, vol. i.

There is a late state of this plate, in which the whole has been reworked.

5| x 4l *

2208. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate IV. (No. 7.)

Arrested for debt.

RAKE'S PROGRESS N. 4.

PI. XXII. Hogarth del
1
. D. B. Pyet sculp

1
. London, Published as the Act

directs by Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row. [l 735]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from the first state of that described as

(No. l.), with the same title and date, No. 22O2. It was prepared to illustrate

III. L
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"The Works of William Hogarth", by Thomas Clerk; London, 1810, vol. i.,

where an impression faces p. 96.

With the second title placed below the design, the engraver's name taken

out, this plate was used again for " The Works of William Hogarth ", London,

1837, vol. i.,
where an impression faces p. 92.

4J. x 3f in. Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k. 24.

2209. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate IV. (No. 8.)

Arrested for debt.

THE RAKE'S PROGRESS. PL. 4.

[After Hogarth.]
W. H. Watt, sc. Published by John Major, 50, Fleet Street, June 30,

1831. [1735]

THIS engraving is a copy from the second state of that which is described as (No.

1.), with the same title and date, No. 22O2. It was prepared to illustrate

"Hogarth Moralized ", by the Rev. Dr. Trusler; London, 1831 ;
an impression

faces p. 33.

31- X 3 .

2210. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate IV. (No. 9.)

Arrested for debt.

THE RAKE'S PROGRESS. PLATE 4.

ARRESTED FOR DEBT AS GOING TO COURT.

From the Original Picture by Hogarth.

Engraved by H. Adlard, Jones 8f C. Temple of the Muses, Finsbury Square,
London. D735]

THIS engraving is a copy from the first state of that which is described as

(No. 1.), with the same title and date, No. 22O2. It was prepared to illustn.te

"The Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1833 ;

an impression faces p. 17.

With the publication line taken out, this plate was used to illustrate
" 1 lie

Complete Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. J. Trusler and E. F.

Roberts
; London, no date (7855. i.), an impression faces p. 89.

5 x 4% in. Brit. Mus. Library, 56l.b. 27.

2211.

A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate V. (No. i.)

Marries an old Maid.

Invented Painted Sf Eiigrav'd, by W"1
. Hogarth Sf Published Tune y

e
2$ 1? i5.|

According to Act of Parliament. Plate 5. [l? >5]

THIS engraving shows the progress of Thomas Rakewell, see "A Rake's I ro-

gress ", Plate I. (No. 1.), No. 2158. It represents the interior of a negle< ted

and dilapidated church.1 The front of the design is on the north side of the

1 Said to have been intended for the church of St. Mary-le-Bone, Londoi ,
at

the period in question.
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communion table, with the east window, not shown, on our right; two windows, one

of which is arched, the other having a horizontal head, appear in the wall facing
the spectator ; between these openings is the preacher's desk, with its sounding
board over head

;
a cloth covers the front of the pulpit, and is decorated with

" /H S" irradiated. The back of the pulpit is continued upwards to support
the sounding board

;
on it are smear-like marks, one a vaguely-defined circular

patch ; the other, which is below the former, having the shape of the head
and shoulders of a man. It is probable that these marks were produced
the former by the clergyman's custom to hang his hat on a nail while he

preached ;

l the latter by his resting against the back of the pulpit ;
its height

agrees with that of the parson who performs the wedding ceremony.
Under the round-headed window is a small sculptured monument, represent-

ing a family or part of one, children, kneeling behind one of the parents, and
in the act of prayer ; see below. The plaster has been knocked off the wall in

many places, or it has fallen in decay. On the east side of the church is a

cartouche, enclosing an escutcheon, with an inscription which is not legible ;
over

this is a knight's helmet, having for its crest a demi lion rampant (?) ;
at the sides

are two cherubim, at the bottom is a third cherub. Below it, being on the north

side of the communion table, is a board inscribed with the Creed, but now so

torn and defaced that the beginning only
" / Believe

"
is legible. Adjoining is

half the table of the Commandments, but, being that on the north of the

altar, i. e. on the spectator's left hand, it contains the clauses numbered " vi ",
" VH ",

" vui ",
" ix ", and " x ", instead of the preceding five clauses. A

crack extends diagonally across the latter four clauses. On the opposite, or

western side of the view is a small wooden gallery supported by wooden pillars ;

on the front of this is a board, with a scroll border, bearing the inscrip-
tion " This Church of St

Mary le Bone was Beautifyed in the Year 1725
Tho Sice )/-,,, -m- ,

_, Tr > Church wardens .

Tho Horn )

A man is in the gallery, and looks down at a quarrel which takes place in

the body of the church, see below. In front of the design, one of the wooden

posts supporting the gallery at that side of the church, and the beam which it

bears up, appear ;
the former divides the composition into two nearly equal

portions.

The marriage ceremony is performed by an old clergyman, whose figure is

very short, thus probably according with the height of the mark of a person's

body on the back of the pulpit. He holds the service book open at the place
which refers to the celebration " OF MATRIMONY", and, with his pince-nez
on his face, looks above the rims at the bride, on whose finger the bridegroom is

about to place the wedding-ring ;
it is as if the parson expected the responses

of the pair. At his side stands a lean, illiterate-looking clerk, much taller

than his principal, with his mouth open. Rakewell, now a portly and hand-

some man, and finely dressed, stands before the communion table, and holds

with one hand the left fingers of the bride, and between his own first and second

right fingers, in a peculiarly insouciant manner, carries the ring which he
is about to place on her left hand. She is a little, very lean old woman, with

but one eye, who has lost her teeth, and seems to be deformed in the back.

Magnificently dressed, she, with her single eye, looks with a simper, and smiles

at the clergyman. Her eye protrudes more than is customary or beautiful. In
her right hand are a fan and the glove she has taken from her left hand. A
ragged boy kneels near the feet of the bride, being about to place a hassock

conveniently for her kneeling. A modest and good-looking young woman, a

lady's maid, stoops behind the lady, and adjusts the sash or the "panier
"

oT
her mistress's dress. The good looks of the maid have attracted the eyes of the

1 See "The Sleeping Congregation," (No. l.), 1736.
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bridegroom, and he leers at her over the head of the bride. A robust, but rather

small bitch, probably the pet of the lady, having, like her, but one eye, is seated

on a folding stool, and is rather fiercely wooed by a bigger dog, who has

placed his fore feet on the stool, striding from the pavement on his hind legs.

Behind the principal group is a pew with the following inscription in raised

Roman capitals :

"THESE PEWES VNSCRVD : AND : TAN : IN. SVNDE (R)
77V. STONE : THERS : GRAVEN : WHAT IS: VNDER
TO . WIT: A : VALT : FOR : BVRIAL : THERE : IS
WHICH : EDWARD : FORSET : MADE : FOR : HIM : AND HIS"
Attached to this pew is

" THE POOR? Sox ", the opening in which is

spanned by a large cobweb. This pew, and another at the side of the communion

table, are decorated with flowers. In the distance, near the door of the church,

appears the pew opener, distinguishable by the keys she bears, in active contest

with an old woman, who has interfered to prevent the expulsion from the church

of a young woman who carries a little child clinging about her neck. The old

woman is probably the mother of Sarah Young, who appears in Plate I. of this

series of designs ;
she seems, in order to stop the ceremony or otherwise assail

the man, to have attended the wedding of her daughter's seducer. Sarah Yourg,
in order to reproach Rakewell, accompanies her mother, bearing the little on'}. 1

The zealous pew opener, endeavouring to drive the younger woman and her

infant from the church, was assailed by the mother, who here scratches the face

of the official, and is about to strike her with her fist. The pew opener uses the

keys as weapons of offence.

Below the design the following verses are engraved :

" New toy6 School of hard Mishap,
Driven from y

e Ease of Fortune's Lap,
What Shames will Nature not embrace,
T'avoid less Shame of lean Distress ?

Gold can the Charms of Youth bestow,
And mask Deformity with Shew,
Gold can avert y

e
Sting of Shame,

In Winter's Arms create a Flame,
Can couple Youth with hoary Age,
And make Antipathies engage."

These verses were written by Dr. John Hoadly ; see " A Rake's Progre s",

Plate I. (No. i.), No. 2158.
It is stated by J. Nichols and G. Steevens,

" The Genuine Works of Will am

Hogarth", vol. ii., 1810, p. 122, that Hogarth's favourite dog Trump
2
appear in

this design.
" From the antiquated bride, and the young female adjusting the

folds of her gown, in this Plate, is taken a French print of a wrinkled harri Ian

of fashion at her toilet, attended by a blooming coefleuse", &c. Also, p. 123, hat

the names of the churchwardens were not fictitious
;
the inscription on the >ew

'

denoting a vault, is also genuine :
" Part of these words, in raised letter? at

present form a pannel in the wainscot at the end of the right-hand gallery , as

the church is entered from the street. No heir of the Forset family appeal ng,
their vault has been claimed and used by his Grace the Duke of Portland as

lord of the manor. The mural monument of the Taylors, composed of ead

gilt over, is likewise preserved. It is seen, in Hogarth's print, just under the

window. The Bishop of the diocese, when the new church was built, gave or lers

that all the antient tablets should be placed, as nearly as possible, in their foj mer

1 See "A Rake's Progress", Plate VII. (No. l.), No. 2236.
2 " Roubiliac made a model as large as life of this dog ", see as above, volJ

iii., 1817, p. 234.
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situations",
"
Seventy years ago Marybone Church was considered at such a

distance from London as to become the usual resort of those who, like our Hero,
wished to be privately married." p. 1 24.

For the history of the series of designs of which this plate is one see " A
Rake's Progress", Plate I. (No. l.), No. 2158; also for the subject, see "A
Rake's Progress", Plate V. (No. 2.), No. 2212; and "A Plagiary on Hogarth's

design of 'A Rake's Progress'", Plate V. No. 2222. The last contains curious

illustrations ofthe theme.

There arc two states of this plate ;
1

,
that which is described above, and 2,

in which the right foot of the bridegroom is omitted, thus indicating a change in

his attitude
;
the plate was otherwise much worked on

; the whole of the front of

the bride's dress was much darkened : the face of the maid was altered so that it

does not, as in the former state was the case, resemble that of Sarah Young in the

first state of Plate I. of this scries of designs ;
the hair of the man in the gallery

was changed from white to black. The crack across the table of the Command-
ments was made more obvious than in the former state. The plate in the second

state, having been very much worn and considerably retouched, was used for
" The Works of William Hogarth from the original Plates restored by James

Heath, Esq. R.A."; London, no date (1751. d.)

I5f- X I2fi.

2212. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate V. (No. 2.)

Marries an old Maid.

HE MARRIES A RICH OLD WIDDOW.
Published with the cotisent ofMr

. William Hogarth ly Tho\ Bakewell accord-

ing to Act of Parliament July 1735. Plate $ [l?35]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed and reduced, from the first state of that de-

scribed as (No. l.),with the same title and date, No. 2211.

Below the design the following verses are engraved :

" The Youth to reimburse his squander'd Gold,
Weds a rich Widow but one-ey'd & old,

In vain she smiles intent on nuptial Joys,
Plutus not Hymen, all his Thoughts employs,
His-Tast for Marriage, by y

e Church appears,
Where ev'ry Object a mean Aspect wears,

The Creed and Decalogue wth

Age decay'd,
And the Poor's empty Box with Cobwebs spread,
The Priest proceeds (but checks his smiles w th

Pain)
And the Clerk clenches with a loud A-men.
From such unequal Matches what can flow

But mutual Hate, and all Domestick Woe ?
"

With ornamental side borders, printed from different plates, the spelling of
" widdow" in the title having been corrected, this plate was used again, the pub-
lication line above given being removed, and the following added :

" Published w"1

y
e consent of Mrl

. Hogarth, by Henry Parker, at N. 82, in

Cornhill, March 25, 1 768."
See the description of the first plate of this series of copies, published by T.

Bakewell, the same title and date, Plate I., (No. 2.) No. 2159.
There is an intermediate or second state of this plate, to be distinguished

by the introduction of horizontal lines dividing the slabs of the pavement in

front of the design, which pavement, in the first state, is represented by vanishing
lines only.

The first issue, 1 1^ X 8|- in.

The second issue, 13^- x 8|. in.
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2213. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate V. (No. 3.)

Marries an old Maid.

HE MARRIES A RICH OLD WIDOW
Invented 8f Painted by W. Hogarth.

London, Printed for R. Sayer 8f J. Bennett, Map Sf Printsellers, N 53 Fleet

Street. [l?35]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from the first state of that described as (No.
l .), with the same title and date, No. 221 1. Below the design are engraved the

first two lines of the verses quoted with the entry describing Bakewell's copy
of the original, see the same title and date, Plate V. (No. 2.), No. 2212.

This plate was one of a series of copies from Hogarth's works, originally pub-
lished by Robert Sayer, see the entry describing Plate III. (No. 3.), No. 2190.
The plate was very much worked on for the second issue, to which the impression
now in question belongs. See " The Gate of Calais" (No. 2.), 1749.

1O|- x 6 in.

2214. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate V. (No, 4.)

Marries an old Maid.

[After Hogarth.]

5 Corbould 8f Dent Sculp. [173.?]

THIS engraving is a copy from the first state of that which is described as (No.

1.), with the same title and date, No. 2211. It was prepared to illustrate

"
Hogarth Moralized

"
(by the Rev. J. Trusler) ; London, 1768, on p. 29.

It was used again for "Hogarth Illustrated", by John Ireland; London,

1791 ;
vol. i. (7854. ff.), facing p. 46.

2-7 x 2|-
in. Brit. Mus. Library (Grenville), 2585.

2215. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate V. (No. 5.)

Marries an old Maid.

16. W. Hogarth inv. 8f pinx. [Engraved by Riepenhausen.] PI. 5-

[1735]

THIS engraving is a copy from the second state of that which is described as

(No. l.) with the same title and date, No. 221 1. It was prepared to illustn te

G. C. Lichtenberg's
"
Erklarung der Hogarthischen", &c., Gb'ttingen, 1 794-18 6,

in which series it is No. 1 7

It may be distinguished from other copies by the absence of a marginal 1 ne

about the engraved portion of the plate, and by the presence of the numl cr
"

17." in the upper corner, on our right.

8| X 7| in. Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. l.

2216. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate V. (No. 6.)

Marries an old Maid.

PL. V.

Designed by Wm
. Hogarth Engraved by T. Cook Published Dec*, l

4
'.

1796, by G. G. 8f J. Robinson, Paternoster Row, London. [17 .,5]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and ( ate

(No. 1.), No. 221 1. The first state of the original was used by the engrave of

this plate.
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Below the design arc engraved the verses of Dr. John Hoadly, as quoted
with (No. i.), as above.

It is comprised in "
Hogarth Restored. The Whole Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth", &c. "Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook"; London,
1806.

l^i X 12j-in.

2217. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate V. (No. 7.)

Marries an old Maid.

RAKES PROGRESS.

PL V. Hogarth pinx*. T. Cook Sf Son sc. Published by Longman, Hurst,

Rees, Sr Orme, May I
st

. 1808. [1735]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from the first state of that which is described

as (No. 1 .), with the same title and date, No. 2211. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Genuine Works of William Hogarth ", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens

;

vol. i. 1808, in which volume an impression follows p. 66.

With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer 2 ", this plate was used again
for " The Works of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. John Trusler

; London,
1821, vol. i. (1751. b.)

There is a late state of this plate, in which the whole work has been re-

touched.

5|- X 4$ in.

2218. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate V. (No. 8.)

Marries an old Maid.

RAKE'S PROGRESS. N. 5.

PL XXIII. Hogarth del'. T. Clerk sculp' Edinr
. London, Published as the

Act directs by Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Roiv. [^735]

THIS engraving is a copy from the first state of that which is described as (No.

1.), with the same title and date, No. 221 1. It was prepared to illustrate
" The

Works of William Hogarth", by Thomas Clerk; London, 1810, vol. i., where
an impression faces p. 99.

With the second title placed below the design, the engraver's name taken

out, this plate was used again for " The Works of William Hogarth ", London,

1837, vol. i., where an impression faces p. 95.

4-T x 3i in - Brit- Mus - Library, 1402. k. 24.

2219. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate V. (No. 9.)

Marries an old Maid.

THE RAKE'S PROGRESS. PL. 5.

[After Hogarth.]
T. Smith, sc. Published by John Major, 50, Fleet Street, June 30, 1831.

[1735]

THIS engraving is a copy from the first state of that described as (No. 1.), with

the same title and date, No. 2211. It was prepared to illustrate "Hogarth
Moralized", by the Rev. Dr. Trusler; London, 1831 ;

an impression faces p. 35.

3|- X 3 in.
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2220. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate V. (No. 10.)
Marries an old Maid.

THE RAKE'S PROGRESS. PLATE 5.

MARRIES AN OLD MAID.

From the Original Picture by Hogarth.

Engraved by T. Phillibrown. Jones Sf C". Temple of the Muses, Finsbury

Square, London. [ 1 7 3 5]

THIS engraving is a copy from the first state of that described as (No. 1.), same

title and date, No. 221 1. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works of William

Hogarth ", by the Rev. John Trusler
; London, 1833 ;

an impression faces p. 19.

With the publication Mae taken out, this plate was used to illustrate
" The

Complete Works of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. J. Trusler and E. F.

Roberts; London, no date (7855. i.) ;
an impression faces p. 96.

5i X 4f in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 27.

2221. FIGURES FROM "RAKE'S PROGRESS", Plate V. &c.

Tom. 6. PL 342.

[After Hogarth.] [1735]

THIS engraving in outline, slightly shaded, was prepared to illustrate "L'Art da

connaitre les Homines par la Physionomie ", par Gaspard Lavater
; Paris, 1 80* ,

vi. facing p. 241 . See "
Figures from ' A Harlot's Progress

'

", Plates IV. and V".

No. 2090, which contains descriptions of other portions of designs by Hogarth

comprised on this plate.

The portion from Plate V. is a half-length figure of the bride, and a head <if

the clerk, see this title, Plate V. (No. 1.), No. 221 1.

6|r
X 8i in. Brit. Mus. Library, 721. 1. 6.

2222.

A PLAGIARY ON HOGARTH'S DESIGN OF " A RAKE'S PRC -

GRESS", Plate V. No. 22 1 1.

Marries an old Maid.

[1.73.]

THIS engraving is evidently a plagiary on the work by Hogarth which is narn< d

above, and belongs to the series mentioned in " He comes into the Possession >f

his Father's Estate" (No. 2.), No. 2172. It differs considerably frc a

Hogarth's design, and is distinctly referred to in the poem called
" The Rakt 's

Progress ", see "
(No. 2.)", as above, in several respects, some of these points a -e

illustrated in this print, and not in Hogarth's work, thus letting us infer that n

these cases at least the plagiary was before the writer of the verses.

The scene is the- interior of a Gothic church, with an arcade of three hexagoi al

pillars in the middle distance ; the persons are grouped on our right, and wit! in

the communion rails
;
the minister, a lean old man who wears large spectacL s,

reads the service for
"
Matrimony

" from a large book, his clerk stands behind ar 1,

while responding, casts up his eyes ; the bride is hump-backed, and has lost b 3r

teeth ;
she is very short, and holds a fan in her right hand, while the fingers of

her left hand are extended so that the bridegroom may place the wedding ri ig
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on one of them. This he does while standing at her side and leering at the

bride's maid, who returns his amorous glances as she adjusts the lace pinners of

her mistress's cap. Another female attendant is obsequiously placing a hassock

for the knees of the bride.

In the distance, at the door of the church, some women are violently quarrel-

ling, one of these is the pew opener, who appears to be resisting the attempts of

a female to enter the church, see the verses quoted below. On one of the pillars

is a board, with the inscription
"
Benefactors 1 700 Rich*. Trencherper Ann : for

a Disk of Meatfor the Minister and Church Wardens 3. O. O. D. for \ 2.

penny worth of Bread weehly for the Poor per Ann : 2. 12. O. 1710. Henry
Blow D.D. To the Ringers on the 29 of May per Ann 1. 1O. O". 1 Over the

money box which, as in Hogarth's design, is distinguished by a large cobweb, is a

board, with "PRAY REMEMBER THE POOR". On the middle pillar is a mor-

tuary tablet, comprising an escutcheon, quarterly, having for its crest, a stag's

head, erased, and this inscription :

" John Taylor lies beneath this Stone

Four Wives he had but Children none

Therefore to keep his Name alive

This Monument he did contrive."

On the third pillar is an escutcheon bearing a chevron, sable, between three

lions rampant, a canton * * *
;
below this are suspended a pair of spurs, a dagger,

and a pair of gauntlets ;
over the escutcheon and on a bracket is placed a

helmet with its contoise, and crest, the latter being a lion's head, couped; from

the same pillar, likewise on brackets, are suspended two flags, one being a

knight's burgee, with a crest like that of the latter helmet, and the other a

standard, bearing the arms of the escutcheon. A knight's emblazoned tabard

hangs from another bracket, which is attached to the same pillar. A mortuary
tablet on the wall beyond this pillar bears an inscription, part only of which is

visible, as follows :
"

Lyeth Body the Wife Brown

1667 ".

The poem of " The Rake's Progress
"

as mentioned above, so far as it relates

to the subject of this print, is as follows :

" The Day is fixt, the Licence bought,
And all Things to Perfection brought :

Her Face new varnish'd, Teeth made clean,

And Plumpers rightly fixt between;
One Eye she had, and that being sore,

Cou'd only see direct before,

Hunch-back'd, long-nos'd, and ev'ry Grace,
And every charm that merits Praise.

But to be free from Scorn and Scon
,

With cost her failings she set off",

Trimly deckt, and neatly drest,

Jewels all o'er her Neck and Breast ;

Only themselves and Chambermaid,
In Hackney Coach to Church convey'd.
Near Oxford Road, O ! Omen dire !

Where Criminals daily expire,
The advent'rous Hero leads her on

To the fam'd Church of Marybone ;

1 The date of this bequest is that of Dr. Sacheverell and the "
High Church "

movement, when the anniversary of the " Restoration
" was considered peculiarly

important.
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The Clerk who neither said or sung,

The Parson with Lip under hung,
Of the true ancient Bull-dog Breed,

Cou'd hardly either spell or read.

The Altar all adorn'd with Bays,
The ragged Boy who the Hassock lays ;

To raise her Face equal to his,

And to receive the Ring in Bliss.
1

Some Hero's Trophies dismal sad,

In Tatters waving o'er their Head ;

The Sword, the Glove, and Coat of Mail,

Impendent fast'ned by a Nail ;

His Knightly Qualities proclaim :

And if they cou'd wou'd speak his Fame :

For 'tis a Custom due to P s,
2

And every Man who Honour bears,

To have these Things hung in the Church,

Which when alive he durst not touch :

Below, how much he gave is told,

In shining Letters all of Gold
;

At which each thoughtless Booby stares,

And heeds it much more than his Pray'rs.

Th' Apostles Creed, tho' painted plain,

Is quite rubb'd out with keeping clean ;

And the Commands, tho' plain to View,
From Top to Bottom are crackt thro' ;

A Spider finding out a Place

Where he could hope to be at Ease,

On the Poor's Box his Web he weav'd,

And three months undisturb'd had liv'd
;

And still had liv'd, but th' Overseer,
In private, took out all was there.

All Things prepar'd, he op'd the Book,
Put on a serious, formal Look,
And juggl'd up the Holy Curse,

With let it be, Better or Worse.

A pretty Girl, the Lady's Maid,
Who all her Dress in Order laid,

Behind her Mistress simp'ring stood,

And rais'd the youthful 'Squires Blood.

The old one thought he smil'd on her,

And squinted out a pleasant Fleer.

O dire Mischance ! from the Church-door

Sounds loud a dismal dreadful Roar :

Poor,
3 Sail still loth to lose her Right,

Was battling it with all her might ;

The Sexton with her key's laid on,

And laid her sprawling on the Ground.

Howe'er, the Ceremony past,

They all jogg'd Home well pleas'd at last."

1 2i X 9| *

1 The elements thus described appear in Hogarth's design, not in the prii t;

now in question ;
most of those which follow occur in the latter only.

2 Peers.
3 The heroine of the poem.
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2223.

A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate VI. (No. i.)

Scene in a Gaming House.

Invented Painted 8f Engraved by Wm
Hogarth, Sf Published June y

e
2$ 1 735

According to Act of Parliament. Sold at y
e Golden Head in Leicester

Fields London
: Plate 6. [l?35]

THIS engraving shows the progress of Thomas Rakewell, see "A Rake's Pro-

gress", Plate I. (No. 1.), No. 2158. It represents the interior of a room with a

party of gamblers assembled about a circular table, and other figures. In front

is Rakewell, kneeling on one knee, having pulled off his wig and dashed it on

the floor, and in a frenzy of rage and despair at the loss of his fortune, which has

occurred at the moment, grinding his teeth, while his eyes glare and his breath

hisses between his lips ; his fists are clenched and his arms rigidly extended, the

one downwards, the other upwards. In starting from the table he overthrew his

chair and it now lies at his side ;
a black dog, on whose collar is an inscription

" Covent Gar"(den). excited by Rakewell's furious action and loud imprecations,

leaps at the back of the fallen chair, and barks at the man. Next to Rakewell

at the table is another loser, a man whose face is hidden by his hat which, in

stooping convulsively and rolling in agony in his seat, he pulls over his eyes.
A smooth-faced man with a laced coat sits next and may be one of the winners,
for he turns round in his place with no passion, but with surprise expressed on his

countenance at the appearance ofa watchman, who, with a lantern and a stick in his

hands, rushes into the room and calls the attention of the inmates to the fact,

which in the intensity of their gambling they have not noticed, that the house is

on fire ; smoke and flame issue from behind the wainscot at the cornice.

Next to this group is another composed of three persons, one of whom is in

a fury ofwrath, and threatening a companion who abjectly takes shelter behind a

third, who interposes between his neighbours ; the first has lost his wig, holds

his drawn sword in his hand and strives to beat the frightened man with the

handle of that weapon, by striking at him over the shoulder of the interposer.
A dice box lies on the table before this group ; the abject person has probably
been detected in an attempt to cheat the angry one ; the interposer, while pushing
his wrathful neighbour back, strives to soften his wrath. Two men are next,

one of these is the croupier, with a money rake in one hand and in the other

two candles stuck in a candlestick with a very long stem. His neighbour,
like himself, turns from the table in alarm at the signs of fire. The next group
is of two men, who appear to be winners, one of whom is counting coins into the

open palm of the other. Another man, sitting at the table, stretches forward

and gathers coins which lie on it. A man in a cocked hat leans moodily against
the wall of the room, with his fists clenched

;
he is lost in thought. Next to him

sits one, who, by the horse-pistol and black mask in a skirt-pocket of his coat,

appears to be a highwayman; he wears long horseman's boots with spurs,
and a large riding coat

;
a hat is under his arm

;
he sits with one knee

crossing its fellow and clasped by his locked fingers. He is so deeply occupied

by thoughts, and those, as his expression tells, of no glad character, that

he does not notice the waiting boy at his side who endeavours to attract

attention to the glass of liquor which he carries on a tray. In the corner,
on our left of the design, is a smaller table at which sits an elderly man, wearing
a three-cornered hat and spectacles, who writes in a memorandum book "Lent to

Ld
. Cogg ^ooZ".

1 This appears to refer to his neighbour, a splendidly dressed

1 "Lord Cogg" is referred to in "Tom K g's", &c. (11633. e.), see
" An Illustration to Canto I. of 'Tom K g's'", &c., 1738.
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gentleman with a fat and smooth face, who, stooping at the table and holding a

rouleau in his left hand, speaks to the writer. The fireplace, before which

the highwayman sits, is guarded by a wire fence; on the wainscot above the

fireplace is a sconce, with a single lighted candle in it : near the candle hangs a

card, bearing an inscription surmounted by the royal arms, and as follows :

" R Justian Card Maker to his 7fefq/(esty) royal Family ".

Below the design the following verses are engraved :

"
Gold, thou bright Son of Phoebus, Bourse

Of Universal Intercourse ;

Of weeping Virtue Sweet Redress,

And blessing those who live to bless ;

Yet oft behold this Sacred Trust

The Fool of Avaritious Lust,

No longer Bond of Humankind,
But Bane of every virtuous Mind.

What chaos such Misuse Attends !

Friendship Stoops to prey on Friends ;

Health, that gives Relish to Delight,
Is wasted with y

e
Wasting Night !

Doubt & Mistrust are thrown on Heaven,
And all its Power to Chance is given.

Sad Purchace, of repentant Tears,
~|

Of needless Quarrels, endless Fears,

Of Hopes of Moments, Pangs of Years !

Sad Purchace, of a tortur'd Mind,
To an imprison'd Body join'd !

"

These verses were written at the request of Hogarth by the Rev. John

Hoadly, see " A Rake's Progress ", Plate I. (No. 1
.), No. 2 1 58.

For further illustrations of the subject see Plate 1. (No. 1.), as above, and
other entries which are indicated therein, see especially also " A Plagiary o \

Hogarth's Design of ' A Rake's Progress, Plate VI.'", No. 2235.
The incident of the fire is said, see " The Genuine Works of Williari

Hogarth", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens
;

vol. ii. 1810, p. 124, to havj

reference to a conflagration which took place in St. James's Street, at White's

gambling house, May 3, 1 733> as to which see the last paragraph in " Th ;

State Weather-cocks", No. 2O21. "The original sketch in oil for this seen i

was in 1782 at Mrs. Hogarth's house in Leicester Fields", see as above, p. 12*:.
" The principal character was then sitting."

There are two states of this plate, 1, which is described above, and 2, i i

which considerable alterations appear ;
the face of Lord Cog has been altered fc L-

the worse, both his eyelids have been made to look as if they were black, his lip !

have been made dark, and a shadow has been cast from his wig on to his foreheac .

The shadow of Rakewell's wig, which lies on the floor, has been extended so that b

touches the detached queue of the wig which lies near.

The plate in the second state, having been much worn and reworked, we s

used for " The Works of William Hogarth from the original Plates restored b r

James Heath, Esq. R.A.", London, no date (1751. d.)

I S X 12 in.
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2224. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate VI. (No. 2.)

Scene in a Gaming House.

RUIN'D AT A GAMING TABLE.

Published with the consent of Mr
. William Hogarth by Tho: Bakewell

according to Act of Parliament July 1735. Plate 6 [ J 735]

THIS engraving is a copy, reduced, from that described as (No. 1
.),

with the

same title and date, No. 2223.
Below the design the following verses are engraved :

" If Mortals, Peace of Mind be worth your Care

Of Gaming sure, destructive Vice, beware !

What frantick Rage is on his Visage Shown,
Who to the desp'rate Die his All has thrown ?

The fatal Place the rash Advent'rers shake,

And set their Lands & Legacies at stake,

Loosing they breathe their horrid Oath's around,

And rend their Cloaths, and wildly stamp y
e
ground,

Hence Peers with Us'rers seal for ready Coin,

And Bankrupt Tradesmen High-way Robbers joyn
Whilst such impetuous Gusts their Breasts inspire,

They're scarce alarm'd tho' told y
e Room's on Fire."

With ornamental side borders, printed from different plates, this plate was

used again, the publication line above given being removed, and the following
added :

" Published wth
y
e consent of M". Hogarth, by Henry Parker, at N. 82 in

Cornhill, March 25, 1768."
See the description of the first plate of this series of copies, published by

T. Bakewell, the same title and date, Plate I., (No. 2.), No. 2159.
There is an intermediate, or second state of this plate, to be distinguished by

the introduction of semicircular lines on the lower part of the inside of Rake-
well's wig, which lies beside him on the ground. This place is white in the first

state of the plate.

The first issue, 1 If X S^in.
The second issue, 13^ X B^ in.

2225. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate VI. (No. 3.)

Scene in a Gaming House.

RUIN'D AT A GAMING TABLE.

Invented fy Painted by Wm
. Hogarth. [!735]

THIS engraving is a copy from that described as (No. 1.), with the same title

and date, No 2223. Below the design are engraved the first, third, and fourth

lines of the verses which are quoted with the entry describing Bakewell's copy
of the original, see the same title and date, Plate VI. (No. 2.), No. 2224.

This print is one of a series of copies from Hogarth's work, published by
Robert Sayer, the publication line of which series has been cut off, but remains

under the impression of Plate III., here described ; see the same title and

date, Plate HI. (No. 3.), No. 2190.
There is an impression of a second state of this plate after it had been much

worked on. This bears remains of the publication line of Sayer and Bennett, as

quoted under (No. 3.), as above. See " The Gate of Calais
"
(No. 2.), 1 749.

10J- x 6
s
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2226. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate VI. (No. 4.)

Scene in a Gaming House.

[After Hogarth.]
6 Corbould Sr Dent sc. [1735]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same

title and date, No. 2223. It was prepared to illustrate "
Hogarth Moralized ",

by the Rev. J. Trusler
; London, 1768, on p. 32.

It was used again for "
Hogarth Illustrated ", by John Ireland ; London,

1791 ;
vol. i. (7854. ff.), facing p. 51.

2|- X 2f in. Brit. Mus. Library (Grenville), 2585.

2227. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate VI. (No. 5.)

Scene in a Gaming House.

18. W. Hogarth inv Sf pinx. Riepenhausen del. Sf sculps. PL 6.

[1735]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same
title and date, No. 2223. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichtenberg's

"Erklarung der Hogarthischen ", &c., 1794-1816, in which series it is No. 18.

It may be distinguished from other copies by the absence of a marginal line

about the engraved portion of the plate, and by the presence of the number
"18 ." in the upper corner, on our right.

8J- X 7 in. Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. 11.

2228. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate VI. (No. 6.)
'

Scene in a Gaming House.

PL. VI.

Designed by W1
". Hogarth Engraved by T. Cook Published Feby

. l"

J 797> by G' G' fr J- Robinson, Paternoster Row, London. [i?35]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and date

(No. l.), No. 2223.
Below the design are engraved the verses of Dr. John Hoadly, as quoted witl

(No. l.), as above.

It is comprised in "
Hogarth Restored. The Whole Works of the celebrate(

William Hogarth ", &c. " Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook ", London

1806.

1 5 X 1 2 in.

2229. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate VI. (No. 7.)

Scene in a Gaming- House.

RAKES PROGRESS.

PI. VI. Hogarth pins?. T. Cook sculp
1
. Published by Longman, Hurs<

Rees, 8f Orme, March l". 1808. [1735

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with th

same title and date, No. 2223. It was prepared to illustrate "The Genuin
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Works of William Hogarth ", by J. Nichols and G. Stcevcns
; vol. i. 1 808, in

which volume an impression follows p. 66.

With the addition of " PBOOF Bishop Printer 2 ", this plate was used again
for " The Works of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. John Trusler

; London,
1821, vol. i. (1751. b.).

There is a late state of this plate, in which the whole work has been re-

touched.

6 x 4|- in.

2230. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate VI. (No. 8.)
Scene in a Gaming House.

RAKE'S PROGRESS N. 6.

PL. XXIV. Hogarth del1
. D. B. Pyet sculp'. London, Published as the

Act directs by Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row. [^735]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same
title and date, No. 2223. It was prepared to illustrate

" The Works of William

Hogarth", by Thomas Clerk; London, 1810, vol. i., where an impression faces

p. 1O2.

With the second title placed below the design, the engraver's name taken

out, this plate was used again for " The Works of William Hogarth ", London,

1837, vol. i., where an impression faces p. 98.

4i X
3-j;

in.
t

Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k. 24.

2231. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate VI. (No. 9.)

Scene in a Gaming House.

THE RAKE'S PROGRESS. PL. 6.

[After Hogarth.]
C. Pye sc. Published by John Major, 50, Fleet Street, Sepf. 1.1831. [1735]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same

title and date, No. 2223. It was prepared to illustrate "Hogarth Moralized",

by the Rev. Dr. Trusler
; London, 1831; an impression faces p. 38.

3! X 2|-
in.

2232. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate VI. (No. 10.)
Scene in a Gaming House.

THE RAKE'S PROGRESS. PLATE 6.

GAMING HOUSE SCENE.

From the Original Picture by Hogarth.

Engraved by W. Radclyffe. Jones Sf C". Temple of the Muses, Finsbury

Square, London. [ 1 735]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same
title and date, No. 2223. It was prepared to illustrate " The Works of William

Hogarth ", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1833 ;
an impression faces p. 21.

With the publication line removed, this plate was used for "The Complete
Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. J. Trusler and E. F. Roberts; London,
no date (7855. i.); an impression faces p. 98.

6 x 4|- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 27.
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2233. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate VI. (No. u.)
Scene in a Gaming House.

[The Gaming House.]

[After Hogarth.]
Jackson. [ ! 735]

THIS woodcut is a copy from the design described as (No. 1 .), with the same

title and date, No. 2223. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Penny Magazine ",

1834 ;
an impression occurs on p. 381.

7X5- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 2093. e.

2234. FIGURES FROM "A RAKE'S PROGRESS", Plate VI.,

&c.

Tom. 6. PI. 342.

[After Hogarth.] [ 1 735]

THIS engraving in outline, slightly shaded, was prepared to illustrate
" L'Art de

connaitre les Homines par la Physionomie ", par Gaspard Lavater ; Paris, l8o >r
,

vi. facing p. 241. See "Figures from
' A Harlot's Progress'," Plates IV. and VI.

No. 2090, which contains descriptions of other portions of Hogarth's desigiis

comprised on this plate.

The portion from Plate VI. is a half-length figure of the Rake kneeling and

cursing his ill-fortune ;
also the bust of the boy who has brought refreshment

for the man sitting at the fireside; see this title, Plate VI. (No. i.), 173.5,

No. 2223.

6| x 8i in. Brit. Mus. Library, 721. 1. o.

2235-

A PLAGIARY ON HOGARTH'S DESIGN OF "A RAKE'S PRO-

GRESS", Plate VI. No. 2223.
Scene in a Gaming House.

D73.0

THIS engraving is evidently a plagiary on the work by Hogarth which is nam d

above, and belongs to the series mentioned in " He comes into the Possession if

his Father's Estate" (No. 2.), No. 2172. It differs considerably from tie

original ;
there are in the room three windows which are closed with shutters, t ie

latter having oval perforations in their upper panels ;
over the fireplace is a

picture showing a mounted highwayman robbing the passengers in a chariot
;

it

one side of this picture is a three-quarters length portrait of a gentleman. A
round table appears in the centre of the room, about which many gentlemen a re

assembled
;
two of these persons are quarrelling violently, one of them, whose v ig

has fallen off, clenches his left fist, and with his right hand grasps at a pile of

coins on the table, the stake for which he has played with his antagonist ;
t ie

latter wears a hat, a riding coat and boots, with spurs ;
he shakes his fist fierc< ly

at his neighbour, and clutches a heavy whip, having a hook at its butt end, as if

he intended to strike with the weapon ;
he is restrained by another man v> 10

clasps him in his arms. The fellow with the whip is evidently intended fo a

highwayman, a face-mask falls from his dress, the butt-ends of a pair of la) je
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pistols protrude from one of his pockets. Two candles have been overthrown

in the dispute, a chair, dice, dice-boxes, and cards lie on the floor.

Next to the bareheaded man stands another man, wearing a three-cornered

hat, and with his arms resting on the back of a chair
;

he calmly regards the

fracas. Two other men appear to have staked the coins which they respectively
hold on the issue of the casting of dice by a third, who stands between them .

On the nearer side of the table two men have been gambling, one has lost

all, and, in a fury of rage and despair, kneels on the ground, cursing loudly,
and grinding his teeth, after having dashed his wig and hat to the floor, toge-
ther with playing cards, one of which is torn in halves

;
his late antagonist

gathers the stake and looks with calm curiosity at his neighbour.
At a side table sits an usurer, who is writing a list of loans, as follows,

" On
a Gold Snuffbox On a C .12 12."

;
he turns to a young man who stands

at his side, and with outstretched hands offers a watch as a pledge for a loan.

Two other men stand at the respective sides of the fireplace, one of these looks

with considerable interest at the picture of the coach robbery, as if it had
occurred to him to attempt some such act as is portrayed. On the side table,

near the money lender, lie papers which are severally inscribed
"
Morgage of

certain Lands in y
e

. C. of Surry ",
"
Assignm*. of Plate $ Jewels from Esq

r
.

Ramble for 800 pounds.'", and " Ipromise to pay to
"

.

The door of the room has been opened to admit a magistrate and constables.
" Ramble Gripe

"
is the name of the Rake as described in " He comes into

the possession of his Fathers Estate" (Nos. 1 and 2.), Nos. 2171, and 2172;
see the former on this point.

The poem styled
" The Rake's Progress ", see (No. 2.), as above, so far aa

it relates to the subject of this design, is as follows, pp. 40-2 :

"Near C nt G d n stands a Place

Frequented by the Thief and 's Grace.

And here our 'Squire wisely chose

To try his Fate, or win or lose.

Now Midnight Hours call to Bed
The sober Cit and man of Trade.

Now the Watch set, the Link boys out,

The W s and Padders on the Scout.

(Tho' Night at t'other end o' th' Town)
Proclaim it here but their high Noon.

Tho' Geometricians loudly talk

How the Sun varies in his Walk ;

And when on us his A e he turns,

He with full Face in India burns.

Why who the De'el wou'd go to Sea,

That here of this inform'd may be ?

For when 'tis Night on Tower-Hill,
And all the Parish lie quite still,

Spite of the P n or C ch W d n,

'Tis high Noon-day in Covent- Garden.

Now goes the Box Six, who will set ?

Five hundred, Sir, 'Tis done, I bett.

The various Arts I need not shew,
Or say he lost, and tell you how.
At length he came to his last Stake,
Resolv'd to rise again, or break,
One single Throw his Fate decides,

And his unlucky Stars he chides."

* * * *

III. M
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" The Thief, robb'd of his ill-gain'd Prize,

Sits with fixt Phiz, and grave dull Eyes :

So lost in Thought, he mindeth not,

Tho' the Boy yelps with open Throat.

The Mourner, in his Sables drest,

Shares the Fortune of the rest.

But for the careful plain old Man,
M well known Youth to trapan.

To C sh lend the dear bought Pence,
C sh quite void of Common Sense,

Whose Face unto his Soul a Sign,

Looks stupid, as that does within.

A Quarrel from behind ensues,

The sure Retreat of those that lose.

An honest 'Squire Smells the Cheat,

And swears the Villain shall be beat ;

But G dd wisely intervenes,

And dissipates the Wretch's Fears.

Whilst these are all in a Confusion,"
# * * *

" Amidst this Rout, lo ! Fire appears,
The Watchman nimbly runs up Stairs,

Fire ! an Emblem of the Place
"

This description agrees with the incidents of Hogarth's design, not with

those of this plate,
" M "

is Manners", C sh", Cavendish.

1 2i x 9 in.

2236.

A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate VII. (No. i.)

Prison Scene.

Plate 7 Invented Sfc. by Wm
. Hogarth Sf Published According to Act of

Parliament June y
e
. 2$. 1735. [l7:?5]~

THIS engraving shows the progress of Thomas Rakewell, see " A Ra ;eV

Progress", Plate I. (No. l.), No. 2158. It represents the interior o:' a

stone cell in a debtor's prison (the Fleet Prison, London), where Rakewe 1 is

confined, having been ruined in the gambling house, as shown in Plate VX
of this series, No. 2223. Endeavouring to procure a subsistence by writii g a

play, he sent the MS. to the manager of a theatre and has just now receiv* d a

letter which lies on a table at his elbow, together with a large bundle of paj ers,

on one of which is
" Act 4." The letter is

" ST I have read if Play Sf fa d it

will not doe y
rt

J. R . . h "-
1

This failure has overwhelmed the prisoner,
2 and caused Sarah Young, see

Plates I. and V., Nos. 2 1 58 and 22 1 1, to fall into convulsions ;
she drops from her

chair and has fainted
;
her dress has been loosened, she is attended by three pers ms,

one of whom, a little withered man, a prisoner for debt, with a very sympatl etic

1 That is John Rich, manager of theatres and pantomimist, as to whonr see
" The Stage's Glory ", No. 1 869. Hogarth knew Rich and painted his fa nily

in a conversation piece, also his daughters singly.
2 On the expression of the face here, see C. Lamb's "

Essay on the G lius

and Character of Hogarth."
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expression on his face, holds back one of her arms, he wears a long, very ill-

combed and almost curlless wig over his own hair, which latter has been

allowed to grow, his beard and moustaches have been equally neglected. He
wears also a ragged dressing gown, with patches in it. Hastening to support
the woman he dropped a scroll on which is

"
Being a New Scheme for paying

y" Debts of y' Nation by T : L : now a prisoner in the Fleet." another paper
bears " Debts ". The other persons who assist Sarah

Young are women, the one is old, her companion is still youthful. The latter

holds a smelling bottle to the fainting woman's nostrils, and presses her head

down so that she may inhale. The other woman has extended Sarah Young's
clenched right fist and slaps it vigorously. Meanwhile Sarah's little girl, as to

whom see Plate V., No. 221 1, who is now about three years of age, clings to

her mother's skirts and loudly bewails her condition.

In the centre of the composition two stools are thrown on the floor of the cell,

and lie there with a woman's gown. At Rakewell's side, and with fist clenched

vehemently denouncing him, stands his one-eyed wife, see Plate V. as above.

Rakewell sits helpless, bewildered, and despairing amid the storm of troubles,

he has both hands on his knees, their fingers extended as if he could do nothing.
A boy has brought a pot of beer from a tavern and, refusing to deliver it with-

out payment, extends one hand for the money while he keeps back the pot in

the other hand. Behind Rakewell stands a turnkey of the Fleet, with a book

containing his account of " Garnish money
"
alleged to be due from the prisoner.

In the background of the cell sits an old man, wearing spectacles, a night-

cap and loose gown, who, entirely occupied in attending to the furnace of a

still which is placed in the corner of the room, heeds nothing which has taken

place. He is a "
philosopher

"
of diverse studies, for, independently of the still,

a telescope is protruded between the bars of the grated window, and on the

tester of a large curtained bedstead behind him lies a pair of wings, with

apparatus for using them in flight : on a shelf near the window are three

crucibles, respectively marked "
1 ",

" 2 ", and "
3
"

;
likewise two books :

stuck in the leaves of one of the latter is a slip of paper marked "
Philosophical".

In front, in our right, lies a large bundle, with a gridiron tied to it.

Below the design these verses are engraved :

"
Happy the Man, whose constant Thought

(Tho' in the School of Hardship taught)
Can send Remembrance back to fetch

Treasures from Life's earliest Stretch :

Who Self-approving can review

Scenes of past Virtues that Shine thro'

The Gloom of Age, & cast a Ray,
To gild the Evening of his Day !

Not so the Guilty Wretch confin'd :

No Pleasures meet his roving Mind,
No Blessings fetch'd from early Youth,
But broken Faith, & wrested Truth,
Talents idle, & unus'd,
And every Gift of Heaven abus'd,

In Seas of Sad Reflection lost,

From Horrors Still to Horrors1
tost,

Reason the Vessel leaves to Steer,

And Gives the Helm to mad Despair."

1 In the Collection of Dr. Percy is an impression from this plate in which
the third "

r
"

of " Horrors "
is omitted, the letter was supplied in impressions

reckoned as those of the first state
;

in all impressions the fact that a correction

had been made in that place is distinct.
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These verses were written by Dr. John Hoadly at the request of Hogarth ;

see "A Rake's Progress", Plate I. (No. l.), No. 2158.
For further illustrations of the subject see Plate I. (No. 1.), as above, and

other entries which are indicated therein.

The poem styled
" The Rake's Progress ", see " He Comes into the Posses-

sion of his Father's Estate" (No. 2.), No. 2172, so far as it relates to the sub-

ject of this design, is, from Canto VII., as follows :

" His Fortune gone, now dreary Want

Began his Family to haunt"

* * # *

" At last he's hurried to a Jail,"

* * * *

" Thinks he, I was a forward Lad,
And have good Education had,

I've seen the World by Day and Night,
Z ds, give me Paper, I'll go write

A Comedy will suit me best ;

I'll write e'm one shall stand the Test.

Now every Day he closely sits,

And on the Paper strains his Wits,
For Poets hang on modern Books,
Like Dyers Cloaths on Tenter-hooks.

He steals a Plot, then writes a scene,

And Thoughts o'er Thoughts come crowding in.

At length 'tis done and gone quite thro',

If ill or well, no Matter how,
But then to get it on the Stage !"

Have I no Friend I can engage,
Who has an Int-rest with the Master,
And so can urge it on the faster ?

Yes my Lord Gr can do't at once,

But he can't judge for he's a Dunce,
He sent a Copy to my L d,

And begg'd the Favour of his Word,

Ay, to be sure (quoth he) the Piece

Is good, and certainly must please."

* * * *
" he had his Play again
No Message What no Money giv'n !

Is this the Poefs Luck ? Oh ! Heatfn !

"
Well, carry it to Maister R *

And if he fails Fortune''s a B h.

His Hopes began to bud once more
;

On that he runs up a New Score,

The poor old Lady whom he 'ad wed.
Had to some rich Relation's fled

;

And Sally faithful to the last
;

Her Hours with him in Prison past ;

The little movements she had by her

Of Linnen, Headcloaths, loose Attire,
In sad Succession went away,
One after 'tother every Day ;

"

* * * *

1
Rich, see before.
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" All his Hopes are come to Nought :

'Tis answered in a Line or two,

With, Sir, I've read it, and 'twori't do.

Sally o'ercome with the Surprize,
Falls into Fits, and almost dies :

Her rosy Cheeks all pale appear,
Her Baby's bawling in her ear :

"

* * * *
" Then too the old Lady furious comes,
With Noise as loud as Twenty Drums.
The Keeper cries Sir, Garnish here-

The Boy wants Three-pence for his Beer,
The dreadful Din of all combin'd,
Disturb a neighb'ring Prisoner's Mind,
He starts at once forth from his Dream,
And leaves unfinished his State Scheme,
His Wig was full as old as he,

In which one Curl you could not see
;

His Neckcloth loose, his Beard full grown,
An old torn Night-gown not his own,
L great schemist, that can pay
The Nation's Debts an easy way."

It has been remarked that, from the reference to " L ", as above,

Hogarth probably represented a real character in the figure here in question ;

the name of this person is given in the print by the initials
" T. L.".

There are three states of this plate, 1. in which "Plate 7
"

is not placed in

the margin ; 2. which is described above, where the wings over the bedstead

have been made darker than in the first state
; 3. in which the plate has been

much worked on, the whole of the floor in front of RakewelTs feet being hatched

instead of represented by simple horizontal lines.

This plate, in the third state, having been much worn and worked on, was
used again for " The Works of William Hogarth from the original Plates

restored by James Heath, Esq. R.A. "
; London, no date (1751. d.)

15f X \2\ in.

2237. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate VII. (No. 2.)
Prison Scene.

CONFINED IN THE FLEET PRISON.

Published with the consent of Mr
. William Hogarth by Tho : Bakewell

according to Act of Parliament July 1735. Plate*] [*735]

THIS engraving is a copy, reduced and reversed, from that described as (No. 1
.),

with the same title and date, No. 2236.
Below the design the following verses are engraved :

" His Hours of Joy are fled with rapid Speed,
And Scenes of Anguish in a Jail succeed,

His Wife his Ear with loud Reproaches greets,

(Her wanton Age deserves the Fate it meets)
The swooning Nymph & Child our Pity move
In Ruin whelm'd by his unfaithful Love
The Hopes he built on his dramatick Muse,
Prove empty as the Chymist's golden Views,
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Who vainly trys his Furnace and his Wings,
Nor Gold nor Liberty his Project brings,

Nor he whose Schemes a Nations Debts discharge
Can his own Person from Restraint enlarge."

With ornamental side borders, printed from different plates, this plate was

used again, the publication line above given being removed, and the following

added:
" Publish'd wth

y
e consent of Mrs

. Hogarth, by Henry Parker at N. 82 in

Cornhill, March 25. 1768."
See the description of the first plate of this series of copies, published by T.

Bakewell (No. 2.), No. 2159.
The first issue, 1

1|- X 8| in.

The second issue, 13^ X 8|- in.

2238. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate VII. (No. 3.)

Prison Scene.

[After Hogarth.]

7 Corbould Sf Dent sc. [l?35']

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. l
.), with the samo

title and date, No. 2236. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth Moralized",

by the Rev. J. Trusler
; London, 1768, on p. 34.

It was used again for "
Hogarth Illustrated ", by John Ireland

; London,

1791 ;
vol. i. (7854, ff.), facing p. 56.

2|- X 2i in. Brit. Mus. Library (Grenville), 258^.

2239. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. No. VII. (No. 4.)
Prison Scene.

19. W. Hogarth inv. Sf pinx. Riepenh(&nsei\). del sculps. PI."]. [l735~

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the sane
title and date, No. 2236. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichtenberg s
"
Erklarung der Hogarthischen ", &c., Gottingen, 1794 1816, in which series

it is No. 19.

It may be distinguished from other copies by the absence of a marginal lii e

about the engraved portion of the plate, and by the presence of the number
"

1 9." in the upper corner, on our left.

8i X 6|- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. 1 .

2240. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate VII. (No. 5.)

Prison Scene.

PL. VII.

Designed by Wm
. Hogarth. Engraved by T. Cook. Published Apr

1 "

J 797> % G" G. Sf J. Robinson, Pater-noster Row, London. ["73

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title a id

date (No. 1.), No. 2236.
Below the design are engraved the verses of Dr. John Hoadly, as quoted w: ch

(No. 1.), as above.

It is comprised in "
Hogarth Restored, The Whole Works of the celebrat ^d

William Hogarth", &c. "Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook"
; London, l8c5.

15f X 12f in.
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2241. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate VII. (No. 6.)

Prison Scene.

RAKES PROGRESS.

PL. VII. Hogarth pinx'. T. Cook $ Son sc. Published by Longman,
Hurst, Rees, fy Orme, Sepf. l" 1808. [l?35]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1
.),

with the

same title and date, No. 2236. It was prepared to illustrate " The Genuine Works
of William Hogarth ", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens ;

vol. i. 1 808, in which

volume an impression follows p. 66.

With the addition of "
PROOF, Bishop Printer," this plate was used again for

" The Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1821,
vol. i. (l75l.b.)

There is a late state of this plate, in which the whole work has been re-

touched.

6 X 4J- in.

2242. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate VII. (No. 7.)

Prison Scene.

RAKE'S PROGRESS. N. 7.

PL. XXV. Hogarth del D. B. Pyet sculp
1
. London Published as the

Act directs by Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row. [l 735]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with

the same title and date, No. 2236. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works

of William Hogarth ", by Thomas Clerk; London, 1810, vol. i., where an im-

pression faces p. 105.

With this second title placed below the design, the engraver's name taken

out, this plate was used again for " The Works of William Hogarth" ; London,

1837, vol. i., where an impression faces p. 1O1.

4f X 3 in. Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k. 24.

2243. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate VII. (No. 8.)

Prison Scene.

THE RAKE'S PROGRESS. PL. 7.

[After Hogarth.]
T. Smith, sc. Published by John Major, 50, Fleet Street, Sepf. 1, 1831.

[1735]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with

the same title and date, No. 2236. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth

Moralized", by the Rev. Dr. Trusler; London, 1831 ;
an impression faces p. 40.

3f, X 3| in.
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2244. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate VII. (No. 9.)

Prison Scene.

THE RAKE'S PROGRESS. PLATE 7.

PRISON SCENE.

From the Original Picture by Hogarth.

Engraved by H. Adlard. Jones fy Co. Temple of the Muses, Finsbury

Square, London. D735]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same

title anddate, No. 2236. It was prepared to illustrate "The Works of William

Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler
; London, 1833 ;

an impression faces p. 23.

With the publication line removed, this plate was used for
" The Complete

Works of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. John Trusler and E. F. Roberts
;

London, no date (7855. i.) ;
an impression faces p. 1OO.

6 X 4 7
s in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 27.

2245. FIGURES FROM " A RAKE'S PROGRESS", Plate VII.,

&c.

Tom. 6. PL 342.

[After Hogarth.] [1735]

THIS engraving in outline, slightly shaded, was prepared to illustrate
" L' Art de

connaitre les Homines par la Physionomie", par Gaspard Lavater : Paris, 1807.

vi. facing p. 241. See "Figures from 'A Harlot's Progress'", Plates IV. and

VI., No. 2090, which contains descriptions of other portions of designs by

Hogarth comprised on this plate.

The portion from Plate VII. comprises the heads of the Rake, his wife and

the male prisoner who assists Sarah Young; see Plate VII. (No. !.) No. 2236

6|. X 81. in. Brit. Mus. Library, 721. 1. 6

2246.

A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate VIII. (No. i.)

Scene in a Madhouse.

Invented 8fc. by W*. Hogarth Sf Published According to Act of Parliamen'

June y
e

. 25. 1735. [17351

THIS engraving displays the termination of the career of Thomas Rakewell, a ;

Hogarth illustrated it
;

see " A Rake's Progress ", Plate I. (No. 1 .), Nc .

2158. It represents a corridor in a house for the detention of lunatics, at th :

foot of a flight of stairs, which appear on our right ;
the vista of the corridor i ;

closed by a space railed off with iron bars extending from the floor to th ;

ceiling. Behind the railing are two prisoners. In the foreground, on our left, i ;

Thomas Rakewell, now a lunatic, after having experienced a violent fit
;
he hal f

sits, half reclines on the floor, wearing only his breeches, which are disordered ;

on his naked side a black plaster marks a self-inflicted and dangerous wound ;

he is scratching his head violently, and grinning in a furious way ;
at his bac :

kneels Sarah Young, still faithful, soothing her lover while she weeps ;
near he '

is one of the attendants of the asylum, waiting on the madman, and appearin
?

touched by the distress of his mistress
;
a second attendant is fitting manacles o i

Rakewell's bare legs. On the floor are the lunatic's shoes, and a bowl and basi i

of gruel, food for the prisoner. Leaning against the wall of the corridor an 1
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squatting on the floor is another madman, acting under the belief that he takes

celestial observations, and using a roll of paper for a telescope. A third lunatic

is a geometrician, and appears to be busy calculating the longitude ; he has, with a

piece of chalk, drawn on the wall a diagram of the earth with meridians and arcs,

and inscribed " North Pole ", and " Antarctic Circle ". There are likewise

sketches of a ship sailing, a mortar with a bomb discharged from it,
1 a crescent

moon, and other figures ;

"
Longitude

"
is written near the Antarctic Circle. On

the wall above is
" L E ", said to have been intended to refer to Nathaniel Lee,

the poet. Behind the group of which Rakewell is the centre kneels a crazy
tailor in a dishevelled dressing gown, wearing straw under his hat instead of a

wig, having strips of cloth, or patterns sewn on to the front of his hat, and, while

squatting tailor fashion on the floor, playing with a tape measure, at which he

gibbers idiotically. On the stairs are two men, one of whom is a melancholy
inmate, who fancies himself in love, and sits with his stockings hanging about

his legs, a collar of straw twisted round his neck, and his hands clasped ;

there is a lugubrious expression on his countenance. He has written on the

hand rail of the staircase,
"
Charming Betty Careless ";

2 a dog barks at this man,
who has a portrait of a woman hanging about his neck. Behind him another

madman, who imagines himself a Pope, is wrapped in a loose dress and wears a

pointed cap of paper on his head, the cap is decorated with crosses
;

in his

folded arms he hugs a wooden triple cross
;
he is speaking aloud, and supposed

to be saying a mass. On the lowest post of the stair-rail the letters "
S. H." (?)

have been cut within an oblong frame, and with two oblique lines to represent
cords, by means of which the supposed picture was suspended. Another mark
which looks like

"
JS", is placed below this one. Standing on the floor at the

side of the stairs is a prisoner, who is comprised in a group with the foolish lover

and the crazy Pope. This is a musician, or one who is musically mad; he is

naked except for a long voluminous cloak that hangs on his shoulders, and a full

wig which is on his head : he has several rings on his left fingers and scrapes a violin

with a stick
;
with his tongue lolling out he grins over the instrument, and has

placed a large music book on the top of his head. Three cells open from the

corridor, these are respectively numbered "
54",

"
55 ", and "

50
"

; the door of
the last is shut ; the doors of the other two are open, giving views of the
interiors

;
in the former chamber a man who is religiously mad is reclining on

a couch of stone covered with straw, he crouches and, in a phrenzy of

adoration, turns, in a contortion, towards a cross of lath which stands at his

side
; sunlight streams through a barred window-opening and falls on the

cross
;
on the wall below this opening are three medallions, respectively inscribed

(C)lemen "(t),
"

-S* Athanatius ", and
" Sl Lawrance ". Chains appear by

the side of the couch ; the madman has the flattened face of a wild beast. In
the chamber numbered "

55
"

a naked man sits on straw, with a straw crown on
his head, and holding up a sceptre of lath before himself, his face expressing a
lunatic's ideal of a mighty pride ;

he appears to be making water. Passing the
door of this chamber are two young and buxom women, a lady and her servant
visitors who have come to see the inmates of the asylum, a place which was at

the time in question, almost a public lounge, No. 2257, p. 176. The lady holds
a fan before her face, affecting toVisTi not to observe something that is visible in

that part of room "
55

" which we do not see
;
her servant whispers to the lady,

and points towards the interior of this room.

1 In allusion to Whiston's proposed method of discovering the longitude, see
" The Genuine Works of William Hogarth ", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens ii.

1810, p. 125.
2 This was the name of a notorious prostitute of the period, see " Marriage

a-la-Mode ", Plate III. (No. l
.), 1 745 ;

" A Plagiary on Hogarth's Design for

'A Rake's Progress' ", Plate III., No. 2198, and below.
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Below the design these verses are engraved :

"
Madness, Thou Chaos of y

e
Brain,

What art? That Pleasure givst and Pain ?

Tyranny of Fancy's Reign !

Mechanic Fancy ;
that can build

Vast Labyrinths, & Mazes wild,

With Rule disjointed, Shapeless Measure,
Fill'd with Horror, fill'd with Pleasure !

Shapes of Horror, that wou'd even

Cast Doubt of Mercy upon Heaven.

Shapes of Pleasure, that but Seen

Wou'd split the Shaking Sides of Spleen.

O Vanity of Age ! here See

The Stamp of Heaven effac'd by Thee

The headstrong Course of Youth thus run,

What Comfort from this darling Son !

His rattling Chains with Terror hear,

Behold Death grappling with Despair ;

See Him by Thee to Ruin Sold,

And curse thy self, & curse thy Gold."

These verses were written by the Rev. John Hoadly at the request of

Hogarth, see
" A Rake's Progress", Plate I. (No. 1.), No. 2158.

For "
Charming Betty Careless ", see " A Plagiary on . Hogarth's design

for 'A Rake's Progress', Plate III.," No. 2198, and the note above. For

further illustrations of this series of designs see " A Rake's Progress ", Plate I.

(No. l .),
as above, and " A Plagiary on Hogarth's design of ' A Rake's Pro-

gress', Plate VIIL", No. 2257. "The History of Miss Betty Thoughtless",
four volumes, was published in December, 1751, see " The General Advertiser ",

Dec. 9. 1751. p. 3. col. 3.

There are two states of this plate, l, that described above, and 2, in which

considerable alterations appear, with the additional inscription :

" Retouched by the Author 1763".

The plate was much worked on, and ty no means improved on this occasion.

The principal changes were as follows : the face of Sarah Young was altered in

form and expression, more of her hair shown, the riband on her cap made white

instead of black, the face of Rakewell was made darker on the shaded side, and the

shadow on his neck and shoulders darkened
;
the hair of the man behind Rake-

well was made dark, also his face, coat and shirt
;
the shadow of Rakewell's legs

was enlarged. Over part of the diagram of the earth which the calculator of the

longitude has drawn on the wall, Hogarth placed a representation of the reverse

of a half-penny, attached by a chain to the wall, and comprising Britannia

seated, as on English coins, but with her hair flying loose behind her head
;

with the inscriptions "BRITANNIA",
"
1763", referring to

" what Hogarth thought
of the nation" at this date. The chain reaches to the door of the cell No. "

54",
as if the artist intended to assert a connexion between the religious madness of

the man within that chamber and the alleged insanity of the nation. The face

of the young lady with the fan was entirely altered, and the attitude of her head

changed, so that we see it in three-quarters view to our right, instead of in three-

quarters view to our left, as in the first state
;
the face of the lady's maid was

altered. The figures behind the grating at the end of the corridor were made less

visible than before.

This plate, in the second state, having been very much worn, was used for
" The Works of William Hogarth, from the original Plates restored by James

Heath, Esq. R. A.", London, no date (1751- d.)

151 X I2 in.
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2247. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate VIII. (No. 2.)

Scene in a Madhouse.

MAD IN BEDLAM.

Published with the consent of Mr William Hogarth by Tho : Bakewell

according to Act of Parliament July 1735 Plate % [l?35]

THIS engraving is a copy, reduced and reversed, from the first state of that

described as (No. 1.), with the same title and date, No. 2246.
Below the design the following verses are engraved :

" His Fortune ruin'd, Frenzy wrecks his Mind.

In Bedlam view th' unhappy Wretch confind !

Behold the kind Companion of his Woe
Whose Tears of sympathizing Pity flow.

What varied Lunacys engage our Eyes ?

The moaping Lover breaths eternal Sighs,
The echoing roof the Wretch Dispairing rends,
Th' Astronomer his Tube and Schemes attends,

Sceptred & Crown'd wth Straw the Monarch rules,

The Pope his Pardons breathes, & thundring Bulls,

The Cross-leg'd Taylor seems to ply his Trade,
And frantick Airs are by the Fidle play'd."

With ornamental side borders, printed from different plates, this plate was
used again, the publication line above given being removed, and the following
added :

" Published wth
y' consent of Mrt

. Hogarth, by Henry Parker, at N 82 in

Cornhill, March 25, 1 768."
See the description of the first plate of this series of copies, published by T.

Bakewell, Plate I. (No. 2.), No. 2159.
The first issue, 1 1 - X 9 in.

The second issue, I3f- X 9 in.

2248. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate VIII. (No. 3.)

Scene in a Madhouse.

MAD IN BEDLAM.

Invented $* Painted by Wm
Hogarth

London, Printed for R. Sayer fy J. Bennett Map 8f Printsellers N. 53
Fleet Street. [1735J

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from the first state of that described as

(No. l.), with the same title and date, No. 2246. Below the design are en-

graved the fii'st four lines of the verses quoted with the entry describing Bake-

well's copy of the original, see the same title and date, Plate VIII. (No. 2.),

No. 2247.
This print is one of a series of copies from Hogarth's work, originally pub-

lished by Robert Sayer, see the same title and date, Plate IH. (No. 3.), No. 2190.
The plate was very much worked on, and reissued with the above publication
line. See " The Gate of Calais

"
(No. 2.), 1749.

101- X 6 in.
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2249. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate VIII. (No. 4.)

Scene in a Madhouse.

[After Hogarth.]
Corbould 8f Dent sc 8 [ 1 735]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from the second state of that described as

(No. 1.), with the same title and date, No. 2246. It was prepared to illustrate

"Hogarth Moralized", by the Rev. J. Trusler
; London, 1768, on p. 36.

It was used again for "Hogarth Illustrated", by John Ireland; London,

1791 : vol. i. (7854. ff.), facing p. 6l.

3 X 2i in. Brit. Mus. Library (Grenville), 2585.

2250. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate VIII. (No. 5.)

Scene in a Madhouse.

2O. W. Hogarth inv fy pinx. Riepenhausen del 8f sculps. PI 8. [1735]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from the second state of that which is

described as (No. 1.), with the same title and date, No. 2246. It was pre-

pared to illustrate G. C. Liohtenberg's
"
Erklarung der Hogarthischen ", &c.

Gb'ttingen, 1794 1816, in which series it is No. 2O.

It may be distinguished from other copies by the absence of a marginal line

about the engraved portion of the plate, and by the presence of the number
" 2O." in the upper corner, on our right.

8|. X 7 in, Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. 11.

2251. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate VIII. (No. 6.)

Scene in a Madhouse.

PL. VIII.

Designed by W. Hogarth. Engraved by T. Cook.

Published June 1*', 1797 by G. G. fy J. Robinson Pater-noster Row, London.

[1735]

THIS engraving is a copy from the first state of that which is described with the

same title and date (No. l.), No. 2246.
Below the design are engraved the verses of Dr. John Hoadly, as quoted

with (No. l .), as above.

It is comprised in
"
Hogarth Restored, The Whole Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth", &c.
" Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook;" London, 1806.

1 5 X 12f in.

2252. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate VIII. (No. 7.)

Scene in a Madhouse.

RAKES PROGRESS.

PL. VIII. Hogarth
'

pinx*. T. Cook sculp
1
. Published by Longman,

Hurst, Rees, fy Orme, March l*' 1808. [i?35]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from the first state of that which is described

as (No. 1.), with the same title and date, No. 2246. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Genuine Works of William Hogarth", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens ;

vol. i. 1808, in which volume an impression faces p. 67.
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With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer ", this plate wag used again
for

" The "Works of William Hogarth," by the Rev. John Trusler, London, 1821,
voLi. (1751. b.)

There is a late state of this plate, in which the whole work has been retouched.

5- X 4r '.

2253. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate VIII. (No. 8.)
Scene in a Madhouse.

RAKE'S PROGRESS. N. 8.

PL. XXVI. Hogarth del
1
. T. Clerk sculp* London Published as the Act

directs by Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row. C 1 735]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from the first state of that which is described as

(No. 1.), with the same title and date, No. 2246. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works of William Hogarth," by Thomas Clerk

; London, 1 8 1 0, vol. i.,

where an impression faces p. 108.

With the second title placed below the design, the engraver's name taken

out, this plate was used again for
" The Works of William Hogarth ", London,

1837, vol. i.
;
an impression faces p. 104.

4-T x 3"f "l - Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k. 24.

2254. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate VIII. (No. 9.)
Scene in a Madhouse.

THE RAKE'S PROGRESS. PL. 8.

[After Hogarth.]
W. H. Watt, sc. Published by John Major, 50, Fleet Street, Sepf 1, 1831.

[1735]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same

title and date, No. 2246. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth Moralized ",

by the Rev. Dr. Trusler; London, 1831 ;
an impression faces p. 43.

3l X 3 in.

2255. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate VIII. (No. 10.)
Scene in a Madhouse.

THE RAKE'S PROGRESS. PLATE 8.

SCENE IN BEDLAM.
From the Original Picture by Hogarth.

Engraved by H. Fernell. Jones Sf C". Temple of the Muses, Finsbury Square,
London. [1735]

THIS engraving is a copy from the first state of that described as (No. I
.), with

the same title and date, No. 2246. It illustrates " The Works of William

Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1833 ;
an impression faces p. 25.

With the publication line removed, this plate was used for
" The Complete

Works of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. J. Trusler and E. F. Roberts
; London,

no date (7855- i-) i &n impression faces p. 103.

ST x 4i "* Brit - Mus - Library, 561. b. 27.
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2256. A RAKE'S PROGRESS. Plate VIII. (No. u.)
Scene in a Madhouse.

Scene in Bedlam.

[After Hogarth.] [i?35]

Tom. 8. PI. 525.

THIS is a copy, engraved in outline, from Hogarth's design of this subject, see

the same title and date (No. 1
.),

No. 2246. It occurs in " L'Art de Connaitre

les Hommes par la Physionomie ", par Gaspard Lavater; vol. viii., Paris, 1807,

facing page 226.

1O^ X 7|- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 721. 1. 7.

2257.

A PLAGIARY ON HOGARTH'S DESIGN OF " A RAKE'S PRO-
GRESS". Plate VIII. No. 2246.

Scene in a Madhouse.

[1735]

THIS engraving is evidently a plagiary on Hogarth's design which is named

above, and belongs to the series mentioned in " He comes into the Possession

of his Father's Estate" (No. 2.), No. 2172. It differs considerably from the

original design. The Rake appears raging mad while lying nearly naked on

the floor of a corridor in a lunatic asylum ;
his wrists are chained together, and

he endeavours by violent efforts to break the links which secure them. He is

restrained by a man who leans on his shoulders, grasping them with both his

hands
;
another man holds down one of his legs, while a third seems to be placing

a bandage round his left foot. A young woman (" Sally "), on our right of this

group, has sunk fainting to the ground, and is assisted by two other women, one

of whom applies salts to the sufferer's nostrils, while her companion separates the

clenched fingers of her right hand. Behind these stands a man with a lugubrious

expression of countenance, who points to his forehead, or rather lays one of his

forefingers on it, while with one hand he holds a paper marked " Harlo
thumbo A new Opera "- 1 A geometrician is drawing with chalk on the wall

;

there are inscriptions and diagrams, including
"
Signs Tangents ",

" LONGITUDt
d -\- 1 -}-2 X 3

~
9 1^ a a", and " The Clock does strike by Algebra".

Near this wall stands a half-naked, ragged fellow who fancies himself to be a

Pope, he wears a tiara of straw, and holds in one hand a papal triple cross, while

he displays the palm of the other hand in an ill-understood attitude of bestowing
a benediction. Near this maniac is another, a man who dolefully chants a "

Song
to Phillis ". A lunatic, who conceives himself to be a king, struts in a crowr
of straw and with a sceptre of lath in his hand. An insane politician stalks

along the corridor, holding a pen and " A Political Lecture or" . A

woman, wearing a cap decorated with wheat ears, or feathers, and holding a far

in one hand and a broken mirror in the other, while she looks at her face in th<

glass, moves with affected dignity on our left of the design. On the same sid<

1 Hurlo thrumbo, or The Supernatural
" was written by

" Cheshirt

Johnson", as he was called, see "Serpentes avibus geminentur", No. 1834, p
701. This piece was produced in 1729; the author was reputed to be mad, ;

notion which, it is said, his extravagances of conduct more than justified. H<
wrote also

" The Blazing Comet ", for accounts of which production and it

author see
" A Scene in ' The Blazing Comet' ", No. 1902. This man died ii

'773-
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a man sits meditating, or moping. In the background the open door of a cell

shows a nearly naked man seated, in an affected attitude, at a table
;
another

man appears to be drawing the outline of a grotesque human head on the wall

of the corridor
; one, who is a visitor, turns weeping from the grating in the closed

door of one of the cells.

The poem styled
" The Rake's Progress ", see " He comes into the Possession

of his Father's Estate" (No. 2.), No. 2172, so far as it relates to the subject of

this design, is as follows :

" Poor Sail still faithful to the last,

Finds all her golden Wishes past,

With him in adverse Fortune stays,

Tho' least she shar'd his prosp'rous Days."
# * # *

" Her generous Care adds more Distress,

Inward Fears, Wants without oppress,
Where stall he for Succour fly?

Vainly he seeks for none is nigh.
Wild Frenzy, with her various Train -\

Takes Possession of his Brain, (.

And Tears with agonizing Pain
"

j

# * * *

"
By Force convey'd within the Walls,

Which those poor Wretches oft enthrals,

His madden'd Blood with Threefold Rage ;

With all Assistance does engage,
He Nature's first great Law confounds,

With his own Hand himself he wounds :

But is by friendly Aid detain'd,

And closely to the Floor he's chain'd.

Poor weeping Sail on him attends,

She only of his former Friends.

But Madness takes up various Shapes,
And all the Fools of Reason, Apes :

Whilst one with solemn Gesture sits,

And seems most mighty wise in's Fits,

Not Cato looking back on Life,

And sick of Party, broils and Strife,

Had a more serious Face and Mein,
Than in this Madman may be seen :

And but Examples then were scarce,

And it was deem'd a solemn Farce,

Should he a Sword plunge in his Breast,~\

His Name wou'd be as great express'd >

As Cato, or any of the rest." J
# # * *

" Another Sacrilege defies,

With Peter's great Descendent vies :

Thinks he can Absolutions grant,

Or give ye whatsoe'er you want.

Tho' he is Pope but i' th' Ideal,

He thinks himself the very Real.

And it would puzzle one to know
Which is the Madder of the two.

With hoarse loud Voice he endeavours

To join the Fidler's Notes and Quavers.
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A King with Straw encircled round

Gives Laws as he were really crown'd,

Just Emblem of the Regal Staff;

Scepters are Straw, and Crowns but Chaff.

The Taylor not his Trade forgets,

But at his Measure toils and sweats.

The Wizard thro' his Paper peeps,
Tells ye what Motions each Star keeps.

Then next the Wretch with busy Eyes,
That into Nature's Secrets pries,

Teazes and frets his lab'ring Mind
For what he's sure ne'er to find."

* * #

" Another like the cloister'd Monk,
Seems with Religion quite grownjlrunk,
Fresh Mysteries perplex the soul

;

Search longer, and he doubts the Whole.

The Wretch in dreadful Torments lies,

And feels a Hell before he dies."

* * *

" Here Sweet-hearts too each Day resort,

To pretty Maids to make their Court.

Here Letchers old young Nymphs pursue,
And make e'en Bedlam but a Stew.

Shou'd I but tell how Ladies pretty,

Here meet their Gallants o' the City,

Nor does the Expence too much increase ;

You have 'em all for Pence a-piece."

* * *

" Here for a while in sad Despair,
He breathe a dark contagious Air

;

Till Passions over Passions rise,

And in the sudden Whirl he dies."

1 2i X 9f *

2258.

Harmony.
Porpora playing on an Organ.
A Satire on Porpora as a Musical Composer.

[1735

THIS engraving shows the interior of a room, in which Nicolo Porpora, th :

famous Neapolitan composer, sits before and plays on an organ. The instrumen .,

is supported on the shoulders of a man who kneels on the floor, resting likewis :

on one hand. Porpora sits astride of the naked haunches of this man, who i <

thus at once music stand and music stool
;
he is likewise a performer of music, fo) ,

with one hand, he holds to his lips a set of Pan's pipes, on which he is whistlin ;

vigorously. He is inflated from behind by a third man, who, kneeling, uses i

bellows for the purpose. In a basket slung to the shoulders of the last are tw >

other bellows.

Porpora, who is a thin, saturnine man, wears a low-crowned, black felt ha
,

from the front of which a sheet of music is suspended, so that he uses it with th ;

organ. On the top of the organ is an owl, hooting, with a shake,
" Da a a-
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a vido ". On the floor are three scrolls, bearing respectively the inscriptions
"
Poly o an Opera", "A x s an Opera ", and " D--d an Oratorio ".

Below the print these verses are engraved :

" With Notes Harmonick, Solemn grave and Easy
See Sirs, what Pains our Segnior takes to please ye :

Since Airs thus Sweet proceed from Windy Bum,
H-1 avant, the Oratorio's Dumb."

Porpora was, by that party of the British nobility who opposed the royal

family, induced to come to England in 1733 to endeavour to overthrow Handel,
who was assisted by Carestini.

1

Farinelli,
2

Senesino,
3 and Cuzzoni, joined

Porpora, who, in 1735> when Handel removed to Covent Garden, occupied the
"
King's Theatre ", in the Haymarket. The contests between the friends and

opponents of Handel were very violent
;
this print is one of the means by which

the latter expressed their anger.
The inscriptions on the scrolls refer to works by Porpora.

" David " was an

oratorio by this composer, who produced it at the King's Theatre in Lent, 1735,

where, however, its success was so slight that it was repeated three times only.
All Porpora's music was remarkable for an abundance of shakes, and many
anecdotes have been related of his partiality for that form of expression and its

effects.

Artaxerxes4 was an opera, the music of which was by Hasse and R. Broschi,
brother of Farinelli. Porpora began his campaign against Handel by producing
this work at the Lincoln's Inn Fields Theatre, Oct. 29, 1 734, when Farinelli, Mon-

tagnana, Senesino, and Cuzzoni had leading parts in the performance. In this piece
Farinelli sang the famous trumpet song by Porpora. This opera was performed,

says Dr. Burney in "A General History of Music", 1789, vol. iv. p. 379,

very frequently in England ;
in it Farinelli made his debut in this country,

in 1734; it was performed twice a week in January, and repeated in April and

May, 1735. On the first of February in that year Porpora introduced a new

opera styled
" Polifemo ", by Paolo Rolli, and set by himself,

"
per la Nobilita

Britannica." Notwithstanding the failure of Porpora's
" David ", Handel con-

tinued the performance of different oratorios, without operas, for nearly two
months. It was thus made apparent that the Italian composer was completely
defeated. " Esther ",

" Deborah ", and " Athaliah ", were the oratorios with

which Handel achieved this victory, these are the pieces alluded to in the verses

engraved below the print.

Porpora left England in 1737, and died, 1767* at Naples.
For references to Handel and Porpora see "

Harmony in an Uproar", &c.

p. 18. vol. ii. of " The Miscellaneous Works of the Late Dr. Arbuthnot", the

second edition, Glasgow, 1751 (633. d. 6).

7 X 9 ^.

2259.

A PORTRAIT OF SARAH, i
st DUCHESS OF MARLBOROUGH.

[After Kneller. Engraved by G. Vertue.] [c. 1 735]

THIS is a bust portrait of the famous Duchess, from a picture by Sir Godfrey
Kneller, probably one of those which belong to Earl Spencer (National Portrait

1 For Carestini, see "The Marriage a-la-Mode", Plate IV. (No. 1.), 1745.
2 For Farinelli, see "Farinelli", 1737.
3 For Senesino and Cuzzoni, see " The Stage Medley ", No. 1 806.
4 See " The Opera House", No. 2148.

III. N
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Exhibition, 1867, No. 89.) ; the face is in three-quarters view to our right, the

eyes to the front, the hair is in loops and large masses about the upper part of

the head, and flows in long tresses behind the neck and shoulders. Her neck is

bare, much of her bust is displayed. This lady was more than once painted by
Kneller in a costume similar to this.

Below the design these lines are engraved, by which that which was origi-

nally a simple portrait, was converted into a satirical print :

" Youth that lovely Princess here behold.

Thinks age nor Death can't make her cold."

There is a second state of this plate, with the following additional inscription
" Vertue sc. London Printed 4 June l8l4> for R. Wilkinson, No. 58: Corn-

hill". Likewise an impression of modern origin, without a publication line.

This work is said by Noble, in his " Continuation of Granger's Biographical

History", &c., ii. 367, to have been the first print that Vertue published,
l 708 ; the plate is still in existence, 1873.

Sarah, Duchess of Maryborough, died Oct. 1 8, 1 744-

4f X 54 in-

226O.

A SATIRE ON THE REV. PETER BELBIN, A BAPTIST PREACHER
IN READING.

Parr Sculp [c. 1735]

THIS engraving represents a gentleman's coach standing at the door of a plac<!

of worship, with a lady and gentleman inside the vehicle
;

the driver salute j

a clergyman who approaches, as if expecting to be allowed to enter the coach.

The print occurs on p. 227 of vol. i. of " Miscellaneous Works in Vers 3

and Prose, of John Bancks ", London, 1738, and was designed as an illustra-

tion to
"
Saying and Doing are Two Things : a Tale. To a Reverend Con-

formist." The subject is afforded by the difference between the alleged conduct

and the counsel to his audience of the Rev. P. Belbin, who, riding to a churc i

in a private coach, delivered a sermon on earthly vanities, such as ridin *

in coaches
;
the patron of the church and his wife determined to rebuke th 3

preacher, and when, after the sermon, he approached the vehicle which was abov t

to bear them home, refused him admittance with ironical apologies, and moc c

submission. The verses consist of one hundred and eighty-six lines to this effec
,

and, although it is specifically denied that the satire is aimed at Mr. Belbin, it s

obvious that they were directed at him.

3| X 2f in. Brit. Mus. Library, 633. e. 1 .

226l.

A WOMAN SWEARING A CHILD TO A GRAVE CITIZEN. (No. i
)

W. Hogarth pinx. j. Sympson Junr
. sculp. Sold by J. Sympson Engrav r

and Print-seller at the Dove in Russell Court Drury Lane [c. 173. ]

THIS engraving represents the interior of a magistrate's chamber with the justi e

seated at a writing desk, having a pen, ink, and a book, marked on the t< p
and fore edge

" Law of Bastardy", near him. A young woman, far advanc d
in pregnancy, stands before the magistrate and is in the act of taking an oal i,

laying her hand on a book which the justice's clerk holds for the purpose. A.
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young man, standing behind the woman, whispers in her ear, and encourages
her in swearing. Close to the clerk stands an old man wearing a formal

wig, and having a muff suspended at his waist
;

he holds up his hands and

raises his eyes to the ceiling in solemn denial of the woman's asseveration that

he is the cause of her pregnancy. His wife, an elderly person in a coif and

hood, believes the charge, and threatens her husband with her fist.

At the side of the magistrate's desk a little girl, his daughter, occupies a child's

chair, and is teaching a spaniel to sit on its hind quarters. Two gentlemen, one

of whom smells a bouquet, stand near the child, and, while one of them whispers
to his companion, comment on the appearance and conduct of the young woman.
Officers of the court and three women are in the back-ground. A large book-

case is placed behind the magistrate's chair ; two volumes lie in a gap on a shelf,

one of these is, as inscribed on the fore edge, the " Art of Spelling ", the other

is similarly marked "
y compleat Justice ".

Below the design these verses are engraved :

" Here Justice triumphs in his Elbow Chair,

And makes his Market of the trading Fair
;

His Office Shelves with Parish Laws are grac'd,
But Spelling Books and Guides between 'em plac'd.

Here pregnant Madam screens the real Sire,

And falsly swears her Bastard Child for Hire

Upon a Rich old Letcher, who denies

The Fact, and vows the naughty Hussif lies
;

His Wife enrag'd, exclaims against her Spouse,
And swears she'l be reveng'd upon his Brows

;

The Jade, the Justice and Church Ward'ns agree,
And force him to provide Security

"

The justice is said to have been intended for Sir Thomas De Veil, an active

magistrate in London. See " The Four Times of the Day, Night" (No. I.),

1738.
When Picart was about to publish his book on religious ceremonies of all

nations 1
it is said that he wrote to a friend in England to furnish illustrations for

the section of his work which refers to the customs of this island, and received,

either by accident or design, an impression from this copy of Hogarth's work,

and, as it has been supposed, another representing
" Orator Henley christening

a Child", see this title (No. 1.), 1746. Picart, in the fourth volume of his book,

copied the former engraving exactly, see " A Woman swearing a Child", &c.

(No. 2.), No. 2262, and, as John Ireland supposed, adapted part of the latter

to his purpose. See, on the latter point, the footnote to p. 254, vol. iii.

of "
Hogarth Illustrated ", by John Ireland

; London, 1 804. Ireland was

mistaken on this subject, the resemblance between the prints is very slight,

and such as might very well occur accidentally ;
besides this, see " Orator

Henley christening a Child" (No. l.), 1746. It is more likely that Hogarth,
whose design now in question had, in 1735, been copied by J. V. Schley for

Picart, had seen the copy from his own work on the plate with " Le Bap-
teme domestique", and unconsciously, if at all, reproduced some of the

elements of the latter in his sketch satirizing Orator Henley. John Ireland, as

above, thus refers to the subject of this design, pp. 253-6 :

" These curious

rhymes, engraven under the original print, in a degree describe the plot of the

play, and the characters of the performers in this religious ceremony, for such

does Picart class a copy which he has introduced in the fourth volume of his

work, accompanied with the following explanation.
'

Many other customs might

1 That is,
" Ceremonies et Coutuines religieuses de tous les peuples du

Monde", tome iv. 1736.
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find a place here, and delight the readers by their comical singularity, but we
dare not crowd in too great a number of those trifles, as not being properly

religious ceremonies ;
which therefore, till approved of by the church, or by the

governor of it, prescribed by ecclesiastical laws or formularies, we shall omit,

except two or three of the most remarkable. The first is what the description

here annexed calls the breeding woman's oath
;
a custom not to be met with in

other countries, which is so fantastical, or rather unjust, that it would be a pre-

judice to the laws of England if we were to judge of their equity by that prac-

tice. Suppose any of these girls, which may be called amphibious (being neither

wives nor virgins), is found to be with child. She does not, or will not pretend
to know the father of this child. In order to free herself from the trouble of

maintaining it when born, she looks out for some rich man, upon whom she in-

tends to father it. Generally they say, she pitches upon some good citizen,

though she does not know him, or may be has never seen him. Then she goes
before a justice of the peace, summons the pretended father to appear before

him, and in his presence swears upon the Bible, which the clerk holds to her,

that she owns and declares that such a one, whom she has summoned to appear,
is the father of her child. How far the equivocal expressions and restrictions of

that oath may excuse her from perjury, let a good casuist be the judge. How-

ever, the man thus named and swore to by this formality of law, is obliged to

pay an arbitrary fine, and to agree upon a sum of money for the maintenance of

the child.'
"

" The original picture from which this print was engraved," said John Ire-

land, as above, "was one of Hogarth's early productions, and in the possession of

the Rev. Mr. Whalley, of Ecton, Northamptonshire. In the disposition of the

figures, etc. it has a more than accidental resemblance to a picture by Heems-

kirk,
1 which is in the possession of Mr. Watson, surgeon, of Rathbone-Placo,

where all the male figures are monkies; all the females, cats; and which in the

year 1772 was engraved in mezzotint, by Dickinson, and entitled the Villag e

Magistrate."
An approximate date for this work is afforded by the signature on the copy

described with the same title and date (No. 2.), No. 2262, which see.

The original copperplate of this work was, 1817? in the possession of ML\

Wilkinson, of Fenchurch Street.

13' x 10 in.

2262. A WOMAN SWEARING A CHILD TO A GRAVE CITIZEI;.

(No. 2.)

Le SEHMENT de la FILLE qui se trouve enceinte.

W. Hogarth invenit. [J. V. Schley del. et fecit 1735.] [c. 173. ]

THIS copy from the print described with the same title and date (No. 1.), N >.

2261, occurs with two others, engraved on the same plate, respectively entitl d
" Le Bapteme domestique ", and " Convoi Funebre des Anglois ", in vol. iv. >f

"
Naaukeurige Beschryving der uitwendige Godtsdienst-Plichten ", &c. (" Cer ';-

monies et Coutumes religieuses de tons les peuples du Monde ", by B. Pica t,

1 738. The engraver's signature, as given above, is placed below the secon l-

named design. See (No. l .), as before, for the history of this plate.
There is an impression from this plate in an unfinished state, without t ie

designer's name.

7 X 6 in.

1 This resemblance is very close.
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2263. A WOMAN SWEARING A CHILD TO A GRAVE CITIZEN.

(No. 3.)

[After Hogarth.]
Basire sculp. [c. l 735]

THIS engraving is a reversed copy from that which is described with the same
title and date (No. 1.), No. 2261. It occurs on p. 248, vol. i. of" Miscellaneous

Works in Verse and Prose, of John Bancks", London, 1738. The print is

followed by an indecent poem, styled
" The Substitute Father, a Tale".

3i X 2i in. Brit. Mus. Library, 633, e. 17.

2264. A WOMAN SWEARING A CHILD TO A GRAVE CITIZEN.

(No. 4.)

WOMAN SWEARING A CHILD.

Vide Picarfs Religious Ceremonies Vol. vi. p. 8l.

Page 253 W. Hogarth Pinx' J Mills Sculp' Published March 1 798.

1735]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. 1.), No 2261. It occurs in "A Supplement to Hogarth Illustrated",
&c. by John Ireland; London, 1804, facing p. 253.

The same plate, having been much worked on, and the engraving of the

title altered, was used again for " Anecdotes of William Hogarth", by J. B.

Nichols; London, 1833, facing p. 195.

4i X 3f in. Brit. Mus. Library, 7854, if.

2265. A WOMAN SWEARING A CHILD TO A GRAVE CITIZEN.

(No. 5.)

W. Hogarth pinx
1
. T. Cook sculp. London Published Ocf. I

st
. 1803, by G.

8f J. Robinson, Paternoster Row, Sf T. Cook N. 38 Tavistock Street,

Covent Garden. [c. 1735]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. l.), No. 2261.

It is comprised in "
Hogarth Restored. The Whole Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth ", &c. " Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook "
; London, 1 806.

The engraving has no title
;
the verses quoted with (No. l .), as above, are

engraved below the design.
This plate was used again for

" The Works of William Hogarth from the

original Plates restored by James Heath, Esq., R.A."
; London, no date

(1751- d.)

13 X g^in.

2266. A WOMAN SWEARING A CHILD TO A GRAVE CITIZEN.

(No. 6.)

WOMAN SWEARING A CHILD TO A GRAVE CITIZEN.

Hogarth pinx'. T. Cook sculp
1
. Published by Longman, Hurst, Rees, Sf

Orme, May I
st

1809. [c. 1735]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and
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date (No. 1.), No. 2261. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Genuine Works

of William Hogarth", &c. by J. Nichols and G. Steevens ; London, 1810, vol. ii.

in which volume an impression faces p. 299.

With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer ", this plate was used again

for "The Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London,

1821, vol. i. (1751. b-)

6 X 4|- in.

2267. A WOMAN SWEARING A CHILD TO A GRAVE CITIZEN.

(No. 7.)

WOMAN SWEARING A CHILD TO A GRAVE CITIZEN.

[After Hogarth.]
Jones 8f C. Temple of the Muses, Finsbury Square, London. \_c. 1735]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. 1.), No. 226l. An impression occurs in "The Works of William

Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1833, facing p. 223.

With the publication line removed, this plate was used again for " The Com-

plete Works of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. J. Trusler and E. F. Roberts
;

London, no date (7855. i.) ;
an impression follows p. 190.

6 X 4^ in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 28.

2268.

A SATIRE UNEXPLAINED.

THIS print represents the interior of a bed-room in a poorly furnished house,

where many persons are assembled about the bed of an old woman, of large

frame and coarse appearance, who seems to be in labour or feigns to be so ; sh<-.

lies on her side as if groaning ;
another woman, who is standing behind the bed ,

raises the head of the former from the pillow, and presents to her lips a spoon,
in which are several pills.

1 The second woman says,
" Take this Mother i f

always Suits you". The old woman replies,
" No Child, no, my complain '.

wants a larger Dose". A man in a dressing gown, who sits on a stool at tL ;

side of the bed, grasps the wrist of the old woman, or feels her pulse, and ,

seconding the entreaties of the female with the spoon, says,
"
Come, siste

come, or you will spoil our game now;." A third woman, who sits near the hea< I

of the bed, is reading the "
Life of E-n". Near the last is a group; i

woman is standing, and leaning on a chair which is occupied by a little mar
,

apparently a physician, who, while caressing her, sits cross-legged and holds i

1 There are three impressions of this print ; neither of these appears to ha\ J

been finished, labels proceed from the lips of nearly all the figures, and ha\ i

been intended to contain inscriptions, which, however, were not engraved on tl 3

plate when these impressions were taken from it. On one of the impression ,

Mr. Edward Hawkins, to whom it belonged, has added with a pen, the wor( s

which are supposed to be spoken by the persons represented ;
likewise oth< r

inscriptions on accessories to the design, as described above. These inscriptioi s

have been copied from a finished impression of the print. It is not known o

what the subject refers, the date is approximately given by an engravii %

hanging on the wall and copied from Hogarth's
" A Midnight Modern Convers; -

tion," which was published in 1734; see this title No. 2122.
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long cane in his hand
;
the woman inquires,

" Will Mother get it this time Sir

R ". He replies,
" Yes if Gold can do it my dear .'" At the foot of the bed

is another group, consisting of a young woman, who is crying violently and say-

ing,
" What will I do what will I do if mother does not succeed oh

"
; her

companion, who holds a drinking glass in one hand and lays the other hand on

the bared bosom of the woman, says,
" Take this, to keep up your spirits Sir

R and I will do it yet". A female servant opens the door of the room and

cries
" Old Cantwell is coming" . The bosoms of all the females are uncovered

;

the women are evidently prostitutes. On the floor stand a covered flagon, with a

small drinking cup near it, likewise a book marked,
" Gold the Elixir of Life" ,

and two sheets of paper, one of which is inscribed, like a letter,
" Sir R to

Mrs W ". On a chest of drawers stand a large bottle, labelled " Elixir ",

two other bottles, such as are used for medical purposes, a book, on which is

" Golden Syrup ", and another book with an illustration on one of its pages

representing a woman seated with what appears to be a rod upright in her

hand. On the wall are placed five engravings : l .
" Adam and Eve, with

the Tree of Life between them ", after Raphael ;
2.

" The Funeral ", being
Plate VI. of Hogarth's

" A Harlot's Progress" ; 3. A portrait of a man preach-

ing. 4. Plate III. of Hogarth's "A Harlot's Progress"; and 5. Hogarth's, "A
Midnight Modern Conversation."

ll X 'Jiin.

2269.

AN ASS LOADED WTH
( ')

PREFERMENTS.

Published According to Act of Parliament [c. 1735]

THIS print represents an ass, bearing panniers, driven by Wake, Archbishop of

Canterbury, with a whip in one hand and a book in the other. The ass has

the face of Dr. Lynch, Dean of Canterbury, son-in-law of Archbishop Wake,
who bestowed many preferments on the Dean. A poorly fed and clothed clergy-

man kneels on one knee before the ass and salutes the beast, who turns his face

away. Instead of ears the ass has two wings fixed to his forehead. In the

pannier, which is marked " Sine-cure of Bray ", lie many labels or packages,
inscribed with the names of Dr. Lynch's preferments,

"
Dean",

" Master ",
"
Rector",

"
Church-man",

"
Arch-Deacon",

" Treasurer of Cathedral",
" Chan-

cellor",
"
Prebend",

"
Cannon", and " cum multis aliis"

Below the design are engraved these lines :

" In Days of Old the Churchman that could Shine,

If not Apostle, was at least Divine :

A Supple Conscience now, & Front of Brass,

For highest Honours fits the heaviest Ass.

Ten thousand Souls in one Squab Doctor's care,

Give him no Pain, Since Curates are not dear,

Good antient Pastors us'd to feed and keep,

Enought for ours, that they can Shear, their Sheep."

In "The Grab-street Journal," Oct. 14, 1736, Numb. 355, p. 2, col. 1,

are the following extracts from current newspapers, and comments upon them.
" Last week the rev. Mr. Talbot was presented to the rectory of Stone in Kent,
one of the best livings in the gift of the Bishop of Rochester, but seiz'd as an

1 In this space is an engraving of a church.
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option by his grace the Archbishop of Canterbury, and given to this Gentleman,
who is brother-in-law to that great and good Churchman Dr. Lynch, son-in-law

to the Archbishop of Canterbury, Dean of Canterbury, Master of S. Cross,

Treasurer of Salisbury, cum multis aliis, -DP/" (Daily Post).
" Rector of

Bishopsbourn and Ickham in Kent, master of two Hospitals in Canterbury, with

the Sine cure of Cray in Kent. L.P." (London Daily Post).
" some

think it should be read, the Sine-cure of Bray ;
and that it is not the only one

this Great Church-man holds."

"The London Journal", Ap. 4, 1730, p. 3. col. l, says, "The Eev. Dr.

Lynch, son-in-law of the Archbishop, has been presented by his Grace to the

Rectory of Allhallows the Great in Thames street."

Dr. Lynch died May 25, 1 760.
In "The Daily Post", Numb. 5431, Monday, Feb. 7, 1?37, the print is

advertised as " This Day is published, price 6d. A Curious Print of an Ass

loaden with PREFERMENTS "
; the above verses are quoted and the work is stated

to be " Sold at the Booksellers and Print Shops of London and Westminster."

This advertisement is repeated in Numb. 5433, of the same newspaper.

71 X 7| in.

227O.

A SATIRE referring to the Marriage of Frederick, Prince of

Wales, to the Princess Augusta of Saxe-Gotha.

Price 6d . [April 25, 1736]

THIS engraving represents the interior of a richly furnished chamber in

which, on our left, is an unoccupied throne, placed under a canopy of state and

raised on three steps. There are two windows to the apartment.
On the lowest of the steps to the throne is seated a corpulent gentleman,

probably intended for Charles Boden (?), or Walpole in the character of Wolsey.
He rests his head on one hand, and looks with great discontent at the meeting
of a young man and a lady, both of whom are splendidly dressed

;
the former

takes the hand of the latter, as if he were about to lead her to the throne,
and looks gladly and happily into her face. These personages are intended for

Frederick, Prince of Wales, eldest son of George II., and the Princess Augusta
of Saxe-Gotha ;

the father and mother of George III.

In the background, seated in a chair, which is placed between the windows,
is a young lady, evidently in great distress and despondency. At the side ol

her chair stands a little boy, with plumes in his hat. These persons appear to

have been intended for the Hon. Anne Vane, eldest daughter of Gilbert, second

Lord Barnard, and sister of the first Earl of Darlington, one of the Maids oi

Honour to Queen Caroline, and reputed mistress of the Prince of Wales
;

l the

little boy may be her son, Cornwall Fitz-Frederick Vane, of whom the Prince

believed himself the father, he was born in 1 732, and died in 1736, a week before

his mother. The entry in this Catalogue, entitled "A Satire on Miss Vane".
No. 1905, illustrates this subject. See, likewise, "A Satire on Miss Vane,
and Frederick, Prince of Wales", c. 1732, No. 1905 a.

See Lord Hervey's "Memoirs of the Reign of George the Second", 1848.
vol. i. p. 329, and note, and, for that writer's account of the intrigue betweer.

1 " Yet Vane can tell what ills from beauty spring."
DR. JOHNSON, On the Vanity of Human Wishes.
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Miss Vane and the Prince, other parts of those "Memoirs". Likewise " Remi-
niscences of the Courts of the Georges I. and II." by H. Walpole, prefixed to
" The Letters of Horace Walpole", 1857, v l- i- P- cxxxvi., note 2. "Vanelia;

or, the Amours of the Great. An Opera. As it is Acted By a Private Company
near St. James's" (with a frontispiece, described under No. 1905 a.), London:

1732 (11775. c);
" The Humours of the Court : or, Modern Gallantry. A New

Ballad Opera" : London, 1732 (11775. C-) !

" Vanelia in the Straw. A Poem,
Inscrib'd to A certain Lady in St. James's-Street"; London, 1732 (840. h. 9/7.)
are among the numerous satires evoked by the intrigue in question. On the

subject see "Notes and Queries", 5th series, i. p. 172, where is an account of

Miss Vane, contributed by
" H. M. Vane ", and an addition to the bibliography

of the subject, by Mr. E. F. Rimbault, being "A Satire on the Prince's Marriage,
1736."

It has been said (?) that the adventures of Miss Vane are described in " Pere-

grine Pickle
"

: in 1751 *ne following work was issued, apparently referring to

this subject: "A Letter to the Right Hon. the Lady V ss V Occa-

sioned by the publication of her Memoirs in Peregrine Pickle"; as to Miss Vane
see "The Surprize; or Miss in Labour at St. James's"; also see " Love after

Enjoyment", as announced in " The Daily Journal", March 7, 1732, p. 2, col. 2.

and the same journal for March 2O, 1732, p. 2, col. 2. Portraits, in oil, of the

Hon. Anne Vane are in the gallery at Raby Castle.

There is a portrait of Miss Vane, after Van der Banck, engraved by Faber,
with her left hand raised, and having pearls in her hair.

Below the design the following lines are engraved :

" View here Three different States in real Life

The Pimp the Miss forsaken and the Wife
The Happy Pair with Mutual Transport Smile

And by Fond Looks each others care beguile
Backwards behold the Effects of Lawless Love
In silent Grief each heedless Maid reprove
She feels the pangs of Scorn, her Lovers hate

Mourns her Undoing & grows wise too late

The useful Pimp that necessary Tool
A Blundering Sycophant a Polish'd Fool

That Foe to Sacred Bands resigns his Post

And Grieves to see his wonted Honours lost

He & the Lady both in Secret pine
And Fret to See this MODISH COUPLE Join."

The verses led some to suspect that John, Lord Hervey, is referred to in the

design, although his figure was notoriously thin and slight. Horace Walpole, who

might have had the information from his father, says that Miss Vane was the

cause of the rupture between the Prince and Lord Hervey. For references to

Lord Hervey, see " Mr. Pulteney's duel with Lord Hervey", No. 1867.
The design of this print has been adapted from Hogarth's

"
Henry V1LL. and

Anne Boleyn."
On the 25th of April, 1736, the Princess of Saxe-Gotha landed at Green-

wich, and was visited by the Prince of Wales.

7 1- X 101 in.
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2271.
" THE AUTHOR'S BENEFIT PASQUIN At y

e Theatre in if Hay-
market" (No. i.)

A Ticket for the Benefit of H. Fielding.
1

W.Hogarth. [April 25, 1736]

THIS etching is on a ticket which S. Ireland ascribed to Hogarth ;
the former

published the copy in "Graphic Illustrations of Hogarth", 1794, vol. 1. facing

p. 130.
2

The design represents a stage scene, the background comprising a colonnade,

from the respective wings of which a tight-rope is stretched. On this rope
dancers are performing, and holding their balancing poles ;

an ape sits astride

of the rope, on our right.
"
Pasquin ", a satirical comedy by Fielding, was introduced to the stage in

April, 1736, with considerable success; the author's benefit took place on Tuesday
the 25th of this month

; accordingly the space below the design in the ticket

which S. Ireland published bears, in Fielding's writing,
"
Tuesday April 25"*

Boxes "
;

this was facsimiled by A. M. Ireland
; see the same title and date

No. (2273). S. Ireland, as above cited, states that most of the principal charac-

ters of the play are introduced in the design, the subject being that part of the

fifth act which shows how the Queen of Common Sense is stabbed by Firebrand,

Priest of the Sun
;
their figures appear on our left, both standing, he drives

a dagger into her bosom, while she seems to be delivering a speech in reci-

tative. The central group consists of three figures, the Queen of Ignorance,

crowned, holding a fool's bauble by way of a sceptre, and addressing the other

characters, consisting of Squeekaronell, a knock-kneed man in a tunic of

feathers, with plumes in his head-dress, who accompanies her in front of the

stage ; likewise, standing behind, is a man with a sceptre, probably the tall

Saxon who is represented in Hogarth's
" Southwark Fair ",

3 and named Maxi-
millian Christopher Miller

;
near him is a very tall woman, both these persons

are referred to in the text of "
Pasquin ", Miller died before the appearance of

this satire ;
also the pantaloon or contortionist who, bending his body backwards,

looks between his own heels and clasps his legs with his hands
;

this is probably
intended for John Rich, the pantomimist ; near these, likewise on the stage, are

a dog
4

, walking on its hind legs, and a cat who turns her back on the performer.
It is probable that the persons thus represented are among those emimerated

in "Pasquin" (841. d. 343), p. 55> Act v. Scene i. in a catalogue of the allies

of Queen Ignorance, which is read by Harlequin :

" Harl. (Reads') A tall Man, and a tall Woman, hired at a vast Price.

A strong Man exceeding dear.

Two Dogs that walk on their hind Legs only, and personate human Creatures

so well, they might be mistaken for them.

A human Creature that personates a Dog so well, that he might almost be

taken for one.

Two Human Cats.

1 See " The Judgment of the Queen o' Common Sense", No. 2283.
2 See "The Author's Benefit", &c. No. 2272.
3 See "Southwark Fair", No. 1960, p. 838.
4 For the dog, introduced to the English stage by Rich, the pantomimist,

see "
Serpentes avibus geminentur", etc., No. 1834, p. 700, and " Rich's Glory ",

No. 1 899. For Rich, see " The Stage's Glory ", No. 1 869, p. 745.
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A most curious Set of Puppies.
A Pair of Pigeons.
A Set of Rope-Dancers and Tumblers from Sadler's-Wells."

The text continues with references to " The Modish Couple ", a drama,
Fawk's sleight of hand1

,

" Hurlothrumbo ", by
" Cheshire Johnson ",

2 until

p. 6l, Firebrand stabs the Queen of Common Sense, as described in the design,
and Queen Ignorance, having triumphed over her rival, receives a messenger
from Crane-Court, the seat of the Royal Society,

3 with congratulations and gifts.

She returns thanks in these terms, p. 63, and this seems to be the moment

suggested by the design :

" We gratefully accept their bounteous Gifts
;

And order they be kept with proper Care,
Till we do build a Place most fit to hold

These precious Toys ;
Tell your Society

We ever did esteem them of great Worth,
And our firm Friends : And tell 'em 'tis our Pleasure

They do prepare to dance a Jig before us [Exit Messenger.

My Lords of Law and Physick, you shall find

I will not be ungrateful for your Service :

To you, good Harlequin, and your Allies,

And you, Squeerkaronelly, I will be

A most propitious Queen
"
&c.

Law and Physic are characters in the comedy. Harlequin was probably
intended for Rich,

"
Squeekaronelly

"
doubtless refers to Farinelli.4

The last-named figure has several points of resemblance to that which has been

variously ascribed to Berenstat and Farinelli, it has knock-knees, a peculiar mode
of standing, and a small head.5

In all probability this design is not by Hogarth.

5-L x 4? .

2272. "THE AUTHORS BENEFIT PASQUIN At y
e
Theatre in y

e

Hay-market" (No. 2.)

A Ticket for the Benefit of H. Fielding.
6

W. Hogarth. [April 25, 1 736]

THIS etching is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same
title and date, No. 227 1. It was prepared to illustrate

" The Genuine Works of

William Hogarth", by J. Nichols, and G. Steevens; London, 1817, vol. iii.,

where an impression faces p. 134.

1 See "Southwark Fair", No. 1960, p. 837.
2 See "

Serpentes avibus geminentur", No. 1834, p. 701.
3 See "A Satire on Learning", No. 1516, and "A Satire on the Royal

Society ", c. 1 740.
4 See "Farinelli", 1737 and the references to other satires on that singer

which it contains.
5 On this subject see "

Berenstat, Cuzzoni, Senesino, &c. ", No. 1 768, pp.

625-6, where the ascription of the figure on our right of the design is discussed.

As "
Squeekaronelly

" was obviously intended rather for Farinelli than for

Berenstat, the resemblance between the figures in this " Ticket
" and those in No.

1768, strengthens the probability that the satire of the latter work referred to

Farinelli; No. 1768, was dated 1725, on account of the doubt in question, that

being the earlier date. Farinelli arrived in England in 1734. See likewise
"
Pasquin," c. 1 740.

6 See (No. i.), with the same title and date, No. 2271.
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This copy may be distinguished from the original by three horizontal lines in

the stone immediately under the foot of the satyr, who stands on the frame on

our right ;
in the original there are two lines here. It may be distinguished

from the other copy by the absence of A. M. Ireland's name.1

Si X 4|r
i.

-

2273. "THE AUTHOR'S BENEFIT PASQUIN At y
e Theatre in y

e

Hay-Market" (No. 3.)

W Hogarth A M Ireland fe [April 25, 1736]

THIS etching is a copy from a plate ascribed, by S. Ireland, to Hogarth, and

prepared as a ticket for the benefit of H. Fielding in the performance of
"
Pasquin

"
;

2 see (No. l.), with the same title and date, No. 2271.
The original etching in the Print Room is distinguishable from Ireland's

copy by there being but two irregular horizontal lines below the fore feet of

the cat on our right in front of the design, in this copy three lines occur in that

place. In the latter the inscription
"
Tuesday April 25 Boxes", is copied in

the space left for that purpose below the design ; the original inscription is by
H. Fielding.

Sg- X 4|-
*w - Brit. Mus. Library, 561. a. 19.

2274. "THE AUTHORS BENEFIT PASQUIN At y
e Theatre in

y
e

Haymarket" (No. 4.)

[After Hogarth.] [April 25, 1736.]

THIS engraving is a copy from the etching which is described as (No. l
.), with

the same title and date, No. 2271. An impression follows p. 196, in "The

Complete Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. J. Trusler, and E. F.

Roberts
; London, no date.

This is a copy from, but quite unlike a facsimile of the original, it is very

poorly executed, and does not bear an artist's name.

5i X 4|- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 7855, i.

2275.

FRONTISPIECE TO " THE Clergy's PLEA OF CONSCIENCE
CONSIDERED." In an Address to the Author of a Pamphlet
Intitled, The Letter to the learn'd Author of the QUERIES un-

masked. By the Author of that Letter. Edinburgh,
Printed in the Year 1737.
A Satire referring to the Porteous Mob Affair.

\_Sepfi, 1736-]

AN engraving, representing the front of the Tolbooth, Edinburgh, a gate-tower
with curtain walls to right and left

; the gate is closed, and secured outside

with a strong chain
;
two men are urging a fire which has been kindled before

1 See (No. 3.), with the same title and date, No. 2273.
2 See "The Judgment of the Queen of Common Sense", No. 2283.

The copy occurs in "
Graphic Illustrations of Hogarth", vol. i. 1794, facing

p. 130.
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the gate, a third man, or boy, brings more wood. At a window, in the tower,

which is secured by an iron grating above the door, a man is looking forth
; at

another window in the curtain wall on our right, two persons are looking out.

On the roof of the tower is the Devil, exclaiming (Th)" is is my harvest". On
the front of the tower is written " The Mother of all mischief is no bigger than a

Midge's Wing".
One third of this engraving has been torn away. See " Needs must, whom

the Devil drives", No. 2276. The tracts referred to in the title, l,
" The Letter

to the learn'd Author of the Queries unmasked ", and, 2, the "
Queries", are

included in the volume with this pamphlet, and respectively bear the press-marks

(6583, a. 2/6), and (6583, a. 2/4).

On Thursday, April, 14, 1736, Andrew Wilson was hanged at Edinburgh for

robbing, of public money, a Collector (Exciseman ?) named Stark, Wilson having

attempted to escape from prison, the magistrates, fearing popular disturbances

in favour of a man whom the people regarded as a champion against the much
hated Excise Law, assembled a considerable force to protect themselves and

attend the death of the convict : the City Guard and the Welsh Fusileers were

under arms during the execution of the sentence, but on the hangman cutting
down the corpse the boys pelted the Guard, on which the leader of this

force, Captain Porteous, fired his weapon and ordered his men to do the like,

upwards of twenty persons were said to be wounded, six or seven were averred to

be killed, and one was shot through the head while looking out of a window.

Porteous and several of his men were sent to prison. The captain was indicted

for the murder of six persons and the wounding of eleven persons, see the
" Libel of Indictment" and account of his trial in

" The Gentleman's Magazine",

Sept. 1736, pp. 514-22. This trial evoked a prodigious amount of interest at

the time. Porteous was, July 2O, found guilty, and condemned to be hanged in

the Grass-market, Edinburgh, Sept. 8. A reprieve for six weeks was granted to

the convict.

The people of Edinburgh believed that the government designed to let

Porteous escape, or had determined to avoid executing the sentence on him.

Accordingly, see "The Gentleman's Magazine", Sept. 1736, p. 549, col. i. et

seq.,
" Betwixt 9 and 10 at Night, a Body of Men, enter'd The West Port of

Edinburgh, seized the Drum, beat to Arms, and calling out, Here! All those

who dare avenge innocent Blood ! were instantly attended by a numerous Crowd.

Then they seized and shut up the City Gates, and posted guards at each, to pre-
vent Surprize by the King's Forces, while another Detachment disarm'd the City

Guards, and advanced immediately to the Tolbooth or Prison, where not being
able to break the Door with hammers, &c., they set it on Fire, but at the same

Time provided Water to keep the Flame within due Bounds. Before the outer

Door was near burnt down several rush'd through the Flames and oblig'd the

Keeper to open the inner Door and going in to Capt. Porteous apartment, call'd,

where is the B Porteous ? who said I'm here, what is it you are to do with

me ? To which he was answered, we are to carry you to the Place where you
shed so much innocent Blood and Hang you. He made some Resistance, but

was soon overcome, for while some set the whole Prisoners at Liberty, others

caught him by the Legs and dragg'd him down Stairs, and led him to the Grass

Market, where they agreed to Hang him without further Ceremony ; accordingly,

taking a Coil of Rope from a Shop, they put one End of it about his Neck, and

flung the other End over a Dyers Cross Post, or Gallows, and drew him up : but

having got his Hands to the Rope, they let him down and tyed them, and draw'd

him \ip again, but observing what an indecent Sight he was without any Cover-

ing over his Face, they let him down a second Time, and pulled off one of the

two Shirts he had on, and wrapp'd it about his Head, and hal'd him up a third

Time with a loud Huzza and a Ruff of the Drum. After he had hung till sup-

pos'd to be dead, they nail'd the Rope to the Post, then formally saluting one
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another, grounded their Arms, and on t'other Ruff of the Drum retir'd out of the

Town. Nothing of this kind was ever so boldly Attempted, or so successfully

Executed, all in the Space of two Hours, after which every Thing was quiet. The

Magistrates endeavoured to prevent their Design, but were attack'd and driven

away. Next Morning at 4, when the Captain was taken down, his Neck was

broke, his Arm wounded, and his Back and Head bruised". The same magazine

quotes another instance in which the people of Edinburgh had successfully pre-

vented miscarriage ofjustice. After the execution of Porteous, "About ^Per-
sons were taken into Custody the next Day on Account of this Riot, but no

Evidence appearing against them, 1 1 were soon discharg'd, and the others not

long after", p. 55> a above.

The case of Porteous was introduced by Sir Walter Scott as a part of the

machinery of " The Heart of Midlothian".

After the event in question an ardent and bitter controversy arose, as ex-

pressed by the tracts comprised in the volume (6583, a. 2), with " The Clergy's

Plea", &c.

2f X 5|- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 6583, a. 2/7.

2276.
" needs must, whom the Devil drives"

A Satire referring to the Porteous Mob Affair.

{Sept. 7, 1 736.]

THIS engraving occurs on the title page of a tract called " The Clergy's Plea of

Conscience" &c., see No. 2275. The design, which is formed within an oval

frame, represents a man, who closes both his eyes with his fingers, about to fall

over the edge of a cliff into the sea
;
another man following the former and

holding the skirt of his coat, cries
" needs must, whom the Devil drives." On

each side of the oval opening is a column, with a label twining about it, on the

label at our left is
" There is none so blind as them that wont see." On the label

on our right the inscription is
" Let him go, he that will to Coupar will to

Coupar'''.

For the subject of this design, see "
Frontispiece to 'The Clergy's Plea'",

&c., No. 2275.

3 x 2 in. Brit. Mus. Library, 6583, a. 2/7.

2277.
" THE FUNERAL PROCESSION OF MADAM GENEVA

Sep
r
. 29. 1736."

Published according to Act of Parliament, Sold by J. Clark Engrav
r

. Grays
Inn. Pr I

5
*. [Sept. 29, 1736]

THIS engraving is, above the design, dedicated " To those Melancholly Sufferers

(by a late Severe Act) the DISTILLERS this Plate is most humbly Inscrib'd by
a Lover of Trade."

The design represents a street. On one side is a great spirit shop, the sign
of which is a still, against which leans a "

salvage
"

man, in whose wreath of

leaves a short tobacco-pipe is stuck
;

all proper, on a ground sable. Below is

inscribed,
" Gin no more by Retale." Over the door is written,

"
Geneva, Brandy,

Rum, Arrack, Ca ". Following a coffin on the pall of which is marked " P. P.",
1

1

Probably
" Parish Pall ".
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and an escutcheon, bearing a louse, proper; a funeral procession approaches aburial

ground, the gate of which is open. At the side of the gateway is
" S G F"

i. e. St. Giles's -in-the-Fields.
"
Loddy," a hearty and nearly naked beggar,

follows the corpse as chief mourner ; then a very long train of publicans, dressed

in black, with white aprons. On the coffin stand a dram-glass, a measure for

spirits, and a small keg. In front are women drinking, fighting, &c., exhibiting
the usual effects of dram-drinking. In front of the tavern are three persons, one

of whom is an artist, with his pallet and brushes.

Below the print these lines are engraved :

" GINS Fun'ral mourn, lo ! near the Body,
In ragged State moves rueful Loddy,*
Great Representative allow'd,

Of all who to her Empire bow'd :

DISTILLERS next, a gloomy Train

Who vent their loud Complaints in vain,

And from this vanquish'd Sovreigns Fate,

Their own Distress and Ruin date.

Each empty Cask, instead of Bell,

Sounds forth a dolefull Fun'ral Knell.

Thy Punch houses oh ! Wapping moan,
And Redriff answers with a Groan.

Beneath their Burdens Porters droop,
No Dram to lift their Spirits up,

Cheap Cordial for the Poors Relief!

One half Penny cou'd chace their Grief;
Two for a Penny might be Jolly,
A Quartern chear'd both John & Dolly.
But now, this Acr,

1

They cry, will lurch us,

For Beer, a Quart's too great a Purchase.

No, 'tis resolv'd, DIVINE GENEVA !

We'll bravely perish e'er we'll leave ye :

With that the brimming Glass they ply,
And Poverty and Rags defy,
Their Brains with fumy Vapours, turn,

They fall to grace their Monarch's Urn.

O, J-k-1 2 how immense thy Merit !

How vast those Patriots publick Spirit !

To strip the Poor of their chief Pleasure,
And Thousands leave to starve at Leasure."

As the 2gth September, 1736 the day on which the "Act for suppressing
Geneva " was to come into operation approached, the retail dealers in gin put their

signs in mourning and made a parade of mock ceremonies for Madame Geneva's

lying in state, and her funeral. See the entry in this Catalogue, with the same
title as that of the present, and dated Sept. 2O, 1751.

" On Wednesday one Will. Alexander, who liv'd near the Bull-head in Night-

ingale lane, a bricklayer, a profess'd votary to gin, being too deeply affected at

the approaching fate of his idol, and resolv'd not to see that unhappy day, took a

rope and hang'd himself, &c. D. P." (Daily Post) ;

" The Grub-street Journal,"
Numb. 353, Sept. 30, 1 736, p. 2, col. 1 .

" Several persons about the Change, and
other parts of the Town, whose principal business depends on their making punch,

* " A Beggar well known about S l
. Giles's, 7 Dials &c."

1 Act for restricting the sale of gin, Sept. 29, 1736.
2 Sir Joseph Jekyll, Master of the Rolls, had strenuously exerted himself to

pass the Act in question, and thus exasperated the retail dealers in gin.
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not having taken out Licences, have put their punch-bowls, irons on which they
were erected, and signs, in mourning, being painted black, &c." " Mother Gin

lay in state yesterday at a distiller's shop in Swallow-street near S. James's

church ;
but to prevent the ill consequences from such a funeral, a neighbouring

justice took the undertaker, his men, and all the mourners into custody, L. P."

(The London Daily Post) ;

" The Grub-street Journal," above cited, col. 2.

In col. 3, as above, it is stated,
"
Yesterday morning double guard mounted at

Kensington ;
at noon the guards at St. James's, the horse guards and Whitehall

were reinforced, and last night about 300 life guards and horse-granidier-

guards paraded in Covent-garden, in order to suppress any tumult that might arise

at the going down of Gin. D. P." (Daily Post).
" A party of foot guards was

posted at the house of Sir Joseph Jekyll, master of the Rolls, D. A." (Daily

Advertiser).
" Two Soldiers with their bayonets fixed, were planted at the little

door next Chancery-lane, in case any persons should offer to attack the house,

&c. L. P." (London Daily Post),
" Which the Mob had tumultuously surrounded,

D. J." (Daily Journal). In " The Grub-street Journal," Numb. 354, Oct. 7,

*7 36) P- 2
>

c l- ! ig "Several persons were committed, some to prison and

some to hard labour, for publickly and riotously publishing, No Gin, no King,
D. 7." (Daily Journal). In col. 3, as last cited, .it is stated, "Mother Gin

having died very quietly ;
there are various drams invented and sold at the Gin-

shops, as Sangree, Tow-row, cyder boil'd with Jamaica pepper, &c. &c. &c. L. P."

See "PUNCH'S Dying Speech" in the "Journal," Numb. 355, Oct. 14, 1736,

p. 1.

Hogarth's "Gin Lane" was published in 1751; see this title (No. l.),

1751. See "The lamentable fall of Madam Geneva", No. 2278. "To the

Mortal Memory of Madam Geneva", No. 2279. See likewise " The Night

Visit", 1742.

13| X 9 in.

2278.

THE LAMENTABLE FALL OF MADAM GENEVA.

R M. K Printedfor &f Sold by Eliz: Foster at the White Horse on Lud-

gate Hill. [Sept. 29, 1736]

THIS engraving gives a view of a miserable street in which " Madam Geneva,"
i. e. a drunken woman holding a bottle and glass, lies supine upon a high platform.
At one side of " Madam "

stands a weeping woman, displaying a broadside, on

which is inscribed :

" a Song to y
e
tune of y" Children in y* wood

Good lack good lack Sf well a rf(ay)

That Madam Gin shd fall

Superior Powers she must obey
This A ct will starve us all ".

At the other side of " Madam "
stands a melancholy man holding an empty gin

bottle, and displaying on another broadside :

"
the 2d Part to the same tune

tK Afflicted she has caused to sing
the Cripple leap Sf dance

All those who die for love of Gin

Go to heaven in a Trance ".

Standing on the pavement round the platform are various drunk and sober
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persons. At one side is a tavern-sign of Bacchus on a barrel, and a large
bunch of grapes ;

under it some persons are carrying a cask, astride which is a

young fellow with a flask and glass in his hands. Behind this group one carries

a flag inscribed " Vivitur Baccho melius", to the staff are appended flasks, a glass,

and grapes. On the other side is a poor public-house, with the sign of the

Chequers ;
the still upon the sign is almost obliterated by the notification " No

more Gin by retail PARSON'S Entire Butt". 1 At the door stands a brewer's

dray, around it are gathered jolly fellows rejoicing with large pots of porter in

their hands. These two groups indicate the Triumphs of Wine and Porter at the

downfall of Gin. In front, a drunken woman carries an infant, who appears to be

intoxicated ;
a lame man, who has fallen down, holds a paper marked " A SUB-

SCRIPTfor 2 Gallons" ;
to a second drunken woman, a man is about to admin-

ister spirits from a bottle, which is inscribed, "A Cure for the Cholick".

Engraved below the design are the following lines :

" The Scene appears, and Madam's Crew
In deep Despair Expos'd to View,
See Tinkers, Coblers, and Cold Watchmen.
With Bawds and W or s, as drunk as Dutchmen,
All Mingling with the Common Throng,
Resort to hear her Passing Song ;

Whilst Mirth Suppres'd by Parliament,
In Sober Sadness all lament,

Pursu'd by J-k-l's Indignation,
2

She's brought to utter desolation.

With Oath's, they Storm their Monarch's name
And Curse the Hands that form'd the Scheme :

All Billingsgate their Case Bemoan.
And Ragfair Change in Mourning's hung.
Queen Gin : for whom they'd Sacrifice

Their Shirts, or Smocks, nay both their Eyes ;

Rather than She want Contribution,

They'd trudge the Streets, without their Shoes on."

See " The Funeral Procession of Madam Geneva", No. 2277 ; and, the same

title, Sept. 2O, 1751 ;
"To the Mortal Memory of Madam Geneva", No. 2279 ;

also Hogarth's "Gin Lane" (No. 1.), 1751; and "Beer Street
"
(No. l.),

The designing of these prints appears to have been suggested by the mock

ceremony of Madam Geneva lying in state, as prepared by a dealer in gin when
the Act of Parliament for prohibiting the retail sale of that liquor came into

operation.

11| X 12^ in.

1 This refers to Humphry Parsons, Lord Mayor, who was a brewer
; see

"Portrait of Humphry Parsons, Esq.", &c., No. 1843; "To the R r
. Honble

.

Humphry Parsons, Esq.", No. 1845; "Parson's Triumph", No. 1881
;
"The

Frontispiece to Winer's ' Excise Sermon '"
(No. l.), No. 1922. For the inscrip-

tion itself see "A Harlot's Progress", Plate I. ("Nos. 3 and 4"), Nos. 2033
and 2034.

2 Sir Joseph Jekyll, Master of the Rolls. See a note to " The Funeral
Procession of Madam Geneva", No. 2277.

III.
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2279.
" To the Mortal Memory of Madam Geneva, Who died Sep

r
.

29, 1736."
I. Vande.rmijn Inv1

. et sculp. Published According to Act of Parliament

Ocf : 18, 1736. Sold by yj Printsellers of London and Westminster.

Price 6d. [Sept. 29, 1736]

THIS print represents a sepulchral monument. Upon a square base or pedestal is

placed a large vat, in front of which is a victualler's apron, inscribed, "To the Mortal

Memory of Madam Geneva, Who died Sep
r
. 29. 1736. Her Weeping Servants Sf

loving Friends, consecrate This Tomb." On the vat is an inverted tub. Over

all, as a canopy, is the head of a still, from the edges of which hang ragged

draperies ;
on it reclines a grenadier pointing mournfully to the empty tub. Upon

the base reclines a dram-drinking old woman, her elbow resting on a keg, an

empty glass in her hand
;
before her are two ragged urchins, one of whom holds

up a keg, the other an empty noggin ;
a basket on his arm and a three-legged

stool behind the latter indicate his former occupation as a wayside retailer of drams.

The panel of the pedestal displays a still, irradiated amid clouds, but nearly eclipsed.

On a label below,
" cease to drop distill no more" At the sides of the pedestal,

by way of weepers, are figures standing upon inverted casks : one, a weeping
fish woman, her hand upon her basket

;
a ragged boy stands beside her

;
the other

weeper is a distiller, leaning mournfully upon his useless worm. The whole design
is a parody upon sepulchral monuments of a style which prevailed at the period in

question.
These lines are engraved below the print :

" To thee, kind comfort of the starving Poor !

To thee Geneva, that ar't now no more !

This sad but gratefull monument we raise :

Our Arms we yield, no more our Sun shall blaze.

Lo ! where Supine her mournful Genius lies,

And hollow barrels eccho to her cries
;

On casks, around, her Sad Attendants stand
;

The Bunter Weeps with basket in her hand,
His useless Worm the sad Distiller Views

;

The Boy with heavy heart for Succour Sues
;

What gave her birth now helps her Tomb to build,

The Tub a Spire, A Globe the Can unfill'd,

High in the Air the Still it's head doth rear,

And on it's Top a Mournfull Granadeer

The Clean white Apron as a Label shown
The dreadfull cause of all our Grief makes known,
Hither repair All ye that for her Mourn,
And Drink a Requiem to her Peacefull Urn."

See Hogarth's
" Gin Lane "

(No. 1.), 1751, and "Beer Street" (No. 1.), 1751 ;

" The Funeral Procession of Madam Geneva", No. 2277.
" The lamentable fail

of Madam Geneva", No. 2278 ;
and " The Funeral Procession of Madam Geneva ',

Sept. 20, 1751.
The appearance of this print is thus announced in "A Register of Ne v

Books ", Oct. 1 736, in " The Gentleman's Magazine ", p. 624 :

" A Print, Beii g
a Design for a Monument to be erected to the mortal Memory of that celebrate d

Lady Madam GENEVA, who died Sept. 29, 1 736. Humbly inscribed to ti e

Distillers of Great Britain. Sold by the Printsellers, pr. 6d."

7 X 10 in.
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228O.

" THE PARALLEL : Or, Laud fy C-d-x compared. Being true

Pictures of those Celebrated High Priests, shewing the great

Resemblance between them, both in principles and practice."

[1736]

AN engraving showing Britannia seated, holding her spear, resting her hand upon
the British royal shield, and pointing to medallion portraits of Archbishop Laud and

Gibson, Bishop of London, placed on an inscribed pedestal at her side.

On the frame of the portrait of Bishop Gibson is written,
" When the

Dr
. arrives at Canterbury you'll have his Name Sf Titles wth a Grace gratis"

J

Under it :

" C-d-x to the Clergy
" Brethren take heed, your Sacred Rights Maintain

Loose not a tenth, for Godliness is gain !

Our Cause is ruined if its wealth is lost

And Quakers Established at the Church's Cost."

Round Archbishop Laud's frame is
" William Laud Archbishop of Canterbury

beheaded on Tower Hill January 1O'*. 1644". Under it is :

" Laud to C-d-x.

" Wou'd you have Priestcraft rule without restraint ?

And pass when Dead for Martyr and a Saint !

Shake off" the Civil Yoke (nor heed my fate)
Enrich the Church, and make y

e
Clergy great!"

Above these portraits appears,
" Britons beware ! Mark them which cause

divisions and offences, they serve not our Lord Jesus Christ, but their own

belly. Thro 1

Covetousness shall they with fained words, make Merchandise of

you. Rom: 16 ver 17 : 18. 2
d Peter 2. ver. 3.

" Put them in mind that as they are Englishmen and Protestants, they ought
to be Subject to Principalities and Powers, and to obey the Civil Magistrate."

On the pedestal is a parallel between Laud and Gibson as follows :

" Laud was the most Covetous, Ambitious and Imperius Prelate of his

time ; So is C d x.

Laud was for Usurping a dominion over the Faith Sf Consciencies of the

Laity, terming all Enthusiasts or Hereticks, who did not believe his Impositions ;

& persecuting such as would not Submit to his Discipline. So is

Cdx.
Laud was for enlarging the Authority of the Ecclesiastical Courts, and

bringing the Laity under y
e

rigor of Spiritual Severities ; So is C d x.

Laud, The? Sworn to acknowledge y' King as Supreme in all Matters as

well Ecclesiastical as Civil, was for making the Church independent of the State,

and exempting the Clergy from the Jurisdiction of the Secular Magistrate ;

So is C d x.

Laud, pursuant to his Declaration, that he would go half way to meet Popery,
introduced many popish Rites into the Church ; causing Images to be set up in

his Cathedral of Canterbury Sfc. So C d x when complained to of y
e

like abuse in one of y' Parishes within his Diocess, would not cause y
e

Images
to be taken down, which shews he approved of them, not regarding the words of

1 See " The Hierarchical Skimington ", No. 2149.
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the Homily against Peril of Idolatry which says, they that favour such evil

things are worthy of Death. 1

Laud by creating jealousies between y
e

King Sf his Subjects, set y
f whole

Nation in aflame which at at last ended in a Civil War. So C d x by

a late memorable Circular Letter to y" Clergy, sow'd seeds of disaffection, by

insinuating that y
e Church was in danger, and that the Legislature was going to

deprive them of y
r
Legal rights and priviledges, tho

1

all that was intended was

to relieve some of the best Subjects in the Kingdom from Ecclesiastical

oppression*
Laud for his firm attachment to y

e

Hierarchy, was when living, adored $*

addressed by some of y factious Clergy with Royal titles ; and when dead, tho"

beheaded for being a Traitor to y
e

King 8f Church, was Idolized with the title

of a blessed Saint Sf Martyr. In like manner C d x was lately ad-

dressed by y
e Sons of Sion as protector of y

e
Clergy fy defender of y

e Faith ;

fy should he arrive at y
e same exalted honours which this High Priest obtain d

whom he so worthily imitates, would no doubt, be Canonized with y
e same Titles"

The sting of the last satire here is double in referring to the hopes of Gibson

for obtaining the primacy of Canterbury, see " The Hierarchical Skimington ",

No. 2 1 49, and in scarcely concealing the wishes of the satirist that the bishop

might come to grief.

Bishop Gibson was called " Codex " from his " Codex Juris Ecclesiastic!

Anglicani ", &c., 1 7 1 3.

The allusions of this satire may be aptly illustrated by the following extracts

from " Lord Hervey's
' Memoirs of the Reign of George the Second '

", 1 848, vol.

ii. pp. 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 94.
" There was at this time depending in the House

of Commons a Bill, brought in (loth March) by Sir Joseph Jekyll, to prevent the

further alienation of lands by will in mortmain, and another (2nd March) for

the more easy recovery of tithes from the people called Quakers. All that the

Quakers desired from this Bill was, not to be exempted from paying any tithes

whatever paid by Church-of-England men
;
but as their silly consciences would

not permit them to pay tithes without being compelled to it, they prayed tht

Legislature to oblige the clergy to use those methods of compulsion that shouk

be least expensive and oppressive to the Quakers, without making the property
of the clergy in any point more insecure

;
which request was consonant to th< ;

scheme of a Bill formerly passed in their favour in the reign of King William.

If anybody has a mind to see the state of the case more in detail, they ma;
find it in two very short, smart pamphlets, that at this time made a good deal

1 As to this, see " A Satire on the Altar-Piece ", No. 1 764.
" *

Query whether it may not be reasonably presumed that the late Insolen
,

daring Sf most Outrageous indignity offerd to the King, Lords and Commons, b /

burning the Mortmain Act, and 4 other Acts of Parliament, traitorously stilin f

them Libels ; did not spring from those seeds of sedition sown by this Gentlema i

and the Bigots of his party ? especially, since 'tis well known that he, as well as t) e

rest of the Codexian faction, made their utmost efforts against passing ti e

Bill."

The "
burning

"
in question here was that explosion which took place a

Westminster Hall, while the Courts were sitting, July 14, 1735, when a larj e

brown paper parcel, containing crackers and gunpowder, burst, and threw o-.t

several printed bills which gave notice that the five Acts of Parliament refern d

to above, i. e. the " Gin Act ",
" The Mortmain Act ",

" The Smuggler's Act ',

" The Westminster Bridge Act ", and the Act for borrowing 6oo,OOO/. on t ie

Sinking Fund, would be burnt as libels in the Hall. A nonjuring clergyma i,

named Nixon, was, Dec. 7, 1735, found guilty of dispersing the bills in tl is

manner.
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of noise
;
the one written against the Quakers by Sherlock, Bishop of Salisbury,

1

and entitled,
' The Country Parson's Plea

'

; the other for the Quakers, entitled,
' The Quaker's Reply to the Country Parson's Plea

', and written by Lord

Hervey. Gibson, Bishop of London, when first this Bill was brought into the

House of Commons, went to Sir Robert Walpole and remonstrated against it
;

but Sir Robert plainly told him, though he had resolved to stretch his conscience

in the case of the Dissenters and Test Act 2 to oblige him, and was ready to do

anything to support the Established Church, or, as far as he could justify it, to

show favour to churchmen, yet the request of the Quakers was such as would
list all mankind on their side, and irritate all mankind against the clergy if it

was refused, for which reasons he must be for it. The Bishop of London,
who could never brook the least contradiction, was much dissatisfied with this

answer
;
but the repeal of the Test Act being yet under consideration and to

come on first, he determined to postpone his further remonstrances against the

Quaker-scheme till the other was over." When the prayer for the repeal of the

Corporation and Test Acts was rejected, Bishop Gibson, says Lord Hervey, had
another interview with Sir Robert Walpole, when he observed silence about the
"
Quaker-scheme",

" but went directly out of Sir Robert Walpole's house to the

Archbishop of York's, who lived next door but one or two to Sir Robert's, and there,

all the Bishops having been summoned to concert what was to be done to defeat

the Mortmain and Quakers'
1

Bills then depending, it was resolved that the

Bishops should all send circular letters through their respective dioceses, to

alarm the clergy, to notify to them what was going on in Parliament, to advise

them to petition the Parliament, and to tell them, as the Bishops had thought it

their duty to give them this warning and advice, so they would provide Counsel

ready to support the petitions of the clergy in Parliament." Lord Hervey
states that he learnt what was going on in this matter from the Bishop of

Norwich, and communicated the information, which had been thus obtained, to

the Court, thus :

" He then went to Sir Robert Walpole and told him what had

passed ;
Sir Robert Walpole was equally surprised and angry at this conduct

; the

Court, too, resented this behaviour of the Bishops, and blamed them extremely,

asking what they meant by trying to revive the long deadened spirit of Church-

quarrels in the nation, and by sounding these false alarms among the clergy of

injury designed them, to put the whole kingdom in a ferment. The Bishops, at

first thinking themselves so considerable, and the body of the clergy so formidable,
from the compliment that had been paid to them in the case of the proposition
for the repeal of the Corporation and Test Acts, justified in general what had
been done, and the Bishop of London, to soften a little his particular conduct,
sheltered himself under the old excuse of being obliged to swim with the stream

of the clergy if the Court expected he should have any influence over them
;

but this was only the sequel of that part he had acted in Rundle's3 case, he

himself having been the exciter of that spirit in the clergy which he affected to

the Court only to comply with. In the main article (which was that of writing
the circular letter) it was proved upon him, for though he said that he had only
done like all the rest of the Bishops, by whom it was agreed, at their meeting at

the Archbishop of York's, that every one of them should write such a letter,

yet Lord Hervey detected him in this flat lie to Sir Robert Walpole, having got
into his hands an original letter of the Bishop of London's to one of his clergy

1 As to Sherlock, see
" Blessed be the Lord", &c., No. 2139.

2 See "The Hierarchical Skimington", No. 2149.
3
Proposed for the Bishopric of Gloucester, much opposed by Bishop Gib-

son, and afterwards Bishop of Derry ;
see " The Hierarchical Skimington ",

as above ;
and Swift's " On Dr Rundle, Bishop of Derry ", and an "

Epigram ",

both printed with his " Works ".
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of a date three days prior to the meeting at the Archbishop's, and conceived

almost word for word in the same terms with the copy there agreed to ; which

showed that the general letter was of his concerting, and that to act the first

role on this occasion he had anticipated with his own clergy the compliment
which the other Bishops paid in a lump."

" The King with his usual softness

in speaking of any people he disliked, called the Bishops whenever he mentioned

them in private on this occasion, a parcel of black, canting, hypocritical rascals ;

and said the Government was likely to go on well, if these scoundrels were to

dictate to their prince how far he should or should not comply with the dispositions

of his Parliament
;
and to be giving themselves these impertinent airs in opposing

everything which did not exactly suit with their silly opinions."
" The Mortmain and

the Quakers' Bill were both passed in the House of Commons by great majorities,

and everybody that spoke for them gave the Bishops and the parsons very hard

as well as very popular slaps ;
the young men all ran riot on these topics, and

there were few to take the part of the poor Church but a few old Tories and the

Jacobites," &c.

In "The Gentleman's Magazine", for March, 1734, p. 152, is a letter on

this subject, with references to other essays which were induced by it. See

likewise, in the same magazine for April, 1734, p. 195? an extract from "The

Weekly Miscellany", for April 13, 1734, on the subject.
1O x 7 in.

228l.

TARTUFF'S BANQUET. (Or Codex's Entertainment.)
(No. I.)

Publish''d 8f Sold According to Act of Parliament by L: Gilliver at Homers
head in Fleet street 1736.

[The design ascribed to Hogarth; engraved by G. Vandergucht.] [1736]

THIS engraving shows the interior of a dining room where a sleek divine is seated

at table with three lean clergymen, one of whom is reading to him, another i;

dismayed at seeing his robes denied by an over-fed pugdog, which stands with i.

plateful of meat upon the ground before him. The third clergyman sits ii

hungry hope. Another lean clergyman stands behind them. The only persoi

provided with a knife and fork is the sleek divine. The food upon the table i

inclosed by a circle, within which no one must reach except the host, who i i

holding out his hand for a glass of wine which a servant pours out ; several empt;
flasks indicate little regard for temperance. The third clergyman, almost ravenous ,

stretches forth his hand to approach the meat. The shovel-hat of the first i <

placed upon a double-faced head which ornaments the back of his chair. Tw >

pictures decorate the room. In one is represented the parable of the Pharise 5

and the Publican
;
in the other the Levite abandoning the wounded traveller, a i

illustration of the parable of the Good Samaritan. In both the first clergyma i

is substituted for the uncharitable personages of the parables.
At the sides of the print is engraved :

"
Populus me Sibilat, at milii plaud >

Ipse Domi Horati Sat : l L : l ".

Below, these lines are engraved :

" Were all oblig'd to practise what they teach,
Some warm sleek Clerks would still more seldom preach.
Stall-fed TABTDFF reclining in his Seat,

High heap'd his Board, himself brimfull of Meat,
Yawning, with Pain thus sleepy Silence broke,
And to his meagre Curates Sagely spoke ;
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My loving Brethren, we should rest content

With the small Pittance gracious Heav'n has sent :

Tis better much to want, than much abound
;

Hunger and Thirst hereafter will be crown'd.

If we've Prunella, which will hang together,
Like the good Baptist, girt about with Leather

;

And Bread and Water, we should ne'er complain :

Here, John, give me, a Bumper of Champagne.
Seasonable Reproof."

"Seasonable Reproof", 1735 (840. m, 1/39.), comprises many remarks

on persons of this period, including Farinelli, Sir R. Walpole, Henry Carey,

Bishop Rundle, Venn, the Duke of Argyll, Onslow. The above verses are on

p. 1O of this book.

This is evidently the print referred to in the second part of the following

advertisement, repeated in " The Genuine Works of William Hogarth ". By
J. Nichols and G. Steevens

;
1810. vol. ii. p. 146 :

" This day is published, price sixpence, a hieroglyphical Print, called JEneas

in a Storm. 1

" Tanta hsec mulier potuit suadere malorum. Sold by the Booksellers and

Printsellers in Town and Country. Of whom may be had, a Print called

Tartuff's Banquet, or Codex's Entertainment. Price Is.

"
Populus me sibilat, at mihi plaudo

Ipse domi.

(The London Daily Post, Jan. 17, 1737.)"

Although it has generally been stated that the sleek divine represented
in the above-named print was Orator Henley, it is certain that Bishop Gibson,
of London, who was known as

" Codex ", is the person satirized. The face

perfectly resembles the portrait of that prelate, which was engraved by Vertue

after Ellys, in its expression, character and form. For the name "Codex",
see "The Parallel", No. 2280, and for Bishop Gibson, see " The Hierarchical

Skimington", No. 2149; "For Lambeth. C". Oct. 1747; "Haw' Haw'
L b th," Oct. 1747, and "A Satire on the Altar-Piece", &c. (No. 1.), No.

1764.

Six llin.

2282. Tartuffes Banquet from the Original Drawing by

Hogarth. (No. 2.)

Will. Ja'. Smith. Sculp
1
. [173&]

THIS print is a copy from the design which was engraved, probably by G.

Vandergucht, and is described as (No. 1.), with the same title and date, No. 2281.

It is in the reverse of the engraving, and an etching, the lines of which have

been followed with a black-lead pencil ;
it has been tinted with bistre and sepia

and is greatly inferior to the engraving. The original drawing ascribed, in all

probability with correctness, to Hogarth, is described in " Anecdotes of William

Hogarth", by J. B. Nichols, 1833, p. 403, as, at that time, in the possession of

Mr. Standly : at his death it was sold.

8 x ? '

1 Sec " 2Eneas in a Storm," Jan. 1737.
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2283.

THE JUDGMENT OF THE QUEEN o' COMMON SENSE.

ADDRESS'D TO HENRY FIELDING ESQR
.

A Satire on Pantomimes, and the professors of Divinity,

Law and Physic.
[1736]

AN engraving, representing the stage of a theatre, with an alcove in the back-

ground, on which, rai-ed a step above the floor, stands a crowned female, the

Queen of Common Sense, who holds in her right hand a well-filled purse, and,

in her left hand, an halter. On her right kneels a gentleman, Henry Fielding,

offering to the Queen a piece of paper inscribed
" PASQUIN "; to him she is

giving the contents of the purse ;
the halter she extends to her left, and its

extremity is in the hand of a harlequin, who is capering on the stage in front

of the design. Pierrot, with his hands pressed close to his hips, the conventional

attitude of the character, stands on the left of the harlequin ;
on the right of

the latter is a tumbler, a man who stands on his hands and holds his feet upper-
most and in the air.

1 Behind this group are three persons, a physician, in a.long

wig and in the act of holding a gold-headed cane against his chin
;
a lawyer,

dressed in the bands, gown and wig of his profession, and a divine, who wears

the robe, cassock, bands and peculiar wig of the clergy ;
he is flourishing a shorl

dagger and threatening the Queen with it. On the right of the Queen of Com-

mon Sense, and in front of the design, is Shakespeare, sitting, and appearing tr

have been interrupted in studying a scroll inscribed "HAMLET", which lies 01

a table at his side. In the centre of the design, and by means of a hole in th<;

stage, rises the figure of a knight in armour, with a baton in his hand, and

turning towards a cock, which crows at him. These are the ghost and cock in

"Hamlet". Behind Shakespeare, and stepping forward as if in the act of

remonstrating with the Queen, on account of her gift to Henry Fielding and

judgment in his favour, as opposed to the pantomimists, is a gentleman who
wears the costume of the period in question, or a little earlier

;
he leads a younj j

lady by the hand, and she advances simpering. It appears that these two

persons represent "the taste of the town", or beau monde, which strongly
inclined in favour of the pantomimes of that day, entertainments which wer ;

then so frequently satirized.2

Below the design are engraved these verses :

" With bounteous hands y
e Queen of comon sense,

Appears her honest favours to dispence,
On Pasquin's Author show'rs of Gold bestows, 1

And Hamlets Ghost th' impartial Poet shows >

Tho' Shakespears merit in his bosom glows. )

1 For a figure similar to this see " The Frontispiece to ' The Tragedy >f

Chrononhotonthologos
'

", No. 2027. .
2

See, in respect to the "
illegitimate

"
drama of this period,

"
Masquerad s

and Operas ", (No. 1 .), No. 1 742 ;

" A Just View of the British Stage ',

(No. 1.) No. 1761 ;
"The Stage Medley", No. 1806; "Rich's Glory" (No. i ),

No. 1899; "Shakespeare", &c., No. 1838; "Punch Kicking Apollo", N >.

1832; "Risum teneatis amici"? No. 1833;
"
Serpentes avibus geminentur ',

&c., No. 1834; "The Stage's Glory," No. 1869; "The Frontispiece to ' T e

Tragedy of Chrononhotonthologos''", No. 2O27; "The Author's Benefit Pu -

quin" (No. 1.), No. 2271.
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In this french mongrill and apeing age,
Half meaning Pantomime y

e town engage.
Ev'n that by Criticks is so dearly bought,
Parnassus hills scarce worth a Poets thought.
But from y

e Great Mogul a Bard is come,
And brought y

e banish'd Exiles to their home.

Wit, Humour, Satyr, in their own defence,
Are all Arived to wait on common Sense."

In April, 1736, was first acted Henry Fielding's play styled
"
PASQUIN. A

Dramatick Satire on the Times : Being the Rehersal of Two Plays, viz. A
Comedy call'd, The Election

;
And a Tragedy call'd, The Life and Death of

COMMON-SENSE". 1 This took place at the Haymarket Theatre (the
" Little

Theatre "), and it appears that Pope was asserted to have been present at one

of the performances.
The " Grub-street Journal", Numb. 328, Thursday, April 8, 1736, con-

tains, p. 2, col. 3, some verses which are signed "Common Sense", and addressed

to "Dear Grub", with a statement that, on seeing Pope applaud the piece, the

author " could not forbear breaking out in the following excursion." " On seeing
Mr. Pope at the Dramatic Satire call'd Pasquin" The next number of " The
Grub-street Journal ", p. 3, col. 2, denied that Pope had been there. The former

number of this journal contains an advertisement of the publication of "Pasquin"
(the edition 841, d. 34/3), and a statement that it had then been performed

thirty nights. In "Numb. 330" of the same journal, April 22, 1736, is, on

p. 1
,
a critique on the dramatic satire in question. In this it is stated that the

"
design of the Comedy is to ridicule the late Election of members of Parli-

ment, by representing the Candidates, both Parties as bribeing their Electors.

Those on the Court side are dignified with the titles of Lord Place and Colonel

Promise, to denote that the Gentlemen in that interest aim at nothing but

places, and have little or no regard to their word and promise. The names of

the Country Candidates, Sir Henry Fox-CnACE and Squire TANKARD, plainly
intimate that the chief business of their lives is hunting and drinking ; to which

they are as much addicted as the Courtiers to gaming and w ing ", &c.

It is said that the bitterness of this political satire, with others by the same
author produced at a later time, occasioned a Bill being introduced into the

House of Commons, for limiting the number of play-houses, and restraining the

liberty of the stage. On this subject see " The Festival of the Golden Rump."
March, 1737 ;

" The Player's last Refuge", No. 2146.
The critique on "

Pasquin
"
contimies with an account of the tragedy which

forms part of that entertainment, and states that its design is
" to expose the

gentlemen who profess either Law, or Physick, or Divinity, as carrying on the

business of each Profession directly in opposition to Common-Sense." These

representative gentlemen appear to be those who stand behind the pantomimists,

Firebrand, Priest of the Sun, is described as inciting Law, Physic being present,
to disown the authority of the Queen of Common Sense :

" Fireb . Speak boldly ; by the Powers I serve, I swear

You speak in safety ;
even tho' you speak

Against the Gods, provided that you speak
Not against Priests."

As this action of the play proceeds, it is stated, Law and Physic declare against
the Queen, and Firebrand, the priest, also avows his enmity :

"
Know, thro' this Mask,

1

Which to impose on vulgar minds I wear,

1 See (841. d. 34/3.) and (92. g. 8.)
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I am an Enemy to Common-Sense ;

But this not for Ambition's earthly cause,

But to enlarge the worship of the Sun ;

To give his Priests a just degree of Power,
And more than half the Profits of the Land."

Here he disclaims all earthly Ambition, and in consequence of his renouncing

it, declares he aims only at a just degree of Power, and above half the Profits of
the Land. This declaration seems a little too free and open ;

and might have

occasioned some dissension between these three Conspirators. For being all three

upon a level, an equal division of all the profits of the Land amongst them, might

justly have been insisted on by Law and Physick. But they have so great a

regard for Divinity, and pay her so just a deference (instances of which we
meet with every day) that they acquiesce in this Partition Treaty, and are satis-

fied with less than half the Profits of the Land. The justness of this represen-
tation of the ambition and avarice of the English Clergy cannot but be evident

to all, who observe how much they have increased in wealth and power for above

these last forty years. How by receiving only part of the tenth part of the profits of
the Land (settled on them by Law) so freely pay'd by the Laity, without the

least deduction, they have been incouraged to grasp at more than half the profits

of all the Lands in the kingdom,"
The Queen of Common Sense is represented in the drama to be drowsy, but

was, soon after the above dialogue had taken place, aroused by news of the

landing of Queen Ignorance in her dominions. An officer thus imparts this

news :

"
Queen Ignorance is landed in your Realm,

With a vast Power from Italy and France

Of Singers, Fidlers, Tumblers and Rope dancers." 1

The critique on "
Pasquin" is continued in " The Grub-street Journal" for

May 6, 1736, Numb. 332, p. 1. The analysis of the play is completed, and

the direction of the satire against the clergy indicated with the aid of quotations.

Thus wrote the critic,
" In these places, the generality of the English Clergy are

represented as claiming infallibility to themselves, and a blind obedience from

all the Laity in believing whatever they affirm. This is declared to be the onely

proper meaning of that Faith which they require. This is a great discovery ;

which our Poet must have made by his intimate acquaintance with the Clergy ;

there being neither any such claim, nor any such account of Faith to be found

in any of their writeings." The analysis is continued, thus
;
the conspiracy of

the three learned personages against the Queen is described as active. The ghost
of Comedy appears to the Queen while she sleeps and warns her :

" Think not to survive

My Murder long ;
for while thou art on Earth,

The Convocation will not meet again.
The Lawyers cannot rob men of their rights ;

Physicians cannot dose away their Souls."

In the third Act, Law and Physic agree to desert the Queen of Common
Sense and take up the cause of her rival Queen Ignorance. Firebrand, the Priest

1 This is illustrated, and part of the motive of the satire declared, by a

notice in " The Daily Advertiser ", of Friday, April 9, 1 736, to the effect that
" Mr. Handel has engaged several of the finest singers in Italy, who are expected
next week, in order to performs operas for the entertainment of her highness."
The lady referred to was the Princess of Saxe-Gotha, then about to be married

to Frederick, Prince of Wales
;
see " A Satire referring to the Marriage of

Frederick, Prince of Wales", &c., No. 2270.
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of the Sun, meets the former lady just after she has been defeated, stabs her

to the heart, and pretends that she had committed suicide. Her majesty's

ghost is brought on the stage and utters predictions. The critique is signed
" Marforio ", of course, with reference to the title

"
Pasquin ".

" A Key to

Pasquin" was published in April, 1736. Hogarth designed a ticket for the

Benefit of Henry Fielding, see " The Author's Benefit Pasquin" (No. 1.), No.

2271 ;
this contains a reference to the play. See also

"
Pasquin", c. 174-

8- X 6 in.

2284.

THE VIEW AND HUMOURS OF BILLINGSGATE. The

Wonders of y
e

Deep, often attempted and never performed, but

by Arnold Vanhaecken. I 736.
[1736]

THIS engraving, which pertains to a set of prints representing fish, shows the

quay and street as they appeared at the date indicated by the inscription engraved
on an oval below the design.

" The Wonders of y
e
Deep, often attempted, and

never perform'd, but by Arnold Vanhaecken. 1736." At the quay are moored
several fishing vessels, one of these on our left is being unloaded. One side of

the quay is formed by a colonade which supports the upper parts of the houses

there, within the colonade is the footway, on which a considerable number of

persons are passing. An open space is at right angles with this and contains,

in the centre, a wooden booth, probably a fountain or built for the police of the

market ;
a man with a long staff, such as watchmen used, issues from this building

on our right. On our right of the open space is a row of houses, four stories in

height, with booths, or open shops, for the sale of fish, nets, &c. On our left of

the open space is a large tavern, having the arms of the Vintner's Company of

London over the principal door, and, at the angle of the building a sign-board

suspended from a bracket
;
the sign appears to be a cannon, with the sponge

and ramrod of the instrument placed saltire-vrise.

Many persons appear in the open space, their actions illustrate the " humours"
of the market. On our right, in front, is an oyster-seller's stall, at which a

gentleman is buying oysters, while he puts one of these to his mouth a man,

standing behind, attaches a fish to the bag of his wig. In the middle, a dog,
who has a flask tied to his tail, runs between the legs of a fish-hawker and

throws him down
;

a group of ladies observe this incident, and are terrified by
the advance of the animal. On our left a quack-doctor on horseback and

attended by his man, who blows a trumpet, declares the virtues of his medicines,

some of which are before him on the saddle. The attendant's horse turns

towards a cart which is laden with forage and takes a meal from its contents.

This design comprises many other groups of persons, some of whom are engaged
in selling fish, smoking, carrying burthens, &c.

Below the design the following lines are engraved :

" Where Great Belinus held his Court of Old
Oisters are now obstreperously Sold

Where Bows were made to Ministers of State

The Populace now purchase Ling and Skate

And where the Courtier's smiling Face portended,
Deceit to those who thought they were befriended

;

You may, if Prudence is your cautious guide
Procure the produce of the oceans Pride

But Ah ! beware, when you your Board would grace,
To rouse the Elocution of that place
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For else, while bargaining for Prawns & Shrimps,
You'll hear your self proclaimed a thousand Pimps.
Consider likewise when you ere resort

To this fam'd Market that was once a Court :

Our gracious Court with a propitious hand

Diffuses plenteous Markets through the Land."

This print is in the "Crowle", Pennant's " Some Account of London", Part

X. No. 25.

2i X l Si in.

2285.

THE SLEEPING CONGREGATION. (No. i.)

Invented Engraved 8f Published October 26: 1736 by W Hogarth Pursu-

ant to an Act of Parliament. Price One Shillin(g.).

THIS engraving represents the interior of a Perpendicular Gothic church, during
the reading of a sermon by the clergyman, who is in the pulpit ;

his sight being

worn, he is compelled to use a reading glass, so that his progress with the

text before him is tedious, he looks like one incapable of producing a vivid

and moving discourse
;

he has a concave profile, a low forehead the lower

part of which is hollow, a short turned up nose, a long upper and pro-

truding lower lips. He holds the book in his left hand and reads through the

glass which is in his right, poring as he goes along the lines. His text is

" Come unto me all ye y' Labour and are Heavy Laden Sf 1 will give you Rest

Mat 11 28 ". The sounding-board of the pulpit is over his head
;
he has

placed his round broad-brimmed hat on a nail behind him,
1 an hour-glass is at-

tached to one side of the pulpit by a bracket, and appears to have completely
run out. A handkerchief lies on the cushion of the pulpit. Except the clerk all

the congregation sleep ;
the clerk, a stout, heavy-featured fellow, sits in his desk,

waiting the conclusion of the sermon, his fingers are interlocked, his spectacles
are between his thumbs, he struggles with sleep, but still leers with a dull side-

way glance at the well-developed bust of a young woman in the pew adjoining his

desk
; she, like the rest of the congregation, sleeps, in one hand she holds a fan,

in the other a prayer-book, which is open where she had been reading the service
" OF MATRIMONY". On the side of the pulpit is written " I am afraid of you.
lest I have bestowed upon you labour in vain Gelaf 4th 1O". In the pews in the body
of the church five men sleep soundly, two of them seem to be snoring loudly.
Two old women in steeple hats, such as obtained long before this date, and

pinners, appear in the middle of the composition and seem to be sleeping while

they stand. In a gallery of the church two men are fast asleep, four hats hang
near these figures, two of them being on nails in front of the gallery. The com-
munion table, with its vessel, dishes, and book, are in the background, under the

east windows. In one of these windows is emblazoned in stained glass an

escutcheon resembling that of the City of London, thus suggesting that it is a City

church,
2 and this a City service which Hogarth has satirized. The royal arms of

1 See "A Rake's Progress, Plate V." (No. 1.), No. 2211.
2
Nevertheless, an advertisement in *' The Country Journal ", or,

" The

Craftsman", Ap. 2, 1737, p. 3, col. 1, enumerated this print with others:
" To be had at the Golden Head in Leicester-Fields ; and at Mr. Bakewell's,

print-seller, next the Horn Tavern, in Fleet-Street. Where may be had, bound
or otherwise, all Mr. Hogarth's late engrav'd Works, viz. A Midnight Conversa-

tion
;
Southwark Fair, the Rake's Progress, in eight Prints

;
a sleepy Congrega-
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England are painted on the wall over the windows, the lion supporter, and part of

the motto- " ET MON DROIT" are visible. One end of the label bearing
the motto is shown. It is sustained, with one hand, by a flying boy angel, below

the angel is the triangular emblem of the Trinity, irradiated. An escutcheon,
attached to a pillar, bears on a shield a chevron sable, between three owls re-

gardant.
The preacher was John Theophilus Desaguiliers, author of " A Course of

Mechanical and Experimental Philosophy", London, 1763. He was born at

Rochelle, in 1683, and broxight to England by his father, a Protestant minister;

he took a degree at Christ's Church, Oxford, and entered into orders. After this

he read lectures on experimental philosophy at Hart Hall, Oxford, and, having
taken a Master's degree, settled in Westminster. He was a member of the Royal
Society, and contributed papers to the " Transactions

"
;
his reputation as a

lecturer was great ;
he had livings successively in Norfolk and Essex

;
he was

chaplain to the Prince of Wales, and died in 1 744 ;
he translated W. J. Grave-

sande's "Mathematical Elements of Natural Philosophy, confirmed by Experi-
ments ", 1747- The head does not resemble the portrait of Dr. Desaguiliers by

Hyssing.
There are four states of this plate : l

,
in which the motto under the royal

arms is absent, and the angel has four thighs and smokes a tobacco pipe ; 2, in

which these characteristics remain, but the shadows throughout have been

darkened
; 3, that which is above described, with the motto added, the number

of the angel's thighs reduced, and the pipe removed
; 4, in which the following

additional inscription, part of which extends up the side of the engraved margin,
occurs :

"Retouched fy Improved April 21 1762 by the Author"
This plate, in the fourth state, having been much worn and re-worked, was

used for " The Works of William Hogarth from the original Plates restored by
James Heath, Esq., R.A." London, no date (1751. d.) In this case "Price

One Shilling
"

is scarcely visible.

7-J.
X 10 in.

2286. THE SLEEPING CONGREGATION. (No. 2.)

THE SLEEPY CONGREGATION.

Invented by W. Hogarth.

192 Printed for Bowles 8f Carver, Map fy Printsellers, No. 69 St. PauTs
Church Yard, London.

THIS is a copy, in mezzotint and coloured by hand, from the print described as

(No. l.), with the same title and date, No. 2285.
It bears the number "

192 ", in the lower corner, on our left, showing it be-

longed to a series of publications. It occurs in vol. i. of " Bowles and Carver's

Caricatures ". Although nearly equal in size to Corbut's copy from the same

original, see the same title and date (No. 1O.), No. 2294, it differs in many
details from that production.

Below the design these lines are engraved :

tion in a Country Church, before and after two prints."
" The Golden Head "

was Hogarth's sign ;
Bakewell published for him, see " A Rake's Progress ",

Plate I. (No. 2.), No. 2159. All these prints, except the last two, are

described in this Catalogue. The following, of an earlier date, is to the same

effect, and from "The Gentleman's Magazine", Oct. 1736, p. 624, "A Print

representing a Sleepy Congregation in a Country Church. By Mr. Hogarth. To
be sold at the printsellers ; pr. 1*."
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" When Dulness mounts the Sacred Rostrum,
And deals about his Sleepy Nostrum,
Is there an Eye awake can keep ?

No.- All submissive nod to Sleep."

9^ x 12f. in. Brit. Mas. Library, Tab. 1292. a.

2287. THE SLEEPING CONGREGATION. (No. 3.)

[After Hogarth.] Dent Sculp. [1736]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the

same title and date, No. 2285. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth Mora-

lized" (by the Rev. J. Trusler) ; London, 1768, on p. 109.

It was used again for "
Hogarth Illustrated ", by John Ireland

;
vol. i. London,

1791 (7854. ff.), facing p. 106.

2T x 2F in ' Brit. Mus. Library (Grenville, 2585.)

2288. THE SLEEPING CONGREGATION. (No. 4.)

60. W. Hogarth pinx. .R(iepenhausen) f. [^736]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. l .), with the same
title and date, No. 2285. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichtenberg's
"
Erklarung der Hogarthischen ", Gottingen, 1794 1816, in which volume it

is No. 60.

It may be distinguished from other copies by the absence of a marginal line

about the engraved portion of the plate, and by the presence of the number " 60"
in the upper corner, on our right.

Si X 7i in - Brit - Mus - Library, 788, g. 11.

2289. THE SLEEPING CONGREGATION. (No. 5.)

SLEEPING CONGREGATION.

Designed by W. Hogarth. Engraved by T. Cook. London Published by
G. G. Sf J. Robinson Paternoster Row August 1

st
. 1800.

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and
date (No. 1.), No. 2285.

It is comprised in "
Hogarth Restored, The Whole Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth ", &c. "Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook"; London, 1806.

It is engraved on the same copper plate, and printed on the same paper with
"
Masquerades and Operas". No. 1743 a- and "Columbus breaking the Egg"

(No. 4.), 1752.

7f X 9f in.

2290. THE SLEEPING CONGREGATION. (No. 6.)

THE SLEEPING CONGREGATION.

Hogarth pinx*. T. Cook sculp
1
. Published by Longman, Hurst, Rees, Sf

Orme, Jan9 . 1
s
'. 1809. [1736]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .) with the same
title and date, No. 2285. It was prepared to illustrate

" The Genuine Works
of William Hogarth ", by J. Nichols, and G. Steevens

; London, 1 8 1 o. vol. ii.,

where an impression faces p. 142.
With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer ", this plate was used again
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for
" The Works of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. John Trusler

; London,

1821, vol. i. (1751. b.)

4ir X 5| IB.

2291. THE SLEEPING CONGREGATION. (No. 7.)

SLEEPING CONGREGATION.
PL. LXX. Hogarth del'. T. Clerk sculp* London Published as the Act

directs by Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row. [*736]

THIS engraving is a copy reversed from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with

the same title and date, No. 2285. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works

of William Hogarth", by Thomas Clerk; London, 1810, vol. ii., where an im-

pression faces p. 45-
With the second title placed below the design, the engraver's name burnished

out, this plate was used again, some traces of the former inscription being visible,

for
" The Works of William Hogarth", London, 1837, vol. ii., where an im-

pression faces p. 80.

3i x 4-F * Brit. Mus. Library, 1402, k. 25.

2292. THE SLEEPING CONGREGATION. (No. 8.)

THE SLEEPING CONGREGATION.

[After Hogarth.]
E. Smith, sc. Published by John Major, 50, Fleet Street, Jany

. 1. 1831.

[1736]
THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the

same title and date, No. 2285. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth

Moralized", by the Rev. Dr. Trusler; London, 1831; an impression faces

p. 125.

2i X 3i-in.

2293. THE SLEEPING CONGREGATION. (No. 9.)

THE SLEEPING CONGREGATION.

From the Original by William Hogarth.

Engraved by C. Armstrong. Jones Sf Co. Temple of the Muses, Finsbury

Square, London. [l?36]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the

same title and date, No. 2285. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works of Wil-

liam Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1833; an impression faces

p. 131.
With the publication line removed, this plate was used for " The Complete

Works of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. J. Trusler, and E. F. Roberts ;

London, no date (7855. i.); an impression faces p. 157-

4-T x
5-f-

in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 28.

2294. THE SLEEPING CONGREGATION. (No. 10.)

The Sleepy Congregation. La Congregation tout

Endormi.

Hogarth Inv*. Corbut Fect .
1

[!736]
THIS is a mezzotint copy from the print which is described as (No. 1.), with the

same title and date, No. 2285.

1 " Corbut
" was a name assumed by Richard Purcell, the engraver.
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This copy appears to have been prepared for circulation on the continent,

and is one of Corbut's numerous cheap productions.

2295. THE SLEEPING CONGREGATION. (No. n.)
Hogarth. [l?36]

THIS is an engraved copy, in the line manner, and reversed, from the print
which is described as (No. l.), with the same title and date, No. 2285.

It is in the reverse way, the sleeping girl being on our left of the design.
The engraver's name is not given. The inscriptions on the print are, except
that on the page of the book in the girl's hand, not repeated in this copy.

The print has no engraved title.

7| X 9|- in.

2296. THE SLEEPING CONGREGATION. (No. 12.)

THE SLEEPY CONGREGATION.
Wm

. Hogarth inv'. Cha. Spooner fecit.

THIS is a mezzotint copy from the print which is described as (No. l
.), with

the same title and date, No. 2285. It is reversed from the original, the sleeping

girl being on our left. The inscriptions on the preacher's book, on that of the

sleeping girl, and on the pulpit, are repeated.

4| X 5|; IB.

2297. FIGURES FROM No. 2285,
" THE SLEEPING CONGRE-

GATION", I.

[After Hogarth ; engraved by Biepenhausen.] [!736]

THIS engraving comprises
"

l
"
the figure of the clergyman who is reading in the

pulpit, and " 2 ", the head of the clei'k who looks into the bosom of "
3
"
the

sleeping girl ;
all in the above-named design.

It is one of a series of illustrative fragments from Hogarth's works, and, above

the design, it is marked " I".

2 X 3^ in.

2298. FIGURES FROM No. 2285,
" THE SLEEPING CONGRE-

GATION", K.

[After Hogarth ; engraved by Riepenhausen.] ['73^]

THIS engraving comprises
"

1
" and " 2 ", the persons who are sleeping in the

gallery of the church, and "
3 ",

"
4 ",

"
5 ", and " 6 ", the audience who sleep in

the body of the same edifice
;

all in the above-named design.
It is one of a series of illustrative fragments from Hogarth's works, and, above

the design, it is marked " K ".

2X3^ in.

2299.

A CONSULTATION OF PHYSICIANS. (No. i.)

The Company of Undertakers
" ET PLURIMA MORTIS IMAGO"

Publish'd by Wm
. Hogarth March the 3

d
1736 Price Sixpence. [1736]

THIS etching represents a shield of arms, with the above quoted Latin motto
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engraved below it, and the two lower angles of the black ground on which the
shield is placed occupied respectively by a pair of crossed human thigh bones.

The following description is engraved below the design :

" The Company of Undertakers

Bearcth Sable, an Urinal proper, between 1 2 Quack-Heads of the Second & 1 2

Cane Heads Or, Consultant. On a 1
Chief

2
Nebulae, Ermine, One Compleat

Doctor issuant, chekie sustaining in his Right Hand a Baton of the Second. On
his Dexter & Sinister sides two Demi-Doctors, issuant of the second, Sf two

Cane Heads issuant of the third ; The first having One Eye conchant, towards the

Dexter Side of the Escocheon ; the second Faced per pale proper & Gules, Guard-
ent. With this motto Et Plurima Mortis Imago."

This shield comprises, in the upper division, the ground, or in heraldic terms
the field ermine, three half-length figures issuing above the horizontal "nebulous"

dividing line
;
the half figure in the centre has a very man-like aspect, but it is

really a likeness of Mrs. Mapp, a noted bone-setter of the period.
3 She wears a

black felt hat, with a broad brim and a rosette, or worsted ball of two colours,

counterchanged. Under this is what appears to be a woollen night cap, or

Welsh wig ; she has a harlequin's dress on her body, chequey of four tints

gules, argent, or, and azure; she has ruffles at her wrists and a collar at her
throat

;
her face is full in its form and fat it is that of a vulgar woman of about

fifty years of age, with pursed up lips, a crooked nose, and strong squint ;
her

eyes converge on the head of a thick stick, which she grasps in one hand, while

she points to it with the forefinger of the other hand. This stick has, roughly,
the shape of a large human arm bone, a humerus.

The person on the sinister side of the shield, and in a line with Mrs. Mapp,
is John Taylor, the notorious quack oculist, or "Opthalmiator", and "

Chevalier ",

as he called himself. 4 He has but one eye, and is leering with it at Mrs. Mapp,
against whose shoulder he leans. He wears a full-bottomed, long wig, black

coat, and ruffles at the wrist
;
the cane, which, according to his pretensions as a

physician, he holds near his face, has a human eye represented in its head, thus

alluding to his own deficiency and his practice as an oculist. He has a ring on
his little finger.

Leaning on the other shoulder of the woman is Dr. Joshua Ward, or "
Spot

Ward," as, owing to a blood-mark on his face, he was commonly called.5 One
half of his head is shaded, to express his facial characteristic. He wears a full

wig, a ring on his little finger, and a cravat
;
he points with the head of his

cane to Mrs. Mapp. The three quacks are thus associated, as their names often

occur together in the public prints of the period ;
see

" Mrs. Sarah Mapp ",

No. 2325.
Of the other doctors, represented below the nebulous dividing line, each wears

a big wig, and carries a cane with a large head. All but two of them hold their

1 " A Chief betokeneth a Senatour or Honourable Personage, borrowed from

the Greeks, & is a Word signifying the Head, & as the Head is the Chief Part in

a Man, so the Chief in the Escocheon should be a Reward of such only whose

High Merites have procured them Chief Place, Esteem, or Love amongst Men.
Guillim."

2 " The bearing of Clouds in Arms (saith Upton) doth import some Excel -

lencie."
3 See "Mrs. Sarah Mapp", No. 2325, for a copy of this figure by Mr. G.

Cruikshank, and accounts of the woman in question.
4 See " Mrs. Sarah Mapp ", No. 2325.
5 See " Mrs. Sarah Mapp ", No. 2325 ;

" The First Design for the Doctors ",

&c., No. 1985; "Portraits of Dr. Misaubin and Dr. Ward", No. 1986; "A
Harlot's Progress", Plate V. (No. 1.), No. 2091.

III. P
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canes at or near their nostrils ; some affect an air and expression of profundity of

thought ; some smell at the heads of their canes, thus illustrating the original

purpose of the gold heads, to hold a pomander or disinfectant. The nrinal re-

ferred to in the engraved description is in the hands of the quack in the centre of

the composition. He is a fat fellow, and holds the vessel, which is filled with

liquor, in the palm of his left hand, while he dips his right forefinger in the

vessel in order to test its contents by taste ; he has tucked his cane under his

arm. Below this man, or in front of him, two other quacks are pretending to

study the liquor through their eye-glasses. These heads are said to comprise

portraits of Dr. Bamber and Dr. Pierce Dod. This is extremely improbable, as

these were not considered to be quacks, and were eminent in their profession.

The publication of this work took place according to the publication line.

The title of this etching was originally intended to be "
Quacks in Consulta-

tion"; see the advertisement quoted with " The Laughing Audience ", No. 1949,

p. 828. In " The Country Journal, or, The Craftsman", April 2, p. 3, col. 1,

*737? ^ is advertised as a " Consultation of Quacks ", and the price stated to be

sixpence.
There are two states of this etching, l

,
in which the spelling of the inscrip-

tion is
" One compleat Docter ", 2, in which this error has been corrected.

This plate, in the second state, having been much worn and retouched, was
used again for

" The Works of William Hogarth, from the original Plates restpred

by James Heath, Esq., R.A.", London, no date (1751. d.)

The original copper plate of this etching was in the possession of Alderman

Boydell.

7 X 8J- in.
'

2300. A CONSULTATION OF PHYSICIANS. (No. 2.)

THE UNDERTAKERS ARMS.
"ET PLUEIMA MORTIS IMAGO".

[After Hogarth.]
Dent Sculp

THIS engraving is a copy from the etching which is described as (No. l.), witl

the same title and date, No. 2299. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogartl

Moralized" (by the Rev. J. Trusler); London, 1768, on p. 167.
It was used again for

"
Hogarth Illustrated ", by John Ireland

; London

1791, vol. ii. (7854- ff-). facinS P- 531-

2f X 2|- in. Brit. Mus. Library (Grenville), 2585

2301. A CONSULTATION OF PHYSICIANS. (No. 3.)

The Company of Undertakers.
"ET PLURIMA MORTIS IMAGO"

43. [After Hogarth. Engraved by E. Riepenhausen.]

THIS engraving is a copy from the etching which is described as (No. 1
.),

wit i

the same title and date, No. 2299. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichter -

berg's
"
Erklarung der Hogarthischen", &c., Gottingen, 1794-1816, in whic i

volume it is No. 43.
It may be distinguished from other copies by the absence of a marginal lii e

about the engraved portion of the plate, and the presence of the number "
43

'

in the upper corner, on our right.

7| x 8| in. Brit. Mus. Library, 788, g. 1 .
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2302. A CONSULTATION OF PHYSICIANS. (No. 4.)

The Company of Undertakers
"ET PLURIMA MORTIS IMAGO"

Designd by W. Hogarth. [Engraved by T. Cook.]
London Publishd by G. Sf J. Robinson Paternoster Row October I

st
. 1801.

[1736]

THIS engraving is a copy from the etching which is described with the same title

and date (No. 1.), No. 2299.
It is comprised in "

Hogarth Restored. The Whole "Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth", &c. "Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook": London, 1806.

It is engraved on the same copper-plate and printed on the same sheet of

paper with " Scholars at a Lecture
'

(No. 4.), No. 3042, by the same engraver
and publishers.

7 X 8t.

2303. A CONSULTATION OF PHYSICIANS. (No. 5.)

CONSULTATION OF PHYSICIANS.
"ET PLURIMA MORTIS IMAGO"

Hogarth pinx*. T. Cook sculp'. Published by Longman, Hurst, Rees, Sf

Orme, Jany . 1*'., 1809. C^S6]

THIS engraving is a copy from the etching which is described as (No. 1.), with

the same title and date, No. 2299. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Genuine

Works of William Hogarth", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens; London, 1810,

vol. ii., where an impression faces p. 144.

With the addition of "PROOF Bishop Printer", this plate was used again
for " The Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler ; London,

1821, voL ii., (1751. b.)

4| X 5| .

2304. A CONSULTATION OF PHYSICIANS. (No. 6.)

COMPANY OF UNDERTAKERS.
" ET PLURIMA MORTIS IMAGO"

PL. LXXXI. Hogarth del*. T. Clerk sculp'. London Published as the

Act directs by Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row. [173^]

THIS engraving is a copy from the etching which is described as (No. l.), with

the same title and date, No. 2299. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works

of William Hogarth", by Thomas Clerk; London, 1810, vol. ii., where an

impression faces p. 73.
With the second title placed below the design, the engraver's name burnished

out, this plate was used again for " The Works of William Hogarth", London,

1837, vol. ii., where an impression faces p. 107.

3i * 3i in - Brit - Mus - Library, 1402, k. 25

2305. A CONSULTATION OF PHYSICIANS. (No. 7.)

THE COMPANY OF UNDERTAKERS.
" ET PLURIMA MORTIS IMAGO"

W. Hogarth inv'. G. Cruikshank sculp Published by John Major. 50 Fleet

Street June 30 1831. [!736]

THIS etching is a copy from the etching which is described as (No. 1.), with
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the same title and date, No. 2299. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth

Moralized", by the Rev. Dr. Trusler
; London, 1831 ;

an impression faces p. 168.

This copy is much smaller than the original and was etched on the same

plate with " The Laughing Audience", No. 1953-
2 X 2|- in.

2306. A CONSULTATION OF PHYSICIANS. (No. 8.)

CONSULTATION OF PHYSICIANS.
"ET PLUEIMA MORTIS IMAGO"
A Fac Simile of Hogarth's own Engraving.

Designed by Wm
. Hogarth. Jones Sf C. Temple of the Muses, Finsbury

Square, London. D736]
THIS engraving is a copy from the etching which is described as (No. l.), with

the same title and date, No. 2299. It was prepared to illustrate "The Works
of William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1833 ;

an impression
faces p. 59.

With the publication line removed, this plate was used for " The Complete
Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. J. Trusler and E. F. Roberts; Lon-

don, no date (7855. i.) ;
an impression faces p. 17?.

6|- X 7|- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b! 27.

2307. A CONSULTATION OF PHYSICIANS. (No. 9.)

THE UNDERTAKERS' ARMS.
"ET PLURIMA MORTIS IMAGO"

[After Hogarth : engraved by Riepenhausen ?] D736]
THIS print is a copy from the etching which is described as (No. l.), with the

same title and date, No. 2299. The Latin motto is placed heraldically on a

label below the shield, and detached from it; in the lower corners are crossec

human bones.

It is one of a series of illustrations from Hogarth's works, mostly of fragments ,

and is marked above the design
" G ".

2f- X 3j-i.

2308. A CONSULTATION OF PHYSICIANS. (No. 10.)

The Company of Undertakers.

Wm. Hogarth del. [1736

THIS print is a copy from the etching which is described as (No. 1.), sam s

title and date, No. 2299. It is highly coloured
;
the heraldic elements of th ;

design are omitted, with the exception of the nebulous division of the shield.

It appears to have been one of Carington Bowles's publications, and will b \

found in "Bowles and Carver's Caricatures", 1820; vol i. p. 40.

9|- X 1
2|- in. Brit. Mus. Library, Tab. 1 292.

2309.
THE DISTRESSED POET. (No. i.)

THE DISTREST POET.
Invented Painted Engraved 8f Publish'd ly Wm

. Hogarth Decent the 1
,

1740. According to Act of Parliament. Price 3 Shillings.
1

[173

THIS engraving represents the interior of a garret occupied by a poet who sits ; t

1 See below, for the original publication line of this print.
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the window ; he has been engaged in writing
" Riches a Poem ", a MS. of which

lies before him on the table, in his left hand is a quill pen, he scratches his head
with his right hand, rubbing under his undressed wig, his hair has been allowed

to grow to an unusual length for the wearer of a wig; he looks intensely vexed at

being disturbed in his studies by the entrance of a milk-maid, who vociferously
demands payment of money, and holds towards the poet a tally with a great
number of marks on it. Before the poet is "BrsSHE"('s "Art of English Poetry").
In the middle of the room sits the poet's comely young wife, who wears a cap
over her dark hair, and has been mending a pair of her husband's breeches, in

which task she desists for the moment, while she looks at the tally with an

expression of surprise and helplessness. At her feet lies the poet's coat, of which
a cat has made a couch for herself and kittens

;
the latter vigorously suck their

mother. Aroused by the noise, a baby, who has been sleeping in a bed placed
under the sloping wall of the chamber, cries loudly and thus adds to the distress

of the poet. The " Grubstreet JournalV lies on the floor; likewise various

papers, the poet's sword, a scrubbing brush, a pan with water, suds, and a flannel,

a broom, a mop, and a bellows. On a chair by the side of the fireplace stands a

small mug for the use of the child. The fire seems to be burning slowly, near

it are a gridiron and a poker. On the mantelpiece are a pestle and mortar,

part of a loaf, a book, a small teapot, and a cup. Over the mantelpiece hangs a

circular mirror, surrounded by eight smaller ones. By the side of the door is

placed a cupboard, for food, the doors of which being wide open show that it con-

tains nothing. A long cloak with a hood, belonging to the wife, hangs near the

cupboard ;
on a chair by the side of the door a thin piece of meat has been placed ;

taking advantage of the entrance of the milk-maid, a dog has seized this part of

the inmates' dinner, and unseen, is about to decamp with it. A tobacco pipe
and box are on the window sill. On the wall behind the poet and above his

head is a sheet of paper, showing a map, or "A View of the Gold Mines of Peru",
near this is a small shelf, containing two books. See below for an account of

alterations in this, as well as in other parts of the plate.

As to the publication of this print see the advertisement which is quoted
with " The Laughing Audience" (No. 1.), No. 1949, p. 828. It has been said

that this was intended to represent Theobald, Pope's victim, also that Mr. Rymer,
1

of the " Fcedera ", was designed as the subject of this satire. The picture belongs
to the Duke of Westminster; it was given by Hogarth, says J. B. Nichols, "Anec-
dotes of William Hogarth", 1833, p. 355, to Mrs. Draper, a midwife, and at her

death sold for five guineas to Mr. Ward, at whose sale Lord Grosvenor gave
fourteen guineas for it. The print styled "The Enraged Musician", see that

title (No. 1.), 1741, was prepared as a companion to this work.

There are two states of this print, 1 . in which the following verses are engraved
below the design:

" Studious he sate, with all his books around,

Sinking from thought to thought, a vast profound !

Plung'd for his sense, but found no bottom there
;

Then writ, and flounder'd on, in mere despair,
DCNCIAD. Book i. line in."

The publication line runs as follows :

" Invented Painted Engraved 8f Publish'd by Wm
. Hogarth March the 3''. 1 736.

According to Act of Parliament, Price 3 Shillings
"

Instead of the map an engraving is placed on the wall showing Pope thrashing
Curll. The former with one foot on the prostrate body of the latter and striking
him with a cudgel ; Pope flourishes

"
Pope's Letters ", on a scroll, the other

half of which is in the hands of his victim and inscribed "
to Curll". Pope

1 See " An Illustration to
'

Pompey the Little'" (No. 1.), c. 1750.
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exclaims " VENI VlDl VlCl 1735". There are four books and three tobacco

pipes on the shelf. See " Curll flogged", &c. No. 1606. This plate, having
been much worn and retouched, was used again for

" The Works of William

Hogarth from the original Plates restored by James Heath, Esq. R.A." London,

no date (1751. d.) The second state is described above.

*5i X 12i in.

2310. THE DISTRESSED POET. (No. 2.)

THE DISTREST POET.

Invented Sf Painted by Wm
. Hogarth. [1736]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from the second state of that described as

(No. 1
.), with the same title and date, No. 2309.

It appears to have been one of a series of copies after Hogarth's works,
" N. l ." being in the upper corner, on our right. See " The Gate of Calais ",

(No. 2.), 1 749-
10 X 6 in.

2311. THE DISTRESSED POET. (No. 3.)

[After Hogarth.]
Dent. Sculp [i?36]

THIS engraving is a copy from the second state of that which is described as,

(No. l.), with the same title and date, No. 2309. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth Moralized" (by the Rev. J. Trusler) ; London, 1768, on p. 123.

It was used again for
"
Hogarth Illustrated", by John Ireland; London, 179-

(7854. ff.) ; vol. i. facing p. 115.

3 X 2i in. Brit. Mus. Library (Grenville), 2585.

2312. THE DISTRESSED POET. (No. 4.)

THE DISTREST POET.

41. W. Hogarth inv. $ pinx. 1740 .R(iepenhausen). d $ff. D73C]

THIS engraving is a copy from the second state of that which is described i s

(No. l.), with the same title and date, No. 2309. It was prepared to illustrale

G C. Lichtenberg's "Erklarung der Hogarthischen", &c. Gottingen, 1794-181!),
in which volume it is No. 41.

It may be distinguished from other copies by the absence of a marginal lii e

about the engraved portion of the plate, and by the presence of the numb r
"
4 l

"
i*1 *ne upper corner, on our right.

9i X
7-f-

in. Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. l i.

2313. THE DISTRESSED POET. (No. 5.)

Designed by W. Hogarth Engraved by T. Cook Published Octr
. l'

1

17i7
by G. G. 8f J. Robinson Paternoster Row London. [l?3 ']

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title a id

date (No. l.), No. 2309.
The verses which are quoted with (No. 1.), as above, are engraved below 1 ie

design ;
the first state of the original plate was used in making this copy, 1 lie

group of Pope thrashing Curll appears in the engraving suspended over the h( ad

of the poet.
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It is comprised in "
Hogarth Restored. The Whole Works of the cele-

brated William Hogarth ", &c. " Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook
;

"

London, 1806.

1 6 X 1 2f in.

2314. THE DISTRESSED POET. (No. 6.)

THE DISTREST POET.

Hogarth pinz'. T. Cook sculp
1
. Published by Longman, Hurst, Rees and

Orme, Novr
. I

st 1806. [1736]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from the first state of that which is described

as (No. 1 .), with the same title and date, No. 2309. It was prepared to illustrate

" The Genuine Works of William Hogarth ", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens
;

London, 1810, vol. ii., where an impression faces p. 143.

With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer Rolls build*8

.", this plate was

used again for
" The Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler

;

London, 1821, vol. i. (1751, b.)

6 X 4| in.

2315. THE DISTRESSED POET. (No. 7.)

THE DISTRESSED POET.

PL. XLIV. Hogarth del1
. T. Clerk sculp London Published as the Act

directs by Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster. Row [1736]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from the first state of that which is described

as (No. 1.), with the same title and date, No. 2309. It was prepared to illustrate

"The Works of William Hogarth", by Thomas Clerk
; London, 1810, vol. i.,

where an impression faces p. 146.
With the second title placed below the design, the engraver's name burnished

out, this plate was used again for " The Works of William Hogarth ", London,

1837, vol. i., where an impression faces p. 142.

4f X 34:
* ^"t- Mus. Library, 1402, k. 24.

2316. THE DISTRESSED POET. (No. 8.)

THE DISTRESS POET.

Hogarth designed W. Brocas Etched Published by Le Petit 1 7 Lower
Sackville Street Dublin [l 736]

THIS etching is a copy from the second state of the engraving described as

(No. 1.), with the same title and date, No. 2309.
It has been coloured by hand.

1 3J. X 8f in.

2317. THE DISTRESSED POET. (No. 9.)

THE DISTRESSED POET.

[After Hogarth.]
W. R. Watt, sc. Published by John Major, 50, Fleet Street, March 31,

1831. [1736]

THIS engraving is a copy from the second state of that which is described as

(No. l.), with the same title and date, No. 2309. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth Moralized", by the Rev. Dr. Trusler

; London, 1831 ;
an impression

faces p. 141.

3i x 21 in.
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2318. THE DISTRESSED POET. (No. 10.)

THE DISTRESSED POET.

From the Original Picture by Hogarth.

Engraved by G. Presbury. Jones 8f C. Temple of the Muses, Finsbury

Square, London.
'

THIS engraving is a copy from the first state of that which is described as (No. l .),

with the same title and date, No. 2309. It was prepared to illustrate
" The

Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler
; London, 1 833 ;

an

impression faces p. 27.

With the publication line removed, this plate was used again for
" The Com-

plete Works of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. J. Trusler and E. F. Roberts ;

London, no date (7855, i.) ;
an impression faces p. 148.

^7. x 4.1. in, Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 27.

2319. THE DISTRESSED POET. (No. n.)
HOGARTH. [1736]

THIS is an etched copy in outline from the picture which is also copied in (No. 1 .),

with the same title and date, No. 2309. It was prepared to illustrate "A
Catalogue of the Pictures at Grosvenor House, London ", &c. by John Young ;

London, 1820, in which volume an impression faces p. 2.

There is a second state, with " GHOSVENOB GALLERY ", added below the

artist's name, which is in the centre, at foot.

The text states that the picture, from which this copy was made, was
"
presented by the painter to Mrs. Draper, Midwife to Her late Majesty. At

Mrs. Draper's death, it was sold for five guineas to Mr. Ward, a solicitor, who

possessed a very considerable collection of pictures ;
it was afterwards purchased

by the late Lord Grosvenor, at Mr. Ward's sale, for about twenty pounds."

3i X 2 in.

2320. THE DISTRESSED POET. (No. 12.)

[The Distrest Poet.]

[After Hogarth.] J.Jackson. [^36]

THIS woodcut is a copy from the design described as (No. 1 .), with the same title

and date, No. 2309. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Penny Magazine ",

1 834 ;
an impression occurs on p. 328.

?T X 5|- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 2093.

2321. THE HALF-LENGTH FIGURE OF "THE DISTRESSED
POET". L.

[After Hogarth ; engraved by Riepenhausen.] [i?36]

THIS engraving is a copy from part of the above-named design, being
"

l." the

half-length figure of " the distressed poet ", with " A View of the Gold Mines oj

Peru "
hanging on the wall behind him.

It is one of a series of illustrative fragments from Hogarth's works, and
above the design marked " L ".

2 X 3i in.
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2322. FIGURES FROM "THE DISTRESSED POET", M.

[After Hogarth ; engraved by Riepenhausen.] [l?36]

THIS engraving comprises a half-length figure of "
1 ", the wife of " the

distressed poet
"

;
"2 ", the head of the milkmaid who is demanding payment of

her score, and "
3 ", the baby of the impecunious pair, all in the above-named

design.
It is one of a series of illustrative fragments from Hogarth's works, and, above

the design, it is marked "M".
2X3^ in.

FRONTISPIECE TO " THE FEMALE RAKE : or, Modern Fine

Lady. A Ballad Comedy. As it is now Acted at the

New Theatre in the Hay-market." London : Printed for

J. Dormer, in Black and White Court in the Old-Baily
M.DCC.XXXVI. [Price One Shilling.]

[1736]

THIS engraving displays a park-scene, a vista between trees occupying the centre

of the design, with numerous figures dancing and walking. In the foreground
are three gentlemen, two of whom wear immense bags to then- wigs ;

one is in

the act of turning away in an angry manner, laying a hand on the hilt of his

sword, while he drops his glove ;
another of the three, whom the former addresses,

appears very much astonished at the actions of his companions, the third gentle-
man looks on surprised.

This design illustrates Scene V. Act. 1., in the drama which is named above,
it is supposed to take place in St. James's Park

; Townly, Lord Fashion, and

Beau Dapper have met. Lord Fashion boasts " I have conquered Libertina."

Townly congratulates him. Dapper, observing Libertina in the distance, avers

that he has to keep an assignation with her. Lord Fashion quarrels with Dapper,

puts his hand on his sword, and leaves the place, enraged, dropping his glove.
The play is a satire on the alleged vanity and follies of women of fashion at

the period of publication ;
it appears to have been derived from a book,

published in 1735* styled "The Female Rake", "Letters from Libertina to

Sylvia."

3f X 5| in. Brit. Mus. Library, 161. f. 22.

2324.

THE GIN DRINKERS, or, The Gin Fiend.

[Ascribed to Hogarth.] D736]

THIS is a drawing in Indian ink, probably executed on a tracing from a scarce

print which has been ascribed to Hogarth. It represents the interior of a large

building ;
on the front, on our right, is a still in full operation, from among the

fumes of which issues a demon who ascends into the air. His appearance is the

cause of great astonishment on the part of the distiller, who has been attending
to the still

; the man steps back with upraised hands. In the foreground lie

sacks of grain, with a mailer's shovel and a measure. In the background more
sacks appear ;

near these a half-naked man stands, vomiting. Under an archway
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on our left is a gin-shop, at the counter of which a man serves a ragged woman
with spirit ;

a man turns away with a drinking-glass in his hand
;
a drunken man

sits on the ground, letting the contents of a glass flow on the earth ; a woman,

completely intoxicated and very ragged, flourishes a drinking-glass above her

head, while her baby falls headlong from her arm. In the distance is a view of a

street, with men and women drinking.

7 X 4$ in.

MRS. SARAH MAPP.

G. Cruikshank sculp
1
. [c. 1736]

THIS print faces page 70 of the fourth volume of "
Portraits, Memoirs, and Cha-

racters, of Remarkable Persons, from the Revolution in 1688 to the End of the

Reign of George II." By James Caulfield, 1820. At foot is "M". Sarah

Mapp." It is a copy, reversed, from Hogarth's portrait of this same person in

"A Consultation of Physicians", see that title in this Catalogue (No. 1.),

No. 2299.
This print is a caricature portrait of the woman, who was well known. as

a bone-setter. She gazes with great intensity of expression and distorted

eyes at the head of a large stick, which looks like a bone, or what may
have been intended for one. She grasps this bone or stick with her right

hand, and points to its bulging, rough head with the fore-finger of her left

hand, as if rudely demonstrating the mode of one of her alleged successful

operations for reducing dislocations of human joints. She is clad like

a harlequin, in patchwork, with ruffles and a collar
; her dress is buttoned in

front of the figure.

There is another portrait of this person, thus described in Evans's " Cata-

logue of a Collection of Engraved Portraits ",
"
Mapp, Sarah, bone-setter, of

Hindon, Wilts, and Epsom, Surrey, ob. Seven Dials. 1737- 8vo."

The biography of this woman, given by Caulfield, and attached to the por-
trait, is in effect as follows : She was a female of masculine habits, who distin-

guished herself by extraordinary cures, merely resulting from personal courage,
and was called the bone-setter, or shape mistress. Her maiden name was

Wallin, her father a bone-setter at Hindon, Wiltshire ; quarrelling with him, she

wandered about the country, calling herself Crazy Sally. Succeeding in some

operations, she married Hill Mapp, a servant of Mr. Ibbetson, mercer, Ludgate
Hill, London, Aug. 1 1, 173&.

1 In most cases her success was owing to strength
of arms and boldness in undertaking operations, rather than to any surgical

knowledge she possessed. It appears by particulars gathered by J. Nichols

and G. Steevens, for " The Genuine Works of William Hogarth", 1810, vol. i.

p. 92, and vol. ii. p. 327, from " The Grub-street Journal", &c., that she was in

high repute at this period.
Soon after her marriage, her husband ran away from her, taking a hundred

and two guineas, her property ;
but " soon as the surprise was over, she grew

gay, and seemed to think the money well-disposed of, as it was like to rid her of

a husband." She died, Dec. 1737, miserably poor.
2

The following verses3 were addressed to her in August, 1736, and contain

1 See the list of marriages, Aug. 1736, in "The Gentleman's Magazine",
for that month, p. 487, col. 1.

2 See " The Grub-street Journal", Numb. 417, Dec. 22, 1737, p. 2, col. 3;
and "The Gentleman's Magazine", Dec. 1737, p. 767, col. 1.

3 See " The Gentleman's Magazine", Aug. 1737, p. 483, col. 1.
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references to two well-known doctors, both of whom are represented in " A
Consultation of Physicians

" with the original of this portrait :

" Of late, without the least pretence to skill,

Ward's grown a fam'd physician by a pill ;

Yet he can but a doubtful honour claim,

While envious death oft blasts his rising fame.

Next travell'd Taylor, filTd us with surprise,

Who pours new light upon the blindest eyes ;

Each journal tells his circuit thro' the land
;

Each journal tells the blessing of his hand :

And lest some hireling scribbler of the town

Injures his history, he writes his own.

We read the long accounts with wonder o'er ;

Had he wrote less, we had believ'd him more.

Let these, O Mapp ! thou wonder of the age !

With dubious arts endeavour to engage :

While you, irregularly strict to rules,

Teach dull collegiate pedants they are fools:

By merit, the sure path to fame pursue ;

For all who see thy art must own it true."

She was likewise associated with the same quacks in the following verses

from "The Daily Journal", Nov. 16, 1736 :

" Three famous Quacks in one country born,

Epsom, Pallmall and Suffolk-street adorn.

M p makes the Lame to walk by manual slight ;

T r alike restores the Blind to Sight,
The Stone, the Gout, the P x, and ev'ry ill

W d 1 cures internally by Drop and Pill.

Ye Quacks in Medicine prescribe no more ;

Without it, these, as sure as Death, can cure."

So famous was this quack, that it is recorded how a woman in Whitechapel

personated her, and performed operations, until a "gentleman, who happened
to come by, declared Mrs. Mapp was at Epsom, on which the woman thought

proper to move off. Sept. 2, 1 736." She appears to have made use of many
modern arts in puffery, her visits to the theatres being announced in the daily

journals, and her doings thus chronicled :

September 16, 1736. "On Thursday, Mrs. Mapp's plate of ten guineas
was run for at Epsom. A mare, called " Mrs. Mapp" won the first heat, when
Mrs. Mapp gave the rider a guinea, and swore if he won the plate she would

give him l OO
;
but the second and third heats were won by a chesnut-mare."

" We hear that the husband of Mrs. Mapp is returned, and has been kindly
received."

September 23, 1736. "Mrs. Mapp continues making extraordinary cures;
she has now set up an equipage, and on Sunday waited on her majesty."

Saturday, October 16, 1736.
" Mrs. Mapp, the bone-setter, with Dr. Taylor,

the oculist, was at the play-house, in Lincoln's-inn-fields, to see a comedy called
' The Husband's Relief, with the Female Bone-setter and Worm-doctor '

;
which

occasioned a full house, and the following epigram :

"While Mapp to th' actors shew'd a kind regard,
On one side Taylor sat, on th' other Ward:
When their mock persons of the drama came,
Both Ward and Taylor thought it hurt their fame ;

i
"Ward", see below.
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Wonder'd how Mapp cou'd in good humour be

Zounds ! cries the manly dame, it hurts not me,

Quacks without art may either blind or kill,

But* demonstration shews that mine is skill."

See an anecdote of this woman in " The Gentleman's Magazine", Dec. 1736,

p. 747, cols. 1 and 2. See likewise " The Grub-street Journal ", Numb. 356,
Oct. 21, 1736, p. 3, col. 1

;
Numb. 364, Dec. 16, 1736, p. 2, col. 3. She and

Ward were brought together in the following paragraph in " The London Daily

Post", Friday, Nov. 12, 1736, "Mrs. Mapp, the famous Bonesetter of Epsom,
has taken Lodgings in Pall Mall, near Mr. Joshua Ward's, to perform her Opera-
tions in when the Court and People of Fashion return to Town."

Of Dr. Joshua Ward it appears that he was born at Guisborough, in Yorkshire
;

originally a dry-salter, in partnership in London with his brother, he was elected

M.P. for Marlborough, 1717, and declared not elected by the House of Commons,

May 1 3, 1 7 1 7. It is supposed that Joshua Ward was in some way connected with

the frauds of his brother, John Ward,
1 whom Pope, in " The Dunciad ", satirized

on account of unfair dealings with the property of some of the Directors of the

South Sea Company; he left England after the breaking up of that project, and

resided abroad for several years. About 1733 he appears to have returned, and

begun the practice of physic, in which, although not recognized by the faculty,
he made a large fortune

;
he cured Sir J. Jekyll, Master of the Rolls, and, soon

after, was exempted, by vote of the House of Commons, from being visited by
the censors of the College of Physicians ;

he cured the hand of George H.
; he

bestowed medicine and gave advice gratis to the poor, and benefactions of money.
After a long series of successes, he died Dec. 21, 1761 ;

see a note to " The
Ghost ", by C. Churchill,

" Poetical Works", 1804, u - P- !46. Walpole proposed
to consult him for the benefit of Sir Horace Mann, "Letter to Mann", Jan. 2O,

1760, "I don't know what to say about Ward's medicine, because the cures

he does in that complaint are performed by him in a room. He rubs his hand
with some preparation and holds it upon your forehead, from Avhich several

have found instant relief." He was in the possession of great fame for many
years, and sold a pill and drop which were declared to effect wonderful cures.

" * This alludes to some surprising cures she performed before Sir Hans

Sloane, at the Grecian Coffee-house ; (where she came once a week from Epsom,
in her chariot drawn by four horses) viz., a man of Wardour-street, whose back
had been broke nine years, and stuck out two inches

;
a niece of Sir Hans

Sloane in the like condition; and a gentleman who went with one shoe- heel six

inches high, having been lame twenty years of his hip and knee, whom she set

straight, and brought his leg down even with the other."

The above verses occur in
" A Choice Collection of Poetry", by Joseph

Yarrow, 1738 (l 1621. b.) In the same compilation is another satirical reference

to this woman and her brother quacks, see " A Song ", p. 64 ; there is an amusing
anecdote of her in a letter from Swift to Pulteney, Dec. 21,1 736, Swift's

"
Works",

1801, xiii. pp. 313-4.
1 It was to this John Ward that Pope referred in "Moral Essays", Epistle iii.

18-20:
" No grace of Heaven, or token of the elect

;

Given to the fool, the mad, the vain, the evil,

To Ward, to Waters, Charters, and the Devil."

Again, "Epilogue to the Satires of Dr. Donne Versified", Dialogue i. 121 :

" Shall Ward draw contracts with a statesman's skill ?
"

To the quack Pope referred in
" The Prologue to the Satires", 29 :
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Pope wrote, referring to his return to England,
"
Satires and Epistles of Horace

Imitated", Epistle VI. Book I. 56 :

" See Ward by batter'd beaux invited over."

There is a marble statue of this empiric in possession of the "
Society for

the Encouragement of Arts", &c., Adelphi, London. See " Letters by Horace

Walpole", 1857, vol. iii. p. 280, and note. The following announcement illus-

trating the prosperity or the pretensions of this doctor, occurs in " The General

Advertiser ", March 6, 1 749, p. 3, col. 3 :

" This Day is published. Printed

on a Sheet offine large Paper, (Price, 2s. 6d.) A Curious PRINT of Dr. WAKD,
with Britannia and Charity, attended by a great number of Patients afflicted with

various Diseases. Taken from an original Picture", &c. The statue of the

quack is the work of Carlini, as to whom, and for anecdotes of Ward, see

"Nollekens and his Times", by J. T. Smith ; 1828, ii. p. 2O2. There is a portrait
of this quack in Caulfield's

"
Portraits, Memoirs, and Characters, of Remarkable

Persons, from the Revolution in 1688 to the End of the Reign of George IL",

1820, vol. iv., facing p. 252. See " A Consultation of Physicians", No. 2299 ;

in this print, which is by Hogarth, Ward and Taylor are both represented ; the

former is said to be shown in " A Harlot's Progress ", Plate V., see that title No.

2091.
" The Grub-street Journal", Numb. 356, p. 2, col. 2, referring to Mrs.

Mapp, thus quotes
" The Daily Gazetteer",

"
Yesterday she was elegantly

entertained by Dr. Ward, at his house in Pall Mall. G", (" Daily Gazetteer "),

and adds,
" /* Dr. Ward a Dr. in Law, Physick, or Divinity." On Ward,

see "The Grub-street Journal", Numb. 407, Oct. 13, 1737, p. 2, col. 2;
Numb. 260, Dec. 19, 1734; Numb. 261, Dec. 26, 1734; Numb. 365, Dec.

23> '736, p. 2, col. 3 ;
"The Free Briton", Dec. 26, 1734, comparing Ward

and Bolingbroke ;

" The Daily Advertiser", Dec. 27, 1734. See also
" Of Mr.

Ward's Silencing the 'Pothecaries ", &c., p. 48, in " A Trip through the Town",
1735(T. 8573.)

John Taylor,
"
Opthalmiator", &c., as he styled himself, was an oculist,

whose son, another John Taylor, of the same profession, published a biography
of his father in 1761. There is a memoir of him in Caulfield's work, as above

cited, p. 2OO, with a portrait. Walpole, as above, vol. ii. p. 422, wrote to

Mann, Jan. 9, 1755, of the Chevalier Taylor, as the father was called, that he
was a "mountebank"; Walpole likewise wrote an epigram, of which he was ap-

parently very proud ;
it is in two of his letters, as above, vol. iii., pp. 1 8 1 and

190. See, for a curious note respecting Taylor,
" The Grub-street Journal",

Numb. 293, Aug. 7, 1735 P- 2, col. 3. See, likewise, "The Gentleman's

Magazine", Nov. 1736, p. 647, and the same publication, Jan. 1738, p. 47. In

Churchill's poem, "The Ghost", is the following reference to "The Chevalier

Taylor
"

:

" But if (for it is our intent

Fairly to state the argument) 2OO
A man shall want an eye or two,
The remedy is sure, though new

;

The cure's at hand no need of fear

For proof behold the Chevalier

As well prepar'd, beyond all doubt, 205
To put eyes in as put them out."

3X3| IB.

" What drop or nostrum can this plague remove ?
"

Again,
"
Satires and Epistles of Horace Imitated ", Epistle I. Book H. 182 :

" Ward tried on puppies, and the poor, his drop."
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2326.

J2NEAS in a STORM.

A SATIRE ON GEORGE II.

PublisKd pursuant to an Act of Parliament, 1737. Price 6d
. [Jan. 1737]

THIS print shows a ship in a storm, raised by young Winds, who are among
the clouds ;

one of them is kicking a hat, another contumeliously salutes the ship.

Neptune rises to allay the tumult. On the shore is Britannia, pointing to the

ship, with these lines engraved before her feet :

"
She, While y

e

Outragious Winds y
e

Deep deform
Smiles on y" Tumult, 8f enjoys y

e Storm ".

Under the engraving is :

" Tanta haec Mulier potu.it Suadere Malorum".

In December, 1736, the king determined to return from Hanover to England,
and embarked on the 14th at Helveotsluys ;

soon afterwards a most violent storm

arose, which lasted four days, during which time there were no tidings of

his Majesty. After having been in extreme peril, his yacht put back to Helveot-

sluys, where he was detained by contrary winds for five weeks, and did not

arrive in England until January 7, when he reached Lowestoft. The king was

notoriously of a very impatient disposition, liable to sudden bursts of passion, and

vented his feelings in actions which were not a little ludicrous. It was a frequent

practice with him in these ebullitions to kick his hat about the room, and in one of

his paroxysms during the storm he is supposed to have kicked his hat overboard,

an action imitated in ridicule by a young Wind. The smiles of Britannia, referred

to in this inscription, probably allude to the unpopularity of the king.
" The

King's danger did not in the least soften the minds of the people towards him ;

a thousand impertinent and treasonable reflections were thrown out against him

every day publicly in the streets, such as wishing him at the bottom of the sea

that he had been drowned instead of some of the poor sailors that had been

washed off the decks and many other affectionate douceurs in the same style.

Somebody asking, two or three days after the tempest, How the wind was now for
the king ? was answered, Like the nation against him." Lord Hervey's

" Memoirs

of the Reign of George the Second", 1848, vol. ii. p. 223.
For accounts of the stormy weather to which the royal yacht,

" The Caro-

line", was exposed at this period, see " The Daily Post
" and " The London Daily

Post", Jan. 1736.
"
Harlequin Shipwreck'd with the Loves of Paris and

Oenone", was the title of a "
grotesque entertainment, performed at the

Lincoln's-Inn-Fields Theatre", Nov. 1736. See the newspapers of this period.
" The queen had been appointed regent during the king's absence ; and as the

king's temper subjected her to perpetual annoyances, she was supposed to be not

very anxious for his return, which she would consider only as a transition from the

ease and liberty in which she had passed the summer, to an uninterrupted scene

of disquiet and constraint, changing the company of those who were perpetually

endeavouring, and with success, to please her, for the company of one whom she

should be constantly endeavouring to please, and without success." See " Me-

moirs", as above cited, vol. ii. chap, xxvii. For further satires on the king's
violent temper and his habit of kicking, see " The Festival of the Golden Rump",
No. 2327.

In a note to a description of this print, which occurs in vol. iii. p. 332, of
" The Genuine Works of William Hogarth", 1817, by J. Nichols and G. Steevens,

it is stated that Mr. Waldron observed,
" I have heard a Song on this subject,
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two lines of which, in consequence of the hat being accidentally thrown on the

deck again by a wave, and recovered, are, as near as I can recollect, as follows:

" But Neptune, to relieve his pain,
Restor'd the Monarch's hat again."

The same volume, p. 330, contains some humorous verses which are stated to

have been written on the back of this print : thus :

"
George y

e First.

The King his summer having spent
Amoribus in Veneris,

Summons his pious Parliament

To meet in Die Veneris.

George y
e Second.

George, like Leander, for his Fair,

His presence has denied us,

Great Queen, your Cestus now prepare,
And tempt him to Abidos," &c.

It Is possible the satirical artist may have intended to represent the regent

queen in the character of Britannia. Referring, however, to Lord Hervey's
"
Memoirs", which enter very fully into the history of this storm, it will be seen that

the queen was said to be in great alarm and anxiety for the king's safe return.

See the advertisement of this print, as cited with " TartufTs Banquet", No.
2281.

This print has been ascribed to Hogarth ;
it is more probably by G. Vander-

gucht; see "The Genuine Works ofWilliam Hogarth", l8lO, by J. Nichols and
G. Steevens, vol. ii. p. 146.

See the " C t Shittle Cock," Ap. 30, 1740.

9 X 51 in.

2327.

THE FESTIVAL OF THE GOLDEN RUMP.

Rumpatur, quisquis Rumpitur invidid.

Designed by the Author of Common Sense.

Publish
1

d According to Act of Parliament 1737. {March, 1737]

AN engraving. On an altar is George II. in the form of a satyr, one leg lifted up to

kick
;
near him, Queen Caroline, as a priestess, with a bell on her wrist, preparing to

administer an injection of " Aurum potabile" : behind her a bishop, Hoadly, who
was lame and required a stick 1

;
and several persons bringing vessels to offer at

the altar : on the other side is Sir Robert Walpole as chief magician, his coat

embroidered with dragons and inscribed " Auri Sacra fames
"

;
near him, his

brother Horace 2
balancing a pair of scales, as he was called the " Balance-Master

1 For Hoadly and his lameness, see " The Schismatical attack", No. 1 502,
and the references which are given with " Blessed be the Lord", &c., No. 2139 ;

" The Hierarchical Skimington", No. 2149.
2 For Horatio, Lord Walpole of Woolterton, see "

Frontispiece to ' The
Court Monkies' ", No. 2026

;

"
Frontispiece to ' The State Juggler' ", No. 1940,

and "Robin's Reign", &c., No. 1822. As to his character as "Balance Master

of Europe", see "The Late Gallant Exploits of a Famous Balancing Captain:
A new Song", &c., 1741 (840, m. l /47-)
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of Europe
"

; likewise near a group of peers wearing the badge of the " Golden

Rump ". A splendid curtain, embroidered with golden rumps, is suspended over

the idol. On the altar is inscribed,
" UNA EURUSQ. NOTUSQ; EUUNT CREBERQ;

PROCELLIS AFR1CUS."

Part of the history of this subject may be understood from the following :

" Anecdote of Sir Robert Walpole, the Minister
; Gifford, the Manager ;

and Garrick, the Player.

SIR ROBERT WALPOLE, in the year 1737, was so very unpopular, that a phalanx of

polemical writers entered the lists, determined not only to displace him, but, if possi-

ble, to cause his impeachment for high crimes and misdemeanours. Some witty

dramatic writers of that time, had also lampooned the minister on the stage, under

various fictitious characters, and had not only wounded his feeling as a man, but

very materially injured him as a minister in the estimation of the people. Sir

Robert, who could trace consequences as ably as any man of his time, determined

to begin with the stage, and, for the purpose of introducing his scheme of a reform to

his master, as a measure of great importance to government, caused a piece of two

acts to be written, fraught with the most pointed sarcasms on the late king and his

ministers. This little drama was styled the Golden Rump, and was sent to

Gifford, who at that time was manager of a theatre in Goodman's Fields, and had

made Sir Robert Walpole his enemy by representing pieces on his stage inimical

to the character and interests of the minister. Gifford did not directly fall into the

trap by acting the piece ; but, conceiving it a fair opportunity to make Sir Robert

his friend, took the copy to the minister, and, to shew his great respect for him,

discovered the name and the person who delivered it to him, and who he conceived

to be the author. Sir Robert Walpole on this occasion met Gifford in his own way,
and performed his part with great address. He seemed to be highly pleased with

the manager, for his very respectful and proper attention to government, and

desired he would call on him in a few days. Immediately on the departure of

Gifford, Sir Robert took the copy to the king, and read the whole to him. The

sovereign, who possessed as good a heart as any in his dominions, was not an

Alfred in ability. He was subject to the most violent gusts of passion, but on this

manifested the most ungovernable disposition. He expressed a desire to cut up

every theatre in England by the roots. The amiable servant however waited till

the tempest had subsided, and then reconciled his master to the constitutional and

effectual operations of an act of parliament. A bill
1 was immediately introduced,

and, what deserves particular notice, passed the legislature in the course of a very
few days.

2

Gifford having discovered Sir Robert's intention, previous to the matter coming
before parliament, applied to a friend of his, who was a gentleman of great respect-

ability in the city, and a member of the house of commons, to oppose the bill. His

friend promised him his assistance, and this produced an assurance from the minis-

ter, that, as the act would silence the theatre in Goodman's Fields, an employment

equal in its emoluments to 6ooZ. per annum should be provided for Gifford. This

promise however turning out as ministerial promises generally do, produced

nothing, and Gifford was left in the possession of a theatre, which he might turn to

any other use than that for which it was intended. In this situation he remained

for some time, until at length a scheme was suggested, for the purpose of enabling
him to evade the act. It was this The statute made it penal to represent plays,

out of the city and liberties of Westminster, for hire, gain, or reward. Now, said

1 See " The Present State of a Certain Great Kingdom ", No. 2336.
2 Extracts from this play were read to the House of Commons, and

materially aided the passing of the Bill for licensing plays. See " Memoirs of

Sir R. Walpole", by W. Coxe, 1798, pp. 516, 517, 518, and the authorities

cited therein. The manager's name was " Giffard ".
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the friends of Gifford, you are not prevented by this law from playing any dramatic

piece, provided you do not take money for so doing. Advertise a concert.

You may receive a pecuniary recompence for a musical exhibition, and give a play.

Gifford took the hint, and one of his bills now extant, runs thus " On such a

night will be performed a concert of vocal and instrumental music, in two parts.

Between the acts the audience will be entertained, gratis, with the tragedy of King
Richard the Third.' The part of Richard by a young gentleman, being his first

appearance on any stage ;
and this young gentleman was no less a personage than

the admirable Garrick.

Sir Robert Walpole having promised to provide for Gifford, which he never in-

tended to do, and observing the manager to act with such caution, as to confine his

dramatic exhihitions to the works of Shakespeare, and a few deceased poets of

eminence, never interrupted him. Gifford played on, and was so successful, that in

a few years he purchased the estate which is now called Coventry-court, and is

Situated in the Haymarket." From "The Rambler's Magazine", 1787, pp.484,
485. See " Memoirs of the Reign of George the Second", by Lord Hervey;
1848, ii. p. 341.

The following description of this print occurs in " The Gentleman's

Magazine", March, 1737>P- 167. It professes to be an extract from a journal of

the time,
" Common Sense" (or otherwise called " The Englishman's Journal"),

often alluded to in the satires of this period. See "The Present State of a

Certain Great Kingdom", No. 2337.
"
Englishman's Journal", Mar. 19, N. 7.

The Vision of the GOLDEN RUMP.
"
Methought I was upon a large River, in an Indian Canoe, without either

Oars or Sails, and at length, by good Fortune driven into a little Creek
;
I

landed in a pleasant Meadow, in which were several fine Walks, like Greenwich

Park. The Broadest was full of Cavaliers magnificently Dress'd, and at about

half a Mile Distance, a Temple whose gilded Spires reach'd the Clouds.

Hastening to the Temple, an elderly Gentleman, in black Velvet, offered me his

Service. He told me the Persons richly habited were the Noblesse of the

Kingdom, who were going to the Temple to celebrate the annual Festival of the

Golden Rump ;
for so the Pagod was called : That he was an Officer belonging

to the Chief Magician of the High-Priestess; and would place me where I might
see the whole Ceremony. The Temple was a plain, large Room with a flat Roof,
like the Theatre at Oxford. At the West End was an Altar about 5 Foot

high, on which the Pagod was placed. This Idol was an human Figure,

excepting Goats Legs and Feet, like those given by the Poets to Satyrs. His

Head was made of Wood, his Body to the Waist of Silver, and his Posteriors of

Solid Gold. On the right Hand of the Pagod stood the Tapanta, (or High
Priestess) dress'd like a Roman Matron. Her Stola was of Gold Brocade,
adorn'd with Diamonds. She had in one Hand a Silver Bell, and a Golden
Tube in the other, with a large Bladder at the End, resembling a common

Clyster-Pipe. The Bladder was full of Aurum potabile, and other choice

Ingredients, which at proper Seasons, was injected by the Tapanta, into the

Fundament of the Pagod, to comfort his Bowels, and to appease the Idol, when
he lifted up his cloven Foot to correct his Domesticks. However, his Fury was
sometimes so very sudden, that he imprinted visible Marks of it on all who
stood near him, ere the Priestess could apply the Golden Clyster. And some-

times the Storm was so violent that the Priestess was unable to apply the Tube
to those Parts.

* Una Eurusq; Notusq; ruunt, $*e.

" * Cotton's translation of this verse in Virgil will best explain my mean-

ing."

III. Q
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On the left Hand of the Idol, opposite to the Tapanta, stood the Chief

Magician, or Vicar General. His Habit was a Robe of blue Velvet, his Cassock

of white Sattin, embroidered all over with flying Dragons. He was called

Gaster Argos, from his Belly, which was as prominent as the PagocTs Rump.
Beneath his Surcingle were these Words in Gold Characters

;
AURI SACRA

FAMES. In his Hand was a Rod, which he waved to and fro, like Harlequin
Faustus in a modern Pantomime. This Rod, my Friend told me, belonged hereto-

fore to Pharaoh's chief Magician, and would change itself into a Serpent, whenever

Gaster cast it on the Ground. There was moreover an ancient Prophecy which

prevailed throughout the Land, that the Golden Rump should continue in its

Glory, and the High-Priestess and Gaster maintain their Authority, so long as

the latter possess'd that Rod which could not be destroyed but by the Rod of

Aaron. When the People in the Temple heard the Sound of the Silver Bell,

they prostrated themselves before the Pagod. After we had continued in that

Posture 3 Minutes, an hoarse Voice from the Golden Rump uttered these*

Words,
" Hearken to my Voice, all ye People. I am the mightiest among the

mighty, even he that rideth on the Back of the Great Bear. Offer up unto me
Your Sons, and your Sons Sons, your Wives and your Daughters, your Vessels

of Silver and your Vessels of Gold, I say unto you, Vessels of pure Gold, your
own and your Neighbours Vessels

;
so shall ye find Favour in my Sight, and

the Man who changeth his Rod into a Serpent, shall filfyou with good Things."

Immediately the High -Priestess rung the Bell a 2d Time, and kneeling
before the Altar made the following Address in the Name of the Congregation.
" Most illustrious Rump ! Thou art mightiest among the mighty ! with Hearts

full of Gratitude we acknowledge thy gracious Favour. Lo, we offer up our-

selves, our Wives, &c. even from the remotest Corner of the Earth."

Then the Chief Magician rising up, and making a Sign with his Hands,
there advanced 1 2 Men clad in blue Velvet, and about 24 in Red having
Basket-Hilt Swords by their Sides, and a large Rump embroidered in Gold on

their Vests, with this Motto, Rumpatur quisquis rumpitur Invidia. Whoever
envies me let him be BUMPED. Next after the Knights of the Golden Rump,
came 22 in party-colour'd Robes of Black and White, these were all Castellans,

and called Tapanta s Knights. They approach'd the Altar with great Reve-
rence

;
but my Friend assur'd me they were generally Hypocrites, whose study

was to get a better Castellany, and to enrich their Families by the Perquisites
of their Employments. The 3d Procession was composed of about 1 50 Men
dress'd in different Habits. They were called Ecuyers of the Chief Magician.
but were in Truth his Slaves. Every one carried a large Vessel of Gold on hit

Head, full of Square Pieces of the same Metal about the Size of a Dye. Thej
placed their Vessels at the Foot of the Altar, and filed off behind the Castellans

Their Vessels, it seems, contained the annual Offerings, to which the whoh

Body of the People were obliged, and which had been collected some Days
before under y

e Direction of the Chief Magician, who superintended that Worl
ex Officio. When all the Vessels were placed on the Altar, and consecrated ii

Form by the High Priestess, Gaster Argos cast his Rod on the Pavement, whicl

immediately changed into a monstrous Dragon, who no sooner beheld th>

Vessels of Gold, but he gulped them down with all their Appurtenances in les

Time than a Dunghill Cock would have pecked up a Dozen Barley- Corns fron

a Threshing-Floor ;
and not satisfied, looked about for more Food of th

same Kind. I once thought he would have snapt at those Parts of the PagO'
which were form'd of Gold, but the Chief Magician taking him by the Tail, h ;

became a Rod as before."

In "Fog's Weekly Journal", July 16, 1737, p. l, is a very bitter satire o L

George the Second's habit of kicking, with comparisons between him an I

Augustus, Queen Caroline and the Empress Julia, &c. The printer was take i

into custody for this satire. In "The Gentleman's Magazine", 1737, p. 55J,
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is another extract from " Common Sense", Sept. l 7, No. 33, on this subject, and
further illustrating the nature of "

Rump AVorship." See likewise, in the same

magazine, p. 361, a reprint of "An Essay on Kicking", from " Common Sense",
June 11, No. 19.

In " The Country Journal, or, The Craftsman", No. 566, Sat. May 7, 1737,

p. 3, col. 1, is an advertisement, as follows :
" This Day is publish'd (price 1*.),

A new Print, representing the Festival of the Golden Rump", &c. " Where

may be had, just publish'd,
" 2Eneas in a Storm". See the latter title in this

Catalogue, No. 2326.

9f- X 7i in -

2328.

A Noted Bard Writing a Poem in Blank Verse to lay before

8 r R on the great Necessity at this time for an Act of
INSOLVENCY.

[June 21, 1737]

AN etching, showing a poet seated at a table and writing ;
his head rests upon his

hand, his elbow is supported upon a pile of books. Behind him are two bailiffs,

one of whom presents to him a writ of " Execution'
1

''. On the 2 1st of June, 1 737,
an Act was passed for the relief of insolvent debtors.

There is an impression with " M. Vanderbanc fee.", in old writing, below

the engraved margin of the print.

4i X 5f in.

2329.

To the Author of the London Evening- Post.
1

{.Oct. 16, 1737]

AN engraving, with letter-press beneath. The former shows a view of Porto

Bello from the land side ; the Spanish galleons are dismasted, and at anchor in the

bay ;
Admiral Hosier's fleet is drawn up at the mouth of the harbour. The inha-

bitants, comprising a nun, a priest, and others, rush out of the town in dismay,

carrying off such of their goods as they were able. The letter-press gives
an account of Admiral Hosier's fleet appearing off Porto Bello, its retiring to the

Bastimentos, and the subsequent sufferings of the crews of the ships.

For the subject see " A Skit on Britain ", No. 2423 ;

" The Lyon in Love",
No. 2347.

9|- X 5 in.

2330-

A MONUMENT FOR TOM K G.

Publish'd according to Act of Parliament, Ocf. 19, 1737- Sold by y
e Print-

sellers of London 8f Westminster. Price 6d
.

[Oct. 19, 1737]

AN engraving, showing a monument formed after the usual fashion of the period,

i.e. an obelisk or pyramid is placed on a pedestal, bearing the effigy of the

deceased, and beneath a canopy or architrave which is adorned by statues,

symbols, &c.

On a pedestal, the panel of which is decorated with a bas-relief representing a

1 The letter, which serves for text to this publication, was published in
" The

London Evening Post", Numb. 1548, from Sat., Oct. 15, to Tuesday, Oct. 18,

1737-
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midnight fight with watchmen in front of Covent Garden church,
1

reposes the

figure of Tom King; his elbow rests upon an inverted punch-bowl, to which his

finger points; in his left hand is a punch-ladle. At his feet a kneeling black woman
howls and laments his death.2 Against the truncated pyramid at his back is

placed a tablet garnished with guttering candles, tobacco-leaves, and smoking pipes ;

it is inscribed,
" To y

e

Memory of their kind Father T. K g his loving Daughters
ID * Sf Molly St 1 Sf Betty C 3 Erect y' Monument". On the top of

the pyramid is a smoking punch-bowl. On one side is a drunken rake with a

broken sword, standing on a cask of "ARRACK", and wringing his hands, at his

feet is a battered watchman's lantern. On the other side a tattered harlot is

weeping, and standing on a cask of " BRANDY ". Behind each of these rises an

artichoke, surmounted respectively by a chocolate-pot and a coffee-pot, from

whence springs an arch inscribed, "COFFEE, TEA Sf CHOCOLA"(te); in front of

this is a shield bearing between three cats passant regardant, azure, a chevron,
sable ; crest, a cock treading a hen

; supporters, Bacchus, as a Covent Garden

rake, holding a watchman's lantern and a punch bowl, and Venus with Cupid ;

motto,
" To Kiss Sf Scratch". On either side are festoons of dram glasses and

lemon-peel.
Beneath are engraved these lines :

:

" When Monarchs die, y
e
World, in tears,

Thro' Force, or Fashion, mourning wears,
Then Trade grows brisk, & in a Trice,

Sables are set at double price ;

Unless some sure advice from C rt,

(As lately chanc'd) stop the report :

But here no Empty, mimic Groan,
But real Grief declares, Tom's Gone.
For thee all Bawds all Pimps lament,
From every Bagnio Sigh's are sent ;

No form no outward shew they seek,

Their very looks their Sorrows speak,
In ragged Shift, & tawdry Gown

See once y
e Toast of all y

e Town.
The batter'd Rake with breeches tore,

And broken sword doth thee Deplore :

While poor Black Betty makes her Face
More rueful than before it was,

Thy Genius rests & points aright,
To what was latly thy Delight !

While we these darling Trophies raise

And properly his shield imblaze

His Requiem drink ye Thirsty Souls !

And drown your Grief in flowing Bowls."

For "Tom King", see "The Four Times of the Day, Morning" (No. 1.), N< ,

2357, and the references which it contains to other entries in this Catalogue.

7 x 4 w.

1 For illustrations of street rows occurring between the watch and the di; -

orderly persons frequenting Covent Garden, see " He and his drunken Con -

panions", &c., No. 21 86.
* A negress appears in "A Rake's Progress", Plate III., see No. 21 88.
3
Probably

" Mother Douglas ", see " The Four Times of the Day, Morning
"

(No. l.), No 2357, "Mrs. Stewart", and "Betty Careless", see "A Rake's Pr -

gress "5 Plate VIII. No. 2246 ;
also

" Enthusiasm Delineated
"
(No. 1

.), No. 242 ;.
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233I-
The Glory of old ENGLAND.

(The Statue of Queen Anne at Blenheim Palace.)

\Nor>. 20, 1737?]

AN engraving of the statue of Queen Anne, in front of Blenheim Palace, which

building appears in the background. On the pedestal is inscribed " The

following Character of her late Majesty QUEEN ANNE was Written by her Grace
Sarah Dutchess of Marlborough $f is cut Round this Pedestal" On the base of the

pedestal is
" Erected at BLENHEIM." The "Character" is engraved at the foot

of the statue.

This design probably refers to the character and death of Queen Caroline,
wife of George II., who died Nov. 20, 1737.

7 X 9f in.

2332.
The British Hercules

[1737]

AN etching, showing Hercules, dressed as a British sailor, in repose, standing, in

the attitude of the Farnese Hercules. He holds a scroll inscribed,
" / waitfor

Orders", and rests his elbow upon an anchor. His club and lion's skin lie on the

ground. In the distance are ships lying unemployed at "
Spithead ".

This figure was intended to ridicule the inactivity of the British fleet, which,

by the pacific policy of Walpole, was restrained from acting. Cruelties and depre-
dations were alleged to have been committed on our seamen and merchants by the

Spaniards, till, at length, the complaints of the people compelled the House of

Commons to address the king, beseeching him to convince the court of Spain that

he would no longer endure insults and injuries.
1

6 X 9| in-

2333-

THE EUROPEAN RACE Heat i
st ANNO DOM. MDCCXXXVII

Humbly inscrib'd to y
6
Politicians of Great Britain, France,

Spain, Rusia Turky, Germany) Italy Holland and Corsica,

l>y their most Obedient Servant

An Englishman

(No. i.)

C. Mosley sculp. Publish'd according to Act of Parliament, Oct 10, 1737.

[1737]

AN engraving, with the above title, representing a race ground on the sea

shore, and with the following lines engraved on the same plate, below the

design :

" I returned and saw under the Sun, that the race is not to the Swift nor the

Battle to the Strong, neither yet Bread to the Wise, nor yet Riches to men of

1 On the general subject of the War with Spain see the references which are

given with " The Lyon in Love", No. 2347 ;
see likewise "In Place" (No. l.),

No. 2350.
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understanding, nor yet favour to men of Skill but time and chance Happeneth to

them all. Ecclesiastes the Qth Verse the 1 1th".

For a complete account of this and other similar prints, see the same title,

" Heat IId ", and Heat IIId ", No. 2415, and No. 2431, and refer to a pamphlet

styled
" An Explanation of the First, Second and Third Heats ofthe EUROPEAN RACE,

And of the Hieroglyphical Frontispiece Thereto prefix'd. Likewise of a Print

call'd Fee, Fau, Fum. The Fourth Edition, To which is added, An Explanation
of the Heat for a Distance for the Year 1 740- By the Political Club. London,

1740." (lOi.g. 27.)
A slight explanation here will suffice. The design represents a race course

near the sea shore.

The prize run for is a crown, which hangs at the end of a beam of the

umpires' stand on our left. The umpires "EUROPE" wide awake, "ASIA"
half asleep, "AFRICA" and "AMERICA" sleeping, are seated in the stand; a bull-

dog of " True English Breed" is tied to a post, inactive, and therefore sulky.

Cardinal Fleury riding on a fox goes first in the race, leading Spain on a wolf,

having influence over Russia on a bear, and endeavouring to noose Turkey on an

elephant, who, however, by the help of English spectacles, sees the French lily on

its proboscis, and will not move. Holland mounted on a boar runs restive, and

refuses to take part in the race. The King of Sicily in his chariot is distanced, his

wheel being clogged by the foot of the English herald, who is releasing the English

lion, described as
"
Whelp d in y

e Tower of LONDON." which a soldier is, awkwardly
from disuse, attempting to mount. The Emperor, on his globe-grasping eagle, is

quite off the course. King Theodore of Corsica lies on the ground, having been

kicked from his seat by his subject Corsicans
; by the side of the prostrate

monarch lies his banner, and, near it, is the inscription,
" HERE LIES K

THEODORE the 1*'." An " ENGL1 "(sh) dog, and a Spanish dog, "SPAIN", are

fighting, while "FRANCE", another dog, runs away with the bone. A Savoyard
showman places his box on a stone which is marked,

" Here ends S*. James's

PARISH", and exhibits the portrait of a lady, supposed to be put in the way
of George II. by Fleury. This is marked " MERMOT". The infant in the box

which is slung at the showman's shoulder, alludes to the Pretender. The Devil

is fishing from the air with a golden bait for the English fleet. The Spanish fleet is

before " Gibraltar ", a mountain producing a mouse. A pile of timber, inscribed

"Log WOOD", and a forest, refer to the subjects of the disputes between

England and Spain. The two suns are said to be the two sons of the Pretender

who were then travelling in Europe. St. Paul's, i. e. England, appears behind a

cloud. The two persons on horseback, and galloping on our left, in front of

the race-ground, are said to be the Pretender and the Marquis de la Q a,

but the latter is certainly Sir Robert Walpole, who offers to the Chevalier a

paper, on which is
"
Gibraltar, Portmahon, Georgia ", and thus refers to the sacri-

fices by which Walpole proposed to secure peace ;
the Pretender replies,

"
4 to 1

upon Fox", i. e. Cardinal Fleury, or France, who, as above stated, rides such an

animal, and leads the race. The Pretender is exulting in hopes of France's

success.

The pamphlet further illustrates the subject by pointing out that the race is

certainly not with the swift, because the eagle is outstripped even by the

elephant ;
nor with the strong, because the man in armour (King Theodore) is

flung from his horse
;

that (p. 6)
" Bread is not to the Wise, is seen by the

Savoyard, who is exhibiting a Raree-Show to get Bread
;

altho' these People
are noted for their Cunning, and have been suspected as Spies, and banished as

such". P. 7,
" The Prize which hangs up, being a Regal Crown, is supposed

to belong to an European Kingdom,
1 which was by a private Co tion 2 to be

1 That of England.
2 Convention.
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invaded in Favour of the C r,
1 or rather in Favour of F ce, whose

disinterested Mediation hath since been introduced in Corsica." * * " The Person

on the Sear is carrying a Standard in one Hand and a Scymetar in the other,

as Trophies which he had this Year taken from the Elephant. The Elephant
hath a Pair of Spectacles on his Trunk, which he was advised by Sir E d
F r to put on, by which Means he might see a small Fleur de Lis which the

Fox had engrafted on his Trunk : But so soon as that was discovered, he

clropp'd the Cord, and wou'd be led on no further by the Fox. This alludes to

the F h Mediation, which at that Tune was slighted by the T ks ; but

the cunning Fox soon found an Excuse for this, and engrafted himself much more

strongly in their Favour." P. 8,
" Next to the Soar is an Eagle, whose

Rider is whipping on full Speed ;
but the Eagle is under great Disadvantages,

as well on account of its Wings having been artfully clipp'd, as because it

carries the heavy Weight of a Globe in its Talons. This alludes to the Situa-

tion of the E r, whose antient Allies had deserted him, and whose natural

Vassals moved heavily in his Support ;
and his Forces having greatly suffered

this Year, either by Mis-management or ill Success, made him lose his Distance

in the First Heat, when otherwise he might have been very powerful. On the

Distance-Post sits a Monkey
2
holding a Flag, with which he gives a Signal ;

but he is likewise thought to be in the French Interest.3 In a Royal Chair

drawn by Mules, sit two Persons, which are supposed to be the K of the

two S ies and his Q n. He is near saving a Distance in this Race, but

is kept back by an English Herald at Arms, who clanks his Foot into the

Wheel of the Chair, while he cuts the Muzzle and Cord that bound up a Fierce

Lyon, which hath a Saddle on its Back, and an Officer standing ready to mount.

The Officer is on the wrong Side of the Lyon, which is supposed to be owing
to the Length of Time since an E sh Officer had mounted in Earnest.

This Group in general has Reference to the English setting Don C s on

the Throne of Sicily, who at this Tune seem'd to want a further Acquisition
of Parma, Placentia, &c. But the Herald is supposed to keep him back, on

account of the ungrateful Return he had made for the former Services done

him, by fitting out a Fleet at a very great Expence to place him on the Throne."

P. 1 0,
" On the Ground lie the Arms of France, with a Crown thereon, which

the Horse has stumbled against and thrown its Rider (King Theodore), who

thereupon loses both his Sword and his Crown." P. 1 2,
"

if the Dog had a

Let-go among them, he would shew them a Specimen of his true English

Courage, and be capable to worry both Fox and Wolf. But he is yet tied up ;

therefore no one fears him. On an Eminence is a distant View of St. Paul's

Church, with two large Birds perch'd, one on the Cupola, the other on one of

the Western Spires : Which Birds put almost the whole Inhabitants of the City
of London into a Consternation to know of what Species they were, and several

Men of high Learning, began from this Omen to prognosticate the extraor-

dinary Events of Things that would speedily happen to this Kingdom ; Some

said, they foretold that we should be attacked by two powerful Nations at once,
and that there was a Sp sh and F h Armada privately getting ready to

land Forces in the North, and to make a Descent even on the City of London.

And what is the greatest Confirmation of such a Union, is the Fleet before

Gibraltar ; But the Mountain producing a Mouse, is an Emblem of what they
must expect by coming there. The City of London, by a late Edict, is well-

provided against her Enemies with new Muskets, Bayonets, &c., which, 'twas

observed, were borne by the same sort of Soldiers as usual. viz. Coblers,

Taylors, &c." P. 14,
" The View of Woods or Trees, under which is written

Logwood, is supposed to be the Bone of Contention between England and

1 The Chevalier, or Pretender. 2 This figure refers to the Pope.
3 In the left hand of this animal is &fleur de Us.
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Spain. But this might easily have been solved, by proving that we have a just

llight to cut Logwood in the Bay of Campechy, an Argument that wanted the

Force of only two English Men of War, who could have done it in Spight of all

the Spanish Guarda-Costa's. At the Bottom is a poor old Savoyard shewing a

Raree-Shew. 'Tis to be observed, that the Figures in their Boxes generally
turn round in Succession, by which they can shew you the Portraits of almost

all the great Personages in Europe. Take Notice that he is now exhibiting a

fine Woman, which he thinks is the greatest Allurement to divert even Sovereign
Princes from remarking Insults and Barbarities committed on their Subjects ;

and this he shews to the English gratis. But 'tis thought he is made amends

by a neighbouring C-1,
1 who 'tis certain has composed several fine Pieces of

Musick of late, which have been play'd with much Applause at most of the

Courts in Europe, particularly a Serenade at M--d, and a sublime Cantata,
which was intended for a New-Years Ode in E-d ; but 'twas so long com-

posing, that the P-1 L-1 had made his Words, which could not be set to

that Musick : Therefore we hear that the C-1 has sent for it back again in

a Huff. But the Savoyard, 'tis to be hoped, has reserved a Copy of it, which

we may expect to hear burlesqued about the Street in a little Time, to the

Tune of, Britons strike Home. He hath accidentally or politically set his

Shew-Box on a Stone which marks the Bounds of a Parish, and hath another

Curiosity in the small Box by his Side
;
but this he shews to the Curious ohly,

or to such Petit Maitres of our N-ty
2 who have made the Tour of Italy,

and can produce Certificates from--
,
most of whom he can distinguish by

their Dress and Equipage."
The "

Explanation
"

concludes with verses sent, after the publication of the

print, to " Mr. Common Sense,
3 the Craftsman", i. e. the newspapers opposed to

the party of Sir R. Walpole. The last of these verses contains a reference to
" The Second Heat" ; see the description of this print under " The European
Race. Heat IP1

", No. 2415.
The "

Marquis de la Q-a", referred to above, was Don Sebastian de la

Quadra, Spanish Plenipotentiary for concluding the Convention which was

signed at the Pardo, June 14, 1739? see "The National Dispute", 1739

(E. 2031/2); and " Heat IIId
"
of this series, No. 2431.

As to references in this Catalogue to the alleged Spanish depredations on

English ships, and cruelties practised by Spaniards on Englishmen, see " In

Place", (No. 1.), No. 2350.
On the general subject of the war with Spain see the references which are

given with " The Lyon in Love", No. 2347.
See " The Races of the Europeans, with their Keys", No. 2335, which com-

prises a copy from this design with variations.

The pamphlet quoted above is advertised as "
TJiis Day is Published" in

" The London Daily Post", Tuesday, Jan. 29, 1740, p. 2, col. i.

For a reference to this print and a piracy of the same, see "
European Race

for A Distance ", No. 2455-
An advertisement in " The Daily Post", July 29, 1740, p. 2, col. 3, states

" There having been so great a Demand for the first Heat that the Plate is

worn out, it is now engrav'd afresh, at the same Size with the three following
Heats."

1 Cardinal Fleury.
2

Nobility.
3 That is

" The Englishman's Journal
"

;
see " The Festival of the Golden

Rump", No. 2327.
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2334. THE EUROPEAN RACE: Humbly inscriVd to y
c
Politicians

of Great Britain, France, Spain, Eusia, TurTcy, Italy, Holland,
and Corsica, by their most Obedient Servant.

An Englishman.

(No. 2.)

Moslcy Sculp published according to Act of Parliament Oct"' 1O 1738.

[1737]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1.),

with the same title and date, No. 2333.
The copy does not differ materially, in design, from the original ; the monkey

on the " Distance Post
"
wears a tiara and holds a whip, referring to the Pope.

The flag over the head of "EUROPE" seated in the umpire's stand is, in the

original, marked with a St. George's Cross only, in the copy it bears the crosses

of St. Andrew and St. George, as they were displayed after the union of England
and Scotland, and before the union with Ireland. The copy is smaller than the

original ;
the first part of the title is engraved above the design in the copy, in

the original the whole title is below the design. The verse from "
Ecclesiastes

"

is quoted in the copy, as before. The date in the publication line was altered

in the copy.
There is another state of this print in which the engraver's name does not

appear, and the date in the publication line is
"
Sep. 4. 1738."; in the latter

state the monkey (the Pope) is not present.
In "The Country Journal: or, The Craftsman", No. 638, Sat. Sept. 30,

1738, p. 3, col. 1. is the following advertisement, referring to this print,
" This Day is published. With the Addition of an extraordinary Figure on the

Distance-Post; likewise the Elephant who is grown old, putting on a Pair of

Spectacles, that he may take a better View of the Cardinal and his String of
Runners. A PRINT call'd the EUROPEAN RACE

; curiously engraved on a

Copper-Plate, and humbly inscribed to the Politicians," &c. " A great States-

man, who lately arrived here, upon seeing the abovesaid Print, gave his Opinion
of it in the following Words.

" This Print gives as great a Light into the present
situation of Affairs of Europe, as any Thing that has been wrote by the Poli-

ticians for a great while, and will be a lasting Memorandum of these Times.

Publish'd by Philip Overton, at the Golden Buck in Fleet Street, according to

Act of Parliament ;
and to be had of C. Mosley, at the King's Arms and Key in

Fleet-street ;
and of the Printsellers and Booksellers of London and West-

minster. Price 1*. N. B. Altho' this Race is run according to Articles, and

no Jockying is allow'd, yet poor King Theodore is oddly flung out, which 'tis

supposed may occasion an expensive Law-Suit."

As to cruelties alleged to have been practised by Spaniards on Englishmen,
and depredations committed by them on English ships, see the references to

entries in this Catalogue which are given with "In Place" (No. 1.), No. 2350.
On the general subject of the war with Spain, see the references which are

given with " The Lyon in Love", No. 2347.
I X 8m.
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2335.
" The RACES of the EUROPEANS, with their Keys

"

(Four distinct Designs.)

Geo. Bickhamjun
r

. inn
1
, el sculp. According to y

e Late Act. 174- Price. Is.

Sold at y
e Black moors Head against Surry Street in y

e Strand.

[1737]

THIS engraving consists of four divisions, being variations of four prints styled,

respectively, "The European Race Heat Ist

", (No. 1.), No. 2333; the same,
"Heat IId

", No. 2415; and the same, "Heat IIId ", No. 2431; likewise
"
European Race for A Distance," No. 2455.
Each division is enclosed by a cartouche, the intervals of which are occupied,

above, in the centre, by a crouching wolf; over the wolf is one end of a riband on

which the title of the print is engraved, as above
;

this riband is entwined with

the cartouches, and bears, in the middle, between the two upper divisions, a Star

of the Order of the Garter with the motto " Honi . soit . qui . mal . y . pense."
A grotesque head appears in the centre of the four divisions

;
at foot, between

the two lower divisions, are a mask and poniard. The riband, diverging in

separate strips to our right and left, is entwined with the cartouches on those

sides, and bears engraved on it the four reference tables which are cited here

below : likewise it bears, on the exterior sides of the two lower cartouches, two
emblems. On our left the emblem comprises a ring, like an heraldic garter,

which encloses a map and pair of compasses ;
on the ring is

" Pro rege sepe pro

re-publica semper." ;
see "Heat IIId

"
of this series, 1739- The other emblem

bears a human head placed so as to hide &fleur de Us, and inscribed " hinc Absunto.

Tenebrce"
;
see "European Race for A Distance," No. 2455-

The four designs have a general resemblance to those which are described in
" The European Races

"
respectively (see before), and "

European Race for A
Distance", but they exhibit many variations of details.

The first division, which refers to "Heat Ist "
is dated "

1737"; on the

riband, see above, is this reference table :

1 Judges of y
e
Race, Europe Sfc.

2 C nal leads 'em in a String.

3 H land creeping on.

4 Em or can hardly mount.

5 English fierceness a Herald unmuzzle in order to -

6 Baron Neuhoff* flung out by C I.

1 Dogs fighting for y
e Bone.

8 C de Sl
. George.

9 Fleet before producing a Mouse.

10 Two Sons off C r.
2

1 1 D I Fishing.

The names of the four umpires,
"

l", are not given; the word " Prize" is

placed over the crown which is suspended near their seat. The English dog
crouches on the earth, as if he slept, near him is written " True Breed." The

group of the Emperor mounted on the eagle, "4", is placed behind the line of

racing monarchs, &c. instead of in front, as before. The English herald and the

lion
"
Whelp 'd in y

f
Tower",

"
5", have been brought to the front, so as to be

1 This was the original title of Theodore, King of Corsica.
2 The "

Chevalier", t. e. the Pretender.
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much more conspicucms than formerly, the herald is kneeling, instead of standing,
and he is now releasing instead of restraining the lion, who has his paw upon an

oval picture with, painted on it, the bust of a clergyman, as, by means of the

neck-bands at the throat, it appears to be.
"
Theodore",

"
6", lies on his back on

our left of the design. On the same side are the fighting dogs
"
7". The rider,

"
8", bears a label and is, of course, intended for the Pretender, his label states

"
4 to 1, onfox". The companion rider of the original design, who bore the

paper with the names of "
Gibraltar", &c. upon it, has been removed. The

Devil in the air, fishing for a fleet which floats below him at sea, is referred to by
the inscription

" A Bite ". The showman, with the puppet in the box, who

formerly appeared in the centre of the front of the design, is now on our extreme

left, having been made to resemble Cardinal Fleury : on his box, the figure in

which appears behind &fleur de Its, is
" See my Marmoot", i.e. an Alpine animal,

customarily shown by Savoyards. In the distance are the dome of St. Paul's,

and one of the western spires of that cathedral with birds or "
Omens", perched

on the summits. " K g of y
e 2 S ies 8f Q n ", appear driving a chariot,

near the pile of "
Logwood" on our right. See the original design.

-

The design in the second division is dated "
1738", and has been reversed

from that which is described in the series in question, as " Heat IId ", No.

2415. The reference table on the riband beneath the design is as follows :

"
1 A Quarrelling.
2 Directed to fi h Merchants.^

3 The C nal Foremost.

4 Theodore $ Don G dino?

5 A Bashaw.

6 R a Lame.3

7 G y Carrying a fleur de Lis

8 The D h Clogg'd by D.
9 Herald stopping an Angry Lion

10 Don Carlos, 8f C r S* George.
1 1 Negotiatiors."

"
1
"
shews the umpires quarrelling amongst themselves

;

" Made in France

of our Wool", is on the flag above them; "4" refers to two mounted figures,
" Theodore" is a very stout warrior, on horseback, and " Don Gardino", who rides

a wolf; this is Don Thomas Geraldino, Minister Plenipotentiary for Spain in

London; on the rump of the wolf is a fleur de Us; the rider has not lost his

whip, as in the original, but his seat is very insecure and he seems much dis-

tressed by his position. No spectacles lie before the feet of the elephant,
"

5,"

where they had fallen in the original, but this beast retains his fleur de Us and
his wooden leg. There arefleurs de Us at the extremities of both wings of the

German Eagle. The lions drag the cannon in "9", as before; the inscription
on the gun is

"
Open my Mouth "

instead of the entire verse. The dog who is

struggling with the man cries
" Let go". The mounted man who exclaims "Fox

ag*' y" Field" is now on our extreme right, he says "Fox ag
st

y
e

field". The
man with the paper containing a reference to " The Craftsman" is now on our

left of the centre. "Eclipsd" is written under the sun
; the flying eagle has in

one claw a tankard with a label bearing
"
50 Plate", and, in the other, the

basket with the baby Pretender, labelled
"
Foundlings" An iris spans the sea.

A dove flies from our left from the "Bay of Campeachey", crossing the sea

towards the ships with brooms at their mast-heads and the cobweb which occur

in the original; the bird carries a label marked "
Flury"; another dove, with a

similar label, marked " no Treaty", accompanies the former bird.

1 That is, the bales of goods mentioned in the original.
2 Don Thomas Geraldino. 3 Russia Lame.
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The third design is dated "
1739", and has been reversed from that which is

described in the series in question as
" Heat IIId ", No. 2431. The reference

table on the riband is :

"
1 Aiming at y

f Prize.

2 B ias Pocket picKd.

3 Don S forcing C ion '

4 To Measure the S sh Coasts. 12

5 English Eat up by the Rats.

6 English Sailor, no Searching.

7 F nee Stabs R a because to hardfor
8 The G man Wings made good.

9 H land by itself, but ready,
10 Liberty runs backwards.

1 1 F ce wouldfain Mount.

12 A Blundering Negociator".

" 2
"

shews Britannia, with one assailant instead of two as before.
"
3" displays the forcing the Convention down the throat of the unwilling victim,

as before, but the victor threatens the latter with his sword. "
4
"

exhibits the

Devil in the air, flying with a carpenter's square in his hand and laughing
"
flo

ha he". "
5
"

is on the ensign of a ship, on board of which many rats are climbing;
this satirizes the inactivity of the English navy, the animals appear to be leaving
" Port Mahon ", which occupies part of a rock near the vessels. " 6

"
is as before

;

"
7
"
the same ;

"8" shows the German Eagle flying and loaded with a large fleur
de Us on his back. "

9
"

is Holland, with a pig, but without the martingale round

its neck
;
the animal looks hungry and wasted, instead of plump, as in the original.

"
1O", Liberty, a mounted man, sits with his face towards the horse's tail.

"
1 1

"

shows a group of a lion (England), and an ass; on the back of the former a fox

(France) is trying to mount. "
12", the "

blundering negociator", is, as before,

about to be shot from a mortar,
3 but instead of being head downwards in the

mortar, his legs are thrust into it. A monkey has mounted the back of the

elephant (Turkey), which is fighting with "
7
"

the bear (Russia), the monkey
exclaims " Like me". The names of the umpires are not on the stand.
"
Monarchy^* is at the feet of the Cardinal, who advances to receive the prizes

from Europe and Asia. From the skirt of the Cardinal's robe a long cord, or

leash, trails on the ground and passes round the necks of the lion and the ass in the

group
" 11." A dove flies with " Madrid" on a label in its beak; this refers, of

course, to the Convention of the Pardo : another dove has " Cadis
"
on a paper

which is tied to its leg. The dragon emitting fire has been removed.

The fourth design is dated "
1 740", and has been reversed from "

European
Race for A Distance", No. 2455. The reference table on the riband below the

design is as follows :

"
1 All our Strength.
2 English Cocks.

3 F ch ask Pardon.

4 On your own Terms.

5 L d C rs War.
6 States in a Lethergy.

7 No room for y
e

English.
8 No more than a Cat does a Mouse.

1 The Convention of the Pardo. 2 The Spanish coasts,
3 The engineer

" hoist with his own petard."(?)
4 That is Universal Monarchy, alleged to be aimed at by the French

;
see

" The Tomb of Universal Monarchy", No. 1458.
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9 Turks join in Concert.

I o Em rs Wings pluck'd.

I 1 C r Distanced.

1 2 Our good Allies."

"l" shows the Dutchman holding his boar, formerly, with the snail on his

head, to express the tardiness of his nation, but the boar has no snail.
" In

Earnest." is on the exploding cannon. " The Frenchman",
"

2", holds a paper,
on which is "Pardon:"', "4", the suppliant, holds a paper towards the seated

Britannia, on which is "Blank". "Lord C rs War", i.e. the Lord
Chancellor's proposed mode of making war, i.e. rigorously, is expressed by his

riding on a hungry lion, which is led by his mace-bearer. See the original

design for this part of the subject.
" 6" is

" H land", a baby in a cradle,

holding the heraldic arrows of the Seven United Provinces
;
on the coverlet of

the cradle is a map of " Brit" (ain) ; "7" is the booth, as before, but with

different figures. The Cardinal is fiddling ;
a woman, the Queen of Spain (?),

is entering the booth
;

the Spaniard with the violoncello is absent
;

a fox

squats on his haunches, and holds the music for the Cardinal violin player.
" 8"

shows a cat watching a mouse, which is nibbling at the map of Britain, before

mentioned ;
the mouse's hole is behind this group.

"
9" is a Turk seated

on the back of an elephant, and performing on a pipe.
" 10" shows the

Imperial Eagle, lying on the ground, while a man (Frenchman), who has what
looks like the jewel of the Golden Fleece pendant from his neck, pulls out its

wing-feathers ;
or it may be that, as in the original, he is endeavouring to re-

place plumes he had formerly torn away.
"

1 1",
" Chevalier distanced", appears

as a young man, a Danish soldier, riding a fine horse, galloping and holding
a label with "

1 2,OOO ", i. e. troops for the English service, on it
;

with him
"

12", a Russian, gallops on a bear. The sailor sitting on the winning-post

drops his flag, in token that the race has been won
;
on the flag is "Distanced".

From the stand, where the four umpires sit, hangs a scroll with " Britains

Wone". In the distance are a fortified island marked "
Cuba", and, further off",

a harbour,
" Porto bello" In the air flies the Devil, with a scroll inscribed

" in y
1 F h interest" ; likewise a dove with another scroll marked "

Flury",
i. e. a letter directed to Cardinal Fleury. The Hospital

" For Foundlings." is

as before
; troops of children, or armed priests, are drawn up in front of the

edifice. The angry Walpole with " Z Gage's Speech
"

is as in the original,

or rather it appears as if this figure was intended for that of Lord Gage himself

in the act of delivering his oration. For what is alleged to be a report of this

memorable discourse, so frequently referred to in these satires, see " The Politi-

cal State of Great Britain", July, 1739, p. 14. (292. i. 6.)

This print is advertised in " The London Daily Post" for March 2O, 1 740,

p. 3. col. 2, as
" This Day is published, Price Is. {With their Keys engraved

under each Subject) A Curious Print, with a fine Border, by G. Bickham, of
THE RACES of the EUROPEANS," &c.

;

"
Printed, published, and sold at the

Blackamoor's Head, against Surry-street in the Strand."

The copper plate on which this design was engraved was used again,

many parts of the original work remaining; see "A Skit on Britain", Nov. 22,

1739-

\Sk X lOliw.

2335*.
" The Present State of Little Britain''

[i737]

THIS engraving shows a view of the sea-shore where Britannia is seated on a
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cannon, which is inscribed "
Open my lips"; a sailor, or Hercules, sits on the

breech of the gun. In the mid-distance a Spaniard forces a scroll of paper,
marked " Convention ", down the throat of a kneeling Englishman, and, at the

same time, cuts off his ear. The Englishman holds a paper on which is written
" Trade ", as if he entreated to be allowed to traffic, notwithstanding the insults

and injuries to which he had been subjected. In the distance are three ships,

intended to signify the cause of war between the English and Spanish nations.

On the ground near the men lies a paper, marked "
Derperdation"',

thus referring

to the alleged depredations of the Spanish Guarda-Costas on British vessels.

Below the design these verses, and five lines of music, are engraved :

" Britons where is your great Magnanimity, where's your boasted Courage flown,

Britons where is your great Magnanimity ;
where's your boasted Courage flown.

Quite perverted to Pu-si-la-ni-mi-ty, Scarce to call your Souls your own,
Quite perverted to Pusilanimity, Scarce to call your Souls your own.

What your Ancestors won so Victoriously,
Crown'd with Conquest in y

e Field
;

You'd relinquish & O ! most Ingloriously,
To oppression tamely yield.

Freedom now for her Flight makes preparative,
See her weeping quit y

e
Shore,

Britain's Hope will be then past Comparative ;

Never to behold Her more.

Gracious God to assist exgurgitate,
Stretch forth thy Vindictive Hand :

Make oppressors their Plunder regurgitate,
And preserve a Sinking Land."

The satire refers to the bitter feelings and strenuous complaints which pre-
vailed in England, with regard to Spain.

"
Open my Lips", as an inscription on the cannon, was borrowed from " The

European Race, Heat IId ", No. 2415, to which refer for an explanation. The
" Convention" was the Convention of the Pardo, said to have been forced down the

throat of the English Plenipotentiary ;
this part of the design was borrowed from

" The European Race, Heat IIId ", No. 2431. For references to the Spanish
War, see " The Lyon in Love", 1 738, No. 2347 ; and, as to the alleged depre-
dations of the Spaniards, see "In Place" (No. l.), No. 2350.

This print is No. 7 1
,
in vol. ii. of " The Musical Entertainer, Engrav'd By

George Bickham, Junr
."

7f X 5 in. Brit. Mus. Library, I. 351.

2336.

The Present STATE of a Certain GREAT KINGDOM.

Publish according to Act of Parliament 1738 [1737]

AN engraving: Nicholas Amhurst, under the name of "Caleb D'Anvers", was
editor of " The Craftsman", a political paper, in which he gave his views of the

state of the kingdom. For references to him, as mentioned in this Catalogue,
see " The Frontispiece to the First Volume of ' Terras Films' ", No. 1 727. He is

here represented in the character of an artist, with brushes and a palette in one

hand, and exhibiting an emblematical picture of the state of England. His face

is masked, in allusion to his assuming a fictitious name. Under one foot is a book,
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inscribed " DANVERS ". On the ground lie an inkstand, a telescope, and

papers, the latter marked " Common Sence on kicking",
"
Craftsman July y* 2d

,

1738",
" Letterfrom a Member of Pmt

", "Dissertation on Parties", "Craftsman
Nov. 4 1738", "Daily Post", and "Occa nal Writer". For explanations of

these inscriptions, see below. Behind the picture Time is breaking a chain, and

in front Britannia is holding forth an olive branch. Beneath the design is en-

graved, "To all True Lovers of Liberty; Merchants, Landholders, Freeholders,
and other Electors to parliament, to Returning Officers, & to all Clear-Sighted
Honest Men

;
this piece is Humbly Inscribed by their Most Obedient Servant

Dry Bob."

The picture exhibited by D'Anvers represents Sir R. Walpole holding a large

key, and seated beneath a gallows, with "Fortune" pulling him on one side
;
on the

other side he is by means of "
Bribery

"
weighing down "Magna Charta" in the

balance, which is held by "Justice", whose sword Discord is attempting to seize.
" Truth" stands in the background. From the gallows, over the head of Walpole,

dangles an earl's coronet. England is prostrate beneath a load of " Taxes". The

"3 Virtues" are attacked. A group of "Artists Starving" is behind the last.

A courtier says
" Welcome" to a band of singers, one of whom holds a flag, in-

scribed, "We foreigners are Encouraged".
" Tr de Sink g" appears by means

of a man who is drowning. Mercury, laden with purses, is flying from Madrid,
with a letter inscribed

" To the Tt sury London". London is threatened by
a comet and an eclipse. A lord of the Admiralty holds a ship of war by a line

so as to prevent her from sailing ;
thus referring to the alleged reluctance of

Walpole's government to enter on a war with Spain, against which country grave
and bitter complaints were, at this period, frequently made

; see
" In Place",

(No. 1.), No. 2350.

Pulteney was the chief promoter and patron of " The Craftsman", the political

object of which was to oppose Sir R. Walpole's administration.
" Common Sense on Kicking", refers to an essay on the subject, a covert

satire on the violent habits of George the Second
;

l " Common Sense, or, The

Englishman's Journal", for June 11, 1737> No- *9> contains a paper called
" An Essay on Kicking", which is that here referred to.

" Common Sense",

&c., dealt with this subject in its issue for Sept. 13, 1738, No. 33 ; the first-

named "essay" is quoted at length in "The Gentleman's Magazine", June,

JVSY) P- S^l; the following extracts will show its character; "Hitherto,
these Kickings have been only the Support of the Comick Scene

;
I wish some

Poet would venture to write a Kicking in a Tragedy. I am persuaded, if an

Author was to introduce a King Kicking a first Minister, it must contribute

very much to the Success of the Play." "As no Man can account how Fashions

rise and fall, who knows but the Practice of Kicking may become a Fashion in

this Kingdom ? One of the greatest Wits of our Nation has placed the Seat of

Honour in a certain Part of the Body y* I don't well know how to describe.

If it should become a Fashion, you would see a Fellow at Court, who had just
receiv'd a most gracious Kick on that Part, return as proud as a Citizen from

being Knighted, and why may not y
e Honour of Knighthood be conferr'd this

Way, as well as by the Sword? And indeed, why might not all Titles be
conferr'd this Way ?

" "I believe some Examples may be brought where it

has been made use of with Success ; Men, I say, have been kick'd as well as

brib'd into Measures against their Country, and therefore it is not at all

improbable but it may, some Time or other, become a Method of carrying on
State Affairs. If we should live to see that Day, young Princes, instead of

Riding, Fencing, and Dancing would have proper Masters provided to instruct

them in Kicking; and as he that undertook to eat a Sword began by eating a

1 See " JSneas in a Storm", No. 2326, and " The Festival of the Golden

Rump", No. 2327.
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Dagger, so a young Adept should begin by kicking his Hat, before he was put
to kick a Man. As to the young Nobility and Gentry, instead of wasting their

Youth in studying to understand Horace and Virgil, they might be instructed

to take a Kicking with a good Grace
; by which means you would see a polite

Nobility, a valiant Gentry, a most pious dignified Clergy, and a Court that

would be a Constellation of the most illustrious Personages of the Kingdom.
The Ceremonial of kicking a Man into a Title, or a great Employment, might be

settled by the Judges of the Courts of Honour, if I might be worthy of

advising in Matters of so bright a Nature. I should think it would be too

great a Fatigue for the Prince himself to kick the whole Court, especially in

Countries where the Court is numerous
;
I should therefore be of Opinion, that

nobody should have the Honour of being kick'd by the Sovereign, except the

first Minister, the principal Secretaries of State, the President of his Councils,
and some few others of the great Officers of the Crown

;
but these might kick

those next in Employment under them
;
who might kick the next to them ; and

so it might gradually descend, that there should not be a Man in Employment
but what might be kick'd. It is not yet become a Custom in any Court of

Europe, the more is the pity, for I think it would be a truly Royal Exercise for

a Prince to divert himself with kicking two or three of his Ministers every

Morning, it would contribute to the preservation of his Health, as well as to the

mending the Manners of his Court." " I may say, without Vanity, that we 'are

not such Barbarians but there may be found amongst us some great Men, who
can pocket up a Kick or a Cuff with as good an Air as they cou'd a Bribe

;
and

as to those splendid Exagitations of l

Choler, which are apt to break out into

Rogue and Rascal, I am credibly inform'd some stately Persons are so used to

them, they receive them with the same Countenance, as, Sir, I kiss your
Hands ;

this shows that we are well disposed for a Reformation of Manners
; yet

I fear it will not grow into a general Imitation, unless the Court should set the

Example, which I am afraid will not happen ;
but if we should live to see that

Day, the Place-men must of Course fall into it ; and I think it pleasant enough
when a great Employment became vacant, to see a Parcel of impudent Fellows

in Lace and Embroidery, pressing to be kick'd. If the common People, who are

not fond of new Fashions at their first Rise, should discover any Dislike of

coming into it, why might not the Standing Army be employ'd to kick the whole

Nation." " The Daily Gazetteer", No. 641, July 13, 1737, p. 361, contains
" An Appendix

"
to the above-cited "

Essay on Kicking." See " The Gentle-

man's Magazine", 1737> P- 434-
That day being a Sunday, there was no " Craftsman

"
for July 2, 1 738 ;

the

reference is probably an error, perhaps intentional, and indicates " The Country
Journal; or, The Craftsman", for July 2, 1737> No. 574, which contains an

article satirizing the supervisorship and censoring of plays, i. e. the Bill for

Licensing the Stage, and professing to be written by
"
C. C. P. L." (Colley Gibber,

Poet Laureate); see "The Festival of the Golden Rump", No. 2327; and
" In Place

"
(No. 1.), No. 2350. A manuscript note on " The Country Journal ",

&c. No. 576, Sat. July 16, 1737, in Brit. Mus. Library, states that the number
of that journal for July 9, 1737, was "

suppress'd." The printer, H. Haines,
was fined 200, and imprisoned for two years, see below. Copies are, never-

theless, in the Brit. Mus. Library ;

2 see likewise " Memoirs of the Reign of

George the Second", 1848, by Lord Hervey, ii. p. 341.
" Letter from a Member of Parliament", is advertised in

" The Country

1

Royal.
2 " The Country Journal ; or, The Craftsman", &c. for July 2, 1 737, as above

cited, reflected, to the great wrath of the opposed party, on royal pretensions,
under the guise of a criticism on "

King John", by Shakespeare. See the same

journal, No. 579, Aug. 13, 1737.
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Journal", &c. No. 573, Sat. June 25, 1737, p. 2, col. 3, as follows: " This

Day is published (price Is.), A LETTER from a Member of PARLIAMENT to his

Friend in the Country, upon the Motion to address his Majesty to settle

lOO,OOO per Ann. on his Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, &c. In which

the antient and modern state of the Civil List, and the Allowance to the Heir

apparent, or presumptive, of the Crown, are particularly consider'd."
" The Country Journal; or, The Craftsman", Nov. 4, 1738, contains a letter

signed
" Charles Freeport", complaining of the depressed state of the foreign

commerce of this country, due, the writer alleged, to the measures of the

ministry.
" The Occasional Writer

"
was the title of a political periodical, of which

" Numb. IV.", published in Sept. 1 738, contained " A Conversation on the

present Crisis of Publick Affairs", which attracted great attention.

As to the imprisonment of Mr. Henry Haines, see "
TREACHERY, BASENESS

and CRUELTY Display'd to the FULL
;

in the Hardships and Sufferings of Mr.
HENRY HAINES, Late PRINTER of The COUNTRY JOURNAL, or, CRAFTSMAN

;

Who now is, and for above Two Years has been, in close Imprisonment in the

KING'S BENCH, for a Fine of Two hundred Pounds, at the Suit of the Crown
for Printing and Publishing the CRAFTSMAN of July 2, 1737." !74O
(E. 2031/6.)

" The Daily Post
" had taken part against Walpole.

" A Dissertation upon Parties
;
in several Letters to Caleb D'Anvers, Esq. ;

Dedicated to Sir Robert Walpole ", ascribed to Bolingbroke, was first published
in 1 735, and so acceptable that a fifth edition appeared in 1 739 ; the second

edition is E. 2O26 / 6. See " The Frontispiece to ' A Dissertation upon
Parties'", &c. No. 2150.

9i X lOizn.

2337-
FARINELLI.

[1737]

AN engraving comprising a landscape, in which Farinelli,
1

reclining upon a cushion,

rests his elbow on the side of a cornucopia, whence are pouring money, watches,

snuff-boxes, letters, &c., in allusion to the great sums which were paid, and

presents which were given to this singer, satirized as the " father of screeches."

1 Farinelli was in Spain for a considerable period.
" It is well known that

the celebrated Farinelli enjoyed under his reign (that of Ferdinand VI.), as he

had previously done under that of Philip V., an almost unbounded ascendant over

both the King and the Queen. Such was Farinelli's prodigious influence that he

may be said to have shared the political power with Ensenada, the first minister

of Ferdinand." " Historical Memoirs of my own Time ", by Sir N. W. Wraxall,

London, 1815, vol. i. p. 72.

The following reference to Farinelli occurs in " Seasonable Reproof", 1735,

(840. m. 1/39-):

"
Sleep, Britain, in thy State of Reprobation,

Thou mere Milch-cow to ev'ry foreign nation.

Heaps upon Heaps thy Fair expire, alas !

Slain by the jawbone of a warbling Ass :

Whilst shoals of Locusts, spawn'd in Rome or France,
Gelt for a Song, or shriveled for a Dance,
O'er thy dup'd Sons usurp supreme command,
And carry off the Fat of half the Land."

III. R
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A pig's bead appears beneath his legs, a peacock spreads its tail behind his head

as a species of nimbus, and near him is an ass, braying ; these may, perhaps,

allude to the peculiarities of his voice. A female, who sits beside him, holds, with

one hand, a part of his person, and with the thumb and fore-finger of the other,

indicates the smallness of its dimensions. Farinelli holds a tablet, bearing, in

three lines, the words " La Colpa mia none." A cat is playing with what has

been cut away from the singer's person by the knife and scissors, which are beside

her. A female singer, with her back towards us, appears in the background.
For Farinelli, see "The Taste", No. 1846; "A Plagiary on Hogarth's

design", &c., "Plate II.", No. 2184; "A Rake's Progress, Plate II.," No.

21 73 ;

"
Joseph Yarrow ", No. 2354;

" The Opera House", &c., No. 2148 ;
"A

Satire on Cuzzoni, Farinelli, and Heidegger", No. 2O22 ; "Harmony", No.

2258; "The Author's Benefit", &c., No. 2271. For contemporary notices of

Farinelli, see " The Grub-street Journal", Numb. 285, p. 3, col. 2, June 12,

*735; Numb. 286, p. 3, col. 1; Numb. 289, p. 2, col. 1; "The Political

State of Great Britain", Oct. 1737, p. 389; "The Rake's Progress", London,

1735, pp. 15 6, a copy of which is in the Print Room.

There is a second state of this plate, on which the inscription appears in one

line, and between two lines of music.

io X 8j-m.

2338.
SCHOLARS AT A LECTURE. (No. i.)

[By Hogarth.]

Published by W Hogarth March 3*. 1736 Price 6 pence. [!737]

THIS etching represents a group, arranged pyramidically, of heads and half-length

figures of scholars at Oxford, most of whom wear square-topped caps, others

have round cloth caps, two wear felt hats. In front, at the foot of the plate, is a

man in profile to our left holding an open book, on a page of which is
" Datur

Vacuum", with writing which is illegible. He appears to be reading aloud to

his companions who are listening, or pretending to listen, with differing expres-
sions on their countenances

;
most of the men appear to be stupid or idle. The

reader is known to represent Mr. Fisher, of Jesus College, Oxford, Registrar of

the University, who consented to be drawn by Hogarth.
The man at the top of the design has a fat, round face and seems half

asleep, his mouth being open he shows his tongue, his eyes are half closed
;

the

next row consists of four heads, comprising those of two youths in flat round caps,

who are diversely listening to the lecturer, the one with his mouth open, the

other having his eyes fixed on the reader
;
his neighbour, a young man, has a very

stupid face, a protruding mouth, he squints a little
;
the next man is older, his

face is in full towards us, he seems to be pretending to listen, but really tc

have directed his thoughts apart from the situation. The third line consists oJ

six persons, including a young man with lank dark hair hanging from tinder hi?

trencher cap, he has a very low forehead, wide cheek bones, a prominent end tt

his nose, and a wide mouth, which is set a little on one side
;
the next man, whc

is young and seen in profile, has curling, bushy hair extending beyond hit

college cap, an angular profile, an under-hung jaw, vague- looking, unfixed eyes
and appears quite incapable of attention. Next to this simpleton is a pro-
file of an older man, in a lawyer's wig and with a thoughtful expression. Th(

following man is in full face, and wears a doctor's wig, a college cap and bands

he has a stupid look, a heavy jowl, parted and thick lips. After him i:

an old man seen in profile to our left, with a large beak-like nose, a little, pointe<
chin and sunk mouth. In the next row, beginning, as before, on our left, is the

head of a man past middle age in a round black hat, a wig and bands, he retain:

only the two front teeth of his upper jaw, as the dropping of his lower jav
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enables us to see, his mouth is open and his eyes are rounded widely, he seems
to be thinking of something remote from the scene before him, if he is capable
of thinking at all. A young man in a college cap, in profile to our right, and
who looks slightly downwards with his eyes on the lecturer, is next to the elderly

man, this youth has an expression of considerable intelligence, but he seems to

have small mental ability, his mouth is very small, his lower jaw being under-

hung, imparts an aspect of great weakness to his face. A full-faced fellow of

about thirty years of age is next to the last-named individual
;
he listens with

his eyes, ears, and lips to the lecturer, but with an ox-like expression on his

face as if it were impossible for him to understand what is said
;
he thrusts his

chin forwards, this attitude being evidently habitual, and he looks at the reader

with his upper eyelids raised entirely above the pupils of his eyes, he has a long

nose, which is turned up at the base so as to show his nostrils, a protruding

mouth, thick lips that can hardly be made to touch in all their length, he carries

his tongue, which is very thick, between his teeth and shows it, he has a very
shallow jaw and short chin. Next to him is a much older man, in a round black

felt hat, with hair in wisps below it, he habitually lifts his eyebrows to arches,

and, at the same time, screws his eyelids together, his nose has a very low narrow

bridge, its point drops and turns slightly to our left
;
he purses his lips and

turns their corners downwards, he does not look at the lecturer but gazes straight-
forward. In the lowest line of figures in this design, the man on our left puts
his forefinger to his forehead as if he had a headache, he wears a college cap,

and has a short face and round features, with a little nose. His next neighbour,
in a college cap, has a curious birdlike way of turning the top of his head towards

the object of his attention, which in this case is the lecturer
; he has puffed

features, little pig's eyes, a short, thick nose, a very long upper lip, both his lips

are thick and pendulous ; he wears a college gown and bands. His neighbour
has a habit of lifting his eyebrows without arching them, he looks at vacancy with

a pair of small, dark eyes ;
and has an unusually Ion* nose, the base of which is

flat on the face, a short upper lip on which he closes its fellow which projects, and

he wears a large and rather long wig ;
the flat top of his cap hangs over his

forehead. In the pew in which the lecturer stands is another man of rather more

than middle age and dressed in a college cap, who is rubbing his eyes and yawn-

ing, while he looks over his neighbour's shoulder at the page from which he reads.

This is one of four etchings named in the advertisement quoted with " The

Laughing Audience", No. 1949, p. 828.

There are two states of this plate, 1
,
in which " Dafrir Vacuum 1 ''

is omitted

(Hogarth sometimes added these words in ink), with the publication line as

follows :

" Published by W Hogarth January 2o'
A

, 173f- Price six pence". The
second state is described above.

This plate in the second state was used again for " The Works of William

Hogarth from the original Plates restored by James Heath, Esq. R.A.", Lon-

don, no date (1751. d.)

The original copper plate of this etching was in the possession of Alderman

Boydell.

6f X 8 in.

2339. SCHOLARS AT A LECTURE. (No. 2.)

THE PUBLIC LECTURE.

[After Hogarth.]
Dent Sculp [l?37]

THIS engraving is a copy from the etching which is described as (No. 1 .), with
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the same title and date, No. 2338. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth

Moralized", (by the Rev. J. Trusler) ; London, 1768, on p. 164.

It was used again, for "
Hogarth Illustrated ", by John Ireland

; London,

1791 ;
vol ii. (7854. ff.) facing p. 512.

2|. x 2|-
in. Brit. Mus. Library (Grenville), 2585.

2340. SCHOLARS AT A LECTURE. (No. 3.)

50 W. Hogarth inv. 1736. J?(iepenhausen)./ [1737]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from the etching which is described as (No.

1.), with the same title and date, No. 2338. It was prepared to illustrate G. C.

Lichtenberg's, "Erklarung der Hogarthischen", &c. Gottingen, 1794 1816,
in which volume it is No. 50.

It may be distinguished from other copies by the absence of a marginal line

about the engraved portion of the plate, and by the presence of the number
"
50

"
in the upper corner, on our right.

6|- X 8 in. Brit. Mus. Library, 788, g. 11.

2341. SCHOLARS AT A LECTURE. (No. 4.)

THE LECTURE.

[Designed by W. Hogarth] Engraved by T. Cook.

London Published by G fy J. Robinson Paternoster Row October \
st

. 1801.

[1737]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. 1.), No. 2338.
It is comprised in

"
Hogarth Restored. The Whole Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth" ;
&c. " Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook ;" London, 1806.

It is engraved on the same copper plate, and printed on the same piece of

paper with " A Consultation of Physicians
"

(No. 4.), by the same engraver
and publishers, No. 2303.

6f x 8 in.

2342. SCHOLARS AT A LECTURE. (No. 5.)

THE LECTURE.

Hogarth pinx*. T. Cook sculp
1
. Published by Longman, Hurst, Rees, Sf

Orme, March 1
st

. 1808. [1737]

THIS engraving is a copy from the etching which is described as (No. 1 .), with

the same title and date, No. 2338. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Genuine

Works of William Hogarth", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens
; London, 1810,

vol. ii., where an impression faces p. 1 45.

With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer", this plate was used again fo:

"The Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1821

vol. ii. (1751. b.)

4|r X ST-

2343. SCHOLARS AT A LECTURE. (No. 6.)

PUBLIC LECTURE.

PI. XXXV. Hogarth del' T. Clerk sculp
1 London Published as the Ac

directs by Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row D737
THIS engraving is a copy from the etching which is described as (No. 1.), wit]
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the same title and date, No. 2338. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works

of William Hogarth", by Thomas Clerk; London, 1810, vol. i., where an im-

pression faces p. 133.
With the second title placed below the design, the engraver's name taken

out, this plate was used again, for " The Works of William Hogarth", London,
1837, vol. i., where an impression faces p. 128.

3f- X 4 in. Brit. Mus. Library, 1402, k. 24.

2344. SCHOLARS AT A LECTURE. (No. 7.)

THE PUBLIC LECTURE.

W. Hogarth inv*. G. Cruickshank sculp Published by John Major, 5O>
Fleet Street, June 30, 1831. [^S?]

THIS etching is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same

title and date, No. 2338. It was prepared to illustrate "Hogarth Moralized",

by the Rev. Dr. Trusler; London, 1831 ; an impression faces p. 170.
This copy is much smaller than the original, it was etched on the same plate

with No. 1975.
2 x 2f in.

2345. SCHOLARS. AT A LECTURE. (No. 8.)

THE LECTURE.

A Fac Simile of Hogarth's own Engraving.

Designed by TP1
. Hogarth. Jones Sf C. Temple of the Muses, Finsbury

Square, London. [*737]

THIS engraving is a copy from the etching which is described as (No. 1 .), with

the same title and date, No. 2338. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works

of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. John Trusler
; London, 1 833 ;

an impression
faces p. 51.
With the publication line removed, this plate was used for " The Complete

Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. J. Trusler and E. F. Roberts;
London, no date (7855. i.) ;

an impression faces p. 178.
6 X 7f in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 27.

2346.

Et Nugis addere Pondus. Hor.

G. Gubernator Inv. Ham. Princeps Scul. D737?]
A DRAWING in sepia and Indian ink, representing a handsome room hung with

pictures ;
an artist and his man are carrying, on a hand-barrow, several volumes

and portfolios of the works of " IVLIO BO.", "AN. CARACCJ FER" "POLWOR
CARIVAG". "N. POVS." and "RAPHAEL VAT." On a piece of tapestry,
which covers the hand-barrow, is represented the fight for the body of Pa-

troclus. The artist is turning his head towards a picture of Adam and Eve

expelled from Paradise. This appears to allude to the expulsion of Frederick,
Prince of Wales, from the Court of George II. By the names of the artists em-

ployed in this imitation of a print are indicated George II.,
"
Georgius Guber-

nator", ajid the Prince of Wales, who resided at Ham. In consequence of the

Prince of Wales having, without the King's knowledge, removed his Princess

from Hampton Court, in order that her accouchement might take place at St.
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James's, tbe King sent him a message that it was his pleasure that be should

leave St. James's with all his family, whenever this could be done without

prejudice or inconvenience to the princess ; Sept. 14, 1737-
The history of this affair may be read in

" Memoirs of the Reign of George
the Second", 1848, by Lord Hervey, vol. ii. chap, xxxiii. It appears that the

King and Queen suspected the Prince of Wales was about to foist on his family a

spurious child, and they had, to baffle this supposed intention, ordered that the

expected lying-in of the Princess should take place at Hampton Court, where

they then resided, so that the Queen might have an opportunity for satisfying

herself of the facts of the case ;
the Prince, designing to baffle this plan, suddenly

carried his wife to London, where she was, not without danger, delivered of a

daughter, afterwards the Duchess of Brunswick, who died March, 1813.
10i X 6f in.

2347-

THE LYON in LOVE. OR THE POLITICAL FARMER. *An

JEsopian Tale, Applicable to the present Times.

27 of Octr : 1738 Published According to a Late Act. Price 6 p
[Oct. 27, 1738]

AN engraving, with verses engraved below the design, showing that Sir R. Wai-

pole, influenced by the Devil, pats the British Lion on the head, and a Spaniard
is cutting off his talons, while Spain, as a young lady, stands before him, and ex-

poses her bosom. A Spaniard, probably Don Thomas Geraldino, Spanish

Plenipotentiary in London, hands to Cardinal Fleury a letter saying "All Safe".
In the distance is a British ship ;

on the shore a Spaniard is beating a lion.

Above is an angel waving a flag inscribed "Britons Strike Home". Below, are

engraved these verses :

" A Lyon, once to Love inclin'd,

Thus to a Farmer broak his Mind :

Your Daughter, Sir ! then fetch'd a Sigh,
Give me Your Daughter, or I die.

Hob stood aghast ! Then made a Pause. ~\

But weighing well his Length of Claws, >

And the huge Fangs between his Jaws, J
Consented to his mad Petition

;

But notwithstanding on Condition.

Poll, Sir, you know, is young & tender :

Those Grinders may perhaps offend her :

Let them be Drawn, & Pare your Nails,

The Bargain's Struck Hang him y' fails.

O'erjoy'd the Amourous Fool complies, ~\

And, like a winning Coxcomb cries,

Polly's the Only Thing I prize. J

The Job perform'd, & all Things safe,

Hob, & all round him grin, & laugh :

Fearless, grow monstrously uncivil,

And Send him packing to the D 1."

THE APPLICATION.

" Call Home Your Fleet cries Artful SPAIN,
And BRITAIN shall no more complain.
But should we be such Fools What then ?

We should be Slaves
;

be drubb'd again."
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Real--Admiral Haddock had been sent with a strong squadron to the Medi-

terranean, in order to give weight to the remonstrances of the British minister at

Madrid against the conduct of the Spaniards. The Spaniards were uneasy at this

sho\v of vigour, and strongly urged the recall of the squadron.

Walpole holds a sheathed sword in his hand, padlocked to his wrist. At his

feet is a coronet.

"Polly" was, no doubt, the commercial privileges which Walpole was alleged
to be willing to retain, at all costs, with Spain. On the history of the matters

here referred to, see " The History of England, from the Revolution to the

Death of George the Second", by T. Smollett; 1807 (9505, dd.), Book II.

Chap, vi., v. vi. &c.
;
W. Coxe's " Memoirs of the Life and Administration of

Sir R. Walpole", 1798, Chap. 53 (196. f. 6.); and, in this Catalogue,
" The

British Hercules", No. 2332 ;

" The Races of the Europeans ", &c., No. 2335 ;

" The European Race, Heat Ist

", (No. 1.), No. 2333; the same "
(No. 2.)",

No. 2334; "The Present State of a Certain Great Kingdom ", No. 2336 ;
"In

Place" (No. l.), No. 2350; "The European Race, Heat IId ", No. 2356;

"Slavery", No. 2355; "The Frontispiece to 'The Negociators'", No. 2356;
" The Frontispiece to

' The Voice of Liberty'", No. 2353 ;

" The School of

Politicks", No. 2352 ;
"The European Race, Heat IIId ", 1739;

" The Naked
Truth ", No. 241 7 ;

" Hocus Pocus ", No. 2419 ;

" Fee Fau Fum ", 1 739 ;

" The
States in a Lethargy ", No. 2416; "Admiral Vernon", No. 2421 ;

" The Gallic

Cock", 1739; "A Skit on Britain", No. 2423;
" The Evil Genius of Eng-

land ", No. 241 8
;

" The English Lion let loose", No. 2424 ;

"
European Race

for A Distance", 1740; "A Political Race", Jan. 1740; "The European
State Jockies", March, 1 740 ;

" Frost and Ice Fair", Jan. 1 740 ;

" The Stature

of a Great Man", &c., 1740;
" The Champion

"
(No. l.), July, 1740; "The

Champion" (No. 2.), July, 1740; The Cardinal in the Dumps", July, 1740;
" The Political Kalendar", Jan. 1740.

7| X 5|- *.

2348.

SOLOMON in his Glory. (&EORGE II.)

Published According to Act of Parliament Dec: 19 1738 [Dec. 19, 1738]

THIS engraving shows the interior of a room where a King (George II.) is seated

in a chair, and dallying with a lady (Madame Walmoden) ; while the sceptre is

falling from his hand. On a side table are wine-glasses, a bottle, sausages in a

plate, and a sheet of paper which is inscribed " The Slack Goat". On the ground
lie the King's gloves, hat, and some papers bearing "A Whimwam new come over"

and " Cabinet of Love". A pug dog plays with a mourning hatband. Against the

wall hangs a portrait of Queen Caroline, and a suit of mourning for that lady, who
died Dec. 1, 1737.

Below the design is engraved
" Come let us take our Fill of love untill the

Morning let us Solace ourselves with Love ;
For the Good Man is not at Home,

He is gone a Long Journey, He hath taken A Bag of Money with him & will

come home at the Day Appointed. Proverbs, 71819 2O."

Madame Walmoden was " a young married woman of the first fashion at

Hanover," when George II. met her in the year 1735? during his visit to that

country. There is not perhaps in all history any thing more remarkable than the

confidences made to the Queen on this occasion by the King.
" It is certain,

"too, that, from the very beginning of this new engagement, the King acquainted
the Queen by letter of every step he took in it of the growth of his passion, the

progress of his applications, and their success of every word as well as every
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action that passed so minute a description of her person, that had the Queen been

a painter she might have drawn her rival's "picture at six hundred miles distance.

He added, too, the account of his buying her, and what he gave her."
" Memoirs

of the Reign of George the Second ", by Lord Hervey ; 1848, vol. i. pp. 499, 5OO.
In dalliance with this lady the King delayed his return to England six weeks

beyond the time appointed, and in the following year the Queen was subjected to

the mortification of a similar delay in his return.
"
Royal Folly ; or, the Danger of being tempted by Harlots. A Sermon

Preached at Oxford
;
Before a Friendly Society at their Annual Meeting. From

Prov. vii. 19, 2O, 21. The good man is not at home ; he is gone a long journey,"
&c. " London : Printed for Thomas Robins in Fleet street, and Sold at the

Royal Exchange, St. James's, Bond-Street, and Charing- Cross, MDCCXL." 1

(4474. aa.) This is evidently addressed with regard to the conduct of George
II. and Madame Walmoden, created Countess of Yarmouth in 1 740 ;

see pp.
1 0, 1 1 .

" 'Tis an old Remark that Regis ad Exemplum totus componitur Orbis ",

&c. ; the sin of adultry is condemned, and the conduct of David and Solomon,
with the wife of Uriah the Hittite and Abishag censured, especially the lapses of

the latter king in his age, and with "
many strange Women (together with the

Daughter of Pharoah, Women of the Moabites, Edomites, Ammonites, Zidonians,
and Hittites" p. 24.

" He cannot say he Will come Home at the Time

appointed, for she spoileth his Inheritance, and shortneth his Days in the Land,"

p. 25.
"
Royal Lust" was the title of another sermon published at this period,

see " The Country Journal ; or, The Craftsman", Aug. 23, 1740, p. 2, col. 3.

As to Madame Walmoden, see, in this Catalogue,
" The Scotch Patriot", Ap.

30, 1740;
" The Champion", &c. (No. l.), July, 1740 ;

" The Champion ", &c.

(No. 2.), July, 1 740 ;

" The C t Shittle-cock ", Ap. 30, 1 740.
As to George II.'s amorous proclivities, see

" Miss in the Actual

Dress", &c., May 8, 1749.

7 X 8f in.

2349-
Recitator Acerbus.

[1738]

AN engraving, representing an extremely ugly person, in profile, walking to our

right, and reading a scroll. In the landscape background, a winged ass, like

Pegasus, is flying away, acting contumeliously towards the man, and kicking over

a barrel of beer, probably supposed to be the "
spring

"
of his inspiration. A

MS. note states that this is a portrait of " Mr. Bryan, of Bury. Kent, pinxit."
See " The Lampoon ", 1 740.

7 X 10| in.

2350.
IN PLACE. (No. I.)

A Satire on Sir Robert Walpole and his Administration.

Published 8f Inv'. by A Friend to y' Court According to y
e Late Act 1 738.

Price 6 Pence. [1738]

AN engraving, showing the interior of a room, where Sir R. Walpole is

seated at a table with papers before him, which are severally marked,
" Memo-

rials", "Schem(e) for a New Bridge", "Madrid", "Paris". He is turning
away from and rejecting the complaints of Captain Jenkins, who, holding his*

1 Advertised in " The Daily Post", July 1, 1740, p. 2, col. 2.
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severed ear in his hand, presents it to the minister, while a black boy is removing
his wig to show from whence it had been cut. A Frenchman, having a paper,
on which is the word "

Mediator", peeping from his pocket, and with a letter

in his hand, which is addressed "A Son Alt Lib. Fleury", presents a box of

jewels to a lady who is seated at the table opposite Walpole. In front is a person

setting fire to
" The Country Journal",

" OR THE CfiAFTSM(&n), July y' 2 1737
LONDON." On one side, a courtier is pushing out of the room a merchant holding
a memorial upon

"
Spanish Depredations", on the other side of the room, a pet

dog is tearing
" Merchants Complaint". In another room is a person holding a

gridiron, on v.-/ijh a man is pouring (<)" 1O,OOO", or coins which pass through
the bars into a bag, which is held by a third, and marked "

Sinking Fund". In

the distance, seen through the open doorway, is a view of the sea with an English

ship defeated by a Spanish one.

Beneath the design the following lines are engraved :

" The Great man easy sits in Borrow'd State,

Tho' millions Suffer by the Yoke of Fate.

Values not Widows Cries or Orphans Tears,
Nor Depredations or the loss of Ears.

The Injur'd Merchant calmly brings his Case,

And craves Redress from him who is in Place.

But to compleat his loss Sustain'd /before

Is by a Locust Tool push'd out of Ji' Door.

While Monsieur makes a candid implication

And hopes they will accept his Mediation.

But Britons boldly shew Imperious Spain,

What tis to rouze the Masters of the Main."

The following general history of the causes of war with Spain at this time is

given by Smollett,
" The History ofEngland, from the Revolution to the Death of

George the Second ", 1 807 (955> dd.), Book II., chapter vi., v. vi. xiv.
"
During

the discussions with Spain in reference to the depredations which were the subjects
of so many complaints by the English merchants, and invectives from the political

opponents of Walpole, France professed a desire to mediate, and, ultimately, in

September, 1739, sent an ambassador to London with that avowed desire, the

sincerity of which few believed.
"
Captain Jenkins was master of a Scottish merchant ship which was boarded

by a Spanish captain, who plundered the vessel, tore off one of Jenkins's ears, bade

him carry it to his King, and say the Spaniards would serve his Majesty in the

same manner should an opportunity occur. Jenkins was afterwards examined at

the bar of the House of Commons, and his ear was produced.
" Ever since the treaty of Seville, the Spaniards in America had almost inces-

santly insulted and distressed the commerce of Great-Britain. They disputed the

right of English traders to cut logwood in the Bay of Campeachy, and gather salt

on the island of Tortugas. The Captains of their armed vessels, known by the

name of guarda-costas, had made a practice of boarding and plundering British

ships, on pretence of searching for contraband commodities, on which occasions

they had behaved with the utmost insolence, cruelty, and rapine. Some of their

ships of war had actually attacked a fleet of English merchant ships at the island

of Tortugas, as if they had been at open enmity with England. They had seized

and detained a great number of British vessels, imprisoned their crews, and confis-

cated their cargoes in violation of treaties, in defiance of common justice and

humanity. Repeated memorials were presented to the court of Spain," &c.

"The merchants of England loudly complained of these outrages; the nation

was fired with resentment, and cried for vengeance ;
but the minister appeared cold,

phlegmatick, and timorous."
" The History of England", &c., as above stated.

The inscriptions on this print may be illustrated as follows :
" Scheme for
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a New Bridge
"

refers to the first bridge built at Westminster, the first pile for

which was driven, Sept. 13, 1737. It was intended to raise money for

this work by means of a lottery,
1 to further which plan an Act of Parliament

was passed in 1 736 and commissioners were appointed to manage the lottery ;

this scheme did not answer to the extent which was desired, and involved many
of those who had promoted it in popular disfavour. The Act was one of those

which were ejected in Westminster Hall by the explosion of gunpowder and

fireworks from a large parcel of brown paper, on the last day of term, July 1 4,

1736;
2 the other Acts were the "Gin Act", "Mortmain Act", "Smugglers'

Act ", and
" Act for borrowing 6OO,OOO. on the Sinking Fund" ;

see " Common

Sense, or, The Englishman's Journal ", June 25, 1 737 ;

" The Daily Post
"

;

" The
London Evening Post", and " The Daily Advertiser

"
of this period. The lottery

ended Dec. 19, 1737- For the subject see "The Political State of Great

Britain", Jan. 1737 (292, i. 1.), p. 23. The explosion was discovered to have

been contrived by Mr. Nixon, a nonjuring clergyman, who was found guilty

of the libel, as it was deemed to be, and condemned by Lord Hardwicke to

pay 2OO marks, to be imprisoned for five years, and be brought before the

Courts of Law at Westminster with a parchment on his forehead, declaring his

offence. On the lottery, see "The Political State of Great Britain", Sept.

1737 (292, i. 2.), p. 249, an essay called
" Naked Truth", &c. ; see likewise, in

the same work and under the same date, p. 261.
" Madrid ", and " Paris ", refer to the correspondence which Walpole was

alleged to maintain in those capitals, and the favour he was declared to show

towards France and Spain.
The lady who is receiving jewels from the Frenchman may refer to the

King's mistress, Madame Walmoden, or to Sir R. Walpole's second wife, his con-

stant counsellor, born Skerret.

"The Craftsman, July 2, 1737, London", refers to a famous paper which

was published in " The Country Journal; or, The Craftsman", for that date,

gee Brit. Mus. Library (Newspapers, 1737? Vol. I.), which was suppressed, and

the cause of a prosecution against Henry Haines, the printer of the journal ;
see

" The Present State of a Certain Great Kingdom", No. 2336, for further par-
ticulars of this subject.

Lord Hervey's remarks on this matter are in " Memoirs of the Reign of

George the Second", 1848, ii. pp. 484-5, see likewise "Letter on a Regicide
Peace ". This matter was one of the most powerful causes of the overthrow

of Sir R. Walpole's administration
;

it produced war with Spain.
The following advertisement, referring to this print, is in " The Country

Journal; or, The Craftsman ", June 24, 1738, No. 624, p. 3, col. 1 : "This day
is published, (Price 6d.) Curiously engraved on a large Copper Plate, ENTITULED
in P.LACE. Wherein are represented several great Personages at some Euro-

pean Courts, particularly the English. To which is added, A poetical Key,

by a Friend to Mr. Pope Sold by the Printsellers, where may be had two
Views of the first and last Days of Term, representing the several Courts in

Westminster Hall, &c."

In "The Daily Post", Saturday, Feb. 1O, 1739, p. 1, col. 2, is the follow-

ing :

" On Thursday Night was a very numerous and splendid Appearance of

Nobility and Gentry at the Masquerade in the Hay-Market, where, among the

many whimsical and humourous Characters which were seen there, the most

remarkable, and which seem'd the most to engage the Attention of the Company,
was a Spaniard very richly dress'd, who call'd himself a Knight of the Ear; a

1 See "The State Lottery", 1739; "The Lottery", Jan. 1740; likewise
" Common Sense, or, The Englishman's Journal", June 25, 1737.

2 See details of the lottery in
" The Grub-street Journal ", Numb. 385,

May 12, 1737, p. 2, col. 2.
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Badge of which Order he wore on his Breast something in the form of a Star, whose
Points seem'd ting'd with Blood, on which was an Ear very curiously painted,

and, round it, written in Capital Letters, as the Motto of his Order, the Word
JENKINS, and across his Shoulder hung, instead of a Riband, a large Halter,
which he held up, from Time to Time, to several Persons disguised like English

Sailors, who seein'd to pay him great Reverence
; and, falling on their Knees

before him, with many Tokens of Fear and Submission, suffer'd him very

tamely to rummage their Pockets, which when he had done he very insolently
dismiss'd them with Strokes of his Halter : But what served to make the Jest

more compleat, was, that several of the Sailors had a bloody Ear hanging down
from their Heads, and on their Hats these Words, Ear for Ear ; while on the

Hats of others of them was written, No Search or no Trade ; with more short

and witty Sentences, all alluding to the same Matter."

On the general subject of the war with Spain see the references which are

given with " The Lyon in Love", No. 2347.
The Captain Jenkins, mentioned above and elsewhere, greatly distinguished

himself by gallantly defending his ship, the "
Harrington ", and three English

vessels which were under his convoy, against the attacks of Angria the Pirate,

with whom he maintained an obstinate fight off Goa for nineteen hours,

during which period he killed one hundred and fifty of the assailants.

For "
Spanish Depredations

"
and the " Merchants Complaints ", which refer

to the irritation existing in England against Spain, on account of certain

cruelties and robberies alleged to have been perpetrated by Spaniards on English-
men and English ships; see

" The European Race, Heat I
st "

(No.l.), No. 2333 ;

the same title "(No. 2.)", No. 2334; the same title,
" Heat IId.", No. 2415;

the same title, "Heat IIId.", 1739; "The Lyon in Love", No. 2347;
" The

Frontispiece to 'An Explanation'", &c., 1739; "Slavery", No. 2355; "The
Frontispiece to 'The Negociators

'

", &c., No. 2356; "The Frontispiece to
' The Voice of Liberty' ", No. 2353 ;

" The States in a Lethargy", No. 2416 ;

" The School of Politicks", No. 2352 ;

" The Naked Truth", No. 241 7 ;

" Hocus

Pocus", No. 2419; "Fee Fau Fum", 1739;
" The Evil Genius of England",

No. 241 8
;

" The English Lion let loose", No. 2424 ;

" The Political Kalender ",

Jan. 1 740 ;

"
European Race for A Distance ", 1 740 ;

" The Races of the Euro-

peans", No. 2335;
" A Political Race", Jan. 1740; "The European State

Jockies ", March, 1 74O-
114- X 8iia.

235 ! IN PLACE. (No. 2.)

[1738]

THIS is a drawing, made for an engraver, for the print which is described as

(No. 1.), with the same title and date, No. 2350.
It was made with bistre and a pen, and shows marks where a style was

used for tracing from it. It has been faintly washed with Indian ink, to show
the light and shade

;
it does not bear the inscriptions.

1 14- X 8J- in.

2352.

The SCHOOL of POLITICKS OR PANTALOON made a MINISTER

Publish'd Jany
y

e
26'* l 73$. Price: 6* [1738]

AN engraving, showing a state apartment, in which four persons are seated at a

table, one of whom wears a wig composed of scrolls of paper, marked "
Forage
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Contracts",
" ok Contre

"
(?), "/Prow(ise) to Pay",

" I Promise Eli

Sund ", "Bank", and scrolls without inscriptions. Putting his right hand

in a large bag which lies before him, this person distributes money to two

gentlemen who sit at the table
;

the fourth wears a Harlequin waistcoat and

receives Pantaloon, who is entering the room with a Spanish salutation. The
fourth gentleman was probably intended for Horatio Walpole, afterwards Lord

Walpole of Woolterton, brother of Sir Robert Walpole ;
see " Robin's Reign",

No. 1822. A Danish dog contemptuously befouls his stocking. An ape in one

corner reads a "
Treaty of ." A procession of courtiers passes through the room

;

amongst whom are a poet, carrying
" an Ode", a bishop with "

Codex", i.e.

Bishop Gibson,
l and a fat old woman, doubtless a journalist, with a pen in her

hand.

This print seems to ridicule the introduction of the Spanish Convention in the

person of Pantaloon, who is evidently a Spanish character, or personification of the

Convention, the nature of which is intimated by
" Concedo "

in the lines engraved
below the print :

" Concedo tibi Virtutem, Tratandi, Guarantandi, Mediandi, Blunderandi,

Confoundendi, Corrumpendi, Pillagendi, stock)obbandi, Ruinandi, Dominandi,

impune per totarn Nationem".

The Danish dog alludes to the treaty with Denmark, by which it was agreed
to pay that power 70,000 per annum for the services of6,OOO men when demanded.

This treaty was produced before the House of Lords by the Duke of Newcastle,
who may be said to have been befouled by it, as it was bitterly attacked by Lord

Carteret, the Duke of Argyll, the Earl of Chesterfield, &c.

The gentleman with the wig of contracts is probably Sir R. Walpole, whose

distribution of money alludes to his alleged practice of bribery.

On the general subject see " The Present State of a Certain Great King-

dom", No. 2336 ;
"InPlace" (No. 1.), No. 2350 ;

" The European Race, Heat
1
st "

(No. 1.), No. 2333 ;

" The Lyon in Love", No. 2347, and the references to

other satires which the last contains.

8J X 6f in.

2353-

THE FRONTISPIECE TO " THE VOICE OF LIBERTY
; OR, A

BRITISH PHILIPPIC."

And dare they, dare the vanquish'd sons of Spain
Enslave a Briton ?

[J738]

THIS engraving is the frontispiece to a "
Poem, in Miltonic Verso, Occasioned by

the Insults of the Spaniards, and the Preparations for War. To which is prefix'd,

a Copper-plate, representing the Sufferings of our captive Sailors in a Spanish
Prison."

The print represents a cell of a subterranean prison where lie several British

sailors manacled and chained to the floor; a gaoler is exhibiting them to a Spaniard
and a fat friar.

Above, is a vision of Cavendish, Raleigh, and Blake, seated on clouds, longing
to rouse England from the torpor imposed by Walpole. Britannia, brandishing
her spear and accompanied by her Lion, hastens through the air and answers

the appeal. On the sea English ships are sailing and resisting attempts at

oppression.

1 See " The Hierarchical Skimington ", No. 2149.
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The text comprises an appeal, in " Miltonic" fashion, on the subject in

question, with an invocation to the Muse, who is adjured to

"
fire each British Heart with British Wrongs ".

This appeal is declared to be vain, for the "
spirit

"
of the nation is described

as lost in luxury and avarice ;
the author resolves to try to rouse his people

against those who had injured and insulted them, and avenge

Far from the manly Blessings of her easy Sway,

Drag the vile Fetters of a Spanish Lord.

And dare they, dare the vanquish'd Sons of Spain
Enslave a Briton f Have they then forgot,

So soon forgot the great, th' immortal Day,
When rescu'd Sicily with Joy beheld

The swift-wing'd thunder of the British Arm
Disperse their Navies ? When their coward Bands

Fled, like the Raven from the Bird of Jove,

From dread impending Vengeance fled in vain ?
"

* * * *
"

see the Gates

Harsh-creaking open ;
what an hideous Void,

Dark as the yawning Grave ! while still as Death
A frightful Silence reigns : There on the Ground
Behold your Brethren, chain'd like Beasts of Prey :

There mark your num'rous Glories, there behold

The Look that speaks unutterable Woe
;

The mangled Limb, the faint, the deathful Eye
With Famine sunk, the deep heart-bursting Groan

Suppress'd in silence
;
view the loathsome Food,

Refus'd by Dogs, and oh ! the stinging thought !

View the dark Spaniard glorying in their Wrongs,
The deadly Priest triumphant in their Woes,
And thundering worst Damnation on their Souls :

"
&c.

The text continues with an invocation to the three British commanders who
are represented in the design to descend and rescue their country. Britannia

appears, accompanied by the British Lion
; finally the English are urged to

avenge their country, and

" hurl the Bolts of Justice on her Foes."

The author signs his poem
" Britannicus."

An advertisement, referring to " The Negotiators ", appeared in " The
London Daily Post", May 16, 1738, stating that it was published on that day.

71. x 12$ in.

2354.

JOSEPH YARROW, A COMEDIAN.

/. H. Sculp'. [1738]

THIS engraving represents the interior of an author's study, in which, wearing a

cap, dressing-gown, and slippers, the comedian is seated, leaning his head on his

hand, as if in a melancholy mood, at a table from which hangs a label,
" French

Company of Strolers" On a chair lies a book inscribed "
Charming Faronelli.'

'

On the ground lie the works of" Otway",
"
Shakespear",

"
Congreve",

" Rowe."
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"
Dryden 8f Lee",

" Ben. Johnson",
"
Wycherly",

"
Steele",

"
Tate",

"
Gay",

"
Gibber",

"
Farquhar",

" Addison." and " Beaumont $ Fletcher." In the back-

ground of the room a lady, reclining on a couch, appears to sleep. Through an

open doorway behind the last we see a landscape, with a village in the distance,

towards which a lady and gentleman are walking.
Below the design are engraved the following lines :

" Life's but a Walking Shadow, a poor Player, that struts and (frets his

Hour upon) the Stage, and then is heard no more.

(Shakespear's) Macbeth."

On the paper on which this print is mounted is in MS. "
Joseph Yarrow,

Actor and Poet. 175- Bromley. 304." The last part of this memorandum
refers to Bromley's

"
Catalogue of Engraved Portraits."

Joseph Yarrow was a performer at the York Theatre, where he produced
three dramas,

" Love at first Sight; or, The Wit of a Woman ", 1 742 ;

"
Nancy",

1743 ;
and " Trick upon Trick ", l 741- He was the father of Mrs. Davies (wife

of the author of the " Life of Gar-rick",) thus distinguished by Churchill :

"
upon my life,

That Davies hath a very pretty wife."

See "
Biographia Dramatica ", 1812, by D. E. Baker and J. Reed; article,

"
Yarrow, Joseph."

l

The print is the frontispiece to " A Choice Collection of Poetry, by the

Most Ingenious Men of the Age," &c.,
" Most carefully collected from the

Original Manuscripts, of Joseph Yarrow, Comedian, York :" 1 738 (l 1621, b.)

For references to Farinelli in this Catalogue, see "
Farinelli," No. 2337.

This print is in the "
Burney Collection of Theatrical Portraits", vol. x. 148.

3 X 5
'

2355-
SLAVERY.

Published according to a late Act.

THIS print represents a Spaniard driving four Englishmen in a plough ;
Sir

R. Walpole, who is walking behind, draws his sword and compels the reluctant

English Lion to follow.2 In the mid-distance a Spaniard is cutting off Captain
Jenkins's ear, and behind this, is the sea, where a Spanish ship is firing into an

English vessel, which does not return fire.

Below the design are engraved these lines, with others :

" This fortress built by Nature for her self,

Against infection, and the hand of War :

1 It appears that a Mrs. Yarrow and her daughter kept
" Dick's Coffee

House, between the Temple Gates ", London, and were supposed to be satirized

by James M^iller, author of " The Humours of Oxford
"

(see
"
Frontispiece to

' The Humours of Oxford'", No. 1835), in his play,
" The Coffee House ", see

"
Biographia Dramatica",

"
Miller, James."

2 On Walpole's aversion to war, so often the subject of satire in this period,
see Pope's "Imitations of Horace", II., Sat. I., 73 6 :

" Save but our army ! and let Jove incrust,

Swords, pikes and guns, with everlasting rust !

Peace is my dear delight not Fleury's more :

But touch me, and no Minister so sore."
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This happy breed of men this little world
;

This precious stone set in the silver sea,

Which serves it in the office of a Wall,"
* * *

"
England, bound in with the triumphant sea,

Whose rocky shore beats back the envious siege
Of watry Neptune, is bound in with shame,
With inky-blots, & rotten parchment bonds.

Shakespeares K. Richard 2'
1

."

Below the verses is this dedication :

" To the Worthy and most Injur'd Merchants of Great Britain,

This Print is most humbly Inscrib'd
"

This design refers to the political circumstances ofthe time, the extreme agi-

tation of the English with regard to the treatment alleged to have been received

by Captain Jenkins, as described in " In Place" (No. l .), No. 2350. As to

the Spanish War of 1 73, see
" The Lyon in Love ", No. 2347, and the references

it contains to other entries in this Catalogue.

"T x 7|n-

2356.

THE FRONTISPIECE TO "Tim NEGOTIATORS. OR, DON DIEGO
BROUGHT TO REASON. An Excellent New BALLAD."

[1738]

A WOODCUT, showing a Spaniard driving three English sailors who are harnessed

to a cart. The British Lion, armed with a long staff, on the end of which is a

royal crown, endeavours to pursue the Spaniard, but Walpole, holding the beast's

tail, prevents its interference. This design was evidently adapted from that of

"Slavery", No. 2355.
This cut is the frontispiece to a ballad named as above, and of which the

following verses are parts :

i.

" Our Merchants and Tarrs a strange Pother have made,
With Losses sustain'd in their Ships and their Trade :

But now they may laugh, and quite banish their Fears,
Nor mourn for lost Liberty, Riches, or Ears .

-1

Since Blue-string the Great,
2

To better their Fate,
Once more has determin'd he will Negotiate ;

And swears the proud Don, whom he dares not to fight,

Shall submit to his Logick, and do 'em all Right.

n.

No sooner the Knight had declar'd his Intent,

But straight to the Irish Don Diego he went
;

And lest, if alone, of Success he might fail,

Took with him his Brother 3 to Balance the Scale :

"

# * * *

1 See "In Place" (No. 1.), No. 2350.
2 Sir Robert Walpole; see "Britannia Excisa" (No. 2.), No. 1937.
3 This was Horace, Lord Walpole of Woolterton

;
called " The Balance

Master of Europe", see " Robin's Reign", No. 1822;
" The Festival of the

Golden Rump", No. 2327.
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in.

These Worthies arriving at Don Diego's Gate,

A long while in the Street were obliged to wait
;

They, at length, were let into a Room without Fire,

And to speak with Don Diego most humbly desire ;

They tarry'd full long,

Yawn'd, whistled and sung,
With Impatience at length they began to be stung ;

When a Servant demand'd their Message in Writing,
For the Don had been purged that Day, and was Sh g.

IV.

On this they arose, and prepar'd to be gone,

Presenting their humble Respects to the Don,

They said they'd attend him next Day, if he pleas'd ;

In order to which his Man's Fist was well greas'd :

"

* * * *

" And both Knight and Squire for that tune went away,

Resolving to wait on Don Diego next Day.

v.

When the Morrow was come, to the Don they repair,

Who bid them the Cause of their Visit declare.

Quoth the Knight, Noble Don, I am come to implore,

That you would their Ships to our Merchants restore :

"

* * * *
" You very well know my sad Case, that I dare

Neither ask you for Peace, nor yet offer you War.

VI.

Quoth H ,
I beg, gentle Don, I may join

In the humble Request of this Brother of mine
;

"

* * * *

" And since he so often has ventur'd a Halter,

Who knows but at last he may give up G rf
"

* * * *

VIII.

"
Quoth the Don, what you say, my good Friends, may be true,

But I wonder that you for such Varlets will sue.

Merchants ! ha ! they were once Sturdy Beggars,
1 I think,

And were I in your Place, I would let them all sink.

They oppos'd your Excise;*

Thus, if you are wise,

Reject their Petitions, be deaf to their Cries
;

And let us like Brothers together agree,

You Excise them on Land, I'll Excise them at Sea"

Sir Robert Walpole replies that he would gladly follow the advice of his

Spanish friend, but that he feai's to do so. On this :

1 See " The London Merchants Triumphant ", No. 1927 ;

" A Whip for the

Horse", &c. No. 1924.
2 For references to the Excise Scheme of Sir Robert Walpole, see " To the

Honourable the South-Sea-Company", No. 1904.
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x.
"

Sir Knight, qnoth the Don, 'tis in vain to discourse,

For Words are with me of no manner of Force
;

If you mean to convince me, Sir Blue-string, you must
Without farther Prating, come down with your Dust."

* * * *

XI.
" When the Don had clone speaking, the Knight and his Brother

For a Time, like stuck Pigs, stood and star'd at each other
;

But finding at last that he scorn'd for to stoop,

They immediately gave him a Warrant on S p :
"

* * * *

XII.
" To S J '* they went, and accosted the K ,

And said, My D L ge, happy Tidings we bring.
Don Diego at first was as stiff as the Devil,

But we soon found a Method to make him more civil :

We shew'd him the Amount
Of the Merchants Account,
And told him your M 's Sword was not blunt

;

At which he began for to tremble and quake,
And promises full Satisfaction to make." &c.

This ballad is appointed to be sung to the tune of "
Packington's Pound

;

"

the publication line is
" LONDON : Printed for R. Thompson. MDCCXXXVIII.

{Price Sixpence.}" Another copy is (643. 1. 28/26.)

ii|- X 4! in.

2357-

THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY. MORNING. (No. i.)

MORNING
Invented Painted Engrav'd $ Published by Wm

. Hogarth March 25. l 738
according to Act of Parliament. [1738]

THIS engraving shows Covent Garden, London 1
,

at 7'55 on a winter morning,

during frost, and while snow lies on the i-oofs of the houses, and icicles are pen-
dent from the eaves. The view includes in angular perspective half the fagade
of the church of St. Paul, with the clock, which indicates the above-named hour,

in the pediment, surmounted by a statue of Time working with his scythe and

holding up an hour-glass. Below the dial is the motto " Sic Transit Gloria Mundi".
A blind man and a woman, the former with a stick, the latter with her hands placed, ,

for warmth, beneath her apron, walk on the pavement immediately in front of

the church. A tall sign-post with a pitcher on its summit (see "The Four Times
of the Day, Noon" (No. 1.), No. 2370), is at the junction of the market square
with the street which parts from it in the angle. A crowd of persons, whose
actions are not readily to be distinguished, appears near the post. A fire burns near

this group, the smoke being visible on our left of the design. A wooden
barrier encloses the square and the foot pavement. A porter and a woman
stand and converse near the barrier. In the angle of the enclosure is a man,

probably Dr. Rock himself, speaking aloud and holding a board, on which is a

placard with the royal arms above " Dr. Rock's ". Two women form the

1 In the engraving the buildings are reversed.

III. S
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audience of the quack, or his servant, if the figure be not that of Rock, he has a

cocked hat and ruffles, and holds the board in one hand, a bottle of the quack's
nostrum in the other *. Two children, both of whom wear immense hats and

carry bags slung over their shoulders, are creeping along on the pavement. A
woman, at whose girdle hangs a large lantern and on whose head is a great
basket of vegetables, stands near the children

; another woman sits on a load

which she has placed on the ground, at her side is a balance. A porter, in a

fantail hat, stands with his back towards us, in the distance. On our right, at

the side of the design, is a low building, probably of wood, the roof of which is

covered with snow, smoke issues from the chimney ;
over the door is

" Tom King's

Coffee House'". The door is open, and a fight with sticks and swords is going
on within. A gentleman's wig has been flung out of the place. A fire burns

on the pavement in front of the design, and was apparently kindled for the com-

fort of a stall-keeper, who sits on a basket with her back towards us. Two
other women are near this stall, one of these persons warms her extended hands

at the fire, while her companion, a practised beggar, turns to solicit alms from

a tall, lean lady, apparently intended for an " old maid ", who passes on her way
from morning prayer. A buxom market woman, who is rather coquettishly
dressed and carries a basket on her arm, is stopped by a man in a gold-laced

hat, who was probably intended for a military officer, he has taken hold of the

woman, thrust his bare hand into her bosom, and is about to kiss her
;
she makes

but little resistance
;
her companion, another young woman, is assailed in a

similar fashion by another young man. The " old maid ", having observed the

proceedings of these young men and women, half stops in her walk, looks very
much surprised and shocked, applies her folded fan to her own withered lips,

and extends her unoccupied hand in its mitten. Notwithstanding the coldness

of the weather, the bony bust of the lady is bare, she has neither hat nor hood

on her head, her pinners fly behind her cap. At her girdle hang a corkscrew,
and a pair of scissors, or nut-crackers, in the form of a human corpse in a shroud (?).

Her guardian and attendant is a miserable-looking foot-boy
2
who, wearing a

laced hat and carrying a large prayer book under his right arm, shivers as he

walks with his left hand stuck in the breast of his coat. A heap of vegetables
lies in the foreground, on our left of the design. The sky is very dark as if day
had not power to break through the clouds which indicate a greater fall of snow
than that which has already whitened the scene.

The series of designs of which this is the first one was intended by Hogarth
to embellish the Spring Gardens, Vauxhall

3
. These works, together with "

Strol-

ling Actresses dressing in a Barn ", see that title (No. 1 .), No. 2403, were published
in 1738, according to the following advertisement in " The London Daily Post",
Jan. 23, 1738, of proposals for the publication of these prints: "Proposals by
Mr. Hogarth, to publish by subscription five large Prints from Copper Plates now

engraving (and in great forwardness) after his own Paintings ; viz. representing
in a humourous manner, Morning, Noon, Evening, and Night ;

and the fifth, g

company of Strolling Actresses dressing themselves for the Play in a Barn

1 For Dr. Rock, see "A Harlot's Progress", Plate V. (No. i.), No. 2091
and " The March to Finchley" (No. l.), Sept. 1745.

2 This figure has been copied separately, see " A figure from ' The Fou:

Times of the Day, Morning' ", No. 2369.
3
Hogarth was at this period residing at South Lambeth, and intimate wit!

Mr. Jonathan Tyers, the proprietor of the gardens in question. The latter, ii

acknowledgment of Hogarth's services, gave the painter a gold ticket of admis

sion
" for himself and his friends ". This ticket was in 1 808, see

" The Genuin
Works of William Hogarth", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens

; London, l8o
vol. i. p. 47, "in the possession of Mrs. Mary Lewis of Chiswick", a friend c

'

Hogarth's.
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Half a guinea to be paid at the time of subscribing, and half a guinea more on
the delivery of the Prints. The Pictures, and those Prints already engraved,

may be viewed at the Golden Head in Leicester Fields, where subscriptions are

taken in. Note. After the subscription is over the price will be raised to five

shillings each Print." The pictures which supplied originals to these prints
were afterwards offered for sale by auction with others, see " The Battle of the

Pictures", (No. l.), Feb. 28, 1745. The painting of "Morning" was sold to

Sir William Heathcote for twenty guineas. "A finished sketch, said to be

Hogarth's first thought for 'Morning', was sold in Mr. John Yates's sale, 1827,
to Mr. Tayleur, for 21. It was said to have been presented by Hogarth to his

friend Mr. Birch."; see "Anecdotes of William Hogarth", by J. B. Nichols,

1833, P. 358.
It is said that the figure of the " old maid "

in the picture of "
Morning

"

was painted from a friend or relative of Hogarth's, who was at first
" well enough

satisfied with her resemblance
;
but some designing people teaching her to be

angry she struck the Painter out of her will, which had been made considerably
in his favour ", see " The Genuine Works ", &c. as above, p. 1 03.

On " Tom King's Coffee House" see
" The Rake's Rendez-vous", No. 22O1

;

" A Plagiary on Hogarth's design for
' A Rake's Progress ', Plate HI., The

Tavern Scene. A", No. 2198 ;
the same, "B", No. 2199 ;

"
Frontispiece to ' Tom

K gV", &c. No. 2412 ;
"An Illustration to Canto I. of ' Tom K g's,"

'

No. 2413;
"An Illustration to Canto HI." of the same, No. 2414; "A Monument

for Tom K g ", No. 2330. In the Department of Prints and Drawings are nine

cuttings from printed books, giving descriptions of Tom King's Coffee House and
its frequenters, some ofwhom are mentioned in the entries above referred to. The

place was for a long time notorious. The following in reference to Mary King,
who kept th^tavern at a later date, is quoted from " The Weekly Miscellany",
June 9, 1739.

"
Monday, Mrs. Mary King of Covent Garden was brought up

to the King's Bench Bar at Westminster, and received the following sentence for

keeping a disorderly house ; viz. to pay a fine of 2OOl. or suffer three months

imprisonment, to find security for her good behaviour for three years, and to

remain in prison till the fine be paid." As it was impossible to carry on her

former business, she, as soon as the time of her imprisonment was ended, retired

with her savings, built three houses on Haverstock Hill near Hampstead, and

died in one of them in September, 1747. Her own mansion was afterwards the

last residence of the celebrated Nancy Dawson, and the three houses are still distin-

guished by the appellation of " Moll King's Row ".' See " The Genuine Works ",

1 The following advertisement occurs in " The London Daily Post ", Feb.

10, 1738,
" This Day is Published, Price Is. 6d. TOM K G'S: or, the

Paphian Grove. With the various Humours of Covent Garden, the Theatres,
L d M n's, a Mock Heroic Poem in three Canto's. In which are

delineated, the Characters and Amours of the most remarkable Gentlemen and

Ladies that frequent these nocturnal Assemblies. Toto notwn in orbe lupanar",
&c. See "

Frontispiece to
' Tom K g's ;

' "
&c.

;

" An Illustration to Canto

I.", &c.
;

" An Illustration to Canto III.", &c., as above. On the death

of Mrs. Mary King, a book was published styled
" Covent Garden in Mourn-

ing, a Mock Heroick Poem, containing some Memoirs of the late celebrated

Moll King, and Anecdotes of her Sisters, particularly Mrs. D gla s, Mrs.

L w s, Mrs. C mpb 11, Mrs. C t y, Mrs. P ge, &c." See the adver-

tisement in "The General Advertiser", Saturday, Oct. 24, 1747, p. 2, col. 3.

There is a portrait of " Moll King ", Period VIII. Class X., holding a gin glass and

measure, with slang verses engraved below the design.
" The Life and Charac-

ter of Moll King who departed this life on Thursday the i?th of September,

1747"? was published in 1747.
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as above, 1810, ii. p. 148, likewise "A Harlot's Progress", Plate V. (No. l.),

No. 209 1
, and " The March to Finchley

"
(No. 1 .), Sept. 1 745 : the figure of the

fire-eating mountebank in " Southward Fair", see this title, No. 1960, has been

said to have been intended for Dr. Rock, but this is, no doubt, incorrect.

There are two states of this plate, 1, that above described, and, 2, in which

all but the two roots in the middle of the bunch of carrots in the foreground have

been darkened, and the whole of the foreground has been cross-hatched, especially
on our right, where the pavement has been reduced to an even tone. This plate,

in the second state, having been much worn, was used again for
" The Works of

William Hogarth, from the original Plates restored by James Heath, Esq., R.A."

London, no date (1751, d.)
'

See " The Battle of the Pictures" (No. 1.), Feb. 28, 1745.

Advertisements, referring to the publication of the " Four Times of the Day"
and "

Strolling Actresses dressing in a Barn ", as above, appeared in " The

Daily Post", Ap. 25, 1738, and other journals of that week, stating "Mr. Hogarth

having finish'd a set of Prints", they were ready to be delivered to subscribers

on the following Monday. "The London Daily Post", Thursday, May 4, 1738,
states in an advertisement that " Mr. Hogarth hath just publish'd, at 1 1. 5s. a Set,

Five Prints ", &c. they were " To be had at his House, the Golden Head in

Leicester Fields."

The second state of the print called "
Boys peeping at Nature", see 'No.

1 943) was used as a subscription ticket for this series of plates, together with

"Strolling Actresses dressing", &c. see the latter title, No. 2403.

14|- X 18 in.

2358. THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY. MORNING. (No. 2.)

MORNING.

Invented and Painted ly TP". Hogarth. [1738]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the

same title and date, No. 2357. It has been coloured; more of the sky above

the gable of the church is shown in this copy than in the original.
The print is included with " Bowles and Carver's Artistic Caricatures".

1820, ii. p. 12.

9^ X 121 in. Brit. Mus. Library, Tab. 1292. a

2359. THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY. MORNING. (No. 3.

MORNING

[After Hogarth.]
Dent Sculp. [17381

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1 .), wit i

the same title and date, No. 2357. K was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogart i

Moralized", by the Rev. J. Trusler
; London, 1768, on p. 154.

It was used again for "
Hogarth Illustrated ", by John Ireland

;
Londoi

,

I79l,i. (7854 )> facing p. 135.
2i X 3 in. Brit. Mus. Library (Grenville), 258. .
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2360. THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY. MORNING. (No. 4.)

MORNING
Le matin.

3. W. Hogarth inv pinx 1738. E. Riepenhau(seri), del. sc. [^S^]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1.),

with the same title and date, No. 2357- I* was prepared to illustrate G. C.

Lichtenberg's
'

Erklarung der Hogarthischen ", &c., Gb'ttingen, 1794 1816,
in which series it is No. 3.

It may be distinguished from other copies by the absence of a marginal line

about the engraved surface of the plate, and by the presence of the number,
"
3.",

in the upper corner, on our right.

7i X 8| in. Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. 1 1.

2361. THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY. MORNING. (No. 5.)

MORNING.

Designed by W"'. Hogarth Engraved by T Cook Published August the l".

1797> % G. G. &f J. Robinson, Pater-noster Row London. [1738]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and
date (No. 1.), No. 2357.

It is comprised in "
Hogarth Restored. The Whole Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth", &c., "Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook "
; London, 1806.

14| X 18 in.

2362. THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY. MORNING. (No. 6.)

MORNING.

PL 1 . Hogarth pinx
1 Cook sculp. Published by Longman, Hurst, Rees &

Orme Jan. l". 1807. D738]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with

the same title and date, No. 2357. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Genuine

Works of William Hogarth", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens; London, 1808,

i., where an impression follows p. 1O2.

With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer ", this plate was used again for

"The Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1821,
i. (1751. d.)

4r X 5|- in.

2363. THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY. MORNING. (No. 7.)

MORNING.

PL. XXXIX. Hogarth del'. T. Clerk sculp'. London Published as the Act
directs by Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row [*738]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. l.), with the same
title and date, No. 2357. It was prepared to illustrate

" The Works of William

Hogarth", by Thomas Clerk; London, 1810, i., where an impression faces p.

137-
With the second title placed below the design, the engraver's name burnished
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out, traces of the publication line remaining, this plate was used again, for " The
Works of William Hogarth", London, 1837, i., where an impression faces p. 133.

31 X 4f- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 1402, k. 24.

2364. THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY. MORNING. (No. 8.)

MORNING.

[After Hogarth.]
T. E. Nicholson, sc. Published by John Major, 50, Fleet Street, March 31,

1831- [1738]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same

title and date, No. 2357. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth Moralized",

by the Rev. Dr. Trusler
; London, 1831; an impression faces p. 1 56.

3i X 41: in-

2365. THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY." MORNING. (No. 9.)

TIMES OF THE DAY. MORNING.

From the Original by Hogarth.

Engraved by J. Mollison. Jones 8f C. Temple of the Muses, Finsbury Square,
London. [1738]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same

title and date, No. 2357. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works of William

.Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1833; an impression faces

p. 67.
With the publication line removed, this plate was used for " The Complete

Works of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. J. Trusler and E. F. Roberts
;

London, no date (7855. i.) ;
an impression faces p. H 6.

Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 27.

2366. THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY. MORNING. (No. 10.)

Morning. Le Matin.

Hogarth Pinx*. Spooner Fecit

THIS is a mezzotint copy, reversed, from the print which is described as

(No. i.), with the same title and date, No. 2357.
1O x 13 in.

2367. A GROUP OF PARTS OF FIGURES FROM " TlIE FOUR
TIMES OF THE DAY, MORNING". A.

W. Hogarth inv. E. Riepcnhausen sculp. [!738]

THIS print comprises four parts of figures as above, being,
"

i ", the half-length
of the lady with the fan to her lips ;

" 2 ", the same of her boy attendant
;
the

group, "3" and "4" of the young man, and the young woman whom he is

caressing.
This is one of a series of illustrative fragments from Hogarth's works. It is

marked, above the design,
" A ".

2 X 3w.
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2368. A GROUP OF PARTS OF FIGURES FROM " THE FOUR
TIMES OF THE DAY, MORNING". B.

[After Hogarth : Engraved by E. Riepenhausen.] [l 738]

THIS print comprises,
"

l
" and " 2 ", the heads of the group of the young man

who is kissing the young woman in the design named above, and the woman her-

self; and,
"
3 ", the party of men who are fighting with sticks inside " Tom King's

Coffee H(d)use ".

This is one of a series of illustrative fragments from Hogarth's works, and

marked, above the design,
" B ".

2 x 3J- m.

2369. A FIGURE FROM " THE FOUR TlMES OF THE DAY,
MORNING ".

The half-starved Boy.

TT .H" (ogarth) Pinx F. Sykes Sculp 1730 [1738]

THIS etching is a roughly executed copy, reversed, from the figure of the shiver-

ing boy who attends the " old maid
"

in the above-named design. The back-

ground consists of a few scratches for clouds.

6i x 8f in.

2370.

THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY. NOON. (No. i.)

NOON
Invented Painted 8f Engraved by TP*. Hogarth 8f Published March 25.

1 738 According to Act of Parliament

THIS engraving shows a street, said to be Hog Lane, in Westminster, on a

Sunday forenoon, and at the moment when an audience is issuing from a large

chapel, which, in angular perspective, appears on our right. In the background
is the steeple of the church of St. Giles's in the Fields, the clock indicates 1 1 -30,

the hands have stood. On our left is a house, not at a right angle with the plane
of the design ;

this bears a signboard painted with the figure of a woman without

a head, proverbially
" The Good Woman ". A quarrel has occurred in this

house between a man and a woman ; the latter is at a window, and, despite the

efforts of the former, empties into the street the contents of a large dish, a

shoulder of meat, vegetables, &c. Many persons, including one with a birch

broom, are assembled about the doorway of this house. The adjoining house, the

door of which is not comprised in the picture, bears the sign of St. John the

Baptist's head in a charger, below this is the inscription
" Good Eating

"
;
at each

end of the writing is painted a mutton chop. The sign of " The Good Woman "

is that of a public-house, many flagons, or "Johns" of wood, are pendent from

the pent-house which is attached to the front
;
a larger flagon appears on a tall

wooden post before the house. The habits of the population of this part of

Westminster were illustrated by the existence of another tavern at an opposite

angle of the way, a building which closes the vista here.

The audience issuing from the chapel comprises a very finely dressed gentle-
man in a black cravat, a bag-wig, with his hat under his arm, a laced coat with

stiff skirts, having a gold-headed cane suspended at his right wrist, a long-fringed
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embroidered vest, a sword at his side, velvet breeches, clocked stockings, and

shoes with buckles. This was the costume of an extreme order at the period,

and is further illustrated in Hogarth's
" Taste in High Life", see that title

"
(No. 1.)", 1 742. The man, who walks with a mincing gait and is speaking in

an affected mode, carries a pinch of snuff between his right forefinger and thumb,

and, with his left palm open and its fingers extended, addresses a lady at whose

side he is walking. The lady turns to him with a laugh on her features. She

appears to have placed her left elbow on the shoulder of the gentleman ;
she

holds a fan in her right hand, and extends her left hand as in the act of speaking
with animation. Her dress is as greatly in the extreme of the mode as that of

her companion ;
her hair is frizzed, and powdered with white

;
she has a garland

on her head, with lappels flying behind
;
two patches are on her forehead

;
a

carcanet, with its pendant, is round her neck
;

a large necklace, crossed in

front, passes to her bosom, which is rather freely exposed ; she wears a breast

bouquet of roses and other large flowers
; and, lower than this, a great bunch of

ribands in a knot. She has long gloves over her hands and fore-arms, and wears

a bell-shaped saque, which is expanded by an enormous hoop and cut short

enough to show her ankles and feet
;
the latter are cased in high-heeled shoes.

The nature of the shoes accounts for the tottering gait of the wearer. Behind

the lady stand three old women, with black hoods drawn over their caps ; two of

these persons are kissing each other in a hypocritical way. Near these is an old

gentleman in a full-bottomed black wig, who purses his lips in a contumelious

fashion. In front of the lady a little boy walks on the pavement, and is clad like

a small copy of the highly dressed gentleman ; he uses a stick, and looks compla-

cently towards the ground. Behind the gentleman is an old, fat-faced woman, in

a black hood. Five persons are descending the steps of the chapel. In the

foreground a dead cat lies across the kennel, together with several brickbats or

stones which were, probably, used in killing the beast. The kennel is full. The
street is paved with boulders, there is no separate, flagged footway.

Two children are walking away from us
; one of these is dressed in a little

coat, made like that worn by men at this date, he is using a small stick,

and wears a strangely shaped head-dress, being a disproportionately large hat,

which is shaped like a beehive, and is, apparently, made of straw
;

he has

also what seems to be a wig on his head
;

his companion is a little girl in a

black hood. An old man, dressed in a cocked hat, and with an immense wig

flowing over his shoulders, totters away from us, leaning on a stick and carrying
a large book under his arm. Two men in cocked hats and two women in

hoods, having broad white lawn bands extending down their backs, complete the

composition on this side of the design. On the other side, a little boy, with a

shock head of hair, is crying violently because, by placing it too sharply on the top
of a post, he has broken a dish containing food just brought from a baking-house :

he scratches his head in an habitual way. The tail of his shirt hangs through
a hole in his breeches. The broken dish, with the cloth by means of which

the boy was able to carry it, is held by him on the top of the post, part oJ

the food has fallen to the ground,
1 and is greedily picked up by a ragged littlt

girl, who, stooping, grasps a portion with one hand, while she stuffs a secouc

portion into her mouth with the other hand. A young serving-woman, of buxon

appearance and fully developed person, while carrying home a pie from the bake
house has been stopped by a negro, who kisses her cheek and grasps her ful

bosom with his hands. She appears nothing loth to accept the embraces. Fron
the eaves of the chapel a boy's kite, entangled by the tail, hangs head downwards

" The scene is laid at the door of a French chapel in Hog Lane ; a part of thi

1 The crying boy is said to have been sketched by Hogarth from a picture b;
N. Poussin, representing

" The Rape of the Sabines", at Mr. Hoare's at Stour
head.
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town at that time almost wholly peopled by French refuges, or their descendents :"

see "Hogarth Illustrated", by John Ireland; third edition, i. 1806, p. 142.
A note to this passage remarks that "

at this period there was a windmill at the

bottom of Rathbone-place 'V thus accounting for the presence of the kite in the

picture, which was not probable except an open space was near the scene. As
another writer has stated, Hogarth doubtless introduced the kite in order to break

the otherwise too great monotony of the brick wall of the chapel.
For the history of the series of pictures of which the original of this print was

one, see "The Four Times of the Day. Morning" (No. l.), No. 2357. There
are two states of this plate : 1, described above; and 2, in which the coat of the

little boy with the stick has been darkened, especially on the shoulder and breast.

The shadow of the right arm of the highly dressed gentleman has been made
much darker than in the first state.

This plate, in the second state, having been much worn and worked on, was
used again, for " The Works of William Hogarth, from the original Plates restored

by James Heath, Esq. ,
R.A."

; London, no date (1751. d.)

Hi X 17|-ZH.

2371. THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY. NOON. (No. 2.)

NOON.
Invented Sf Painted by Wm

. Hogarth. [1738]

THIS is an engraving coloured by hand, and copied from that which is described

as (No. l.), with the same title and date, No. 2370. An impression occurs iu

"Bowles and Carver's Caricatures", 1820, ii. p. 13.

gi X 12|- in. Brit. Mus. Library, Tab. 1292, a.

2372. THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY. NOON. (No. 3.)

NOON

[After Hogarth.] Dent Sculp [l?38]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with

the same title and date, No. 2370. It was prepared to illustrate "Hogarth
Moralized", by the Rev. J. Trusler; London, 1768, on p. 136.

It was used again, for "
Hogarth Illustrated ", by John Ireland

; London,

1791, vol. i. (7854. ff.), facing p. 141.

2-1x3 in. Brit. Mus. Library (Grenville), 2585.

2373. THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY. NOON. (No. 4.)

NOON
Le midi.

4 W: Hogarth inv. pinx. 1738 E. Riepenhausen del Sf se. [!738]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with

the sapie title and date, No. 2370. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichten-

berg's "Erkliirung der Hogarthischen ", &c., Gottingen, 1794 1816, in which

s vies it is No. 4.

It may be distinguished from other copies by the absence of a marginal line

about the engraved portion of the plate, and by the presence of the number
"
4

"
in the upper corner, on our right.

7i x 8y "* ^"t- ^us - Library, 788. g. 11.

Hence the name of Windmill Street, in Tottenham Court Road.
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2374. THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY. NOON. (No. 5.)

NOON.

Designed by Wm
. Hogarth Engraved by T. Cook Published October the

1
st

1797, by G. G. 8f J. Robinson, Pater-noster Row, London.

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as with the same title and

date (No. l.), No. 2370.
It is comprised in "

Hogarth Restored. The Whole Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth", &c., "Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook"; London,
1806.

2375. THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY. NOON. (No. 6.)

NOON.

PL II. Hogarth pinx*. T. Cook sculp. Published by Longman, Hurst,

Rees, & Orme. Jany. I
st

. 1807. [1738]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same
title and date, No. 2370. It was prepared to illustrate

" The Genuine Works
of William Hogarth ", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens

; London, 1808, i. where
an impression follows p. 1O2.

With the addition of "PROOF Bishop Printer", this plate was used again for

"The Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1821,
vol. i. (1751. b.)

4|- X Si in-

2376. THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY. NOON. (No. 7.)

NOON.

PL. XL. Hogarth del1
. T. Clerk sculp' London Published as the Act

directs by Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row.

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same
title and date, No. 2370. It was prepared to illustrate

" The Works of William

Hogarth ", by Thomas Clerk; London, 1810, i., where an impression faces

P- 139;
With the second title placed below the design, the engraver's name burnished

out, this plate was used again, to illustrate
" The Works of William Hogarth",

London, 1837, i., where an impression faces p. 135.

3i X 4r "* Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k. 24.

2377. THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY. NOON. (No. 8.)

NOON.

[After Hogarth.] T. E. Nicholson, sc. Published by John Major, 50, Fleet

Street, Sepf l. 1831. [1738]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same
title and date, No. 2370. It was prepared to illustrate

"
Hogarth Moralized",

by the Rev. Dr. Trusler; London, 1831 ;
an impression faces p. 160.

3f x 4j>-
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2378. THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY. NOON. (No. 9.)

TIMES OF THE DAY. NOON.
From the Original Picture by Hogarth.

Engraved by W. H. Worthington. Jones Sf C. Temple of the Muses,

Finsbury Square, London.

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same

title and date, No. 2370. It was prepared to illustrate " The Works of William

Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler
; London, 1833; an impression faces p. 70.

With the publication line removed, this plate was used for " The Complete
Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. J. Trusler and E. F. Roberts

; London,
no date, (7855. i.) ;

an impression faces p. 1 18.

4|r X 5|-
in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 27.

2379. A GROUP OF PARTS OF FIGURES FROM "THE FOUR
TIMES OF THE DAY, NOON." C.

[After Hogarth. Engraved by E. Riepenhausen.] [*738]

THIS print comprises
"

l", the half-length figure of the gentleman who is talking to
" 2 ", the lady, and the lady herself; also "

3 ", the head of the sour-faced man
behind this group, and "4 ", bust of the little beau in front.

This is one of a series of illustrative fragments from Hogarth's works, and is

marked, above the design,
" C ".

2 x 3i in.

2380. A GROUP OF PARTS OF FIGURES FROM " THE FOUR
TIMES OF THE DAY, NOON ". D.

[After Hogarth. Engraved by E. Riepenhausen.] [^38]

THIS print comprises
"

l",
"
2", and "

3", the half-length figures ofthe persons who
are issuing at the doorway of the church in the above-named design, and,

"
4
"

and "
5", the heads of the man in the wig and of one of the women in hoods, who

appear immediately in front of the last-named group ;
and " 6 ", the heads of the

two old women who are kissing each other.

This is one of a series of illustrative fragments from Hogarth's works, and is

marked, above the design,
" D ".

2 x 3 MI.

2381. A GROUP OF PARTS OF FIGURES FROM "THE FOUR
TIMES OF THE DAY, NOON". E.

[After Hogarth. Engraved by E. Riepenhausen.] [!?38]

THIS print comprises
"

1 ", the head of one of the women who are issuing at the

church doorway in the above-named design ;

" 2 ", the half-length figure of the boy
who has broken the pie-dish, and is crying, while he scratches his head ;

"
3
"

and "
4 ", the heads of the negro and of the young woman whom he is kissing.

This is one of a series of illustrative fragments from Hogarth's works, and is

marked, above the design, "E".

2X3^ in.
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2382.

THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY. EVENING. (No. i.)

EVENING

Invented Painted 8f Published by Wm
. Hogarth March 25'* 1 738, according

to Act of Parliament

Engraved by B. Baron Price 5 shillings

THIS engraving represents a rural suburb on the north side of London, with the

entrance to a building, marked " SADLERS WELLS.'"' over the porch, a covered

gateway in the garden wall on our left
;
on our right, nearer the foreground, is

a public house with a sign, comprising in an oval medallion a portrait of " Sr

Hugh Midleton". Through a window open in the side of this house a party of

men appear within, smoking most energetically. The background is a landscape,

including two cottages, one of which has a pendent signboard, and hills and

trees. In the foreground is the margin of a pool, with a stout wooden railing to

guard the edge of a footpath which passes at the side of the garden of the
" Sir Hugh Middleton

"
;

in this garden are three persons, consisting of two

women, one of whom is old, the other young, and a man. Walking on the

pathway and towards our right is a short elderly man, a Londoner, bearing in

his arms a little girl of about five years of age, who has fallen asleep on his

shoulder. He seems to be suffering from the heat of the weather as well as from

the weight of his burthen, and perspires freely. He has pushed his wig a little

off his forehead, and given his hat and gloves to his wife. The latter, a very

sensual-looking and coarse woman, walks at her husband's side, but, owing to

her corpulence, does so with considerable difficulty. She has, by putting aside

her neckkerchief, uncovered her bosom for coolness, and set back the black

hood she wears over her white cap ; notwithstanding the heat she retains long

gloves on her hands, in one of which she carries a fan, and uses it freely. On
the fan is a picture of a mythological subject, such as were at this time commonly

painted on fans. This subject seems to be Venus detaining Adonis from the

chase. The pair suffer from fatigue as well as from the heat of the weather
;

it

is evidently late in a hot summer afternoon, this appears by means of a cow being
milked in the middle of the picture ;

this animal has been placed so that its

horns rise behind the forehead of the citizen, and are thus made significant of

one of the causes of his subjection to his wife. In front of the pair a little

spaniel trudges painfully along and casts a side glance at the water
; one of the

shoes of the sleeping child has just fallen off, and lies on the ground near the

man's feet. Two other children attend the party, one of these is a little spoilt

boy, who is dressed on a small scale like a man, with a broad-skirted coat, a

long vest, breeches, a laced cocked hat, cravat, wig, and high-heeled shoes. He
has borrowed his father's walking-cane to use as a hobby-horse and stands astride

of it ; he holds likewise a gingerbread toy, shaped like a "
king ", this the second

child, his vixenish sister1 of about twelve years of age, is threatening to take

away from him, because, probably, he did not keep pace with the adults of the

party ;
the girl holds a fan and scolds her brother viciously, threatening him with

the instrument as with a rod. The boy cries loudly and spitefully. Behind these

children is a tall serving woman who is loosening the lace of a shoe which she

holds in her hand, it is probably one of those belonging to the girl.

For the history of the series of pictures of which the original of this print was

1 As to the introduction of this figure to the design see the account of the

original state of the plate.
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one, see " The Four Times of the Day. Morning
"
(No. 1.), No. 2357. It is said

that original paintings of "
Evening ", and "

Night "j
1
by Hogarth were included

with others in the " Pavillion
"

at Vauxhall, see
"
Morning

"
of this series, as

above
;
these pictures were probably Hayman's copies from Hogarth's designs.

In the early impressions of this plate the hands of the man were printed in

blue, to express that he was a dyer, and the face and bosom of the wife were

printed in red, to express the heat under which she is suffering.
2

There are three states of this plate, l
,
of which three copies only are known

;

in this the figure of the scolding girl does not occur, nor the inscription over the

door of " Sadler's Wells
"

;
on the foot margin of the impression from the plate

in this state in the Print Room is a MS. note :

" This Proof was Deliver'd by
M r

. Baron to Mr
. Hogarth, & it being told him, this boy has no Apparent Cause

to Wimper, he put in his Sister, threatening him to deliver his Gingerbread King,
now he put in Cause. The Character Hogarth, altered where he is Crying ". Also,
"
Engrav'd byM Baron price 5 Shillings". 2, The second state has been described

above, and may be distinguished from the first state by the additions mentioned

here. It may be known from the third state by the upright post on our left of the

wooden rail in the front being represented, on its lighted side, by means of upright
lines only. 3, In the third state this part of the post has received a second series

of lines, making hatched work there. The light on the extreme edsje of the pond
near the underwood on our left of the foreground has been toned down in the

third state
;
the top of the short post which stands in the water near the dog has

been much darkened.

This plate, in the third state, having been much worn and worked on, was
used again for

" The Works of William Hogarth from the original Plates

restored by James Heath, Esq. R. A.", London, no date (l 75 1. d.)

14 X 17r*.

2383. THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY. EVENING. (No. 2.)

EVENING.

Invented Sf Painted by W. Hogarth. [173$]

THIS is an engraving, coloured by hand, and copied from that which is described

as (No. 1.), with the same title and date, No. 2382. An impression occurs in
" Bowles and Carver's Caricatures", ii. p. 14.

9 X 12^ in. Brit. Mus. Library, Tab. 1292. a.

2384. THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY. EVENING. (No. 3.)

EVENING

[After Hogarth.]
Dent Sculp [^S8 ]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1.), with

the same title and date, No. 2382. It was prepared to illustrate "
Hogarth

Moralized", by the Rev. J. Trusler
; London, 1768, on p. 158.

It was used again, for "Hogarth Illustrated", by John Ireland; London,

1791 ;
i. (7854. ff.), facing p. 147.

2 X 3 in. Brit. Mus. Library (Grenville), 2585.

1 See "The Pour Times of the Day. Night" (No. 1.), No. 2392.
2 Genuine impressions of the plate in this condition show that these tints

were given in the printing, and not produced by washes of the respective colours,

added by hand, after the printing.
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2385. THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY. EVENING. (No. 4.)

EVENING
Le soir.

5. W. Hogarth inv.pinx. 1738. E. Riepenhausen del, se. L 1 13^
THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1.), with

the same title and date, No. 2382. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichten-

berg's
"
Erklarung der Hogarthischen", &c.

, Gottingen, 1 7 94- 1 8 1 6, in which series

it is No. 5-

It may be distinguished from other copies by the absence of a marginal line

about the engraved portion of the plate, and by the presence of the number "
5
"

in the upper corner, on our right.

7.1. x 8|^ in. Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. 1 1.

2386. THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY. EVENING. (No. 5.)

EVENING.

Designed by Wm
. Hogarth. Engraved by T. Cook. Published December

the 1
st

. 1797 by G. G. fyJ. Robinson Pater-noster Row. London. [1738]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. 1.), No. 2382.
It is comprised in

"
Hogarth Restored. The Whole Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth", &c., "Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook"
; London, 1806.

I4f- x l8 in.

2387. THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY. EVENING. (No. 6.)

EVENING.

Hogarth pinx
1
. T. Cook sculp*. Published by Longman, Hurst, Rees 8f

Orme, March 2nd. 1807. [1738]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1.), with

the same title and date, No. 2382. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Genuine

Works of William Hogarth", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens
; London, 1808,

vol. i. where an impression follows p. 1O2.

With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer ", this plate was used again
for

" The Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler
; London, 1821,

i. (1751. b.)

4! X 6 in.

2388. THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY. EVENING. (No. 7.)

EVENING.

PL. XLI. Hogarth del1 T Clerk sculp
1 London Published as the Act

directs by Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row. D738]
THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1.), with

the same title and date, No. 2382. It was prepared to illustrate "The Works of

William Hogarth", by Thomas Clerk; London, 1810, i., where an impression
faces p. 141.

With the second title placed below the design, the engraver's name burnished

out, this plate was used again, for " The Works of William Hogarth ", London,

1837, i., where an impression faces p. 137.

3i x 4|- * Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k. 24.
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2389. THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY. EVENING. (No. 8.)

EVENING

[After Hogarth.] T. E. Nicholson, sc. Published by John Major, 50, Fleet

Street, March 31,1831. [ 1 7 38]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same

title and date, No. 2382. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth Moralized",

by the Rev. Dr. Trusler; London, 1831 ;
an impression faces p. 162.

3f X 4k '

2390. THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY. EVENING. (No. 9.)

TIMES OF THE DAY. EVENING.

From the Original Picture by Hogarth.

Engraved by F. F. Walker. Jones Sf C. Temple of the Muses, Finsbury

Square, London . [ 1 7 38]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. l .), with the same

title and date, No. 2382. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works of William

Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1833; an impression faces p. 71.

With the publication line removed, this plate was used for " The Complete
Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. J. Trusler and E. F. Roberts; London,
no date (7855. i.); an impression faces p. 1 19.

4|. x 5f-
in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 27.

2391. A GROUP OF PARTS OF FIGURES FROM "THE FOUR
TIMES OF THE DAY, EVENING". F.

[After Hogarth, engraved by E. Riepenhausen.]

THIS print comprises
"

1 ", the head of the woman's husband who is carrying
"
4
"

the little girl ; also
" 2 ", the head and shoulders of the woman with the fan, wife

of the above-named man, and "
3
"
the head of the little boy who is crying while

he is scolded by his sister
;

all from the above-named design.
It is one of a series of illustrative fragments from Hogarth's Works, and is

marked, above the design,
" F ".

2 X 34: in.

2392.

THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY. NIGHT. (No. i.)

NIGHT
Invented Painted Engraved & Published by Wm

. Hogarth March 25, 1738,

According to Act of Par"' [l?38]

THIS engraving represents a scene in a London street near Charing Cross and during
a moonlight night. The moon is shown with clouds going off her face. The view

gives a vista of a street ending in an open space, in which is an equestrian statue,

that of Charles the First at Charing Cross, which occupies the site of the cross

erected in Westminster by the executors of Queen Eleanor of Castile, wife of

Edward the First. Houses, with lighted windows, are beyond the statue
;
a view
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of a street on our right is presented. Over the roofs of the houses the flames and

smoke of a conflagration appear. On our right two of the houses bear signs, one

of these is indistinguishable, the other consists of a half-length portrait of the
" EARL OF CARDEGAN" ;

a board projecting from the front of one of the houses

on this side shows that it is a " BAGNIO ". On our left five signs appear, one of

which is indistinguishable in the distance, the second is nearly concealed by the

third, the latter bears a picture of a rummer, or short wide drinking glass standing
on a low stem, this is the sign of a once well-known tavern at Charing Cross

;
a

board, as on the other side of the way, indicates " THE NEW BAGNIO". A
barber's pole projecting over the thoroughfare declares that the house in front is

occupied by one of that craft, and that he extracts teeth is shown by a sign with

a painting of a man's head in profile, with the mouth open while a hand, armed
with an instrument, wrenches a tooth from the lower jaw. Under this picture
is

"
Shaving Bleeding fy Teeth Drawn wth a Touch Ecce Signum ". A branch

of oak is placed on the upper part of this picture. A hand appears at the open
window of the first floor of the barber's house, and is in the act of emptying the

contents of a bedroom utensil which, falling on the penthouse over the lower,

or shop floor, rebound and are copiously sprinkled over the head of a big
drunken freemason who stands below. The window of the lower storey being
wide open, and a burning candle planted in the centre of each of its twelve panes
of glass, we are enabled to see within and that a barber is at work on the chin

of an elderly, fat man, who is wincing in fear of a second cut, one incision is

already bleeding on the victim's chin. A wooden bench, or show-board, projects
into the street from the sill of the window of the barber's shop, on it stands six

small basins, presumably filled with blood extracted from patients on whom the

barber has operated during the day with his lancet. Three women are crouched

together under this projecting boai'd, and lie there fast asleep ; a link boy has

taken advantage of the shelter the board affords to blow his link into a flame.

In the foreground a small man, or youth without a hat, carrying a lantern in

one hand and a sword under one arm, is, with great difficulty, escorting home a

much bigger man. The younger seems to be a drawer at a tavern. The other

is a freemason, for a sign like a carpenter's square is suspended by a riband from

his neck. He wears a white apron, showing that he is a tradesman, and that he

is exceedingly loyal is evident by his drunken condition and the oak leaves in

his hat
;
that he has been mixed in a fray is proved by a bleeding cut on his fore-

head, his wig and hat are placed awry, and he staggers, while tipsily bawling defiance

at some persons whom he threatens with a walking stick. The sword under the

younger man's arm probably belongs to this fellow. At the girdle of the drawer

hangs a pair of snuffers, to be used in trimming the candles in the tavern where

he serves. In the distance a man, with a tobacco pipe in his mouth, is filling a

large barrel with fluid from a pail. A fire of sticks blazes in the street and has

been the cause of the overthrow of a coach, by frightening the horses, who
do not appear in the picture. This vehicle, as an inscription on the door

states, is
" The Salisbury Flying Coach". A squib has been thrown into the

carriage, a link lies on the ground. The inside passengers, two men and a woman,
alarmed by the turning over of the vehicle, are struggling at the window. One
of the men seems to have made himself as comfortable as possible for the night,

he has tied a large handkerchief over his laced hat
;
but now he struggles with a

lean old woman, who has thrust her arm out of the vehicle, which shall first emerge.
Two men, with their backs towards us, and evidently members of a crowd of dis-

orderly persons, stand by the coach
;
one of these, a little fellow, with a wooder

sword stuck in his belt and oak leaves placed in his hat, vociferates furiously
with an upraised arm. The other appears to be a butcher, an apron is twistec

about his waist, at which a tool for sharpening knives is pendent. In the distance

near the statue of Charles the First, a cart is passing, loaded with househok
furniture.
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The drunken freemason is reported to have been intended for Sir Thomas

Veil, or De Veil, a noted personage at this time, but this seems to be very

questionable.
1 He was an active magistrate whose name frequently occurs in

the journals of the day. A note to "
Hogarth Illustrated ", by John Ireland

;

1 806, i. p. 1 50, avers " On the resignation of Mr. Horace Walpole in February,

1738, De Veil was appointed inspector-general of the imports and exports,
and was so severe against the retailers of spirituous liquors, that one Allen

headed a gang of rioters for the purpose of pulling down his house, and bringing
to a summary punishment two informers who were there concealed. Allen was
tried for this offence, and acquitted, upon the jury's verdict declaring him lunatic."

"Memoirs of the Life and Times of Sir Thomas De Veil, Kn'.", was published
in 1747, see the advertisement in "The General Advertiser", Nov. 19, 1747,

p. 3, col. 3. See also
" To the Independent and Worthy Electors ", &c., No. 2497.

The bonfire has been lighted in the streets, and the fireworks discharged in

honour of the anniversary of the Restoration of the Stuart dynasty in the

person of Charles the Second
;

it is therefore the night of a 2gth of May which

Hogarth has represented here.

For the history of the series of pictures, of which the original of this print was

one, see "The Four Times of the Day, Morning" (No. 1.), No. 2357 ;
see like-

wise " The Four Times of the Day, Evening" (No. 1.), No. 2382.
There are two states of this plate, 1 . which is described above, where the

ground before the feet of the freemason and the waiter is given with double

lines, hatched, only; 2. in which a third and darker series of lines has been
introduced at this place, and the body of the burning link on the ground on our

right has been made much darker than in the former state.

This plate, in the second state, having been much worn and reworked, was

used again for
" The Works of William Hogarth, from the original Plates restored

by James Heath, Esq. R.A." London, no date (1751. d.)

HT X I7f.

2393. THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY. NIGHT. (No. 2.)

NIGHT.

Invented Sf Painted by W* Hogarth. [1738]

THIS is an engraving, coloured by hand, and copied from that which is described

as (No. l.), with the same title and date, No. 2392. An impression occurs in

"Bowles and Carver's Caricatures", ii. p. 15.

g|. X 12^ in. Brit. Mus. Library, Tab. 1292. a.

2394. THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY. NIGHT. (No. 3.)

NIGHT.

[After Hogarth.]
Dent Sculp.

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. l
.), with

the same title and date, No. 2392. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth

Moralized", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1768, on p. 159.

It was used again, for
"
Hogarth Illustrated ", by John Ireland ; London,

1791 ;
i. (7854. ff.), facing p. 152.

2i x 2|- in. Brit. Mus. Library (Grenville), 2585.

1 Another portrait of this person is said to appear in Hogarth's
" A Woman

swearing a Child to a grave Citizen" (No. l.), No. 2261.

III. T
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2395. THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY. NIGHT. (No. 4.)

NIGHT
La nuit.

6. W. Hogarth inv. pinx. 1738. E. Riepenhausen del. sculps. [!?38]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same

title and date, No. 2392. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichtenberg's
"
Erklarung der Hogarthischen ", &c., Gottingen, 1794-1816, in which series it

is No. 6.

It may be distinguished from other copies by the absence of a marginal line

about the engraved portion of the plate, and by the presence of the number " 6 "

in the upper corner, on our right.

7 X 8iin. Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. 11.

2396. THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY. NIGHT. (No. 5.)

NIGHT.

Designed by Wm
. Hogarth. Engraved by T Cook. Published February

the I
st

, 1798 by G. G. 8f J. Robinson Pater-noster Row London.

[1738]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and date

(No. 1.), No. 2392.
It is comprised in "

Hogarth Restored. The Whole Works of the cele-

brated William Hogarth ", &c.,
" Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook :

"

London, 1806.

H| X l?f in-

2397. THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY. NIGHT. (No. 6.)

NIGHT.

Hogarth pinx'. T. Cook sculp'. Published by Longman, Hurst, Rees, 8f

Orme, July l". 1807. [l?38]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1
.), with

the same title and date, No. 2392. It was prepared to illustrate "The Genuine
Works of William Hogarth ", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens ; London, 1 808, i.

where an impression faces p. 103.
With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer ", this plate was used again

for " The Works of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. John Trusler
; London,

1821, i. (1751- b.).

4| X 5|-
in.

2398. THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY. NIGHT. (No. 7.)

NIGHT.

PL. XL1I. Hogarth del* T. Clerk sculp* London Published as the Ac
directs by Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row [^38

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1.), wit!

the same title and date, No. 2392. It was prepared to .illustrate
" The Work

of William Hogarth", by Thomas Clerk; London, 1810, vol. i., where an impres
sion faces p. 144.

With the second title placed below the design, the engraver's name burnishe<
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out, this plate was used again for " The Works of William Hogarth ", London,
1837, vol. i., where an impression faces p. 140.

3^ X 4f- I'M. Brit. Mas. Library, 1402. k. 24.

2 399- THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY. NIGHT. (No. 8.)

NIGHT.

[After Hogarth.] A. Duncan sc. Published by John Major, 50, Fleet Street,

SepT. 1.1*31. [1738]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same
title and date, No. 2392. It was prepared to illustrate "

Hogarth Moralized ",

by the Rev. Dr. Trusler; London, 1831 ;
an impression faces p. 164.

3f X 4k in.

2400. THE FOUR TIMES OF THE DAY. NIGHT. (No. 9.)

From the Original Picture by Hogarth.

TIMES OF THE DAY. NIGHT.

Engraved by W. Radclyffe. Jones $ C, Temple of the Muses, Finsbury

Square, London.

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same
title and date, No. 2392. It was prepared to illustrate

" The Works of William

Hogarth", by the Rev. John Tmsler; London, 1833; an impression faces p. 73-
With the publication line removed, this plate was used for "The Complete

Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. J. Trusler and E. F. Roberts; London,
no date (7855. i.) ; an impression faces p. 121.

4^ X 6 in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 27.

2401. A GROUP OF PARTS OF FIGURES FROM " THE FOUR
TIMES OF THE DAY, NIGHT." G.

[After Hogarth. Engraved by E. Riepenhausen.] D738]

THIS print comprises
"

1 ", the sign-board of the dentist, with the inscription
"
Shaving Bleeding Sf Teeth drawn w'k a Touch Ecce Signum ", and " 2

"
and

"
3 ", the heads of the watchman and the man whom he is leading ; all from

the above-named design.
It is one of a series of illustrative fragments from Hogarth's works, and,

above the design, marked "
Gr."

2 x 3^ in.

2402. A GROUP OF PARTS OF FIGURES FROM " THE FOUR
TIMES OF THE DAY, NIGHT". H.

[After Hogarth. Engraved by E. Riepenhausen.] [^738]

THIS print comprises
"

1 ", the head of the barber, and
" 2 ", that of the person

he is shaving in the above-named design ;
also

"
3 ", the head of the linkboy who

is blowing the torch,
"
4 ", the head of the man who smokes while he empties a

bucket, and "
5
" and " 6 ", the heads of the women in the overturned coach.

It is one of a series of illustrative fragments from Hogarth's works, and,

above the design, marked " H ".

2 x 3i in.
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2403.

STROLLING ACTRESSES DRESSING IN A BARN. (No. i.)

Invented, Painted, Engraved, Sf Published, by Wm
. Hogarth, March the 25,

738. According to Act of Parliament.

THIS engraving shows the interior of a barn, with a broken roof, through a large

hole in which the face of a youth appears, looking at the proceedings of those

who occupy the place as a dressing-room. In the middle is a buxom young
woman dressing for the character of " Diana "

(see below, the description of the

playbill), as it was then represented. She has assumed the appropriate head-

dress, consisting of a crescent, a coronet, strings of pearls, flowers, and large

feathers, the last being stuck at the side of her head. She wears a necklace of

beads
; and, having just shaken down her hoop and petticoat, stands erect, in her

stockings and chemise, in the act of declaiming her part in the perfoi'mance of

which she is about to have a considerable share. At her side sits another young
woman, probably

" Flora
"

(see below), in her hoop and chemise
;
she is dressing

her hair with a tallow candle and a flour-dredger; she kneels before a large

hamper, which is labelled " Jewels ", and on the top of which lie a comb, candle-

stick, shell for paint, and mirror, in which last the woman looks at the reflection

of her own face. A shield, with the face of Medusa painted on it, stands behind

the former woman.
At the side of this actress is a triangular Roman altar, on which are a loaf of

bread (?), a tobacco pipe, which, as the tobacco is still burning, has not long been

taken from the lips of a smoker
;

there are also a drinking glass, a paper (of

tobacco ?), and a large pewter pot, probably containing beer placed for the refresh-

ment of Diana. A little boy, who is dressed as an imp, has seized the pot, and

takes a hearty draught of its contents. This being observed by another little

boy, likewise dressed as an imp, he endeavours to take the vessel from his com-

panion, and aims a blow at the latter with his fist. A violin leans against the

altar. Blood appears to be needed for the approaching performance, a woman
who is dressed as a "

page
"

has therefore seized a cat, and, holding its paws
with her brawny arms, not, however, without receiving sharp scratches by
the animal's claws, gives another old woman with one eye, who, clad like a nun,
wears a hood, an opportunity for drawing blood from the cat's tail with a pair of

scissors into a broken basin which stands on a table. On the front of the design,
on our right, a young woman, dressed as a "tragedy queen", in a crown and

mantle, is rehearsing her part, that of " Juno ", as she sits before a tattered

clothes-box, which, being placed on end, serves as table for a play-book. As this

woman declaims, she turns the leaves of her book with her left hand, and casts

up her eyes, raising the finger of her right hand, and opening its palm as

she does so. Her book is propped by one of those large salt-boxes which were

often used at this period, and before, as orchestral instruments
;
a rolling-pin i.

stuck in the box ; on the back of the latter are chalked many figures, probabb
intended to serve as a score. By the side of the salt-box lie a tinder-bo?

and fuhnen, the latter to be used by the player of a part of" Jupiter".
" Juno

'

is majestically stretching out her leg, placing the heel on an overturned wheel

barrow, for the convenience of a young woman, who is busily darning a hole ii

the stocking worn by the Queen of Heaven. The darner is painted black, am
wears a dark robe spangled with stars; she is to play "Night" in the forth

coming entertainment. Behind this person sits an aged monkey, in a crava

and short cloak
; he is furtively making water into a helmet of Roman shape

which, with its plumes inverted, he clutches
;
he pretends to look another way

At the side of the wheelbarrow is a large cushion, to be used in a stage prccessioi
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for bearing a crown
;
on this are placed a dark lantera, for a stage conspirator,

and a mitre, the top of which contains several small volumes, these are respec-

tively inscribed "
Tragadys", "Farce", and "Farces". A full-bottomed wig

and a mantle, Apollo's lyre, with which a kitten plays, an orb of sovereignty,
which is rolled by another kitten, are piled on the floor at this place. Near
them are several balls, a rope or halter, and cups, probably to be used in

legerdemain.

Many tallow candles, stuck in lumps of clay and intended to illuminate the

theatre, are on the ground near the orb of sovereignty ;
a lighted candle burns

in an iron candlestick, not far from the hamper of "jewels". Near these objects
is a small stump bedstead

;
a gridiron leans against the foot of the last. Four

eggs, doubtless found by the company when they took possession of the barn, lie

on the coverlet
;
one of the eggshells having been broken, its contents run over

the bed. Near the eggs and on the bed are two play-bills, one of which,
surmounted by the royal arms, states the character of the approaching enter-

tainment :

"By a Company of Comedians from The Theatres at London at the GEORGE
INN This Present Evening will be presented THE DEVIL, to Pay in HEAVEN Being
the last time of Acting before y

e Act Commences". On the other play -bill is :

"HEAVEN Being the last Act Commences The part of JuPITER by
Diana M". Flora Mrs

. Juno by M rs
. Night M".

Siren Aurora Mrs
. Eagle M". Cupid Mr

. Two
Devils Ghost 8f Attendance To which will be added Rope dancing and Tumbling.
Vivat Rex ".

Near the bed is a utensil or bowl, with something in it. On the side of

the bed, a girl, dressed for the "
Eagle

"
with a beak, head, and wings, nurses

and strives to feed a baby, who, terrified by the strange head-dress of its mother,
screams and weeps, and rejects a spoonful of food. At the knee of the "Eagle"
is a huge royal crown, which serves as a table or stool

;
on it is placed a paper,

being "The Act against Strolling Players".^ A small saucepan, filled with pap,
is placed on the crown, the "Act" serving to protect the latter. A pair of

breeches lies on the bed.

At the head of the bed stands a full-grown girl to whom the breeches belong,
she appearing without such garments, but wearing stockings and a man's coat,

stands and seems to be suffering from toothache ; she wipes the tears which run down
her cheeks, and holds in one hand a small measure of spirits which the "Siren", see

the bill, who seems to be tipsy, offers to her suffering neighbour, who is about to

appear on the stage in the character of "
Ganymede ". The "Siren" is a young

woman
;
behind her, and from below her petticoats, appears a large fish's tail, part

of which is tied to the wearer's waist by means of a cord. The woman who is to

play the part of "Aurora", see the bill, stands on the right of the "
Siren", and

is busily adjusting the tucker of her fellow.
" Aurora" has dark, frizzled hair,

a face like that of a negress, and wears a large star on her forehead
;
to the star

is attached a scarf that floats behind the head and shoulders of the actress. In
the background,

"
Apollo ", recognizable by his sun-like crown, stands with his

back towards us, and points with the bow of "
Cupid

"
to a pair of stockings

which are hanging over a stage cloud placed on a partition in the barn and just
out of reach. "

Cupid ", a little cliild, clad in a tunic and wings, crowned
with roses, and bearing a quiver with arrows in it, has mounted a ladder to reach

the stockings ;
he stretches one arm to obtain them, and clings with the other

to the ladder. On a partition near this group stand a drum and a trumpet ;

two large rollers which are moulded to resemble waves, and are intended for

representing the sea, lean against the partition ;
a hen and two chickens have

mounted from the ground to the top of one of the waves
;
a part of a scene,

1 See " The Festival of the Golden Rump", No. 2327.
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representing a portico, the pillars of which are wreathed with flowers to be used

in playing a marriage festival, stands against the wall. A stage-chariot, to which

the above-named clouds pertain, is placed over the partition in the barn, it is

drawn by two dragons. The flag of England, with St. George's Cross in one

corner, hangs near the chariot. Upon a cloud behind this vehicle is the back of

a head and a face of a man. Near these is written " OEDIPUS " and " jocASTA ".

The persons thns indicated appear not to observe, or to be heedless of the pre-
sence of the youth, mentioned above, who looks through the hole in the roof.

These persons could not be seen by the players who are dressing below. 1 Near

the former a flail lies on a heap of straw. On a strong pair of steps are a paint-

pot, and a palette with a sheaf of brushes stuck through its thumb-hole ;
near

these are a Roman banner, with " s P Q R ", and a Roman legionary standard
;

also an eagle and another banner. Two "
wings ", for a forest scene, are near

these articles. The scene-painter of the company, to whom the paint -pot and

brushes belong, has been engaged on these wings. On two ropes stretched across

this part of the barn hang a chemise, an apron, a pair of ruffles, and a woman's cap.

For the history of this plate see " The Four Times of the Day, Morning
"

(No. 1.), No. 2357, which comprises advertisements for the publication of
"
Strolling Actresses dressing in a Barn ". The original picture was sold 2 to

Mr. Francis Beckford, for 27^. 6s., and by him returned
;

it was sold again to

Mr. Wood, of Littleton, near Staines, for the same sum. It was burnt at Lyttle-
ton Dec. 18, 1874.

There are three states of this plate : 1
,
in which the name of the performer

of the part of "
Jupiter ", as given on the play-bill, is visible, being

" Mr. Bilk-

village
"

;
a shadow was added in this place which concealed the name of this

person. The shoe of the woman who is about to enact the part of " Juno "
is

black in the third state, white in the first
;
in the first state there are three holes

in the roof, these are reduced to one in the third state. 2. The variations of which

have not been described. 3. Described before, in which the above-mentioned

changes appear ;
also the shadow of the truckle-bed on our left has been so much

enlarged and extended that it embraces the utensil which is standing near it. In

the first state the head of " Flora" is adorned with a cap and othe^ ornaments,
over which she is applying the candle-grease ;

in the third state the cap was

removed, and only a piece of linen remains on the top of the woman's head
;

her " amourettes ", or face curls, were very much reduced. The painter's

pot is darker in the third than in the first state. The head of the weeping

girl was reduced at the back, and the "Mermaid's" spirit bottle was made quite
black on the shaded side.

" Diana's
"
hoop is darkened with cross-hatching

in the third state, and the shadows on her thighs were extended from above. The

cap of the woman who grasps the cat was reduced in size and altitude. The face

of "
Night

" was made to represent that of a negress ;
it was not so in the first

state. Her hair was made to look crisp in the third state. Also a shadow was
introduced on the floor, as it is cast there by the drapery under the cat playing
with the orb of sovereignty. In this state the shadows generally were darkened

;

the impressions have accordingly, as was generally the case in the retouched

plates by Hogarth, suffered grievously in respect to clearness and brilliancy.

1 This part of a scene, with names inscribed on the front of a cloud, was
intended to be used in the performance of a play written by Nathaniel Lee, and

styled
"
CEdipus ", of which the second act contains the following stage direc-

tion :

" The cloud draws that veiled the heads of the figures in the sky, shews
them crowned with the names of CEdipus and Jocasta written above in great
characters of gold"; see "Hogarth Illustrated", by John Ireland; 1806, i.

p. 168, note.
2 See l - The Battle of the Pictures" (No. l.), Feb. 28, 1745.
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This plate, in the third state, having been much worn and worked on, was
used again for " The Works of William Hogarth, from the original Plates restored

by James Heath, Esq. R.A."
; London, no date (1751. d.)

The second state of the print, which is known as "
Boys peeping at Nature",

see that title, No. 1 943, was used as a subscription ticket for "
Strolling

Actresses", &c. and "The Four Times of the Day", "Morning", "Noon",
"Evening", and "Night", see those titles respectively, 1738 (No. 1.), in each
case.

2l X

2404. STROLLING ACTRESSES DRESSING IN A BARN. (No. 2.)

Invented 8f Painted by W". Hogarth. N. 3. [l?38]

THIS engraving is a copy from that described as (No. 1
.), with the same title

and date, No. 2403.
It appears to have been one of a series of copies after Hogarth's works,

" No. 3." being in the upper corner, on our right ;
see " The Gate of Calais

"

(No. 2.), 1 749.

10J- x 6 in.

2405. STROLLING ACTRESSES DRESSING IN A BARN. (No. 3.)

[After Hogarth.]
Dent Sculp. [iT2$~\

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.),
with the

same title and date, No. 2403. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth

Moralized", by the Rev. J. Trusler; London, 1768, on p. 184.
It was used again for "

Hogarth Illustrated ", by John Ireland
; London,

1791, vol. i. (7854. ff.), facing p. 167.

4? X 3i l - Brit- Mus. Library (Grenville), 2585.

2406. STROLLING ACTRESSES DRESSING IN A BARN. (No. 4.)

Comedienes ambulantes qui s'habillent dans une grange.

Strolling Actresses dressing in a Barn.

1. W. Hogarth pinx. 1738. Riepenhausen del. Sf sc. [l?38]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1.),

with the same title and date, No. 2403. It was prepared to illustrate

G. C. Lichtenberg's
"
Erklarung der Hogarthischen", &c., Gottingen, 1794

1816, in which series it is No. 1 .

It may be distinguished from other copies by the absence of a marginal line

about the engraved portion of the plate, and the presence of the number "
l
"
in

the upper corner, on our right.

lOi X 8f in. Brit. Mus. Library, 788, g. 11.

2407. STROLLING ACTRESSES DRESSING IN A BARN. (No. 5.)

STROLLING PLAYERS.

Designed by W. Hogarth. Engraved by T. Cook. London Published by
G. G. 8f J. Robinson Paternoster Row February l". 1800. [1738]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and
date (No. l.), No. 2403.
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It is comprised in "
Hogarth Restored. The Whole Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth", &c., "Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook
;

"
London, 1806.

The first state of the original plate was used in making this copy, the name
of "Mr

. Bilkvillage
"
being distinct on the play-bill, see (No. 1

.), as above.

2lf X 16 in.

2408. STROLLING ACTRESSES DRESSING IN A BARN. (No. 6.)

STROLLING PLAYERS.

Hogarth pinxt. T. Cook sculp'. Published by Longman, Hurst, Rees, and

Orme,Nov
r.l".\So6. [1738]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with

the same title and date, No. 2403. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Genuine

Works of William Hogarth", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens
; London, 1810.

vol. ii., where an impression faces p. 1 50.

With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer", this plate was used again for
" The Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1821,
vol. ii. (1751. b.)

7 X 5f in.

2409. STROLLING ACTRESSES DRESSING IN A BARN. (No. 7.)

STROLLING PLAYERS.

PL. LVI. Hogarth del1
. T. Clerk sculp'. London Published as the Act

directs by Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row. [l?38]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1
.), with the same

title and date, No. 2403. It was prepared to illustrate " The Works of William

Hogarth", by Thomas Clerk; London, 1810, vol. ii., where an impression faces

p. 1.

With the second title placed below the design, the engraver's name burnished

out, this plate was used again to illustrate
" The Works of William Hogarth",

London, 1837, vol. ii., where an impression faces p. 36.

41. x 3^ in. Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k. 25.

2410. STROLLING ACTRESSES DRESSING IN A BARN. (No. 8.)

THE COMPANY OF STROLLERS. ENGD
. BY T. E.

NICHOLSON.

[After Hogarth.]
Published by John Major, 50 Fleet Street, June 30, 1831. [173&]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same
title and date, No. 2403. It was prepared to illustrate

"
Hogarth Moralized ",

by the Rev. Dr. Trusler; London, 1831 ;
an impression faces p. 2OO.

5 X 3ft.

2411. STROLLING ACTRESSES DRESSING IN A BARN. (No. 9.)

STROLLING PLAYERS, REHEARSING IN A BARN.

Engraved by G. Presbury , from the Original by WILLIAM HOGARTH.

Jones $ C. Temple of the Muses, Finsbury Square, London. [173^]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the
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same title and date, No. 2403. It was prepared to illustrate " The Works of

William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler
; London, 1833; an impression

faces p. 125.
With the publication line removed, the remaining inscription enclosed by a

scroll, this plate was used for " The Complete Works of William Hogarth ", by
the Rev. J. Trusler and E. F. Roberts; London, no date (7855.1.); an im-

pression faces p. 156.

6|. X 4% in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 28.

2412.

FRONTISPIECE TO " Tom K gs : or The PAPHIAN GROVE,
With the various HUMOURS of COVENT GARDEN, The
THEATRE, L d M tons, &c. A Mock- Heroic

Poem, In three Cantos." &c. 1738.

Ja. Smith del. et Sculp'. D738]

THIS engraving represents the author of the poem named above, seated at a

table in a dressing-gown, with writing materials, turning and looking up at a

vision of Venus standing on clouds, naked, led by Cupid. Her chariot is in the

air, drawn away from us by sparrows. On the ground are Silenus on his ass, a

faun, and satyr. In the background is the Church of St. Paul, Covent Garden,
Westminster.

The text professes to give descriptions of the manners and customs of the

harlots and others who frequented the infamous coffee-house, variously called
" Tom King's ", and "

Mary
"

or " Moll King's ".* This print illustrates the

author's invocation to Venus
; see "An Illustration to Canto I. of ' Tom King's' ",

&c., No. 2413, and the same to "Canto III." of the same, No. 2414.
6 X 4%: in. Brit. Mus. Library, 11633. e.

2413.

AN ILLUSTRATION TO CANTO I. OF " Tom K 's : or,

THE PAPHIAN GROVE," &c., 1 738.

J. Smith delin et Sculp. [1738]

THIS engraving represents Covent Garden Market as it was about 1738; the

portico of the Church of St. Paul is in the background, with a flag flying, and a

sort of louvre, with a vane, on the roof. Two booths are on our left of the

design, one of which bears, suspended in front, a small effigy of carved wood, re-

presenting an American Indian in a feather head-dress and ceinture, such as are

used as signs for tobacco shops. This booth is inscribed "
King's (Coff)ee

House ". In front a party of watchmen have taken a gentleman, who has lost

his wig in a skirmish, towards the watchhouse
;
a woman walks behind, wringing

her hands. On " Tom King's Coffee House ", see the references which are given
with " The Four Times of the Day, Morning" (No. 1.), No. 2357. The text

contains no special references to the design in question, but it describes many
of the features of old Covent Garden, such as the obelisk, and indicates many

1 See " The Four Times of the Day, Morning
"
(No. 1 .), No. 2357, and the

references it contains to other entries concerned with this place.
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persons of notoriety at this period, such as " Moll King ", various harlots, and
" Lun ", i.e. Rich, the pantomimist, and his stage tricks, &c., see " The Stage's

Glory", No. 1869.
As to the text, see the references which are given with "

Frontispiece to

'Tom King's'", &c., No. 2412; see likewise "An Illustration to Canto III. of
' Tom K g's

'

", &c., No. 2414.

4ir * 6J-t. Brit. Mus. Library, 11633. e -

2414.

AN ILLUSTRATION TO CANTO III. OF "Tom K g's: or,

THE PAPHIAN GROVE", &c. 1738.

J Smith delin et Sculp. [l 738]

THIS engraving represents the interior of a room, probably intended for one of

those in the building known as
" Tom King's Coffee House", Covent Garden,

Westminster, the supposed scene of " A Rake's Progress, Plate III. ", see that

title (No. l.), No. 2188. In this design two gentlemen are engaged, or about

to engage, in a pugilistic encounter
; they have lost or taken off their respective

wigs, and are approaching each other with doubled fists. A black woman stands

behind one of the combatants
; she is the waitress represented in Hogarth's

design, and referred to in the poem called " The Rake's Progress ", see " He
comes into the Possession of his Father's Estate" (No. 2.), No. 2172. Another
woman is encouraging the other combatant. Among the spectators of the fight

are a man and a woman, who hold candles to illuminate the scene. The woman
has mounted on a chair, and holds up one of her hands in dismay or surprise at

the proceedings at her feet.

As to the text, see the references which are given with "
Frontispiece to

' Tom K g's :'
"
&c., No. 2412 ;

and " An Illustration to Canto I. of ' Tom
K g's

'

", &c., No. 2113. The text describes a fight between a citizen and a

countryman as taking place in the coffee-house, and other scenes of that place.

4 X 61 in. Brit. Mus. Library, 1 1 633. e.

2415.

THE EUROPEAN RACE Heat i i
d

. Anno Dom. MDCCXXXVIII.
Inscrib'd to the Politicians of the Universe By their Hum-
ble Serv1

.

An Englishman.

Publish''d November the 26'* 1738, according to the late Act. C. Mossley

sculp* [1738]

AN engraving, with the above title and the following verse engraved on the same

plate, below the design.
" Let us hear the conclusion of the whole matter. Fear

God and keep his commandments, for this is the whole Duty of Man. Ecclesiastes

the 12th
: Verse the 13

th :"

For a complete account of this and similar prints, see the same title,
" Heat

Ist
"

(No. l), No. 2333, and "IIId ", No. 2431, we must refer to a pamphlet,

styled
" An Explanation of the First, Second, and Third Heats of the European

Race, And of the Hieroglyphical Frontispiece Thereunto prefix'd, Likewise of a

Print call'd Fee, Fau, Fum. The Fourth Edition. To which is added, An
Explanation of the Heat for a Distance for the Year l 740. By the Political

Club", London 1740. (lOl, g. 27.) Published in February, 1740.
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The design represents a race-course near the sea shore, as in that of
" Heat Ist

", "AMERICA", "A ICA", "ASIA", and "EUROPE", personified

by four female figures, occupy the umpire's stand on our left. A quarrel
has arisen among these personages. Europe has dropped her lance and taken

Asia by the collar
;
Africa is awakened by the noise, and appears to remonstrate

with the disputants ;
America still sleeps. A laurel wreath, which hangs from the

upper beam of the umpire's stand, is the prize contended for. The stand is based

on bales of wool consigned to France, and respectively inscribed "A Moun-
sieur Barbit Marchand a Paris", "A Mounsieur Le Neve Merchand a Diep",
" Moun Merchand Bologn", and " Mounsieur Merchand a Roan".

Upon one of the bales "TRADE" is seated, dejected at seeing the flag of

England which, as before, is attached to the stand,
" Made in France of true

English Wool." Near Trade stands a small chest, with lace in it, and marked
" French Lace 8f Brocades for Birth day Suites". Fixed to the stand is a

balance, in which the French fleur de Us weighs down a bag of gold. Near it is a

large heap of " Fuller s Earth"
,
marked on a label for

" Mounsier a Paris" . The
first racer in this Heat is Cardinal Fleury, with a serpent for his belt, indicating

his wisdom, and mounted on his crafty fox
;
he is followed by Theodore, King of

Corsica, now remounted, and threatening vengeance upon him with his sword and

pistol. Next is "Don G dino", (or Spain), falling from his restive wolf, and

dropping his whip, France having ceased for a moment to lead him by the nose.

Next comes the Turk, mounted on an elephant, which is decorated with flags taken

from the Russian, but limping on a wooden leg, having been crippled in the con-

test, and having dropped his English spectacles. Next is Russia on his bear, scarcely
able to move, its paw in a sling, having been sorely wounded in this year's campaign.

Germany follows, making speed on his eagle, its clipped wings having been

repaired with a fleur de Us, but the globe has fallen from its grasp. The wolf,

elephant, bear, and eagle are all stamped with the fleur de Us, or mark of French

influence. Behind the distance-post the Dutchman, having lost his cap, is flog-

ging on his boar, whose leg is clogged with a fleur de Us. In a car, wrhich is

attached to a cannon, is seated a person who, with a long pair of reins, is holding
a stopper in the mouth of the cannon, inscribed

" O Lord open thou my Lips
and my Mouth shall shew forth thy praise." From the stopper is suspended
the greyhound badge of an English King's messenger. Two lions, under which is

written,
" In y

e Tower of London" are endeavouring to drag the cannon, but one

of them is checked by an English herald. This intimates that Walpole was

using messengers and heralds, when the only effectual mediators would have been

cannons and the British lion.

In the immediate foreground is a row of figures, comprising a butcher holding
back a bulldog of " True English breed"

,
till it is the proper time to slip it. An

old man, with spectacles in his hand, leans on his crutch, which is thrust into

the eye of Envy, and holds up a paper, on which is
" Or the CRAFTSMAN,

Sep 30 1738." Carlos, King of the Two Sicilies, and his queen seated in a car,

are drawn by Spanish wolves ; behind the vehicle is a boot, representing Italy ;
a

broken wheel of the carriage intimates that their progress is not without

difficulties. A galloping French officer bets " Fox ag
u

y' Field." A Spaniard is

offering
" A new Treaty of Comerce." to a Swede and a Frenchman. An ape

is leacb'ng a dragon caparisoned, and marked on the housings with the Keys of

St. Peter. In the air the Devil is flying a kite with a lanthorn at its tail, and

seeking the crown which was the prize aimed at in the First Heat. Two doves

are in the air, one, which is marked "
Fleury ", is entangled in a cobweb, this is

to show that the Cardinal's schemes were obstructed. The Imperial eagle is

soaring and carrying two baskets
;"
in one of these is a sword

;
in the other is the

young Pretender, who desires some one to "Build an Hospital for" foundlings.
The inactive English fleet, with brooms at the mast heads, floats in the distance,

where Spanish Guarda Costa sail unmolested; Englishmen are piling "LOGWOOD" ,
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which they have cut in the "
Bay of CAMPECHY ", while others are driven into

slavery by a Spaniai'd, who is about to be shot by the captain of a vessel, the last

who had escaped when his crew were captured, and now takes aim in ainbush.

A sun eclipsed appears in the sky.

The pamphlet named above illustrates this design ; saying, p. 19, that
" The Meaning of the Inventor's chusing this Text of Scripture is thought
to be owing to the Situation of the Affairs of Europe at this Time;" p. 21,
" to shew that a Camel may indeed go through the Eye of a Needle, the Inventor

hath placed a small Fleur-de-Lis in one Scale, and a large Bag of Gold in the

other
;
but the Fleur-de-Lis appears by much the heaviest." P. 22,

" The
C 1 is incircled with a Snake, as a Token of his Wisdom

;
and hath a

Cross hanging at his Breast, to shew that he does every Thing for the Sake

of Religion. The next is supposed to be Don G -dino, mounted on a

Wolf: He hath let go his Whip, and is ready to fall off, which is supposed
to be owing to his not being led by the Fox, who had now found out a new
Scent of Corsica, and was too much busied about it to stick so close to the

Sp h Affairs as before. Here 'tis thought that the C 1 and his Antag-
onist Th e signed a Convention. The next is a Bashaw of Three Tails,

mounted on a lofty Elephant, with several Standards, as Trophies which he

had this Year taken from Russia : In which Enterprize the Elephant itself

has got a Wooden Leg. This alludes to the T ks taking some Towns,' but

losing so many Forces, that the Gain was not worth half the Loss sustain'd.

However, they seem to have learned from their good Ally the F h, the

Art of glossing over their Affairs. The next is a Russian on a Bear, which he

finds very difficult to put forward, he being run very hard in the last Heat, by
which he was lamed, and got one of his Fore-Feet bound up in a Sling.

This alludes to the great Loss the Russians had sustained this Year, though

they were above using any Disguise or Artifice to conceal it. The next is a German
mounted on an Eagle, whose Wings were clipp'd the last Heat, but have since

been artfully patch'd up with a Fleur-de-Lis. The Eagle hath dropp'd the .

Globe from his Talons, which alludes to his giving up his Pretensions to some

important Places : And his having the Deficiency of his Wings made good with

Fleur-de-Lis, shows that F ce hath enabled him to run this Heat, whereby
he hath just saved his Distance. All these Beasts are branded with a Fleur-

de-Lis, to show that they are some way or other promoting the F cf>

Interest." P. 25,
" The next is Don Carlos and his Queen, both very gay, ir

a Royal Chaise, drawn by two Wolves, the proper Representatives of S n1 "

" As he was kept back in the last Heat, we suppose 'tis now Time to secure

our Mediterranean, Adriatick, and Levant." " The Haven on the Starting-pos
seems to be an ominous token

;
and therefore it is not to be Wondered if the

Winner of the former Heat should be the Loser at last. The Candle seems t<

shew a Suspicion that the C 1's Measures are coming to light. Two Bird:

are seen in the Air, which are said to be the same that appeared in the forme

Heat, and rested on St. Paul's Church. And upon Enquiry, they are found t<

be a Sort of Horseman Pidgeons, bred up in F ce, which the C 1 give
to Am s, &c. which return with an early Intelligence concerning whateve
Business they are to negociate." P. 27, In the Air is an Eagle flying with tw <

Pannier Baskets over its Body ;
in one of which Baskets is the Sword of Justice

and in the other a young B d Child,
2 who is holding out a Label, whereon i .

writ, Build an Hospital for Foundlings. This seems to intimate, that if w
would do Justice to ourselves, we should build such an Hospital, and kee >

those Children of Love at home, which might indeed have prevented muc i

Confusion in this Kingdom : But the Design here recommended is since put i .

Execution. A Fleet of Ships is seen with Brooms on their Top-mast-heads

1 ? Spain.
2 See "

Qualis vir Talis Oratio," No. 1 174.
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This we take to be a token that they are upon Sale
;
therefore judge them to

be Colliers, or Merchant Men who want Employ. (Not our Wooden Walls of

Defence.) A Spider's Webb seems to be grown on the Mast, in which one of

the aforementioned Birds is caught : This Bird having a Paper tied to its

Leg, whereon is writ Fleury ; and by the Contents of the Inside, we suppose
some extraordinary Secrets were found out. Neptune is riding out of the Sea,

with a Pitch-fork in one Hand, and a magnifying-Glass in the other, through
which he is looking at those tall Ships, which he seems, by his extraordinary

Surprize, to take for the same that were formerly The Rulers of the Main.

He hath on his Head a Hat,
1 which it is supposed he has found floating on the

Seas."

This part of the pamphlet concludes with copies of " verses" sent to " The
Craftsman"

;
one of which is stated to have been written by a decayed merchant

of London,
" on seeing the Print of the Second Heat of the European Race

hung up for Sale on a Pillar of the Royal Exchange"
The " Don G dino ", referred to above, was Don Thomas Geraldino,

Minister for Spain in London.

As to cruelties said to have been perpetrated by Spaniards on Englishmen,
and their depredations on English ships, see the references which are given with
" In Place (No. 1 )", No. 2350. As to

"
English Wool ", see " The Evil Genius ",

&c., No. 2418.
On the general subject of the war with Spain, see the references which are

given with " The Lyon in Love ", No. 2347.
See " The Races of the Europeans, with their Keys ", No. 2335, which

comprises a copy of this print, with variations.

Below this design is engraved, in place of the jewel of the Order of the

Garter, which appears in " Heat Ist

", an armillary sphere.
" The Country Journal

; or, The Craftsman", No. 638, Sat. Sept. 30, 1738,

p. 1, col. 1, in an article on house signs, alluding to the motto on the cannon,

observes,
" We scorn to make use of such brutish unphilosophical Arguments as

the Mouth of a Cannon. No, the Mouths of our Ministers and Ambassadors have

been long found, by Experience, to be more rational and prevailing"

THE STATES IN A LETHARGY. Awake, Awake I the Philistines

are upon You.

Bernetto delin. Published according to Act of Parliament 15 Jany . 1 739.

{Jan. 15, 1739]

AN engraving, showing the interior of a room in which, seated in a large chair, a

Cardinal sings a lullaby and rocks a cradle, in which is sleeping the Dutch Lion,

crowned and holding the heraldic arrows of the Seven United Provinces
; three

Dutch pugs are attempting to awake the royal animal by barking. This alludes

to the intrigues of Cardinal Fleury to induce the Dutch to remain neutral while

Spain and France were encroaching on England.
Below the design these lines are engraved : .

" Hush a by Baby, Lull a by Baby by,

Sings Cardinal Fox, our dear Friend & Ally
While the Dog, who Fetters, tho' Golden, disdains,

Cries, Awake, Awake, Now, or you'll wake in Chains."

1 The Hat of Liberty ; i. e. a broad-brimmed, flat hat.
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" The States-General wisely determined to preserve their own tranquillity, and

profit by the stagnation of commerce amongst their belligerent neighbours ; they
were overawed by French threats and Prussian pretensions, and seduced by the

secret influence of France. There was, however, a party, headed by the Prince of

Orange, supported by many persons of credit and influence, and instigated by the

complaints of many merchants who, as well as the English, suffered from Spanish

depredations. This party compelled the States to issue orders for an augmenta-
tion of their forces ; but these orders were executed so slowly that neither France

nor Prussia had great cause to take umbrage at their preparations."
" The

History of England ", &c., by T. Smollett, Book II. ch. vn. s. xiv.

This print is advertised in " The London Daily Post", for Thursday, Jan. 31,

1740, p. 1, col. 1, as
" This Day is Published, Price 6d., An Humorous Print,

call'd The STATES in a Lethargy", &c., "Sold by the Printsellers of London
and Westminster." : also, in the same paper for Feb. 1. 174> P- 2

>
col. 3-

91 X 6| in.

2417.
" THE NAKED TRUTH"

Published according to Act of ParV. the 23
d

. day of June 1 739. f. i. c. by
John Brett. {June, l 739]

THIS engraving shows a medallion, having on the obverse, a laureated bust of

Oliver Cromwell. Legend ;

" Olivar. D.G. RP. Ang. Sco. Hibernice. Protector."

On the reverse, the Protector, kneeling with his head on the lap of Britannia,

exposes his bare posteriors to the French and Spanish Ambassadors, who are

disputing for the honour of the first salute. Legend ;

" Retire, toy. thonnevr.

appartient. av. roy. man. maistre. Lovis. le. Grand."

This device is copied from a medal which was executed in Holland in con-

tempt of the subserviency of France and Spain to Cromwell. This print was

produced with reference to the history of the Protectorate of Oliver Cromwell,
and is catalogued accordingly with the date, 1655? an(i is described with the

number 894. In this entry to the Catalogue,
" The Naked Truth" is described

as a first state of the plate. The title,
" The Naked Truth", was burnished

out for the second issue, and " The differance of Times, between those Times
and these Times.", put in its place. The account of the publication of the

medal, see No. 894, was removed from the lower part of the plate ;
the publica-

tion line, as above, was taken out
;

the statement of price disappeared. The
ruled lines were placed on the ground and the print was republished as a satire

on the contrast afforded by the alleged abject policy of Walpole with regard to

the continental powers. Above the circles, on a label, is
"
Tempora mutantur,

et NOS mutamur in illis." Beneath, are these verses, engraved, in addition to

those quoted with No. 894 :

" This Medal, struck in NOLL'S great Days,
Gives us reproach, & HIM just Praise

The naked truth need not be told,

BRITANNIA does the whole unfold.

" But now, alas ! things change their face :

And C D L *
usurps NOLL'S place ;

And on V H retorts the Farce
;

Bids him and W kiss his A ."

Each circle, 4|- in. diameter.

1 The Cardinal referred to here was Fleury ;
on the political situation indi-
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THE EVIL GENIUS OF ENGLAND Represented in Several Scenes

relating to the War
[Seven distinct designs.]

Publish 'd December 6th, 1740 according to Act of Parliament price Is.

[Oct. 23, 1739]

THIS print is divided into seven compartments ;
in the centre is represented

"
l ",

" The EVIL GENIUS and his LEVEE", an assemblage of persons, speaking, and
in whose words the subjects of the surrounding compartments are, in some de-

gree, explained. In front of a chair the Genius, a devil, with his harpy-like legs

tramples upon
" LIBERTY "

and " TRADE "; he holds a mask in one hand
;
on bis

head is a crown on which is written,
" Debts &f Taxes shall (n)ever (c)ease ".

By a label he announces,
"
They can be ruind no way but by Placemen and Pen-

sioners". He is giving a heavy purse to a statesman (Sir R. Walpole), who declares,
" I'll obey your influence in ev'ry thing Sf do all the Mischief I can", and distributes

gold to a crowd of courtiers, who respectively remark " Pll vote against a War
with Spain",

" Til say we have given the Spaniards cause to use us worse ",
" /'// say

their claim of searching our Ships is just ",
" Pll vote for the Convention which

tacitly admits all their Claims", "I'll insist that a bad peace is better than a

Successfull War ",
" Pll e'en put in for a share of the Plunder ". Three persons

behind this group have received their pay ;
one of these, with a "B h Bill

30 P*", observes,
" This Bribe is small but I cant resist the temptation" . Another

person, with "B k. Bill 500 Pdt "
observes "

Many a poor Man would scorn to

betray his Country for double y
e sum ". A third, with "

,400 Pention
"

in his

hands, says,
" O Covetousness thou art more to be guarded against than Indigence ".

A courtier, who stands behind the Evil Genius, observes,
" The want of public

Spirit is all our Support" On a table are bags of gold. On a label above this

design is engraved:

"When Nations suffer, droop, or fall,
The Evil Genius does it all.

The Tools to execute his Will,

Are Pensioners and Placemen still.

By these he has our Woes begun;

By these we must be quite undone ;

Unless all parties strait unite,

And put the Venal Crew to flight"

Of the designs surrounding that which is above described, No. " 2
"
represents

"WAR PROCLAIMED".

This shows the street in front of the Exchange, London. A herald, accom-

panied by mace-bearers, drummers, trumpeters, &c., holds a scroll on which is

inscribed the Declaration of War, containing a list of grievances, "great Crueltie(s)

Depredations) (in)securit(j of) Trade Satisfaction). Declaration of) War

vigorously) prosecuted)". A crowd of persons shout approval of the Declara-

tion. On a scroll beneath is engraved the following speech of the Evil Genius :

" So far at last, they've gained their will:

But I'll defeat their projects still.

cated by this satire, see "In Place" (No. 1.), No. 2350, and the references to

other satires which it contains.
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Til make this War so great a Curse,

No Peace whatever shall be thought worse.

Glad they'll compound for my Convention 1
,

Or sue for MONSIEURS Intervention.

Thus after all they shall be more,
Distressed and hamperd than before."

Below this is No. "
7 ", a map, which is partly coloured, above it is inscribed :

" The Tables turned, or Spain gotten uppermost
"

The coasts of Ireland, England, France, and Spain are shown. A medallion

of Cardinal Fleury in " FRANCE"; a foul Wind 2
,
called "a cardinal Wind", con-

fines the English fleet in its own harbour. The French fleet sails from " Brest ",

near it is a label, inscribed " de Inglis vere before hand vid Spain, now ve sail be

beforehand vid de Inglis". The Spanish fleet sails from "
Ferrol", near it is a

label, inscribed " Now a Fig for the English Fleet". Labels from " Cork"

express the complaint,
"
Why may not we sell our Beef to the Span

ds as freely as

our Wool to the French "
? and declare "

If the fleets had set outfrom hence none but

a Cardinal Wind cou'd have stopped them".

Below the design these verses are engraved, being the speech of the Evil

Genius :

" The Ferol Navy now is on its way
Three Months wont put y

e British Fleets 'to sea.

While the French Squadrons getting too y
e
start,

From their respective Ports will soon depart.
'Tis thus y

e Nations War I've rendered void,

And all their gilded Hopes at once destroyed.

Their Fleets forthwith to India now may sail

Since there as well as here I've turn'd the scale

That they, who late had Spain with ease overthrown,

May now have much ado to save their own."

Above the centre is
"
3 ", a map, partly coloured, and entitled :

"THE PACIFIC FLEETS"

The coasts of Spain and Africa are shown. The "
Assogue Ships" pass the

English fleet, having been warned "
Keep off or we must take you ". The " S1

.

Joseph
"

follows at a distance. Attached to two frigates in the Mediterranean are

the remarks, "Safes the Word", and " These are Friends notfoes".
Below the design these words, the speech of the Evil Genius :

" See these Pacific fl ts ! for shew,
Sent out, not to molest the Foe.

They take no Ships, unless so rude,

As the Saint Joseph to intrude.

But while they uselessly Survey
The Ocean, Sf the Middle Sea,

No force to India, shall be sent,_

Where their whole Power shou'd be bent"

Below the centre is
" 6 ", a map, partly coloured, and entitled :

" Britains Disgrace or the Merchant's distress ".

1 The Convention of the Pardo; see "The European Race, Heat IIId .'

No. 2431.
2 This Wind is represented in the usual way ; the head is blowing little circles

i. e. coins, towards the English fleet
;
these are coloured yellow.
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The map shows the English Channel and the coasts of "FRANCE" England
and Spain. Ships sail on the sea with various labels thus inscribed " Col

Braithwait murder d by a Frenchman", "The Lisbon Packet Boat",
" We are 18

Frenchman to 3 Spaniards ",
" We are going to Cut a Ship out of the Downs ".

A label from " Brest
"

states
" Were it not from us they cou'd not man their Pri-

vateers to hurt the English ". Another, from " San Sebastian
"
avers the place is

" So full we can hold no mbre ". On a label attached to ships in " Bilboa ", is

" We must burn some to make room for others".

Below the design are engraved these words, the speech of the Evil Genius :

"See the rare fruits of my Address!

How much I shame them &f distress !

Tho Cumber d with huge Naval Hosts,

Theres not a Ship to Guard the Coasts.

The Privateers their numbers slight

And take the Merchants in their sight

While Spanish Ports with English throng
No Squadron's sent to Avenge the Wrong.
How like they now their wish'd-for War ?

Til make them sick of the affair :

But first must see to turn the Scale

In India, where they still pravail."

The next compartment, "4", contains another coloured map, and is entitled :

" BRITA1NS GLORY Adm: VERNON'S Tryumphs."

The map shows the "WESTERN OCEAN", "GULF OF MEXICO", and the

West India Islands. On North America is a medallion with a statue of Admiral
" VERNON" in a Roman costume. Labels issue from various places. That per-

taining to Fort "Chagre", bears "Vernon comes we must surrender". That of
" Porto Bella

"
avers " theres no withstanding such dreadful fire ". That of

''''Cartagena
"
states "Don Blass wont venture out to save us ". That of "P10

. Rico
"

says
" We shall be PunisKd for our pyracies". That of "Havana" avers "

If
He comes now with any force all is lost". That of " FLORIDA" states "We'll

defer our Invasion till theirs is over ". This last refers to the British fleet, which
is sailing by the coast of the Spanish colony of Florida.

Below the design are engraved the following verses, the speech of the Evil

Genius :

" The only Man Spain had to fear
Was this damnd honest English Tar.

But who'd have tho' ought coud be done

With Six unsoldierd Ships alone.

Yet, while tK HAVANA does escape,
The British Trade no good can reap.
His course to stop, &f powr reduce,

ril let the Cadiz Squadron loose.

And tho the Grubs * are here in heart

In Europe they shall sorely smart."

The last compartment "5" shows a map, and is entitled:

" The MASK taken off or the Cadiz Squadron let loose".

The map shows " SPAIN" " Gibraltar" &c. The Spanish fleet has sailed

from " Cadiz ", a label states " This is a lucky release ". Another label at
" Ferol

"

" * Merchants."

III. U
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declares,
" The Cadiz Squadron is coming to us ". A third label, from " San

Sebastian" replies to the last, with,
" Then we may go to work with our Privateers

securely". English ships at '''Gibraltar" have a label inscribed, ''Mysterious

politics to let Ships out we have been blocking up so long"
Below the design the following verses are engraved, being the speech of the

Evil Genius :

" Six Months Blockade made vain this 'day.

And half a Million thrown away.
The Ferol Fleet will yield Pretence

To put them to a New Expence,

Of Arming Squadrons to destroy it:

But ril take care they shant annoy it;

For not a Ship, shall there be sent,

That may their second scape prevent,
And Til the British Fleets delay
Till those can Jit Sf get away."

This print gives, in one view, the history of the war with Spain, and reflects

English popular opinion of the conduct of the ministry of Sir Robert Walpole.
For illustrations of the causes of popular anger with regard to the Spaniards,
see " In Place ", (No. 1.), No. 2350, and, for the events of the war which ensued,
" The Lyon in Love," No. 2347. In "

l
"

the speakers who express their

readiness to vote against a war with Spain, i. e. to oppose the popular feeling

in that matter, are intended for the " Placemen
"

and " Pensioners
"

against
whom the Place Bill was designed. The persons thus satirized consist of bishops,

noblemen, and lawyers.
" War Proclaimed", i.e.

"
2", has been explained.

" The Tables turn'd", i.e.
"

7," comprises allusions to the delays which took

place in the conduct of the war, and the alleged want of wisdom in collecting

the English fleet at St. Helen's and Spithead, instead of at Cork, the geographical

position of which latter port would have enabled the ships to be beforehand witl

the enemy, unless the government was influenced by a " Cardinal Wind," i.e. th(

operation of French money. The " Wind "
in the design is represented as blow-

ing gold pieces towards England. Sir John Norris was ordered to sail froir

Spithead with a large British fleet, and a great force was gathered there, but

owing to contrary, i. e. east, or " French "
winds, it was unable to get awaj

from the English coast, and at last was driven into Torbay, where it was

detained all the season. Sir John Norris was popularly called
" Foul-Weathe)

Jack ". Meanwhile the Spanish fleet came out of Ferrol, where the Englisl
fleet was intended to have blockaded it, and the French fleet came out of Brest

these forces united and sailed to the West Indies. The reference to the bee
'

of Cork may be explained thus : Sir R. Walpole, by way, it was alleged, o
'

quieting a few of his antagonists, had relaxed some of the laws which afFectec

the export of wool,
1

whereas, in 1 74O>
" The Commons, having voted an addres

of thanks (to the King) brought in a Bill for prohibiting the exportation o
'

corn and provisions, for a limited time, out of Great-Britain, Ireland, and th

American plantations. This was a measure calculated to distress the enemj .

who were supposed to be in want of these necessaries. The French had con

tracted for a very large quantity of beef in Ireland for the use of their own am L

the Spanish navy ;
and an embargo had been laid upon the ships of that king

dom. The Bill met with vigorous opposition ; yet the House unanimousl

resolved that his Majesty should be addressed to lay an immediate embargo upo t

all ships laden with corn, grain, starch, rice, beef, pork, and other provisions, to b :

1 Hence the complaints which appear in " The European Race, Heat IId .,

'

No. 243 1
;
that it was permitted to export wool for the benefit of French mami -

facturers, so that the English flag itself was " made in France of English wool.'
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transported to foreign parts" ;
see " The History of England," by T. Smollett

;

1807, iii. p. 43. The reference to "India" may indicate expected operations

by the combined fleets in the West Indies
; see, however,

" The Champion ",

(No. l), No. 2452.
In "

3>"
" The Pacific Fleets" refers, of course, to the inactivity of the

English forces.
" The Assogue ships" were those which brought quicksilver

from South America to Spain, and which Admiral Haddock failed to intercept,
their commanders having been, as hinted here, and by means of treachery, it

was said, warned of the intentions of the English. These ships took a course to

the north of their general route, passing near the south coast of Ireland and the

Lizard, and coasting Prance, they arrived at San Andero in safety ;
see

" Hocus

Pocus," No. 2419. The San Joseph was a great Spanish ship, from the Caraccas,
and laden with 2,000,000 pieces of eight. She was captured in Oct. 1739 ;

see " The Gentleman's Magazine," Nov. 1739, P- 602, Thursday, Oct. 15:
" Several Tons of Silver, taken out of the St. Joseph, a Caracca Ship, were

brought from Portsmouth, guarded by a Troop of Horse, with the King's

Trumpets and Drums playing before them, and lodged in the Bank of Eng-
land"

The matters alluded to in
" 6" may be explained thus : Colonel Braithwait,

Governor of Cape Coast Castle, was taken prisoner on board the English ship,
" Baltic Merchant," when she was captured by a Spanish privateer, June,
1 740. It was alleged that he was treacherously murdered by a Frenchman,
one of the crew of the privateer.

1 This took place in the English Channel, as

indicated by the position of the ship in the map. For an account of this

matter,
2 see " The Political State of Great Britain," 1 740, ii- pp- 7^> 79- -^n expla-

nation of the reference to " The Lisbon Packet Boat" may be found in the same

volume, pp. 79, 80. This vessel, carrying despatches from Lisbon, was captured
near the Lizard by a Spanish privateer, June 24, 1740, O. S. The allusion to

the numbers of Frenchmen and Spaniards refers to the proportions of the crews

of the Spanish privateers which infested the Channel
;
see the inscription which

pertains to Brest in this map. The remarks about San Sebastian and Bilbao

indicate that those ports were full of captured English ships. The alleged
cause of this state of things is set forth in the verses which pertain to this

design.
The matters mentioned in "

4
"

are explained in " A Skit on Britain",

No. 2423, which entry contains references to other allusions to Admiral Vernon
in this Catalogue. Don Bias de Leso 3 was the Spanish commander in the West
Indies

;
for his conduct during Vernon's attacks on the Spanish colonies, see

" The Life of Admiral Vernon, by an impartial Hand "; 1 7 58 (Grenville, 14,48 1 .)

No "
5" refers to the removal of the British fleet, under Admiral Haddock,

from its post before Cadiz. In Jan. 1 740, this commander departed with eight
men of war for Port Mahon, leaving the rest of the ships under the orders of

Sir Chaloner Ogle. Haddock was said to be deterred by orders from home
in pursuing active tactics against the Spaniards.

On several of the matters alluded to above, see " The Political Kalendar",
No. 2440.

A print with this title is advertised in
" The London Daily Post," Feb. 24,

1741, p. 3, col. 3, as "This Day is published," and reference is there made to

a criticism by
" The Champion, No. 188."

15|- X 12^ in.

1 See " A Particular Account Of the Taking of the Baltic Merchant" &c.

Brit. Mus. Library, Newspapers, July 9, 1740.
2 See likewise " The Daily Post," July 8, 1740, pp. 1, 2, cols. iii. and i.

3 See " The English Lion let loose," No. 2424.
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2419.

HOCUS FOCUS, OR THE POLITICAL JUGGLERS.

[Five distinct Designs.]

Printed 8f Sold ly Ed: Ryland, in Ave Mary Lane, Ludgate Street, London.

PublisKd according to Act of Parliament October 8. 1739. Price \'.

Marinia Delin. N. Parr sculp. [Oct. 1739]

FIVE subjects are represented in this print :

1. A Dutchman rifles an Englishman's pocket while he is engaged in a duel

with a Spaniard. A pug dog runs away with the bone for which two other

dogs are fighting. Below the design these lines are engraved :

"
Spaniards and Englishmen may fight,

Hogan's
* the chiefest Gainer by 't :

He lies perdue, like nimble Trey,
To snatch the fierce contested Prey."

2. A Spaniard and a Frenchman are baiting a bull with dogs on the sea-shore ;

a Dutchman cuts off its tail. The Spanish quicksilver ships, i. e.
"
Assogues

arrived'
1

safe
;

the English fleet is standing off, appearing in the distance at set .

Below the design these lines are engraved :

" Commerce is baited like a Bull
;

Each has a Fling, a Bite, a Pull,

Who will get most, to say is hard ;

But Hogan plays the surest Card."

3. The interior of a chamber where Cardinal Fleury is displaying a map of
"
ENGLAND'", "SCOTLAND", and "IRELAND" to the Pretender while they aie

sitting at a table which is covered with coins. Through the doorway troops aie

seen marching towards the coast to embark. A monkey is using a cat's paw 1o

obtain chestnuts from the fire. Below the design these lines are engraved:

" To serve her Turn, how oft has France

Made Perk in to her Bagpipes dance ?

Her Ends obtaind, He's turn'd adrift

To make an Eleemosinary Shift."

4. A Fleet standing off" CADIZ" ; two ships sailing for the harbour.

5. "GIBRALTAR" besieged by a large fleet. Below the design these lim s

are engraved :

" Gibraltar here besieged is
;

And Haddock there commands Cadiz ;

Sly Hogan takes a neutral Course,
Yet helps y

e
Spaniards with his Stores."

Holland remained neutral in the disputes between England and Spain, ai d

reaped considerable profit by trading with each as best suited her intere; t.

Admiral Haddock was sent with a squadron to cruise between Cape St. Vince it

and Cape St. Mary, to intercept the Assogue ships, which, however, arrived sa: 3,

and, as some of Walpole's opponents said, by Haddock's connivance. This admii il

was also said to have had orders not to prevent the Spanish fleet sailing fro n

1

"Hogans", i.e.
"
Hogans Mogans

"
or "Their High Mightinesses" t e

States of Holland.
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Cadiz. The Pretender was used as a card which Fleury professed to play against

England ;
he was alternately upheld and neglected as suited the Cardinal's views

at the moment. 1 The fourth division of this print satirizes the contrast between

the vigour of the attack by the Spaniards upon Gibraltar in 17 2 7> an(l the feeble

conduct of the English force before Cadiz.

For references to satires on the Spanish depredations on English commerce

see "In Place" (No. 1.), No. 2350 ; and, on the war with Spain, see " The Lyoii
in Love", No. 2347.

1. ?T X 5T '

2- H X 5T in-

3- 74: X 5|- in.

4. 74- X If-
in.

5- 7i X 3f in.

242O.

THE STATE PACK-HORSE.

Published Sep. the 1 3'* 1 740 according to Act of Parliament. C. Mosley

Sculp'. [Nov. 15, 1739]

THIS print represents a landscape, with a road passing through it, from the

front to the distance, where is a fortress, the Castle of Edinburgh, on a hill.

In the foreground, on our right, is the Exchequer, London, an ancient building
with dormers in the roof, bay windows on the first floor, and a single square-
headed doorway on the ground floor. All the windows are latticed, i. e. they
form chequers. At the door of this edifice stands Sir Robert Walpole, attended

by two men, one of whom appears in his shirt sleeves. Sir Robert gives a paper
to a gentleman, who is loaded with bags of money and Exchequer tallies. On
the paper is

"
5000 You are hereby impowerd to quest y

e North." On the

ground near this group lie a group of Exchequer tallies, or notched sticks, a bag
of money, marked "

1OOO", and a paper, on which is "Ready Money". Near
this stands a pack-horse, feeding from a large basket. A thistle has fallen from

the basket, a rose still lies in it. A scroll, with a label, on which is
" Nemo me

impune lasessit." hangs from the basket. The horse is loaded with Exchequer
tallies, scrolls, rods or whips, and bags of money. On some of the scrolls are

inscriptions, thus " Court Promts" (es),
" By me Kings Reign ",

" Riches and

Honours" and " Ribbons of all Sorts ". The last alludes to the re-establish-

ment of the Order of the Bath by Sir Robert Walpole, which had been done

not long before the publication of this print. An itinerant musician, who is per-

forming on a bladder and string,
2 seems to be singing. A long scroll, like those

on which popular songs are printed, is twined about his arm. On this is :

" Good People all Ipray take heed

Behold an humble Slave

Who changes his shape from Man to Beast

Oh what more would you have".

Another man, with his finger at his lips, stands near, and watches the horse

feeding.
Behind this group, nearly in the middle-distance of the engraving, is a

wizard, who has drawn a magical circle on the earth
;
near him are " Dooms-

day Book", and a large bottle, marked " The Cordial Julip" . A toad and two

serpents are outside this circle, but seem unable to pass its margin. The

1 See "Fee Fau Fum", No. 2434; and, in "The London Daily Post" for

Saturday, Dec. 8, 1739, p. 2, col. 1, a letter concerning this print.
2 For the bladder and string, see

" The Beggars' Opera", No. 1807.]
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wizard points with his wand to one part of the circle, where is written " Deuid

o
1

th' Prize"". At his girdle is a paper, inscribed "
Trtaumigrati"(aai). With

his left hand he points to where, in the air, the Devil is flying on a broomstick,

with a whip in one hand, and in the other the bridle, by means of which he

guides the broomstick. On the bridle is
"
Qui Cupit ille facit." He is

hasting towards the north, as if he had left the Exchequer building for that

purpose.
On our left of the road which leads to Edinburgh is a milestone, inscribed

"
300 Ms to Edinborough" . Close to this is a Scotchman, standing and holding

a picture, which represents the appearance of the angel to Balaam's ass. Be-

fore he speaks to the rider, Balaam beats the animal with a stick. The angel
holds a scroll, on which is

" The Duke of Argyl speech" Over the picture is

written :

" The Ape of Balaam through oppression Spoke
Our Pack Horse of Oppression brings the Yoke."

This refers to the journey of the horse, before described, to Scotland.

In the distance, and at the foot of the rock on which the Castle of Edin-

burgh stands, the Devil appears, as if just alighted on the earth
;
he is still

astride of the broomstick. The pack-saddle of the horse which, as before

described, stands at the door of the Exchequer building, lies on the ground as

if it had reached Scotland
;

the load has been removed, and is arranged
in a circle on the earth. On the saddle the rods, or whips, and some of the

scrolls remain. The objects which have been placed on the ground comprise

Exchequer tallies, coins, bags,
"
Commissions", papers with seals appended tc

them, and probably intended for patents of nobility, a "Petition", &c. The

rider, or gentleman who is talking with Walpole at the door of the Exchequei

building, seems to be in the act of removing articles from the horse's loac

to the ground ;
he stoops to place two bags, one of which is marked "

Lottery
Ticket" Two groups of Scotchmen, consisting of four persons each, arc

placed near the circle of gifts, or bribes
;

the individuals of one of these groups;
turn away in disgust and contempt, rejecting the bribes ; those of the other

group gather eagerly near the money bags and seem about to take possession o:'

them
;
to these the Devil points, as if he offered them.

A gentleman, the Duke of Argyll, leans against a pedestal or table, which

was probably intended for the front of a rostrum, and, pointing towards th<

circle of bribes, says,
" Remember your Country".

1 On the front of the

pedestal is
" When impious Men bear Sway The Post of Honour is a privat-

Station". On our right of this the Duke appears again, in the act of receiving;

a deputation of gentlemen, the leader of whom, kneeling, presents an address,

on the scroll of which is
"
May it please y

r Grace." The Duke replies,
" r

have only done my Duty Merit I have none." A pole is placed on the groum I

behind the group of gentlemen ;
on a pennon which flies from this is :

"
Argyll ! a Nation's Thunder born to Wield

And Shake alike the Senate and the field."

(POPE.)

The speech of the Duke of Argyll here alluded to was that which h >,

delivered in the House of Lords, Nov. 15, 1739. See what is alleged to be i

report of this speech in "The Gentleman's Magazine," May, 1740, p. 21< .

After taking a distinguished part in opposition to Sir R. Walpole, the Duke ( f

1 This was the effect of a speech of the Duke's, in reply to an address pr<
-

sented to him by Incorporated Trades of Edinburgh, see
" The Gentleman 3

Magazine," Aug. 174O> P- 412, col. 1.
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Argyll resigned all his appointments under the government, April 30, 1740,*
and in June of the same year he returned to Edinburgh,

2 where he was received

with great enthusiasm 3
by all those who were dissatisfied with the government

of Sir R. Walpole. On the 1 8th of Nov., 1 740, the Duke made a second

speech in the House of Lords, which proved most effective against Walpole ;

see an abstract of this oration in
"
Memoirs," &c. of Sir R. Walpole, by William

Coxe
;

i. part ii. p. 642. The speaker was very popular in Edinburgh on

account of his having opposed the proposition which had been made in Parlia-

ment to punish that city for the Porteus Riots
; as to these disturbances, see

"Frontispiece to 'The Clergy's Plea'", No. 2275.
This print may be explained thus

;
Sir Robert Walpole, finding that the

Duke of Argyll, after resigning his appointments, had gone to Scotland, and

being apprehensive of the effects ofhis grace's eloquence and personal influence on

the Scotch, and on the people of Edinburgh in particular, is supposed to have

despatched after the Duke an agent, who was empowered to pacify malcontents

by means of bribes or force ;
on this account the pack-horse is laden with

bribes and rods. In the air, the Devil, obedient to the order of the wizard,

flies towards Edinburgh, where the agent and the pack-horse likewise proceed.
The Devil and the agent appear in the distance of the design as at their arrival

;

the former bestows part of the load on the corruptible Scotchmen, while the

latter sets forth the other articles on the ground, in order to tempt those who

might be induced to support Walpole ;
the virtuous Scotchmen reject the bribes

with disdain.

Below the print these lines are engraved :

" In this Mysterious Mythologic Time,
Picture much plainer Speaks than Prose or Rime

;

Let Lights and Shades before your Eyes Depaint,
His Country's Hero and a Devil's Saint

Of Metamorphoses you've oft been told,

Here, a North-British-One you may behold !

His Venal Soul his Errand does foretell,

For Gold, his Faith and Liberty he'll Sell
"

This print is advertised as " This Day is published, in " The London Daily

Post", Sept. 15, 1740, p. 2, col. 2, "A new Political Print, entitled, The

Indefatigable State-Pack-Horse, design'd by several great Masters from the

Original Plan laid down by the Champion." The above verses are quoted ; the

publication line is
" Sold by Phil. Overton at the Golden Buck, in Fleet-Street

;

and by C. Mosley at the Angel and Crown near St. Brides-Lane, in the same

Street
;
and by the Printsellers of London and Westminster." This adver-

tisement is repeated in " The Daily Post
"

; Sept. 16, 1 740, p. 2, col. 1.
" The

Champion" was a newspaper; see
" The Champion", (No. 1.), No. 2452

14 X l li in.

1 See "The Scotch Patriot", No. 2450; "The Champion" (No. l),

No. 2452; "The Champion" (No. 2.), No. 2453.
2 See " The C 1 Shittle-Cock," No. 2451.
3 See the address of the Guildry of Edinburgh,

" The Gentleman's Maga-
zine," Sept. 1740, p. 465.
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2421.

ADMIRAL VERNON AND THE QUEEN OF SPAIN.

The Attack on Porto Bello.

[Nov. 22, 1739]

THIS print represents a view of the sea-shore, with a castle, or Porto-Bello,

attacked by six ships. On the land stands Admiral Vernon, holding a baton of

command, and exclaiming,
" Thus we chastise our Insolent Oppressors'

1

''. In the

corner below him is seated Justice holding her balance. On the left is the Queen
of Spain, seated, pointing to a castle in the air, and exclaiming,

" France is my
Aid, the Universe my right". Beneath her is Folly, seated. Below the design
are the following lines :

" Whilst Spain by Folly, Castles builds, and places them in Air,

Britain with lustice wrongs redress, and makes Commerce her Care."

Above the design are engraved these lines :

" Britons love Peace, nor easily are rous'd,

Yet when insults, and wrongs, and foul reproach,
Have mov'd their Souls to seek for retribution

;

Perfidious Friends, and Enemies, beware !

"

Vernon was a good officer and a blunt speaker ; having no respect for persons,

he declaimed against the Ministry, and declared, before the House of Commons,
that Spain might easily be compelled to submission, and that he would under-

take to capture Porto Bello with six ships. The opportunity was given to him.

and he succeeded. He was extolled as another Drake, or Raleigh, became the

idol of a party, and his praise resounded from all parts of the kingdom. Medals

in his honour were circulated through the country. Of Nov. 12, 174 1
* Horace

Walpole wrote to Sir H. Mann,
" It is Admiral Vernon's birthday, and the city-

shops are full of favours, the streets of marrowbones and cleavers, and the night
will be full of mobbing, bonfires, and lights."

1

Justice and Folly are intended to characterize the conduct, respectively, oi

England and Spain ;
the latter was alleged to be building castles in the air, and

dreaming about her once great power, and the assistance she expected from

France. The French and Spanish fleets united in the West Indies in 1 740.

England had made few or no efforts to annoy her enemy, but, at length, the insults

and wrongs she was believed to have experienced moved her anger, and before

the close of the war she obtained redress.

For references to Admiral Vernon, see " A Skit on Britain," No. 2423.

7f X 6f in.

2422.

ADMIRAL HOSIER'S GHOST.

C. Mosley Sculp. Published according to Act of Parliament July 1 740
[Nov. 22, 1739]

THIS engraving shows the highly decorated stern of the "
Burford," Admiral

1 For an account of the attack on Porto Bello, see " The Life of Admiral

Vernon by an impartial Hand", 1758, (Grenville, 14,481.), p. 155, and follow-

ing pages.
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Vernon's ship, viewed by moonlight. The vessel floats amid other ships, with

colours flving, and is crowded with sailors and officers rejoicing over their late

successes at Porto Bello
;
out of the sea arise the spirits of Admiral Hosier and

many sailors who, while under his command, had died of disease and neglected.
In the stern-gallery and at the windows of the "Burford" are Admiral Vernon
and many of his officers and men, some of whom appear to recognize the ghosts
of comrades among the crowd which issues from the waves.

" Rear-Admiral Hosier, with seven ships of war, had sailed in April (1726) for

the Spanish West Indies, with instructions to block up the galleons in the ports of

that country ; or, should they presume to come out, to seize and bring them to

England. Before his arrival at the Bastimentos, near Porto Bello, the treasure, con-

sisting of above six millions sterling, had been unloaded, and carried back to Panama,
in pursuance of an order sent by an advice-boat, which had the start of Hosier.

This Admiral lay inactive on that station, until he became the jest of the Spaniards.
He returned to Jamaica, where he found means to reinforce his crews

;
then he

stood over to Carthagena. The Spaniards had by this time seized the English South

Sea (Company's) ship at La Vera Cruz, together with all the vessels and effects of

that company. Hosier in vain demanded restitution
;
he took some Spanish ships

by way of reprisal, and continued cruising in those seas until the greater part of his

men perished deplorably by the diseases of that unhealthy climate, and his ships

were totally ruined by the worms. This brave officer, being restricted by his orders

from obeying the dictates of his courage, seeing his best officers and men daily

swept off by an outrageous distemper, and his ships exposed to inevitable destruc-

tion, is said to have died of a broken heart, while the people of England loudly
clamoured against this unfortunate expedition, in which so many lives were thrown

away, and so much money expended, without the least advantage to the nation."
" The History of England," &c., by T. Smollett

;
1 807 (9505, dd), ch. iii. xxix.

Beneath the print is engraved Glover's famous ballad.

See " Admiral Vernon and the Queen of Spain," No. 242 1 . For references

to Admiral Vernon in this Catalogue, see "A Skit on Britain", No. 2423.
This print is advertised in " The London Daily Post," July 23, 1 740, p. 2,

col. 3,
" This Day is published. Price \s. Curiously engraven on a Copper-

Plate. The Naval Spectre, or Admiral Hosier's Ghost
; Representing, 1

,
A

Moon-light Calm at Sea. 2, A full View of the stern of the Burford Man-of-

War. 3, Admiral Vernon, with his Crew, in the utmost consternation at

Hosier's surprising appearance, with those of his bravest Officers (in their Wind-

ing Sheets) who perish d in the Bastimento Expedition," &c.

lOi X 12 in.

2423.
" A Skit on Britain:'

Ged Bilchharp jun
r.invl

. et sculp. According to y* Late Act. 1740. Sold

at y
e Blackmoors Head against Surry Street in y

e Strand.

[Nov. 21, 1739]

THIS design is engraved on the same copper as
" The Races of the Euro-

peans", &c. No. 2335;" part only of the original compositions having been obli-

terated, many of the allusions round the outward parts of each division remain,
and appear not so appropriately as when first used. The cartouche or frame
of the work remains nearly the same as before, except that the present title

occupies the place of the former one on the riband, the star of the Order of the

Garter and its motto, have been almost entirely burnished out; likewise the

emblems at the sides, with the compasses and the map, the head with the motto
and placed on a fleur de Us. The artist's signature was altered, as above, but
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the publication line remains as before
;

all the reference tables were burnished

out, and verses, as quoted below, engraved in their places on these ribands.

No. 1, "Porto Bello." The capture of this place and the "Iron Castle" Nov.

22, 1739, is the new subject. The design shows ships bombarding a fortress which

stands on a promontory, and other ships firing at a fortified building, i.e. Castle

de Gloria
;
near this was the governor's house. The facts of this attack are exactly

reproduced in the design, even to the isolated position of the ship
"
Worcester",

which is immediately behind the "Iron Castle". See a plan of the action and

letters describing it in "The Gentleman's Magazine," 1740, pp. 144-6. Of the

former state of the plate remain, the British flag, the Devil fishing, the birds

or "
Omens", the two suns,

"
Gibraltar",

"
Logwood", the Savoyard with his box,

the puppet and inscription, the herald and lion which was "
Whelp

1

d in y
e
Tower",

and the dogs fighting.

Beneath, on the riband, these lines are engraved :

" Let Rome no more with ostentation show

Her so long fam'd dictator from the plough ;

Great Britain rival oj the Roman name,
In arts, in elegance, in martial fame,
Can, from y

e
Plough, her Cincinnatus fellow

And show a Vdrnon storming Porto Bello."

No. 2,
"
Cartagena". The new portion illustrates the attack on Cartha-

gena, March 9, 174 1
)
an(l displays a person hanging from a gibbet which has

been produced by burnishing out the whole of the umpires' stand, except the

frame, from the cross-beam of which the man (Sir R. Walpole ?) is suspended.
Of the old work remains, the "Bay of Campechy", sun eclipsed, dove and
"
Flury

"
the eagle, &c., the Devil flying a kite, the cobweb over the fleet and

London, the flag marked " Made in France of our Wool", the butcher and the

bulldog, and the negotiators with " A new Treaty."
Below the design these verses are engraved :

" O I would some god but set her lions free
From warlike peace Sf martial pageantry ;

Uncag'd, as once in Annas glorious reign,

They soon would break all Europe's threaten d chain,
Tame proud Iberia, shake y

e Gallich throne,

Give freedom to the World, and keep her own"

No. 3,
" The Havana." The new portion of the design shows ships attacking

a town ;
of the old remain, the tethering of the lion which the French fox is

attempting to mount,
" Port Mahon", the comet, dove and its label with "

Cadis",
the sun and moon, the Devil laughing

" Ho ha he", the castle, Liberty
"
lo", on

horseback, and the flag of " 6 ", the figure on the winning post, with the inscrip-
tion "

Propatria".
Below the design these verses are engraved :

" This year B nias done a wonder,
A year her cannons roar like thunder,
A year y

e

Spaniards must knock under :

A year will put an end to blunders,
A year thafs stop'd y

e

Spanish plunders,
A year that they must be refunders."

No. 4 is without a name. The new matter represents three "Place-men"

expressing their devotion to Sir R. Walpole, who, seated above the metropolis, is

fouling a map of "
England," and pointing to a tent where a person is writing

" 1OOOO for your Borough". Of the old design remain, the person reading
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" L Gages Speech", the cat and mouse " 8 ",
" H land" in the cradle, the

cannon inscribed " In Earnest"
,

" Cuba ", the Devil with the scroll marked "
in

y
f F h interest", the hands clasped with the label

"
(Agreed ", and the hos-

pital marked " For Foundlings."
Below the design are engraved the following lines :

" Can any mortal chuse but laugh outright
To see a pack offools engaged in Fight,
While I as sly as Reynard in his Hole
Sit warm Sf snugg, 8f pick up all y' Cole ;

In this Dispute, who e'er the Victors be

Sh t on my Country it concerns not me,
For I long since my ample Baggs have Crammed,
And now / care not if my Country's D mnj

d."

Such is the language here attributed to Sir Robert Walpole.
For illustrations of the Spanish War of 1738-40, see "The Lyon in

Love", No. 2347. For satires associated with Admiral Vernon, see " Admiral

Hosier's Ghost," No. 2422 ;

" Admiral Vernon and the Queen of Spain," No.

2421 ;

" The Gallic Cock," No. 2437 ;

" The Champion", &c. (No. 1.) No. 2452 ;

"The Champion", &c. (No. 2.), No. 2453; "The Cardinal in the Dumps",
No. 2454;

" The Evil Genius of England", No. 2418;
" The English Lion let

loose", No. 2424;
" The Political Kalendar", No. 2440;

" Four Prints of an

Election", Plate II. (No. 1.), 1754.
For the history of the taking of Porto Bello and the attack on Carthagena,

see
" The Life of Admiral Vernon" (Grenville, 14, 481), p. 155, and the fol-

lowing pages.

15| X lOlin.

2424.

THE ENGLISH LION" LET LOOSE, OR VERNON TRIUMPH-
ANT; Representing in Several Scenes, theProgress ofthat Brave,

Valiant, fy Honest Admiral
;
From the time of his receiving

his Commission from his Majesty : to his entire Demolition of

the (once thought) Impregnable Forts, defending if BarW. of

Carthagena, fy his destroying the Spanish Fleet, Galleons fyc.

Nine distinct designs.

Published according to Act of Parliament August the 13'*, 1741, Price

6 pence.
1

[Nov. 22, 1739]

THIS engraving consists of nine compartments, with inscriptions. No. 1, contains

a portrait of " EDWARD VERNON VICE ADMIRAL OF THE BLUE"; over it are

two infant Fames with palm, and a laurel crown.

No. 2, Admiral Vernon, kneeling "RECEIVES His COMMISSION" from the

king, who gives it. saying,
" Full power to redress my people" He replies,

"
I'll

hazard my Life in th
r Cause". Sir Robert Walpole, standing at the table, observes

1 There is another impression, with the following publication line,
" Published

according to Act of Parliament. March %Oth 1 742. Price 6 pence. Sold by
Geo. Foster at the White Horse in S'. Pauls Church Yard." And the signatures
" Gravolot invenf.

" and " Parr Sc"
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"
If he's in earnest I'm undone ". Courtiers around exclaim, "He looks like a true

Briton'
1

,
"A Brave Sf honest Man", and " Then he has no business at C'"(urt).

No. 3, Vernon "TAKE'S LEAVE OF His FAMILY"1

. His wife, parting from

him, exclaims :

" And must you go Oh ! Heaven my fears abate

May Guardian Angels round your Person wait"

Vernon replies :

"
Adieu, once more, ye Comforts of my life

My lovely Babes And you my dearest wife

Dry up your Sorrows, Sigh no more in vain

For Time will make us happy once again ".

Two of the admiral's sons are examining a plan of " POru
BELLO", on which

is written Vernon's declaration,
" / can destroy this Place with 6 Ships". One

of the sons observes :

" Our Father shallfresh honours gain ",

the other rejoins :

" And humble low the Pride of Spain."

A servant maid is packing the admiral's books, &c., in a trunk. Through
the open doorway is seen a ship, with the English Union Jack at her mainmast

head.

No. 4, displays the attack on "PORTO BELLO." Nov. 21, 1739.
No. 5, shows that Vernon " LANDS AT JAMAICA." and is received by the

Governor, who says
" Welcome great Sir restorer of our trade" Vernon replies,

" / shall Perform it by your kindly Aid." Two merchants observe " Our Governor

will lend him some land forces" and " That's more than he can get from home."

Another remarks to a soldier who is standing as a sentry,
" Now Grenadier there's

Work for you""
1

.
"
Tmjust ready for it", is the grenadier's reply.

No. 6, gives a view of the attack on "FORT CHAGRE", from which a flag

of truce is flying, March 23, 1740.
No. 7, illustrates the attack on "BOCA CHICA", March 25, 1741.'
No. 8, represents the attack on "

CARTAGENA", April 2, 1741.
Between the latter two is the armorial shield of Admiral Vernon, with the

motto " VERNON Semper Viret." Behind it is the British Lion, roaring:

" Behold I'm loose, Spain hears me roar

Asfar as the West Indian Shore;

Deep in their Hearts I'll stick my claws,

And bathe in Spanish blood myjaws."

Below, and looking at the British Lion, is a Spaniard, exclaiming:

" O what a furious beast is this !

I am so frighfned I be p ss

My self, to see his sower phiz"

Likewise a Frenchman, who says :

" Mon dieu ! Vat devilsh lions here

Make haste Signor Sf lefs stand clear

I shall be sh t myselffor fear" .

1 The Bocca Chica, or, Little Mouth, refers to an entrance of the laud-locked

bay in which the city of Carthagena, in South America, is situated. Admiral
Vernon bombarded and captured it as above.
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Between the compartments and below the design are, with less important

verses, the following:

"
Oppressive Violence for to restrain,

And curb tK overgrown saucy Pride of Spain,
The cruel race of Cowards to reduce :

The English Lion is once more let loose.

Triumphant Vernon, does our Cause Assert;"

* * * *
"
Chagre shall always honour Vernons name :

And Porto Bella ever speak his Fame.

" At length the Fates have sent a happy Wind,
No sooner Ogle was with Vernon joyii

1d ;

But great Don Blass 1 who Huff d so toiher day,

Most prudently thought fit to run away."
* * * *

"
Urg'd on by Injuries in a just cause,

Success shall crown her arms with loud applause ;

While Fame and Wealth her martial race requite,

So long as GEORGE shall reign or VERNONfight."

For references to Admiral Vernon in this Catalogue, see " A Skit on Britain",

No. 2423; for Spanish depredations on English commerce, which were alleged as

the provocations of the war with Spain, see "In Place", (No. 1.) No. 2350; for

the Spanish War, see " The Lyon in Love", No. 2347.
12 X H in.

2425.

ENTHUSIASM DELINEATED. (No. i.)

(ENTHUSIASM DELINEATD)

Humbly Dedicated to his Grace the Arch Bishop of

Canterbury by his graces most obedient huble Svl W H
ADVERTISMENT

The Intention of this print is to give a Lineal representa-
Strange

of the A Effects

tion A of litteral and low conceptions of Sacred Beings as also

of the Idolotrous Tendency of Pictures in churches and

prints in Religious books &c

[By Hogarth.] [l?39]

THE histories of the copper plate used for this print, and ofthe two designs which

Hogarth successively executed on it, are given in the entry,
"
Credulity, Super-

stition and Fanaticism", No. 1785, and may be briefly repeated here. On this

plate Hogarth, in the first case, executed the design now in question, but, moved

by some unexplained reason,
2 he took out nearly the whole of the work from the

1 Don Bias de Leso, Commander of the Spanish Forces
;
see " The Evil

Genius of England", No. 2418.
2 See p. 647, No. 1785; as above.
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metal, and re-engraved it with the design which is described as
"
Credulity,

Superstition and Fanaticism". Of the first design only two impressions are

known to exist that now to be described, and another which is (1876) in the

possession of Mr. White, printseller, of Brownlow Street, London. Both of

these impressions were formerly in the collection of John Ireland. On both

were directions to the writing-engraver in Hogarth's autograph. John Ireland

sold one of them to the Duke of Roxburghe. This impression was afterwards

bought by Mr. Willet, from whom it was purchased by the Department of Prints

and Drawings. The other impression was sold with J. Ireland's effects, and

to Mr. G. Baker, for l8Z. 175. 6d.
;
at the sale of the collection of Mr. Baker,

Mr. Standly, of St. Neot's, Huntingdonshire, purchased it for 43^. From Mr.

Standly's possession it passed to Mr. White.

The MS. directions to the writing-engraver on the respective margins of the

two impressions differ considerably. On the impression in the British Museum
the writing is :

"
(ENTHUSIASM DELINEATD) Humbly Dedicated to his

Grace the Arch Bishop of Canterbury by his graces most obedient hii 1"16 Sv'

W H ADVEKTISMENT The Intention of this print is to give a Lineal
strange

of the ^ Effects

representation A of litteral and low conceptions of Sacred Beings as also ef the

Idolotrous Tendency of Pictures in churches and prints in Religious books &c ".

Below the lower corner of the print, on our left, are the following references to

parts of the design :

"
Figure A was taken from directly Raphel Urbin

B from Rubens C from Rembrant D E F G are imitations ". The letters

corresponding to this table have not been written on the print. In the lower

corner, on our right, below the representation of the " Methodist's Brain ", as

to which see below, is a sketch of a dove l in profile to our left, to which the
Human

following MS. note applies :

" When this figure is found on the A Brain it shows

the true In Dwelling place of the Holy Spirit from the Imaginary. See Dissec-

tions at Surgeons Hall and Bedlam. N B this mark of Salvation appear(s) but

faintly in the Brain unless the person has commit(ted) a murder in his liftime ".

Below this note is a rough sketch which looks not unlike the representation of

an angel, but which a MS. memorandum refers to as
" the windmil ". In the

opposite corner is a rough outline of a balance, described as " the Scales ".

The inscriptions on the other proof, now belonging to Mr. White, are, as

represented in facsimile by J. Mills,
2 "

(ENTHUSIASM DELINEATED) Humbly
Dedicated to his Grace the Arch Bishop of Canterbury by his Graces most

obedient humble Serv' W: Hogarth ADVERTISEMENT The intention of this

Print is to give a lineal representation of the Strange effects of literal and low

conceptions of Sacred Beings, as also of the Idolatrous tendency of Pictures in

Churches, and Prints in religious books. &c ". In the lower corner, on oui

left, the reference table is
" A. after Raphael Urbino. B. after Rubens. C. aftei

Rembrandt. D. E. F. G. H. are imitations of several other Painters." The pro-
file of the dove, see above, appears in this copy, but the MS. is limited to " ^
Methodists brain.", referring to the human brain at the base of the lower instru

ment like a thermometer, see below. On the same side is a sketch of a balance

styled
" the Scales

"
;
on the other side this order being the reverse of that it

the inscriptions on the impression in the British Museum is a figure whicl

differs from the angel or windmill
;

it is, however, like the other, inscribed "
th<

Windmill." Over this is a little neatly-drawn sketch of the Virgin Mary placing

1
Symbol of the Holy Ghost

;
it refers to the figure of a dove on the base o

the human brain represented in the design, see below.
2 For J. Mills' large copy of the impression in Mr. White's hands, se 1

"Enthusiasm Delineated" (No. 2.), No. 2426.
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tlie Infant Christ in the hopper of a mill. The same idea occurs in " Transub-

stantiation Satirized ", No. 2 1 56.

The design of " Enthusiasm Delineated
"
represents the interior of a place

of worship, from which nearly everything of an ornamental character has been

excluded. The preacher is in the pulpit, his audience below. The view is in

angular perspective ;
two windows of small panes of glass are placed in one of

the walls. Through one of these openings is shown a portion of a landscape,

comprising trees and clouds
; through the other opening a man, dressed like a

Turk, appears to be looking at the persons within the building ;
he is smoking a

pipe, and laughs at what he sees, and holds up one of his hands in astonishment.

The pulpit is placed against the other wall, on our right in the design. A
sounding board extends above the head of the preacher, and is cracked.

The preacher is in the heat of a vehement discourse, and appears to be

terrifying his audience with threats of utter and eternal damnation, combined with

hellish tortures. He leans forward in the pulpit, and shouts his denunciations

and admonitions. Hogarth intended to convey at onee the crude nature of the

preacher's discourse, and the literal manner in which he employs metaphors, by
placing in his outstretched hands two puppets, one in each hand. In his right
hand is a puppet of the Almighty, after Raphael,

1 as a blind and aged man,
2

with long hair and flowing robes, bearing in his extended right arm a mock emblem
of the Trinity, being a domestic utensil styled a "

trivet ", or triangular frame

of iron supported by three feet.

Two naked and wingless boys support this puppet in the air, and the group

dangles by a string from the outstretched hand of the vociferous preacher. In

the preacher's left hand, ready to be brought to particular notice whenever a

turn in the sermon requires, hangs another puppet that of Satan, a naked, partly
human figure, in the act of dancing, or running forwards, and holding in its

hands a large gridiron, intended to refer to popular ideas of modes to be em-

ployed in punishing sinners. This puppet has a bare head, with a cock's comb

growing out of it, short wings, a tail terminating in a sting, and claw-feet. The

pulpit is hexagonal ;
three of its sides are shown in the design, and on each of these

two puppets are suspended by cords from nails, so as to be at hand whenever the

preacher chooses to employ them to illustrate his sermon. On the front of the

pulpit are a pair of puppets, being those of Adam and Eve, naked, except their

girdles of leaves. The next panel bears puppets of Saints Peter and Paul. The
former shows a short, stout man, with a shaven crown, wearing a monk's gown
girt between his legs, trousers, and shoes

;
a hood is about his shoulders. This

puppet grasps a large key in his right hand, and seems intended to represent a

very irascible personage, e.g. the left hand is raised in the attitude of benedic-

tion, but the artist has contrived a satire even in this, for the puppet of St.

Paul, which hangs by the side of that of St. Peter, is made to look as if the long
black hair of its wig had been caught by the upraised hand of its neighbour, so

that Paul receives a smart pull, and winces accordingly. The latter appears
here by means of a tall, lean figure, in high-low boots, breeches, a loose gown
which is tucked up, a full-bottomed black wig of lank hair, shaped like the

wigs of Louis XlV.'s time, and a beard of considerable length, cut straight across

the bottom. Paul has a sword swinging at the back of his legs, and he grasps a

long two-handed sword in his left hand
;
his right hand hangs uselessly at his side.

The other two puppets represent Moses and Aaron. The former has a very

long beard flowing over his breast and down to his hip ;
he turns round, as if to

laugh in his sleeve. He wears a porridge-pot for a cap, the feet of which appear
like horns protruding from the head, and represent, after the mode of Michael

Angelo, the radiance which accompanied him from Sinai. He bears in his arms

1 It is to this that the MS. note "A" below the print refers.

2 See "Portions of Hogarth's 'Enthusiasm Delineated'", No. 24.28.
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two flat stones, like the conventional Tables of the Law. Aaron's back is

towards us ; he wears a mitre (of the eighteenth century form, which is gibbous
and ugly), robes like those supposed to be appropriate to the Jewish High
Priests, and having a hem embroidered with bells and pomegranates, the priestly

insignia, and he holds in his right hand a water-pot, shaped like an heraldic

ivater-bouget. A book lies open on the pulpit cushion, with, inscribed on one of

the leaves,
" Ispeak as a Fool". 1 Under the preacher's full black gown, which

his vehement action makes to fly open, appears a tight body dress, chequered
like that of a harlequin ; large bands are pendent at his chin

;
he holds a

white handkerchief in his left hand, besides the puppet of Satan. Instead of

the hourglass by which it was customary to regulate the length of sermons,'
2

Hogarth has suspended an instrument like a thermometer, consisting of a human
nose and an open mouth. Through the nostrils a large ring has been inserted,

and by means of this ring the instrument hangs from a nail. The scale of the

thermometer-like instrument hangs from the lower lip. Within the open mouth

is written, as if these were words occurring there,
"

Ch?-oist Blood Blood

Blood". The scale, which bears musical notes, is marked as "Scale of Vocife-

ration ", and it rises in decades from the foot, which is inscribed " Nat 1
. Tone "

to "
90

"
or " Bull Roar ". A substance, which looks as if it were intended for

a heart-shaped lump of lead, is attached below " Nat 1 Tone ". This " Scale of

Vociferation" refers to the preacher.
In the passionate energy of his action the wig of the preacher, which is of

the shape much affected by non-conforming clergy in Hogarth's time, as appears
in portraits of John Wesley and Whitefield, has fallen backwards, revealing
that his head bears the priestly sign of the tonsure, i.e. that he is a priest it

disguise. The satire was intentionally heightened by showing that, as the wig

parts from the head, it is accompanied by a glory which formerly surrounded the

visage of the preacher.

Another, and much larger scale, which occupies the side of the design ir

front, on our right, refers to the effects of " enthusiasm
" on the human brain

especially on the brains of audiences attending' such preachers as Hogartl.

represented. This scale or thermometer-like instrument rises from out of f.

human brain in the corner of the design; the base of the brain is shown, it if

marked on one side by a figure of a dove. To this dove is made the referenc<

in MS. quoted before. The instrument is surmounted by another dove, hover-

ing with outspread wings, irradiated, and having suspended from its beak the.

triangular emblem of the Trinity, and a word in Hebrew characters. Th<

instrument has two scales
;

the upper one has a medium point inscribec

"Changeable", above this is "PLEASED"', over the latter is "Joyful"; belov

"Changeable" is "ANGRY", and under that "
Wrathful". At the top of th"

lower and large scale of this instrument is a cloud inscribed " Revelation
"

; at th<

respective extremities of the cloud are cherubim with little trumpets in thei

mouths. Below this cloud the second scale descends. Its medium point i

marked " Luke Warm ", from which the gradations ascend through "Love Heat '

,

" Lust Hot ",
" EXTACY", and " Convulsion Fits

"
to " Madness". The gradfl

tions descend from "Luke Warm" through "Low Spirits",
" Sorrow ',

" AGONY",
" Settled Grief",

"
Despair", and "

Madness", to "
Prophecy".

A chandelier, formed of two globes, a large one below a little one, an< i

having two branches for candles, hangs from the ceiling; it is of the form ofte i

seen in churches, and mostly used in Holland in the seventeenth and eighteent i

1 The words of St. Paul, Second Epistle to the Corinthians, xi. 23,
" Ar )

they ministers of Christ ? (I speak as a fool) I am more "
;
here used with i

double satirical meaning.
2 See " The Sleeping Congregation

"
(No. 1.), No. 2285.
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centuries ; the lower sphere is decorated with engraving, and has a general likeness

to a geographical globe ; certain parts take the form of a human face, having a

grotesque expression of intense agony and despair. One of the eyes is described

by an inscription as "Molten Lead Lake", the other eye appears as "Bottomless
Pit

"
;
the pupils of the eyes are black, to suggest unfathomable depths. A tear

pours from the inner canthus of the right eye. Rivers are indicated crossing the

face by the side of where the nose should be. These are " Pitch and Tar Rivers "

one of them runs into the lower part of the left cheek, which is inscribed
" Brimstone Ocean ", the other river flows towards the right cheek, or " Parts

Unknown ". The mouth appears as a crescent-shaped cavity, with the corners

dolorously depressed ;
it shows six curved fangs, and is inscribed " Eternal

Damnation Gulf". A graduated line crosses the middle of the globe, it is

styled
" Horrid Zone ". This sphere is inscribed, in MS.,

" New and Correct

Globe of Hell". The upper and smaller globe of the chandelier is likewise in-

scribed " Part of New Purgatory". The former two words of this inscription are

in MS.
The preacher's clerk stands in his desk at the foot of the pulpit ; his hands

have very long nails, and look like the claws of a bird. He appears to be

weeping in an exaggerated manner, a tear falls from each of his eyes ;
he holds

on his desk an open book, two cherubim, having the forms common in

degraded art, t. e. being merely infants' heads and necks mounted on ducks'

wings, and having, in addition, ducks' feet, hover over the book and weep in a
mean and pitiful way. Round the desk is written " CBEBUBIN AND SEEAPH^uo.

continually) DO CRY". A scroll hangs over the desk, with :

"
Only Love to us be giv'n,

Lord we ask no other Heav'n "

Hymn by G. Whitefield
1

Page 130."

In front of the clerk's desk a large dog is seated on a hassock, with " G.

Whitfield" engraved on its collar, and looking upwards while howling lugub-
riously in accord with the emotions of the preacher and his audience.

In a pew placed at the side of the clerk's desk are three persons, an evil-

looking individual, evidently a criminal and convict, wearing a striped night-cap
and ragged dress ;

his wrists are bound together, he is weeping in an hysterical
if not hypocritical manner, and his tears are caught by a puppet of a saint with
a nimbus which stands at the side of the convict, and uses a common spirit-bottle
as a lachrymatory. The convict has mean and degraded features

;
on his cheek

the letter
" T" has been branded, showing that he has been punished as a thief.

Several scratches with a pen and ink, probably made to instruct the engraver to

add tears there, are placed on the cheek of this man. In the same pew are a

gentleman, or nobleman, wearing a star on his waistcoat, and a young lady who,

weeping, lays her head on the shoulder of her companion ;
he places one hand

round her shoulders, and with the other hand is about to open her neckerchief

so as to approach her bust. She has been caressing a puppet, a saint with a

nimbus, until the man approached her, but when he did so, she let the mannikin

slip from her arms so that it is toppling over the edge of the pew. The man
lays his head on the forehead of the lady, and purses his lips to kiss her. A
wooden bracket is placed at the side of this pew, and inscribed " THE POORS
OX". The box has been taken from its place on this bracket, and a large

wire rat-trap substituted
; something lies inside the trap, probably the body of

an animal left there to starve.

By the side of the clerk's desk squats, in a line with the howling dog, a

squalid figure of a woman who is hugging and kissing a puppet of a saint. In a

1 From " Collection of Hymns for Social Worship ; London, printed by
W. Strahan, and sold at the Tabernacle ", 1753.

III. X
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strong fit, and clenching her fists in superstitious fear, or a drunken paroxysm,
lies a very obese woman, with the bosom of her dress open, clasping a

puppet like those above-mentioned
;
the hand of a female, whose figure is beyond

the design, holds a smelling-bottle to the nose of the prostrate woman. This is

said to be a portrait of Mrs. (" Mother") Douglas
1 a notorious procuress of this

period, who lived in the Piazza, north-east corner, Covent Garden, and made con-

stant pretences to extreme holiness and piety ;
she was much addicted to spirituous

liquors. Hogarth introduced this woman in his picture,
" The March to

Finchley ", see that title (No. 1 .), 1 745, and in the penultimate design of " Industry
and Idleness," see Plate XI. (No. 1.), 1 747. Samuel Footemade her the original

of " Mother Cole" in the comedy of " The Minor ", in which George Whitefield

was also introduced. Behind this woman, and standing at a separate desk, is a

Jew convert, with a beard, who is casting up his eyes in the extremity of mock

devotion, and, at the same moment, killing an insect between his thumb nails
;

on the desk before him lies an open book, with, on one of its pages, a design

representing Abraham about to sacrifice Isaac. In a second pew is a numerous

group of excited devotees, including a woman with an extremely forbidding

countenance, clasping in her arms a puppet like those mentioned above, and in

fervour gnawing one of its arms
;
next to this person is another wringing her

hands in an agony, and weeping with grotesque exaggeration ;
another femala

stares with a blank look, horrified at the thoughts evoked by the discourse of th 3

preacher ; by her side is a man, so affected that he seems to be howling in terror
;

1 The following description of Mrs. Douglas occurs in "
Chrysal ; or, The

Adventures of a Guinea", by
" An Adept

"
(Charles Johnson) ;

1 760, (l 26 1 1 . e.
),

ii. pp. 62-4.
" Just as he said this, my master was called out, where he found a

venerable matron, supported by two chairmen, who enquiring in a feeble voice fc r

number one, he directly showed her in, to the company". (Chap, x.)
" The matron

whom my master was handing in to his friends, displayed one of those figures which

lose by the most forcible description. Her face, though broken by debauchery
and disease, preserved the remains of a most pleasing sweetness and beauty ;

but her body was bloated by intemperance almost out of every resemblance of

the human form. She wore on her head a richly laced cap, over which half-j,-

dozen fine handkerchiefs almost concealed a piece of greasy flannel. Her gowi i,

of the richest silk, flowed loosely about her, under a velvet cloak, lined wit h

ermine ; while her legs and feet, swoln out of all shape, and too tender to bes r

any ligature, were wrapt up in flannels. My Master received this amiable ere: -

ture from the chairmen, and stooping under as much as he was able to bear < if

the burthen of her body, assisted her to limp into the room. The contra ,t

between her and the shabby skeleton of her supporter was so strikingly ridiculou i,

that the moment they appeared, Momus burst into an immoderate fit of laughtt r,

and turning to the doctor (who was not much less affected, though practice h$ d

given him such a mastery over the muscles of his face, that they never betrayc d

the passions of his heart) ;

' Behold
'

(said he)
' the blessed fruit of thy minist y

and rejoice! See how the spirit assisteth the flesh, to struggle against t e

infirmities of nature/ and then waddling up to her in her own gait,
' Dear mothe

'

(addressing himself to her),
'

give me your other arm ; rest a little part of yo ir

weight, an hundred or two, upon me ! Come ! Let me help (you) into that gre it

chair !'
' Oh ! oh ! oh ! my poor bones !

'

(exclaimed she),
' how you pull r >e

along, you will tear me to pieces ! oh ! oh !

' ' Never fear, mother ! never fe ir

that !

'

(answered he), 'crazy as your carcase is, it will stick a little longer togethe !

your friends are not ready for you yet.'
"

This description agrees with Hogartl 's

representation of the woman. She died leaving a house full of rich furnitui a,

valuable pictures and other costly property, which was sold by Mr. Langfoi 1,

auctioneer."
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an old woman covers her face with her apron ; a man, clasping his hands violently
in prayer, looks upwards and imploringly ;

a very fat woman, who appears to be

pregnant, is affected so that, in an extravagant paroxysm, she has begun to bite

a large piece out of the side of the puppet in her arms.

For the history of the changes which were made by Hogarth on re-

engraving this plate, see
"
Credulity, Superstition and Fanaticism", No. 1 785.

12J- X 14 in.

2426. ENTHUSIASM DELINEATED. (No. 2.)

ENTHUSIASM DELINEATED.

HOGARTH'S FIRST THOUGHT FOR THE MEDLEY.

Copied from, a very curious Print designed and engraved by

Hogarth, of which there are only two Impressions, both of them

in the possession of John Ireland March 15 <A
, 1796.

fl^" After talcing the above Impressions, Hogarth changed the

point of his Satire, from the superstitious absurdities of popery,
and ridiculous personification delineated by ancient Painters, to

the popular credulities of his own day, erased or essentially

altered every Figure except two, and on the same piece of copper,

engraved the plate now in the possession of Mess. Boydell, en-

titled Credulity, Superstition & Fanaticism, a Medley.

Humbly dedicated to his Grace the Arch Bishop of Canter-

bury by his Graces most obedient humble Servant Wm
. Hogarth.

ADVERTISEMENT. The Intention of this Print is to give a

lineal representation of the Strange effects of literal and low

conceptions of Sacred Beings, as also of the Idolatrous tendency

of Pictures in Churches, and Prints in Religious Books, fyc,

W. Hogarth. Inv'. I. Mills Sculp .

Copiedfrom Hogarth's hand writing beneath the Original Print.1

Published Nov' 12M. 1795 by John Ireland (Author of Hogarth Illustrated)

-ZV. 3 Poets Corner Palace Yard, fy for Mess" Boydell, Cheapside, fy

Shakespeare Gallery, Pallmall. D739]

THIS print is the copy by J. Mills, of the same size as the original, from the en-

graving by Hogarth which is described as (No. 1.), with the same title and date,

No 2425.
There are three states of the copy.
1 . Having no other inscription exterior to the engraved margin of the plate

than the following signatures and publication line :

W Hogarth Inv1
/. Mills Sculp

1
.

Published by I Ireland Nov. 12** 1795
2. Having the inscription at full length, as above, between "

Hogarth's First

Thought for the Medley
" and "

Credulity, Superstition & Fanaticism a Medley ",

1 This sentence refers to that part of the above-quoted inscription which

follows "
Credulity, Superstition & Fanaticism ", the part of the above which

precedes this having been made to lead on to the inscription copied from

Hogarth's handwriting; see (No. 1.), with the same title and date, No. 2425.
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enoraved above the design and in ordinary Roman and Italic characters, being

parts of Ireland's descriptive title
;
the remainder of the inscription is below the

design, and a rough facsimile of Hogarth's handwriting, so are the pen-and-ink
sketches of the Virgin putting the Child in the mill (as in

" Transubstantiation

Satirized", No. 2156), the windmill, the balance, and the bird.

The impression of this state of the plate which is now in the Print Room
shows that the rough facsimile was made from another copy of the original by

Hogarth than that described in the preceding entry in this Catalogue, which other

copy likewise bore the handwriting of the artist. There were but two impressions

of this original, as stated above.

In the second state of the copy by J. Mills the following publication line

occurs on the lower corner, on our left of the print:

"Published Novr
. 12/A

. 1795 by lohn Ireland, JV. 3 Poefs Corner, Palace

Yard, Westminster." The word "
Proof

1

is placed at the foot of the plate.

3. The third state of the copy has all the inscriptions as above quoted in

Roman and Italic typographic characters, with the addition of the references :

" A. After RAPHAEL UEBINO. B. After RUBENS. C. After REMBRANT.
D. E. F. G. H. Are imitations of several other Painters.''

1

In the first state the names of the painter and engraver are given in Italic

script characters
;

in the second and third states these names appear in Roman

typographical capitals ;
in these latter states the words " A Methodists brain

"

appear in facsimile of Hogarth's writing, not derived from the impression of the

plate which is now in the Print Room.

On the subject of this print see "Credulity, Superstition and Fanaticism',

No. 1785.
12i X 14 in.

2427. ENTHUSIASM DELINEATED. (No. 3.)

HOGARTH'S FIRST THOUGHT FOR THE MEDLEY.

Page 233.
W: Hogarth. Inv'. 1: Mills. Sculp'.
Published March 1798 for John Ireland Poets Corner Palace Yard.

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the sain 3

title and date, No. 2425. An impression occurs in " A Supplement to Hogartii

Illustrated", by John Ireland; London, 1798; between pp. 232 and 233, facing
"
Credulity, Superstition, and Fanaticism

"
(No. 3.), described in this Catalogr e

as No. 1787. For the history of the subject, see "Credulity, Superstition an 1

Fanaticism", No. 1785? and "Enthusiasm Delineated" (No. 1.), No. 2425.
At the foot are outlines of the Virgin putting the Infant Christ in the hoppi r

of a mill, see " Portions of Hogarth's
' Enthusiasm Delineated

'

", No. 2425,
"

tl e

"Windmill ", a figure of a monk with the vans of a mill attached to his head,
"

tl e

Scales ", a balance, and the figure, in black, of a dove.

This print was used again for " Anecdotes of William Hogarth ", by J. ]>.

Nichols
; London, 1 833, facing p. 259. In this case the publication line w: s

altered to " Published by Nichols and Son, March 1, 1832."

4f x 4f * Brit. Mus. Library, 561. a. 2 >.
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2428. PORTIONS OF HOGARTH'S " ENTHUSIASM DELINEATED."

References to the Figures in Hogarth's Enthusiasm De-
lineated.

W: H: Inv' IM (John Mills) : Sc.

Published by John Ireland N. 3 Poets Corner, Palace Yard Westminster.

March 1798. [l?39]

THIS engraving which was prepared for
" A Supplement to Hogarth Illustrated",

by John Ireland; London, 1798, following p. 226 represents several portions
of the design by Hogarth which is described as "Enthusiasm Delineated" (No. 1.),

No. 2425.
1

The pulpit is in the middle of the plate, with its puppets hanging outside,

two against each panel. Above are the puppets which in the original design
are in the hands of the preacher, namely

" A ", the figure of the first person of

the Trinity, borne by angels, and having in its extended right hand the triangular
instrument for cooking; and "

B", the puppet of the Devil, naked, dancing and

holding the gridiron. The puppets on the pulpit are "
C", St. Peter, a fat

man, holding a huge key ;

"D ", St. Paul, having a long sword in one hand, a

second and shorter weapon sheathed and hanging at his back
; he is a thin man,

with a black wig which St. Peter is pulling, much to the annoyance of the wearer;
"jE" is Aaron, holding the tables of the Law;

"
f"\ is Moses holding a censer

and wearing a mitre
;

" G ", is Eve, naked except for a girdle of leaves, holding
the apple to "H", Adam, another puppet, girt with leaves.

Below the margin of the design are several minor sketches :

" *
the Scales", a

roughly-sketched outline of a balance;
"*" a rather indefinite outline of a

draped recumbent figure, and a child with a glory about its head leaning on

the hopper of a mill
;

" * "
a dove

;

" * the Windmill ", a human figure with

the vans of a windmill whirling about its head.

Below the design is the following reference table :

" A. After Raphael.
B. After Rubens. C. After Rembrandt. D. E. F. G. H. Are Imitations of other

Painters.", and, referring to the sketches with the asterisks, as above,
" * From

Sketches by Hogarth on the Margins of the Original Prints."

John Ireland's text, p. 236, states :

"
Dangling on pegs around the pulpit,

and to be exhibited as there shall be occasion, are six other puppets, copied from
the absurd misrepresentations which some of the old masters have made of Adam
and Eve, Peter and Paul, Moses and Aaron. Adam and Eve are a little cari-

catured, but evidently intended to hint at the dry designs of Albert Durer.

Adam, though naked, has the air of a first-rate coxcomb. Eve, encircled with

a zone of fig-leaves, has neither grace in her step, nor dignity in her gesture.

Peter, displaying his ponderous key, and pulling off" Paul's black perriwig, is

copied from Rembrandt, and to him referred in Hogarth's inscription. Paul,
with a beard of Hudibrastic cut and dye, being low of stature, is elevated by
high-heeled shoes, and armed with two swords

;
that in his hand massy as the

weapon wielded by John a Gaunt
; the other, which, like the dagger of Hudibras,

might serve as its page, tucked to his side. Moses and Aaron, one bearing the

tables, the other an incense pot, are retreating to the other side. The Jewish

lawgiver's having made many ordinances concerning food, may be hinted at by
his being crowned with a porridge pot ;

the two feet may serve for horns. The
bells on the hem of Aaron's garment are sufficiently obvious, and, as saith Master
Thomas Goodwin, in his Civil and Ecclesiastical Rites

'

By the bells, are typed
the sound of his doctrine.'

"

1 See likewise "
Credulity, Superstition, and Fanaticism", No. 1785.
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On the figures marked with asterisks there is a note on p. 249 of the book above-

cited, as follows :

" On the margin of these two prints Hogarth has inserted slight

pen-and-ink sketches of a monk as a wind mill, the hopper of a mill, etc. ; these

are copied in the annexed plate of reference, and in a degree elucidated by the

following passage in Burnet's ' Travels through Switzerland,' etc., p. 252 :
' Over

a Popish altar at Worms, is a picture, one would think intended to ridicule

transubstantiation. There is a windmill, and the Virgin throws Christ into the

hopper, and he comes out at the eye of the mill, all in wafers, which some priest
takes up to give to the people. This is so coarse an emblem, that one would
think it too gross even for Laplanders ;

but a man that can swallow transub-

stantiation, will digest this likewise.'
" 1

6f X 4 in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. a. 2O, and 7854. ff.

2429.

THE FRONTISPIECE TO " AN EXPLANATION OF THE FIRST,

SECOND, AND THIRD HEATS OF THE EUROPEAN RACE,"
etc. The Fourth Edition.

"
By the POLITICAL CLUB."

LONDON: Printed for J. COOPER, in Meet-Street ; and Sold

by the Booksellers and Printsellers of London and West-

minster. 1 74O.

Geo. Bichham jun inv et sculp. Publishd 28 of Jan?. 1740 according tc

Act of Par*. [l?39!

THIS engraving is the frontispiece to the book which is referred to in severa

entries in this Catalogue;
" The European Race, Heat I"" (No. l.), No. 2333

the same title,
" Heat IId ", No. 2415 ;

the same title,
" Heat IIId ", No. 2431

"Fee Fau Fum," No. 2434; "European Race for A Distance," No. 2455.
The design represents a Hydra sprawling on the earth, and with the head;'

of ,a bear, an elephant, a fox, a horse, a boar, an eagle, and a wolf. St. George,
mounted on a lion, and armed with a scymetar, is in the air above the hydra am
assails it with his weapon ;

the lion likewise uses its claws against the monster

before one of the fore paws of the latter lies a fleur de lis ; in the background i ;

a post, from which are suspended a standard, bearing the Cross of St. George,
and the inscription

"
Briton($) Home Strik "(e) ;

three garters, with th ;

mottoes respectively
" TRiA . JUNCTA . IN . UNO", "NEMO . ME. IMPUNE .

LACESSIT", and " HONI . SOFT . Qur. MAL . Y . PENSE", and a key.
The text states, p. l

,
that as a representative of Great Britain,

" a furiou <

Lyon is seen descending, on which St. George is mounted, who has given i

Stroke with a Scymetar that has almost divided the Wolf-Head of the hydro
bolical Dragon from his Neck

;
and the Lyon at the same time is tearing it o f

with his Paw. This seems to insinuate that the late Declaration of War again* o

Spain? has already given her such a Shock, that she will scarcely be able 1 >

defend herself against another powerful Blow intended by St. George, who : )

now ready to follow his Stroke, and to aim his next at the Fox-Head. But t *

that Head is looking at the Flag of St. George, whereon is writ, Britons striJ ,

Home, we perceive it has Art enough to secure itself, by stooping to ward o F

1 See "
Transubstantiation Satirized ", No. 2 1 56.

2 War was declared, Oct. 21, 1739; the second blow was probably intende 1

to refer to the taking of Porto Bello, Nov. 22, 1739.
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the Blow. This alludes to a political Cardinal* who, while he is extending his

artificial Schemes thro' Europe, under the pretended Notions of Peace and

Amity, is actually making a Cat's Paw of almost every P te, to put in a Coal

to that Fire which in a small Time may cast a Heat over Europe. Prennent

garde Messieurs les Hollandois. The fleur-de-Lis being placed under the hydra-
bolical Dragons Paw, seems to hint that the first Step towards establishing the

Peace of Europe is to bring F ce under, and then there is no Doubt but the

whole Body will be peaceable." P. 3,
" In the Middle of the Wand are three

Garters or Ribbons, pendant at full Length, viz. Blew, Green, and Red, each
with their proper Motto's ; and near them, on the same Wand, hangs a Golden

Key. This seems to tell us, that whoever can unlock the Secret of the European
Courts, shall be rewarded with one of these Garters. N. 13. A Debate arose 2

upon this Point, and it was carried another way, viz. That these Ribbons were
to be given to those of the P y C / who advised the D n of AV r

against S n : The former being thought too difficult a Task for an En h n

to undertake, especially at the C t of F ce, altho' many Letters have of late

been artfully cock'd up as from that Quarter. The Hydrabolical Dragon has

the Tail of a Rattle Snake, with which he can scare any of his Heads, and put
them in Terror by rattling in their Ears. This seems at present to be the

Case of the Eagle, which therefore has rear'd its Head above the Reach of the

Tail. The Boar-Head is slouching and inactive, and seems too dull to take the

Alarm of Danger. The Horse-Head is Crest-fallen, and very dejected : There-
fore it may be judg'd that there is very little Hopes of its ever rising again :

But we may be assured, that tho' it should endeavour to start, the Fox will

prevent it from ever running another Heat. In Conjunction with the Fox-Head
is an Elephant, seeming to spring from the same Neck. The Elephant, by the

Fox's Advice, seems to extend his Trunk upward, aiming therewith to give
a Blow to the Lyon; but his Trunk is too short. Under the Elephant is a

Bear's-Head, which is extended very forward, seeming to depend on its own

Strength, and slighting the others, as wanting no Assistance."

It appears by the "Explanations" of the "
Heats," as given in this pamphlet

and referred to above, that the Bear refers to Russia, the Elephant to Turkey,
the Fox to France, the Horse to Corsica, the Boar to Holland, the Eagle to

Austria, and the Won to Spain.
As to the cruelties which were alleged to have been perpetrated by Spaniards

on Englishmen, and their depredations on English ships, see " In Place," (No.

1.), No. 2350.
On the general subject of the war with Spain, see the references which are

given with " The Lyon in Love", No. 2347.

3i X S-fin. Brit. Mus. Library, 101. g. 27.

2430.

(TH)E REVD
. M R

. WHITFIELD PREACHING ON KENNINGTON
COMMON.

[1739]

THIS print represents an immense crowd of persons gathered about the Rev.

George Whitefield, who is in the act of preaching with great fervency, looking

upwards and holding a book in one hand, a pocket-handkerchief in the other.

In the foreground are a triple gibbet, on the cross-beams of which three men
are seated, and a double gallows, on three arms of which are suspended corpses
of criminals in chains. In front of the design a vendor of spirits pours liquor

1 Cardinal Fleury.
2 In the Political Club, see the title.
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from a bottle to a drinking-gla-s, a woman waits for the liquor, the man
shouts "

Bung y
r
Eye Bung if Eye" This is a cant name for his liquor. Near

this group stand another man and woman.
This print is No. 242, in Part VIII. of the "

Crowle," Pennant's " Some
Account of London"

;
in the Print Room.

For other references to Whitefield see " Enthusiasm Display'd :

"
&c., No.

2432.
This preacher addressed a large congregation on Kennington Common, in

the afternoon of Sunday, April 29, 1739 ;
see " TQe Gentleman's Magazine" for

that month, p. 215, col. 2.

X 5 .

ax.

2431.

THE EUROPEAN RACE Heat III d
. ANNO DOM. MDCCXXXIX.

Inscribed to the Greatest Politician in Europe. By his most

Obed*. Humble Serv*.

An Englishman.

Published April the 9'* 1 739 according to the late Act. C. Mosley, sculp.

[1739]

AN Engraving, with the above title and the following verse engraved below the

design :

"
Behold, the former things are come to pass, and new things do I declare : before

they spring forth I tell you of them." Isaiah the 42. verse the 9."

For a complete account of this and similar prints, see the same title,
" Heat

1
st"

(No. 1.), No. 2333, and " Heat 2d", No. 2415, we must refer to a pamphlet

styled,
" An Explanation of the First, Second, and Third Heats of the EUROPEAN

RACE, And of the Hieroglyphical Frontispiece Thereunto prefix'd. Likewise

of a Print call'd FEE, FAU, FUM. The Fourth Edition. To which is added, An
Explanation of the Heat for a Distance for the Year 1 740. By the Political

Club." London, 1740 (lOl. g. 27.)

The design represents a race-course near the sea-shore, as in " Heat I
8t "

;

in this case the umpire's stand is in the middle of the composition, with the repre-
sentatives of the quarters of the globe placed in it.

In front of the stand is Cardinal Fleury, representing
" Universal Monarchy".

From " EUROPE" he receives the wreath of victory; from "ASIA" a scimitar;

from " AFRICA" ivory ;
from " AMERICA" gold. The Russian bear and

Turkish elephant are contending ;
the elephant has lost his wooden leg, a French-

man is spearing the bear in the back
;
the Imperial Eagle, his wings repaired

withyZewrs de Us, is pouncing on the elephant ;
Russia and Germany combine tc

attack Turkey, France mediates, but makes advantageous terms for Turkey
On the distance-post is a British sailor waving his hat and a flag inscribed " PRi

PATRlA ", and exclaiming "No Search''. Behind the post is a courier, who advo-

cates "
Liberty", and is refreshing his fatigued horse with a glass of wine. A lion

"
Whelp'd in the Tower", saddled, is held by an ape, and, as his proper rider doe;

not mount, a fox attempts to take his place. A Spaniard is rubbing down a wolf

which is kicking the French monkey. A mortar, inscribed "
Negotiandi Blunder

dandi", is firing off an ambassador; on the lining of his coat, as if hinting, in ;

concealed manner, that Sir Robert Walpole was bribed to take tho course he did

are inscriptions
"
Promise", and " Promise to pay to ST RoV ". Cards and dice lii

in the foreground, and intimate that Chance has much to do in the result of th(

negotiations.
" Burbon" and "Austria" are shaking hands. A dragon, standin;

near, with panniers on his back, is loaded with "
Gazetters", and " Convention"
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A fat pig, wearing a saddle and holsters, with a yoke of the kind put on pigs to

prevent them from going through hedges, about his neck, stands in the middle of

the race-course. A bulldog is reposing upon a French carpet with the (c)" ON-

VENT1ON Signed at Pardo" lying before him; behind the dog is "Ah poor
Ccesar .'" A Spaniard, "DON SEB.", is cramming the (co)" NVENTIUN

" down
the throat of "Don B "

i. e. Mr. Benjamin Keene, the English representative
at Madrid. Britannia is seated amid arms, and being in deep distress, is buffeted

by a Spaniard, and cajoled by a Frenchman, who are picking her pockets. Near
these is a cylindrical object, marked " Olim truncus eram ". London Aldermen
in their robes are carrying the "

Merchant(s) Petition", said named "Sturdy
B "

(Beggars), a name applied to them by Sir Robert Walpole. From
this scene " TRADE* is running away weeping. A tower, on which the

English flag is waving, and which is decorated with a bust of Queen Elizabeth,
in a medallion, inscribed "ELIZABETH. REG. 1588," referring to the

destruction of the Spanish Armada, is placed in contrast with the English fleet

lying inactive, and assailed by rats from " Port Mohan ", which is on the cliff

above the sea on the opposite side of the design. In the sky are a meridian

sun, a new moon, a blazing comet, and two doves carrying
" Convention ", and

" No Treaty", A devil laughing
"
Ho, ha, he ", and flying in the air, carries off

the carpenter's square by which these disordered affairs might have been adjusted.
The Convention alluded to was the treaty signed at the Pardo, the stipulations

of which were censured in England, especially because the question of the right
to search British ships navigating the American seas was left undecided.

The above-named pamphlet illustrates this subject as follows, p. 32 :

" The

Meaning of the Inventor's chusing this Text of Scripture, seems to be the

approved Veracity of what was prefigured in the two former Heats ; every

Thing there pointed out having since punctually come to pass." As to Bri-

tannia, p. 34,
" A F hman, is near her on one Side, and puts one Hand privately

into her Pocket, while with the other he is pointing towards the C 1, and

comforting her, by assuring her that he is her Friend. On the other Side of

her is a Sp d, who is supposed to be G dino. 1 He is telling her a fine

Story, to divert her from making Use of those Trophies,
2 with which she is beset

around : But it is to be remarked, that he is picking her Pocket at the same
Time. This seems to allude to our Men ofW r in the Spanish West-Indies,
where the Guarda Costa 's, &c. were taking and plundering our Merchant Ships,
and little or no Notice was taken of them for several Years together. It like-

wise seems to hint at the Sp sh and F ch A 'rs at the tune in

E d, who were using persuasive Arguments to keep us from going to War,
while we bore these Insults, and made no Use of our native Strength." P. 35,
" Under these two Persons is a True English bred Bull-Dog, lying on a curious

French Tissue Carpet, with a Paper before him, whereon is writ, Signed at the

Pardo ; and over his Head is writ, Ah poor Ccesar ! This seems likewise to

insinuate the same as the former, viz. that our true English Courage was at that

Time lulled asleep by the gaudy outside Shew of F ch Friendship. On the

left Side of this Print is a distant View of the Spanish Armada, which was burnt

and destroyed by the English in the Year 1588 : In Commemoration of which
Action is the Bust of the over-glorious and heroic Queen Elizabeth on an old

Castle, with a Standard display'd on the Top, which Standard is blazon'd with a
Red Cross, having this Motto : IN Hoc SIGNO VINCES. This Fleet hath under-
neath written, To be paid for ; which we interpret thus : That the Inventor

meant with an Exploit of the same Kind."

As to the Aldermen of London with the " Merchants Complaints
"

it is

stated, p. 36,
" But we cannot help remarking one of them to be in a most

1 Don Thomas Geraldino, Spanish Minister in London.
2 Arms.
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terrible Passion, because, we presume, he thought it to be (as the Saying is)

wrong timed." P. 38,
" Behind the Starting-Post is a Man giving a Glass of Wine

to cherish his Horse, who had run hard the last Heat, which by the Inscription

over him we take to have been for the Liberty of the C ns : But as he had a

fleet old Fox to run down, we suppose it was too hard a Task to succeed in,

and therefore he chose to come to a Mediation with him, and, no doubt, has

recommended the C ns to do the same. Better and better still, quoth he !

Under the Horse is a strong, fierce and surly Lion, which was whelpd in the

Tower,
1 who hath got a Bridle and Saddle on, and is held by a Monkey in Jack

Boots till his Rider is ready to mount him
;
but while they are waiting for him,

the Fox is getting into the Saddle. This seems to tell us that while we are

waiting for Negociators to do our Business in Sp n, the F ch were riding

us at home. Hard by is a Spaniard, who has laid down his long Sword, and is

rubbing down the Wolf, which we suppose had been heated to save his

Distance. 'Tis to be observed that the Wolf is kicking the Monkey on the

A se, while the Spaniard seems to bid him kiss his A se. This we
think to be owing to the Monkey's deceiving him, either by the artful

Tricks he had play'd, or by amusing him with false Stories." P. 4> " In the

Margin is a Garter, round which is this motto :

Pro rege scepe pro Republica semper.

This needs no Comment. Within the Garter is a Map of the Spanish West-

Indies, over Part of which is an open Pair of Compasses, measuring twc

Leagues
2 from Hispaniola, Cuba, &c. This it seems was to have been stipu-

lated by the C n, and 'tis supposed to have been the Reason that the Devi'

held out a Square, and laugh'd so heartily."

Returning to the engraving, we see that within the Garter so described, thr

map in question bears the sea, with " 2 Leagues" near the compasses ; and, or.

the land,
" Buctis arts

"
(?),

"
Hispani" and " Cube"

As to the term "
Sturdy Beggars," applied to the merchants of London, by

Sir Robert Walpole, see " A Whip for the Horse", &c., No. 1924.
" Tho

London Merchants Triumphant", No. 1927.
On this subject at large see " The National Dispute; or, The HISTORY o

?

the Convention Treaty:" London. 1739 (E. 2031/2.), and "An ADORES;
to the ELECTORS, And other Free Subjects of Great Britain ; Occasion'd by thu

LATE SECESSION," &c., London, 1739 (E. 2031 / 1.) The former of these book;

comprises extracts from " Common Sense ; or, The Englishman's Journal", fo

Feb. 17 and 24, and from " The Craftsman", Feb. 17, March 3, and 17, which

are bitterly ironical and fiercely satirical on Sir R. Walpole and his policy.

As to the cruelties alleged to have been perpetrated by Spaniards on Eng
lishmen, and their depredations on English ships, see the references which ar :

given with " In Place" (No. 1.), No. 2350.
On the general subject of the war with Spain, see " The Lyon in Love,

No. 2347.
An abstract of the conditions of the Convention of the Pardo, will be foun I

in " The History of England," by T. Smollett; 1807, iii. p. 19. It was in th ;

debate in the House of Commons on this preliminary treaty that W. Pitt fin b

distinguished himself.

See " The Races of the Europeans, with their Keys," No. 2335, which core -

prises a copy of this print, with variations.

14f X 8 in.

1 See " Heat 1st" (No. l.), of this series, No. 2333.
2 No English ship was to be allowed to go within this distance of the shoi e

of the Spanish Possessions in America.
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2432.

ENTHUSIASM Display'd: or, The Moor Fields CONGREGA-
TION. (No. I.)

August 2O, 1739 Publish''d by C. Corbett According to y
e
late Actt P, 6 p

[1739]

THIS engraving shows an open space among houses, on a knoll in the front of

which the Rev. George Whitefield stands in the act of preaching ; he is borne up
by two females, and has one foot on the knee of one of them,

"
Hypocrisy ", the

other foot on the arm of her companion, "Deceit". Hypocrisy is represented

kneeling on one knee, holding a mask, and with one hand on a book inscribed

"Sold by Huton" : a cross and rosary lie near it. Deceit has one foot bare, a

wooden leg, and two faces under one hood, to one of which she puts her finger in

token of silence ; the other face is turned towards a very scantily clothed young
lady, who presents her with a purse, and to another who is bringing various domestic

utensils. On the ground Folly is reclining and writing the " Journal ",* her ink

bottle is held by a monkey wearing bands. In the foreground are woodcocks
"
Trap'd" or about to be so. A passer-by is laughing at this scene. In the

distance are various hawkers following their usual occupation. Behind the

principal group is a tavern, with the sign of the Fox, an emblem of the preacher.
Below the design these verses are engraved :

" Once in an Age, that Pest of common sense,

Enthusiasm, revives his old Pretence,

Clad like Simplicity. He Stalks along,

And draws behind Him y
e deluded Throng.

Lives, like a Comet's, his protracted Train,

And warms y
e World till He returns again,

With Doctrine borrowed from y
e Kirk of Knox

And Journal copy'd gravely from George Fox.

He screeches forth y
e
Sinfullness of Sin

And sighing, sucks y
e
pious Woodcocks in,

When one Trap fails, He fabricks new Efforts,

While Janus-fac'd Hypocrisy Supports,
The Plot still thickens when y

e
Play's begu(n)

A Thirty-nine approaches Forty-one,
The baleful Consequence our Fears avow,
For what was Peters once, is WH- now."

The Rev. Hugh Peters was executed as a regicide Oct. 16, 1660; see "The

History of the Life and Death of Hugh Peters", No. 966 ;
and the entries in

this Catalogue which bear the same date.

For Whitefield see "Enthusiasm Displayed", c. 17555 "Enthusiasm Deli-

neated" (No. 1.), No. 2425;
"
Credulity, Superstition and Fanaticism ", No. 1785;

" The Revd Mr Whitefield preaching on Kennington Common ", No. 2430. See

likewise "Life of George Whitefield", London, 1772, by John Gillies. For

a satire on Whitefield, see "
Chrysal, or, The Adventures of a Guinea "

(by
C. Johnson), 1777, " PP- 55 et seq.

1 This reference to the " Journal
"
of the Rev. George Whitefield shows, that

the proper date of this satire is 1739, in which year
" The Journal of a Voyage

from London to Savannah in Georgia ", the first of the series to which it belongs,
was published.
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2433-
" ENTHUSIASM DISPLAY'D : OR, THE MOOR FIELDS

CONGREGATION." (No. 2.)
[1739]

THIS engraving is a reduced copy of that described as (No. 1.), with the

same title and date, No. 2432. It exhibits no inscriptions.

Below the design these verses are engraved :

" With Doctrin borrow'd from y
e Kirk of Knox,

And Journal copy'd gravely from George Fox,
He screeches fourth the sinfulness of Sin,

And Sighing sucks y
e
pious Woodcocks in."

The Rev. George Whitefield was the subject of this satire ; see " Enthusiasm

Display'd" (No. 1.), No. 2432, for references to other satires on the same

person, which are described in this Catalogue ;
for the " Journal

"
of Whitefield,

see a note to "
Credulity, Superstition and Fanaticism", (No. 1.), No. 1758.

5| X 3| ^.

2434-
FEE FAU FUM

[Four distinct designs.]

Publish'd according to Act of Parliament. An". Dni
. 1739. C. Mosley

Sculp. [1739]

AN engraving in four distinct divisions. The first represents a Giant on whose

belt is (c)" ONVENTION", and on the Garter round whose knee is
" THE

EAR " who has fallen into the " SINKING FUND ", a quagmire, the bridge over

the moat in front of his castle having broken beneath his weight. Sir Robert

Walpole is attacking the giant with a pickaxe. Beyond, a fowler is taking birds

in a net. In the raid-distance is an altar composed of human and cattle bones.

The second design represents Cardinal Fleury, as a giant, carrying Walpole
into his castle, and pointing out to him the bones of the " CHEVALIER" lying
at the door. In the distance is a monkey severely stung by the bees from a hive

he has upset ;
a scroll beneath calls this a " Fatal Inquiry".

The third design represents a double-headed giant (i. e. France and Spain

combined), assailing with his club the gates of a castle. Walpole, with a coach-

whip in his hand, and his finger at his lips, appears to watch the giant's pro-

ceedings. Behind, the moon rises.

The fourth design shows Walpole on horseback, and knocking at the gate
of a castle ;

from an opening above the portal appear the heads of " FRANCE.

SPAIN, SWEDEN". At a distance a gentleman is watching the proceedings
and a covey of birds rises before a pointer.

An account of this print is given in the tract called " An Explanation of th<

First, Second, and Third Heats of the European Race," &c., (lOl. g. 27.); se<

" The European Race, Heat 1
st "

(No. l), No. 2333. Giant 1. is Spain. By th<
" Convention "

of the Pardo he hoped to delude England.
" The Ear "

refer;

to Captain Jenkins's ear which was cut off by a Spaniard ;
see " In Place

"
(No

1.), No. 2350. The Giant falls into the trap he had prepared for others, and i

drowned by the "
Sinking Fund," which was the only money appropriated for th<

national expenses of the year ; Walpole is supposed to be at length aroused t<

revenge the alleged cruelties and insults of Spain. The fowler alludes to thi

probable capture of the Spanish West Indies by the English fleet.

Giant. 2. is Cardinal Fleury. Walpole is in his clutches, and endeavours t<
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escape by cajoling him with tales and promises ; but is alarmed by being shown
the raw head and bloody bones of the Pretender, which Fleury always held up as

a bugbear to England, and by which "VValpole was, or affected to be, influenced.

The ape beset by bees probably intimates that the Cardinal would meddle so

much in European affairs, that a "
fatal enquiry" would at last take place, and he

would be stung to death.

Giant 3. represents the combined powers of France and Spain, which Walpole
is supposed to be watching, alluding to the preparations made to repel the

aggressions of those nations.

The moon intimates that Walpole's vigilance was maintained in the dark,
and not perceived.

Giant 4. represents France, Spain, and Sweden, whose combination Walpole
seems to be aware of and to be interfering with. The watcher is the " K 's

son," awaiting the event.

From the above-named pamphlet the following additional illustrations of

this subject may be obtained. Page 43,
" Soon after the coming out of the

Third Heat of this Race,
1 when we had waited with longing Expectation for

having a speedy Redress of our Grievances
;
with hopes that a Satisfaction would

be given by Spain to our Merchants, Sailors, &c., who had been plundered
and insulted by them

; (Alas ! we may say, We waited for Peace, but Peace

came not ;) the Scene of the Affairs of Europe beginning to change, we pre-
sume the Inventor of the Races proposing to give the Public a Sketch of what
was intended to be done both at Home and Abroad, chose to do it under the

Sanction of an old English History, called Jack and the Giants, and hath

taken a remarkable Speech of Jack's for his Title, and calls this Print, FEE
FAU FUM.

It is divided into four Parts, viz., Part I. is a Representation of a Cave,
where a huge and Monstrous Giant who inhabited it, is caught in a Trap
by a diminutive Englishman ; as appears by the Giant's Speech and last

Words, viz.
" What English Rogue with base Intention,

Presumed to dig this deep Convention ?

For when my Coast you did come near,

Perhaps I docKt a single Ear.

But if again I rear my Head,
I'll scrunch your Bones instead of Bread.

So icith one Blow his Brain was stunnd
t

And buried in the Sinking-Fund.

By these Words we may imagine the Giant to be of Spanish Extraction,
and his Habitation near the Sea Coast. The Garter which binds his Knee,

having the Ear wrote on it, seems to tell us that he is a Knight of the English
Ear ; and the Spaniards being fond of such a Morsel of late Years, and much
Honour having been shewn to those who could bring Samples of Cruelty to

the G rs of the S sh West-Indies. This Giant hath Convention wrote

on his Girdle. This seems to have been a Snare or Delusion to the E sh
;

(or at least was intended as such) but informs us at the same Time, that

while the Spaniards were bringing about that incomparable Treaty, they were

digging a Pit for themselves. The Reason of Sinking Fund being wrote under
the Pit, seems to be that the Sinking Fund was the only Support appropriated
for the Service of the Year." P. 45 states, as to the horn in the girdle of Jack

(Walpole),
"

it must be a token that War would soon be declared against

Spain ;

2 and that the Figure seems to represent some Person in whose Power
'tis to give such an Alarm."

1 See " The European Race, Heat IIId ", No. 2431.
2 This was done, Oct 21, 1739.
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Of Part II. of this design it is stated, p. 46,
" Behind the Giant is a Bee-

hive full of Bees, which seems to allude to the Industry of the F ch

Nation : And near that a Building, which is supposed to be Part of V s

out of which a Fountain sends forth Water, as a Token that this Giant is the

Fountain of all the Success of F ce." l

Of Part III., it is stated, p. 47,
" The Sp sh Head appears very per-

suasive and anxious ; but the F ch Head is ill-natur'd and angry, and holds

out a Club in his Hand, with which it is supposed he is about to drub the

E sh in favour of hi self, or rather to be a Mediator with a Sword drawn
;

as appears by the Armament near those two Heads with one Body : And altho'

this be in the dark, as is shewn by the Moon over the Castle Gate
; yet at

their Back appears a corpulent Man booted and spurr'd, with a Whip in his

Hand, which seems to tell us that he has rid Post to get there
;

and by his

Finger at his Mouth he is shewn to be list'ning to what Steps are intended to

be taken by them. This is supposed to be a Means towards the unravelling
the Secrets of the foregoing Compartment."

Of Part IV. it appears, p. 48, that it is
" a View of a prodigious strong

Castle, which is inhabited by a Giant with three Heads, which Giant is so very

mistrustful, that he never comes out of Doors ; and is looking out of a high

Window, &c."

As to the cruelties which were alleged to have been practised by Spaniards
on Englishmen, and their depredations on English ships, see " In Place" (No. l.),

No. 2350.
On the general subject of the war with Spain, see the references which are

given with " The Lyon in Love," No. 2347.
1- 7| X 5^ in.

2- 7 X Si in.

3- 7i X 5^ in.

4- 7i X Si in.

2435-
THE STATE LOTTERY.

Engraven By B. Roberts 8f Sold by him at his Shop in Ball Ally Lombarc
Street. Price 6d. [!739!

A VIEW of a Gothic hall, London, during the drawing of the Lottery which wai

promoted by the government in aid of the fund for building the first bridgi

at Westminster, see
" In Place" (No. 1.), No. 2350 ;

" The Lottery", No. 2446 ;

and for the scheme of this lottery,
" The Gentleman's Magazine," May, 1 736

p. 236, col. 2. N.B. There are two pages
"
236

"
in this volume.

This lottery was drawn in Stationer's Hall. The drawing began, on th>

first occasion, Dec. 1O, 1739> and ended Jan. 25, 174- Vlae second letter;

was begun to be drawn Dec. 8,
2

1 740. The newspapers of this period contai

abundance of illustrations of the popularity and effects of these transaction.- .

Many journals and magazines comprise also protests against lotteries, on accoun

of the demoralization they promoted, e.g. "Common Sense; or, The English
man's Journal", June 25, 1737,

" On the loss and disadvantage of the Bridg ;

Lottery, and chance of a Ticket." In 1739, an Act of Parliament was passe 1

for the prevention of private lotteries.

1 As to the bones of the Pretender, see the speech of Lord Lyttelton, i i

reply to Mr. H. Walpole, in the House of Commons, March 8, 1738; se j

"Hocus Pocus," No. 2419.
2 See " The Gentleman's Magazine," Dec. 1740, p. 621, col. 1.
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The design represents the interior of a lofty Gothic hall, of Perpendicular

character, the roof formed of open timbers. A window is at the end of the

place ;
a cornice of Jacobean design with a rich dado in the same style sur-

rounds the lower portion of the chamber. Two whole-length portraits ofGeorge
II. and Queen Caroline hang on the wall. On a raised platform is a large

table, at which sit the Commissioners who superintend the Lottery. Behind

them are two closed lottery wheels, and at each end of the table is another

wheel, the case of which is opened, the wheel being in use. "Blue-Coat"
School boys are employed to draw the lots from the interior of each wheel.

Each lad hands the ticket he has extracted to a gentleman who attends him.

At a table placed lower than the other sit four secretaries
;
on the floor of the

hall are grouped many persons, male and female
;

in two raised boxes several

gentlemen sit and observe the proceedings.
Below the design the following, and less valuable verses are engraved :

" The Name of a Lott'ry the Nation bewitches,

And City and Country run Mad after Riches :

My Lord, who already has Thousands a Year,
Thinks to double his Income by vent'ring it here :

The Country Squire dips his Houses and Grounds,
For Tickets to gain him the Ten Thousand Pounds :

The rosie-jowl'd Doctor his Rectorie leaves,

In quest of a Prize, to procure him Lawn-Sleeves.

The Tradesman, whom Duns for their Mony importune
Here, hazards his All, for th' Advance of his Fortune :

The Footman resolves, if he meets no Disaster,

To mount his gilt Chariot, and vie with his Master.

The Cook-Wench determines, by one lucky Hit,

To free her fair Hands from the Pot-hooks and Spits :

The Chamber-maid Struts in her Ladies Cast Gown
And hopes to be dub'd the Top Toast of the Town :

But Fortune alas ! will have small Share of Thanks,
When all their high Wishes are bury'd in Blanks.

For tho' they for Benefits eagerly watch'd,

They reckoii'd their Chickens before they were hatch'd."

This print was re-published, doubtless at a somewhat later date, with certain

alterations, e. g. its plate was reduced to 5|- X 6J- inches by cutting from both

sides
;
letters of reference were added to the figures of persons represented, and

space was made for a reference table by burnishing out part of the upper por-
tion of the design. Here the reference table was engraved ;

" K. Geo. H d
."

and "
Q. Carolina ", were added to the portraits which hang on the wall. The

title,
" Method of the Drawing a State Lottery in Guild-Hall" was inserted on

the pennant at the foot of the design. The print in this state is No. 140, in

Part XI. of the "
Crowle,

' Pennant's
' Some Account of London." This book

is in the Print Room.
There can be hardly any doubt that this print represents the interior of the

Guildhall, London, not that of Stationers' Hall in the same city, where the

Bridge Lottery was drawn.

For other satires on lotteries, see "The Lottery", No. 1739; and "The
Lottery ", No. 2446.

6 X 6 in.
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2436.

FRONTISPIECE TO " THE LIFE AND HEROICK ACTIONS OF

THE EIGHTH CHAMPION OF CHRISTENDOM", &c. By
James Gurthrie : London, 1739.

The Adventure of the Knight with his Taylor.
[1739]

THIS frontispiece consists of a woodcut representing a tailor kneeling on one

knee and a young man standing before him, grasping him by the collar of his

coat and nourishing a stick, as if he were beating the terrified tailor.

The text, which purports to be written by R. Johnson, describes a passage
of the politics of the city of London and personal squabbles which were in vogue
at the period in question.

The pseudonym James Gurthrie probably refers to the Rev. Mr. Guthrie,

Ordinary of Newgate, who published the biographies of the criminals to whom h<3

ministered on the road to the place of execution.

3 x 4f- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 1 2603, aa .

2437-
The GALLIC COCK and ENGLISH LYON or A Touch of the

Times. Dedicated to the Brave Admiral Vernon and all true

Britons, by lack Tar-philus.

[1739]

THIS engraving gives a view of the sea-shore
;
in the foreground is a cock peck -

ing at the eyes of a lion on whose head the bird is mounted ; a Frenchman is en -

couraging the cock, by crying,
" Var good, Var good, Pick e bote de Eye out". Aa

English sailor pats the rump of the lion, and cries, "Halloo, halloo, seize him,

Boy Seize him, nows your time ". In front is a cannon, inscribed " Ratio Ultim a

Regum". A bulldog, barking furiously, is chained to a tree. Behind, at sen,

two lines of ships are beating up against the wind. On one side is an Englisl i,

and, on the other, a French fort.

Below the design these lines are engraved :

" The Gallic Cock no way can find

To beat the Lyon, but to blind :

No other Boon the Lyon begs,
But leave to tear him all to rags.

Should English courage break the Chain,
Gallia would play her tricks in Vain

;

By Havock, wounds, and Slaughter rent,
Her broken Faith she'll soon repent.
Then let Britania's Fleets advance

And curb the Insolence of France ;

For Vengeance arm, and bravely dar

In Thunder to proclaim the War."

This is one of the numerous satirical prints on the torpid policy of Walpo j,

which, as it was alleged, allowed France and Spain to insult and injure the Briti h

with impunity. Our cannon, it was said, lay silent, our bulldogs were chaine* i
;

the earnest remonstrances of our sailors, and the success of Admiral Vernon it

Porto Bello, could scarcely overcome the minister's love of peace.
For satires on the Spanish War, see "The Lyon in Love", No. 2347.

For Admiral Vernon, see "A Skit on Britain ", No. 2423.
1 1 X 7| in.
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2438.

A SATIRE ON THE FOUNDLING HOSPITAL SCHEME.

Published according to Act of Parliamentfor Brother Jeffery [l 739 ?]

THIS engraving represents, in heraldic fashion, a picture, placed like an escut-

cheon, and having for supporters a "
salvage "-man and woman, naked

;
she turns

her face towards her companion ;
the elbows of both rest on the margin of the

picture, which is an oval encircled by the Serpent of the Fall, having the Apple
of the Tree in its mouth

;
the crest is, on an orle, a pair of horns. On the

picture or shield is a stag, sejant regardant, in a landscape ;
all proper.

This design has for its background a landscape, on a hillock in front of which
the shield rests. Behind, on our left, is a view of a building, the Foundling

Hospital, London (?) ;
in front of it stands naked, blindfold Fortune, balancing her-

self on a wheel
;
on our right is a more extensive view, comprising a reach of a

river, with a man rowing in a boat on it, probably the Thames, near " Cuckold's

Point," and, nearer the foreground, a procession of men, all of whom wear

horns, led by a horned divine.

At the back of the print, which appears to have been cut from a book, is

the following, in letterpress :

" CHORUS
" Then since things are so

;

As you very well know,
Resolve with your Wives to be quit ;

At your loss ne'er repine,
But with Women and Wine,
A race of young Foundlings beget

My brave boys,
A race of young Foundlings beget."

At the period of the proposed establishment of the Foundling Hospital by
Captain Coram, in 1739, considerable ridicule, of the character of the above, was
thrown on the scheme. It is possible that this satire refers to that event. See
" The European State Jockies ", No. 2449.

5 X 4 in.

2439'

THE DEVIL UPON TWO STICKS

[By Gravelot.] [Jan. 1740.]
Published according to Act of Parliament January the 9, 1 741-

THIS print represents a landscape, with a village ;
in front, Sir Robert Walpole

is carried by two members of Parliament through a muddy and stinking ditch
;

"
a," other " Members who voted for the Excise (Scheme) & against the Con-

vention," have passed through the dirt and are endeavouring to clean themselves
;

one, "i", with a knife, seems fond of "Vigorous Measures" and disposed to cut

away the dirt, cloth and all, from the skirt of a companion's coat. On the other

side are "c", "two candidates" canvassing the villagers, to whom one offers

money, which he steals from the pocket of weeping Britannia
;
the cash is eagerly

taken
;
the other offers the Cap of Liberty, about which nobody seems to care.

This print was published on the eve of a General Election.

III. Y
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He who is robbing Britannia has manacles dangling from his pocket ready for

the electors as soon as he has bought them.

Below the design the following address is engraved :

" To the worthy Electors of Great Britain this Print is humbly inscribed and the

following Verses are address'd by their Friends & Countrymen :

" Is it not, oh my Friends, a most culpable thing,

To exalt any Villain except in a String ?

What then must they be, and how perfectly evil,

With constant supporters who furnish the Devil !

Through Dirt, without Danger, these bear him along
Nor to him the right way is more safe than the wrong
But I hear a pert Critic, in love with Dispute,
Exclaim that the Picture & Title don't suit :

"

* * #
" But I've done with the Critic and now, oh my Friends !

Fullnll my warm wish that your welfare intends :

The great Now is the time these Supports to withdraw

And three kingdoms no longer proud Belial shall awe,

Down, down then at once the great Idol must fall,

And thenceforth be no more than a Dagon or Baal
;

For he'l surely expire in that great complication
Of Dirt, which is now call'd the state of the Nation."

12 x 1 Oi in.

2440.

THE POLITICAL KALENDER FOR THE YEAR 1740.

[Thirteen distinct Designs.]]

Published according to Act of Parliament Novr
. 25, 1740. C. Mosley Sculp.

{Jan. 1740"!

THIS engraving is in thirteen compartments ;
twelve of these are in cartouche <

and arranged about the thirteenth, which is oblong. Each of the twelve bear *

the name of a month of the year, from January to December. The central

compartment is entitled,
" A Year of Wonders"? and represents a man, wh<

appears to be intended for Charon, landing from a boat, with an oar in his hanc ,

and apparently rejecting a papal tiara which a kneeling pope, Clement VII .

(Corsini), offers to him. Two kings King Frederick William I. of Prussia
,

and the Emperor Charles VI. and a queen or empress, i.e., the Empress Ann ;

of Russia, attend Charon
;

these monarchs died in 1 740 ;
the last offers t >

Charon an oval portrait, doubtless that of Ivan Antonowitz, her successor, wh
was deposed in 1741, and whose position, if not his life, was deemed precarious
Behind these stand a weeping soldier, and, at his side, a man with a draw i

sword in his hand. On the other side of the design a monk kneels, scowls 1 1

Charon, and pretends to read from a paper, which is marked " 1OOOO. Masses' .

In the background is a burning furnace, out of which a salamander flies
;

it s

intended for an entrance to Hell. This appears to be what was called a "
hierc -

gliphickal composition ".*

1 There is an impression of this print with " The London Almanack "
f< r

1741, placed to hide the central compartment ;
see below.

2 Cardinal Lambertini was elected pope, and took the name of Benedict XFV
July 6, 1 740.
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The compartment marked "JANUARY" represents the Thames as frozen

over, January, 1 740. See " Frost Fair ", No. 2442 ;

" Frost and Ice Fair ",

No. 2444 ;

" Ice-Fair ", No. 2443 ;

" The View of Frost Fair ", No. 2445.
On a flag which is placed on a tent is

" Noble art of printing ", referring to

the printing booths which were set up on the ice at this time. In the distance

is "frost fair Coffee House"', a woman sells coffee in cups from a board placed
in front of this booth ;

men are skating past. In the extreme distance are

many buildings, including what appears to be the gable of Westminster Hall,

with a human head stuck on a pole, and projecting above the building. In the

foreground a recruiting sergeant marches, with his pike at his shoulder
;
two

men approach him, and seem to enlist as soldiers ; at their feet is,
" We can

fight'
1

''. The newspapers of the day state that the distress which was caused by
the extraordinary severity of the winter compelled a considerable number of

persons to enlist for military service in this month.
" FEBRUARY" shows three soldiers before the door of a tavern, the sign

of which is inscribed " D. Argyle ", and represents the portrait of a general, in

armour, and holding a leading staff. One soldier turns a grindstone, at which

another is sharpening a sword ; a third soldier brings towards them a bundle of

swords. Perched on a beam squats an ape in a military costume ;
this animal

is busily feeling the point of a bayonet. In February of this year the horse and

foot-guards were ordered to encamp.
" MARCH" shows the interior of a chamber where, near a table, Sir Robert

Walpole is seated in an arm-chair, and with' his hand weighing heavily on the

fainting Britannia crouching on the floor at his side, who says, "Alas! Pm
weak." A gentleman or messenger, who has brought the news of the taking of
" Porto Bella

"
by Admiral Vernon,

1

hastily approaches Walpole, who, much

disgusted by the news ofthe triumph of his political enemy, exclaims,
" the Devil".

On the floor lies a book, inscribed,
" Art of _4cc0m."(modation) ;

on the table

are two scrolls, respectively marked " Circular" and " l Letters". On the wall

hangs a picture, the subject of which is probably the parable of the Good

Samaritan, thus referring to the alleged sufferings of the British merchants who
had "

fallen among thieves," i.e., been robbed and ill-treated by the Spanish
" Guarda Costas ".* On March 13, 1740, Captain Renton arrived from

Admiral Vernon's fleet, and announced that this commander had captured Porto

Bello. It is stated, by Walpole's opponents, that he desired the failure of

Vernon's expedition to the West Indies.3

In the compartment which illustrates
" APRIL " we have a view of the

sea-shore at the entrance of "
S'. Sebastian s ", i. e. San Sebastian, the Spanish

port alluded to in " The Evil Genius of England", No. 2418, as so full of captures
that it could not hold more. It is to this state of the harbour, probably, that the

number "
65

"
refers ; it is placed over the masts of shipping, and may indicate

that so many English ships were detained there. A Spaniard, with a drawn
sword in his hand, leads an Englishman, who is disarmed and bound, towards

the fortress.

The compartment for
" MAY" shows the sea-shore. A large Spanish ship-

of-war, with " Princessa
"
written above her mastheads, has been captured, and

lies in possession of other, English, ships. In the foreground a disarmed man
kneels before a group of officers, who are recognizable as English by their hats

and hair. See the other compartments. On Easter Day, 1 74O> the "
Princessa",

a Spanish ship of about seventy guns, was captured by the English men-of-war

"Lenox", "Orford", and "Kent", under the command of Commodore Mayne,

1 For Admiral Vernon, and the capture of Porto Bello, see " A Skit on

Britain", No. 2423.
2 See "In Place" (No. 1.), No. 2350.
3 See "The Evil Genius of England", No. 2418.
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Lord Augustus Fitzroy, and Captain Durell. 1 Over the head of the kneeling
man a halter hangs from a tree

;
this probably hints at the fate of the first-

lieutenant of the " Princessa ", said to have been an Irishman, who fought the

ship after the Spanish captain wished to surrender.

The compartment "JUNE" shows a military encampment, such as was at

this date formed on Blackheath, Hounslow Heath, and elsewhere
;
on our left is a

tent, bearing the royal arms of England ;
from this issues a young man, with a

star on the breast of his coat, and intended for the Duke of Cumberland, who
was at this period in the camp at Hounslow (see

" The Country Journal ; or,

The Craftsman", July 5, 1740, p. 2, col. 2.) The number of this journal for

July 1 1, p. 1, col. 3, contains a satirical reference to the predatory habits of the

soldiers of this camp, which may explain the meaning of this design, in showing
the punishment of the soldier, and the action of one of his comrades, who carries

a sheep on his shoulders. In the background a soldier stands at a post, and

appears to be undergoing punishment ;
his foot, on which alone he is supported,

is placed on a sharply pointed stone ;
his hand seems to be tied to the upper

part of the post. The Duke of Cumberland endeavoured to improve military

discipline.

The compartment "JULY" contains a sea view, with a town on cliffs in the

distance, and a church with a spire standing in the middle of the town. Ships
are sailing near the coast. In the front two ships appear as if they had been in

collision, the stern of one of them seems to have been carried away ; the wreckage
floats in the sea ; the shield of Britannia, and one of the vessels' stern-lanterns,

are included in the fragments. This refers to the disasters which attended the

squadron of Sir John Norris, assembled at St. Helen's in July, 1 740.
" The

Lion
"

collided with the admiral's ship the "
Victory ", twenty-eight men

were lost, and much damage was done to the vessels
;
a few hours before the

" Suffolk
"

ran into the "
Superb ".

"AUGUST" represents Sir Robert Walpole and Cardinal Fleury playing at

see-saw on a plank, which is placed on the stump of a tree. Outweighed by his

antagonist, Sir Robert sits on the upper end of the plank, in the more precarious

position; an ape, which swings on the board, seems to be endeavouring to pull
him down. Notwithstanding this pair are much heavier than the French

minister, the latter keeps his place, and seems to be complacently conversing
with the former. Behind the group a tree grows, from the branches of which,
and between the men, hang a quadrant and a pair of chain-shot ;

over the head

of the Cardinal is suspended a sword entwined with a branch of oak, the classical

emblem of victory. This satirizes the alleged outwitting byor subserviency oi

Sir Robert Walpole to Cardinal Fleury.
The compartment which illustrates

" SEPTEMBER", does so by means oi

a view of a sea-port and quay, where soldiers are embarking in boats to go OD

board ships which lie in the distance. An old woman pulls back one of the

soldiers. Lightning issues from the sky. To this the old woman is pointing as r

she warned the man of danger. The "Buckingham", one of the ships in thif

force, was disabled in a storm, and forced to return home. This may refer to th<

embarkation of troops in the ships commanded by Sir Chaloner Ogle, anc

designed for the West Indies
; the squadron sailed Oct. 2O, 1740.

" OCTOBER" is characterized by a view of the fortified pier-head o
" Dunkirk" and Cardinal Fleury standing on the shore near it, holding a paper, oi

which is
" No Pass Port", and a rod. In the distance is a ship, fitted wit!

eagle's wings ; she is followed by a courier mounted on a horse, galloping anc

blowing a horn. In this month, Lord Waldegrave, British Ambassador ii

France, represented to the French Court that the fortifications of Dunkirk were

being repaired, contrary to the Treaty of Utrecht.

1 See accounts of the capture of this ship in " The Gentleman's Magazine,

April, 1740, p. 199, and May, 1740, pp. 257-8.
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is represented by a scene in the House of Commons, where

men are engaged in fighting. One of these is backed by two other men, one of

whom thrusts a quarter-staff against his sword, while the other, armed with

another staff, is about to strike him on the head with that instrument. The
man thus assaulted was, doubtless, intended for Sir Robert Walpole. Not only
does this appear by means of his portly figure, which suggests that of the

minister, but on the coat he has thrown off, and which lies on the floor at his

feet, is the riband of the Garter, marked " Y PENSE", i. e. part of the motto

of the Order. Walpole was often described as "
Sir Blue String".

1 This

design, which, owing to the date of the publication of the "
Kalender", cannot

refer to any past event, doubtless indicates the attacks which were expected to

be made on Walpole when the Houses of Parliament met. This meeting took

place Nov. 1 8, 1 740.
The compartment referring to "DECEMBER" represents the interior of a

room in which Cardinal Fleury is using a magic-lantern for the instruction of

five persons, probably intended for so many kings in Europe, who sit at a table

and are observing his pretended revelations by means of the instrument. Over the

lantern hangs a naked sword, on the hilt of which a Cardinal's (?) hat is placed.
The picture produced by means of the lantern is not shown

;
over the seated

figures the Devil, or a demon of discord, appears in the act of clutching at the

sword. One of the kings is the King* of Spain, Philip V., as appears by his

ruff, hat and feather ; next to him is the King of Prussia, Frederick II., after-

wards called " The Great," a young man, who succeeded his father, May 31,

1740, and sits here in a stiff military cocked hat and cravat. Next to him is an

old man, probably intended for the Emperor, Charles VI., in a round hat.

Nearest to us, and not in the same line as the above-named persons, is a middle-

aged man, probably Louis XV., King of France, who holds a glove in his left

hand and seems in the act of speaking to the Cardinal-showman. The fifth

man, who sits behind the others, as if his position was inferior to theirs, has not

been recognized. In front of the table, and referring to the spectacle produced

by the Cardinal, is a scroll, inscribed " A Method to make all easy" Cardinal

Fleury was a persistent peace-maker, but his endeavours were averred to result in

the aggrandizement of France.

The central compartment of this engraving is printed from a separate plate ;

there is an impression comprising the surrounding twelve designs, with a different

centre from that described above, being the " LONDON ALMANACK for the

YEAS of our LORD, 1741, being the first after Leap Year". To this an

advertisement refers as follows :

" On Tuesday next will be published curiously

engravd on a large Sheet Copper-Plate. Price Is. 6d. THE POLITICAL

KALENDAR
;
wherein is hieroglyphically delineated, in twelve beautiful Com-

partments, the principal Transactions of every Month of this remarkable Year
1 740 ; disposed in such a Manner that in the Middle is placed the LONDON
ALMANACK for the Year 1741", &c.; see "The Daily Post", Sat., Nov. 22,

1 740, p. 2, col. 1 . The promise of the date for this publication agrees exactly
with the date engraved on the print, as cited above, likewise the publication line.

For the Spanish War, see
" The Lyon in Love", No. 2347.

19J- X IS!-"*-

1 See "Britannia Excisa", No. 1937.
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2441.

A POLITICAL RACE. (This Print has no Title.)

Printed Sf Sold by Ed. Ryland in Ave Mary Lane, Ludgate Street London.

Publishd according to Act of Parliament March 12, iyf^. Price \*.

Nat. Parr sculp. {Jan. 1 740]

AN engraving, the general design of which resembles that of "
European Race for

A Distance ", No. 2455 ; and, in a somewhat inferior degree, those of " The

European Race", Heats I8

'., IId
.,
and IIId

., Nos. 2333, 2415, and 2431. The
scene is on the sea-shore, as before.

In this race Cardinal Fleury is at the head, but falling from the fox, the latter

is caught by his tail by the British Lion, which, at the same time, kicks the

mule and upsets the Spaniard who rides that animal. The Dutchman, hold-

ing in his hand the French fieur de Us, smokes his pipe and shuffles slowly along
on his ass. The Emperor on the Imperial Eagle which is bridled with French

fleurs de Us, makes but little progress. The Russian is flogging his bear, and

closely followed by the Swede on his stag. The Turk is on his elephant, which

is wounded by a rhinoceros
;
on the latter sits Kouli Khan. A Spaniard is draw-

ing Don Carlos, King of the Two Sicilies, and his queen in a car, and upsets
them ;

before them on the ground lies the Duke of Orleans,
" D. of O." havino

fallen from his fox. Philip V., King of Spain, is pushing Theodore, King ol'

Corsica, from his horse. On the distance-post is seated the King of Portuga
holding a standard. At the mouth of a cavern on our left is an astrologer amusing
the Pretender and his son with a vision of three crowns in the clouds. The Devi,

in the air displays the "CRAFTSMAN" and "COM N SENSE". In the distance i

Britannia, with her head irradiated, receiving a palm branch from Neptune. A
merchant, standing amid bales of goods, rejoices in " TRADE revived".

In the foreground is another line of figures. While a dog and a wolf

are quarrelling, two persons carry away the ram, which served as a prize.
" LIBERTY" appears in the form of a man on horseback, without a bridle o

saddle. Another person, who is leading his horse by the bridle, offers to bet on
"
Lyon Jive to one". Beneath the design these and other lines are engraved:

" What secret Springs to Action Princes move
Inferior Mortals strive in vain to prove.
'Tis by th' Events alone we trace the Cause
And Reason hence its just Conclusions draws.

This various Scene exhibits to your View
Of their Pursuits a Pourtrait just and true."

* *

" Each Emblem couches some important Truth,
Fit to be known by Age as well as Youth.

At least admire the wondrous Steps of Fate,
That builds, o'erturns, and over-rules a State."

The general purport of this satire is to express the satisfaction of the politic 1

party in England at the prospect of war, the members of which desired its con -

mencement. On Jan. 9, 1 740, a fast, for the success of the campaign, w; 3

observed in England.
For an explanation of the reference to " Common Sense

"
see " The Presei t

State of a Certain Great Kingdom ", No. 2336.
For other satires dealing with the Spanish War see " The Lyon in Love

,

No. 2347.
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Kouli Khan, the great Persian commander, had been long engaged in war with

the Turks, whom he had defeated with great loss in a battle fought near Erivan,
June 13. He was afterwards known as Nadir Shah.

177. x I2i in.

2442.

FROST FAIR. Printed upon the River Thames when Frozen Janu.

the 28, 1739/40.

CM Iv' Sc' according to Act of Part. [Jan. 1 740]

A PRINT giving a view of the Thames while covered with ice, and with various

booths erected on it, for the sale of refreshments and to contain various exhibitions.

One of the booths, where probably this view was printed, has a placard, with the

inscription
" The Noble Art of Printing"; another has "Frost Fare Coffee

House"
; another,

" Friezland Coffee house". In the distance is a view of Bank-

side, with a large potter's-kiln burning and emitting clouds of smoke. 1 Below
the print eight lines are engraved, beginning:

" The bleak North-East, from rough Tartarian Shores."

On Christmas Day, 1 739, a severe frost set in, and continued, with a very short

intermission, for about two months, and it was not until the 2Oth of February, 1 740,
that the Thames began to thaw above London bridge. The river was covered with

blocks and shoals of ice, and these where they stood represented a snowy field

rising in hillocks and huge masses of ice and snow. Booths, stalls, and printing

presses were erected, and a Frost Fair was held on the ice. Navigation was

entirely obstructed, coals rose to 3/. 1 Os. per chaldron, and the damage done to

shipping in the Thames and Medway was estimated at 1OO,OOO/. The streets of

London were so clogged by ice and snow, that hackney coaches went with three

or four horses, and coal carts with eight horses. Very great distress prevailed,
to relieve which very large subscriptions were raised

;
the King and Prince of

Wales gave considerable sums.

Many curious incidents are recorded as having taken place during this frost.

In " The Political State of Great Britain", Jan., 1740 (292,!. 7.), p. 24, is the

following :
" About this Time some Vintners in the Strand, purchased a large

fat Ox in order to be roasted Whole upon the Ice on the River of Thames, if

the Frost continues. Mr. Hodgeson, a Butcher in St. James's-Market, claims

the Privilege of felling, or knocking down the Beast, as a Right inherent in his

Family, his Father having knock'd down the Ox roasted on the River in the

great Frost 1684; as himself did that roasted in 1715, near Hungerford-
Stairs. The Beast is to be fix'd to a Stake in the open Market, and Mr.

Hodgeson comes dress'd in a rich lac'd Cambrick Apron, a Silver Steel, and a

Hat and Feather, to perform the Office". Other incidents are noted in this

publication, see the same volume, pp. 84, 94. On the latter is the following,
which has special reference to one of the elements of the print in question :

" Frost Fair goes by Water. Early that morning (Feb. 21) the Inhabitants of

the West Prospect of the Bridge were presented with a very odd Scene, for on

the opening of their AVindows there appeared underneath on the River a Parcel

of Booths, Shops and Huts, of different Forms, but without any Inhabitants,

which, it seems, by the Swell of the Waters and the Ice separating, were

brought down from above. As no Lives were lost it might be viewed without

Horror. Here stood a Booth with Trinkets, there a Hut with a Dram of Old

1
It may be that this is the " tobacco chimney" ;

see "Ice-Fair", No. 2443.
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Gold, in another Place a Skittle Frame and Pins, and in a Fourth the Noble Art

and Mystery of Printing, by a Servant to one of the greatest Eastern Trading

Companies in Europe. With great Difficulty last Night they had removed the

most valuable Effects". This statement was taken from "The Daily Post",

Tuesday, Jan. 22, 1740, p. 1, col. 2. "The London Daily Post", Monday,
Jan. 21, 1740, p. 2, col. 1, contains an advertisement for the sale of "A Print

call'd FROST-FAIR", &c., "engraved on a Copper-Plate on the Ice", the descrip-

tion of which does not agree with that now in question. The same journal, for

the 3Oth of the same month, p. 2, col. 1, contains an advertisement, as follows :

" This Day is published, Price bd. (With a humourous Frontispiece, repre-

senting the Fair at Anchor.)
" An Account of all the Principal FROSTS for

above an Hundred Years past : With Political Remarks and Poetical Descrip-
tions. To which are added, A Philosophical Theory of Freezing ;

and a Frigid

Essay upon Frost-Fair. By ICEDORE FROSTIFACE, Of Freezland, Astrologer",

&c. In the same journal for Jan. 31, 1740, p. 1, col. 2, is another advertise-

ment :

" This Day are published, Price 6d. each. Curiously engravd and

printed on the Ice, being the only original Views. Two Prints call'd Frost Fair

and Ice Fair", &c.

For other illustrations of " Frost Fairs", see
" Frost Fair on the River

Thames", No. 1603.

124- X 81 in.

2443-
ICE-FAIR.

Printed on y' River Thames now frozen over Jany
31 : 1 739-40.

G B Inven sc According to Act of Parlimint Jan: 1739-40. {Jan. 1740

THIS engraving shows the Thames as indicated in the title
;
on the further shore

are " 2
"

Westminster Abbey,
" 2

"
Whitehall, and " 2

"
Whitehall Stairs

"
12", is the Water Tower of the York Buildings Company, as to the history o ?

which see "A Monument dedicated to Posterity", No. 1629. In the middle -

distance, on our left, are "
1
"
and "

l ", two unfinished piers of Westminste

Bridge, on the top of one of which a sword and spur are lying, see below. Als< >

booths-, marked respectively "3", "4", "5", "6", "7", "8", "9", and
" lo ", see below ;

"
1 1 ", is a space of the ice cleared of snow, where a man i ;

performing with' a dancing dog. "13", "13", and "13", are three space;
where the unfrozen river appears ;

"
1 4 ", is the chimney where contraband tobacc >

was burnt
;

this was on the Lambeth shore of the Thames, from which sit< ,

and at this period, because the smoke from the same affected the inhabitant <

of Lambeth Palace, this chimney was removed. For "
15" see below.

Below this engraving is the following descriptive reference table :

"
1 Westr

Bridge Sword & Spur Shown. 2 Westr

Abby, Whitehall an I

y
e
Stairs. 3 B r & L 's Cat in y

e Basket Booth. 4 C s Booth the pirr
-

tical View sold there. 1

5 II rs & M y Theodore's Booth.2 6 Anothe >

ditto. 7 The Cap Rolling Press Booth. 8 The burnt Gin Booth. 9 King s

1 A satire on a rival " View ".
2 " Theodore ", no doubt, referred to Theodore, King of Corsica, who vn >,

highly popular at this time. See " The European Race, Heat 1
st "

(No. 1.), N< .

23335 "The European Race, Heat II'
1

", No. 2415; "The Races of th ;

Europeans ", No. 2335 ;

" A Political Race ", No. 2441 ;

" The European Stat ;

Jockies ", No. 244Q.
"
Theodore, King of Corsica," was the title given to i

dram that was very popular at this time, see " Read's Weekly Journal," Oct. 2' ,

1736.
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Head Printing Booth. 1O Queen's Head Punch Booth. 1 1 Musick Booth.

12 York Building Water Works. 13 Liquid Water Piles of Ice around. 14
Tobacco Chimney. 1 5 Confus'd Boats & Barges & People crossing the frozen

Thames."

Below the title
" Ice-Fair

"
the following verses are engraved :

" Amidst y
e Arts y

l on y
e Thames appear ;

To tell y
e Wonders of this frozen Year,

Sculpture claims Prior place since y' alone,

Preserves y
e
Image when y

e

Prospects gone."

For an advertisement of "Ice-Fair" see " The London Daily Post" Jan. 31,

1740, p. 1, col. 2; by this it appears that this print formed "a pair" with

another, which was called " Frost Fair ", not that whteh is described in this

Catalogue with this title, No. 2442.
For other illustrations of " Frost Fairs", see " Frost Fair on the River

Thames," No. 1603.
This print, probably by George Bickham, is No. 231, in Part VIII. of the

"
Crowle", Pennant's " Some Account of London ". This book is in the Print

Room.
1 li X 61- in.

o o

2444.

FROST AND ICE FAIR shewing the diversions upon the River

Thames begun the 26th

of Decerrf I739
40 ended Febu^ the 17.

[Jan. 1740]

THIS is an engraving,
!

printed in red, and representing London, with St. Paul's

on our left, and,
"

l ", the Water Tower of the York Buildings Company on the

same side. Buildings extend along the bank of the river to our right of the

view. In the middle-distance are the rough, snow-strewn surfaces, the ice, with

many paths,
"
13" and "

15", across it, and persons walking ;
there is a stranded

boat,
"
2", and what appears to be the wreck of a booth, marked " lo".

Nearer the front than the above is an irregular group of booths, with persons
in them

;
one of these,

"
3", is a show, with a ladder giving access to an upper

storey (?),
2 in which two ladies and a gentleman are sitting at tea, this booth

bears a board on which is written "No Convention Here". This, no doubt, refers

to the Convention of the Pardo, the subject of much complaint in this country;
see "The European Race, Heat IIId.", No. 2431, and "European Race for

a Distance", No. 2455. Another booth seems to be used by a company
of acting monkeys. Next to this is "4", a booth in which two men are

standing ;
on a board above their heads is "jEJMro(pean) Race"? The adjoining

booth, marked "
9 ", with a hat (?) painted on its board, contains two old men

who are in conversation. Next to this is another booth, with "
Coffee House" on

its sign-board. Close to the last is a printer's booth, in which a man is

1 See "Ice-Fair", No. 2443; and "A Monument dedicated, to Posterity",
No. 1629.

2 A reference table appears to have belonged to this print, which is not with

the impression in question.
3 See " The European Race, Heat I

6'"
(No. 1.), No. 2333; the same, (No.

2.), No. 2334; "The Races of the Europeans", &c., No. 2335; The European
Race, Heat IId.", No. 2415; "The European Race, Heat IIId

", No. 2431 ;

"European Race for A Distance", No. 2455;
" The European State Jockies",

Xo. 2449.
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working at a press, while a girl apparently waits for an impression of the

plate he is using.
1

Next to this is a booth, showing on its board,
" Names Printed Here ", and,

within, two figures of men, one of whom appears to be a printer, who solicits the

custom of the other. These booths are, in many cases, decorated with flags,

bearing St. George's Crosses, all of which stream out from their poles, showing
that a strong wind was blowing at the time in question ;

see the verses quoted
below.

Nearer to us than the booths are many figures of men and women
;

these

comprise, beginning on our left, a man with a large burthen on his back, a man

playing on a fife, one who is bearing a large can and cries
"
Sallop ", i. e., saloop,

a warm spiced beverage, much drunk in England during the last and begin-

ning of the present centuries. To these succeed a man who smokes while he

skates
; another, a sailor, smoking and holding a bottle

;
a man with a bottle

and drinking-glass ;
two boys, one of whom is throwing something at

"
1 1 ", a

set of skittles, while the other looks at a fat man, like a cook, who drinks from

a glass ;
two men, who are fighting, while a woman intervenes

;
a girl, who dances

with or is conducted over a slippery part of the ice by a boy ;
a woman who

wheels a barrow with fruit or bread in it
;

a woman, in whose apron are two

bottles,
2 and who holds out a drinking glass ; a drummer beating his drum as if

for recruits,
3 and a waterman, standing disconsolately with his hands in his

pockets.
Below the print are engraved the above title and the following verses :

" The Bleak Northeast, from rough Tartarian Shore.

O'er Europe's Realms its freezing Rigour pours ;

Stagnates the flowing Blood in Human Veins,
And binds the Silver Thames in Icy Chains," &c.

It is not improbable that this print is that indicated in the reference table of

"Ice-Fair"
;
No. 2443, as

" the piratical View" which was sold in "C 's

Booth ".
" Ice-Fair

"
and " Frost Fair

"
are advertised in " The London Daily

Post", Jan. 31, 1740, p. 1, col. 2; the "Ice-Fair" which is described in this

Catalogue is, doubtless, one of these, whereas this print combines the titles of

both, and, in rivalling them, might be styled a "
piratical View ".

For other illustrations of " Frost Fairs ", see " Frost Fair on the River

Thames", No. 1603.
This print is No. 236 in Part VIII. of the " Crowle ", Pennant's " Some

Account of London". This book is in the Print Room.

13 X 8| in.

2445-
The VIEW of FROST FAIR. [jan . 1 740]

THIS print in some respects resembles that which is described as
" Frost and

Ice Fair", No. 2444. It gives a very inexact view of the Thames from the

1 See "Frost Fair on the River Thames", No. 1603; "Frost Fayre",
No. 1604; "Ice-Fair", No. 2443;

" The View of Frost Fair", No. 2445.
2
Probably this was intended for one of the itinerant dealers, who evaded

the " Geneva Act "
by selling gin ; they were sometimes called "

flying publi-

cans"; see " The Funeral Procession of Madam Geneva", No. 2277; "The
lamentable fall of Madam Geneva", No. 2278 ;

"To the Mortal Memory of

Madam Geneva", No. 2279, and " The Funeral Procession of Madam Geneva,"

Sept. 20, 1751.
3 A contemporary newspaper states that recruiting sergeants were active on

the frozen Thames at this time.
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Middlesex side of the stream, with the Water Tower of the York Buildings

Company
1 on our left. On the Surrey side of the river an irregular group of

houses is shown, likewise the furnace used for burning contraband tobacco; see

"Ice-Fair", No. 2443. What appears to be meant for an unfrozen part of the

river occurs on this side. In the middle-distance is a large group of booths,

including one with a raised stage, on which a man is performing, although he has

no audience. There is another booth, nearer the front than the last, in which

two men and a woman are acting part of a drama
;
the woman kneels to one of

the men and wears a crown. Three booths contain printing-presses, another is

used by gamblers. Placed in the foreground, and occupying a stranded boat,

are the show and stand of " Punch and Judy", with the puppets quarrelling.

Many figures are in front of the design, these include a man who has slipped and
fallen on the ice. Boys play at nine-pins ;

three boys go on a "
slide ", one of

them falls ; a woman invites a man to enter one of the printers' booths
;
an

elderly gentleman appears to be taking a liberty with a young woman; a water-

man solicits alms from an old man (?) A group of men are dancing.
Over the design is the above title; below it, the following lines are en-

graved :

"
Scythians of Old like us remov'd,

In Tents thro' various Climes they rov'd
;

We bolder, on the Frozen Wave,
To please your Fancies toil & Slave

;

Here a Strange Group of Figures rise.

Sleek Beaus in Furs salute your Eyes ;

Stout Soldiers shiv'ring in their Red,
Attack the Gin and Gingerbred,
Cits with their Wives, & Lawyers Clerks,

Gamesters, & Thieves, young Girls, & Sparks
This View to Future Times shall Shew,
The Medley Scene you Visit now."

For other illustrations of " Frost Fairs", see " Frost Fair on the River

Thames", No. 1603.
This print is No. 238, in Part VIII. of the "

Crowle," Pennant's " Some
Account of London." This book is in the Print Room.

1 1|- X 8|- in.

THE LOTTERY.
2446.

C. Mosley Sculp
1
. Published according to Act of Parliament. January the

9'* 1740 [Jan. 1740]

THIS print is in two compartments, each in a frame. The compartment on our

left represents three young women consulting a female fortune-teller who sits

at a table on which are a coffee-pot, for divining by means of the grounds of coffee,

a cup and saucer, a book, and pack of cards
;
on the floor lies a horoscope ;

from
the ceiling hang several stuffed animals. Beneath the design is a Janus head,
and the motto,

" HUSBANDS FOR GIRLS AND GIRLS FOR HUSBANDS.''' Above,
are emblems of Folly, Vanity, and Deceit.

Under the design these lines are engraved :

" Three Lasses Young yet ripe and mellow

Apply'd to an Old Fortune teller

1 See "
Ice-Fair," No. 2443 ; and " A Monument dedicated to Posterity,"

No. 1629.
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Whom they imagin is so wise

To know what Number '11 be a Prize

But She as soon can this presage,
As when two Squadrons will engage
The Scheme, said She 's without a flaw

And here your'e sure to Game by Law
Odd Numbers take, if you'll be wise

And then you'll Surely have a Prize

She makes one burn the Squires Letters

The others look above their betters

But these, like other Schemes that's bad

Blow off and leave th' Advent'rer mad."

The other compartment represents an open place, before houses, where Harle-

quin in disguise, holding a
"
1O,OOO" prize before a lottery wheel, addresses an

old man, who looks like a Jew, and exclaims, '"JV* mine" Behind, is another

man with a chest of money marked "
'thro Bridg"(&). A man, who is shouting

''Daily Advertiser." is selling tickets with bills marked "Puff Hazard", "Puff

Berry", and ''''Puff Cox" Placard lanterns are suspended from two houses, and

respectively inscribed " Cox in here." and " Hazzard in here." A woman at the

door of the latter cries, "Best Luck here". An unfortunate merchant has a paper
marked " Whereas

"
in his pocket. A constable shows the " Act aga

st

Gaming."
to a girl with a "

-BZa"(nk) in her pocket ;
she is tearing her cap. In a balcony

are three persons, one of whom exclaims,
" Go over Gratis" and points to a

bridge which appears amid clouds in the garniture of the print, alluding to the

Westminster Bridge Lottery as a visionary scheme and its probable result, a

visit to the King's Bench prison on the Surrey side of the bridge.
Below the design are engraved these lines :

" Here Smouching Jews combine to choak us

With worser Scheme than Hocus Pocus

The Office Keepers Strutts and huffs

And crowds the Papers with their Puffs

The Strumpet dress'd like Girl of Rank
Who swears her Ticket is a Blank
The Tradesman others Cash is Stakeing
In hopes to keep himself from breaking
So, having Barter'd all his Pelf

He makes a Bankrupt of himself

Then pays two Shillings in the pound
To Knaves & Fools the Wheels turn round
Thus various Kinds do come and go
With five to one 'tis Thro' Bridge Ho."

For references to the Westminster Bridge Lottery, see " In Place,''

No. 2350. The drawing which took place in Stationers' Hall for the Bridg*.

Lottery began Dec. 1O, 1739, and ended Jan. 25, 1740. The second letter)

began to be drawn Dec. 8, 1 740.
This print is advertised in " The London Daily Post," for Jan. 24, 1 740

p. 2, col. 3, as " A Humourous Print call'd The Lottery," &c., with the follow-

ing publication line
" Published by J. King in the Poultry, and sold by the

Printsellers of London and Westminster."
" The Daily Advertiser" was a newspaper in vogue at this time and, from th<

inscriptions on the print, it appears that this journal lent itself to serve the pur-

poses of dealers in lottery tickets. In " The London Daily Post" for January
1 740, advertisements frequently occur which give the address of Thomas Cox
bookseller, at the Lamb, under the Royal Exchange, e. g. the number for Jan. l
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in that year. See " The Lottery," No. 2461, for a reference to and probably
a portrait of this man. Lowe and Berry, Lottery Ticket Office Keepers, are

mentioned in " The London Daily Post," Jan. 21, 1 74O,
1

p. 1, col. 3, as carry-

ing on their trade at
" The Old Lottery Office, in the Alley leading from Lud-

gate Street to Stationers' -Hall."

This statement is made with other news, not in the form of an advertise-

ment. It is further averred, that many tickets bought of these persons had

been fortunate in obtaining prizes for their owners.2 Mr. Edward Hawkins

noted on his copy of this print that Hazzard's Lottery Office was " under the

Royal Exchange, Ludgate Street and Charing Cross". For Hazzard see
" The

Lottery", No. 2461.
In " The London Daily Post," Jan. 18, 1740, p. 2, col. 1, is the following

advertisement of a series of satirical prints on this subject :

" To-morrow will

be published, Price 2s. 6d. A most curious Copper-Plate Print, done on a French

Grand Eagle Paper, Designed by the celebrated Mr. Gravelot, and engraved by
Nat. Parr, entitled, The Humours of the LOTTERY, in six Parts. With Com-

partments in a new Taste. 1. A View of the great Hall where the Lottery is

drawn, the Wheels, Boys drawing Tickets, Conimi-sioners and Writers at a

Table, a Medley of Spectators gazing, Pickpockets exercising their Functions,
Scaffolds on both Sides with Men and Women

;
a Young Lady starts up at the

naming of a large Prize, which she claims, at which the rest of the Company
shew their Resentment, except some young Gentlemen, who pay their Compli-
ments upon her good Fortune. 2. A View of Change-Alley, Brokers bawling,
a P rs n dealing with a Jew, a Countryman buying a Ticket for his Daughter
whom he holds in his Hand, and other diverting Figures. 3. Bad Luck

;
a

Scene representing a Tradesman lamenting his Misfortune in having all his

Tickets Blanks, his Wife in a Rage beating her Maid, Children tumbling one over

another, and a perfect Confusion. 4. Good Luck ; shewing a Number of

Servants, who had joined for a Ticket rejoicing at their good Fortune in having
a Prize of lOOl. 5. Several Females, of inferior Rank, consulting a cunning

Woman, to know their Fortune by Coffee-Grounds. 6. Women of better Fashion

consulting a Conjurer, who sits in his Elbow Chair, poring over his Books, with

Globes, Astrolabes, and other Mathematical Instruments about him.

Fortune's a Jilt, and fickle as the Wind,
Adord by all, altho"

1

the Idol's blind.

The Low she lifts, and pushes down the Great,

Plays with our Hopes, but still is sure to cheat.

Here you will see her various Pranks displayed,

And learn to trust no more the tricking Jade.

Printed by E. Ryland in Ave-Mary Lane ; and sold by J. Tinney, at the Golden

Lion in Fleet- street
;
and by the Printsellers in Town and Country."

For other satires on lotteries see " The Lottery," (No. 1.), No. 1730.
For a literary satire on lotteries see " The Lottery," a farce, by Henry

Fielding,
"
Works," (92, g, 7.) 1760, i. 317.

1. 5| X 5'-
2. 5f X 5| in.

1 The like appeared in the corresponding place in the next day's issue of

that paper ; again in that of the 24th of the same month.
2 An advertisement from Richard Shergold of the Lottery Office, Union

Coffee House, over against the Royal Exchange, Cornhill, appears in
" The

London Daily Post," for Jan. 23, 174> P- 2
?
col. l. Another dealer in the

same, named "Mr. Wigan," is mentioned in this journal for Jan. 25, 174>
p. 2, col. l. For Berry and Hazzard, see " The Lottery," No. 2461.
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2447.
" IDOL-WORSHIP or The Way to Preferment."

[Pub. 1740.] [Feb. 1740]

AN engraving, showing an entrance gateway, the road of which is stopped by
a Colossus (Sir Robert Walpole) standing with his back to the spectator, bending

down, and exposing his naked posteriors. Between his legs is seen a long arcade l

leading to " St (James's) Place", "The Treasury.'" "The Exchequer" and
" The Admiralty." Between the legs of the giant a courtier is driving a hoop,

inscribed,
" Wealth Pride Vanity Folly Luxury Want Dependance Servility Venality

Corruption Prostitution". In his hand he carries a "
Petition for" ,

i.e. for any-

thing. Such, it is intimated, is the courtier's object, and the course he pursues
to obtain it. Another courtier has raised himself on a post in order that he may
salute Sir Robert's posteriors.

Beneath the print is engraved :

"And Henry the KING made unto himself a great IDOL, the likeness of

which was not in Heaven above, nor in the Earth beneath
;
and he reared up

his Head unto y
e
Clouds, & extended his Arm over all y

e Land
;
His Legs also

were as y
e Posts of a Gate, or* as an Arch stretched forth over y

e Doors of all

y
e Publick Offices in y

e
Land, & whosoever went out, or whosoever came in, passed

beneath, & with Idolatrous Reverence lift up their Eyes, & kissed y
e Cheeks of y

e

Postern."
" Chronicle of the Kings, page 51."

A sarcastic attack upon the servility of many members of both Houses of Par-

liament to Sir Robert Walpole, whose pacific policy was at this date giving great
offence to a large mass of the people, especially the merchants, who were allegec

to be suffering extremely from the insults and injuries of France and Spain.

For references to the Spanish depredations on the English, see "In Place",

(No. l.), No. 2350; and, for references to the Spanish War, see "The Lyoii
in Love", No. 2347. The print is advertised in "The Daily Post", July

29, 1740, p. 2, col. 3. The price was stated to be one shilling. The adver-

tisement was from "
J. King, at the Globe in the Poultry". The following ii

from "The Country Journal; or, The Craftsman", May 1O, 174> P- 2
>
c l- 3-

" This Day is published, Price \s. IDOL WORSHIP; or, The Way to Prefer-

ment. Being the Picture of a Great Man, in a proper Attitude, as he is describe' 1

in the next Chronicle of the Kings of England
"
&c. as above.

91.
x 13! in.

2448.
" THE ITINERANT HANDY-CRAFTSMAN or CALEB TURN>]>

TINKER."

[By Gravelot.]

Published according to Act of Parliament. Price One Shilling ; with the Dait /

Gazetteer of February the Eighteenth, March y
e

first Sf March y' Fifteen! 'i

1739/40 {March \ 5, 1 740 ]

NICHOLAS AMHUKST, who, when he became editor of " The Craftsman," assume 1

the name of " Caleb D'Anvers," is here represented under the character of i

1 This part of the design represents the dark passage through the Treasui '

Building at Westminster, leading from the Parade in St. James's Park t

Downing Street.
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tinker, crying,
" Have you any old Constitutions to Mend ?" Before him is a great

cauldron, badly patched with pieces of metal on which are, respectively,
" Brib y

Bl", 1 "Pla e Bl", "Periodical ParlntB I",
"
Qualif on B I ",

" Re-
elec n B V . The cauldron leaks at every patch. Another man, examining
the work, exclaims,

"
By my Shoul, Dear Joys, you are all Mad".

Beneath the design these verses are engraved :

" Faults shall they find with That, or This,

And something always is Amiss :

As if Government was Intended,
For nothing else but to be Mended. Hudibras."

Above the design is a label or riband, on which is the motto,
" Ridiculum

acri Fortius, Segnius irritant Animos"
" Caleb D'Anvers

"
or " The Craftsman

"
opposed Walpole's administration,

and advocated the Place Bill and other bills, on Feb. 23, 1 74O.
2 " The Daily

Gazetteer," Feb. 18, 1740, p. 1, col. 1, argued that the British Constitution

would do very well without a Place Bill, Qualification Bill, Re-election Bill,

Periodical Parliament Bill
;

in short,
" without all the Tinkering it has under-

gone for Fifty Years past."
3 D'Anvers was annoyed by this expression ; the

"Gazetteer", therefore, of March l, states: "Tinker, says the learned N. Bailey
[Philologos] is deriv'd from the Latin, Tinnire. He is an itinerant Handi-CRAVTS-

MAN, who goes about making a Noise to draw those to him who have anything to

be mended : But these Artists are generally reputed to Do their Work in such

a Manner, that if they mend one Hole they make another." [Philologos], or
" The Courtly Scribbler" as D'Anvers called the " Gazetteer ",

" had declar'd

his Opinion against the Qualification Act, and the Re-election Act, amongst
others. Now, what does Caleb tell his Readers, but That the Qualification Act,
thd well intended, was very far from answering the End proposed. Is not this

TINKERING ? The Re-election Act (says he) likewise has proved as defective as

the other. Is not this likewise TINKERING ? The Septennial Bill he owns occa-

sions Riots and Tumults." " What then has all this been (to which may be added
the Bribery and other Bills) what I say has all this been but arrant TINKERING ?"

March 1 5. The "
Daily Gazetteer," p. 1

,
col. 1

, says :
" Voluminous are thy

Labours, Caleb, but it is by the Immortal Paper of the last Saturday but one that

thy Name shall be fix'd to Futurity : A TINKER thou art and A TINKER shalt thou

be, whilst thou breathest : The Budget is on thy Back, and to thy Grave must thou

carry it : Thou hast nothing in the World now to do but to turn out of Gray's Inn,
march down Holbourn with all thy Implements about thee, and add to thy beloved

City's Cries, Old Constitutions ; Have you any Old Constitutions to mend ? So
certain am I that this will be thy Fate, that I have actually agreed with a proper

Operator, to draw thee in thy Peregrination : He has finish
1

d the Design and
sent it me down hither, and informs me that it will be engraved against the

Rising of the Whitechapel Club, of which your Friend the Daily Gazetteer made

1 "
Bribery Bill," an Act of Parliament against bribery at elections. Place

Bill, limiting the number of placemen in the House of Commons. Periodical Par-

liament Bill, limiting the duration of Parliaments. Qualification Bill, requiring a

Member of Parliament to be possessed of property of a certain value. Re-election

Bill, requiring a Member of Parliament, on taking office, to vacate his seat in the

House of Commons, and be re-elected.
2 For references to Caleb D'Anvers in this Catalogue, see " The Frontispiece

to the First Volume of ' Terras Films' ", No. 1727.
3 See " The Daily Gazetteer ", as above, p. 1

, col. 2.
"
Ralph Freeman ",

see " The Lampoon ", No. 2457, was the name borne by the editor of " The
Gazetteer."
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mention some time since. This, we imagine, will be about Five or Six Weeks
lience ;

for We who always live in the Country, observe that Our Friends of that

Society return with the Cuckow ; About that Time thou mayst as certainly depend

upon having thy Portraiture in thy proper Vocation, as if thou hadst it already

strain'd, and fram'd, and hung up in thy Study."
This engraving is probably the work of Gravelot, somewhat later than the

period indicated above for the publication of this print.
" The Daily Gazetteer",

June 6, 1740, p. 1, col. 3, contains the following advertisement :

" This Day is

published [Price One Shilling] (With a printed Explanation, stamped according
to Act of Parliament.) A PRINT, intituled, The Itinerant HANDI-CRAFTSMAN,
or CALEB turn'd TINKER. Representing that Doughty Polititian beating his

Kettle
;
with these Words in a Label from his Lips, Have you any Old Consti-

tutions to Mend ? and an Irishman over against him smiling at his Politics.

" Faults still they find with That or This,

And something always is amiss ;

As if Government was intended

for nothing else but to be mended. Hudibras."

" Sold by Phil. Overton, Printseller, in Fleet-street near St. Dunstan's Church,
and the rest of the Printsellers of London and Westminster." This advertise-

ment appeared again in the "
Daily Gazetteer", for June 9, 1740, and in " The

London Daily Post", June 17, 174> P- 2
>
co^ 3- The reference to the "

Irish-

man", was probably provoked by an assertion of " The Craftsman" that its anta-

gonist was of that island.

12f X 7-y in.

2449.

THE EUROPEAN STATE JOCKIES. Running a Heat for the

Ballance of Power, With various designs adapted for the Year

I 740. Invented by the President of the Political Society, 8f

inscribed to the Members thereof.

Published according to Act of Parliament 2$ March 174- \_March, 1740]

AN engraving, the general design of which resembles those of the series, styled

respectively
" The European Race", Heats I

.,
Hd

., and IIId ., Nos. 2333, 2415.
and 2431. In the umpires' stand America and Africa are conferring; Europe
and Asia uniting for the "Protection (of) Trade". From a beam is suspended a

balance, intimating the object of the race
;

the Empire, arms, money, and the
" ballance of Power" are in one scale; "mediation" and the" Convention'

1

being

ejected, these weigh down "Mediation", a Cardinal's hat, "50000 Livers'" and
" 1OOOO Pistoles", i. e. Spanish and French bribes, a mask and a fox, which fill

the other scale. Cardinal Fleury, when very near the winning-post, breaks down :

the Devil, holding a paper on which are represented ships of war in the "Baltic/

Sea", deludes him with promises of assistance from the Baltic Sea
;
such promise*

failed through Denmark entering into a treaty with England; the Cardinal's fi

stumbles over " Sinclair's papers". Spain is falling from his wolf, dismayed because

the British Lion lashes its tail. The tail is inscribed " No Search " and " Fre>

Trade'"', and the lion has the globe under his feet. Russia is on her bear, whicl

is kicking the Turkish elephant, alluding to her victory over the Turks a

Choczim
; the elephant however is wearing trappings representing

"
Belgrade

"

which fortress had been ceded to her by Germany. The Sultan presents a purs<
to France, under whose mediation a peace had been concluded which was ver;

unsatisfactory to the Emperor. Holland stops at the distance-post, abandoning th<

race, smoking his pipe, and content to see his hog laden with merchandize
;

th<
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beast rubs itself against the post. The Elector of Bavaria is hastening forward,

having beaten the King of Hungary who, mounted on an eagle, having seized the

English and dropped the French armorial shields, is proceeding with unac-

customed vigour. Various groups are dispersed about the design. The Devil,

using the influence of France, expressed by a sceptre which is surmounted by &flcur
de Us, and accompanied by Folly, is leading a group of Cardinals to a building of

which the doors are closed, being the " CONCLAVE" for the election of Bene-

dict XIV. Seven powers, or Ambassadors, are seated round a table discussing
an "

Alliance", and " Sinclair" 's papers. Cardinal Fleury, despairing of success,

implores the Devil standing behind him " Extricate me now 8f /"" yours for
ever". An English herald, surrounded by Amazons, proclaims war. Fleury

spreads his apron, and endeavours to catch " Vniversal Monarchy", which is

smoke. Time, seated on his hour-glass, displays a picture of a wolf in a Cardinal's

attire, which rats are gnawing. Theodore, King of Corsica, is slipping out of the

arms of Fortune, and endeavouring to catch his orb and crown, which are flying

away from him. An English bulldog is worrying the Spanish Wolf, while the

French Fox, ashamed and frightened, runs away, and hides his head behind a

bush. Captain Coram displays to a distressed mother his plan for a "
Hospital for

Foundlings Ann. Dom : 1 740." A man is preparing to carry away a chest of money,
or " 1OOOO peices of Eight". A Roman Catholic ecclesiastic, wringing his hands,

exclaims,
" Ye have taking away my Gods, what have I more". Britannia, seated,

points to the conquests of " Havanna" and "CUBA /." which are displayed before

her by a herald, and rejects the offered " mediation" of France
; concurring in the

motto inscribed on the flag which is held over her by a sailor,
" Arma pads

Falera". The British Lion, turning away from a suppliant ambassador, tramples
on the shield of France, and holds a match ready to fire a cannon. British ships,

with their respective pennants flying, and inscribed "
Supiorem non Agnoscit ",

" Hinc Gloria Anglia", appear at sea in the distance. The Spanish fleet is shut

in
" CADIZ ". A sea nymph on a dolphin displays the shield of the Admi-

ralty and a flag inscribed " QUATUOR MAEJA VINDICO." In the background
are " CUBA I." and ranges of mountains. Captain Jenkins, standing bareheaded,

displays the ear which he averred had been cut off by the captain of a Spanish
Guarda-costa.

Major, or Lieutenant-Colonel " Sinclair's papers" ,
referred to in this print,

were certain documents alleged to have been found in the possession of that

person, a Swedish officer, who acted as an envoy between the Courts of Constan-

tinople and Stockholm, which were at this period in unusually close relationship

through Charles XII. of Sweden having resided at Bender in the Turkish

territories, after the defeat of his army by the Russians at Pultowa in 1709.

Major Sinclair was stopped near Naumbourg in Lower Lusatia, killed, and his

papers taken. This act was attributed to the Russian Government, although
committed on Saxon soil. The murder of this person is frequently mentioned

in the foreign correspondence of " The Daily Post", see the numbers of that

journal for July 14, 21, 25, and Aug. 1, which contains the Russian Empress's
declaration of innocence in respect to this crime

; Aug. 2, in which is a detailed

account of the matter, Aug. 13, and 15, which contain a recorded detailed

account, .Sept. 4, and Nov. 1
,
which comprise a list of papers sent to the Chan-

cellor's office in Stockholm, said to be those taken from the slain officer ; Sept.

7, and 14, with a further reference to his papers, Sept. 26, and Dec. 2O.
" The

London Daily Post ", for Dec. 2O, and 24 contains references to the matter.

This affair caused a great deal of discussion at the tune, and it was alleged to

have supplied the Russians with a key to intrigues between the Swedes and

Turks.

For illustrations of the general subject of this satire, see the references to

the Spanish War, which are given with " The Lyon in Love", No. 2347. For
"
Universal Monarchy", see " The Tomb of Universal Monarchy", No. 1458.

III. Z
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The "
Foundling Hospital", was established in London by Charter, October,

1 739 ;
see a copy of the Charter of Incorporation in

" The Political State of Great

.Britain", November, 1739 (292, i. 6.), p. 444, likewise in the following pages,

to p. 457, lists of the members of the corporation, and descriptions of the

objects of the charity. Montagu House, afterwards the British Museum, was

proposed to be converted to the purposes of a foundling hospital ;
this idea

was rejected, see
" The Political State", Feb., 1740 (292, i. 7.), p. 114. The

text of the " Declaration of War" against Spain will be found in
" The Political

State", Oct., 1739 (292, i. 6), pp. 33942.
See " A Satire on the Foundling Hospital Scheme", No. 2438.

HT * 9f in.

2450.

THE SCOTCH PATRIOT in contrast, fyc.

Published by Thomas Fullwood May 16, 1740. Pr. 6d. [April 30, 1740]

AN engraving, showing the sea-shore, where a gentleman and lady (the King and

one of his mistresses ?) with, behind them, a man, whose form is in deep shadow,

and on whose shoulders is perched an imp. The former two seem to be dismissing

a gentleman (Duke of Argyll?), at whose feet is written "Integrity". A si

is near the shore
;
an island appears in the distance.

Beneath the design these verses are engraved :

" So shines his Light before Mankind,
His Actions prove his honest Mind,
If in his Country's Cause he rise,

Debating Senates to advice,

Unbrib'd, unaw'd, he dares impart
The honest Dictates of his Heart

5

No ministerial FroAvn lie fears,

But in his Virtue perseveres."

The Duke of Argyll resigned his appointments April 30, 1 74O.
" The Poli-

tical State of Great Britain," May, 1 74O, p. 396, states that his grace
" WE s

removed from his Employments."
" The Gentleman's Magazine" for May, 174O> P- 258, has the following 01

this subject :

" What could our gracious K g do more ?

All he could give was thine before
;

Ribbands, Titles, Riches, Place,

Every Honour but Disgrace."

The person whose form is in shadow, and who is supposed to be secret y

prompting the King, was, probably, Bolingbroke, whose intimacy with the Kim s

mistresses was stated by Horace Walpole ;
see " Reminiscences of the Courts if

George the First and Second." The female is probably Madame Walmode i,

created Countess of Yarmouth, as to whom see " Solomon in his Glory", N j.

2348 ;

" The Champion", &c., (No. 1.), No. 2452 ;

" The Champion", &c., (K a.

2.), No. 2453 ;

" The C 1 Shittle Cock", No. 2451 ;

" Bob's the Whol<
No. 2464.

As to the Duke of Argyll, see " The State Pack-Horse", No. 2420 ;

" T ic

C 1 Shittle Cock", No. 2451 ;

" The Motion", (No. 1.), No. 2479. For a

satirical account of this person, see "
Chrysal, or The Adventures of a Guine:

(by C. Johnson), 1777, " chaps, iv., v., vi., vii., viii. This text refers to I ie

practice of selling places, stock-jobbing, &c.

91 X 7i m.
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2451.

THE C T SHITTLE COCK.

\_Ap. 30, 1740]

Tnis engraving represents a game at shuttle cock played by George II. and Sir

Robert Walpole, to whom the Duke of Argyll is the shuttle cock. The King
observes " Dis Home Blow, begar, sends him to y' Nort". The King's right
foot is styled

" The k k g Foot". By him stands the Countess of Yarmouth.

observing, while embracing him,
" Yout my Love mounts rarely"; this does

not refer to his hat, which lies near the King's right foot. Sir Robert observes,
"
Away wh

him, He don t play well, in Yarm "
Lady (by patent) Mary Churchill,

who stands by Sir Robert, her father, remarks, "Dad Fm a match for your Part1
."

The Duke of Argyll threatens Sir Robert Walpole with his sword and, as he flies

in the air, says,
" By my Soil ye Hang Dog, I am fow struck,". Referring to

him the Prince of Wales, who stands behind the players, exclaims,
" My Recon-

ciliatory Friend is Mounted".

Lady Yarmouth was Amelia Sophia Walmoden, mistress of George II. 1 The
hat and "

kicking foot
"
of the King refer to a custom of hie majesty's. He was

very irritable, and in the paroxysms of passion was in the habit of kicking his hat.

See "^Eneas in a storm", No. 2326.

John, Duke of Argyll being offended by Sir Robert Walpole, resigned all

his employments, April 30, 174 and joined the Opposition, threatening Walpole
with the vengeance of the country. Soon after this he left London for the North,
and was enthusiastically received in Edinburgh.

" A coalition was proposed
between the discontented Whigs and those of the same denomination who acted

in the Ministry. Some were gratified with titles and offices
; and all were

assured that in the management of affairs a new system would be adopted,

according to the plan they themselves should propose. The Court required

nothing of them, but that the Earl of Oxford should escape with impunity, and
his place of Chancellor of the Exchequer was bestowed upon Mr. Sandys, who
was likewise appointed a Lord of the Treasury; and the Earl of Wilmington suc-

ceeded him as first Commissioner of that Board. Lord Harrington being dignified
with the title of Earl, was declared President of the Council

;
and in his room

Lord Carteret became Secretary of State. The Duke of Argyle was made Master-

General of the Ordnance, Colonel of his Majesty's Royal regiment of Horse-

guards, Field-marshal and Commander in chief of all the forces in South-Britain,

but, finding himself disappointed in his expectations of the coalition, he, in less

than a month, renounced all these employments". See " The History of England",

by T. Smollett, 1807, iii., p. 77 (9505, dd.) See "Modern Quality", 1742
(643. 1. 28/18.) The Prince of Wales placed himself at the head of the Oppo-
sition, one of the professed objects of which was to accomplish a reconciliation

between the King and the Prince. Lady Mary Churchill was a natural daughter
of Sir Robert Walpole, who married Colonel Churchill, and by the influence of her

father received a patent to rank as an Earl's daughter.

124- x 8' in.

1 For references to Lady Yarmouth in this Catalogue, see " The Scotch

Patriot", No. 2450.
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2452.
" THE (CHA)MPION ; OR, EVEN(ING) ADVER(TISER). By

Capt. Hercules Vinegar, of Pall-mall." (No. I.)

Sold at if Black-mare's Head Strand, Sep'. 30 ;
1 740 {July, 1 740]

THIS print is a Medley, or representation of many engravings and papers with

letterpress, lying one over the other, and all placed on a page of the above-

named newspaper. The ornament of the title is the British Eagle bearing
three crowns, pouncing on a prostrate figure of Cardinal Fleury, who grasps a

label, inscribed "
Dunkirk", and emits a " F t for 7Vea"(ties). See " The

Champion" (No. 2.), No. 2453. In the centre of the Medley lies an engraving,
and which is printed from ase parate plate, addressed:

" To ye Inhabitants of Great Britain No visible Eclipse

At FortS1

. George y
e Sun will be Eclipsed 'At Gibraltar in Spain y

e Moon will be

27 of Novem
r
. Duration 2*. 3O/re: Eclipsed 2 June. Dura11

. 1*. 32m."

Below the former of these inscriptions is the head of Cardinal Fleury, en-

closed by a crescent moon, passing over that of Sir Robert Walpole, which is

on the face of the sun
; and, over the latter inscription, the head of Admira

Vernon, on a map of " Porto Bello", passing over that of a Spanish commander,
enclosed by a crescent moon.

The dotted lines which accompany these representations of eclipses, converge
on points on a line of latitude

;
the small distance between these points may

have been intended to indicate that the respective prophecies were to havo

effect at places at no great distance from each other. By Fort St. George i >,

probably meant England. It is the old name of Madras.

The prophecies involved in these representations of eclipses are very
obscure. It is probable that the former refers to the public fears that tin

French fleet, having quitted Brest, would unite with that of Spain, whic i

had issued from Ferrol, and attack the English settlements in India
;
see tha

verses pertaining to No. 7, p. 288, in " The Evil Genius of England", Nr.

241 8. It may be that the latter refers to an anticipated attack on Gibraltar whic i

Admiral Vernon, the victor at Porto Bello, would assuredly repel.

Below the eclipses is
" Robin's Prophecy, to a New Tune, for four Voices,

'

with two lines of music, and the words " War be-gets Poverty, Poverty Peac.
,

Peace maketh Riches flow, Fate ne'er doth cease. Riches produce Prid<
,

Pride is War's ground, War begetteth Poverty, y
e World goes round.

"

This address is surrounded by other designs. Above is the heading <f
" The Champion" ;

below is represented a tournament between "
Spain s

Champion" and " Haddock for y
e Merchants". The former, which may I e

intended for the Spanish Admiral in command of the fleet of his country, wl o

could not be induced to quit the shelter of the port of Cadiz while it w: s

blockaded by the English squadron under Admiral Haddock, is represented 1 y
a mouse mounted on a tiger, and armed with a rush by way of a lance, a

blade of grass for a sword, and wearing two Spanish hams instead of shields
;

one of these is attached to each of the mouse's shoulders. Behind this char -

pion is a mousetrap.
" Haddock for y

e Merchants
"

obviously refers o

Admiral Haddock, who was sent with orders to protect British commerc ;.

Like his antagonist, he is armed with a rush and a blade of grass. He is

represented by a frog, which is mounted on a lobster, and has a mouse on 1 is

own back ;
on the back of the mouse is a crab, or crab-shell, without clav s.

To the crab cling two caterpillars. The frog, the caterpillars and the lobstc -s

probably allude to the alleged tardiness of Admiral Haddock's operations agaii st

the Spaniards. The moose refers to his timidity, and it may be that the en '),
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which is said to look in one direction and move in another, signifies the oblique
course traversed by the commander in his cruises between Cape St. Mary and

Cadiz, or to his having sailed between Port Mahon and Gibraltar when the

Spaniards made a feint of attacking Minorca, which drew him away from Cadiz,
so that nine ships of the line and two frigates escaped from that port and joined
other war vessels at Ferrol. The tiger on which "

Spain's Champion" rides

doubtless indicates France, the scarcely concealed ally of Spain in the contest

in question; thus, in December, 1741, Admiral Haddock, at a few days'
sail from Gibraltar, met the French and Spanish fleets drawn up in line of

battle. On bearing down to attack the latter, he received a communication
from De Court, commander of the former, to the effect that " he must obey his

orders, and protect his master's ally". The English admiral desisted from the

attack.

At the side of the address, on our left, at top, are 1, a piece of music
; 2, a

letter
; 3, a playing-card, representing the Queen of Diamonds, with an inscrip-

tion on a separately represented piece of paper ;
the inscription is quoted with the

same title and date (No. 2.), No. 2453 ; 4, another card, the King of Diamonds,
with an inscription, quoted as above. On our left, at the top, is engraved the

envelope of a letter, which is directed " To Mr
. Geo : Bickham jun

r
Engraver

Sf Drawing Mar
: at His House in Exeter Change Strand." Below this is a

portrait of the Duke of Argyll, with an inscription, quoted as above
;

then the

Knave of Diamonds, or Sir R. Walpole, with a pair of spectacles lying over it
;

likewise a representation of an eclipse, and another inscription. For explanations
of all these, see " The Champion" (No. 2.), No. 2453, which is a second state of

this plate, with considerable alterations, and a different publication line.
"
Captain Hercules Vinegar", comprised in the title of this print, was a nom

de plume of Henry Fielding's. This appears by means of a letter signed
" R.

Freeman", in " The Daily Gazetteer", Oct. 17, 1740, see p. 1., col. 1. "Before

Capt. Vinegar, i.e. Counsellor F d g, attack'd his Honour, i.e. Sir R. W.,
Half the World was in doubt what our Political Debate tended to". * The
writer in " The Champion, Captain Hercules Vinegar", is thus described in a

letter to " The Daily Gazetteer", Oct. 9, 1740, p. 1., col. 1., as "
one, who

imployd his Wit, some Years ago, in Satyrick Scenes against the Foundation of
all Government and Religion whatsoever ;. of one, who was so little serious as

to the Consequences of Corruption, that he took away all the Odium of such

Practices by making it more a Subjectfor Laughter than Detestation ; of one
whose unbridled Licentiousness brought on (what has been thought by some)
an unnecessary and hurtful Restraint on the Stage" All this applies to Henry
Fielding, who is known to have been intimately connected with " The Cham-

pion". The "
Satyrick Scenes

"
were those of "

Pasquin ", one of his farces ;

see " The Judgment of the Queen o' Common Sense", No. 2283, and the

references it contains. The writer in " The Daily Gazetteer" continues :

" His natural Genius (Ex pede Hercules) prompted him at his first Setting- out,

to style himself of Hockley in the Hole, assuming, with great Elegance and

Propriety, a Title and Residence, that of course must give his Readers a high

Opinion of his judgment".
" He soon grew sensible of his Error, and removed

to Pall-Mall". The name "Hercules" probably had reference to Fielding's

great stature and bulk
;
see Hogarth's portrait of him. Colley Gibber called

him " The Herculean satirist, this Drawceansir of wit".
" The Champion" newspaper bore in its heading a woodcut representing

Hercules destroying the Hydra.
For references to Madame Walmoden, created Countess of Yarmouth, see

" The Scotch Patriot", No. 2450.

14 X llf in.

1 See "Ricitator Acerbus", No. 2349; and " The Lampoon", No. 5457-
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2453-

"THE (CHA)MPION ; OR, EVEN (ING) ADVER(TISER). By
Capt. Hercules Vinegar of Pall-mall." (No. 2.)

Sold at y' Black-mare's Head Strand, Sep'. 30, 1 744.* [July 1 740]

THIS print is a medley or representation of many papers, with engravings and letter-

press, lying one over the other, and all placed on a page of the above-named news-

paper, the ornament of its title being the British Eagle, bearing three crowns,

pouncing on a prostrate figure of Cardinal Fleury, who grasps a label inscribed

"Dunkirk", and emits, a " F tfor 7rra"(ties). By the Treaty of Utrecht, for-

tified by subsequent conventions, France stipulated not to have a fortified town,

uor a fortified port, at or near Dunkirk. Cardinal Fleury, relying on the apathy
of Walpole, despised these treaties and repaired the harbour at this place. Over
"The Champion" lies

" HIS POLITICAL CREED." a blasphemous parody of the

"Creed" in rebusses, expressing belief in George II. and his minister Walpole.
Below this "Creed", which cannot be transcribed, is the following note:

" N.B. Whoever would be in Office should above all things Profess this Political

Faith." This and " The Creed
"

are printed on a separate plate.

The other represented prints and letterpress texts comprise several playing

cards, one of which is George II., as the King of Diamonds, with, inscribed on a

paper beneath,
" Give not thy Strength unto Women, nor thy Ways to that which

destroyeth Kings. Prov. 31 : 3." This alludes to the king's attachment to Amelia

Sophia Walmoden, who at this time (March 24, 1740,) was created Countess oj

Yarmouth, and is here represented as the Queen of Diamonds, with a scroll at

the side, inscribed " With her much fair speech she caused him to Yield, with the

fluttering of her lips she forced him. Prov. 7 21". On the other side lies a paii

of spectacles, on the spring of which is
" O Lord! Open our Eyes," i. e. that w

may see the true features of this man who now deludes us, one of the glasses

being placed over the face of the Knave of Diamonds, Sir Robert Walpole ;
on i

scroll below this card are engraved the following lines :

" Who wickedly is wise, or madly brave,
Is but the more a Fool, the more a Knave.
Stuck o'er w'h Titles, 8f hung round wth

Strings
That thou may'st be, by Kings, or Wh es of Kings.

Pope's Essay
1
."

Under the Knave lies a portrait of the Duke of Argyll, who at this time wa ;

a vehement opposer of Walpole and had indignantly resigned all his employments
See " The Scotch Patriot," No. 2450. A burlesique tournament is engraved a

the foot, between a mouse mounted on a leopard and a frog mounted on ,

lobster: an inscription to each of these groups has been erased, see
" The ChaiL

pion", (No. 1.), No. 2452, also a design which is not legible.
This design has been altered from that which is described as " The Cham

pion" (No. 1.) Under the portrait of the Duke of Argyll, and probably intende I

for a speech by him, is an inscription on a scroll, which is engraved
"
By Heaven he shall not have a Scot of them ;

No, if a Scot would save his Soul, he shall not!"

Shah: "(speare)

1 This publication line has been partly erased.
1 These verses occur in Pope's

"
Essay on Man," Ep. iv. 231-2 and 205-6
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Over this, in the upper corner of the assemblage of represented prints, is a
letter directed thus :

" To Mr. Geo : Wickkam jun
r
Engraver $ Drawing

Mar
: at His House in May's Buildings C'ovent Garden". This address has

been altered from the corresponding one of the original state of the plate ; see
"The Champion" (No. 1.), as above. In the opposite corner to this is a scrap
of paper, with parts of three lines of music, and "

Spain ". Over this lies another

fragment of paper, being part of a public journal, with the following engraved in

imitation of letterpress :

(Ri)"g^ Honourable Sir

Edinburgh, July 5, 1 740

Sir, A Crisii of Time is now approaching, the most important to the British

Nation, and the most deserving of your serious Attention, that perhaps was ever

known in this Country ; a Crisis, on the Events of which not only our Trade,
our Honour and our Safety from foreign Enemies will depend, but the Preserva-
tion of that Liberty at home, which is the first Support of the others, and by
which only they become valuable to us. The War we are now engaged in must
convince you of the one, as must the Sta (te) of our domestick affairs (if con-

sider d) of the other."

On " The Champion
"

and Mr. Ralph Freeman, the editor of that journal,
see " Recitator Acerbus", No. 2349, and "The Lampoon", No. 2457.

On Madame Walmoden, in this Catalogue, see "Solomon in his Glory",
No. 2348 ;

" The Scotch Patriot", No. 2450 ;

" The Champion", &c. (No. 1.),

No. 2452 ;

" The C 1 Shittle Cock", No. 2451.
This print is advertised in "The Daily Post", Sept. 26, 1740, p.2, col. 3,

as follows :

" This Day is published, A Political Medley ;
or The Champion

loaded with his Honour's Creed, or Political Faith : Being a Curious Print, or

Deceptio Visus
;
with the King and of Diamonds, the Curse of Scotland l

,

the Knave of Diamonds. With a Letter to the Electors of Great Britain on the

Importance of an uncorrupted Parliament". The place of publication is named
as on the print ;

the price of the print is stated to be one shilling. Also,
" Where may be had, 1 . One of the Seven Wonders of the World

; or, the

English Colossus or Statue of a Great Man. Price 6d. 2. The Cardinal in

the Dumps with the Preferment of the Barber's Block, or Nop on a WAL with

a Pole, and Admiral Vernon's Medal. Price 6d. 3. The Original Picture of

Kouli-Kan, drawn from the Life by a private Centinel, and brought over by an

Eastern Merchant. Engraved by Bickham. Price Is".

For the first of the three prints thus advertised see " The Stature of a Great

Man", &c., No. 2458 ;
for the second see "The Cardinal in the Dumps", No.

2454. As to the third, with the name of Kouli-Khan, or Nadir Shah, see
" A Political Race", No. 2441, it was probably a satire on Sir R. Walpole.

14 X 1
1|- in.

2454-
" THE Cardinal in the Dumps,

The Preferment of the Barber's Block With the Head of the

Colossus"

According to Act July 1740. Sold aty' Black-moor's Head, opposite Surry
Street Strand. [.July, 1 740]

THE engraving shews Cardinal Fleury, seated, and pointing to a medallion portrait
of "ADMIRAL VERNON." Under Fleury's arm is a large scroll, inscribed "His

1 Sir R. Walpole.
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Iron will get y
e

better of my Gold" and " G d, he'll take all our Aquisitionn in

America." Behind him is a wall, covered with rude drawings, amongst which is

one of a portly man (Walpole) hanging from a small gallows, under which is written

"No matter if he is longer than y' Gallows". Likewise figures of a windmill, a

mule laden with panniers, a man, Spaniard, with a broad-brimmed hat, on which

a dove is perched, he looks as if dismayed ;
likewise a Spaniard, hobbling with

sticks while a dog bites the tail of his coat. Through a hole hi the wall is seen,
" Poor Hosiers Fleet.

1 ' From the " Watt" rises a "Pole", on which is the head

of Sir Robert Walpole with a label issuing from his mouth, and bearing
" What

Pity is it we can die but Once to serve our Country. Ad. Cato." On the wall a

cock is crowing, at the bird's feet is engraved
" Crow'd twice". Behind the wall

is a building, with the British flag flying. Lightning is directed at the head.

Three crowns rest on bright clouds.

Below the design are engraved these lines :

"
Age thou art Sham'd !

Rome thou hast lost the breed of Noble Bloods !

When went there by an Age, since the great Flood,
But it was fam'd with more than one Man ?

When could they say, till now, who talked of Rome,
That her wide Walls encompass

1

d but one Man ?"

" Head of the Colossus," referred to in the title of this work, alludes to

another print, representing Sir R. Walpole, see
" The Stature of a Great Man or

the English Colossus," No. 2458.
This print was published when the country was elated by Admiral Vernon's

success at Porto Bello, an event by which the Cardinal was supposed to be

distressed. 1

By this success the hopes of England were raised, and the indigna-
tion against Walpole was exceedingly increased. Many of the people would have

rejoiced to see his head elevated as here represented.
For the advertisement of the publication of this print see "The Champion"

(No. 2.), No. 2453. It is the work of George Bickham.
For another advertisement see " The London Daily Post", July 31, 1740,

p. 1, col. 1. For a similar satire on Walpole see " The Frontispiece to
' The

Life and Death of Pierce Gaveston' ", No. 2462.

7|- X 1 2i in.

2455-

EUROPEAN RACE FOR A DISTANCE ANNO DOM. MDCCXXXX.
Inscrib'd to the Political Club, By their humb. 8erv\

An Englishman.

Published according to Act of Parliament Feby . 26'A
, 1740. C. Mosley

Sculp'. [1740]

AN engraving, with the above title, and, engraved beneath the design, the

following verse :

" Therefore behold ! I will proceed to do marvelous Works amongst this

People, even a marvelous Work and a Wonder, for the Wisdom of their Wise
men shall Perish, and the understanding of their prudent men shall be hid.

Isaiah xxix Verse 14."

1 For references in this Catalogue to Admiral Vernon, see " A Skit on Britain,"
No. 2423.
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For a complete account of this and similar prints
1 we must refer to a

pamphlet, styled
" An Explanation of the First, Second, and Third Heats of the

European Race, and of the Hieroglyphic al Frontispiece Thereunto prefixed.
Likewise of a Print call'd, Fee, Fau, Fum. The Fourth Edition. To which is

added, An Explanation of the Heat for a Distance for the Year 1 740. By the

Political Club." London, 1740 (1O1. g. 27.)

The design represents a race-course, with persons diversely mounted and

galloping towards our right where are three statues, on pedestals, of "ASIA",
"
AFRIC"(A), and " AMERICA". At the foot of a fourth pedestal is

"
EU(RO)PE

"

reclining and holding a ship, indicating maritime power, being the prize for which

the race is run. First rides the English Lord Chancellor Hardwicke, on a

lion, led by his mace-bearer. He advocated that vigorous policy the result of

which is indicated by the warlike figure of Britannia, her sash inscribed " Pax

quies bello". Spain is kneeling at her feet, and offering to her " Chart

Blanch". France also addresses Britannia with,
" le vous pris pardon". Near

him the Gallic Cock is pecking at his image in a mirror ; an anchor and

(v)" ERNON" intimate that these changes of conduct are the results of that

fortunate adventure, the taking of Porto Bello with six ships. The next in the

race is Russia mounted on a bear, and leading the horse on which Denmark

rides; the latter is waving a flag inscribed,
"
12OOOfor G. Britain". A French-

man is replacing the feathers he had formerly plucked from the wings of the

Imperial Eagle ; a Dutchman, with a pipe in his hand, stands by his boar ; a snail

on each of their heads further indicates the slowness and inactivity of Holland.

Beyond is a Swede, seated on a drum, pulling on his boots, but disturbed by the

approach of one (Major Sinclair ?, see p. 337) with a broken sword, who is scratch-

ing his head, and has a label in his pocket, on which is
"

all's blown". The

elephant, with an open music book on his tusks, stands at the door of a tent, in

which are Cardinal Fleury playing from the notes on a violin, a Spaniard doing
the like on a violoncello, and the Queen of Spain singing. She appears to be

pregnant, and is longing for " Gibraltar". Behind her King Philip her son seems

persuading "a Madame de F ce" with the offer of a crown; before them are

dancing a wolf and a fox, the latter is holding the mask of a lion's face, which

he can assume at pleasure. The sign of the booth is an emaciated fox, and an

inscription announces " Nul Place pour les ANGLOis". Near this tent is a

sort of distance-post, composed of a great culverin with a cannon as a cross-piece,
on which is seated a sailor prepared to fire the gun ;

a can of grog is in his hand ;

above his head is a waving flag, inscribed " Pro patria mori". In the foreground
is Sir Robert Walpole, enraged at reading the "Declaration of War", and stamp-

ing under his foot "L. Gagis Speech", which was a "keen, spirited, and sarcastic"

attack on the Convention of the Pardo. A cat, *. e. Admiral Haddock, is

watching a mouse peep out of a hole in the earth, which is marked ''Cadiz", i.e.

the Spanish fleet afraid to sail from that port. A cradle, on which is the map of
" G- BRIT. JRE. SCOT." is rocked by a string attached to Cardinal Fleury's
foot. A sailor is staggering under a cask of gold, labelled,

"
Spanish Powder" ;

i.e. the plunder of Porto Bello. A monkey is firing a cannon, the stopper and
the English King's Messenger's greyhound

2
having fallen from the mouth of the

gun ; intimating that at last England was disposed to think that cannon would be

her most effectual negotiators. In the clouds three hands of King, Lords, and

Commons, with a label marked "agreed" show they are united on the subject,

though a French devil holds out to them,
" un autre convention) pour Fanghterre".

1 See "The European Race, Heat 1
st "

(No. l.), No. 2333; the same title,
" Heat IId.", No. 2415 ;

the same title,
" Heat IHd

", No. 2431 ;

" The Frontis-

piece to
' An Explanation,'

"
&c., No. 2429 ;

and " Fee Fau Fum", No. 2434.
a See "The European Race, Heat IId ", No. 2415.
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In the background is a " HOSPITAL FOR FOUNDLINGS", with a line of young
inmates drawn up in front of it, and drilling as soldiers.

The pamphlet further illustrates the subject of this print as follows .

As to Britannia, she is victorious, see p. 50,
" a haughty Spaniard, who in the

foregoing Print was picking her Pocket 1
,
is now brought upon his Knees at her

Feet, and is intreating her to accept a Paper whereon is writ Carte Blanche ".

" On the other Side of her is seen a F h n, who by the Paper in his Hand,
wherein is writ Je vous prie pardonez ; we take to be a Mediator in the

Sp d's Behalf: But B nia seems to disregard his Petition, which we
take to be occasioned by a Memorandum she had made of his being a Party
concerned with the S d, and that he was picking the other Pocket at the

same Time. The F h n hath a Sword tucked under his Arm, as a

Token that his Mediation was of the same Way as a Bully asks a Favour, with

his Hand upon his Sword Hilt. Over this Group, and on a Perpendicular from

the Pedestal of Europe, appears the Rising of Water as from a Fountain,
towards which B nia is pointing with her Sword. This tells us, that not-

withstanding she has lost so much of her Credit of late Years by her pac k

Disposition ; yet at last she will be at the Fountain Head ere she sheaths her

Sword again". P. 52,
" Next to this Bear is a Trooper mounted on Horse-

back, and carrying a Standard, whereon is writ 12,OOO for Or B n :

By this we judge that we shall make a happy Alliance with D rk, both on

account of a Marriage and a Support of Troops in Case of Need. By the

Person on the Bear leading the Horse, we may imagine that these two will go
Hand in Hand to our Assistance, as will soon appear by a N go n

carried on at Pet rgh. Over this is a Sw sh Grenadier pulling on his

Boots, as a Token that he is getting ready for some extraordinary Expedition :

But a Person appears to him, whom, by his Ensigns of Knighthood, &c., we take

to be a Grandee of that Nation. He is holding out a broken Sword in one

Hand, and is scratching his Head with the other. A Label hangs out of his

Pocket, whereon is writ, All is blown, as a Token that some notable Design
intended hath miscarried. (The Murder of the Baron S r might be some

Means of this Disappointment : But as to this we take the F ch C 1

and St laus to be the best judges)." P. 56,
" The Sailor is holding a Pot of

English Beer in one Hand, and with the other Hand has a lighted Match, with

which he is going to fire the Cannon whereon he is sitting".
" Behind the

F h Booth is a R t H Person in an angry Posture, reading a Paper,
whereon is writ, Declaration of War, at the same Time he treads on another

Paper, whereon is writ L d G e's
2
Speech ; by which we may judge that

he bears a great Antipathy to what was once said by that Right Honourable

Personage. This Speech may be seen at large in the London Magazine of June,

1739, p. 294, from which there sprung some others of the same Sort: Therefore

we may venture to say, that our Success in this War may be in some Measure

assign'd to that Right worthy Person, who, it is well known, is not to be biassed

when his Country's Interest is depending. The text hereto annex'd says, A
Wonder !

That such a one is found in this bad Age,

Survey the Portrait, and admire G e."

P. 57,
" Near the Cat is a Cradle, with the Map of G 1 B n throwi

over it for a Coverlid. It has a string tied to the Head of it, and the C
is rocking it with his Foot."

A hospital for foundling children had been sanctioned by royal charter, grantee

1 See " The European Race, Heat IIId ", No. 2431.
2 Lord Gage's Speech, see " A Skit on Britain", No. 2423. It was delivere<

in the House of Commons, March 8, 1 738.
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Oct. 17, 1739. War was declared against Spain, Oct. 21, after letters of

marque had been granted by England against Spain in the July of this year,

and by the Spaniards against the English, Sept. 2O
; 6,600 Danes were, under

the treaty concluded May 1O, 1739, to be taken for the English service; if

required, the King of Sweden, as Landgrave of Hesse Cassel, was bound to fur-

nish an equal number. Porto Bello was taken Nov. 22, 1739) and the place

plundered by the English, after which the fortifications were destroyed. In

June, 1739, the Emperor and the French King concluded an offensive and

defensive alliance, a similar engagement had been made between the Spaniards
and French, the Dutch had been dissuaded from attempting to take the part of

England, but they declared themselves bound to fulfil the conditions of the

treaties between their country and England, if they were called on to do so.

It is probable that "
Spanish Powder" may refer to a curious trial of the

respective quality and strength of Spanish and English gunpowder, which was

made at this time; see " The Political State of Great Britain", June, 1740

(292, i. 7), p. 502.
As to the depredations which were alleged to have been practised by

Spaniards on English ships, and their cruelties to English men, see " In Place

(No. 1.)", No. 2350. For " Baron S r", see " The European State Jockies",

No. 2449, p. 337. On the general subject of the War with Spain see the

references which are given with " The Lyon in Love", No. 2347.
This print is advertised in "The Daily Post", for March 18, 1740, p. 2,

col. 2," This Day is published, Price Is. EUROPEAN RACE for a Distance, Anno
Dom. MDCCXL. Inscrib'd to the Political Club by their Humble Servant,

An ENGLISHMAN." " N.B. The foremention'd Prints having gained much

Reputation, as hath appear'd by the Sale of them, of which no one can be

so good a Witness as the Printer who was employ'd to work them off, who

having the Scene of Success constantly before him, and conscious of letting

his Masters get more Profit than himself, and being burthen'd with a pyratical

Head, hath mangled the abovesaid Races, and undertook to deliver them
to the Town by Peacemeals, but in a Hocus-Pocus Manner

;
and instead

of the European Races has call'd a Print European Coursers, Heat the First,

by which 'tis thought he intends to continue his Courses, provided the

Heat of his Brain is not stopp'd by an Emetic, call'd an Act of Parliament,
which was lately obtain'd by the most ingenious Mr. Hogarth, with much
Trouble and Expence, for the Benefit and Advantage of the Profession in

general : But as in almost every Act of Parliament (except burying in Woollen)
there is a Hole for the most Artful to creep out at

;
therefore the Proprietor of

the European Races hereby gives Notice to the honest and fair Trader not to

sell the pyratical Sort to incur the Penalty of the abovesaid Act, he being
determin'd to do himself Justice. The abovesaid European Coursers, Heat the

First, is publish'd by a Copper-plate Printer, who formerly printed the European
Races for the Proprietor. Speedily will be publish'd, the Second Edition of

The Explanation of the European Races, with the Adition of the Race for a

Distance, which will shew how much the Veracity of those Prints may be de-

pended on, wherein every remarkable Incident that has happen'd for three Years

past has been there pointed out and foretold, without the least Reserve to

Parties."

Edward Ryland appears to have been the copper-plate printer whose con-

duct is thus animadverted on
;

the print he published, a "
pyracy

"
of " The

European Race Heat Ist
." (see that title in this Catalogue (No. 1.), No.

2333)> is advertised in "The London Daily Post" March 18, 1740, p. 3,

col. 3, as
" This Day is published, Price Is. (With which a Complete Key

will be given Gratis,) A Curious Print, Entitled THE EUROPEAN COURSERS.
COURSE I."

" Printed and sold by Ed. Ryland in Ave-Mary Lane, Ludgate
street

;
and by the Printsellers of London and Westminster ".
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"Hogarth's Act", 8 Geo. II. cap. 13, referred to in the former of these

advertisements, was obtained by means of a petition presented to the House of

Commons in 1735, by Hogarth, G. Vertue, G. Lambert, I. Ware, J. Pine, G.

Vandergucht, and j. Goupy, on behalf of themselves and others. The Act took

effect after June 24, 1735 ; accordingly after this date prints for which protection

was desired bear the words,
" Published as the Act directs ", &c., or similar

terms. The second Act, 7 Geo. III. cap. 38, to amend this, was passed June

29, 1767. For an illustration of the sentence quoted above, on the readiness

with which these Acts of Parliament have been rendered of no effect, see
" The

Genuine Works of W. Hogarth", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens ; 1808, i., p.

76, notes. Likewise see "A Rake's Progress", Plate l., No. 2158.

Sir Robert Walpole was, at one time, disposed to give up Gibraltar to

Spain, it was popularly averred :

" Who knows but at last he may give up Gibraltar."
" The Negotiators," a ballad.

1

14f X 8f in.

2456.

SPAYNE and ROME defeated. Deo Trin-Vni Britanniae bis

ultori, etc.

Published Janry . 28 1740, &f Sold by W H Toms Engraver in Union- Court

near Hatton Garden Price 1*. [1740]

THIS is the same print as that which is described as " The Destruction of the

Spanish Armada, 1588," No. 43. The publication line,
" Invented by Samuell

Ward preacher of Ipswich, Now repeated by a Transmariner A. 1689,"

was, for the issue now referred to, removed from the surface of the print, leaving
traces of its existence, and the above publication line added, in a much later

hand, at the lower corner on our right, below the inscription.

The design of Samuel Ward, described under " The Destruction of the

Spanish Armada, 1588," No. 41^ was copied and reduced in 1689 (see
" The Papists Powder-Treason," No. 1 223), and the copy republished in

1 740, doubtless with references first to the encroachments and alleged popish

tendency of James II.'s policy ; secondly, to the activity of the Stuart partisans
in 1740.

9 x 6 in.

2457'
THE LAMPOON.

[1740]

THIS engraving represents a man walking towards our right, in profile, wearing
a wide-skirted coat, long-lapelled waistcoat, stockings, knee-breeches, shoes, and
a cocked-hat with three corners and lace at the edges. He holds a paper in his

left hand, and a pen, from which ink drops, in his right hand. On the paper
is

" To y
e Advertiser. Sr

. Please to Incert this Seven time at 2s
. each Whereas

a Lady Signd LM. if she approves of this Picture Sf to Live in Wood(s) Sf

Groves Meeting". From the mouth of the man proceeds a label, with
" Here's a Back, Broad Sf Pithy ; Here's Legs Hard and Brawny Girl. Hem!
As Sound as a Roach".

1 See " The Frontispiece to ' The Negociators, or Don Diego brought to

Reason,'
"
No. 2356.
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In this print a naked woman, perhaps a Muse, is mounted on Pegasus, or

rather an ass with wings, after the form of the horse of the Muses. She holds a

staff, on the top of which is what may be a bell, or a fool's cap, and cries " Hee's

a Man every Inch I assure ye Stout vigrous active Sf long ". An ass with wings

appears in " Recitator Acerbus", No. 2349. In "The Lampoon", as on the

last-named print, is a barrel from which a liquid is pouring into a brook
;
on this

vessel is
" Jointure ". On the ground, near the feet of the man, are a scroll,

marked " Settlement"
',

a book, and a fool's bauble. The design is enclosed

by scroll work, from which, at foot, on our left, a goose issues and hisses at

the man.

The background somewhat resembles that of " Recitator Acerbus ",

as above, and the portrait appears to be of the same person. Mr. Edward
Hawkins described two engravings, one of which was styled

" To my Country I

my Pen consign" ;
this he dated May 7, 1738; the other was named "Im-

portant Ralph Freeman, Author of the Gazetteer ", 1 740, both of which were in

the collection of Thomas Haviland Burke, Esq. The former was stated to be
a portrait of the person represented by "Recitator Acerbus", with the attitude

reversed
;

in the distance the winged ass was turning his head. This portrait

was, according to Mr. Hawkins, marked in MS. as
" The Rev. Mr. Scott, author

of Auti-Sejanus". Sejanus was a name often given to Sir Robert Walpole; see

"The Downfall of Seianus", No. 1939. The other portrait was stated by
Mr. Hawkins to be similar to the last, and of the same person, but with

variations
;

thus a pen marked "
scurrilous

"
was in the right hand, and the

scroll, (see
" Recitator Acerbus "), marked " To my Country I my Pen consign" ;

a book, roll of paper, and fool's bauble were on the ground, and the figure

being enclosed by a scroll border, a goose issued from that border and hissed at

the man, as in " The Lampoon ".

Ralph Freeman was a writer in " The Gazetteer ", and often attacked in " The

Country Journal; or, The Craftsmaft ;" see that newspaper for March 1 1, 1738,
No. 609, p. 1

;
the same, Sept. 9, 1738, No. 635, p. l

;
the same, Sept. 23,

1738, No. 637, p. 1
;
and the same, Dec. 6, 1740, No. 753, p. 1, where is the

following furious assault on him :
" There is Nothing so false and absurd, which

that egregious Blockhead and common Prostitute, Ralph Freeman, will not assert

and undertake to maintain. The CHAMPION hath luckily hit upon his right
Name ; for if ever there was a COURT-EVIL l in the World, it is this Freeman ;

a Fellow, who sets up for a Gentleman, without Birth, Education, or good Manners;
for a Politician, without the least knowledge of our Laws and Constitution

;
for

a Scholar, without the first Rudiments of Learning ; and for a pious, good Man,
without one Principle of Religion, Virtue or Morality ", &c.

Below the figure are engraved these lines :

"
Pigs shall not be, So fond as we,

We will out coo the Turtle Dove,
And Sporting Sparrows we'll outlove"

See an attack on Ralph Freeman in " The Country Journal
; or, The Crafts-

man", May 3, 174O, P- 2, col. 1.

7| X 1 2 in.

1 See " The Reason", No. 2491 ;
"The Motive", No. 2485. "The Cham-

pion, or, Evening Advertiser" was a newspaper; see this title (Nos. 1. and 2.),

Nos. 2453 and 2454.
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2458.

THE STATURE OF A GREAT MAN OR THE ENGLISH COLOS-

SUS.

G. B h h sculp to y
e
Act, 1 740. Sold at y

e Black Moors head a

Print shop in y
e Strand" [ 1 740]

THIS print represents Sir Robert Walpole, as a Colossus, standing on two wool-

packs, on one of which is
" Wool Pack", on the other " BVT ; the badge attached

to his riband of knighthood is a fox, emblematical of Cardinal Fleury, who was

supposed to influence him. From his pocket, the flap of which is marked " Sink-

ing Fund" a label issues, inscribed:

" You'll ask where is y
e

gold Pve swept

Why half is spent y
e
rest Tve kept"

Over his sword handle is, "for Peace" In his left hand is a scroll, bearing the

publication line of the print, as above, and these verses :

"Pray what dyou think y
e T es arefor f

To Squander away in a sea War f

No ! tis contrived by a G r and S r !
"

On one side is a fortress, with a flag, marked "
Cuba", and standing high

on a rock; below, "Marines", crying, "Let us Fight on", and raising their

hands imploringly towards the great man. On the other side is a castle, decorated

with a medallion portrait of Queen Elizabeth. On the flag of this castle is,
" In

hoc Signo Vincet" In the distance, and approaching the Colossus, is a group of

merchants bearing a petition, which is inscribed "Not Heard"] at their feet lies

"Magna fa". " Commerce" as a merchant, sits on the shore, lamenting. A
bulldog, of the'

' True Breed", crouches in repose. Sailors, with drawn swords,

look up to the Colossus, and declare their readiness to fight
" Pro Patria ". A

vessel in full sail, announces on her flag, "All's Blown", while another vessel,

sinking, admits she " Must Submit."

All the allusions on this print refer to the inactivity of Sir Robert Walpole,
and his extreme reluctance to engage in war, in order to avoid which, as it

was alleged, he subjected the country to insult and injury rather than resist the

aggressions of Spain and France. All these allusions have been already explained.
For the general subject, see "In Place" (No. 1.), No. 2350; "The Lyon in

Love", No. 2347 ; and, for many of the points of this satire, see " The European
Race, Heat 1

st"
(No. 1.), No. 2333; the same (No. 2.), No. 2415 ;

"The
Present State of a Certain Great Kingdom", No. 2336; "The Races of the

Europeans", &c., No. 2335 ;

" The European Race, Heat IId.", No. 2415;
" The

European Race, Heat IIId
.", No. 2431 ; "Slavery", No. 2355; "Hocus Pocus",

No. 2419; "A Political Race", No. 2441 ; "European Race for A Distance",
No. 2455; "The European State Jockies", No. 2449.

Below the design these verses are engraved :

" Why Man, he doth bestride y
e narrow World

Like a Colossus, and we, petty Men
Walk under his huge Legs, & peep about

To find our Selves, dishonourable Graves.

Men at some times are Masters of their fates :

The fault, dear P y,
1
is not in our Stars,

But in our Selves, that we are Underlings
SHAKESPEAR."

1

Pulteney.
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This print is, with others, advertised in "The London Daily Post" for

March 2O, 1740, p. 3, col. 2, as "A curious Print of the Stature of a Great

Man, with its Descriptions. Price 6d". With the publisher's address, "at the

Blackamoor's Head, against Surry-street in the Strand". It is advertised at

length in the same journal, March 31, 1740, p. 3, col. 1.

7 X 1 li in.

2459-
The PATRIOT-STATESMAN.

F. Hayman Inv. G; Vander Gucht Scul. 1740. [1740]

A BROADSIDE, with an engraving at the top and three columns of letterpress
below. The former represents Burleigh conducting Walpole to the Temple of

Fame; Minerva hovers above, brandishing her spear, and directing the rays from
her aegis against personifications of Envy, War, Anarchy, and the Vices. Age
and Youth are struck with admiration and awe at the scene before them.

Beneath the print is the character of "The Patriot- Statesman", i.e. Sir

Robert Walpole, in letterpress. This is eulogistic ; the print is described in the

following lines, which, with others, are appended to the eulogy :

" SEE virtuous WALPOLE to FAME'S Temple goes,
Where the known Entrance mighty BURLEIGH shows.

Pallas, to every Hero's Cause inclin'd,

Keeps Envy's meagre Offspring far behind."

Walpole is described as :

" Like Burleigh, shining with victorious Rays,

* * * *

R. C."

To the above is added a parallel of Cecil and Walpole, in the form of a

speech made by Queen Elizabeth " to a Nobleman at the Head of the Faction

which opposed her Ministry."
This broadside must have been extensively circulated, as there are at least

two editions of the letterpress beneath it
; and there are impressions of the print,

without letterpress, which betray considerable wear.

11$ X 61. in.

2460.

A Sketch of a Topeing meeting between a parson, a Burgher-master's

Steward, fy a Poet, which all People that know 'em, If they

please may laugh at. Drawn from the Life at the House of a

famous Burgher-master
1

Minheer Van- Gought : del &f Sculpsit. [ 1 74O]

THIS mezzotint engraving is said to represent a not unusual party at Sir Robert

Walpole's mansion at Houghton. Sir Robert and a clergyman are seated at a small

round table, on which are a song, bottle, and tobacco pipes ;
near them stands a

1 There is a second state of this plate, with the title
" A Winter Evenings

Conversation", and verses engraved below the design; see below.
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gentleman holding a full drinking glass and a pipe. A female is occupied at

the fire-place. At the opposite side of the fire-place another gentleman sits

smoking his pipe. A boy is entering the room with two fresh bottles. At the

left side, near the window, is seated the poet (?) with a book in one hand, and a

pen in the other.

The following verses, by Pope, refer to this subject :

" Go see Sir Robert !

P., See Sir Robert ! hum
And never laugh for all my life to come ?

Seen him, I have, but in his happier hour

Of social pleasure, ill exchanged for power ;

Seen him, encumber'd with a venal tribe,

Smile without art, and win without a bribe."
"
Epilogue to the Satires, Dialogue 1." 27^33.

This engraving was probably published shortly before or soon after the

retirement of Sir Robert Walpole, as Earl of Orford, from power. There is a

second state of the print, with retouchings, and slightly diminished in length ; see

below, note, p. 35 1 . The second state shows that the above-quoted title had been

burnished out, and " A Winter Evening's Conversation" inserted in its place,
with these verses :

" An easy freedom with a Cheerfull grace,
And -tranquil Mind sits smiling in each face,

No busie envious talk about the State,

Nor 'gainst y
e Court nor Men in power prate ;

Each drinks his glass & wishes health to 's friend,

His conversation and the Wine commend,
So long as they hold good content they stay,

When friendly part to meet again next day".

The publication line of this print was altered with the second issue to "
/.

Simon fecit et Excudit" . The size of the plate was reduced to 13! x 8^ in.

14J. X 8i in.

2461.

THE LOTTERY : or, The Characters of several ingenious, de-

signing Gentlewomen, that have put into it.

" A Noted lottery Pachter"

Sold in May s Buildings, Covent Garden : Where may be had One Hundred
Sortments of Political and Satirical Prints. D74O]

THIS engraving is placed at the top of a broadside entitled as above. It repre-
sents Cox, a dealer in lottery tickets, see " The Lottery ", No. 2446, stand-

ing on a block in front of the design, the scene of which is an open street, with

parts of buildings, one of these being probably intended for the Royal Exchange,
London, near to which Cox's offices, and those of other persons in the same trade,
were situated

; groups of speculators are in the background.
Cox is a very fat man, wearing a long coat which is buttoned all down the

front, and having a sash tied round his body ;
he seems to leer cunningly

and is grinning. On the top of his head a crowing cock is perched. In his

girdle is stuck a book, marked "Book sold", probably with reference to this

man's trade as a bookseller; seethe advertisement which has been quoted in

"The Lottery". In the left hand of Cox is a paper, inscribed " 1OOO,
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by Halfs Fourth Eighth Sixteenth this Year". This refers to the mode of dis-

tributing shares in lotteries, a mode illustrated by the advertisements of dealers

in those shares, of which many occur in the newspapers of the period. In his right
hand he grasps a money-bag on which is

" 1OOOOO Pick Pocket". On the stone

below his feet is "A Noted lottery Pachter". " Pachter" signifies a dealer, or

bargain maker, a farmer of shares. 1

The figures in the background on our left consist of four women who are

gathered about the door of an office
;
one of these is in earaest conversation with

a man, the keeper of the office, who, with a pen in one hand and a paper which

is marked "
Lucky Number" ,

in the other, appears to be urging one of the women to

buy it. A younger woman leans over her neighbour's shoulder, as if listening to

the conversation
;
an old. woman walks towards this group. A withered woman,

in whose hand is a paper marked "30", &c. (?), appears to be waiting her

turn to address the man
;

the paper probably expresses the number of her

share in the lottery. On our right of Cox are several figures, comprising a

countryman, who stares about him, with his hat ofF, while a boy picks his pocket ;

three women who seem to be quarrelling, or lamenting their ill-fortune, and

two others, who are in the extreme distance, fill this side. From the fronts of

the houses, or offices, lanterns, apparently of paper, are suspended ;
on two of

these, on our right of the design, is
" THE Bankrup "(t) Office", and " Pocket

Pickt Office". Three lanterns are suspended from the houses on our left
;
on

these respectively, are "F Wils n Office",
" Ber y 8f Jor don", and

" Haz -ds Office". For Berry and Hazard, see "The Lottery", as above.

Advertisements from Hazard,
"
at the Lottery Office facing Stationers-Hall in

Ludgate-street ", occur in "The Daily Gazetteer", 1739* e-g-> the papers for

Oct. 24, July 18, and Aug. 22, 1740.
Below the engraving are two columns of letterpress, a prurient text, having

no reference to the particular subject of the print, but describing the alleged
amorous inclinations of many women in London. It is a reprint of an essay by
Thomas Brown (commonly called "Tom Brown"), entitled " The Characters of

several ingenious designing Gentlewomen, that put in to the Ladies Invention ",
2

&c. ; see
" The Fifth Volume of the Works of Mr. Thomas Brown," &c., 1721

(12271, a), p. 304.

7|- x 4ir in.

2462.

THE FRONTISPIECE TO " THE LIFE AND DEATH OF PIERCE
GAVESTON, EARL OF Cornwal; GRAND FAVORITE, AND
PRIME MINISTER To that Unfortunate Prince, EDWARD II.

King of England. With Political Remarks, by way of

Caution to all Crowned Heads and Evil Ministers. By
a True Patriot. LONDON : Printed for G. Bickham, jun.

at the Blackmoor's-Head, over-against Surrey-street in the

Strand; and sold at the Pamphlet-shops in London and

Westminster. MDCCXL."

G Bickham jun sc. [ 1 74]
THIS engraving represents a platform or scaffold on which Sir Robert Walpole
is standing before a beheading block, without his wig, and apparently prepared

1 The figure of this man has been adapted from that in
" Verkens-Beker

van Fi-ane of Vianen"
; see that title in this Catalogue, Xo. 1667.

2
Invention, i. e. Lottery.

III. A A
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to undergo decapitation. As if in the act of reading a confession of liis crime,

the minister holds a paper, on which is
"
Corruption". Before him stands the

executioner, with the axe on his shoulder. Behind Sir Robert is a man dressed

like a soldier, and probably intended for one of the Hessian mercenaries, by

employing whom in England Walpole had incurred great additional odium ;

if otherwise designed, this figure is doubtless intended for a soldier of the

standing army, for the maintenance and increase of which Walpole was con-

demned. The soldier has a musket in one hand, and, in the other, a bag which

is marked "pay". A hand, which issues from Heaven, threatens Walpole with

a sword.

Below the design these lines are engraved :

" Tho' evil Ministers awhile,

May bask themselves in Fortune's smile ;

They for their Crimes must soon or late

Like Gaveston submit to Fate".

In the scroll work at the bottom of this design is a monkey, chained
;

like-

wise a hydra, pierced with arrows, and dying.
The text of this tract consists of a history of Piers Gaveston.

4| * 5l *n - Brit. Mus. Library (Grenville, 14,076.)

"THE NEGOTIATOR'S."
2463.

Geo, Bickham jun In', sc, March 1741 sold at y
e Blackmoos head Exete >

Change [1740]

THIS print shews George H. and the Emperor playing at see-saw. George II.

preponderates. "Austria" and "Sweden" standing behind, whisper together; next

stand the Empress of " Russia" and the young Czar. Then the King of Prussiu

with "
Silesia." under his feet ; the " Grand Duke." addresses him, with the Queei

of "Bohemia" in tears behind him. On the ground lies the "Abdicated Theo-

dore." holding his hat like a beggar. The King and Queen of Spain turn

to the King of France, who is presenting
"
Pragmatick Sanction" to Cardinxl

Fleury, who is placed in the go-cart of" Doteingness" . Behind the last is Holland.

Two children, with the label,
"
Corsica", are behind the Queen of Spain. S r

Robert Walpole, with one foot in the grave, where is a coffin marked " Memen o

More", holds a paper marked " Nem Con", and has in tow two ships, which aj e

marked,
" BoVd"

;
near him stands an Alderman, called a "

Sturdy Beggar
"

Numbered labels are in the mouths of some of the personages, with inscrip-

tions, which are directed to be read as
"
figured." The "

Note, read y
f Labels <

rs

figured" is in the lower corner of the design, on our right. These speech(

comprising Shakespearian parodies, are :

"
1 ." King of Prussia,

"
Cry Havock Kings ! and let Confusion of one PC >-t

Confirm the other's Peace !" " 2." George H.,
" Let it be so."

"
3." France,

" 4

greater Powr than ye denies all this."
"
4." Spain,

" War ! War ! no Peace ! Pea
is to me a War. O, thine Honour Lewis! thine Honour!" "

5." Fleury,
" He <r

us great Kings vouchsafe a while to stay And I will shew you Peace, Sf fi ir

facd League".
"
6." Walpole, "King Philip, listen to the Cardinal". "

7." Lo -d

Mayor,
" Pll exhibit a Bill in Parliament for putting down of fat Mei ."

" 8." Holland,
" Perchance the Cardinal cant make your Peace, Or, if he do, et

that at least, be said, They saw, we had a Purpose of Defence."
Under the design is printed :

"
1. First is the King of Pru a with his Men of Might,

Swears he's got Silesia, whether wrong or wright :
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2. Then the King of B t n, with an Army brave,

Vows he will the Empire to Tuscany Save.

3. Then the King of F ncee, with Pragmatick Show,

Says he'll make 'em dancee, with a toute nouveau
;

4. But the Queen of Sp nee, turbulent and proud,
Is resolv'd to gainee, Italy aloud.

5. Cardinal de Fl ry, and the British Bob, 6

Now are both securee, from a Roguish Job :

7. Aldermen in Petto, seek their private Ends,

Whilst the Dutchman never, is a friend to friends.

Then the Duke of Tuscany, and his worthy Queen
And Great Russia's Regen., with little John is seen :

The Po sh King, and C los of Corsica that's sold,

Poor Theodore, and Austria with Sweden the bold."

This is directed to be sung to the "
Tune, London is a fine Town."

Over the print, on a riband is engraved :

" A very pretty fancy, a brave gallante show ; A very pretty fancy, a brave gallante

show,
In England, Spain, and France, A pretty fancy, In England, Spain &f France,

toute noveau"

The object of this print is to represent the existing state of Europe, and of

England. Walpole, with one foot tottering over the grave, i. e. of his political

existence, is still pursuing his pacific policy, holding in tow two ships of war, and

advising the King of Spain to listen to the seductions of Cardinal Fleury, to whom
the King of France is exhibiting the Pragmatic Sanction, then coming into operation.
This engagement had, with the concurrence of nearly all the powers of Europe,

stipulated that the hereditary dominions of the Emperor Charles VI. should at his

death devolve on his daughter Maria Theresa. He was now dead, and each party
endeavoured to turn events to his own advantage. The King of Prussia seized

Silesia, notwithstanding the remonstrances of the Grand Duke of Tuscany, husband

of Maria Theresa, who appears distressed at finding her promised allies converted

into enemies. Fleury and Walpole were supposed to be in league ; Walpole
was alleged to be bound to paralyze all the military preparations which he had

been compelled to make, and Fleury was to persuade France to maintain peace with

England ;
this would have left Spain to the mercies of those armaments which

threatened her, but which, in reality, were "
Bob'd," or paralyzed.

When the Corsicans revolted against Genoa, they made Theodore, Baron of

Neuhof, a German, their king; they afterwards neglected him; he sunk into

obscurity, retired to England, where he died in poverty, 1756.*
Amid all the disturbances of Europe, Holland maintained a neutrality, and

profited by the troubles of other nations.

During the discussion of the Excise Bill, the merchants of London petitioned

warmly against it, and Walpole, in a moment of irritation, called them "
Sturdy

Beggars," an epithet which gave great offence, and was used to keep alive a spirit

of hostility to that minister.2

1 See " The European Race, Heat 1
st
," (No. 1.), No. 2333 ;

" The European
Race, Heat IId," No. 2415 ;

" The Races of the Europeans," &c., No. 2335 ;

" A
Political Race", No. 2441 ;

"The European State Jockies ", No. 2449.
2 See the entries in the Catalogue which are dated March 14, 1733, and

" The Lord Mayors Speech", No. 1926;
" The London Merchants Triumphant",

No. 1927.
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" The Daily Post", March 2O, 1741, p. 1, col. 3, contains the following,
" To-

morrow, at One o'clock, will be published, {Price 6d.) THE NEGOTIATORS

(a curious Print publish'd by Geo. Bickham, at the Blackmoor's Head in Exeter-

Exchange in the Strand) in which are nineteen Figures placed Semicircularly,

eight of which are behind, the others represent a fat Man, a sturdy Beggar, a

Cardinal, &c. &c., whereas several of the Figures never open their Lips upon the

Occasion it argues they are introduced only by way of Decoration. At the above

place may be had, A new Edition of the Original Motion, or Political Libertines,

the first and second Editions being all sold
;
and likewise the Original Reason for

that Motion and publish'd first, the pyratical Reason appears to be no Reason

at all.

" Note. Their is an unmeaning Print taken from the above Motion and Reason,

(the Author having quite mistaken the Point) and proves to be no Grounds at all.

" N.B. There is a curious Print of the Colossus, or great fat Man ; and likewise

another of the Nob on the Pole. Price 6d. each."

For " The Motion",
" The Political Libertines",

" The Grounds," and " The

Reason", see these titles, and others, with the date, Feb. 13, 1741. For the
'

Colossus", see " The Stature of a Great Man", No. 2458 ;
and for " The Not'

on the Pole", see " The Cardinal in the Dumps ", No. 2454.
The plate from which this print was taken was altered and a new satire

published, with the title "The Qu n of Hungary stript", Feb. 1742 -

12 x zw-

2464.
" Bob's the WJiole

Sold by G. Bickha(m) at the Black moor's Head, Exeter Exchange. E.

Cotin,insc. Price 1 Shilling. [174O]

THE design of this engraving, which is in three parts, comprises; 1, a group com-

posed of George II., the Countess of Yarmouth, and Sir Robert Waipole. Th J

second was Amelia Sophia Walmoden, a married lady, who attracted the attention

of George H. at a ball, and, speedily yielding to his .solicitations, became

mistress, and, March 24, 174> w&s created Countess of Yarmouth. 1 She there-

fore holds in one hand a fish, i. e. a Yarmouth herring, with a label in its mout i

" landed on Horn Fair day"
2 which she has received in exchange "for" th 5

Horns she holds in the other, to present to her husband. Behind her is George II
,

holding his hat in his mouth,
3 a pen in one hand, and in the other a paper inscribe I

" To Deliver up Gibralter and Port mahon ", his foot is upon a cushion marke I

" Vernon". Behind, or on his back, is seated Sir Robert Walpole. Before th ;

King is a drapery (?) with several labels attached to it inscribed "Mentz", "Tryers ,

"Cologne", "Brandenburg", "(Ha)raower", "Saxony", "Palatine", "Bavaria", an 1

"Bohemia ", the names of the nine German Electorates. The King's hand concea s

part of " Hanover ", as if he made his interest in that Electorate a secret. . v.

person standing near observes,
" No Treaty, without an Imperial Convention

"

2. In a detached compartment of this composition appears a party of EnglL' li

officers preceded by an ape holding a scroll, inscribed "
Acquisitions you cat t

keep". In front is the fort of "S1
. Jago de Cuba". Beyond is a fleet in "Cumbe ;

1 See " The Scotch Patriot ", No. 2450.
2 " Horn Fair

"
was that held at Charlton, Kent, see "

Skimmingtoii-Triumph ',

No. 1703. See likewise " The Hierarchical Skimington" No. 2149.
3 See "The Festival of the Golden Rump", No. 2327 ;

" JEneas in a Storm ',

No. 2326.
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land; Har." 3. In a small compartment below are the crowns of "
Hungary

"

and England, the orb of sovereignty of "Bavaria", and the sceptre of " Franc "(e)-

Beneath, comprising rebusses, is a parody of the Athanasian creed, professing
belief in the three persons of George II., Lady Yarmouth, and Sir Robert

Walpole.
Admiral Vernon, in July, 1741, anchored his fleet off Cuba, near a harbour to

which he gave the name of Cumberland ; the troops were landed, and took a

position about sixty miles from Fort St. lago. The despatches bringing this

account arrived in October, and expressed confidence as to the capture of the fort

and island. Doubts, however, were entertained in England about the permanence
of this success, and, because of the unhealthiness of the climate, it was conjectured
that the "

acquisition could not be kept." About this time, too, it was rumoured
that Walpole was not unwilling to secure peace with Spain by ceding Gibraltar.

The convention with Spain, called
" The Convention of the Pardo,"

* concluded

Jan. 1739, was so strongly condemned that the very word " Convention
"
grated

harshly on the ears of men at this time, and it is used in this print to excite disgust
at the alleged intended cession, the document agreeing to which the King appears

ready to sign.

1 X 61 in.

2465.

SPRING- GARDENS, VAUX-HALL.

Printed, Sf Engrav'd, by M. Ramano, with Authority. May 1741. Publish'd

by G. Bickham, at Vaux-hall Gardens, Sf May's Buildings, C. Garden.

[1740]

THIS engraving gives a view of Vauxhall Gardens, where various groups appear,
as they were usually seen in that place of amusement. Some known persons are

introduced. In the check-taker's box, the money-taker, pointing to his accounts,

observes to a tall person who is lounging near him :

" Your Tickets, Sir, are all brought in,

By Bunters full offilthy Gin."

The lounger remarks :

" Z ds\ tis a damnable Disgrace
T admit such in this noble Place."

Next to the latter is a short man,
2
holding a pen and scroll of paper, who

replies to the former speaker :

" and then

FII puff and write, and puff again".

A thin person, holding his hat and a glass of wine, says :

And to illuminate each Tree,

More Lusters you may have of me."

Towards this man a lean, and apparently hungry clergyman is walking, and hold-

ing a knife and fork. Close to the last stands Sir Robert Walpole, pointing to

one of a party of ladies and gentlemen, and saying :

1 See "European Race for A Distance", No. 2455.
2 This is intended to satirize a journalist of the day.
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" My Lord Bal re's very fond
But I think he'd better Abscond".

The gentleman pointed at by Walpole is addressing a lady, seated at a table,

who replies
" My Lord, III do't."

A few inscriptions satirize the extravagant prices charged at Vauxhall,
" Hum

$ Beef 1 2 pence p. Oz",
((

Oyl 1 2 shillings p. Quart.",
" Horseradish 1 2 pence

p. Sack."

Below the design these verses are engraved :

" Here you see Gallante Shewee ;

Picture plainer Speak then Prosee,

Of Vaux-hall Gardens tout noveauee.

Doodle, Bob &c.

Who be dat large Hat all Cockee,
Next great Poet little Lockee ?

Tats Jonathan consulting Blockee.

Vat's dat so raw-bone and so lankee,

Vit Hat and Glass, cry Sire, me tankee ?

Dat's Glass Dawsoni worth much Spankee.

Vat Parson's dat vid Knife and Forkee ?

Tyero's Chaplain of de Valkee,
Who first says Grace, den draws de Corkee.

Den next stands list'ni'g great Sir Bobbee,

Who, tho' hated by de Mobbee,
Bribes high to screen each dirty Jobbee

So, Gents, you view our lucid Placee,

Where you find much pretty Facee,

Sure you can't but spend your Brassee."

" Lockee ", mentioned in these verses, was probably, John Lockman, a verse-

writer of this period, he was called "The Herring Poet", see "Beer Street",

(No. 1.), 1751. "Jonathan" and "Tyero", was Jonathan Tyers, proprietor

of the gardens at Vauxhall, for whom Hogarth designed decorative pictures in

this place.
12. X 6 in.

2466.
PASQUIN

" VIVETVR STULTITIA"

W. Hogarth, Fee', vide Pasquin [c. 1 7. .o]

THIS etching represents a stage with numerous performers, and many g] ec-

tators occupying the stage boxes. On the scene in the background is

erected the " Theatrical Barometer ", with two scales marked "
very high

" md
"
very low ", the former is graded with " Faustus Shepherd operas Gi <nts

Dancers monsters fyc
"

; the latter bears " Common Sense Tragedy Con edy

8fc ". Behind the "barometer" a large beam crosses the stage above the head > of

the performers, on the beam is written " MONSTRUM HORRENDUM". A t ght

rope is stretched across on our left with a male dancer capering on it, and hol< ing
a balancing pole ;

on the other side of the barometer Harlequin is susper led

from the beam by a rope, as if he were floating in the air. A placard is fi *ed

to the scene here, on which is
" For y

e

Benefit of Signor if Signora PEDES PRA

who will stand an Hour on one leg". These personages appear immedia ely
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before the placard, being dancers, the female holds the front of her short petti-
coats in an indelicate manner, the male capers absurdly ;

both act without grace
or vivacity.

Before this pair stand the "
Queen of Common Sense

"
and the "

Priest of

the Sun",
"

1 ", characters in H. Fielding's play
"
Pasquin", see " The Author's

Benefit Pasquin", No. 227 1
;
and " The Judgment ofthe Queen o' Common Sense",

No. 2283, where this allusion is illustrated and explained. The " Priest" stabs

the "
Queen

"
over her right shoulder as she is leaving the stage on our right.

In the same line on the stage and on the opposite side are a "
Strong Man

"

balancing a large cart-wheel (see
" The Author's Benefit", as above), and a per-

son in clerical robes holding a scroll, this is
" 2

"
; there is likewise " 2

"
(? 3), a

physician, with his gold-headed cane. Also a female performer, probably a

singer. In the centre of the stage and in the middle of the composition is
"
4

"

"
Queen Ignorance," referred to in the above-named entries, and a character in

Fielding's play. She wears a fool's cap, asses' ears, bells hang from her belt, in her

hand is a zany's bauble, she is declaiming or singing ;
next to "

Queen Ignorance
"

is a tall and big man. Next is a performer, a singer, who is apparently falling
backwards and fainting, or expiring while singing. This figure is knock-kneed,
and may have been intended for Farinelli, see "

Farinelli", No. 2337.
In front of this group is a contortionist, or performer in unnatural attitudes,

poised on his hands, with his heels in the air. See " The Frontispiece to ' The

Tragedy of Chrononhotonthologos '", No. 2027. The foreground of the stage is

occupied by a troop of performing animals, comprising three dogs standing on
their hind legs, and two cats quarrelling spitefully. On our right in front is

" Punch ", with a pair of bellows increasing the flames which burn volumes re-

spectively inscribed " Johnson ",
"
Shakespeare ",

" Rowe ",
"
Congre "(ve), and

"
Pasq"(uin). Most of the persons in the boxes are applauding vigorously. In

one box, however, that on our right, two gentlemen have risen to leave the

theatre in disgust ;
a little high-shouldered man in a cocked hat says,

" There is

no whitewashing this stuff." This figure is said to represent Pope ;
as to Pope's

presence see " The ludgment ", &c., as above, where it is stated that the poet
was alleged to have attended a performance of the satirical play

"
Pasquin ".

" VIVETUR STULTITIA "
is inscribed on a riband over the stage. Above

the beam which crosses the scene are representations of a dragon swallowing

Harlequin, a female singer in the costume of a stage-shepherdess,
"
Punch", a

windmill, and a male dancer.

Below the design these verses are engraved :

"
Religion Law & Physick were design'd

By heaven the greatest blessings on mankind
But Priests & Lawyers & Physicians made
These greatest goods to each a private trade

With each they rob with each they fill their purses
and turn our benefits into our Curses".

Also the reference table to certain figures in the design
"

l Religion 2 Law
3 Physick 4 Ignorance".

In " Anecdotes of William Hogarth", by J. B. Nichols; 1833, p. 301, it is

said that there is a small copy of this plate in the Royal Collection.

For " Faustus" see "Masquerades and Operas", No. 1742, and for "illegi-

timate
"
dramatic entertainments, the references given with " The ludgment ",

&c., as above.

8f x 7 in.
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2467.

HEIDEGGER IN A RAGE. (No. i.)

[By Hogarth ?] [c. 1 740]

THIS sketch in pencil is ascribed to Hogarth, and represents Heidegger
1 in the

middle of a room, wearing a full-bottomed wig, a sword, cravat, with ruffles, &c.
;

he is half sitting in, half rising from a chair with every expression of intense

passion on his face
;

his left arm is over the back of the chair, his right arm, with

the fingers extended, points energetically to our left, as if commanding something
to be done. Between his feet lie two masks and a Harlequin's baton. A man is

near Heidegger on our right, apparently dancing, and waving a pair of tongs (?)

over the enraged person's head : another man stoops towards the floor near

Heidegger's feet, as if about to kneel ;
a third man, with a key hanging from his

wrist, is near the last. Two others, one of whom has a cushion (?) raised above

his head, the other looking on with amazement at the wrath of Heidegger, are on

this side. On the wall are lighted candles in sconces, intimating that the place

is the scene of a masquerade or similar entertainment. On our right of the top
of the drawing is what may have been intended for a fool's cap, or, more pro-

bably, for the head-dress of a British soldier of this period, and introduced

with reference to Heidegger having been a soldier in a British regiment of

guards ;
it looks like a grenadier's cap, such as appears in " A Satire on Cuzzoni,

Farinelli, and Heidegger", No. 2022.
" A Supplement to '

Hogarth Illustrated
'

", by John Ireland
; London, i 798,

gives the following history of the design and probable explanation of its subject :

" The very spirited, though slight sketch from which this plate is copied,
2

was presented to me by a person who considered it as Hogarth's, and at the

request of several of my subscribers, who are of the same opinion, I have

had it engraved, and think it alludes to the following circumstance. The late

Duke of Montagu invited Heidegger to a tavern, where he was made drunk

and fell asleep ;
in that situation a mould of his face was taken, from which wat

made a mask
;
and the duke provided a man of the same stature to appear in t

similar dress, and wear it to personate Heidegger, on the night of the next

masquerade, when George II. (who was apprized of the plot) was to be present
On his majesty's entrance, Heidegger, as was usual, bade the music play Got

save the King ; but no sooner was his back turned, than the impostor, assuming
his voice and manner, ordered them to play Charley over the Water. On this

Heidegger raged, stamped, swore, and commanded God save the King. Th(

instant he retired the impostor returned, and ordered them to resume

Charley. The musicians thought their master drunk, but durst not disobey
The scene now became truly comic

;
shame ! shame ! resounded fron

all parts of the theatre. Heidegger offered to discharge his band, when tin

impostor advanced, and cried out in a plaintive tone,
'

Sire, the whole fault lie

with that devil in my likeness.' This was too much
; poor Heidegger turnei

round grew pale, but could not speak. The duke, seeing it take so seriou

a turn, ordered the fellow to unmask. Heidegger retired in great wrath, seatei

himself in an arm-chair, furiously commanded his attendants to extinguish th

lights, and swore he would never again superintend the masquerade, unles

the mask were defaced, and the mould broken in his presence. For this pur

pose the man on his knees has a mallet stuck in his girdle."
1 2i x 9| in -

1 See the references to this person which are given with "
llei ! Degeror", &c ,

No. 1747.
2 Sec the same title and date (No. 2.), No. 2468.
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2468. HEIDEGGER IN A RAGE. (No. 2.)

HEIDEGGER.

Page 323. W. H. (W. Hogarth) Delin I. M. (John Mills.) sc. Published

by John Ire/and Dec''. 1797. [c. 1740]

THIS engraving in outline is a copy from a drawing ascribed to Hogarth, and

described under the same title and date (No. 1.), No. 2467.
This print faces p. 323, in " A Supplement to 'Hogarth Illustrated'", by John

Ireland ; London, 1798, and p. 314, edit. 1804, for which latter the inscription

was altered to
"
Page 314".

6 X 3f- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. a. 2O, and 7854, ff.

2469.
" Don Tonsorio, Chiverere Scrapere, Trimerado, Cove of the Sniveling

Chive, Vulgarly call'd A BARBER. Erected out of his own

Utensils, without the Assistance of Nature, by Don Pizzeraio."

Sold by G. Bickham in May's Buildings Covent Garden and of all Print

Sellers in London and Westminster. Price 6d . [c. 1 740]

THIS coloured engraving represents a meadow at the foot of mountains, in the

front of which stands erect a pseudo-hum&n figure formed of the implements of

a barber's craft. A reference table engraved below the design describes the

elements of this figure as follows :

"
1 ", the tassel of the cap, is

"
l . Wash

ball
"

; "2 ", the cap, is
" 2 Bason "

; "3 ", the head, is
"
3 Block "

;

"
4 ", the

cravat, is
"
4 Bag

"
; "5 ", an ornament or pomander box, suspended at the

neck, is
"
5 Water Pot"

;

"
6", the trunk of the figure, is

" 6 Looking Glass ";
"

7 ", and "
7 "> the arms, are "

7 Razors "
;
"8 ", the ruffles, are " 8 Razor

Rags
"

; "9 ", a ribbon like that of an order of knighthood, is
"
9 Jack Towel "

;

" 1O ", the scissors hanging in front, with "11 ", a strop, are " 1O Scissars" and
"

1 1 Razor Strop
"

;

"
1 2 ", and

"
1 2 ", the legs, are "

1 2 Toupez & Pinching Irons
"

;

"
13", and "

13", the feet, are
"

13 Brush and Card";
"

14", a tall walking

staff, is
"

14 Barber's Pole". In the background are three wig-blocks, standirig
on poles, marked " A ",

" B ", and " C" respectively, described as " A. B. C.

Three Notorious Spoil Trades and Assistants ". Behind " A "
is a goat, on the

pedestal of this block is
" N ere" (a person's name?); behind ".B" is a

colt, on the pedestal is
" Gri wf r" (a person's name ?) ;

behind " C "
is

a calf, on the pedestal is
" Ch p m n

"
(Chapman). Each of the pedestals

is inscribed " WAREHOUSE."
The design is surrounded by a cartouche from which are suspended various

instruments of a barber's craft, combs, brushes, a shaving-pot, moulds on which

to make the curls of wigs (?), and part of a wig.
This print occurs in " Bowles and Carver's Caricatures ", ii. p. 2.

" The
Butcher ",

" A Victualler ", and " Moll Handy ", were probably designed to

serve as companions to it, see Nos. 2470, 2471, and 2472.

lOy X 7|- in. Brit. Mus. Library, Tab. 1292. a.
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2470.
THE BUTCHER.

[c. 1740]

THIS coloured engraving represents a figure of a butcher composed of matters

connected with his avocation. The head is that of a calf, with long horns, adorned

with a black cap ;
the trunk, arms, and legs are supplied by corresponding parts

of the same animal
;

in one fore hoof, or hand, is a cleaver, the other holds a

pole-axe which rests on one of the shoulders of the figure ;
a butcher's tray covers

the breast. A block or stool is behind. The background is a view of Smith-

field Market, with butchers and their dogs driving an ox
; beyond is the dome

of St. Paul's, with the pinnacles of the tower of the Church of St. Michael,

Cornhill (?)

Below the design these verses are engraved :

" Old .ZEsop who in Morals did surpass,

Wrapt in a Lion's Skin, produc'd an Ass.

And sure as fit Cloathing we provide,
Who dress a Butcher in an Oxe's Hide,
Think not the Horns his Spouse's Lightness show,
Or that we placed him in the Cuckold's Row

;

Whose Husband's Steel is here so aptly placed.
The Candle 1 serves his Foe-Men to disclose

The Tray's a Breast-Plate to ward of their Blows

His Axe, Knives, Cleaver are prepar'd for fight

And Death and Slaughter are his sole Delight
Thus arm'd he Terror all around would spread
Had he not borrowed from a Calf his Head."

This print is probably the work of George Bickham, and designed to accom-

pany those described as "Don Tonsorio", &c.,
" A Victualler", and " Mol

Handy", Nos. 2469, 2471, and 2472. It occurs in "Bowles and Carver';

Caricatures", ii. p. 3.

6-J-
x 1O in. Brit. Mus. Library, Tab. 1292. a

2471.

A VICTUALLER OR PUBLICAN. Constructed out of his owr

Implements without y
e Assistance of Nature.

[c. 174

THIS coloured engraving represents a human figure constructed with implement
used in the trade of a publican. A reference table engraved below the desig:

describes as follows the elements of the figure ;

"
1 ", the button on the top o

'

the cap, is
"

1. Molbrough Chalk";
" 2 ", the cap, is

" 2 Pipe Pan & Tobacco"
in the tray lies a paper inscribed " Sadler Fleet s"(treet) ;

"
3 ", the head, i

"
3 Piss Pot Engraved ", i. e. a large pewter vessel, engraved with a face, an<

having a pipe between the lips ;

"
4 ", the trunk, is

"
4 Butt or Barrel

"
;

"
5

'

the arms, are "
5 Decanters

"
;
"6 ", a covered pewter pot or flagon, inscribe"

(Cheshire ?)
" Cheese Fleet Street ", is held in the right hand, and described a

" 6 Tankard "
;

"
7 ", held in the left hand, is

"
7 Candle & Candlestick

"
;
"8 '

in front of the barrel, or trunk of the figure, is
" 8 Bung

"
; "9 ". stuck in th

1 A candle is stuck, after the manner of slaughtermen, in the hat of the figure.
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apron string, is
"
9 Snuffers

"
;

"
1O", girt about the waist, is

" 1O Apron";
"

1 1 ", a tap in front of figure, is
"

1 1 Cock wth
Rubbing Clout

"
;
"12 ". pro-

truding from the pocket, is "12 Silver Spoon";
"

13",
"
13", the legs, of

pewter respectively marked "Bedford Head", and "Blue Posts", are "13
Gallon Pots";

"
14",

"
14", the feet, respectively marked "

Culvert", and
" Parsons'" l

, are "
14. Pails wth

Fining" ;

" 16" (a mistake for 15), a shallow

tub, is
"

15 Tap Tub", in this vessel lies a pot, inscribed "Penny Pot"
;

" 16 ",

is
"

1 6 Shovel & Poker ".

This print was probably engraved by George Bickham, as a companion to

"Don Tonsorio", &c., "The Butcher", and " Moll Handy", Nos. 2469, 2470,
and 2472.

The print occurs in " Bowles and Carver's Caricatures", ii. p. 4.

7i X 12i in. Brit. Mus. Library, Tab. 1292. a.

2472.

MOLL HANDY. With a Letter of Recommendation to a Ser-

vice.

[c. 1740]

THIS coloured engraving represents a human female figure, composed of imple-
ments used by household servants. A reference table engraved below thus describes

the elements of the figure.
"

l ", the body of the hat, made of metal, is
"

1 A
Patty-pan" ;

" 2 ", the brim of the hat, is
" 2 Elm platter

"
; "3 ", and "

3 ", the

eyes, are "
3 Thimble "(s) ;

"
4 ", the nose, of brass, is

"
4 Pepperbox

"
; "5 "i

the remainder of the face, of pewter, is
"
5 Puter Plate

"
; "6 ", a cap, is

" 6

Round Towel "
; "7 ", the neck, is

"
7 Hair Sive

"
; "8 "

the shoulder, is

" 8 Elm bowle "
; "9 ", and "

9 ", the breasts, are "
9 Two China basons

"
;

" 1O ",

and "
1O", the upper arms, are " 1O Two Quart Mugs" ;

"
1 1 ", as a fan held in

the right hand, is
"

1 1 A Bunch of Matches "
;

"
1 2 ", a stomacher, is

"
1 2 a Piked

Stair Brush" ;

"
13", the left fore arm, is

"
13 Rowling Pin"

;

"
14", and "14",

two white sleeves or elbow ruffles, are "
14 Dusting Cloths

"
; "15 "> the left hand,

is
"

15 Trencher Brush"
;

"
16", a spit, is

" 16 Weapon of Defence"
;

"
17",

the right ulna, is "17 Iron Scuer" ;

"
18", the trunk of the figure, is

" 18 A
Payl

"
; "19 ", the abdomen, apparently of pewter, is

"
19 Porrige Pot" ;

"
20",

fastened to the hip, is
" 2O Cabbage Net"; "21", hanging from the girdle, is

"21 Nutmeg grater
"

;

" 22 ", a crack in 1 9, is
" Crack in y

e Pot
"

;

"
23 ", the

thighs, are "
23 Bellows"

;

"
24 ", the left leg and foot, is

"
Scrubing Brush "

;

"
25", the right leg and foot, is "25 Thrum Mop" ;

"
26", the right hand and

radius, is
" 26 Pudding Stirer". Other domestic utensils lie on the ground.

Below the design the following
" Recommendation to Service

"
is engraved :

" To the Lady Crosspatch ! Madam I have lately brought to Town a poor

wench, Destitute of a Living, & I have it not in my Power to provide for her, &
hearing that you have been long pester'd with Disobedient, headstrong Servants,

I do therefore recommend her to you & I do assure you on y
e Word of a Woman

that She is very Quiet Honest in short she is made up w
th

all y
e
good Qualities,

& I do not know above one thing in her that can be Call'd a Fault, & that is that

she had y
e Misfortune by a fall to be Crack'd, & is become Pot Belly'd, but as

this Small fault is so Comon in Our Sex I hope (for y
e
poor Creature's Sake) that

it will be overlook'd by you. Your Humble Ser' Margery Makefree ".

1 See "To the Right Hon. Humphry Parsons", &c. No. 1845, and "A
Harlot's Progress." Plate I. (No. 3.), No. 2033.
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This print was probably engraved by George Bickham, and intended to

accompany those described as "Don Tonsorio ", &c., "The Butcher", and

"A Victualler", Nos. 2469, 2470, and 2471.
The print occurs in " Bowles and Carver's Caricatures", ii. p. 5-

Ik x 9 IT
"* Brit. Mus. Library, Tab. 1292. a.

2473-

A SATIRE REFERRING TO SIR ROBERT WALPOLE (?)
"

Design what e'er we will,

There is a Fate which over-rules us still.

Spect."

Tho. Gardner Sculp. [c. 1 740]

THIS engraving, evidently intended as a book-plate, represents the interior of a

lofty chamber, in which three persons are standing, a tall gentleman in the

costume of about 1 740, probably intended for Sir R. Walpole, who starts with

surprise at the offer of a bag of money which is made to him by a monk wearing
a star on the breast of his robe. The third person holds a short rope, not unlike

a halter, which he seems to be measuring, or preparing to use.

This print is inscribed, in pencil, in a modern hand " Memoirs of Rob'(?)

Walpole".

3| X 6 in.

2474.

A PARISH FEAST, humbly Inscribed to the Church-Wardens,

Vestrymen, Questmen, and Parish Officers, by S r
. Guzzle-

down Tearefowl.

Published According to Act of Parliament Decr
. 26, 1741. Price 6d. Sold

by Samuel Lyne Print Seller at the Globe in Newgate Street.

[c. 1740]

THIS engraving represents the interior of a parish vestry-room, with nine

officials seated at dinner about a large round table
;

these men are busily

eating, drinking and conversing. They are attended by various persons. At

the head of the table, with his back to the fire, sits the rector or vicar of the

parish, a fat man, who is about to drink from a large cup on which is inscribed

his speech,
"
Prosperity to the Church". On his left is another man, whc

grasps his knife over his plate and seems to be already more than half tipsy
next to the latter is the carver, in the act of cutting a fowl which lies on a disl

before him; his neighbour, the parish clerk, holds a drinking glass as if he took

part in the clergyman's toast
;
he has put down his fork, but still grasps his

knife over his well-loaded plate, while he waits the filling of his glass, which if

marked "Amen", by a serving man; a second clergyman is engaged with a bom
of a fowl, which he seems to be gnawing ;

next to the last, a very stout man, i

churchwarden, turns away from the table and gives a plate of food to a boy

saying, "Here Boy, carry this to my house, with a bottle'
1

''. Next is a mai
whose back is towards us

; and, lastly, one who, while he listens to the toast

stretches his arm across the table to take food from a dish with his fingers.

beadle, with a long staff, stands by the side of a pail of wine in ice, and is abou
to pilfer a bottle ;

several hats hang on the wall.
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Two statuettes on tall pedestals, respectively of a parish school girl and boy,
are placed in the background ;

on a riband between them is
, referring

probably to the manner in which funds obtained by charitable contributions,

which were generally gathered at church-doors by parish school children, were

disposed of,
" Our Church Wardens spends y

e Silver Sf gives us y'

farthins" .

On a paper which hangs over the fireplace is the following bill :

" The Bill of the Churchwardens of y
e Parish of St.

, for the Year

I?-
. s. d.

Spent at several meetings on Vestry-men, Overseers Visita-

tions, Doctor, justices, the Reader Sj-c. . \- ., . . 72 o O

Spent by D for one Dinner at . . . ..... . 30 1O 4
The Vestry Clerk, a Years Salary . . . . . lo O O
Paid him at Divers Payments for examining the Poor . . go 16 1O

Ministers for assisting the Reader at ^ per Time . 690
Spent at a Tavern going to Hicks Hall about a Bastard . 270
Paid justice for Passing Vagrants . . . . 19 4 7

Sacramental Wine great Part Drunk in the Vestry . 80 O O
Sextons Bills for Necessaries . . . . . 2O 1 1 6

Ringers, for Hood, Paving, Sfc . . . . . 8 16 O

Brought the Parish in debt this Year 63 1 2*. 6 d "

Below the design these verses are engraved :

" The Rev'rend Rosy Priest with mirthful glee,
Tosses the Glass to Church Prosperity !

His Jolly Clerk no less elated view,

Better to amen here than in a Pew.
The Meager Reader grasps a Fowl his prey,
Another the Sly Warden does convey !

While the Arch Beadle not to Spoil the Joke !

Wraps the theiv'd Bottle underneath his Cloak."

This print has, on insufficient grounds, been ascribed to Hogarth.
I2i X 8 in.

2475-

DR. ROCK IN COVENT GARDEN, c. 1740.

W. Shaftoe fecit [c. 1740.]

THIS print shows the stage which was erected by Dr. Rock, the empiric, in

Covent Garden, before the church in that place. The quack, with a bunch
of feathers in his hat, stands on the platform wearing a wig and laced coat,

holding a book in one of his hands, and in the act of addressing the people who
are assembled near the stage ;

his ape, kneeling near him, offers another

book
;

this animal wears a wig with a long queue attached to it. Harlequin, with

a pair of spectacles placed below the nose of his mask, capers behind the quack.
Overhead, a tight-rope dancer is performing.

For Dr. Rock, see "A Harlot's Progress", Plate V. (No. 1.), No. 209 1
;

"The March to Finchley" (No. 1.), Sept. 1745; "The Four Times of the

Day, Morning" (No. l.), No. 2357 ;

" The Grand Alliance," Aug. 1 7, 1 743 ;
see

also "The Citizen of the World", Letter 68, by Oliver Goldsmith; and the

quack's own advertisements which are to be found "at the tails of newspapers ",

as H. Walpole said of them.

3i * 51
'
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2476.

A GROUP OF FOREIGN ITINERANT SlNGERS.-rk. JEtate. 12. 1740. [r. 1740]

THIS rough engraving represents a man, a woman and two boys, all of whom
are singing at the highest pitch of their voices. The man and one of the boys
hold books, the other boy holds a whip.

Below the design are engraved these lines :

" While foreign Hypocrite here strains his Throat,

The Lazy Crew Join in the Tuneless Note
;

They know by Outward Seeming we are led,

And Idly Eat the Industrious Natives Bread :

"

A memorandum attached to this print states that " On the back of this print

Mr. Gulston has written that it represents
' an Italian family that used to sing

about London streets'- he has numbered it 15,097, and valued it at

o 1O* 6d.
;

it is further valuable as being the work of a young artist wh'o is

not mentioned (by) Mr. Strutt in his dictionary of engravers."

2477.

A SATIRE ON THE ROYAL SOCIETY, OR " PHILOSOPHICAL
TRANSACTIONS."

The Figure of the TERRESTRIAL CHRYSIPUS sticking to

a Finger.

[c. 1740]

A WOODCUT representing
"

J3," a left hand, with a ruffle
" A" on the wrist,

and the second finger
"

e. d." extended
;
to the tip of the last sticks a guinea,

"
C," the "

Chrysipus ;" "/.///" are four tubes i. e. the limbs of the cross on

the reverse of the coin
;

"
g-," is the thumb.

The woodcut occurs on p. 7 of " Some PAPERS Proper to be Read before

the R-1 SOCIETY, Concerning the Terrestrial CHRYSIPUS, GOLDEN-FOOT or

GUINEA
;
an INSECT, or VEGETABLE, resembling the POLYPUS, which hath this

surprising Property, That being cut into several Pieces, each Piece becomes a

perfect Animal, or Vegetable, as complete as that of which it was originally only
a Part. Collected By PETRUS GUALTERUS. But not Published till after his

Death. LONDON : Printed for J. ROBERTS, near the Oxford-Arms, in Warwick-
Lane. 1 743- [Price Sixpence.]

"

The text begins with an " Abstract of Part of a Letter from the Heer
Roltenscrach in Germany, communicating Observations on the CHRYSIPUS." This

^states that Petrus Gualterus died a short time before,
" a Man well known in the

Learned World, and famous for nothing so much as for an extraordinary Collection

which he had made of the Chrysipi, an Animal or Vegetable ;
of which I doubt not

there are still some to be found in England." It likewise states that the

account which follows of the Chrysipi, as well as the collection itself, were
found in the cabinet of P. Gualterus, after his death,

"
for he could never be

prevailed on to communicate a Sight of either while alive." The " account
"

begins as follows.
" Observations and Experiments upon the Terrestrial Chrysipus, or Guinea,

by Mynheer Petrus Gnalterus.
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" Translated from the French by P. H. I. Z. C. G. S.

" The animal in question is a terrestrial Vegetable or Insect, of which men-

tion is made in the Philosophical Transactions for several Years, as may be seen

in No. OOO, Art. OOOO, and No. OO, Art. OO2, and No. Art. 18.
" This Animal or Vegetable is of a rotund, orbicular or round Form, as

represented in the Figure annexed. In which A. denotes the Ruffle. B. the

Hand. G. the Thumb of that Hand. D. the Finger. E. the Part of the

Finger to which the Chrysipus sticks. F.f.f.f. Four Tubes, representing the

Ileoe,* or Man's Staff, mentioned by Galen in his Treatise de Usu Partiurn ; and

by Aristotle, in that little Book called his Ap\iflij3\iov, or Master-Piece. The
o $rr)\vKov, or Woman's Pipe, an oblong perforated Substance, to which the said

ij directly tend, is represented by the letter C. The Mouth of the Chrysipus is

in this anteriour Middle, it opens into the Stomach, which takes up the whole length

of the Body. The whole Body forms but one Pipe, a sort of Gut which can be

opened but at one end, i. e. at the Letter C.
" The Size of the Body of a Chrysipus varies according to its different

Species.
" I know two Species only, differing in Extent almost one half; which, for

Distinction sake, I call the Whole Chrysipus, and the Hemi- Chrysipus. The
latter of these is by no means so valuable as the former. The Length of the

jreij differ likewise in proportion to the different Size or Extension of these two."

The account of this creature continues, and states that the experimentalist
had never, notwithstanding the minutest observations, been able to decide

whether the chrysipus was an animal or a vegetable. Referring to a paper pub-
lished in the "Philosophical Transactions" on the polypus, we have the follow-

ing, after a statement of the similarities of polypi and chrysipi, p. 12:
" But then it differs from the Polypus in the Consequence : for instead of

making the Insect its Prey, it becomes itself a Prey to it
;
and instead of con-

veying an Insect twice as large as its own Mouth into it, in imitation of the

Polypus, the poor Chrysipus is itself conveyed into the Loculus or Pouch of an

Insect a thousand times as large as itself. Notwithstanding which, this wretched

Animal (for so I think we may be allowed to call it) is so eager after its Prey,
that if the Insect (which seldom happens) makes any Resistance, it summons
other Chrysipi to its Aid, which in the end hardly ever fail of subduing it, and

getting into its Pouch."

P. 14, "I have learnt by a continual attention to the two Species of them,
that all the Individuals of these Species produce Young-ones."

P. 15, "I tried at first two of them
;
but these I found would not produce a

compleat Chrysipus; at least I had reason to think the Operation would be so

slow, that I must have waited some Years for its Completion. Upon this I tried

a Hundred of them together ; by whose Marvellous Union (whether it be, that

they mix Total, like those Heavenly Spirits mentioned by Milton, or by any
other Process not yet revealed to human Wit) they were found in the Year's

End to produce three, four, and sometimes five complete Chrysipi."
The similarities of chrysipi and polypi are carefully enumerated. With

regard to introversion, which the author of the essay on the polypi declares to

be practicable with these creatures, P. Gualterus observes of chrysipi as

follows, p. 24 :

" Now in the Division and Subdivision of our Chrysipus, we are forced to

proceed in quite a different manner
; namely, by the Metabolic or Mutative, not

by the Schystic or Divisive. Some have indeed attempted this latter Method
;

but, like that great Philosopher the Elder Pliny, they have perished in their

Disquisitions, as he did, by Suffocation. Indeed there is a Method called the

Kleptistic, which hath been preferred to the Metabolic : But this too is danger-

" * See Philos. Transact, concerning the ' Arbor Vitae, anno 1732.'"
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ous
;

the Ingenious Gualterus never carried it farther than the Metabolic, con-

tenting himself sometimes to divide the original Chrysipus into twenty two

Parts, and again to subdivide these into twenty-five ;
but this requires great

Art."

The essay continues with information respecting the longevity of chrysipi,

their haunts, places of concealment, and virtues, which include that of making
a man talk for an hour, and in any way desired, or hold his peace, be deaf and

blind, without the least injury to his organs ;
the chrysipus will make black

white, or the reverse
;
and is the strongest philtre in the world

; and, above all

proofs of its salubriousness is the fact that it is
" a medicine Physicians are

fond of taking themselves."

3 X 1^ in. Brit. Mus. Library, 740 c. *-.

2478.
The Motion.

[By Gravelot.] [Feb. 13, 1741]

AN engraving, representing the bank of a river, doubtless the Thames, and

probably near Sir Robert Walpole's house at Chelsea, such a house being in the

background, with its high garden wall and a belvedere at one of the angles,

giving a view of the water, with Chelsea (?) church in the distance. In a coach,

which is drawn at full speed by six horses, and as if headlong into the river, is Lord

Carteret, putting his head out of the window, and exclaiming to the coachman, the

Duke of Argyll,
" lohn !

if you drive so font you'll overset us all by G-d". Between

the Duke's feet is a Danish dog, on the collar of which is
"
Bubb", i. e Bubl

Doddington, afterwards Lord Melcombe-Regis, see " The Frontispiece to ' A
Collection of State Flowers'", No. 2025. The postillion is Lord Chesterfield.

The running footman has not been identified.

Hanging on behind the coach are the Bishops of Lincoln, and Lichfield. One
of them, in great terror at the doings of the party, exclaims " Ora pro nobis".

On horseback, galloping after the vehicle, is a person of rank, Mr. Lyttelton
afterwards Lord Lyttelton.

In the House of Lords, Feb. 1 3, 1 74l Lord Carteret moved a resolution,
"
tha'

Sir Robert Walpole should be dismissed from his Majesty's presence and council.1

for ever." The Duke of Argyll supported this motion, and had not long before

distinguished himself by an energetic speech, which was, by many, considered to<

violent, and its delivery an ungracious act towards the King, by whom the Duk<
had been greatly trusted, and from whose service he had only of late withdrawn

Many moderate men therefore kept aloof from the party which pressed the charg<

against Walpole.
"

his defection (that of the Duke of Argyll) Avas a severe blow to th<

minister. He gave fresh spirits and energy to the cause of opposition in th

house of lords. His violent and declamatory speeches were calculated to make i

deep impression on the public mind, and his personal weight and interest in th ,

house of commons seduced several members from the ministerial interest, amongs :

whom was Dodington." "Memoirs of Sir R. Walpole" (196. f. 6.), by W.
Coxe

; 1798, ch. liii. p. 613.
Bubb Doddington Avas remarkable for the versatility and selfishness of h ;

<

conduct
;

" he had long attached himself to the duke, and looked up to him as i

species of demigod." Coxe, as above. He therefore appears appropriately as i

servile dog between the Duke's legs on the coach box.

1 That is John Campbell, second Duke of Argyll, and first Duke ( f

Greenwich.
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From another print on this subject, see " The Motion" (No. 1.), No. 2479,
we learn that the postillion is Philip, Earl of Chesterfield. He had been long
attached to the Court, and was successfully employed as Ambassador to Holland.

He was also Lord Steward of the Household, but on the introduction of the

Excise Bill l he went into opposition and was dismissed from this office. He con-

tinued in opposition till 1 744, when he became one of the " Broad Bottom Admi-
nistration." *

From the other print we find that the follower on horseback is Mr. Lyttelton,

who, at this time, was secretary to the Prince of Wales, and strongly opposed to

Walpole.
The two bishops are, doubtless, the Bishop of Lincoln, Dr. John Thomas, and

the Bishop of Lichfield, Dr. Smalbroke, the only two who voted for the dismissal

of Walpole.

IS X 7 in -

2479.
THE MOTION. (No. i.)

Printed for T. Cooper, at the Globe in Paternoster-Row, 1741, Published

according to Act of Parliament. Price Three-Pence. [Feb. 13, 174 1 ]

THIS engraving shows a view of the street, between " WHITEHALL" and the
"
TREASURY", with Holbein's Gate in the distance

;
in the road is a coach

drawn by six horses, which are galloping at full speed ;
inside the vehicle is Lord

Carteret, exclaiming
" Let me get Out". The Duke of Argyll is driving with a

flaming sword ;
between his feet is a Danish dog,

" BUB ", *'. e. Bubb Dodding-
ton.3 Lord Chesterfield rides as postillion. Lord Cobham stands behind as

footman. Mr. Lyttelton on horseback follows. Several persons are thrown down

by the horses of the coach. Dr. Smalbroke, Bishop of Lichfield, against whose

legs a pig rubs himself, stands in the road, bowing obsequiously. Mr. Sandys,
who drops the " Place Bill ", and throws up his arms in horror at the sight of

the persons who are run over, is exclaiming
" / Thought what would come of

putting him on the Box". Mr. Pulteney, leading his followers by the nose, exclaims
" Z nds they Ve Over'". He appears, as he was at this date, to be very
fat, and is wheeling a barrow laden with "

Craftsman ",
" Letters to the Earl ",

" State of Nat
"

,

"
Champion ",

" Common Sense ", &c., a dice box, and dice.

Below, these verses occur in letterpress :

i.

" Who be dat de Box do sit on ?

'Tis John, de Hero of North-Britain,
Who out of Place, does Place-men spit on,

Doodle, &c.

n.

Between his Legs de Spaniel Curr see,

Tho', now he growle at Bob so fierce,

Yet fawn'd on him once in Doggrel Verse,

1 For references to Sir R. Walpole's Excise Scheme, see
" To the Honourable

the South-Sea-Company", No. 1904.
2 See "Claims of the Broad Bottoms", March, 1743; "Political Battle

Royal ", same date ;

" Old England ", same date.
3 "

Doddington had long attached himself to the duke of (Argyll), and looked

up to him as a species of demigod." "Memoirs of Sir R. Walpole", by W. Coxe
;

III. B B
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in.

And who be dat Postilion there,

Who drive o'er all and no Man spare ?

'Tis Ph I p E le of here and there,

IV.

But pray who in de Coache sit-a ?

Tis honest J nny C t ritta,

Who vant in place again to get-a,

v.

Who's dat behind ? 'tis Dicky Cobby,
Who first wou'd have hang'd, and then try'd Bobby,

Ah, was not that a pretty Jobb-e ?

VI.

Who's dat who ride astride de Poney,
So long, so lank, so lean, and bony ?

O he be de great Orator Little- Toney,

VII.

Close by stands Silly of all Bob's foes,

De wittiest far in Verse, and Prose
;

How he lead de Puppies by de Nose !

VIII.

Who's he dat lift up both his Handes ?

O that's his Wisdom Squire S *,

O de Place-Bill drop ! O de Army standee !

IX.

What Parson's he dat bow so civil ?

O dat's de Bishop who split the Devil,

And made a Devil and a half, & half a Devil,

x.

So, Sirs, me have shewn you all de Hero's,

Who put you together by the Ear-os,

And frighten you so with groundless Fear-os."

The Duke of Argyll is stated ' to have spoken against the Convention ofthe Par lo

" with all the fire, impetuosity and enthusiasm of declamation." " He spoke (on t >e

Address to the King, at the beginning of the session,) with an astonishing impet i-

osity of eloquence, that rolled like a river which had overflowed its banks and c e-

luged the whole adjacent country."
2 This vehemence partially defeated the obj( ct

it was intended to support, and gave occasion to the alarms of Lord Carteret a id

Mr. Pulteney as to the upsetting of the coach, as expressed in this print.
3

The Earl of Chesterfield was strongly opposed to Walpole, and in vari< us

debates, in which the country took deep interest, distinguished himself by he

weight of his arguments and poignancy of his satire. He was one of Lord Carterc t's

chief supporters in the motion for removing Walpole.
Richard Temple, Viscount Cobham, opposed Walpole's Excise Bill, for whi ;h,

it was said, he was removed from his regiment and all the offices he held un ler

see " The Motion", No. 2478 ; see "The Frontispiece to 'A Collection of 81 ite

Flowers
'

", No. 2025.
1
By T. Smollett, "The History of England

"
(9505, dd.), 1807, iii. p. 2( .

2 " The History of England ", as above cited, p. 49.
3 For references to Pulteney, in this Catalogue, see " Risum teneatis amici *

",

No. 1833. For the Duke of Argyll, see
" The Scotch Patriot ", No. 2450.
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the government.
1 We find his name attached to all the protests in opposition

to Walpole.
Mr. Pulteney was the great leader of the Opposition, and to whom many

Members of Parliament adhered. He took a large part in " The Craftsman," and

was the author of many political pamphlets, in the drawing up and composing
which no man of his time was supposed to excel him.2

Mr. Sandys, Jan. 29, 1 740, moved for leave to bring in a Bill for limiting the

number of placemen in the House of Commons, but his proposition was negatived

by 223 to 2O7-
3 He introduced the motion to remove Sir Robert Walpole, and

this design seems to attribute the loss of that motion to the vehemence of the

Duke of Argyll. It was negatived in the Lords by 1 08 against 59, and in the

House of Commons by 2OO against 106, an unusual majority, which proceeded
from the schism between the Whigs and the Tories, and the secession of Dr.

Shippen and his friends, the Jacobites.

Richard Smalbroke, Bishop of Lichfield and Coventry, published
" Vindi-

cation of the Miracles", 1729-34, in which was this passage, "Casting a whole

legion of devils out of one person, suffering about three devils to enter into each

hog, instead of about 6,OOO of them keeping possession of one man." i. p. 203.
He was called "

Split-Devil ".

For " The Champion ", see " The Champion
"
(No. 1.), No. 24.152 ;

for " Com-
mon Sense ", see " The Present State of a Certain Great Kingdom ", No. 2336.

A motion to remove Sir Robert Walpole from the King's presence and coun-

sels for ever was made (Feb. 13, 1 741), in the House of Lords, by Lord Carteret,

and there supported with more pertinacity and vigour, than in the House of

Commons. Among the principal speakers was the Duke of Argyll. See

"Memoirs of Sir R. Walpole", by W. Coxe
; 1798, i. part 2, ch. Ivi. p. 669.

" This caricature and another entitled
' The Political Libertines ; or Motion

upon Motion' 4 had been provoked by one put forth by Sir Robert Walpole's

opponents entitled
" The Grounds for the Motion," and were followed up by

another from the supporters of Sandys's motion, entitled
" The Motive or Reason

for his Triumph,"
6 which the caricaturist attributed entirely to bribery." "The

Letters of Horace Walpole", 1857, i. p. 66, note.
" I have received a print by this post that diverts me extremely

' The Motion.'

Tell me, dear, now, who made the design, and who took the likenesses
; they are

admirable
;

the lines are as good as one sees on such occasions." " The Letters

of Horace Walpole", as above cited, March 25, 1741.
There is an impression of this print, before "

Treasury ", and " Whitehall ",

were engraved on the plate.

This appears to be the original print, and that which was referred to by
Horace Walpole, see above ; it was advertised in " The Daily Gazetteer ", Feb.

21, 1741, p. i, col. 3, as "This Day is Publish'd". It is not probable that

Horace Walpole alluded to the print which is described as " The Motion ",

No. 2478, because that design could hardly be said to contain likenesses
;

except one of the bishops, none of the faces is a portrait. No. 2479 is advertised

in "The Daily Post", Feb. 21, 1741, p. 2, col. 3. "A New Edition" is

advertised in "The Daily Gazetteer", March 16, 1741, p. 2, col. 3. "The

1 See "The State Weather-Cocks", No. 2O21.
2 See "Mr. Pulteney's duel with Lord Hervey", No. 1867; "Risum teneatis

amici?", No. 1833;
" The Duel between Lord Hervey and the Honble William

Pulteney", No. 1868.
3 See " The Itinerant Handy-craftsman ", No. 2448.
4 See this title, No. 2490.
5 See " The Grounds ", No. 2484.
6 See "The Motive", No. 2485.
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London Daily Post", March 6, 1741, p. 1, col. 2, contains the following adver-

tisement :

" This Day is publish'd, Price 6d. A Consequence of the Motion, being

a Comical Print, with some very smart and humourous Verses ", &c.

1 1 s x 61 in.

2480. The Motion. (No. 2.)

H : Franks Sculp. Publish'd according to Act of Parliament Feb y' 6. 1 741 .

[Feb. 13, 1741]

THIS is a- copy from the print which is described as "The Motion" (No. 1.),

No. 2479.
It was prepared for a fan mount. The verses cited with the description of

the original print are engraved on our right of the design.

The Bishop of Lichfield is attended by three pigs, instead of one, as in the;

original.

15 x 6 in.

2481.
" The Motion." (No. 3.)

G Harding del. 1798 [Feb. 13, 1741]

THIS is a drawing; a copy in Indian ink from the print which is described ai

"The Motion" (No. 2.), No. 2480. It has an arched top.

The verses which are quoted with "The Motion" (No. 1.), No. 2479, ar

written with a pen at the foot of the design.
l Si X 6f wt.

2482. THE MOTION. (No. 4.)

F. W. Fairholt, F.S.A. sc. [Feb. 13, 1741]

THIS print is a copy from that which is described as " The Motion "
(No. 1 .'

,

No. 2479. It was prepared to illustrate "Caricature History of the Georges' ,

by Thomas Wright ; in which volume it faces p. 1 28.

6|. X 4|- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 9525. ;.

2483. "Tim MOTION." (No. 5.)

The Patriots Motion
; or, The Wise Men of Gotham.

Printedfor W. Webb, near St. Paufs; and sold by the Booksellers of Lond< n

and Westminster, 1741. [Feb. 13, 174 ]

THIS is a woodcut copy from the print which is described as " The Motioi
"

(No. 1.), No. 2479. The verses quoted with the description of the origic il

design are printed in letterpress at the foot of the woodcut.

One pig only appears near the Bishop of Lichfield.

1 1 J X 6| in.
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2484.
TEE GROUNDS.

Sold at the Print and Pamphlet-Shops of London and Westminster. Published

according to Act of Parliament, March 7, 1741. (Price Four-pence?)

[Feb. 13, 1741]

AN engraving, with verses in letterpress beneath it; the former shows that a

great chest called " THE MONEY PEESS ", and labelled "for the ,"
" For

Secret Services'"; "For y
e

Projector", and
" For Friends and Assistants", is put on

wheels called "
Expence of Law", "Penal Laws", "G n A t", "Debts",

" Civil List ",
" Taxes ", and drawn by placemen with yokes round their necks,

exclaiming,
" We'll take Instructions from none but him ",

" We'll be accountable

to none but him ",
" Never mind we must not flinch ",

"
They groan Pitiously."

In its course the chest passes over "
Liberty ", a man, exclaiming

"
Help me quick

I'm just departing" ', and, another man, "Honesty", who is "Almost dead", a.

third,
"
Trade", who says "Ifaint" ; "Manufactures", already crushed, says "my

Limbs are broken ". The driver is
"
Volpone Junior ", who is cheering his team

with, "Pull on, my Lads, never spare them." Behind sits the "Balance Master"
i. e. Horatio Walpole, Lord Walpole ofWoolterton, exclaiming,

"
Lawfull plunder,

by G d, lawfull plunder." On the chest stands "
Volpone the Projector ", sword

in hand, and dividing a child called "
Sinking Fund ", from whose body gold is

falling into the chest. He exclaims,
" Whoever flinches I'll discard." The sides

of the chest are decorated with flags, inscribed " Malt Ale ",
" Tobacco

Wine", "Leather", "Gin", "Stamps", "Coals", "Soap", "Salt", "Candles",
" Land Tax". From the "

Projector's" mouth issues a Wind blowing fleets out

of " Brest" and " Ferol ". From behind him, a Wind issues, blowing a fleet into
"
Torbay". A dragon is observing, "this wind is strong ag*. them". Behind the

car is a bishop, called "
Salty ", with a spear in his hand, and " A letter to a

member" in his pocket, and proclaiming, as he walks, "All B ps, P rs, C ers

or others, willing to List in Projectors Service, Let repair thither 8f meet with suit-

able Encouragmen'." On one side of the prelate walks " Freeman "
beating a

drum
;
on the other "

Sidney ", blowing a horn
;
each man has a " Gazeteer "

in

his pocket.
In the foreground a female called

"
Bribery &f Corruption

"
is distributing

bribes. At her feet lie a crown, sceptre, Speaker's mace, coronet, sword, an

orb of sovereignty, and bags of money, marked " 1OOO Bank",
"
loo"; labels

marked "Place", "Place 2OO",
" cc 300", "Place 1500 a year", likewise

"Benefice TOO", "Bill 800'" and "Bank Bill 500'". She presents to a group
of lawyers, who stand on one side of her,

" Patent for Ch. Judge of" . The

reply of the leader is
" Your will to us shall be a Law ". To one of the bishops

who are standing on the other side, she proffers
" B p k of 5000 a year ".

Another picks up a "B p h of 3000 a year ". A third exclaims,
"
Thy yoke

is easy, and thy Burden is light." A group of officers advance with,
" When

all others fail you, we'll stand by you." Many commoners on the other side

approach with,
" We long for a general Excise." Each man of these four groups

has a yoke round his neck.
" An expedition was prepared to intercept the Spanish fleet, which was ready

to sail from Ferrol
;
the command was given to Sir John Norris, and the Duke

of Cumberland served on board the Victory, as a volunteer. The accident of

two ships running foul, and the prevalence of contrary winds, frustrated the

object of the armament, and they were obliged to remain in Torbay, till intelli-

gence was received that the Spanish fleet had proceeded for America." Me-
moirs of Sir R. Walpole, by W. Coxe (196 f. 6.) ;

ch. liv. p. 635.
The bishop who is called

"
Salty

"
is, doubtless, Herring, Bishop of Bangor. In

1745) he was so vigorous in his appeals to the loyalty of the people in his diocese,
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that he is represented in prints of that clay in half clerical, half military costume ;

l

but the spear in his hand cannot be a prophetical allusion to that circumstance.
" The Letter to a Member of Parliament on the present State of affairs," was

published in November, 1 740. Ralph Freeman was a writer in " The Gazetteer."
'2

Horatio Walpole, brother of Sir Robert, was called the " Balance Master ",

because he frequently asserted that the great object of his diplomacy was to

preserve the balance of power in Eui-ope.
'' G n A t" is for

" Gin Act ".

For references to Dr. Smalbroke see "The Motion" (No. 1.), No. 2479;
"The Reason", No. 2491.

Sir Robert Walpole was called " The Projector
" on account of his project

styled "The Excise Scheme";
3 the term projector had long ere this been applied

opprobriously to those who contrived methods of taxation, e.g.
" The Proiec-

tors Down fall ", No 262,
" The Complaint ", &c., No. 263. As to the

inscriptions on the wheels of " The Money Press ",
" The Expense of Law "

pro-

ceedings with regard to the administration of the penal laws, the Gin Act,
4

&c.,

was a formidable item in the annual budgets of Sir R. Walpole's administration,

and it was alleged that this item bore charges which were really paid for other

purposes. The cost of carrying out the innumerable prosecutions called for by the

Gin Act was enormous, and necessarily the subject of deep popular resentment.

"For y
e

Projector" refers to the great sums of money alleged to have b'een

absorbed by Walpole himself. The populace indignantly pointed to the buildings
and other objects of outlay which were associated with his name; see the verses

below. "
Volpone junior

"
was Horace, the son of Sir Robert Walpole, then

M.P. for Callington, Cornwall, and most known as author of "
Letters ", &c.

;
he

had not long before the publication of this print returned from the Continent.

For Lord Walpole of Woolterton, see
" Robin's Reign", No. 1822, and for " The

Balance Master", "The Festival of the Golden Rump", No. 2327. For the
"
Sinking Fund

"
see "Fee Fau Fum", No. 2434, and "In Place", No. 2350.

The names of articles on the flags are those of excisable commodities and certain

taxes. As to the allusions to the fleets, "Brest",
"
Ferrol", and " Torbay",

see "The Evil Genius of England", No. 2418.
The principal verses in letterpress below the design are as follows :

i.

" Wat be dat Machine do make de Folk groan-e ?

It be de Invention of de old Fox Volpone,
To crush de People's Spirit, and squeeze out deir Money.

Doodle, doodle, do.

n.

Who be de big Man dat de Engine don't sit on ?

He be de great Projector of Great Britain,
Whom all Men, except de Placemen, do spit on."

* * * *
VI.

" To carry on his Designs, he make dem maintain,
More Officers Civil dan in both France and Spain ;

And double de Army, in any past Reign."*****
1 See " The Soldier, or the Militant ", Sept. 24, 1 745.
2 See the references to this person which are given with " The Motive

''

No. 2485.
3 See the references to the Excise Scheme which are given with " To th>

Honourable the South-Sea-Company", No. 1904.
4 See " To the Mortal Memory of Madam Geneva," No. 2279, and the re

ferences it contains.
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VIII.

" In haste to swallow all, he did slily devise

Dat notable Project, call'd de Excise,

Wich fill de whole Nation, vid Rage and Surprise."*****
x.

" De Register Bill, he take lately in Hand,
Dat de Forces by Sea, as well as by Land,

Might be SI s to his Will and despotic Command."*****
XII.

" Brave V n resolve deir proud Enemies Ruin :

But, instead of sending any Forces to him,

Both de French and Spanish Fleets were let loose to undo him.

XIII.

"Who be de human Puppies, dat de Engine do draw ?

Dey be his Tools, vid whom all he say pass for Law,
And but for whom he wou'd soon fall under Justice's claw.

XIV.

Who be de Groupes of Swordsmen, Gownsmen and other dat escort him ?

Dey be his Creatures in de State, Church, Army and Revenue, dat court him
;

For, as dey depend on him, dey must needs support him.

xv.

Thus you see all des Bands be at his Devotion ,

And dat de Danger fear'd from him be no idle Notion,

Judge den, if dere be not de Grounds for de Motion."

Many of the faces in this print are undoubtedly portraits, those of the groups
of prelates and lawyers are distinct and characteristic of individuals.

" To prevent further triumphs, occasion'd by the Reason, the Motive, the Political

Libertines, and such unmeaning prints,"
l " The London Daily Post", March 2O,

1741, p. 2, col. 2, announced " This Day is publish'd. Price 4d. The Grounds :

A Print
; setting forth the true substantial Reasons for the Motion

;
in Opposition

to a print call'd The Motion. Published by G. Foster at the White Horse in

St. Paul's Church-yard ;
and Sold at the Print and Pamphlet-shops of London

and Westminster. Where may be had, The Evil Genius of England, relating
to the War. %* The other Prints are rather Imitations of the Print they oppose
than Reasons for the Motion

;
the Authors having mistaken the Point." " The

London Daily Post", of the following day, adds, "Note also, That having call'd

certain wild Prints unmeaning ones, the Author has proved the Charge himself,

by saying ours is an unmeaning Print, and taken from his ; was which Fact, we

grant it wou'd have no meaning at all."

The great object of this print was to show that the grounds of the Motion for

removing Sir Robert Walpole, were, his extensive practice of bribery, excessive

taxation, oppression of the people, assaults on liberty, neglect of commerce and
morbid aversion to war, which gave great advantages to the enemies of England,
and encouraged aggressions. It is probable that the name Volpone, applied to

Walpole, was suggested by the performance, which was frequent at this date,

of Ben Jonson's play of that name.

1 2f x 7!
'

1 See these titles in this Catalogue under the date Feb. 13, 1741.
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2485.

THE MOTIVE, OR REASON FOR HIS HONOUR'S TRIUMPH.

Printed by G. Sickham, Exeter Change 1741 by Authority.

[Feb. 13, 1741]

AN engraving, showing, in front of the Exchequer building, London, a coach,

called
" Commonwealth ", drawn by six asses, mules and horses

;
the animals'

traces are marked,
" Merchandize ",

"
Manufacture ",

"
Sinking Fund ",

" Hus-

bandry goaded on by Sob ", i. e. Sir Robert Walpole, who is seated on the box,

with Exchequer tallies in his pocket : on the leader is one of the Judges ;
on the

second pair Sherlock, Bishop of Salisbury ;
on one of the wheelers, the Duke of

" Marl ".
1 In the coach is seated a young man, amid tallies and bags of

money marked "
1OO", and " 1000"

;
he is inviting a crowd of persons to

" Come

in". These persons are labelled "Hackney Speak "(ers), "Promises", "Pro-

jects", "Fears", and 11

Hopes"; they are chained to the wheels and carry flags

inscribed "Stamps", "Leather", "Land Tax", "Soap",
"
Candles",

"
Coals",

"Pensions", "Civil List", "Excise", "Hackney Speakers", "Hackney Voters".

Mr. Sandys,
"
Member, for

"
Worcestershire, with a label bearing

" Yea &f

Nay", stands in front of the design. "Ad 1 C sh" i. e. Admiral Caven-

dish, holding a trident, is addressing the coachman. " Trade" is under the horses'

feet. An author with asses ears, and called " Court Evil ", kneels and holds a

string in the nose of his publisher, who holds in his hand the " Motion ". On
the ground lie a globe, the " Gazetteer ",

"
Quack Doctor ", &c.

;
over the coach

Fame flies with a label, which is inscribed " The Tools of State.""

Below the design these verses and others of no value are engraved :

" Who be dat de Coach Box do sit on ?

"Tis Bob, the Place-man of Great Britain,

Who is so high, the rest he Spit on,

Doodle, Bob, &c.

And by de Side da Talys you see,

Tho' now he's safe, and growle so fierce,

Yet he fawn'd on him, that make them Verse,

And be day that are rideing there,

Who drive o'er Trad, and no Man Spare ?

There under Place-men, of here and there,

Who be thay that look like Mobby ?

O ! that's the Rabble, link to Bobby,
O ! thay do all the Durtty Jobby,

Close by Kneels Scull-Club's Gazetteer showy,
The Dullist far in Verce & Prose ;

How he lugg de Publisher by de Nose,

Who is dat imploying his Handes,
O that is Squire, Yea and Nay of -

Just as his Honour please commands
;

"

See "The Motion" (No. l.), No. 2479.

1 The second and third syllables of this name are represented by a whec
barrow.
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The Duke of Marlborough was a supporter of Walpole, and in the House of

Lords, moved a resolution on the injustice of condemning a person unheard and

without proof of guilt.

Sherlock, Bishop of Salisbury, spoke against the motion for the dismissal of

Walpole. Admiral Cavendish was M.P. for Portsmouth, a supporter of Walpole,
and voted in favour of the Convention of the Pardo,

1 the Excise Bill, and Septennial
Parliaments. The words on the flags are names of excised commodities.

" Court Evil
"

is Ralph Freeman, a writer in " The Gazetteer,"
"
Quack

Doctor," &c. See "The Reason," (No. 1.), No. 2491 ;
"The Lampoon", No.

2457 ;
"Ricitator Acerbus," No. 2349.

The crowd dragged at the coach wheels comprises Members of Parliament,

carrying flags indicating the measures and taxes which, at the command ofWalpole,

they had supported ;
the M.P.'s are labelled with the motives by which they were

alleged to have been actuated. These do not wear badges marked with fools'

caps, such as the three postillions, Cavendish, and " Court Evil" wear to show
that they are actuated by their follies, not their interests.

The "
Member, for

"
(Worcestershire) is Mr. Sandys, who is scratching his

arm in vexation at the loss of his Motion and Walpole's triumph.
12 X 6|- in.

2486.
THE ACQUITAL.

Printed for T. Cooper, at the Globe, in Paternoster-Row, 174 1 - Publish''d

according to Act of Parliament. Price Six-Pence. [Feb. 13, 174 1 ]

THIS engraving shows Sir Robert Walpole standing in a landscape, and fruitlessly

assailed by darts of "
Pique ",

" Want of Pension ",
" Want of Place ",

"
Disap-

pointment",
"
Self Interest", "Disaffection", "Sham Patriotism", "Revenge",

"
affected Zeal", "Prejudice", "Resentment", and "Malice." On one side his

adherents shout "
They can make nothing of it" and "

Split Devil is down".2 On
the other side are the opponents who have shot at Walpole. Pulteney exclaims,
" Z s I've mist him ", Sandys says,

"
all mismanaged ". Bishop Smalbroke,

who has fallen, declares " The D I owed me a Spite ". Lord Carteret, the Duke
of Argyll, Bubb Doddington, and Mr. Lyttelton are not specified. Dr. Shippen
declares " Pll e'en not meddle ", and unbends his bow. Others run away, crying,
" Let us make hast out". In the background three persons are rolling a stone up
a hill, and, discouraged, aver "we must have it up", and "Ifear we never shall".

A person waiting at the top observes "'Tis Labour in vain ". The Devil flies away
in the shape of a black, winged pig, crying

" Yah yah yah !
"

Below the design the following verses, and others of no value, appear in

letterpress :

i.

" Who be He dat stand alone-a,

Midst de Darts, dat shower down -a

Thick as Hail, yet hurt by none a ?

Doodle, Sfc.

ii.

O, dat be de gallant Bobby,
Whom de Mai-contents wou'd mob-e,
And of his Fame and Places rob-e."

1 See "
European Race for A Distance ", No. 2455.

2
"Split Devil" was Bishop Smalbroke, see "The Motion" (No. i.)>

No. 2479.
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IV.

" Envious of his higher Merit,

Dey had a Motion of de Spirit,

Such as most Patriots inherit.

v.

But how unluckily they sped-a,

All Europe has by dis Time read-a,

De Party now hang down dere Ilead-ah !

VI.

Carteret. L d J n a heavy Dart first drew ;

He shot ; but, shooting much askew,

On one Side de Arrow flew.

VII.

De second Archer in de File,

Argyll. Prepar'd an Arrow full of Gyle :

But shot it o'er his Head a Mile.

VIII.

Smalbroke, De B p dipp'd his Shaft in Gall,

Bishop of And vow'd therewith to make him fall
;

Lichfield. But fall himself, de Jest of all."

" As Doddy thought to pierce him through,
Bubb Doddington. Snap went de String ;

at which his Bow,
For very Rage, he broke in two.

XI.

Lyttleton. Lank G gy made his best Effort,

And lean'd on Neddy for Support ;

But, wanting Strength, de Shaft fell short.

XII.

Pulteney. Den Bily, mustering all his Force,
An Arrow shot, deir last Eesource

;

Which, missing, made de 'Squire to curse."

* * * *

xv.
" Thus ended this long threaten'd Storm,
Rais'd to demolish Sob in Form
But those who watch, themselves catch Harm."

The persons represented in this print are noticed in the descriptions of " The

Motion," (No. 1.),
" The Grounds," "The Reason," "The Motive",

" The Political

Libertines", and "The Protest", alldatedFeb. 13, 1741, and" What's all This !"

No. 2495. Carteret made, in the House ofLords, the motion for Walpole's removal,
and was supported by the Duke of Argyll and Bishop Smalbroke. Sandys made
a like motion in the House of Commons, in other prints he is complaining of mis-

management ; he was supported by Doddington, Lyttelton, Pulteney, &c. The loss

of this motion was attributed in some degree to the secession of Shippen and his

friends, the Jacobites, who would not " meddle "
in it.

The men who are vainly attempting to roll the stone up the hill, are the party
who attempted to roll themselves into place.

This print is advertised in " The London Daily Post", March 30, 1741, p.

2, col. 3, as " A Curious Hieroglyphical Print
; being a Sequel to The Motion", &c.

Hi X 7| in.
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2487.

THE FUNERAL OF FACTION/

March y
e 26 1741 Act of Parliament. Printed for T. Cooper, at the Globe

in Paternoster-Row, 1741. Published according to Act of Parliament.

(Price Six-pence.) [Feb. 13, 1741]

THIS print represents a landscape, a cemetery, with a ruined castle in the back-

ground ;
in the mid-distance is a funeral procession. First comes one 2

holding
a banner-staff, which is surmounted by a fool's cap, a book on which is

" Tere

Feillis
"
(Terras Filius ?), a pen, penknife, an inkhorn (?), and a ruler, and, by way

of banner, a sheet of paper marked
" The Craftsman"'. Next is one, bearing the

banner of the "
Daily Post ", and a third, with the banner of " The Champion ".

On the last-named flag is a hand holding a cudgel. Next march " The London

.Zi(vening) Post" and " Common Sense Jour1 " Next the clergyman, wearing a

Jesuit's cap, then the corpse, over which is written,
" Faction dy'dof a Disappoint-

ment, feb. y
e

13 1741, JEtatis 2l". Of the four bearers, one carries a book,
" on

Parties",
3 and exclaims,

" We're all Undone". Another says,
" All our hopes arefled" .

The chief mourner is a widow, lamenting "All this I know to be True". Other

mourners follow, exclaiming,
" O woful Day", "Alas his time was Come", "All is

Vanity Sf Vexation of Spirit". On the right is "the Family Vault", inscribed,
"

to the

Memory of Wat Tyler Jack Straw Kitt the Tanner Jack Cade ". Mr. Sandys, standing
before the tomb, and accompanied by Mr. Glover, directs the procession to " Halt

Halt". Near an open grave is a stone, inscribed, "Memento ZioS 59 C 290
1 06 ". These figures give the numbers of the majority and minority in the Houses
of Lords and Commons respectively when the motions to dismiss Sir R. Walpole
were introduced, Feb. 13, 1741. A female ballad singer cries, "The last Dying
Speeches". Walpole, with hands on his sides, stands at our left, and laughs

heartily ;
he is preceded by a satyr holding a halter, and a howling dog ;

he is

followed by adherents, crying,
"
Ministry menders ha ha ha ",

" Motion Makers
ha ha". Above is Discord, flying away.

Beneath the print is engraved :

" Funerals Perform'd by Squire S ds and the best shammy Gloves

by Leonidas."

The following verses, with others, of no value, in letterpress, succeed the

above :

"i.

God prosper long our noble King,
Our Lives and Safeties all

;

A woeful Motion lately did

In Westminster befall.

ii.

To drive Sir R from the State

Bold C p / took his Way,
The Child may laugh that is unborn

The Motion of that Day."
* * * *

1 This print is referred to in
" What's all This ! ", No 2495.

2 Doubtless Nicholas Amhurst, i. e.
" Caleb D'Anvers," editor of " The Crafts-

man ", see " The Frontispiece to The First Volume of ' Terras Films
'

", No. 1727.
3 " A Dissertation upon Parties," a book attributed to Bolingbroke, see

" The Frontispiece to
' A Dissertation' ", &c., No. 2150.
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The angry Curs began to bark,

And snarl upon the Chair,

On Thursday they began their Cry
When Day-light did appear.

The noisy Yea's were on the Left,

Not able to endure :

The Nay's were muster'd on the Right,
In their just Cause secure.

All Day they fought it hand to hand,

The Tories left the Plain,

And, e're the Noon of Night was past,

Th' unruly Beast was slain."

* * * *

This heavy News to Perkin came,
Alas ! alas ! said he

;

I've now no Hopes in old England,
The Pope must comfort me.''

" Perkin
"
was Charles Edward, the young Pretender, whom Walpole used as

a bugbear, insisting that the great object of the Opposition to his ministry was
to reinstate the Stuarts on the throne. For " Perkin ", see

" The Jacobites

Hopes ", No. 1495.

Glover, the author of "
Leonidas," was a strenuous opponent of Walpole.

The banners bear the names of the periodicals which advocated the opinions of

the Opposition, and were hostile to Walpole.
This print was altered and republished, see " Bristol and Nottingham ", &c.

1742; it is advertised in "The London Daily Post", April 1, 1741, p. 2, col. 3,

as " This Day is published, Price 6d. The Funeral of Faction. A very

Melancholy Print. G d knows."

12|- x 7f in.

THE PEOTEST
2488.

Published according to Act of Parliament, April the yth 1741, and Sold by
J. Tinney, at the Golden Lion, in Fleet-Street, and at the Print ana

Pamphlet-Shops. [Feb. 13,

THIS print gives a view of the open space in front of the " Ti * y", and
" W- te H II", in the distance, where is seated Sir Robert Walpole, a pigmy
holding out a purse to secure the services of Majority who puts her shield

before him, and obstructs the approach of Justice ; near him stand a placeman.
and a soldier, i. e. the Duke of Cumberland(p), the latter holds a pistol with one

hand and threatens Justice with the weapon, and, in the other hand, a mirror.

in which he observes the reflection of his own face ; there is also a fat man, who

represents the "Excise". Britannia instructs the Minority, a small female, armed
with a bow and arrows, whose first missile has been stopped by the shield oJ

Majority, to proceed in aiming arrows at the Minister ; Britannia says :
" My

Child Shoot on you must hit him at last". Trade is represented by several figures
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laden with heavy burthens, one appears in chains, the others are borne down

by taxes and excise. "45 in the p.
d "

is written on one of the packs.
Below the design the following verses, with others of no value, are printed, in

letterpress:
"i.

Who be de Noble Lady dere,

Dat seem as if she go to tear

Volpone, from his Elbow-Chair ?

Doodle, 8fc

ii.

O dat be Justice, Lovely Dame,"
* * * *

"v.
Vat Smock-face Soldier dat voud charm-e ?

'Tis Mafs Son, call'd Standing-Army,
To keep, both Vol and Her, from Harm-e,

VI.

And who de oder Prop, behind ?

He's too of Standing-Army kind,

Excise, a huge, voracious Hind.

VII.

Who be She shoot vid de Bow ?

Dat be Minority,"

"ix.

"Provok'd at last, Min. cry'd,
' thou Elf

" Remove thy Shield, Vol hires for Pelf,
" And let the Fox defend himself.'

x.
' Til ne'er resign him,' Maj reply'd,"

* * * #
"XII.

" Min finding 'twas in vain to sue,

Or hope Redress from such a Crew,
Made her PROTEST, and so withdrew."

Feb. 13, 174 1 - Motions were made in both Houses of Parliament beseeching
his Majesty to remove Sir Robert Walpole from his presence and councils. These
motions were rejected in the House of Commons by a majority of 290 to 106, in

the House of Lords by 108 to 59- Against the former decision, 31 peers entered

a protest. See the prints which are described in this Catalogue with the date,
Feb. 13, 1741.

12 x 7iin.

2489.
TRUTH AND MODERATION.

Sold by John King in the Poultry, John Tinney at the Golden Lion in Fleet-

Street, and at the Print and Pamphlet Shops. Published April the 21,

[.Feb. 13, 1741]

THIS engraving shows Sir Robert Walpole seated in a chamber, with his foot on

"Despair", and "Rage" scowling at him. "
Bellona", kneeling, addresses him,

with "
Say Sir your will ",

" Since nothing Lenitive can have effect E'en let them
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feel the force of British Arms." Genii, bearing wealth, &c. in a cornucopia,

proclaim,
"
Royal Bounty",

" The reward of faithful services", and " Thus Virtue

Crowns". A crowd approach, led on by
" Vain Conceit", in a fool's cap, and

saying
"
Stop his Career and one and all shall Govern". The others of the crowd

exclaim,
" Lead you the way we follow",

"
Say, are not we as wise",

" Is our Ex-

perience less",
" Thou shall be Chancellour"

,

" Treasurer thou",
"
Chief Justice /."

and, the last of the crowd, asks " and I "
?

Below the design are these and other verses, in letterpress :

" 'Midst home-bred Feuds and foreign nurtur'd Jars,

The Discontents of Party, sordid Strife,

Foul rais'd Dissentions, ill tim'd Contumely ;

Behold the Man ! serene as Mid-day Sun,
Gentle as genial Showers, calm as Zephyrus,
When govern'd by the sweetest Influences

Of Heav'n-born Pleiades."

* * * *
"
Say, who be dat which sit so easy ?

O ! tis the Man that fain would please ye ;

Whom sure none but Madmen teaze-e

Paw, paw, paw, &c.
'

There are four more stanzas, signed
"
C. P. G."

This print intimates that the Opposition to Walpole was conducted by Folly ;

that he was determined to act vigorously against the enemies of England, having
in vain attempted negotiation and practised forbearance ; and that by his means

the return of the Stuarts would be most effectually prevented.
1 14. X 61 in.

2490.

THE POLITICAL LIBERTINES, OR MOTION UPON MOTION.

\\_Feb. 13, 1741;

AN engraving, with verses engraved below, showing that in the Exchequer
" W s r Hall", &c. the " Commonwealth." coach is falling over. Lord Carteret

reaching out of the window, cries
" Vm out." The Duke of Argyll, sitting 01

the box, holds a label with " Pro patria mori" Lord Hervey, ''poor Fanny
"

has fallen from his horse, one of those of the coach. On the leader is the Earl o
'

Chesterfield, crying "Lost it". Close to him clings a lad. Behind, Lord Cobhan
is falling and crying

" O ! my PI e". On horseback riding the other way is Mr
Lyttelton, holding a label marked "

Liberty." Pulteney exclaims "D m it to It
'

him Drive", and thrusts his sword into the "
Gazetteer". Before him is a barroA

with "
Craftsman" and "A Letter toy" Earl". An ape falls alarmed to the earth ;

a fox, crying
" / will have Peace", is slipping into a pit in which appears a fox' ;

head, and a bull's head
;

the latter is crying
" Barcelona." In the pit is writte i

"
They are All undone, There is no more Fun, At Bull-Ing-Brook Fair" Near th >,

pit is Lord Gage on a prancing horse, his coat marked "Preferment", his scai f

" My Spee(c)h". Near him stands Bishop Smalbroke, of Lichfield and Coventry ,

with a label,
" / can Pray, but not Fast." At his feet are devils entering into i

pig.
1 On a cloud is Fame with a label,

" Til to Yorkshire." Behind Pulteney i-s

Sandys, dropping the "Pension Bill", and, referring to the coach, exclaiming,

1

Alluding to his "Vindication of the Miracles "; see "The Motion" (No. 1. ,

No. 2479,
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"Z ns its Over." The "
Champion", who is holding

"
Pasquin" and " Common

Sense", is led by the nose by Pulteney.
Below the design these verses, with others, are engraved :

* * * *
" In the Coach that lies, before ye,

See Lord lohn, who aims at Glory,
Tho' he's counted but a Tory.

Then comes Campbell on the forebox,"

* * * *

" Next sitts Philip in the Saddle,

Who in Dutch Affairs did dabble,

Now in House & Print does babble.

Close cling M d t as a Briton,

Who both Merryland have writ on,

Yet by Bob have both been sh t on.

But behind falls fighting Dicky,"
* * * *

" Then behold upon a Prancer,

Comes Lord Gage both Wit & Dancer;

Says pray Bob, give me an Answer.

Then see Billy who disposes,

Both of Lives and Peoples Noses,"*****
" Next the Prelate comes in Fashion,

Who of Swine has robb'd the Nation,

Tho' against all Approbation," &c.

See "The Motion" (No. 1.), No. 2479, for accounts of Lords Carteret, and

Cobham, the Duke of Argyll, the Earl of Chesterfield, Messrs. Lyttelton, Pulteney,
and Sandys, and Bishop Smalbroke.

See " The Reason," No. 249 1
,
for Lord Hervey, and the Duke of Argyll.

Lord Hervey was a warm supporter of Walpole, and spoke against the Place

Bill, and the motion for dismissing Walpole, and in favour of his plan for increasing
the army. In 1 740 he had been appointed Lord Privy Seat

;
from this post he was

removed in 1 742. He is singled out in these prints on account of his court influ-

ence, effeminate appearance, foppish vanity, and affectation. His fall was perhaps

expected, for " the King hated him so, that he would not suffer him to be one in

his diversions at play." See " The Opinions of Sarah Duchess-Dowager of Marl-

borough," 1788 (1086, a, 6.)
" Lord Gage, one of the most keen spirited and sarcastic orators in the house,"

spoke in very strong terms against the Convention of the Pardo 1

;
but the speech

particularly alluded to in the print was one against the registering of seamen,
2

delivered Dec. 1 740. He was a strenuous opponent to Walpole.

Pulteney was the great leader of the opposition to the pacific policy of Walpole :
3

1 See "
European Eace for A Distance," No. 2455.

2 See " The Grounds," No. 2484.
3 See the references to Caleb D'Anvers, given with " The Frontispiece to the

First Volume of ' Terrse Filius'", No. 1727 ;
for Pulteney see " Risum teneatis

amici?", No. 1833.
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" The Craftsman" ' was the organ of his opinions.
" Common Sense,

2 " "
Pasqum,"

3

and the "
Champion" conducted by Fielding, also advocated his views, or, as here

asserted, he led them by the nose. He is piercing with his sword the "
Gazetteer,"

4

a supporter of Walpole, and the French ape and Cardinal Fleury, represented by
the Fox, are alarmed at his vehemence.

The bull in the brook represents Lord Bolingbroke, who engaged in the strongest

opposition to Walpole."
8

" The Gazetter" was peculiarly opposed to Pulteney's paper,
" The Craftsman."

This print is advertised in "The Daily Post", March 7, 1741, p. 2, col. 1, as

follows :

" This Day at One o'clock, will be Published, (Price Six-pence) The
Political Libertines ; or, Motion upon Motion. A curious Print, to the same
Tune of Doodle, Sob, Sfc. Printed for George Bickham, at the Blackmoor's

Head, in Exeter Exchange in the Strand. Where may be had, being the only

Original, and publish'd first, The Reason. Price 6d. N.B. The other6 Reason

appears to be no Reason at all."

12J- X 6|in.

2491.

THE REASON (of the Motion for Walpole's dissmissal). (No. I.)

Printed for T. Cooper, at the Globe in Paternoster-Row, 1741. Published

according to Act of Parliament. (Price Six-pence.) March y
e

2, 1740.

[Feb. 13, 1741]

THIS engraving shows the open space before " W s r Hall", in which a coach

drawn by six horses is being driven
;
on the box sits Sir Robert Walpole, in the

coach is the Duke of Cumberland, holding a scroll,
"
642 petitionsfor 7 7 C ss ns",

several commissions lying on the seat, one is marked " C m *"
; behind, two place-

men are pushing the coach, a bishop rides postillion.
" The Englishman

"
is crushed

under the wheels,
" Com : Sense

"
lies under the leaders. The Duke ofArgyll, kneel-

ing, introduces two breechless Scotchmen, with " These are friends of mine". Two

persons, exclaiming,
"
set fast Fanny we are sure to Win" are drawing Lord Hervey

as he is seated on a wooden horse and holding a fan. A group of bishops observe.
" We will pray", and " Let them fast". A general on horseback says, "Dragoon
em Sir ". The Lord Chamberlain, Lord Steward, &c., exclaiming,

"
If our Mastei

dies We may loose our Wages'
1
'
1

,
and "A year and no wages!" Dr. Middleton hold-

ing a book, marked " Cicero
"
in his hand, leads a donkey which is called

" Court

Evil ", and loaded with "
Gazetteers." The leaders of a coach are rushing in, the

postillion shouts,
" Never too late to serve our Country ". These appear to bf

Members of Parliament who have hastened to vote for Walpole ;
several person?

are run over by their horses.

Below the design are these and other verses, in letterpress :

i.

" Who be dat the Box do sit on ?

Dat's the Driver of G t B n

Whom all de Patriots do spit on,

Doodle, &c.

1 See " The Present State of a Certain Great Kingdom", No. 2336.
2 See " The Champion" (No. 1.), No. 2453.
3 See " The Author's Benefit," No. 2271 ;

" The Judgment of the Queen c

Common Sense," No. 2283, and "
Pasquin," No. 2466.

4 See "The Gentleman's Magazine," 1741, p. 596.
6 See "Lord Bolingbroke?" No. 1588.
6 See " The Reason," No. 249 1 .
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ii.

And der's young Billy in the Landau,
Wid new C m s in his hand-a

Dat make de Mongrel M s withdraw,

in.

Who is dat on de Fore-Horse riding ?

* Tis he de Coachman does confide in,

Of all de Hackneys to have de guiding,"

" Dat painted Butterfly so prim-a,
On wooden Pegasus so trim-a

Is something nothing 'tis a Whim-a

VIII.

Here be Doctor Middle-Tony,

Leading Ralpho de C t Poney,
Wid de trash dey get der Money,

IX.

See de B s in der Lawn-a,

By de Love of Mammon drawn-a,
On der Coachman how dey fawn-a !

x.

Dere be Groom and Stable-Sweeper,

Chamber-Loon, & de House-Keeper

Praying der Wages mayn't run deeper,

XI.

And dere is John, de long Dragoon, Sir,

Hark, he swears & blusters, Zounce Sir,

If dey clamour, knock 'em down, Sir,"
.

Dr. Conyers Middleton's " The History of the Life of Tullius Cicero
" was

published early in 174 1,
1 and dedicated to Pope's enemy Lord Hervey. His

laboured encomiums on his lordship obtained for the doctor a niche in " The Dun-

ciad," iv. 103-4:
"
Narcissus, prais'd with all a parson's power,

Look'd a white lily sunk beneath a shower."

The effeminacy of Lord Hervey formed a continual subject for the satire of his

opponents. The Duchess of Marlborough said, he has "
certainly parts and wit,

but he is the most wretched profligate man that ever was born, besides ridiculous,

a painted face and not a tooth in his head." 2 He was liable to epilepsy, his daily

food was a small quantity of asses' milk and a flour biscuit. Pope called him " a

mere white curd of asses' milk." He used paint to soften his ghastly appearance.
3

All the bishops except two, those of Lincoln and Lichfield, voted against the

motion for removing Sir Robert Walpole.
The Lord Chamberlain and other placemen are in alarm about their

"
wages,"

because payments from the Civil List were at this time greatly in arrear, and the

Opposition would not allow the " List" to be increased; if Walpole were removed

the placemen feared the salaries which had been so long due might not be paid at all.

1 See the advertisement in " The Daily Post", Feb. 19, 1741 ; p. 2, col. 2.

2 See her "Opinions", 1788 (1086. a! 6.), p. 42.
3 For references to Lord Hervey in this Catalogue, see "Mr. Pulteney's duel

with Lord Hervey", Xo. 1867.

III. C C
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Conyers Middleton is leading the ass
" Court Evil ", a name assigned, see

'" The Lampoon", No. 2457, to Ralph Freeman, a writer in
" The Gazetteer,"

with rolls of which newspaper the ass is loaded.

The Duke of Argyll, in his speech on recruiting the army, see
" The Gentle-

man's Magazine", December, 1741, p. 619, said: "I only once interposed with

the Recommendation of a young Gentleman who had learned his Profession in two

Campaigns among the Mausquetans, and whom yet neither his own Deserts nor

my Patronage could advance to a Commission." He asserted that nothing could

be inferred from the promotion of an Officer, but that he was allied to some

member of tbe senate, or the leading voters of a borough. The person distri-

buting commissions in the coach may be intended for George II. The "
young

Billy
"
of the description was William, Duke of Cumberland.

This print is advertised in "The London Daily Post", Feb. 23, 1741, p. l,

col. 2, as " occasioned by a Print, entitled The Motion." See this title, No. 2479.
There is a second state of the plate, with horizontal lines on the ground imme-

diately behind " Court Evil."

12i X 7^ in.

2492. THE REASON (OF THE MOTION FOR WALPOLE'S -DIS-

MISSAL.) (No. 2.)

Printedfor T. Cooper, at the Globe in Pater-noster-Row. 1741. Published

according to Act of Parliament. [Feb. 13, 1741]

THIS print is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1.), und<:r

the same title and date, No. 2491.
In the original the coach is moving towards our left, in the copy it moves

in the reverse direction; the copy is not so tall as the original, less of the sky

being shown.

The verses are printed, as before, below the design.
l ll X 6| in.

2493-

ARMY PROCEEDINGS OR THE CONJUNCT EXPEDITION. Con-
cordia Discors.

A Satire on the English Expedition to the West Indies,

under Admiral Vernon and General Wentworth.

It : Parr Sculp Published according to Act of Parliament. Price Is.

[March 9, 1741]

THIS engraving shows the Bay of Carthagena, and that city, with two great sh: ps
in the act of bombarding the place in the distance

;
nearer the front are two me re

ships, on board of one of which is Admiral Vernon vehemently abusing
"
Army Pi o-

ceedings". Sailors who are in the same vessel shout,
" No Battery rais'd", ". Vb

Breach made", "Scaling Ladders to short",
" The Devil was in them". In 1lie

other ship, one exclaims,
"
They forgot their Tents in the Fright." Anoth :r,

"Here lack, lend y
e
ladies a Hand"". The last speech refers to several soldi rs

who are re-embarking from a boat
;
one of these demands,

"
help, help ", the otl er

cries "damn Carthagena". General Wentworth, who, with others is in anotl er

boat, declares, "7 have staid as long I care for". In a third boat one nan
exclaims " De'el take the Wars", and, another,

"
Water, Sickness". One aim rig

several who are running to the boats, says,
" The Parade for Me ", while < tie
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lingering, cries out " lead us on $- we'll take the Town". One in a distant ship

exclaims " The Boys fly for
1

1 by G d".

Below the engraving are the following and other verses, in letterpress :

A. " What do me see ! what do me read !

Has Fate, or Monsieur B b, decreed

Dat Cartagena ben't laid low ?

A. Why, fatal B b, not Fate, me know.

Helas ! helas ! But who be He,
Dat in dis Ship superb we see,

With de upliften Hands & Eyes,
As if he'd scale de very Skies ?

B. One Godlike Admiral confondu
With Rage & Shame, dat all's perdu ;

Of Conjunct Expedition sick,

And dis damn'd, poltron, Army-Trick :

In grand Mepris he turn de A se

On those dat play dis sh tt n Farce."

" A." replies, in twenty-two more lines.

" But the greatest expectation was excited by a formidable fleet of seven and

twenty ships of the line, besides frigates, fire ships, bomb ketches and tenders,

equipped for the attack of the northern coast of New Spain, which sailed under

Sir Chaloner Ogle. In the West Indies they joined Vernon, who assumed the

command, and united to this formidable fleet, his own successful squadron. The

troops on board were commanded by lord Cathcart, but he unfortunately died at

Dominica, and was succeeded by general Wentworth, between whom and the

admiral an implacable animosity subsisted. To this is ascribed the failure of

the enterprise, though, undoubtedly, many natural causes of sickness and bad

weather, materially co-operated." W. Coxe's " Memoirs ", etc.,
" of Sir R.

Walpole", 1798 (196. f. 6.), ch. liv., p. 636.
For references to Admiral Vernon see

" A Skit on Britain ", No. 2423.
For the attack on Carthagena see "The Evil Genius of England", No. 2418.

14! X 9i in-

2494.
1 MOCK MASONRY : OR THE GRAND PROCESSION.

Printed and published according to Act of Parliament, 1741, and Sold by
Mrs. Dodd, at the Peacock without Temple-Bar; and at most Booksellers

and Pamphlet-Shops, f Price Sixpence.^ [March 19, 174 1 ]

This engraving shows a mock procession, of the kind described in this Cata-

lofue under " A Geometrical View of the Grand Procession of the Scald MiserableO

Masons", No. 2546. The procession is here proceeding in a curved line, and

led by a man on foot, who holds a paper and a leading-staff(?) in his hands.

Next follows an old man, in very ragged garments, and carrying a large club,

mounted on a miserable donkey, which brays aloud. The third group consists of

two men, mounted on donkeys and blowing cows' -horns
;
the fourth group comprises

a man riding a donkey, at the saddle-bow of which hang two butter tubs, which

1 It is, probably, to this print Captain Thompson, in a biography of Paul

Whitehead, prefixed to "Works" (643. k. 12 .1.), 1777, p. v"> refers, in stating

"there is a humourous print extant, designed by Whitehead".
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the man is beating with marrow-bones, thus imitating a kettle-drummer. Next
to the last-mentioned performer is a man riding a braying ass, and clamouring
with a salt-box and stick. Another man mounted on an ass, and carrying a large

wooden sword, follows the above
; he wears a fool's cap. Next rides, likewise on

a donkey, a man with a short staff (dagger of lath?). A cart, drawn by two

asses, and containing three men, two of whom hold long wands or rods, advances

next, and is followed by another cart, which is drawn by three asses and contains

three men with rods or whips. Another rider on an ass, and holding a large

trumpet, succeeds. After him is a coach, drawn by six miserable horses, on one

of which is a postillion. On the coach-box the driver sits, smoking tobacco and

whipping the horses
;
within the coach are two gentlemen, one of whom looks out

of the window. This print is alluded to in " What's all This ! ", No. 2495.
The extract from " The London Daily Post", March 2O, 1741, which is cited

with " The Geometrical View," &c., affords the date on which the procession
here described took place.

Below the design the following verses are printed in letterpress :

*

i.

"
Pray vat be dis vine Show we gaze on ?

O 'tis the Flower of all the Nation,

De Cavalcade of de Free Mason.

Doodle, doodle, do.

ii.

And who be dose who stride Jack Ass-a,
And blow de Cow-horns as dey pass-a?
Dat Secret I no guess alas-a.

in.

Who be dose who next 'em come-a,
With Butter Tubs, for Kettle Drum-a ?

O dat's a Mystery too, Sirs mum -a.

IV.

Who's he with Cap and Sword so stern-a ?

Modest Montgomery of Hibcrn-a,
Who guard de Lodge, and de Key who turn -a.

v.

Vats he with Truncheon leads the Van-a !

By gar one portly proper Man a,

Dat's Jone's who marshals all the Train a.

VI.

Who dose who ride in Carts and Six a,

With such brave Nicknacks round der Necks a ?

Dey be de Stewards de Feast who fix a.

VII.

But who be dose who next approach-a ?

Lord vat fine Horses draw der Coach-a !

O ! de Grand Masters I dare vouch-a.

VIII.

Now, C r y, Wh th ad, me intend -a

For, Thanks dis sage Advice to lend-a !

Ne'er break your Jest to loose your Friend-a.

" To the Antient and Honourable Society o/Free and Accepted Masons, t is

Print is most humbly inscribed by their very humble Servants,

"Esq; v ")

P W-h-ri; {
Directors."
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These " Directors" were Paul Whitehead, and Esquire Carey, surgeon to the

Prince of Wales. For this subject see "A Geometrical View," where are references

to other satires on the Free Masons, and of this date.

This print is advertised, as follows, in " The Daily Gazetteer," March 28, 1 741,

p. 2, col. 2, "This Day is Publish'd [Price Six-Pence] On a Sheetof Writing-Paper,

jit to be from'd, a curious Farcical Assical Print, finely design d &f engravd, Inti-

tuled, Mock-Masonry ; or, the Grand Procession, as they appeared at Temple-Bar,

paying their Compliments to the Ancient and Honourable Society of Free Sf Accepted
Masons, when they pass'd by in their several Coaches and Chariots to their annual

Feast at Haberdashers Hall. Engraved and Published according to Act of Parlia-

ment, and sold by Mrs. Dod at the Peacock without Temple-Bar, and at most
Booksellers and Pamphlet-shops."

1 2| X 7^ in.

2495-

What's all This ! THE MOTLEY TEAM OF STATE.

1741 By Authority Printed for G Bickham at y
e Black moors Head Exeter

Change Strand [March, 1741]

THIS engraving represents the open space in front of the Foundling Hospital,
where Sir Robert Walpole, irradiated, is seated in a cart drawn by six asses

;
on the

leader is Lord Hervey, the Lord Privy Seal, with the Privy Seal pendant from

his neck, and, in allusion to his sobriquet of " Lord Fanny ", holding a fan
;
at the

cart-tail is Dr. Conyers Middleton. Behind the cart is a great wooden horse, in

which are two persons inclosed "for giveing a girl of 1 4 to 4 score in y
e

fleet." On
the horse is seated the Duke of Argyll, with a purse of " lOOOl." protruding from

his coat pocket; a label in his hand announces "77 Commissions baits for votes,

in Parliament". Near the Duke a monkey, hanging from a tree, holds a label, on

which is
" C. La. John." An officer exclaims " he wants, ca?ieing", near whom are

^three persons, one ofwhom holds up a bell
;
another says,

" Imay sell gin again
"

;

the third is a clergyman. A State dignitary with his official staff in his hand, holds

a label on which is
" My wages runs deep" On the left is a group of six persons.

1 . Lord Chesterfield fouling the " lFuneral of Faction
"

;
his lordship says

" He's

a back wind crack $ stink". 2. Lord Cobham2
exclaiming

" He's a great sea

officer, and can command an united fleet at anchor." 3, Mr. Middleton, exclaiming
" He's a Norfolk dumpling, lies hard Sf heavy on y

e Stomachs of the people." 4.

Mr. Pulteney avers, "He's an admirable algebraist, that without plus or minus with

two words Secret Services he can satisfy a whole people, 8f
= 3

state the account

of a million" 5. Duke of Marlborough says,
" He's a coal black joak, that is, y

e

standingjest of y
e mob." 6. Mr. Sandys declares,

" He's a lapland witch, 6f has a

great support by y
e
sale of wind" A monkey in a court dress kisses the naked

posteriors of an old woman, probably the king's mistress, who kneels before him
;

near him lie a syringe, and a hat with a label "your Taa; Pall-mal", in the hat

is
" 4

Carey in y' Minor" (? minority). Behind him a person exclaiming, "Directors

of y
e Assical Print $~ Procession, by y" Authors of Manners." 5 In the distance is

1 A print, described under this title, in this
] Catalogue, No. 2487.

2 For Lord Cobham, see " The Motion", No. 2479.
3
Probably this suppressed syllable should be " mis".

4 This is probably the address of the owner, "in the Minories (?)."
5 The "Assical Print and Procession" alludes to a print called " Mock Masonry,"

No. 2494. The promoters of the procession were Paul Whitehead, and Esquire

Carey, surgeon to the Prince of Wales, to whose professional practice the syringe
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the Foundling Hospital, over the door is
" The House is full.'

1
'
1 On a sign-post is :\

sailor pointing to Sir Robert Walpole and saying
" he inslave us". Above, is

Discord with a label,
" The Death of M N in the Life of Cicero."

Under the print are lines referring to
"

1 . C t d He's a musician, to his

prince he plays on y
e Viol d'Amore, to his fellow-subjects, on y

e
hurdy-gurdy for

he's a lump of brass, of no esteem till stamp'd with royal favour
;

2. C b m
He's a troop of German horse, whose whiskers frighten the coward, & are a jest

to y
e
brave, & a regiment of French dragoons at discretion. 3. M 1 n, Esq

r

He's so great a keeper of secrets that his services are a secret to a whole

nation, he's a scavenger's Cart horse, maintained by dirty work, a Gazetteer, that

hates a lye. 4. P 1 y Esq
r
. He's a convex glass which collects all y

e

rays of favour, and centers them in one point, viz. his own family, & he's a flitch

of bacon, better for hanging. 5. D of M b h He's y
e fore horse of a team,

which drags a heavy loaded wagon ;
& he's y

e moat of a great house with a muddy
bottom, a Salamanca saussage, fat & gut. 6. S s Esq

r In short, he may
perhaps be compar'd to y

e
swan, & y

e
singing his dirge at a proper place, would

be y
e sweetest music his country ever heard." These persons are Lord Chester-

field, Lord Cobham, Middleton, Pulteney, the Duke of Maryborough, and Mr.

Sandys.

Walpole's team is a motley one, consisting of four asses, a creature somewhat

resembling a cow, and another that was once a horse. The group of persons on

our left are the chief leaders of the Opposition ; they are expressing their opinion s

of Walpole. The officer of state is the Duke of Grafton, Lord Chamberlain, see

"The Reason," No. 2491, mentioning his wages with alarm, and alluding to the

arrears of the Civil List.

The allusion to
" Commissions" may be explained by reference to Lord Talbot s

and other speeches, see " The Gentleman's Magazine ", 1 741, p. 627, &c. " While.

the Posts of the Army are bestowed as Rewards of Senatorial Slavery, Gentlemen

will always be found who will be corrupted themselves, and can corrupt a Borougl ;

who will purchase a Vote in the House and sell it for military Preferments."

The Foundling Hospital was established in this year, and attempts were mac e

to discourage it, by asserting that it was instituted chiefly for the illegitimate chil-^
dren of the nobility.

The introduction of the sailor on the sign-post is one of numberless allusions 10

the inactivity of Walpole in repelling aggressions on our commerce.

Dr. Conyers Middleton's "Life of Cicero," was piiblished this year; it w; s

dedicated to Lord Hervey ;
to this circumstance, and to his political attachmen ,s

the former owes his unhappy position in this print, and the sarcastic attack c n

his biographical work. It might have been more truly prophetic to have attri-

buted his literary death to his theological rather than his historical labours
;

s< e
" The Reason," as above.

The ape is John, Lord Carteret, who moved for Walpole's dismissal; s< e
" The Motion" (No. l.), No. 2479.

This print is advertised in " The Daily Post", April 13, 1741, p. 2, col. 2, is

follows :

" This Day is published, Price 6d. What's all this ! The motley Tea n

of State ; wherein is exhibited the Humours of the Trojan Horse, Justice, &c. n

the Belly, for giving a Girl of Foiirteen to Fourscore
;

the Gin Parson and t ie

Directors of the Assical Print and Procession finding the Mason Word :
'

Being n

Answer to some very melancholy Prints God knows. Publish'd by G. Bickham it

the Blackmoor's Head, both in Exeter-Exchange and May's-Buildings, Covet t-

Garden
;

and at the Print and Pamphlet Shops in London and Westminstc r.

lying near him doubtless refers.
"
Manners", was a satirical poem, written >y

Paul Whitehead, see "The State Weather-cocks", No. 2O21
; "Frontispiece r,o

' The Court Monkies' ", No. 2026.
1

i.e., the Pass-word of the Freemasons.
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Where may be had, The Original Motion and Reason, with the Negociators, which

makes a compleat Set of Political Prints."
" The Motion",

"
Reason", and "

Negociator's
"
are described in this Catalogue ;

see those names, Nos. 2479, 2491, and 2463.
12i X 61 in.

2496.
"The CAT IN PAN."

Publish'd According to Act of Parliament Ap" 14'*. 1741. Sf Sold by T.

Cooyer at the Globe in Pater-Noster-Row. Price 6 pence.

{April, 1741]

ON one side of this print is
" The House of L "(ords), on the other a prison, with

John Meres looking through a barred window, over which is
" MERES". Near a

post, placed in the road between the two buildings, is a gentleman, standing,
and holding a cat in a pan. A label on one side of his mouth has,

" / am

intirely against the Motion." On the label which proceeds from the other side of

his mouth is
"

let him be continued in Prison" On one sleeve of his coat is,
" Once for y* Country Infrest'^on the other, "Nowfory* Court". On his pocket

flap is "innate principle". He is applying to base purposes a paper inscribed,
" The Voice of y* People Sf their desires are well worthy serious attention of a

wise Legislature."
In the spring of 1741, the country suffered much from scarcity of provisions,

and, at the recommendation of the House of Commons, the King laid an embargo
on all vessels laden with corn or other food. The House was occupied in

forming a suitable Bill for the same purpose ; several petitions were presented

against this measure, and a paper entitled
" Considerations on the Embargo," &c.

was distributed at the door of the House. This document was considered a mali-

cious and scandalous one, and William Cooley, the person who dispersed printed

copies of it, was committed to Newgate ; Mr. John Meres, who reprinted part of

it in
" The Daily Post," was ordered to the custody of the Serjeant-at-Arms ;

also

Mr. John Hughes, the first printer, who was discharged on the third day ;
but the

other two remained in charge till the end of the Session. See " The Gentle-

man's Magazine", 1741, pp. 633 and 671.
To " turn cat in pan", or, more correctly, cake in pan, is to change sides.

This print is advertised in "The London Daily Post", April 15, 174 1
* P- 3>

col. 2, as
" This Day is publish'd", etc.

X 6i in.

2497.

To THE INDEPENDANT AND WORTHY ELECTORS OF THE
ANCIENT CITY OF WESTMINSTER: May 2 1741

[By George Bickham] [May 2, 1741]

THIS print shows a hustings used for the election of an M. P. for Westminster,

May 2, 1741. In the portico of Covent Garden church are three persons seated

at a table, and casting up the state of the poll. One says
" Vernon Sf Edwin ",

another " Few for my Lord". In the pediment of the church is a clock with the

motto, which formerly existed there,
" So passes y'glory of y

( World". In front, is

the hustings-platform, with, on one side, a candidate, Mr. Edwin, exclaiming
" My

King and my Countrey." Admiral Vernon, who stands behind Edwin, says
" For

y
e

glory of Britain Down with y' Spaniards". Many persons, gathered in front of
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this side of the platform, shout,
" Vernonfor ever no dribbelers H "(ere),

" Edwin at

Home Vernon ai"(oard). On the other side is Sir Charles Wager, saying
" / dont

know whare toput up next ". On the same side is his fellow-candidate, Lord Sundon,

declaring
" For y

e
Excise, &c another Place ". To whom Mr. De Veil addresses

himself, "/ Justice De Veil, Say so to and willjustify it"
1

. People cry out "No
Spit Head Fight. His." 1

,
"Vernon among y" Women to a man", "His His no

Pensioners ".

Below the hustings is engraved the dedication: "To the brave Admiral

Vernon, and his worthy Collegue, Charles Edwin, Esq, this Plate is most humbly
dedicated, by G. Bickham."

The following verses are engraved below the design:

"
O, put it in the public Voice

To make a free and worthy Choice ;

Excluding such as would in shame
The Common wealth.

"
&c.

This print must have been published during the progress of the Westminster

Election, and while the result was doubtful. At the close of that contest the

numbers of votes ^vere, for Vernon, 3290; Edwin, 3161; Sir C. Wager.
3686 ; Lord Sundon, 3533. Lord Sundon closed the poll and ordered a.

party of grenadiers to attend, and, while the military power surrounded the

hustings, the High Bailiff made the return. A petition against the return was

presented, and the House of Commons decided against the sitting Members by i,

majority of four, 22O to 21 6.

Justice De Veil, son of a keeper of the Lambeth Library, was a remark-

able person, having raised himself from the station of a common soldier to thai,

of a magistrate, and attained the honour of knighthood. He was exceedingly

sagacious in detecting villanies, persevering in bringing offenders to justice, and

displayed great personal courage in the execution of his office. He had a keei.

eye to his own interest, and, being used by great men, did not hesitate to use them
in turn. He had a large share in the control of the Westminster election,

and was the object of great popular indignation on that account. He died Sept. 7

1746. See "The Gentleman's Magazine," 1747, p. 562. Also "The Four
Times of the Day, Night," No. 2392.

Sir Charles Wager was First Lord of the Admiralty. Lord Sundon was ai

Irish peer, and a Lord of the Treasury ;
see " The Triumph of Justice."

See "The Triumph of Justice," No. 2501 ;
"The Banner of Liberty," No

2505.

7ir X 5f HI.

2498.

A SATIRE ON ELECTION PROCEEDINGS.

[May, 1741 i

THIS engraving represents a moribund voter pulled towards a precipice whic \

is designated as " The Brink of Despotism Poverty Sf destruction, inevitable if sue >.

courses are continued!" by two persons, one of whom is a half-devil, having wings ,

one cloven foot, a satyr's leg, a tail, and a claw instead of a hand. The last-name t

person shouts,
" III have the Majority I warrant you". The second persor ,

heedless of the precipice at his feet, waves his hat violently, and shouts,
"

*

Vote A Vote, a dead vote for us". From the pocket of the dying man a pape
inscribed "50" protrudes.

1 This refers to the reviews and home displays of the Admiralty, represente i

by Sir C. Wager.
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The half-devil's pocket contains papers marked with the current names of

several measures to which the unpopularity of Sir Robert Walpole was largely

due
;
these are "

Standing Army ",
" Lotteries ",

"
Cyder ". There are other labels

with inscriptions, thus : "Stamp Act",
" Bribes ", and "Address". "Stamp Act",

and " Bribes
"
appear to have been inserted at a date subsequent to the original

appearance of the print. The half-devil discharges
" False Reports against the

City of London all Wind". This creature has his hoof on the broken shield of

Britannia ;
his foot is on a paper, marked " This is the Foundation we go upon."

This paper lies on another paper, bearing,
"
Ways Sf Means Publick Money Pro-

mises Titles Contracts) Pensions Preferments Places, 8f by threatening to dis-

place $-c fyc ". At the end of this inscription coins are indicated. Under the

shield lie scrolls inscribed " Press Warrants ",
" Council of Satan. Neglect the

Seamen till the moment they are wanted, lest my beloved Press Warrants should

be forgot. My Freinds shall boldly call them Lawfull!" On another paper is

" My Majority shall Vote for a numerous Land Force in time of Peace to be

established with a double proportion of Officers ! the best proof of my influ-

ence." A bag, from which coins are pouring, and which is marked "
Sinking

Fund", lies near these papers.
Below the feet of the moribund voter is a coat of arms, as if it were the sign

of a tavern. The bearings comprise l, a fox running away with a goose,

2, checquy, as in the sign of " The Chequers ", with the words " Time-servers

Intire ". Behind, are a bottle and two gin-glasses, likewise tobacco-pipes and

labels, the latter inscribed "40", "lOO.", "
50", "=2" . On a riband

placed about the shield is,
" Votes are Soldfor Wine and Gold".

Below the design is engraved, on the same plate, the following dedication :

" To the Worshipfull the Mayor & Corporation of or of of * *.

*--or of***-- &ca &ca &ca
. This plate is most

humbly inscribed by their most obed1
: & most humble Serv* * * * *".

This print was probably originally published during or soon after the general
election of M.P.s which happened during May, 1741. The newly elected repre-
sentatives met June 25, 1741. The election in the City of London or one of the

neighbouring boroughs was probably the occasion of this publication.

See " To the Independent and Worthy Electors of the Ancient City of West-

minster", No. 2497 ;

" The Banner of Liberty", No. 2505 ;
"The Triumph of

Justice", No. 2501.
The passions evoked at this period in the minds of the people by election pro-

ceedings are illustrated by this and other entries in this Catalogue. The fate of

Walpole's administration was known to be depending on the aggregate of the

returns of M.P.s. For a striking account of the Parliament itself at this time, see

the " Letters" of Horace Walpole.

7x7 in.

2499.
" Thefunerall of Independency?

\May, 1741]

THIS engraving represents a funeral party, walking in a road, and passing a

tavern having the sign of "The Crown and Anchor", a "loyal" sign, as it was

customary to consider it.

"
l ", A coffin, marked by three crowns, is borne on the shoulders of Ignorance,

a man with asses' ears, and wrapped in a large cloak ; Folly, with a fool's cap and

bells, a bauble in his hand ; Contradiction, a man with two faces
;
and Deceit, whose

face is hidden behind the coffin. These are followed by
" 2 ", three men, dressed
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as mourners, being
" Auctioner ", holding a hammer;

"
Vintner", carrying a bottle

and ein-crlass : and "a Butcher", who bears a cleaver in his hand. Behind theseO C '

are other men, on the coat of one of whom is written,
" / am buggy" (?), on that of

another man is,
" I must vomit".

The coffin is preceded by a bishop, who wears a triple cap, and carries his

crook and a large bag of money (?). Beside the prelate is a Jew
; they both tread

on the Cross, which lies in their path. The Jew says to his companion,
" / did my

best to serve you", and lays his hand deprecatingly on the lawn sleeve of the bishop,

who replies,
" Brother it was ill timd".

On the top of a burthen of a cart, which is laden with coal sacks and marked
" Coal meter ", lies a wooden-legged man. The driver of the cart says to him,

"Master we are all undon"-, the man replies, "/car not my Turn is servd Will"1
".

The latter probably means that he cares for nothing which may take place since he

had been appointed coal meter.
"
3 ", a man on a donkey, is galloping towards a town which is in the distance

;

he appears to be saying, "post to Ipswich 1 O* 6 ". Another man is flourishing a

whip, and cries to the donkey rider,
" Thou art as tedious as the Law". A Harpy,

the Devil, or a Fury, who flies before the procession, exclaims,
" You are all my

Friends".

Below the design is engraved the following explanation :

"
1 . Independency

Supported by Ignorance folly Contradiction & Deceit 2 The Christian Electors

mourners 3 post for Vernon".

This satire appears to refer to the election of Admiral Vernon as Member
of Parliament for Ipswich, May, 174 1 - See "The Banner of Liberty", No.

2505-
For references to Admiral Vernon, see "A Skit on Britain", No. 2423.
101 X 7i in.

2500.

To the Glory of the Rl

. HonUe
. Sr

. Robert WALPOLE.

THIS engraving is a copy from, and inferior to that which is described in this

Catalogue under the same title, No. 1842.
At the sides of the design are two columns of letterpress as described with the

account of the original print, second impression, in which account the differences

and characteristics of the satire are noted. The letter of "
Myt tonius

"
is dated

"
St. James's, June 1 1th, 1741." The text gives an ironical account of the plots,

satires, &c., which are involved in it. For example,
" There is another Devise,

at the Base of the Arch, in the Shape of a Coat of Arms, which is bound round

with a Garter, and hath these Words inscribed upon it : Honi soil qui Maly pense ;

Evil be to Him, that Evil thinks. What is most remarkable in this Coat is, that it

bears three Axes, on one Side
;
and that the Crest is a Man's Head, with a strange

sort of Cap, which hath a Ducal Coronet at the Bottom, by way of Border ".

As to the print itself it is said :
" I am glad to heer that it hath already met

with the Approbation and Encouragement of a very great Family ; and I hope
shortly to see it display'd in the richest Colours upon Fans, and wrought into Screens

and Hangings for the Use and Ornament of the Palace ofN A". 1

There is no signature to this plate, the base is complete, and without the

Latin dedication which appears in the original.
The prints from the different plates may be readily distinguished by com-

1 That is,
"
Norfolk," and referring to Haughton Hall, Sir R. Walpole's seat
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paring the first lines in each "Explanation"; in the copy now in view the first

line is

"A. Great Britt alluding to the Motto of S. R. W, Arms"

This print was advertised in "The London Daily Post", March 11, 1741,

p. l, col. ii.

12| X 17 in.

2501.

THE TRIUMPH OF IUSTICE. " To the Independant Electors of
Westminster"

Indiana pinx'. I. Politicus Sculp*. Engravd according to Act of Par-
liament. [Dec. 1741]

THIS engraving shows a sarcophagus, on which is reclining a satyr in the character

of Time, with his hour-glass and scythe. In front is a medallion of Sir Robert

Walpole, with the legend,
" Padera Robertus Ord: Perisci tidis Eques". The

weepers are, on one side, Lord Sundon, near him are a can, two keys, a loaf, and
two mice, one of which is caught in a trap ;

on the other side, Sir C. Wager, leaning
on a broken anchor. Each weeper holds the end of a riband inscribed,

" Our Hopes
are gone the Election's lost". The base of the monument is inscribed,

" Hie
Jacet". On the ground, before the monument, a sceptre and three bludgeons lie

across the reverse of the medallion of Walpole, which bears the legend,
"
Regit

dictus Animos"
;
a plate marked " Covent- Garden", lies near these; two of the

bludgeons are inscribed " Bro g hs", "Bruisers". Above the monument, amid

clouds and angels, is seated the Prince ofWales, grasping a bludgeon in one hand,
and pointing with the other to "P Z", a gentleman, who appears to be making
a speech; the Prince is accompanied by a female (Justice ?), who holds a balance.

Below the last is
" E ", i.e. Mr. Edwin. At the Prince's feet is

"
22O," the

number of the majority in the House of Commons in favour of a new election for

Westminster, see below. Over the design is the British crown, decorated with a

palm and laurel, and in front of a riband inscribed,
" To the Independant Electors

of Westminster".
" The first great opposition to government took its rise in the city of West-

minster, where the court was supposed to possess an unbounded influence." * * *
" The representatives in the last parliament were Sir Charles Wager, first lord ofthe

admiralty, and lord Sundon, a lord of the treasury, and it was supposed that they
would have been rechosen as usual, without opposition. But lord Sundon was very

unpopular ;
he had been raised from a low condition to an Irish peerage, through

the interest of his wife, who had been favourite bedchamber woman to queen
Caroline. The other candidate, Sir Charles Wager, was unexceptionable, both in his

public and private character, but his attachment to the minister was a sufficient

objection. Some electors of Westminster proposed, very unexpectedly, Admiral

Vernon, then in the height of his popularity, and Mr. Irwin,
1 a private gentleman

of considerable fortune. The opposition at first despised, became formidable
;

and Sir Charles Wager being summoned to convoy the King to Holland, the

management of the election was intrusted to ignorant vestrymen and violent

justices. The party in opposition to the court candidates became very tumultuous.

The majority of the electors were decidedly in favour of the ministerial candidates,
but Lord Sundon was imprudently advised to close the poll, to order a party of

guards to attend, and while the military power surrounded the hustings, the High

1

Irwin, a misprint for Edwin; see "The Banner of Liberty", 1741, No.

2505.
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Bailiff returned him and Sir Charles Wager. This imprudent conduct highly

exasperated the populace ;
the guards were insulted, Sundon was attacked, and

narrowly escaped with life. The example of the opposition at Westminster,
diffused a general spirit throughout the kingdom, and violent contests were excited

in all quarters. Large sums of money for supporting the expenses were sub-

scribed by Pulteney, the Duchess of Marlborough, and the Prince of Wales, who
contracted great debts on this memorable occasion, and the managers of opposition

employed this money with great advantage."
" Memoirs of Sir R. Walpole", by

W. Coxe (196. f. 6.) ; chap. 58, pp. 683, 684.
For Admiral Vernon, see "A Skit on Britain", No. 2423.

6| X 1 1 in.

2502.
THE WHOLE STATE OF EUROPE. Or an Hieroglyphick for

y
e
Election of an Emperor of Germany. Being an Expla-

nation of those Three curious Emblematic^ Capital Paintings

of 8
r
. R t W I's at his House in Chelsea.

N. B. The beasts represent certain monarchs, and the birds

certain kingdoms ; the eagle, in particular, Germany with her

Nine electors.

I. B. Vaudrulle In. Sculp. According to Acl of Parliament 17 Nov. 1741.

[1741]
THIS engraving shows an eagle, whose nest is in a large tree, with nine eaglets,

holding in her beak a fox cub which she has carried off; an old fox, with a torch

in his mouth, fires the nest
; peacocks are plucking their own plumes from a jay

which has bedizened itselfwith the feathers
;

a bear scratches himself desperately,

being stung by bees from the overturned hive of "EUROPE". Numerous beasts,

birds, fishes, &c., occur in the design, as described in the following verses, printed
on a detached piece of paper, in letterpress :

" A Key to the whole State of Europe ".

" A Cub of France th' Imperial Eagle tears,

The Gallic Fox avenging Fire prepares,
The German Brood, th' Electors, catch th' Alarm,
Some vain Complaints prefer, some wisely arm.

The Prussian Jay exults with borrow'd Plumes,
But after Feasting know the Reck'ning comes.

Th' Hungarian Peacock soon returns th' Attack,
The Tuscan too requires his Feather back,

Nor will the wrong'd Bohemian lose her Snack.

The Russian Bear, stung by some paltry Bee,
Threats the whole Hive,* and who so fierce as he ?

But when the angry Swarm in Arms appears,
You see the bulky Monster scratch his Ears.

Is Britain idle 'midst this martial Rage ?

No, see her Lion ready to engage !

The Belgic^ Goose remonstrates round to All,

(O may her cacklikng save the Capitol !)

The Austrian Bull shews Signs of instant Fight,
Bavaria s Hound extends his Jaws to bite,

Th' Iberian J Griffin whets each fangy Claw,

"*
Europe? "f Holland" "f Spain.

>mes.

Attack,
"J

C
'

f
Miack. J
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The Swedish Ostrich hopes to glut his Maw.
See in the Swan Lorain for War prepares,
And e'en the Cat of Rome erects her Back and swears.

The Danish Stork devours her Subject Frog,
Who vainly now bewails thy Loss King Log.
The Cocatrice and Serpent mean no Good,
Heav'n keep off all Pretenders and their Brood.

In the huge Elephant the Turk behold !

In the Rhinoceros the Persian bold !

The Bat the mercenary Swiss intends,

Whom Pay denominates, or Foes, or Friends.

For what remains those of the scaly Brood,
Are Pow'rs Marine, who vapour on the Flood :

The Tunis, let Morocco's Dey expound,
The Dolphin, Venice, both alas aground !

Aground, or worse, by some disastrous Shock,
Dash'd like some luckless Vessel on a Rock.

The little
||
Flut'rers in the ambient Air,

Are Schemers who erect their Castles there.

Lo ! where Minerva s Bird is pearch'd on high,
Emblem of Wisdom, understand thereby
Some minister of State, as W le sage,

Whose Thoughts, Conventions, Treaties, Schemes engage :

The neighb'ring Birds who seem to peck and prate,
Are his Opponents, strenuous in Debate,
Who din the Senate with their Patriot Rage,
x As P y, C m, M n, and G e;

Whilst he regardless of this wrangling Race,
Seems but to keep his Patience and his Place."

Under the print is a medallion of an eagle with the helmet, spear, and shield of

Britain ; around her a brood of eaglets, pecking her breast, for England, and

bunches of turnips for Hanover; see "The H r T p Man", &c. 1742.
For legend,

" HAN : ET : MAGN : BRITAN : CONCORBIA : DISCORS."

l6 X io in.

2503-

THE C RD N LS MASTER-PIECE, or EUROPE in a FLURRY.

Publish
1

d October 1741, according to Act of Parliament, by T. Cooper, at

the Globe in Pater-Noster-Row. Price 6d. [1741]

THIS print represents an assembly of statesmen in a large room. Cardinal Fleury
is standing at a table with a map of Central Europe before him, and apportioning
territories to Bavaria, who requires

"
Upper Austria and Bohemia", to Poland, who

wants "
Upper Silesia, Sf Moravia", to Prussia, who demands "Lower Silesia Sfc",

and to the Turk, who asks for
" Tekeswamr Bannat" and exclaims " But see that

Devil comes", and turns to Kouli Khan, i. e. Nadir Shah (see
" A Political

Race", No. 2441,) who approaches, threatening him with his fists; this refei s

to the encroachments of the Persians on the Turks, and the battle of Erivan,
disastrous to the latter. Behind the table are three ecclesiastical Electors and

"
||
Ambassadors"

1 See "the entries in this Catalogue which are dated Feb. 13, 1741, and, foi*

" G e ",
"
European Race for A Distance," No. 2455.
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the Palatine Elector, the last crys
" Take care of me, and Saltzbach". Russia, ex-

claiming
" You force me to it ", knocks down Sweden, who falls, lamenting

" Pox
on him, who set me on". Near the last-named group are Maria Theresa, the

Queen of Hungary, carrying her child, and protesting that " iho Sworn to Assist

they join against me.", and her husband, who declares that he had been "
Stript by

him I did most to oblige.''
1 On the other side is Louis XV. sword in hand, pro-

claiming "Neutrality, Sf my Mediation." Holland, referring to the threatening

aspect of the French king, confesses " He frightens me". Another statesman admits
" Your will's a Law, Monsieur". Spain, addressing Walpole, says,

" Peace now, in

Spite ofyou, without Security" Walpole, who appears to be alarmed at the pros-

pect before him, observes,
" Then we shall be ruind, with a Vengeance." Three

persons who stand at the door observe, respectively, "/or the Success of his Scheme
he's obliged to us",

" We might easily have hinderd it", and " Then you were sad

Fellows that did not". A flight of birds appears in the air without, and twitter-

ing,
" The Eagle is dead come lets pluck his feathers" .

Below the design are verses printed in letterpress, of which the following only
are worth quoting :

t.

" Who see my Raree Shew come from Prague :

It represent-a de Grand Intrigue,
Christen'd by some, de Holy League.

Doodle, doodle, do.

II.

Who's He dat at de Table stand,

Like Moses, with his powerful Wand,

Dividing of de promised Land ?

in.

O ! dat be He, de famous He !

Who order Tings as dey shall be,

At Land and, some tink too, at Sea. 1

IV.

Who those that do de Map inspect ?

O ! dey be three of the Elect :

Dey take whatever He direct.

v.

Mor blue ! be de TURK on Elect too ? No, Sere ;

But, as one good Friend, he pluck-a de Share,
Tf KULI KAN, de while only, forbear.

VI.

Who those behind ? de PALATINE,
Dat, to French Guardian-ship, resign

Himself, young SULTZBACH, & de RHINE.

VII.

De other three, with Miters, all

Electors 'Clesiastical:

Dey too have bow de Knee to Baal.

VIII.

What He beyond, knock'd down so tight-a ?

O ! dats de SWEDE, who needs wou'd fight-a.
Pur die, de RUSSIAN serve him right-a.

1 See " The Negotiator's ", No. 2463.
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IX.

Who be de Lady, with de Child ?

Dat be de HONGAR'S Queen, quite wild

To find herself so basely 'guil'd
"*****

"
Quite stripp'd of all ye Gods ! she cry'd,"*****

XIII.
" Vat tink of He now there, who stand

To keep Folk off, with Sword in Hand ?

Be gar, Monsieur look very grand.

XIV.

Who dat be near him, with de ruff?

O, dat's Jack Spaniard, who talk bluff,

Presuming now on Master Huff.

xv.

But if no fatal Pact restrain-a,

BRITAIN, from acting on de Main-a,
She'll humble FRANCE as well as Spain-a."

Sweden, at the instigation of France, declared war against Russia. Her army
was defeated by a superior Russian force. The revolution in Russia immediately
followed, and a cessation of arms was agreed on by the two powers.

1 i X 6i in.

2504,

LA RARETE DE PRAGUE. DE PRAAGSHE RARIEKIEK.

Te Amsteldam, by JAN 'T LAM, Boekverkooper bezuyden V Stadhuys, naer dc

Copy van London, Publish''d According to Act of Parliament, by T. Cooper,
at the Globe in Pater-Noster-Row. [ 1 74 1 ]

THIS engraving is a copy from " The C rd n Is Master-piece", No. 2503,

larger, with the inscriptions in French and in Dutch ; paraphrases of the verses,

in both these languages, are printed below the design.

134- X 9 in.

25Q5.

(
x THE BANISTER OF LIBERTY, DISPLAY'D IN r)he Petition of the

Inhabitants of WESTMINSTER with the Coats of Arms of the

Glorious two hundred (& TWENTY TWO, WHO VOTED IN

FAVOUR OF THE PETITIONERS.)
Ja. Mynde Sculp. [740

THIS broadside is engraved throughout; it comprises a design and a "petition".
Over the petition is the emblematical design. The latter shows Westminster

sitting dejected on the ground ;
she has her hand on the armorial shield of Mr.

Edwin, which partially conceals that of Lord Perceval (Earl of Egmont) ;
she is

1 The title of this copy of the print is imperfect.
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assisted to rise by Liberty, who tramples a musket beneath her feet. Against
a stone leans the shield of Admiral Vernon. On a larger stone are carved the

arms of Westminster. The figure of Slavery flees from the scene.

The history of the election in question here is given with " To the Independant
and Worthy Electors" &c., No. 2497. In consequence of the proceedings therein

described, a petition was presented to the House of Commons. Horace Walpole
wrote to Sir H. Mann, Dec. lo, 1741, "Mr. Pulteney presented an immense

piece of parchment, which he said he could but just lift; & was the Westminster

petition, and is to be heard next Tuesday, when we shall all have our brains

knocked out by the mob." The House declared the election void. A new

election ensued ;
Mr. Edwin and Lord Perceval were returned without opposition.

Admiral Vernon was not nominated on the second occasion, having been already

seated as M.P. for Ipswich ; see " The Funeral of Independency ", No. 2499.
For Lord Perceval see

" The H r T p Man", &c., 1742.

9 X 8^ in.

2506.

THE CRICKET PLAYERS OF EUROPE

to be had at the Acorn faceing Hungerford Strand [l 740

THIS engraving, which has been partially coloured by hand, represents a

cricket-field, where " P A
"

(Prussia, or Frederick II.), clad in an entire

suit of armour, keeps the wicket against
"

// G Y "
(Maria Theresa, Queer

of Hungary, afterwards EmpressJ, who, dressed in royal robes, which are em-

broidered with eagles, is about to bowl
;
she says,

" Now Sir mind what you art

about, or I Shall be too much for you I have a Notch 1 more than you have go,'

yet Sf that you may know in time'
1

'
1

. Her bat, which lies on the ground at her

feet, is marked "Ingratitude". The King, holding his bat, with " Fortitudt

Sfc", on it, prepares for the ball, and says,
" I Don't mind your Notch Madam

ThoJ I design to have A good strike at you this time so mind your Eye, fy Stanc'

out of y
e

way monsieur I design to send this to the She Bear Yonder."

"Monsieur", who is thus referred to, is
" F E" (Louis XV.), who i;

looking out for the ball; he says, "A
1

Monsieur vat you do now Morblieu! L'Diabli

Ha me vill catch you out if have I no be stab nor Shoot" On his bat i;

"
Treachy $" Infidelity". The "She Bear", indicated by Prussia, is

" R A"

(the Empress Elizabeth of Russia), a very stout woman, in royal robes, whicl

are embi-oidered with eagles ; she is running forward towards Maria Theresa, am

crying,
" / am coming to help you Madam if you are tired I will Bowl fo

r
,

you". This Empress has no bat.

In the distance stands Turkey, with a bat which is marked " True
"

;
he says

" You Mr Monsieur most or Hardly amost Christian Criminal I Shall come ii

soon thafs all." The " UMPIRES" are Holland and Spain ;
the former, whos

bat is marked "cunning", says,
" Tis Better to be Umpire than a Gamester lea.

bet by the by Sf give on my own side Afterwards up your Head Hogan-mogan*

Spain, on whose bat is
"
Decieit", says,

" / allow of the Antigallican Notch bu"

not that of Campeachy or the main"
;
he thus refers to the claims of England fo

liberty to trade in the West Indies.

The " Scorers" are seated on the ground in front of the design, holding thei

knives for cutting the tallies. One of these, who wears a royal crown and i ;

clad in a blue dress, may be Frederick VII., King of Sweden
;
he says to hi <

companion,
" Indeed he plays very well but she may hold him to it for all tha ,

1 This term refers throughout to the notches made by the " scorers
"

;
se

below.
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Sir, you dont know yet? The other scorer, who wears a coronet, not a roya!

crown, may be the Elector Palatine, or the Duke of Lorraine ; he says,
" Sir you

will find his Notches will win the Game, Thai
1

no more Hands Should go in, he's

the lest at a by ball."

Behind the scorers stand two persons, one of whom holds a bat, on which is

" Honour 8f Courage ", he says to the other,
" Ah ! Boy there was a time when 1

coudplay with the best of them fy I hope to have the best of the bett now". This

may be intended for the Emperor Charles VI., who, however, died Oct. 2O, 1 740.
His companion, on whose bat is

"
Strength Sf Will", says,

"
Ay Ay never mind it

I warrant Fll get some Notches fy if I find the Odds Against Pll Hedge off
I cant say I like her bowling she seems not to tire." This may be George II.

of England, who may be said to have "
hedged off" to serve Hanover.

On the side of the field opposite to these is
" P I d" (Frederick Augustus

II., Elector of Saxony), who sits on the earth, weeping, and saying, "lean play
no more I must mind my Eye I have had such a dam'd Knock I can't Seek out ".

On his bat is "Folly".
In front of the design, on the ground, lie the stakes, or the " Setts ", i. e.

scrolls, on which are written the names of the parties interested in the game :

"Saxony", "Bavaria", "Hungary", "Poland",
" Austria"," Russia"," Lor-

rain", "France",
"

fyc. Sfc. ", on one side, and, on the other side, "Prusia",
"
Brandenberg" , "England", "Hanover",

" Hesse- Cassell" (i.e. Sweden),

(W)" estphalia ",
"
Turkey ". Below the design the following lines are engraved :

" Behold ! the Wondrons Game behold !

See Kingdoms Stak'd in lieu of Gold.

The Greatest Game that E'er was play'd
The Greatest Betts that E'er was laid

;

Fortune afraid or here or there

To Side, for Neither durst declare :

But hov'ring o'er with Dubious Wing.
Now fans the Heroine, now the King.

Whilst Hans Resolves to share the Gain

Of Neutral Umpire, join'd with Spain,
Whilst Others Play their time away,

They win & Laugh & Well they may."

On the subject of this European war, see "The Negociator's ", No. 2463;
"The C-rd-n-ls Master-piece", No. 2503; "La Rarete de Prague", No. 2504;
"The Whole State of Europe", No. 2502; "The C-rd-n-1 Dancing-Master",
No. 2530; "The Qu n of Hungary Stript" (No. 1.), No. 2512; "The Con-
sultation of Physicians", No. 2514; "The Queen of Hungary stript" (No. 2.),

No. 2513 ;
"F h Pacification", No. 2515 ;

"The Queen of H y putting
on Bavarian Breeches", No. 2553; "The Queen of Hungary in Splendor",
No. 2554; "The Parcse", March, 1744; "Queen of Hungary's Whetstone",
Oct. 1744; "The French Bird", &c., Dec. 2O, 1744; "The European
Mourners" (No. 1.), Jan. 1745; the same (No. 2.), Jan. 1745; "The
Benefit of Neutrality", Dec. 1 745 ;

" A Political Map of Europe", 1 746 ;

"
Leap

frog ! ", Sept. 1 746 ;

" The Glory of France", 1 746 ;

"
Europe in Masquerade ",

May, 1 747 ;

" The Royal Assembly ", Oct. 7, 1 748 ;

" The Preliminary Con-

gress", June 28, 1748; "The Congress of the Brutes", May, 1748; "The
Nonesuch", May, 1748; "The Wheel Barrow Crys of Europe", 1748.

12i X 6|in.

III. D D
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2507.

SIR THOMAS DEREHAM. A.

Cavr Ghezzi delin. A> [Arthur Pond] sculp. 1741 [l?4l]

HE is represented at whole length, standing, turned in profile to onr left, carrying
a hat under his right arm, and his left hand in his coat pocket. He has a very

long chin and an open mouth
;
a heavy jowl. This is a caricature.

Below the print is in MS.: " Sr Thomas Dereham of the Co: Norfolk who
followed the Fortunes of James II. and afterwards settled at Florence, where he

died. There is a medal of him by Soldani."

See the entry with the same name "B," and date, No. 2508.

74. X 1 li in.

2508. SIR THOMAS DEREHAM. B.

[1740

THIS engraving shows a caricature portrait of the person referred to in the entry
in this Catalogue with this name and date,

"
A", No. 2507. The subject ap-

pears in profile, seated at a harpsichord, on the keys of which he is playing.
He is bald on the top of his head, has large eyes and a prominent nose, a big

mouth, from which the teeth have gone, and a very long and pointed chin. He
has a large bag to his wig, a loose, ill-tied cravat is about his neck. A single

candle stands before him on the harpsichord, and, having a long snuff, it :s

guttering.
This print is No. 1 59 in the Burney Collection of English Portraits, vol. i.

P- 43-
8 ' x l o-l- in.

2509.

Fore-warn'd Fore-arm'd; or, The Batchelor's MONITOR: being
A Modest ESTIMATE of the Expences attending the Ma -

ried Life.

II. Gravelot inv. et Sculp. Published According to Act of Parliament y
John Osborn in Pater-noster Roiv. 1741. [ 1 74 ]

AN engraving ;
in front of a temple, on the frieze of which is written " SVBJVGA.TG II

SACRrM.", appears Hymen, holding his torch and a set of manacles, and followed iy

Discord and Poverty; he introduces a young lady, holding a bag of "
Money", t< a

gentleman who is on his knees before her, and oifers a "
Joynture". Liberty is

hastening away from the would-be bridegroom ;
a satyr maliciously points at hi n,

and holds out a scroll, on which is an " Estimate"
Below the design, in letterpress, is an estimate of the probable expenses of a

married man compared with those of a bachelor.

This print is advertised in " The Daily Post", Feb. 21, 1741, p. 2, col. 1

8 X in
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2510.

SCOTCH TAST IN VISTA'S.

Price Sixpence. [ 1 74 1 ]

THIS print shows Archibald, Earl of Islay, stamping on the ground in great con-

sternation, and turning his back on the views afforded by two vistas which have

been cut through the foliage in his park; one displays
"
Kingstone

"
church, the

other a gibbet on " Honslow Heath". A view of some " Water works" is also

opened. On one side stands his lordship's gardener, a Scotchman, holding a

thistle ; on the other a black boy with a telescope.
Below the design is engraved :

" Old I y to show a most elegant Tast

In improveing his Gardens purloind from the Wast .

And orderd his Gard'ner to open his Veiws

By cutting a couple of grand Avennues,
With secret Delight he saw the first Veiw end

In his favourite Prospect, a Church that was ruind^

But what should the next to his Lordship exhibit,

Twas the terrible Sight of a Rogue and a Gibbet.

A Veiw so ungratefull then taught him to muse on,

Full many a Campbell had dyd with his Shoes on,
All amz'd and aghast at the Ominous Scene,

He order'd it strait to be shut up again,

With a Clump of Scotch Firrs by way of a Screen." .

Another, and longer, but similar set of verses was quoted by Horace Walpole,
"Letter to Mann", June 3, 1742, and, by him, said to be written by the

Rev. James Bramston, vicar of South Harting, Sussex, author of " The Art of

Politics", and " The Man of Taste," who died, 1744.
The Earl of Islay is probably indebted for this satire to his attachment to the

very unpopular Sir Robert Walpole ;
to him he continued invariably faithful, and

counteracted, so much as lay in his power, the enmity of his brother, John, Duke
of Argyll.

1 He died April 15, 1761.
There is an impression with the following signature :

" W Hogarth Inv1
. et

Sculp
1
".

2511.

THE FORTUNATE TRANSPORT.
[1741]

THIS print consists of four designs, enclosed by scrolls, with inscriptions.

1.
" With Child by the Under-Turnkey put on Board a Lighter,from thence

into a Transport Ship bound for Virginia." The jailor standing on a quay, with

the "transport" and several other convicts ready to embark.

2.
"
Whipped during Dinner ; her Master boasting that no Monarch upon

Earth had so fine Musick as hefancied her Cries. In the Intreim the Justice

Releaseing fy takes her Home." The "
transport" appears, stripped and flogged by

a black man in front of a planter's house
;
within the house the master is seen at

dinner. A gentleman, on horseback, raises his hands in admiration of the beauty
of the woman.

1 See " The Motion," (No. 1.), No. 2479, and other entries in this Catalogue,
with the same date.
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3.
" Her usage of her Free-born English Servants as they do Negroes and

Felons in the Plantations, thai
1 She felt the Mesery herself" The "transport"

stands in a handsomely furnished chamber, with a stick in her hand, having
knocked down a female servant

;
behind her stands a black boy. Tliree other

females, shocked and alarmed, are in the distance. Beneath is engraved
" Re-

member Mrs Branch Sf her Daughf"
4. Two highwaymen rob a lady in a coach, one stands at the horses' heads, the

other at the carriage door. Beneath is engraved,
" Rob T'heif; or the Lady of y*

Gold Watch Polly Haycock".
This print is, in a MS. note, stated to have been " Made on Mrs. Barham."

Mrs. Branch and her daughter were executed May 3, 1 740, for the murder of

their maid servant, Jane Butterworth.
"
1748. Ap. 23. John Taylor received sentence of death for robbing Mrs.

Foster in Mrs. Barham's Coach." " The Gentleman's Magazine", 1748, p. 186.
"
1749. Mar. 22. On this day the king assented to a Bill to enable Joseph

Foster to assume the name of Barham, pursuant to the will of Henry Barham

dec." Ibid. 1749, p. 139.
The explanation of this print will be found in

" The Fortunate Transport ; or,

the Secret History of the Life and Adventures Of the celebrated Polly Haycock,
The Lady of the Gold watch. (635, f. 1 1/10.) By a Creole." A pamphlet offorty-
four pages. There is a second part of forty-five pages.

The following is an abstract of the tale. The daughter of a gentleman residing

at Hampstead fell asleep by the side of a haycock ;
a gentleman accidentally

passed, was attracted by the sight, and, after a protracted interview, went

away ;
the parties never met again. The lady found herself pregnant ; and, to

conceal her shame, threw herself in the way of a young apothecary, hoping tc

persuade him that he was the father of the expected baby, and that he would

procure a miscarriage ; he deceived her, and gave an innoxious medicine. Whei:

the child was born, the mother died, and her father had it privately baptized witl

the name of Mary Haycock, and handed it over to the parish, where it was.

brought up with the parish children. A widow gentlewoman adopted the infant

in her own home, and afterwards discovered that the child was the daughter
of her own son, who had died soon after the adventure of the haycock. "Polly'
carried with her from the workhouse a disposition for romping and larceny,

and, when at a boarding school, stole from one of her companions a gold
watch. The thief was discovered; her patroness had the matter hushed up ;

apprenticed Polly to a milliner, and soon afterwards died, leaving her, con -

ditionally, 500. She repeatedly robbed her mistress, and ultimately absconded

with a barber. She thus lost the <5> was reduced to distress, and lived i i

the lowest debauchery, with thieves, pickpockets, &c. She picked the pocket c f

one of her accidental paramours, was detected, confined in Newgate, and con -

demned to transportation. She proved with child by one of the turnkeys. Sh j

was transported to Virginia. Here she was purchased by an old lady, who too c

charge of Polly's son by the turnkey, and ultimately settled him in a sma 1

plantation. Polly, having endeavoured to insnare the grandson of the old lad'
,

was handed over to a planter. He was brutal, and she was often stripped, tie I

to a tree, and whipped till her back was covered with blood. One day, havin '

neglected her duty as cook .and while being castigated, the master was boastir *

that no monarch on earth had such fine music as her cries, a magistrate stoppf 1

at his gate. He took compassion on her and she was surrendered to him. SI e

endeavoured in vain to secure him in marriage ;
at the end of her time of servi< e

he gave her l oo guineas, with a promise to repeat the present every yea .

She plotted with the master of a sloop to rob the magistrate, and the guilty pa r

escaped to Jamaica, where the captain died, and Polly passed for his widow. SI e

now lived in great comfort, and succeeded in marrying a wealthy planter. SI 3

again became a widow, with 3000 a year, and, when her sons were grownup ai 1
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settled, she received the addresses of Mr. B-. She again became a wealthy
widow, and settled in England, with a large establishment of servants, whom
she treated with harshness and cruelty. Polly had a remarkable dream that,

if she could obtain possession of the watch she had formerly stolen, it would
be a palladium to her. By a succession of marvellous circumstances she got

possession of the watch, which she guarded with great care. She formed
a discreditable liaison with a Scotch adventurer, who involved her in the

ruin of the South Sea Bubble
;

and then, robbed of every portable article, the

gold watch included, she prosecuted him, and he was transported ;
but her character

was exposed, and the boys in the streets followed her, calling out,
" The Lady of

the Gold Watch." She afterwards formed another connection, through which she

was utterly ruined; but she fell into good hands, reformed, and died in Virginia.
The name of Barham is probably used in error. In the book it is generally

printed B-n, but once it occurs as Br wn, probably, therefore, Brown.
There is not in the book any account of the robbery of the coach.

A "Mary Haycock" was executed at Tyburn, with others, Oct. 2, 1734; see

"The Courant", Oct. 3, 1734.
12i x 7 in.

2512.

THE QU N OF HUNGARY STRIPT (No. I.)

Geo: Richardson Feb: 1742. sold at y
e Black-moos head Exeter Change

[1741]

THIS print is altered from "The Negotiator's", No. 2463. The chief altera-

tion is, that instead of the ships towed by Walpole, the Queen of Hungary is

seated on a chair naked, except a linen cloth which is placed round her hips and

marked "
Hungary 8f Lintz ". Her right leg has been cut off and a wooden one

substituted. Cardinal Fleury, who stands in a go-cart, is, by means of a cord,

pulling away her petticoat, which is marked, "Austria'
1
'
1 and "Netherlands".

Spain seizes her shift, marked "Just Rights". Bavaria pulls away her robe,

marked "
Prague ",

" Sultzbach ",
" Sreslaw". Holland, with his hands behind

him, pulls at her tippet marked " Munih ", and observes " But We design to be on

our Guard Sf remain neuter". At Walpole's feet is a label, "If Iget off" now,
thanks to y

e
Priest Successor of Richlieu ".

Traces of the removed parts of the original design appear in the waves of

the sea
; the rest of the work remains as before. Below the design the following

lines are engraved :

" Who are all these that look so fine-a,

Tis P a, B, a, F e, H 11 d and Spine-a,
Dat Strip da Hunga's Queen ; quite wild-a.

O Dare is He, de famous He-a,
Dat order Tings as dey shall be-a,

But dat He's near his End you see-a.

The City Lord, and den King Loggy,
O ! is not that a watery jobb e,

For S s, for L tt n, and Cobby.

So, Sirs, you here see all de Hero's

De Flu as goo Cart, that your Fear-os,

Who setts all Europe by de Ear-os."

See "F h Pacification", No. 2515; "The Consultation of Physicians",
No. 2514; "The Queen of Hungary Stript", (No. 2.) No. 2513; and " The
Cricket Players of Europe ", No. 2506.
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The publication of this print is announced in
" The London Evening Post ",

March 16-18, 1742, p. 4, col. 2.

124- X 7 in.

2513. The Queen ofHimgary Stript (No. 2.)

1742. Indiana Sc*. [ 1 74 1 ]

AN engraving showing a room, where the Queen of Hungary, stript of everything
but her shift, and seated on a sofa, exclaims,

" what! will you leave me nothing ?
"

;

she resists the rude assault of the King of Prussia, who declares,
" I must have y'

low Countries ". On the othre side is Cardinal Fleury approaching, and saying,
"

let me handle it". On a chair at the end of the sofa is seated George II. with a

paper in his hand,
" / have sign

d
y' Neutrality ". Spain, carrying off some of the

Qeeen of Hungary's garments, her stays and sceptre, is retiring, with " do as you,

will now". Bavaria, placing a crown on his head, holds up a stocking, and say?,
" / am for y

e

Stocking? Walpole, crouching behind the sofa, exclaims,
" Dam n

y
e house of Aust"(risC).

The King of Prussia was the chief assailant of the Queen of Hungary, ajid in

the struggle obtained Lower Silesia, i. e. the " low countries
"
alluded to. Cardinal

Fleury, on the part of France, stipulated for a portion of the Austrian Nethei-

lands. George II., awed by France and Prussia, signed a treaty of neutrality ft r

Hanover, and nagged in his exertions to assist the queen. The Queen of Spain
claimed the Italian provinces for her son Philip, meaning to erect them into a

kingdom. The Elector of Bavaria was to receive Bohemia and to be elected

Emperor. Such were the schemes for stripping the Queen of Hungary, whic i,

fearing the loss of Hanover, George II. did not resist, and in which quiescence
he was encouraged and supported by Walpole.

1

11 X -ln,

2514.

THE! CONSULTATION OF PHYSICIANS, ON THE CASE OF TK E

QVEEN OF HUNGARY.2

Vanlot Inv. Sotin sculp. [l?4 ]

As engraving showing the Queen of Hungary seated on a close stool, and vonx t-

ing, while Cardinal Fleury feels her pulse, and recommends to " Lower the Pu. se

with Clysters", large instruments for the administration of which lie on the floe :

at a table Spain prescribes
" Vesicatories

"
; Bavaria, mending his pen, prescrib s,

"More Evacuations'", and "Jalop". The King of Prussia, a young man, we 1 r-

ing a corslet, holds a purse and prescribes "Julip Cordi(a\s) More Restorativet ".

England stands by and recommends " Steel". Poland, having the dress of a soldi T,

inspects a lancet ; on his belt is
"
Restoratives",

"
Silesia." Holland (Gra id

Pensionary, Hensius) is seated quietly, and affects to
" Wate for a Crist ".

Behind the last is the Pope (Benedict XIV.), in dotage, playing with a chil I's

windmill, while his tiara is falling from his head
;

at the Dutchman's feet is a e og
pawing a paper,

" Please to pay to Mynhear or Order y
e sum of 1 OOO. Fenelo, ".

1 See the references to satires on this subject, which are given with " 1 he

Qu n of Hungary Stript" (No. 1.), No. 2512 ;

" The Negotiator's," No. 24 >3.
2 Hid.
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In the background are two sovereigns, whipping a top, one crying
"
Wip for't

father".
Below the design these lines are engraved:

" These Sages, in their Grandeur, loll at Ease,
To promise future Health for present Fees.

Then, as from Tripod, solemn Shams reveals,

And what the Stars know nothing of, forctels."

George II. with the concurrence of England, assisted the Queen of Hungary
with money, and was prepared to do so with troops, when his exertions were para-

lyzed by fears for the loss of Hanover. This print was designed when the King
was in a paroxysm of vigour, and recommended "

steel ".

The windmill in the Pope's hands refers to the claims of the Pretender
; see

"
Qualis vir Talis Oratio," No. 1 1 74.

The publication of this print is announced in
" The London Evening Post ",

March 16-18, 1742, p. 4, col. 2.

1 2f x 6 in.

;
,. 2515. a

: .-; ;., !: .

;

F H PACIFICATION or the Q N of H Y STRiPT1
.

Published according to Act ofParliament Feb
y

. 8, 1741/2. Vanlot Invf. N.
Parr Sculp [ 1 74 1 ]

THIS engraving shows the Queen of Hungary, naked, in the attitude of the

Venus d' Medici ; Cardinal Fleury is endeavouring to remove her right hand
;

Spain sneaks away with her stockings, marked " Parma "
; Naples purloins her

shoes, marked " Milan. ". The Elector of Bavaria (Emperor Charles VII.), point-

ing to the "
Imperial Crown " on his head, carries off her shift, marked "Bohemia"

;

Poland (Frederick Augustus II., Elector of Saxony) has seized the queen's stays
and petticoat, marked "Moravians Prussia has taken her gown, marked "

Silesia".

Below the design the following speech, by the Cardinal, is engraved :

" With equal hand and a pure heart I share

The spoils amongst you : For my cost and care

The Countries Low is a reward too poor,

But as you're all my friends, I'll take no more."

M The successful irruption of Prussia, brought forward numerous claimants to

parts of the Austrian succession. The electors ofBavaria and Saxony, the kings of

Spain and Sardinia, all secretly abetted or openly aided by France, evinced a dis-

position to join Frederick in hostilities against the house of Austria." W. Coxe's

"Memoirs of Sir R. Walpole", 1798 (196. f. 6.), ch. liv. end.
"
Such, however, was the infatuation of the austrian cabinet, that they continued

to rely on the pacific assurances of France, until her armies had penetrated Ger-

many ;
and rejected the friendly and urgent remonstrances of the british cabinet, to

secure the alliance of Prussia by the cession of Silesia, until they were overwhelmed

by their enemies, and compelled to yield that province to the prussian monarch, as

the purchase of an uncertain neutrality." W. Coxe's " Memoirs of Horatio, Lord

Walpole, of Woolteston ", 1802 (196. f. 4.). ch. 22. p. 229.
The situation of Maria Theresa "was truly deplorable, and her disasters

rebounded on the minister. To his sinister auspices it was attributed that the

constellation of the house of Bourbon seemed ascending to its zenith, and the star

1 See the references to satires on this subject, which are given with " The
Qu n of Hungary stript", No. 2512.
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of England and Austria declining towards the horizon." Coxe's " Memoirs of Sir

R. Walpole ". as above cited, ch. Ivii. end.
" While the French minister at Vienna endeavoured to amuse the Queen with

the strongest assurances of his Master's friendship, a body of 35,000 men began
their march for Germany".

" The History of England", by T. Smollett; 1807,
Book II. ch. vii. 9. (9505. dd.)

The Count of Belleisle negotiated a "
treaty between France and Prussia, im-

porting, That the Elector of Bavaria should possess Bohemia, Upper Austria, and

the Tyrolese ;
That the King of Poland should be gratified with Moravia and Upper

Silesia : and that his Prussian majesty should retain Lower Silesia, with the town
of Neiss and the county of Glatz." 9, as above.

The Elector of Bavaria, in return for French assistance in his election to the

Empire, stipulated that France should irrevocably retain whatever places she should

subdue in the Austrian Netherlands.
" Amidst these tempests of war and revolution, the States-General wisely

determined to preserve their own tranquillity. It was, doubtless their interest to

avoid the dangers and expences of a war, and to profit by that stagnation of com-

merce which would necessarily happen among their neighbours that were at open

enmity with each other
; besides, they were overawed by the declarations of the

French monarch on one side
;
and by the power, activity, and pretensions of his

Prussian Majesty on the other."-^Ibid. 14.
" The King of Naples resolved to support the claim of his family to the

Austrian dominions in Italy, and began to make preparations accordingly. Hi;;

mother, the Queen of Spain, had formed a plan for erecting these dominions into

a monarchy for her second son, Don Philip."
As above, 1 4.

9| X 7^ in.

THE THUNDER CLAP a Dream.

THIS print gives a view of a rural landscape where Jupiter appears in the air, witl ,

in the mid-distance, a miserable thatched farm-house
;
on our right of the desig i

is a room with one of its sides removed
;
in the middle of the foreground are tw )

merchants, with their goods, as described below. On our left, in the foregroum ,

an officer and a sailor are displaying a picture of a Spanish privateer cutter sailing ,

with " Of Spain am I" inscribed on her mainsail, in the midst of the British flee .

Under the picture is written :

" And see de little Privateer o.

Who on our Coast its Course doth steer o.

And dis widout ought dread orfear o

paw, paw, paw Sfc"

The officer exclaims,
" O stick a powerfull fleet ! and yet ". The sailor, "tie

World's surprize ".

In front stand two merchants who are moaning,
" / wou'd export but

',

the other says
" Alls at a stand ". One sits on a bale of goods inscribed " Waitir %

for Convoy", his foot is on a package, marked "damage lOOO". The oth< r

merchant leans on a cask of " Perishable Commodity." Under them is writti n
"
Sturdy Beggars ". Beyond is a farm house, where tax-gatherers are distrainii g

the goods of the tenant. The farmer says,
" Corn Sr

is scarce &f I can get ; o

money". One of the collectors replies "your Goods must pay then", the oth r

says
" You know the rate, 4$ in y

e

pound ". The cowherd laments his cow, "alasspo r

Sonny". The swineherd, looking at his pigs, says
" Sad respite from the Menac 'S

ofDeath ". A naked shepherdess, sitting with folded arms by her sheep, declar s
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that they have "
Nothing to feed on". In the room, see before, is Sir R. Walpole,

exclaiming,
" Hide mefrom wrath, o Sir, Igreatly fear", and crouching under a veil

behind the king, who addresses Jupiter,
"

Say, what's thy will great love ".

Jupiter replies :

" Canst thou not hear my fav 'rite people groan.
Nor see the Bitter anguish of their Souls,

Mid'st those Calamitous oppressive burthens,

Andpangs of Languid Commerce!
Stand by, that I may with a Chosen Curse,

Long time uccummulating horrid vengeance,
Sink that insatiable that high swoln monster

Who ows his Grandeur to his Country's ruin."

An imp, descending, whispers in Sir Robert's ear :

"
Courage my noble heart whose passive Soul

Whose faithful services demerits more

Than an ungreateful people have to give"

This print was intended to represent the depressed state of trade and agricul-

ture, and the impunity with which, as it was alleged, Spain was allowed to

obstruct our maritime commerce ; these troubles were imputed to the maladminis-

tration of Walpole.

"Sturdy Beggars" was the term applied by Walpole to the merchants who

petitioned against his Excise Bill.
1

llf X 7i.

THE FIRST DESIGN FOR " THE ENRAGED MUSICIAN."

First design for the Enraged Musician

Hogarth pinx* Ryder dir* Pub. for S Ireland May l 1799 [ 1 74 1 ]

THIS etching represents what Samuel Ireland alleged to be the first design for
" The Enraged Musician". The composition is in the reverse way to that of

the engraving described as "The Enraged Musician" (No. 1.), No. 2518, i.e.

the window at which the victim of street noises appears is on our right.

The figures of this composition consist of the musician, a hawker who passes by
and bawls the names and prices of his goods, which are in a basket at his back ; a

bellman who rings his bell and vociferates as he does so
;
a knife-grinder who

sharpens a chopper at his wheel
;
a dog barking at the wheel

;
a boy beating a drum

;

a second hawker bawling his goods ;
a miserable-looking man playing on a flageolet

at the railings of the musician's house
;

a female ballad-singer, apparently far

advanced in pregnancy, and holding a baby in her arms, chanting a ballad close to

the house. A cock has taken refuge in the lamp-iron at the side of the house-

door ; two children relieve nature on the pavement.
An impression of this etching faces page 1 1 4 in vol. ii. of Samuel Ireland's

"
Graphic Illustrations of Hogarth", 1799. The author states that the

original picture is in chiaroscuro, slightly touched
;

" The subject was, it seems,

suggested to Hogarth by a circumstance which really took place, and which was

communicated to him by a Mr. Festin, a musician, the hero of this design.
That gentleman had acquired a very eminent reputation, as the most skilful

musician of his time
;
and his powers as a performer on the hautboy and

german flute, were the subject of universal admiration. Having one morning

1 See " The London Merchants Triumphant", No. 1927.
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waited by appointment on Mr. Spencer (afterwards Earl Spencer) ;
in order to

amuse himself until that gentleman was dressed, he opened a chamber window,

and was preparing to play a favourite piece of music, when he was tormented

by the inharmonious interruptions of the vagrant musicians, pourtrayed in the

piece. The strange confusion of sounds was so insupportable to the ears of

Festin, that he was obliged to leave the window, betraying on his countenance

the utmost indignation, and exclaiming,
' These fellows are ridiculing my pro-

fession.' In the sketch under consideration, the story is more simple, and bears

fewer marks of study than the print engraved by himself (Hogarth) which, from

having more business, is necessarily full of objects designedly placed there to

disturb the musical gentleman. I believe that there is not extant any finished

picture on this comic subject by Hogarth : a circumstance which stamps an

additional value on this excellent specimen of our artist's genius. I purchased
the original picture, which was painted about the year 1 74? many years ago, of

the late Mrs. Hogarth."; S. Ireland, as above, pp. 116-7. It is stated,
" Anecdotes of W. Hogarth", by J. B. Nichols

; 1833, p. 358, that this sketch

was sold at S. Ireland's sale in 1801 for four guineas, and that it was in the pos-

session of Chambers Hall, Esq., of Southampton.

5| X 4% in.

2518.

THE ENRAGED MUSICIAN. (No. i.)

THE ENRAGED MUSICIAN.

Designed, Engraved Sf Publish'd by Wm
. Hogarth Novhr

. the 30'*. 1741.

According to Act of Parliament Price 3 Shillings. [l74l]

THIS engraving represents part of a street in London, opposite the front of a

private house, in which a violin player, apparently a foreigner, resides. He hfs

been practising on his instrument, but, disturbed by the multiplicity and louc -

ness of the noises which occur in the street, he has rushed to the window, throw n

up the sash and, probably finding remonstrances vain, now stops his ears with

both hands and looks at the causes of his distress with an expression of gre: t

exasperation ;
he clutches a violin bow in his right hand, and has let his viol: n

fall. At his side is a desk with an open music book lying on it, and near this, ai e

a pen and ink.

The street is occupied by persons producing with energy, in perfect indepei
-

dence of each other, and indifference to the annoyance they cause, nun* -

rous disagreeable and loud noises. A buxom young woman, bearing a mill :-

pail on her head, steps on her way and cries her milk loudly. A squal d

ballad-singing woman, with a swathed, whining infant in her arms, and beii g

apparently pregnant, sings at the top of her voice and with doleful expressioi ;

she has a packet of printed ballads in one hand, of these one is
" The Ladi

FaW. A little girl who squats against the area-railings of the musiciai 's

house, looks with lively interest at a little boy who stands before her and mak
water into the coal-hole of the house

;
the girl holds a rattle in one hand, a b; II

in the other. These children appear to have been planting a "garden" >f

twigs in the public way, two lines of such are placed in the earth ; they haA e,

it seems, likewise amused themselves by erecting a trap for birds on the fo( t-

path, where also lie several brickbats and brokea stones. Attached by a co

to the boy's waist is a slate, dragging on the ground, and likely to produce a

very unpleasant clatter. A miserable, half-starved, apparently semi-idiotic m in

plays most lugubriously on a long hautboy, while he stands immediately beft

the musician's window. A parrot, perched on the lamp-iron at the side of ste >s
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leading to the house, screams louder and more loudly as the uproar increases.

A little French boy dressed in imitation of a soldier's costume, having a wooden

sword at his side, beats a drum and sings as he does so
;
a knife-grinder has

brought his wheel to the spot and, stooping over a butcher's cleaver, at which

he peers through his spectacles, drives the spindle and causes a distressing

sound. A dog, moved by this particular noise, or irritated by seeing the revolving

wheel, barks furiously at the side of the barrow. An Irish paviour is at work

in the background ramming stones in the roadway ;
this man wears the peculiar

cap of his people, being of a bee-hive shape, having the lower edge turned up
to form a brim. A dustman, with a large basket on his head, bawls his loudest

and rings a bell ;
a fish-seller, with one hand to his cheek, yells the cry of his

trade, he carries a chip-basket at his back, and fish on a large platter in

his hand
;
a farrier rides a horse and blows a cow's horn. On the house at the

opposite corner to that in which the musician is suffering is written " John Long
PEWTERER"

, showing that a noisy trade is plied there ;
on the roof of this building

are two quarrelling cats
;
a sweep appears

" issuant
"

at the chimney-top, he is

shouting with all his might, if not also making a clatter with his brush on the

chimney. That it is a day of public rejoicing, implying uproarious ringing of

church bells, is indicted by a flag which flies from the steeple of a church in the

background.
On the wall of the musician's house, between the window and the door, a

large theatre bill is posted ;
it is inscribed, under the royal arms of England :

''THE SIXTY SECOND DAY" "COMEDIANS" "the" (Theat)".R#
ROYAL " " BEGGARS OPERA " l " Macheath by MR. WALKER. POLLY by
Miss FENTON. PEACHUM by Mr. H1PP1SLEY" " V1VAT REX"?

"The London Daily Post", Nov. 24, 1740, p. 1. col. 2, thus announces the

publication of " The Enraged Musician "
: Shortly will be published, A new Print,

calVd THE PROVOK'D MUSICIAN. Designed and Engraved by Mr. WILLIAM
HOGARTH

; Being a Companion to a Print, representing a Distressed Poet, pub-
lished some time since, To which will be added a Third on Painting, which will

compleat the Set
;
but as this Subject may turn upon'an Affair depending between

the Right Hon. the L d M r and the Author, it may be retarded for some
time".3 As to "The Distressed Poet", see that title (No. 1.),

No. 2309.
The third print on "Painting" never appeared ;

it may have been thus announced

in order to procure a settlement of some affair pending between Hogarth and the
"

Lord Mayor, the particulars of which have not been ascertained, if they have

been recorded at all. It is quite possible that no such print was in existence, or

that one of the kind suggested by the advertisement may have been destroyed
when the occasion which evoked it was terminated. Humphry Parsons, the

Jacobite brewer of London, was then Lord Mayor, he died March 21, 1741 > see

the references given with "Portrait of Humphry Parsons, Esq.", &c., No. 1843.
The original of the character of " The Enraged Musician

"
has been variously

said to have been Signor Cervetto, a bass-player at the theatres, Dr. Arne, and
Mr. John Foster, a player on the German flute when a boy ;

it does not follow

1 " The Beggars' Opera" had an uninterrupted "run" of sixty-three nights

during the season in which it first appeared, 1728, at the Lincoln's Inn Fields

Theatre.
2 For " The Beggars' Opera ", see " The Stage Medley ", No. 1 806, and

"The Beggars' Opera", No. 1807. These entries contain notes respecting
Miss Fentou, afterwards Duchess of Bolton, and Walker, the original performer
of the part of "

Captain Macheath ". For " Mr. Hippisley ", see " The Player's
last Refuge", No. 2146.

3 " The Beggars' Opera", see above, was performed at Drury Lane Theatre
on the night of the day on which this announcement appeared.
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that neither of these persons was. depicted by Hogarth, because the "Enraged
Musician "

uses a violin
; Castrucci, the violinist, has likewise been named as

Hogarth's model
;

it is probable, however, that the following extract from " The
Genuine Works of William Hogarth", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens

;
1 8 1 o, ii.

pp. 153-4, ig correct. "Mr. John Festin,
1 the first hautboy and German-flute

player of his time, had numerous scholars, to each of whom he devoted an hour

each day. At nine in the morning he attended Mr. Spencer, grandfather to the

Earl of that name. If he happened to be out of town on any day, he devoted

that hour to another. One morning at that hour he waited on Mr. Vernon,
afterwards Lord Vernon. He was not up. Mr. Festin went into his chamber,
and opening the shutter of a window, sat down in it. The figure with the haut-

boy was playing under the window. A man with a barrowful of onions

came up to the player and sat on the edge of his barrow, and said to the

man,
'
if you will play the Black Joke, I will give you this onion.' The man

played it. When he had so done, the man again desired him to play some

other tune, and then he would give him another onion. ' This ', said Festin

to me, 'highly angered me; I cried out, Z ds, Sir, stop here. This fellow

is ridiculing my profession ;
he is playing on the hautboy for onions.' Being

intimate with Mr. Hogarth, he mentioned the circumstance to him
; which, as he

said, was the origin of ' The enraged musician.' The fact may be depended
1 on.

Mr. Festin was himself the Enraged Performer". Notes to this passage state

that Michael Christian Festin,
" brother of the Festin who led the band at

Ranelagh", published twelve Sonatas by subscription, in 1729-30, dedicated to

the Duchess of Marlborough.
Dr. Burney, "A General History of Music", 1789, iv. pp. 255-6 (130. f.

1 1 .), writes thus with regard to Castrucci and the subject of Hogarth's picture in

question :
" It appears from the following advertisement in the public papers, that

Signor Castrucci, who afterwards led the opera band, came to England about this

time: 'July 23rd (1715), there will be a benefit concert for Signor Castrucci,

who lately came over from Italy with Lord Burlington.' (See
' Taste ', No.

1873.) This violinist, who was more than half mad, is represented in one of

Hogarth's prints as the enraged musician
;
the painter having sufficient polisson-

nerie, previous to making the drawing, to have his house beset by all the noisy
street-instruments he could collect together, whose clamorous performance?

brought him to the window in all the agonies of auricular torture." Castrucci

was, 1731, first violin player at the opera. About the year 1737," says the above

authority,
"
poor Castrucci, Hogarth's enraged musician, was superseded at th(

Opera-house in favour of Festing (Michael Christian), not Clegg, as has beer

said.2 He had published two books of solos before, and in 1 738, he publishec
twelve concertos for violins. He was long thought insane

; but though hi.'

compositions were too mad for his own age, they are too sober for the present

Among many passages of Corelli and Handel, there are several of his own, whicl

discover him to have been a man of genius, well acquainted with the bow am

finger-board of his instrument." Castrucci was a pupil of Corelli.

The itinerant hautboy player was well known in London at this period. It i

said that the steeple in the distance was intended for that of the church of Si

Martin-in-the-Fields, Westminster, which it resembles in several of its features

1

Festing lived, 1747> in Great Pulteney Street, Golden Square, see a i

advertisement in "The General Advertiser", Nov. 23, 1747, p. 2, col. 2.

2 " Castrucci had such an antipathy to the very name of Festing, that in hi ;

most lucid intervals he instantly lost his temper, if not his reason, on hearing i a

pronounced. A gentleman, now living, used in polissonnerie to address him i i

conversation by the name of his rival
;

' Mr. Festing 1 beg your pardon ;

Mr. Castrucci I mean,' which put him in as great a rage as Hogarth's stret :

musicians (had done) on May-day."
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It is probable that such was the case, as on certain occasions a flag is hoisted,

in the manner here represented, from the steeple of this church ; it is still more

probable that Hogarth, who lived in Leicester Square, would resent the frequent

uproar of the bells in this steeple, seeing that owing, it is erroneously said, to a

bequest of food and drink, made by Eleanor Gwynne, Charles the Second's

mistress, many of the lower order in the parish were much addicted to pulling the

bells, and so earning the food. On the design and history of this print see

"Hogarth Illustrated", by John Ireland; 1806, i. pp. 12O-8. The original

sketch for this design was in chiaroscuro, see " The First Design for
' The Em-aged

Musician
'

", No. 25 1 7.

There are three states of this plate, 1 . in which the little girl had a doll, this

toy was placed in the bird-trap, and devised as a satire
" on the art of catching

men "
;
the chimney-sweeper had a grenadier's cap on his head. The play-bill,

the figure of the farrier, those of the cats, the slate behind the little boy in the

front, and the inscription to suggest the noisy pewterer's existence in the neigh-

bourhood, were not in this state
;
which is described in " The Genuine Works ",

as above, p. 1 55- An impression was in the collection of Mr. Crickitt. 2. in

which the doll was removed and the above-named additions were made. 3. The

plate in this state shows signs of much additional work having been given to it.

The larger portion of the slate trailing behind the little boy was formerly white,

a few diagonal lines only appearing on a portion of the same. In the third state

this object was made dark by rectangular cross-hatching, the milkmaid's shoe was

white in the earlier states, it is black in the third state
;
the boy's coat was

considerably darkened, and part of the shadow of his figure thrown on the petti-

coats of the little girl, whose bodice and sleeves were darkened
;
the head of the

farrier's horse was darkened, the play-bill was darkened by diagonal lines being
added over the whole of its surface.

This plate, in the third state, having been much worn and worked on, was
used again for

" The Works of William Hogarth, from the original Plates restored

by James Heath, Esq. R. A. ", London, no date (1751. d.)
J 5 x I2-tn.

2519. THE ENRAGED MUSICIAN. (No. 2.)

THE ENRAGED MUSICIAN.

N. 2. Invented $ Painted by Wm
. Hogarth. [l?4l]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that described as (No. 1.), with the same
title and date, No. 2518.

It appears to have been one of a series of copies from Hogarth's works,
" N.

2." being in the upper corner, on our right ;
see " The Gate of Calais

"
(No. 2.),

J749-
lOi X 6| in.

2520. THE ENRAGED MUSICIAN. (No. 3.)

[After Hogarth.] Dent sculp [1741]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same
title and date, No. 2518. It was prepared to illustrate

"
Hogarth Moralized",

by the Rev. J. Trusler; London, 1768, on p. 12O.

The plate was used again for "
Hogarth Illustrated ", by John Ireland

;

London, 1791 ;
i. (7854. ff'.), facing p. 123, and, after retouching, for the third

edition of that work, facing p. 1 2O.

3 X 2i in. Brit. Mus. Library (Grenville), 2585.
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2521. THE ENRAGED MUSICIAN. (No. 4.)

THE ENRAGED MUSICIAN.

47. W. Hogarth inv. [Engraved by E. Riepenhausen.] [ 1 74 1 ]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same

title and date, No. 2518. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichtenberg's
"
Erklarung der Hogarthischen", &c., Gottingen, 1794-1816, in which volume

it is No. 47.
It may be distinguished from other copies by the absence of a marginal line

about the engraved portion of the plate, and by the presence of the number
"
47." in the upper corner, on our right.

8| x 6| in. Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. 1 1.

2522. THE ENRAGED MUSICIAN. (No. 5.)

THE ENRAGED MUSICIAN.

Designed by W. Hogarth Engraved by T. Cook Published August I
st

.

1797 by G. G. $ J. Robinson, Paternoster Row, London. [!74l]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. l.), No. 2518.
It is comprised in "

Hogarth Restored, The Whole Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth ", &c.,
" Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook "

; London,
1806.

15J- X 13 in.

2523. THE ENRAGED MUSICIAN. (No. 6.)

THE ENRAGED MUSICIAN.

Hogarth pinx'. T. Cook sculp'. Published by Longman, Hurst, Rees, 8f

Orme, Nov". I
st

. 1806.
[ 1 74 1

]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1.), with

the same title and date, No. 2518. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Genuine

Works of William Hogarth", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens
; London, 1810.

ii., where an impression faces p. 1 53.
With the addition of "PKOor Bishop Printer", this plate was used again

for " The Works of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. John Trusler
; London, 1821.

ii. (I75i.b.)
6X5 in.

2524. THE ENRAGED MUSICIAN. (No. 7.)

THE ENRAGED MUSICIAN.

PL. XLIII. Hogarth del' T. Clerk sculp' Edin' London Published a.

the Act directs by Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row
[i 741

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. l
.), wit!

the same title and date, No. 2518. It was prepared to illustrate " The Works o
'

William Hogarth", by Thomas Clerk; London, l8lO, i., where an impressioi
faces p. 149.

With the second title placed below the design, the engraver's name burnishei

out, this plate was used again for "The Works of William Hogarth", 1837
i., where an impression faces p. 144.

4f X 3i * Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k. 24
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2525. THE ENRAGED MUSICIAN. (No. 8.)

THE ENRAGED MUSICIAN.

[After Hogarth.] W. H. Watt, sc. Published by John Major, 50, Fleet

Street, March 31, 1831. [ 1 74 1 ]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same

title and date, No. 2518. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth Moralized",

by the Rev. Dr. Trusler ; London, 1831 ;
an impression faces p. 138.

3i x 3 *

2526. THE ENRAGED MUSICIAN. (No. 9.)

THE ENRAGED MUSICIAN.

From the Original Design by Hogarth.

Engraved by E. Stalker. Jones 8f C". Temple of the Muses, Finsbury Square,
London. [l?4l]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same

title and date, No. 2518. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works of William

Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1833; an impression faces

p. 63.
With the publication line removed, this plate was used for " The Complete

Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. J. Trusler and E. F. Roberts
; London,

no date (7855. i.) ;
an impression faces p. 153.

5|- X 4|- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 27.

2527. THE ENRAGED MUSICIAN. (No. 10.)

[The Enraged Musician.]

[After Hogarth.] J.Jackson. [ 1 74 1 ]

THIS woodcut is a copy from the design described as (No. 1
.), with the same title

and date, No. 2518. It was prepared to illustrate "The Penny Magazine",
1834; an impression occurs on p. 288.

6| X 5| in. Brit. Mus. Library, 2093. e.

2528. HALF-LENGTH FIGURE OF THE MILKMAID IN " THE
ENRAGED MUSICIAN," No. 2518.

[After Hogarth.] Published Feb". lo'*. 1824 (for the Proprietor) by
B. Smith 21 Judd Place, West, New Road.

[ 1 74 1 ]

THIS engraving represents a half-length figure of the milkmaid in Hogarth's picture
of " The Enraged Musician". It appears to have been engraved as a companion
to a similar half-length figure of the Pieman in the same artist's

" The March to

Finchley"; see "
Half-length figure of the Pieman", &c., Sept., 1745.

6i X 8 in.
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2529.

Hie niger est, hunc caveto.

An Election Satire.

[c. 1741]

THIS print represents a young man, in profile, to our right, at half-length,

wearing a bag-wig, collarless coat, tight muslin cravat, shirt frill, and laced

waistcoat.

He is speaking with a supercilious expression, his eyebrows being raised and

his eyelids depressed, and he is saying
" Make room for our Freeholders".

This satire probably refers to the general election of Members of Parliament

which happened in 1741.

31 X 4| .

2530-

THE C-RD-N-L DANCING-MASTER, OR, PL-CEM-N IN LEADING
STRINGS.

[Feb. 2, 1742]

THIS print is in two circular compartments ;
in that on our left is Sir Robert

Walpole dancing
" The Spanish Step" before Cardinal Fleury, who is pointing to a

mass of gold, which lies on a table
;
he directs Walpole to dance " Now y

e French

Caper." A French musician, who is fiddling, exclaims,
" He'll dance soon, to another

Tune." The Duke of Argyll(P), who is looking on, observes,
" I shall in 2O Years,

Horry" to which Horatio Walpole, Lord Walpole ofWoolterton,
1

replies, "By G d

Gilly, he danced as well in 2." George IT., who is looking in at the door,

exclaims,
"
Cardy brings him on finely." Two courtiers are behind the king, one

of them observes, "tis y
e
Gold, Sire" the other says, "He earns it.

1 ' Beneath

is the music of "The Cardinal".

In the other compartment Britannia is advancing towards a pit in the earth,

into which a party of persons are disposed to hurry her, while they are exclaiming

respectively,
" Excise requires it",

" She fancies a Pit before her." 2 A bishop
exhorts her to

"
Depart inpeace." A lawyer avers "

tis according to Law." Another

man exclaims " Oons She is rescued." These persons are driven in reins held by Sir

Robert Walpole, who exclaims,
" Put her on, my Lads." A voice from heaven bids

him "Beware of Feb. 2." Behind Walpole is Cardinal Fleury, who drives him

by reins, and exclaims, "me fear she 'scape de Snare.'
1

Britannia is met by an

angel who holds out the " Place Bill", and informs her that there is
" A Majority

at last." which she hails, with " Welcome! after 2O years absence.'' A French

monkey is playing on a horn. Beneath is the music of " Wooden Shoes."

Under the whole is, in letterpress,
" The C rd Is dancing-Song. To the

Tune of the Cardinal", of which the following portion only is worth repeating:

1st Strain,

" Make de Spanish step
Den rise up very strong.

Fort Men Monsieur !

Now do de Countertong."

Repeat.

1 See " Robin's Reign ", No. 1822.
2 A reference to AVUliam Pitt, afterwards Earl of Chatham.
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2d Strain.

" Hold <le Head up, like the Jew,
Dere is Money bid for you.

My Valet no dance so true.

Tal dally, dero la, doodle do

You come on, like any Ting :

You'll soon dance to please de King.
You deserve de Post and String,

Swing a Swing, Swing a Swing, Swing."

After which is a ballad, the more important verses of which are as follows :

"THE PI^-NS BALLAD.

(To the tune of Wooden Shoes.)

i.

" How charm'd ! with LEADING-STBINGS :

Secure from falling, never tyr'd

E'en Wooden Shoes wou'd fit us easy,

If, to wear them, richly hir'd."******
"

If, for a Standing-Force,
Or General Excise he move :

Or wou'd augment the Civil Charges,
'Tis our Interest to approve.

Then let tW Event, $*c.

" What if, for want of Force,

Brave V n should the Indies quit ;

And H dd k strike to French and Spaniards ?

'Twere enough. He thought it fit."******
" Tho' Britain half its Rights,

By MEDIATION, was to lose ;

Tho' Gibraltar shou'd be demanded,

Why shou'd we our Voice refuse ?

Grant that we cou'd, such great

Calamities, with ease prevent :

Wou'd n't we be Fools to risk our places.

By declaring, Non-content ?
"*****

" If Servants, chose by two

(To our own Int'rest trusty still)

We'll serve him best, who pays us Wages,
Come the Cash from whom it will."

III. E E
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"
United, we may still,

The worst Efforts of Patriots spurn :

Since nothing but a thorough P ce B 11,

Can our well-fixt Sway o'erturn."

Then let th' Event, frc"

The objects of this print are to satirize the foreign policy of Sir Robert

Walpole, to intimate that he was the tool of Cardinal Fleury, and to suggest
that the source of his power was in the corruption of the "majority" in Parlia-

ment. France wanted to chastise Spain, and therefore consented, and pretended
to merit in consenting, that we should blockade the Spanish galleons in the West
Indies. Spanish gold is shewn to England, or Walpole, to make her dance the

Spanish step, but it was not allowed to be touched, and Admiral Hosier's fleet was

ordered to lie inactive. 1 It was a frequent charge against Walpole that he acted

under the influence of Cardinal Fleury, who was said to make Sir Robert dance

to any tune he pleased, and to have him in leading-strings, as in the second division

of this print, where the Cardinal is forcing Walpole, who, under his influence, is

driving the courtiers and urging them to hurry Britannia to destruction ; happily
an angel hastens to her rescue, shewing what for twenty years she had. not

seen, a majority against Walpole, which threatened his power, and a Place Bill

which greatly weakened his influence by depriving him of one means of bribery.
At the same time a voice from heaven bids him beware of Feb. 2. On this day
in 1742, the question of the Chippenham

2 election was carried in the House of

Commons against Walpole by a division of 241 votes to 225. A former division

had shown a majority of one only. It was clear that his influence was declining,
and many former adherents declared him a setting sun, from whose beams they
could expect no further warmth.

A frequent charge against Walpole was that he had failed to supply Vernon 5

with timely succours, and restricted Haddock from active hostilities. Horace

Walpole said,
" Letter to Mann", Dec. 3, 1 741, O. S. :

" It was strongly reported
last week that Haddock had shot himself; a satire on his having been neutral, at

they call it."

It was also charged against him, that by the treaty of Hanover, France wa;

allowed to hold us in leading strings, and to make us take part in reducing the power
of Austria, and raising that of France. See "The Naked Truth," No. 2417.

This print is advertised as " This Day is publish'd ", in " The London Eveninj
Post ", March 4 6, 1 742, p. 3, col. 3.

1-
5|- X 5fin-

2.
5|- X 5f in.

2531.

THE POLITICAL VOMIT FOR THE EASE OF BRITAIN.

D. Paulicino Sculp. Accord* to Act of ParV. [Feb. 2, 1 742 ]

AN engraving with the motto engraved below :

" HE hath Swallowed down Rich 3

and he shall Vomit them up again ; God Shall cast them out of his Belly. Jo >.

xx. 15
th
."

Sir Robert Walpole is vomiting "Z)r
. Z"(ee), "West r", and "Chipenham ',

and is discharging into
" The Gulph of Secret Iniquity". On the ground, amid t

1 See "Admiral Hosier's Ghost", No. 2422.
2 See "The Political Vomit ", No. 2531.
3 See " A Skit on Britain ", No. 2423, and the references it contains.
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the filth, are " T ties Sf R b nds ",
" Promises ",

" Ex se Scheme ",
" Re-

versions", "S nk ng F nd", and "Private P re* MS". Behind Walpole is

the Earl of Winchelsea, Lord of the Admiralty, and, at his side, another person,

who, dressed as a doctor, is holding a drenching horn, with which he has just admi-

nistered the medicine. A stout gentleman, probably the King, holds a label, pro-

bably a patent of nobility, marked "E of O rf", i. e. Earl of Orford; another

kneels and holds a label, with " What I can catch ". Lord Wilmington has seized

"First L of ye Ty". Mr. Sandys has the " tallies" and " Ch r of the

E r". The Duke ofArgyll, who stands on our left, is discharging "Com ss *

for Men Sf New Regiments ". At the door are many persons exclaiming,
" We

come in now"; among them are Smalbroke, Bishop of Lichfield and Coventry,
and Thomas, Bishop of Lincoln,

" L d Sf C y", and " L nc n."

Feb. 25, 1742. The Duke of Argyll had the Master Generalship of the Ord-

nance restored to him. The Opposition had drenched Walpole with the Com-
mittees on the Westminster and Chippenham elections, and forced Dr. Lee down
his throat, as Chairman of Election Committees ; the effect of these sharp medicines

is seen in the discharge of various honours and places which the members of the

Opposition are picking up and appropriating. The figure on our right, holding
the title of the Earl of Orford, has been called Pulteney, but it is more probably

George II., Feb. 8, holding the title he conferred on his minister.

Dr. Lee was brother of the Lord Chief Justice ; an important member of the
" Prince's party" ;

it was intended that he should be prime minister to the

Prince; he was made Dean of Arches, and died 1758.
See the entries in- this Catalogue which are dated Feb. 13, 1 741 ; March, 1 741;

and Feb. 2, i 742.
lli- X 8in.

2532. De StaatTfundige Br(taking voor het gemaJc van Brittannien.

[Political Vomit for the Ease of Britain.]

Cl. Paulicin sculp, volgens acte van 't parlament. Na J

t origeneele uit het

Engels; Y Amsterdam by A. Olofsen. \Feb. 2, 1742]

THIS engraving is a Dutch copy from the print which is described as " The
Political Vomit for the Ease of Britain", No. 2531. The design and the

inscriptions are to the same effect in both cases, with the following exceptions :

the figure which was probably intended to represent George II. holding the label

inscribed with the title of the Earl of Orford, has now on the label " Ik bedot

van ouds." (I cheated from the beginning) ;
the label behind the Duke of

Argyll now bears,
" Te drommel, nouw voor volk en nieuwe regimenten." (The

Devil ! now for the people and a new government, or regiments) ;

"
tallies

"
is

omitted.

lli X 8 in.

2533.

Bror
. Robert under his Last Purgation.

Indiana Jn. et: Delin Londini sculp. 1742 Acording to Act of Parli-

ment \_Feb. 2, 1742]

AN engraving showing Sir Robert Walpole, habited as a friar, standing upright
in front of Cardinal Fleury, who is endeavouring to administer to him a clyster.

Walpole complains,
" O I am Griped with y

e
heavy weight of y

e
nation ". Fleury

remarks,
" My Labour 's in Vain, its all over y' Glyster Returns ". Behind is

"the City Docter", who says, "Give him more Physick 8f be D d". Sir
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Robert's daughter, Lady Mary Churchill, acting indecorously, enquires,
" How is

it "? Avarice holds open a chest, which is inscribed,
" The Treasure is

Gone", and, pointing to it, tells Walpole, "nothing left for poor miss", i.e. his

daughter. At his feet lie four money-bags, marked " Sr J: L" (Sir James

Lowther),
" Sr A: E" (Sir A. Elton),

" Sr S: L", "L: W: M" (Lord William

Manners), and papers, inscribed "all this for these four Members",
" Goverment

Commission", "Excise Commission". Near Fleury lie his clyster-pipe case, his hat

decorated with fleurs de Us, and a letter, on which is
" / have lost my Brother Sr

Dear Corespondent". On the ground lie a pill-box, marked "pills" and "
241 ",

and a paper with " This Purge is for the Good of y
e Nation". Among the clouds

is a vision of Walpole seated in a car, an axe gleaming on him in the shape of a

comet; he is directing his postilion, the Devil, to drive him "for France". Sir

Robert's head is inscribed, "Temple Bar". This, and the vision allude to his

conviction at this time, "That the majority of a single vote would at any time

commit him prisoner to the Tower." " The History of England
"
by T. Smollett ;

(9505. dd.) ch. vii. s. 19. The scene is
" The Corruption Chamber".

"
241 ", marked on the pill-box, was the number of the majority in the

House of Commons on the question of the Chippenham election, the adverse

decision of which drove Walpole from power.
See other entries in this Catalogue dated Feb. 2, 1 742 -

7i X Hi in.

2534.

Reformation began in Denbighshire Anno 1741 1

.

Published according to Act of Parliament by T. B. Feb: 27'*. 1741.

[Feb. 24, 1 742;

AN engraving, showing Mr. Myddleton, High Sheriff of Denbighshire, 1 741, seated

mournfully, nursing one of his knees, and in prison while Dr. Maddocks, Bishoj i

of St. Asaph's, is looking at him through the window. On the wall is drawn it

man hanging from the gallows, under it,
" R. T" (Richard Turpiu).

Under the print is engraved, besides the title, this letter :

"Newgate Febry
. 24

th
1741

" Reced the Body of Will"1
. M n Esq

r
. the High Sheriff of the County < f

Den gh by the hand of Mr
. Tho. Hollingshead Messinger to the Honble

. th i

House of Commons, by vertue of a Warrant from the Right Honourable the Speak< r

of the said House.

Tho Bold Keeper".
"
1742. Feb. 23. Resolved that Will. Myddelton Esq. High Sheriff of tl e

county of Denbigh at the last election of a knight of the shire to serve in Pa: -

liament for the said county, having taken upon himself to return John Myddelto i,

Esq. as knight of the shire to serve in this present parliament for the said count ',

contrary to the majority of votes received by him upon the Poll, and to his o^ a

declaration of the numbers at the close of the Poll without any public subsequent
examination into the rights of the voters previous to such return, and having afte -

wards presumed to alter the said poll in order to give colour to such return, h is

acted partially, arbitrarily, and illegally, in defiance of the laws, in manifest violati< n
of the rights of the freeholders of the said county, and in breach of the privileg 'S

of this house.
" Ordered that W. Myddelton be committed to Newgate.

1 That is 1 742. See " The Screen ", No. 2539.
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"
Ap. 1 2. Mr. Myddelton petitioned the House, stated that his health was

impaired, that longer confinement would endanger his life, expressed himself

exceedingly and begged pardon.
"
Ap. 1 3. Mr. Myddelton was brought to the bar, and on his knees received a

reprimand from Mr. Speaker, and was discharged upon paying his fees."
" W. Myddelton, Esq., High Sheriff of the County of Denbigh, is committed

to Newgate by the Hon. House of Commons for male practices in the Execution
of his Office. We hear he will also be depriv'd of the Place of Receiver-General

of the Land Revenue to North Wales, and struck out of the Commission of the

Peace." "The London Evening Post," Feb. 25, 1742. The publication of this

print is announced in this journal, March 11-13, 1 742, p. 4, col. 2.

6f X 6i in.

2535-
THE PROMOTION.

[Feb. 1742.]

THIS engraving represents George H. at a window of St. James's Palace dis-

tributing Stars and Garters to several persons whose offices are stated by labels

at their feet. In front stands Sir Robert Walpole, pointing to the officials, and

observing "Behold the Aim Of Opposition". First is Lord Carteret, as
" S i y

(of) S te", holding in his hand the treaty of " Worms "
;
then Pulteney, as "E

- B th ". The Earl of Winchelsea, as
" Ld

. of theAly "
; Sir W. Yonge, as

" C ~ff~r
"

5 Allan, Lord Bathurst, as "
Cap

n
. B P on rs.", i.e. Captain of

the Band of Pensioners, and Hon. W. Finch, as
"

V. C / n", i. e. Vice

Chamberlain.
" Ld

. Stew*, to the Pce ",
" K*. Remb r ",

" S r of the Ny ", "Ld
.

of the T r y ",
"

V. Tr
. of Ir d" and "S y to the T r y", are

inscriptions on labels at the feet of men in the rear of the other official group.

Many of these personages are distinguished by personal peculiarities or in-

signia of their offices. Pulteney is very stout, and wears his new coronet
;
the

Earl of Winchelsea, with an Earl's coronet on his head, wears a huge pair of

spectacles, see " Next Sculls att the Admiralty ", Dec. 1 744 ;
the Cofferer to the

Household, Sir W. Yonge, who succeeded H. Walpole, is very thin ; the Captain
of the Band of Pensioners is a little, laughing man

;
the Vice-Chamberlain of the

Household, the Honourable William Finch, has a marked squint, and carries a key,
the gold key ;

the Lord Steward to the Palace, i. e. Household, the Duke of Dorset,
is short

;
the King's Remembrancer is tall

;
the Surveyor of the Navy, Sir Jacob

Ackworth, has a big nose; the " Lord of the Treasury" has a curiously twisted

mouth and staring eyes ;
the Vice-Treasurer of Ireland seems to have but one

eye ;
the Secretary to the Treasury carries tallies in his hands and hanging at

his side. Behind this line of persons are two others, over whose heads is written
" his 2 Brothers ".

The Vice-Treasurer for Ireland was Henry Vane; see "Lord Bolingbroke ? ",

No. 1588. He shared this office with Pattee, Viscount Torrington. Lord Harring-
ton was created Earl of Harrington and Viscount Petersham, and at this time

appointed President of the Privy Council. The Lord of the Treasury referred

to was probably the Earl of Wilmington, who in accepting this post took Sir R.

Walpole's office. The Secretary of the Treasury was Henry Furnese, joined
with John Scroop ;

see " Lord Bolingbroke", as above.

Sir J. Hynde Cotton, looking from the window of a house on the opposite
side of the street, observes,

"
Very ! Very ! Very ! Honest Men Indeed" Mr.

Lyttelton, who stands behind him, says, "Ah, I remember the Motion". 1

1 See " The Motion" (No. 1.), No. 2479.
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The Opposition, headed by Pulteney and Lord Carteret, had succeeded in re-

moving Sir Robert Walpole from power, and he is here asserting that not his

removal, but their own advantage had been their "
Aim," as intimated by the

honours and places which they have accepted, and which the king is still holding

out to them. For Sir. J. H. Cotton, see " Political Battle Royal," March 8,

1743-
See the entries in this Catalogue with the date, Feb. 1 742.
1 2 x 7 "i.

2536.

FROM ONE HOUSE TO ANOTHER.
Price 6 pence. [Feb. 1 742 ]

THIS engraving shows a large room which is a means of communication between

two others
;
in it are two tradesmen's stalls,

" Denfs SnuffShop", and " Deards from
S' Dunstans". Justice, with her sword, urges forward Sir Robert Walpole,

1
who,

putting his hand on his head, exclaims,
" / go in hopes to save this, and trust to y

e

Hat ". Several peers welcome him, and a lion, with them, holds an earl's coronet,

and says, "Follow me Sr Blew String". Behind Justice are several commonters:

one of whom exclaims, "Now he's Hitt", another replies, "Setter one Member

perish than the whole Body".
Below the design these verses are engraved :

"
Triumphant V y too well succeeds,

When Power, Lion-like, to Honour leads,

The suppliant Crew of C s may approve,
And join to usher in the Grand Remove.
But Justice, tho' she's tardy, will prevail,

And holds the Sword pois'd equal with the Scale,

The Country claims its Due, Protection's vain,

And this H se will wipe out the Others Stain."

The room here represented was the Court of Requests, which was the passage
of communication between the Houses of Peers and Commons. The fat persor

among the Commons is Pulteney, Walpole's opponent. The fallen minister

was not without well-grounded apprehensions of an impeachment, which mighi
have endangered his head

;
he looked mainly for protection to the king, here

represented by the lion, who is leading him to the House of Peers by the attrac

tion of the coronet of the earldom of Orford. It may be this coronet which h< :

calls the hat, but more probably the Hat to which he trusts was the king himseli
,

who was occasionally alluded to under that term, from a habit he had of kickin; ;

his hat when anything displeased him; see ".ZEneas in a Storm", No. 2326.
The publication of this print is announced in "The London Evening Post' ,

March 46, 1742, p. 4. col. 3. See " The Wheel of Fortune," No. 2537.

12J- x 8|-in.

2537-

THE WHEEL OF FORTUNE, OR, THE SCOT'S STEP, COMPLETED.

IFeb. 174:]

AN engraving, showing that on the floor in the " COURT OF REQUEST*' is a larj
<

wheel, with Fortune at the top. On the ascending side is the Duke of Argj 1

1
Walpole is distinguished by means of the riband of the garter which 1 e

wears, and which has been coloured blue in this print ; see " Blew String
"
mei -

tioned below, and " Britannia Excisa
"
(No. 1

.), No. 1 936.
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seizing her robe, and calling,
" I spoak, come, my Countrymen ". Next to him is

Pulteney, saying
" / tould you that Letter did it". The last is followed by a little

man, who, while being helped up by a Scotchman, cries
"
Ho-ray we're in the right

Box ". Mr. Sandys, who had become Chancellor of the Exchequer, is approach-

ing with "Out with the Place Sill now." At the side of the wheel stands one who
bows and says,

" Z unds yoire going" ;
another man points to a person who is

coming in and exclaiming, "/ come in with my Parties".* On the descending
side of the wheel is Walpole, falling backwards and exclaiming,

"
Its all ouer ",

and dropping from his hands ribands, mitres, keys, a pen, purse, the white and
black rods, and a letter directed " To M*. Court evel ".2 Pulling him by his

riband, which is marked "
Orford" is a secretary, with a pen in his mouth, and

his riband inscribed,
" he shall come to ". Next is one who has just safely put his

foot on the ground, he says,
" /''d got good Footing in the Field'

1

''. On the ground
lies a bishop, exclaiming, "/'m down notwithstanding'", near him are a general and
a lawyer, probably the Lord Chancellor, Lord Hardwicke, and a public writer or

newspaper politician, who is running away, holding his pen, and exclaiming,
" The

other side ".

Below the design these verses and others are engraved :

" Fortune's Wheel is turning quickly round,
And nothing in our Court of certainty is found,
For Places wheel'd us in, and Bob has wheel'd us out,

Goodlack ! poor Bob, how things are wheel'd about !

They all aloft on Fortune's Wheel did go"******
" The Courtier turns to Gain his private Ends,"

* * * * *

" And thus we are wheel'd about in Life's short Farce,
Till we at last are Wheel'd off in a rumbling Hearse :

The Midwife wheels us in, and Death wheels us out,

Goodlack ! Goodlack ! how we are wheeld about !

"

This is not so much a satire directed against individuals as a congeries of

allusions to the ups and downs of political life, called forth at this time by the fall

of Walpole and his party, and the success of the Opposition. Walpole is dropping
the symbols of those honours and emoluments with which, as alleged, he had

bribed his adherents. His new title is written on his riband.

The scene is the Court of Requests in its original state ; afterwards the House
of Lords. When this print was published, it was the passage between the Houses

of Lords and Commons. In the background are booksellers' stalls
;
and a door,

or shop ;
over the last is

"
Pinchbeck", probably referring to the shop of the man

who gave his name to that material ; over one of the stalls is
" AMEY. From

Charin(g) Cross". A fire engine stands on the other side, over it is
" Nusum's

Ingins ". See " From one House to another," No. 2,536.

The publication of this print is noted in " The London Evening Post",

March 16-18, 1742, p. 4, col. 1.

1 2|- x 6 in.

1 This is probably a reference to Bolingbroke, if not to the Pretender. The
latter was alleged, by Walpole's party, to be the friend of his antagonists, and the

Pretender's accession to the throne one of the objects of their efforts.

2
i.e. Ralph Freeman, of" The Gazetteer" ;

see " The Lampoon ", No. 2457.
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: . 2538.

THE TREACHEROUS PATRIOT UNMASK'D.

price 6d \Marcli 1 2, 1 742]

THIS mezzotint gives a portrait of Pulteney with a sneering hypocritical expres-

sion
;
he holds a mask of a good, open countenance, on which is written,

" This is

the Mask he wore ''till the Memorable 1 2M of March''' On the frame of the por-
trait is engraved "A Man may be known by his look. Eccles: 19: 29." On
the coat of Pulteney is the star ofa peer, the satire therefore refers to the accept-

ance of a peerage by that statesman.

Below the design are engraved the following lines :

" You are all Bit, Ha ha ha !

Unmask'd, with bare-fac'd Insolence and Sneer,

Behold your Patriot, who from year t' year
Flatter'd your hopes with promised relief $

Now laughs with Scorn at your too fond belief!

The face he wore e're he beguil'd your trust,

Bespoke an honest heart, upright and just :

But wonder not, since thus you see his face,

That he's ungrateful, Treacherous and Base.

Let Loyal
* minds with patience drag their Chain,

Despise his Smiles
;

his Frowns with scorn disdain
;

This Sneering St tes an may be cloath'd wlh
shame,

When fetter'd Loy'lists shall be Crown'd with fame." 1

See " The Craftsman unmask'd", No. 2557 ;
"The Antcraftsman unmask'd ",

No. 2558.

7| X 8f in.

2539-
THE SCREEN.

{March, 1742]

AN engraving representing the interior of a room. Under a large crown, the

jewels of which are marked with the names of offices and preferments, is George
II., who, attended by the Duke of Cumberland, and seated on a pile of arms marked
"
Useless", is distributing

" Cockades for Boys at 3<X> a peicc".
The inscriptions on the Crown are on the cross above,

" Lord C I r."
;

on the circlet, "Chance r E r", "Prime M r", and " Trar H d"
i. e. Treasurer of the Household. On the crosses of the circlet,

" Sec : of S te
"

"Lord C n", i.e. Lord Chamberlain; "Lord of y
e Bed C r". On \hefleur.

de Us,
" Master ofy

e H se.", and
" Ld Lieut t I d". On the pearls attachet

to the arches are " Con : of Tower",
" Lords of y

e A e ",
" P t of Board q,

G n C ",-*'. e. President of the Board of Green Cloth,
" Master of y C *"

"
Page of y* B ks s

"
(Backstairs), Capt

n
of y

e Y n ", i. e. Captain of th<

Yeomen of the Guard,
"
Capt of ye Band of P r ", i. e. Captain of the Band o

Pensioners, and " Groom of the S I ", i. e. Groom of the Stole. There are als>

two mitres, respectively styled
" Y k ", and " C b y

"
;

a ring inscribe*
" Ld

. P d' t", and two jewels, inscribed " Ld
. P y Seal". Objects no

" * We know not of your Majesties having among us an open, a secret o

suspected Enemy. Dissenter's Address."
1 For references to Pulteney, see " Risum teneatis amici ?

"
No. 1 833.
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recognized are falling out of the crown and marked respectively
" Vacancies ",

and "A Regi t" .

Two old officers, who are passing by, exclaim,
" We Starve on half pay ". A

French porter is walking away with a bale of "English Wool ^(or) France ", and a

label,
u Til Cloath wth

Wool", is attached to his coat. Behind is a table, on which

are bags marked, "Kings Serv'ts Money", "Secret service mony", "<2OO,OOO
for Voc. O G ", "Prize m. 1726.", Behind the table is Punch, exclaiming,
" O ! the Glorous 244.", i. e. the number of the majority Toting in the House of

Commons in favour of Walpole, March 9, and against the proposed Secret Com-
mittee of Inquiry. He holds a label,

"
4 Honest Scots, all Safe by : 2." A

Spaniard offers
"
4OOOOO

" " For Provisions ", to an old man, who was probably
intended for Benjamin Keene, see " The European Race. Heat IIId

." No. 2431 ,
and

observes,
"
If you will your Am n". Several sailor boys, one of whom holds a

flag, inscribed " Pro patria", petition a person, who has his hat filled with money,
and cry

" We Perish for want of good pr s". 1 Behind the Crown is a screen,

with a man's head peeping over it. Behind the screen is the Duke of Argyll,

tearing a hole in it, and dropping a scroll, inscribed,
" Take my C ns". His

riband is inscribed,
" No Vll not Serve on these Terms", being a reply to a

gentleman who is restraining him, and saying, Pray y
r G e forbear"

On the screen is a design of a man seated in prison, before a fireplace
in a room, over which is represented a man hanging from a gallows ;

at the

window of the room a man's head appears, looking into the chamber. This is

evidently the design of the print described in this Catalogue as " Reformation

began in Denbighshire", No. 2534.
Two portentous stars appear through the two windows of the room. In one

is a great personage holding a flaming sword
;
the star is inscribed " The Comet

Feb : 17 1741"? under the star is,
" Nocte did Reconciliationis Reum P." In

the other star appear an axe and a gallows, with " To be ", and " The 2nd appear-
ance Feb 18: 1741".

On the 17th Feb. 1741, the King and Prince of Wales were reconciled. The
event might be said to ensure the fall of Walpole's power.

Feb. 18, 1742. Parliament re-assembled after Walpole's defeat, and his

impeachment was expected.
March 9. The Duke of Argyll again resigned the Master Generalship of the

Ordnance, which had been restored to him, Feb. 25 previous.
March l o, 1 742 - Duke of Argyll

"
resigned all his new commissions yesterday,

because the king refused to employ the Tories." "He gave for a reason that a

proposal had been made to him for going ambassador to Holland, which he under-

stood to be sending him out of the way." Horace Walpole's
" Letter to Mann,"

edit. 1857, i. 143, and note.

The person requesting the Duke of Argyll to forbear, is perhaps his brother

the Earl of Islay,
2 who always opposed the duke's hasty temper, and was a great

friend of Sir R. Walpole.

Spain was supposed to have bribed persons in England to assent to her terms

of pacification.

In America the English fleet, even under its restricting orders, damaged the

trade of Spain, and seriously distressed the Spanish colonies for food
;

it would

appear that Spain was offering a bribe for provisions, and a promise in favour of

our American trade.
3

It was alleged that the distress of Spain was not so great as it would have been

had not our commanders been restricted from acting; the arms are therefore

marked useless, also because fear of injury to Hanover withheld the troops which

1 That is "provisions on board their ships."
2 See " Scotch Tast in Vista's", No. 2510.
3

See, however, "The Evil Genius of England", No. 2418,
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had been prepared to assist the Queen of Hungary. At this time there was a great

outcry against the exportation of wool, and complaints were made that much wool

was smuggled into France
;
a contraband trade which Walpole was charged with

winking at.
1

The screen is decorated with the design of Mr. Myddleton in prison, as a

prophetic hint to Sir R. Walpole. Punch is Walpole, rejoicing in the majority of

244 members, who voted in the House of Commons against the motion for ap-

pointing a committee to inquire into his conduct of public affairs. The minority
was 242, so that he was "

all safe by 2."

1 1 x 7 in.

2540.

THE SCREEN. A Simile.

A New Screen for an Old one or the Screen of Screens.

Published according to Act of Parliament by T B. March 18, 1741-2
Price 6 P. [March, 1742]

THIS engraving shows a screen standing extended across a room
;
on it are

exhibited nine designs.
" The Scum of the South Sea ", two gentlemen approaching

a third with a paper.
" Hosiers Expedition ", the English fleet lying at anchor and

useless.
" The famous Convention ", two gentlemen seated at a table, discussing a

document, a secretary at another table behind
;

this was the Convention of the

Pardo
;
see " The European Race, Heat lHd

." No. 2431.
" Treaties ofH r

6f Sev lie ", two gentlemen seated at a table, discussing a document
;

see " In

Place ", No. 2350. Other designs refer to public events in Walpole's career, and

are respectively inscribed " Excise Scheme",
"
St. Sebastians ",

" B k Contract",
"
Capt

n
. Jenkins",

" Br b y Sfc." Strings pass over the top of the screen and

play the puppets, or M.P.'s, who are represented in the House of Commons

below, as shown in a separate division of the design. A mirror shows that Sir

Robert Walpole is behind the screen working the strings.

Above is the " Reconciliation
"
of George H. and Frederick, Prince of Wales, as

represented in a room, containing a throne, from which the king descends to embrace
the prince, who advances, bowing, attended by several gentlemen. At one side

of the screen stands the Duke of Argyll ;
over his head is a picture of Diogenes

holding the portrait of the honest man of whom he had been in search. At the

Duke's side are these two lines :

" Glorious and Brave to shake Corruption's Seat,

But much more Glorious in thy brave Retreat."

The following lines are printed in letterpress beneath:

" Dear William, did'st thou ever go
To mimic Farce, call'd Puppet-shew ?

There, William, did'st thou never see

Of Figures great Variety ?

With a big Belly comes a Fellow

In blustering Mood, call'd Punchinello ;

He roars and swaggers, bounces, swears,

Giving himself a thousand Airs
;

Knocks Puppets down, and makes a Boast,
That he alone will rule the Roast.

1 See " The European Race, Heat Ild," No. 2415.
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But when Punch is turnd off the Stage,
Some other Puppets come t'engage :

With other Motions, other Faces
;

Act some new Part, to shew their Graces.

Alas ! dear William, all this while,

A Trickster does your Sense beguile :

Behind that SCREEN there stands a Wight,

Safely conceal'd from publick Sight :

He was the Punch at first you saw
;

He gives the other Puppets Law.
And by his secret Strings he still

Governs the others as he will
;

And all the Difference that is known,
You only hear another Tone :

The Puppet Man, behind the Screen,
Is the same Man, although not seen.

Lond. Evening Post. Mar. 1 1, 1741/2."
l

"Pulteney, in forming an administration, the great outlines ofwhich were traced

by Walpole, conceived that he was dictating his own terms. It was particularly

owing to his influence that Newcastle retained his situation of secretary of state,

and that Harrington, who was compelled to make way for Carteret, obtained the

presidentship of the council
; many of his most confidential friends were also con-

tinued in their posts."
" Memoirs of Sir R. Walpole ", by W. Coxe; 1 798 (196. f.

6.), ch. Ix. p. 701.
" The king had, from long experience, conceived so high an opinion of Walpole's

zeal and judgment, that he consulted him in matters of great emergency."
Ibid. ch. Ixii. p. 733.

For similar designs to the above, see " The Screen ", No. 2539 ;

" The Bra-

bant Skreen "
(No. 1.), No. 1712 ;

"A True Picture of the Famous Skreen"

(No. l.), No. 1710. The advertisement of "The Screen", see below, note,

refers to
" the Old Screen in 1721

"
as "to be had". This was one of the latter

two.

For the " Excise Scheme ", see " To the Honourable the South-Sea-Com-

pany", No. 1904, and the references to other satires which it contains. For
"
St. Sebastians ", see " The Evil Genius of England", No. 2418. For "

Capt".
Jenkins ", see " In Place ", No. 2350. For the " Reconciliation ", see " The

Screen", No. 2539, and " The Ghost of Eustace Budgel", No. 2555. For the

Duke of Argyll see " The Scotch Patriot ", No. 2450. For the " Scum of the

South Sea ", see the entries in this Catalogue which refer to the South Sea scheme,
and are dated 1720, 1721, &c. For "Hosier's Expedition", see "Admiral
Hosier's Ghost", No. 2422.

It is probable that the " William " addressed in the verses cited here was
William Pulteney, afterwards Earl of Bath; see "Risum teneatis amici?",
No. 1833.

6f X 6|- in.

1 These verses appeared in this journal, March 9 1 1, 1742, p. l, cols. 2, 3.

The publication of this print was announced in " The London Evening Post ",

March 16, 1742, p. 4, col. 3.
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2541.

THE SUBMISSION. (A Bishop bowing.)
[March, 1742]

A BiSHor (? Haddocks of St. Asaph's) bowing obsequiously to Sir Watkin Williams

Wynne, who holds a letter on which is
" S r

By votingfor my friend Mr
. M l

yorfl oblidge ". A countryman, probably a steward, who points to his own left

eye, stands near. Against the wall hang pictures of " The Lion and the dis-

obedient Prophet ", and
" The Worshipping of the Golden Calf". See " The Sub-

mission ", No. 2542.
Beneath the design is engraved :

" Thus lowly bending I your pardon crave

Oh ! pity, Sir, your most obsequious slave !

Who promises, convicted of his crime,

He'll ne'er do so again till the next time."

9| X 7ir in-

2542.

THE SUBMISSION (A Bishop kneeling.)

Published according to Act of Parliament March 6'* 1741. [March, 1742]

SIR Watkin Williams Wynne, seated in a chamber, shrugging his shoulders and

spreading out his fingers, addresses a bishop (? Maddocks of St. Asaph's) who
is on his knees before him "

Repent and be forgiven" The bishop prays,
" Dear

S r W t ns forgive"
" My Sin is ever before me ". Over the chimney-piece

hangs a picture of " The Judgment of Paris." Under the print is engraved :

"For a B shop must be Blameless, &c. Titus Chap. i. v. 7."
"
They profess that they know GOD, but in Works they Deny him, &c.

Titus Chap. i. v. 1 6."

"The London Evening Post", Feb. 23-5, 1742, p. l, col. 3, states "We
hear a Father of the Church has made a Publick Recantation of the Errors of hit

Faith, and humbly on his knees repented of his Manifold Sins and Wickednesses .

On which he found this Truth, Repent, and you shall be forgiven." The

publication of this print is announced in " The London Evening Post ", Marcb

6-9, 1742, p. 4, col. 2, as "A Companion for the Reformation lately published";
see "Reformation began in Denbighshire", No. 2534.

5f X 6f. in.

2543-

The Solicitor COMMITTED, or the Dumb Screen.

Published according to Act of Parliament Apr. 24, 1 742, Price 6 pence.

[April 15, 1742;

AN engraving showing a cell in Newgate, where Mr. Nicholas Paxton, Sir R. Wai
pole's Solicitor to the Treasury, and supposed to possess his secrets, is seated at ;

table with a padlock on his mouth, and holding
"
Draught of Bill to restrain Libty

oj

Press ". On the table are papers marked " Indictment against y
e

Craftsman
"

;
ar

1
i. e. "Myddleton", see " Reformation began in Denbigh shiz-e ", No. 2534.
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account of monies received and expended, thus :

" For Gazetters Writters, 8,OOO,

pay'd 5,OOO. Robbery Premiums \ $,OOOpay d 6,OOO. For Prosecutions 40,000.
unaccounted for. For W nd r l

Election, 20,000 spent 15,000. for other Secret

Services ". Also on the table is another paper, marked " Bill of Pains Sf Penalty

agt. Bp. Atterbury, Kelly fyc." Seated at the same table is a lady, who observes,
" Ifear they II inflict the Same on you." On the ground lies a flag,

"
the Corruptors

Banner Severe Penal Laws Rigourous Prosecutions Bribery &f Corruption ". Sir

R. Walpole looks through the bars of the window, and observes,
" P xt n, the

Tool, He ivorit Answer." A boy trys to enter the doorway, saying
" Tm Haynes'

2

devil come to see old Nic "
;
but the turnkey informs him "

they must have neither

Pen, Ink, nor paper ". On the wall of the room are hung two pictures, one repre-

senting a gentleman and his servant riding to
" Wendover "; the other, Sir Robert

Walpole fastening a padlock on Paxton's mouth, and saying
" / hope this Padlock

will hold" Perhaps the purse which is in Paxton's hand is referred to by these

words as well as the padlock on his mouth. Below the design these verses are

engraved :

"
Oppression's Tool ! well qualify'd, no less,

To Bribe a Borough, than insult y
e Press

But sure his Quirks Shan't y
e CORRUPTOR screen

His Master's Guilt is in his Silence seen."

Ap. 13, 1742 - The House of Commons ordered Mr. Paxton to be taken into

custody, and that he be not allowed the use of pen, ink, or paper, and that no per-
son be permitted to have access to him without the leave of the House. He
remained in prison till the end of the Session.

To ascertain if Walpole was guilty of abusing or mismanaging the Secret Ser-

vice money, the Committee of the House examined some of the agents who must

be employed in such practices.
" The sum of ,95,000 had passed through the

hands of Paxton, Solicitor to the Treasury. Being called upon to give an account

of that money, he was first examined about .500, which had been paid to one

Boteler in 1735, for the purpose of carrying his election for the borough of

Wendover. Paxton being repeatedly asked if he had advanced any money on that

account, refused to answer that question, as it might tend to criminate himself. For
this contumacy he was committed to Newgate, by an order of the House of

Commons." See " Memoirs of Sir R. Walpole
"
by W. Coxe

; 1798, ch. 60, p. 712;
"Letters of Horace Walpole", "Walpole to Mann", Apr. 15, 1742. Pope's

"Epilogue to the Satires, Dialogue ii. 1, and 140-5. In this Catalogue see

"Touch me not", No. 2551 ;

" The Treasury ", No. 2560; "N s P n,

Esq.", No. 2544; "A New Tenant for the Room", No. 2545.
1 1 X 6| in.

2544-

N s P n, Es<f. Soil of the Tr y in Tribul n, April 15,

1742.
\_April 15, 1742]

THIS print shows Mr. Paxton and a lady seated mournfully in a cell of Newgate ;

on the ground is a view of the "
Treasury" For the sxibject see " The Solicitor

Committed", No. 2543, and the references it contains.

71 X
8-1-

in.

1 That is "Wendover."
2 Haines was the printer of " The Craftsman ", who had been punished at the

instance of the Treasury ;
see "The Present State", &c., No. 2336.
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2545-

A New Tenant for the old Room.

Sold at No. 59 Holborn Hill London. [April 15, 1742]

THIS print shows Mr. Paxton and a lady very disconsolately entering a cell in

Newgate, and accompanied by a turnkey. Over the chimney is a drawing of a

man hanging ;

" R. T.
"
for Richard Turpin, is written beneath it, intimating that

Paxton might deserve the fate of that highwayman.
William Myddleton, late High Sheriff of Denbighshire, who had been committed

to Newgate by order of the House of Commons for malpractices at the election of

a Member of Parliament for that county, was discharged out of gaol, Ap. 13, 1 742.

On the same day, Mr. Paxton was ordered by the House to be taken into custody,

and was committed to Newgate.
1

9| X 6fin.

2546.

A GEOMETRICAL View of the Grand PROCESSION of the Scald

Miserable MASONS, Design'd as they were Drawn up ovet

against Somerset House, in the STRAND, on the twenty Seventh

of April. Ano. 1742.

Invented 8f Engraved by A. Benoist at his Lodgings at M* Jordan's a Grocer

y North East corner of Compton Street So-ho, and Sold by the Print-

sellers of London Sf Westminster. Note. A. Benoist teaches Drawing
abroad. Price 2. 6 d

. [April 27, 1742]

THIS engraving shows the south side of the Strand, London, with the north fnnr,

of Old Somerset House, and a considerable number of houses on the east anc

west of it
;
in the roadway is a long procession of persons, as described below

and on either side of the way, a great number of spectators are assembled.

The design is engraved on two sheets of metal, and it has been printed on tw<

sheets of paper.
The procession here represented was contrived to ridicule the proceedings o

'

the " Ancient Order of Free Masons."

The cavalcade is led by
"

1 ", a miserable-looking man riding a sorry horse

wearing a fool's cap, having a long wig, probably part of a sheep's skin, or mas
of false hair hanging down his back, and bearing a toy sword. He is followe<

by
" 2 ", a man on foot, wearing ragged clothes, and having a riband wit:

masonic insignia hanging from his neck
;
he carries a long staff or stick with ,

rag on the end of it. A second " 2" represents a similar person. The nex ,

division of the design,
"

3", comprises a numerous group. First are two me i

mounted on asses of a forlorn description ;
one of these men wears a Punch's ca >

and blows a marrow-bone by way of trumpet ;
the other man, with two butter

tubs, instead of kettle-drums, at his saddle-bow, belabours those vessels wit t

two ox-bones. Next to these riders are many men of haggard appearanc ;

and in rags and false hair, performing on cows' -horns, pans, marrow-bones
and cleavers, a salt-box, flageolet and trumpets ;

several of these men hav ;

1 See " Reformation began in Denbighshire ", No. 2534. For references t >

other satires on Paxton's incarceration, see " The Solicitor Committed ", No. 254; .
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masonic emblems hanging by ribands from their necks; a mounted performer
on tubs, another rider with a flageolet, a man on foot, with a pipe, the whole

group being of ludicrous character, complete this part. In a line with these are

three small carts drawn by donkeys,
"
4", each cart contains two men, who

ride in grotesque hats, holding sticks on their knees, and in mock state.
"
5" shows two men bearing large models of two Ionic pillars stuck on

the ends of staves. After these is a group of boys, carrying and using instru-

ments of the same kind as those in the hands of their forerunners. The next
comer is a man on crutches. After this cripple are two men, bearing pictures of

the sun and moon, "6", "6"; also another "6", the last shows a man in the

act of making water. "7" ia a picture of "Hand in Hand", borne by a very
much emaciated person. Two men bear on poles a picture of masonic insignia,

comprising a star with a trail, and " G "
in its centre. A man with a wooden leg

walks behind the last-named group, and by means of a long pole props up the

picture. "9"' consists of a large waggon loaded with men, and drawn by six

asses
;
on one of each pair of these animals is a postilion ;

the first of the three

has a very large hat and a wig, the hair of which hangs down his back
;
the

second carries a rag on a pole ;
the third wears a Punch's hump and a peaked

hat. In the waggon appears to be the coffin of the Grand Master, with a pall
over it, and the chief mourners sitting on the sides of the vehicle, which sides

are decorated with rags on staves, by way of flags ;
all the men are ragged and look

miserable, some are pretending to weep, others affect to lament aloud
;
most

of them wear tall hats and large masses of dishevelled hair
;
one has a long plait

or queue of hair hanging from under his hat. These are followed by two more

riders, with the tubs and cow-horn respectively. Next advances a group of

boys on foot with fifes, and, after these, another band of walking performers on
uncouth instruments, as before. " lo" consists of a picture of a coffin, with
" M J3" on it

;
this is borne on tall poles by two men, one of whom has a wooden

leg ;
it is supported from behind by a third man. "

1 1
"

consists of another

band of performers on fifes ; these are on foot, except their leaders, who ride

asses of woe-begone aspects ;
the leaders respectively sound tubs and a cow-

horn. These are followed by "12", two boys, one of whom bears aloft,

stuck on the end of a long pole, a "
trophy", which consists of a broom, brush,

chimney-sweeper's shovel, and a stool
;
on a similar pole his companion displays

a broom, brush, and stool. A second "
1 1" succeeds the last-mentioned group

of boys and men with similar noise-producing instruments
;
the leader is a tub-

drummer, with a cow's horns on his head
;
the band consists of boys, followed by

two men. After these, two men advance, bearing ragged pennons on poles. A
picture of a sun, with " G "

in the middle of the emblem, is borne aloft by a man
with a wooden leg ;

he is succeeded by two men on foot, who lead a caparisoned

donkey without a rider
;
this is the " horse" of state belonging to the supposed

deceased Grand-Master. Of the group which accompanies this animal one man
wears a stag's horns, others have tall fools' caps, one beats a salt-box, some
blow pipes and horns, as before. A cart, which has been rudely adapted to

resemble a chariot of state, follows these persons ; it is drawn by six horses,
on two of which are postilions, and attended by men with javelins and pennons.
In the cart four persons are seated; he who is in the place of honour, or

represents the Grand-Master (?), has the head of an ass
;
at his side sits a man

with a lamb's head
;
one of the other men has a long plaited queue hanging

clown his back, the fourth man wears what was doubtless meant for a piece of

sheep's skin, instead of a wig.
All the windows of the houses behind this cavalcade are filled with specta-

tors
;

in the shops, crowds of persons, mostly females, are standing on the show-
boards and within the glass. Several coaches have been stopped in order that the

riders may observe the procession; near one or two of these coaches running
footmen, with their long staves, are stationed. Several large carts are likewise
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stopped. Through an opening in the line of shops a glimpse of the Thames is

given, with a boat sailing past, and the opposite shore. There are not any signs

attached to or painted on the houses.

In front of the procession a considerable number of persons are gathered,
these comprise men and women on foot and mounted on horses

; among them are an

armed soldier, with a musket on his shoulder, a Scotchman and woman, both in

plaids ;
the former wears a sword, only one other individual represented here

has a sword
;
there is also a milk-woman, or water-seller, with pails slung to a

yoke on her shoulders. The heads of some of the women are covered with

hoods, others wear hats of diverse shapes.
"
Yesterday the Antient and Honourable Society of FREE AND ACCEPTED

MASONS, had their Grand Annual Feast at Haberdashers-Hall. The Cavalcade

was very grand, (more Noblemen and Gentlemen attending than has been known

for some Years), the Entertainment in the most elegant Taste," &c.
"
Yesterday some Mock Free-Masons march'd thro' Pali-Mall and the Strand,

as far as Temple bar, in Procession ;
first went Fellows on Jack-asses, with

Cows-Horns in their Hands, then a Kettle-Drummer on a Jack Ass, having two

Butter-Firkins for Kettle-Drums
;
then followed two Carts drawn by Jack Asses,

having in them the Stewards, with several Badges of the Order ; then came a

Mourning Coach, drawn by six Horses, each of a different Colour and Size, in which

were the Grand Master and Wardens, the whole attended by a vast Mob : they staid

without Temple-bar, till the Masons came by, and paid their Compliments to them,
who return'd the same with an agreeable Humour, that possibly disappointed the

Witty Contriver of this Mock Scene, whose Misfortune is, that, tho' he has some

Wit, his Subjects are generally so ill-chosen, that he loses by it as many Friends, as

other People of more judgement, gain."
" The London Daily Post," March 2O.

1741, p. 1, coL 3.

Beneath the print is engraved a description of the procession, thus :

"
1 . The grand Swoard Bearer, or Tylor, carrying y

e Swoard of State, a Present

of Ishmael Abiff to old Hyram king of y
e Saracens to his Grace of Wattin, Gram

Master of y
e

Holy Lodge of S'. John of Jerusalem hi Clerkenweh
1

. 2. Tylers 01

Guarders. 3. Grand Chorus of Instruments. 4. The Stewards in three Gut
Carts drawn by Asses. 5. Two famous Fillers Jachin and Boaz. 6. Three grea

Lights, the Sun Hieroglyphical to Rule the Day, the Moon Emblematical to rul<

the Night. A Master Mason Political to Rule his Lodge 7. The Entered Pren

tices' Token. 8. The letter G famous hi Masonry, for differencing the fellow

Crafts Lodge, from that of Prentices. 9. The funeral of a Grand Master according ;

to y
e Rites of y

e Order with the 1 5 Loving Brethren, i o. A Master Mason \

Lodge. 1 1 . Grand Band of Musick. 1 2. Two Trophies one being that of i

Black Shoe-Boy and Link Boy, the other that of a Chimney Sweeper. 1 3. Th :

Equipage of the Grand Master all y
e Attendants Wearing Mystical Jewels."

On this subject refer, in this Catalogue, to "Mock Masonry", No. 2494:
" The Free-Masons Downfall", No. 2548 ;

" South Front ofOld Somerset House' ,

No. 2547 ;

" The Mystery of Masonry brought to Light", (No. 1.) No. 2549.
l

It appears that this procession was designed by Paul Whitehead and h

friend Esquire Carey, surgeon to the Prince of Wales. It was not permitte I

to pass through Temple Bar, because it was intended to insult the Society < f

Free-Masons, whose annual procession was performed at the same time. It ha 1

the effect of putting a stop to these performances. It appears that the ridicu

was originally prompted by a squabble between the Free Masons and the Sociei v

of Gormagons ;
the latter was instituted to ridicule the former body. The pr

1 See also a tract, in the Print Room, entitled " The Representations of tl e

Society of the Independent scald-miserable Masons to P 1 W d (Whit -

head) and E C y (Carey) Esq. 1742".
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cessions were repeated in 1742 and 1744; see "The London Daily Post",

Ap. 28, 1742, and May 3, 1744; the mock-masons were, on the latter occasion,
seized by constables acting to press men for the King's service.

There is a second state of this print, with the publication line as above quoted,

except that " Price 2. 6d." has been taken out. Traces of this remain.

There is a third state, in which the publication line is as follows :

"

Invevented Sf Engrav'd by A. Betwixt at his Lodgings Sold by the Printsellers

of London Sf Westminster."

There is a fourth state, with the following publication line :

" In-

vevented & Engraved by A. Benoist." " Published by F. Vivares in Great New-
port Street, London, 1771."

First Plate, 22 X 8 in.

Second Plate, 22 x 8 in.

2547-

SOUTH FRONT OF OLD SOMERSET HOUSE IN 1742.

Copied from the View of the Grand Procession of Sccdd

Miserable Masons.

Tho*. Hurst Edw . Chanse Sf C. London. [April 27, 1742]

THIS engraving is a copy from that portion of " A Geometrical View of the

Grand Procession of the Scald Miserable Masons", &c., No. 2546, of which Old
Somerset House forms the centre.

For the history of the subject, see the description of the original, likewise for

references to other satires of the same purport.

11? X 54;
in.

2548.

The FREE-MASONS Downfall; or, The Restoration of the ScALD-
MlSERABLES.

[April 27, 1742]

THIS engraving is printed on p. 1 of " The Westminster Journal
; or, New

Weekly Miscellany. By THOMAS TOUCHIT, of Spring Gardens, Esq ;

"
for

Saturday, May 8, 1 742, No. 24.
It represents a procession of " Scald Miserable Masons "

galloping along the

Strand, London, in a curved line. That portion of the cavalcade which is visible

to us begins with a coach drawn by six horses, in which sit four gentlemen, two

of whom respectively wear heads of an ape and an ass. They are heralded by
men who blow cows' -horns, and shout, and by boys who play on a saucepan and a

salt-box. These are followed by a chariot with six horses, having a postilion

and driver, on whose breasts hang masonic insignia ;
in the coach are two gentle-

men, one of whom is throwing out money. A footman hangs behind the vehicle.

This coach is followed by a group of men on foot, one of whom carries a trowel (?),

another bears a large sword, others have pans and bones in their hands, which

they are beating violently together. A man, wearing a fool's cap, and holding a

wooden sword, rides a donkey, which is braying. Another man, mounted on a

donkey, beats two butter-tubs with a bone, by way of imitating the music of

kettle-drums. A man, holding a baton and wearing a brewer's apron, regulates
the procession. This group is followed by two men, each of whom bears an

Ionic column; on one of these columns is written "
Boaz", on the other "Jachin".

III. F F
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A cart, drawn by asses and loaded with men who are armed with rods or whips,
succeeds the last, and is followed by men who bear a large banner on which are

painted masonic emblems, comprising a half-moon, a pair of compasses, a meridian

sun, a carpenter's square, a level, a second meridian sun, with " G ", in the

centre, a mallet, two pillars and a chisel (?). Other men succeed these ; among
them are some who carry banners, on which are painted, 1

,
three candlesticks

;

2, a meridian sun, with " G ", as before, and two clasped hands, i.e. the " Hand-
in-Hand

"
; 3, a meridian sun

; 4, a half-moon ; ,5? a portrait, full-length, of a

man wearing a masonic apron and insignia, over the figure is
" Master Mason "

;

the pole which supports this banner is surmounted by a large pair of cows' -horns.

A cart, bearing a coffin, marked "Af .B", with one man seated in the front of

the vehicle, succeeds this
;
the man pretends to weep ;

the cart is decorated with

flags attached to poles. Men who are beating pans with marrow-bones, and using
other means for making an uproar conclude the procession, with a person who is

mounted on an ass and beating butter-tubs with bones.

Above this engraving is printed, in letterpress,
" The Remonstrance of the

Right Worshipful the Grand-Master, Deputy Grand-Master, Grand-Warden,'!,
and Brethren of the most Ancient and Honourable SOCIETY of SCALD-MISERABLE-
MASONS". Below the engraving is likewise printed, "A KEY; or, Explanation

of the Solemn and Stately PROCESSION of the SCALD-MISERABLE-MASONS,' as it

icas marshalled on Tuesday the 2"]th past, by their Scald Pursuivant, Black

Mantle." This contains a description, of considerable length, of the procession,
and is followed by a dialogue, entitled

" The MYSTERY of FREE-MASONS."
For an account of the subject, see " A Geometrical View of the Graiid

Procession of the Scald Miserable Masons", No. 2546. With this entry in this

Catalogue are references to other satires on the Freemasons.

H X Si in.

2549-

The Mystery of Masonry brought to Light by y
e

Gormagons.
(No. I.)

Done from y
e

Original, Painted at PeTtin by Matachauh r,

Grav'd by Ho ge, and Sold by y Printsellers of London Pa, is

fy Rome.

Hogarth inv: et Sculp. [April 2"], 17^2]

THIS engraving represents a procession issuing from "The Grapes" tavern, f nd

led by the four personages indicated by the letters, "-4." ".B." " C." " D." "., I."

has his head irradiated, he is superbly attired, and carries a globe.
" B." walks at

his side, wears a long beard, a veil or hood is on his head, a tablet, inscribed wit i a
" Chinese

"
character, is suspended from his neck, and in his hands, which are hide en

in his hood, is a meridian sun. Behind these walk " C." and " Z>." " C.
"
wf irs

a Chinese cap, and a beard
;

a badge, or tablet, painted with a figure of a sv, in,

is suspended on his breast. "Z).", who is at the side of "C", wears a large turl in,

with a sun embroidered on the front of it, and has a very long beard
;
he car ies

a large mace, the head of which is decorated with a sun
;
he holds the end c f aJ

halter, and leads an ass
;

at his side is a dancing ape, wearing a free-mas' n's

apron and gloves. Over the shoulders of the ass are suspended a pail, n jp,

mallet, and carpenter's square. Across the back of the animal is a ladder, on

which is seated an old woman, whose bare breech is saluted between the rou ids

by a Gormagon. She is addressed by Don Quixote, who stands by the sid< of

the donkey, wearing an apron (of the Order of Freemasons) and followed by
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other members likewise wearing aprons; amongst these may be distinguished
Falstaff and Dame Quickly. Behind the Don, Sancho Panza stands in utter amaze-

ment
;
likewise standing is a butcher, who is laughing and holding both his sides. In

the left corner of the design is a seated figure playing on the bladder and string.
1

Below the design is engraved the reference table :

"A. Chin-Quaw-Kypo 1
st

Emperor of China. B. The Sage Confucius. C.

In-Chin present Oecumenical Volgi. D. The Mandarin Hangchi."

These verses are likewise engraved below the design :

" From Eastern Climes, transplanted to our Coasts,

Two Oldest Orders that Creation boasts

Here meet in Miniature, expos'd to view

That by their Conduct, Men may Judge their Due.

The Gormagons, a Venerable Race

Appear Distinguish'd with peculiar Grace,
What Honour! Wisdom! Truth! & Social Love!

Sure such an Order had its Birth Above.

But Mark Free Masons ! what a Farce is this ?

How wild their Myst'ry ! what a Bum they Kiss

Who would not Laugh when such Occasion's had ?

Who should not Weep, to think y
e World so Mad."

This is the second state of the plate ;
the publication line of the first was

without the artist's name ; that of the third was " London Printedfor Rob 1

Sayer,

Map $ Printseller, at N". 53 in Fleet Street."

This print is supposed to have been engraved in 1742 >
when the procession of

" Scald Miserable Masons
"
was produced to parody the cavalcade of the Free-

masons, which had frequently, if not annually taken place, but was afterwards dis-

continued. The Freemasons and Gormagons had long been at feud ; the former

considering that the Gormagons were a burlesque imitation of themselves.2

13^: X 8im.

2550. The Mystery of MASONRY brought to Light by the GOR-
MAGONS. (No. 2.)

Hogarth pinx
1
. T. Cook sculp*. Published by Longman, Hurst, Rees, Sf

Orme, May 1
st

1809. {April 27, 1742]

THIS print is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1
.), with the same title

and date, No. 2549. It was prepared to illustrate "The Genuine Works of

William Hogarth", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens; ii., 1810, in which

volume an impression faces p. 159. With the addition of " PROOF Bishop
Printer ", this plate was used for " The Works of William Hogarth ", by the Rev.

J. Trusler; 1821, vol. ii. (1751. b.)

5|- X 3| in.

2551.

Touch me not
;
or B bs Defiance.

price 3 pence [April, 1742]

THIS engraving contains a double faced head of George II. and Sir Robert Walpole
as if reflected in a mirror

;
above are a fox and mask

; below, is represented an

1 For the bladder and string, see " The Beggars' Opera ", No. 1807.
2 On this subject see " A Geometrical View ", &c., NQ. 2546.
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execution. On one side is Britannia addressing the king,
"
Justice should have

her Due", to which he replies,
" We fear not her, nor you." Behind Britannia is a

ship ready to convey the king to Hanover. On the other side is Justice address-

ing Walpole,
" Fll punish thee, I swear", to which he answers,

" Touch me,

Madam, if you dare." Behind Justice is a gibbet.

Below the design these lines are engraved :

" Behold two Patriots of our British Land,
Join'd Head to Head, instead of Hand to Hand !

When two such Noddles are laid close together,

What tempests in y
e State can Shatter Either ?

I and the K g the haughty W Isey cry'd,

And All y
e Malice of his Foes defy'd ;

But R n, haughtier still, (t' evade Disaster)

Cries, Touch me if you can, and not my Ma r."

In the House of Commons a committee was appointed to enquire into the con-

duct of Sir Robert Walpole. It had made considerable progress in its duties,

and produced two reports. It was proceeding to make a third report, when the

exercise of the royal prerogative interrupted the work by a prorogation of par-

liament. Thus Walpole could defy his enemies, and cry
" Touch me not.".

See "The Solicitor Committed", No. 2543; "N sP n, Esq.", No.

2544;
" A New Tenant", No. 2545.

9f X 5f in.

2552.

The TABLES turn'd : or, The LURCHERS Lurch'd, and MON-
SIEURS Whip'd.
A Satire referring to the Treaty of Breslau. June II,

1742.

published 3
d
July 1 742 price 6 pence [l 742]

THIS engraving represents the interior of a large room, with a round table in the

middle
;
on the table is a cloth, with plates, knives, forks, and, in the centre, a disii

in which is the two-headed black eagle, one of whose wings lies in a plate an 1

detached from the bird. On the wall hang two pictures, one of which is a portra t

of " MARLBOROUGH", looking with satisfaction at the scene in the room. The otht r

picture shows "
LIBERTY", a female figure, bearing a hat and sceptre, and atteude I

by a bull-dog.
In front of the table is "4", the Queen of Hungary, holding a whip and vigo:

-

ously flogging "3", a gentleman, France (?), lying on the floor, crying, "Merc f,

Sweet Lady ! and take all me have". The "Partition Treaty" has fallen from h s

pocket. The Queen replies, "You have my Low- Countrys! give us back Loraine ''.*

With her left hand striking backwards, the Queen has hit
"
5", Carlos, afterwar s

Charles III. of Spain, in the face
;
he cries to his brother Philip,

" 6 ",
" She hi s

broke my nose, Phil." "6", stooping to avoid all risks of a blow, says, "Lets ru i,

Don Carlos." Carlos was the King of Naples. On behalf of her son, Phili >,

Elizabeth Farnese, Queen of Spain, had laid claim to some of the heredita y
dominions of the House of Austria in Italy, which she wished to form into a

separate state.2 The defeats thus inflicted by the Queen of Hungary were doubtle <s

those which preceded the capture of Prague, Dec. 1 742.

1 See " The Qu n of Hungary Stript" (No. 1.), No. 2512; "The Queen >f

Hungary in Splendour", No. 2554.
2 See "F h Pacification", No. 2515 ; "The Qu n of Hungary strip

"

(No. l.), No. 2512.
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In the foreground of the design, on our left, are "
l ", the Queen of Spain,

lamenting and exclaiming,
" She II hill my poor Children ! ". Her Majesty is a very

tall, big woman, apparently a virago ;
her husband,

" 2 ", the King of Spain,

Philip V., is much less bulky ;
he stands near his wife and says,

" The Road to

Crowns is dangerous madam" The Devil, standing at our right, chuckles over

the downfal of France, and says,
" He Bullys the men, fy is thrashd by a Woman,

ha ! ha .'" Two gentlemen, one of whom (probably the Duke D'Harcourt, French

commander),
"
7 ", seems to be of a weak character, stand near the middle of the

foreground ;
the weak man raises his hands despondingly, and laments to his com-

panion, "Tank our faithless Allies (the Prussians) for this Advantage, Count."

The other, "8", who retains his sword, and is robust, replies,
" Remember your

Master's Breach of Faith Duke, fy"
be Satisfy^d."

A little behind the last-named group is another group, consisting of three

men
;

"
9 ", probably Marshal De Belle-Isle,

1

kneeling on the floor, begs mercy of
" lo" thus: "Quarters! brave Prince Charles'". "

10", Prince Charles of

Lorraine, replies
" We shall give your Master none" The third gentleman,

"11 ", casting up his eyes, exclaims,
" Morblue de French to be so dupd". On

the other side of the design
" 26 ", a man, Francis of Lorraine, afterwards emperor,

the husband of Maria Theresa, who carries, "27 ", her son, in his arms, says,
" He

has made y" Rod, for his own Britch." The young prince, Maria Theresa's son

(afterwards Emperor Joseph II.), carries a birch rod, which he is applying to the

naked posteriors of "
25", Cardinal Fleury, who is "horsed", or mounted on the

back of " 2 1 ", Sir R. Walpole, and cries for mercy to the child,
"
Pitty my doatage

good little Prince /" Walpole says, "My remove has ruin'd all." This refers to

the removal of Walpole from power, Feb. 1742. "28", Britannia, holding a

crown in her hand, doubtless that of the Elector of Bavaria (afterwards Emperor
Charles VII.), the ally of France, says, "111 hand this Crown to the young Prince"

"29", a young man (the Pretender?), who is without his coat, seems to be

rejoicing in the downfal of the Frenchman, and observes, "twoud be some

Comfort to see him Stript too", i.e. compelled to give up the recent acquisitions
of France.

On our right of the table a young king (of Prussia),
"
12", turns away from it

and says to,
"
13", a gentleman, probably the English minister, Lord Hyndford,

" Then France will be all in the Suds, my Lord!" His companion replies, "Now
is your time to come off, S

r
". At the door of the room appears

"
14", probably

George II. saying to
"

1 5 ", Holland, who is entering the room,
" Wont you come

in too, Hans?" Hans replies, "Til be Sure that there is no occasion, first."

In the background stands "
23", a gentleman, apparently in great fear, who, drop-

ping his sword, cries,
" Me do de grand Exploit Begar me fly in time"

Two Electors, wearing mitres and wringing their hands in despair, are near

the distant part of the table; one of them (Elector of Cologne),
"
22", says, "my

Broders undone" ; the other prelate,
"
20", observes,

" We must tack about". A
third prelate, "21 ", stands behind the others, and seems to share their emotions

;

"
19", probably one of the German lay Electors, says to his neighbour, the

Elector Palatine,
" Ah ! Sultzbach, who voud tinh it?" The Elector Palatine

is behind the speaker
"
17" Saxony, rising from the table, appeals to "

16",
the King of Prussia,

" Let me have but a Pinnion
"

;
Prussia replies,

" Leave it

to the Queen, Sax" There appear to be seven Electors
; Hanover is repre-

sented by George II.

On the wall is written " MENETEKEL."
For illustrations of this subject and the wars of Maria Theresa, see " The

Cricket Players of Europe", No. 2506.

1 See " The European Mourners ", Jan. 1 745 ;

" The French Bird ", &c.,

Dec. 2O, 1 744.
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2553-

The Queen of H y putting on Bavarian Breeches

Published According to Act of Parliament, April 6th
. 1 742 C 1 742 ]

THIS engraving shows the interior of a room where the Elector of Bavaria is walk-

ing away without his breeches, while his crown is falling from his head
; the Queen

of Hungary is putting on the breeches. Cardinal Fleury is seated dolefully in

the corner of the room.

Below the design these verses are engraved :

" P x take the Smock How my ambition's crost !

Scuffling for that I have my Breeches lost.

So said the Prince. His pensive, plotful brain

The baffled Prelate rubs but rubs in vain
;

For spite of all his schemes and vaunted aid,

To wear the spoils she won resolves the Maid,
Oh ! may the Priest a like disaster share,

When he invades the Low lands of the Fair."

France stipulated with the Elector of Bavaria, that in return for assistance ir

placing him on the Imperial throne, he should cede a portion of the Austrian

Netherlands.

For an explanation of the last two lines, see " The Qu n of Hungary Stript'

(No. 1.), No. 2512.
The Emperor Charles VI. died October 2O, 1740.

" The great object of hif

policy, during his whole reign, had been to establish the pragmatic sanction, by the

solemn guaranty of the european powers ;
and he succeeded with all, excepting tht;

elector of Bavaria, who had claims on the succession, in consequence of his descen;

from the imperial family. By virtue of this act, his eldest daughter, Maria Theresa,

who had espoused Francis of Lorrain, great duke of Tuscany, was proclaimed

queen of Hungary and Bohemia, and succeeded to all the hereditary dominions o f

the house of Austria." W. Coxe's "Memoirs of Horatio, Lord Walpole", 1802,

(196. f. 4.), ch. 22, p. 219.
The Elector of Bavaria was chosen Emperor of Germany, and crowned

February 12, 1742 The Austrian general, Khevenhiiller, ravaged his Electorate,

and made himself master of Munich, the capital. The fortunes of war fluctuated ,

but in April, 1743> Munich, for the third time, fell into the hands of the Queen
of Hungary, and a Convention was signed, one article of which imported that sh !

should keep possession of Bavaria till the peace. See " The History of England
'

,

by T. Smollett"; 1807 (9505. d. d.), Book II. ch. vii. sect. 24, 38.
For references to the wars of Maria Theresa, see " The Cricket Players c f

Europe", No. 2506; "The Qu n of Hungary Stript" (No. 1.), No. 2512
" The Consultation of Physicians ", No. 2514;

" The Queen of Hungary Stript
'

,

.(No. 2.), No. 2513 ;

" F h Pacification", No. 2515 ;
"The Queen of Hungai /

in Splendor", No. 2554;
" Portrait present de 1'Europe", No. 2562.

2554-

The Queen of Hungary in Splendor, or the Monsiers Pounded i i

Prague.

[1742J

THIS engraving shows Prague invested by the Queen of Hungary's army. Tl 3

Queen, who sits on horseback in the foreground, acknowledges
" To Heaven ai I
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my Arms I owe this Victory". The Earl of Stair on horseback waves the standard

of Britain and endeavours to lug forward the reluctant Hollander, in whose ear a

Frenchman insidiously whispers,
" You Shall have Dunk k ". Beyond them appear

the Elector of Bavaria and the Duke of Modena lamenting the loss of their terri-

tories,
" / have lost B v a ", and " / have lost Modena ", while the King of

France is on his knees furiously exclaiming "I've miscarry 'd of Universal

Empire". Cardinal Fleury is on his knees before the Queen, and protesting, "/
have done". The Queen's general, Prince Lobkowitz, declares, referring to those

who were shut up in Prague,
"
If they burn a House III Hang two Marchalls of

France". On the walls appear the flag of France, and a suspended pair of

breeches ; the latter is intended to insult the Queen. Marshal Broglio, standing
behind the battlements, exclaims,

" Zounds lets surrender." The Elector of Bavaria

replies, "By G d Br I e I wont loose my Breeches".

In 1741, France captured Prague, and the Elector of Bavaria was there

crowned King of Bohemia. In 1742, the King of Prussia, having made peace with

the Queen of Hungary, withdrew from his alliance with France, and recalled his

troops. The French marshals, Broglio and De Belle-Isle, retired under the cannon of

Prague, and offered to surrender that city and all the places they possessed in

Bohemia, if allowed to depart with their arms, artillery, and baggage. The

proposal was rejected, and Prague invested about the end of July. Prodigious
efforts were made for the relief of the place, and for a season the blockade was

abandoned, and the French marshals took post at Leitmeritz. They were, how-

ever, compelled to return to Prague, where they were speedily reduced to ex-

tremities by the severity of the weather and want of provisions, being compelled
to eat horses and unclean animals. Broglio escaped in disguise, and De Belle-Isle,

having, by a feint, deceived the besiegers, effected his retreat. Prague therefore

reverted to the House of Austria.

,
For the Queen of Hungary, see the references which are given with " The

Queen ofH y putting on Bavarian Breeches ", No. 2553.
1 2i X 7 in.

2555^
" The Ghost of Eustace Budgel Estf. to the *Man in Blue Most

humbly Inscribed To His Royal Highness the Prince of
Wales"

Designed by N. S. Engravd by G. S. Printed for Eliza Haywood at

Fame in the Piazza Covent Garden and Sold by the Printsellers and

Pamphlet Shops of London and Westminster Price 1*. according to Act of
Parliament.

[1742]
THIS print represents two subjects :

1 . Sir Eobert "Walpole, who is seated at a table whereon are letters directed

"A Son Eminence",
1 "d don de la Quadra"? and a book on " The Art of

Bribry", is alarmed by the entrance of BudgelTs ghost holding a scroll of charges

against him, "Imprimis Item, Item, ad Inftnitum.", and pointing to a picture of a

public execution by decapitation, which is painted on the walls of the room. In

this picture the executioner holds up a head like that of Walpole, a corpse lies on

* " See the Chinese Orphan a Tragedy for the Reason of this Term.'''

1 That is to Cardinal Fleury.
2 The Spanish Statesman, see "The European Race. Heat l

81

," (No. i.),

No. 2333.
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the scaffold, two bishops stand near the corpse, one of whom appears to be

lamenting, the other rejoicing over the body.

2. Frederick, Prince of Wales, attended by four distinguished personages,

points to George II. and Britannia who are embracing. Before the former group
kneels a figure, intended for Walpole, wearing an Earl's coronet, and furnished

with five hands, which are holding heavy purses of French and Spanish gold ;
also

a purse, which is marked " / am Lord Corruption ". By him stands a young
female 1

playing with a coronet ;
at his feet is a cock 2

crowing over an eagle, and

before the British Lion, which last lies on the ground and is very weak, but

saying,
" Now Fm rousing'". In the back ground is a distant view of a ship lying

off " CARTHAGENA "; on a rock above is "V n", i.e. Admiral Vernon,

restrained from fighting by "W th" 3
; a little below is

" H k" chained to

a rock. Upon another rock is the horse of "H r", kicking a man off the

rock ; the latter, while falling, exclaims,
" Pm lost".

At the sides of the design is engraved a song, being a description of BudgelTs
address to Walpole, and beneath are the notes to which it is to be sung,

" Set by

Sig
r
Plutone \

st

Composer to the Infernal Shades".

For Eustace Budgell see " The Art of Trimming", No. 1932.
1 . 5 X 9 in.

2. 6J- X 9 in.

2556.

The Picture of Pictures
; or, Look upon Him, and know Him :

" With Skillful Hand, tho"
1 CALEB probes the Sore

TK infection Spreads, and gains upon us More"

London: Printedfor C. Hill, Cheap-side. [1742]

THIS is a woodcut, with verses in letterpress below it. The former represents
Caleb D'Anvers seated at a table in a room, and writing, apparently describing Sir

Robert Walpole, whose full-length portrait stands before him, and appears to be

calling out,
"
Gold, Gold," while "Ambition" is written on his breast, and " Lust r

on his thigh. Truth holds the inkstand for D'Anvers, and points to the portrait.

Justice stands near, and shows by the unequal scales of her balance that Sir

Robert is found wanting. Fame, hovering above, trumpets forth the character 01

the patriot writer.

For D'Anvers see " The Frontispiece to the First Volume of ' Terras Filius
' "

No. 1727. The verses are:

" When poignant Satire lash'd a guilty Age
Deform'd with Vice, and rouz'd the Patriot"

1

s Rage
When Thirst of Pow'r, and Lust of Native Spoil
Provok'd his Pen, and ravaged half the Isle,

Such CALEB was
;

and such the Strokes he drew
When Time first plac'd his COUNTRY'S WRONGS in View.

See ! with what Strength of Satire he Indites,

How Just his Censure, and how Bold his Flights !

"
&c.

6 x 5| in.

1

Probably intended for Sir R. Walpole's natural daughter, Lady Mari;

Churchill", see "Bror
Robert", etc. No. 2533.

2 The French cock crowing over the Austrian Eagle, a reference to the

treatment of Maria Theresa by Cardinal Fleury ;
see " The Qu n of Hungar

Stript" (No. l ), No. 2512 ; "The C-rd-n-1 Dancing-Master", No. 2530.
3 See " A Skit on Britain ", No. 2423.
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2557-

"THE CRAFTSMAN UNMASKD".
[1742]

" Accuse not a Servant unto his Master, lest he Curse thee, and thou be found
guilty. Prop. 30, 1O."

Below the design is engraved this motto :

"
Every Day thou wrestest my Words ! All thy thoughts are against me for

Evil! PsaZ.:"

This is a mezzotint portrait of Pulteney, in an oval, and printed in red;

Pulteney was the great support of " The Craftsman," the editor ofthat journal being
Nicholas Amhurst, or " Caleb D'Anvers". The portrait shows the face, after the

removal of a mask, on which is represented a figure of Justice. " The Craftsman"

was in violent opposition to Sir Robert Walpole, and assumed the character of a

friend of Truth and Justice. When Pulteney accepted office and rank, as Earl of

Bath, he became unpopular, and his former professions of honesty were considered

to have been only a mask. *

See "The Treacherous Patriot unmask'd", No. 2538 ;
and "The Ant-

craftsman unmasked ". No. 2558.

7f X 8|- in.

2558.
" THE ANTCRAFTSMAN UNMASKED.

A Man May Be Known By His Looks."

Ha, ha, ha! poor Caleb !

London Printedfor A More near St. PauTs. [1742]

THIS woodcut is copied from " The Treacherous Patriot," &c. No. 2538, a satirical

portrait of Pulteney : it is here made to serve for Sir Robert Walpole. In fact

each portrait is as much like one as the other of these statesmen.

Above the woodcut are these verses:

" Do not me Wrong, but take me Right,
P t y at lenght will R b n bite."

Below the woodcut are these and other less valuable verses, in letterpress:

" Britons behold ! your petty Tyrant here,

Observe his honest Face, Observe his sneer,

Observe that Hand, which do's the Patriot hold,

That Hand by which we've oft' been bought & sold :

Sold Once too oft, as sure the Traitor '11 find,

Whene'er Vienna Treaties come in Mind."

1 For references to Pulteney, see " Risum teneatis amici?" No. 1833, and
for

" Caleb D'Anvers", see
" The Frontispiece to the First Volume of ' Terras

Filius'", No. 1727.
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" Are we to Spithead Expeditions
l bound ?

Such bless'd Exploits, which to our Fame rebound !

No, thanks to Heav'n, those Happy Days draw near,

When Honest Men shall at the Throne have Ear.

Then Thou Shalt be unmask'd and Britain Reign,

'Spight of the French, and Spaniards o're the Main.

Curs'd be Thou plunderer of this B sh isle,
'

. Whilst all Men weep must thou alone go smile ?

Yes, so thou shalt, but when thou dost go Swing,

Dearly thou'lt buy thy purchased Slew String"
2

See " The Craftsman unmask'd", No. 2557.

3i x 4 in.

2559'

THE NIGHT VISIT, OR THE RELAPSE : With the PRANKS of

BOB FOX the JUGLER, while STEWARD to Lady BRIT, dis-

play'd on a SCREEN.

Published April 12, 1742, by J. Huggonson, in Sword-and-Buckler- Court on

Ludgate-Hill [ 1 742]

AN engraving, showing a screen on which are designs, respectively styled "Forrage
Contract" " S. Sea Screens" " H se of PI m n 8f Pensioners",

"
Oppressions",

Trade Neglected", "Excise Scheme",
"
Register Bill ",

"
Sinking Fund ",

" Treasure

embezzled'",
"
Standing Army", "French Councils",

"
Constitution"^

"
Haughton

Hall", "Treaty of Hanover and Seville", "Spanish Depredations", "Wool to

France", "Negotiations", "Convention", "War with Spain",
"
Spithead Expedit."

" His Flight", and " Trial."

The screen appears to be extended across a large room, at night ;
there are

two windows to the room, through which two groups appear, as below. Within

the room is a round table, with two lighted candles on it, and several persons near it.

The king, seated at the table, asks " What is to be done" ? Sir Robert Walpole

replies
" Mix and divide them". A gentleman, approaching the table, remarks,

"
'tis good Advice." Another, with his hands in his pockets, which appear to be

loaded with plunder (?), declares,
" / can keep up my Britches no longer". A tall

and thin gentleman observes to a bishop, "this was an unlucky Change", the

prelate replies,
" Yes but I can change too." At one end of the screen is the

Duke of Argyll, saying, m throw up to morrow", in answer to the question,
" what think you ?" of another peer, who stands by his side. The Devil is peeping
from behind the other end of the screen, and chuckling, "Hah ! I shall have business

here again". Through one of the windows of the room is seen Sir Robert Walpole,
with two other persons, riding to the moon on a broomstick

; through the other

window appear some persons, one of whom is looking through a telescope, and

observing,
" It must be the Comet". The second avers,

" No I by love, its Robin

Goodfellow from R chm d". The third man declares
" / wish the Telescope

was a Gun"
The designs on the screen are to be described as follows

; see also
" The

Explanation", quoted below. "Forage Contracts" represents three soldiers

standing outside a building ;
a man looks from a window. "

S. Sea Screen
" shows

a screen partly extended
;

on or before it is the puppet(?) of a man, dancing,

1 For "
Spithead Expedition" see " The Night Visit", No. 2559.

2 "
Blew-String" was Sir Robert Walpole, see " Britannia Excisa" (No. l.),

No. 1936.
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or springing up from the floor and holding papers in his hands ; this figure

represents Walpole. The imputation is that he " screened
"

Robert Knight,
Cashier of the South Sea Company, who, at the crash of that affair, fled to

the Continent, where it was alleged he was " screened
"

from capture and

punishment, and even from being examined, in order that the nefarious shares of

many influential men and women in England in that Scheme might never be dis-

covered. It was Walpole, however, who, after the catastrophe, brought order to

the management of the affairs of the South Sea Company. On that company
see nearly all the entries in this Catalogue which bear the date 1720. The
"H se of PI m n & Pensioners" shows a large room where a lady, probably
Queen Caroline, a representative of corruption, or, it may be, Walpole's ally, is

distributing gifts to many gentlemen, including a lawyer and a churchman, in the

presence of the minister. To the lawyer she is giving a bag, probably intended

to represent the legal patronage of the Government
;
to one of the gentlemen she

offers a riband, with an order. On the floor lie two mitres, a trident (or two

bishops' crooks), another order, &c.
;
see " The Grounds ", No. 2484.

"
Oppres-

sions
"
shows four men staggering under heavy burthens, respectively designated

as "Debts", "Taxes'", "Dutys" and "Gin Act"; over their heads is written

"Trade Neglected" ; they are driven by "Penal Laws", a Fury with a whip.
For the " Gin Act" see " The Funeral Procession ofMadam Geneva," No. 2277,
and the references it contains to other satires on the subject. The " Excise

Scheme "
shows Walpole seated in a chariot, in which is likewise seated a young

man, the King (?), and driving four men who pull the vehicle by means of a rope ;

for the "Excise Scheme" see the references in "To the Honourable the South-

Sea-Company", No. 1904. The "Register Bill" refers to one of Walpole's

proposed laws, intended to include the registration of seamen, in order that they

might be available for the defence of the country ;
the proposing of this measure

caused a violent public disturbance and very great bitterness of feeling against the

minister
;

it was declared that putting such a scheme in practice would be next

to enslaving the people.
"
Sinking Fund

"
shows Walpole, armed with a sword, dividing the body of a

living child
;
see below. " Treasure embezzled

"
shows the minister in a strong room

taking money from treasure chests; this points to "Haughton Hall"; see below.
"
Standing Army" is represented by a hydra. Walpole was accused of an inten-

tion to enslave the nation by means of the standing army ;
whenever he endeavoured

to augment that force his efforts were strenuously resisted. "French Councils"

shows Sir R. Walpole on his knees kissing the posteriors of Cardinal Fleury;
see "The Naked Truth", No. 2417. It was a charge frequently made against
the former that he was subservient to Fleury; see "The C-rd-n-1 Dancing-
Master", No. 2530. "Constitution" shows a house in ruins; it is contrasted

with the sound building in the next design of "
Haughton Hall", i. e. Sir R.

Walpole's house in Norfolk, which, it was often insinuated, was augmented by
means of public money.

"
Treaty of Hanover and Seville" refers to negociations

conducted under the auspices of Walpole ;
in the design he appears in the act

of receiving a bribe from a man who wears a long cloak
;
a man, Spaniard (?), is

departing with two objects, probably intended for the prizes of negociations ; see

"In Place", No. 2350; and No. 5 in "Robin's Reign", No. 1822.

"Spanish Depredations" shows a Spaniard, armed with a sword, driving away
cattle over a ploughed field, while another is cutting down trees in the distance ;

see "In Place", No. 2350. "Wool to France" shows a Frenchman, with a

stick in his hand, driving sheep over a field
;

see " The European Race, Heat
IId ", No. 2415. "Negociations" shows Walpole and another man seated at

table ; the former blows bubbles from a tobacco-pipe, while the latter seems to be

amused by the spectacle.
" Convention" displays Walpole seated at a table and

signing a paper which is inscribed "17 Pd
in full 140"; see the "Explanation",

below. This refers to the alleged ignominious Convention of the Pardo and the relin-
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quisliment, on certain conditions, of English claims for damages from Spain ; see

"The European Race, Heat IIId ", No. 2431 ;
"Fee Fau Fum", No. 2434;

" The School of Politicks", No. 2352.
" War with Spain" is expressed by means

of a ship of war lying with her guns out of her portholes, the captain, or admiral,

idly sitting on the deck and holding a trident. This probably refers to the orders

alleged to have been given to the English naval commanders, that they should

not pursue the war against Spain with energy ;
see " Hocus Pocus", No 2419 ;

" The Evil Genius of England", No. 241 8.
"
Spithead Expedition" is another satire

on the alleged inactivity of the English naval forces, a ship is lying in calm water,

her commander sleeps on the quarter-deck; see "The Evil Genius of England",
No. 2418, and " The Grounds", No. 2484.

" His Flight" shows Walpole hastening
from the pursuit of many persons and throwing dust (gold dust) in their eyes ;

in the distance is a colossus, broken in half and falling to the earth
;
see " The

Stature of a Great Man or the English Colossus", No. 2458.
" Trial" represents

Walpole speaking in his own defence at the end of a table, where many gentlemen
are seated; see "Touch me Not", No. 2551. In the background are a gibbet,

an axe, having its edge turned towards the gibbet, and a human head, which

is stuck on a pole at the angle of a building.
In letterpress below the design is the following attack on the minister,

called an

"Explanation of the SCREEN",
"

1. He is sent to Gaol for selling Oats and Hay out of his Lady's Stables. 1

Getting at Liberty again, he transforms himself into a Screen, to protect a Gang
of Thieves who had robbed the House, and with whom he went Snacks. 2.

Having introduced a common Strumpet, called Corruption, into the Family, and

bribed over the major Part of his Lady's Servants by Presents and enlarging their

Wages, he first tricks her out of a large Settlement, in favour of her eldest Son,

beyond what she was able to afford
;
and then takes out a Statute of Lunacy

against her, vesting in her said Servants as Trustees, all the Issues and Profits of

her Estate, to be disposed of as Himself should think fit", &c.

The text continues with references to alleged evil actions of Walpole's,

especially as to tyranny, the murder of his own child, robbery of his employer,
creation of an hydra, conversation with Jesuits, neglect of the Constitution,

enriching himself at the expense of the state, binding the hands of the Austrian,

our ally, while he allowed a Frenchman to beat him, taking bribes from the

Spaniards and French, and allowing them to commit depredations on England,

abandoning the interests of England to her enemies, as thus described:
"

1 . At a Meeting with Monsieur and the Don, for accommodating Matters

amicably, he gives up all the Tenants Demands for Damages, upon the Don's bare

Promise in Writing, not to injure them for the future. The Breach of the Agree-
ment brings on a second Accommodation

;
the second a third, and so on, much

more to the Advantage of the Steward (Walpole) than a Lawsuit would have been,
which therefore he was always against. In the last of these Meetings, he released

a Debt of 250^. due on Ballance to the Tenants, in lieu of the Don's Note for 1 7 J.

payable six Months after, which Bob Fox called Prompt-Payment."
2

13 * 7ir in.

1

Th^s, of course, alludes to Walpole having been expelled the House of Com-
mons on account of charges that he, being Treasurer of the Navy, had been guilty
of breaches of trust, and corruption.

2 See " The Frontispiece to
' The Negociators

'

", No. 2356.
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2560.

THE TREASURY OR HlS HONOUR BlT.

Published according to Act of Parliament the 14th of April, 174 2
, by M E

[1742]

Aw engraving, showing the exterior of the Treasury building, Whitehall; Sir Kobert

Walpole endeavouring, by means of a ladder, to escape at a high window,
falls through the breaking of the ladder ; money, and a scroll marked " IBank of
1OOOOO" slip from his pockets. He exclaims,

" What deceived me at last".

One devil flies away with bags of gold ; another devil, with bags lying at his feet,

replies,
" Tit for Tat B b". A third devil is, in another part of the design,

bearing Walpole in the air, and exclaiming
" He's d d Weighty." Many soldiers

are parading at the side of the garden wall ; a sentinel is pretending to sleep
in his box

;
he says "My Ordersfrom above is to rest".

Below the design the following lines are engraved :

" Satan a while his Votaries deceives

And Places Honours and high Titles gives :

But why you'll say is all this Favour shewn ?

Only more surely to confirm his Own.
The plund'rer thus by his own Bags o'erweigh'd
Is by the steps he rais'd himself betray'd
While highly pleas'd his sole surviving Friend

Stands grinning to behold his destin'cl end :

The lazy Centinel lies fast asleep
Such Guard your standing Annies keep !

Hence learn, the wicked Man for all his hast

Will be deserted by his Dev'l at last."

Walpole's escape is favoured by the sleeping of the sentinel, but the Devil

betrays his victim, and the ladder breaks. The orders to the sentinel imply (see
" Touch me not," No. 2551), that the king screened Walpole from his enemies.

15f X lOi-in.

" A Draught of the Pillar found in the rubbish of Whitehall humbly
Inscribed to the Norfolk Steward."

" Take aivay the Wicked, from before the King, and his

Throne shall be establish'd in Righteousness. Prov. 25, v.. 5."

[1742]

THIS engraving represents an Ionic column surmounted by an acorn and oak

leaves. Over it, on a label, are engraved the above titles. Against it is fastened

a ram's skin, expanded and bearing a Latin inscription, and having, attached to

each limb, purses, which are respectively inscribed,
" Places ",

" Secret Service ",

"Pensions", "Bribes", "Commendums", and "Privy Seals" Beneath is a trans-

lation of the inscription :

" To the perpetual Infamy
of Thomas Wolsey,

Who having fraudulently possess'd himself of y
e
Administration,

and giveing a loose to his nefarious propensity to publick Rapine,
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at the Expence of his harass'd Country,
raised this no contemptible Pile.

he was equaly Rich and Ambitious, equaly Vilified and flatter'd ;

Crafty, Insolent, and rapacious ;

A fluent, not an eloquent Speaker ;

but his deficiency in truth and Oratory,

he boldly Supplied by an overbearing torrent of Words ;

a purpled Vilain,

Superlatively Impudent ;

Whose Artifices, having drain'd & oppress'd his Country,

Which, in y
e midst of Peace, languished under y

e
Expence of a Warr,

Enrich'd himself and his despicable Creatures,

out of the publick Wreck.

He inconsiderately provoked a potent Enemy,
and as meanly sued to him for Peace,

While by his partial Treaties,

he denied to an invincible People,

The Just assertion of their rights,

Tho the Trade and Glory of the Nation, were at y
e last gasp.

At length loaded with Infamy and Titles,

Equaly & deservedly Odious to Prince & People,
he was praecipitated by his own weight,
and in his fall, betrayed a meaness of Soul

which exceed (if possible) the assumed Haughtiness of his prosperity.

Passenger go on
; Courtier, learn and be cautious."

This is a satirical attack upon Sir Robert Walpolc, under the name of Wolsey,
to whom he was very frequently compared in the hostile publications of the day.

7 X lliin.

2562.

PORTRAIT PRESENT DE I/EUROPE.

G. Bickhamjun*. delin, sculp. Published by William Meyer at Bocrhaave 's

Head in the Strand. According to Act of Parliament, May 1742.

[1742]

THIS engraving shows a landscape, with a river, the Danube, flowing through it. In

the middle is the Elector of Bavaria seated on the Imperial throne
;
the crown and

sceptre fall from his grasp, he exclaims,
" Elle me fait mal ". On the steps of the

throne are seated four ecclesiastical and four lay Electors, who respectively observe,
"Amis tenons ferine",

" C?est bien dit, mais ",
"
Qui pourra y tenir?",

" Je m'en

doutois",
" Diable Soil des Hongrois", and "Amen"; the French king says,

" Re-
merciez tons la. France". In the landscape before the throne is a military com-

mander, receiving the order of the Golden Fleece, this is probably Kevenhuller,
the Austrian general who ravaged Bavaria, 1741, at the head of an army carrying
fire and sword; he is crying out "Vaincre ou mourir, point de Quartier". A group
in another part of the landscape, or another country, represents the Queen of

Hungary with attendants, observing
"
Malgre Lui Sf votre Maitre, fen ferai

elire un autre". A gentleman (George II.), who is holding a cornucopia, says to

her "
Voila de quoi vous Y Aider." In another part of the landscape Cardinal

Fleury and a man, probably the Young Pretender, with a mask in his hand,
are entangled in a thicket,

" Je ne vois pas parou en Sortir". The Cardinal

carries a lantern. Two Turks, standing in a tower, are watching them with a

telescope ; one of these says to the other,
" 77* Sont La dans un Diable de Laba-
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Hnte", the other replies, "Je defie qu'ils &en tirent, Sans Se piquer." In front

is a fortress, on the drawbridge stands a crowned soldier, probably the King of

Prussia, with a long staff, at the end of which are two pairs of spectacles, which
are by him applied to the eyes oftwo officers who seem disposed to enter the fortress.

Is this Prague, and are the two officers Marshals De Belle-Isle and Broglio?
In the distance is England with her Lion and Unicorn, and connected by a true

lovers' knot with Hanover, (?) who holds a triple-headed monster in chains
;
the

motto to this group is
" Unix pour toujours." Above is Fame, proclaiming

" Pour
le coup, Us vontjetterfeu $fflame". See " The Tables turn'd ", No. 2525.

12- x 7iin.

TASTE IN HIGH LIFE. (No. i.)

Invented Sf Painted by Wm . Hogarth [ 1 742]

THIS engraving represents the interior of a chamber with furniture in the extreme

fashion prevailing in 1742. Four persons and a monkey occupy the room. The

principal persons are a lady and a gentleman, most extravagantly and incon-

veniently dressed, and both standing; the gentleman, who is stooping and bending
his knees in a very affected manner, holds a small saucer in his right hand and

appears to be expatiating on its merits or peculiarities. The lady holds between
the finger and thumb of her right hand the little cup pertaining to the saucer in

her companion's custody ;
she is grinning and grimacing, holding up her hands in

ludicrous raptures with the subject of her admiration. The gentleman wears a

small close wig, with a curl at each of his cheeks, an immense black knot is

attached at the back of his wig, and a very long plaited tail, curved like that of

a greyhound, hangs down his back, turning out at its lower extremity, which is

much below the wearer's waist, and ending in a little knob, or button. The
wearer's eyebrows are affectedly arched, and he has a small black patch on his

upper lip. His lean and long neck is cased in a stiff black cravat or gorget,

apparently of velvet
;

his coat, which is made to fit smoothly, is padded at the

chest, giving him the form of a female, and its edges at the breast are trimmed

with a projecting white frill
;
the garment is quilted, and its sleeves are fitted

with immense cuffs having lace on the edges, these cuffs are embroidered, or

otherwise decorated with a pattern of chequers. Large stiff ruffles appear at

his wrists, from his right wrist a large cane is suspended by means of a cord ;
on

his left arm is a most capacious muff, apparently of white fur. The skirts of

the coat are very full, and so stiff that they project considerably beyond the

wearer's person. A sword is thrust in a hole in these skirts. He has short

breeches, ending above the knees, stockings cover his attenuated legs ;
on his

feet are shoes, the heels are of a light colour, probably red.

The lady, who is considerably beyond the middle of life, grimaces to imitate

what she seems to take for the graces of youth. On her head is a little round

flat cap, having a narrow border
;

her hair is arranged in two horizontal curls,

two round black patches are on her face, she wears large earrings, a necklace,

and large full ruffles at her wrists. Also a sacque of large capacity, and so

extraordinarily expanded by a hoop that, as she bends forwards in delight, her

skirt rises on either side from the floor, and the hoop, which is visible below the

lower hem of the sacque, swings about the bearer as she stoops and shrugs her

shoulders. The sacque has a pattern of large, full-blown roses.

In front of this lady the monkey, clad like a gentleman of the period, squats
on the carpet and, with a glass to its eye, pretends to read a paper inscribed
" Pour Dinner Cox combs Ducks Tongues Rabbits Ears Fricasey of Snails

Grande d'oeuts Beurre". The animal has a cocked and laced hat with a cockade,
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a bag to its wig, ruffles at its wrists, and its tail, where it passes the skirt of the

coat, is tied with a riband.

The other lady is advancing from our left of the background and, as she does

so, pats the chin of a little Negro boy who is seated on a side table before a

mirror. The boy grins and shows his teeth ;
he wears a turban with an aigrette

and plume, and a collar (of metal, showing he is reckoned as a slave) ;
his coat is

open at the breast, he has knee-breeches, stockings, and low-heeled shoes. In

his hand is a little figure of a seated man (Chinese mandarin), wearing a hat

with a very wide brim and conical body. The young lady wears a little cap,
with pinners streaming behind it

; her dark hair is made up in small curls about

her forehead ; she has earrings, and a broad black velvet neck-band, or gorget ;

a ribbon is crossed on her bust, the ends being tucked under her belt, a band, of

the same material as the dress, crosses her bust to hold the sides of the dress

together at that part. She has a buckle in front of her belt, and a watch is

attached to the latter by a thick, short chain. The sleeves of her gown are loose

and open, so that one of her arms is shown naked to the elbow; having no hoop,
she gathers her voluminous skirt or train over her left arm, her petticoats an;

short, showing her ankles as she steps forward, and her shoes with extremely high

heels, and buckles.

A pyramid of packs of playing cards stands on the floor near the table when;
the negro sits. Close to this is a paper, being a bill

"
Lady Basto Dr

to /".

Pip for Cards Total 300". On the floor in the lower corner of the design
on our right is a soft cushion, covered with a laced handkerchief on which recline ?

what seems to be a very small animal, probably a newly-born squirrel. Behind
the gentleman a fire-screen is suspended from a pole, and embroidered (?) with :t

picture of a person being carried in a sedan chair. The bearers of the chair aru

not shown, although the poles appear.
On the wall are five pictures, four of which seem to be pieces of needlework.

One is inscribed
" Insects" and comprises, with several butterflies, wasps and u

dragon-fly, the upright figure of a dancer, with a tall plume on his head, a

tight boddice and sleeves, and very wide stiff skirts to his coat, the skirts stand

out from his hips; his arms are extended, and the action of the figure suggest 5

that it represents one who is executing a long-continued pirouette. This figur<;

is very like that said to represent M. Desnoyers, a French dancer: see " Th ;

Charmers of the Age ", 1 742. The picture hanging below this one represent ^

an old man walking with a stick, before houses in the background. A ;

the side of these works hangs a large painting showing the entrance to i

building, with steps, a terrace and balustrade
;
on our left is a woman's hoop c f

the largest size, below it are men's wigs, &c. Cupid, with a bellows, is kindlin c

a fire under the hoop ;
in the foreground on our right is a statue of Venus, no ;

unlike that called the " Venus de' Medici," wearing high- heeled shoes the legi

being adapted to show the deformity produced by such shoes
;

this statue als >

wears an enormous hoop, which is shown in section to exhibit the figure withii ,

and a pair of stays ; the latter not being applicable to the antique figure, are simpl

placed against its back, to show the difference between the bulk of natur -.

and the capacity of the modern apparatus ;
on the pedestal of the statue i ^

"
the Mode 1742

"
?
m tne background of this picture is a group of Cupid parin ;

down the contour of a half-naked girl so as to adapt her figure to the moder i

standard. One of the remaining pictures shows a collection of objects of fashion -

able attire at this period, including caps, hoops, solitaires, wigs, muffs, queue. ,

and a pair of extraordinary high-heeled shoes
;
these articles are marked " Ex

oticks ". The picture hanging below the last shows a young woman in an extra -

vagantly wide hoop and broad-brimmed hat, wearing a long white apron, an I

walking away from a lofty building.
The picture from which this engraving was taken was painted, it is said, b '

Hogarth at the request of a Miss Edwards (or Edwardes), whose peculiar mod :
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of dressing had exposed her to the remarks of others. She, desiring to retaliate on

her censors, employed Hogarth to portray the follies of her contemporaries, as

she saw them
;

the price of the picture was sixty guineas. Hogarth would not

allow the picture to be engraved, and a copy was made by the connivance of Miss

Edwards's servants. The original was purchased by Mr. John Birch, at the sale

of Miss Edwards's property, at Kensington ;
see the publication line of the print

with the same title and date (No. 2.), No. 2564.
The gentleman's figure is said to have been a portrait of Lord Portmore in the

dress in which he appeared after returning from Paris. The younger female figure
is stated to have been that of a notorious courtesan.

The publication of this print is thus announced in " The General Advertiser",

May 24, 1746. "On Monday next will be published, an entertaining new

Print, called 'Taste in High Life' (a companion to Taste a-la-Mode) from an

incomparable Picture by Mr
. Hogarth's (design'd by a lady lately deceased) proving

beyond contradiction, that the present polite assemblies of Drums, Routs, &c.

are mere exotics, and the supporters of such and other Divertissemens Modernes
a parcel of Insects. To be had at Mr

. Jarvis's Print-shop in Bedford-court,

Covent-garden, and the Printsellers of London and Westminster."

There are two states of this plate, l . which has a publication line as follows :

" Painted by Mr
. Hogarth, Sold by Mr

. Jarvis in Bedford Court Covent Garden.

Price 6d. Published May 24'*. According to Act of Parliament"; 2. that

which is described above.

The date on the pedestal of the statue indicates the year in view with regard
to this design.

lOf- X 7| -

2564. TASTE IN HIGH LIFE. (No. 2.)

TASTE in HIGH LIFE.

From the Original Picture painted by Hogarth in 1742. in

the possession of John Birch Estf. to whom this Plate is humbly
dedicated by his obliged Serv*. Sam1

. Phillips

W. Hogarth Pinx*. London Published May 1. 1798. by Sam1
. Phillips

5 Leicester Square Sam1
. Phillips sculp

1
. [1742]

THIS engraving in stipple is a copy, enlarged, from the print described as (No. 1.)

with the same title and date, No. 2563.
" INSECTS "

is placed on our right of

the figure of the dancer, in the picture which hangs on. the wall.

An impression occurs in " The Works of William Hogarth from the original
Plates restored by James Heath, Esq., R.A.", &c. London, no date (1751. d.).

This is from the third state of the plate.
There are three states of -this plate, the above is described by J. B. Nichols,

"Anecdotes of William Hogarth", 1833, p. 212, as the second state. There is

another impression, called by Ireland the third state, with the date " March 1 .

1808", published by Boydell and Co., 90, Cheapside.

17 X 14 in.

2565. TASTE IN HIGH LIFE. (No. 3.)

TASTE IN HIGH LIFE.

62. W. Hogarth inv. JZ(iepenhausen).y. [1742]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same
title and date, No. 2563. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichtenberg's

III. G G
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"
Erklarung der Hogarthischen ", &c., Gcittingen, 1794-1816, in which volume

it is No. 62.

It may be distinguished from other copies by the absence of a marginal line

about the engraved portion of the plate, and by the presence of the number "62."

in the upper corner, on our right.

7|- X 6 in. Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. 1 1.

2566. TASTE IN HIGH LIFE. (No. 4.)

TASTE IN HIGH LIFE.

Page 250. W: Hogarth. Pinx'. I: Mills. Sculp Published March 1 798.

[1742]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. l .), with the same

title and date, No. 2563. An impression occurs facing p. 250 of " A Supplement
to Hogarth Illustrated", by John Ireland; London, 179$; the plate was used

again for the later edition of the above work, 1804, facing p. 243, when the

publication line was altered to suit the place in the volume.

41 X 3|- in - Brit. Mus. Library, 561. a. 2O.

2567. TASTE IN HIGH LIFE. (No. 5.)

TASTE IN HIGH LIFE.

[After Hogarth.] A. Duncan, sc. Published by John Major, 50, Fleet

Street, Sepf. 1. 1831 [1742J

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. l.), with the sam;

title and date, No. 2563. It was prepared to illustrate "Hogarth Moralized',

by the Rev. Dr. Trusler
; London, 1831 ;

an impression faces p. 260.

4i X 3i

2568. TASTE IN HIGH LIFE. (No. 6.)

TASTE IN HIGH LIFE.

From the Original Picture by Hogarth.

Engraved by T. Phillibrown. Jones $ C. Temple of the Muses, Finsbui
if

Square, London.
[ 1 74: ]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1
.), with the san e

title and date, No. 2563. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works of Willia a

Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1833 ;
an impression faces p. 3 .

With the publication line removed, this plate was used for " The Comple e

Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. J. Trusler and E. F. Robert;
;

London, no date (7855. i.) ;
an impression faces p. 151.

5|- X 4f in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 27.

2569.

THE CHARMERS OF THE AGE.
A Satire on Opera Dancers.

[By Hogarth. Engraved by Livesay.] Published March l: 1782 byl
d

.

Livesay at Mrt

Hogarth's Leicester Fields
[ 1 74 >]

THIS print is an imitation of a drawing made with a pen and ink, and represei ts
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the stage of a theatre with " A ", and " B ", male and female opera dancers, per-

forming by springing from the boards to certain heights in the air.
" A "

has a tall

triple plume on his head, a light body habit, with close sleeves, and gloves on his

hands ; he wears likewise a kirtle which as he springs spreads outwards from his

hips ;
the merit of this feat seems to consist in the performer's keeping his legs

close together and his heels touching, while his toes are turned outwards in a line

with his shoulders. A dotted line extending from his heels to the ground is

designed to show how high he has jumped, according to "A scale offeet
"
which,

marked "
1 ",

" 2 ", and "
3 ", is placed at the foot of the design.

"B ", the female dancer, employs her legs in the reverse mode to that of her

companion ;
she extends them as far apart as is possible with regard to the action

of jumping, and while her feet are in a line with her shoulders, she, unlike her

companion, holds her toes upwards ; her arms are, like his, extended
; she has a

smile on her countenance.

In the sky above the stage the sun appears to be pouring its light full on the

performers ;
on either hand the stage, near the wings, is occupied by gentlemen

and ladies who are vigorously applauding the feats of the man and woman. The

stage is lightedby caudles placed in the hands of statues ofComedy and Tragedy (?)

which stand on pedestals at the wings in front.

Below the design is written " A B The Charmers of the Age : C. C Prickfc

lines shewing the rising Height
"

In " The Genuine Works of William Hogarth ", by J. Nichols and G.

Steevens
; London, 1810, vol. ii. pp. 156, there is a reference to this print

stating that it was intended by Hogarth to ridicule M. Desnoyers and Signora

Barberini, two popular dancers. The satire is extended by making Comedy and

Tragedy candle-holders to these saltimbanques.
This etching was used, many years after its publication, to illustrate

" The
Genuine Works of William Hogarth ", as above, vol. iii. 1817, where an impres-
sion faces p. 1 36 ;

for this use the publication line was burnished out.

See " Taste in High Life" (No. l.), No. 2563.

9f x 61 in.

2570.
Bristol and Nottingham against LONDON: or the FUNERAL of

City FACTION
; exemplified in a Humourous Print.

ZVW" jf 3O 1 742. act of Parliment. [ 1 742]

A BROADSIDE comprising two columns of letterpress, and an engraving above

them
;
the latter shows a funeral procession. First comes one holding a banner,

which shows a fool's-cap, a book, and " The Craftsman "; next, are two men with

banners inscribed "
Daily Post

" and " The Champion
"

; after these, the banners of
" The London .E(vening) Post", and "Common Sense Jour 1

, West
r
Jour," are borne

past ; next, is the minister reading
" Ashes to Ashes "

;
then the corpse. Of the

four pall-bearers, one carries a book inscribed "A H. on Parties", and exclaims,
u Ohl Bard Bar rf" (Sir J. Barnard). Another,

" Oh Sads, S *"

(Mr. Sandys). The chief mourner is a widow, crying
" All this I know to be

True". Other mourners exclaim,
" Oh ! Cartaretta

"
(Carteret, Earl Granville),

" Oh Earl ofBh" (Pulteney),
" All is Vanity 8f Vexation of Spirit". On the

right is
"
the Family Vault", inscribed, "to the Memory of Wat Tyler Jack Strait)

Kitt the Tanner Jack Cade ". Two persons address the procession ; one, pointing
to the tomb, says, "/ have brought You to Your End". A female is selling

"Expostulations". A satyr is throwing into a bonfire the "Citys Instructions'".

Walpole, with his hands to his sides, laughing, stands on our left, followed by his

adherents, who are shouting
"
Impeachers, ha ha", and ''''Instructors, ha ha".

Above is Discord flying away.
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Below this are printed the Bristol and Nottingham instructions
;
see "London's

Conduct", &c. No. 2577.
This print was altered from " The Funeral of Faction", No. 2487, and used

as a reply to "London's Conduct," &c. (No. 2577-)> which was published by the

politicians hostile to Walpole, who wished the grant of money of the year to be

postponed till the Committee of Enquiry into Sir Robert Walpole's conduct had

been re-appointed, and the grievances of the country examined. The other print
was published by the partisans of Walpole, who desired that business should be

attended to, after which Parliament could redress what was wrong.
The "

Craftsman,"
"
Daily Post,"

"
Champion,"

" London Evening Post,"
" Common Sense Journal,"

" Westminster Journal," were opponents of Walpole.

Barnard, Sandys, Carteret, and Pulteney, Earl of Bath, had been leaders of the

Opposition. For Barnard, see " The Temple and Pitt ", 1757. For Sandys, see

"A List", &c. (No. 2605). For Cartaret, see "Bob Cherry", 1746. For Pul-

teney, see "Modern Characters", 174-6.

12 X 7in-

257I-

The POETICAL ToM-TlTT perch'd upon the Mount of Love.

Being the Representation of a Merry Description in M r
. Gibber's

Letter to Mr
. Pope.

Published according to Act of ParHam
1

, July 31. 1742. Price 6d . [l 742.]

AN engraving, showing the interior of a bed room, where Colley Gibber seize?

Pope by one leg and pulls him off an almost naked woman
; holding up his

finger and thumb, he intimates to a gentleman, who is peeping through a hole ir

the wooden partition, that the poet's private parts are very diminutive. Pope is

very small, the woman very big. Below, these lines are engraved :

" Does not Satiric Pope your Laughter move
Thus pertly perching on the Mount of Love ?

How much had British Poetry to fear

Till 'twas retriev'd by Colley's kindly Care ?

What Greater Good from Gibber cou'd we hope
Who gave us Homer by his saving Pope ?

"

The history of this satire is as follows. In the "
Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot ",

Pope had assailed Colley Gibber in these verses :

" Whom have I hurt ? has Poet yet, or Peer, (95)
Lost the arch'd Eye-brow, or Parnassian sneer ?

And has not Colley still his Lord, and W e ?
"

Gibber retaliated in a letter to " Mr. Pope ", of which the following portio t

refers to this subject :

" with only the Name changed had made it run thus

"And has not Sawney too his Lord and W e?
" Would not the Satyr have been equally just ? * * *

" As to the first Part of the Charge, the Lord; Why we have both had hin
,

and sometimes the same Lord." * * * "Why then may not my Lord be i i

much in the Right, in his sometimes choosing Colley to laugh at, as at oth< r

times in his picking up Sawney whom he can only admire ?
" * * *

" As to the latter Charge, the W e".* * " He must excuse me, then, if i

what I am going to relate, I am reduced to make bold with a little private Coi -

versation." * * * " He may remember, then (or if he won't I will) when Button i

Coffee-house was in vogue, and so long ago, as when he had not translated abo^ e
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two or three books of Homer; there was a late young Nobleman (as much his

Lord as mine) who had a good deal of wicked Humour, and who, though he was
fond of having Wits in his Company, was not so restrained by his Conscience, but

that he lov'd to laugh at any merry Mischief he could do them
;
This noble Wag,

I say, in his usual Gayete de Caeur, with another Gentleman still in Being, one

Evening slily seduced the celebrated Mr. Pope as a Wit, and myself as a

Laugher, to a certain House of Carnal Recreation, near the Hay-Market; where
his Lordship's Frolick propos'd was to slip his little Homer, as he called him, at a

Girl of the Game," * * " in which he so far succeeded, that the smirking Damsel,
who serv'd us with Tea, happen'd to have Charms sufficient to tempt Mr. Pope
into the next Room with her

;
at which you may imagine, his Lordship was

in as much Joy,"
* * " But I, (forgive me all ye mortified Mortals whom his

fell Satyr has since fallen upon) observing he had staid as long as without hazard

of his Health he might, I,"
* * " without Ceremony, threw open the Door

upon him, where I found this hasty little Hero, like a terrible Tom Tit;"
* *

" But such was my Surprize, that I fairly laid hold of his Heels, and actually drew
him down safe and sound from his Danger. My Lord, who stood tittering

without, in hopes the sweet Mischief he came for would have been compleated,

upon my giving an Account of the Action within, began to curse, and call me a

hundred silly Puppies, for my impertinently spoiling the Sport ; to which with

great Gravity I reply'd ; pray, my Lord, consider what I have done was, in regard
to the Honour of our Nation ! For would you have had so glorious a W^ork as

that of making Homer speak elegant English, cut short by laying up our little

Gentleman of a Malady, which his thin Body might never have been cured of?

No, my Lord ! Homer would have been too serious a Sacrifice to our Evening
Merriment. Now as his Homer has since been so happily compleated, who can

say, that the World may not have been obliged to the kindly Care of Colley that

so great a Work ever came to Perfection ?" See "A Letter from Mr. Gibber to

Mr. Pope ;
1 742, pp. 44-49 (641. h. 5/4.) The peer alluded to was the Earl of

Warwick, the other person was Mr. Commissioner Vaughan, see " The Life of

Alexander Pope, Esq." by W. H. Dilworth; 1759, p. Ill, note.
" what now restrains him, from once more reminding thee of the former

friendly Office he did thee, when in thy dangerous Deed of Darkness, crawling on

the Bosom of thy deer Damsel, he gently, with a Finger and Thumb, picked off

thy small round Body, by thy long Legs, like a Spider, making Love in a Cob-
web." see "Another Occasional Letter," &c. pp. 523 (641. h. 5/9-)

For references to Pope in this Catalogue, see
" The Frontispiece to '

Ingrati-
tude '

", No. 1935. For Gibber, see " The Stage Meeting", No. 1929.
See "An Essay on Woman", No. 2572; "And has not Sawney", &c.,

No, 2573.

9f X 7 in.

2572.

An ESSAY on Woman, by the AUTHOR of the ESSAY on MAN :

Being HOMER PRESERVED, OR THE TWICKENHAM SQUIRE
CAUGHT BY THE HEELS. July 3! 1742

[1742]

AN engraving of the interior of a room, where Colly Gibber having seized Pope
by both legs has pulled him off a woman who reclines on a sofa. A nobleman,

entering at the door, exclaims,
" Zounds Colley you have Spoild Sport." Gibber

replies,
" My Lord, I have Satfd Homer." On the ground are Pope's wig and

a book,
" The Nonjuror."

1

Against the wall are three pictures: 1, a small officer

beating a tall grenadier ;
on the frame,

"
Captain don't hurt yourself" : 2, a tom-

tit treading a hen; on the frame, "*The Terrible Tom Tit": 3, a lady, a
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crocodile, and a mummy ;
on the frame,

" Three Hours after Marriage." A
play with this title was written by Pope, Gay, and Dr. Arbuthnot; it was not

successful. In it, two coxcombs being in love with a virtuoso's wife, and in order

to get unsuspected access to her, ingeniously send themselves as two rarities to

the husband ;
the one swathed like an Egyptian mummy, and the other covered

in the pasteboard skin of a crocodile. Gibber, when acting the part of Bayes in

"The Rehearsal", in an ad libitum speech, ridiculed this expedient, on which

Pope, who was present, went behind the scenes and expostulated with great
warmth on this satirical remark, and Gibber ascribed to this circumstance Pope's

severity on him in the "Dunciad."

The Tom-tit alludes to the diminutive size of Pope. The other picture
intimates that Pope in assailing Gibber, as in the "

Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot ",

see " The Poetical Tom-Titt", No. 2571, would be as much hurt and fatigued as

the little officer had been in castigating a sturdy grenadier, who requested him

to desist, as such exertions would be injurious to himself.
" The Nonjuror

"
was a play prepared for the English stage by Gibber, and

founded on Moliere's "Tartuffe". To this play Pope was known to have made

objections.
An. illustration ofthe quarrel ofPope and Gibber is afforded by

" The Difference:

between Verbal and Practical Virtue ", etc., 1 742 (840. m. 1 / 1 5.), by Colley Gibber,

Below the design these verses are engraved :

" In merry Old England it once was a Rule,
The King had his Poet, and also his Fool,
But now we're so frugal, I'd have you to know it,

That Gibber can serve both for Fool and for Poet." Sawney
1

" Those Fools of Old, if Fame says true,

Were Chiefly Chosen for their Wit,
When call'd Fools ? because like You

Dear Pope too Bold in shewing it." Colley

For references to Pope in this Catalogue, see "The Frontispiece to 'Ingra-
titude

'

", No. 1935. For Cibber, see " The Stage Mutiny", No. 1929.
10i X 6J- in.

2573-

And has not Sawney too his Lord and W E? Vide Gibber
9

-s

Letter. (No. I.)

[1742]

Published according to Act of Parliament by P. Uriel in Temple Lane, ove >

against Chancery Lane, August 9'*. 1 742.

AN engraving showing how Colley Cibber seizes Pope by one leg, and pulls hi) i

off a woman who reclines on a couch bed. Two gentlemen seated in the ne: t

room are listening.

This engraving is by Gravelot. For the history of the circumstances repr<
-

sented by it, see " The Poetical Tom-Titt ", &c. No. 257 1 . See likewise " Saw -

ney and Colley", &c. (643. 1. 28/5.); "A Letter to Mr. C b r", 1742 (64 .

h. 5/6.); "A Blast upon Bays", 1742 (641. h. 5/7.); "Another Occasion 1

Letter", &c. (641. h. 5/9.), pp. 52-3.
There is an impression of this plate, when etched only.
For references to Pope in this Catalogue, see " The Frontispiece to '

Ingri
-

titude'", No. 1935. For Cibber, see " The Stage Mutiny", No. 1929.

I3i X 1O|- in.

1 See notes and remarks attached to the "
Dunciad", Book i. 104.
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2574. And has not SAWNEY too his LORD and W E ? (No. 2.)

[1742]

THIS engraving, a book-plate, is a copy, reversed, and adapted to an upright

form, from (No. l.), with the same title and date, No. 2573- It was the frontis-

piece to the Glasgow edition of "A Letter from Mr
. Gibber to Mr

. Pope", &c.

1742, which see (641. h. 5/5.)

2J- X 4 k in -

2575-
" MAGNA FAETA or the Raree Show at ST. J '."

Printed According to Act of Parliament. Price 6d . [1742]

AN engraving, showing within a court at St. James's Palace, a mountebank's

stage, where Harlequin is playing tricks on cards, and throwing up four cards

which he pronounces to be " Knaves all." Pantaloon, distributing coronets,

sceptres, &c., to a scrambling crowd below, stands on the edge of the stage and

cries,
"
take them among you." On each side of the stage is a column surmounted

by a statue, one figure says,
" In honour of the Goddess Rashness"; the other,

" In honour of the Goddess Obstinacy." A large human head in the air announces

that " The Oracles are struck Dumb." A double-faced man, standing in the

foreground, and pointing to the stage, announces " Modern Opposition", and refers

to a group of gentlemen decorated with asses' ears, whom he leads in a string by
their noses. A griffin appears behind, swallowing purses for

" Secret Service."

At a window of the palace are a nurse and child, the former avers of the latter that

it has "Dad's own Face", and at another window is a personage holding a scroll

inscribed "A further report". Another gentleman, standing at the side of the

latter, presents himself indecorously, holding a paper inscribed "
Magna farta ".

This print is a satire on the Administration which succeeded that of Sir

Robert Walpole. Pulteney and the Opposition had been very eloquent on bad

government, and virulent against Walpole. They were now alleged to have

become dumb oracles, and to be scrambling for places, honours, emoluments, &c.

It is the King, who, from the window of St. James's Palace, is exposing himself;
and the " Further Report" offered to him for base uses, is the third Report pre-

pared against Walpole by the House of Commons, the presentation of which was

interrupted by the prorogation of Parliament. 1

There is a general satire implied in this print against all politicians, e.g. while

the ministers and their friends are eagerly looking for personal gratifications, the

Opposition are asses allowing themselves to be led by the nose by a double-faced

hypocrite, who has only his own advantage in view.

Mr. Hawkins described, from the collection of Mr. T. Haviland Burke, a satire

analogous to the above, and styled
" The Rise and Fall of British Liberty "; this

print has two compartments in scroll borders
;
between them is a shield inscribed,

"Britannia her critical year, 1742 -"

1. Britannia, between a bishop and a warrior, abhors the approach of Walpole,
between the Devil and Cardinal Tencin, who are offering him a purse. French

soldiers are approaching, carrying manacles. In front is the British Lion asleep,

and tormented by an ape. These verses illustrate the design :

" See weak ministers with faction great

By corruption rule the venal state

1 Sec "Touch me not", No. 2551 ;
for Pulteney, see "Modern Characters",

1746.
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With Parliaments no longer just and free

For gold will fetter Britains liberty.

And standing armies do the brave controul

And french excises crush the merchants soul

But mark ! the Gods indignantly descend

Gainst the subtle French Britain to defend."

2. Britannia in a car crowned by Fame, followed by a train of nobles, and cheered

by the people, with France prostrate under the wheels, is preceded by an officer and

soldiers
;
the former with his sword is driving Sir Robert Walpole, accompanied by

a female, Anarchy. Walpole is met by the Devil, who presents him with a coronet

and " a reprieve, my Lord." Sir Robert's hand being placed to his head indicates

that he considered it in danger. Beneath are Walpole's arms and motto, a snake,

hatchet, and drunken women ;
likewise the verses :

" For tho' Dame Fortune seem'd to smile

And leer upon him for a while,

She after shew'd him in the nick,

Of all his glories a dog trick."

1 2 X 8| M.

2576.

BOB THE POLITICAL BALLANCE MASTER.
" Gone throw his first Purgation and ready for the Second."

Publish according to Act of Parliament Novemr
16. 1742. And Sold at th>.

Globe in Newgate Street

[1742]

AN engraving showing sorrowful Britannia seated in a landscape and " Trade
'

lying prostrate at her feet
;
the former supports on the point of her spear a plank ,

at one end of which is Justice complaining,
" / cant prevail." At the other en<l

is Walpole, very fat, and wearing an Earl's coronet, about to weigh Justice dow i

with bags from the "
Treasury", "Exchequer", and "

Sinking" (Fund), and, wit i

" Oh Help thy Faithfull Servant, Bob", addressing the Devil, who, flying in the aii
,

holds up an axe and informs him,
" This thy due ". The Duke ofArgyll approache; ,

tramples on " Court Favours ", and calls for " Just Vengeance for my Country 9

Wrongs". Sir John Barnard holds "Instruction to the City Members ",* and moan
,

" Our Liberty's destroyed ". A barefooted sailor lies on the ground, his hands tie I

behind him by "Secret Orders". At his feet is a bale of "Wool for Expor-
tation ". On the left of the design is a tree with labels inscribed "

Gangret >i

members must be lopt away lest nobler parts grow Tainted -

decay ". In the bad -

ground is a ship foundering at sea. Below the design these verses are engraved :

" Tho' Crafty Knaves may for a While defer

The Punishment their Horrid crimes incur

A Secret Horrer still their conscience Knaws
Justice has Leaden Feet but Iron Claws."

The "
first Purgation

"
here alluded to was probably indicated in a form< r

print,
" Bror Robert under his Last Purgation

" No. 2533 ; that was, being drivt u

from power, which might at the moment have been considered his last evacuatioi
;

but now it appears that he must undergo another purgation. The Duke of Argj 11

and Sir John Barnard were vehement in charging Walpole with issuing seer t

orders to our naval commanders to restrict them from engaging in hostilitiei

1 See "London's Conduct", &c., No. 2577.
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likewise with entirely neglecting the trading and commercial interests of the

country. Justice, it is intimated, endeavoured to bring him to punishment, but

when she was on the point of succeeding, bribery and corruption procured his

escape from this
" second purgation ". See "

Magna Farta ", No. 2575.
As to the Duke of Argyll see " The Scotch Patriot", No. 2450 ; for Sir John

Barnard, see "The Frontispiece to Winer's 'Excise Scheme'", No. 1922; for

"Wool" see " The Night Visit", No. 2559.

7i X 7i in.

2577-

LONDON'S Conduct stands the TEST, or BRISTOL & Notting-
ham weighed in the BALANCE & found LIGHT : with the

Sketch ofa M 1 FORGE, and the Worcester MAGICIAN.

[1742]

AN engraving in three compartments, 1. showing the interior of a large chamber,
from the ceiling of which is suspended a balance : in one scale is a glove ;

a

gentleman standing near exclaims,
" Let Justice decide" He is astonished to see

the glove outweigh the contents of the other scale. A party of electors

approach from " Westr
", "York", "Edenburg", "Dorset",

"
Staffordsh" ,

ex-

claiming,
"

'tis the only way to be safe ",
" We have copy'd his Jnstructions ".

Beyond them is a party of the old Opposition Members of Parliament, saying,

"they must swear us before they elect",
" We cannot blame them", "they'll trust

Patriots no more ",
" O infamous Desertion ".

In the middle of the room are tradesmen exclaiming,
" London for ever ",

" Huzza See how they mount ",
" Poor Kid, Squire Thin ". In the other scale,

which rises, are two gentlemen observing,
" We are in the wrong Box ",

"
they would

have me in ". A person pulling down this scale replies,
" I do my best, Sr

", to the

leader of a party of double-faced Members of Parliament, who calls to him,
"
pull

hard, Man" Others cry,
" What signifies that Make-weight ",

"
Bring some of the

lesser B r ghs ",
" All woud not do ". One behind, pulling off his mask, cries,

" Look up to me ye Double-faces ". Beyond are gathered a party of men ex-

claiming, "poor shifts these ",
" But three on our side 8f so many on theirs ",

"
this

Contest will hurt us ".

2. In the second compartment is
" A M 1 FORGE," the ministerial smithy,

where a blacksmith is forging the " Lie of the day ". A workman is offering to a

writer,
"
Representat

" and "Art ag
l

West'", to be every day in the "Gazetteer".

Another author says,
" / want a Hook for Bristol". On the shelves are articles

ready made, and placed in boxes inscribed " Hanov Spurs ",
"
Party Scissars ",

" Debt Bridles ",
" Tax Shrews", "State Forks ",

" Law Pincers",
" Eccles Hooks",

"Par/. Bars", "Session Fetters". On the bellows-beam is a monkey crying,

"My Guts are coming out", and discharging
"
Repres ",

"
Gazetteer", "false

Return", "Indict ">
"Season Export". On the Treasury Bench, which is re-

presented as a latrine, is seated a person tearing a paper marked "
Wesf,"

l

and observing,
" Fll do their business for them". Against the wall is written

" T y Bog house ",
"
Repres. Bristol. Repres. Notting

m
."

3. In the third compartment, standing at a table, is
" The Worcester Magi-

cian". In the middle is Punch, observing, "Alls done in my Name ha! ha Am nt
la clever fellow" . On one side a man brings a basket of papers, and says, "Here
are more Cringes ", to a person with a balance, the latter says,

" Dam it, one

1

Probably
" The Westminster Journal ", which was in vogue at this period ;

its publication began in 1741 ;
see "Bristol and Nottingham", &c., No. 2570;

" The Free Masons Downfall ", No. 2548.
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Instruction will weigh a Thousand ". On the other side a man with a purse and

wand, says
" In the Name of Corruption Split ", to a person who is almost divided

in two parts, and holds in one hand "
Cringes ", in the other,

"
Instructions

"
;
one

mouth observes,
" I obey your Wand", the other exclaims, "Delicate Guardians .'"

Sandys and Winnington were M.P.'s for Worcester
;

for Sandys, see " A List ",

&c., No. 2605.
In the course of the year 1 742, many important constituencies gave instruc-

tions to their representatives in respect to their conduct in Parliament. London
desired its Members "

to postpone every other consideration
; particularly the

supplies for the service of the ensuing year, till they had renewed the Secret

Committee of Inquiry
1 into the conduct of Walpole, procured an effectual Bill to

reduce and limit the number of Placemen in the House of Commons, restored the

frequency of elections, and restrained the abuse ofpower by Returning Officers at

elections.

The Bristol Common Council instructed the representative of the city to
"
cheerfully concur in granting to his Majesty early and effectual supplies for the

service of the ensuing year", and declared they could not fear the necessary

supplies would be denied
;
or even that they would be postponed to domestic

considerations.

At Nottingham the burgesses instructed the Members for the town "
by all

proper means to support his majesty's government, and to strengthen his hands

against all our enemies ; especially by giving their interest as well as their votes,

without any specious pretence of delay, for such seasonable supplies as should be

thought necessary to carry on the great war he had at heart."

At Worcester, November 5, the mayor, alderman, &c.,
"
earnestly entreated,

insisted, and required
"

their representatives to act according to the above instruc-

tions of the City of London. December 2. The Corporation of Guardians in the

City of Worcester addressed the Members strongly condemning the representations

of the Mayor, &c. The Members returned thanks to the Guardians, but passed
over the Corporation in silence.

As to Bribery, see " The Solicitor Committed", No. 2543; see the same for

the " Gazetteer ;" for Westminster refer to "
Political Vomit ", &c., No. 2531; for

False Returns, see " The Solicitor Committed ", &c., No. 2543.
" Hanover spurs

"

probably refers to the introduction of German troops to England, see " The
H r T p Man", &c., No. 2578 ; for

"
Returning Officers ", see

" Reforma-

tion began", &c., No. 2534; "Bristol and Nottingham", &c., No. 2570.
1- I2i x 5f in.

2. 6 x 4 in.

3. 6x4 in.

2578-

The H r T p Man come again.

[1742;

AN engraving, showing the Parade in St. James's Park, the Treasury Building on

our left. Across the open space proceeds a cart loaded with turnips and drawn

by three miserable horses ;
on it sits a female, who says

" Thank you sr

for y'

Honr
you've done me 8f yo

r Man Will". On the shafts stands a very stout gentle-

man, who cries,
"
Stop Boy they shall Buy tK all" Pulteney, who is driving, cries

" Honest Friend S ds rejoyce 8f Sing heres H r T p will now comt

again, Ho". At the head of the leader is Lord Perceval, styled
" Deceiveall

"

and holding the "
Independant" ,

and beginning his speech,
" In my popular

Station". Another gentleman (Walpole) addresses the huckster, saying, "Ht

1 See "
Magna Farta", No. 2575, and " Touch me not", No. 2551.
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Sands youve a short reign". Another.minister exclaims,
"
III make a found sum".

Sandys, carrying away the Treasury tallies, says, "Let me be S y, Im not

squeamish". The king, who with a broom in his hand, stands at the Treasury
window, cries out,

"
Pay for the whole S s III sweep the T r y clean"

Behind the cart is a General holding the standard of Hanover, and exclaiming,
"
They shall go down ". A body of Hanoverian troops, the leader saying,

" For us

260", i.e. the number of votes in the House of Commons for retaining the

Hanoverian troops, Dec. 1O, 1 742. On his knees, in front, is one holding a bunch
of turnips, and exclaiming,

"
By G d these Turnips are dear ". Against a wall

are,
" Sa d s Speeches a halfpeny a Peice", i.e. placards inscribed "*S ds

spches", "Place Sill", "Motion", "Trianal Act".

At this time there prevailed throughout the country an extreme dislike to the

employment of Hanoverian troops in England, and the Cabinet was averse to pro-

posing their continuance in British pay ; till Walpole, though no longer in power,

persuaded the ministers not to insult the king, and showed that, under the circum-

stances of the country, it was sound policy to retain these troops. When the

question was debated in the House of Commons, 260 members voted for retaining

them, 193 against this. Lord Perceval (afterwards Earl of Egmont) spoke in

favour of retaining them, and made use of the expression,
" The popular circum-

stance in which I stand." Pulteney, who had always opposed the Hanoverian in-

fluence, now spoke strongly in favour of retaining the troops, as did also Sandys,
whose former Opposition speeches are displayed on the wall. Hanover was satiri-

cally called the "
Turnip garden," and the lady on the cart was probably Madame

Walmoden, a mistress brought by the king from that country, and created Countess

of Yarmouth
;

see " The Scotch Patriot ", No. 2450. As to the remark of

Sandys, see H. Walpole's "Letter to Mann", Feb. 18, 1742, edit. 1857, which

explains it, by a speech made at the Fountain Tavern, Strand, and illustrates

other inscriptions on this print. This print is announced in " The Gentleman's

Magazine ", 1 743, p. 55.

12J- X 7^ in.

2579-

THE CLAIMS OF THE BROAD BOTTOM

Price 6 pence Published according to Act of Parliam
1 March I'

1

, 1743
[March 1, 1743]

AN engraving, showing a table, about which many persons are seated and standing,
with mouth-labels expressing their sentiments. At the four corners of the plate
are Winds blowing

" Broad Bottom "
breezes on the party. In one chair is the

faint figure of the Duke of Argyll, called
" The Ghost of a penitent Duke at the

Head of the Board". Behind him is one of his clients telling him, "you must

find a postfor me I must goe to my clean straw if you dontfind Businessfor me".
On his left hand is seated another client, saying, "If I have nothing I shall think it

strange for I am as busy as any body but my Friend T m C r w ". Sir Watkin
W. Wynne meditates,

"My Friends will not be contented till I am a Lorde and
Bashaw of North Wales, saving my Principles and my Allegiance to myKg". One
of three Welshmen behind him observes, "By S 1

Taffy, S
r W kin we desire no

such Thing"', to which he replies, "Peace Varlets When I am in I will take care

of you". Behind them stand Lord Chesterfield, saying,
" / must oppose C t t

has got what I wanted"; and Lord Carteret, declaring
" I will vote against Hanover

Troops but I must be excused Speaking / know my post too well ". On the other side

of the table is Bubb Doddington, who says,
" / doubt we are out, in our Politicks I

will never trust a Scot again o damn'd A le : his D rs Title-Rot him ", andr
" / deserve S ds's Post in the Tr ry did Inot act lovingly at that Board with
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S r R t W le till I saw Tie could hold his place no longer". Next come Mr.

Lyttelton and Mr. Pitt. The former says
" / may be quartered upon Brother P t

and so may my three Cousins G lies" and " Brother P tt they laugh at us We
shall get nothing ". Mr. Pitt remarks,

" / fear so too but how can we help it now
Who knows but I may be puffed into Something by and by", and "Am I not an

Orator ? Make me Secretary at War Murray is a Fool to me ". Behind them

are other ministers, respectively saying,
" Tho' I cant speak to be understood I can

talk of Figures", and "Am not la Lord? am not I a great General? Have not I

jive Nephews in P nt". Sir J. Hynde Cotton holds in one hand a paper
inscribed " Make me a Land Admiral damn you if you dont Make me a Land
Admiral or I will oppose by G d make me a Land Admiral damn you Admiral,
damn you". Behind him he holds another paper addressed to some foxhunters,

with oak-leaves in their hats, who are behind him
; on it is

" Fear me not boys I
will still be true to the good old Cause and to my K g in or out of Place Hold

fast you shall carry the broad Bottom And if there be not Places enough for us

all we will make more ". The foxhunters remark,
"Damn y

f Foulmouthd Cavelier

they may have him if they'll buy him", and "Damn him he's safe enough they dont

think him worth a Tide Waiter s place ". On the ground lie papers marked " A.

list of Patriot Toasts I. The broad Bottom 2. Dux et Redux 3. The Englishman
at Rome 4. Expulsion to all National Grievances 5. Confusion to the Ha ana

6 The King and the Church, $rc., fyc., 8fc",
"
Loyal Songs And y

e k g shall enjoy
his own again ",

"
1 of June" i. e. the birthday of James, the " old Pretender."

Two parties were forming against the arrangements made by Pulteney, con-

sisting of (l) the great body of the Tories, headed by the Duke of Argyll, whicl

party was joined by the Jacobites, and (2), composed of those Whigs who were

not likely to be comprised in the new arrangements. Chesterfield was disappointec
that he was not made Secretary of State

;
Waller was irritated at not being created

Chancellor ofthe Exchequer. Cobham, though restored to a regiment, and appointe< I

a member of the Cabinet, aspired to a far greater share of power; and the

Grenvilles, Lyttelton, Pitt and Doddington were highly dissatisfied that they had no

shares in the new administration
;
see " Memoirs of Sir E,. Walpole ", by W. Coxe

1798, (196 f. 6.) ch. Ix. p. 703.
Sir J. Hynde Cotton was proposed as aLord of the Admiralty, but not appointed
" One hears of nothing but the Broad Bottom. It is the reigning cant word

and means, the taking all parties and people, indifferently, into the ministry."
H. Walpole's "Letter to Mann", Feb. 18, 1742, edit. 1857.

"
Murray

" was the famous lawyer and orator, afterwards Lord Mansfield, wh(

was primarily considered a Jacobite
;
he was made Solicitor General, Dec. 1 742

see H. Walpole's
" Letter to Mann ", Dec. 9, 1 742, edit. 1 857. The " G lies

'

were the Grenvilles.

12f X 71 in.

2580.

A PARLIAMENTARY DEBATE in Pipes's Ground. (Duel be

tween Lord Walpole and Mr. Chetwynd.)
{March 8, 1743

An engraving, in which Lord Walpole is making a pass at Mr. Chetwynd, an<

exclaiming,
" Wou'd you not have hang'd my Brother at y" door of y

f House ". Chet

wynd replies,
" Yes by G d Sf I had another Vote for You". A gentleman i

stepping forward, and endeavouring to separate them. The Lord Chancelloi

Hardwicke, hastily advancing, cries out, ''Hold! Hold! Ill give you a dinner t

make it up". On the other side two butchers cry out, "Let 'urn fight 8f I

damnd", and "No, No, he voted us Gin".
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Below the design these verses are engraved :

" Two worthy Heroes, of immortal Fame,
All in a Passion, to y

e Combat came :

Remitting Money may all Crimes excuse.

(For, Colonies are only made for private Views)

But, Sure ! the Patriot must need want Sense

That dares to give an A dit r Offence :

Had Ulrick push'
d
as strongly at y

e
Hague,

He, nor his Brother, had been thought a Plague,
Tho' feeble, fearful, when their Courage fails

Chance, or low Cunning on their Part preavails ;

Their Principles on both sides are in Doubt.

So, say the Vulgar,
" Let 'em fight it out."

" on some witness being to be examined the other day in the House upon
remittances to the army, my uncle said,

' He hoped they would indemnify him, if

he told any thing that affected himself.' Soon after he was standing behind the

Speaker's chair, and Will. Chetwynd, an intimate of Bolingbroke, came up to him,

and said, 'What, Mr. Walpole, are you for rubbing up old sores ?' He replied,
' I

think I said very little, considering that you and your friends would last year
have hanged up me and my brother at the lobby door without a trial.' Chetwynd
answered,

' I would still have you both have your deserts.' The other said,
' If

you and I had, probably I should be here and you would be somewhere else.'

This drew more words, and Chetwynd took him by the arm and led him out.

In the lobby, Horace said, 'We shall be observed, we had better put it off till

to-morrow.' '

No, no, now ! now !

' When they came to the bottom of the stairs,

Horace said,
' I am out of breath, let us draw here.' They drew

; Chetwynd hit

him on the breast, but was not near enough to pierce his coat. Horace made a

pass, which the other put by with his hand
;
but it glanced along his side a clerk,

who had observed them go out together so arm-in-armly, could not believe it

amicable, but followed them, and came up just time enough to beat down their

swords, as Horace had driven him against a post, and would probably have run

him through at the next thrust. Chetwynd went away to a surgeon's, and kept
his bed the next day ; he has not reappeared yet, but is in no danger. My uncle

returned to the House, and was so little moved as to speak immediately upon the

Cambrick Bill, which made Swinny say,
' That it was a sign he was not ruffled'

"

Horace Walpole's "Letter to Mann", March 14, 1743, edit. 1857.
March 8, 1 743. A duel was fought by two persons of distinction in Pipes's

Ground. They made several passes at each other, but some people coming up
parted them before either was wounded. Newspapers.

This print was advertised in " The London Daily Post", March 14, 1743,

p. 3, col. 2.

ni x 6i in -

A POLITICAL BATTLE ROYAL, Design'd for Brougtons New

Amphitheater

Giovanni Elliso pink. Jack Brougton scul. [March 8, 1 743]

IN the centre of this engraved design is Lord Walpole, saying,
" As I nave touched

y
e Cole I haue fight for it / want on Seconds tho

1 I could have Enough for
America". Mr. Chetwynd drawing his sword, says, "PII fight, but said your
Brother Sf you deserved Hanging ". Between them Lord Chancellor Hardwicke,

saying,
" Th is is no Sham, They fightfor y

e House But Yonder is y
e Box ". On
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one side are Mr. Sandys, Chancellor of the Exchequer, holding the " T y
"

Box, and saying,
" Well Gentlemen I like P I W t d will hold y

e Box as long
as I can ". Sir John Hynde Cotton says,

" Dame B th you shall begin, But I
wont Easily let go my hold." Mr. Lyttelton remarks,

" Brother P t, we'er bad

seconds; for we cant lift nor save our Men". Mr. Pitt says, "For my Weight

Sf Inches match me with Who you WILL". On the other side are Lord Chester-

field, who avers " Tho' C 1 has mounted y
e
Stage before me ; Fll fight him a

bye Battle", and Pulteney, saying, "/ have given my Man an Easy Fall Those

Fools will fight in Earnest". Also Lord Carteret, who avers, "/ am now at y
e

top ofy
e Tree: you must fight up to me"; and the Duke of Argyll, saying, "Have

I not been in Flanders Did we Ever let Foreigners have such a share in y
e Box" ?

Sir W. W. Wynne declares,
"
By S'. Taffy shall hur not have something to wear

beside hur Leak "
? Lord Perceval (Earl of Egmont) adds,

" In my Independant

Popular Station, I am a Popular Ministerial Dependant Independant Courtier.

Will You vote against the Pr d r"? An old gentleman, who carries a whip,
and wears spurs, cries,

" That's an Old Fetch, I'll not be flung so: But what if
the Chevalier be made Elector ofH nov r

"
?

*

Below the design these verses are engraved :

" Behold a Group, with courage, Strength, & Skill,

Brougton's new Amphitheater to fill !

Twixt those who are, and those who would be in :

The whole Debate is who the Box shall win.

Like Vineger's two Frinds these Bullies mount
;

To make the Ring not for their own Account.

S dys holds the Box but till the Battle's try'd,

And whose 'tis then the Champions must decide."

This print is intended to satirize the hopes, expectations, and jealousies of thj

various political leaders of the day, and its meaning is made sufficiently clear by

adding, as above, the names to the several characters. The most prominent ar j

Horatio Walpole, afterwards Lord Walpole of Woolterton, and Mr. Chetwynd,
whose duel is illustrated by "A Parliamentary Debate", &c., No. 2580; fo?

Paul Whitehead, see "A Geometrical View", &c., No. 2546; for Lyttelton ami

Carteret, see "The Motion", No. 2479 ;
for Mr. Sandys, see the same; for

Pulteney, see "Risum teneatis amici?", No. 1833; for the Duke of Argyll, se ;

" The Scotch Patriot", No. 2450 ;
for Sir W. W. Wynne, see " The Claims of th i

Broad Bottom ", No. 2579 ;
for Lord Perceval, see " The H r T p Man

5

,

&c., No. 2578.

Broughton, the pugilist, opened his new amphitheatre for sparring matches

and instruction in boxing, in Hanway Yard, Oxford Street, on the tenth of Marcl
,

1 743. As to
" Giovanni Elliso ", the name probably refers to " Jack

"
Ellis, c r

John Ellys; see " The Stage Mutiny", No. 1929. He was addicted to boxinj ,

described as
" a mighty man at the prize-fighting ", and a frequenter of Broughton' s

gymnasium.
This print is advertised as published, in " The London Daily Post ", Marc i

28, 1743, p. 2, col. 3.

1 2 X 7 in.

1 Lord Chesterfield suggested that the Pretender should be made Elector < f

Hanover, "for the people of England will never fetch another King from thence' .
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2582.

OLD ENGLAND : OR, The Constitutional Journal. EXTRAORDI-
NARY. By Jeffrey Broadbottom, (/ Covent-Garden, Esq;

(Thursday, May 19, 1743.)

London : Printed {according to Act of Parliament) for J. Purser in Red-Lyon
Court, Fleetstreet. {March 8, 1 743]

A BROADSIDE, comprising an engraving and, printed below it, three columns of

letterpress. The former shows Britannia seated at the edge of a precipice ;
be-

hind her are a shield and spear entwined with a riband which is inscribed,
" Old En d spinster". Her Cap of Liberty is a grenadier's cap. At her feet

is a cornucopia marked " Once full" She is spinning a string for a kite,

which Lord Carteret, as "
Sergeant Kyte." ,

is flying, but the string has broken,
and he is falling over the edge of the precipice. The kite falling head foremost

is part of a map having the "Rhine Flu" across the middle, "Frankfort" at the

top,
" Ostend" at the bottom, "HESSE" and " HANOVEE" form the wings. Up

the middle is the " CovER'D WAY" . At the top is the Crown over "Head
Quarters", and a thistle, then "Ligoniers. Artillery Hanoverians Cavallry Hessians

Horse Guards Albemarles". These are the names of military corps in the

British service on the Continent at this date. The strings which fasten the point
to keep the kite from injury when it falls are called the " Forlorn Hope ". The
tail is composed of papers marked " Howards ",

" JBlands ",
"
Royal Scots ",

"Rothes1

", "Claytons", "Matrasses", "Cloathing", "4th Bat. Guards", "$d Troop
Horse ",

"
Highlanders ",

" Douceurs ".
" The Sport of Winds ", is applied to the

Highlanders or to the entire tail. The "
messenger

" on the string is General
" Cl ye h ". A Frenchman admires the sight, an Englishman wonders and

grieves.

From the account printed below we obtain the description, that the expedition
to Germany, typified by the kite flying, was a plaything designed by Lord Carteret

to keep the king in a good humour and himself in place.
" If any rusticated

Politician desired to know the general Route and Disposition of our Army,
what Map could give him better Information than might be contained in the Body
of our Kite ? If he should enquire the Use of our Mercenaries, the Hanoverians

and Hessians, would not the two Tassels, that serve as Wings to the Kite, afford

him all the Satisfaction he can hope for ? And as to the String of Corps, of

which the Reinforcements are to be form'd, could he be furnished with a more
clear and familiar Explanation, than may be gathered from the different Tufts

which compose its Tail ? If we should fix a Lanthorn to the End of it, would it

not very aptly represent the new Light, which so many wise Men have implicitly

followed, as an infallible Guide to the Power they resolv'd to worship ? Who can

think of G 1 Cl n and his Mission, without recollecting the Idea of a

Messenger sent up to keep the Kite Steddy ? Would not the Kite-Flyer afford us

the most happy Type imaginable of that enterprising Genius, who hath undertaken,

by his own Strength, on his own Bottom, at his own Peril, to give the System of

Europe what Turn he pleased ? Should it be ask'd out of whose Bowels the

Thread was spun, and the Bottom wound up, by which this Paper-Meteor became
so near a Neighbour to the Clouds, would not the whole Kingdom groan forth an

Answer? Should it be asked for whose Amusement this notable Frolick was

play'd
"

See " The H- r T p Man", &c., No. 2578.
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2583.

The Confectioner General Setting forth the H n Desert.

[June 16, 1743]

AN engraving, showing a field of battle, and George II., standing on an English
scarf which is marked "Poor E g rf", wearing a Hanoverian scarf inscribed

"16 thousan
d
pounds", sheathing his sword and crying out "Noli Prosequi".

Near him stands a big Hanoverian officer (Baron Ilton) with his scarf marked
"H n r for ever"; he says, "/ must preserve y

e K s Troops". Behind the

king are the Earl of Stair (?) exclaiming,
" Would to God he had is Desert", and

Duke D'Aremberg (?), who demands,
"
Why dont you lead us on?" Another

general, laughing, calls out,
" Dam such Confectioners

"
;

"
Amen, &f they were the

aggressors
"

replies the black boy behind Lord Carteret's carriage, the owner of

which, seated within, cries
" God be praised a great Victory ". An aide-de-camp

who is approaching for orders exclaims with astonishment,
" What ! preserve $

Conserve too "? Behind piles of arms and ammunition, a gun-carriage being
marked " A Considerable Share in this Victory ", are several Hanoverians respec-

tively feeding or lying down, and observing
"
4 pounds a Man p Month "

;

u Tht

Tribe of Benjamin
"

;

"
Plague of all cowards say I! " Meanwhile the French are

fleeing before a charge of cavalry, who are ordered to " Halt". Under the carriage

are a general's baton, and a scroll
" Pm in a Cottage near y* Field of Battle".

A plan of the Battle of Dettingen is in " The Gentleman's Magazine
"

1743, p. 434; see likewise pp. 328-31. "The Yellow sashed Confectioner

setting forth the H n Desert
"
was a print published by G. Bickham at this

time
;
see " The London Daily Post ", Oct. 29, 1 743, p. 2, col. 2.

" The maiden heroes of the Guards are in great wrath with General Uton
,

who kept them out of harm's way. They call him the '

Confectioner, because

he says he preserved them" H. Walpole's "Letter to Mann", July 19, 1743,
edit. 1857.

"There is great blame thrown on Baron Ilton, the Hanoverian General, for

having hindered the Guards from engaging. If they had, and the horse, who be-

haved wretchedly, had done their duty, it is agreed there would be no secom

engagement." Ibid. July 1 1 .

" Lord Carteret, who was in a coach near the action the whole time."

Ibid. June 29.
" In the year 1 743> a yellow sash worn by the King in the field, and one o

two Hanoverian prejudices as trifling, were on the brink of raising a civil war ii

this country." Horace Walpole's
" Memoirs of the Last Ten Years of the Reigi

ofGeorge the Second", 1 822 (830, 1. 7.) i. p. 261 ;
and "The History ofEngland"

by T. Smollett ; ii., viii., i. A ballad called
" The Yellow Sash

"
was in vogue a

this time.

When the French were repulsed the Earl of Stair was very desirous that the;

should be vigorously pursued, but his advice was overruled and the army wa
ordered to

" Halt."

The Hanoverians are represented reposing and feasting behind a battery
because they were said to have taken but a small part in the engagement, and t<

have been plentifully supplied with provisions, while the English troops had beei

nearly without food for two days.
Lord Carteret, in his dispatch, said,

" I write this from the Village near th

Field of Battle." " I am in a Cottage with Marshal Neiperg."
" The Emperor' >

Auxiliaries have received a very considerable Check, and they were the Aggres
sors."

" The Hanoverian Artillery has had a considerable Share in this Victory.' ;

see "The Gentleman's Magazine", 1743, pp. 328-9; "The H v n Con
fectioner General", No. 2584;

" The H r Bubble", No. 2589.

12f X 7 in.
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2584.

The H v n Confectioner General.

\June 16, 1743]

AN engraving showing a field of battle on the bank of a river. The British Lion,
weak and faint, laments that it is

" Starved on Bon pour nicole." On the Lion is

George II., in form of the Hanoverian Horse, and observing,
" La Victoire est

gagne, ou vous est vous foure?" to the Hanoverian General Ilton, who stands

behind a tree, on whose hat is written,
"
Confectioner to y

e El of H r
",

and who replies,
"
JWimport, Jai Conserve nos Gens." In the foreground are

French guns, fascines, &c., and in one corner is the fortress of "
Steelingensat" .

The French cavalry are fleeing across a stream, and exclaiming,
"
Sifs nous pour-

suivent, nous somes perdu ". The Earl of Stair calls to his troops,
" Pursue Lads

Sf mow em Awe". An Austrian officer, with the eagle on the skirt of his coat,

exclaims,
"
Cowardly Mercenaries ". The British cavalry are charging, the Hano-

verians are standing still, and over the latter is written, "we will not be commanded

byy'Enlh".
Under the print is engraved :

" A song Sung by y
e Soldiers in y

e B h Camp to y
e tune of y" Cucco.

When B h Horse, but cheifly Blue,
And wiskerd Heroe's, dreadful Sight !

And many a Scarf of yellow Hue,
Did quit the fearful bloody fight.

Then n n, brave behind a Tree,
Stood very close, Stood very close, Stood very close,

And what heard He,
But Cannon ! Cannon ! Cannon !

O, Sound of Fear, O, Sound of Fear,

Unpleasing to H v n Ear

To H v ns tho' not near"

" Le ' Starve done' vient de ce qu'on dit que le pain manquait deux jours parmi
les Anglais pendant que les Hanoveriens en avaient abondamment. ' Bon pour
Nicole,' est un histoire qu'on fait d'un Frangais a Hanovre qui ne pouvait pas
trouver dans ce pays du pain mangeable, et en ayant fait apporter du meilleur il

dit,
'

Bonpour Nicole
'

son cheval, a qui il le donna." " Earl Marischal to ",

Lord Mahon's "History of England", (808. d. 34.) 1853, v. Appendix.
See " The Confectioner General", &c., No. 2583 ;

" The H r Bubble",
No. 2589. See " The Westminster Journal ", Sat. Nov. 5, 1 743, for " A Dialogue
between the Proud Horse", &c, this was republished,

" adorn'd with a curious

Print"; see " The London Daily Post", Nov. 14, 1743, p. 2, col. 3.

1 24- X 8i in.

2585-

THE FRENCH GASCONADES DEFEATED.

London Publish'd July 25'* 1743- % T. Bakewell Printseller against Birchin
Lane in Cornhill [June, 1743]

A BROADSIDE, comprising an engraving and three columns of letterpress ;
in the

former an English grenadier subdues a Frenchman
; another, with a broom on his

shoulder, ready to sweep the French off the land, receives from a French soldier his

III. H H
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sword, colours, &c.; his musket and his plunder are lying on the ground. In the

distance is the battle of Dettingen ; prisoners are marched away.
A chronicle of the campaign occurs in letterpress below.

The principal groups in this print are copied from a Dutch print, entitled,
"
Canailje 't. Canael uyt," commemorating the battle of La Hogue, May 19, 1692 ;

see No. 1280.
" The French had not made any peculiar Gasconades before this battle, though

their rash confidence of success induced their General to quit the strong position

in which his army was placed, and advance imprudently to what he supposed was

certain victory." A letter from a British officer says,
" The Gens d'Armes are

quite ruined,"
" who intended to cut us all to pieces without firing a shot." " The

Gentleman's Magazine", 1743, p. 386.
There is an impression with the publication line thus: Published by T. B.

Julyy' 25
th

1743-

8| X 6 in.

2586.

DISCHARGE OF INSOLVENT DEBTORS, September 2, 1743.
Published according to Act of Parliament, by Obediah Pay-all, near tfye F'eet

Prison, and Sold by the Printsellers of London and Westminster.

[Sept. 2, 1743]

AN engraving of a street
;
before a house with the sign of " The Cock "

suspended
from its front; a considerable number of persons appear in the street, among
them a gaoler and men released from prison. A female ballad singer hold } a

paper inscribed "A Scheme for amending the Act of Insolvency." Below the design
these verses are engraved :

" Here You see de motley Group-a ;

Liberty is all de Hoop-a ;

Dere's de Gaoler wanting Fees, Sir,

Give him Nothing if You please Sir.

Doodle doodle doe.

Dere You see de Quaker, sly-a
Wo unto Thee, is his Cry-a
Heres de Parson ; dere's de Council

;

Toder Man can't get his Own Still.

Dere's a man, says bless de Act-a

Toder cries 'tis damn'd transact-a

Dere's de Captain, and his Spouse-a,

By and by Hell kiss He vows-a.

Dere's the Old Man with his Crutches,
Glad He's got out of deir Clutches

;

Deres de little Boy begin-a
Pocket picking ; Shoe black grin-a.

Dere dey cry dey'll come again, Sir
;

Dere's de Girl de Act makes plain, Sir
;

Dere's de Cock where Purl dey sell-a, ,

Dis is all ve now can tell-a."

Friday, Sept. 2. "About 150 Debtors from the several Prisons in the C< unty
of Middlesex were clear'd at HicKs-Hall, as were also at the Quarter Sest ions,

Guildhall, several others from the Fleet-prison, Ludgate and two Compters, pur-
suant to the late Act of Parliament for the Relief of insolvent Debtors."

' The
Gentleman's Magazine", 1743, p. 495.

The royal assent was given to this Act, March 22, 1743.
l i

J.
x 6i in.
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2587.

An Actual Survey of the Electorate, or Face of the Country
whereon Hanover Stands, with a View of Herenhauscen and
the Seats of Manufacturers.

[1743]

AN engraving of a landscape, of mountains, with a lake in the foreground. Below
the design is engraved,

" Tho' this is not given as y
e most regular, y

e most varied,
or y

e most Noble Prospect in the World, it is not doubted but it will pass for the

most Pleasant : And if it be true as Butler Sings,

The real Value of a Thing
Is as much Money as 'twill bring,

Every body must allow it to be the most valuable, because the most Costly ".

Below this is the following reference table :

"
1 Herenhauscen, 2 Manufac-

ture of Boars Heads, 3. D. of Hams, 4. The Town of Hanover, 5. Manufacture
of Linnen, 6 D. of Bonporenicole, 7 Beggars Cambrick, 8 Hunting House,

9 The Camp, 1O The River Leyne, 1 1 The Alder."
"

l
"

is a formal house and garden ;

"
2
"
a ruined castle;

"
3" a farm house.

This is a portrait ofGeorge II., wearing a large Kevenhiiller hat. The features

of the country, when the print is held up by the end, represent his face and dress.

For "
Bonporenicole" see " The H v n Confectioner", &c., No. 2584.

2588.

King HARRY the IXth, Teaching L d C t his Political

Alphabet.

ABC A New Court Lesson.

Printedfor W. Webb, near St. Paul's. [l?43]

A BROADSIDE comprising two woodcuts and letterpress. The lord alluded to

in the above title was Lord Carteret, Secretary of State, and a favourite with the

king, as assisting his German politics ;
see " Bob Cherry ", 1 746.

"
Henry IX ". was Henry Benedict Stuart, son of James Francis Edward, the

"old" Pretender, known as Cardinal York, born 1729, died 1807. There is

a medal of him, with this title. He is not referred to here.

Under the woodcuts, which have no reference to the subject, are the following
lines :

"A B Great A Stands for Army and B begins Battle,

C With C we Spell C r--1 who makes such a Rattle,

D The Sluggardly Dutch begins with a D,
E And poor suffering England commences with E,
F F Points us out France, that faithless Ally,
G And G begins George all true Britons Joy.
H H stands for H n--r, I need say no more,

I J And I stands for James who oft threatens our Shore,
K With K we spell Knight that title so brave,

The very same letter serves Right for a Knave,
L The Lawyer an L he claims as his right,

M And M stands for M rsh 1 who loves not to Fight,
N A Nation with N is always begun,
O And O stands for Orford who shone like the Sun,
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P The Parliament justly lays hold of the P.

Q And Q begins Quere ? what funds there will be?

R Ribbon does boldly stand up for the R.

S And S does as certainly point to the Star,

T Oh ! Tremble for Tyburn begins with a T.

V And V begins Villain, the fruit of that Tree,

W W stands for William, that Prince renown'd,

X An X for a Ten by all Men is found,

Y With Y we spell Y r th l that C 1 ss so fam'd,

Z And Z says Zounds, hold your Pen, or your Damn'd."

1. li X 3 in-

2. if X 3 in.

2589.

THE H R BUBBLE. Old E 1 d's *T.* Totum, being
the H r Bubble or our all to Nothing.

[1743]

AN engraving, showing on the floor of a chamber the British Lion, lying exhausted

on " The Act of Settlement'
1
'
1

, weighed down by rolls of lead (?), which are inscribed
" Dains Austrean Hessians H-n-ve ns Vots of C l

Sinking F d Lottery Tickets

Lott next year, for l6ooo,OOO", and the Hanoverian Horse, which

prances on the top of the burthen; the Lion exclaims, '''lean Bear no more I'll

be Bubble"d no longer ". Above is a cock crowing and mounted on the back of

an eagle. Earl Stanhope (?) approaching, exclaims,
" Poor Lyon, we Shall Oppose

this Foul Play". A statesman cries, alluding to the English victory at Dettingrn,
June 16, 1743,

" G d be prais'd, they have preservd y
e Balance in Europi".

The Duke of Argyll says,
" The English Saved him, where was his H gv ".

The Duke of Maryborough (?), wearing a scarf studded with German eagles, avcsrs
"
1,OOO,OOO is too much for Mercenaris ". Another gentleman cries,

"D mn it,

the D is Loaded". On the other side of the room is a table covered with a map of

Europe, on it lies a board with a Teetotum, having on the upper side "
1 6OOOO j or

year". George II. who has just played, exclaims,
" Je tire tons les enjeux, Tenez. la

void". A statesman, holding a pen, says, "More money for the Year, 8f you shill

have a P -e ". Lord Carteret (?), having a second face appearing through 1 he

back of his wig, cries out,
" Well thrown the Balance is on our Side to a T -".

A gentleman observes,
" You have fought bravely take If n r" An offic 3r,

wearing a star and riband, probably the Duke of Cumberland, who was wounc ed

in this battle, replies,
" Smart money I've ventured my Life".

This print illustrates the great discontent felt throughout the kingdom at ' he

employment of Hanoverian troops, or rather with the king's policy, which invoh ed

England in war for the preservation and support of his Gennan dominions. L( ng
and violent debates took place on the question of retaining the Hanoverian troo >s,

but the influence of the Court prevailed, and it was decided that 1 6,OOO of th se

should be continued in British service. Lord Sandwich, the Duke of Bedfc -d,

Earl of Chesterfield, and Duke of Marlborough were the chief speakers against he

proposal, and are probably among the persons represented in the print, but ther< is

nothing characteristic in the portraits or in the speeches to enable us to distingu sh

them. The parties have been playing with the Teetotum, the king has won he

turn, and loaded the British Lion with burdens which it proclaims itself no Ion ;er

able to bear.

See "The Confectioner General", &c., No. 2583; "TheH v n Conf c- !

tioner General", No. 2584. For the Duke of Argyll, see " The Scotch Patrio ",

No. 2450.
12 x 7i"i-

.;.

1 See " The Scotch Patriot ", No. 2450.
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2590.
Miss TURNER.

Etched by W*. Fauquier 1 743 [ 1 743]

THIS is the portrait of a very ugly young woman, represented at three-quarters

length, turned in profile to our left. She has a laced cap on her head, her hair

is in rope-like ringlets and turned back, so as to fall on her neck behind
;
she

has a protruding forehead, shallow brows, small ill-shaped eyes, a concave bridge
to her nose, long upper lip, projecting lower lip, and small, receding chin

;
a badly

shaped neck and throat, and a flat bust.

The same etcher produced
" Mr

*. A. Young ", &c., 1 746.

IT X 3i *.

259I.

CHARACTERS AND CARICATURAS. (No. i.)

3 CHARACTERS. 4 CARICATVRAS.

For afurther Explanation of the Difference Betwixt Character

fy Caricatura See y
e

Preface to Jo
h

. Andrews.

The Subscription Ticket for
" The Marriage a la Mode/' 1

W Hogarth Fecit 1743 [1743]

THIS engraving represents a great number (said to be more than a hundred) of

human faces in profile, executed almost in outline, and on a flat background ;

some of the faces are turned to our right, some to our left, they are arranged
without apparent order, except those of the lower row, which are on a larger
scale than the others, and detached from them by being represented on a dif-

ferent background. The latter are in two groups, of which the first is described

as "
3 CHARACTERS" i designated

" Cartons Raphael Urbin Pinx", and containing
as many profiles after Raphael's

"
Cartoons", being the profile of St. John in

" The Sacrifice at Lystra", that of one of the beggars in " Peter and John at

the Beautiful Gate of the Temple ", and that of St. Paul in "
St. Paul preaching

at Athens". The second group consists of "
4 CARICATVRAS-", and comprises

four or rather five profiles, one being attributed to " Cav1
. Chezze del", being of

a man in a wig, turned towards our right, with a sloping forehead, a "sugar-loaf
skull, a large, very prominent nose, with wide nostrils, a little shallow-set eye,
with a simpering expression in it, lips that are large, with the corner turned up
in an imbecile fashion, a large under-hung chin, a hollow jowl and stooping
neck

;
on the head is a wig, the peculiar form of which exaggerates the mean

and feeble character of the face, which, ethnographically speaking, is Italian of

the eighteenth century. Next to this is an outline of a human face in profile,

half hidden in the background, wearing a round-bodied, broad-brimmed hat, and

having straight lank hair hanging from below the hat
;
the face has a small eye

with a merry expression, a prominent and large nose, the tip of which is turned

upwards ;
there is a large wart on the nostril, the mouth, which appears to be

very wide, has a turned corner, which gives a smirking look to the face. Next
to the latter head are two more profiles, attributed- to

" Annibal Charraci inv ."
;

one of these heads is in profile to our left, and wears a cap which covers the fore-

head and slopes backwards above it
;
this face has a long, thin, and prominent

1 See "Marriage a la Mode", Plate I. (No. 1.), No. 2688.
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nose, like the beak of a bird of carrion prey, it is extremely under] awed, the

mouth is gaping and the teeth appear ;
there is a bristly moustache, and a beard

of the same kind. Below this is a head of an old man, bald, wearing spectacles,

and looking up from our left with an inquisitive expression. The head in the

remaining division is attributed to " Leonard da Vinci Pinx", and it is a version

of one of the so-called " Caricatures
"

by that artist, representing an old man in

a hood, with his nostrils turned up so much that they appear nearly erect, like

those of a brute.

Hogarth left a note on this design as follows :

"
Being perpetually plagued,

from the mistakes made among the illiterate, by the similitude in the sound of the

words character and caricatura, I ten years ago endeavoured to explain the dis-

tinction by the above print ;
and as I was then publishing Marriage A la mode,

wherein were characters of high life, I introduced the great number of faces there

delineated (none of which are exaggerated) varied at random, to prevent if possible

personal application, when the prints should come out
;

' We neither this nor that Sir Fopling call,

He's knight o' tK shire, and represents you all?

This however did not prevent a likeness being found for each head, for a general
character will always bear some resemblance to a particular one." See "

Hoga:-th

Illustrated", by John Ireland
;

iii. 1804, p. 334 (7854. ff.)
" The centre face in the bottom of the print is copied from a whole-length

portrait drawn by Cav. Ghezzi and etched by Pond. The two next are cop ed

from a print
' An. Caracci del.' entitled

' Due Filosifi,' also etched by Pond " x

see " Anecdotes of William Hogarth", by J. B. Nichols; London, 1833, p.

330. Of Ghezzi, see "The Analysis of Beauty", Plate I. (No. 1.), 1753.
There is an impression of the print which has been used as a receipt for a

subscription for "The Marriage k la Mode." Below the design the following

inscription occurs: " Recd
. of Haifa Guinea being the first Piy-

ment for Six Prints called MARRIAGE A LA MODE which I Promise to deliver

when finish'd on Receiving half a Guinea More. N.B. The price will be one

Guinea and an half after the time of Subscribing." The blank spaces in this in-

scription have been filled by Hogarth with "
April y

e 28 1 744 ", and
"Mr

. Milla, i ";

the signature
" Wm

: Hogarth
"
occurs on the margin of the print below the plate

mark. There is also an impression in which the blanks have been filled up by
Hogarth with the date and name "

April 121 743
"
and " John Huggins Esq

"
;

the signature, as before, is accompanied in the latter print by an impression in -ed

wax from Hogarth's seal, bearing a palette, with a sheaf of brushes stuck in the

thumb hole.2 This plate, much worn and worked on, was used again for " '

'he

Works of William Hogarth, from the original Plates restored by James He;,th,

Esq., R.A."
; London, no date 075 1

? d.)

2592. CHARACTERS AND CARICATURAS. (No. 2.)

3 CHARACTERS. 4 CARICATVRAS.

The Subscription Ticket for
"
Marriage a la Mode."

Hogarth. Barlow sculp [ 1 7 4.3]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1
.), with the s ime

1 Pond published a set of twenty-five caricatures after Cav. Ghezzi ind
others.

2 See " A Chorus of Singers ", No. 1 969, and " The Laughing Audienc e
",|

No. 1949, for examples of the use of this seal.
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title and date, No. 2591. It was prepared for
"
Hogarth Illustrated ", by John

Ireland; London, 1791 ;
to face p. 54O-

The print was used again for
" Anecdotes of William Hogarth ", by J. B.

Nichols; London, 1833, to face p. 214. In the latter case the publication line

was added: "Published by Nichols Sf Son Dec. 1. 1831.", and the engraver's

signature thus :
" Barlow *c."

3f X 31 in. Brit. Mus. Library, 7854. ff.

2593. CHARACTERS AND CARICATURAS. (No. 3.)

2. CHARACTERS. 4 CARICATURAS.

The Subscription Ticket for "
Marriage a la Mode."

Painted by W. Hogarth. [Engraved by T. Ark]. Published Dec' 1. 1 802.

by G. Sf J. Robinson. Pater noster Row, London. [ 1 743]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. 1.), No. 2591.
It is comprised in "

Hogarth Restored. The Whole Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth", &c., "Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook ;

"
London, 1806.

It is engraved on the same copperplate and printed on the same piece of

paper with " Time smoking a Picture
"
(No. 4.), by the same engravers and

publishers, 1761.

7f X 8 in.

2594. CHARACTERS AND CARICATURAS. (No. 4.)

3 CHARACTERS. 4 CARICATURAS.
The Subscription Ticket for

"
Marriage a la Mode."

Hogarth pinx* T. Cook sculp'. Published by Longman, Hurst, Rees, Sf

Orme, Novr
I
st

. 1807. [l?43]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the

same title and date, No. 2591. It was prepared to illustrate "The Genuine

Works of William Hogarth", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens ; London, 1810,
vol. ii., where an impression faces p. 166.

With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer ", this plate was used again
for " The Works of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. John Trusler

; London,
1828, vol. ii. (1751. b.)

4|r X Si "*

2595. CHARACTERS AND CARICATURAS. (No. 5.)

3 CHARACTERS. 4 CARICATURAS.
The Subscription Ticket for

"
Marriage a la Mode/'

[After Hogarth.] Jones Sf C. Temple of the Muses, Finsbury Square,
London. [ 1 743]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.),
with the

same title and date, No. 2591. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works of

William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1833; an impression
faces p. 175.

See the second paragraph of (No. 6.), with the same title and date,

No. 2596.

4|r X 5^ in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 28:
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2596. CHARACTERS AND CARICATURAS. (No. 6.)

3 CHARACTERS. 4 CARICATURAS.

Engraved from the Original of Wm
. Hogarth.

The Subscription Ticket for
"
Marriage a la Mode."

[1743]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same

title and date, No. 2591. It illustrates
" The Complete "Works of William

Hogarth ", by the Rev. J. Trusler and E. F. Roberts
; London, no date, facing

p. 180.

It is distinguishable from the print of the same size and subject, which was

prepared for " The Works of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. John Trusler ;

London, 1833, see No. 2595, by the chin of the profile face in outline near the

nose of " Caval. Chezzi ", being shown by means of a black line, whereas in the

latter this part of that profile appears by means of a white line.

4r X 5% in. Brit. Mus. Library, 7855. i.

2597. CHARACTERS AND CARICATURAS. (No. 7.)

Caricatures d'apres Hogarth.
The Subscription Ticket for

"
Marriage a la Mode."

Tom. 5.- PI. 250. [i743]

THIS engraving is in outline, and a copy from that which is described with t!ie

same title and date (No. l.), No. 2.591. It illustrates
" L'Art de connaitre les

Hommes par la Physionomie ", par Gaspard Lavater; Paris, 1807. vol. v. faci ig

P- 317.

7f X 7 in. Brit. Mus. Library, 721. 1. 6.

2598.

Doctor ROCK'S POLITICAL SPEECH to the MOB n

Covent- Garden.

Published April id, 1 743, according to Act of Parliament, by G. Foster, at

the White Horse, on Ludgate-Hill, and G. Bickham in May's Buildin, -s,

Covent- Garden, London. Price Six-Pence.

THIS is a broadside comprising three columns of letterpress, surmounted by an

engraving showing a political quack, in the character of the empiric Dr. Ro< k,

standing on the foot-board of his one-horse chaise, and haranguing many men 8 id

women who are on our right. On our left are three men, one of whom ] as

taken off his cap, showing that his head is shaved, he listens attentively to he

discourse and seems to be a half-witted person ;
at his side, with one hand on

his shoulder, stands a man who looks like a soldier, wears a cockade in his la< ed

hat, a braided coat, a sword and spatterdashes, and holds a roll of paper in < ne

hand. Behind the latter stands a third similarly dressed man. In the distai ce

on the same side is another man, who seems to be a mountebank ;
he is standing m

a cart, and in the act of making a speech, to which no one attends ; he shrugs tis

shoulders in a deprecating manner. In the distance on the other side of lie
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design is the pillar with the sundials and globe on its summit, which formerly
stood in Covent Garden Market. 1

Dr. Rock holds in one hand a goblet containing what appear to be pills ;
in

his other hand, which is extended, is what looks like a long package or instru-

ment. The chaise has a large and tall hood raised over and behind the seat and,

apparently, made of black linen ; at the back of the hood the quack's hat is

suspended ;
he wears a rich dress, embroidered and buttoned in front, a laced

cravat, knee-breeches and a full-bottomed wig. His audience consists of a very

big and tall woman, an itinerant gin-seller, far advanced in pregnancy ;
in the

large flat basket which projects before her body, and is suspended from her waist

by straps, is a bottle, labelled " Gin ", also two glasses, such as gin-drinkers

used, and three flasks which are covered with wicker-work, such as served to

hold foreign spirits ;
the basket is inscribed " S ds2 Public Spirit". Before

this woman is a man, probably Rock's zany or attendant, with three books under

his arm, on the books is written " Dr Rock 52 Waysf m Ratlife ". A man in

the crowd holds up a coin and calls to Dr. Rock, as if he wished to buy the

quack's nostrum.

The letterpress portion of this broadside professes to be an address by
the pseudo-Dr. Rock, or political mountebank empii-ic ;

it begins as follows :

" Gentlemen. It is with great Pleasure that I see you all, as soon as I arrive in my
Chair, flock round about it : It is Proof that as I come to do Public Good, I have

Public Esteem. I don't know, Gentlemen, whether here, in Covent- Garden

Market, ye ever heard of Public Spirit ; but there is such a thing talk'd of among
Parliament Men ". (One of the audience answers)

" Basket- Woman. Oh !

that is the new Act of Parliament, Doctor, about Spirituous Liquours. Pray,

Doctor, will Gin be cheaper, or dearer ? Doctor. Cheaper, cheaper, or at least

as cheap, my Dear
;
You may thank Goody Sandsby

5 for that But without Jest :

the Public Spirit I meant was, what We in the City call a Love for our

Country without any private View : They talk of the same Thing at Westminster.

It is this Public Spirit which brings me here among ye. It is the good of my
Country which engages me to enter into its Public Service. I come not to

impose upon ye ;
for they who impose on the People whether it be in Physic or

Politics, are equally Quacks."
* "I am always the same be

where I will : When I am at Leicester House,* I am the same man as when here
;

or if at St. J s, my Packets are the same, my Advice is the same, and my
Speeches to ye are all to the same Purpose."

* * * " Let
P rl 1 Men accept Places, and desert their Cause ; let Commoners do

pitiful Actions to become L ds ;
5 But let Dr. ROCK be stillDr. ROCK. (Where's

my Servant ? Here open the Packet. )
" * * * "it is very

well known I have been offer'd Places, and Dignities, and Titles, by my Fellow-

1 See " The Rake's Rendez-vous ", No. 22O1
;

" He and his drunken Com-

panions", &c. (No. 1.), No. 2l86.
2 This is an allusion to Sandys, the Chancellor of the Exchequer of this

period, see " The H r T p Man come again", No. 2578 ;
"A Political

Battle Royal", No. 2581 ;
"Claims of the Broad Bottom",, No. 2579; -'A

Cheap and Easy Method", &c., No. 2604; "Bristol and Nottingham", &c.,
No. 2570.

3 That is Sandys, the Chancellor of the Exchequer ; the so-called " New
Act

"
was that passed for restricting the sale of gin, see the entries in this

Catalogue which are dated Sept. 29, 1736, likewise "The Funeral Procession of
Madam Geneva", Sept. 2O, 1751, and Hogarth's "Gin Lane" (No. 1.), 1751.

4 In Leicester Square, the residence of Frederick, Prince of Wales, then in

strong opposition to the Court of George the Second.
5 This is doubtless a reflection on Pulteney, then recently created Earl of

Bath
;
see

" Lord Bolingbroke ? ", No. 1 588.
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Citizens of London, and it is known that I have refusd them. 1 have been

twice put up for Common-Council Man of my ward, and a Common- Council-Man
is next to an Alderman, and an Alderman is next to a Lord-Mayor"
" This little Box of Pills (Six-pence only, Gentlemen) cures a crazy Constitution.

It works strongly, but it carries off all vitiated and corrupt Habits ; purifies as

well as cleanses, and gives new Life and Vigour to the whole Human
System. Out of Love for my.Country I communicated this excellent Nostrum to

Dr. M (Mead), and some others of the Faculty ;
I laid it before the Sec t *

of St te, as a necessary Physico-political Medicine
;
but it was thought, both by

the college and the Statesmen, as very improper for the air of St. James's, tho'

it has had an admirable effect here in Covent-Garden" *
" Gentlemen and Ladies, have any of you the Itch f Here is a Chymical Liquor
will cure the most stubborn Degree of it." * "A Noble Lord
sent for me t'other Day for a Phial to cure my Lady from an Itch of Gaming ;

but she lost a cool Hundred that Night : I told a Dozen Phials for the Use of the

E rl of C p r ( ? the 1st Earl Cowper). His Friends recommended them
as the most excellent Italian Beautifying Fluid; but it was to cure his Itch for

Fiddling and Italian Operas, yet My Lord still fiddles and still subscribes."

This broadside occurs in
" Some Account of London ", &c. by T. Pennant,

illustrated by Crowle, VI. No. 4. This collection is in the Print Room.
There is an impression from the plate in a second state, with the publication

line dated "
Aug" 17'*. 1 743 ", and Bickham's name and address omitted. This is

without the letterpress, and exhibits several alterations in the design, especially
in the background. Thus, on our right, instead of the pillar surmounted by the

sundials, the figure of a preacher in a black surplice, and wearing his own hair,

appears ;
he holds a handkerchief against his breast and seems to be appealing with

tears to the religious feelings of a large audience. On our left is another preacher,

addressing an audience as large as that which surrounds his neighbour, among
the listeners are many courtesans

;
this preacher, who wears a powdered wig, has

his arms extended while he waves a handkerchief, and (?) a sponge in his right

hand. In the distance is a hillock, as at Tyburn, with a double gallows, from

which two corpses are suspended, and a triple gibbet. It is probable that this

figure was intended for Whitefield, see below
; Hogarth represented Whitefield

attending Thomas Idle to Tyburn, see "
Industry and Idleness ", Plate XII.

(No. 1.), 1747-
For Dr. Rock see "Dr. Rock in Covent Garden", No. 2475;

" The Foui

Times of the Day, Morning
"
(No. 1 .), No. 2357 ;

"A Harlot's Progress ", Plate V
(No. 1.), No. 2091. For Whitefield, see "Enthusiasm Delineated" (No. 1.)

No. 2425; "Credulity, Superstition and Fanaticism ", No. 1785;
" Enthusiasm

Display'd" (No. l.), No. 2432. There are other representations of quacks ir

Covent Garden
;

see the " ' Crowle
'

Pennant," in the Print Room, as above
Nos. 6 and 6*.

There appears to have been a third publication of this print, and in the seconc

state. Mr. Edward Hawkins described such a work as in the collection of Thomaf
Haviland Burke, Esq., evidently exhibiting the same design as the above, witl

different letterpress, and entitled " The grand alliance
;
or a proposal for uniting

the interest and practice of the two most noted Quacks in Christendom. In j

letter from the famous Dr. Rock to his dear friend the reverend Mr. Geo
Whitfield, A. B." Attached to this was the letterpress, comprising a long lettei

from Dr. Rock to Whitefield the Preacher, proposing a sort of partnership, am
that they should divide the mob. Gain being the object of both, he desired tha

gain should cement their alliance. It is possible that the print in the seconc

state, as described above, may originally have been accompanied by the letter

press noticed by Mr. Hawkins in Mr. Burke's collection of satirical prints.

Ill- x 6f in.
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2599-
The Theatrical Contest 1 743

Published according to Act of Parliament OctoV . 24'*. 1 743. by G. Foster

at the White horse on Ludgate Hill. [ 1 743J

THIS engraving gives a view of Covent Garden, at the angle of the buildings com-

prising the Piazza
;

numerous figures with letters attached, as if pertaining
to a reference table, are under the arcade and in the open space ; part of the

last is occupied by a pond or pool of water and mire, "E", which many indivi-

duals are endeavouring to pass through, so as to approach a group on our left, and

they are buoyed on bladders, others are about to enter the water. On the

piers of the Piazza respectively are affixed bills, as of the theatre
;
in one of the

windows under the arcade is the inscription, as of a shop, a letter in each pane,
''COFFEE TEA". Three wooden posts are placed under each arch, so as

effectually to protect the footway. We have a fore-shortened view of one side of

the Piazza, ending in the doorway of the theatre. An immense number of per-
sons are pressing for admittance. On each side of the door is a sentry, the

place here is filled with figures, including men bearing long staves ; three sedan

chairs approach the door from the market-place ;
a woman with a fruit barrow

stands in front of the footway, and looks on, amused at the scene.

In the doorway, i. e. within the theatre, is
" a ", a man in a harlequin's dress,

holding a baton, and saying
" / have nicKd em both

"
;

"
b ", another man, appears to

be approaching "a." This person is holding out
" e" a paper, suggesting a memorial

or petition. Standing on the architrave of the doorway are two figures,
"
c ", a

man in a play-house costume, as for a king, i. e. a long cloak and flat hat, he says
" ril not play under 8oo a year" ,

and "
d", a woman, who declares " / can

live without'em ".

On our left in the open space, now devoted to the market, and on the further

side of the above-mentioned pool, is
"
G", a gentleman, the Duke of Grafton, Lord

Chamberlain of the Household, holding his long official staff in one hand, and
"

.F*",

a scroll ofpaper, in the other, and saying,
" /'// hear both Sides". This is addressed

to the persons, players who wallow in the pool as below, and to "
x", a man who

is on his knees before " G ", and has bared his head in protesting
" My Lord Iam

a Gentleman" .
" Y ", a gentleman on the left of " G ", says to "

z", another gentle-

man,
" Twill do D m my Liver they must come to y

e

Sq
rs

. own Terms"
;
".z"

replies,
" I wish they may but Ifear the Squire is Bugg'd".

The remainder of the personages are evidently actors, and on the bladders,

with which, as above mentioned, the greater number of them float across the

pool, are inscribed the names of the " characters" in which they were known.
Just beyond the margin of the pool, and saying

" / have given my Reasons ", is

"
D", a young woman holding a fan in one hand, a paper in the other

;
her

bladders are inscribed " Nell ",
" The Virgin ",

"
Polly ", and "

Ophelia ".
" H"

is a lean man, who, before he has reached the worst part of the pool, addresses

those further advanced with,
" / am almost tir'd"

;
his bladders are marked

"
Richard",

" Lea1

"",
"
Bay* ",

" Chamont". A tall, and big woman, who holds
" H "

by the arm, as if tenderly to promote his safety, is lettered "
S", her bladders

are inscribed "
Silvia", and " Sr

. H. Wildair". By the side of the last is
"
T",

a buxom young woman, with bladders inscribed "Amanda", and "Rosalind".

The group remaining to be described consists of men who try to cross the

pool.
" M ", an elderly man, floats on his bladders, which are marked "

Macduff",
"Edgar", "Hamlet". " K" has advanced before the last and is buoyed by
bladders named " Plume ",

" Archer ",
" Sr

. C. Easy ",
"
Jago" (lago).

" P" is

behind " M ", with bladders on which are written "
Foresight

" and "
Day ".

"
K",

with bladders marked "Popping" (ton),
"
Shylock ", and

" Face ", and who is almost
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sinking, cries
" Never flinch and we shall get it"

;
he is assisted by

"
Q", who

flourishes a walking-stick and shouts " Brittons Strik home". A bladder bears
11 Mac" (heath?).

"
O", a young man with his hand on the shoulder of "Q",

turns to the sinking
" K " and shouts "

If we get the Licence remember my
Saterday Nights Club.", his bladders bear "

Soft" (?), and " Jobson". Violently

gesticulating and waving his hands, is
"
JV", on whose bladders are the names

"
Semproniu"'(s), "Kite", and "Sciolto".

The subject of this design appears to be the dispute between the players and
Mr. Fleetwood, the manager of Drury Lane Theatre, the origin of which is thus

described in " The Gentleman's Magazine", 1 743, p. 553 :
" Next to Faction

Detected 1 the Affair which has made the greatest Noise, is a Dispute between a

Proprietor of the Theatre and some of the principal Actors. The Case in short is

this The Gentlemen of the Inns of Court insisted early in the last Season, that,

the Price of the Pitt should be reduced from 35 to the common Price of 2s. 6d.

and the Galleries from 2s. to 1 s. 6d., but it was urged in favour of the Proprietors
that they having engaged foreign Dancers at high Rates to entertain the Town, they
must fulfil their Contracts, but that another Year they would not require the ad-

vanced Price. To enable them to keep their Promise, they not only forbear to

hire foreign Dancers, but refuse to give to the Actors their former Salaries
;
with-

out which several of them determined not to act." A comparison follows the

above, showing the alleged rates of pay given to actors and actresses in 1 708
and 1709, and 1742 and 1743> by which it appears that in the former period,
Betterton had four pounds a week for himself and one pound a week for his wife,

though she did not act, besides a benefit. In the latter period Garrick "
for act-

ing, only 2 clear Benefits, and one paying 5O/., 630^. and 5OO/.", &c. The actors

interested appear to be Garrick, Macklin, Mrs. Woffington, Mrs. Pritchard. Mrs.

Mills, junior, Mrs. Clive ; this statement came from the manager or proprietor of

the theatre and it was intended to show "
their Exorbitant Demands in Compari-

son of former Actors". The same magazine for the following month, p. 609,

gives the statement ofthe other parties, the actors, in this dispute, by comparisons
between the salaries of players in 1 729 and 1 742-3 respectively. As to the contro-

versy, see "
Queries to be Answer'd by the Manager of Drury Lane Theatre," &c.,

ascribed (?) to C. Fleetwood, who had taken the whole, or a certain portion oi

the patent previously held by John Highmore,
2
1743 (641 d. 30/3.); "The

Case of the Managers", &c. 1743 (641. d. 30/2.) ; "Queries upon Queries, to be

Answer'd by the Male-content Players", &c., by C. Fleetwood, 1743 (641. d.

30/1.) ;

" A full Answer to Queries upon Queries", &c. 1743 (641. d. 30/4.) ;

"Tyranny Triumphant", &c., by Patrick Fitz-crambo, 1743 (641. d. 30/5.);
"The Disputes between the Director of D y" &c., 1744 (641. cl. 30/7.);
" Theatrical Correspondence in Death", &c., by "Mrs. Oldfield", 1743 (641. d.

the 30/6.) ;

" The Disputes between the Managers of Theatres, and their Actors

adjusted", &c., 1744 (641. d. 30/8.) ;

" An Impartial Examen", &c., by
" Mr.

Neither side" (641. d. 30/9.)
Mr. Fleetwood, who had acquired Highmore

1

s interest in the patent for Drury
Lane Theatre, had signed

" a Cartel", it was said, with Rich, the manager oi

Covent Garden Theatre, so that, practically, the two houses were under one man-

agement and conducted for one interest " from whence there must have arose

Oppression upon the Actors, and Imposition on the Town
; because, if two or three

of the capital Performers, who withdrew themselves on that Occasion, had retired

to Dublin, the Managers (if they had not united in one Interest) might yet have

agreed to exhibit their different Entertainments alternately ; by which Means they

1 Lord Perceval's tract so called
;
see Walpole's

" Letter to Mann ", Oct. 3,

1 743) P- 2 73- edit. 1 857,
" a vast pamphlet in defence of the new administration."

2 For Highmore see the references given with "
Qui Color albus erat,"

No. 2600; "The Stage Mutiny", No. 1929.
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must secure a gainful Audience in this populous City, and the poor Players must
have starred seven Days on three Nights Pay." (See

"
Burney Papers", (939.)

b. 1 5, Sept. ?) In " Memoirs of the Life of David Garrick", by T. Davies
; 1780

(641. f. 1.), it is stated, p. 60, that "Before I relate the immediate causes

which brought on a revolt of the principal actors with Mr. Garrick and Mr.
Macklin at their head, it will be proper to take a view of the patentee's cha-

racter and conduct." Of Mr. Fleetwood. 1 " The profits which arose from

the acting of his best plays were appropriated to his favourite amusements.

The theatre was farmed to one Pierson, his treasurer, who had lent large
sums of money to the manager", p. 64. This person treated the performers

generally with insolence and contempt, and was civil to Garrick only, because by
his means he hoped to get back the money he had risked on the patent of the

playhouse. The place was frequently in the hands of the bailiffs, salaries were in

arrear, and disorder prevailed. The actors remonstrated with Fleetwood, who did

not treat them with insolence as his substitute had done, as he listened with affability

to their complaints, but he did nothing to serve them. "About the end ofthe summer
of 1 743, the actors found leisure to digest a plan for removing the grievances
under which they had so long patiently suffered. About a dozen of them, the chief

of whom were Garrick, Macklin, Harvard, Berry, Blakes, Mrs. Pritchard, and Mrs.

Clive, Mills, and his wife, entered into an association, to which others were invited.

A formal agreement was signed, by which they obliged themselves not to accede

to any terms which might be proposed to them by the patentee, without the con-

sent of all the subscribers. The players were in hopes that the lord chamberlain

would be induced to grant them his favour and protection ; and in imitation of one

of his predecessors,"
2
p. 67,

"
grant them a licence or patent for acting plays at the

Opera-house, or elsewhere. They drew up a petition, in which they stated their

grievances very exactly, and supported their claims to redress from a variety of

facts which they offered to prove. The duke of Graffcon, who was then chamber-

lain, received the petition of the players with coldness
; instead of examining into

the merit of their complaints, he desired to know the amount of their annual

stipends (see above). He was much surprised to be informed, that a man coidd

gain, merely by playing, the yearly salary of 5^- His grace observed, that a

near relation of his, who was then an inferior officer in the navy, exposed his life

in behalf of his king and country for less than half that sum." The patentee
defended his case, and both parties appealed to the public through the press.
Paul Whitehead3

took, it is said, Fleetwood's part, and Dr. W. Guthrie the side of

Garrick and the players. Fleetwood opened the theatre September 2O, 1 743, with
" The Conscious Lovers", this performance had tolerable success, Fleetwood was
aided by Mrs. Bennett and players from -the provinces, the revolters were in an un-

fortunate condition, because they found it impossible to obtain a new patent. They
therefore made the best terms they could with Fleetwood; themore important ofthe

body obtained their former stipends, the inferior actors had to be content with

half. Fleetwood ascribes the revolt to Macklin, and determined to exclude him
from the stage. Macklin appealed to Garrick to carry out the agreement which

all had made, and the latter acknowledged the justice of the claim, but, urging
that it was not reasonable all should be sacrificed to one man, offered to

pay, from his own income, a weekly sum of money until Fleetwood's resolution

changed and Macklin was reinstated
;
he obtained a promise of a stipend of 3^.

a week for Macklin from Rich, the manager of Covent Garden Theatre
; and,

1 He was an insatiable gambler at White's
;

see " A Rake's Progress, Plate

IV ", No. 22O2
;
and a patron of boxers and the Bear Garden.

2 The Earl of Dorset, who assisted Betterton, Mrs. Barry, and others.
3 Author of "

Manners", see "
Frontispiece to

' The Court Monkies' ", No.

2026; "A Geometrical View", &c., No. 2546;
" A Political Battle Royal",

No. 2581.
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for himself, accepted 6ooZ. or yooZ. a year from Fleetwood. Macklin rejected
these proposals, a new dispute began on the part of those who supported the

latter, tracts were published, see before, and disturbances took place in the

theatre, ending in the defeat of Macklin. In the following year, Fleetwood sold

the remainder of his term in the patent, and the theatre passed to the manage-
ment of Mr. James Lacy, with Messrs. Green and Amber, bankers, as sleeping

partners. For Mrs. Woffington see " The Theatrical Steel Yards," 1751.
Previous to the close of these disputes Macklin had published a tract in

behalf of the players ; likewise, Dec. 5, 1 743? the day of the re-opening of Drury
Lane Theatre, with " The Rehearsal", in which piece Garrick performed the part
of "

Bayes", Macklin published
" The case of Charles Macklin, Comedian". See

" Memoirs of the Life of Charles Macklin", by J. T. Kirkman, which, like the
" Case" above named, gives colour to the circumstances, but one less favourable

to Garrick than the above. See, on this subject, comprising documents on both

sides,
"
Bumey Papers" (939, b. 15.)

The persons represented in the design, so far as they have been identified, are

"a", Rich, the pantomimist
1

, manager of Covent Garden Theatre at this period
and there leading a company in performing of "

legitimate" dramas. "6",
"
c ", and

" d" have not been identified.
" e" is the petition or memorial, in the hands of " b

"

" D ", who says
" / have given my reasons", and whose bladders bear the name?

of " Nell" (in C. Coffey's "The Devil to Pay"),
" The Virgin" (unmask'd", i.e. tin

part of "
Lucy" in a farce of that name which was played at Drury Lanj

Theatre, in Januai-y, 1743), "Polly" (in Gay's "The Beggars' Opera"), and
"

Ophelia" (in
"
Hamlet"), is certainly Mrs. Clive, whose favourite characters ar<)

thus named
;
the speech is explained by the fact that she had published a com-

plaint of her own case.
" E" refers to the pool.

" F" is the petition of the player?
in the hand of " G "

the Duke of Grafton, the Lord Chamberlain. "
/j", the actor

standing near the margin of the pool and supported by
"
s", is undoubtedly

Garrick, whose famous performances comprised those named on the bladders

near him, and who was on peculiarly intimate terms with Mrs. WofHngton, these

bladders bear the names " Richard" (III." in Shakspeare's historical play, i

character in which Garrick had made his first appearance in London, Dec. 1C,
1 741 ),

" Lear" (in
"
King Lear"),

"
Says

"
(in the Duke ofBuckingham's corned /

" The Rehearsal "), and " Chamont" in Otway's play
" The Orphan".

"
K", tha

man who is sinking, is Macklin, see before
;
he barely sustains himself on th 3

characters "Face" (in Ben Jonson's comedy "The Alchymist",) Lord "
Popping"

(ton), in Gibber's " The Careless Husband", and "Shylock" in " The Merchant c f

Venice." " L "
is supported on the characters of " Plume" (in Farquhar's

" Th }

Recruiting Officer"),
" Sr C. Easy" (in

" The Careless Husband"),
"
lago" (i i

"
Othello"), and " Archer" (in Farquhar's

" The Beaux' Stratagem") ;
this ma T

be Mr. GifFard,
2 an actor who appeared in two of these characters during th ?

year 1743- "JW ", whose bladders bear "
Macduff" (in Shakspeare's "Macbeth" ,

"
Hamlet", and "Edgar" (in

"
King Lear"), was probably Mr. Ryan, who ha I

acted all those parts daring 1 743.
" N ", who is supported by

"
Semproniut

'

(in Addison's "Cato"),
" Kite" (in

" The Recruiting Officer"), and Sciolto (in * .

Rowe's " The Fair Penitent"), was most probably Mr. Berry, who had performe I

those parts during the above-named period, or Mr. Winstone, who had acte I

in the latter two characters. " O" was probably Mr. Dunstall, or Mr. Turbut ,

both of whom had acted as "Jobson" in "The Devil to Pay". "/>" w. s

most likely, Mr. Arthur, who performed the parts indicated below him, i. .

"
Foresight

"
(in Congreve's

" Love for Love"), and Mr. "
Day" (in Sir Robe: t

Howard's comedy
" The Committee").

"
Q
"
was possibly Mr. Cashill, who playe I

"Mac"(heath) in " The Beggars' Opera ". "R" appears to be a reference to the poc ,

1 See " The Stage's Glory", No. 1 869.
2 See "The Festival of the Golden Rump", No. 2327.
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or, being the second reference, to Garrick. "s" is unquestionably Mrs. "VVoffington,

see before, her popular parts are referred to by the inscriptions,
"
Sylvia" (in

Congreve's "The Old Batchelor"), and " ST H. Wildair" (in Farquhar's "The
Constant Couple").

" T" is probably Mrs. Pritchard, who played
" Rosalind" (in

"As You like it"), and " Amanda" (in
" The Relapse", by Vanbrugh).

" X" is

evidently Mr. Fieetwood, the manager who addresses the Lord Chamberlain in

the words of Highmore,
" My Lord I am a Gentleman", see " The Stage Mutiny",

(Nos. 1, and 2), Nos. 1929-30. "Y " and "z" are the two gentlemen whose

speeches indicate their sympathies to be with the " Gentleman."

12 X 9fi.

26OO.

Qui Color albus erat, nunc est contrarius albo. (No. I.)

(Sometimes known as " The Discovery.")

[After Hogarth by S. Ireland.]

London, Published 1* . May 1788, by Molton fr C. 132 Pall Mall [1743]

THIS etching is by Samuel Ireland, and prepared according to the following note,

which is engraved below the design.
" Etch'd by Samuel Ireland from a very scarce Print in his Collection en-

grav'd by HOGARTH. The gallant Hero who gave rise to this design was MB.
HIGHMORE formerly Manager of Drury Lane Theatre, by purchase of Gibber's

share in the Patent. Few impressions were taken from the Plate when it was

destroy'd, Mrs. HOGARTH recollected the Print by the title of the DISCOVERY."

The design represents the interior of a bed-chamber at night, with a black

woman rising in the bed and laughing, as she chucks Highmore
1 under the chin,

while he, astonished and angry, stands by the side of the bed and, by the light of

a candle which a gentleman has brought into the room, discovers that a black

woman has been substituted for the white one he believed to have been his

companion. A gentleman laughingly restrains Highmore by holding his coat,

another, also laughing, points to the woman and addresses Highmore. The above

title is engraved below the design, and under that is the account of the plate
and the incident it represents.

Samuel Ireland in "
Graphic Illustrations of Hogarth", 1794? vol. i. p. 112,

states that the original print was called
" The Discovery ", and was suppressed

"
at a very early period of its appearance. Mrs. H.(ogarth) assured me there

were not more than ten or twelve impressions taken from it before the plate, by
a peculiar interference, was destroyed."

In the impression above described the title,
"
Qui Color ", etc., is given below

the margin of the engraved portion of the plate.
The plate was used again, reduced to 6|- inches in height, and with the title

placed within the engraved portion of the plate. It appears that in reducing this

plate the inscription was, in the first case, re-engraved in a space obtained by
burnishing out part of the foot of the design. This was done in order to adapt
the print for insertion in S. Ireland's "

Graphic Illustrations ", as above mentioned.

Traces of this second state of the writing occur in an impression which faces p.

112 in the volume in question. The reduction thus effected was not sufficient,

and it was apparently found necessary to cut off still more of the plate, leaving,

however, traces of the second state of the writing, and to place the title within the

engraved portion of the plate, as it appears in the state used for the before-

1 For Highmore, see " The Stage Mutiny ", No. 1 929, and the references

contained in that entry; also " The Theatrical Contest", No. 2599.
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named book. In this state the signatures are placed outside the engraved

margin, and are " W. Hogarth del", and " S. I.fe:".
There is a third state, in which the signatures are " W. Hogarth del :

" and
" Sam ; Ireland, fe : ".

An intermediary state, showing the inscription in its second position, may
exist. From the position of the inscription under Riepenhausen's copy of this

design, see the same title and date, No. 2601, and other characteristics of that

copy, it is apparent that this engraver used an impression of this intermediary
state as the original of his copy.

The design of this print re-appears in " The Nonesuch ", May 1 748.

7 x 6i in,

2601. Qui color albus erat, nunc est contrarius albo. (No. 2.)

74 W. Hogarth pinx. J?(ie)j9(enhausen) Sc. [1743]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same

title and date, No. 2600. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichtenberg's
" Erk-

larung der Hogarthischen ", &c., Gottingen, 1794-1816, in which volume it is

No. 74.
It may be distinguished from other copies by the black line, which encloses

the engraved portion of the plate, not including the title, and by being an en-

graving in line, very grey and poor.

VT x -Si "* Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. 11.

2602. Qui Color albus erat, nunc est contrarius albo. (No. 3.)

[1743]

THIS is a tracing, apparently made for an engraving, from the print which is

described as (No. 1.), with the same title and date, No. 2600.

71 X 6f in.

2603.

FACTION DISPLAY'!)

Publish'd according to Act of Parliament October I
st

, 1743. [l?43]

AN engraving, coloured by hand, and with a design generally resembling
" Monu-

ment consacre", &c., No. 1627. A young man, probably the Pretender,
is seated in a car, with a man in clerical costume reclining at his feet,

drawn by six persons, a peer, an ecclesiastic holding in his hand a paper on which

is
"
the Act of S ttl m nt has been infringed ", a man with a wooden leg, and

in ragged clothes, and another man, in Scotch plaid, with two fish, herrings,

hanging at his girdle ;
all these are led by the nose by Sir J. Hynde Cotton, observ-

ing, "By G d III make them know my Importance; If they will not place mt

at the Helm of the State, I will be at the Head of a Party". A person with a fox's

tail, a fleur-de-lis on his back, and exclaiming,
"
Nothing shall stop us" is joining

several others in pushing the wheels of the car over Liberty,
" Charters ", anc

" Trade and Manufactures ". On the felly of the wheel is
"
the National Debti

shall be expunged". On the spokes are "Persecution", "Popery",
"
Tyrany"

"Arbitrary Power", "Decay of Trade". At our right, courtiers are dictating
to political writers, who remark " We must make the opposition odious ", anc

"Zounds Weve bit them". Others beyond aver,
" We intended them for Tools"

Discord, behind the car, is scattering with one hand,
" A full answer to the By^

stander",
" Comon Sense", "Westmin"(ster) "Journal", "Craftsman", "an Im
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oartial Review of the troubles in Germany"; and, with the other hand, distributing
4

Intrigues of the Court of H r ",
" the interest of Han r steadily pursued",

' Case of the H r Troops", "the groans of Germany". Above is the

Devil blowing bubbles, and saying,
" It is all a bubble."

On the right, at a distance, is the throne decorated with a crown, amid rays

proceeding from the sun of " Reason ". On one side
"
Justice," on the other

'Wisdom." On the steps on one side are "Enemies Sf false Brethren", i.e. the

Pope with a banner surmounted by a harpy, and representing a fox seizing a goose,
inscribed " By right divine all Geese are mine ". Likewise on this side is a Welsh-

man with a banner surmounted by a dragon, and representing a wolf slaying a lamb,
inscribed "For thy Souls good III suck thy Blood". On the other side of the

steps are " Friends and Supporters" statesmen and peers, holding banners inscribed,
1 Truth fr Property ",

" Peace Sf Liberty ".

The most conspicuous person in this design is Sir John Hynde Cotton, hia

igure being almost identical with those by which he is represented in other prints,

iriz.
" A Political Battle Royal,"

" The Claims of the Broad Bottom,"
" The

M r ys," Nos. 2581, 2579, 2608, &c. He was an avowed Jacobite, at least

mch were he and other Tories at that tune considered, and as such they are here

represented, for the person seated in the car can be no other than the Pretender.

Sir J. H. Cotton leads by the nose those who drag the car, i.e. Scotchmen, all

wearing the Scotch bonnet, and one, a divine, who is carrying a paper to prove that
'' the Act of Settlement had been infringed," and, consequently, the claims of the

Pretender held good. France, with the craft of a fox, is pushing on the car, the

spokes of the wheels indicate the practices attributed to the Stuarts,
"
Persecution,

Popery, Arbitrary Power," &c., and the car passes over the ancient charters of

England. Among the supporters of such principles are the Pope, and a Welshman,
i. e. Sir Watkin W. Wynne, a distinguished Tory ; see

" The Claims of the Broad

Bottom", No. 2579 ;
over all hovers Discord, dispersing publications which were

alleged to advocate such principles, and the like, their antagonists ; for
" West-

minster Journal," the "
Craftsman," and " Common Sense," see " Bristol and Not-

tingham", &c., No. 2570 ;
for

" Common Sense
"

in particular see " The Festival

of the Golden Rump ", No. 2327.
" The Case of the Hanover Troops," referring

to the employment of Hanoverian mercenaries (see
" The H r T p Man "

No. 2578), was the title of an important political tract, published in 1742;
(Britten by the Earl of Chesterfield ;

it
" makes a great noise

"
wrote H. Walpole

to Mann, Jan. 13. 1743, "Letters", edit. 1857.

9|- X 8f in.

2604.

A Cheap and Easy Method of Improving ENGLISH SWINE'S
FLESH by a German method of Feeding ;

Also a proper
Material for Smoaking it, Whereby in a short Time we may
emulate, if not exceed WESTPHALIA BACON. By a Norfolk

man for the Use of the Royal Society.

[1743]

N engraving showing the court of a royal palace, used as a farmyard, in which
bands "A", George II., as proprietor of herds of swine, holding a whip,

"
.",

one hand, and a branding iron, "C", inscribed " D t g n ", in the other,
nd remarking, "They groul damlyI fear they wont feed." "z>", Lord

arteret, replies,
" Notfeed III answerfor 'em, tis y' Nature of y

e
Beast." On

>e ground is his hat, marked,
" Worms 1743". In his left hand he holds "

F",

Co?nissiays",
"
Colonels", "Ambassadors",

"
Pay Off"" ,

"
Navy Off"- ,

"Post

III. I I
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Office ". With his right he is feeding
"
G", a pig,

" Sussex ", with garbage,
"
.E",

which is marked " Chef of Exchequer"', "First Comr
. of y

e T y"
" Ld

. of the

T
1/". The "

Paymaster
" which " o "

discharges is eaten by a second pig,
" G ", named

" Worcester ", who voids the "
Cofferer ", which is devoured by a

third pig,
" Worcester." The two former " Gs

" have "H A N R "
rings

in their noses. The third voids " Ld
. of Treasury

"
to a fourth pig

" G "

" Windsor ", who voids " Board of Works " on the ground, where this last

emission lies accompanied by dung bearing the names of officers,
" Comissionars

of Salt Customs" " Excise" and "
Stamps ", the ordure is swept up by

" / ", the

Duke of Newcastle, who keeps a Chamberlain's key between his feet, inscribed
" For my Brother". Near him is

"
K", a swineherd, feeding "i", "L", "z.",

" L ", a group of hogs with " M " " M " "
M", garbage marked with the names of

places,
"
Comissary Gen11

'", "A Ribbon", "A Regiment", "Gen*, of Bed
Chamber", "Remembrancer", "Joint Recever", "Pay Master of Pensions", K'
Counceir The swineherd,

"
K", is desiring the Duke to " Take it up Clean or

they wont eat it." The Duke replies,
" Not eat it damn 'em there's nothing two

nasty for 'em." Other hogs are in a sty, which is marked "271 ", and they are

feeding out of a trough full of places. On the other side is a shed, in which are

hung flitches marked,
"
Q ",

"
Orford Flitch ",

" Bath Flitch ",
" Ilchester Flitch ",

"
Edgecombe Hoeh ",

"
Ombersley measly ". These are new peers

1 to be cured in

the smoke of the burning scrolls,
"
s",

"
Mag(usi) Char(i)er", "Habeas Corpus"t

and " Bill of Rights".
Above the design the following is engraved :

" Let Courtley Wits to Wits afford Supply,
As Hog to Hog in Hutts of Westphaly ;

If one, thro
1

Nature's Bounty or his Lord's,
Has what the frugal, dirty Soil affords,
From him the next receives it, thick or thin,

As pure a Mess almost as it came in ;

The blessed Benefit not there's confined,

Drop's to the third, who nuzzles close behind;
From Tail to Mouth they feed, and the carouse

The lastfullfairly gives it to the House."

Below the design is engraved the following
"
Explanation. A. The Pater tee.

B. mark of Authority. C. marking Iron or Brand. Vide Faction Detec ed z

Page 1 1 3 first Edi". D. Foreman or Swine-Herd, in his Hand. E. a Pudding prop arly

prepar'd, in y
e other F materials for y

e
Compost. G G G G. 4 of y

e Prin< ipal

Hoggs in y
e Course of Feeding. H. Being measly,

3 was despatched to y
e Smoa cing

House but for y
e sake of y

e Scheem &c. keep's his place. I. Bacon Face' l*'

Hogg-man gleaning y
e
Garbage K. But y

e Tub-man carrying it from one Tib e to

another. LL. Some very unruly Swine Broke out of y
e
Stye. M M. Sc tne-

thing to stop their Mouths. N N. The great Feeding Trough with food fi r y
e

Herd. O. the Bacon or Smoaking House. P. The Inside or Section. Q. Q. the

Flitches properly mark'd & Rang'd. R R. Hooks on which They ought t< be

Hang'd. S. the Materials for Smoaking, which unless managed with y
e

ut: uost

Nicety & discretion, will go off in Explosion to y
e Utter destruction of y

e Hou e &
Undertaker."

1 Sir Robert Walpole, Earl of Orford
;

William Pulteney, Earl of B ith ;

Richard Edgecumbe, Lord Edgecumbe ; Stephen Fox, Lord Ilchester ; Sai mel

Sandys, Lord Sandys, Baron of Ombersley.
2 Lord Perceval's (Earl of Egmont's) tract so called, see " The Theat ical

Contest ", No. 2599.
3

i. e. was made a peer, see note l to this entry.
4 The Duke of Newcastle.
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The number "
271

" on the sty was that of the M.Ps. who voted for retaining
the Hanoverian troops in the British service ; see " The Confectioner General ",

&c., No. 2583 ;

" Faction display'd", No. 2603.
Placemen are here compared to a herd of swine, feeding on filth of every

kind, one devouring what another had discharged, as one placeman accepts of an

office which another had just resigned. When Mr. Pelham was made Chancellor of

the Exchequer, Aug. 25, 1743> he resigned the Paymastership of the Forces, which

post was taken by Sir Thomas Winnington. Pelham was Member of Parliament for

Sussex, Winnington for Worcester
; Sandys, the other member for Worcester, had

been Cofferer and Lord of the Treasury, in which latter office he was succeeded by
Henry Fox, member for Windsor. This likeness of the Duke of Newcastle is

affirmed by the figure of the same statesman in " The Court Fright", No. 2606.
For Lord Carteret, concerned in the Treaty of Worms, see "Bob-Cherry",

1746; for the Duke of Newcastle, see "The Noble Game of Bob Cherry",
1 746 ;

for Mr. Pelham, see " Modern Characters ", 1 746 ;
for the Earl of Bath,

see "Modern Characters", 1746; for Lord Sandys, see "A list of Foreign
soldiers", &c. No. 2605; for Lord Perceval, afterwards Earl of Egmont, see
" The H r T p Man", &c. No. 2578 ;

" Uain Glory", No. 2615 ; "The
Banner of Liberty", No. 2505; "The Ig-noble Struggle", &c., Feb. 1751;

"Byng Return'd", July 26, 1756.

12| X 9i in.

2605.
" A LIST OF FOREIGN SOLDIERS IN DAILY PAY FOR ENGLAND ".

[1743]

AN engraved broadside with tabular statements, or "
lists ", and two designs. Of

the latter, that at the top shows, standing near a table, a statesman (see below)
with a paper marked "

13000000", and Samuel Sandys "Caff r" (Lord Sandys,
Cofferer to the Household), with a purse containing

" 160000"
;
near the table are

the state chair of "H n r", and the Hanoverian Horse, neighing
"WORMS"

and holding in one hand the mask of George II.'s face. It has a reptile's tail, its hind

legs are those of a harpy, and they trample on " Trade " and "
Liberty ". Lord

Carteret, holding a purse of " 1600 OOO" towards the king, informs him that,
" Here's Cole ", and distributes coins to importunate supplicants, who cry

"Damn
Eng d", or assent,

"
Yes, Yes, Yes". One person behind observes,

"H n r

Soys
"

;
another says,

"
poor No's "

(? the minority in the House of Commons)
Three soldiers appear to be singing

" Te Deum ", and " Old England ".

Under the "
lists

"
is a vignette of an old nurse seated on a three-sided chair,

from the back of which hang a boar's head and a sheep. She has Britannia, as

a baby, on her lap, and is cleaning her, saying
" Your Besh t again wares y* Clouts' '.

On a stool near her is a pot of food, which is labelled "Bon pore nicole ".

The Worms treaty was called " The Triple Alliance between England, the Queen
of Hungary, and the King of Sardinia, to whom were afterwards added Holland

and Saxony." H. Walpole's "Letter to Mann", Jan. 24, 1744; edit. 1859, note.

This print has for the object of its satire the employment of Hanoverian troops
in the service of Britain at an extravagant rate of pay. This was the frequent theme
on which the patriots of the day delighted to expatiate ; great endeavours were

made to excite jealousies between the British and Hanoverians, towards the latter

of whom, it was said, the king showed marked partiality. The blood and wealth

of Britain were said to be expended in the promotion of Hanoverian interests, and

with all who were of this opinion the king was exceedingly unpopular. The
minister who most completely entered into his views was Carteret, Earl Granville,
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who accompanied George II. to Germany, was present at the battle of Dettingen,
1

and approved of the Treaty of Worms. He is the person represented holding the

sack of l,6oo,OOO I., and distributing money among the "Hanover Boys". Mr.

Sandys, who had been a " clamourous patriot," was now Cofferer, and entered into

the measures of the king. The other person behind the table was probably the

Earl of Wilmington, at that time the First Lord of the Treasury. The king was

charged with sacrificing the trade and liberties of Britain to his German partialities.

The lower subject alludes to the alleged neglect to provide food for the Britisli

troops in Germany while the Hanoverian soldiers were well supplied ; anything
was said to be good enough for the English. A story is told of a Frenchman in

Hanover who could not procure any eatable bread
;
but having obtained some of

the best, he gave it to his horse Nicole, saying,
" Bon pour Nicole." See " The

H v n Confectioner General", No. 2584.
The old nurse is perhaps intended for Hanover, who, while she thinks any poor

food good enough for Britannia, reserves for herself the mutton and boar's head.
" Cole

" means money.
One of the " Hanover Boys

"
exclaims,

"
poor No's

"
! Does this mean thr t

the Channel Fleet (see "The Court Fright", No. 2606) under Sir John Norris

was neglected, the necessary funds for its support being squandered on Hanover ?

For Sir J. Norris, see
" Next Sculls at the Adm ty", No. 2614.

For Sandys, see " Bristol and Nottingham ", No. 2570 ;

" The H-r T-p
Man", No. 2578 ;

"A Political Battle Royal", No. 2581 ;
"A Cheap and Easy

Method", &c., No. 2604; "The Motion", No. 2479; "The Motive", NX
2485; "The Political Libertines", No. 2490; "The Acquital", No. 2486;
"What's all This !

" No. 2495 ;

" The Funeral of Faction ", No. 2487 ;

" Tl e

Political Vomit ", &c. No. 2531 ;

" The Wheel of Fortune", No. 2537. For
Lord Carteret, see "Bob-Cherry", 1746. For the Earl of Wilmington, see
" The Political Vomit", No. 2531.

1. 7 X 3 in.

2. 4 X 2| in.

2606.

THE COURT FRIGHT.

[1740
AN engraving, showing the interior of a handsome chamber, with two openin; s,

giving views to right and left. Here George II., seated, is bled by two physiciai s,

and exclaims, "Bon Dieu ! Est il possible ?
"

with regard to an "
Express fn m

No-s,"
2 which seems to come to the Duke of Newcastle, a man with immer se

spectacles, who is apologizing to his Majesty for some apprehended mishap,
"
Forg ve

Tm ignorantoff Mariner
; Carteret, Earl Granville, adds, ''And I of y' Fret, ;/*

Scheme". On the table before the king lie
"
City Address ",

" Cambric. ?e

address",
"
Lieutenancys a"(ddress),

" Westmins" (ter) Sf Marchan" (?), "Broil;. h-

tons Address ",
"
Reffugee ",

" Dissenters Sf Clergy ". At the feet of the ki ig

droops Britannia, murmuring,
" Alas I'm Weak". Cardinal Tencin, as a fox is

attempting to mount a restive British Lion. An "English" and a French c >g
are quarrelling for "The Bone of Trade gone". On the ground is a paper marl xl
" Genoa on the Treaty of Worms". The Dutch Lion is mounted on a fat hog mark d,
" 6ooQ for fear of an Invsn ", and grunting,

" Fide Sf diffide. Ill Fast 8f pray". A
horse neighing,

"H n r,H n r, who'll Ride", having the map of"Englan I"

(where ships are marked near the ''Lizard P") on its back, is galloping out of ic

room over the body of a fallen "Bankrupt". Through one opening of the room re

1 See " The Confectioner General", No. 2583.
2 Sir J. Norris ? commanding the Channel Fleet.
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seen a fleet in flames, and the motto,
" Pacem fert secum"; through another open-

ing a great French ship appears, having on board a pedlar with a box full of relics,

inscribed "The Relicks Fright them". He observes,
" Tertia non deficit". Against

the wall of the room is a picture called " Promotion ", representing a spaniel dog
swimming towards a female who is bathing.

" Card. Tenein declared of the prime ministry."
" A profligate ecclesiastic, who

was deeply engaged in the corrupt intrigues of the day. In these he was assisted

by his sister, Madame Tenein, an unprincipled woman of much ability, who had
been the mistress of the still more infamous Cardinal Dubois. Voltaire boasts in his

Memoirs of having killed Card. Tenein from vexation, at a sort of political hoax,
which he played off upon him." 1 H. Walpole's "Letter to Mann", Aug. 28,

1742, and note, edit 1859.

1 Mr. Hawkins described, from an impression in the collection of Mr. T. Havi-

land Burke, another satirical print, referring to Cardinal Tencin's political charac-

ter. This work shows the Cardinal seated in a garden in front of a stately

mansion, meditating, apparently under the influence of the Devil, who is hovering
over him seated on a broomstick. This scene is inclosed within an ornamented
border. Beyond, on one side, is a combat with pistols, between two armies, one

combatant falls mortally wounded ;
on the other side, ships of war are engaged.

The Cardinal drew up' the Pretender's address.

Pierre Guerin de Tenein owed his elevation principally to the influence of his

profligate sister (supposed to have been the mother of D'Alembert). "He entered

early into the Church, became Prior of the Sorbonne, and Grand Vicar of Sens. He
was in great friendship with (John) Law, whose abjuration of the Protestant

religion he received, and by his means he considerably improved his fortune, in a

manner unfavourable to his reputation. At this period he was charge d'affaires at

Rome, and aspired to the highest ecclesiastical honours. He was appointed Arch-

bishop of Embrun in 1724, and in 1740 archbishop of Lyons. He was created

cardinal in 1739, at the nomination of the pretender, minister of state in 1742,
and aspired to be prime minister on the death of cardinal Fleury, but was dis-

appointed in his expectations. He was a man of moderate abilities, and licentious

morals; but of agreeable manners and insinuating address. He died in 1758,

aged 80." W. Coxe's " Memoirs of Horatio, Lord Walpole
"

(of Woolterton),
1822 (830. 1. 7.), p. 40, note.

Soon after the decease of Fleury, the principal administration of affairs was
committed to Cardinal Tenein, who, elevated to the purple on the nomination of the

Pretender, displayed his gratitude by fostering the national animosity against

England.
Mr. Hawkins described, from the same collection, another satire, styled

" The
Parcse, or the European Fates ", with these verses :

" While Tenein spins, like Atropos his thread,

And English wool, supports his scheming head ;

While envious, proud, and vaunting of his strength.

Lewis, like Lachesis, winds off each length,

Our Clotho, George, defeats each dark design,

And, when he pleases, cuts the laboured twine.

In vain the Pope may pray, or Perkin plead,

Against the Isle they never can succeed
;

Tho' headless Holland, with his seven Hands
To make the most of all things neutral stands."

The design showed Cardinal Tenein spinning at a wheel inscribed, "Universal

Monarchy." Louis XV., holding a bow with two strings, which are marked " Great

Britain", and " Netherlands ", is winding the thread on a spindle. George II., with

shears in his hand, cuts the thread. Before George kneels Holland without a
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The " 6000 " marked on the ham of the Dutch hog alludes to the number of men
with which Holland had stipulated to assist England, and which were claimed on

this occasion.

The picture on the wall intimates that political promotion was to be obtained

by female influence, i.e. by fawning on the Countess of Yarmouth.

The Hanoverian horse is galloping away with the British dominions over the body
of a ruined merchant, alluding to the charge then frequently made that the trade of

this country was sacrificed, and its power applied, to promote the interests of

Hanover.
"
Eighteen (French) ships of the line, with a proportionate number of frigates,

carrying on board 4000 land-forces, appeared suddenly off the Isle of Wight, and,

meeting with no english squadron, dispatched orders to hasten the embarkation at

Dunkirk and other ports of France, with a full assurance of success. Several

thousand troops actually embarked, and the son of the pretender, with marshal

Saxe, who commanded the land forces, came in sight of the english coast
;
but a

sudden storm drove many of the transports on shore, dispersed the others, and

frustrated the plan. The french squadron returned to the ports of France,

fortunately after escaping the english fleet under the command of Sir John
Norris." " The danger

" " was almost past before the report was circulated in

England,"
"
Loyal addresses were presented by both houses, the city of Lohdor ,

and the principal towns." W. Coxe's "Memoirs of Horatio, Lord Walpole" (cf

Woolterton), 1802 (196. f. 4.), ch. 24, p. 257.
" cardinal Tencin" "elevated to the purple on the nomination of the pre-

tender, displayed his gratitude by fostering the national animosity against Eng-
land." Ibid. p. 256.

The Treaty of Worms was concluded in September 1 742, between Englanc ,

Sardinia, and Hungary. Genoa appeared to have been unjustly treated, and
threw itself into the arms of France and Spain. See "

History of England ", by
T. Smollett; Book ii. ch. 7, . 41 ;

and "A List" &c., No. 2605.
See " Court and Country United ", &c. No. 2609. For Lord Carteret, see

"Bob-Cherry", 1746. For the Duke of Newcastle, see "The Noble Game of

Bob Cherry", 1 746. For the Countess of Yarmouth, see
" The Scotch Patriot ",

No. 2450, and "The H r T p Man", No. 2578; "King Harry tbe

IXth", No. 2588 ;

"
Locusts", 1748;

"
Byng Return'd", July 26, 1756. For

Cardinal Tencin, see "The Chevaliers Market", No. 2660.

1
2|- X 6^ in.

head, but with seven hands
;
four of which hold bags inscribed " Two India ships ',

"English'\ with which is a fleece, "Brandy", and "Smuggling." Of the oth< r

three hands one is on his breast, and two point to a chest of " Dutch Teas" and a

bale of "
English Wool ". Near the wheel are the Pope praying, and the your g

Pretender holding a drawn sword.

Cardinal Tencin had been elevated to the purple by the influence of the Pr -

tender, he displayed his gratitude by fostering French animosity against Englan 1,

and succeeded in exciting the French Cabinet to propose the restoration of tl e

Stuarts by the invasion which failed
;

at this time, some alarm existed n

England about the exportation of wool to France, and it was proposed that t: ie

growth of wool should be discouraged, in order that the French might not
"

>e

supplied. The establishment of a woollen manufacture was a favourite scher LB

in France to injure England.
" The French and Spaniards have at length pe

-

ceived their want of trade, and therefore have proposed to ruin the commerce >f

the English. If they succeed, France will increase its power more considerat y
by this means, than by the conquest of twenty towns and a thousand villages ;

a: d

England and Holland, the richest countries in the world, will dwindle by degrei 3,

like aman dying ofa consumption." Voltaire. See "The Gentleman's Magazine ",

1743, P- 139.
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2607.

The late P m r M n r.

1 743 Decr
. 3 Published by G Bickham in May's Buildings [ 1 743]

A LARGE portrait, engraved, nearly in full face, of Sir R. Walpole, yawning

violently ;
below it these lines are engraved :

" Lo ! What are all your Schemes come to f

" More he had said, but yawn'd All Nature nods :

What Mortal can resist the Yawn of Gods ?

Churches and Chapels instantly it reach'd,

St. James's first, for leaden G Ib t preach'd :

Then catcht'd the Schools
;
the Hall scarce kept awake

;

The Convocation gap'd, but could not speak.
Lost was the Nation's Sense, nor could be found,

While the long solemn Unison went round
;

Wide, and more wide, it spread o'er all the realm
;

Ev'n Palinurus nodded at the Helm
;

The Vapour mild o'er each Committee crept ;

Unfinish'd Treaties in each Office slept ;

And Chief-less Armies doz'd out the Campaign ;

And Navies yawn'd for Orders on the Main. DUNCIAD."

" Great Britain and Ireland's Yawn ", similar to this print, is advertised in
" The London Daily Post ", Oct. 29, 1 743, p. 2, col. 2.

gi X 1 2 in.

2608.

The M r ys ;

1
or the Thistle Blown.

[1743?]

AN engraving, showing a political writer (?) as a cannon, a pen behind his ear, with

a group of gentlemen standing near the muzzle. The writer says, threatening

them,
" ril impeach You and You &f You fy You." Under the muzzle is a grey-

hound scampering forward
;
on the barrel is written " Nature could no further go,

To make a Third She join'd y* other Two" In the smoke from the touch hole

appear the names "Maddox" and " Weir". A gentleman in peer's robes (?) is

firing the cannon and is addressing another gentleman, who wears a furred gown.

Beyond, is a lawyer holding a commission inscribed " Strix ", and leading on a

young officer (the Pretender ?). On the ground is a "
Strong Box "

called the

"Plea ofSurrender" . The persons against whom the cannon is discharged are Sir

John Hynde Cotton, who replies
" Damn You Ftt be true to y

e Old Cause", Sir

W. W. Wynne, under whose elbow is written,
" Bashaw of North Wales" 2 and

three other gentlemen.
Below the design the following quotation from " Hudibras" is engraved :

" As Cannons shoot the higher Pitches,

The lower we let down their Breeches;
ril make this low dejected State

Advance me to a greater Height."
1 2 x 6| in.

1 "
Murrays ".

2
See, for Cotton and Wynne,

" The Claims of the Broad Bottom ", No. 2579.
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2609.
Court and Country United, against. The Popish Invasion. 1744.

According to Act of Parliament March y
e
6. [Feb. 1 744]

AN engraving, showing the Throne Room, in which the king, royally attired, is

seated on his throne ; at either side sit the Prince of Wales and Duke of Cumber-
land. On one side, in front of these, are peers kneeling, their swords drawn,

vowing to support the king
" With our Lives "; on the other side, citizens and

clergy, with purses, declaring their devoted loyalty, with " And our Fortunes ". In

front, Jacobites in utter dismay are dropping their masks and exclaiming, as they
run away, "Alls lost", "Detected", "Ruined", "Undone", "Discovered", "Dam
their Unanimity", and"O/ Cecil! Cecil".

" This Morning (Feb. 24) Col. Cecil was taken into Custody of a Messenger,
and a Guard set over his House in Masham Street; he was examin'd before the

Council at the Cockpit, with several other Persons." " The Gentleman's Maga-
zine", 1744, p. 106.

" Wm. (Col.) Cecil, Esq; having been examined by a Committee of the

Privy Council, was committed Prisoner to the Tower for High Treason.
t
'Th

said he had enlisted Men for the Pretender." p. 107.

Against the wall are two pictures, 1, "English Bull dogs", tearing a cur to

pieces; 2, bull dogs
" United against the Enemy", i.e. a bull inscribed,

"
Th-j

Popes Bull". For the Pretender, see " The Auction", 1756.
The French fleet hovered about the English coast for some days with troop *

on board; at Calais about 4000 men were embarked under the eyes of Marshal

Saxe and the young Pretender. The appearance of Sir John Norris with th 3

Channel fleet, and very heavy gales put an end to this threatened invasion. The,

Duke of Maryborough and Lord Stair immediately offered their services, loyal
addresses were presented by both Houses of Parliament and the various corporat i

bodies, and every preparation was made to resist the threatened attack. Lord

Barrymore and several other partisans of the Stuart family were apprehended, im-

prisoned, and their papers seized. For Norris, see "Next Sculls", &c., No. 2614.
The indignation excited by this threatened invasion had a powerful effect on th ;

nation at large. Loyal addresses were presented by both Houses of Parliament
,

the City of London, and the principal towns in Great Britain
;
and 520 merchant j

subscribed their names to support public credit, and they declared they woul I

hazard their lives in defence of his majesty's person and government, and for th !

security of the Protestant succession. The most vigorous preparations were mad ;

throughout the country ;
the divisions in the Cabinet were suspended ;

the Eai 1

of Stair and the Duke of Marlborough, conscious that the clamour against th i

Hanoverian troops had encouraged the invasion, set an example of loyalty, b r

tendering their services in any station. Their offers were accepted, and their ex -

ample was followed by persons of all ranks
;
the war against France becam ;

popular, and the Parliament voted larger supplies than had been ever grantt I

before at one period. See W. Coxe's " Memoirs of Horatio, Lord Walpole
"

(< f

Woolterton), 1822 (830. 1. 7.), p. 257.
See " The Court Fright ", No. 2606. For Saxe, see "

Bergen-op-Zoom
'

,

Sept. 16, 1747.
1 2f x 9i in.

26lO.

The Queen of Hungarys Whetstone.

[Oct. 1744]

AN engraving, in which the Queen of Hungary appears squatted on a wall, ar. 1

indecorously watering a grindstone below, which is industriously turned I '
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George IT. while a Dutchman is sharpening his sword. On the ground are lying the

swords of "Bohemia", "Sardinia", "Cologn", "Triers", "Poland", and "Mentz".

Two wooden-legged soldiers are beating up for recruits, of which they bear
" Blank "

and " Cart Blanch
"

lists. One of these men, wearing a long cap sur-

mounted by a fleur-de-lis, and with a Gallic Cock in front, is beating a drum,

inscribed,
" Deserters come, or I'm undone ". He exclaims,

" Our Armys ruind,

$ Silesia lost". The other has his cloak decorated with fleurs-de-lis, carries a

trumpet, and observes,
" Yon rapid stream has all our Projects crossed".

This design was adopted from that of " De Grooten Waereld", &c., No. 1340.
On a label at the side of the queen is engraved :

"Down on her FOES the Floud in vengeance flies,

But all her FRIENDS, Confederates and Allies,

Bless the hind Shower which maks their Courage rise".

Silesia was the great bone of contention between the King of Prussia and the

Queen of Hungary (Empress Maria Theresa). In the early part of the cam-

paign of 1 744, the King of Prussia " had made himself master of Prague, Tabor,
and all Bohemia to the east of the Moldaw. But these conquests were of short

duration. Augustus III., king of Poland and elector of Saxony, animated by a

British subsidy, ordered l6,OOO men to join the Prince of Lorrain. He was also

joined by a large body of Hungarians, zealous in the cause of their sovereign,
Maria Theresa, who had acquired by her popular manner, as well as by her

indulgences both civil and religious, an extraordinary interest in their affections
;

so that the king of Prussia, unable to withstand so great a force, was obliged to

evacuate Bohemia, and retire with precipitation into Silesia. He was pursued
thither by prince Charles ; and the rigour of the season only, perhaps, prevented
the recovery of that valuable province. The Prussians in their retreat lost above

30,000 men with all their heavy baggage, artillery, and waggons loaded with pro-
visions and plunder." Russell's "The History of Modern Europe", 1789 (581.
f. 23'.), v. pp. 11O-1. For the Queen, see "The Sequel", Jan. 1760.

The King of Prussia retired to Berlin, extremely mortified at the issue of the

campaign. It was at the time of this temporary prosperity of the Queen of

Hungary that this print was published. The sharpened swords on the ground
are those of her allies. Holland kept aloof from this as from all other brawls in

Europe, but by treaties and other means George II. prevailed on her to sharpen
her sword. For the King of Prussia, see "The Difference", 175^.

See "The Evacuation", &c., No. 2611.

12 X 6|- in.

26ll.

The Evacuation, or, the Sh tten Condition of the King of

Pru a.

Bickham ju
r

sc May's Buildings Covent Garden 1 745- Where is sold

2O more. [Oct. 1744]

AN engraving, showing the King of Prussia seated on a stool, discharging
'''Louis a"ors", which are picked up by a gentleman, on whose coat are the

Austrian eagles and Frenchfleurs-de-lis. The king vomits "Bohemia", "Salesia",

"Glatz"^8f "Friesland", and exclaims, much annoyed, "Ha! there he is again",
in allusion to Prince Charles of Lorraine, who is entering the room, exclaiming
" Run away ! not stay for me", with a notice under his feet, "He has Opend
y' Door to Conquest". The Queen of Hungary offers to the king a bottle of
"
Hungary Water ", and a sword,

" HacKd like a Hand Saw, Ecce signum", and

jeers him by saying,
"
Fye Man don't Faint. Smell Smell Smell". Behind,
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a Hungarian (?) threatens Spain and France, who are both marked with fleurs-

de-lis, and cries
" Til make you disgorge too." Spain exclaims,

" Ah ! Santo logo
he'll Beat us" And France avers,

" With y
e

help of y
e

English ships"
Below the design the following verses are engraved :

" All mark'd with De Luces, & cramm'd with French Gold,

Forth sally'd our Hero, to seize, have, and hold :

His Tale was most plausible to the Unwary ;

The Emp'ror, & Justice, & haughty Queen Mary.
But she, her brave Captains, her Councillors wise,

And Friends, have so baffled y
e Frankfort Allies,

To the Wonder & Joy of the Neighbouring Nations,

Acquisitions in Thought, are in Fact Evacuations."

See, for references,
" The Queen of Hungarys Whetstone", No. 2610.

1 2| X 5| in.

26l2.

The FRENCH Bird KICKED into a CAGE: An Emblematical PRINT.

Price Six Pence Published Acording to Act of \Parliament Feby 8'*

1744-5 R K [Dec. 20, 1744]

AN engraving, little more than an outline. The Marshal De Belle-Isle is ex-

changing courtesies with the Bailiff of Elbingrode as he enters a cage ; the

Hanoverian Horse is kicking at him
;

his brother, lifting up his hands in horror, is

preparing to follow him. The British Lion is looking on. On the ground lie

the Marshal's portmanteau, swords, a letter, and " Instructions for y
e

King*of
Prussia". In the distance appear "London" on one side, and "Berlin" on the

other.

Below the design these verses are engraved :

" This Gallick Bird on German Mountains caught,
Will in Safe Durance be to Windsor brought :

'Tis all a Fetch, some Politicians say ;

But can they tell, when he'll be Fetch'd away ?

Had we the K gs' of P a and of France,
As fairly Coop'd 'twould spoil the Monsieurs Dance.

May such a Fate, their Perfidy chastise,

To warn all Monarchs to be just and Wise."

The Marshal De Belle-Isle "
having assisted as the most Christian majesty's

minister, at a grand conference at Hanau, instead of taking the direct road to

Magdebourg, turned off thro' the mountains of Hartz in the duchy of Lunenburgh ;

where arriving at Elbingroda, the Hanoverian bailiff attended by 2O huntsmen,
was so bold as to demand his passport, to which the marshal answered, in a quick
tone, that he had none, nor stood in need of any. Sir, answered the bailiff, that

is a point I cannot decide, but my orders are to stop any person who attempts to

traverse this country without a p^ss ; adding, therefore, since he had none, he

hoped he would excuse his arresting him. The marshal immediately discovered

his quality, and his character. I am, said he, a Frenchman, a prince of the

empire, a marshal of France, and an ambassador, therefore consider what you
have to do. Sir, replied the bailiff, a passport would have satisfied me better thar

all these titles, which if you have not I must demand your sword." "My sword,'
answer'd the marshal sternly ? and clapping his hand to it,

"
my sword, say you ?

''

"Yes, Sir," said the bailiff; these people here are huntsmen, they never shoof

twice at a mark, and if you draw, they fire. The party was a little unequal, anc

therefore the marshal, whose personal courage was never called in question, though)
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it was no dishonour to part with his sword, and acknowledged afterwards under his

hand, that he was his Britannick majesty's prisoner of war." " The Gentleman's

Magazine", 1745, pp. 32O-1.
"Marshal Belleisle has taken Frogmore house, near Windsor for 3 years, for

which he is to pay 6ooZ. expecting his lady from France to live with him.'' Ibid.

p. 219.

Aug. 13. "Marshal Belleisle and his brother having obtained their liberty,

on a promise of the discharge of the English prisoners of war, went to Dover,
and immediately embark'd for Calais" " He presented a gold snuff box to the

capt. of the yacht, and gave 50 guineas among the crew, and a gold-hilted sword

to Col. Dury, who attended him to Calais. On his arrival at the French army he

represented to the king the polite treatment which he met with in England, who

gave immediate orders for releasing the English and Hanoverian prisoners, but

they are to be conducted to Luxemburg" Ibid. p. 442.
For the Marshal De Belle-Isle, see the references given with " The European

Mourners "
(No. 2.), No. 2620.

14 X 9j in.

A very Extraordinary Motion.

[Dec. 1744]

AN engraving, in which George II., leaning on a table, evacuates Lord Hobart,
1

Treasurer of the Chamber, and cries out,
"
Hounsfool me no Stomach him !

"
to the

Duke of Newcastle and his brother, Mr. Pelham, who, preparing to cram Sir John

Hynde Cotton down his Majesty's throat, exclaim, "Push home he must goe down",
and " His Bottoms dam'd Broad." Sir J. H. Cotton was very large in person, and

thus contributed to give the name of " Broad Bottom "
to the Administration formed

on the broad basis of including persons of various political opinions. Several

other persons are lying on a dresser, ready in their turns to be crammed down
his Majesty's throat. On the other side are some who had lately retired from

office, including the Earl of Winchelsea from the Admiralty (see
" Next Sculls ",

&c., No. 2614), and Sir John Rushout from the Treasurership of the Navy.
"
Sir John Hynde Cotton was member of parliament, in the reign of Queen

Anne, for the town of Cambridge, and afterwards represented the county in

several parliaments of George the First. He was lord commissioner of trade and

plantations in the reign of Queen Anne ; but, under the succeeding sovereign, was

excluded from all offices of government, on account of his known attachment to

the house of Stuart. He was a man of high integrity, and, notwithstanding his

decided opposition, was much respected by Sir Robert Walpole. He was a fluent

and able speaker, and was equally distinguished for his solid understanding and

brilliant wit. He was zealous and active in promoting the schemes of his party,
and made an annual progress throughout England to maintain the spirit of his

friends, and rally the partisans of opposition.
" The accession of a man of his character and principles was a great acquisi-

tion to government ;
but the king was extremely averse to his appointment, par-

ticularly to the office of treasurer of the chambers, which gave constant access to

his person. From this repugnance of the sovereign, a caricature print represented
the Broad Bottom Administration as thrusting Sir John Hynde Cotton, who was

1 Brother of the king's mistress, Mrs. Howard, Countess of Suffolk
; he was

made Earl of Buckinghamshire, 1 746. In Dec. 1 744? ne became Captain of the

Band of Pensioners (Gentlemen-at-Arms), in the place of Lord Bathurst
; see, as

to the last,
" The Promotion ", No. 2535.
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extremely corpulent, down the king's throat. Being afterwards disgusted, he re-

signed his office, and died in 175 2 -" W. Coxe's "Memoirs of Horatio, Lord

Walpole" (of Woolterton), 1802 (196. f. 4.), p. 276, note. Facing this is a por-
trait of Sir J. H. Cotton. For Cotton, see

" A Courier ", &c., No. 2629.
For the "Broad Bottoms", see "A Hint to the Wise", No. 2675.
1 2i x 6f in.

2614.

Next SCULLS at the Adm***ty.
[Dec. 1744]

THE scene of this engraving is laid in front of the "Admiralty
"

building, West-

minster, where the members of the old Board, headed by the Earl of Winchelsea,
are coming forth. Five of them are clearly indicated

;
the Earl of Winchelsea

by saying,
" We shall see"; he wears large spectacles. Philip Cavendish is

marked,
" Dish ", and he says,

" / can stay with any first
"

(Lord of the

Admiralty). Lord Archibald Hamilton, marked " Arch ", says,
" One thousand

to Sit Sf Sign ". Cockburne is marked "Cock ", and says "Remember y
e

Victory".
Dr. Lee is known by carrying a scroll, on which is

" Law Civel ", and saying,
" Z ds I've made room ". Of the remaining two, one observes,

" I must Eat";
the other, protesting, says, "/ that Build Ships". Approaching are the seven new
Lords, among whom the Duke of Bedford and Lord Anson are easily distinguish-
able. The former says, "Bed -for't"; the other declares, "round y

e World Sf not

In". An old man, hardly able to walk with a crutch-stick, cries, while he hobbles

to the front,
" Next Scull", probably this is Sir John Norris, see below

;
he was

then a very old man. At a table in front is seated the Secretary, Thomas
Corbett, well satisfied, and saying, while he points to coins on the table,

" Soofor
me come in who will" . On the table are lying documents inscribed "

State of his

M y's F 1 in y
e W Ind "; a letter from "

Vernon", and "A List of
papers betweenMr

.M s and M r
. L k." The latter inscription refers to the

correspondence between Admirals Lestock and Matthews respecting the naval action

which was fought Feb. 11, 1744. The print, therefore, must indicate changes
in the Board of Admiralty subsequent to that date," namely, Dec. 27, 1744, when
the Earl of Winchelsea was replaced by the Duke of Bedford

; but Philip Caven-
dish had retired Dec. 1 3, 1 743 ;

it is an error, therefore, in the print to include

him with the retiring Lords. For Winchelsea, see " The Crab Tree", 1757.
At the corner stands a sailor, with his wife and son, who seems to think that

this change of men will not produce a change of measures. The sailor says,
" Moll ye Wh e mind foul Wether Jack ",* and points to the old man

; the

woman carries a kettle in one hand
;
the son, waving his cap, cries,

"
Why mayn't

I be an Adm I too
"

;
he holds a flag inscribed " Struck not to the French yet".

Another man, putting his finger to his lips, whispers,
" Let 'em but change for

honest hearts ". For the Duke of Bedford, see,
"
Byng Return'd ", July 26, 1 756.

Beneath the print are engraved the following lines :

"
Huzza, Boys ! a Fare : Who can first get to Port ?

Cry the Outs. It is ours, say the Ins of the Court,

Quoth the First, you already all Parties have tir'd,

You ply not at all, then for what are you hir'd ?

1 " Foul Weather Jack
"
was Sir John Norris, Vice-Admiral of England,

see "The Evil Genius of England", No. 2418, p. 290. See also " A list of

Foreign soldiers ", &c. No. 2605 ;

" Court and Country United", &c. No. 2609 ;

"The Grounds", No. 2484. He died June 13, 1749.
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And will you do better ? the Ins made Reply.
Do better ? aye, surely ;

or give Reasons Why.
Both Amendment and Reasons, said those, we much doubt.

Why that you may do, these reply'd, when you're out,

Jack Tar, who stood by, cry'd, Who'eer be the Men,
We sailors know this, 'Tis the same Thing agen,
Fine ships, little us'd, and most partial command :

'Tis all a Parade
; For the War is by Land."

The respective Boards were as follows :

Former Board. New Board.

Earl of Winchelsea .
. ...j

* . . Duke of Bedford.

John Cockburne ,, .-..',> Ti & Lord Sandwich.

George Lee, LL.D. .
[fi ,

. . Lord Vere Beauclerk.
Sir Charles Hardy .... George Anson.
Thomas Philipson .

.[ j y George Grenville.

Lord Archibald Hamilton . . . Lord Archibald Hamilton.

Charles, Lord Baltimore . . . Charles, Lord Baltimore.

For Admirals Matthews and Lestock, see "All Hands to a Court Martial

(No. 1.) ", No. 2682. For Anson, see "Byng's Ghost", March, 1757.
1 24- x 61 in.

2615.

UAIN GLORY: A Pretty Independent Print.

Adam Stump of Eden Pinxit. Dame Eve his wife Sculptit. [1744]

AN engraved full-length portrait of John, Earl of Egmont (Lord Perceval),
with one hand on his sword, his right elbow resting on a pile of books containing
his * "

Genealogy from Wm
y

e

Conqueror Fifty two Ways Sfc Sec &fc ". At his

feet is a roll, labelled "
According to Act ofP 1 1 743 ". Behind, are the statue

of Charles I., and a view of Whitehall. Above, is Fame trumpetting,
" H r

Tps Tps T-t-ps Tps Tps"? and emitting, "P: S: V. that is Independent
alias Strong alias Stinks vide Genealogy ".

Below the design is engraved the following address :

" To the Independent El rs ofW 3

.

" Your Vote & Interest are desir'd at y
e next general Election for an independent

Nobleman notorious'* qualify'd for so important a Trust, being descended upwards
of 50 ways from y

e
Conqueror, & consequently a Man of vast Importance. Who

was nominated at y
e
last Election by y

e
greatest Number of independent Electors

ever seen on such an Occasion
;

all of whom approve of his Conduct in the House,

being convinc'd that he is resolv'd to be Independent there, Who was attended on

y
e
day of Election by 6OOO Voters, & above 2OO,OOO,OOO of People, who when

it was ask'd if they would have any other Member, reply'd with an unanimous No.

which reached fromW r H 11 to C g C ss. There was the Voice of

the People for you ! How strangely this Man is belov'd ? In this eminent &

1 See "A Genealogical History of the House of Yvery", &c. (by James

Anderson), 1742 (606. f. 13.)
2 " Hanover Turnips", see " The H r T p Man", No. 2.578.
3 See " The Banner of Liberty ", No. 2505 ; and, for Lord Egmont,

" A
Political Battle Royal", No. 2581 ;

" The H r T p Man", No. 2578 ;
"A

Cheap and Easy Method ", No. 2604.
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glorious Situation we see this hopefull Patriot, voting for the H r T ps,

exerting himself to preserve y
e

Independence of his Country, from wh he has

received more Hon rs than than not than he deservs to be sure."

This portrait is of John, Lord Perceval, second Earl of Egmont; born at West-

minster, February 24, 1711, elected Member of Parliament for that city, December

31,1741.
" His great talent was indefatigable application, which he loved rather than

wanted, for his parts were strong, and manly, and quick ;
his heart rather wanted im-

provement than his head ; though when his ambition and lust of parliament were

out of the question, he was humane, friendly, and as good-humoured as it was

possible for a man to be who was never known to laugh ;
he was once indeed seen

to smile, and that was at chess. He did not dislike mirth in others, but he seemed

to adjourn his attention till he could bring back the company to seriousness. He
was personally very brave, as brave as if he were always in the right. His father

had trained him to history and antiquities ;
and he early suckled his own political

genius with scribbling journals and pamphlets. Towards the decline of Sir Robert

Walpole's power, he had created himself a leader of the independents, a con-

temptible knot of desperate tradesmen,
1

many of them converted to Jacobitism by

being detected and fined at the Custom-house for contraband practices. By these

people he was shoved into Parliament on the expulsion of Lord Sundon and Sir

CharlesWager ;
but having written that masterly pamphlet called Faction Detected,

2

in defence of Lord Bath's political apostacy, the patron and champion mutually
lost their popularity, and nothing was openly remembered of Lord Percival's works,
but a ridiculous history of his own family, which he had collected and printed at

an immense expence." "It was called the History of the House of Yvory, in two

large volumes. The collecting and consulting records and genealogies, and

engraving them and publishing cost him (as the heralds affirm) near 3000^.
He endeavoured afterwards to recal it, and did suppress a great many copies."
Horace Walpole's "Memoirs of the Last Ten Years of the Reign of George
the Second", 1822 (830.!. 7.), i. 30; and H. Walpole's

" Letter to Mann ",

March 4, 1749 ;
the same to the same, Dec. 24, 1741.

6f- x 9* in.

26l6.

THE NORFOLK DUMPLIN.
L. Bond inv. Street sculp. Published according to Act of Parliament. Feb.

1744 Price 6d. [1744]

THIS print shows a grotesque figure of a little man, with a large disproportioned

head, seated, resting his right elbow on a square object, probably a box or stone

on which is written,
" Edw. Taylor, alias Wlp le. Born at LYNN, in Nor-

folk, 1 703 ". In the left hand of this figure is a glass, such as was used by th<

English lower orders in drinking gin. He appears to be a shoe-black, at 1m
feet are a basket, covered by a cloth or napkin, a brush, a short stick, and a rag
which looks like an old wig. The face is that of a drunken and, probably, half-

witted boor, with moustaches and ragged hair. The dress of the man is ragged
and of a coarse kind. On our right, in the upper corner of the design, is th<

irradiated bust of a man, wearing a long cap, which is turned on one side, anc

bears in front a catherine-wheel
;
this is the crest of the Walpoles, the family of th<

Prime Minister. In the lower corner in front of the design, on our left are the arm;

1 For the Independents here in question, see " Count Newports X ma:

Mumping Jury", 1746.
2 See " The Theatrical Contest", No. 2599.
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of the Earls of Orford, with a so-called baton of illegitimacy athwart the shield,

a fox's head is fixed in front of the coronet. On a label, which issues from the

mouth of a stag, one of the supporters of the arms, is the mock motto :

"HONOUR'S, vow. WITHOUT . THE . PENCE" , and, on a second label, ''THE
DOG # DUCKS MY TASTE". Within a cartouche in the lower corner of the

design on our right is
" Exod. Chaq XX. And Visit the Sins of the Fathers,

Upon the Children, Unto the third Sf Fourth Generation of them that hate me ".

8 X 1 2 in.

THE PLURALIST. (No. I.)

S. Rh- invent N. P-(ar) Sculp.

Publish
1

d according to Act of Parliament I'
1

Aug. 1 744. by E. Cooper in

Paternoster Row. [1744]

AN engraving showing a clergyman in full canonicals aloft in the air, and placing
his hands and feet on four churches, and looking greedily at a fifth church. Be-

neath, these verses are engraved :

"
Mark, hovering how the fat Incumbent Lies,

And like a Bird of Prey the Quarry Eyes ;

New Sine Cures his boundless Views engage
For what can priestly Avarice aswage ?

First let a Vicarage supply his want,
He sighs till Fate a wealthy Prebend grant ;

A Rector next these Honours are too mean
The Reverend Doctor longs to be a Dean

;

The Deanery if Fortune kind afford

At Court he cringes to be made a Lord
;

That Seat obtain'd he still pursues his Plan,

And drives for Lambeth with what Speed he can.

Thus while in Wealth y
e well fed Prelate rolls,

Far lies beneath his Thought the Cure of Souls ;

Let Curates drudge the lazy Drone to serve,

Who looks on Learning only fit to starve,

If still Monopolies were deem'd a Curse,
Pluralities are yet a Grevance worse."

The satire is probably general; see the same title, No. 2618.

9i X 7 .

2618. THE PLURALIST. (No. 2.)

[1744]

THIS print is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same title

and date, No. 2617.
The attitude of the figure is the same. The copy has neither publication

line nor artist's name. It is larger than the original, the background having
been extended to the right and left, as well as above the figure. On our right,
in the foreground, a cottage has been introduced, with trees, and in the distance

on the same side, two trees stand separately on the hill beyond the river. The
title of the print, in Roman capitals below the design, shows that the letters,

instead of being in solid black, as in the original, are shaded with horizontal

lines. For a similar subject, see "An Ass", &c., No. 2269.
The following manuscript note appears at the back of this impression.

" This
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print is said to have been design'd for the Rev. D r
. Griffiths, Rector of Handswortli,

Yorkshire, who made himself conspicuous by some transactions relative to the Duke
of Norfolks Livings, with Charles, 1st Marquis of Rockingham."

The first Marquis of Rockingham was Thomas, created April 1746; he died

in 1750, and was succeeded by Charles, the second marquis, who died in 1782.
The verses engraved below the original are repeated in the copy.

I3f X 8 in.

2619.

The European Mourners : Or, the Emperor's Funeral. With
Belleisle's Progress to Captivity (No. I.)

BickJiam May's Buildings Covent Garden where may be had 30 more different

sorts. [Jan. 1745]

AN engraving. In a room lies the coffin of the deceased Emperor Charles VII.,

inscribed " CAR VII IMP. 1745"; around the bier are the various kings of

Europe and the Electors of Germany. In front are the Queen of Hungary and

the young Elector of Bavaria, son of the deceased emperor. In the midst stands

George II., with a purse in his hand, deckring,
"
I'll pay my Friend's Expences"

The young prince is approaching the queen, imploring her to "spare his

Remains ". She replies,
" Then vote for y

e Grand Duke''' The prince

(Maximilian-Joseph I. Elector of Bavaria) is described as "too Short for His

Age ", and, although dressed like an adult, he is but a manikin. The potentates

grouped about the bier comprise Holland, (?) who smokes a long Dutch clay

pipe and in one hand grasps the Arrows of the Seven United Provinces, while

he says
" Seven to one we are easy". The Dutch supported Maria Theresa

at this time. A young king, evidently of military proclivities, and having an

expression of intense avidity on his face, being doubtless Frederick II. of

Prussia, Elector of Brandenburgh, inquires, staring and starting forward eagerly,

"Who 1

II be my Candidate?"; a Cardinal, probably Cardinal Tencin, whispers
in his ear, and lays a forefinger on his own lips,

" Put up the weakest." Another

Elector (Palatine), who is dressed as a private foot soldier, having a cock (for

France) "displayed" on the front of his cap, and a haversack slung over his

shoulders, weeps and cries "Damn Bohemia I have lost my Interest". The
three ecclesiastical Electors are in a group, one of them (the Elector of Cologne,
brother of the deceased), who is very fat and has a blustering manner, waves a

large roll of paper, and remarks " My Brother was a Fool ; But he's dead"
; one

of his fellows, probably the Elector of Treves, a little man, says,
" Drive off y

e

French ", and holds a paper on which is written,
" The Day of Election is ".

The third priestly Elector, probably the Archbishop of Mentz, says
" / am quite

expos'd" (to invasion by the French), on a paper from which he reads is written

"Masses 1OOOO" (to be said for the repose of the soul of the late Emperor).

George II., of England, represents the Electorate of Hanover The prince stands

for Bavaria, Maria Theresa for Bohemia. A group of four persons is on our

extreme right of the design, these include a woman, the Empress of Russia, (?) who,
while she turns to one of her neighbours, a man with a large black cravat, says,
" A Kingdom, for an Empire ". The man, who is Frederick Augustus II., King
of Poland and Elector of Saxony, says, while he turns to a man who is seated in

front, and presses his arm,
" Monsieur may put up y

e

poor Pallatine ", i. e. the

Elector in the military uniform towards whom he points with his right hand. The
man in front of the speaker is evidently the King of France, the late emperor's

ally, who is holding a handkerchief to his face,"and weeping while he replies to

Frederick Augustus,
" Poland a third time Let the Saxon be Emperor ". At the
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side of France sits a man in a laced bat, who holds his hand before his mouth as

if speaking a secret, and says,
" / represent my Wife. He bids me me "-1

For a general sketch of the political situation of Europe in respect to the

death of the Emperor Charles VII., see T. Smollett's "
History of England ",

Book II. Chap. VIII., xix-xxi.

Outside the room is a view of a street in a town, a fortress on one side
;
a

man, the Marshal De Belle-Isle, mounted on a little horse, is stooping forward

and seems to stroke the animal's mane, while he dismounts, and says, as if to

threaten those who detain him, "I'll Tallard 'em", i. e. ravage the country,
after the fashion of the French Marshal Tallard. A meagre man in a cocked hat,

holding a baton in his hand, says,
" / am a Bailiff of Consequence''

1 A fellow

who is cutting off the tail of the horse with a knife, cries, "We'll dock the Han r

Horse Brother ". In front, on our left, stands a cook, with his knife stuck in his

girdle, rubbing his hands in his apron, and smiling with pleasing anticipations
while he says

" Good English Beef". Behind, a miserable man, who holds a

spoon to his lips, says
"
Soup maigre, Pope's Eyes." On the ramparts of the

fortress are two men, one of whom says to the other,
" He'll serve y

e

Lyon so ".

Beneath the design are engraved these lines, the tune of which is indicated by
the inscription,

" Tune Thievf and Cordelier":

" For what have these Gentry these four years been fighting ?

For what have their servants been treating and writing ?

For what have their Thousands been kill'd would you know ?

Why to make it as 'twas y
e said four years ago.

For what are they henceforth to quarrel and fight ?

Why, to prove the best sword always has the best Right :

The best sword did I say ? nay, perhaps the best Purse ;

And to treat some poor Pr ce with a Diad m Curse.

Belleisle, whether Bravo or spy is not clear
;

But this is most certain, He'll do no good here.

On the whol look aroi ind, from the last to the first,

'Tis all for Ourselves, and all Measures are Just."

The choosing of the Elector of Bavaria to be Emperor of Germany had been

one of the causes of the war which, during four years, had devastated Europe.
This cause was now dead with that emperor. The various parties interested

are here represented assembled round his body, meditating about his successor.

His son, only seventeen years of age, could not be a candidate
; he, therefore,

very wisely concluded, through the mediation of George II., and notwithstand-

ing the intrigues of France, a treaty of peace with the Queen of Hungary. She

recognised the imperial dignity as having been vested in the person of his father,

and put the son in possession of his hereditary dominions. He renounced all

claim to any part of the Austrian succession, guaranteed the Pragmatic Sanc-

tion, engaged to vote for the Grand Duke at the ensuing, election of an emperor,
and to dismiss the auxiliary troops in his service.

The Marshal De Belle-Isle was, Dec. 2O, i 744, taken prisoner at Elbingrode

by the bailiff of the town, where he had stopped to bait on a journey. See " The
French Bird ", &c., No. 2612; and, for the Marshal,

" The European Mourners
"

(No. 2.), No. 2620. For the Queen of Hungary, see
" The Sequel", Jan. 1 760.

1 2f- x 6| HI.

1 The second " me "
here seems to have been inserted because the first is

cramped and not clearly legible. The "He" may refer to Maria Theresa, as

sovereign of Hungary ;
the Hungarians applied to all their rulers, male or female,

the masculine pronoun. In this case the speaker would doubtless represent
Maria Theresa's husband Prince Francis of Lorraine, Grand Duke of Tuscany,
elected Emperor of Germany, as Francis Stephen I.

III. K K
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2620. The European Mourners; or, the Emperor's funeral. With
Marshal Bellisles Progress to Captivity. (No. 2.)

London: Printedfor W. Webb, near Fleet-Street. {Jan. 1745]

A WOODCUT copy of the print with the same title, No. 2619-
For the Marshal De Belle-Isle see "The European Mourners

"
(No. 1.), No.

2619; "The French Bird", &c., No. 2612; "Portrait present de 1'Europe",

No. 2562 ;

" The Queen of Hungary in Splendor", No. 2554 ;

" The French

King in a Sweat", Dec. 1759.
1 2i x 6i in.

'

2621.

Broad-bottoms.

[Pel), is, 1745]

THIS engraving is the frontispiece to a tract, styled "An Address of Thanks to the

Broad-Bottoms, for the GOOD THINGS they have done, and the EVIL THINGS they
have not done, Since their Elevation : Wherein is stated, a fair Account of the r

Promises and Performances; preceded by an INTRODUCTORY DISCOURSE on Ir>

GRATITUDE, a Sketch of the HISTORY of the BROAD-BOTTOMS, and a resembling
Portrait of their Chiefs. To which is prefix'd, A Curious Emblematic FRONTISPIECE.

Taken from an Original Painting of The Ingenious Mr. H TH." Londo i.

1 745. Over a Gothic arch, amid the rays of a meridian sun, are assembled a

number of broad bare human posteriors, which are evacuating on a drove of asse s,

laden with the objects of various taxes and unpopular enactments, viz., "Salt",

"Tea", "Soap", "Candles", "Slack Act", "Land Tax", "Malt", "Wine",

"Lottery", "Annuities", "Septan." i. e. Septennial Parliament. Beneath, these

lines are engraved :

"
Believing, we lifted ye up among the Mighty ;

Yet our Drivers have ye join'd, increasing our Loads."

The object of the pamphlet is to censure the "Broad Bottom" Administratic a,

which, Nov. 23, 1744) drove Lord Cartaret, Earl Granville, from office, and

replaced him by the Pelham Ministry, &c. This party, while in opposition, ma le

great popular professions, that the Septennial Act should be repealed to ma ce

way for Triennial Parliaments, that the army should be reduced, taxes diminisht d,

and economy observed in all Parliamentary grants ; but, says the pamphlet, the re

appears not the least change in the present and late measures which all the Brc id

Bottoms had disapproved and vilified.

This Administration received its name because it indiscriminately admitted 1 le

Whigs and Tories to power, on a broad and general basis, without distinction of

party ;
to which may be added, that the " Dutch " make of one of the chiefs of 1 \Q

party contributed not a little to the propriety of the appellation. This was ! iir

John Hynde Cotton, the most conspicuous person represented in this print, and in

"A very Extraordinary Motion,
1 ' No. 2613. He was extremely bulky. He ^ as

made Treasurer of the Chamber to the King in 1 744, and held that office ab< ut

two years.
" Sir John Cotton was one of the tallest, largest & fattest men I have se< a

; i

yet he took much Exercise on Horseback ",
" he was an exceeding well-look :ig

Man ".
" He was supposed to be able to drink as much wine without being ( is-
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guised by it, as any Man in England." Department of MSS., Brit. Mas., Cole

MS., No. 5841,11.341.
" My legs I bequeath to my old acquaintance, Sir J. Hynd Cotton, to help him

to bear up the enormous weight of his broad bottom & his most unweildly corpo-
ration

; all which will most infallibly fall to the ground, unless speedily prevented

by this additional support."
" The last Will and Testament of R. Walpole ", 1 745,

p. 15.

For Sir J. H. Cotton, see "A Courier just Setting out", No. 2629. For the

"Broad Bottoms ", see the references given with "A Hint to the Wise", No.

2675.

3 X Sk "*

2622.

"THE BATTLE OF THE PICTURES". (No. i.)

A Ticket to admit persons to view Hogarth's Pictures at

an Auction.

The Bearer hereof is Entitled (if he thinks proper) to lie a

Bidderfor M r
. Hogarth's Pictures, which are to be sold on the

Last day of this Month. 1

[By Hogarth.] [Feb. 28, 1 745]

THIS etching represents an open space with, on our right, a room, intended for

an artist's studio, the interior of which is made visible by omitting one of the

sides. On our left is a square building like a pigeon house, the exterior of which
is shown. It is probably intended for an auction room, its pyramidal roof is

surmounted by a vane comprising a cock
;
instead of the letters usually employed

to indicate the cardinal points of the compass, there are "P", "
V", "jP", and

" *S" (Puffs). A large crack appears in one of the walls of this building, a sky-

light is in the roof. It is approached by a flight of exterior steps, leading to a

doorway high in the wall.2 On one side of the doorway stands an attendant with

a long staff; on the other side hangs a framed picture, a very small bust in a

very large frame, being a sign that pictures are to be sold within. It has been

said that the vane with the cock was introduced with reference to one Cock, an

auctioneer who was well known at this period, and of whose daughter Fanny, an

acquaintance of Hogarth's, it has been alleged that she was referred to by the

initials
" F. C ", on the bosom of the elder woman in "

Marriage a la Mode ",

Plate HI., see that title, No. 2717.
Three rows of pictures placed side by side, and forming so many ranks that

vanish into the distance of the design, are on our left. At the front of each row
is a painting, supposed to be the original of those which follow it

;
the remaining

pictures in each line are marked "Z):" or "Z)':" respectively. The original,

or first painting of the first line represents
"

St. Andrew with his Cross "; that of

the second line shows "
Apollo flaying Marsyas "; that of the third line the

"
Rape of Europa". Each of these designs is conceived in the manner of the late

Italian schools ; thus, an immense cross of St. Andrew is placed behind his figure,

as it might rightly be in an architectonic or symbolical picture, the style of

which did not refer to nature, whereas this work is conceived in a thoroughly

1
February, 1745.

2 A building resembling this stood in the garden of Hogarth's house at

Chiswick until 1875, and was probably originally built as a studio for Hogarth.
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pictorial mode, and is not in any degree ideal or conventional. In the second

design Marsyas submits with ineffable coolness to be flayed, and Apollo operates
on the body of the satyr with the sang-froid of an amateur butcher

;
the figure

of the god is anything but one of Apollonian grace. Europa, in the third design,

is a fat damsel who sits on the back of the bull as if she were quite at home there.

From among the second rank of these pictures a banner rises, bearing, saltire-

wise, an auctioneer's hammer.

The title of this design is justified by the appearance of several paintings,
which are flying in the air without frames, and jostling each other. Thus, an
" old master's" picture of St. Francis kneeling before a cross with a human skull

at his side, the canvas being marked "
1 OO L "(ot), is driven through another

painting, being Hogarth's
" The Four Times of the Day, Morning", see that title,

No. 2357. Above this, another "old master's" picture, representing Mary
Magdalen kneeling and praying before a cross, with a skull on a rock at her

side, has one of its corners forced through another canvas, on which are repre-
sented part of Hogarth's "A Harlot's Progress", Plate III., see this title, No. 2061 .

Behind these, a copy of the antique mural painting styled
" The Aldobrandini

Marriage
"
penetrates the canvas of Hogarth's

"
Marriage a la Mode ", Plate H.

,

see this title, No. 2702, which stands on an easel in the room named before

the monumental art of antiquity being thus opposed to Hogarth's dramatic art.

Above, Hogarth's "A Rake's Progress", Plate III., see this title No. 21 88,

penetrates from the back Titian's "Feast in Olympus", and Hogarth's "A Mid-

night Modern Conversation", see this title, No. 2122, is driven through the back

of a canvas on which a bacchanalian procession, after Rubens, has been painted.
This completes the design of " The Battle ".

A palette, with a sheaf of brushes stuck in the thumb-hole, lies on the flooi
,

near the easel
;
on the wall of the room, as above, hangs a picture, apparent! ?

a portrait. Against the wall stands a tall clock, the hands of which indicate the

time to be 1 1.50, i. e. they declare that the hour is approaching when Hogarth's
auction for his own paintings, see below, will begin. Two small paintings, being;

respectively versions of "
Apollo flaying Marsyas", and " The Rape of Europa'',

as before, are falling to the ground. On the earth near the front of the design
is a piece of paper, inscribed " The Battle of the Pictures", the proper title <>f

this work.

The following history of this etching and the circumstances attending i s

preparation will be found in " The Genuine Works of William Hogarth ", by , T.

Nichols and G. Steevens
; London, vol. i. 1808, pp. 116-8: "By printed

proposals, dated Jan. 25, 1744-5, Hogarth offered to the highest bidder ' T] e

Six Pictures called The Harlofs Progress, the Eight Pictures called The Rah '*

Progress, the Four Pictures representing Morning, Noon, Evening, and Nig) t,

and that of A Company of Strolling Actresses dressing in a Barn ; all of the n

his own original Paintings, from which no other copies than the Prints have ev :r

been taken '. The biddings were to remain open from the first to the last d
i.y

of February, on these conditions
;

'
l . That every bidder shall have an ent

'

-e

leaf numbered in the book of sale, on the top of which will be entered the nai ie

and place of abode, the sum paid by him, the time when, and for whi ih

picture. 2. That, on the last day of sale, a clock (striking every five minute s)

shall be placed in the room
;
and when it hath struck five minutes after twel e,

the first picture mentioned in the sale-book will be deemed as sold
;
the seco id

Picture when the clock hath struck the next five minutes after twelve : and so

on successively till the whole nineteen pictures are sold. 3. That none advai ce

less than gold at each bidding. 4. No person to bid on the last day, exc( pt
those whose names were before entered in the book. As Mr. Hogarth's rooir is

but small, he begs the favour that no persons, except those whose names : re

entered in the book, will come to view his Paintings on the last day of sale.'
"

" The several pictures were sold for the following prices : Six Harlot's P o-
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gress, at 14 guineas each, 88.. 4.. O. Eight Rake's Progress, at 22 guineas

each, 184.. 16. O. Morning, 2O guineas, 21..O.. O. Noon, 37 guineas,

38 .. 1 7 .. O. Evening, 38 guineas, 39 .. 1 8 .. O. Night, 26 guineas, 27 .. 6 .. O.

Strolling Players, 26 guineas, 27.. 6.. o. Total, 427.. 7.. O. At the same

time the Six Pictures of Marriage a-la-Mode were announced as intended for

sale
' as soon as the Plates then taking from them should be completed.'

" The
six plates appeared in 1745; and early in the following year a pamphlet was

published, intituled,
"
Marriage a-la-Mode ", see

"
Marriage a la Mode," Plate I.,

No. 2688.

This plate was used again for "The Works of William Hogarth, from the

original Plates restored by James Heath, Esq., R.A.", London, no date (1751. d.)

The original copperplate of this etching was in the possession of Alderman

Boydell.

7| X 7|- in.

2623. THE BATTLE OF THE PICTURES. (No. 2.)

A Ticket to admit persons to view Hogarth's Pictures at

an Auction.

The Bearer hereof is entitled (if he thinks proper] to be a

Bidder for Mr
. Hogarth's Pictures, which are to be Sold on the

last day of this Month.

Hogarth del: Barlow sc. [Feb. 28, 1745]

THIS engraving is a copy from the etching which is described as (No. 1 .), with the

same title and date, No. 2622. It was prepared for
"
Hogarth Illustrated", by

John Ireland
; London, 1791, vol. i., to face p. xlii.

This plate was used again, to illustrate "Anecdotes of William Hogarth", by
J. B. Nichols; London, 1833; an impression faces p. 21 8. In this case the

signatures are "
Hogarth

" and " Barlow sc" The following publication line

was added:
" Published by Nichols Sf Son, Dec. 1. 1831."

4i X 3 in. Brit. Mus. Library, 7854. ff.

2624. THE BATTLE OF THE PICTURES. (No. 3.)

A Ticket to admit persons to view Hogarth's pictures at

an Auction.

The Bearer hereof is Entitled (if he thinks proper}) to be a

Bidder for M r
. Hogarth's Pictures which are to be sold at the

Last day of this Month.

[Designed by W. Hogarth.] Engraved by T. Cooh. London Published by
G. Sf J. Robinson Paternoster Row June \

st
. 1802 [Feb. 28, 1745]

THIS engraving is a copy from the etching which is described with the same title

and date (No. 1.), No. 2622.

It is comprised in "
Hogarth Restored. The Whole Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth", &c., "Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook"; London, l8o5.

It is engraved on the same copperplate and printed on the same sheet of

paper with a copy from " The Farmer's Return ", by Hogarth.

7J. x 6| in.
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2625. THE BATTLE OF THE PICTURES. (No. 4.)

A Ticket to admit persons to view Hogarth's Pictures at

an Auction.

THE BATTLE OF THE PICTURES.

Hogarth pins?. T. Cook fy Son sc. Published by Longman, Hurst, Rees,

Sf Orme, August l". 1808. [Feb. 28, 1745]

THIS engraving is a copy from the etching which is described as (No. 1 .), with

the same title and date, No. 2622. It was prepared to illustrate "The Genuine

Works of William Hogarth", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens
; London, 1810,

vol. ii., where an impression faces p. 167.

With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer ", this plate was used again
for "The Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler

; London,

1821, vol. ii. (1751. b.).

57 x 5| in-

2626. THE BATTLE OF THE PICTURES. (No. 5.)

A Ticket to admit persons to view Hogarth's pictures at

an Auction.

BATTLE OF THE PICTURES.

PL. LXXIX. Hogarth del1
. T. Clerk sculp'. London Published as tie

Act directs by Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row. [Feb. 28, 174.5]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from the etching which is described as (No. 1 . ),

with the same title and date, No. 2622. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Worl s

of William Hogarth", by Thomas Clerk; London, 1810, vol. ii., where en

impression faces p. 67.

With the second title placed below the design, the engraver's name burnishc d

out, this plate was used again for " The Works of William Hogarth ", Londo i,

1837, vol. ii., where an impression faces p. 1O2.

4f- x 3lr zra - Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k. 2 J.

2627. THE BATTLE OF THE PICTURES. (No. 6.)

A Ticket to admit Persons to view Hogarth's Pictures.-it

an Auction.

THE BATTLE OF THE PICTURES.

[After Hogarth.] Jones $ Co. Temple of the Muses, Finsbury Squa; c,

London. [Feb. 28, 1 74 ;]

THIS engraving is a copy from the etching which is described as (No. 1.), w: h
the same title and date, No. 2622. It was prepared to illustrate

" The Works >f

William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1833; an impressi >n

faces p. 221.

6 x 5i I'M. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. : 8.
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2628. THE BATTLE OF THE PICTURES. (No. 7.)

A Ticket to admit persons to view Hogarth's Pictures at

an Auction.

THE BATTLE OF THE PICTURES.

From the Original by Wm
. Hogarth.

[Feb. 28, 1745]

THIS engraving is a copy from the etching which is described as (No. 1.), with

the same title and date, No. 2622. An impression follows p. 182 of "The
Complete Works of William Hogarth", by the Kev. J. Trusler and E. F. Roberts

;

London, no date.

6 x 5i in. Brit. Mus. Library, 7855. L

2629.
A Courier just Setting out. (WJio has any Letters to Send?)

Sketch'd from y
e

Life while his Boots were greasing.

[On the Death of Sir E. Walpole.] [March 18, 1745]

AN etching, little more than an outline, showing Walpole, with a whip in one hand
and a letter in the other, mounted on an ass, which has a human head, a portrait,

and is loaded with " Riches ",
" Court promises ",

"
4000 ",

" Tax ", Exchequer
tallies, and " A mail for Pluto." Beyond, stands "

M.", Doctor Mead, holding
a gold-headed cane and a recipe for

" The Site of a Mad dog ". Behind are

"P.", Pelham, and "H. C.", Sir J. Hynde Cotton. In front are "
CV'(arteret)

and "
_B."(ath). Beneath is inscribed, referring to the figures,

"
C. His Majesty

may depend on me. B. And on me. M. Dispatch. P. I'll promote his

Interest. H. C. The Broad Bottoms are his Friends." Within the margin of the

plate the following verses are engraved :

" At length Old O d must depart,

Helped on by medicinal Art:

B h, Gi le, P m, C n sends,

Each his one l
Duty, and his Friends :

For ivhatsoe'er on Earth they seem,
All Pluto's Ministers we deem.""

"O d" is Orford, i.e. Sir R. Walpole; "B h" is Bath, i.e. W. Pulteney,
Earl of Bath

;

" G le
"

is Lord Carteret, Earl Granville
;

" P m", Pelham,
Mr. Pelham, or the Duke of Newcastle, his brother

;

" C n "
Cotton, i. e. Sir

J. Hynde Cotton.

The letters in the former inscription refer to corresponding letters on the plate.

Sir Robert Walpole suffered much from stone, and during one of his severe

attacks at Houghton, was sent for by the King. The journey, lasting four

days, aggravated the symptoms and brought on such torments that the descrip-
tion of his sufferings, during the last day's journey, which was not more than

twenty miles, filled his surgeon,
2
Ranby, with horror

;
not finding the expected

1 own.
2 Mr. Ranby was a well-known surgeon of this period. There is a little print

after Hogarth, showing a landscape, with a large house, that called the Manor
House (?), at Chiswick, in the centre ; the print is inscribed,

" Mr. Ranby's house

at Chiswick."
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relief from regular medical assistance, he had recourse to Dr. Jurin, a quack

physician, who administered Mrs. Stephens' s medicine, a powerful solvent, for

which she had, in 1740, received a grant of $QQ>ol. from Parliament. The

medicine dissolved, as we are told, the stone, but the violence of the operation

injured the bladder and occasioned most excruciating agonies. Walpole bore his

sufferings with fortitude and resignation, and died March 18, 1745, aged 69.

He appears here surrounded by his political opponents, who may be supposed not

to lament his departure. The Doctor "M "
is doubtless intended for Dr. Mead,

who had published instructions for the treatment of the bite of a mad dog. See

H. Walpole's "Letters to Mann", Nov. 26, Dec. 24, 1744, and Jan. 14, 1745.
There is an impression from this plate without the verses engraved within the

mai'gin ; they have been added in MS.
For the "Broad Bottom" see "A Hint to the "Wise", No. 2675.
For Sir J. Hynde Cotton, see " The Claims of the Broad Bottom", No. 2579;

" A Political Battle Royal", No. 2581 ;
"The M-r-rys", No. 2608; "Faction

Display'd", No. 2603 ;
"A very Extraordinary Motion", No. 2613 ;

" Broad-

bottoms ", No. 262 1
;

" The Noble Game of Bob Cherry", 1 746 ;

"
Bob-Cherry",

No. 1746 ;

" The Promotion", No. 2535 ;
"A Welch K t", &c., 2630.

The references to Sir R. Walpole, Earl of Orford, in this Catalogue are too

numeroiis for useful quotation. They begin with the date of his first political

distinction, and continue until long after this record of his death, e.g. see " His

Arrival", &c., March 6, 1754, where he is associated with Mr. Henry Pelham.

one of the ministers here in question. For Pulteney, Earl of Bath, see the

entries designated in
" Modern Characters", 1746 ;

for Lord Carteret, Earl Gran-

ville, see
"
Bob-Cherry ", 1 746 ;

for the Duke of Newcastle, see
" The Nobh

Game of Bob Cherry ", 1746 ;
for Mr. Pelham, the Duke's brother, see "Moden

Characters", 1746.
11 X 5fin.

2630.
A Welch K 1. Roasted, and Baisted.

[March, 1745

AN engraving, coloured by hand, showing a kitchen, where a Welchman is spitte< I

and roasting at a great fire
;
he is basted by

" Gr n
"

with a ladle, pourin;

"Sills", "Place $f Petition", "Hanover Troops", "Excise", "Men no votes'
,

"Army reduced",
"
Votes of Credit", "Supplies", "Grants". The spit is turned

by "S
r
: G W- " and "

/. M d n". Over the chimney are spits fo
" Sr

. J H C nV " S" J P "
( ? Sir John Philipps, Com

missioner of Trade),
" W I r

"
( ? Mr. Edmund Waller, Cofferer of the House

hold), and " Ch t d" ( ? W. Chetwynd, Master of the Mint). A servant hold ;

a paper inscribed,
" First Course, Qn

. of H-ng y 5OOOOO<, H-n-v ns t >

return 57965. K. S d-n-a 2OOOOO. Secd. Course Ele Col-g 24299 El
M-ntz 8620 Extras 292303 Deficiency 261738, Sfc fyc" He is dolefully ex-

claiming
" This Pill of Faires, Her K' has V-t-d us to pay. Put by y

r

leaf Cot. t

K 1
. where is y

e Monies pray ?
"

These subsidies were granted in Feb. 1 745.
The knight here roasted is Sir Watkin Williams Wynne, and the roasting w <

performed by a pamphlet entitled "An expostulatory Epistle to the Welch Knigh ,

on the late Revolution in Politicks
;
and the Extraordinary Conduct of Himse f

and his Associates," &c. (8132. b.) This was published about the end of February ,

1745, and speedily followed by another tract professing to be "An Apology f<

the Welch Knight, And a View of the Principles and present Dissensions betwee i

the Chiefs of the Broad-bottoms," &c. (8132. b.) In December, 1 741, the electoi i

1 Sir J. Hyiide Cotton, see "A Courier just Setting out", No. 2629.
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of Denbighshire addressed their new Member of Parliament, Sir Watkin W.
Wynne, with regard to his political conduct, thanking him for having opposed
the Excise Scheme and the late "infamous" Convention of the Pardo"; request-

ing him to support a Bill for limiting the number of placemen in Parliament,
to require that redress of grievances should precede grants of money, and that a

strict inquiry should be made into the application of all grants. They also desired

him to protect the privileges of the people in electing their representatives freely,
without the interposition of distant powers, or indirect practices ;

to inquire if

peers had interfered in elections
;

if religion has been made subservient to. low

purposes, by a wrong use of episcopal power ;
if ministerial influence had perverted

the course of justice, and public good been sacrificed by mercenary wretches.

Sir Watkin was at this time a supporter of Pulteney and of the Administra-

tion promoted by him on the downfall of Walpole. This had been formed by a

coalition between Tories and Whigs, both in and out of office
; some were gratified

with offices and titles, all were assured that in the management of affairs a new

system would be adopted, as they themselves should propose. It was soon alleged
that those who had declaimed the loudest for the liberties of the country had been
actuated by self-interest (see "The Promotion", No. 2535.) The nation com-

plained that instead of a total change of men and measures, the old ministry had
been strengthened by the coalition, and therefore the people branded the new
converts as apostates and betrayers of their country. This general feeling, and

personal dissensions, ripened into another revolution in the Cabinet, and the
" Broad Bottom "

Administration was formed in December, 1 744. It was so

called as if it had been established on a true constitutional foundation, and com-

prehended individuals of every class, without distinction of party ;
and also because

Sir John Hynde Cotton, who was one of the most influential men of the party,
was remarkably corpulent and "broad in the beam." To this administration Sir

Watkin gave his support. It, however, like its predecessor, became unpopular ;

both promoted the same measures as their obnoxious predecessor, each carried a

grant of supplies without obtaining redress of grievances, and, deluding the people
with promises, called on them to have patience. The object of the former pam-
phlet was to "roast" Sir Watkin for being a supporter of Administrations which

had disappointed the nation
;
the print was executed with the same view

; the

great cause of complaint against him was his having assented to the grant of

supplies.
" The Pains you have taken in recommending Place Bills

; your re-

peated Declarations that the Septennial Act ought to be repealed ; your warm
Declamations against influencing Elections ; your bold Harangues against the

Weight of power in Parliamentary Debates
;
and your bitter Invectives against

Foreigners, and the Preference given to a Foreign Interest, will ever be re-

membered by your Friends, and by your Enemies." See " An Expostulatory

Epistle", p. 23.

For the "Broad Bottoms", see " A Hint to the Wise", No. 2675. For the

Excise Scheme, see "To the Honourable the South-Sea-Company ", No. 1904.
For the Convention of the Pardo, see "The European Race, Heat 1

st

", No. 2333,
and the references it contains. For Pulteney, Earl of Bath, see " Modern

Characters", 1746.
1
1|- X 6f- in.

2631.
THE SUBSCRIPTION TICKET FOR " THE MARCH TO FINCHLEY ".

A Stand of Arms, Musical Instruments, &c.

[By Hogarth.] [March, 1745]

THIS etching represents a trophy of military weapons, tools, and musical instru-

ments used in war, comprising swords, a musket, trumpet, drum, kettle-drum,
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fife, cannon, halberd, pickaxe, scimitar, lance with its pennon, pistol, broadsword,

sponge, havresack, Lochaber axe, morning star, Highland target, bagpipe, shield,

and two flags. These objects are grouped; in general those which may be sup-

posed proper to the Stuart partisans in Scotland, e.g. the bagpipe and target, are

disposed on our left; the British weapons, e.g. the musket, cannon, lance, and

halberd, are on our right. In front lies a scroll unrolled, on which are embla-

zoned the royal arms of Great Britain and Ireland ;
a pair of scissors are placed as

if being used to cut the lion rampant of Scotland out of the shield.

This work was used in 1 7 50 as the form of receipt for the subscription to
" The March to Finchley ", see that title, No. 2639.

Below the design, as if on the pedestal of the trophy, is engraved the follow-

ing inscription :

" Rec'd of 7*. 6d
. being the whole Payment

for a Print Representing a March to Finchly in the Year 1746 which I promise
to deliver when finished on sight hereof. N. B. Each Print will be half a Guinea

after the Subscription is over."

There is an impression in which the blank spaces in the above inscription have

been filled up thus respectively,
" March 29 1750", and " H Grace y

e Duke of
Richmond ". Hogarth's signature, which doubtless formerly occurred below the

plate mark of this impression, has been cut away ;
but his seal, bearing a painter's

palette, with a sheaf of brushes stuck in the thumb-hole, and patches of paint
near the margin, remains on the paper, as in " The Laughing Audience ", No.

1949.
This plate, having been much worn and worked on, was used again for " The

Works of William Hogarth, from the original Plates restored by James Heath,

Esq. R.A."
; London, no date 075 1 - d.)

See the advertisement for subscriptions to " The March to Finchley ", which

is quoted with that title, as above.

The original copperplate of this etching was in the possession of Alderman

Boydell.
8 x 6i in.

2632.
" A TICKET for a FEAST OR WHO DINES WITH DUKE

HUMPHRY/'
Published April I

st

1745 According to Act Price Six Pence [April, 1745]

THIS engraving shows a street, where, in the foreground, several persons are

assembled, with their names and appropriate verses engraved beneath the respec-
tive figures. Above their heads, on a tablet, is engraved the

" PROLOGUE"
" Who er'e offends at some unluckey Time,
Slides into Verse 8f hitches in a Rhime"

* * * #

The first figure on our left, is, with a barrel organ, a " Rare Shoe Man "

" Mustek has Charmes to Sooth a Savage Beast,
And therefore proper at A Feast"

The next figure is
" Sir Silkington

"

" No Dinner Cryes, the Ladys are to blame,

Forfew or none have Visited my Dame."
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The third figure is
"
Cacafogo

"
(see

" Rule a Wife ", &c., by
" Beaumont and

Fletcher ").
"
Benjamin a double portion had to Eat

But tells his tribe that they shall have no treat."

The fourth figure is
" Sir Lutestring

"

" Lo poor S
r

Lutestring at y
e
Weaving trade,

By Honest Labour has a Fortune made"

The last inscription is

" EPILOGUE"
" From Hence Let Court and Country Party Know,
No Balls no Dinners, O brave Gallante Show"

Over the title is a ducal coronet ; under it, "NB. A Ticket will be Published

every Year as Long as the Fast Lasts." At the sides of the print is "For the

Grandeur of the City"; at top and bottom, "No Balls No Dinners". Besides

the four persons mentioned above is a boy singing,
" O London is a fine Town ".

Several persons are exclaiming,
" No Balls",

" No Dinners", and several asses are

braying
" Anc anc anc", "ancora", and "

Bray Bray Bray Bray-vo". At the

sides is repeated
" For the Grandeur of the City."

I2f X 7| in.

2633.

A Race from Preston Pans to Berwick.

[Sept. 22, 1745]

AN engraving, in which Sir John Cope, having dropped his hat and sword, and

while holding his broken truncheon, gallops to the gate of Berwick, exclaiming,

''Defeated Sf Routed by G d". At the gate of the town stands Lord Mark Ker,
who replies,

" You re y
e

first General that ever was y* Messenger ofhis own Defeat".
Behind Cope follow two officers, respectively exclaiming,

" For Gardiner's Dra-

goons", "For another Coach Sf Six". Beneath is engraved the parody:

" Sr IOHN SUCK-LYNN a Ballad."

" Sr John he Bought him an Ambling Nag,
To Scotland for to ride, A,

A hundred horse besides his own,
Did guard him on each side, A,

The Laides all ran to their Windows to see,

So noble & gallant a sight, A.

And as he rode by, they all did Cry,

S', John, why will you go fight, A,
But still y

e Cruell Knigt rode on,

His heart would not relent, A.

For till he came there, he felt no fear,

Why then should he repent, A.

None liked him so well, as his own Collonel

He took him for John De Wort, A,
But when they made shews of Gunning & Blows

S
r

,
John he was nothing so pert, A,

For when the Scots army came in sight,

And all prepar'd to fight, A,
He ran to his tent, & they ask'd w' he meant
He said he must needs go an s , A,
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His Collonel sent for him Back again,

To place him in the Van, A.

But S r

,
John he did swear, he came not there,

To be kill'd the very first man, A,
To cure him of fear, he was sent to y

e
rear,

Some five or six miles or more, A,
S

r

John he did play, try trip & away,
But nere saw the Enemy more. A."

Immediately on the first overthrow of his cavalry at Preston Pans, Sir John

Cope attempted to stop and rally them, but was borne headlong with the confused

band, through a narrow road to the south of some enclosures, notwithstanding all

his efforts to the contrary. When he was joined by other fugitives, he made a

desperate effort to retrieve the fortune of the day, but the soldiers fled on in spite

of him, and he was at last obliged to take care of his own life by likewise galloping

away. He did not draw bit till he had reached Channelkirk, a small village at the

head of Lauderdale, twenty miles from the field. He stopped there to breakfast,

and then continued his flight to Coldstream. The next morning he rode on to

Berwick, and every where brought the first intelligence of his own defeat.

After the squadrons of cavalry which were first attacked had been overthrown,

another squadron under Colonel Gardiner advanced under their old commander,
who encouraged the men to attack, but they speedily gave way, and joined their

companions in flight.

Colonel Gardiner, deserted by his troop, put himself at the head of a small

party of men who were making a stand, but they were overpowered by numbers,
and the Colonel was cut down by a Highlander with a scythe.

12i- x 6f-in.

2634.

THE MITRED CHAMPION : or, The Church Militant.

[Sept. 24, 1745]

THIS is a portrait, full length, of Herring, Archbishop of York, in a half-clerical,

half-military costume, armed with a drawn sword, and wearing an officer's cocked

and laced hat, instead of his own mitre, which lies on the ground at his feet
;
near

it is an open book. He is marching to our left, and at the head of a company of

armed clergymen on foot, some of whom are fat, some thin, some old, some young.

They carry the royal standard of England. The archbishop cries,
"
Religion I

Liberty ! -my Country !
" His lieutenant, who marches on the right of the com-

pany, says, "King George, 8f y
e Church of Englandfor ever",

Below the design are engraved these lines :

" When bold Rebellion Armd by Spain & France,
Does thro' the Land with hasty Strides advance ;

When Rome & Hell combind in Arms appear
With all their horrid Implements of War

;

When Dreadful Devastation had begun
Its wasteful March, & Blood & Ruin run

;

'Twas Time brave YORK, to bid thy Children Arm.
And with thy Courage every Bosom warm :

They hear thy Voice, and Heart and Hand unite,

Lay by their Books, & join thee for the Fight,
The King, our Holy Church, & Common-weal
Alike command the Ardor of thy Zeal

;
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Art still prepar'd to argue from the Word,
Or deal Destruction with thy fatal Sword.

Rome, then, & all thy Fopperies avaunt,

Thee, nor thy Saints, nor Pardons do we want,

Our Civil Rights, & Sacred Worship shall

Never a Sacrifice to Bigots fall,

But as our Birthright we'll secure enjoy
While HERRING can his Sword & Eloquence employ ".

This appears to be the original of " The- Soldier, or the -- Militant ",

No. 2635, to which refer for an explanation of the subject.

Hogarth painted a portrait of Archbishop Herring ;
see the above-named

entry. For another valiant Archbishop of York, see "
Portrait of John Williams ",

&c., No. 340 ;

"
Portraits, full length", etc., No. 341.

A photograph from an engraving.

6J x 8i in.

The 1

Soldier, or the Militant.

A1

Paris Che Cocin sc [Sept. 24, 1745]

AN engraving representing a bishop wearing a laced cocked hat, clerical wig,

bands, lawn sleeves, his gown tucked round him, a military coat, waistcoat, and

gaiters ;
he has a sword at his side, a gorget on his breast, a knapsack and mitre

are at his back, a musket is held at his shoulder, with a label attached to the

cock, bearing
" O Lord ! open thou my Lips Sf my Mouth shall shew forth thy

Praise ". From his mouth is a label
"
My'* , My Lands, My Gold, Church."

Behind are several clergymen also well armed, but apparently not so zealous as the

prelate, and respectively exclaiming,
"
I'll be Vicar of Bray still ",

"
May Starve

with the"
1

,

" Tve 12 Children but no Lands", "Fight, I have but 2O a Year".

Above the print is a fish, i. e. Herring.
Dr. Thomas Herring was made Bishop of Bangor, 1737, Archbishop of York,

1743, Archbishop of Canterbury, Oct. 31, 1747.

"During the rebellion in 1745 he exerted himself with great zeal in favour

of government; having convened a public meeting in his diocese, he made a sensible

and animated speech, obtained a subscription to a considerable amount, and con-

tributed to raise and embody volunteers and other corps of troops, who performed
essential services against the rebels. These exertions drew on him the abuse of

the Jacobites, and occasioned a rumour that he had appeared in regimentals at the

head of his clergy, and declared he was as ready to fight as to pray for the family
on the throne. A caricature print was also published, in which the archbishop
is represented at the head of his clergy, in a motley dress, half military and half

clerical, with the inscription,
' The Church Militant?

" W. Coxe's " Memoirs of

Horatio, Lord Walpole, of Woolterton
"

;
1802. Ch. 39, note at end. This is the

print mentioned by Coxe.
" Dr. Herring, the Archbishop of York, has set an example that would rouse

the most indifferent; in two days after the news arrived at York of Cope's defeat

(at Preston Pans), and when they every moment expected the victorious rebels at

their gates, the Bishop made a speech to the assembled county, that had as much
true spirit, honesty, and bravery in it as ever was penned by an historian for an

ancient hero." Horace Walpole's "Letter to Mann", edit. 1857, Oct. 4, 1745.

Hogarth painted Archbishop Herring's portrait. There is a small print from

1 In the blanks of this title engravings of a mitre and a church are placed.
2 Here a mitre is represented.
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tliis picture at the head of the published speech made by the prelate to the clergy

and others at York, Sept. 24, 1745, "William Hogarth pinx. C. Moseley sculp".

The picture, which was likewise engraved by Baron, was at the Winter Exhibition

of the Royal Academy 1876, lent by the Archbishop of York. It is said that

Herring did not admire the portrait, and on it this epigram, referring to a work

described in this Catalogue, was made at the time :

"Lovat's hard features Hogarth might command;
A Herring's sweetness asks a Reynolds' hand ".

See "Lord Lovat counting the Clans on his Fingers" (No. l), Aug. 14, 1746.

The Archbishop is, of course, the "Salty" of "The Grounds", No. 2484.
For Herring, see

" First Oars ", &c.
;

" For Lambeth, C "
;

"
Haw'y Haw'y

L-mb-th ", all dated Oct. 1 747 ;
and " The Mitred Champion ", No. 2634 5

"Review of the York Regiment", 1778; "The Procession", &c., No. 2658;
"A Hint", &c., No. 2675; "The Invasion", No. 2636; "The Grounds", No.

2484 ;
in the last he appears as "

Salty ". See the references given with " First

Oars to L m th", Oct. 1747.

7| X 7ir in.

2636.

The Invasion or Perkins Triumph a Protestant Print. Inscrib'd

to all true Lovers of their Religion fy Liberty.

Published according to Act of Parliament Sep 1 745. Price 6d. C. Mosley
Inv*. et sculp

1
. ISept. 1 745]

AN engraving, in which is a coach, marked
1 "

Perkin", and carrying the Pretender,

who is holding a mask, leaning out of the window, and cheering his adherents
;
the

coach is drawn by six horses, viz. "Superstition", "Passive Obedience", "Re-

bellion", "Hereditary Right", "Arbitrary Power", and " Non Resistance". The

King of France is coachman ;
the Pope is postilion. A monk with the banner of

the "
Inquisition ", is running footman

; the Devil and two monks hang on behind

as footmen. A band of Scotchmen, with a banner inscribed "
Slavery

" and

painted with wooden shoes, follow. The coach is driven over a clergyman with
" The Holy Bible ", a lawyer with "

Magna Charta ", and Britannia, who has

dropped her purse and papers inscribed, "Leases", "Bank", "South Sea",

"India", "Exchequer", "Mortgage", or so many representations of property.
In the background, a monk superintends the burning of a martyr, and points to

the " Declaration ", by which the Pretender asserted that he was "
utterly averse

to all persecution and oppression whatsoever, particularly on account of conscience

and religion." A party of monks kneel before a cross. A bishop and clergy pro-
ceed from a cathedral, expelled by a "

Popish
"

bishop. A gallows, where several

persons are hanging, is in the background. All this takes place in a sort of

square, formed by York Minster, St. James's Palace, and the Admiralty Building,

Westminster. Beneath, these verses are engraved:

" Who Views this Print with an Impartial Eye,

May mark the dread Effects of Popery ;

What free-born Brittons from a King must hope.
Whose Charioteer's are Lewis and the Pope :

Gibbits and Faggots Swords and Wooden Shoes,

With all Rome's dire invented Train of Woes
;

1 For " Perkin ", see the references which are given with " Needs must when
the Devil drives ", No. 1496.
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Our Laws, Religion, Liberties, a Prey
To Gallic Fury and Tyrannic Sway,
Our Lands to dronish Monks and Fryars given,

Who make a Mammon Merchandize of Heaven.

These lively Emblems grace our Poignant Print,

If these are nothing the Devils in't".

" Perkin
" was a name given to both the Pretenders, intimating that they were

impostors, similar to Perkin Warbeck. For the young Pretender, see " The

Auction", 1756.
The object of this print is very fully explained in " The Procession or the

Popes Nursling riding in Triumph", No. 2658. This print is announced in " The
General Advertiser", Sept. 28, 1745> P- 2 - col. 3, as "This Day is publish'd".

The expelled bishop is Herring, Archbishop of York
;
see " The Soldier ",

&c., No. 2635, which explains the introduction of York Minster.

See " Perkins Triumf", No. 2637 ;
"Des Praetendenten Trivmph", No. 2638.

1 2% X 6J- in.

2637.
" PERKINS TRIUMF of den Schotzen Inval aan alle Liefhebbers

van Godsdienst en Vryheid."

Uitgageven volgens de Acte van V Parlement. 1 745-
*

Mosley inv1
. en na

deselve. [Sept. 1745]

THIS engraved design is similar to that of " The Invasion," &c. No. 2636 ;
with

some additions, as an eclipse of the sun, which was an emblem of the King of

France, whose glory was obscured by the failure of his efforts to assist the House
of Stuart. At one corner is a man holding a windmill-toy, and seated in a kind

of wooden fort, placed on a frog, and running on wheels ; at the other corner is

a statesman, mounted on a snail and holding a bag (?), before the snail is "Ik moet

weer om".

Beneath, is a portrait of the Pretender in a frame, inscribed,
" CAROLUS.

IACOBI. MOLITOR1S. CUJUSD. F1LII. FIL1US, FRANC. REG. LUD1B. ANGL. JOCUS.

natus 3 1 Dec. MDCCXX ", (" Charles the son of James, the son of a certain miller,

the sport of the king of France, the laughing stock of England," &c.) Above the

portrait is a coronet of foolscaps with the motto "A. BENED. P.M. dote" (?),

below, is a shield charged with a mill, alluding to the belief that the Pretender

was the grandson of a miller. At the sides, are trophies of arms and flags, with

ridiculous allusions and satiric inscriptions.

The two figures mounted on a frog and snail are copied from a print pub-
lished in Holland about 1689. It is called "

Arlequin sur 1'Hippogryphe a la

Croisade Lojoliste," No. 1 205. Its object was to satirize the Jesuits, especially

their endeavours through Father Petre to support the cause of the first Pre-

tender, here repesented with a child's toy windmill, in allusion to the belief of his

being the son of a miller. Two columns of satiric verse are engraved below the

design of "Perkins Triumf", and signed
" Brittannicus."

See "
Qualis vir Talis Oratio ", No. 1 1 74. For the young Pretender, see the

references given with "The Auction ", 1756.

I3ir X 9 in-
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2638.
" DES PRAETENDENTEN TRIVMPH oder Die Rebellion in Schott-

land an alle Liebhaber des Gottes-diensts und der Freyheit."

Ausgcgcben vermogeiner Parlaments Acte. 1745- [Sept. 1745]

THIS engraving exhibits the same design as that of " Perkins Triumf" 1
,
No. 2637,

which see. The inscriptions are in German.

3i * 7|*-

2639.
THE MARCH TO FINCHLEY. (No. i.)

A Representation of the March of the Guards towards Scot-

land, in the Year I 745.
To His MAIESTY the KING of PRUSSIA? an Encourager of

ARTS and SCIENCES ! This Plate is most humbly Dedicated.

Painted by Will. Hogarth Sf Publish"d Decbr
. 31*'. 1750. According to Act

of Parliament. Engraved by Luke Sullivan. Retouched and Improved by
W". Hogarth, republisKd June 12M . 1761. [Sept. 1745

3
]

THIS engraving represents the road at Tottenham Court Turnpike, London, while

parties of the English foot guards are marching towards Finchley, on their way to

oppose the invasion of the Pretender. The road leads up hill towards the rising

ground in the distance ;
soldiers in very irregular array are passing on the cause-

way, which leads through fields
;
a baggage waggon, with women mounted or

the piles of goods, is dragged at the side of the road, its escort of men follow

the vehicle. The wooden barriers of the turnpike which once stood at this

spot are seen over the heads of the soldiers in the mid-distance, the turnpike-

keeper's lodge is on our left. Soldiers are passing between the barriers, many ol'

them holding their muskets reversed, with the butts raised on their shoulders

On our right is the "
King's Head" Tavern

;
its sign swings on an upright post

and comprises a portrait of Charles II., with the initials
" C R"', this sign i,

placed near one of the angles of the house. Six windows in front of the build-

ing are visible. The lower sashes of these windows are all raised, excep
those of the upper floor, where the sashes have been taken out. Many women-

prostitutes of differing grades appear at these openings. In one of the lowes

openings, nearest to the spectator, is an enormously fat female, wearing a cap am
a white mantle over a dark dress. In the fervour of her pious patriotism sh<

joins her hands, and looks upwards with affected ardour, praying for the safety an<

speedy return of the soldiers. This person is Mother Douglas.
4 In the

next to this person is a young woman, holding a fan before her face and affectin:

1
;por Perkins ", see the references which are given with " Needs must whe

the Devil drives", No. 1496.
2 See the descriptions below of the various states of this plate. That describe i.

here is the eighth state, as finally published.
3 " His Majesty has been pleased to order a strong body of troops, consistin

<;

of several battalions of foot and some squadrons of horse and dragoons to marc

directly to Scotland, under the command of field marshal Wade",
" The Gener; I

Evening Post ", Sept. 26, 1 745.
4 A notorious prostitute and procuress, living in the Piazza, Covent Gardei ,

whom Hogarth more than once represented, as in "
Industry and Idleness

'

,

Plate XI., see that title (No. 1.), 1747, where she was painted in a similar actio

to that now described. She appears again in " Enthusiasm Delineated ", see th: c

title, No. 2425.
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to weep. An officer or sergeant of the guards, standing in the crowd below,
holds up to this woman, who appears to belong to the company of Mother Douglas,
a letter on the point of his pike ;

the harlot seems disinclined to take the letter.

The soldier presses his hand to his breast, as if to deprecate her scorn; see below,
note to the enumeration of the differing states of this plate. Two women are in

the remaining window of this row ;
one of them leans on the sill, with her arms

folded. In the next row of windows above, one opening is occupied by a woman
who is about to drop a piece of money into the hat of a man with a crutch

who stands below ; another hat is raised, the bearer being invisible, for a similar

gift. At the adjoining window are two more women, one of whom, stretching
across the interval between this opening and the next, offers a glass of gin to the

tenant of the latter a harlot who is dressed in a tight-fitting jacket and a

riding cap, and carries a fan
;
the harlot turns her face disdainfully away. In

one of the windows of the topmost tier are three women
;
two more appear at

each of the other openings. On the roof of this house are three cats, two of

which are looking at the- crowd below.

In the crowd near the "
King's Head " two men seem to be quarrelling ;

one

of them nourishes a stick, and turns round towards the other, who is stooping, so

that we do not see his face. A female hawker, bawling her wares, and having on

her head a basket of what appear to be cabbages, walks past. At the door of the

house a young woman seems to have mounted on something while she has been

hanging linen to dry. A soldier who is passing at the moment indecently
assaults her

;
she revenges herself by scratching his face. One of the soldier's

comrades snatches a piece of linen from the line where the woman had placed it.

On our right, in front of the composition, a drunken soldier has fallen on

the ground near a pool of water ; he wears but one gaiter, and that is but half

buttoned on his leg. On his haversack is
" G R ", and a crown. The man's

comrade, as we see by the axes embroidered on the front of his cap, is a pioneer,
and therefore ought not to have been in the rear of the troops, but in ad-

vance of them ;
in his haversack appear a wing and the claws of a stolen hen,

whose offspring flutter in vain at the side of the pool ;
this soldier kneels behind

the fallen man, and, laughing, endeavours to put a canteen to his lips ;
the latter,

grimacing, rejects the water which is in the vessel, and thus causes it to pour on

his haversack. He turns towards a female suttler, who fills for him a measure of

gin from a bottle cased in wicker. She has a musket slung at her back by means
of a broad belt like that of a soldier, these probably belong to the fallen man

;

also slung at her back is a miserable, wizen-faced baby, with features much resem-

bling those of the harsh-featured woman. The child, smelling the spirits held by its

mother, struggles and squalls to obtain some, leaping at her shoulder, and stretch-

ing out its skinny hand to seize the bottle. Immediately behind the suttler and
her child is a young man on horseback, who cheers the passing soldiers, taking off

his hat and waving it
;
with his disengaged hand he receives a measure of beer,

which is held by a person the whole of whose figure is not in the picture. Behind
the fallen man marches another, far advanced in intoxication, who shoulders

his musket and carries his naked bayonet upright before him, clutching the latter

with his right hand. Just before the last-named individual is another soldier,

who has bored a hole in a cask that is borne on the back of a man going in

front of him. The soldier has a gimlet between his teeth, and signs to ob-

servers with his right forefinger that they should not interfere. With his left

hand he holds his canteen to catch liquor which is issuing in a jet from the cask.

The cask-bearer goes on his way unconscious of the theft. A young officer,

while holding his head erect, marches past in the height of military vanity ;
a long

and very stiff pigtail extends from below his hat, and so stiffly does the wearer
strut that its point is considerably in the rear of his shoulders.

A milkmaid, carrying her pails on a yoke through the crowd, has been seized

by a young officer who kisses her ardently and thrusts his hand into her bosom
;

III. L L
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her expression stows appi'oval of the embrace, although having grasped one of

her assailant's ruffles, she affects to tear it. A soldier perceiving that the girl is

fully occupied, tilts one of her pails aside and, kneeling, pours part of its

contents into his hat
;
a boy chimney-sweeper, anxious to share the spoil, holds

out his sooty cap for some of the stolen milk. A pieman, with his stock of pies

on a board on his head, has his attention called by a comrade of the soldier's to the

abstraction of the milk
;
the pieman laughs and holds up his hands in astonish-

ment at the device of which the girl is the victim
;

meanwhile the man who has

addressed him is stealing a pie from his board.

In front of the picture, near the centre of the composition, is a stalwart

private in the guards, walking rather sadly between two women, one of whom

appears to be his wife, the other his mistress, or both may be his mistresses.1

The man carries his musket reversed under one arm, and while moodily

pacing, has thrust his right hand into the breast of his coat. The younger woman

fondly clasps his right arm, and with tears on her cheek looks in his face. She

is far advanced in pregnancy, and carries a basket on her right arm ;
in the basket

are a bottle, what looks like a cake, and two broadsides ;
on one of the latter is

engraved a portrait in an oval, of the " Duke of Cumberland" ;
the other

broadside is the ballad of " God save our Noble King".
2

This woman is a- suttler and ballad-singer; the other woman is a seller of

newspapers, a large wallet containing journals is slung about her body; on ore

of these is "THE JACOBITE JOURNAL", on another, the " LONDON EVENING
POST". Stepping back while she clutches the left arm of the soldier, she strives

to pull him as she wishes, but her strength does not avail; she flourishes, us

if to call the man's attention to it, a scroll of paper, on which is
" Tf.E

REMEMBRANCER", see below: a sergeant of the guards, seeing how his comrade

is thus beset by the "Popish" woman, makes as if he would strike her with h is

halberd. On the back of her mantle is a cross. Hogarth probably intended to

show that this woman was more or less crazy or tipsy at the moment in view.

The next group in the front of the design consists of a drummer, his wife, and their

child, a boy of about ten years of age. The woman is loth to part with the drumme r,

and clings to his coat, weeping and wiping her eyes ;
the boy endeavours to detain

him, holds to his coat, and cries loudly. The drummer, half laughing, half crying,
turns from the woman and the child, and beats his drum. A boy-fifer, steppi ig

by the side of the drummer, sets his instrument to his lips, and adds to the noise

by its means. A man stands close to an outhouse of the " Adam and Ev >"

Tavern on our extreme left of the front of the design, and makes water agaii st

the wall, it seems to be a painful act to him, he reads a bill affixed to the w ill

referring to " D*. ROCK".3 A woman, looking at the marching troops through in

1
Hogarth, it has been fancied, may have intended to suggest the condit- m

of England at this time by placing this man between the two women, one old a

virago, and a Roman Catholic
;

the other young, pregnant, full of tendern ss

towards him, and evidently of Protestant inclinations.
2 This is an interesting record of the use of this song in this form, and w th

an application to George the Second,
" The Daily Advertiser", Sept. 30, 1 7. ..5,

i.e. within a few days of the date supposed most appropriate for the subject of

this picture, stated " On Saturday night last, the audience at the Theatre Ro> al,

Druvy Lane, were agreeably surprised by the gentlemen belonging to the ho ise

performing the Anthem of God save our noble King". On the use of "
C od

save the King
"

see "
Popular Music of the Olden Time ", by Mr. Chappell, : ud

"Notes and Queries", especially, 2 nd . Series, vi. p. 475; vii. pp. 63 and lo;
x. p. 301.

3 A famons quack of this period, see "The Four Times of the Day, M< :TI-

ing", No. 2357 ;
and "A Harlot's Progress", Plate V., No. 2091.
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opening in the wall just above the soldier's head, is attracted to his proceedings.
Behind this group a considerable number of soldiers march with their mus-
kets reversed

;
a drummer with a drum at his back accompanies them. Near

these soldiers a Frenchman is eagerly whispering in the ear of his neighbour, who

may be a Scotchman, and has been described as an Independent, i.e. a Jacobite.

The former holds a letter, supposed to contain intelligence favourable to the

Pretender's invasion
;
the letter is directed "A Monster Monsier a Londre".

The so-called "
Independent" leans his face, with an expression of pleasure on

it, towards his informant, his hands are in a large muff, his wig has two tassels or

locks tied in knots pendent in front
;
a large black patch is on his temple, as if

there had been a wound on that place. The Frenchman wears a black solitaire, and

a bag-wig. In the picture this man's under-coat is shown to be plaid he is a

Highlander in disguise. His own hair is visible below the wig. A country

waggon loaded with soldiers' baggage, three women being seated on the top of

the goods, is following the troops on the causeway. It contains tent-poles,

portmanteaus, a halberd, kettle, mattress, boxes, bundles, and the like. Two
of the women are old, and are energetically gossiping and smoking short

pipes, the third woman is young ;
she sits gracefully on the baggage,

1

while,

with her bosom bare, she suckles a baby. A little boy, who is blowing a toy

trumpet vigorously, leans from his seat among the baggage to look at a fight

which takes place near the side of the cart. Two rough men, naked to their

waists, are sparring, with their fists doubled, each on his guard ;
an eye of one of

the combatants is closed. The spectators of this encounter comprise soldiers

from the regiment, two or three women, and other idlers from the neighbour-
hood

; among the latter is one apparently, by his apron, a cobbler, who has left

his stool to be present at the combat
;
he has stepped on something, perhaps

his own stool, in order that he may see over the heads of his neighbours ;
he

takes so intense an interest in the battle that with protruding eyes and

open mouth, he clenches his own fists in sympathy with the actions of the

pugilists. A woman rushing forward to interfere in the fight, probably be-

cause one of the men is her husband, is restrained by a bystander, who pushes
her back. A young man in a laced hat is encouraging the men to fight. A
porter with a large box on his neck stops, regardless of the weight of his

burthen, to look at the combat. It has been said that the young man was

painted from Lord A. Bertie, who appears in " The Cockpit", aee this title

(No. 1.), 1759. The cobbler's name has been stated to have been "Jockey
James". This crowd, of which the combatants are the central group, occupies
a small open space of ground in front of the " Adam and Eve", which is

enclosed on three sides by the tavern front, by the turnpike house, and

by the out-building on which the placard of Dr. Rock is placed, see above.

In the middle of this space rises the strong wooden post which supports on

one of its arms the sign of the " Adam and Eve", a picture of the first parents
at the moment of the Fall, in its frame carved with foliage and flowers. The
name of the host " GILES GARDINER", is on a space below the painting. To the

other arm of the sign-post is suspended a second board, inscribed " TOTTENHAM
COURT NURSERY 1746". In the middle of the design, immediately behind

the figure of the officer, who is kissing the milkmaid, is the ensign of the regiment,

bearing the crosses of St. George and St. Andrew.

When the Pretender invaded Scotland in 1745, the British Government
in all possible haste recalled the English guards from the Low Countries and

Germany ;
a considerable proportion of these troops had been despatched from

England not long before this time. On returning, they marched through the

1 The figures of this woman and her infant have been supposed to derive

their elegance from a reminiscence of Raphael.
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metropolis, and gathered on its northern side ere starting to oppose the Pre-

tender. Taverns bearing the respective signs of those Hogarth painted in this

picture still (1876) exist at the corners of the Hampstead Road and the Euston

Road (the latter was formerly called the New Road).
" The King's Head" is on

the east, and " The Adam and Eve " on the west of this thoroughfare. The title

of " The Jacobite's Journal
"

was, of course, satirically adopted, but Hogarth

designed a head-piece for a publication edited by Henry Fielding, and having
that title, see "The Jacobite's Journal" (No. 1.), 1747. "The London

Evening Post
" was a newspaper of that period.

" The Remembrancer, or,

A Weekly Slap on the Face for the Ministry", was edited by J. Ralph,
on behalf of Doddington, see " The Frontispiece to ' A Collection of State

Flowers'", No. 2025; "The Crabtree", No. 1757. H. Walpole wrote to

Sir H. Mann, June 25, 1749, in respect to it: "This is the 'Craftsman' of

the present age, and is generally levelled at the Duke (of Cumberland), and

filled with very circumstantial cases of his arbitrary behaviour. It has abso-

lutely written down Hawley, his general favourite and executioner, who was

to have been upon the staff." In "Short Notes of My Life", the same

writer states, see "Letters", 1857, i- p. Ixvi. : "I next wrote two papers of
' The Remembrancer', and two more of the same in the year 1749." For

the Pretender, see "The Auction", 1756.
The first notice of the publication of this print appears to have been given i i

the following advertisement from " The General Advertiser ", March 16, 1750,

p. i. col. 3 :
" Mr. HOGARTH proposes to publish by SUBSCRIPTION, A Print repre-

senting the March to FINCHLEY in the Year 1746, engraved on a Copper-Plate
22 Inches by 17, Price 7*. 6d. Subscriptions may be taken at his House the

Golden-Head in Leicester-Fields, till the 3Oth of April next; during which

Time, the Picture may be seen and not longer, to the End that the Engraving

may not be retarded Note, Each Print will be Half a Guinea after the Sul -

scription is over
;
and in the Subscription Book will be seen a Proposal, which

being complied with during the above Time of Subscribing, will entitle a Sub-

scriber to the Picture, which shall be delivered as soon as the Engraving is finished ."

The nature of the "
Proposal" in question appears by means of the followirg

paragraph, which is included in an advertisement in the above-named newspaper
for April 23, 1750, p. 2, col. 3 :

" In the Subscription Book are the Particula \s

of a Proposal, whereby each Subscriber of three Shillings over and above tl e

said seven Shillings and Sixpence for the Print, will, in Consideration thereof, 1 e

entitled to a Chance of having the Original Picture, which shall be deliverc d

to the winning Subscriber, as soon as the Engraving is finished." The sub-

scription ticket for this print was the engraving which is known as " The Su >-

scription Ticket for
' The March to Finchley

'

", No. 263 1 .

" The Gener d

Advertiser", May 1, 1750, p. 1, col. 2, contains the following stateme it

respecting this picture and the print from it :
"
Yesterday Mr. Hogarth's Su >-

scription was closed, 1 843 Chances being subscrib'd for, Mr. Hogarth gave t ie

remaining 1 67 chances to the Foundling Hospital ;
at two o'Clock the Box w is

open'd, and the Fortunate Chance was Number 1941, which belongs to the said

Hospital ;
and the same Night Mr. Hogarth delivered the Picture to t ie

Governors." This picture still belongs to the Foundling Hospital, London, [t

is stated in "The Genuine Works of William Hogarth", by J. Nichols and >.

Steevens
;

ii. 1810, p. 192, that all the off-tracts from the faces in the origii al

picture, in red chalk on oiled paper,
" are still preserved." The same author ty

states that Hogarth acknowledged to have introduced three portraits in tl is

painting :

" A noted French Pye-man, one of the young Fifers then recen ly

introduced into the Army by the Duke of Cumberland ; and a Chimney sweep r,

with an aspect peculiarly roguish. The two latter were hired by Hogarth, \\ 10

gave each of them half-a-crown, for his patience in sitting while his likeness v as

taken." It is said that the fifer, owing to his good conduct, received a comm s-
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sion from the Duke of Cumberland, who was delighted with this portrait. For
the Duke, see "Dinah relates her distresses", 1757-

As to the dedication of this plate to the King of Prussia, it is averred by
John Ireland, "Hogarth Illustrated", 1806, ii. pp. 140-2, that before pub-
lication the print was inscribed to George the Second, and the picture was taken

to St. James's, in hopes of obtaining his Majesty's approbation ; he "
probably

expected to see an allegorical representation of an army of heroes devoting their

lives to the service of their country : and their Sovereign, habited like a mailed

Mars, seated upon a cloud, where he might,

' with a commanding voice,

Cry havock, and let slip the dogs of war.'

If such was his expectation, we may readily conceive his disappointment on

viewing this delineation. His first question was addressed to a nobleman in

waiting,
'

Pray, who is this Hogarth ?
' 'A Painter, my liege.'

' I hate

bainting and boetry too ! Neither the one nor the other ever did any good !

Does the fellow mean to laugh at my guards ?
' ' The picture, an it please

your Majesty, must undoubtedly be considered as a burlesque.'
' What a

bainter burlesque a soldier ? he deserves to be picketed for his insolence ! Take
his trumpery out of my sight.' The print (picture ?) was returned to the artist,

who, completely mortified at such a reception of what he very properly con-

sidered as his first work, immediately altered the inscription, inserting instead of

the King of England, the King of Prussia (as an encourager of the arts). Though
the fine arts were never much encouraged in Prussia, the painter received a

handsome acknowledgment for his dedication." see below, on the states of the

plate. See "General Advertiser", Ap. 28, 1750, p. 1. col. 3.

The engraver's outline for this plate, in pencil, is in the Print Room.
There are nine states of this plate :

1. The Etching.
1

2. The plate finished, without writing below.

3
2

. With the writing below as follows '.

" Painted by Will"1

Hogarth Sf Pub-
lish'd Decbr

. 30. 1750. According to Act of Parliament. A Representation of the

March of the Guards towards Scotland, in the Year 1 745. To His MAJESTY the

KING of PSUSIA, an Encourager of ARTS and SCIENCES! This Plate is most

humbly Dedicated. Engraved by Luke Sullivan" This state and the fourth,

constitute what is commonly called " The Sunday Print", from the fact that, after

the date was added, it was discovered that the 3Oth of December of the year in

question would fall on a Sunday ;
the date was then altered, as in the 5th state.

4. With the publication line as follows :

" Painted Sf Publish'd by Will"1
. Hogarth Dec'"'. 30. 1750, According to Act

of Parliament. A Representation of the March of the Guards towards Scotland,

in the Year 1 745. To His MAIESTY the KING of PRUSIA, an Encourager of
ARTS and SCIENCES.' This Plate is most humbly Dedicated. Engraved by Luke
Sullivan."

5. With the inscription below the engraved margin of the plate, as above,
the date only having been altered to " Dec**. 3 1*'."

3

6. With the dedication line stopped out, preparatory to correcting the error

1 In the engraver's outline and the etching, the face of the harlot with the fan,

to whom the soldier offers a letter on the point of his pike, is looking straight in

front, instead of being turned aside, as in the finished plate above described.
2 This impression is of a very rare order.
3 In States 3, 4, 5, and 6, the word " Prussia

"
has been engraved with one

"
s
"

only, another "
s
"
has been added above the line, but without a caret, with

a pen and ink.
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in spelling the word " Prussia ", see below. The indent on the paper, caused by

overlaying the inscription, is distinct in the example in the Print Room.

7. Which is described above, the word "Prussia" being correctly spelt, and

an addition, as follows, made below the engraver's name,
" Retouched and Im-

proved by Wm
. Hogarfh, republislid June 12 th

1761." The bunch of grapes

pendent from the sign-post of the " Adam and Eve" was enlarged in this state.

8. The inscriptions as in State 7> the plate worked on by another and less

skilful hand. The socket of the head of the pike on which the soldier offers a

letter to one of the harlots at the windows of the "King's Head", is in the

previous states white
;
in State 7 this socket has been made dark.

9. This plate, as in State 8, having been much worked on, was \ised for " The
Works of William Hogarth, from the original Plates restored by James Heath,

Esq., R. A.", London, no date (1751. d.)

See " The Painter's March from Finchley ", 1754, a satire on Hogarth.

2lf x l6fzw.

2640. THE MARCH TO FINCHLEY. (No. 2.)

A REPRESENTATION of the MARCH of the GUARDS
towards SCOTLAND, in the YEAR 1 745.

Invented 8f Painted by Wm
. Hogarth. [Sept. 1745]

THIS engraving is a reduced copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with

the same title and date, No. 2639.
It is a contemporary copy, of very excellent quality.

13| X gin.

2641. THE MARCH TO FINCHLEY. (No. 3.)

A .R(epresentation) of the March of the Guards towards Sco 5-

land in the Year (i 745.)
Invented and Painted by W.Hogarth. [Sept. 174,>']

THIS engraving is a copy from that described as (No. 1
.), with the same title arcl

date, No. 2639. It is very far from being a finished work, the shading throug i-

out and the modelling of the figures are very roughly executed. The inscri )-

tions on the newspapers carried by the woman who grasps the left arm of t le

soldier in front of the design, have been omitted.

2642. THE MARCH TO FINCHLEY. (No. 4.)

A REPRESENTATION of the MARCH of the GUARDS towar Is

SCOTLAND in the YEAR 1745.
N. 6. Invented &f Painted by Wn

. Hogarth. \_Sept. 1 74 5]

THIS engraving is a copy from that described as (No. 1.), with the same title j ad

date, No. 2639. The proportions of the plate have been altered from those of

the original, the upper margin occurs just above the trees on our left, the high ist

story of the house on our right is omitted. It is one of a series of copies ft >m

Hogarth's works ; in the upper comer, on our right, is
" N. 6 ", see " The G ite

of Calais
"
(No. 2.), 1 749.

1O x 6 in.
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2643. THE MARCH TO FINCHLEY. (No. 5.)

[After Hogarth.] Dent Sculp. [Sept. 1 745]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same
title and date, No. 2639. It was prepared to illustrate "Hogarth Moralized",

by the Rev. G. Trusler
; London, 1768, on p. 170.

It was used again for
"
Hogarth Illustrated ", by John Ireland

; London,

1791 ; vol. i. (7854. ff.), facing p. 294.

4f x 3f "* Brit. Mus. Library (Grenville), 2585.

2644. THE MARCH TO FINCHLEY. (No. 6.)

63 W. Hogarth inv. pinx. Riepenhausen. sc. [Sept. 1 745]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. l .), with the same
title and date, No. 2639. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Liehtenberg's

"Erklarung der Hogarthischen", &c., Gottingen, 1794-1816, in which volume
it is No. 63.

It may be distinguished from other copies by the absence of a marginal line

about the engraved portion of the plate, and by the presence of the number
"
63 ". in the upper corner, on our right.
10

Jr
X 7 f.

in. Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. 11.

2645. THE MARCH TO FINCHLEY. (No. 7.)

MARCH TO FINCHLEY.

Designed by W. Hogarth. Engraved by T. Cook. London Published by G.

G. $-J. Robinson Paternoster Row June I
st

. 1799. [Sept. 1745]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described with the same
title and date (No. 1 .), No. 2639.

It is comprised in "Hogarth Restored. The Whole Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth ", &c.,
" Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook "

; London, 1 806.

2l|- x l6f in.

2646. THE MARCH TO FINCHLEY. (No. 8.)

THE MARCH TO FINCHLEY.

Hogarth pinx. T. Cook sculp. Published by Longman, Hurst, Rees, $
Orme. Novr

. l". 1809. [Sept. 1745]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same

title and date, No. 2639. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Genuine Works of

William Hogarth", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens
; London, 1810, vol. ii.

where an impression faces p. 191.

With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer ", this plate was used again for
" The Works of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1821,
vol. i. (1751. b.)

There is an impression from a late state of this plate, in which the whole

work has been retouched.

7 X .5f- *.
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2647. THE MARCH TO FINCHLEY. (No. 9.)

MARCH TO FINCHLEY.

PL. LII. Hogarth del1 T. Clerk sculp* London Published as the Act

directs by Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row. [Sept. 1 745]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same

title and date, No. 2639. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works of William

Hogarth", by Thomas Clerk; London, 1810, vol. i. where an impression faces

p. 180.

With the second title placed below the design, the engraver's name burnished

out, this plate was used again for
" The Works of William Hogarth" ; London,

1837, vol. ii. where an impression faces p. 12.

4|. x 3^ in. Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k. 24.

2648. THE MARCH TO FINCHLEY. (No. 10.)

THE MARCH TO FINCHLEY. ENGD. BY W. H. WATT.

[After Hogarth.] Published by John Major, 50, Fleet Street, Jany
. 1. 1831.

[Sept. 1745]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the samt

title and date, No. 2639. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth Moralized ".

by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1831 ;
an impression faces p. 173.

Si X 3f in.

2649. THE MARCH TO FINCHLEY. (No. n.)

THE MARCH TO FINCHLEY.

Engraved by T. E. Nicholson, from the Original by W"1

.

Hogarth.

Jones Sf C. Temple of the Muses. Finsbury Square, London. [Sept. \ 745 i

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1
.), with the sam ;

title and date, No. 2639. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works of Williai i

Hogarth ", by the Rev. John Trusler
; London, 1 833 ;

an impression face i

p. 179.
With the publication line removed, this plate was used for

" The Complet j

Works of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. J. Trusler and E. F. Roberts ;

London, no date (7855. i.) ;
an impression faces p. 159.

6i X 4| in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 25 .

2650. THE MARCH TO FINCHLEY. (No. 12.)

^March to Finchley.^]

[After Hogarth.] Jackson. [Sept. 1 74,' ]

THIS woodcut is a copy from the design described as (No. 1 .), with the same tit e

and date, No. 2639. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Penny Magazine ',

1835 ; an impression occurs on p. 193.

7i X 5f- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 2093. ;.
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2651. PARTS OF FIGURES FROM "THE MARCH TO FINCHLEY"

(No. 2639). A.

W. Hogarth, inv. Riepenh(a,u)s(en). [Sept. 1745]

THIS etching comprises half-length figures of" l ", the adult drummer;
"
2", the

woman who is holding at his shoulder and weeping ;

"
3 ", the boy who follows this

man and cries because his father is going away ;

"
4 ", the boy-fifer ;

all in the

above-named picture.

It is one of a series of illustrative fragments from Hogarth's works, and, above

the design, marked " A ".

2 X 3t.

2652. PARTS OF FIGURES FROM " THE MARCH TO FINCHLEY"

(No. 2639). B.

[After Hogarth ; etched by Riepenhausen.] [Sept. 1 745]

THIS etching comprises half-length figures of "
1 ", the soldier who walks in front,

between the two women
;

" 2 ", the pregnant ballad-singer, one of the two women ;

"
3 ", the other woman, she who carries the newspapers ; and,

"
4 ", the sergeant

who appears behind this group in the above-named picture.

It is one of a series of illustrative fragments from Hogarth's works, and,

above the design, marked " B ".

2 X 3^ in.

2653. PARTS OF FIGURES FROM "THE MARCH TO FINCHLEY"

(No. 2639). C.

[After Hogarth ;
etched by Riepenhausen .J

. [Sept. 1745]

THIS etching comprises half-length figures of "
1 ", the pieman who is laughing at

the act of "
3 ", the soldier who kisses the milkmaid,

"
4 ", while " 2 ", another

soldier, steals his pies ; and "
5 "> a boy, pours milk into his own hat from the

woman's pail.

It is one of a series of illustrative fragments from Hogarth's works, and, above

the design, marked " C."

2 X 3i in.

2654. PARTS OF FIGURES FROM " THE MARCH TO FINCHLEY"

(No. 2639). D.

[After Hogarth ; etched by Riepenhausen.] [Sept. 1 745]

THIS etching comprises heads and half-length figures of "
1 ", the laughing

sweep;
" 2 ", the so-called Independent to whom "

3 ", the Frenchman who holds

the letter, is whispering ;

"
4 ", the pioneer who offers a canteen to

" 6 ", the

drunken soldier who lies in the mire on our right of the picture ;

"
5
"

is the

suttler, who, with the baby on her back, is pouring liquor into a measure for

the use of the prostrate soldier.

This etching is one of a series of illustrative fragments from Hogarth's works,

and, above the design, marked " D."

2 X 3 in.
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2655. PARTS OF FIGURES FROM " THE MARCH TO FINCHLEY
"

(No. 2639). E.

[After Hogarth ;
etched by Riepenhausen.] [Sept. 1 745]

THIS etching comprises parts of figures of "
1 ", the drunken soldier with the

drawn bayonet ;

" 2 ", his neighbour with the raised fore-finger ;

"
3 ", the young

officer who, in front of " 2 ", is marching erect; "4", the girl who, standing near

the door of the house, is assailed by a soldier ;

"
5
"

is
" Mother Douglas ", the

fat woman who, at a window of the house on our right of the design, is imploring
a blessing on the troops. All these figures are in the above-named design.

This etching is one of a series of illustrative fragments from Hogarth's works,

and, above the design, marked " E ".

2 X 3^ in.

2656. PARTS OF FIGURES FROM " THE MARCH TO FINCHLEY
"

(No. 2639). F.

[After Hogarth ;
etched by Riepenhausen.] [Sept. 1 7'45]

THIS etching comprises parts of figures and groups from the above-named

design,
"

1 ", the group of women riding in the military cart, i. e. the old women
who smoke pipes, and the young woman who suckles the baby, and her little

boy who plays with the trumpet. Likewise " 2 ", the boxers and those who look

at them.

This etching is one of a series of illustrative fragments from Hogarth's works,

and, above the design, marked " F ".

2X3^ in.

2657. HALF-LENGTH FIGURE OF THE PIE-MAN IN " THE
MARCH TO FINCHLEY" (No. 2639).

[After Hogarth.] Published FeV lo'
A

. 1824 (for the Proprietor] ~by B.

Smith, 21. Judd Place, West, New Road. \_Sept. 1745]

THIS engraving comprises a half-length figure of the pie-man in Hogarth's
" The

March to Finchley ". It appears to have been engraved as a companion to the

similar half-length figure of the milkmaid in the same artist's picture of " The

Enraged Musician
"

;
see " Half- length Figure of the Milkmaid ", &c., No. 2528.

6f x 8 in.

2658.
The Procession or the Popes Nursling riding in Triumph.

Published according to Act of Parliament Oct. 1 5, 1 745. Sold by J. Collyer
in Ludgate Street. \_Oct. 1745]

AN engraved broadside, comprising a design and texts. Beneath the former is

the:
" EXPLANATION."

" A Triumphal Car driven furiously by the French King who aims at Universal

Monarchy by endeavouring to palm the Pretender upon us. The Pope, with the

Young Pretender between his knees, demanding full payment for the charges of

Maintaining the Pretender and his Family for 50 years. Young Perkin l as he

1 For " Perkin ", see the references given with " Needs must when the Devil

drives", No. 1496 ;
and " Briton's Association ", &c., No. 2661.
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hopes to prevail by the sword, brandishes it & declares that he will govern thereby,
& threatens in his zeal for Rome, that he will purge the Land of Hereticks.

The Car is drawn by Asses Wolves & Tygers, rode by Ignorance, a Fury and the

Devil, which are emblematical of Popish Errors Rage & Infernal Cruelty. A
Protestant Bishop & a Judge crusht under the wheels, shew that both our

Religion & Laws must be overturned by a Popish Government. The Bible which

is dear to us as Protestants, and the Acts of Parliament which are the Bulwark

& Security of our Liberties as Subjects are trampled under foot to shew wee are

to have no longer enjoyment of or protection from them. A Romish Priest

behind the Car supports a Standard which threatens us with Burning our Persons

unless wee bum our Bibles, change our Religion & joyn in Image worship, another

Priest is dispensing to the Crowd the appointments of the Crown, Priests being the

Channel through which all Court favours are to run. The French and Spaniards
which attend the Triumph, exult in prospect of the several advantages which will

arise to their kingdoms when the British Crown becomes dependent on them. The
Procession is preceeded by a train of Priests with the Banner of the Inquisition, the

Host in a Chalice &c., requiring Homage from all they meet, and Punish those who
will not joyn with them in their Idolatrous Worship. A Priest from the Window of

a College presents a list of Church & Abby Lands claiming the resumption of them

for the use of his Bror Drones The brave Archbishop of York appears in his

Military Habit at the head of the Yorkshire Association, which brave Spirit spread

through all parts of the Kingdom shew the just value Britains have to their

Liberties & with the Blessing of God foretells destruction to the Agents of Hell

& Rome in endeavouring to Destroy them."

The " brave Archbishop
" was Herring, who addressed a very stirring speech

to a meeting of gentry at York, Sept. 24, 1745 when a loyal association was

formed, see below. He is here represented as having thrown his episcopal
vestments on the ground and assumed a military dress, which he never did.

In addition to the above are the following incidents : At one corner of the

print is
" Father Graham Confessor to his Highness

"
rejoicing,

" Now shall our

Smithfield Fires Blaze again''
1

. A priest, leading the procession, bears a banner

on which is
"
Keep no Faith with Hereticks "; his companion holds up a large

crucifix. Other priests attend, one of whom carries the banner of his order, on

which is represented a saint (Dominic) issuing from clouds, and holding in his

right hand a naked sword, in his left an olive branch
; below the figure is

an orb of sovereignty : a monk attending this banner says,
"
Soft Pennance

for English Women'", and holds a flagellum made of a fox's tail; another

monk bears a large birch rod. A postilion on one of the leading mules of

the car cries,
" Don Philip for Ireland ", his fellow rider is blindfolded, and

carries instruments of torture a sword, pincers, wooden shoes, and a halter, and
he drives furiously. Another postilion is a nearly naked lunatic, brandishing a

torch, and carrying an axe in his girdle ; he rides a wolf. The fourth postilion

is the Devil, mounted on a tiger, hallooing to the pairs of mules and wolves

before his tigers, and armed with an axe and a rosary. The traces of the car

are inscribed,
" Bulls and Indulgences Fines Tortures Excommunications Deaths

by Fire Sf Sword"". On its wheels are "
Hereditary Right", "Absolute Monarchy ",

" No Juries ",
"
Dispensing

"
,

" Packt" "Parliament", and "
Judges ". The

car is driven over the "Habeas Corpus Act", "Act of Toleration", "Acts of
Parliament",

" Statute Law", "Civil Law", "Holy Bible" "Bank",
"
Magna

Charta" , "Exchequer"; a magistrate and lawyer lie under the wheels. Behind
the vehicle, a torn paper lies on the ground, marked "Pursuivant ". On the further

side of the team a crowd of men, French and Spanish, follow a Spaniard who,

waving his sword, runs and shouts
;

his attendants bawl " No Navigation in the

West Indies",
" Tame the Proud Britons", "Gibraltar Sf P. Mahon is ours",

" The
Trade of the World is ours" , "English Wool by Treaty",

"
Cape Breton restord".

The driver of the car, the French king, a young man, says, "For Universal
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Monarchy". The Pretender declares, waving a broadsword, "By the Sword III

govern"; the Pope, seated by his side, holds a banner, on which is
" I"

1

II purge the

Land of Hereticks ". A label by the side of His Holiness demands,
"
50 Years

boarding y
e Father besides Nursing &f Educating his Children ". At the back

of the car rides a monk, who holds a large flag, on which is represented an open

place at Oxford (?), and the "
Burning the Bishops ",

"
Burning the Bibles ", and

adoration of the Virgin Mary's statue. A monk distributes to a crowd of men
who are running after the car, papers respectively inscribed with titles of offices

they covet, including
" Pursuivant ", see above, and "

Inquisitor General ",
" Master of (the) Horse ",

" Master "
(of the)

" Rolls ",
" Lord Treasurer ",

" Lord

Chancelor", "Zor"(d) "of" (the) "Admiralty". At an open window in the

west front of an ancient church a monk exhibits a long scroll of paper, on which

the names of wealthy ecclesiastical establishments are written,
" St Albans",

"S l
. Edmundsbury" ,

" Woburn Abby", "Waltham Abby", "Christs Hospital fyc &fc".

In the distance of the print is a view of " York Minster", and a regiment of

parsons marching under the guidance of Archbishop Herring, whose mitre and
vestments lie on the ground at his feet, having been abandoned for a military
dress.

Above the design is engraved the following song :

" Ye true British Subjects, whose Loyalty dares

To face the Pretender, & all the Pope's Snares,
Exert all your Might in sound Liberty's Cause,
And stand by the Nation, & stand by the Laws.

2

Shall Popery & Rome her Tenets dispense,
Devoid of all Reason devoid of all Sense ?

Shall the Minion of France, & y
e
Dupe of old Rome,

Dispose of our Rights, both Abroad & at Home ?

Shall y
e Sons of Old England commence petty Slaves,

Be govern'd by Rebels and Jacobite Knaves ?

Shall Fryars & Monks recover their Land,
And the Host pass in triumph through City & Strand ?

4
If priest-ridden Tools would your Senses deceive,
Be cautious to harken, be slow to believe

;

They'll tell you fine Stories, to tickle your Ears,
And gild their Designs, to dispell all your Fears.

Possest of your Rights, they will lead you a Dance,
And England must then be a Province to France ;

French Laws & French Customs, & despotick Power,
Like Vultures will prey, & like Vultures devour.

6

Cape Breton we've conquer'd, Cape Breton we'll keep,
Nor suffer our Foes to cajole us asleep ;

And Jemmy's Adherents we'll bring to y
e
Block,

The Nation's united as firm as a Rock."

For "
English Wool by Treaty ", see " The Races of the Europeans ", No.

2335; "The European Race. Heat II.", No. 2415. For Archbishop Herring,
see " The Soldier", No. 2635; and "First Oars to L in th", Oct. 1747.
For " Father Graham", see "A Hint to the Wise ", No. 2675. For the Pretender,
see " The Auction ", 1756.

lOf X 6f in.
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2659.

THE PLAGUES OF ENGLAND or the JACOBITES Folly.

Sold by T. Ewart facing Old Slaughters, Coffee house S'. Martins Lane

near Long Acre. [l 745]

AN engraving, in which Britannia, ".ff", having dropped her shield, is dancing,
and led by Folly with Poverty on his back, and preceded by

" D ", a Frenchman,

fiddling.
" P x" is on a label projecting from his pocket. Behind her "

F",
a starved female, sits spinning ;

in front of her is an arched niche, surmounted

with a mitre, crook, and triple cross ; at the spandril is an inverted cornucopia,
from which monstrous reptiles are escaping. In the niche is

" A ", the Devil,

chucking
" B ", the Pretender, under the chin, and taking hold of his right hand,

his other hand being held by
" C ", the Pope. Adoring the group are kneeling

Scotchmen, a Jesuit, monk, &c., all marked with the "-{-"; demons are hovering
about. In the background is a prison from which " G ", two persons, are escaping,
and exclaiming,

"
the English are fools ", and "

I'll fling them
"

; from the win-

dows are labels fluttering, and inscribed " HI not Stay Here ",
" Lets get

L'ArgeHt"
Beneath is the description :

"ABC. the 3 Images of Devotion + tQe Devotees, to Jacobitism. D. the

King of France E. England dancing to a French tune being led Up by Folly with

Poverty on her Back. F. Industry Neglected. G. A parcel of French Hero's Gome-

ing out of a Jail, (an Emblem of France, &c."

The Pope, the Devil, and the Pretender were generally associated as the

Three Great Plagues of England ; they were execrated together in toasts, and

in songs they were declared to be united in a league to trouble England. For

example, take the verses:

" Heres a health to the king
Sound the trumpet and drum,

And let Perkin, with all

His Renegades, come
;

Let the Devil and Pope
Advance in his train,

We'll soon send him back

To sup in Lorain."

" Perkin" Pretender, so styled after Perkin Warbeck, see " The Jacobites

Hopes", No. 1495; and " Briton's Association", No. 266 1.

At this time a proclamation was issued reciting the Acts of Elizabeth and

James I. against Papist priests and Jesuits, ordering all such persons to depart from

London and its vicinity, and offering a reward of a hundred pounds to any
one who should discover such persons offending against the proclamation. See
" The Duke of N tie and his Cook", No. 2684.

For the Pretender, see " The Auction", 1756.

Hi X Si in.

266O.

THE CHEVALIERS MARKET, OR HIGHLAND FAIR.

Sold in May's Buildings Covent Garden and a 1OO Sortment Published accord-

ing to Act of Parliament 1 745- C 1 745]

THIS print represents a fair, in which the Pretender, decorated (see
" m "

in the

verses below) with fleurs-de-lis, and preceded by a drummer, is seeking for
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recruits, amid booths, which supply the various articles recommended in the verses

(e), viz.,
" Flesh for such as haue Licences." a bishop buying a piece of beef;

" Fine Plvmp Frogs for a Fricacee" (_/) ;

"
Woodc(n) Shoe(s), A-la-mod PARIS".

(?) "Holy RELICKS from JERUSALEM ITALY FRANCE SPAIN fr other Catholic

Countries to be Sold or changed for old Silver by Antonio Maria Francesco

Credo'" ; the seller is a monk leaning forward in the booth, holding a

human thigh bone, and surrounded by objects supposed to incite to devotion;

amongst these are " Arme of S*. Ninion ",
" Saints Teeth ",

" Piece of true

cros(s)",
" THE VIRGIN MILK", "Angels Sweat",

"
QueenMaries Shoes",

"
Legg of

S* Andrew", &c. A dog is running off with the "Hone of S
e
. Dominick". A

woman is selling
"
Royal Nosegays

"
(), composed of thistles and lilies. A boy

is driving a donkey laden with (K) "Petitionfor a General Spunge", "Petition to Dis-

solue the Union" (a), "Petitions of your True Friend", "Petition to restore Abby
Lands", (K) "for Clanships".

1 Ecclesiastics are selling (rf) "Poison Gaggs and

Spanish Padlocks",
"
Indulgencesfor 1OO Years ",

" Pardonsfor Sins Past". A fel-

low is sweeping away (A), "Magna Charta", "Sank Notes, Scotch Directoryfor Wor-

ship"," India Bonds"1

,
"the HoLvBiBLE" and " The Book ofCOMMONPRAYER".

Over a chapel door is the announcement (b),
" Full indulgences, MIRACLES

done here by the Holy Fathers of the INQUISITION, (h) Three thistles grow out of
a hard Stone". To the "MARKET CROSS" is affixed (1) "/T R MANIFESTO

By the Power of France and Spain. Rome, Sept. 2. signd Okely
"

. At the

left hand is a tavern bearing the sign of the
" FRENCH YOKE", and inscribed,

on a balcony, "FRENCH BRANDY 8f ITALIAN WINES imported by P. BENEDICT
C. TENCIN". In the balcony are the Pope, Cardinal Tencin, and a monk

;
a

person is entering the tavern, laden with " Contribution Money".
The Pretender's manifesto was supposed to have been written by Cardinal

Tencin. See "The Gazetteer", Sept. 1745.
A copy of this print, in the possession of Mr. T. Haviland Burke, was noticed

by Mr. Edward Hawkins, with the following verses :

"
Here, loyal subjects, I am come

With Power of France and Bliss of Rome,
With Spanish power and riches too

a. Th' unhappy Union to undoe,

b. Your old Religion to restore,

Banish'd two hundred years & more,
And tho' this tale must not be told

Yet sure the Breeve is firm inroll'd

In presence of our Holy Father,

And pious Saintships altogether.

If Liberty be what you ask

'Tis no hard thing ;
an easy task

;

c. Murder and kill and plunder too

And every other Rapine do,

d. A little pence your pardon brings,

And makes those crimes like other things.

Here you have tender food to eat,

A cheap repast and savoury meat,

Not fetch'd from far to grace your board,

e. But what your springs and slanks afford.

1 That is, in favour of clanship, and those heritable jurisdictions, whicl

supported the power of the Highland chiefs, and were employed in the servici

of the Stuarts
;

these jurisdictions were suppressed by purchase immediately afte

the "
45 ", see the sum at which they were estimated, in Toone's " Chrono

logical Historian", i. p. 656.
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f. Here shoes to tread the prickly thorns,

Ne'er draw your feet, nor grieve your corns.

A Nosegay to regale your nose,

g. Made of the flower of Lis and Rose
;

The thistle that grew out alone,

h. Fixing its root in marble stone,

The work of some great saint I say,

Where my good Sire is vow'd to pray ;

Royal device and omen good
To the descendants of our blood,

t. Here the remains of pious Saints,

Their relicts fit for all events

To scar the Devil and sooth bad charms,
To keep you from all deadly harms

;

From second sighted men that tell,

And all your secrets can reveal,

From leprous skin and from the Itch

That makes you scratch and tear your breech
;

The plague of Chief and Vassals too,

Unseemly sight to me and you.
Now shall your hides be cleans'd all o'er,

It never shall molest you more.

k. Rejoice with me, your debts are paid ;

These bonds and Notes in heaps are laid.

That kept my father from the throne

And made his loyal subjects groan ;

A Bit of spunge shall them deface,

And a new broom shall clean the place.

k. The Charter that in hapless hour

Destroy'd all vassalage and powr,
Made villains free and mean men boast,

And all the rights of Clanship lost.

Shall be cancelled and swept away,
For every dog must have his day.

Be not affrighted at this sign,

Z. The Yoke is shown in good design ;

A Monarchs power makes subjects great,
That it enslaves is a mistake.

The mighty deeds that France has done
Is owing to this Yoke alone

;

Better mean cloathes and hardest fare,

And in your Monarchs glory share
;

A little claret well refined

And a ragoust of any kind

Is better far than farmers feast

Of beef and pudding homely drest.

m. Come then, my friends, to me surrender,
I tell you truth, Im no Pretender.

"The General Advertiser", Nov. 28, 1 745, and later, by way of testifying its

patriotism, and hatred of the Stuarts, printed on the margins of its front pages,
''No Pretender", "No Popery", "No Slavery", "No Arbitrary Power", "No
Wooden Shoes", "No Pretender", "No Popery", "No Slavery".

For Cardinal Tcncin, see " The Court Fright ", No. 2606. For the Pretender,

see "The Auction", 1756.

14f x Hj-in.
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266l.

Briton's Association against the Pope's Bulls.

Octor
. 21. 1745 [1745]

AN engraving. Down the middle of the design runs the " Tweed "; on one side

is the Castle of Edinburgh, with a standard displayed, on which is
" Pro Patriu ";

below are parties of Highlanders, differing about their intentions, and variously

exclaiming, "Pllgo home",
"
Tokey

e
Castle ",

"
Crossy

e
Tweed",

" Good Plunder".

The Devil, booted, spurred, riding on a broom, and wearing the tiara, exclaims,
"
betrayed fll tell Franc Spain Sf the Pope ". In front is a herd of bulls, breathing

"Excommunication", "thefire of Purgatory ",
"
everlasthig Curses",

" Massacres"',

" Rods Sf Wips ",
" Jure Divino. Decretals" On one bull rides a Cardinal reading

a "Mass" near him is the young Pretender's standard, bearing his motto "Tandem

Triumphans ", with the satirical addition " Will have his day "; on other bulls

are packages marked " To all Mayors Sfc. Whereas we are inform d that A. B.

is under Sentence of Death, We will 8f command you upon sight hereof to let

y
e said Prisoner depart, wether condemnd for Murder Sec. This is your Warrant

And if you fail God damn you 8f yours to all eternity Peter". On another

bull is a burthen of "Holy water", "Confessions 8f Absolutions", "Pardons",

"Penances", "Indulgences",
"
2Va7w&"(stantiation), "Infallibility "; likewise a

load of "
Popish

"
apparatus. The Pretender, who grasps the horus of the last-

named bull, is calling out, "Now or never" and endeavouring to lead ihe animals

across the Tweed
;
the Nine of Diamonds lies between his feet. Below, is a

scroll, inscribed,
" These Bulls will Roar, 8f spit, $ belch, 8f p ss Sfft, Sf snivle

out fire till you give them Gold wh mahs them quiet as Lambs".
On the other side of the " Tweed" is Britannia, irradiated, receiving from Nep-

tune a branch of palm. She says,
" The true Spirit of Liberty ". He declares,

" You gall the Enemy." In the clouds are three crowns. In front is a tower, on

which waves the royal standard, inscribed,
" In Hoc Signo Vince ". Against the

wall is a medallion of Henry VI II., with the legend, "Ho! Ho! Abby Lands

again". From the tower issue soldiers, marching towards the Tweed
; they seem

to be but half-willing volunteers
;
one is remarking,

" / am your Independent

Officer" On his cockade is
"
Liberty". A private soldier says, "King Sf Country.

Shop, 8f Fam'y "
another says,

" / worit go out of y
e

parish ". One declares.
"
Agod Td go five miles to fight". The chaplain admits,

" / wish they'd go ti

Dinner ". Under the picture these verses are engraved :

" I Perkin, Young, and bold ;

My Father me has sent here

He is Himself too old,

And tim'rous too, to venture ;

His Spirit sad Fifteen

To break did much contribute
;

When many Friends were seen

To grace the fatal Gibbet.

He open'd then his Coffers,

And shew'd 'em what Rewards
To those he freely offers,

Who'd seize the King and Guards

Pack up your Awls and post,
And homewards wisely run

;

Or in a Month at most,

By George you'll be undone "
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The burthens of the bulls display what the framers of loyal addresses expected
if the Pretender succeeded. The other side shows the preparations for defence,

comprising the associations of volunteer soldiers,
1

many of which were not to serve

out of their districts. An "
Independent Officer

" was a Jacobite, see "
Europe

in Masquerade", May, 1747.
The Nine of Diamonds is called the " Curse of Scotland ", why, is not with

certainty known. It has been said that this name was given to the card because

it resembles the armorial bearings of the Earl of Stair, who as a promoter of the

Union was extremely unpopular. It has also been said that it was thus called

because the Duke of Cumberland, after the battle of Culloden, wrote on that

card some severe orders. This latter story is refuted by this print, which was

published many months before the battle took place.
" Perkin

"
was either of the Pretenders, see "The Jacobites Hopes", No. 1495,

where the name is applied to James Francis Edward Stuart, and " The Proces-

sion ", &c., No. 2658, where the young Pretender is meant. The Cardinal was, no

doubt, Cardinal Tencin, see " The Chevaliers Market ", No. 2660. For the young
Pretender's motto, see " Tandem Triumphans ", Ap. 16, 1746, and the "Rebellion

displayed ", No. 2662. For the young Pretender, see " The Auction ", 1 756.
1 2i X 6f in.

2662.

The REBELLION DISPLAYED. Most humbly Inscribed to Ms
Sacred Majesty KING GEORGE.

Published according to Act of Parliament l Nov. 1 745- Sold by J. Collyer
in Ludgate Street [ 1 745]

AN engraving, showing that on a throne of "
Hereditary right", is seated James II.,

holding manacles, and shaking hands with a monk, who is trampling on " THE
HOLY BIBLE". Under the throne are dragons, devouring

"
Magna Charta",

" Toleration Act",
" Common and Statute Law ", "Acts ofParliament" , while slaves

bow at the King's feet, and Furies, with torches and whips, dance before him. In

the distance are seen various martyrdoms. An inscription attached to a column

announces this to be " A Dream of Power inspired at S'. Germains in the Month

of August by the Genii of France Rome and Hell." On an obelisk is a demon

proclaiming that " Prince Charles is a Protestant." The obelisk is inscribed
" The Foundation of the Roman Hierarchy Implicit Faith Apostolical Succession

Infallibility Pardons and Indulgences Decrees of Councils Massacres Private

Murders Perjury and the Inquisition ". At the foot of the obelisk is the Pope
preaching

"
Hereditary indefeasible Right and my Bull to Sanctify thy Claim ".

This is addressed to the Pretender, who exclaims, "Ay ! That will make my Fathers

Dream out". He throws up his hands joyfully. A flying demon is presenting a

crowned portrait to the King of France, who stands near the Pretender and cries

out to him,
" The Crown is Mine, Obey $ Reign" . Near them is an ass feeding on

thistles, and bearing the Pretender's banner three crowns above a coffin
; motto,

" Tandem Triumphans Anglice A Dog ivill have his Day ". A wolf bears the flag

of France. These animals are preceded by a Fury who, about to be pierced by
the spear of Britannia, exclaims,

" This last best Effort of my Sovereign Power
must then prove abortive ". A hand from heaven points a flaming sword against
these allied foes to England. At the entrance of a palace the King receives

Liberty, Mercy, Justice, Religion, holding the " Bible ", Commerce, the Arts and
the Sciences, and invites them thus

1 See " The Loyal Associators ", No. 2664.

III. M M
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" Retire my Friends to this safe calm Retreat

Till British Courage all our Foes defeat".

The palace is inscribed, "Templum Libertatis ab JEra Anglicance Salutis MDCCXV
In Brunsviccnsis Lunenburgensis Domo potentissimo semperfloruit"

Beneath the design these verses are engraved :

"
Rouze, Britons, for the general Good awake !

Your Laws ! your Lives ! your Altars are at Stake !

Let every Breast that Truth and Honour warms,

Haste to the Field, & glorious shine in Arms!

Rest from the Foe the Promise of their Toils !

Your Rights their Rapine, & your Laws their Spoils !

Bear like a Torrent down these Sons of Rome,
And make the Land they would enslave, their Tomb."

There is an impression without the name and address of the publisher, the

date being altered to "
1 748."

The story that the Pretender was a Protestant had been industriously circu-

lated
;

for references to him in this Catalogue, see "The Auction", 1756, and,

for his motto, see " Briton's Association ", &c., No. 266 1 .

13 i X 7f in-

2663.

THE BALLANCE. Thou art weighed in the Balances, and artfouno'

wanting.

Published according to Act of Parliament 18 Notf 1 745. Sold by I. Collyer it

Ludgate Street. [ 1 745^

AN engraving representing a room of state. On a throne are seated the Lor<.

Chancellor (Hardwicke), Archbishop Potter, and Lord Chief Justice Lee. Before

them is a large balance ;
in one scale are the Pretender and " Bulls Indulgences" .

The "
Pope", "K of France ",

" Q of Spain ", and a band of Scotchmen.

standing on one side, are dismayed at seeing this scale rise, in spite of the effort

of a monk to keep it down. The objects in the other scale, which outweigh
those in the former, are the "BIBLE" and "

Magna Charta". "Britannia ',

"Religion", "Liberty", "Justice", with lawyers and bishops, are standing nea

and rejoicing. The old Pretender (?) is tearing his hair in dismay. In front
,

Time is reclining against a pile of books, and pointing to open pages inscribed

with records of the acts of James II., thus indicating "Popish Promises
'

,

"
Fullfilraents" ,

"
Dispencing POM/",

"
Imprisonment of 7 Bishops", "Master o/

Maudlin College",
"
Taking away Charters, 8fc"

The object of this print was to animate the English to resist the invasio i

of the Pretender by showing that the Stuart cause was supported by the Pop* ,

France, Spain, who were the objects of the people's peculiar hatred ;
and by teachin ^

them what to expect should the invasion succeed, if they would examine the pagt
disclosed by Time, to indicate what had been done by a former Stuart.

For Lord Hardwicke, see "
Byng's Ghost ", &c., March, .1757; for Arcl; -

bishop Potter, see "Haw'y Haw'y L mb th ", &c., Oct. 1747. For the Prt

tender see
" The Auction", 1756.

lof x 6f in-
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2664.

"THE LOYAL ASSOCIATORS" IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD
MDCCXLV. An Unnatural Rebelion being rais'd in Scotland,

in Favour of a Popeish Pretender, Several Worthy Gentle-

men, Eminent M erchants, Tradesmen, &c. Form'd an Associa-

tion to Defend the Person of His Most Sacred Majesty
KING GEORGE, (to)gather with the Rights and Liberties of a

Free Born People. In Commemoration of which Glorious

and Loyal Act, (T)his Plate is Engraved & is most Humbly
Inscribed to all true Lovers of Liberty & Property; (By)
their Most Obedient Serv1

Jn. English."

Published According to Act of Parliament Decr
. y

e

23
d

. 1745 D745]

THIS engraving shows the busts of five lines of armed volunteers or "
associators ",

and the emblem of their union, viz. two hands united within the serpent-like

circle, the emblem of Eternity, which is inscribed " For King fy Country" The
whole is brilliantly irradiated.

For the Pretender, see " The Auction ", 1756.
8 x 7 in-

2665.

THE BENEFIT of NEUTRALITY (No. I.)

Published Decr. 26. 1 745> according to Act of Parliament by C Goodwin.

PrV. [1745]

AN engraving, the general design ofwhich was derived from " The King of Spain ",

&c., No. 1O34.
1 France and Spain are endeavouring to lead a cow by the horns,

while England is pulling it the other way by its tail. While these parties are

striving who shall have the guidance of the animal, a Dutchman maintains his

neutrality, and quietly milks the cow. France and Spain were endeavouring to

establish an influence in English affairs by placing the Pretender on the throne,

while Holland pursued her own immediate purpose, as described below by Smollett.

The proceedings of these nations are symbolized by the quarrel of a French grey-
hound and English bulldog, while a Dutch pug is running away with the bone, as

represented in the background.
These lines are engraved below the design :

" Ambitious France and haughty Spain
Unite the Horns of Pow'r to gain ;

Against them England drags the Tail,

While the sly Dutchman fills his Pail.

Thus oft Contention haps to rise

Between two Dogs, a Bone the Prize,

A neutral Cur, who sees the Fray,
Steals in and bears the Bone away."

" Amidst these tempests of war and revolution, (in 1740> tne States-General

wisely determined to preserve their own tranquillity. It was, doubtless, their

1 See likewise
" The American Moose Deer ", 1754-
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interest to avoid the dangers and expences of a war, and to profit by that stagnation

of commerce which would necessarily happen among their neighbours that were at

open enmity with each other." " The Histoi-y of England ", by T. Smollett
;

Book ii. ch. vii. xiv.

For the Pretender, see " The Auction", 1756.

11X7 in -

2666. THE BENEFIT OF NEUTRALITY. (No, 2.)

[1745]

THIS etching is a copy, reversed, from the print described with the same title and

date (No. 1.), No. 2665. In the original, France and Spain are represented by
two male figures, in the copy Spain is female, i. e. the Queen of Spain, who has a

sword slung at her side. The copy is rougher in execution than the original.

For the Queen of Spain see
"
European Race for A Distance ", No. 2455, and

"A Political Map of Europe", 1746.

124 X 6| in.

2667.

A Papist, with his Jacobite Footman.

Janf i
st

, 1745-6 [1745J

AN engraving, giving a view of the Thames, with "Z beth" Palace on the further

bank. In the foreground is a person galloping on horseback in a strange dress, i

laced cocked hat, from under which his hair is spreading in all directions, with a bajf

flying at the back
; clerical bands, a cross in his hand, a mitre at his saddle bow,

a dagger in his belt, a portmanteau with relics protruding. He is saying,
" Let is

do Evil, that good may come; Whose Damnation is just". Before him is a running

footman, wearing a jockey cap, short jacket, plaid sash round his waist; his long bras? -

headed stick is inscribed "
Indefeisible Hereditary Right", and he is proclaiming

"Oh Oh All's Lost". Lying along the picture are two ribands inscribed,
"

Thiit

his Majesty would have Compoundedfor y
e

Kingdom of Scotland if he might be left

in the quiet Possession ofEngland", and " That the Whole East India Fleet was eithi r

taken or lost" " 2OOOOO Landed" "
Lyes of the Day ". Such are the rumours the e

persons are supposed to be disseminating. Above, is a demon, booted and spurre 1,

and riding on the staff of the Pretender's banner, which is inscribed,
" Tande n

Triumphans ". He repeats,
" All these things will I give thee, if thou wiltfall doi n

8f worship me ", and points to Lambeth Palace.

These verses are engraved below the design :

"
Pope Pius's Table was Spread with a Net,

Till He the Fry into his power could get ;

Pope V n to L eth, rides in a Hurry,
For th' A B ps Pa ce of C y,

As S k the elder about Right Divine,
Would Nothing determine till Battle of B e,

So S rk the younger too made it a Question,
Which had best Right, till Battle of P on ;

Since Popery's a Cheat now fully detected,
And the Tricks ofjugling Monks are rejected ;

Who would save all our Souls, & seize all our Goods,
And with Fire and Faggot would purge all our Bloods."

Sherlock the elder was Dr. William Sherlock, Master of the Temple. Af er

the Revolution he was suspended from his offices for refusing the oaths of
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allegiance to William and Mary ; but, at last, took them, and in 1691 was made
Dean of St. Paul's; see "Annals of St. Paul's", by H. H. Milman

; 1868,

p. 421.
Sherlock the younger was Dr. Thomas Sherlock, son of the elder, and Bishop

of Bangor, Salisbury, and London successively, of whom it was sarcastically said

that he could not be convinced respecting certain tenets until converted by the battle

of Preston, on the next Sunday after which he preached a loyal sermon. The
Benchers in commending it said, it was a pity it had not been delivered at

least the Sunday before. See Granger's
"
Biographical History of England ".

M. Noble, in his
"
Biographical History", &c., i. p. 9 1

,
continued from Granger's,

gives a different reading of the lines which refer to the Sherlocks :

" As Sherlock the elder, with his jure divine,

Did not comply till the Battle of Boyne ;

So Sherlock the younger, still made it a question
Which side he would take, till the Battle of Preston."

For T. Sherlock, see
" For Lambeth, C.", Oct. 1 747 ;

" Blessed be the Lord ",

&c. No. 2 1 39 ;

" The Motive ", No. 2485 ;

" The Military Prophet ", Ap. 4, 1 750.

ll|- x 64 in.
o o

2668.

A Satire on the Pretender. A.

[George Scharf, Del. Lansdowne House. February 27, 1862.]

['745]

THIS is a sketch in pen-and-ink, presumed to be taken, probably from memory,
from a picture in Lansdowne House, London. It represents an ape in a Scotch

dress, with a "white" cockade in his "black" hat, wearing a "grey" wig, a

"plaid" coat and kilt, with a "red" horn-book or frame suspended at his girdle,

on which is written " REBELLION -{- ". This animal is squatting on

his haunches, and on "grass", looking fiercely straight in front, holding upright
with one hand a scroll, and pointing to the same with the other hand. The Devil

supports the scroll from the other side, and dangles what appears to be a string of

(white or Stuart) cockades before the spectator. The scroll comprises an open
book inscribed "ALL JS LOST", and a human head surmounted by a tiara, also a

half-length portrait, in an oval, of a man (probably the Duke of Cumberland) with

a bull's, or bull-dog's head, which is inscribed below, "WHO IS HE? WHENCE
CAME HE? WHO SENT HTM HERE?"

Another ape crouches on the "
grass

"
before the scroll and looks at the por

trait; his dress is similar to that of his fellow ape, a "black" hat, a "wj"(hite)

cockade, a " brown
"

wig, a "plaid
"

coat. At the side of this animal, lying in his

lap, is a roll of paper, marked "DECLARATION". Behind the second ape, and

having placed one of its paws over its body in a protecting manner, is a large

"dark brown "
fox, wearing a collar, or, in heraldic terms,

"
gorged"; at the collar,

which is enriched with fleurs-de-lis, a cross of "
yellow

"
is suspended from a

"white" cockade. On the forehead of the fox is a "yellowfleur de Us". This

animal's other paw is employed in supporting a "MASS" book, on the open "pages
of which is a representation of the Crucifixion, with the figures of SS. Mary and

John, and the words "MURDER LUST PRIDE".
See entries with the same title and date,

" B "
and " C ", Nos. 2669 and

2670. For the Duke of Cumberland, see "Dinah", &c., 1757-
For the Pretender, see "The Auction", 1756.
8i X 6 in.
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2669.

A Satire on the Pretender. B.

G S. Lansdowne House. February 27'* 1862. [Drawn by Mr. George
Scharf. 1862, at Lansdowne House.]

[1745]

THIS sketch in pencil represents details enlarged to explain the drawing from a

picture (?) at Lansdowne House, described in this Catalogue with the same title

and date "
(A) ", No. 2668. The details are 1 , & fleur-de-lis from the fox's fore-

head
; 2, the "

w>"(hite) cockade and "
y "(ellow) cross from the neck of the same

animal
; 3, the pattern of the plaid of the coat of the second ape "plaid red bars

edged white on two shades of green "; the body of this ape appearing below the

plaid is marked as " brown "; 4, the plaid of the first ape, described as "plaid
same colour", the girdle of this creature is noted to be a "scarlet belt", the horn-

book inscribed
" REBELLION" is stated to have a "

scarlet frame ", the in-

scription being in
"
blk letters on white "; 5, the " MASS "

book is sketched as bear-

ing "r"(ed) letters; 6, the Devil's hand, from which dangles the "tw"(.hite)

cockades; 5, the scroll, is noticed to be "grey on white like an engraving".

31- X Si in.

2670.

A Satire on the Pretender. C.

G S. (George Scharf) Del. Lansdowne House, February 27'* 1862.

[1745]

THIS sketch in pencil represents the same picture, or its design, as that which is

referred to in the entry in this Catalogue with the same title and date "A", Nc .

2668. It comprises additional memoranda as to the details of the colouring c f

the satire. The first ape is said to have a " brown face ", and a " brown "
leg ;

the second ape's arms are said to be continued in "
monkey hands "; the linin r

of the Devil's wings is said to \)Q
" dk grey"; the ruffle at the second ape'-s

wrist is marked "
w;"(hite) ;

the fox's tail is inscribed " Fox's tail".

5|- X 31

2671.

THE HIGHLAND VISITORS.

Price 6d. Van Guzzel Delin. Van Diuvel Kind Sculp. Publish'd accordit,
,'

to Act of Parliament by I. Dubois at y" Golden Head, near Cecil Strei ',

in y
e Strand Jan. y

f
I
st

. l 745-6. [ 1 74.1

]

AN engraving, showing an open space in a country town where " THE POST HOUSt '

is at the sign of " The Old Crown, kept by George King with y
e Best of Usage '.

Highlanders are plundering and abusing the inhabitants in all directions. A di -

tant road is filled with the approaching rebel army. This print seems to ha~ e

been published with a view of rousing the English people in defence of tl e

country, by showing them what they might expect to suffer by the inroads oft' e

Highlanders.

15 X Qin-
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2672.

THE CABAL. The Picturesque Appearance, of a very, very grave
Statesman.

[1745]

AN engraving of a room. At a table sit a grave statesman (? the Eavl of Sand-

wich,
"
Jemmy Twitcher ",) and four ladies. A Greek philosopher opens the door,

to the alarm of the statesman and amusement of three of the ladies, who indi-

cate the latter for censure. The fourth lady is "Z T "
(? Lady Town-

shend, see "Frontispiece to 'The History of Pompey the Little
1 "

(No. 1.), c.

1 75)> whose dress exposes her person above the stays and below the knees. She

appears to have been writing a "
Speech for 1 5 New Regiments". See " Works "

of Sir C. H. Williams
; 1822, i. 161,

" The Heroes"
;
H. Walpole's

"
Letters",

1857,1. 390. On the table are papers, inscribed "Love", "Wit", "Business",

"Amours", "Schemes", "Plots", "Projects", "Love Dove Honey Money Thorns

Horns",
"
Operas ruined by Rebels ". On the floor, peeping from under the

table-cloth, are two dukes and a viscount
;

all decorated with horns. Above
is Mercury, holding his caduceus and a rose, intimating that all is under the rose.

For the Earl of Sandwich, see " The Recruiting Serjeant ", April, 1757.
lli X 6| in.

2673.

THE HIGHLAND CHACE, or the PURSUIT OF THE REBELS.

Published according to Act of Parliamf. 2 1 Feb. 1 745-
6

. Price 6d . C. Mosley

sculp. [1745]

AN engraving, showing the Duke of Cumberland seated, with a bland expression
on his face, in his coach drawn by six horses, soldiers are riding as postilions and

standing behind as footmen. All along the road are troops marching towards the

scene of action. This print was, doubtless, issued with a view of animating the

country against the Jacobites.

Below the design these verses are engraved :

" At William's Name' what Soldier lags behind !

Rouz'd by their Hero, Each outstrips the Wind :

Panting for Battle, to his Coach they hie
;

Ride on the Wings, and with the Horses fly.

If but the Shadow of the Duke appear,
To their known Hills the Rebels Skud thro' Fear.

The Eagle thus, will trembling small-Birds Scare,

As, fierce, He drives them thro' the boundless Air."

For the Duke of Cumberland, see
" Dinah relates her Distresses", 1757.

13 X 7t.

2674.

PORTRAIT OF CHARLES EDWARD STUART, THE " YOUNG
PRETENDER" (?)

[1745]

THIS mezzotint represents the young Pretender at three-quarters length or to

mid-thigh, the face in full, in a fancy costume, somewhat resembling that which
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was worn in England in the reign of Charles II. He wears a Scottish " bonnet ",

or round flat cap, and has very long flowing hair, like that of a woman
; he carries

a bagpipe, of which the bellows is under his arm. He has a scarf which sustains

a pouch, and is decorated with full-blown roses.

4- X 6i in.

2675.

A Hint to the Wise or The Surest way with the PRETENDER.

Price 1
. [1745]

THIS engraving represents various groups in a landscape. England and her

supporters are on one side, Jacobites on the other. Herring,
1

Archbishop of

York, in a military dress, combined with a clerical cap, wig and bands, holds the

banner of " Ch. Militant"; behind him are clergy kneeling and praying
"Lord Smite these Philistines", "Save us Sf our Livings Out of their hands",

"
Bring back our Strayed Sheep ". A party of gentlemen, standing behind the

parsons, and being discontented with Church and State, exclaim, "Careful Shep-

herds!", "What a pass these Men (the "Broad Bottom Administration,) have

brought us to", and " The more free y
e more Loyal".

Another party, folding their arms, are addressed by the "Broad-Bottom"

Ministry, a group of five gentlemen, holding their swords drawn, and whose appeals
and patriotism are marked on their dress by

"
Subscriptions ",

"
Raising Militia ",

"Advice to Britons ", "Danger ofPopery ". These ministers lament,
" Wont youjight

for your Liberties?" The answers are,
" Have you made it worth fighting for",

" You told us lately we had none". The ministers lament,
"
They have lost their

Courage". The answer is,
" Thanh you for that". To the question, "What are

your Spirits Sunh f
"
the reply is,

"
Yes, they are Sunk."

In the foreground Liberty displays her banner, inscribed "
Liberty secured

Grievances redressed ". Behind her a band of gentlemen armed, and described as
"
Liberty's only Friends", exclaim,

" Who woud not dye under Such a Banner",
" Our Spirits are no longer Sunk", "Our Courage is at once revived",

"We're now

united as one Man", "Lets March this hour against the Rebels".

On the other side of the design are "
Converted) Bunters Sf Beggars", headed

by "Father Graham", who, holding the banner of " The Mission", and pointing
to the English clergy, observes,

" / owe Success to their Neglect ". His followers

exclaim, "He comes when sentfor", "He made 3000 Converts in 2 Years", "He's

a Heavenly Man ",
" Root out Hereticks".

A group of "Jacobites" exclaim,
" The Game is lost",

" Tis well we did not

appear yet", and "they have hit on y
f

Way at last".

Below are the Highlanders, with the Pretender and his generals. The Devil

is marching at their head, bearing the banner of "
Popery $ Slavery ", but, turning

away at the sight of Liberty, he declares,
"

this Bitch is still opposing my
Schemes". The Highlanders say, "All England is up in Arms". One general

cries,
"
Hey day ! the Standard of Liberty ". Another counsels "Let's Away back

to the Highlands Laddies". The Pretender, having dropped the crown and

sceptre, and being alarmed, says,
" We have then no Chancefor it".

Below the design these verses are engraved :

" To Arms ! while Artfull PI m-n bawl

You, in your turn, on them should call.

1 See " The Soldier", No. 2635 ;
and " First Oars to L m th"

Oct. 1747.
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Be Loyal, Britons, but be Wise ;

And Stickle for your Liberties.

Trust not the Men, who oft have flinch'd :

They'll ne'er compound, but when they're pinch'd.
Now is the time, tho' they Say Mum :

If left to them, it ne'er will come.

Deem equally Your Foes, those Birds of Prey,
Who won't restore, as those who'd take away."

The object of the print is to show that the people, though discontented with

the Broad Bottom Administration, and divided into factions, united in resisting an

attack which, if successful, threatened destruction to their religion and liberties.

For references to the " Broad Bottoms ", in this Catalogue, see " Claims of the

Broad Bottom", No. 2579 ;

" A Political Battle Royal ", No. 2581 ;

" Old Eng-
land", No. 2582 ;

" Faction display'd ", No. 2603 ;

" Broad-bottoms ", No. 262 1
;

" A Courier ", &c., No. 2629 ;

" A Welch K t ", No. 2630 ;

" A very Extraordi-

nary Motion", No. 2613. For " Father Graham ", see*" The Procession'', Xo.

2658.
12i X 7 in.

2676.

SCOTCH FEMALE GALLANTRY

PublisKd according to Act of Parliament 8'* January 1745-6 Canot

Inven fy Sculp D745]

THIS is a photograph from an engraving of which the above title is placed over

the design. It shows the interior of a large bed-chamber, a bed, with its curtains

partly opened, being in an alcove on our left. An open doorway on our right
reveals a large anteroom crowded with persons, mostly ladies, who are waiting to

be admitted to the inner chamber. In the centre of the latter room stands the

second, or "
Young Pretender," in a fancy costume, not unlike that styled the

"
Highland dress

"
;

a large star is on his breast, a cap with plumes is on his

head. He is surrounded by young women, one of whom is kissing the tips of

his fingers, another damsel in a similar manner salutes his coat sleeve, a third

kisses his riband of knighthood, a fourth presses the back of one of his hands to

her lips. Other women are assembled about this group.
Below the design are the following verses :

" To Edinburgh Charley came,
And set the Scottish Nymphs on Flame,
Each the tall staring Youth admir'd,
And tip-to'd to his Lips aspir'd.

Susannah of romautick Size

First from his Eye-lid snatch'd a Prize ;

Next Marg'ry with a Spring arose,

And stole a Favour from his Nose.

Then Nancy ran, in Stature low'r

And froth'd his gaudy Ribband o'er,

And last the waddling Jennet came,
And with his Finger cool'd her Flame,

And ev'ry bonny Lass believd

That she a greater Good receiv'd

Than Charley did, when, slipt the Shoe,
He bow'd, and kiss'd the Papal Toe.
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But while these foolish Females take

And to their Bosoms clasp the Snake

Let English Nymphs the Pest beware
For Poison lurks in Secret there

No base-born Wretch Let William stand

The Pride and Darling of our Land
William on Earth the young Nassau
Born to defend the World below "

" William
"
was, of course, the Duke of Cumberland

;
for whom see

" Dinah

relates her distresses ", 1 757- As to the alleged
" base

"
birth of the Pretender,

or rather of his father, see " The Warming Pan", No. 1 156.

lor X 6i zw -

2677.
" BRITLANDS PROCESS! of het Gevaar der Pretendent :

Aan alle Liefhebbers der Gods-dienst en Vryheyt"

[Britain's Progress, or Peril from the Pretender :

To all Lovers of Religion and Liberty.]

na de Copy van Londen. [!745]

THIS is a Dutch engraving, with verses in that language, in the form of a con-

versation, engraved below it, and on the same plate as that which bears the

design. In the air appears a label with the title. On our left of the same is

represented the fall of Phaeton, with "
Straf voor Vermetelde" (Punishment

for Presumption,) engraved on the lightning which Jupiter has hurled against
him. On the other side of the print, at the top, is a Wind, blowing and having
" al Wind" (all Wind), engraved on its breath.

Below, is a view of the space in front of Whitehall, London, with some altera-

tions in the perspective and relative positions of the buildings as they appeared
at the period of the attempt of the Pretender, 1745. The Banqueting House
is on our right, with Holbein's Gateway on a line with it.

At the foot of the design sit two persons
"

l", and "
2"; the former wears

what may have been intended for a fool's cap, and carries suspended over his

shoulder a box which is filled with windmills and other toys (see
"
Qualis vir

Talis Oratio," No. 1174, and "
L'Europe Allarmee pour le fils d'un Meunier,''

No. 1158), an allusion to the alleged descent of the "Old Pretender" from a

miller. This person sits on a large bag, which looks as if it were intended for

a woolsack
;
he scratches his head with his right hand, and, in his left hand,

holds one of the windmill toys ;
he addresses his neighbour

"
2", in terms whicl:

are given below. " 2" is a boy, dressed like a gentleman, who sits on the grount
and blows with his breath on the vans of a windmill toy which is in his hand; he

replies, as below. Near him is a stick with a bladder tied at the end of it

No. "
3," a handsomely dressed gentleman, whose coat is embroidered all ovei

with windmills and from whose hat rises a windmill instead of a feather, stands

a little behind No. "
l", and appears, with a bladder tied to the end of a stick, t<

be beating off a dog which has assailed him. Other dogs stand about him, am
bark

; they are opposed by three cocks (referring to the Pretender's allies) OIK

of which flies at a dog, the others crow in defiance
;
between the feet of th<

gentleman are two chickens. This personage was probably intended foi

Louis XV. of France. "4" is a group of persons on our left, comprising
"the churchwarden" (see below), i.e. the Pope, who with both hands holds uj
a windmill which is at the end of a long staff;

" the bystanders
"
are gentlemen who
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standing one on each side of the Pope, set the vans of the mill in motion by pull-

ing a string. One of these was probably intended for the King of Spain.
No. "

5
"

is a cloven-footed monk, who, holding a dagger, rosary, figure of

the Virgin Mary, and two scrolls, approaches in a threatening manner "6" or

Religion, who is defended by an angel with a flaming sword, and by an elephant.

Religion sits, or has fallen back on a seat before which is a medallion portrait of
" GEORGE II. REX BRIT". In front of this lie two labels, one of which bears
"
Lyfrenten"

1

(Life rents), the other "
Zuyt Zee" (South Sea). A lion and

unicorn are at the foot of the design on this side
; they appear to be expressing

great indignation against
"

l
" and " 2 ", near them lie books marked " BYBEL "

and "BANK", likewise a scroll, with " Annuiteite ". On the other side, likewise

appearing to threaten "
l
" and "

2," is the Dutch Lion, with the sword, Hat of

Liberty, and heraldic arrows
;
at his feet are scrolls, bearing

" Recht" (Justice),
and "

Vryheyd" (Liberty).

Group
"
7

"
is in the middle distance; it comprises a fire in which several per-

sons are consuming documents, while others are approaching it to burn an

effigy of a man
;
the latter form the head of a procession which comprises two

monks in bonds and several gentlemen, one of whom bears a banner on which is

inscribed "
Inquisitie ten vuer Gedoemd" (Inquisitors doomed to the Fire). A

gallows is placed near this group. On our right is a building, prison (? the

Gate House, Westminster), at the gate of which a party of men are escorting a

carriage. Nearer, on this side, a man reads a proclamation which is affixed

to the walls of the Banqueting House.

The engraved Dutch dialogue is to the following effect :

1. Do you wish, O fool, to reign over the people on this hereditary throne

When your staff [sceptre] and Mars [army?] are given up to the winds?

2. Follow Papa, in learning silly (or child's) play,
But observe the others' lot, who learned before you

3. What counsel was mad or heroic, before your presumptuous attempt.
The dogs are ready to bite

;
this (? counsel) brings you help in need.

4. The churchwarden in vain wrings tears out of his eyes,

The bystanders, with mill-wheel & rope foreshadow your death.

5- Be silent, horrid church-owl, your violence is fruitless

For (it is) hypocrisy, cunning, and brute force.

6. Be a terror to Religion, she [who?] fears no assault.

Her strength is a power which threatens you. Fly before you are overthrown.

7- So Britons, go on to celebrate this day thus,

Kindle the flame, and let him burn who assails your religion.
Do you also follow this example, ye Scotch and warlike Irish

Protect the liberties whose power they are trying to destroy.

See " Des Praetendenten Trivmph", No. 2638 ;

" Perkins Triumf ", No. 2637.

12| X ill in.

2678.

Sawney in the Bog-house : (No. I.)

Published June 1 fk
1 745. price 6d. [l 745]

THIS engraving represents a man in that which is called a Highland dress, kilt,

belt, cap, &c., seated in a place of private convenience, with his legs thrust down
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the holes in the board and his hands placed before him. lie has divested himself

of his broadsword before sitting.

On the wall behind and at the side are affixed various broadsides, with woodcuts

and letterpress, being (l) a proclamation for military recruits, with a woodcut of

a sergeant, accompanied by two drummers, at the sides are two cannons and two

sentinels, at the foot is a mortar: (2) a "
last dying speech", with a woodcut of

a man hanging from a gallows, another man is running ; at foot is a second wood-

cut, of a skull and crossed bones : (3) a ballad " Id' I Take y
e Wars" (?), above

is a woodcut of a cannon : (4) a ballad " Jon fy Jocke ", with a woodcut of a

gentleman and lady : (5) a ballad, printed in two columns, with skulls in a row
on each side, a skull and crossed bones above : (6) a ballad, "Love's- ",

a female lying on the earth, sleeping in a harvest-field (?), with a man holding a

scythe and looking at her : (7) a woodcut of Punch wheeling a wheelbarrow,

Harlequin and Scaramouch stand in the background : (8) a hunting subject ;

an hostler leading a horse, huntsmen in the background : (9) a ballad, with a

woodcut of a pair of breeches: (10) a ballad, "A Veri- ", torn in half,

with a woodcut showing the half-length of a man in a full-bottomed wig : ( 1 1 ) a

bellman's copy of verses,
"-Bellman verses ", with a woodcut representing

a bellman, crying and sounding his bell, and followed by his dog: (12) a ballad,

or advertisement, with a woodcut of a man standing with a gun on his shoulder, a

large flower is growing in a vase before him.

Below the design the following verses are engraved :

" To London Sawney come, Who, from his Birth,

Had dropt his Folio Gates on Mother-Earth
;

Shown to a Bog-house, gaz'd with wond'ring Eyes ;

Then, down each Venthole thrust his brawny Thighs ;

And Squeezing, cry'd Sawney's a Laird, I trow,

Neer did he naably disembaiige 'till now "

This print was probably published to ridicule the Highlanders, and during the

Highland Rebellion of 1745- It has been attributed to Hogarth, and was copied
at later dates than the above, both with and without the name of "

I. Hogarth ",

see (No. 2.), and (No. 3.), the same title and date, Nos. 2679 and 2680. It

was copied again in 1779 * satirize Lord Bute, see the title, 1779-
There is an impression which has been coloured so as to represent the man's

tartan, &c.

7 X Sin.

2679. SAWNEY in the BOG-HOUSE. (No. 2.)

I Hogarth Inv1
. 1 745 Price tf To be had- [1745]

THIS etching is a copy from the engraving which is described as (No. 1 .), with

the same title and date, No. 2678. There are no broadsides on the wall of

the place. The broadsword stands in front of the seat.

2-X 3w.

2680. SAWNEY IN THE Boo-HousE. (No. 3.)

I Hogarth Inv1
. 1745 [l?45]

THIS etching is a copy from that which is described as (No. 2.), with the same

title and date, No. 2679. The man wears a feather in his cap, which is not tht

case in (No. 1.) or (No. 2.), with the same title and date, Nos. 2678 and

2679.
2?- x 3J- in.
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268l.

CROMWELL MORTIMER.

Rigou Scul Price I
s

: D745]

THE engraving shows Cromwell Mortimer seated at a small round table in his

chamber or library ;
on the table are three papers, respectively inscribed " Ph :

Tran", "on Suggs", and "Arbor Vitce". His inkstand is suspended from the

beak of an owl. Under his feet are the works of "Boerhave", "Mead", "Friend",
"
Radclife ",

" Newton ",
"
Boyle ", and "Barrow". On his shelves are works

entitled, "on the Itch", "& I: Newton no Philosopher", "D'Anodine",
" Cul-

pepper", "J)r
. Hock", "Salmon", and "Cam". On the walls hang two portraits

of "Cromwell" and "Mortimer". Behind him stands Folly, holding a fool's

bauble, and placing a peacock's feather in his head. Above the print is en-

graved :

" Here Folly, Ignorance, and Pride, Combine
To prove Him of the true Duncean Line."

Below the design is engraved :

" Studious he Sate, with all his books around,

Sinking from thought to thought, a vast profound !

Plung'd for his Sence, but found no bottom there
;

Then Writ, & flounder'd on, in mere despair."

Pope's Dun : (B. i, 1. li 8, altered.)

" Thro' Luna Veil'd one, truly D 11, we See,

Nor fear to tell that Mortimer is He. Pope."

Cromwell Mortimer was son of John Mortimer, author of" The Whole Art of

Husbandry," by Blanche, daughter of Sir John Tibbetts, whose first wife was a

daughter of Richard Cromwell, on which account he gave his son that name.

C. Mortimer was a Fellow of the College of Physicians, and Secretary to the Royal

Society, to whose " Transactions
"
he was a frequent contributor, from the year

1730 to 1750. Mark Noble, "Biographical History", &c., iii. p. 343, considered

him " a coxcomb and a quack
"

;
a correspondent of " The Gentleman's Magazine

"

called him "an impertinent assuming empiric." He died Jan. 7, 1752.
The date and immediate occasion of this satirical print do not appear ;

it

was probably issued soon after the circulation of Mortimer's letter, 1 744, a copy
of which was published in " The Gentleman's Magazine ", Nov. 1779- This letter

appears to have been extensively circulated and explained as " The plan of Dr.

Mortimer's present method of practice"; it announced, in the usual style of

quack doctors, that he had specifics for every disease.

For Dr. Rock, see "A Harlot's Progress", Plate V. (No. 1.), No. 2091 ;
for

"
D'Anodine", see the same. See also

"
Quackery unmasked", 1 748.

5|- X Si in.

2682.

ALL HANDS TO A COURT MARTIAL. (No. I.)

April 26. 1 745- Published according to Act of Parliament by J. Collyer in

Ivy Lane near Paternoster Row. D745]

AN engraving showing a crowd of persons issuing from the portico of the Admiralty

Building, London, which is inscribed "
s. P. DORMIENTIBUS DOMUS THALASSI

"
(The House of Admiralty dedicated to Sleepers). The most con-
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spicuous persons are officers of the English Fleet lately commanded by Admirals

Matthews and Lestock ; they are inclosed by a cord, and conducted by Britannia

towards the gates of a dockyard i. e. that at Deptford, where the court martial

for their trial was assembled. One of the officers exclaims,
" Pro Rege scepe, pro

Republica semper" ; another, "Iam O P. Pray hear me."
;
a third, "How the Devil

coud I fight without my Wife ?
"

;
a fourth i. e. Captain Norris, hiding his face

with his hat, says
" I can'tface the Light." Sailors who are running by the side of

the officers shout,
" Keel haul 'em all ", and " No give em one of Ad V s new

Signals for H-ll." Over the gates of the dockyard are the busts of Admirals
"
_BZa"(ke),

" BING ", i. e. Byng (Lord Torrington), and " L st k
" from which

last a hand is tearing the laurels
;
to this the lightning is directed, and the inscrip-

tion refers
" And Blast y

e Laurel where it is not due". At the side of the gate
is seated Justice, weighing Admirals "L st k" and "M ws"

; Lestock

ascends : at one side of Justice stands a person whispering to her, and holding a

scroll, inscribed " in 7 Sheets ", on the other is one blowing a trumpet and holding
" Lettersfrom Ad" . On the ground lies Trade in distress, and the British Lion

crouches, holding in his paws a bone, inscribed "5rem"(en) and "
Fer"(den).

Below the design these verses are engraved :

" Shall British Glory rise again,
And Wipe off the Degen'rate Stain

Which one black Day too Deep had thrown

On Naval Honour, near Toulon ?

M ws was rash, but, say the Wise,
He fought, whilst L st k, over nice,

Lay far aloof, and with a Sneer

Beheld the Fray in easy Chair.

But now the Nation leads them on

To where stern Justice mounts her Throne.
M ws still shews he knows not Fear,
And L st k hobbles in his Rear,

Hoping His Trial's still in Doubt,
Because the wrong C rt Signal's out.

N s, as Suits him, hides his Face
;

The rest, too conscious of Disgrace,
An Arch Triumphant vainly raise

To their pacific Leader's Praise,

Where Blake and Bing stand second rate,

And He superior mounts in State
;

Judge Englishmen if Temple Bar
Wouldn't fit this Busto better far.

The Lion on fresh Prey employ'd
Sees Trade fall down almost destroy'd
The In's and Out's try all their Arts

To biass Justice to their Parts,
Who winks, and now which Side prevails
If you wou'd know, observe her Scales.

But Sure 'tis Hard that Britain's Fame
From private Pique shou'd suffer Shame !

For, but by this unhappy Jar,

We ne'er had felt a curst French War."

This print refers to the court martial on the officers who had been engagec
in the fight off Toulon

; the two Admirals, Matthews and Lestock, criminating
each other. "

Long before the engagement, these two officers had expressed the

most virulent resentment against each other. Matthews was brave, open, and un

disguised; but proud, imperious, and precipitate. Lestock had signalized hi
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courage on many occasions, and perfectly understood the whole discipline of the

navy ;
but he was cool, cunning, and vindictive. He had been treated super-

ciliously by Matthews, and in revenge took advantage of his errors and precipi-

tation. To gratify this passion he betrayed the interest and glory of his country ;

for it is not to be doubted, but that he might have come up in time to engage."
" Matthews himself, in the sequel, sacrificed his duty to his resentment, in restraining
Lestock from pursuing and attacking the combined squadrons on the third day
after the engagement."

" Several Commanders of ships were cashiered
; Vice-

Admiral Lestock was honourably acquitted ;
and Admiral Matthews rendered

incapable of serving for the future in his Majesty's navy. All the world knew that

Lestock kept aloof, and that Matthews rushed into the hottest part of the engage-
ment. Yet the former triumphed on his trial, and the latter narrowly escaped the

sentence of death for cowardice and misconduct. Such decisions are not to be

accounted for, except from prejudice and faction." T. Smollett's
"
History of

England", Book ii. ch. viii. sect. 8.

April 18, 1745. The House of Commons addressed the King to direct a

court martial to be held on Admirals Matthews and Lestock, and other officers.

The court martial was speedily assembled, but it was not until the third of June,
1 746, that Lestock was acquitted.

At this time there was a great popular outcry against the partiality shown

by the King to the Hanoverians ;
it was said or insinuated that Bremen and Verden,

two Hanse towns, had been purchased with English money and annexed to Hanover.

These places were purchased in 1 7 1 6 by George I.

For Admiral Matthews, see
" Next Sculls at the Adm ty ", No. 2614 ;

" All

Hands to a Court Martial (No. 2.) ", No. 2683 ;

" The Apparition ", Aug. 1 756.
For Admiral Lestock, see the same entries, and " The conduct of the two
B rs", 1749.

9! x 6J- in.

2683. All Hands to a COUET MARTIAL.- Being A true Description
of the Court- Martial to be held, for the Trial of the Admirals
Matthews and Lestock, &c. By a State-Boatswain. (No. 2.)

[1745]

THIS is a broadside, comprising a woodcut copy of the print described with the

same name and date (No. 1.), 'No. 2682, and the verses in letterpress beneath.

There are differences in the inscriptions ; one of the admirals cries,
'

Pray hear

me." ;
an officer (Captain Norris ?), hiding his face with his hat, says,

" I cannot

see
"

;
a sailor cries,

"
Signalfor Hell." There is no inscription on the pediment

of the building. The following couplet is placed above the design :

" Command divided, seldom can succeed,
And Private Pique, does Public Ruin breed."

For Admirals Matthews and Lestock, see the references given with No.

2682, as above.

8-| x 6f in.

2684.

The Duke of N tie and his Cook.

[1745]

THE scene of this engraving is laid in the Duke of Newcastle's kitchen, where
his cook, Chloe, is pointing to the " Proclamation against Papists", and remon-

strating with the Duke,
"
JRegar, me can no relish dis dam Englis Proclemacion!"
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(see
" The Plagues ", &c., No. 2659). The Duke clasps his hands in great alarm,

and implores
" O ! Cloe if you leave me ; I shall be Starved by G d !

" On the

table is a bill of fare,
"
Soup A la Reigne Carpe Chambour Granade de Quales

Woodcocks Sraines Nul of Patridges Carps Tongues Popes Eyes'".

Chloe, the Duke's cook, was a Frenchman and a "papist"; the Duke was

at this time Secretary of State, and therefore Chloe had cause for consider-

ing his master a party to the proclamation which had been issued against all

"papists". This proclamation was issued December 6, 1745, and was stated

to be for putting the laws in execution against Jesuits and popish priests,

and it promised a reward for apprehending them within London, Westminster,
the borough of Southwark, and within ten miles of the cities of London and
Westminster. It recited the severe acts of Elizabeth and James I., and "whereas

at this time of open rebellion in favour of a popish pretender to our crown all

such Jesuits and popish priests are more particularly dangerous to the peace and

security of this realm." It required all such persons to depart from London and

its vicinity, and offered a reward of one hundred pounds to any persons who should

discover any Jesuit or popish priest within the prescribed limits.

Chloe is mentioned in II. Walpole's
" Letter to Mann ", July 7, 1 742, and

note, edit. 1857; and "Letter to Lady Hervey", Oct. 17, 1758. See. "A
Scene in Hell", Aiig. 1756.

For the Duke of Newcastle, see " The Noble Game of Bob Cherry", 1746.
102- X 61 in.

2685.
" THE LURCHERS. Addres'd to all Englishmen, Lovers of then

King, and Country."

Price 6d . Published according to the Act. Sold at the Plow in S l Martin*

Lane and at the Print Shops of London [l 745!

" GOD SAVE. KING GEORGE $ ALL THE ROYAL FAMILY" is inscribed on ?

riband suspended on a scroll border which frames this engraved design.

The Pope and the Devil are leading two lurchers with human heads am

wearing collars inscribed " HECTOR " and " PLUNDER ". The Pope is trainplin<

on " MAGNA CffART"(\) and " The HOLY BIBLE", and observing to the Devi],
" Damn the English they have Deceivd vs." At one side a monk, holding a crook

,

to which are suspended a pair of wooden shoes, says to a Jesuit,
"
Truly they don f

.

Like Wooden Shoes." The Jesuit replies, "Nor Our D d Doctrine". On th ;

other side are a Scotchman, with his shield inscribed,
" POVERTY", and Fortum ,

blind and winged, grasping at a vision of three crowns in the clouds, and followe<L

by a miserable Frenchman. Beyond appear Britannia and a soldier, wit i

two dogs bearing their collars "LOYALT"(j) and "
COURAG(E)". Beneatl

,

within a cartouche, is a warming pan, emblazoned with fleurs-de-lis, and sus -

pended from a gallows. Under all is engraved :

"Run away from their Masters at Rome in the Dog days of Last August, an I

Since Secreted in France, two Young Lurchers of the Right Italian Breed, an 1

being of a Black Tannd colour, with Large Noses, Long Claws, & Hanging Ear
,

Have been taken Abroad for King Charles' Breed, but a Bitch from Italy Unfoi -

tunately Broke the Strain in 88, by Admitting into the Kennel a base Mongrel < f

another Litter They are Suppos d to be on the Hunt for Prey in the Nort
1

,

they Go a full Dog trott by Night for Fear of being Catch'd, they Answer 1 )

the Names of Hector and Plunder, and will Jump & Dance to the Sound of tl a

French Horn, being Used to that note by an Old Dog Master at Paris
; they Pri< !c

up their Ears also at the Musick of a Lancashire Hornpipe This is to Gr e
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Notice that Whoever Can Secure these Couple of Curr's & Bring them back to

the Popes Head at Rome, near
S' Peter's Church, or to the Cardinals Cap at Ver-

seiles, or to the Thistle at Edinburgh, or to the 3 Kings at Brentford, Or Rather

to the sign of the Ax on Tower Hill, Shall have the Reward of thirteen-pence

Halfpenny, or Any thing below a Crown and the thanks of all the Powers in

Europe except Spain, France, and the Pope. N.B. They have Each a French

Coller on, Stamp'd with their Fathers Arms on (as above) which is no Scutcheon

of Pretence but the Paternal Coat, of the Perkins. Beware of them, for they have

Got an Itch of the Scotch Mange and those that are bit by them Run mad and

are call'd IACO-BITES." The Pretender is said to have caught Itch in South Uist.

This advertisement appeared in the "St. James's Evening Post," Nov. 30, -1 745,
the latter part being slightly varied, as

"
their fathers arms, a warming pan, and

the Flower de lis with this inscription,
' We are but young puppies of Tencins

pack,' and '

they have got a smack of the Scots mange and those that are bit by
them run mad, and are called Jacobites.'

"

For the "
Warming pan", see " The Warming Pan" No. 1 156, for Cardinal

Tencin, see " The Chevaliers Market", No. 2660. For the Pretender, see " The
Auction ", 1 756.

>i X 7i *

2686.
"Publick Credit".

G. Bickham inv*. et Sulp. October y
e
18. 1745. [ 1 745]

THIS engraving is described by the inscription beneath it.
" Publick Credit

"
is

represented as
" a Man in y

e
Vigour of his Years, healthy, Strong, and Active,

Nobly clothed, having his Senator's gown and a Gold chain about his Neck, that

seems to command Esteem & Honour, holding under his Arm a Merchant's book of

accounts, indorsed on y
e cover w th a Motto x that signifies True Credit, free from

all Interest, & a Griffin below which imaginary Animal amongst y
e Antients was

used for a Symbol of Safe custody, &, therefore, intimates that a person should

have a watchful Eye over his stock, if he means to get & preserve credit, The

Figures behind represent Popery, stript and exposed on his Back, & left handed

Rebellion blindfold furiously drawing his sword, both Seeming to threaten Publick

Credit, while Slander behind them is blowing y
e Brand of sedition. The Fox is

y* Emblem of Cunning & Deceit, for which y
e
Enemy is Remarkable, and y

e

Mask & Dagger, atop, Private Treachery, for which he is notoriously infamous."

The picture and inscription are inclosed in two divisions by a scroll-formed

frame, which is surmounted by a mask and dagger.

7| x I2m.

2687.
A Perspective View and Section of an KNGINE Propos'd to be Built

by Subsection, which will Shave Sixty Men in a Minute, also

Oyl Comb and Powder their Wigs. See the Explanation.

Booth sculp.

Publish'd According to Act of Parliament Novr
. y

e
29, 1 745 and Sold by

T. Dubois at y
e Gold*" Head near Cecil Street in y'. Strand. Price 6'

1
.

[1745]

THIS engraving represents a circular building in two sections, and partly in per-

1 " Solutus Omni fcenore
"

'.

III. N N
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spective. It has a conical roof of tiles. Within is a large wheel turned by a

horse and giving motion to a considerable number of spindles, to which are

attached disks
;
on each of the disks are several razors, which are thus set in

action on the faces of the men who apply their checks to openings in the inner

wall of the building. Exterior to this inner wall is a gallery where stand the

men who are thus expeditiously shaved
;

their hats hang on pegs, each over the

hole to which the owner has applied himself. In the gallery several men are

finishing or preparing for their toilettes.

The operation of dressing a wig is shown below the wheel, on our right, where

many combs are placed on a drum which revolves like a water-wheel before a

man's -wig, placed on a block near it.

16 X Tin.

2628.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate I (No. i.)

The Contract.

Marriage A-la-Mode, Plate I

Engraved by G. Scotin. Invented Painted fy Published by W
According to Act of Parliament April l". 1745-

Tins engraving represents the interior of a handsome room, with many pictures

hanging on the walls, and through the window-opening a view of a large couro-

yard, where considerable building operations have been going on, but have conte

to a stand, as no workmen are on the scaffolds. Many idle footmen are loiterii g
in the courtyard, sitting on frustra of columns and blocks of stone.

At a round table placed near the middle of the room a nobleman is seated in

conversation with a merchant of low ex traction and great wealth ; they a *e

deciding on the conditions of a contract for a marriage between the son of the

nobleman and the daughter of his neighbour here. The time is immediately
before the parties proceed to the church where the wedding is to be performed.
The nobleman is pointing to a particular part of his genealogical tree, whk h, <

painted on a large scroll, is unrolled at his side. He claims descent from "
Willii m

Duke of Normandy'
1
'
1

; the stem of the tree issues from the bowels of a knight,
armed in the mode of the sixteenth century, who is painted at the root, and bet rs

a sword and shield. The nobleman appears to be an Earl (" Squanderfield
'

).

He is gouty ;
one of his feet, bound in flannel and shoeless, is placed on a sto >1,

which bears the coronet of an Earl
;

this ornament is also placed on the her ds

of his lordship's crutches, and surmounts a canopy of state which appears behi ud

his chair, with ample curtains, cords, and valances fringed with gold. The nob e-

man, sitting stiffly in his chair, points to one of the records of his descent, a id,

drawing himself proudly up, lays one hand on his breast, as if he protested w th

hauteur against a remark made by the father of the proposed bride. 1

The father of the bride is a stout citizen, who, with the chape of his

appearing awkwardly between his legs, sits opposite to the earl, and holding liis

eye-glasses at his nose, scrutinizes, not without something that is like supercilio is-

ness, the
"
Marriage Settel"" of the R' HonbleLord Viscount Squanderfield

"
a la ge

parchment which he holds unopened. The citizen has a many-folded gold ct tin

tied round the ends of his neckerchief; this suggests that he is an aldern in.

At his feet on the floor are two large empty bags ;
a single coin is in the op sn-

ing of one of them. On the table is a silver inkstand, comprising a bell and a sa id-

1 See Plate VI. of this series, No. 2758.
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caster
;
near it is a lighted candle for melting sealing-wax. The candle flares to

waste, owing to a " thief" which Hogarth has significantly introduced on its wick.

There is also before the earl a large heap of coins and three bank notes, one

of which is marked "1000". Standing at the side of the table is an old man,

probably the earl's steward, who holds in one hand two bank notes, one of which

is for "1000", and, in the other hand, extends a paper, marked "
Mortgage ",

towards the nobleman. Probably Hogarth intended to suggest that the steward,

by holding out this document to his employer, hoped to mollify his overbearing

temper that mood of his lordship's mind is distinct in the expression of his face

and the attitude of his person.

Looking out of the window, and observing the architecture of the other side

of the courtyard, stands a lawyer, an old man, whose back is towards us
;
he holds

"A Plan of the New Building of the Eight Hon
bu

.

"

Behind the group of persons engaged in the treaty are the parties most

interested the bride and the bridegroom the former evidently a "
spoilt

"
child,

and of peevish, ill-regulated temper ;
the latter an idle, selfish young man. A

young lawyer, Counsellor Silvertongue, is at one side of the lady, stooping over

and playfully gossiping with her while he mends a quill pen. She is dissatisfied

with the engagement into which her father presses her
; pouting and frown-

ing, she turns one shoulder towards the bridegroom, and, as if to signify-

complete indifference to the obligations she is about to undertake, trifles with

the wedding ring by making it run backwards and forwards on her handkerchief,
which has been drawn through it. She wears a bridal dress of white satin, richly
trimmed with lace ;

on her head is a cap, shaped like a folded handkerchief, and

decorated with orange-flowers. Her dress is made like that proper to unmarried

women at this period. The bridegroom, who is seated at her side, but either

more interested in himself than in the lady, or offended by her petulance, has

turned away from her in order to look at the reflection of himself in a pier-glass
which hangs on the wall behind. He does so with much complacency, and

takes a pinch of snuff from his box. He is of rather lean form and slender

build, his figure contrasting in these respects with the stronger make of the

counsellor. He wears an immense solitaire, a powdered wig which is curled

at the front only, a narrow black cravat, a coat without a rolling collar, the

large cuffs of which are formed of richly embroidered stuff, his long vest is fully

embroidered
;
he has white stockings, and shoes with small buckles and moderately

high heels. A round black patch appears under his right ear.

In the foreground, on our right, as if to repeat the motive of the design of this

ill-assorted pair, are two pointers, whose collars are manacled (rather than simply

chained) together. One of these animals, marked with an earl's coronet on its

flank,
1 crouches on the floor

;
the other dog sits on his haunches, and looks

vaguely about him
;
neither animal pays any attention to its neighbour. On the

wall of the room are many pictures 1. A portrait of a general officer of Marl-

borough's time, clad in the fluttering draperies which were so often painted at

that date. Grasping fulmen, and resting one hand on his hip, he appears as if

moving rapidly to our left, and wears over his cuirass the ribands of two orders,

one of which is the Golden Fleece. A cannon appears to be discharged close in

front of this soldier ;
the ball issues with the fire from the mouth of the gun.

Notwithstanding this circumstance, and the fact that he appears vriihfulmen in

his hand, the hero smiles with contemptuous pride. The subject of the next

painting is
" Judith with the head of Holofernes

"
; next to the latter is

" The

Martyrdom of St. Sebastian
"

;
above these two is a larger painting of " Cain

killing Abel
"

;
on the wall behind the bride and bridegroom are four pictures,

1 This mark does not occur in the painting from which the engraving was

copied.
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respectively representing "Prometheus tortured by the Vulture", "The Slaughter
of the Innocents ",

" The Martyrdom of St. Laurence", and " David cutting off

the head of Goliath ". A large sconce for two candles hangs with these pictures;

it is surmounted by an earl's coronet, and the disc exhibits a head of Medusa.

The ceiling of the room is painted with " The Drowning of the host of Pharaoh

in the Red Sea". All subjects of pain and terror.

The series of pictures known as
"
Marriage a la Mode " was painted by

Hogarth before 1 745. The small number of his publications appearing in the

years just preceding this date indicates that he was engaged on some important
work. The following advertisement appeared in "The London Daily Post",

April 2, 1 743, p. 2, col. l :

" MR. HOGARTH intends to publish by Subscription
Six PRINTS from Copper-Plates, engrav'd by the best Masters in Paris, after his

own Paintings (the Heads, for the better Preservation of the Characters and Ex-

pressions, to be done by the Author
; ) representing a Variety of Modern Occur-

rences in High Life, and called
"
MARRIAGE-A-LA-MODE, Particular care is taken

that the whole Work shall not be liable to Exception on Account of any Inde-

cency or Inelegancy, and that none of the Characters represented shall be personal.

N.B. The Subscription will be One Guinea
;
Half to be paid on Subscribing, and

the other half on the delivery of the Prints, which will be with all possible speed,
the Author being determin'd to engage in no other work till this is compleated.
The Price will be one Guinea and an Half, after the Subscription is over, and no

Copies will be made of them. Subscriptions are taken in at Mr. Hogarth's,
the Golden Head in Leicester Fields

;
where may be had all his- engrav'd

Works."
The print called "Characters and Caricaturas ", see that title (No. I.),

No. 2591, was used as a subscription ticket for the series of "
Marriage & Li

Mode ".

Hogarth found literary explanations useful with regard to former series of

his works. In 1746, was published, probably without his sanction, a tract of

fifty-nine pages, entitled
"
Marriage-a-la-Mode ;

an Humourous Tale, in Si:c

Cantos, in Hudibrastic Verse
; being an Explanation of the Six Prints latel r

published by the ingenious Mr. Hogarth. London : printed for Weever Bicker -

ton, in Temple-Exchange Passage, in Fleet Street, 1 746, Price One Shilling.
'

The following verses are cited, in
" The Genuine Works of William Hogarth ", b r

J. Nichols and G. Steevens ; London, vol. ii. 1810, p. 169, as the Argument if

Canto I. of this poem, referring to Plate I. of the series of designs in question :- -

" CANTO I.

" The joys and plagues that wedlock brings,
The Limner paints, the Poet sings ;

How the old dads weigh either scale,

And set their children up for sale ;

How, void of thought, the Viscount weds

The Nymph, who such a marriage dreads ;

And, whilst himself the Fop admires,
M y with love her soul inspires".

The original pictures, from which the engravings were produced, in rever; e

of the "Marriage & la Mode", were in 1750 put up for sale by auction I y

Hogarth, under circumstances which are thus described in " The Genuine Worl s

of William Hogarth ", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens
; London, i. 1 808, p

184-5:
"
They had been several years finished, perhaps six or seven year

during which time Mr. Hogarth had been publishing Prints from them, in tl e

year 1 7 50 he advertized the sale of these Originals by a kind of auction, not I

personal bidding, but by a written ticket, on which every bidder was upon papi r

to write the price he would give, with his name signed to it. These biddin< s
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were to be received by Mr. Hogarth for the space of one month
;
and the highest

bidder at twelve o'clock on the last day of the month was to be the purchaser.
None but those who had in writing made their biddings were to be admitted on

the clay that was to determine the sale. This nouvelle method of sale probably

disobliged the Town
;
and there seemed to be at that time a combination against

poor Hogarth, who, perhaps from the extraordinary and frequent approbation
of his Works, might have imbibed some degree of vanity, which the Town
in general, friends and foes, seemed determined to mortify. If this was really
the case (and to me it is apparent), they fully effected their intention, for on the

memorable eixth day of June 1750, the day appointed to determine the fate of

this capital work of this universally allowed great Master in his particular line of

Painting, at about eleven o'clock, Mr. Lane, the fortunate purchaser, arrived at

the Golden Head
;

*
when, to his great surprise, expecting (what he had been a

witness to in 1 745, when Hogarth disposed of many of his Pictures),
1 to have

found his Painting-room full of noble and great personages, he only found the

Painter and his ingenious friend Dr. Parsons, Secretary to the Royal Society.
These gentlemen sat in the Painting-room, talking together, expecting a number
of spectators at least, if not of bidders. Mr. Hogarth then produced the highest

bidding, in writing, from a gentleman well known, of 1 2O/. Nobody coming in,

about ten minutes before twelve by the decisive clock in the room, Mr. Lane 2 told

Mr. Hogarth that he would make the pounds guineas. The clock struck twelve
;

and Hogarth wished Mr. Lane joy of his purchase, hoping it was an agreeable one.

Mr. Lane answered, Perfectly so. Now followed a scene of disturbance from

Hogarth's friend the Doctor
;
and what more affected Mr. Lane, a great appear-

ance of disappointment in poor Hogarth, and truly very reasonably so. The
Doctor told Hogarth, he had greatly hurt himself by fixing the determination of

the sale at so early an hour, when, he said, the people at that part of the town
were hardly up. Hogarth, in a tone that could not but be observed, said, Perhaps
it might be so. Mr. Lane, after some little time, said he was of the Doctor's

mind, adding that he was of opinion he was very ill paid for his labour
;
and that,

if Hogarth thought it would be of service to him, he would give him till three

o'clock to find a better purchaser. Hogarth warmly accepted the offer, and

expressed his acknowledgments for the generosity of it. It received great enco-

miums from the Doctor, who proposed to make it public ;
which was peremptorily

forbid by Mr. Lane, but which was ever remembered and acknowledged by
Hogarth to the time of his death. About one o'clock, two hours sooner than

Mr. Lane had given him, Hogarth said, he would no longer trespass on his

generous offer
; and that, if he was pleased with his purchase, he was abundantly

so with his purchaser. He then desired Mr. Lane to promise him he would not

dispose of the Pictures without acquainting him with his intention
;
and that he

would never let any person, by way of cleaning, meddle with them, as he always
desired to take care of them himself. Both Mr. Lane promised ;

who has often

been tempted to part with them." After the death of Mr. Lane,
" the six

pictures becoming the property of his nephew Colonel Cawthorne, they were

put up to auction at Mr. Christie's in 1792, and the proprietor bought them in at

" * Another correspondent begins the same story as follows :

" A little time

before the auction, Hogarth publicly declared, that no Picture dealer should be

allowed to bid. He also called on his friends, requesting them not to appear at

the sale, as his house was small, and the room might be overcrowded. They
obeyed his injunctions. Early on this mortifying day he dressed himself, put on

his tye-wig, strutted away one hour, and fretted away two more, no bidder

appearing", &c.
1 See " The Battle of the Pictures", No. 2622.
2 Of Hillingdon, near Uxbridge,
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900 guineas. They were again put up by Mr. Christie in 1 797' when they were

purchased by Mr. Angerstein, for 138 1/."
; see

" The Genuine Works", as above,

p. 188. The pictures, purchased with the Angerstein Collection, are now in the

National Gallery.
As to a previous scheme for selling these pictures, see " Paul before Felix

burlesqued" (No. 1.), 1751.
The series of designs

"
may be regarded", see

" The Genuine Works ", &c., as

above, vol. i. 1808, p. 122, "as the ground work of a novel called
" The Mar-

riage Act", by Dr. Shebbeare
; and of Mr. Colman's "Clandestine Marriage".

Hogarth had projected a series of illustrations of "A Happy Marriage" as a

complement to the "
Marriage a la Mode", see "The Parson's Head", No. 2773.

There are three states of this plate, as described by John Ireland,
"
Hogarth

Illustrated", iii. 1804, pp. 334-5. "Plate 1. The coronet imprest on the dog
in the print, is not in the picture. I have the series of prints in the state they

were left by the original engravers, and all of them, though delicately engraved,
are in some degree spotty. In the second state of plate 1 . there is evident marku

of the burine of Hogarth, in the faces of the Citizen and Peer
;
and each of the

characters, especially the latter, are improved. The French portrait, he has

designedly thrown more out of harmony than it was at first
;
the fringe to th 3

canopy over the nobleman is much darker
;
a shadow thrown on the building see: i

out of the window, and on the light parts of the two dogs. Third state, all th<j

shadows blacker. Engraved by G. Scotin. Guido's Judith, which forms the

subject of one of the pictures, Hogarth copied from a print engraved by Dupuis."
There is an impression, before any of the writing was added to the plate.

This plate, in the third state, having been much worn and worked on, wt s

used again for "The Works of William Hogarth, from the original Plato
restored by James Heath, Esq., R.A. ", London ;

no date (1751. d.).

I7i X 1 3| in.

2689. MARRIAGE X LA MODE. Plate I. (No. 2.)

The Contract.

MARRIAGE A-LA-MODE. Plate I.

Invented fy Painted by Wtt
. Hogarth. J : June. sc. [174 ;]

THIS engraving is a copy'from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the sane
title and date, No. 2688. It appears to be one of a series of copies from t ie

works of Hogarth, see " The Gate of Calais" (No. 2.), 1749.
Below the design these verses are engraved :

" From Pelf, and Vanity Descended,

By Law, here Vice and Folly's Blended,

Strange Produce must that Union make,
Where She's a Fool, and Hes a Rake."

10| X 6 in.

2690. MARRIAGE \ LA MODE. Plate I. (No. 3.)

The Contract.

1 [After Hogarth.] Dent Sculp. [!7<

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the si ne

title and date, No. 2688. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth Moralize l

by the Rev. J. Trusler; London, 1768, on p. 58.
It was used again for "

Hogarth Illustrated ", by John Ireland
;
Lone j

1791 ;
vol. i. (7854. ff.), facing p. 207.

2 X 2f in. Brit. Mus. Library (Grenville), 2.5 ^
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2691. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate I. (No. 4.)
The Contract.

Marriage-A-la-Mode. Plate I.

21. W. Hogarth inv. pinx. 1 745. E. Riepenhausen del. sc. [ 1 745]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same
title and date, No. 2688. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichtenberg's
"
Erklarung der Hogarthischen ", &c., 1794 1816, in which series it is No. 21.

It may be distinguished from other copies by the absence of a marginal line

about the engraved portion of the plate, and by the presence of the number " 21."

in the upper corner on our right.

9i X ?i in. Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. 1 1.

2692. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate I. (No. 5.)

The Contract.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE. PLATE I.

Engravedfrom the Original Picture.

Painted by William Hogarth. Engraved by Richard Earlom. Size of the

Picture 3" by tf* .. 4'". Pubd
. June 4, 1795, by J. $ J. Boydell, N". go,

Cheapside ; Sf at the Shakspeare Gallery, Pall-Mall, London. [ 1 745]

THIS is a mezzotint copy from Hogarth's picture, described under (No. l), the

same title and date, No. 2688. It is the first of a series of copies published

by Boydell, as above stated, with descriptive letterpress.

This copy appears the reverse of the print described as (No. 1 .), as above,
No. 2688.

23| X i8f m.

2693. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate I. (No. 6.)
The Contract.

Marriage-A-la-Mode. Plate I.

Designed by W. Hogarth Engraved by T. Cook

Published by G. G. 8f J. Robinson, Pater-noster Row London, August l".

1796.

'

[1745]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. l.), No. 2688.

It is comprised in
"
Hogarth Restored, The Whole Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth"; &c., "Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook", London, 1806.

I7i X 13f in.

2694. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate I. (No. 7.)
The Contract.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE.
PL. I Hogarth pinx*. T. Cook sculp*. Published by Longman, Hurst,

Rees, Sf Orme, Nov*. \' . 1806. [l?45]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1.), with

the same title and date, No. 2688. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Genuine
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The Contract.
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2696. MARRL\GE A LA MODE. Plate I. (No. 9.)
The Contract.
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2697. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate I. (No. 10.)
The Contract.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Pi. I.
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2698. MARRIAGE \ LA MODE. Plate I. (No. u.)
The Contract.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE.
THE CONTRACT.
From the Original by Hogarth. PLATE I.

G. Dawe Eng. $ Printer. 9 Southampton Pi. New K1
. [745]

THIS aquatint engraving, printed in black, is a copy, reversed, from the print

described as (No. 1.), with the same title and date, No. 2688. It appears to

have been prepared to illustrate a book. The lettering below the design has

been copied from that of the print by J. Garner, see No. 2696.

8f X 6 in.

2699. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate I. (No. 12.)

The Contract.

No. i. HOGARTH.
London, March 2O, 1823. Published by J. Young, 65, Upper Charlotte Street,

Fitzroy Square, and by Me&f*. Hurst, Robinson 6f C*. 90 Cheapside.

[1745]

THIS etching is a copy, reversed, from the engraving which is described as (No.

1.), with the same tide and date, No. 2688.

It was prepared to illustrate
" A Catalogue of the celebrated Collection of

Pictures of the late John Julias Angerstein, Esq.", by John Young, London,

1823(560. f. 1).

7f x 6 in.

2700. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate I. (No. 13.)
The Contract.

HOGARTH'S MARRIAGE A LA MODE. PLATE I.

Presented with " THE WEEKLY TIMES." September 8.

1850.
H. White Se

. [1745]

THIS woodcut is a copy from the engraving which is described as (No. l .), with

the same title and date, No. 2688. It was prepared for presentation to the

buyers of a newspaper.

i?i X I3f in.

2701. GROUPS FROM "MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate I." (No.
2688), A.
The Contract.

Nock W. Hogarth Riepenhauscn gesL [*745]

THIS engraving comprises half-lengths of "
1
"

the earl ;

"
3 ", the lawyer who

is handing the settlement to him
;
" 2 ", the other lawyer who is using his spec-

tacles
;

**

4 ", the viscount ; and "
5 "> the bride ; all in the above-named design.

It is one of a series of illustrative fragments from Hogarth's works, and,

above the design, marked " A"
;

it was prepared for "Manuel cotitenaut diverses

Connoissances curieuses et utile pour 1'aunee 1 7 86." Gxittingen.
2 X 3i.
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27O2.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate II (No. i.)

The Breakfast Scene.

Marriage A-la-Mode, Plate II.

Engraved by B. Baron Invented Painted $f Published by Wm
. Hogarth

According to Act of Parliament April l*'. 1745 [17453

THIS engraving, continuing the series described with the same title, Plate I., No.

2688, shows the interior of a large, handsome and finely furnished room, filled

with early afternoon light ;
the place is in disorder, as after an entertainment :

two violin-cases, one open and showing the instrument it contains, the other shut,

lie on the floor, with an overturned chair, on which last is extended a music-

book. A volume inscribed "
Hoyle on Whist" is on the carpet in the centre of

the apartment, which is divided into two parts by an arch supported on four pairs of

columns and pilasters. On the floor in the further portion of the room is a

confused heap of playing cards
;
a sleepy and yawning man-servant, who has- not

fastened his garters, and still wears a nightcap, scratches his head while he tardily

moves a chair to the wall from the card-table, on which is a candle, the flame of

which was extinguished on the opening of the shutters of the room : a large

chandelier, with its flaring and smoking candles still burning, hangs from the

middle of the ceiling. On the walls are pictures, one of which, having a veil drawn

over nearly all its surface, shows only a naked human foot
;
four pictures in the

same line with this one comprise respectively upright figures of saints, S. S .

Matthew leaning on a short sword, John the Evangelist, Andrew, and Matthias (?).

A lower row of smaller frames seem to contain mirrors, at least no figures or

subjects are given in them. In the nearer portion of the apartment a clock in a

piece of " rock-work ", comprising figures of fish, and a fat infant seated in a

bower of leaves, surmounted by a cat of the size of life, indicates the time to be

l.2O p.m. ; two candles, which have not burnt, are attached by sconces to this

piece of furniture. A fire, not long lighted, burns in the grate ;
on the mantel-piece

is a marble (Roman) bust with a broken nose
; many hideous Chinese and Indian

objects, statuettes, bottles, frogs or toads, &c., are ranged at the sides of the bust.

Behind the bust a picture is framed in the wall, and represents an infant genius,
with small wings and curled hair, playing on bagpipes while sitting among the

ruins of a magnificent building.
The young nobleman, son of the Earl (" Squanderfield"), who was represented

in "
Marriage a la Mode ", Plate I., see No. 2688, and the bride of th(

former appear again in this design. He has evidently not long since returnee

home from a debauch, a portion of which has been spent, as the woman's caj

hanging from the pocket of his coat attests, in female society. A pet dog
half mounting on a foot-stool at the gentleman's side, sniffs at this cap.

1 Th<

gentleman sits, pale and exhausted, with his hands thrust into the pockets of hi

breeches, and stretches his legs, with his feet wide apart on their heels
;

hi

retains his hat on his head, his hair, the ribbon having slipped, falls behind
;

h<

has taken off his sword and its belt, and thrown them on the floor, the weapon i

broken. The round black patch, shown in Plate I. of this series, appears unde
the ear of the gentleman ;

it likewise distinguishes him in later parts of the series .

The bride sits at the side of a small table, which, for her convenience, has bee i

1 John Ireland, "Hogarth Illustrated", ii. 1791, p. 217, "was led to suspec ,

that he (the dog) may have originally belonged to the lady who is its proprietor.' ,

i. e. of the cap.
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placed near the fire
;

on the table are utensils for a breakfast. The lady
sits stretching her arms above her head, holding in one hand a pocket mirror

which she has just now used to reflect her dishevelled hair, smart nightcap, and

sleepy, almost lewd-looking features ;* she seems to be leering at her husband.

It appears that there has been a great card party in the house during the previous

night, and that the husband was absent, during either the whole or a part of

that entertainment. Hogarth intended the other figure in the design to represent
a hypocritical fellow ;

it is that of the steward of the young nobleman, who, hearing
that his employers were in this room, has brought in one hand a pile of papers,
two of which are marked "Bill", and a file, on which is a single piece of paper
marked " Recd. June 4. 1744

"
?
this man has a pen stuck at his ear, he carries a

ledger under one arm, and he goes out of the room, with upcast eyes and lifted

hand, finding neither the husband nor the wife would attend to his remonstrances

or give money for the payment of the bills. In his coat pocket, rather osten-

tatiously placed, is a book, on the top edge of which is written "
Regeneration ".

For the history of the series of pictures and engravings to which this work

belongs see "
Marriage a la Mode", Plate I., No. 2688.

The following verses are quoted in " The Genuine Works of William

Hogarth ", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens
; London, ii. 1 8 1 0, p. 1 69, as forming

the Argument of Canto II. in a poem called "
Marriage a-la-Mode : an Humourous

Tale ", eee No. 2688, as above :

" The wedding o'er, the ill-match'd pair
Are left at large, their fate to share ;

All public places he frequents,
While she her own delights invents ;

And, full of love, bewails her doom,
When drunk i' th' morning he comes home ;

The pious steward, in great surprize,
Runs from them with uplifted eyes."

The model for the husband in this design has been stated to have been
Francis Hayman, a portrait and genre painter, a friend of Hogarth, and said to

have been frequently his model ; Hayman became one of the original members
of and Librarian to the Royal Academy.
There are two states of this plate : 1 . in which a straying lock of hair on the

forehead of the lady which was not at first inserted on the plate, has been added
in Indian ink.2 Impressions occur in which this addition has not been made, and

the face appears without the lock
;

2. In which the lock in question was added in

engraving, and many shadows throughout the work were deepened.-
This plate, having been much worn and worked on, was used again for

" The
Works of William Hogarth, from the original Plates restored by James Heath,

Esq., R. A."
; London, no date (1751. d.)

See " The Battle of the Pictures" (No. l.), No. 2622.

l?i x 14-

1 It has been suggested that Hogarth intended the lady should appear preg-
nant ; as to her hair, see below, on the states of this plate, and observe that a

child's coral hangs on the back of the chair of the Countess in Plate IV. of this

series, No. 2731 ;
a little girl appears in Plate VI., No. 2758.

2 This appears to be the impression referred to in the Catalogue of a Sale of

Prints, said to have been the property of Mr. Thomas Wilson, of Baker Street

and Dulwich, which took place, March 8, 1830, Lot 122.
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2703. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate II. (No. 2.)

The Breakfast Scene.

MARRIAGE A-LA-MODE. Plate II.

Invented if Painted by Wm
. Hogarth, [Engraved by J. June] [1745]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. l.), with the same
title and date, No. 2702. It appears to be one of a series of copies from the

works of Hogarth ;
see " The Gate of Calais

"
(No. 2.), 1 749.

Below the design the following verses are engraved :

"
Indifference, Lassitude, and Waste ;

Shews Revels in the Nuptial Taste.

The Crafty Steward's Bills are past,

Yet Shrugs, because it cannot last."

10 x 6 in.

2704. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate II. (No. 3.)

The Breakfast Scene.

2 [After Hogarth.] Dent Sculp. [l?45]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same

title and date, No. 2702. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth Moralized",

by the Rev. J. Trusler; London, 1768, on p. 60.

It was used again for
"
Hogarth. Illustrated", by John Ireland

;
1 791, vol. i.

(7854. ff.), facing p. 216.

2 X 2|- in. Brit. Mus. Library (Grenville), 2585.

2705. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate II. (No. 4.)

The Breakfast Scene.

Marriage-A-la-Mode. Plate II

22. W. Hogarth inv. pinx. Riepenhausen del. &j sc. [l?45]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1 .),

with the same title and date, No. 2702. It was prepared to illustrate G. C.

Lichtenberg's "Erklarung der Hogarthischen ", &c., Gottingen, 1794-1816,
in which series it is No. 22.

It may be distinguished from other copies by the absence of a marginal line

about the engraved portion of the plate, and by the presence of the number
" 22." in the upper corner, on our right.

9i * 7J- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. 11.

2706. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate II. (No. 5.)

The Breakfast Scene.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE. PLATE II.

Engravedfrom the Original Picture.

Painted by William Hogarth. Engraved by Richard Earlom. Size of the

Picture 3
F<

. by 2 4
lu

. Pubd June 4. 1796, by J. Sf J. Boydell,
N. 90, Cheapside ; Sf at the Shahspeare Gallery, Pall-Mall, London,

['745]

THIS is a mezzotint copy from Hogarth's picture, described under (No. 1
.),

with
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the same title and date, No. 2702. It is the second of a series of copies which

were published by Boydell, as above stated, with descriptive letterpress.

This copy is the reverse of the print described as (No. 1 .), with the same

title and date, No. 2702.

24 x 1 8 in.

2707. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate II. (No. 6.)

The Breakfast Scene.

Marriage A-la-Mode. Plate II.

Designedly Wm
. Hogarth Engraved by T. Cook Published Octor l". 1796,

by G. G. Sf J. Robinson, Paternoster Row, London.
[

1 745]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. l.), No. 2702.
It is comprised in

"
Hogarth Restored. The Whole Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth ", &c.,
" Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook

"
; London,

1806.

17^ x 14 in.

2708. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate II. (No. 7.)

The Breakfast Scene.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE.

PI. II. Hogarth pinx*. T. Cook Sf Son sc. Published by Longman, Hurst,

Rees, # Orme, May l". 1808. D745]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with

the same title and date, No. 2702. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Genuine

Works of William Hogarth ", by J. Nichols and Gr. Steevens
; London, 1 808,

vol. i., where an impression follows p. 1 1 8.

With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer ", this plate was used again for

"The Works of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. John Trusler
; London, 1821,

vol. ii. (1751. b.)

2709. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate II. (No. 8.)
The Breakfast Scene.

MARRIAGE A-LA-MODE. N. 2.

PL. XXX. Hogarth del1 T Clerk sculp' Edin r London Published an the

Act directs by Robert Scholey Paternoster Row. [ 1 745]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1.), with

the same title and date, No. 2702. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works

of William Hogarth ", by Thomas Clerk ; London, 1 8 1O, vol. i., where an impres-
sion faces p. 121.

With the second title placed below the design, the engraver's name taken out,

this plate was used again for " The Works of William Hogarth ", London, 1837,
vol. i., where an impression faces p. 117.

4i * 3i * Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k. 24.
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2710. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate II. (No. 9.)

The Breakfast Scene.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE. PL. 2.

[After Hogarth.] W. H. Worthington, sc. Published by John Major, 50,
Fleet Street, Jany. 1,1831. [ 1 745]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.),
with the same

title and date, No. 2702. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth Moralized",

by the Rev. Dr. Trusler
; London, 1831 ; an impression faces p. 72.

4| X 3 in.

2711. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate II. (No. 10.)

The Breakfast Scene.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE.

BREAKFAST SCENE.

From the Original Picture by Hogarth IN THE NATIONAL
GALLERY.

Engraved by T. E. Nicholson, Jones Sf C. Temple of the Muses, Finsbury

Square, London. [!745]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same

title and date, No. 2702. It was prepared to illustrate " The Works of William

Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1833; an impression faces

P- 195-
With the publication line removed, this plate was used for " The National

Gallery of Pictures", 1837, London (566. c. 26.), and afterwards for "The

Complete Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. J. Trusler and E. F.

Roberts; London, no date (7855. i.) ;
an impression faces p. 8.

5|. x 4J- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 28.

2712. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate II. (No. n.)
The Breakfast Scene.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE.

BREAKFAST SCENE

From the Original by Hogarth PLATE 2.

G. Dawe Eng. Printer, 9, Southampton PI. New Rd
[ J 745

THIS aquatint engraving, printed in black, is a copy from the print describe<

as (No. 1.), with the same title and date, No. 2702. It appears to have beei

prepared to illustrate a book. The lettering below the design has been copiet
from that of the print by T. E. Nicholson, see No. 27 1 1.

9 X 6| in.
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2713. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate II. (No. 12.)

The Breakfast Scene.

N. 2. HOGARTH.
London, March 20, 1823, Published by J. Young, 65, Upper Charlotte Street,

Fitzroy Square, and by Mess". Hurst, Robinson Sf C. 90, Cheapside.

[1745]

THIS etching is a copy, reversed, from the engraving which is described as (No.
l.), with the same title and date, No. 2702.

It was prepared to illustrate
" A Catalogue of the celebrated Collection of

Pictures of the late John Julius Angerstein, Esq.", by John Young ; London,

1823 (560. f. 1.)

7 X 6 in.

2714. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate II. (No. 13.)

The Breakfast Scene.

HOGARTH'S MARRIAGE A LA MODE, PLATE II.

PRESENTED WITH THE LONDON JOURNAL. DEC. 2Q.

1847.

T. SOLTON SC [1745]

THIS woodcut is a copy from the engraving which is described as (No. 1
.), with

the same title and date, No. 2702. It was prepared for presentation to the

buyers of a periodical paper.

17i X 13$ in.

2715. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate II. (No. 14.)

The Breakfast Scene.

[Marriage a la Mode. The Saloon.]

[After Hogarth.] Jackson. [l?45]

THIS woodcut is a copy from the design described as (No. 1 .), with the same title

and date, No. 2702. It was prepared to illustrate "The Penny Magazine",

1834, p. 125, and is the first of a series of woodcuts from Hogarth's works.

7i X 5^ in. Brit. Mus. Library, 2*93. e.

2716. GROUPS FROM "MARRIAGE A LA MODE." Plate II.

(No. 2702), B.

The Breakfast Scene.

[After Hogarth ; engraved by Eiepenhausen.] D745]

THIS engraving comprises half-lengths of "
1 ", the bride;

" 2 ", the bridegroom;
and "

3 ", the steward ;
all in the above-named design.

It is one of a series of illustrative fragments from Hogarth's works, and, above

the design, marked "B" ;
see the same title and date, "Plate I. A.", No. 2701.

2 X 3^ in.
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2717.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate III. (No. i.)

The Scene with the Quack.

Marriage A-la-Mode Plate III

Engraved by B. Baron Invented Painted 8f Published by Wm
. Hogarth

According to Act of Parliament April \". 1745 [ 1 745]

THIS engraving, continuing the series described with Plates I. and IT. (No. 1.)

respectively, Nos. 2688 and 2702, represents the interior of a room occu-

pied by a quack-doctor of the period in question, and who appears to have

been of French extraction ; at least it is probable, from a circumstance mentioned

below, that he was known as " Monr
. De la Pillule ". l The chamber contains

two large cases attached to the walls, one of these cases has glazed doors
;
one of

the doors is open and shows that the case contains a large wig, set on a block,

probably the state wig of the quack, an anatomical figure of the size of life,

standing with one hand on its hip and with the face grotesquely expressive of

enquiry as to the movements of a human skeleton which the artist has disposed
so that it seems to be making amorous advances to, and whispering at the ear of

the ecorcheur. The interior of the other portion of this case is partly veiled by
a curtain hanging within the closed door, its contents are therefore not distin-

guishable. The other case comprises four shelves placed one above another,

and loaded with earthenware vases, such as are still (1876) used in chemists'

shops on the Continent, with handles at their sides and labels on their fronts ;
'

below these shelves are four rows of drawers, with a label painted on the front

of each drawer. A dried crocodile is suspended close to the ceiling, an ostrich's

egg being pendent from its belly. Over the top of the former case, as if to hint

at the original vocation of the quack, hangs a large brass shaving-dish, such as

is used by barbers ; near this a huge tusk of a narwhal projects from the wall,

as if the quack placed it there owing to familiar associations with a barber's pole ;

the twisting of the tusk, by suggesting the convolutions of the red riband about

the pole, strengthens the idea of a resemblance between the one sign and the

other. Near the shaving-dish hangs a very large glass urinal, a vessel very much
affected by physicians and quacks in medicine at this period. Near these hang
a very large femur, part of a bone of a fish, an old tall hat, a pair of shoes,

an odd shoe, the head of a crocodile, a large prick-spur and its straps, a buckler

and sword, a stuffed fish, and a picture of an infant (monster). On the top of

the glazed case is a pile of small packages, probably pills, or pill-boxes, also a

model of a human head, not unlike a South Sea " idol ", with staring eyes and

what Icoks like a whistle placed between its teeth, and what may be a tripod,

used by chemists to support retorts in distilling, but which has been made to re-

semble a model of a triple gibbet. On the top of the smaller case is a large stuffed

head of an animal, probably that of a bear, to which additional terrors have been

imparted by the taxidermist. Two pictures of full-length human size monsters,
one a male, with his head growing from his breast, the other a half-male, half-

female figure, with two heads. Below these paintings two Egyptian mummy-
cases stand against the wall of the room. A window gives a view of the backs

of other houses. An open doorway shows a laboratory, with stills and other

apparatus. In the foreground, on our left of the room, is a most elaborately con-

structed machine, of complicated but coarse mechanism, comprising cog-wheels.

1 See "Prenez des Pilules" (Dr. Misaubin), No. 1987, said to be satirized ir

"A Harlot's Progress", Plate V. (No. l.), No. 2091.
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level's, &c., on which lie two volumes in folio ; one of these books being open at the

title-page, reveals at once the subjects of the text and the objects for which the

machine in question, and another of smaller dimensions but almost equally com-

plicated and superfluous nature, were designed. The title-page bears:
" EXPLICATION DE DEUX MACHINES SUPERBES I/UN POUR REMETTRE L'EPAULES
L'AUTRE POUR SERVIR DE TIRE BOUCHON INVENTES PAR MONS R DE LA PILLULE

VUES ET APROUVEES PAR L'ACADEMIE ROYAL DBS SCIENCES A PARIS ". It

appears to have been intended to lift the former of these machines from the

floor
; tackle, apparently of very inadequate kind, is attached to the upper portion

of the same, and hangs from the ceiling of the room. The room depicted by
Hogarth is said to be in the house of Dr. Misaubin, 96, St. Martin's Lane,
Westminster; see " Nollekens and his Times", by J. T. Smith; ii. p. 226.

There are four persons in the quack's apartment, or "
consulting room": the

inmate himself, a short, bow-legged, almost toothless old man, with narrow shoulders

and wide hips, personal defects which his long-skirted and stiff" coat exaggerates
in appearance ; he wears a loose, full wig, and is now busily rubbing one of the

glasses of his spectacles while he turns with a half-sneering laugh to the young
nobleman who appears in the first and second plates of this series, as the bride-

groom and son of the Earl. The quack stands at the side of a table on which is

a human skull, the forehead of which has been perforated by the disease in

respect to which the party are in consultation ; he is rubbing his spectacles in

order that he may more elaborately examine the skull, and more effectually

terrify his patients. The nobleman sits in a chair, splendidly dressed in the

mode of the day, holding out to the quack a box containing pills, while he

laughingly threatens him with a walking cane ; under his ear is the round black

patch which distinguishes this individual in other designs of this series. Against
his knee stands a fair young girl, the nobleman's mistress, who wears an em-
broidered mantle, a brocade skirt which trails on the ground behind her heels

;
a

long, white apron of cambric covers part of her gown, a watch and pendent
seals are at her girdle. On her head, covering most of her abundant and curling

hair, is a white, laced cap, bound by a riband in the fashion of unmarried women
of this period. She is applying a white handkerchief to her lips, as if to a sore,

in her right hand is a pill-box. Between the quack and the nobleman stands

a very big and coarse-featured woman, tall and beyond middle life, wearing, over

an enormous hoop, a voluminous skirt of black satin
; likewise a short, laced white

apron, white lawn sleeves with ruffles, a loose boddice, which, being cut wide off

the bust, displays a brand, or tattoo mark, being the initials
" F. C" ; she wears

also a black riband round her throat, and a white cap is set on her elaborately

curled wig. Her hands are covered by gloves, and she grasps in one of them a large

clasp knife, with a sharp point to its curved blade. This woman appears to be

defying the gentleman, and, in reply to his objurgations, proposing to substitute

the use of a knife as a means of cure for the girl instead of the pills which, as it

is probable, the quack had previously prescribed.

Many disputes have occurred as to the precise meaning of this design. John
Ireland's explanation is as follows,

"
Hogarth Illustrated", ii. 1806, pp. 32-3:

" To shew that our unfortunate victim (the bride) to paternal ambition has

suffered this mortifying climax of provocation (conjugal infidelity), the artist has

made a digression, and exhibited her profligate husband attending a quack
doctor. In the last plate he appears to have dissipated his fortune

;
in this he

has injured his health." ..." To- shew the consequences of his unrestrained

wanderings, the author (artist), in this plate, exhibits his hero in the house of

one of those needy empyrics, who prey upon public credulity, and vend poisons
under the name of drugs. This quack being family surgeon to the old procuress,
who stands at his right hand, formerly attended the young girl, and received his

fee, as having recovered his patient. That he was paid for what he did not per-

form, appears by the countenance of the enraged nobleman, who lifts up his

III. O O
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cane in a threatening style, accompanying the action with a promise to bastinado

both surgeon and procnress for having deceived him by a false bill of health.

These menaces onr natural son of JEsculapius greets with that careless nonchal-

ance, which shews that his ears are accustomed to such sounds
;
but the haggard

high priestess of the temple of Venus, tenacious of her good name, and tremb-

lingly alive to any aspersion which may tend to injure her professional reputa-

tion, unclasps her knife, determined to wash out this foul stain upon her honour

with the blood of her accuser." 1 This figure, owing to the initials
" F. C." on

her bosom, has been stated to have been intended for Fanny Cock, daughter of

an auctioneer " with whom our artist had had some casual disagreement" ;
see

" The Genuine Works of William Hogarth", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens
;

ii.

1810, p. 178, note. The letters being mistaken for " E. C.", this person was

asserted to be "Betty Careless", referred to in "A Rake's Progress", Plate VIII.

No. 2246. She is said to have died in Covent Garden workhouse, in 1752.
In "The Genuine Works", &c. as above, p. 178, note, is an explanation

"given by Charles Rogers, esq., who says it came from Sullivan, one of Hogarth's

engravers : The Nobleman threatens to cane a Quack-doctor for having given

pills which proved ineffectual in curing a girl he had debauched
;
and brings

with him a woman, from whom he alleges he caught the infection
;
at which she,

in a rage, is preparing to stab him with her clasp knife". The explanation by

Rouquet was probably, it is said, derived from Hogarth himself : "II falloit

indiquer la mauvaise conduite du heros de la piece. L'auteur pour cet effc t

1'introduit dans Fappartement d'un empirique, oii il ne pent gueres se trouvcr

qii'en consequence de ses debauches : il fait en merne terns recontre chez cet en -

pirique une de ces femmes qui perdues depuis long-terns, font enfin leur meti( r

de la perte des autres. II suppose un demele entre cette femme et son heros,

dont le sujet paroit etre la mauvaise sante d'un petite fille, du commerce de lu-

quelle il ne s'est pas bien trouve." 2

The Rev. Dr. Trusler, in his "Hogarth Moralized" (edit. 1833), awoik
which was prepared with the cognizance, if not with the assistance of Hogarth's

widow, gives, p. 75, this explanation of the design in question: "our author

has introduced the hero of this piece at the house of an empiric" ..." He is

represented as having brought with him two females with whom he had been

acquainted, that the doctor might determine to which of the two he migit
attribute his disorder, both of them being supposed to have been some time und jr

cure. His being prejudiced in favour of the girl, we are to imagine, occasions a

quarrel between him and the woman, which proceeds to the greatest extremitii s,

even to that of fighting. The doctor, unconcerned at this dispute, and solicito is

for little but himself, increases the noise by thundering to the mute struck gi 1,
' Vat ? you vont take your pe els ?

'

angry to think his medicines are so lit le

regarded."
For the history of the series of pictures known as

"
Marriage a la Mod< ",

see that title, Plate I., No. 2688. The lines quoted in " The Genuine Works ",

as above, vol. ii. p. 169, as forming the argument of Canto III. of the versif :d

explanation of this series of works, see Plate I. as before, are as follows :

" My Lord now keeps a common Miss,
Th' effects describ'd of amorous bliss ;

Venereal taints infect their veins,

And fill them full of aches and pains ;

Ireland is supposed to have derived part of his materials for the explanati >ns

of which the above is one from Mr. Lane, the purchaser from Hogarth of

"Marriage a la Mode", see " The Battle of the Pictures" (No. 1.), No. 2622.
2 " Lettres de Monsieur . . . a un des Amis a Paris, pour lui expliquer les >

Estampes de Monsieur Hogarth", London, 1 746.
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Which to an old French Doctor drives 'em,

Who with his pill, a grand p x gives 'em ;

A scene of vengeance next ensues,

With which the Muse her tale pursues."

There are two states of this plate : 1 . in which the bow under the chin of the

gentleman is less broad than in the second state of the work, and the sole of his

right shoe is less dark than in the later state, the foot of the elder woman being

lighter than in the latter; 2. in which the above changes have been effected.

This plate, in the second state, having been much worn and worked on, was
used again for " The Works of William Hogarth, from the original Plates

restored by James Heath, Esq. R. A.", London, no date (1751. d.)

I7 X

2718. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate III. (No. 2.)

The Scene with the Quack.

MARRIAGE A-LA-MODE. Plate III.

Hogarth 1710'. et pinaf. [ 1 745]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described aa (No. 1.), with the same
title and date, No. 27 1 7. It appears to be one of a series ofcopies from Hogarth's
works, see " The Gate of Calais" (No. 2.), 1 749.

Below this design the following lines are engraved :

" A Quack, inur'd to quench the Guilty Flames,
Of Early Victims and of Practic'd Dames.
The Husband woud Restore, by Medcine's Power
To Bloom the once Contaminated Flower."

1 o x 6 in.

2719. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate III. (No. 3.)

The Scene with the Quack.

3. [After Hogarth.] Dent Sculp [l?45]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same

title and date, No. 2717. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth Moralized",

by the Rev. J. Trusler
; London, 1768, on p. 62.

It was used again for "
Hogarth Illustrated ", by John Ireland

; London,

1791, vol. i. facing p. 222 (7854. ff.).

2T x 2T IW * Brit. Mus. Library (Grenville), 2585.

2720. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate III. (No. 4.)

The Scene with the Quack.

Marriage-A-la-Mode, Plate III

23. W. Hogarth inv. $ pinx. Riepenhausen del. Sf sculps. D745]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1.), with

the same title and date, No. 2717. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichten-
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berg's
"
Erklarung der Hogarthischen ", Gb'ttingen, 1794-1816, in which series

it is No. 23.
It may be distinguished from other copies by the absence of a marginal

line about the engraved portion of the plate, and by the presence of the

number "
23." in the upper corner, on our right.

9x7^ in. Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. 11.

2721. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate III. (No. 5.)

The Scene with the Quack.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE. PLATE III.

Engravedfrom the Original Picture.

Painted by William Hogarth. Engraved by Richard Earlom. Size of the

Picture 3". by &'. 4". Published Jan". 1. 1798, by J. fy J. Boydell,

N. 90, Cheapside ; and at the Shahspeare Gallery, Pall Mall, London.

[1745]

THIS is a mezzotint copy, reversed, from Hogarth's picture, described under

(No. l.), with the same title and date, No. 2717. It is the third of a series

of copies which was published by Boydell, as above stated, with descriptive

letterpress.

24 x i8|m.

2722. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate III. (No. 6.)
The Scene with the Quack.

Marriage A-la-Mode. Plate III.

Designed by Wm
. Hogarth Engraved by T. Cook

Published Decr
. 1*'., 1796 by G. G. Sf J. Robinson, Paternoster Row, Londov.

[174.0

Tms engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title ar d

date (No. 1.), No. 2717.
It is comprised in "

Hogarth Restored. The Whole Works of the celebrat< d

William Hogarth ", &c.,
" Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook

"
;

Londo \,

1806.

l?i X I3f in.

2723. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate III. (No. 7.)

The Scene with the Quack.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE.

Hogarth pinx
1
. T. Cook sculp* Published by Longman, Hurst, Rees,

Orme, Novr
1 ". 1 806. [ 1 74 5 j

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1.)

with the same title and date, No. 2717. It was prepared to illustrate "1
Genuine Works of William Hogarth ", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens

;
Lond

1808, vol. i. where an impression follows p. 1 18.

With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer Rolls build'8
", this plate T

used again for " The Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusl r ;

London, 1821, vol ii. (1751. b.)

6 X 4$ in.
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2724. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate III. (No. 8.)

The Scene with the Quack.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE. N. 3.

PL. XXXI. Hogarth del'. T. Clerk sculp'. London Published as the

Act directs by Robert Scholey 40 Paternoster Row. [ 1 745]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the

same title and date, No. 2717. It was prepared to illustrate "The Works of

William Hogarth", by Thomas Clerk; London, 1810, vol. i. where an impres-
sion faces p. 123.

With the second title placed below the design, the engraver's name taken

out, this plate was used again for " The Works of William Hogarth ", London,
1837, vol. i. where an impression faces p. 119.

4J- * 3 in. Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k. 24.

2725. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate III. (No. 9.)

The Scene with the Quack.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE. PL. 3.

[After Hogarth.] W. H. Watt. sc. Published by John Major, 50, Fleet

Street, March 31,1831. [ 1 745]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same
title and date, No. 2717. It was prepared to illustrate

"
Hogarth Moralized ",

by the Rev. Dr. Trusler
; London, 1831 ;

an impression faces p. 75.

4i X 3f in.

2726. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate III. (No. 10.)

The Scene with the Quack.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE.

SCENE WITH THE QUACK.

Engravedfrom the Original Picture by Hogarth.

Engraved by C. Mottram. Jones Sf C. Temple of the Muses, Fimbury
Square, London. [*745]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. l.), with the

same title and date, No. 2717. It was prepared to illustrate "The Works of

William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1833; an impression
faces p. 197.

With " in the National Gallery", added after the name of Hogarth, this plate
was used for " The National Gallery of Pictures ", London, 1837 (561. c. 26.),

and, afterwards, with the publication line removed, for
" The Complete Works of

William Hogarth ", by the Rev. J. Trusler and E. F. Roberts
; London, no date

' i-) ; an impression faces p. 17-
6 x 4^ in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b 28.
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2727. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate III. (No. n.)
The Scene with the Quack.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE.
SCENE WITH THE QUACK.
(From the Original by Hogarth. Plate 3.)

G. Datve Eng
r

Sf Printer 9. Southampton PL New Rd
. [ 1 745]

THIS aquatint engraving, printed in black, is a copy from the print described

as (No. 1.), with the same title and date, No. 2717. It appears to have been

prepared to illustrate a book ; part of the writing below the print, which appears
in others of the series engraved by G. Dawe, e.g., sec No. 2712, has been cut

away. This writing was copied from that of the print by C. Mottram, see

(No. 10.), with this title and date, No. 2726.

9f X 6J- in.

2728. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate III. (No. 12.)

The Scene with the Quack.

N". 3. HOGARTH.
London, March 2O, 1823. Published by J. Young, 65, Upper Charlotte

Street, Fitzroy Square, and by Mess1

"'. Hurst, Robinson Sf C. 90 Cheap-
side. [1745]

THIS etching is a copy, reversed, from the engraving which is described as ( o.

l.), with the same title and date, No. 2717.
It was prepared to illustrate

" A Catalogue of the celebrated Collection of

Pictures of the late John Julius Angerstein, Esq.", by John Young; London,

1823(560. f. 1.)

7| x 6f in.

2729. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate III. (No. 13.)

The Scene with the Quack.

HOGARTH'S MARRIAGE A LA MODE, PLATE III.

PRESENTED WITH THE LONDON JOURNAL. FEB. 9. 1 8^5 8.

T. BOLTON sc. [17, 5]

THIS woodcut is a copy, reversed, from the engraving which is described as ( ft>.

1.), with the same title and date, No. 2717.
It was prepared for presentation to the buyers of a periodical paper.

l?i X 13|; in.

2730. GROUPS FROM " MARRIAGE X LA MODE." Plate I I.

(No. 2717.) C.

The Scene with the Quack.

[After Hogarth ; engraved by Riepenhausen.] [17 ,.5]

Tins engraving comprises half-length figures of "
1 ", the gentleman ;

" 2 ", ohe
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quack ;

"
3 ", the girl ;

and "
4 ", the angry woman

;
all in the above-named

design.
It is one of a series of illustrative fragments from Hogarth's works, and,

above the design, marked " C "
;

see the same title and date,
" Plate I. A ",

No. 2701.
2 x 3 in.

2731.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate IV. (No. i.)

The Toilette Scene.

Marriage A-la-Mode, Plate IV

Engraved by S. Ravenet Invented Painted Sf Published by Wm
. Hogarth

According to Act of Parliament April l" 1745 [1745]

THIS engraving, continuing the series described with the same title and date,

Plates L, II., and III. (No. 1.), respectively, Nos. 2688, 2702, and 2717, repre-
sents the interior of a lady's boudoir and bedroom, in the mode of the middle of

the eighteenth century, with an alcove in the background partly filled by a large
state bedstead, the cornice at the foot of which is surmounted by an earl's coronet ;

*

heavy curtains, one being partly placed aside, hang before the bed. The fore-

ground of the design shows the boudoir of the young countess, with many
persons assembled at her levee, while a barber, or valet, by some said to be inten-

ded for a Swiss, dresses her hair for the day. On the walls of the chamber hang
four pictures, the respective subjects of which are "Lot and his Daughters",

"Jupiter and Io",
2 "The Rape of Ganymede", and "Portrait of Counsellor

Silvertongue", the young lawyer of Plate I. of this series, and who appears in

Plate V. of the same, No. 2744.
Eleven persons are in the new countess's room. That lady herself is seated in

a chair before a dressing-table, the mirror on which is surmounted by the owner's

coronet, and partly covered by a large veil, or curtain, with fringe, cords, and a

tassel. She wears a peignoir, which barely conceals her bust, a dressing gown,

petticoat and slippers ;
she is listening with much pleasure and interest to the

conversation of Counsellor Silvertongue, who reclines on a couch at the side of

the dressing-table, and is evidently on intimate terms with the lady ;
he is ex-

plaining to her the meaning of the design on one leaf of a screen, which is sup-

posed to have been recently purchased by her ladyship. The subject on all the

leaves of the screen is a masquerade, and he is pointing to a group of masquers,

consisting of a nun and a friar, who are painted as if in earnest conversation.

The other figures on the screen represent Turks, Punch, Neapolitans, beggars, &c.

In the counsellor's right hand is a key-plate to the screen, reproducing the

figures, with ^l" Door",
" 2d Door", and "3

d Door". It has been stated that

in the course of this conversation an appointment is supposed to have been made
to meet at a masquerade, and that this assignation immediately preceded the

1
Hogarth thus intimates that the Earl Squanderfield who appears in Plate

I. of this series, was dead at the period represented by Plate IV.
2 The "

Jupiter and Io
" shows Correggio's design for that subject ;

" The

Rape of Ganymede
"
gives the design by Titian for a picture now in the National

Gallery; and " Lot and his Daughters", the design of Domenichino(?). Hogarth
has imparted an air of newness to the portrait of the Counsellor, which contrasts

with the less bright aspects of the paintings by the old masters.
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seduction of the countess and the catastrophe represented in Plate V. of this

series of designs. On the couch lies a book, inscribed on one of its edges,

Near the feet of the counsellor a black boy kneels on the floor, and is in the

act of emptying a large basketful of "
curiosities

" which the lady is supposed
to have purchased at a sale, and probably with the screen. These consist of

monstrosities and vessels in porcelain, earthenware, stone, and glass ; many of the

articles have been unpacked and stand on the floor, with the sale tickets still

on them. The boy is lifting from the basket a broken statuette of Actaeon, and,

with evident reference to the colloquy between Counsellor Silvertongue and the

countess, points significantly to its horns, and leers as he does so. In the

basket remains a dish (of majolica?) which is painted or engraved with a group
of Leda welcoming the swan, and signed "Julio Romano"; a vase and what

looks like a book are likewise in the basket. Near the basket, and on the floor,

is a volume inscribed " A CATALOGUE of the Entire Colection of the Late <S".

Timy
. Babyhouse to be Sold by Auction"'. Behind the countess stands the above

named coijfeur or valet in the act of curling the lady's hair between the folds of a

piece of paper and with tongs, which are so hot that the paper is scorched, and

gives out smoke. This man has a comb stuck in his hair
;
a long queue passe?

down his back.

The rest of the company assembled in the boudoir form a group distinct from

that which comprises the lady and her lover. The former persons are occu-

pied with or sit near a stout opera singer, Carestini, the famous coxmter tenor,
J

1 The following account of the allusion of this book is given in
"
Analyse de l:v

Beaute", &c., "traduite d'Anglais de G. Hogarth" (Jansen), Paris; 1805, ii.

pp. 47-8.
" Aux pieds de Silvertongue est, sur le sopha, un livre qui a pour

titre le Sopha, dont aucun des commentateurs d'Hogarth m'a donne jusqu'il

present 1'explication, qui ne paroit cependaiit pas difficile. Ce livre est l'ouvrag'3

de Crebillon fils, et devoit se trouver naturellement dans la bibliotheque de 1 1

comtesse, dont se roman sert a indiquer les mceurs dissolues. Mais outre cett 3

application, on en peut faire une autre plus plaisante, laquelle va un peu plus

loin, et que notre artiste, qui connoissoit ce livre erotique, a certainement eu

en vue en le plagant ici. Pour mieux s'en convaincre, il est necessaire d !

donner une courte analyse de 1'ouvrage de Crebillon. Amanzei, espece d ;

courtisan a la cour de Shah Bacham, fut un jour, par punition, change en soph* .

Apres que sa metamorphose a cesse, il fait le recit de tout ce qu'il a vu es

eritendu sous cette forme ; et Ton se doute bien qu'il a beaucoup de choses i

raconter. Le charme ne devoit cesser que lorsqu'il auroit ete le temoin d >

quelque evenement qui, dans la haute region du monde police, ressemble au ;

grandes conjonctions des planetes dans la voute etheree, c'est-a-dire, de Tin

nocence perdue reciproqiiement par 1'innocence. C'est done sur Amanzei qu .

Silvertongue repose ici, et sur lequel la comtesse a medite ce matin son Crt -

billon", &c.
2 See his portrait ("Burney Collection of Theatrical Portraits ", Ti. 93 and 94'; ,

painted by Knapton, engraved by Faber. He was born, says Dr. Burney, in " '

i <

General History of Music ", 1 789, iv. (l 30. f. 1 1 .) p. 369, at Monte Filatrana, i i

the Marches of Ancona, his voice was " at first a powerful and clear sopran< ,

which afterwards changed into the fullest, finest and deepest counter-tenor tha ;

has perhaps ever been heard." His first appearance was probably at Rome
,

in "Griselda", 1721 ;
he performed at Venice, with Farinelli, 1726. He we =,

engaged by Handel to supply, in 1735, the place of Senesino, who had, wit i

the rest of the troupe, except Strada, deserted this composer and the King s

Theatre, and joined Porpora in the Lincoln's Inn Fields Theatre
;

see " Hai -

mony ", No. 2258.
"
Carestini's person", continues the above authority,
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who, with much self-satisfaction, is singing from a music-book he holds before him
with both hands. He sits at ease in his chair, and is very handsomely dressed,

wearing jewelled rings on all the fingers of his left hand, and another ring on the

third finger of his right hand
;
he has diamond shoe-buckles, and a jewelled clasp

to his garter ;
his solitaire is enriched with a jewel, shaped something like a

butterfly ;
in his left ear is a heavily-jewelled ring ;

on his neck is a large black

solitaire
;

his shirt appears with a laced frill at the opening of his waistcoat
; the

edges of his long coat are trimmed with lace, the cuffs are turned back,
fastened nearly as far as the elbows with large chased buttons, and loaded

with rich embroidery in a pattern comprising feathers and flowers. He wears
a close-fitting wig of no great size, with a huge bag at the back of it. He is

sitting in one chair, and lolling with his left arm supported by another chair

which he tilts up. His person is very fat ; his features are heavy and blunt
;

he has a vast mass of fat at his jowl, the jaw being small, and the lips full,

thick, and flabby, but apparently endowed with great mobility ;
his nose is big

and thick at the base, with large, wide nostrils
;

his eyes are very small, his

eyebrows thick and black. He opens his mouth while singing a long note, and

gives the sound with such perfect modulation that some among his audience are

enraptured.
1 A lady, Mrs. Fox Lane, afterwards Lady Bingley,

2 in a white morn-

ing dress, and wearing a cottage hat, tied with a riband under her chin, sits be-
fore the singer, and, swaying her body to the music, bending forwards, expands
her arms and moves her hands, keeping time. Behind her stands a black foot-

man, waiting rather impatiently, and holding for her use a cup of chocolate on a

little tray. In the cup there is no saucer is stuck a biscuit, or piece of toasted

bread, to be eaten with the chocolate. Next to the singer is a very slender

gentleman, said to be Herr Michel,
3 Prussian Envoy, seated cross-legged, sipping

" was tall, beautiful, and majestic. He was a very animated and intelligent

actor, and having a considerable portion of enthusiasm in his composition, with

a lively and inventive imagination, he rendered everything he sung interesting

by good taste, energy, and judicious embellishments." He remained in England
during seven years, and died about 1758.

1 It has been said that this figure represents Farinelli, see " Farinelli ", No.
2337- For Carestini, see " The Taste ", No. 1846;

"
Harmony", No. 2258.

2 This lady was Harriet, sole child of Robert Benson, Baron Bingley. The
latter died in 1730. His daughter married Mr. George Fox Lane, who was
created Lord Biugley, of Bingley, 1762, and died 1772 ; see below. An illus-

tration of her passion for music is thus given in " A General History of Music ",

by Dr. Burney ;
iv. (l 30. f. 1 1 .), p. 467, note "

(e.) Mrs. L . . ., afterwards Lady
B

,
a zealous friend and patroness of Mingotti, having applied to the

Hon. General C . . . . (Crewe) for a decided opinion concerning the disputes
between that singer and Vaneschi, stated the case very minutely in a long detail

of facts
;
the general, after listening a long while with seeming attention, a little

discomposed the lady, when he finished by asking, with seeming ignorance, and
real indifference,

' And pray, ma'am, who is Madam Mingotti ?
' ' Get out of

my house !

'

cries the lady,
'

you shall never hear her sing another song at my
concerts, as long as you live

'

". Mingotti performed exclusively at Mrs. Lane's

concerts, which were of the highest fashionable importance. Vaneschi was

manager of the opera, 1754. Mrs. Lane's father, Lord Bingley, was deputy-

governor of the "
Royal Academy of Music ", which under Handel had been

established in London, 1720-8.
3 It has been said that this figure represents the countess's husband

;
but it

cannot possibly be that of the person who appears with a physique so different in

Plates III. and V. of this series, i.e. both before and after the circumstances of

the design now in question.
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from a cup of chocolate, and pretending to be interested in the music, but really

quite vacant-minded, or absorbed by thoughts of his own appearance. His hair is in

papers, and otherwise falls in ample curls down his back. He carries under one

arm a black hat with a cockade to it. From the mode in which his coat is

enriched with bars of lace, no less than from the appearance of the cockade, it is

probable that Hogarth intended to represent a soldier (see below) by this figure.

Behind the singer and this man stands a gentleman, said to be Weidemann, a

German musician,
1

performing on the flute which he holds to his lips, while leaning

over the shoulders of his neighbour, Carestini. On the further side of the lean

person who is sipping his chocolate, sits another gentleman in an affected rapture
of delight in the music of Carestini and Weidemann. The happy expression of

this pleasure on his features is seriously injured by the existence of a small black

patch on his lower lip, compelling him to twist his features sideways, and probably

by odours of a stable supposed to be proceeding from the person of one of his

neighbours, a stout man, imagined to be much addicted to the company of horses.

The latter sleeps here with a riding whip in his hand, and has been described a:s

Mr. Fox Lane, husband of the enraptured lady in white, and afterwards Lord

Bingley, see above.2 The enthusiastic gentleman half closes his eyes in false

ecstasy, and holds his cup of chocolate untasted in one hand, while, with a fan

pendent at the wrist of the other hand, he expresses his delight by raising it, and

expanding the fingers and thumb.

On the floor near the feet of Carestini lie several cards, including a five and

six of diamonds, part of a pack of playing cards, and two cards without marks OH

them; four other cards are inscribed :

" Ly
Squanders Company is desired at

Miss Hairbrains Rout "
;

"
Lady Squander's Com is desired at Lady Heathd <s

Drum Major on next Sunday";
3 " Count Basset begs to no how Lade Sleap* lakt

nite
"

;
"
Lady Squanders Arm is desired at Lady Townby* Drum Munday next."

For the history of the series of pictures known as "
Marriage a la Mode '

,

see that title, Plate I., No. 2688. The lines quoted in "The Genuine Works of

William Hogarth", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens; London, ii. 1810, p. 170, as

the argument of Canto IV. in a poem styled
"
Marriage-a-la-Mode ", see Plata

I. as above, are as follows :

" Fresh honours on the Lady wait,

A Countess now she shines in state
;

The toilette is at large display'd,

Where, whilst the morning concert's play'd,
She listens to her lover's call,

Who courts her to the midnight-ball."

There are three states of this plate, as described by Nichols and Steeven
,

as above, iii. 1817, p. 241. "Second state. The front of the curtains <>f

the bed are cross-hatched." " Third state. The face of Carestini, as well ! s

that of the Countess, are essentially altered
;
the curtains, frames, &c., are f

1 " Lord Holderness has lately given a magnificent repas to fifteen persons ',

" and who do you think were the invited ? the Visconti, Giuletta, the Gal
i,

Amorevoli, Montecelli, Vaneschi and his wife, Weedemans the hautboy, tl e

prompter, &c." Horace Walpole to Mann, Dec. 23, 1742, "Letters", 1857, '

p. 220. See " The Modern Orpheus ", No. 2777.
2 It has been supposed that this person was not Mr. Fox Lane, but a " M: n

in possession ", a sheriff's officer, and that his presence was intended to indica e

that the prodigality of the lady and her husband had already ruined their estai 3.

The riding-whip seems to decide against this idea.
3 It has been suggested that, by using the style of "

Lady Heathen" Hogar h

intended to reflect on those who gave entertainments on Sundays.
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a much darker hue." The last sentence is quoted from "
Hogarth Illustrated",

by John Ireland
; 1804, iii. p. 335.

This plate, in the third state, having been much worn and re-worked, was

used again for " The Works of William Hogarth, from the original Plates re-

stored by James Heath, Esq., R.A.", London, no date (17S 1 - d)
17^ x 14 IB.

2732. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate IV. (No. 2.)

The Toilette Scene.

MARRIAGE A-LA-MODE. PLATE IV.

W. Hogarth inv* piny? J. June sculp. [ J 745]

THIS engraving is a copy from that described as (No. 1 .), with the same title and

date, No. 2731. It appears to be one of a series of copies from Hogarth's works,
see "The Gate of Calais" (No. 2.), 1749.

Below the design the following verses are engraved :

" The Cunning Lawyer, takes the Hour of Dress
;

His Assignation with the Fair to Press.

The Wife an Object of Intrigue is deem'd,
Where Triflers and, where Trifles are esteemd."

1O x 6 in.

2733. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate IV. (No. 3.)

The Toilette Scene.

4. [After Hogarth.] Corbould Sf Dent Sculp [ 1 745]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1
.), with the same

title and date, No. 2731. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth Moralized",

by the Rev. J. Trusler; London, 1768, on p. 64.

It was used again for "Hogarth Illustrated", by- John Ireland; London,

1791 ;
vol. i. (7854. ff.), facing p. 230.

2|. x 3|- in. Brit. Mus. Library (Grenville), 2585.

2734. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate IV. (No. 4.)

The Toilette Scene.

Marriage A-la-Mode, Plate IV

24. W. Hogarth inv. Sf pinx. E. Riepenhausen, del Sf sc. D745]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with

the same title and date, No. 2731. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichten-

berg's "Erklarung der Hogarthischen ", &c., Gb'ttingen, 1794-1816, in which

series it is No. 24.
It may be distinguished from other copies by the absence of a marginal line

about the engraved portion of the plate, and by the presence of the number "
24."

in the upper corner, on our right.

9J- X 7 in.. Brit. Mua. Library, 788. g. 11.
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2735. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate IV. (No. 5.)

The Toilette Scene.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE. PLATE IV.

Engravedfrom the Original Picture.

Painted by William Hogarth. Engraved by Richard Earlom. Size of the

Picture 3" by 2W,, 4
/n

. Pub. Janv
. \. 1798, by J. & J. Boydell, No.

90, Cheapside ; Sf at the Shahspeare Gallery, Pall Mall, London.

[1745]

THIS is a mezzotint copy from Hogarth's picture, described in (No. 1.), with the

same title and date, No. 2731. This copy appears the reverse way of the print,

described as (No. l.), as above. It is the fourth of a series of copies which was

published by Boydell, as above stated, with descriptive letterpress.
24 x i8|t.

2736. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate IV. (No. 6.)

The Toilette Scene.

Marriage A-la-Mode. Plate IV.

Designed by Wm
. Hogarth Engraved by T. Cook Published Feby

. l". 1?97,

by G. G. & J. Robinson, Paternoster Row London. D745]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and date

(No. l.), No. 2731.
It is comprised in "

Hogarth Restored, The Whole Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth", &c., "Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook"; London, 1806.

1 71: * 1 3 in.

2737. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate IV. (No. 7.)

The Toilette Scene.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE.
PL. IIII. Hogarth pinx* T. Cook & Son sc. Published by Longman, Hursi

Rees, & Orme, Novr
. l". 1808. [l?45]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1 .), witl

the same title and date, No. 2731. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Genuine

Works of William Hogarth ", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens
; London, 1 808

vol. i. where an impression follows p. 1 1 8.

With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer", this plate was used again fbi

" The Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1821

vol ii. (I75l.b.)
6 x 4i in.

2738. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate IV. (No. 8.)
The Toilette Scene.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE. N. 4.

PL XXXII. Hogarth del' T. Clerk sculp
1
. London Published as the Ac

directs by Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row. [l 745

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the sam
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title and date, No. 2731. It was prepared to illustrate " The Works of William

Hogarth", by Thomas Clerk; London, 1810, vol. i. where an impression faces

p. 126.

With the second title placed below the design, the engraver's name taken out,
this plate was used again for " The Works of William Hogarth", London, 1837,
vol. i. where an impression faces p. 122.

4f X 3 in. Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k. 24.

2739. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate IV. (No. 9.)
The Toilette Scene.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE. PL. 4.

[After Hogarth.] W. H. Worthington. sc. Published by John Major, 50,
Fleet Street, March 31,1831. [ 1 745]

THIS engraving is a copy from that -which is described as (No. 1.), with the same
titte and date, No. 2731. It was prepared to illustrate

"
. logarth Moralized",

by the Rev. Dr. Trusler; London, 1831 ; an impression faces p. 77.

4- X 3 wi.

2740. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate IV. (No. 10.)
The Toilette Scene.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE.
TOILETTE SCENE.

From the Original Picture by Hogarth, in The National

Gallery.

Engraved by Armstrong. Jones & C. Temple of the Muses. Finsbury

Square, London. [ 1 745 ]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with

the same title and date, No. 2731. It was prepared to illustrate "The Works
of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. John Trusler

; London, 1 833 ;
an impression

faces p. 199.
This plate was used again for " The National Gallery of Pictures ", London,

1837 (561. c. 26.), and, afterwards, with the publication line removed, for
" The

Complete Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. J. Trusler and E. F. Roberts ;

London, no date (7855. i.), an impression faces p. 25.

6 X 4|- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 28.

2741. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate IV. (No. u.)
The Toilette Scene.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE PLATE 4
From the Original by Hogarth.

G. Dawe, Eng fy Printer, 9 Southampton PI. New Rd
. [ J 745]

THIS aquatint engraving, printed in black, is a copy, reversed, from the print
described as (No. l.), with the same title and date, No. 2731. It appears to

have been prepared to illustrate a book. The lettering below the design was

copied from that of the print by- Armstrong, see (No. 1O.), with the same
title and date, No. 2740.

8 x 6i in.
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2742. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate IV. (No. 12.)

The Toilette Scene.

N. 4. HOGARTH.
London, March 20, 1823, Published by J. Young, 65 Upper Charlotte Street,

Fitzroy Square, and by Messr>
. Hurst, Robinson &f C. 90 Cheapside.

[1745]

THIS etching is a copy, reversed, from the engraving which is described as (No.

1.), with the same title and date, No. 2731.
It was prepared to illustrate

" A Catalogue of the celebrated Collection of

Pictures of the late John Julius Angerstein, Esq.", by John Young; London,

1823 (560. f. 1.)

73- x 6 in.

2743. GROUPS FROM " MARRIAGE A LA MODE." Plate IV.

(No. 2731.) D.
The Toilette Scene.

[After Hogarth; engraved by Riepenhausen.] [ 17451

Tins engraving comprises half-length figures of "
1 ", the countess ;

" 2 ", the

counsellor; "3", the hair-dresser; "4", the negro; "5" the violin-player;
" 6 ", the man with the fan at his wrist

;

"
7
"

the man with his hair in paper ;

" 8 ", the man who is singing ;
all in the above-named design.

It is one of a series of illustrative fragments from Hogarth's works, and, above

the design, marked " D"
;
see the same title and date,

" Plate I., A", No. 2701 .

2 X 3 in.

2744.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate V. (No. i.)

The Death of the Earl.

Marriage A-la-Mode, Plate V
Engraved by R. F. Ravenet 1 Invented Painted fy Published by Wm

. Hogart,

According to Act of Parliament April 1" 1745 [ J 745

THIS engraving represents the interior of a bedchamber by firelight ;
it is in con

tlnuation of the series described with the same title and date, see " Plates I. I] .

III. and IV." (No. 1.) respectively, Nos. 2688, 2702, 27 17, and 2731. The fir :

burns beyond the limits of the picture in front, and its light casts strong shadow ^

forwards on the ground and walls, including the shadow of the tongs, which mus s

stand upright at the side of the hearth,
2 and those of other objects whict ,

unlike the tongs, are seen in the chamber. A large bedstead, with curtain i

1 " R. F. Ravenet " was probably a mistake of the writing-engraver ;
thi i

artist's names were Simon Francis Ravenet. The name of the engraver c f

Plate IV. in this series, see (No. 1.), No. 2731, is given on the plate as ".
Ravenet."

2 The hook which keeps the tongs erect appears by its shadow within th -.

bow of the tongs.
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which are partly withdrawn, showing the linen of the bed in disorder, occupies
one side of the design. The glare of the fire is on the curtains at the foot,

the shadow of the bedstead is cast on the wall before us, and on the ceiling of

the room. A tapestry, representing
" The Judgment of Solomon", is stretched

on the wall facing the spectator; one of the corners of the tapestry is detached
from the frame, and, giving an aspect of squalor to the room, hangs loose above
the single window which is in a corner, close to the head of the bedstead. A
mirror and a picture have been placed on the tapestry, the latter is a three-

quarters length portrait of a woman, apparently a harlot, with an immense
bosom freely displayed in stays of large capacity ;

she has a round straw hat

on her head, her costume being affectedly that of a stage shepherdess ;
a

squirrel is perched on one of her hands, she holds in the other hand what appears
to be the handle of a parasol, or riding-whip ; the portrait is so placed on the

tapestry that the striding legs of a soldier in Roman costume in the latter appear
to belong to the "

shepherdess" herself.
1 Three heavy chairs stand against the

wall, on one of these is a large bowl. Another chair, on which lies a large
black cloak, probably covering other garments, stands on our left in front of

the design, near it a black domino and a white one lie on the floor, with their

faces downwards, just as they were hastily pulled off by the wearers. An
overturned stool, on which articles of a lady's costume have been deposited,
occurs on our right, near the fireplace at the foot of the bed

;
these consist of a

collapsed hoop, a pair of stays, and a mask with its pendent veil of crape for

concealing the mouth and chin of the wearer
;
a pair of richly embroidered high-

heeled shoes, evidently belonging to a lady, are near these objects of attire
;
a

printed paper inscribed " THE BAGMO", with a woodcut of a Turk's head, in-

dicates the name and character of the house of which this is one of the rooms
;
a

faggot of sticks for replenishing the fire, two of which form a cross, doubtless

purposely arranged by Hogarth, is near the stays. A gentleman's sword, its

scabbard, and a man's grinning mask are on the ground. Two circular tables,

on one of which a candle is flaring because the sudden opening of the door and

window of the room, between which it stands, causes a draught of air, com-

plete the furniture of the place, except over the door a picture of St. Luke
the Evangelist sitting writing on his tablet, and with his ox at his side

;
the

saint and the animal are made to look as if they regarded the scene before us

with great interest, the Evangelist seems about to write hastily what he sees.

The furniture and the figures in the room are revealed by the steadfast glare
of a wood-fire, the shadows being projected from the front of the design, and

sharply defined. It appears that the Earl had an inkling of the conduct of

his wife and Counsellor Silvertongue, that he followed them from the mas-

querade to the bagnio, obtained admittance to the room where the lady and her

lover were, and attacked the latter with his sword, or challenged him to fight

on the spot. A scuffle ensued by the light of the candle 2 and the red glare of

the fire
;
one of the round tables, that which doubtless generally stood in the

middle of the room, has been moved to the side and its flaps have been let down,
to give additional space for the combat. The Earl, evidently the weaker man,
was mortally wounded and appears in the design after he had been leaning against
the table which had been shifted, and in the very moment of sinking sideways,

1
Hogarth repeated this mode of arrangement from his own design styled

" The Virgin, Child, and Friar's Foot", No. 2157. The portrait is said to have

been copied from the frontispiece to a cheap history ofMoll Flanders.
2 It may be supposed that the husband's arrival did not occur until some time

after his wife and the Counsellor reached the chamber, the candle has evidently
been burning for a considerable period, apparently more than half its substance

having been consumed.
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with bending knees towai'ds the floor
;
one hand still rests on the table as his

body declines, the other falls, helpless and faint, by his side, having dropped
the sword with which he fought ;

the point of the weapon striking the floor, its

heavier hilt topples over. The sufferer's head falls back and his eyes turn as his

body descends. Under his ear is the round black patch which distinguished the

dandy of Plate I., the rake of Plate II. His hat lies on the table. As his waist-

coat is unbuttoned and a long mark of dropping blood stains the bosom of his

shirt, below the hole made by his adversary's sword, it appears that a short

interval of time had elapsed since the wound was inflicted.

The horrified Countess, in her night-dress, dressing-gown, and night-cap, and

with one bare foot visible, kneels at the side of her dying husband, weeping,

wringing her hands with fervent passion, and imploring his forgiveness ;
her eyes

are fixed on his features, and watch the progress of the changes they undergo, as

life succumbs within. The noise of the duel and the cries of the woman have

aroused the inmates of the house and the neighbourhood. The host has obtained

the presence of a constable and a night watchman, and proceeded with them to

the room. The host, a lean old man, wearing his dressing-gown and slippers,

enters foremost of the group, being half afraid for himself, and entirely terrified

by what he sees. The constable, a fat householder of the locality, grasping his;

long staff*, comes next, his mind divided by fear and self-importance ;
the hand o

?

the watchman holding a lantern, also the end of his staff, appear likewise at the

entrance
;
the shadows cast by the bars of the lantern, and the light which passen

through the perforations in the top of the same, fall respectively on the door and

the ceiling. Counsellor Silvertongue, alarmed by the entrance of the watch and

others, still wearing his night-shirt and night-cap, but throwing down his sword

near where he stood to fight with his back to the fire, and consequently near th<;

front of the picture, ran to the window and threw up the sash
;
he is now escaping

by that means. As he opened the window and the new-comers forced the door,

a strong current of air caused the candle-flame to flare towards the interior.

It is noteworthy that Hogarth shows, by the forms of the shadows cast by th>;

fire-light, and by the shadow of the tongs especially, that the embers were burning ,

not in a grate, but on the hearth-stone, accordingly the shadow of the dying man'*

shoulder is projected high on the wall behind his form, and the shadow of his fall

ing sword is drawn out to a considerable length on the floor. The duel took

place, as the position of the Counsellor's weapon shows, so that that combatan t

secured the advantage of position, the fire-light revealing his adversary, but fillin

the eyes of the latter with its glare, while to a considerable degree it screened th ;

former. Moving the table hastily, the combatants did not place its sides parallt 1

to the wall of the room, it stands slightly askew.

For the history of the series of pictures known as
"
Marriage a la Mode '

,

see that title, Plate I., No. 2688. The lines quoted in " The Genuine Works ( f

William Hogarth", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens
;

ii. l8lO, p. 170, as formin *

the argument of Canto V. in the poem called
"
Marriage-a-la-Mode ", see Plate .

as above, are as follows :

" The dismal consequence behold,
Of wedding girls of London mould

;

The Husband is depriv'd of life,

In striving to detect his Wife
;

The Lawyer naked, in surprize,
Out of the Bagnio window flies :

And Madam, leaping from the bed,
Doth on her knee for pardon plead."

There are three states of this plate : l . in which alterations indicated by tl e

account given by John Ireland, in "
Hogarth Illustrated", iii. 1804, p. 335, < o
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not occur, e.g.
" Second slate. All the lights, figures on the tapestry, etc. are kept

down, and the whole print brought to a more still and sombre hue. Woman's

eye, eyebrow, and neck strengthened : nostril made wider, Counsellor's leg and

thigh intersected with black lines, instead of the delicate marks and dots first

inserted. Third state ; bears evident marks of a coarser burine than that of

Ravenet." " Anecdotes of William Hogarth", 1833, by J. B. Nichols, pp. 21 6,

7, states as follows of the third state, in addition to the above: "The shadow
from the lower part of the drapery of the Countess is considerably increased in

size, as it extends nearly to the middle of her foot. The shadow from the fall-

ing sword is much strengthened." Referring to the differences between the

first and second states of this plate,
" The Genuine Works of William Hogarth ",

ii. 1810, p. 183, by J. Nichols and G. Steevens
; avers : "Those who possess

both copies may discover evident marks of Hogarth's hand in the second. See

particularly the countenance of the dying nobleman, which is fairly ploughed

up by his heavier burin." The same text reminds the reader that the painter
had undertaken that all the faces in these plates should be engraved by his own

hand; seethe advertisement quoted with the entry on "Marriage a la Mode",
Plate I. No. 2688.

Mr. Charles Grignion told John Ireland, see "
Hogarth Illustrated ", as

above, p. 336,
"
That, concerning the background of this print, Ravenet had a

violent quarrel with Hogarth ; who thinking the figures in the tapestry, etc. too

obtrusive, obliged him to bring them to a lower tone (without any additional

remuneration) a process which must have taken him up a length of time, which

no man but an engraver can form an idea of."

There is an impression of the third state of this plate, much worn and

re-worked, in " The Works of William Hogarth, from the original Plates restored

by James Heath, Esq. R.A."
; London, no date (1754. d.) In this impression

the tear which, in the earlier states of the plate, appears on the Countess's cheek,
does not occur. Her face and that of her husband are much altered in their

expressions.

?T X 13''"-

2745. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate V. (No. 2.)

The Death of the Earl.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Pi. V.

Invented Sf Painted by Wm
. Hogarth [l?45]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same
title and date, No. 2744. It appears to be one of a series of copies from

Hogarth's works, see " The Gate of Calais
"
(No. 2.), l 749.

Below the design the following verses are engraved :

" In Bagnio, where the Vicious Hide,
The Giddy Husband, finds his Faithless Bride.

The Gallant Desperate, had to Crimes been Us'd,

Destroy the Man his Practice had Abus'd."

10^ x 6 in.

2746. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate V. (No. 3.)

The Death of the Earl.

5. [After Hogarth.] Dent Sculp D745]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1
.),

with the same

III. P P
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title and date, No. 2744. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth Moralized",

by the Rev. J. Trusler ; London, 1768, on p. 66.

It was used again for "
Hogarth Illustrated ", by John Ireland; London,

1791 ;
vol. i. (7854- ff-) facing p. 235.

2| X 2^ in. Brit. Mus. Library (Grenville), 2585.

2747. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate V. (No. 4.)

The Death of the Earl.

Marriage-A-la-Mode. Plate V.

25. W. Hogarth inv. pinx. .R(iepenhausen), del. sc. [ J 745]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. i.), with

the same title and date, No. 2744. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichten-

berg's "Erklarung der Hogarthischen ", &c., Gottingen, 1794-1816, in which

series it is No. 25.

It may be distinguished from other copies by the absence of a marginal line

about the engraved portion of the plate, and by the presence of the number "
25."

in the upper portion, on our right.

9X7 in. Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. ll.

2748. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate V. (No. 5.)

The Death of the Earl.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE. PLATE V.

Engravedfrom the Original Picture.

Painted by William Hogarth Engraved by Richard Earlom. Size of ihe

Picture 3". by 2 Ft
. 4'". Pub. Aug. 1. 1800, by J. $> J. Boydell, 11.^

90, Cheapside ; ^r at the Shakspeare Gallery, Pall Mall, London. [1745]

THIS is a mezzotint copy from Hogarth's work, described under (No. 1
.), w: th

the same title and date, No. 2744. This copy is in the reverse way of the pr nt

described as (No. l .), as above. It is the fifth of a series of copies which v as

published by the Boydells, as above stated, with descriptive letterpress.

24 X 19 in.

2749. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate V. (No. 6.)

The Death of the Earl.

Marriage A-la-Mode. Plate V.

Designed by W. Hogarth Engraved by T. Cook Published April (".

1797 by G. G. &f J. Robinson Pater-noster Row London. [17^ 5]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title : nd
date (No. l.), No. 2744.

It is comprised in
"
Hogarth Restored, The Whole Works of the celebra ed

William Hogarth ", &c.,
" Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook "

; London, 1 8 )6.
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2750. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate V. (No. 7.)

The Death of the Earl.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE.

PL V. Hogarth pinx'. T. Cook sculp'. Published by Longman, Hurst,

Bees, $- Orme, May l". 1807. D745]
THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with

the same title and date, No. 2744. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Genuine

Works of William Hogarth", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens
; London, vol. i. 1 808,

where an impression follows p. 1 1 8.

With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer ", this plate was used again
for "The Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London,

1821, vol. ii. (1751. b.)

6 X 4| in.

2751. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate V. (No. 8.)

The Death of the Earl.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE N. 5.

PL. XXXIII. Hogarth del1
. D. B. Pyet sculp' London Published as the

Act directs by Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row. [ J 745]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1 .),
with

the same title and date, No. 2744. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works

of William Hogarth", by Thomas Clerk; London, 1810, vol. i. where an im-

pression faces p. 1 29.

With the second title placed below the design, the engraver's name taken

out, this plate was used again for
" The Works of William Hogarth ", London,

1837, vol. i. where an impression faces p. 125.

4f x 3f *n - Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k. 24.

2752. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate V. (No. 9.)

The Death of the Earl.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE. PL. 5.

[After Hogarth.] W. H. Watt, sc. Published by John Major, 50, Fleet

Street, June 30, 1831. ['745]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same
title and date, No. 2744. It was prepared to illustrate "Hogarth Moralized",

by the Rev. Dr. Trusler; London, 1831 ;
an impression faces p. 80.

4~g"
x 3^~ ln%

2753. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate V. (No. 10.)
The Death of the Earl.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE.

DEATH OF THE EARL.

From the Original Picture by Hogarth

Engraved by T. E. Nicholson. Jones Sf C. Temple of the Muses, Finsbury

Square, London. [1745]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (Xo. l.), with the same
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title and date, No. 2744. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works of William

Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trnsler; London, 1833; an impression faces]).

2O2.

This plate was used again for " The National Gallery of Pictures ", London,

1837 (561. c. 26.), having "in the National Gallery" added after the name of

Hogarth. With the publication line removed, it was afterwards used for " The

Complete Works of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. J. Trusler and E. F. Roberts
;

London, no date (7855. i.) ;
an impression faces p. 30.

5g- x 4i "* Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 28.

2754. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate V. (No. n.)
The Death of the Earl.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE.
DEATH OF THE EARL
From the Original by Hogarth PLATE 5.

G. Dawe. Eng 8f Printer 9 Southampton PI New Rd
[*l 74.5]

THIS aquatint engraving, printed in black, is a copy from the print described as

(No. l.), with the same title and date, No. 2744. It appears to have beun

prepared to illustrate a book. The lettering below the design was copied from

the print by T. E. Nicholson, see. (No. 1O.), with this title and date, No. 2753.

9 x 61 in.

2755. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate V. (No. 12.)
The Death of the Earl.

N. 5. HOGARTH.
London, March 2O, 1823, Published by J. Young, 65 Upper Charlotte Street,

Fitzroy Square, Mess" Hurst, Robinson &f C. 90 Cheapside, [ l 74 5]

THIS etching is a copy, reversed, from the engraving which is described as (> o.

1.), with the same title and date, No. 2744.
It was prepared to illustrate

" A Catalogue of the celebrated Collection of
Pictures of the late John Julius Angerstein Esq.", by John Young; London,
1823, (560. f. l.)

7| X 6% in.

2756. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate V. (No. 13.)
The Death of the Earl.

HOGARTH'S MARRIAGE A LA MODE, PLATE v.

CARTOON NO. VII. PRESENTED WITH THE LONDON
JOURNAL, SEPT. 2O, 1848.

Tho'. BOLTON sc. [!^ 5]

THIS woodcut is a copy, reversed, from the engraving which is described as ( >
r
o.

1.), with the same title and date, No. 2744. It was prepared for presents ion
to the buyers of a periodical paper.

l6 - X !

'
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2757. GROUPS FROM " MARRIAGE A LA MODE". Plate V,
(No. 2744.) E.

The Death of the Earl.

[After Hogarth ; engraved by Riepenhausen.] C 1 745]

THIS engraving comprises half-length figures of "
1 ", the dying Earl

;

" 2 ", the

Countess;
"
3" the man who enters the room with the watchman; and "4", the

watchman
;

all in the above-named design.
It is one of a series of illustrative fragments from Hogarth's works and, above

the design, marked
" E "

; see the same title and date,
" Plate I. A", No. 2701.

2 X 3 in.

2758.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate VI. (No. i.)

The Death of the Countess.

Marriage A-la-Mode, Plate VI

Engraved by G. Scotin Invented Painted 8f Published by W". Hogarth
According to Act of Parliament April l". 1 745 [ 1 745]

THIS engraving, in conclusion of the series described with the same title and

date, Plates I. II. HI. IV. and V. (No. 1. respectively), Nos. 2688, 2702, 2717,

2731, and 2744, represents the interior of a room in the house of the Countess's

father, in the City of London and by the waterside. Through the open casement
a view of old London Bridge, before the houses were removed from it, some
of them appearing in ruins, is obtained, with the river, and boats moving on its

surface. The arms of the City of London are emblazoned on glass in the centre

of the window. The room, though containing objects of value, is poorly furnished,

showing the penurious habits of the Alderman, the lady's father, see Plate I., as

above. Some of the panes in the window are broken, a large cobweb fills one
corner of the casement, proving neglect; the ceiling is stained, two short and

scanty curtains are drawn from before the window, and, although it is an " old-

fashioned
"

place, there is no tapestry on the walls, which are plainly wainscoted ;

there is no carpet on the floor. A table is spread for dinner, the viands are

poor, consisting of half a pig's head and a poached egg and spinach, the egg-
shell inverted on the top of the mess, pieces of a loin of mutton, poorly accom-

panied : a saltcellar, knives and forks, two metal plates, a large silver two-
handled tankard, or "

loving-cup", are on the table. By the side of a chair

which has been overthrown stands a large jug apparently nearly filled with

liquor. In the confusion which accompanies the incident represented a rave-

nous dog, of extraordinary leanness, has mounted one of the chairs placed
at the table, seized on the ear of the pig's head, and is now carrying it off. A
row of rude wooden pegs nailed to the wainscot sustain the alderman's official

fur-trimmed gown, and large three-cornered black hat. Near these is a clock,
1

the hands of which indicate the time to be 1.56. A picture without a frame,
and representing a Dutch boor making water against a fence, with a large jar

standing on the ground near his feet, and a second larger and framed painting,

hang on the wainscot near the clock. The latter picture represents still life,

1 The figures on the dial are placed in reverse, t. e. they proceed from " /
downwards on our left ;

see below, on this point.
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i. e. kitchen utensils, a lantern, a leg of mutton on a spit, &c. in an outhouse.

A third painting is placed over the door of the room and shows two persons, one

of whom is applying his tobacco-pipe to the much inflamed nose of the other ;

each holds a large earthenware jug. An " ALMANACK" hangs on the wains-

cot. In a corner of the room is a cupboard, the door of which, with keys

hanging in the lock, is open, showing that five books stand on a shelf within, on

the fore-edges of each, but one, of these volumes respectively are written the names

"Day Book", "Ledger", "Rent Book", and "Compound Interest". In the

lower division of this cupboard are a bottle of spirits, three clay tobacco-pipes,
and a pouch, such as might serve for holding tobacco. In the window, stand

another tobacco-pipe and a flat tobacco-jar, with a lid. On the top of the cup-
board is a large punch-bowl, with two pieces broken out of it. The door of the

room being open shows a corridor, with a row of fire-buckets suspended on the

wall, each with a number on it.

Six persons are in this chamber. The time is supposed to be the day of the

execution of Counsellor Silvertongue for killing the Earl Squanderfield, a;s

shown in Plate V. of this series of designs. A paper, with woodcuts of a gibbet,

a portrait and another object, and inscribed " Counseller Silvertohgues Last Dying

Speech", lies on the floor, next to a bottle such as druggists use, with a label

marked " Laudanum "
attached to its neck.

The bottle and the paper have fallen from the hands of the Countess, who
had returned to her father's house after the death of her husband.

The Countess, informed of the fate of her lover by means of the broadsids

which professed to record his speech under the gibbet, is understood to have

procured the poison contained in the phial by means of an old, imbecile man-

servant, who is shown in the design. Having taken the drug she succumbed ta

its influence, and her father sent for medical aid an apothecary and a physician.

The latter, having pronounced the case hopeless, is leaving the room by the

open doorway ;
his back only is shown, but his solemn swagger is distinct as he

passes, in a huge full-bottomed wig, with a hat under his arm, a sword

stuck through the skirt of his coat, and holding to his nose the traditional gold
head of his walking-cane. The lady has fallen backwards in the large ana
chair which was ordinarily used by the master of the house. She is in the

languid stupor of dissolution. Her eyes are lightless ;
their dim pupils are visib; e

between the relaxed lids that are half closed by defect of action
;
her lips ha^ e

parted, her lower jaw has fallen, and her limbs are loose and unnerved. A tootl -

less old woman-servant, letting her tears fall unheeded as she does so, lifts tl e

lady's child to the mother's arms. This child is a little girl, whose father s

constitution re-appears in her bowed legs, which are stiffened by means of iron ?,

her concave profile, and the large black patch on her cheek, the last probab y

covering an issue. The child puts her arms about the face of her mothe:',

and vainly kisses her cheek. On the other side of the dying woman stands h> r

father, the alderman, still almost as hale as when he appeared in Plate I. I e

holds the extended but nerveless left arm of his daughter, and, pretending to fc :1

the last flutterings of her pulse with one hand, deliberately but unobserved y
draws from her forefinger a ring in which a large stone is set. The ends if

his neckerchief are drawn through one of the button-holes of his coat ; 1 is

waistcoat shows the triple gold chain of Plate I. He wears thick, coar ,e

stockings.
A distinct group, composed of the apothecary and the serving-man, apper rs

on our right of the design. The former, a stout little man in his professioi il

black dress, knee breeches, and white wig, is in the act of angrily collaring t :e

man-servant, and admonishing him for having procured the poison, towar !s

the phial containing which he points as it lies on the floor. In the apothecar 's

pocket appear a syringe, or probably a stomach-pump, and a bottle, the latt

labelled "
Julep ". The old servant, who wears one of the alderman's cast- ff
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coats, which is much too big for his lean person, stands helplessly staring at the

bottle, and is hardly capable of realizing the death of the Countess, of which he
has been the agent. A comb is stuck in his hair over his forehead

;
a curl paper

encloses a lock of hair on each side of his head ; the remainder of his hair is tied

by a riband behind, and its ends diverge over his coat collar like the bristles of a

brush.

For the history of the series ofpictures and engravings known as a "Marriage a
la Mode ", see that title, Plate I. No. 2688.

The following verses are quoted in " The Genuine Works of William

Hogarth", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens
; London, ii. 1810, p. 170, as

forming the argument of Canto VI. of a poem called
"
Marriage-a-la-Mode,

an humourous tale ", see (No. 1.), as above :

" The Lawyer meets his just reward,
Nor from the triple tree is spar'd ;

The Father takes my Lady home,

Where, when she hears her Lover's doom,
To desperate attempts she flies,

And with a dose of poison dies."

There are three states of this plate : 1
,
which may be recognized by the de-

scription of the second state, as given in
"
Hogarth Illustrated", by John Ireland ;

iii. London, 1804, p. 337.
" Second state. The whole of the print rendered

less brilliant, but more in harmony. Drapery of the dying woman improved.
Third state. The shadows of this (plate), as of the other five (plates), were

rendered still stronger by the last alterations, made a short time before Hogarth's
death."

Traces of Hogarth's burin may be observed in several parts of this plate,

e.g. the leg of the child, the hands of her grandfather, the arm and hands of

the nurse
;
here and elsewhere the painter strengthened the first engraver's work.

This plate, in the third state, having been much worn and re-worked, was

used for " The Works of William Hogarth, from the original Plates restored

by James Heath, Esq., R.A."
; London, no date (1751. d.)

It is observable that in the original picture here in question Hogarth has

painted the Countess with very light hair, whereas in the five preceding works of

the series her hair is of a very dark brown. The figures on the dial of the

clock are correctly arranged in the picture, not reversed as the engraver has

given them.

i?i X 13|- in.

I

2759. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate VI. (No. 2.)

The Death of the Countess.

MARRIAGE A-LA-MODE. Plate VI.

Hogarth inv*. et pinx*. [ 1 745]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same

title and date, No. 27 58. It appears to be one of a series of copies from the works

of Hogarth, see " The Gate of Calais
"
(No. 2.), 1 749.

Below the design the following lines are engraved :

" The Father's House, Remorse, makes Her Resort :

Her Love's Condemn'd she hears the dread Report.
This shocking Scene, by Poison Ends her Pain,

The sordid Father Thirsting Still for Gain."

10- x 6 in.
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2760. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate VI. (No. 3.)

The Death of the Countess.

6 [After Hogarth.] Corbould $ Dent Sculp [1745]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same
tille and date, No. 2758. It was prepared to illustrate

"
Hogarth Moralized",

by the Rev. J. Trusler
; London, 1 768, on p. 68.

It was used again, for
"
Hogarth Illustrated ", by John Ireland

; London,

1791 ;
vol. i. (7854. ff.), facing p. 240.

2 X 2^ in. Brit. Mus. Library (Grenville), 2585.

2761. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate VI. (No. 4.)

The Death of the Countess.

Marriage A-la-Mode Plate VI

26. W. Hogarth inv. pinx. JR(iepenhausen). del. sc. [ 1 745"1

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1.), with

the same title and date, No. 2758. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichten-

berg's "Erklaning der Hogarthischen ", &c., Gottingen, 1794-1816, in which

series it is No. 26.

It may be distinguished from other copies of the same work by the absence of

a marginal line about the engraved portion of the plate, and by the presence ofth3

number " 26." in the upper corner, on our right.

9 X 7|-
in. Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. 11.

2762. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate VI. (No. 5.)

The Death of the Countess.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE. PLATE VI.

Engravedfrom the Original Picture.

Painted by William Hogarth Engraved by Richard Earlom. Size of tl e

Picture 3
F/

by 2 FI
. 4

7
".
1 Pub. Aug. l, 1800, by J. fy J. Boydell, N. 90,

Cheapside ; Sf at the Shakspeare Gallery, Pall Mall, London.

THIS is a mezzotint copy from Hogarth's picture, described under (No. 1
.), wi h

the same title and date, No. 2758. It is in the reverse way of the pri) t

described as (No. 1.), as above. It is the sixth of a series of copies which w ts

published by the Boydells, as above stated, with descriptive letterpress.

244 X I9i in.

1 The remainder of the publication line, as given with other impressions >f

this series of copies, see the same title and date, No. 2748, by Earlom, appea s

to have been cut off from one impression of this mezzotint
;

it remains, as abo^ 3,

in the other.
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2763. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate VI. (No. 6.)

The Death of the Countess.

Marriage A-la-Mode. Plate VI.

Designed by W. Hogarth Engraved by T. Cook Published June \". 1797.

by G. G. $r J. Robinson Pater-noster Roto, London. [ 1 745]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. 1.), No. 2758.
It is comprised in "

Hogarth Restored. The Whole Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth", &c., "Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook"; London,
1806.

7|- X 13$ in.

2764. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate VI. (No. 7.)

The Death of the Countess.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE.

PL VI. Hogarth piny?. T. Cook Sf Son sc. Published by Longman Hurst
Rees Sf Orme July \

st 1808. [1745]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1.), with

the same title and date, No. 2758. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Genuine

Works of William Hogarth ", by J. Nichols and G. Steevcns ; London, 1 808,
vol. i. where an impression faces p. 119.

With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer ", this plate was used again for

"The Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1821,
voL ii. (175L b.)

5|r X 4f in.

2765. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate VI. (No. 8.)

The Death of the Countess.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE N. 6.

PL. XXXI V. Hogarth deV T. Clerk sculp
1 London Published as the

Act directs by Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row [*745]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1.), with
the same title and date, No. 2758. It was prepared to illustrate " The Works
of William Hogarth ", by Thomas Clerk

; London, 1810, vol. i. where an impres-
sion faces p. 130.

With the second title placed below the design, tha engraver's name taken out,
this plate was used again for

" The Works of William Hogarth ", London, 1837,
vol. i. where an impression faces p. 1 26.

4J- X 3$ in. Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k. 24.
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2766. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate VI. (No. 9.)

The Death of the Countess.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE. PL. 6.

[After Hogarth.] W. H. Worthington. sc. Published by John Major, 50
Fleet Street, Sept

r
. 1. 1831. D?45]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same

title and date, No. 2758. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth Moralized",

by the Rev. Dr. Trusler; London, 1831 ;
an impression faces p. 82.

4|- X 3 in.

2767. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate VI. (No. 10.)

The Death of the Countess.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE.
DEATH OF THE COUNTESS.

From the Original Picture by Hogarth.

Engraved by J. Mansell. Jones Sf C. Temple of the Muses, Finsbury Square,
London. [i?45]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same

title and date, No. 2758. It was prepared to illustrate "The Works of William

Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1833; an impression facef

p. 203.
This plate was used again for " The National Gallery of Pictures ", London

1837 (561. c. 26.), having "in the National Gallery" added after the name o:'

Hogarth. It was afterwards, the publication line being removed, used for
" The Complete Works of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. J. Trusler and E. F
Roberts; London, no date (7855. i.) ;

an impression faces p. 37.

5f- X 4f in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 28

2768. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate VI. (No. 1
1.)

The Death of the Countess.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE. PLATE 6.

DEATH OF THE EARL.

From the Original by Hogarth.

G. Dawe, Eng
r
. Sf Printer, g Southampton PI. New Rd

[ 1 745

THIS aquatint engraving, printed in black, is a copy from the print described a

(No. l.), with the same title and date, No. 2758. It appears to have been pre

pared to illustrate a book. The lettering below the design was copied from tha

of the print by J. Mansell, see (No. 1O.), with the same title and date, No. 2767.
9 x 6J- in.
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2769. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate VI. (No. 12.)

The Death of the Countess.

N. 6. HOGARTH.

London, March 2O, 1823, Published by J. Young, 65, Upper Charlotte

Street, Fitzroy Square, and by Mess. Hurst, Robinson $ C. 90
Cheapside. [l?45]

THIS etching is a copy, reversed, from the engraving which is described as (No. 1.),

with the same title and date, No. 2758.
It was prepared to illustrate

" A Catalogue of the celebrated collection of

Pictures of the late John Julius Angerstein, Esq.", by John Young ; London, 1823

(560. f. 1.)

71- X 6J- in.

2770. MARRIAGE A LA MODE. Plate VI. (No. 13.)
The Death of the Countess.

HOGARTH'S MARRIAGE A LA MODE, PLATE vi.

CARTOON NO. IX. PRESENTED WITH THE LONDON
JOURNAL, OCTOBER, 1850.

T. BOLTON Sc. [1745]

THIS woodcut is a copy, reversed, from the engraving which is described as

(No. 1.), with the same title and date, No. 2758. It was prepared for presentation
to the buyers of a periodical paper.

2771. GROUPS FROM "MARRIAGE A LA MODE ", Plate VI.

(No. 2758.) F.

The Death of the Countess.

[After Hogarth ; engraved by Riepenhausen.] [l?45]

THIS engraving comprises half-length figures of "
1 ", the dying Countess

;

" 2 ",

the child who is kissing her; "3", the nurse
; "4", the doctor; and "5", the

apothecary ;
all in the above-named design.

It is one of a series of illustrative fragments of Hogarth's works, and, above

the design, marked " F "
; see the same title and date,

" Plate I. A", No. 2701.
2 X 3^ in.

2772. MARRIAGE A LA MODE.

[After Hogarth.]

Vizetelly and Co. Printers and Engravers 135 Fleet Street, London.

[1745]

THIS is a broadside, comprising five woodcuts of Hogarth's
"
Marriage a la

Mode ". It was prepared as a play-bill, with the following title

" DAVIDGE'S ROYAL SURREY THEATRE On EASTER MONDAY, April 1st,

and DURING THE WEEK, will be presented An Original Pictorial Drama, in

Five Tableaux, entitled the CURSE OF MAMMON ! Or, The Earl's Son
& the Citizen's Daughter ! Forming a Fac-Simile Embodiment of HOGARTH'S

justly celebrated Pictures : Marriage a la Mode."
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The woodcuts are respectively entitled :

" Tableau I. The Beti-othment.

Tableau II. Twelve Months after Marriage. Tableau III. The Toilette and

the Levee. Tableau IV The Assignation and the Duel. Tableau V. The
Suicide and Curse of Mammon." Each woodcut is accompanied by letterpress

comments in verse and prose.

Each woodcut, 5^-
x 3f- in.

2773-
THE PARSON'S HEAD.

A head from one of the figures in Hogarth's intended

series of pictures styled "The Happy Marriage", a com-

panion series to
"
Marriage a la Mode"

;
see No. 2688.

[After Hogarth. Engraved by R. Livesay.] [1745]

THIS print shows the head, at nearly full view, the eyes turned to our left, of a

clergyman, with bands about his neck ; his hair, or wig, is arranged in horizontal

rolls about his ears. The face has a laughing expression, with some slyness.

There is an impression with the publication line, "Published Octr
1788 by

Tho' King, New Broad Street"

This print was made by R. Livesay from one of the figures in a picture, the

only legible part of which was this head, painted by Hogarth for a series of subjects

representing a happy marriage. In the background at some distance appeared the

bride and bridegroom quitting a church. The head was cut out of the canvas and

given to the Earl of Exeter, that part which represented the procession was

presented to Mr. Ingham Foster. This is the account given in " The Genuine
Works of William Hogarth ", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens; London, 1817, vol.

iii. where an impression of the print faces p. 1 58. This impression has the

following title, signatures and publication line :

"
Hogarth Delin'. Livesay Fecit. Parsons Head. Published by J. Nichols

fr C. Oct. 1. 1816."

The plate was used again for "Anecdotes of William Hogarth", by J. B.

Nichols; 1833, where an impression faces p. 194. In this case the publication
line is :

"Published by Nichols Sf Son, Dec. l. 1831."
Prints representing four designs from the series to be called " The Happy

Marriage ", are in "
Graphic Illustrations of Hogarth ", by S. Ireland

; vol. ii.

1 799, pp. 1 25, et seq. There is an account of the series of pictures in " The
Genuine Works of William Hogarth ", as above, vol. i. pp. 1 24, et seq.

It is said that the country dance comprised in
" The Analysis of Beauty, Plate

l", see that title (No. 1.), 1753, was originally intended for a part of the series

of " The Happy Marriage ".

A circle, 3j- in. diameter.

2774.
Taste A-La-Mode, 1 745.

Boitard inv1
. F. Patton Sculp Published According to Act of Parliament

Sept. 12'*. 1745, Price 6d. Sold by C. Moseley Engraver 8f Print-

seller in Round Court in the Strand
[ 1 745]

THIS engraving, which is the pendent to that described as " Taste A-La-Modt
aa in the Year 1735", &c. No. 2151, represents part of St. James's Park.
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Westminster. 1 It shows that considerable changes had been made in the costumes

worn by people of fashion since the earlier date of the former work. In

the foreground an enormously fat lady walks to our right and forwards, she is

clad in a saque prodigiously extended over a gigantic hoop, and embroidered

in two bars down the front
;

the underdress is held together across the

wearer's bosom by two bands which are respectively fastened by buckles
;
on her

hands are black mittens, apparently of lace, with lace edgings ;
she has a large

flat cap, her hair is in clustered curls ; she bears a large fan. Behind this lady
is another, probably the model of the first-named, a very tall and buxom young
woman, who walks erect with a prominent bust, and holds her head high ; she is

dressed in a manner similar to her contrast and neighbour. Two very little men,
or youths, are walking arm-in-arm, with their backs towards us, away from

the front of the design. One of these apes a military personage, if he is not a

soldier and one of those youths on whom commissions were bestowed in

order that they might receive pay. On his head is a huge laced hat, with a

black cockade, his hair is bound in a very large bag, which is tied like a cravat, at

the back of his head
;
his clothes are laced with gold ; he has a sword at his hip,

and stands high on the heels of his boots. His companion appears to be a

civilian, who is conducting the former youth in the fashionable promenade of

London. An officer in a laced hat is arm-in-arm with a pretty young woman,
who wears a broad-brimmed hat trimmed with lace ;

she seems to be a country girl.

In the centre of the composition, immediately behind the fat lady in the saque, are

two middle-aged gentlemen, one of whom has a black patch over one of his eyes,

embracing and kissing each other. On our left are two persons, one of whom
wears a quilted vest and carries a riding switch daintily in his right hand, while

his left hand is passed within the arm of his companion ; the former seems a

modest youth, unaccustomed to London, the latter is older, and he turns to leer

at a tall young woman, who wears a hoop of even greater diameter than that of

the fat lady, she lifts part of this garment, displaying her own ankles
;
she waves a

fan with affected grace.
On the subject of this print see the entry in this Catalogue which is

named above, also
" Lusus Naturae ", &c., 1 752 ;

"A View of the Mall ", 1752;
" The Beau Monde in St. James's Park", c. 175-

12-1- x 8 in.

2775-

A SATIRE ON FASHIONABLE AMUSEMENTS.

W. Hogarthf* price one Shilling [1745]

THIS etching shows the interior of a barn or large bare chamber which has been

adapted as a ball-room for a party of men and women not of the wealthier orders.

Candles hang in chandeliers formed of hoops and suspended from the cross-beams

of the roof
;
on one of these beams two boys have placed themselves, and over-

look the performances of the assembly ;
an orchestra, consisting of four perform-

ers, is at the further end of the room
;
under the table, which is placed in front of

the musicians, are barrels of beer; several men without their coats, and many
others, and women in complete deshabille stand at the sides of the room; a

1 See the views of the buildings in the background of this print, as given in

the above-mentioned entry, and No. 185 of Part IV. of the "Crowle" Pen-

nant's "Some Account of London", preserved in the Print Room.
2
Although thus signed this print is not by Hogarth.
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black man kisses a waitress ;
a young man and a young woman are dancing in the

middle
;
on the floor, near these performers, four men recline, one of them holds

a pot of beer, another plays with a large dog ;
a second dog is near.

On the wall a placard is hung, on which appears a copy of one of Hogarth's

designs styled
" Charmers of y' Age "- 1 On the other side of the room a paper

lantern is suspended, with the inscription
" THE NOTED BOB PERRY Is here".

Below the design the following verses are engraved:

" Nature seen in common life delights

More than Affectations crazy flights

Nor shall y
e Charmers of y

e
Age e'er be

Compar'd to Oyster Nan, or Bob Perry
Tho' plain their habits & a Barn y

e Scene

S1
Giles's hornpipe footed neat & clean

With mug of china ale shall give more mirth

Than jumping high to those of higher birth

Yet Bob his Lords & Princes can delight

Pleas'd with y
e native humour of y night

Their minds unbent from politicks and strife

Enjoy y
e

pleasures of an humble life
"

Two persons, apparently gentlemen, one of whom (the Duke of Cumberland ?)

wears a star and is doubtless referred to in these lines, stand on our right.

7f X 6 in.

2776.
" Mr

. Piters
"

(?)

(Etched by Patch about 1745.) [c. l?45"

THE profile portrait of a strange looking person, with a very deep chin, am

exceedingly protruding lips ;
his hair is long behind, fastened in a bag.

4i- X 5f in.

2777.

THE MODERN ORPHEUS.
From an Original Sketch in the possession of the Mar

quis of Bute.

Designed by W. Hogarth. EtcKd by D Smith Published as the Act direct

by Machell Stace Aug'. 24'*. 1807. [c.

THIS is an etching in outline, showing a street where a man is walking to ou:

left and playing on the flute, while he is attended by an enraptured audience

The performer is C. Weidemann,2 a celebrated flutist. An effect of his music i

to compel legs of mutton and other objects to move towards him through the air

In the distance on our left stand Sir R. Walpole and George II. the latte

speaking in delight to the former, while coins issue from his pocket, and proceed t<

that of Weidemann. On this side a laundress, with a. basket of linen placed 01

1 See this title, No. 2569.
2 See "Marriage a la Mode", Plate IV. No. 2731.
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her head, stands astonished while some of the garments hasten towards the per-
former ;

a tailor, seated on the ground, is amazed to observe the pair of breeches

which he had been mending rush towards the musician ; wings have developed
on this workman's slippers, and they take flight in the same direction ;

a boy,

standing, with a stool in one hand, behind the tailor, is motionless at the sound of

the flute. On the other side is a house, with the sign of the " Half Moon" sus-

pended from its front. Near this in the distance stands Orator Henley (?), in a

clergyman's gown ;
he is looking upwards with an affected air and expression, and

raising his hands in pretended delight.
1 Near this man is a baker with a basket

on his shoulders, from which loaves issue through the air towards Weidemann
;
next

to him stands a cook, said to be Le Beck, the cook, and much resembling his

portrait by Kneller,
2 with a cotton cap on his head ; he holds a spit in one hand,

from which a trussed fowl, moved by Weidemann's music, is endeavouring to escape
and join the flight of other objects towards the performer. In front on this side,

stands a gaunt, long-haired man, said to be intended for Sir Sampson Gideon, a

well-known state loan contractor, who holds a money bag in one hand, but, en-

raptured by the music, he relaxes his grasp on the neck of the bag, and thus permits
coins to issue in flight towards Weidemann's pockets.

Below the engraving is printed in letterpress the following announcement:
"
Speedily will be Published, Inscribed to all Lovers of Tweedledum Tweedle,

THE ART OF PLATING UPON PEOPLE : or, Memoirs of the German Flute, inter-

spersed with THE CHARACTER OF BARON STEEPLE ;
In which the Effect of

Harmony will be shown in instances of a more surprizing Nature than any related

of AMPHION, LINUS, Musseus, or the most celebrated FLUTISTS OF ANTIQUITY.

Music hath charms to wheedle Guineasforth ;

To draw, like Loadstone, Vituals, Drink, and Clothes;

Shirts, Stockings, Hats, Wigs, Rapiers, Shoes and Soots.

Fve read that Misers {griping Sons of Mammon /)

Have, out of Idol Gold, been oft cajol 'd,

By Magic Numbers and persuasive Sound"

The title
" THE MODERN ORPHEUS" is printed in letterpress above the

design.
There is another impression from the same plate with " THE MODERN

ORPHEUS." engraved on the plate, and close above the marginal line over the

design ;
in this case the publication line is :

" Publish"d by J. Nichols fr C9
. June 1. 1816."

This second state of the plate was used to illustrate
" The Genuine Works of

William Hogarth", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens
; London, 1817, vol. iii. where

an impression faces p. 138. In this case the letterpress is quoted with the

text of the volume, not printed below the design. This text states that Weide-
mann was, soon after the accession of George III., appointed Assistant Master of

Music to the King under Dr. Boyce ; and, afterwards, Composer of Minuets at

the Court of St. James's, and one of the Band of Musicians. He died May 24,

1782.
There is a criticism on this print, published at the time of its appearance in

1807, in " The Monthly Magazine", 1807, p. 283 ;
this gives an erroneous de-

scription of the design.
An impression of the print occurs in the "

Burney Collection of Theatrical

Portraits", x. 49.

7i X Si in.

1 For Orator Henley see "The Oratory", No. 1871 ; "A Stir,",&c., 1754.
2 This portrait, misnamed "Catt", was at the National Portrait Exhibition,

1867, No. 137.
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2778.
A SATIRE UNEXPLAINED.

[Engraved by Gravelot.] [c. 1 745]

THIS is an impression from an engraving on copper, in the line manner, and shows

the interior of a room, apparently an apartment in a bagnio, or house of ill-

fame, during the middle of the eighteenth century. A bed, with its canopy and

curtains, is on our left
;

at the back of the head of the bedstead is a birch rod. 1

On the wall hangs a framed picture representing a young woman, or young man,

reading from a book to a woman whose bosom is exposed ; the latter hears with

pleasure ;
in her hand is a birch rod. At the side of the bed is a group of four

women, three of whom are young, the other has passed the middle of life. All

the bosoms of these females are indelicately exposed, and of great bulk. Two
of the women are seated, two stand. One of the sitters, who is in the prime of

womanhood, is addressing her elderly neighbour ;
the latter appears to be ft

visitor from without, she wears a black hood
;
she thrusts the tip of her tongue

between her opened lips, a lascivious action. The face is evidently a por-
trait of a living person's countenance. The younger sitter appears to be address-

ing the elder with interrogatories ;
on a small table at the foot of the bed are t,

birch rod, a knotted scourge, and a long glove. At the foot of the table is another

scourge, likewise several books. A young woman stands at the elder one's side,

and seems to be listening to the conversation of the two sitters. The fourth

female stands at the back of the elder woman's chair, and, addressing the third,

smiles, and points to the bed.

At the open doorway of the room, a strong servant-like woman is birching
a very young female, whose clothing has been raised for the purpose, holding
the body of the latter under her left arm, while she vigorously applies the rod

with her right. Two young women are seated in an outer room, one of them i;i

reading from a book.

There is no inscription on this print, it is a proof before letters. In the style o ?

the plate the influence of the French school of engravers in the second quarter
of the eighteenth century is apparent. The design suggests the style of Gravelot

with this date the costume of the figures and the mode of the furniture accord

The print seems to be larger than would be required to illustrate a book. Com
pare the style of this engraving with that of " And has not Sawney too his Lord"

&c., No. 2573.

9 X 1 1 in.

2779.

AN ILLUSTRATION TO SATIRICAL VERSES. A.

[By J.June.] [c. 1745

THIS is an engraving, printed in red, and showing the interior of a walled garde-
with a row of poplars on our right in the mid-distance, a gate in the wall in th

centre of the design, a house with the blinds drawn on our left. In the middl
of the composition is a gentleman in a morning dress, with a nightcap on hi

head and standing in conversation with a lady. Below the design are tw
columns of verse in letterpress in black ink, and comprising,

" The Poet' ;

1 See " A Harlot's Progress", Plate III. No. 206 1
,
for the introduction of

similar implement.
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Wish ; By a Gentleman of Oxford ", and " A Description of a College Room,
in Imitation of the Ladies Dressing Room." The former verses commence
thus:

" When real blessings are to men deny'd,
With airy hopes they gratify their pride ;

To every wretch this privilege extends,

However void of acres or of friends :

The bankrupt wishes for the statesman's post,
And each foot soldier to command a host

;

The meanest curate that reads prayers in town,
Or in the country awes the gaping clown,
Thinks to be call'd, his grace, before he dies,

And looks at Lambeth with ambitious eyes ;

The brawny Footman, conscious of his worth,

Forgets his servile state and humble birth,

Dresses, looks spruce, and with designing art

Lays tempting snares, to catch the Lady's heart
;

While the snug Chambermaid, with equal pride,

Ogles Sir John, and hopes to be his bride", &c.

As to the second copy of verses, see " An Illustration to satirical Verses. B."

No. 2780.
51 X 24- in.

2780.

AN ILLUSTRATION TO SATIRICAL VERSES. B.

[By J.June.] [c. 1745]

THIS is an engraving, printed in red, and showing the interior of a large room
;

a gentleman sits in a chair on our right, and looks with great attention at the

contents of the place ; a round table is loaded with pots, tobacco-pipes, prints,
and books, a large box stands open, a pair of globes are on the floor

;
a block for

a wig is near the last, and a second table bears a coffee-mill, tea-caddy, fishing

net, gun, flask, two combs, a pair of shoes, &c. A cat dozes before the slowly-

burning fire
;
near the animal is a broom left by a housemaid

;
close to this is a

pair of bellows
;
on a third table stand a looking-glass, a jug of hot water, and

.some books. Two articles of a woman's (?) dress are on the floor.

The design is an illustration of " A Description of a College Room, in Imita-

tion of the Ladies Dressing Room", referred to in " An Illustration to satirical

Verses. A.", No. 2779. The verses begin, as stated in this entry to the Catalogue,
thus:

" I Stroll'd one day into a room,
When honest Bob was not at home ;

But as his key was in the door,

I sat me down for half an hour
;

When round the room I cast my eyes,

A medley of such objects rise,

That straightway to employ my time,

I thus describ'd them all in rhyme."

The verses continue with an elaborate description of the room of a student in

an English university, as illustrated by the engraving, comprising numerous
satirical references to the habits and manners of collegians at this date.

5|. X 2 in.

III. Q Q
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278l.

AN ILLUSTRATION TO SATIRICAL VERSES. C.

J. June. Inn. Sc. 1 745-6. [c. 1 745]

THIS is an engraving, printed in red, and showing a landscape before a row of

cottages. A tinker, preceded by his dog, approaches the buildings, and looks

at a young woman, who stands in one of the gardens. The design is an illus-

tration of verses styled
" The Skillet : Or, Beauty The best Prize ", which

describe the adventures of a travelling tinker with two newly married country-
women. The verses begin :

" Two country louts tir'd of a single life,

Young Clod, and Jolt, each needs must have a wife,

But did not in their choice at all agree,
The one a lubber, t'other gay and free.", &c.

These verses, to the end, are printed in black ink below the design.

5- x 2lm.

2782.

AN ILLUSTRATION TO SATIRICAL VERSES. D.

J. June, infe 1745 [c. 1745]

THIS is an engraving, printed in red, and showing a landscape, comprising a

cottage on our left, a carter and a shepherd conversing on our right ;
it is in

illustration to "The City Wedding", by Sir John Suckling, the verses be-

ginning :

" I Tell the, Dick, where I have been,

Where I the rarest things have seen
;

Oh things without compare !

Such sights cannot be found

In any place on English ground,
Be it at wake or fair.", &c.

The poem, to the twenty-second stanza, is printed in black ink, in t vo

columns, below the design, and continued below the engraving which is descril ed

as "An Illustration to satirical Verses. E.", No. 2783.
5 X 2 in.

2783.

AN ILLUSTRATION TO SATIRICAL VERSES. E.

J. June. In. Fe. 1 745-6 [c. 1 7^ 5]

THIS is an engraving, printed in red, and showing the interior of a dining-rc >m
in England in the middle of the eighteenth century. A party of ladies t nd

gentlemen is assembled at a wedding breakfast. Some of the latter are seiz ng
the ladies and kissing them. The gentlemen's hats are placed on pegs dri en
into the wainscoat of the room. Below the design are printed in black ink 1 ,vo

columns of verse, in conclusion of the poem by Sir John Suckling, styled
"

*} he
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City Wedding", &c., the beginning of which occurs below the print described as

"An Illustration to satirical Verses. D.", No. 2782.
The verses begin with :

" Her mouth so small when she does speak,
Thou'dst swear her teeth her words did break,

That they might passage get,
But she so handled still the matter,

They came as good as ours, or better

And are not spent a whit.", &c.

5 X 2 in.

2784.

AN ILLUSTRATION TO SATIRICAL VERSES. F.

J. June In.fe, 1 745-6 [c. \ 745]

THIS is an engraving, printed in red, showing the interior of a steward's room in

a country mansion. A table is in the middle of the room, at which is seated a

farmer counting the coins he has to pay in rent, also a steward, who gives to a
second farmer a receipt for rent he has paid. A butler is bearing to the table a

tray loaded with refreshments, a footman follows with two large mugs of beer.

A monkey crouches on the floor. Below the design are two columns of letter-

press in black ink, being a portion of verses entitled " The FARMER and the

Monkey. A Tale", beginning :

" One day an honestfarmer went

(Roger by name) to pay his rent", &c.

The verses are concluded in letterpress printed below the design described

as "An Illustration to satirical Verses. G.", No. 2785.
5 x 2|- in.

2785.

AN ILLUSTRATION TO SATIRICAL VERSES. G.

[By J.June.] [c. 1745]

THIS is an engraving, printed in red, showing a landscape by moonlight, including
a road passing between wood and -water. A farmer is on horseback, and suffering
extreme terror because a monkey has mounted behind him, and clutches him about

the neck with both arms. The design refers to " The Farmer and the Monkey.
A Tale ", the beginning of which is given below " An Illustration to satirical

Verses. F.", No. 2784.
A farmer, having paid his rent, had drunk much strong ale ere he left his land-

lord's house; jogging home by moonlight and being extremely pot-valiant, he was

suddenly attacked by an escaped monkey, as represented in the design. Terrified

beyond measure, the farmer at length reached his home, and was delivered from

his assailant. The verses, continuing from the work above-named, begin :

"
Softly he turn'd his head

;
and then,

He look'd and turn'd and look'd again.

But taking courage more, at last

A glance he o'er his shoulder cast,

When plainly thus reveal'd to sight,

He look'd upon th' infernal spright!", &c.

5f x 2| in.
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2786.

The Ghost of aDhs to W m P Esf.

Publishdfor L. Raymond April y
e

\$th: 1746.

[Feb. 1746]

AN engraving of a room in which the ghost of Sarah, Duchess of Marlborough, is

appearing to William Pitt, and breathing "Furies Wheres my 1OOOO."; in

one hand she holds two labels, inscribed " Taken a Place", and " Voted for y'

C t."
;

in the other hand is a label, with "and you too 2OOOO". With this

hand the ghost is pointing to a portrait of Lord Chesterfield, on which she is

trampling, and which has been torn from its frame hanging against the wall.

Behind her is a statue of Queen Anne. 1
Pitt, alarmed by the vision, and the light-

ning which is darting through the window, is seated at a table, having been inter-

rupted while penning
" An Answer to T. H" On the table are " Letter to W".

Pitt by T. Hy Es<f", and a letter directed
" To Wm

. P Trr
. of I

d
", i. e. Trea-

surer of Ireland. His forehead is marked "HANOVER TS." (i.e. Turnip:;).

Beneath are engraved the following lines :

"
Ungrateful P ,

You have me Sit !

Ten Thousand Pound,

My Will you found.
And did Obtain,

The long sought gain.
Then forced your Way,
To C tfor Pay.
Three Thousand Clear,

You have got a Year.

Since Fear nor Shame^\
Can you Reclaim ; >

I Brand your name." 3
J

On Feb. 22, 1746, Mr. Pitt was made Vice-Treasurer of Ireland, and, very

soon afterwards, Paymaster-General and Privy Councillor.

Mr. E. Hawkins described another satire on this subject, styled,
" To W m

P-tt, Esq. a Ghost.", as in the collection of Mr. T. II. Burke. In this the ghost of

Sarah, Duchess of Marlborough, appearing to W. Pitt, darts lightning at him, a id

screams " Furies Wheres my 1O,OOO/., Votedfor y
e C 1 Taken a Place" S le

tramples on a portrait of Lord Chesterfield, and exclaims, "And you too 2O,OOOJ ."

From beneath her drapery appears a volume "For my Life 30,000." Behi id

her is a statue of Queen Anne on a pedestal, inscribed,
" All this I know to be

true" Pitt, alarmed by the vision, is seated at a table, having been interrupt 'd

while penning,
" Answer to T. H." whose letters to Mr. Pitt are lying on the taL e.

Under the corner of the print, is "I receiv'd ye plesant Lett, but shall t :11

Mr. W t." On a sideboard are the remains of a leg of mutton, with a lal el

marked,
"
Nothing but cold mutton, Sir Robert."

1 This is the statue at Blenheim, set up by the Duchess of Mai'lborough.
2 See his forehead, which is marked " HANOVER TS", as to which see " 1 iie

H r T p Man come again.", No. 2578. On the subject see " T ic

Duchess's Ghost ", in
" The Works of Sir C. H. Williams ", 1 822, ii. p. 1 52 ;

a id

" The Foundling Hospital for Wit" (1077. h. 27.), No. iii. p. 33 ;
"A D i's

Ghost to Orator H r P tt.", and " Verses upon the late D ss of M .", p

42. See " This is the Unembarass'd Countenance ", No. 2854.
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Oct. 14, 1744, died Sarah, Duchess of Marlborough. She bequeathed to

TV. Pitt, on account of his defence of the laws of England, and "his efforts to

prevent the ruin of his country", 1O,OOOZ. ;
to Philip, Earl of Chesterfield,

testifying his merit, and her obligations, 2O,OCo. Likewise a large sum for

writing her "Life". See "A Satirical Illustration", &c.,
" Mr. Pitt", 1760.

" Hanover T s", in " The Ghost ", means Hanover turnips ; Hanover was

frequently called the turnip garden, and this root mentioned in connection
with that country. The meaning here is, that Pitt by accepting office branded
himself as a Hanover Turnip, or had accepted the "German" policy of the King.
For Mr. Pitt, see " The French King in a Sweat", Dec. 1759.

9.1 x 61 in.

2787.

A Memorial for BRITONS. Verses written by J. DuiCK, during
the Course of the Rebellion, and published in the London

Courant, according to the following Dates.

H. Burgh deltn
1
et Sculp'. Published according to Act of Parliament by Tho.

Bakewell, against liirchin-lane, Cornhill. [April 16, 1746]

THIS is a broadside, comprising an engraving and two columns of letterpress.
The print represents the Highlanders in abject terror on the field at Culloden,

kneeling before the Duke of Cumberland, and surrendering their swords. The

letterpress consists of copies of verses published in the "London Courant ",

being :

" An Address to Britons .... 10 Sept. 1745.
On the Duke's going to Scotland i . 17 Jan. 1 746.
On the Duke's Victory over the Rebels . 1 7 May, 1 746.
On the Duke's triumphant Return . . 26 July, 1 746."

For the Duke of Cximberland, see " Dinah relates her distresses", 1 757-

71- x 4f in -

2788.

TANDEM TRIUMPHANS, Translated by the Duke of Cumberland,
With the Point of His Sword.

The Victory Obtain'd over the Rebels, at Culloden, by the DuJce

of Cumberland.

Published by C. Corbet, According to Act of Parliament, May y* 7'*. 1 746.

[April 16, 1746]

AN engraving. The time represented is that of the termination of the battle,

when the cavalry had broken the Highland army, which is fleeing before them.

The Pretender, and his standard-bearer Sullivan, "3", and "4", are galloping

away The former says,
" Ruin'd Sf Defeated Save y

r
Selves "; the bearings on

the standard are those adopted by Charles Edward Stuart on his invasion, com-

prising a crown surmounting a coffin ;
the flag being rent, the crown is torn. At

our right are,
"

1 ", the Duke of Cumberland ;

" 2 ", Lord Albemarle, and the

body guard. In the foreground are various incidents of the battle. General

Howard,
"

1 o", spearing a Highlander. Another victor says,
" Where's y

r Sword &f
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Target Noio"? to a Scotchman on the ground; the vanquished shrieks, "Dam y
e

Saul, y
r
Bagonets in my Wamb";

"
5", Lord Ancrum, says, "Better be Shot than

hang ", and holds a pistol to the breast of " 6 ", Lord Kilmarnock, who, on his

knees, is claiming mercy,
"
Spare me, my Lord, I'm your Relation". A grenadier

is attacking four females, one of whom is Lady Murray,
" 8 ", who, taking to

flight, exclaims,
" Oh ! Laird we've all Miscaried"; another is Lady Ogilvy,

"
7 ">

who is armed with a broadsword, and under whose petticoat is seen her great

jackboot ;
she cries,

" Oh ! Mercy Mercy". These incidents are fictitious. Lord

Kilmarnock, in the confusion of the flight, ran towards a party of dragoons whom
he mistook for friends, and was immediately captured.

Culloden House,
"
9 ", and grounds are in the distance.

" Tandem triumphans
" x was the Pretender's motto, here sarcastically

alluded to
; the triumph on this occasion being transferred to the Duke of Cum-

berland.

Below the design is engraved the reference table, with numbers indicating the

individuals in the print, as described above.

"Four of their principal ladies also fell into our hands, viz., Lady Ogilvie, Lady
Gordon, Lady Kinlocb, and Lady Mackintosh, who was at the head of the clan of

that name. The ladies after tea were preparing to dress for a ball in the evening,

expecting the rebels had gained the victory." J. Ray's
"
Complete History of tie

Rebellion of 1745", 1749, p. 343.
For the Duke of Cumberland, see

" Dinah relates her distresses ", 1757 >
f r

the Pretender, see "The Auction", 1756; for Lord Kilmarnock, see "Tie
Stature, Dress", &c., No. 2818.

1 1 X 8i in.

2789.

AN EMBLEMATICAL PRINT OF CULLODEN.
[April 16, 1745]

THIS engraving is in three divisions, inclosed by a highly decorated scroll fran e.

The central division is enriched at one side by a lion and rose, at the other jy
a unicorn and thistle, and contains the following lines :

" The Sacred Lion conquers every Foe,
And tears in Pieces all devouring Beasts

Of Christian Prey. But long and ivell preserves
His gallant Servant, and heroic Friend,
The brilliant, royal Protestant George the Second,
Our only rightful Sovereign, Earthly Prince,
And Lords anointed King, Brave Defender

Of our glorious Reformation Faith.

Constant, adroit, mighty, kind Protector,

Illustrious, tender-nursing Father,

Of the whole British-Israel of God.

And high exalts his potent shining Horn,
Like that of lofty, beauteous, and strong

(Of old Record in History Divine)

Victorious, gay, triumphing Unicorn."

In the upper division stands George II. crowned, supported by the Bril sh

Lion. Opposite to him is the Pretender, exclaiming,
" We shall never be a Mo ch

for George, while that Lion stands by him", and turning round to the King of

1 See "The Rebellion displayed", No. 2662.
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France, who, armed with a spur at his knee, is pricking and pushing him forward, with

"Jettons les Reformez a Terre" Behind the King is the Pope, looking slightly in-

toxicated, emptying a bottle and glass on Louis's back, and averring "Pete Sanguinis

Ampullam haeretici alteram." The Devil, armed at the knee with a spur, is

pushing the Pope forward in his turn, and boasting
" Sum primum Mobile."

In the lower division is the Duke of Cumberland laureate on horseback. On
the ground are four lions tearing in pieces the Pope, the Devil, the Pretender, and

the King of France.

For the Duke of Cumberland, see "Dinah relates her distresses", 1757 i
f r

the Pretender, see " The Auction",

9| X Hj in.

2790.
" THE TRUE CONTRAST THE ROYAL BRITISH HERO.

THE FRIGHT'NED ITALIAN BRAVO" ^c.

Ant9. Walker Inv : del : et Sculp. 1 749 Published according to Act of Par-

liament, October 1 6 ;
1 749. by J. Gibson Engraver, in Bartlett Street near

Red Lion Street, Clerkenwell. Price Sixpence. [April 16, 1746]

AN engraving comprising two portraits in ornamental borders and surrounded by
emblematical devices. The Duke of Cumberland, sword in hand, is styled,
" THE ROYAL BRITISH HERO MAINTAINS Liberty Sf Property The Holy Bible

Liberty of Conscience Free Parliaments Magna Charta ". A design of " His
tender Sympathy on reviewing the Field of Battle .'" is at the side of the portrait.

Below, over a trophy of guns, &c., is written "His Artillery once Exercised

effectually." At foot is a view of the battle of" CULLODEN", supported by a dog,
emblematical of " True Valour", and bearing the inscription,

" The Nations sence of
the Glorious Victory Expresst by thanks of Parliam

1 Freedom of Cities 8f Corpora-
tions Sfc." The second portrait is that of the Pretender in a "

Highland
"

dress,

starting in terror, and styled
" The FRIGHTENED ITALIAN BRAVO WOULD HAVE

BROUGHT IN Popery and Slavery Monkish Legends The Bloody Inquisition

Arbitary Power No Faith w"' Hereticks ". In a cartouche is a view of "His Igno-
minious Flight." A sketch of " His Behavior at Culloden Viewing the Action at

a distance, and out of danger." appears below the portrait. A scroll surround-

ing a distaff is inscribed, "Pusillanimity Sf cowardice evinc'd at Culloden". Other

objects are styled, "His Artillery much exercised at Rome without Success", and
" His Auxiliaries Jacobite lies Sf O t r H nl y's Puffs" refer to the

Pretender's standard reversed, a bell, candles, a censer, chalice, pyx, images,
" Excomm. Sf Curses ", &c.

Beneath the design these verses are engraved :

"Britons, behold presented to your View,
In Contrast, the Mock Hero, and the true !

Stealing from Rome to Caledonian Lands,

The young Italian trains his slavish Bands,

But less on these Banditti builds his Hope,
Than Beads & Bulls & Blessings from the Pope :

His Standard Death, or Victory proclaims,

His ensigns Slav'ry threat, & Smithfield Flames.

Religion, Laws, and Liberty must dye,

But, at Culloden, see the Blust'rer fly !

Trembling at Distance he the Onset views,

Then scuds away, for Cumberland pursues :
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His righteous Sword intrepid William draws,
For British Liberty, and British Laws,

Firmly in Front of his Batallians stands,

They fight, they conquer, for y
e Duke commands,

Now, Britain, full Security is thine,

Now cultivate the Olive, plant the Vine,

With safety to the sacred Fane repair,

And now, as Conscience bids, prefer thy prayer,
No Shackles on the freeborn Mind remain,

Propitious heav'n has broken ev'ry chain,

Nor doubts Britannia to maintain her Rights,

Long as a Brunswick rules or William fights."

For the Duke of Cumberland, see " Dinah relates her distresses ", 1757 ;
f r

the Pretender, see "The Auction", 175&! for the Pretender's standard, see

"Tandem Triumphans", No. 2788.
There is another impression from this plate, with the publication line thus :

"Published according to Act of Parliament 175 % P- Angler, Engraver tf
Printseller at the Plume of Feathers in Windmill-street S1

. James's London"
1 If X 71 '.

2791.

Paye qui Tombe Die eerst valt betaelt de Speelman, die laest, t',e

Kosten. (Who falls first, pays the Player; who last, the

costs.)

fAmsterdam, gedrukt by de Wed : J. van Egmont, voor den Awtheur.

\April 16, 1746]

A DUTCH broadside, probably, however, published in England. It comprisas
the same print which is described under "Paye qui Tombe", No. 1337; *' ie

verses having been removed to give place to
" An Explanation of the Prim ,"

which is in letterpress, and in Dutch, English, and French. This "
Explanatio i"

is but a list of names, as given below. By this it is evident that the print w: s,

in the second case, made to refer to the defeat of the Stuart party in Engla id

in 1746; it was probably re-published after the battle of Culloden, April 1 6,

1 746, had ensured the triumph of their opponents in Great Britain. Ma ly

changes were made ere this alteration of purport in the broadside could >e

effected
;

as to the design itself, the principal, if not the only alteratu n,

appears in introducing
"
23

"
to refer to the figure of one of the speCtato -s,

who looks at the performers and their catastrophe as he stands and gazes OT er

the fence of boards which surrounds the pavilion. This personage is des 5-
nated " The old Pretender," who first appeared as a baby in his falling mothe %

's

arms, the former " 18." The present
" 18

"
refers to Spain ;

"
l," which fi st

indicated a porter, is now " Prussia
"

(Frederic II.) ,

"
3 ", formerly Willi m

III., is now France (Louis XV.) ;

"
4

" and "
5
"

are Hungary and Bohem a ;

" 6 "
is Sardinia

;

"
9", which had been a Spaniard, has been changed for " G r-

dinal de Fleury, looking out of his Grave";
"
13" is England, the figure of

a man in a homely dress, who appears to be gleefully pointing out to his neif h-

bours the downfall of his enemies
;

"
l 5 ", formerly France, or Louis XIV. is

now " The Emperour
"

(Francis Stephen I.) ;
the Dauphin has been turned ii to

Don Carlos," 16"
;

"
17 ", formerly James II. of England, is now his grands n,

" The (second) Pretender," while the " old Pretender," see above, is in the ba< It-

ground. The Merry-Andrew is now designated
" The Cardinal Tenqin," minis er
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of Louis XV., who had favoured the pretensions of the second Pretender to the

English throne, which caused "
Prussia," or Frederic IT., who appears here

as above, to declare that if the French gave military aid to those pretensions
he would immediately attack France. Tencin was, by the influence of Cardinal

de Fleury and the Stuarts, made a Cardinal in 1739. He was opposed to the

Austrian alliance of the Court of France. He died March 2, 1758, aged 72.

The "
Explanation

"
is as follows :

"
l. Prussia. 2. Holland. 3. France. 4. & 5. Hungary and Bohemia.

6. Sardinia. 7. & 8. Austria, Sevenburg, Slavonia. 9. The Cardinal de Fleury,

looking out of his Grave. 1O. Stanislaus and Lorain. 11. Poland. 12. The
German Princes. 13. England. 14. The Ecclesiastical State. 15- The

Emperour. 16. Don Carlos. 17. The Pretender. 18. Spain. 19. The Car-

dinal Tencin. 2O. & 21. Don Philip and the Prince of Conti in Savoy.
22. Turkey. 23. The old Pretender."

For the "old Pretender", see "The Warming Pan", No. 1156; for the

young "Pretender", see "The Auction", 1756; for Cardinal Tencin, see

"The Chevaliers Market", No. 2660, and "The Court Fright", No. 2606; for

the King of Prussia, see "The Difference", 1758 ;
for the Emperor, see "The

European Mourners", No. 2619.

15 X l8t.

2792.
The Beautifull Simone.

[May, 1746]

AN engraving, showing Lord Lovat in female attire, with an ape at his feet. For

Lord Lovat, see "Lord Lovat counting the Clans", &c. No. 2801.

6* X 7 .

2793.
Lord Lovat a Spinning.

56 According to Act of Parliam' 1 746 Sold at N 59 Holborn Hill

[May, 1746]

AN engraving. An officer, attended by a party of soldiers, enters a cottage, and

lays his hand on the shoulder of Lord Lovat, who is disguised as an old woman,
1

and is smoking and spinning as he sits in the middle of the room
;
another similarly

disguised fugitive is standing with clasped hands ; one soldier is peeping up the

chimney in search of a rebel. A third soldier is looking into a small cupboard,
to find food.

The design may be explained thus,
" we have Advice that Lord Lovat

was actually taken in a little Cabbin, dress'd in an old Woman's Habit a Spining,
and three Lord's with him

;
and that he was taken by an Officer who had received

Intelligence of his Lodging and Habit at a little Distance from where he

was found." " The Westminster Journal", June 28, 1746. p. 3. col. 2.

There is an impression of this plate with the title thus,
" L d L t a

S n g", and without the address of the publisher.

8|- X 6i in.

1 See " The Beautifull Simone", No. 2792 ; and, for Lord Lovat in general,
"Lord Lovat counting the Clans", &c., No. 2801.
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2794.

A FAITHFUL NARRATIVE Of the wonderful and surprising

Appearance of Counsellor Morgan's Ghost at the Meeting
of the Independent Inhabitants of the City and Liberty of

Westminster, last Friday Night being the first of August :

Giving a full and true Account of the Behaviour of the Club

upon that fearful Occasion
; together with a genuine Copy

of the Speech he made to them, without his Head.

Printed by J. Appleby, in the strand. {.Aug. 1
,

1 746]

ON the title-page of this tract is a woodcut of a man, wearing over his ordinary
clothes a robe, which was probably intended for that of a counsellor. He
holds a bell in one hand and a long staff in the other. He rings the bell.

, By
his side sits a large dog, wearing a collar. The figure of the man is without

a head. The block from which this impression was taken was much wormeaten

ere it was thus used.

The text of the tract describes a meeting of " the Independent Inhabitants

of Westminster, to commemorate their Struggle," &c., when the company was

alarmed by the appearance in question, being
" the Ghost or Apparition of

Councellor Morgan, who was executed the Wednesday before on Kennington
Common for High Treason ar y ver y introduced himself into their Company
He could not help laughing, though his head was off, at their pitiful Behaviour.

BO with great solemnity, though somewhat awkward in his Gate (for few walk

with any Grace after they have been Quartered) he proceeded directly

up towards the Chair, and in a very pathetick Address desired them to come
from their Holes, and take their Seats ; but not a Man of them stir'd, though he

call'd them all. by their Names
;
but observing the State of their Table, he rung

the Bell, call'd for fresh Wines, Pipes and Tobacco, then fill'd a Pint Bumper and

proposed K J 's the 3rd's Health This gave them a great deal ofCon-
fidence and a little Courage, so one after another they came to the Table, and

while they were pledging their old Friend the Counsellor, he with great Consola-

tion, by the help of a Pipe, suck'd up his Wine," &c.

The satire continues with reproaches from the Ghost on .account of the pusil-

lanimity of the Club, the members of which did not, in fear of hanging, support
" the Cause "

of the Stuarts. Thomas David Morgan was one of the men
executed, as above stated, for participating in the Rebellion, 1 745-6, under the

second Pretender. He was executed with others who were condemned on the

same account. His head was set up on Temple Bar.

The term "
Independents" was applied at this period to the Jacobites, and

especially to a club which met in Westminster.

There is a reply to this tract in
" An Appeal From the Late David Morgan,

Esq. ;
Barrister at Law, To the Good People of England, Against A late Scur-

rilous Paper, Intitled, A faithful Narrative," &c. (816. m. 19/77.) The repty

gives humorous and pathetic accounts of the proceedings of the deceased, and
his appearance to his friends of" The Club"; likewise the names of many Jaco-
bites in London at the time. See " The Tailpiece to ' A Faithful Narrative

'

",

&c., No. 2795 ;

" The Tailpiece to ' An Appeal
'

", &c., No. 2796 ;

" An Exact

Description", &c., No. 2797; "Orator H y laying the Independent Rump
Ghosts ", &c., No. 2798.

3 X 4 in. Brit. Mus. Library, 816. m. 19/76.
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2795-

THE TAILPIECE TO 'A FAITHFUL NARRATIVE OF the won-

derful and surprising Appearance of Counsellor Morgan's
Ghost at the Meeting of the Independent Inhabitants of

the City and Liberty of Westminster ', &c.

Printed by J. Appleby, in the strand. [Atig. 1, 1746]

THE tailpiece to the tract which is entitled "A Faithful Narrative ", &c., see

No. 2794, is a woodcut representing the lower half-figure of a man, in the

costume of the middle of the eighteenth century, cut off at the waist. See
" The Tailpiece to ' An Appeal From the Late David Morgan, Esq.' ", &c.,

No. 2796, and the references given with "A Faithful Narrative", &c.

The woodcut was intended to represent part of the figure of the convict in

question, who was quartered.
2i x 1|-

in. Brit. Mus. Library, 816. m. 19/76.

2796.

THE TAILPIECE TO " AN APPEAL From the Late DAVID

MORGAN, ESQ |
BARRISTER at LAW, To THE GOOD

PEOPLE OF ENGLAND, AGAINST A late SCURRILOUS

PAPER, INTITLED, A faithful Narrative of the Wonderful and

Surprising Appearance of Counsellor MORGAN'S Ghost, &c."

London : Printedfor W. Webb neer St Paul's. [.Aug. 1, 1746]

THE woodcut tailpiece to this tract represents a man rising from a coffin, which

is placed in a tomb, beneath a hanging lamp. A female, who is loosely robed,

approaches the man, and holds in one hand a dish with food, in the other hand
a torch.

The text contains the satirical answer to the tract which is described as

"A Faithful Narrative", &c. ; see No. 2794, and the references given with the

same entry. See likewise "The Foundling Hospital for Wit", No. iv., p. 37

(1077. h. 27.)

2| X 2| in. Brit. Mus. Library, 8l6. m. 19/77

2797.

An Exact Description of the Solemn Procession, of Counsellor Morgan's
GHOST to the SUMP of the Westminster Independents.
Published Octor

. 1746. according to Act of Parliament. {.Aug. 1, 1746]

AN engraving, showing a procession, with letters of reference, as to which latter

see below, the cavalcade may be described as follows.
" A ", a party of raggamuffin lads and men, acting as whifflers and leading the

procession. ".B", a line of butchers, beating marrow bones and cleavers. "
C",

a man in a black, long-skirted,
"
clerical "-looking coat, holding a chimney-

sweeper's brush, with a very long handle, and using it as a standard ; he is sur-

rounded by four boys holding torches. "Glims ", four rough-looking fellows, with

torches.
" D ", a man with a large executioner's axe over his shoulder, inarching
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in a pompous manner. "", two men, one holding a butcher's cleaver, the

second a knife
; they are followed by five torch-bearers. Four more " Glims" or

torch-bcai-ers, as before.
"
F", a man in a lawyer's robe and wig, holding a paper.

"
G", a lean man, with one leg in a horseman's boot, the other in a shoe and

stocking only ;
he carries a drawn sword and wears a laced Kevenhuller hat.

Another party of " Glims ",
" H ",

" H ",
" H ", a ragged woman, and two ragged,

ill-conditioned children. "/" and "/", two "ghosts" of miserable women, in

shrouds, holding torches in order that they may be seen. "AT", a man, who
seems to be half-witted, shouting and waving his hat. " /

"
and " / ", two more

"
ghosts

"
of women. "

// ", a ragged child, howling and weeping.
" / ", a group

of emaciated and slatternly women. A group of very little boys, ragged and

poverty-stricken, one of whom holds a chimney-sweeper's brush, the others carry
torches.

"
M", a man in a clerical habit, bands, &c., holding

"
JV ", a very long

and heavy club. Another group of chimney-sweeping boys, with torches, brushes,

and shovels. Six more torch-bearers, men. " O ", a man with a large copper
boiler on his back, which is beaten from behind by a boy chimney-sweep, who uses

for the purpose a pair of very high-heeled shoes. This pair is attended by torch-

bearers, men in very ragged garments.
"
P", a stretcher, or bier, supported on

men's shoulders. Mounted on a chair, which is placed on this, is the headless

figure of a man, the shoulders leaning over the back of the chair, the arms hang
down in front; the posteriors of the figure are bare, and emit vapour marked, "Ye
shall all be like unto me "-

1 More torch-bearers surround the supporters of the

figure.
"
Q ", a little man in a laced cocked hat, a large cravat, and having a

swaggering air, a butcher's steel hangs at his side. "#", a man shouting, holding
a bottle, and waving a drinking glass.

" s" a man, walking in a dejected manner,

holding three slips of paper which are respectively inscribed,
"
Gameing",

"
Swareing ",

"
Smugling ".

" T ", the Devil, with his hand on the shoulder of
" s ", and familiarly addressing him. Another group of torch-bearers concludes

the procession.
The inscription below the design is as follows :

" A. A Groiip of Glims leading the Procession. B. A Chorus of Butcher-

Youths beating a Peal of Bob-Majors, with y
e Utmost Solemnity. C. A Master

Chimney Sweeper, acting as Orator H Clerk, with his Four Attendants. D.

Esq
r
Thrift y

e Executioner with his Ax. E. His Two Attendants Messr
. Charlton

y
e Butcher & the noted Buckhorse. F. A Sollicitor in Chancery, Chairman of y

e Inde-

pendent Electors, who refus'd to drink King George's Health. G. Jackey of York,
Half Bully half Attorney, his Hackney Tool.* H. H. H. H. The Orphans of

4 Poor Women who were Smothered in S*. Martins Round House.3
1. 1. 1. 1. The

Ghosts of those Women. K. Jack Dismal y
e Huzza Master. L. Chorus of

Skreaming Bunters. M. Orator H y and his Congregation going to lay y
e

1 As in " Orator H y laying the Independent Rump Ghosts ", No. 2798.
2 See "The Cats Paw", No. 2831; and "The Gentleman's Magazine", 1747,

p. 150.
3 The persons who were smothered in "St. Martin's Round House" were those who

were locked up by the constables of the parish of St. Martin's-in-the-Fields, West-

minster, twenty-eight prisoners in number, of whom four were smothered, July 1 5,

1 742. Bird, the keeper of the " Round House", was sentenced to death, the sen-

tence was mitigated to transportation to the Plantations
;
while on the voyage in

the " Justitia
"

hulk, Bird died,
" for want of water ", it was said. See " Letters

of Horace Walpole", "Letter to Mann ", edit. 1857, i., p. 191 ;

" The Gentle-

man's Magazine", 1742, pp. 386, 497, 545; 1744, p. 226. There is a print

referring to this subject, entitled "A View of St. Martin's Round House, as tore

to pieces by y
e
enraged multitude, July y

e
1 8 th

. 1 742." See " The Catalogue of

Historical Prints in the British Museum."
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Ghost. N. his Argument. O. A Large Copper on which a Chimney Sweep beats

y
e Doleful Knell, with y

e Heels of a Pair of Bunters Slipers. P. Councellor

Morgan's Ghost admonishing the Independent Electors. Q. Count Newport y
e

Butcher. R. Baron Bumper the Woolen Draper. S. A Bill Man with a Book
of Acts in his Hand. T. His Old Friend and Country Companion."

Thomas David Morgan, a counsellor at law, was an officer in the rebel army ;

made prisoner at the surrender of Carlisle, he was tried and condemned July 1 8,

1 746, and on the 3Oth day of the same month, was hung, drawn and quartered
on Kennington Common; see "The Gentleman's Magazine", 1746, pp. 337,383,
437. Morgan was the author of "The Country Bard," 4to, 1746. H. Wai-

pole called him " a poetical lawyer."
" Buckhorse ", whose name was John Smith, was a pugilist ;

see "
SI k

Triumphant," No. 3081.
The persons here represented as the principal performers appear in " Orator

II y laying the Independent Rump Ghosts.", No. 2798.
See the references given with "A Faithful Narrative", &c., No. 2794.

12f. X 9^ in.

2798.

Orator H y laying the Independent Rump Ghosts.

According to a late Act 1 746 Novr
5. [.Aug. 1

,
1 746]

AN engraving showing a political club grouped about a table with bottles, glasses,

pipes, bowl of gin punch, &c., before them. Four shrouded figures, the
"
Indepen-

dent Rump Ghosts
"
of this title, approach the table, much to the astonishment of

the feasters, and greatly to the alarm of some of them. In front is the headless

"ghost" of Counsellor Morgan, see " An Exact Description of the Solemn Pro-

cession", No. 2797 ; "A Faithful Narrative", No. 2794; "The Humours of the

Westminster Election ", No. 2859 ;
this figure exposes its posteriors and,

stooping, with the hands drooping before it, emits contumeliously,
" See What

you shall all come to ". This appearance is enclosed by a "
Magic

"
circle which

is drawn on the floor, and includes likewise two "
imps ", or quaint, dwarfed

creatures carrying in a basket which is marked " Comitment ", a man in a cocked

hat, holding a pen in his right hand as if about to write with it, and looking

upwards. This appears to be Sir Thomas De Viel, an active metropolitan

magistrate of this period, see "The Four Times of the Day. Night", No. 2392 ;

" To the Independant and Worthy Electors ", No. 2497. He was noted for his

energy against Jacobites ; the "
imps

"
are carrying him to Hell, and he is about

to sign the " commitment "
of an offender. The chairman sits at the head of the

club table, and has turned in his seat with much astonishment on observing the action

of Counsellor Morgan's ghost. At the chairman's side is a gentleman, who turns

to look at the "
ghost ", and seems to be laughing ;

in his hand is a paper inscribed,
" For y

e

good of Smugling Swareing and Gameing"; see " An Exact Descrip-
tion ", as above ; this is

" a noted Member of y
e Wesr Electors ". A hook-nosed

man leans on the back of the president's chair, and stares hard at, while he points
to the "

ghost" of Morgan ;
this is

"
Jakey of York ".

" Baron Bumper
"
stands

next, holding on high a drinking-glass, which is inscribed,
" The Royal JExchang" .

Next is
" Count Newport the Butcher ", with a butcher's steel suspended at his

waist, and a glass in his hand on which is
" Dux et Redux "; see "

Jaco-Independo ",

&c., No. 2856. Next is Orator Henley, for whom see " The Oratory ", No. 187 I,
1

'See likewise "An Exact Description", No. 2797 j
"The Orator Versus

Culloden", No. 2836; "O H in the Suds", No. 2822; "Oratory
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looking at the "
ghosts ", and holding a large bone, an allusion to his chapel being

in Newport Market, Westminster, and, as alleged, the frequent resort of butchers,

as indicated by Pope in his verses on Henley, quoted with No. 1871

" But fate with butchers placed thy priestly stall."

On the club or bone is
" The Coup de Grace ". Next to Henley is

"
Esq

r

Thrift y
e
Executioner", feeling the edge of a headsman's axe, on which is written,

" Rcmem Balmerino ", see " The Stature, Dress, and Likeness", &c., No. 2818
;

after " Thrift
"

appear his two attendants : 1 . Charlton the Butcher, holding a

knife, on the blade of which is
" Flecker ", alluding to a Jacobite of that name

who was executed with Francis Towneley on Kennington Common, Aug. 2, 1 746.
2. On the neck of the next man, who appears to be Charlton's colleague of the

gallows, is
"
Toanley ", referring to the above-named F. Towneley, see "

Townley"
"
Fletcher", No. 2799.
Below the design the following inscription is engraved :

"
Chairman, a Sollicitor refusing to drink King George's Health, He leaning

on the Chair is Jackey of York, an Attorney his Hackney Tool
;
the next is only

Baron Bumper, the Woolen Draper, Count Newport the Butcher ! then H y
& Esq

r Thrift y
e Executioner with the Ax, his two Attendants, Charlton .the

Butcher, & the Noted Buckhorse the Bruiser, then the Ghosts of their Friends

from Kenington ; Morgan's in Front. Two Imps Conveying little S r Thomas in

a Dust Basket to y
e Shades below, & in Front of all is a noted Member of y

e

Wesr Electors."

The persons here represented are the same who appear in " An Exact De-

scription of the Solemn Procession." Morgan is in the same indecorous position.

Towneley, Fletcher, Morgan, and six others were hung, drawn, & quartered
on Kennington Common, July 30, 1746-

The group of imps conveying Sir Thomas is copied or imitated from a group in

Hogarth's "The Punishment inflicted on Lemuel Gulliver ", No. 1797-
Lord Balmerino during his trial and when on the scaffold

"
tried the edge of

the ax with his finger."
"
Morgan was a barrister at law, of a good family in Monmouthshire. By his

own account, he was both a poet and a theologian. In the paper which he handed
to the Sheriff on the scaffold, he says,

' I must make profession of that religion in

which I was baptized, in which I have continued, and in which I shall, through
the divine permission, die in, which is that of the Church of England, and which I

hope will stand and prevail against the malice, devices, and assaults of her enemies,
as well as those of the church of Rome, as those equally dangerous, the followers

of Luther and Calvin, covered under and concealed in the specious bugbears of

Popery and Arbitrary power. This my faith I have fully set forth in a poem of

two books entitled
' The Christian Test, or the Coalition of Faith and Reason,' the

first of which I have already published, and the latter I have bequeathed to the

care of my unfortunate, but very dutiful daughter, Mistress Mary Morgan, to be

published by her, since it has pleased God I shall not live to see it." See Mr. J. H.
Jesse's

" Memoirs of the Pretenders ", 1858, p. 443.
See the references that are given with "A Faithful Narrative", &c., No.

2794.
i o3 v- fii ;.i 4-5- x o . in.

Chappel", No. 2824 ; "The Orator", No. 2835;
" Orator Henley christening a

Child", No. 2837; "Lo! the Orator", No. 2841 ;

" The Humours of the West-
minster Election ", No. 2859 ;

" A Stir in the City ", Ap. 1 754.
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2799.

" TowNLEY " " FLETCHER ",
" Executed at Kennington Common

July 30 Exposed on Temple Barr, Aug*. 2
d

. 1746."

(No. i.)

\Aug. 2, 1 746]

AN engraving, showing through an arch Temple Bar, London ;
at each side of the

arch is a pole, with cords and axes at the foot ; on one pole is the head of

"TOWNLEY", on the other, that of "FLETCHER". Over the arch is a demon

holding the Pretender's banner, which bears three crowns above a coffin, and

the motto " A Crown or a Grave ". On one of the demon's wings is a shield

with the rampant Lion of Scotland on a field or; the shield makes the profile

of a human skull. Another demon, shaped like a winged wolf, and vomiting fire,

befouls the banner. Below the design these verses are engraved :

" Observe the Banner which would all Enslave,
Which Ruirid Traytors, did so proudly Wave,
The Devil seems the Project to Despise,
A Fiend confus'dfrom offy* Trophy Fly's,

While Trembling Rebels at this Fabrich Gaze,
And Dread their fate, with Horror fy Amaze,
Let Britons Sons, this Emblematick View,
And Plainly See what is Rebellions due"

Mr. Francis Towneley was the fifth and youngest son of Charles Towneley,

Esq. ; he was born at Towneley Hall, the seat of the family, in Lancashire; having

dissipated his fortune he went to France and entered the French service. When
some time had passed he returned and lived quietly in Wales

;
it was afterwards

supposed that he was secretly a political agent. When the rebellion broke out he

joined the Pretender, had a commission to raise the Manchester regiment, was

made Governor of Carlisle, and taken prisoner when that place surrendered,
Dec. 30, 1 745. He was tried July 1 5, 1 746, and hung at Kennington Common,

July 30 ;
his body was then taken down, his heart and bowels were burnt, his

head was cut off, and set up over a gate of Carlisle. See " The Gentleman's

Magazine", 1746, pp. 336, 383, and 398; and "Squire Ketch in Horrors",
No. 3891.

George Fletcher, a linendraper at Salford near Manchester, became strongly

prejudiced in favour of Jacobitism, and, in spite of the earnest entreaties of his

mother, who offered him a thousand pounds if he would rest at home, joined the

rebel army, received a captain's commission, was taken prisoner at Carlisle, and

shared the fate of Towneley. See " The Gentleman's Magazine ", 1 746, pp. 336,

383, and 398.
Mr. J. H. Jesse, in " Memoirs of the Pretenders," expressly states that, three

days after the execution, the heads of Towneley and Fletcher were exposed on

Temple Bar; see "The Gentleman's Magazine", 1746, p. 437-
There is an impression of this print which has been coloured by hand :

another, not coloured, is in the "
Crowle", Pennant's "Some Account of London",

Part VI., No. 163, in the Print Room.
Of the head of Towneley it is said,

" Notes and Queries ", 4th Series, vol. x.,

p. 456, "his head is now (1872) in a box in the library at 12, Charles Street,

Berkeley Square, the residence of the present Col. Charles Towneley."
For the Pretender's banner, see " Tandem Triumphans", No. 2788.

4 X 5
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2800. " TOWNLEY", " FLETCHER ". (No. 2.)

R. G. sc. [Aug. 2, 1 746]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same

title and date, No. 2799. It was prepared to illustrate "Portraits, Memoirs,
and Characters of Remarkable Persons, from the Revolution in 1688 to the end

of the Reign of George II.", by James Caulfield, 1820, vol. iv. p. 21 8. This

work contains at this place a memoir of Townley and Fletcher.

This copy does not contain the inscription giving the dates of the execution

and the setting up of the heads of these persons, which inscription is on a car-

touche at the foot of the original design.

There is an impression of this plate on India paper, besides that in the volume'

in question.

4i X Si in.

28OI.

LORD LOVAT COUNTING THE CLANS ON HIS FINGERS. (No.-i.)

Simon Lord Lovat

Drawnfrom the Life and Etch'd in Aquafortis by Will"
1

Hogarth.

PublisKd according to Act of Parliament August 25
/A

,
1 746.

[Aug. 14, 1746]

THIS etching represents at whole length Simon Fraser, Lord Lovat, one of the

principal contrivers and leaders of the Rebellion in 1745, seated in a chair,

nearly in full view, but slightly turned towards our right, with his left elbow

resting on a table, while with his left forefinger he presses the thumb of his right

hand. This attitude is intended to express the action of Lord Lovat who, while

sitting to Hogarth for this portrait, described the strength of the Highland clans

in rebellion, saying
" Such a chief had so many men," &c. His feet are slightly

drawn under the seat of the chair, and he leans his head forward with a lively

action. A vivacious expression pervades the broad, flat, and coarse features of

the man, whose nose is short and blunt at the point, with widely spread nostrils,

which are, apparently, very nearly flat on the face ; his eyebrows are arched, and

his eyes have a crafty expression of watching even while they sparkle with

interest in his subject. He wears a large loose-bodied coat buttoned close about

the shoulders, and with large cuffs turned back and buttoned on the sleeves :

the sleeves of his shirt appear beyond those of his coat, and are tied at the

wrists
; he wears loose breeches, fastened at the knees by ribands, the ends oi

which hang down
;
likewise stockings and thick shoes with buckles. His wig it

of the kind which was called a " short bag", the bag itself appears behind hif

head. A riband is about his neck, the long ends of which hang loose on hit

breast. He has very broad and disproportioned shoulders, and a thick shorl

neck, so that his head seems to grow directly from his body ; this is parti}
due to the effect of age on the man, and likewise to his stooping attitude. Or
the table are a pen and inkstand, and an open book inscribed at the top of i

page "MEMOIRS".
A sketch in oil, principally in brown very slightly rubbed on the canvas, i:

now in the National Portrait Gallery, it is by Hogarth, and probably that whicl

the painter made at the " White Hart "
inn, St Alban's, to which place, 01

the invitation of Dr. Webster, a physician of the town, Hogarth travelled ii

order to take the likeness of the prisoner, who was halting there on his way t<

London. Dr. Webster attended Lord Lovat in his professional capacity, am
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surmised that his alleged sickness was principally due to disinclination to enter

London, where his trial impended. It is stated that when, Aug. 14, 1746,

Hogarth was introduced to Lovat, the latter was being shaved, and that he rose

to welcome the painter, kissing him, in the French manner, his lordship had
been much in France, on the cheek ; owing to this embrace Hogarth received

some of the soap-suds on his face, and he did not accept the salute of the

prisoner so ardently as it was offered; see "Hogarth Illustrated", by John

Ireland, iii. 1804, pp. 285-91 ;

"
Graphic Illustrations of Hogarth ", by Samuel

Ireland; 1794, i. pp. 146-7.
This etching appears to be reversed from the picture, the action of the hands

not being customary, unless Lovat was a left-handed man. The sketch for the

portrait was taken on the 14th of August, 1746, and the etching here in

question was, see the publication line, issued on the 25th of the same month.
On the 1 5th Aug. Lovat arrived at the Tower, on the 1 8th the Lords Kilmar-
nock and Balmerino were executed, on the 2Oth one hundred and thirty
rebels of note arrived in London, on the 22nd three officers were executed
at Kennington, on the 23rd the Grand Jury found true bills against several

persons implicated in the Rebellion
;
the publication of the etching was there-

fore opportune, and had probably been carefully timed. It is said that when
the plate was finished a bookseller offered its weight in gold for it. The
impressions, which appear to have been sold at one shilling each, could not be
taken from the copper so fast as they were wanted, though the rolling-press
was at work all night for a week together. During several weeks afterwards

Hogarth, it is said, received payment for the impressions at the rate of twelve

pounds a day. The "
original sketch

"
is stated to have been given by Lovat to

Major Gardner, under whose escort he travelled to London. * The original

picture, probably that now in the National Portrait Gallery, is stated by J.

Nichols and G. Steevens,
" The Genuine Works of William Hogarth ", vol. ii.

1810, p. 186, to have been at that time in the possession of "the late Mr.

Duncombe, of Duncombe Park, in Yorkshire
"

; the family of Mr. Duncombe
gave 200 for it. It measures 17 X 26^- inches.

There is a second state of this etching marked,
" Price l shilling ". This

plate, in the second state, was used for " The Works of William Hogarth, from
the original Plates restored by James Heath, Esq., R.A." London, no date

(1751, d.)

The book of " Memoirs
"
lying on the table doubtless refers to those auto-

biographical notices which Lord Lovat left, and which were published in French,
see the English translation, "Memoirs of the Life of Simon Lord Lovat", 1797
(275- I- !!) These notices are continued to the year 1715-

Simon Fraser was born about the year 1676, the second son of Thomas
Fraser, fourth son of Hugh, ninth Lord Lovat

;
his mother was Sybilla, a

daughter of Macleod of Macleod. Simon was educated in King's College,

Aberdeen, leaving which he entered a regiment raised by Lord Murray, son
of the Marquis of Athol, for the service of William and Mary, not without,
even according to his own account of the transaction, acting as a traitor and

perjurer. In 1690 he accompanied Lord Murray to London, being of the

party of Lord Lovat, the chief of his clan. Simon Fraser averred that Lord

1 See " Notes and Queries ", First Series, vol. xi. p. 268, and, Second Series,

vol. viii. p. 445, for a series of letters between Lovat and the Countess of Sea-

forth, 1715; likewise, in the same volume, pp. 463, and vol. xi. p. 485, for a

contemporary epitaph on the man. A list of portraits of Lord Lovat occurs in the

same publication, First Series, vol. xi. p. 268 ;
see also " Anecdotes of William

Hogarth", by J. B. Nichols; London, 1833, pp. 331-3, 380-1. The statement
as to the gift of the sketch is questionable ;

see the last reference.

III. R R
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Lovat executed a deed by which he was appointed heir to all the lord's estates,

in case his lordship died without male issue. This lord was the eleventh of his

name, and he died Sept. 4, 1696, immediately after his return from London.

It appeared, however, that a later deed appointed Thomas Fraser, of Beaufort, the

father of Simon, to be Lord Lovat's heir, who thereupon assumed the title

of Lovat, and, his elder brother being deceased, Simon took the Scottish

distinction of "Master of Lovat"; the elder brother had, however, left a

daughter who was supposed to have a right to the title, and, by the marriage

contract of her parents, was heiress to the estates. In order to secure the

authority he claimed, Simon Fraser endeavoured to marry the heiress, and even

induced her to elope with him : a clansman who was guiding the girl to an ap-

pointment with him repented of his part in the scheme and led her back to her

mother, who removed the girl to a place of safety, and a contract of marriage was

made for her with the young Lord Saltoun, another Fraser, and head of a distant

branch of the clan
;

this union would have effectually excluded Simon from the

chieftainship. He, therefore, gathered his friends, and, by surprise, made captives

of Lord Saltoun and Lord Mungo Murray, as well as of the latter's sister, the

dowager lady, who was mother of the heiress ;
after retaining the two lords for a

short time Simon released them. By force he effected a marriage, as it was called,

with the dowager lady, and, with great barbarity of circumstances, a rape on her

person ("State Trials", xiv. 356). She appears to have condoned this violerce,

for she did not join in the criminal charges against Simon Fraser, who, however,

notwithstanding both his father and himself had at the time asserted in writing

that he was her husband, declared the forced ceremony to be a youthful frclic,

and was twice married during the life of this lady, who survived till 1 743. --""he

government made efforts to secure Fraser, and in his absence brought bin, to

trial for the atrocity in question ; he fled to France and Holland. In order to

forward his personal ambition he then adopted the Roman Catholic faith, vnd

intrigued to serve the Stuart cause, alleging that he had obtained the authority

of several leading Scotch Jacobites to represent them
; he proposed to raise the

Highland clans, and invited the landing of 6,ooo French troops at Dundee in

order to secure that revolt. This was practically the scheme of the Rebellio: i of

1 745, which thus carried into effect the plan of Fraser. It appears that his

alleged influence in the Highlands was less than he pretended it to be, and hat

his promises were exaggerated if not ill-grounded. With some small assist* nee

from the French minister, Lovat in 1 703 returned to Scotland, and not obtaii ing
the countenance he expected, or pretended to expect, he,

"
nearly at the c >m-

mencement of his proceedings ", proposed to betray the scheme and all its sec rets

to the British Government ; he had an interview with the Duke of Queensbe iry,

High Commissioner to the Parliament of Scotland, to whom he revealed the

plot which had been promoted by himself, and produced a letter from Mar / of

Modena, which had be'en given to him as a general credential, without a sp< cial

address ;
to this letter, desiring revenge on his enemy the Marquis of A1

hoi,

Fraser added the name of that nobleman, intending thus to ruin him
;
this f aud

was detected. This was in September, 1 703. Meanwhile, or shortly a 'ter,

another traitor in the person of Sir John Maclean had revealed the whole >lot,

and the scheme was made hopeless ; Lovat obtained a pass from Eng] md,

having undertaken to betray the Stuart cause and its adherents while appar< ntly

remaining faithful to them. On reaching Paris he found that he was hii iself

betrayed and that all his treacheries were made known to those whom he inter led,

or pretended he intended, to sell. It is uncertain if he was committed to the

Bastille, or to the Castle of Angouleme ;
it is said that he became a Jesuit, e ud a

"
popular preacher

"
as a cure in St. Omer's. It is certain, however, that rom

this time till 1714 he was either in prison or under espionage, most like y at

Saumur. It is probable that he was acting as a spy, if not as a double trs itor,

being ready to seH either party, or both the causes he pretended to s rve.
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Meanwhile another Lord Lovat had claimed the title, being Alexander Mac-
kenzie, of Preston Hall, who had married the before-mentioned heiress of the

Frasers and in her right assumed the title, which, however, seems to have

belonged to a male feif, and the right of an old creditor having been purchased,
the Fraser estate was claimed under that authority. The clan resented this, and
accredited one of their number to seek Simon, who, after considerable difficulties had
been overcome, discovered the lost chief, and began negociations on his behalf

with the French authorities and the Court of St. Germains ; the latter refused

assent to the release of Simon Fraser. Nevertheless Fraser and the messenger
managed to reach London, where, after much trouble and some delay, he

obtained, March lo, 1716, a pardon from the British Government, and re-

turned to Scotland, he meanwhile during the rebellion of 1715 rendered im-

portant services to the Government, by taking possession of Inverness and

otherwise helping to defeat the Jacobite movement. Negociations which had
extended over a considerable period of time were, about this date, concluded,
and their object, the Lovat estates, was secured to Simon Fraser, who thence-

forth lived in such splendour as the circumstances would admit. That this

magnificence was not very great appears by the account cited in King's
" Munimenta Antiqua", iii. 176. From the year 1737 Lovat was at the

head of an association of Highland chiefs for the restoration of the Stuarts,

having already, as before said, betrayed partisans of that house, and obtained

portions of his family estates as the reward of that treachery. In 1 745 he called

out the clan Fraser to serve the Stuarts, but, to avoid unpleasant consequences to

himself in case the Rebellion failed, he sent his eldest son, a youth of nineteen, in

command of the men. After the retreat from Derby and the rout at Culloden, the

Pretender was received by Lovat at Gortuleg, the house of one of the gentlemen
of the clan. The Pretender took refuge with him for one night. Lovat soon after

saw his own house, Castle Dounie, burned by the troops of the Duke of Cumber-

land, and retreated to an island of Loch Muily, and afterwards on the western coast,

to an island in Loch Morar, where he had possession of the only boat and conse-

quently believed himself secure. Loch Morar, however, is very near the sea, so

the sailors of the " Furnace "
sloop, which vessel had been ordered to examine

the western coast, dragged one of their boats across the intervening land and found

Lovat hidden in a tree "
in which he was able to stand upright after having entered

by an orifice below, through which the sailors were astonished to see what ap-

peared to be two human legs enveloped in flannel like those of a gouty alder-

man ". He seems to have offered to turn traitor to the cause of those whom he

had a great share in making rebels
; but, as his life could not be promised to him,

he betrayed no one. He was brought to London in a litter, and it was during
this journey that Hogarth met him at St. Alban's. Mr. J. Hill Burton, whose
" Life of Simon Lord Lovat", 1847 (l 153. k. 7.) is epitomized above, states that

Hogarth and Lovat had met before this time, but gives no authority for the

declaration. Lovat was impeached, tried, found guilty, and, March 18, 1747
condemned to death, and executed on Tower Hill, Thursday, April 9, 1747.
So great was the public interest in the execution, that the sale of the remainder

of C. Jervas's paintings, &c., appointed for that day, was deferred till the next :

see "The General Advertiser", April 7, 1747, p. 3> col. 3. Several persons
were killed in the crowd assembled to witness Lovat's execution.

For Lord Lovat, see "The Beautifull Simone", No. 2792; "Lord Lovat a

Spinning ", No. 2793 ;

" Rebellion Rewarded", No. 2826
;

" The Head of Lord

Lovat", No. 2815; "Lord Lovat", &c., No. 2813; "Lovat's Ghost", No.

2847, entries in this Catalogue dated Aug. 14, 1746, and "Squire Ketch in

Horrors", No. 3091.

8| X 13 I'M.
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2802. LORD LOVAT COUNTING THE CLANS ON HIS FINGERS.

(No. 2.)

SIMON LORD LOVAT.

W. Hogarth, Inrf. J : Mills, Sc. Published March 1798. Page 293.

[Aug. 14, 1746]

THIS engraving is a copy from the etching which is described as (No. l .), with

the same title and date, No. 2801 . An impression faces p. 293 of " A Supplement
to 'Hogarth Illustrated'", by John Ireland; London, 1798. In the second

edition of that work (7854. ff.) another impression faces p. 285 with the inscrip-

tion above given altered to that effect,
"
Page 285".

The plate was used again for
" Anecdotes of William Hogarth ", by J. B.

Nichols; London, 1833, to face p. 219. In this case the following publication
line was used :

" Published by Nichols # Son, Feb. 1. 1832 ".

ST x 5f *n< Brit. Mus. Library, 561. a. 2O.

2803. LORD LOVAT COUNTING THE CLANS ON HIS FINGERS.

(No. 3.)

Simon Lord Lovat

55 Hogarth del. [Engraved by E. Riepenhansen.] [Aug. 14, 1746]

THIS engraving is a copy from the etching which is described as (No. l.), with the

same title and date, No. 2801. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichtenbersfs
"
Erklarung der Hogarthischen ", &c., Gottingen, 1794-1816, in which volune

it is No. 55.
It may be distinguished from other copies by the absence of a marginal 1 ne

about the engraved portion of the plate, and by the presence of the nmnl>er
"
55

"
in the upper corner, on our right.

5r X 8J- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. 11.

2804. LORD LOVAT COUNTING THE CLANS ON HIS FINGELS.

(No. 4.)

SIMON LORD LOVAT

Designed by W. Hogarth Engrav'd by T. Cook London Published by
G. G. fr J. Robinson Paternoster Row December 1*' 1800.

[Aug. 14, 17. .6]

THIS engraving is a copy from the etching described, with the same title nd
date (No. l.), No. 2801.

It is comprised in "
Hogarth Restored. The Whole Works of the celebrs ced

William Hogarth", &c., "Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook"; Lone on,
1806.

X 13 in.
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2805. LORD LOVAT COUNTING THE CLANS ON HIS FINGERS.

(No. 5.)

LORD LOVAT.

Hogarth pinx*. T. Cook sculp. Published by Longman, Hurst, Rees $f Orme,
Jan? I

st
1807. \_Aug- 14, 1746]

THIS engraving is a copy from the etching which is described as (No. 1 .), with

the same title and date, No. 2801. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Genuine

Works of William Hogarth", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens ; London, 1810,
vol. ii., where an impression follows p. 184.

With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer ", this plate was used again
for

" The Works of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. John Trusler
; London,

1821, vol. i. (1751. b.)

4 X 5a.

2806. LORD LOVAT COUNTING THE CLANS ON HIS FINGERS.

(No. 6.)

SIMON LORD LOVAT

PI. LXXIV. Hogarth def T. Clerk sculp' London Published as the

Act directs by Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row. [.Aug. 14, 1 746]

THIS engraving is a copy from the etching which is described as (No. 1.), with

the same title and date, No. 2801. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works

of William Hogarth", by Thomas Clerk; London, l8lO, vol. ii., where an im-

pression faces p. 57-
With the second title placed below the design, the engraver's name burnished

out, this plate was used again, some traces of the original inscriptions remaining
visible, for "The Works of William Hogarth", London, 1837, vol. ii., where an

impression faces p. 91.

ST x 4f *'" Erik Mus. Library, 1402. k. 25.

2807. LORD LOVAT COUNTING THE CLANS ON HIS FINGERS.

(No. 7.)

LORD LOVAT.

Engraved from the Original by Hogarth.

Jones $f Co. Temple of the Muses, Finsbury Square, London.

[Aug. 14, 1746]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from the etching which is described as

(No. 1.), with the same title and date, No. 2801. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler

; London, 1833 ;

an impression faces p. 1 83.

4y X S in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 28.
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2808. LORD LOVAT COUNTING THE CLANS ON HIS FINGERS.

(No. 8.)

SIMON LORD LOVAT.

From the Original by Hogarth. TAKEN A FEW HOURS BEFORE HIS

EXECUTION FOR HIGH TREASON.

W. Hogarth T. Moore sc. [.Aug. 14, 1746]

THIS engraving is a copy from the etching which is described as (No. 1.), with

the same title and date, No. 2801. It is used to illustrate
" The Complete

Works of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. J. Trusler and E. F. Roberts ;

London, no date
;
an impression faces p. 161.

3|- x 5k in - Brit - Mus - Library, 7855. i.

2809. LORD LOVAT COUNTING THE CLANS ON HIS FINGERS.

(No. 9.)

SIMON LORD LOVAT. (Beheaded 1747.)

W. Maddocks [dug. 14,

THIS print faces page 31 of the fourth volume of "Portraits, Memoirs, and Chu-

racters of Remarkable Persons, from the Revolution in 1688 to the end of tie

Reign of George II.", by James Caulfield, 1820. At foot is "Simon Lord

Lovat (Beheaded 1747.)"
The figure is a copy, reduced and reversed, of Hogarth's sketch of this

Jacobite leader
;
see (No. 1.), with the same title and date, No. 2801.

4i X 5f "

2810. LORD LOVAT COUNTING THE CLANS ON HIS FINGERS.

(No. 10.)

Simon Lord Lovat.

From the original Picture by Hogarth, lately discovered.

[Aug. 14, 1740]

THIS print is a copy of half the figure described as (No. 1 .), with the same tit le

and date, No. 2801. It is a vignette, and but little more than an outline ; beb.ii id

the head, on our left, is an escutcheon, displaying, quarterly, l
,
a beheading bloc!

;

2, two headsmen's axes, saltire ; 3, a triple gallows ; 4, a hangman's noose, 11

proper.

43- X 4-J.
in.

2811. LORD LOVAT COUNTING THE CLANS ON HIS FINGEES.

(No. ii.)

" nach dem Englisch ; Original ".

[After Hogarth.] [Avg. 14, 1743]

THIS engraving is a copy from the etching which is described as (No. 1.), w ch

the same title and date, No. 2801. On the book at the side of the figure is
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written " Memoirs Schotland 8fc Prcettendent Rebellion ", Below the

design is engraved a biography of Lord Lovat in German, beginning
" Simon

Lord Lovat eiu Schottloend, aus d. Grafschafft Argyle, war gebohr. d. 1O. Sept.
1668", &c.

9^ X 1 2i in.

2812. LORD LOVAT COUNTING THE CLANS ON HIS FINGERS.

(No. 12.)

" SIMON Lord Lovat."

[After Hogarth.] [Aug. 14, 1746]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from the etching described as (No. 1.), with

the same title and date, No. 2801. There are no inscriptions with this copy. It is

comprised in a Dutch print, entitled
" De Onthoofding vande Rebellige Lords op

Groot Tower Hill.", with the same title in French. With this copy is a repre-
sentation of the deaths of the rebels in question, and, in compartments at the

sides, portraits of-Lords Balmerino, Kilmarnock, and Cromartie.
" De Onthoofding

"
&c. will be found with its proper date in the Collection

of Historical Prints.

The entire print l8{- X 9y ira>

" Simon Lord Lovat." 2i x 4k in.

2813. LORD LOVAT COUNTING THE CLANS ON HIS FINGERS.

(No. 13.)

Simon Lord Fraser of Lovat.

[After Hogarth.] [Aug. 14, 1746]

THIS engraving is evidently a pirated copy, reversed, with alterations, from

Hogarth's etching described as "Lord Lovat counting the Clans on his Fingers"
(No. 1.), No. 2801. It represents Lovat nearly in full face, at full length, and
as a very stout and heavily built man, seated in a chair, in a costume like

that of Hogarth's portrait, with a table on his right, leaning his right elbow on

the table and holding a book, with its back turned towards the spectator, open
before him ; his left hand is placed in his vest

;
his feet are crossed and slightly

drawn under the chair. On the table is placed an inkstand with a pen in it.

Behind the table the wall is occupied by a book-case, filled with books.

This print is used as the frontispiece to " The Life, Adventures, And Many
and Great Vicissitudes of Fortune of Simon, Lord Lovat, The Head of the

Family of the Frasers ", &c.,
"
By the Rev. ARCHIBALD ARBUTHXOT, One of

the Society for propagating the Christian Knowledge, and Minister of Kiltarlaty,
in the Presbytery of Inverness. LONDON: Printed and Sold (for the Author)
by R. WALKER, in Fleet-Lane

;
and at his Printing-Office, next the Theatre

Cofiee-House in Cambridge. MDCCXLVI." This book is a reprint of one with

a similar title, which was published three times a week during Lovat's trial,

and sold in numbers at a half-penny each. It was not written by the minister

of Kiltarlaty ; see
" Lives of Simon Lord Lovat, and Duncan Forbes of

Culloden", by John Hill Burton; London, 1857 (1153. k. 7.) Introductory
Notice.

See (No. 14.), with the same title and date, No. 2814.

8f X 1
1|: in. Brit. Mus. Library, 141 7. c. 17.
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2814. LORD LOVAT COUNTING THE CLANS ON HIS FINGERS.

(No. 14.)

SIMON LORD LOVAT, [Beheaded 1747.]

[After Hogarth.] [Aug. 14, 1746]

THIS engraving is a copy from the etching described as (No. l
.),

with the same

title and date, No. 2801. It has been introduced as a frontispiece to " The Life

Adventures, and Many and Great Vicissitudes of Fortune of Simon, Lord

Lovat ", &c., London, 1 746 : see (No. 1 3.) with the same title and date, No. 28 1 3,

which describes another copy from Hogarth's etching used as a frontispiece to

a copy of the same work, a book which was ascribed to the Rev. A. Arbuthnot,

London, 1746, (1417. c. 17.)

4 X 3^ in. Brit. Mus. Library, 10816. aa.

2815.

THE HEAD OF LORD LOVAT, from Hogarth's full-length

portrait, styled
" Lord Lovat counting the Clans on his

Fingers."

T. Jefferys. sculp. [Aug. 14, 1743]

THIS engraving shows the head and bust only of the portrait in question; it was

engraved to illustrate "The Gentleman's Magazine", for December, 1746- It

is on the same plate, marked " PLATE VIII.", with several other subjects, e.g a

machine for removing molehills ; leaden bullets ;
a machine for cleaning, &c.,

corn
;
an hour-glass ;

and a candlestick.

3 X 3J- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 249. c. 16.

28l6.

" LORD LoVAT." The Head of Lord Lovat, from Hogartl 's

portrait, styled
" Lord Lovat counting the Clans on 1 is

Fingers."
2

[After Hogarth.] [Aug. 14, 1746]

THIS engraving shows the head, reversed, and shoulders only of the portrait in

question ;
it was designed as a watch-paper, and comprises a Kalendar, in he

form of a rose, intended no doubt for a white rose, the petals of which re

twelve in number, and respectively bear the name and enumeration of the d; ys
of a month. On the inner circle, enclosing the head, is marked the faster or

slower rate of the sun's progress.
The name " Lord Lovat ", is engraved in the upper angles of the pis fce,

above the Kalendar.

J. B. Nichols, in " Anecdotes of William Hogarth" ; London, 1833, p. 3 ;1,

enumerates two watch-papers of this description, of which, doubtless, that r ow

1 See this title (No. 1.), No. 2801.
2 See (No. l.), with this title, No. 2801.
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in question is one. J. Nichols and G. Steevens, in " The Genuine Works of

William Hogarth", London, 1810, ii. p. 186, refer to one watch-paper copy,
and state that it was made with Hogarth's permission.

A circle, l|- in., diameter.

2817.

BUST OF LORD LOVAT, from Hogarth's portrait, styled
" Lord

Lovat counting the Clans on his Fingers."
]

Lord Lovat.

[Aug. 14, 1746]

THIS is a portrait, to the waist, engraved in a circle, of the Jacobite leader ;

as represented by Hogarth ;
the hands are shown.

It was engraved for " The London Magazine ", March, 1 747, an impression

being comprised on a plate with portraits of the Earl of Kilmarnock, the Earl of
" Cromertie ", Lord Balmerino, and Charles Ratcliffe, Esq.

Diameter of the circle, 2|-
in. Brit. Mus. Library, 249. i. 8.

28l8.

The Stature, Dress, and Likeness, of the Rebel Lords.

Sold in May's Buildings Covent Garden August 3 1746 [Aug. 18, 1746]

AN engraving, showing an open space in the Tower of London (?) . The lords

who had at this time been arraigned were Kilmarnock, Cromartie, and Balmerino,
and these are the persons here represented at full length. Their names are

engraved below the portraits :

" Kilm- A", "Cro-ly", and Balm-o".

With them is the " Gen1
. Gaoler ", with an axe of a peculiar form, and attended

by two Yeomen of the Guard. Lords Kilmarnock and Balmerino were executed

Aug. 18, 1746. Cromartie was reprieved. Behind is a representation of an

execution.

Below the design these verses are engraved :

" Unknown to other each Design,
In deep Distress our Looks we join
Oh could our Looks a Thought convey,
We all Should plead one Common Plea !

Our Guilt alas too Plain appears ;

And lo ! the Object of our Fears,

Plead Guilty you, and I plead not,

We all are fairly in the Plot."

12 X 6|- in.

Leap-frog ! English Amb ss rs.

Sold in May's Buildings Covent Garden Jan. 1746 7 [Sept. 1746]

AN engraving, partly coloured by hand. The scene is laid before the walls of
" Breda ", where appear the Plenipotentiaries of the Emperor, Great Britain,

1 See this title (No. i.), No. 2801.
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France, and Holland, playing at leap-frog. The word "Breda" is amid the

smoke rising from the chimney of a small pavilion, intimating that the conferences

were ending in smoke,
" For the French were so insolent in their demands that

the conferences were soon interrupted."
1

Among the players, the first is the Duke of Cumberland, holding the staff of
" Generalissimo ". On the ground are Count " Bathiani ", the Austrian general,

and the Prince of " Waldeck ", the Dutch general, then both acting under the Duke.

Next is the Earl of "
*Sa dw h ", the English Plenipotentiary at Breda, over

whom is leaping the "
High Sf Mighty /", perhaps M. Gilles, Pensionary and Pleni-

potentiary of Holland.

The next is probably the Earl of Chesterfield, who, in 1745, had been sent to

Holland as Ambassador Extraordinary and Minister-Plenipotentiary. Not suc-

ceeding in his mission, he returned to Ireland, of which he was Lord-Lieutenant.

In Nov. 1 746, he was appointed Secretary of State, to which the bag upon the

ground alludes. A pen is in his hand.

The next must be Lord Stair, as a general's truncheon, decorated with a

thistle, lies between his feet. In 1741 he had been appointed Ambassador

Extraordinary to the States-General, and Field-Marshal. He afterwards resigned
all his employments ; but, on the Jacobite invasion, offered his services, and .was

made Commander-in-Chief of the forces in South Britain.

For the Duke of Cumberland, see " Dinah relates her distresses ", 1 757 ;
for

the Earl of Sandwich, see
" The Recruiting Serjeant", Ap. 1757 ;

for the Earl

of Chesterfield, see " A Goose of old", Nov. 1755 ;

" The Claims of the Broad

Bottom", No. 2579, "A Political Battle Royal", No. 2581 ; for Lord Stair, see
" The Queen of Hungary in Splendor ", No. 2554 ;

" The Confectioner General ",

&c., No. 2583 ;

" Court and Country United ", No. 2609 ;

" Modern Characters ",

No. 2829.

l'2|- X 7 in.

282O.

FAC-SlMILE OF THE PROPORTIONS OF GARRICK AND QuiN.
(No. I.)

FAC SIMILE of a Letter fyc sent by the celebrated Mr
. Hogarth

to a Member of a Literary Society at Norwich who held their

Meetings in that City in the Year 1 746, and, Styled themselves

the ARGONAUTS, Respecting the Comparative Proportions of
Stature of M r

. GARRICK and M r
. QuiN.

[After Hogarth.] Published 12'* May, 1797, by Robert Laurie Sf James
Whittle. N. 53 Fleet Street. London. [Oct. 21, 1746]

THIS engraving professes to be a fac-simile of a letter produced and despatched
as above described, exhibits on one plate two sides of the sheet of letter-

paper used by Hogarth, and comprises four sketches with a pen, a note by
Hogarth, the address of the person to whom the letter was sent, and a
memorandum. The letter is as follows: " Oct 21 1746 S* If the exact

Figure ofmr
Qiii/i, were to be reduced to the size of the print of M* Garrick it

would seem to be the shortest man of the two, because M* Garrick is of a taller

proportion, examples ".

1 See "A History of England ", by T. Smollett ; Book ii. chap. ix. section
xvi.

;
and " A Political Map of Europe ", No. 2842.
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Below this statement are the four pen sketches, the "
examples ", consisting of

two figures of "a very short proportion ", being profile and back views of "
Quin ",

a very ungainly little man in a big wig ; likewise profile and back views of
" Garrick

"
as " a very tall proportion ", showing a graceful figure in an

elegant attitude. A " Scale offeet
"

is placed against Quin's figure, and divided

into six parts.

Below the sketch is the following continuation of the note " Let these

figures be doubled down so as to be seen but one at once, then let it be asKd
which represents the Tallest man, yours WH ".

On our left of the letter is the address, "To TH to be left at the Post

office at Norwich ", also a scribble, probably a nobleman's frank. Above the

address is written,
" The Picturefrom whence the Print in question was taken was

Paintedfrom Mr Garrick big as the life 8f was sold for two Hundred pounds on

account of its likeness which was the reason it was calFd Mr Garrick in the

Character of Richard the 3** and not any body else".

It is further stated,
"

(J^- The Original Sketch from which the above is taken,

was Purchased about two Years ago of the late Nathaniel Roe's Executors, with

that Gentleman's Valuable Collection of Coins and Medals ".

See the same title (No. 2.), No. 2821.

The portrait referred to above as of " Mr Garrick in the Character of

Richard the 3
d " was that which Hogarth painted ;

it represented the player in

the act of starting from a couch in his tent before the battle of Bosworth Field,

according to Shakespeare's
" Richard III ". This picture was engraved by

Hogarth and C. Grignon ;
it was copied for a watch-paper. Mr. Duncoinbe,

of Duncombe Park, Yorkshire, gave two hundred pounds for the picture ;

it remains in the same collection. Hogarth painted a portrait of Garrick

seated at a table with his wife taking a pen from his hand. Garrick was
dissatisfied with the likeness in this picture, and some dispute arose between

him and the painter, on which the latter struck his
"
pencil

"
(brush ?) across

the face, damaging it ; after Hogarth's death, his widow sent the portrait to

Garrick. Hogarth drew Garrick's portrait in character in " The Farmer's

Return from London ", an interlude performed at Drury Lane. 1 Basire engraved
this drawing ;

it was re-engraved in
"
Graphic Illustrations of William Hogarth ",

by S. Ireland; 1794, vol. i. (133. f. 8.) p. 171.

Hogarth introduced Quin in " The Analysis of Beauty, Plate I.", see this

title (No. 1.), 1753.

13 X 9*'-

2821. FAC-SlMILE OF THE PROPORTIONS OF GARRICK AND

QUIN. (No. 2.)

[After Hogarth.] T. Cook sc. Publishd by Longman, Hurst, Rees, Sf

Orme, Novr
l
il 1808. [Ocf. 21, 1746]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the

same title and date, No. 2820. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Genuine

Works of William Hogarth", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens
; London, 1810,

vol. ii., where an impression faces p. 280.

1
Zoffany painted Garrick in the same character : a version, probably the

original one, of this picture is now, with other portraits of the actor by the same

hand, in the possession of the Earl of Durham, and preserved at Lambton Castle.

This picture has been mezzotinted, see
" The Burney Collection of Theatrical

Portraits ",
" Garrick ", in the Print Room.
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This plate was, without alteration, used again for " The Works of William

Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1821, vol. ii. (1751. b.)

The text states that at the date of publication, 1808, the original was the

property of J. P. Kemble, Esq.
X 8 in.

2822.

Q- H-- in the Suds, and his Arguments broken: AD : 1 746.

C. Yelsom Sc. [Nov. 30, 1746]

AN engraving, showing Orator Henley floundering in a great tub of soap suds,

brandishing his broken club, and lamenting,
" Out of my own Mouth have I been

thus belather'd" On the tub is written,
" Art not thou that Egyptian, which before

these days modest an uproar. Acts xxi. Ve. 38.", and " Tho thou wash Thee with

Nitre, and take Thee much Sope, yet thine Iniquity is marked. Jer : ii. Ve. 22."

On the ground lie broken clubs, called "A Set of broken Arguments."

Henley was at least occasionally a Jacobite ; and on Nov. 30, St. Andrew's

Day, 1 746. preached a sermon or lecture, for which he was taken into custody.

and charged with an endeavour to alienate the people from their allegiance. See
" The Orator Versus Culloden ", No. 2836 ; and entries dated " Nov. 30, 1 746 ",

in this Catalogue; and "A Stir in the City", Ap. 1754.

8f x 7f in.

2823.

THE BRAZEN FACE'D O R OR POPISH INCENDIARY

THE TEMPLE OF REBELLION.

Publish'd According to Act of Parliament December 1O. 1746 (In MS. >

"
price 6d

". [Nov. 30, 1 746 |

THIS engraving shows the interior of the chapel which was used by
" Orato

Henley", evidently a portrait of the place represented in "Oratory Chappel
'

No. 2824, and "The Orator Versus Culloden", &c., No. 2836. The design ii

enclosed by a frame, over which the first title above given is displayed on i

riband
;

a rosary is suspended at each side of the frame. The design exhibit s

Henley preaching in the pulpit of the "
Oratory

"
;
the pulpit cloth is embroidere I

on its lower edge with three fleursde Us, in allusion to the alleged Jacobite tenden -

cies of the
" Orator ", and the French associations of his party. Henley is a fal

unctuous-looking man, as in Hogarth's sketch styled
" Orator Henley Christenin

a Child
"

;
see this title No. 2837 ;

his right hand is extended in a declamatory wa^ ,

in his left hand is a handkerchief. Above the preacher's head flies a Devil, abou c

to adjust a noose round Henley's neck
;
the Devil likewise holds what the designt

doubtless intended for " a Scarlet Hat "
of a Romish Cardinal, see below. In th ;

gallery of the chapel many persons are assembled, and listen with animated intern c

to the preacher. A considerable number of these persons are old women ;
one ( f

the men wears a surplice, or a gown of office.

Near the foot of the steps a man (" Jack Ketch "
?) leans over and holds i

book, or placard, towards the audience, on this is
"
Coup de Grace ".

1 A large >.

nximber of persons gather on the open floor of the "
Oratory ", among thet 3

See the verses cited below.
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is a very burly man, with a long stick in his hand, and attended by a large dog ;

he is probably a butcher, and the figure was introduced with satirical reference

to the situation of the chapel among the shambles of Newport Market
;

this fact

is referred to by Pope in
" The Dunciad ", iii.

" But Fate with butchers placed thy priestly stall ".

The "Butcher, Frenchman, Scot and Tory
"

are indicated as among the

audience in "Oratory Chappel". Scotchmen appear in that design and in
" The Orator Versus Culloden ". Near the butcher stands a person in a

long official gown, whose face is evidently a portrait of some noted Jacobite

of the day. Three rows of pews occupy part of the floor immediately in

front of the pulpit, which latter is guarded by a strong railing with spikes at

the top. A similar railing (it has the place of the communion railing in an

English place of worship), occurs in " The Orator Versus Culloden ", and does

not appear in "
Oratory Chappel ". The clerk's desk is empty.

Below the design the following verses are engraved :

"THE TEMPLE OF REBELLION.

H y exalts his Voice, his Arms extends,

And Blasphemy & Treason madly blends,

The old Seducer, still to Traytors near,

Inspires his Eloquence, & checks his Fear :

A Scarlet Hat's the Lure shou'd chance a Rope ?

Why he'd be canoniz'd by Church & Pope :

Thus whilst he risks his Neck, their Spleen to feast,

His Rebel-Flock applaud their Zany-Priest :

But Shame will sure bedimm his brazen Face,

When Ketch prepares to give The Coup de Grace."

For the occasion of the publication of this print see " O H in the

Suds ", No. 2822
;
and " The Orator Versus Culloden", as above. For Henley at

his chapel or "
oratory", see " The Oratory ", No. 1871, and the references given

with the last-named entry in this Catalogue. See the entries dated " Nov. 30,

1746 ", and " A Stir in the City ", Ap. 1 754.
8i X Si in.

2824.

Oratory Chappel (No. I.)

W. Hogarth fee
1
, price 6d

. [Nov. 30, 1 746]

THIS etching shows Orator Henley preaching in a chapel ;
his clerk is armed with a

club. One side of the pulpit is decorated with a medallion of an imp resembling an

owl. On the top of the sounding board is a dancing dog, in Scotch plaid, holding
a board, inscribed "Politicks 8f Divinity". The floor is covered with men

standing or sitting, and more or less attentively listening to the Orator; one

man reads from a newspaper, another addresses Henley, although the latter is in

the heat of his discourse. The gallery is filled with men who are shouting and

brandishing clubs. Over them is written,
" It is written my house shall be called

y
e house of prayer but ye have made it a den of thieves." In a pew marked " Pens

for y
f Doctors Friends Sfc", is a very rough-looking group, described thus on the

pew :

" Butcher Frenchman Scot and Tory.
Join to rob Britain of its Glory"

*

1 See "Orator H y laying the Independent Rump Ghosts", &c., No. 2798.
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Against the wall is a coat of arms bearing three heads or masks ; crest, an ass's

head, with a label, inscribed " BRAY "; supporters, a wolf and fox
;
motto ....

"NO F1ATH 1 NO KING NO LAW". "Repaired and Beautifyd by O r

H y", is written on the wall below the escutcheon. An advertisement is

stuck on the wall below,
"
Subjects to night y

e
Battle of Dettingin Sf y

e

Bishops ".

Beneath are Pope's lines :

" Heaven with Butchers plac'd thy Priestly stall

Poor humble Faith to mangle, hack & maul.
"

" W. Hogarth fee'." appears at one corner of this print, but the work is sup-

posed to be a forgery, by Powell, who was a needy engraver.

See the entries dated " Nov. 30, 1 746 ", in this Catalogue ;
see likewise "A

Stir in the City", Ap. 1754.

7X4^ in.

2825. Oratory Ohappel (No. 2.)

W. Hogarth fee
1

price bd J. I. fee
1

(Jane Ireland fecit) [Nov. 30, 1746]

THIS etching is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same;

title and date, No. 2824. It is distinguishable from the original by the horizontal

lines below the sill of the window; these, in the original, are straight and firmly

drawn, appearing to have been ruled, in the copy they are irregular and waved. It

was prepared to illustrate the first volume of "
Graphic Illustrations of Hogarth' ,

by Samuel Ireland (133. f. 8.), 1794; an impression faces p. 138.

H X 4|

2826.

Rebellion Rewarded Os The Ordination ofKeppoch B -p of C le I'/

y
e D I the Pope fy y

e
Pretender

Published According to Act of Parliament Oct y' 31*' 1746 [1746]

AN engraving, showing the gate of Carlisle, where the Devil and the Pope are placin
*

their hands on the head of Keppoch, Cappoch, or Coppock, and presenting him wit 1

a mitre, as he kneels before them; the Pretender gives him the writ for a bishopri< ,

inscribed " For our Trusty Sfc." Many attendants stand near, including pipers an I

Highlanders with the Pretender's banner, on which are three crowns and a coffin, ir -

timating that he would attain one or the other. At one side are three persons, Lore 3

Balmerino, Kilmarnock, and Cromartie, caught in a trap baited with various ofnc< s

of state; "Prince M r", "sect of State", and "Z d H h T r
'

" C /*",
" Gl of man r Reg

1 "
(i.e.

" General of Manchester Regiment" .

Lord Lovat and a fox, after looking cunningly at the trap, steal quietly away ;
tl e

former has the action of the hands in Hogarth's sketch, see " Lord Lovat countir ?

the Clans", &c., No. 2801. Lords Balmerino and Kilmarnock were executed en

Tower Hill, Lord Cromartie was reprieved ; see " The Stature, Dress ", &( .,

No. 2818. Lord Lovat manoeuvred craftily to keep himself and his properly

secure, but without success ;
he was afterwards caught and executed.

" Thomas Coppock, of Lancashire, made by the Pretender Bishop of Carlisle ;

but he did not continue long in his Bishoprick, and was the first of his functif n

that I ever knew to be hanged." Ray's
"
Complete History of the Rebellion ',

p- 223.

1 No Faith ".
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Coppock was a young student of theology, of libertine habits, who, according
to a popular rumour, had been made Bishop of Carlisle, by the Pretender, on

his visit to that city. During his imprisonment in Carlisle Castle, he very nearly
succeeded in effecting his escape by the following ingenious means :

"
Bp. Cappoch,

with 6 more rebel prisoners in the castle, had saw'd off their irons by an

instrument prepared by a new method : they laid a silk handkerchief single over

the mouth of a drinking glass, and ty'd it hard at the bottom, then struck the edge
of a case knife on the brim of the glass (thus covered to prevent noise) till it

became a saw
;
with such knives they cut their irons, and when the teeth were

blunt, they had recourse to the glass to renew it. A knife will not cut a handker-

chief when struck upon it in this manner." "The Gentleman's Magazine", 1746,

P- 555-
"
It is recorded of Coppock, that seeing some of his companions apparently giving

way to despondency,
' Cheer up,' he said,

' we shall not be tried by a Cumberland

jury in the next world.'" Mr. J. H. Jesse's "Memoirs of the Pretenders", 1858,

p. 446.
"

bishop Cappoch, who left a good benefice to follow the rebels, was

made by the young Pretender bishop of Carlisle" " The Gentleman's Maga-
zine", 17465 P- 494-

At Coppock's trial at Carlisle, September 11,"He appeared in his gown and

cassock, and confidently insisted that he was compelled, calling his own father and

Mary Humphries in evidence, but in vain ; then one of the rebels, to prove that he

endeavoured to make his escape ;
but this evidence was also of no service

;
it being

fully proved by many witnesses, that he voluntarily went with the rebels from

Manchester to Derby, and so back to Carlisle; at which places he pray'd for

K. James, Charles prince of Wales, regent of England, and the duke of York ;

that at Manchester he preached from Psalm xcvii. 1,
' The Lord is king, the earth

may be glad thereof;
'

that at Carlisle he wore a hanger, a plaid sash, and white

cockade, acting as a quartermaster ; that he had said to a man, on his return to

Manchester, that himself had taken two prisoners ;
that his prince offered the duke

battle, but he ran away ;
that they returned to Scotland only to join Lord Jn

Drummond, who was landed with many thousand French. His evidence, Miss

Humphreys, proved his hand-writing to a letter in which he had the impudence to

write, that the duke ordered him to be kept on half a pound of bread a day and

nasty water, because he protested against the surrender of Carlisle, and would have

fought the duke's troops at Stanwix. The jury, whom he doubted not to puzzle,
found him guilty in two minutes" (as above cited, p. 495). He was executed at

Carlisle, October 18, 1746.
1 2| X 8 in.

2827.

L D M NS DlVERTION.

J. Hulett sculp. . [1746]

THIS print does not appear to represent any particular transaction, but merely one

of the scenes of ordinary occurrence at gambling houses.

Below, are engraved the following lines :

" In Picture, here, the Gaming Table view,

And all the Passions of the gaming Crew
;

Where Villans, vers'd in every vile Deceit,

Men of high Birth & noble Fortune meet ;

Who, stranger still ! devoid of Sense & Shame,
Stake against Ruin, Quiet, Wealth and Fame.
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Sharpers on Fools, as Pikes on Gudgeons prey ;

But wiser Gudgeons keep themselves away
From the Destroyer's Haunts ; Fools thither run,

And Spite of all Forewarnings are undone."

"To the Prudent in General: This Plate is humbly Inscrib'd by their

most obedient Serv 1
. James Hulett."

See " Covent Garden Gaming Table," No. 2828.

lo X 12 in.

2828.

Covent Garden Gaming Table.

London printedfor John Ryall in Fleet Street. [l 746]

THIS is the same plate as that employed for
" L dM-'s Divertion ", No. 2827,

with the title altered, the publication line being inserted, and work added, which is

particularly visible in the arm of the coat of the person stooping to pick up tho

money or counters which have fallen to the ground.
1 X 1 2 in.

2829.

Modern CHARACTERS. A Collection of Modern Statues and

Caracters.

According to Act of Parliament: June 5'* 1746. [1746]

AN engraving. Seven statues are on pedestals ; each pedestal is inscribed with :i

classic name, with a skeleton of the real name beneath it, thus :
" Proteus L -

B-Ae"; "Cicero, E. O-rf";
" Clodius E. C-dy"; "Curio E.

B A"; "Aristophanes E. S rs"
1

;

" Museus P-tt" ;

"
Atticus, P-l m".

Beneath, are printed "characters" of these persons. Lord Bolingbroke lean?

one of his elbows on a pile of books, which is supported by a pedestal ;
he carrie J

a pen in one hand, has placed the other hand on his breast, and looks upwards a ;

if thinking. The Earl of Orford (Sir R. Walpole), wears his "blew string", t.< .

the riband of the Garter, and is in the act of addressing, in a persuasive manner, i

public audience ; his right hand is extended, his left hand is doubled on his hip. Eai I

Cholmondeley is speaking to a large audience, and holds a small snuffbox (?) ;
h ;

wears a peer's riband. The Earl of Bath (W. Pulteney) is a short, stout, bow -

legged man with very broad shoulders, and a short neck
;
he holds his newly receive I

coronet in his right hand, his left hand is placed on his chest. The Earl of Stair -i

walking forward, holding a leading staff; at his feet is a trophy of arms. Mr. Pii t

is a tall, slender young man, standing, as if in the act of speaking to an assembl; ,

in a slightly theatrical manner. Mr. Pelham holds a scroll of paper.
For Mr. Pelham, see " A Cheap and Easy Method ", &<;., No. 2604 ;

" Broad-bottoms ", No. 262 1
;

" A Courier just Setting Out ", No. 2629 ;

" Tl 3

Noble Game of Bob Cherry ", No. 2850;
" Locusts ", No. 301 8

;

" The Conduc ,

of the two B-rs ", No. 3069 ;

" The Conduct of the two B-s ", No. 3070 ;

"A Tryal", &c., No. 3082; "The Grand Conference", 1753; "Published f( r

Mr. Foreskin ", 1753; "His Arrival", &c., March 6, 1754;
" Le Porteur D'eau ,

No. 3110; "Haw'y Haw'y L b th", No. 2873. It appears that Mr. Hem y

Pelham was the King Harry IXth alluded to in
"
King Harry the IXth", No. 258: ,

see " Sir Billy Tinsel. An Excellent New Ballad ", reprinted in " The Foundlii %
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Hospital for Wit ", No. vi. p. 7, referring to Sir W. Calvert, brewer, and Lord

Mayor of London, 1749, as a client of "King H r y", i.e., Mr. Pelham. See

likewise "Harry the Ninth", &c., 1756; "A Satirical Illustration", &c.
;

"Duke of Newcastle", 1759.
For William Pulteney, Earl of Bath, see " Risum teneatis Amici ?", No. 1833 ;

and, in the present volume,
"
Frontispiece to

' The court Monkies
'

", No. 2O26
;

"The Players' last refuge", No. 2146; "The Present state of a Certain Great

Kingdom", No. 2336; "The Motion", No. 2479; "The Acquital", No.

2486; "The Funeral of Faction", No. 2487; "The Political Libertines",
No. 2490; "What's all This! ", No. 2495 ;

"The Banner of Liberty", No. 2505 ;

"The Political Vomit", No. 2531 ;
"The Promotion", No. 2535;

" From One
House to Another", No. 2536; "The Treacherous Patriot", &c., No. 2538;
"The Screen", No. 2540; "The Craftsman Unmask'd", No. 2557; "The
Anticraftsman Unmask'd", No. 2558; "Bristol and Nottingham", &c., No.

2570; "Magna Farta", No. 2575; "TheH r T p Man", No. 2578 ;

"The Claims of the Broad Bottom", No. 2579; "A Political Battle Royal",
No. 2581 ;

"Doctor Rock's Political Speech", No. 2598; "A Cheap and Easy
Method", &c., No. 2604; "A Courier just Setting out", No. 2629; "A Welch
K 1", 2630; "Byng Return'd ", July 26, 1756.

1 1 1 x 6 in.

2830.

" TRUTH TRIUMPHANT Dedicated To all True Protestants and
Lovers of Liberty by their Humbte

Ser* Thomas Ewart ".
"
Magna Est Veritas Et Praevalebit"

Sold by T. Ewart facing Old Slaughters Coffee House Sl
. Martins Lane.

Publish'd According to Act of Parliament August y' 4'*: 1746 Price 6d

[1746]

THIS engraved design is surrounded by a highly decorated scroll border, on the

top of which is a compartment inclosing the title
;
on one side are emblems of

"Popish" persecutions, a bell, book and candle, "BULLS", an "ANETHEMA",
faggots, a scourge, saw, knife, pincers. On the other side, the Lamb is reposing on
" THE BOOK OF LIFE", a crosier, mitre, celestial crown, &c., amid rays of glory

The central design comprises
" A ", Justice holding the Balance of Truth .

in one scale the "BIBLE" weighs down "BULLS", "PARDONS", "GENERAL
COUNCELS",

" INDUL" , crucifixes, rosaries, &c.;
" B" is Faith; "c",

Hope; "D", Charity;
"
E", Liberty;

"
F", the Devil endeavouring to over-

throw Truth by pulling down the Popish scale; "//", Superstition kneeling at

an altar; "/", Tyranny rushing forward with a sword, yoke, and bridle, from the
"
INQUISITION", a building in the background. Beneath, in a distinct compart-

ment, is the "Explanation":
" A Justice Holding the Ballance of truth, B Faith, C Hope, D Charity, the

Foundation of Protestantism. E Liberty the Support of our Religion. F The
Devil G The Pope, Endeavouring at The Overthrow of truth. H Superstition,
the Blind Guide of Popery. I Tyrany, the Support of their horrid Principles"

This contrast between Protestantism and Popery was occasioned by the Scotch

raid, which the people believed would, if successful, have introduced Popery and

arbitrary power. See "Protestantism & Liberty", Sept. 1757

10|- X 7| in.

III. S S
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2831.
The Cats Paw.

May's Buildings (i.e. published by George Bickham.) July 9 1746

[1746]

AN engraving. Doctor Thompson, seated in a chariot which is driven by a Zany
dressed in plaid, waves a flag decorated with thistles, and inscribed,

" Vernon and

the Independents for ever"
;
he shakes hands with a Scotchman (i.e. a Jacobite).

The chariot door bears an escutcheon which is emblazoned with a cradle, and, in

the head thrown back, are "
Infallible Injections" and " A Specifick for the Scotch

Fidle ". Thompson is driving towards the College of Physicians, London, on

the pediment over the gate of which is seated an ape, saying,
"
Pray admit him,

he was my Doctor in Ginnea". Some physicians on the walls object with " No
enterance hear for Fools", and "We like the Scandal", "But despise the Fellow ".

He is no favourite with the mob, who cry, "He a Doctor", and "Down with If.

Th on". Beneath are engraved these lines :

" This Doctor from North Britain came to Eat, & learn his Trade '

As Tyro's do of Scotish Breed, & so, are great Men made
To Sea he went, Burgoo to Eat, & Negroes hides to Dress

The Punch to make, & Cook the meat, for Captain & his Mess.

Then home return'd greatly improv'd, in cureing Itch, & Yaws,
Set up a Doctor, & now wrights, in hope to gain Applause."

April 26, 1746, Sir Thomas Winnington had put himself into the hands of one

Thomson a quack, the foundation of whose method in medicine could be guessed

only by a general contradiction to all received practice. Several pamphlets were

written on this case, one by Thompson was replied to by Dr. J. Campbell.
The "

Independants
"
were a club of electors of Westminster, and of Jacobite

proclivities. They were accustomed to celebrate anniversary feasts. Their fii st

toast after dinner was " The King ", when each person having a glass of water on

his left hand, waved his glass of wine over it as he pronounced the toast; meaning
the "

King over the Water ", i.e. the Pretender. See " An Exact Description ",

No. 2797 ;

" Orator H y laying the Independent Rump Ghosts ", No. 279' 1

;

"A Faithful Narrative", No. 2794. For Winnington, see " The Cato of 1 757 ",

Ap. 1757.
1 24- x 64 in.

2832.

The agreeable CONTRAST between the British Hero, and the Italii n

Fugitive.

AN engraving. In a library, which comprises a bookcase filled with " Romt ih

Legends ", is seated the Pretender Charles Edward Stuart, reading, and leaning '. iis

elbow on " The Popes Bull "
;
on the ground at his feet lie a broken anchor, ant a

print of " The Rebels defeated by his Royal Highness William Duke of Cumberla id

April the 1 6<A
. 1 746 ". At the side stands Britannia addressing the Pretender :

" Vain Tool behold here at thy Feet,
Your broken hopes and Cullodens Defeat"

On the table is a written paper, inscribed :

" That British Valour has conspired to quell me,
Should Igo home, Dad would notfail to tell me."
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Before the Pretender stands the Duke of Cumberland, saying,
" Britain gave

me Life, for her Safety I'll readily risk it." Beneath is engraved :

" Here Happy Britain tells her Joyfull Tales,

And may again since Williams Arms prevails."

For the Pretender, see " The Auction", 1756 J
for the Duke of Cumberland,

see " Dinah relates her distresses ", 1 757-

lOf- X 7| in.

THE AGREEABLE CONTRAST. Shews that a Greyhound is more

agreeable than an Elephant, $~ a Genteel personage More agree-

ably Pleasing than a Clumsey one, a Country Lass is better y
n a

town trollop and that Flora was better pleasd than Fanny to be

had of the author in Bromley street.

W. Ebersley Inv* et Sculp' [1746]

AN engraving, showing a landscape, with mountains in the distance. In the

foreground is the Pretender, saying,
"
Mercy $* Love Peace &fc ", and turning

round to admire Miss Flora Macdonald
;
at his side is a greyhound. She is carrying

a basket of flowers, and exclaims,
" Oh I the Agreeable Creature w1 a Long tail he

has". The Duke of Cumberland stands on the other side, a huge fat man, with a

knife in his hand, and wearing a butcher's apron ;
he exclaims "B d Sf W ds ",

at his side is an elephant, his alleged
" double ". A female behind says,

" Let no

body Like Me be Deceived with such a pittifull tail ".

Charles Edward Stuart was graceful in person, agreeable in manners, and a

favourite with ladies : the Duke of Cumberland was large and unwieldy in

person ; he is here dressed like a butcher, in allusion to the name of "Butcher",
which was given on account of the cruelty ascribed to him after the battle of

Culloden.

For the Pretender, see
" The Auction", 1 756 ;

for the Duke of Cumberland,
see "Dinah relates her distresses", 1757; for Miss F. Macdonald, see "How
happy could I be with Either", No. 2853.

lo x 61 in.

2834.

A Jacobite Satire on the Duke of Cumberland. [Without a
title.]

[1746]

IN this engraving the Pretender, in a Scotch military dress, stands beneath a tree
;

below him are a Cap of "
Liberty ", a crowned thistle, a lamb standing on a howling

wolf; beyond, a tent, and Scotch soldiers. Opposite is the Duke of Cumberland,

holding a bloody axe, and standing by a leafless tree ; below him appear the Crown

falling from a plant, which is perhaps a turnip, a lamb endeavouring to escape from

a wolf; beyond, a head and arm lie on a blazing altar, and several bodies are

suspended from a gallows. Between the Duke and the Pretender is seated

Britannia, holding a balance, in which "Mercy
"
outweighs

"
Butchery ". Below

are three flourishing thistles.

These verses are engraved under the design :

" Look here upon this Picture, and on this

The counterfeit Presentment of two P-s

See what a Grace is seated on this Brow
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An Eye like Mars, to threaten & Command
Where every God hath seem'd to set his Seal,

To give the World Assurance of a Man
Look you now on the other,

Blasting his wholsom Country. Have you Eyes
Could you on this fair Mountain leave to feed

And batten on this Moor ? Ha ! have you Eyes ?

You cannot call it Love, for at your Age,
The heyday of the Blood is tame, it's humble

And waits upon y
e
Judgment, & what Judgment

Would step from this to this ?
"

For the allusion of the turnip, see
" The II-r T-p Man", No. 2578;

for the Pretender, see " The Auction ", 1756; for the Duke of Cumberland, see

"Dinah relates her distresses", 1757-
1O X 6 in.

" The Orator"

De Laport invent Sayaveo sculp

AN engraving, being a portrait of Orator Henley, in a wig and bands, with the

body and ears of a fox, seated on a tub, which is inscribed " THE ORATOE."
1

Through a round hole in the tub, under which is
" AMEN ", appear the head of a a

ape, and one paw of this animal pointing significantly to money in the other, as :.f

that were the chief object of the " Orator." Behind the fox is a curtain, on

which is represented Henley preaching in his Oratory, and above is the motto
" Inveniam Viam, out fuciam."

This man, to whom Pope said that he was :
" Preacher at once and Zany of thy

Age," struck medals, which he dispersed as tickets to his subscribers, they bore a stt r

rising to the meridian, and this motto,
" ad summa" and, below,

" Inveniam viam ant

faciam" Each auditor paid one shilling. Henley's audience was generally com-

posed of the lower classes. A butcher was his door-keeper, and order wi s

preserved by club law. For Henley, see "The Oratory", No. 1871 ;

" A St r

in the City", Ap. 1754; and entries in this Catalogue dated, "Aug. 1, 1746 ',

and " Nov. 30, 1 746."

Sf X 8 in.

2836.

The ORATOR Versus CULLODEN fy E. Contra.

Published according to Act of Parliament l?4y. Price 6*. [ 1 74 (

] 1

AN engraving, the scene ofwhich is the "
Oratory" Chapel, as in " Oratory Chappel ',

No. 2824, where Orator Henley, wearing a Scotch bonnet, and armed with a bro; d

sword and target, is roaring from his pulpit
" The Valiant Camerons and Fraso -s

and Andrw. Blyde the Martyr at Kennington ". A barrister in the uniform of t ie

Loyal Association *
is thrusting at him with his bayonet, and exclaiming,

" Gloria is

Culloden 8f the Illustrious House of Hanover." A lawyer, called "
Institutio Legalis ',

rising in a pew, puts out his hand in horror at this attack. The congregati' n

consists of Highlanders and Jacobites, who are exclaiming,
" Success to y

e Ar, is

of a King in y* North Huzza ",
"
Independents ",

"
May the British Lion Sf i 'ie

1 See " The Loyal Associators ", No. 2664.
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Hanover horse both Graze in his own pasture Huzza", "Retrorsum", i.e. may George
of Hanover go back.

Beneath, these lines are engraved :

" Culloden An Associating Lawyer of the Temple under y
e Command of a

Right Honble Chief Justice

Institutio A Gent of the Law who Acted in a Double Capacity as the Orators

Council & Bail & was present at y
e
Orratory on the memorable 30 of Novbr

. 1 746
S* Andrews Day.

To the Gent of y
e Associated Regiment of the Law for the Defence of Church

& State This Plate is Inscrib'd by your Humble Serv'.

A Brother Soldier."

Dec. 4, 1 746.
" The Rev. Mr. Orator Henley, was, by the order of the E.

of Chesterfield, one of his majesty's principal secretaries of state, delivered into

custody of a messenger, in order to be examined on a charge of endeavouring to

alienate the minds of his majesty's subjects from their allegiance by his Sunday's

harangues at his Oratory Chapel, made by Garnon Esq., Dr. Clarke and others.

He was some days after admitted to bail" " The Gentleman's Magazine ", 1 746,

p. 666.

The Independents were a Jacobite club of Westminster Electors ; see
" Orator

H-y laying the Independent Rump Ghosts ", No. 2798. Andrew Blyde, or

Blood, was one of the rebels hung, drawn, and quartered at Kennington Common,
July 30, 1746.

See the entries dated "
Aug. 1

,
1 746 ",

" Nov. 30, 1 746," in this Catalogue ;

and, for Henley,
" A Stir in the City", Ap. 1754.

2837.

ORATOR HENLEY CHRISTENING A CHILD. (No. i.)

[By Hogarth.] [174&]

THIS is a sketch, by Hogarth, in oil coloui's on canvas, representing six figures
assembled about a baptismal font

;
the personages consist of the mother of the

infant
; the clergyman, said to be " Orator Henley ", see " The Oratory ", No.

1871, who carries the child in his arms
;
behind the parson is the clerk, and, next

to him, an elderly woman, probably the nurse ;
in front, is a little girl who appears

to be reaching into the bowl of the font in order to dip her fingers in a basin

which stands there. The mother, a young woman, wears a low dress, open on the

bust, and a cap which is trimmed with dark blue ribbons
;
her gown is white

;

she holds a fan and rests one of her hands on it, having placed it on the rim of

the bowl of the font. This figure is, so far as the face is concerned, nearly

finished, but the rest of it is very slightly sketched. The face is turned to the

front of the design, with an extremely modest and sweet expression. The
" Orator" holds the baby 011 one arm, and appears to be in the act of reciting
a prayer, while, with upraised hand, he accompanies his own words by an affected

gesture ; his eyes are turned towards the abundant bosom of his neighbour.
He is a red-faced, fat man of more than fifty years of age,

1 he wears a fnH,
white wig, clerical bands, and a black gown. The clerk is a lean, long-haired
man who appears in the act of intoning after the mode of his master, see Pope's
satire on the manner of Henley, as quoted with " The Oratory", No. 1871 ;

the clerk holds his broad-brimmed, black felt hat before his breast, throws back

1

Henley was born in 1692.
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his head slightly, turns up his eyes with a sanctimonious expression, and opens
his mouth as if he drawled forth a prayer. As, with regard to the other figures,

the head only of the clerk approaches a finished state, it is less advanced towards

completeness than are those of the mother, and the Orator. The nurse, if it be she,

is a plump woman of about forty-five years of age, in a black hood, a red dress
;

a large watch hangs at her side ;
this figure is not more advanced than that of

the clerk. The figure of the little girl and the form of the font are indicated

only, and by means of outlines dexterously placed with raw umber in a brush
;

such likewise is the case with the skirt of the mother's dress.

This picture was formerly in the possession of Samuel Ireland and was etched

by him, see the same title and date (No. 2.), No. 2838 ;
at his sale, May 6, 1 797,

it was sold, or bought in, for three guineas ;
it was afterwards in the collection of

Mr. Payne Knight, and by him bequeathed to the British Museum. It is in

perfect condition, painted with Hogarth's characteristic skill and fine sense of

female beauty, and on a piece of canvas which was originally of a slightly greenish
brown.

The same subject was treated in a mezzotint engraving by John Sympson,

junior, which is commonly printed in green, so states
" The Genuine Works of

William Hogarth", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens
; London, ii. 1810, pp. 298-9.

Below it are the following verses, indicating a design differing from that by
Hogarth :

l

" Behold Vilaria lately brought to bed,
Her cheeks now strangers to their rosey red

;

Languid her eyes, yet lovely she appears !

And oh ! what fondness her lord's visage wears !

The pamper'd Priest, in whose extended arms

The female infant lies, with budding charms,

Seeming to ask the name ere he baptise,
Casts at the handsome gossips his wanton eyes,
While gay Sir Fopling, an accomplished ass,

Is courting his own dear image in the glass :

The midwife busied too, with mighty care,

Adjusts the cap, shows innocency fair.

Behind her stands the Clerk, on whose grave face

Sleek Abigail cannot forbear to gaze :

But Master, without thought, poor harmless child,

Has on the floor the holy-water spill'd,

Thrown down the hat
;
the lap-dog gnaws the rose :

And at the fire the nurse is warming cloaths.

One guest enquires the Parson's name ; says Friendly,

Why, don't you know, Sir ? 't is Hyp Doctor H y."

The publication line of this version of Hogarth's design is said to be " Sold bj
J. Sympson, at the Dove in Russel-court, Drury-lane."

For the "Hyp-Doctor" see "The Oratory", No. 1871 ;
"Orator Henley

preaching", No. 1872; and "The Art and Mystery of Printing", No. 1898;
and, for references to Henley in this Catalogue, see " A Stir in the City ", Ap
1754-

1 These verses are quoted in "
Graphic Illustrations of Hogarth ", by S

Ireland, London, 1794, l - P- I 3&i with variations from the above.
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2838. Orator HENLEY christening a Child. (No. 2.)

Etch'd by Sam
1

. Ireland from an Original Sketch in Oil in

his possession by Hogarth.
To Francis Grose Es<f. F.A.8. an Encourager $ promoter of

the Arts, this Etching from his favorite Hogarth is inscribed by
his obliged Friend fy Servant Sam1

. Ireland.

Hogarth pinx
1
. S. Ireland fecit. Published March 1 1786, by W.

Dickenson N" 158, New Bond S1
. [ J 746]

THIS etching is a copy, reversed, from the sketch in oil which is described as

(No. 1.), with the same title and date, No. 2837.
The expressions of the faces differ in some respects from those of the original.

See "A Woman swearing a Child to a grave Citizen." No. 2261.

lof x 11$ in.

2839. Orator Henley Christening a Child. (No. 3.)

Hogarth pinx* Jane Ireland sculp
1

[ 1 74^]

THIS print is a copy from the design by Hogarth which is described as (No. 1 .),

with the same title and date, No. 2837. An impression occurs facing p. 1 35, vol. i.

of "Graphic Illustrations of Hogarth", &c., by S. Ireland, 1794, in which the

signature of the engraver is reduced to
" J. I. sculp*"

This print is not reversed from the painting of which it is a copy.

4-T X ^T IB<

2840. ORATOR HENLEY CHRISTENING A CHILD. (No. 4.)

ORATOR HENLEY.

G. Cruikshank sculp. [1746]

THIS etching faces page 1 of the fourth volume of" Portraits, Memoirs, and Cha-

racters of Remarkable Persons, from the Revolution in 1688 to the end of the

Reign of George II.", by James Caulfield, 1820. At foot is
" ORATOR HENLEY."

The figure of the " Orator
"
stands alone, as extracted from Hogarth's design

of "
Orator Henley christening a Child ;" he holds the infant, and his eyes are

directed to our left, as described before; see (No. 1.), with the same title and

date, No. 2837.
The text contains a biographical notice of Orator Henley.

3^ X 7 in.

2841.
" LO I THE ORATOR "

[1746]

AN entn-aving of a half-man, half-fox, preaching in a pulpit. On the sounding

board is written,
U LO! THE ORATOR'". On three pedestals on the ground
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are a dancing pig ; Roger Bacon's " Brazen Head ", pronouncing,
" Time was ",

" Time is ",
" Time's to come "

;
likewise a purse.

Beneath are engraved the lines :

" Bel & the Dragon's Chaplins were,

More Moderate than you by far ;

For they, poor Knaves were glad to Cheat,

To get their wives and Children meat,
But you'l Sir not be fobb'd off So,

You will have meat and money too.

Sure you must from your Primitive

And Heathen Priesthood, this Derive,

When Butchers were the only Clerks,

Elders & Presbyters of Kirks. Hudibras."

This is, apparently, a magazine print, and refers to
" Orator Henley", as to whom

see the entries in this Catalogue, which are dated "
Aug. 1, 1 746 ", and " Nov.

30, 1746", and " A Stir in the City", Ap. 1754.

3i X 41- in.

2842.

"A POLITICAL MAP OF EUROPE".

PMisKd Decr
. l6M . 1746 according to Act of Parliament [174^]

AN engraving, being an outline-map of a great part of Europe and part of Norih

America, comprising illustrations of circumstances occurring at each place, ard

resembling pictures. Off the coast of ''NOVA SCOTIA" is a fleet violently battered

by winds and waves. This was the formidable armament sent from Brest 1o

recover Cape Breton
;
sickness prevailed in the transport ships, the whole flent

was repeatedly attacked by furious storms, and most of the vessels were wrecked

or dispersed.
In Nova Scotia itself are men shouting, "No Bourbonite Ministry". This

probably alludes to the desire of those interested in the fishery on this coast i o

expel the French who had settled there, and were acting in contravention of tl e

provisions of the Treaty of Utrecht in regard to this fishery.

The fleet assembled near "Brest" is, perhaps, that destined for the recaptu) e

of Cape Breton, which, as stated above, was wrecked or dispersed on the coasts > >f

America. Many ships are near "
St. Sebastians".

The south and east coasts of Great Britain are guarded by ships against tl e

expected attacks of France.

At ''Breda" a congress was held in September, 1746, to confer on terms f

peace, but the French were so exigent in their demands that the conferences we: e

soon interrupted ; accordingly, in this design, three torn pieces of paper lie t

the foot of a table, and are inscribed respectively,
" Frustra

"
; a man sits t

the table, thinking, and with books before him. A gentleman says,
" In utrumq; e

paratus ".

The " Sun of France
"
was partially eclipsed by the failure of the Jacob! e

invasion of England, and by the expulsion of the French from Piedmont and tl e

Milanese provinces ; accordingly the Sun shining near " Paris
"

is about to 1 e

eclipsed; near this is written, "Lumen Ademptum Est".
The Queen of Hungary, elated with the election of her husband to the Tinperi J

throne, hoped,
1

by the aid of the Germanic body, England, and Holland, o

humble France, and that Victory would insure revenge at the gates of Paris.

1 See "The Queen of Hungarys Whetstone", No. 2610; "The Evacu -

tion ", No. 26 1 1 .
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The Treaty of Worms1 was made by the Queen of Hungary, King of Sardinia,

&c. The king renounced Milan, and guaranteed the Pragmatic Sanction. The

queen made cessions of provinces. England agreed to pay the King of Sardinia

280,000 if he would maintain an army of 40,000 foot and 5,000 horse. There-

fore the map shows, in the region of Worms, the meridian Sun of France eclipsed

by clouds, with the inscription,
" Crescit ab Adversis splendor Mens ". An Angel

of Victory, bearing a laurel crown and branch of palm, leads the way for Furies, one

of whom exclaims "
Reveng

"
(e), another cries,

"
Revenge at the Gates of Paris ",

a third demands "
Revenge ". Near " Turin ", Victory is seated in a chariot drawn

by eagles, she holds a banner inscribed "
Treaty of Worms ". Below the feet

of the eagles is a road, leading into the heart of France, and on it is written
" Hoc Virtutis Iter ". Near " Genoa ", where a ship is sinking, are several men

packing barrels, and bales of goods ; a man (Austrian ?) significantly says
" Sic

Transit ", and points to this incident
; the Austrians took possession of Genoa

;

see
"
Europe in Masquerade", No. 2858.

lu " SPAIN" is a court scene, a group of distinguished persons stand near a

throne, the Devil is putting a crown on the head of a king.
22i X 15 HI.

2843.

The Butcher. Taken from y
e

Sign of a Butcher in y
e Butcher Row.

[1746]

AN engraving, coloured by hand, showing the " Butcher
"

inclosed by an orna-

mented scroll border, wherein are introduced a satyr's head, torches, flames, a serpent,

and a reversed thistle, emblematical of the victory won at Culloden by the Duke of

Cumberland, who is symbolized by this figure of an ox standing on its hind legs ;

the head is that of a calf. He wears a short military jacket decorated with a star

and an epaulette, the latter is formed of butcher's hooks, butcher's sleeves, apron,
&c.

;
a candle is stuck in his small cocked hat ; in one hand is a bloody cleaver, in

the other a slaughterer's axe. On his breast is a butcher's tray. In the background
are a house in flames, with soldiers preventing the inmates from escaping, a

gallows and flames for the execution of rebels.

Below the design these verses are engraved :

" Old JEsop who in Morals did surpass,

Wrapt in a Lion's Skin, produc'd an Ass,

And sure as fit a Cloathing we provide,
Who dress a Butcher in an Oxe's Hide.

The Candle serves his Foe-men to disclose,

The Tray 's a Breast-Plate, to ward of their Blows

His Axe, Knives, Clever, is prepar'd for fight,

And Death & Slaughter are his sole delight
Thus arm'd he Terror all arc

1*

doth spread
Had he not borrow'd, from a Calf his Head.

Decemr
19. 1746"

The extreme severities said to have been practised by order of the Duke of

Cumberland, after the battle of Culloden, obtained for him the nickname of " The

1 See "The Promotion", No. 2535 ;

" A list of Foreign soldiers", &c., No.
2605; "The Court Fright", No. 2606.
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Butcher," and as such he is here represented. The executions and barbarities

attributed to him are exhibited in the background.
For the Duke of Cumberland, see " Dinah relates her distresses", 1757-

7f X 12f in.

2844.

Count Newports X-mas Mumping Jury.
[1746]

AN engraving showing a street, in which is a procession of persons in cocked

hats and cloaks, with numbers referring to the figures, as below
;
one man is

decorated with a portcullis, as a badge ; two persons carry begging-boxes ;
two

wear high caps, with labels in front inscribed,
" We have no authority to Ask for

anything", ''''All you that will give us any thing it Shall be given as Colected".

Two have placards suspended over their shoulders inscribed " Golden Rules cf
Photy

"
(?), and "

By the Charter of the Law Britain "; some are gesticu-

lating and shouting. Beneath is engraved :

"
1 Burger Assistant 2 Stump Burger 3, & 15 Box Carriers 4 Ser-

jeant Attendant 5 Burger D. 6 Rule Bearer 7 Herald Blasoner
;

8

Charter Bearer 9, 1O, ll, Burgess Stump 12 Herbenger 13 Butler of

y
e Court 14 Pursuivants 16 Messenger to y

e Court 17 Peace Officer."
"
Mumpers", says Grose, were originally beggars of the genteel kind, but tbe

term has been since used for beggars in general. The persons here represented
wear cloaks as members of a corporation; one wears the fur cap of civic dignit",

and the portcullis on the arm of one man connects him with Westminster. In tie

prints of the procession, see "An Exact Description", &c., No. 2797, and
" Orator H y laying the Independent Rump Ghosts," No. 2798, Count Newport.
is called

" The Butcher," and represented as such ; both these prints are satires on

the Club of "
Independent

"
Electors of Westminster, who were warm Jacobites

;

it may, therefore, be fairly concluded that this engraving refers to the same society.

1 if X 6f in.

2845.
" M. A. YOUNG. - OF ELTHAM. 1746"

(A satirical Portrait).

Etched by Wm
. Fauquier sen

r
. Esq

r
. [ 1 746 ]

THIS etching gives a portrait to the hips in profile, to our right, of an elder] y

woman, with a big nose and a protruding lower jaw : she wears a close ca-
>,

trimmed with lace at the fore edges ;
her right hand hangs in front of her body : a

a listless manner
;
she stoops.

The same etcher produced
" Miss Turner ", No. 2590.

4*. x 2J in.

2846.
"The JUNTO."

A Satire on Tavern politics (?)

Drawn from Life fr Etchd by Tim Tickle [l74< ]

THIS is an etched outline representing, as if drawn with a pen, a party of m< i

seated at a table in a club-room, or tavern parlour. On the table are a bo'* 1
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of punch, tobacco-pipes, drinking glasses, and cards. A cat and a dog are

quarrelling under the table.

The chairman, a lean, elderly person, sits in an armchair at the further

extremity of the table, and, wielding the hammer of office, seems to be singing :

" Were I all Heart of Timber
Id put the Bagpipes down"

The man on the chairman's right is a butcher, with a sharpening steel hanging
at his girdle, who flourishes a knife, and says, referring to the dog attacking the

cat,
" Pm all for Liberty Seize her Rover" ; he has put one of his legs in a chair,

and lolls in half-tipsy ease in a second chair. A man seated on the chairman's left,

says, leaning his chin on the head of his walking-stick,
" D n the Cat At her

Doodle ", a lapdog sits at the speaker's side. A fourth man, wearing spectacles,
holds a candle close to a sheet of paper and reads, if he were illiterate, or

his sight extremely defective, saying
" A n d and The the ".

Another man, who sits at the foot of the table, with his back towards us,

holds a newspaper on which is
" Far* Post" l

(Farthing Post).
Below the design the following lines are etched :

" Some Men are mad, if they behold a Cat

And others, when the Bagpipe sings i' the Nose,
Cannot contain their Urine

Vide Shakespear
1

s Shylock".
81 x 6 in.

2847.

LOVAT'S GHOST on PILGRIMAGE. (No. I.)

Published according to Act of Parliament June 15'*- 1 747- [ J 746]

A MEZZOTINT, showing that Lord Lovat, in the form of a monk, and carrying his

head in his hand, is walking, supported by a staff, amid tombstones, one of which

is inscribed,
" This Monument was erected By SIMON Lord Fraser of Lovat, 8fc. Sfc"

Below the design are engraved these verses :

"
Disguis'd thro' Life, a layman at y

e
Block,

My headless Trunk resumes y
e Monkish Frock

;

Doom'd for my Crimes in Pilgrimage to roam,
With weary Steps I seek my Native Home,
Where Vanity inscribes my Father's Tomb
But Justice now denies my Carcase Room."

" Lord Lovat at one time resided with the exiled Court of St. Germains, and

with a view of ingratiating himself with Louis XIV. and Mary of Modena,
declared himself a convert to the Romish faith. This step he improved afterwards,

when imprisoned in the Bastile, by taking holy orders ; and having, principally by
this means, obtained his release, he enrolled himself in the Society of Jesus, whom
he had not only address enough to deceive by an assumption of superior holiness,

but for a time actually did duty as cure at St. Omer."

The following advertisement, referring to this print, appeared in
" The General

Advertiser", June 17, 1747, p. 2, col. 3 :

" This Day is Published, [Price One

1 See "A Rake's Progress", Plate IV. No. 22O2, p. 143, for a note on

"The Farthing Post".
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Shilling.] A Print of Lovat's Ghost on Pilgrimage
"

;
the above-quoted verses are

repeated, and the publication line is
" Sold by W. Owen, Publisher, at Homer s

Head, near Temple Bar, Fleet-street" For Lord Lovat, see " Lord Lovat

counting the Clans", No. 2801.

12 X 7in.

2848. LOVAT'S GHOST on PILGRIMAGE. (No. 2.)

[After Hogarth. By S. Ireland.]

Published according to Act of Parliament, June 15
th

1 747-

Published May
"

1788, by Jfo(lton) Sf C N. 132 Pall Mall [l 746]

THIS mezzotint engraving is a copy in facsimile from that which is described as

(No. 1.), with the same title and date, No. 2847.
The second publication line refers to the issue of this facsimile. A different

state bears the engraver's signature :

S. Ireland Sculp
1
.

In the latter state the print was used for "
Graphic Illustrations of Hogarth ",

by S. Ireland; 1794, vol. 1., facing p. 146. In this state the plate was cut do^vn

so that the second publication line no longer exists
;

the paragraph giving
Ireland's history of the print, see below, was cut away. There are several im-

pressions of this copy, showing that it was re-worked, and a new ground used :'or

it. Below the design is the following additional inscription :

" The original very scarce Print, of which this is a Fac-simile, was added to

the Collection of Mr
. Ireland by Dr

. J. Webster, an intimate friend of HOGAR ra

from whose hands he receiv'd it soon after the execution of Lord Lovat w th

an assurance of it's being his own design." See the same title and date (No. 1.),

No. 2847.
The copy may be distinguished from the original by the line on the slab of

stone which is seen between the feet in the latter touching the skirt of Lovat's

robe, which is not the case in this copy ;
the vanishing line of the outline of 1 he

stone in the same place is broken, but single in the original, a double line occi rs

there in the copy ;
there is no comma after " Parliament" in the publication line

of the original ;
a comma occurs in this place in the copy. The publication line

ends immediately under the extreme edge on our right of the altar-tomb which is

behind Lovat's figure. In the copy it approaches much nearer the angle of i ic

print.

S. Ireland, as above, says that of the original he did not recollect to ha ve

seen more than one other impression,
" which sold for near two guineas anc a

half", p. 148.
1

See the original print, described as (No. 1.), with the same title and da e,

No. 2847.
" Lovafs Ghost; or, the courtier's warning, pr 6*. Moore" is among the boc ks

1 J. B. Nichols, in " Anecdotes of William Hogarth ", 1 833, p. 309, states tl at

there is an impression of the original print in the Royal Collection, under whicl is

written " Lord Lovat returning to Scotland after his execution. This print v as

given to me by Dr. Webster, as designed by Hogarth, who assured him it was iis

own design. This circumstance is very probable, as Dr. Webster first int o-

duced Hogarth to Lord Lovat, with an idea of making a drawing of him a sh rt

time before his execution, S. I." As to the last statement, which is due to

S. Ireland, see "Lord Lovat counting the Clans", No. 2801.
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the publication of which was announced in " The Gentleman's Magazine ", June,
1 747, P- 300.

I2f- x ^^in.

2849.
THE GLORY OF FRANCE.

London Publish'd by D. Fournier Accord1 to Act of Part. Feb 14 1747
Price 6d. [1746]

A BBOADSIDE, comprising an engraving and two columns of letterpress. In the

former appears Louis XV. seated on a throne, his crown supported over his head

by Pride and Treachery At his side are the Devil with a torch, and a Jesuit

with a candle and a bill of "Persecution''. Under his feet are broken treaties.

He wears a black mask, and a Roman costume. At the steps of the throne are

chained two obsequious courtiers, to one of whom the king presents a yoke and
halter ; the other is exclaiming,

" Oh ! wh*. a great Monarch" ! On a curtain behind is

represented the "Massacre of Paris ". At one side is an obelisk, bearing a figure
of "

Europa
"

in distress, with a medallion placed over the figure showing the

monkey making use of the cat's paw, and inscribed " Cat Sf Monkey". Around
the obelisk are grouped a Spaniard, Bavarian, and Genoese. Above, is the Eye
of Providence beaming on the British Lion weighing down, in a scale, thefleur de

Us of France. On the other side is a demon about to hang Justice, to whom a

Cardinal is holding up a Cross, i. e. Cardinal Tencin is rejoicing at the death of

Justice. Near this is a Frenchman with wooden shoes, mounted on a donkey, and

shouting,
" Vive le Roy".

Beneath are three scenes. 1. Three persons busily engaged in the
"
Burning of Treaties", including the " Pr m ck S t n "

(Pragmatic

Sanction). 2.
" Custom House to let unfurn ", and several ships laid up

"
to

be Sold". 3. Murders, executions, tortures, burnings, conducted and super-
intended by monks, one of whom, witnessing a religious persecution, holds up
a Cross and cries " one K g one R I n ".

Under the whole are explanatory lines, styled,
" Advice to the French King's

Cheif Painter, how to represent in its true light, the Glory of his Master, and the

Happiness of his Subjects and his Allies
"

:

"
Painter, display, in honour of the state,

A monarch only in appearance great :

Swoln with ambition, let the tyrant stand,

With Pride and Treach'ry plac'd on either hand :

In scraps let broken treaties strew the ground,
Here Vice exulting, and there Justice bound :

Fill his throng'd levee with a wretched crowd,
Mean sneaking slaves, of fancied blessings proud,
A dull, tame race whom nothing can provoke,
Fond of the chains that bind them to the yoke,

Stript by his laws present the country bare,

And ruin'd commerce sinking in despair,
To his vast projects a Mausoleum raise,

On Europe's ruins, to record his praise.

And last examples of too easy trust,

Paint Genoa, Spain, Bavaria, in the dust.

Yet hold the work demands one height'ning more,
Let all with fire and blood be sprinkled o'er

;

And write beneath, in gold, distinct and plain,

These are the Symbols, LEWIS, of thy Reign."

Likewise a French paraphrase of the same verses.

11
{- X 7f in -
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2850.

The Noble Game of Bob Cherry. (No. I.)

According to Act of Parliament 1746

AN engraving. In front of St. James's Palace is the " Crown "
tavern, from the

signboard of which were suspended four cherries
;
one has been snapped off, the

other three remain and are labelled. Lord Carteret, Earl Granville, is seated on

a bench at the door of the inn, and has vomited his cherry, labelled,
" Sec : of

State ". The Earl of Bath (Pulteney) has jumped at the Lord "
High Treasurer'

1 ''

cherry, and fallen to the ground without succeeding. The Earl of Winchelsea is

jumping at the " Sec: of State" cherry, but evidently without a chance of success
;

he is identifiable by his spectacles, as in
" Next Sculls at the Adm ty ", No.

2614. Lord Chief Justice Willes is running to take a jump, with his eyes fixed

on the Lord "H: Chancellor" cherry. Behind him are the Earl of Chesterfield and

several other expectants, waiting for their turns. In front of the group are the

two brothers, the Duke of Newcastle and Mr. Pelham.

Lord Bath fell before he had actually bitten his cherry.
Lord Winchelsea was about to rise at the chief office in the Admiralty, or, as

appears by the print, at a Secretaryship of State.

Chief Justice Sir John Willes fixed his eye on the Lord High Chancellorship,
of which, in 1756, he was Chief Commissioner.

Lord Chesterfield became Secretary of State in Nov. 1746.
Mr. Pitt was constituted Vice Treasurer of Ireland, Dec. 174^. See "T lis

is the Unembarass'd Countenance ", &c., No. 2854.
Sir J. Hynde Cotton had, in 1744> against the royal wish, been made Trea-

surer of the Chamber. See " A very Extraordinary Motion ", No. 26 1 3.

Horace Walpole, having a violent abhorrence of a Tory Administration, a

particular aversion to Lord Bath, and a high regard for Mr. Pelham and the Cha n-

ceflor, was not displeased with the termination of the contest, which happened at

this date, and in which Newcastle and Pelham were victorious.

During this scene of confusion, the king in vain attempted to fill the places of
'

lis

former servants. Lord Bath was desired to repair to the palace. He waited on

the king, accepted the office of First Lord of the Treasury, and received the t vo

seals of the Secretaries of State, which he conveyed to Lord Granville, who v as

indisposed. Granville was immediately constituted Secretary of State, and an-

nounced his appointment in a circular to the foreign ministers. Lord Winchels ea

was designated for the Admiralty, and Lord Carlisle as Lord Privy Seal.

These arrangements were suddenly suspended, and the power of the n< w
ministry was terminated in about forty hours. Lord Granville, the only pers >n

who had kissed hands, resigned his office.

For the Duke of Newcastle, see "
Frontispiece to ' The Court Monkies ",

No. 2026 ;

" The Screen ", No. 2540 ;

" A Cheap and Easy Method", &c., o.

2604; "The Court Fright", No. 2606
;

" A very Extraordinary Motion", J o.

2613; "Broad-bottoms", No. 2621; "A Courier", &c., No. 2629; "Tie
Duke of N tie and his Cook", No. 2684; "Bob-Cherry", No. 2851;
"
Haw'y Haw'y L b th ", No. 2873 ;

" Locusts ", No. 301 8
;

" The Bot le

Conjurer", No. 3026 ;

" The Conduct, of the two B s", No. 3069 ;

" T le

Conduct of the Two B s", No. 3070; "A Tryal", &c., No. 3082; "T ie

Grand Conference", 1753; "A Prospect of the new Jerusalem", 1753;
" T ie

lews shaving the Parl m t", 1753 ;

" Publish'd for Mr
. Foreskin", &c. 175 5 ;

"The Compleat Vermin-catcher", April, 1754; "A Goose", &c. Nov. 175};
"The Grand Monarque", 1755; "Byng Return'd", July 26, 1756; "Tie
Apparition", Aug. 1756; "B n g in Horrors", Aug. 1756;

" A Scene in
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Hell", Aug. 1756 ;

" Pillars of the State", Aug. 1756;
" The Devil's Dance",

Aug. 1756; "Now Goose; Now Turkey", Oct. 1756; "The Devil Turn'd

Drover", Oct. 1756; "The Revolving State," Nov. 1756; "The Dis-card",
Nov. 1756;

" Birdlime for Bunglers", Nov. 1756; "An odd Sight Sometime

hence", Nov. 1756;
"
(1756), An Effigy

"
&c. Nov. 1756;

" The Cole Heavers ",

Nov. 1756; "The Vision", 1756; "Forty six and Fifty six", 1756; "The
Downfall", 1756;

" The Auction ", 1756; "The Mirrour", 1756; "Court

Conversation", 1756;
*' A Voyage to Hell", 1756; "Ursa major", 1756;

"Britannia in distress", 1756; "The Eaters", 1756; "The Court Cards",

1756;
" Now-and-Then ", March 14, 1757; "The Crab Tree", Ap. 1757;

"The Scotchman Fox'd," May, 1757; "The Treaty", June, 1757; "The
Present Managers", June, 1757; "British Lion", &c., July, 1757;

"
Byngs'

Ghost", Aug. 1757; and, for other entries, see "The Bawd of the Nation",

1757-
For Earl Granville, see "

Bob-Cherry ", No. 2851. For Pulteney, Earl of Bath,
see "Modern Characters", No. 2829. For Lord Winchelsea, see "The Crab

Tree", 1757. For the Earl of Chesterfield, see " A Goose ", Nov. 1755. For
Mr. Pitt, see "The French King in a Sweat", Dec. 1759. For Sir J. H.

Cotton, see " A Courier just Setting out," No. 2629. For Mr. Pelham, see
" Modern Characters ", No. 2829.

10r * 8|-
in.

Bob-Cherry.

Sold at the Print Shop in May's Buildings Covent Garden, Where is Sold

Compleat Sets. [ 1 746]

THIS print is similar to
" The Noble Game ", &c., No. 2850, with some variations ;

at our left Sir J. H. Cotton is introduced looking on, behind Earl Granville stands

W. Pitt. Near the latter is a person who, if that statesman had been then alive,

might have been taken for Sir Robert Walpole, holding his sides and laughing at the

scene. None of the expectants of the former design are introduced except the

Earl of Chesterfield, the brothers Pelham, and one other gentleman.
For references to Lord Carteret, Earl Granville, in this Catalogue, see

"The Motion" No. 2479; "The Acquital", No. 2486; "The Political

Libertines", No. 2490; "The Promotion", No. 2535; "The Screen", No.

2540; "Bristol and Nottingham", No. 2570; "The Claims of the Broad

Bottom", No. 2579; "APolitical Battle Royal", No. 2581 ;
"Old England",

No. 2582 ;

" The Confectioner General," &c., No. 2583 ;

"
King Harry the

IXth", No. 2588; "The H-r Bubble", No. 2589; "A Cheap and Easy
Method", &c., No. 2604; "A list of Foreign soldiers", &c., No. 2605 ;

" The
Court Fright ", No. 2606

;

" Broad-bottoms ", No. 2621; "A Courier ", &c., No.

2629; "The Noble Game of Bob Cherry", No. 2850; "The Conduct, of the

two B-rs ", No. 3069 ;

" Court Conversation ", 1 756.
1 1| X 7 in.

2852.

Le Chevalier Michel Descazeaux du Halley.

price 1*. 6d
[1746]

THIS is an engraved three-quarters length portrait of a man, standing near a mili-

tary tent, in a landscape, and wearing a beard and moustaches
;
he has a wreath

about his head, and, above that ornament, a cap, somewhat similar to a turban ;
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about the top of tins garment is a feather
;
an aigrette, with a black plume, is placed

at the side of the head-dress. He wears a loose coat, edged with white fur
;

in his

left hand is a sword, in his right hand is a scroll, on which is written,
" La Louis

Quinziade ". About the neck of the figure is suspended, in the manner of the

riband of an order of knighthood, what looks like a large seal, including a die (?).

The " chevalier
"
wears a military belt, buckled in front.

Below the portrait is a shield of arms, surmounted by a marquis's coronet ;
a

label attached to this bears the motto,
" HVNC M1H1 SANCTA DED1T CONSERVAT

GLORIA LAURUM". Another label, placed below the shield, bears,
" CRESCUNT

EUNDO SPES ET LAVS J)EO". From the shield a pen and a naked sword are

suspended in saltire, and below these hangs a cartouch, with the initials
" M D "

(i. e.
" Michel Descazeaux ") in a cipher ;

the shield is enclosed by a laurel wreath,
and bears, per pale, 1

,
six lions rampant, combatant, sable, 2, 2, and 2, in fess-

point, a die (?) cheque, argent and sable ; 2, in base, azure, a bunch of grapes,

proper ; over all two hammer-heads or, on a chief argent three mallards (?) sable,

the central one holding a sprig of olive
; supporters, two griffins regardant.

Over the head of the figure is a shield, containing musical instruments, a lute,

violin, pipe, flutes, &c., a scroll of paper bearing three lines of music, and a pen
and ink. These emblems probably indicate that Descazeaux was a writer and

performer of music. On a long label above the shell is
" SUNT. TEMPI,A

HARM.ON1JE. CONCORDIA. CORDA DEIQUE. DISCORDES. ANlM&l QUAM. VALVT
1LLE. NODUS!" Over this is

" The Second Edition.", referring to the public J-

tion of the portrait.

Below the design are engraved the following accounts of the subject and t'le

plate :

On our left:

"Le Chevalier Michel Descazeaux Du Halley ne, d Paris, le lOth d'Aotst

1710. et tire, d'apres nature, a la Prison de la Fleet, a LONDRES, par Mr

. Ban*s

Suedois, en 1746".

On our right :

" Le Chevalier excogitavit totum :

" C Banks delineavit totum, Anno 1 746.
" Beauvais sculpsit effigiem 1 747."

And, below the shield, these satirical verses :

" Je suis (cet Habit n'y fait rien)
Non Mahometan, mais Chretien

Delaisse de lingrate Eur6pe,
(Et, pourtant, son Ange Gardien,
Entant qu' Autheur du NOEUD GORDIEN)
J'ay droit de changer d'envelope."

On the "Chevalier M. Descazeaux", see " The Chevalier Du Halley Des-
cazeaux", No. 3092; "The Chevalier Du Halley Descazeaux", c. 176);
Chevalier Descassau", 1772 ;

"A Great Man in Distress", 1772.
This person was born as above stated, and, after many whimsical adventur 'S,

which made him an object of ridicule as well as of compassion to his conte: i-

poraries, he died Feb. 16, 1775. His decease is thus announced in "The To -n

and Country Magazine ", March, 1775, p. 168, col. 1 :
"

16. The Cheval er

Descazeaux, commonly called in London, the French poet, at his apartments at
Mr. Car's, saddler, in the Fleet Market." He described himself as a marqr Is,

hence the shield of arms placed below his portrait.
Charles Banks, the Swedish miniature painter referred to above, is said to

have arrived in London in 1746; he exhibited pictures for many years in tl at
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metropolis; there is a portrait of him engraved by McArdell, who likewise

engraved the satirical portrait of Descazeaux, described in the entries in this

Catalogue, "The Chevalier", &c., No 3092, and "The Chevalier", &c., 1760?
There was a miniature-painter named John Beauvais, who lived at Bath, and is

mentioned in
" Nollekens and bis Times", by J. T. Smith; 1829,

Si X 101 in.

2853-
" How happy could I be with Either

Were t'other dear Charmer away.

Beg. Op."

A Satire on the Pretender, Miss ("Jenny") Cameron,
and Miss ("Flora") Macdonald.

[1746]

THIS engraving exhibits half-length portraits in oval medallions, of, 1, the Pre-

tender, in three-quarters view to our right ; 2,
" Miss Cameron", in a Scotch

plaid dress, with her bust much exposed, a feather in her hair, which is tied

with a riband, her face nearly in full view, to our left ; 3,
" Miss Macdonald", in

a plaid dress, with her bust considerably exposed, a locket pendent from a riband

in her bosom
;
her face is in three-quarters view to our left

; she wears a hat,

with a wide brim projecting behind her head.

This plate illustrates "The London Magazine", March, 1747;
"

-A- List of

the Cuts ", &c. in this volume, describes the Pretender as " the young gentle-
man." For the so-called "Jenny Cameron", see "A Sight of the Banging
Bout", &c., No. 2863. For the Pretender, see "The Auction", 1756.

For "
Jenny Cameron" and " Miss Macdonald", see " Ascanius ; or, the

Young Adventurer", London, no date (1093. b. 6.), which gives circumstantial

accounts of the escape of the Pretender, his adventures and sufferings in the

Highlands, including catching
" The Scotch distemper" in South Uist ; see

likewise "The Agreeable Contrast", Nos. 2832, and 2833 J
an(i "The Life and

Adventures of Miss Jenny Cameron ", London, 1 746, by Archibald Arbuthnot.

6>i X 3|- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 249. i. 8.

2854.

This is the Unembarass'd Countenance or, an Irish Post Face.

[1746?]

THIS print is without a date, but the costume fixes its publication at this period.
It represents a gentleman, with his posteriors exposed, standing close to an opening
which has just been broken through a wall

;
some of the stones are still falling.

Mr. Pitt, afterwards Earl of Chatham, was appointed joint Vice-Treasurer of

Ireland, Feb. 22, 1746. Sir Charles Hanbury Williams, it was said, wrote a

"New Ballad" entitled " The Unembarassed Countenance." 1 It is printed with

his "
Works", 1822, ii. p. 156 ;

it satirizes Mr. Pitt, and contains these lines:

1 As to the ascription of these verses to Sir C. H. Williams, see Horace Wai-

pole's MS. note to his copy of" The Odes", &c. (C. 28. c. 3.), p. 52.

III.

*

T T
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"At first he seem'd modest and wonderous wise,

He flatter'd all others in order to rise :

Till out of compassion he got a small place,

. Then full on his master he turned his a se."

" The Odes of Sir C. H. Williams ", 1 785 (l 1 632. b.) p. 49.

See "P-tt Excus'd," in "The Foundling Hospital for Wit", No. III.

p. 12, (1077. h. 27.), and " Political Ballads ", by W. W. Wilkins
; 1860, ii.

P 317.
For Mr. Pitt, see " The French King in a Sweat", Dec. 1759 ;

for this par-

ticular subject, see " The Ghost of a D h s", &c., No. 2786.

2855.

THE MODERN DUEL. Taken from MISS in her TEENS, as it's

now Acted, at Covent-Garden. (No. I.)

1. Miss Biddy Bellair 2. Mr. Fribble 3. Cap'. Flash 4. Mrs. Tag
[Jan. 17, 174*]

AN engraving showing a stage with four actors in character, as named abovs,

and several persons in the boxes. Miss Biddy Bellair is in love with Capta n

Loveit; he is in love with her. During his absence she had, for amusement,

encouraged the addresses of Mr. Fribble and Captain Flash. The former cap-
tain returns; Miss Bellair wishes to get rid of Fribble and Flash; she and Ta^,
her maid, encourage them to fight; they draw their swords, but take care to keop
at a distance from each other.

"
4 ", Mrs. Tag, says to Mr. Fribble,

" 2 ",
" Ta ke

my word for t He's a Coward.'"; the latter remarks, "We shall certainly do oie

another a prejudice"; "l", Miss Bellair, says,
" Do stick him, stick him Ccp*

Flash." ; Captain Flash,
"
3 ", threatens Mr. Fribble,

" I II Annihilate y
e
Nothing-

ness of Your Soul &f Body.'
1

Garrick's " Miss in her Teens ", of which this is ;in

illustration, was announced in the " General Advertiser
"

for performance Ja n.

1747-

Hi- X 7| in.

2855*. The Modern duel, as Acted in Miss in her Teens, at Cone it

Garden. (No. 2.)

Sold by Sam1

Lyne at the Glob in Newgate Street, [Jan. 17, 1747]

THIS engraving is adapted, and in great part a copy, from that described w th

the same title and date, No. 2855. The background, comprising the scene of 1 be

play, and the figures of the spectators in the stage-boxes, is omitted. ]\ r.

Fribble is in profile, he says
" We shall certainly do one another a prejudict ".

The names of the characters are placed within the engraved margin of the pla ,e.

1 1
{-
X 6 in.

2855**. THE MODERN DUEL. (No. 3.)

The celebrated fighting Scene in Miss in her Teens.

[Jan. l?, 17<7]

THIS engraving represents the same scene, described under the same title i nd

date, No. 2855. Captain Flash says, holding out his sword,
" I shall annihi T.te

the Nothingness of your Soul Sf Body"; Mr. Fribble, trembling, cries,
" Ve

shall certainly do one another a Prejudice". ^Mrs. Tagg says to the latter,
" On
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my Word Sr he is a Bully." Miss Biddy Bellair says to the captain, scornfully,
" In all your fury gone Mr

. Flash
"

?

This print occnrs in "The London Magazine", April, 1747, facing p. 2OO.

7y X Si"*- Brit. Mus. Library, 249. i. 8.

2856.

JACO-INDEPENDO-REBELLO-PLAIDO.

I Trott Plaid Jun". Imf. D. Bobin Sculp. Published according to Act of
Parliament FeV y

e

13'* 1747. [Feb. 1747]

THE scene of this engraving is in front of Westminster Hall, and the design
refers to the Westminster Election, when Viscount Trentham, with 2873 votes,
and Sir Peter Warren, with 2858 votes, were returned against Sir Thomas

Clarges, with 544 votes, and Sir Thomas Dyke, with 514 votes. The Devil

hovers over the scene, holding an axe and halters, and exclaiming,
" / have the Fee

in my Hands" .

On one side is a house appropriated to the Ministerialists, two ofwhom, leaning
from a window, are crying out,

" Give the Devil his Due ", i.e. the Jacobites. In

front is a butcher, No. "
1 ", see the reference table below, shouting and holding

a paper inscribed,
" Trentham and Warren." He is supported by sailors, one of

whom is a Lascar, partisans of Admiral Sir Peter Warren. Crowds are rushing
towards the house, crying out,

" no Independancy ",
" no Pretender". Among

these may be distinguished a Frenchman,
"

7 ", M. Trompee, and a person offering
to the butcher a paper, inscribed,

"
they Squeak."

On the other side is the Jacobite house, at the window of which are persons

bawling,
" How were decivd ",

" O Lord save our Souls for the Gallows is our

Due", and displaying a flag whereon is an owl, in a barrister's wig and bands, in-

scribed "
Morgans Ghost "

;
the bird is saying

" We are all of a Feather." In

front are
" 2 ", a man with a roll of parchment under his arm, grasping the hand

of " 6 ", and whispering to him
;

"
3 ", a fat man carrying a boot

;

"
4 ", with a

constable's staff;
"
5 ", Count Newport, the butcher, with his steel ;

" 6 ", a yeoman,
booted, belted, in a riding coat

; Taplash, see below, is thick, bad beer
;

" 8 ", a

Scotchman
;
another Scotchman, sword in hand, who screams out,

" Who touches

me has the Itch ", a free translation of the Scottish motto,
" Nemo me impune

lacessit." These are, probably, persons well known at the time as members of the

Club of Independent Electors of Westminster, who were Jacobites, or, as the title

of this print intimates, Jacobites, Independents, Rebels, Scots. No. "
5 ", Count

Newport,
1 the beau butcher, appeared in several prints. Morgan, the rebel bar-

rister, is particularly noticed in the description of " Orator H y laying the

Independent Rump Ghosts",
2 No. 2798. Sir Thomas Clarges, one of the un- .

successful candidates, was one of the stewards of the club this year.

Below the design these verses are engraved :

" Britons brave are true and unconfin'd

To lash the Coxcombs of the Age, design'd,

Fixt to no Party, censure all alike

And the distinguish'd Villain sure to strike :

Pleas'd we behold the great maintain the Cause

And court and country join the loud applause."

1 See " Count Newports X-mas Mumping Jury ", No. 2844 ;

" Orator H y
"

&c., No. 2798;
" An Exact Description", &c., No. 2797.

2 "A Faithful Narrative", No. 2794; "Orator H y" &c., No. 2798;
"An Exact Description", No. 2797.
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This reference table is likewise engraved below the design :

"
1 True Bottom 2 Hubble Bubble Parchment 3 Bully Boots 4 Busy

body y
e Constable 5 Count Neuf Puerto 6 The Dulwich Taplash 7 Monsr

.

Trompce &c * 8 Macarte ".

This print, though dated " Febr
. y* 1 3

th
," is from the same plate as

" The
Humours of the Westminster Election", No. 2859, which is dated "July y

e
4"',"

naving been altered, apparently, to introduce the persons opposite the Jacobite

inn, who were probably well known at the time.

For Trentham, see
" The Ig-Noble Struggle ", Feb. 1751 ;

for Sir P. Warren,
see " The Two Shilling-Butcher ", No. 2860

;
for Sir T. Clarges, see " The

Ig-Noble Struggle ", Feb. 1 75 1
;
for Sir T. Dyke, see " The Two Shilling-Butcher",

No. 2860 ;
for " Trot Plaid ", see " The Jacobite's Journal", No. 2893.

llfX 6|in.

2857.
The SPY.

price 6d Pece According to Act of Parliam [March 19, 1747?]

THIS engraving represents a number of persons kicking a spy out of a public room
;

at his feet is a " List of the Persons ". Beneath the design are engraved thef e

lines :

" Honour in the Breech is lodg'd
As wise Philosophers have Judg'd
Because a Kick in that Part, more

Hurts Honour, than deep wounds before
"

(" Hudibras ")

This print is without date, but may have been occasioned by the followiig
circumstance :

Thursday March 1 9, 1 747.
" The independent electors of the city and liber-,y

of Westminster held their anniversary feast at Vintner's Hall." " The followii g
healths were drunk. " The king (each man having a glass of water on the left

hand, and waving the glass of wine over the water): The prince: The duke,"

"Prosperity to the independent electors of Westminster." "To the annexiig

Cape Breton to the crown of Great Britain." " That the naturalization bill m;iy
be kicked out of the house, and the foreigners out of the kingdom," &c. "Amidst
this mirth, one Mr. Williams, Master of the White Horse in Piccadilly, beii g
observ'd to make memorandums with a pencil, gave such offence that he w is

severely cuffd and kick'd out of the company."
" The Gentleman's Magazine '',

1747, p. 150.

Complaint of this treatment was made in the House of Commons and a coi i-

mittee, consisting of the managers against Lord Lovat, was appointed to inqui re

into the matter. Ibid. p. 152. See II. Walpole's "Letter to Mann ", Ap. 10,

1747-

9 x 9:in.

2858.

EUROPE in MASQUERADE OR THE ROYAL FARCE
\_May, 1747]

Publish'd Pursuant to Act of Parliament by G : Foster on Ludgate Hill Ji ly

1747

THIS etching, the background of which has a general resemblance to that of

Hogarth's "Southwark Fair", see No. 1960, gives a view of an open space, w th
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large wooden booths standing about it, and a considerable number of persons
assembled. On our right, seated at a table under a pent-house, not unlike an old

shop, are four persons, three ladies and a gentleman; one of the former says

"30,000 for y
e H g y Q n", referring to a subsidy granted to the Empress-

Queen, Maria Theresa, see "The Queen of H y", &c., No. 2553. A very

big lady, the Empress Elizabeth of Russia, walks past, holding up her petticoats,

and, apparently, in conversation with a young officer (the King of Prussia ?) be-

hind her. A ragged boy, looking at two dogs, one of which is a poodle, playing
on the ground near his feet, says

" Yo'll mend y
e breed". An old soldier with a

wooden leg, holding a long walking staff in one hand, a broadside in the other,

shouts "Hey for D ke W m for ever", i.e. William, Duke of Cumberland,
or Sir T. Dyke and Admiral Sir Peter Warren ? see " The Humours of the West-
minster Election", No. 2859. -A. sailor with but one arm, while he pats the

last-named speaker on his shoulder, cries
" He'll pull popery down ". Near this

group is a knife-grinder, representing the States of Holland, at work, who
observes "Sharpens y

e word". A foreign hurdy-gurdy player, whose instru-

ment is slung at his back, shouts " Genoa Velvet fretted". The Austrians had

taken possession of Genoa at this period, see " A Political Map of Europe ",

No. 2842. A man, dressed in what represented popular ideas of the Turkish

costume, and carrying a large can, cries his beverage,
"
Shalop, Cool as you

can", an allusion to Kouli Khan, see below. Several men are fighting in the

background.
In the gallery before the large booth which has been erected in the centre of

the open space, as in Hogarth's "Southwark Fair", several persons are seated, and

a Harlequin who is leaning over the rail in front of the gallery, says "pro
Patria". A picture is placed on a pole rising above this gallery, and represents
a crowd of persons near a coach. In front of the adjoining booth a placard is

hoisted, on which is written " Mr. FOOTE gives Tea this Day in the Haymarket at

11 o Clock ". This refers to frequent announcements by S. Foote, which appeared
in the newspapers of this period. A picture of a sea-fight is hoisted above the

booth on our right, and represents the "
Engagement of Cape Finestre ". This

alludes to Admiral Anson's victory over the French, May 3, 1747-
Below the design the following verses are engraved :

" The States at last with one accord,

Have made themselves a Sov'reign Lord
For publick good ? Be not mistaken

It was to save their own dear Bacon
The King most Christian does his work

By leaguing with y
e Heathen Turk

The haughty Turk, and Kouli Kan !

Are Friends or Foes, as suits their Plan

The Russian Lady- plays her Game
As fits her Interest or Fame.
You've seen two Curs, for Bone at Bay
A Third has run with it away
Just so y

e Pr n slily watches

While others fight, the prey he snatches

At Home behold a mighty Pother

Friends worrying Friends, & Brother Brother

Pushing and elbowing one another

1 Nadir Shah
;
for allusions to the wars of the Turks and Persians at this

period, see "A Political Race", No. 2441 ; see, for the political positions of most

of the European Powers at this time, "The Cricket Players of Europe", No.

2506. Kouli Khan was assassinated in this year.
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To Westminster but turn your Eye,
And the whole Mystr'y you'll descry
The Independents there you'll see

Bawling aloud for Liberty ;

But if you follow in the Dance,

They'll lead you blind to Home or France."

These verses occur in
" The Foundling Hospital for Wit ", No. v., p. 34

(1077. h. 27). The States-General of the Low Countries, alarmed at the invasion

threatened by France, and at the condition of the country, invested the Prince of

Orange with the power and dignity of Stadtholder, Captain-General, and Admiral

of the United Provinces, May 2, 1747; see
"
Bergen-op-Zoom", No. 2862.

The Independents at this time were Jacobites, and in Westminster they

formed a club to influence parliamentary elections and promote the interests of

their party, which, if successful would, according to the prevalent belief, have

subjected this country to the influence of Rome and France. For the Indepen-

dents, see " A Faithful Narrative", &c., No. 2794.
For the Duke of Cumberland, see "Dinah relates her distresses", 1757 ;

fjr

Sir T. Dyke and Admiral Warren, see " The Two Shilling-Butcher ", No. 2860 ;

for S. Foote, see " The Scheming Triumvirate", 1760.

This print represents the various potentates of Europe in masquerade ; it

was announced in "The General Advertiser", July 3, 1747, p. 3, col. l.

10
g-
* 6 r in -

2859.

The Humours of the WESTMINSTER ELECTION or the scald

miserable INDEPENDANT ELECTOTORS in if Suds.

Publishd according to Act of Parliament July y
f

^th 1 747.

[June 27, 1747]

THIS engraving is from the same plate as "
Jaco-Independo-Rebello-Plaid< ",

No. 2856, and, although that work is dated " Feb. 13 ", it is in fact the second sfrite

of the plate, having been very much altered, apparently for the purpose of into o-

ducing more prominently the Scotch dress, and some personal allusions which ; ,re

not now thoroughly understood.

The scene is in front of the church of St. Paul, Covent Garden, the open sp; ce

being occupied by crowds of animated persons. At one side is an inn with the a gn
of a rabbit warren, alluding to Admiral Sir Peter Warren, one of the candidai es.

At the window are two persons crying out,
" A Warren. A Warren.

11 Bef ire

the door is a butcher, holding up a scroll, inscribed " Trentham and Warren" i nd

displaying "A list . . . Treniham Warren 5035, Clarges Dyke 991." Near 1 im

are sailors, supporters, of course, of Admiral Warren. The mob are rushing towa 'ds

this house, and crying, "HO Pretender", "no Independancy
" On the other sid is

an inn, at a window of which are men bawling
"
Clarges and Dyke.

11

,
" ' T

Ae

Crown and Anchor for such Company as These.
11

,
and displaying a flag, wher on

is represented an owl in a Counsellor's wig and bands, and hooting,
" We are all

of a Feather." This owl is called
"
Morgans Ghost.

11

In front of the house s a

countryman, canvassed by opposite parties, one inviting him to "
Independan< y."

Before the door are several dejected partisans, exclaiming,
" We scald misert ble

Independant Electors strugle in vain."", and "/'m afraid they'll get the Day.'
1 A

party of men sit on the ground, eating and drinking voraciously what they can j;et

of the scraps and fragments of a feast. In the air is Fame with two trumf :ts,

one, at her mouth, proclaiming
"
Faithful to King and Country", the other b< ing

placed behind her, not respectfully proclaims
" A F t for the Jacobites ".
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The numbers of votes on the butcher's scroll for the respective candidates are

not correct; they were, Trentham, 2873, Warren, 2858= 5731 ; Clarges, 544,
Dyke, 514= 1058. For these candidates and the general subject of the design,
see " The Two Shilling-Butcher", No. 2860.

Morgan was the rebel barrister who was executed on Kennington Common.
See " Orator H y laying the Independent Rump Ghosts", No. 2798.

ill- X 61- in.

2860.

The Two Shilling- Butcher.

[June 27, 1747]

AN engraving. An elderly gentleman, wearing a butcher's apron, knife, and steel,

standing in front of Covent Garden Church, and near a finely-dressed young
gentleman, observes,

" My Lord, there being aFatallity in y* Cattle thai there is 3000
above my Cut, tho I offer d handsom". The young lord replies,

" Curs me! youd
by me y

e Brutes at 2* p Head Bona fide." See " Britannia disturb'd", No. 3043.
The latter figure is intended for Lord Trentham ;

it is the same as that of "
Sir

Silkington
"

in
" A Ticket for a Feast ", No. 2632.

On the left is Covent Garden Church
; under the clock is

" So passes y
e

Glory

of y* World", a translation of the motto which formerly occupied that place. In
front of the church are two candidates trampling on scrolls, which are respectively

inscribed,
" No lucrative Employ

1

", and " Places in Exche we tread on ". Near
them is a man with a " Pole Book "

under his arm. A person behind points to the

candidates, and, offering a cap of "Liberty
"
to a party of electors, observes,

" Those

Candidates will serve you ". A dove carries a label marked,
" No Trentham ".

On our right is a mansion, on the gate post of which are two sphinxes, one

exclaims,
" We can't decoye them In ". Above are two doves, one with a label,

" For
Yorksh ", the other, "The Independent has It." In front of the gates of the

mansion a person is picking the pockets of Britannia, who exclaims,
" O Gods!

What Pickpockets" ;
the thief is distributing money to men who cry,

" For

Philipps Clarges". Another man, hastening away, exclaims, "Dame dame them".

Some one, probably Horace Walpole, wrote the date "1737" below this

print. This was a mistake, it ought to be 1747- There was not any Viscount

Trentham before 1746. In 1747, his lordship was elected M.P. for Westminster,
Sir Thomas Clarges being one of the unsuccessful candidates.

Bed'ord house appears in the distance. The Duke of Bedford's steward was

named Butcher. The Duke married the eldest daughter of John, Earl Gower.

June 15, 1747. An advertisement was issued by Sir Thomas Clarges and

Sir John Phillips as candidates to represent Westminster. On the 24th of June,
Sir J. Phillips declined to proceed in his candidature on the plea of ill health, and

on the following day the name of Sir Thomas Dyke was substituted.

At the close of the poll the numbers were, for Lord Trentham, 2873;
Admiral Sir Peter Warren, 2858; Sir Thomas Clarges, 544; Sir Thomas Dyke,
514. Sir Thomas Clarges was this year one of the stewards of the club of

Independent Electors of Westminster, who were Jacobites. See " The Humours
of the AVestminster Election", No. 2859.

The publication of this satire is announced in "The General Advertiser",

June 17. 1 747,P- 3, col. 3.

For Lord Trentham, see "The Ig-Noble Struggle", Feb. 1751; for Sir P.

Warren, "Jaco-Independo-Rebello-Plaido", No. 2856; "The Humours of the

AVestminster Election", No. 2859; "A Sight of the Banging Bout", No. 2863;
" The Naval Nurse ", No. 3089 ;

for Sir T. Clarges, see "
Jaco-Independo-
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Rebello-Plaido", No. 2856 ;

" Tlie Humours of the Westminster Election ", No.

2859; "The Ig-Noble Struggle", Feb. 1751; for Sir T. Dyke, see "Jaco-

Independo-Rebello-Plaido ", No. 2856 ;

" The Humours of the Westminster

Election", No. 2859.
1 2 X 6| in.

286l.

The BANKER'S Election TRIUMPH or A CAUTION to Moneyd
People.

[July 3, 1747]

As engraving, showing a view of a street, where Mr. William Belchier is seated in

a coach, and addressed by the crowd of persons through which he is passing. A
publican declares, '''Whatever Member wets my Throat With y

e most Liquor has

my Vote
"

;
a Quaker remarks,

" Let them take care of my Liberty 8f III take Care

ofmy Money myself". Two clergymen say, "/ have receiv'd my Tythes and am
contented", and " And I my Living for which I thank You." Two Burgesses,

bowing profoundly, declare,
" Sir I wish you much Joy of your Election", and '" Sir

I hope you'll stand for our Liberty Sf Property ". Belchier replies,
" / thank ye

Gentlemen, your Liberty 8f Property I shall take due Care of. Drive on." Two
sailors, one of whom is fiddling, remark,

" What a Pickle they'll all be in ", and "I'l

play up such a tune shoud get all their Mopusses if I was He". An old couple

grumble to each other " His Chariot Wheels Creak, I wish they dont break'',

and "We shall see fine doings by Sf by." A Scotchman, who walks with a broad-

sword, declares,
" He's a Bonny Lad I trow and a muckle Speaker gude troth." A

Jacobite citizen says,
" I know him to be a true heart." Beneath, these lines are

engraved :

" Let wealthy Gulls this Scene behold,

And wisely learn to keep their Gold.

Here view an artfull K e who scarce,

Had Cov'ring for his brawny A se,

Now mounted in a gilded Carr

For Heav'ns sake, How came he there ?

Ill tell ye Friends, by subtle Wiles,

By cringing Flattery and smiles :

By large important Phyz & Wig
Some little People thought him big.
Which he perceiving wisely offers*

To take good Care of all their Coffers.

And lest their money should become
So weighty to be troublesome,
That he may keep it till 'tis wanted ;

All which without Objections granted.
The Coal in hand, behold y

e
Banker,

Resolves to spend it ev'ry Spanker ;

Buys up Estates & plays the Devil,

Without the least design of evil ;

But lest he break for 3 per Cent,
Must be a Man o' Parliament

;

And Acts of Parliament now say
He's Free, that Nothing has to pay."

Mr. William Belchier was a banker in Lombard Street, and an owner >f

privateers ;
the latter fact accounts for the presence of the two sailors who are stant -

ing behind his coach and shouting,
" He's a Helm of Us, but We're a Stern < f
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Him,'" and " Dam his Poop, I say." Other sailors are among the mob. Hig

plaid waistcoat, and the testimony of the Scotchman, intimate Belchier's northern

origin. In 1747, July 3, after a sharp contest, he was returned Member of

Parliament for Southwark. In 1755 be resided at Epping, in the hunting seat

of the late Prince of Wales ; in February that year, this house was entirely

consumed by fire. December 14, 1772, died "Win. Belchier Esq., formerly a

banker and member for Southwark."

I3f X 7i".

2862,

Bergen-op-Zoom, 1747.
1

[Sept. 16, 1747]

THIS engraving is divided by ornamental scroll borders into five parts. The

largest, in the centre, represents the siege of Bergen-op-Zoom. This place waa

deemed impregnable, and for two months successfully resisted every attempt made
on it. The besiegers were slain in heaps, while the garrison suffered little. Some
inconsiderable breaches were, however, effected, which the governor thought of small

importance, and consequently was not as vigilant as he should have been. An assault

was made, and, after a most vigorous resistance, succeeded, as represented here.

Two Scotch battalions particularly distinguished themselves, driving back the assail-

ants from street to street, but they were ultimately overpowered by superior numbers,
after losing nearly two-thirds of their force. This draws from one of the French
commanders here represented the order, "Give them good Culloden Quarters".
The speaker is galloping forward near the middle of the design, at the head of a

party of cavalry. In the background, another mounted man cries,
" Now for y*

Maiden Head ". In front, a French soldier shouts to his neighbour,
" Down with

y
e Dutch ". A Dutchman, standing near a battery on our right, swears " Dunder

Sf Blicksom ". A man, holding out a pair of breeches towards two women, says
" Den Dible ", another man cries

" de French ", another says, or replies
" de french

be here". In the foreground are batteries of cannon. On the immediate front

stand two officers; one says, "/ thought what it would come to;", the other

remarks, "/ told you what an Headlong obstinate Wretch this Brother of mine

was ".
2

1 See " A Description of Bergen-op-Zoom ", in " The Gentleman's Magazine ",

1747? P- 328 5
likewise on the siege, pp. 344, 401, 409, 41 1, 438, 450.

2 One of these officers was doubtless meant for Marshal Saxe. "
this Brother

"

was Marshal Lowendahl. They were not brothers, nor both illegitimate, the latter

was the legitimate son of the Baron of Lowendahl, an illegitimate son of Fre-

derick III. of Denmark. H. Walpole, in " Letter to Mann ", May 5, 1 747, says :

" There is a print published in Holland of the Devil weighing Count de Saxe
and Count Lowendahl in a pair of scales, with this inscription :

* * * *
" Tous deux galiards
Tous deux paliards
Tous deux batards ".

# * * #

See, in " The Gentleman's Magazine", 1747, p. 438, a translation of a letter

from Count Lowendahl to Marshal Saxe, describing the bombardment, capture,

pillage, and conflagration of Bergen-op-Zoom ;
see likewise p. 464.

The " Maidenhead ", see above, was a name given by the Dutch to a part
of Bergen-op-Zoom, a virgin fortress until captured as related here. The

place had been thrice before besieged. One of the bastions was called "La
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In the small compartment on our left, at top, Louis XV. is seated at a table,

on which lies a scroll marked "
League from Prus'a". Before him stands an officer,

Count Lowendahl, predicting the taking of the city
" / hope Sire,

1

you find my
Words True depend on the Whole at y

e time Ipromised". The king replies,
" It

(the city) is mine, Sf Lowendahl a Martial ". To this rank the king advanced

the officer as soon as he ha^ heard of his success. France and Prussia were at this

time in alliance.

Third compartment. George II., seated at a table, is uttering his usual exclama-

tion, "Hounsfoot", and kicking his hat,
2
according to his custom, when angry.

Britannia is fainting at his side. One minister promises him " Millions Sf Men

Enough If that will do ". A second adds,
" All y

e

Supplys you can Ask ".

A third says,
" Where Shall we get 'em". A fourth remarks, "No matter we'll

Promise ".

Fourth compartment. A courier, approaching an encampment, and proclaim-

ing,
" Sad News Sad News ", gallops towards a tent, at the entrance of which is

the Duke of Cumberland, exclaming,
" Zounds what will my Father say now f

"

An officer remarks, "ah, Sir ! this is n't Culloden". See " A Letter from the

Army ", in " The Gentleman's Magazine ", Sept. 1 747? P- 45 !

Fifth compartment. This design represents several men quarrelling before what

appears to be a judgment seat. It may refer to the alleged corruption employed by
the French to ensure the capture of Bergen-op-Zoom. In the centre a man, in robes

of state, and weai-ing a square, flat-topped cap, sits in a chair raised on a platform ;

behind the chair, on the top of its back, is a standing figure of Justice, with one scale

of her balance depressed; the dignitary puts his finger to his lips, and seems

to be muttering,
" A Sad Begining for me". This is probably the then newly

appointed Stadtholder of Holland, the Prince of Orange; he had been installed

July 14, 1747* no* many weeks before the capture of the frontier fortress. Near
the front of the seat of state is a man with a long staff, a tobacco-pipe being stuck

in his hat, who threatens one who is at the right of the Stadtholder's (?) chair, and

shouts, "you Traytor you take English Guinas;" the other rejoins, saying "you
(take) Spanish Pistoles ". Another man, armed with a long staff, strikes his neigt

-

bour, who is turning away, on the back of the head, points to the bearer of tie

pipe, and declares, "Ah B r you taken French Lewies dores ". A fourth man
cries, "Damn the Queen of H g y

" 3 Another says,
"

Sf y
e
English tco

for
"

. The last man on this side of the design shouts, clenching his fist, i s

if in angry dismay,
"
into their Scrape ". On the other side of the desigi i,

standing on the raised platform, is a man who holds his hat in his hand, apparently

waving it; he seems to be shouting,
" A Curse on all M rr ys Say /". Th s

Pucelle". See a plan of that portion of the fortress which was immediately a -

tacked by the French, in "The London Magazine ", 1 747, p. 425.
" Good Cu -

loden Quarters" means "spare none of the conquered", alluding to the alleg< 1

needless slaughter of the Highlanders after the battle of Culloden.

For Marshal Saxe, see "
Tempera mutantur", &c., No. 3015; "Hostages ',

No. 3016 ;

" Court and Country United", No. 2609 ;

" The Court Fright", N >.

2606.
1 The French commander had promised to take Bergen-op-Zoom before S ;.

Louis's Day, Aug. 25, the king's fete, but, notwithstanding a savage bombardmei t

and ruthless waste of life, he did not keep his promise. The governor was the Prin< e

Hesse-Philipstal. After the capture a general plunder was permitted. The speec h

above quoted on the part of the French king is reported to have been real y
made; see "The Gentleman's Magazine", 1747, p. 412, col. 2.

2 See " JEneas in a Storm", No. 2326.
3 See " The Queen of H y putting on Bavarian Breeches ", No. 255 ;,

and the references it contains.
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is probably an English fugitive in Holland, compromised by the conduct of the

Pretender's secretary, Murray; or it may refer to the Lord John Murray, who
commanded a body of English auxiliaries in Holland, and arrived April 30, too

late to succour Hulst, by taking which place the French completed the conquest of

Dutch Flanders.

Below the design these verses, as in " The Foundling Hospital for Wit" (1077.
h. 27), No. v., pp. 12-3, are engraved:

" As Lowendahl of late the Walls he did scowr,
He Spy'd a Small Sally port open before,

When strait rushing forward, he quickly made Room
And thus got Possession of Bergen-op-zoom
The Lady Surpriz'd, to call-out did begin :

But alas ! 'twas too late when the Hero was in.

Who, ravish'd with Joy, cry'd in rapturous Fume
O ! the lovely ! the charming Sweet Bergen-op-zoom".

Bergen-op-Zoom surrendered to the French, Sept. 16, 1747. Sec plans of

the place in " The London Magazine ", Aug. 1747> and "The General Adver-

tiser", Sept. 18, 1747.
1 5i X 1 Oi in.

2863.

A Sight of the Banging Bout at Litchfield.

Sold in Mays Buildings Covent Garden whar is 1OO different Sortment

[Sept. 1747]

AN engraving, showing the front of a tent, which bears the sign of the Hanoverian

Horse, and a notice,
" The white Horse Inn to Lett Ready Furnish

"
; Mr. Heston

Humphrey is horsewhipping the Duke of Bedford, who lies on the ground and

says
"
don't you know me ?

" The bystanders wear dresses with patterns of Scotch

plaid ;
a fiddler in a plaid vest is trampling on " God save y

e

king ", and
" God save

great George our ", and playing
" The King shall enjoy his own again ". A

peer, saying, "/ was y' Staffordshire Jacobit'\ and a commoner, crying,
" '

Tis

well I was tacKd to the Admiral", are standing near. In front, a suppliant

declaring,
" Igave my Vote at Westmr "

is holding out his hat towards " The 2s

Butcher!"
1 who carries a purse, and, waving the suppliant off, says,

" Shall I
bribe as at Bedf d "

? Behind are a party of horsemen in plaid dresses, one of

whom is reading the " Declaration of y* Hunters "
; a fellow is crying out

to them, "No turn Coats." At our left, near a starting-post, on which is

perched a man in a plaid dress, and waving a flag with the Pretender's motto " Pro

patria mori", are two plaided horsemen, one singing
" And a Hunting we will go we

go will", the other " The chiefest Harts to Slay." A man on foot, pointing to a race

in which one rider wears a dress of plaid, the other being a fat person, t. e. the

Pretender and the Duke of Cumberland, exclaims " The H Prince five to one".

In the distance are the city of Lichfield and the racecourse on Whittington

Heath, with the gallows ; from the last a narrow line is traced to the neck of a

bishop (Smalbroke), who is exclaiming
" Ora pro nobis ", to a "

Frenchified
"

coxcomb ; the latter is lamenting
" / lost my Election" l

1 This figure wears the dress represented by Hogarth in the gentleman's
uostiuue in "Taste in High Life", see this title, No. 2563.
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Below this design these Hudibrastic lines are engraved :

" Unto a neighb'ring Castle by
To rest his Body, and apply"

Fit Med'cine to each glorious Bruise

He got in Fight, Reds, Blacks & Blues,

To mollify th' uneasy Pang
Of ev'ry honorable Bang
Which be'ng by skilfull P man drest,

He laid him down to take his Rest."

In 1747, during the national ferment following the suppression of the Re-

bellion, the Staffordshire sportsmen, who were of the Pretender's party,

warmly favoured his pretensions. They
"
appeared," says Smollett,

"
History

of England" (9505. dd.), Book III. chap. i. 18, "in the Highland taste

of variegated drapery, and their zeal descending to a very extraordinary
exhibition of practical ridicule, they hunted, with hounds clothed in plaid,

a fox dressed in red uniform. Even the females at their assembly, and

the gentlemen at the races, affected to wear the checquered stuff by which th<;

Prince Pretender and his followers had been distinguished. Divers noble -

men on the course were insulted as apostates ;
and one personage of high rank

is said to have undergone a very disagreeable flagellation." On the 13th o:'

August, 1 748, and "before Mr. justice Burnett" took place
" the trial of the informa-

tion against Toll (a dancing master) and others, for insulting and striking the D. of

Bedford and other gentlemen, upon Whittington-heath, at the last Lichfield horse-

races
;
when it was likewise proposed by the council for the defendants, that tho

several rioters, to the number of 13, should submit to be found guilty : if th<;

council for the crown would consent to withdraw the informations against several

other persons concerned in that riot
;
which was agreed to by the council for th<!

crown; and those defendants, who were the principal persons concerned in tha:

riot
;
were convicted by the jury."

" The Gentleman's Magazine ", 1 748, p. 378,
" Mr. Heston Humphrey, a country attorney, horsewhipped the duke will i

equal justice, severity and perseverance on the course at Lichfield. Rigby and.

Lord Trentham were also cudgelled in a most exemplary manner." See u Th<;

Letters of Junius ", Letter xxiii.
; by H. S. Woodfall

; 1, p. 5?8.
Lichfield races are annually held during the second week in September, and 01

Whittington Heath. After the Rebellion in 1 745, party races were instituted am

supported for several years. The Whig races continued for three days ; those of thi

Tories, which were held a fortnight afterwards, lasted two days ; and the compan^
dined in tents pitched in a small field opposite the Swan Inn

; at the head of th<

table was placed a woman named Jenny Cameron, who entertained the compan 1

by playing on a violin.

The person speaking to the bishop may be Sir Thomas Clarges, the unsuccessfu

Jacobite candidate for Westminster
;

see " The Humours of the Westminste

Election", No. 2859. For Sir Thomas, see "The Two Shilling-Butcher", No
2860. The peer and the commoner are Earl Gower and his son Lord Trentham
the latter, with Admiral Sir Peter Warren, was returned M.P. for Westminster
It is Earl Gower who calls himself the "

Staffordshire Jacobite
"

;
he was sai<

to have had his foot in the stirrup in 1715. The "
2*. Butcher

"
is Mr. Butcher

the Duke of Bedford's steward; see the entry with that title, No. 2860.
The Jacobites called themselves "

Independents ", and their cry of "
Liberty''

meant emancipation from the German partialities of George II..

This print is announced in "The General Advertiser", Oct. 7, 1747, p. 3
col. 3 ;

see "Great Britain's Union", No. 2864; "An exact Representation"
No. 2865.

1 2| x 6| in.
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2864.

Great Britain s Union
;
OR Litchfield Races Transpos'd.

[Sept. 1747]

AN engraving with two columns of letterpress beneath it. The former shows a

tent, with the sign of the Crown, in which a party of gentlemen, several of whom
wear plaid dresses, are drinking the health of the Pretender, whose bust is in

the centre. Before the tent is the starting post, against which is fixed a cannon
;

on this is seated a man in plaid, holding a pot of ale, and setting fire to the touch-

hole
;
over his head waves a flag, inscribed,

" And curse upon Denial ", i. e., according
to the song printed below, denial of redress for grievances. Above the tent, in the

clouds, is a vision of three hands united, with the motto,
"
Agreed." On the other

side is a flying demon, bringing
"
Informations ". At the left is a person exclaim-

ing,
"Gd d n y* D *

$ all other Posts and Pillars", and holding a scroll

inscribed,
" We have Corage ". At his feet is a cock attacking the reflection of

himself in a mirror; Britannia, as a babe, under a coverlet marked with a

map of "Briton
1" and " Scotlan "(d), is in a cradle, which is tied to a fleur

de Us. In the distance appear the races at Lichfield, the winning horse having
a rider dressed in plaid. The gallows is in use, a label from it announces " Don
Juan 8f his Crew at y

e Place of Desert". Behind the tent is a grenadier, exclaim-

ing,
" We are rode by Ger ms "

.

The ballad printed below this design has no close reference to the print, being
an exhortation to union, with a slight allusion to German rule. Mr. E. Hawkins
substituted for it the following parody on "

Chevy Chase" :

" The Lords Lamentation, or the Whittington defeat.

" immensas surgens ferit aurea clamor

Sydera ;

Ssevit atrox Volscens." JEneid.

" God prosper long our noble king
Our lifes and safeties all,

A woeful Horse race, late their did

At Whittington befall.

Great Bedford's duke, a mighty prince ;

A solemn vow did make ;

His pleasure in fair Staffordshire

Three summers days to take.

At once to grace, his fathers race

And to confound his foes,

But ah ! (with grief, my muse does speak)
A luckless time he chose.

For some rude clowns who long had felt

The weight of tax and levy,

Explain'd their case unto his Grace,

By arguments full heavy.
No Gow'r, they cry'd, no tool of pow'r
At that the Earl turn'd pale :

No Gow'r, no Gow'r, no tool of pow'r
Re-echo'd from each dale :

1 The Duke, see " A Sight of the Banging Bout", &c. No. 2863.
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Then Bedford's mighty breast took fire,

Who thus enrag'd did cry,

To horse, my Lords, my knights, my squires ;

We'll be reveng'd or die.

They mounted straight all men of birth

Captains of land and sea ;

No prince or potentate on earth,

Had such a troop as he.

Great Lords and Lordlings, close conjoin'd,

A shining squadron stood :

But to their cost, the Yeomen Host,

Did prove the better blood.

A Gow'r, a Gow'r ! ye son o' th' W e

Vile spawn of Babylon !

This said, his Grace did mend his pace,

And came full fiercely on.

Three times he smote a sturdy foe
;

Who undismay'd reply'd
Or be thou devil, or be thou Duke

Thy courage shall be tried.

The charge began ; but, on one side,

Some slackness there was found ;

The smart cockade in dust was laid,

And trampled on the ground.
Some felt gore thwacks upon their backs,

Some, pains within their bowels
;

And who did joke the royal oak,

Were well rubb'd, with its towels.

Then terror seized the plumed troop
Who turn'd themselves to flight,

Foul rout and fear, brought up the rear,

Oh ! twas a piteous sight !

Each warrior urg'd his nimble steed

But none durst look behind ;

Th' insulting foe, they well did know,
Had got them in the wind.

Who ne'er lost scent, until they came
Unto the gallow-tree :

" Now "
said their foes,

"
we'll not oppose,

" Your certain destiny,
" No further help of our's ye lack,

"
Grantmercy with your doom !

" Trust to the care o' th' three-legg'd mare ;

"
She'll bring ye all safe home."

Then wheel'd about, with this loud shout,
" Confusion to the R p !

"

Leaving each knight to moan his plight
Beneath the triple stump

Now Heaven preserve such hearts as these

From secret Treachery !

Who hate a Knave, and scorn a Slave,

May such be ever Free !
"

The anchor alludes to John, fourth Duke of Bedford, who at this time w 3

First Lord of the Admiralty ;

" Gow'r ", the " Hanoverian Gower " of Sir C. 1 .

Williams, was John, first Earl Gower, the father-in-law of John, fourth Duke f

Bedford.
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These lines appear in " The Foundling Hospital for Wit" (1077. h. 27.), No. v.

p. l . under the title of " The Lichfield Defeat."

See "A Sight of the Banging Bout", No. 2863 ;
"An exact Representation

of the Banging-Bout ", &c. No. 2865.
8 X 4T in-

2865. ;.
; ; j: .

V-.
,

An exact Representation of the Banging-Bout at Litchfield.

Printed by J. Loyalty, for the perusal of all True Hearts and Sound Bottoms.

[Sept. 1747]
THIS is a woodcut, with three columns of letterpress beneath, referring to the

Staffordshire Jacobite hunting match. The cut is chiefly copied from "A Sight
of the Banging Bout at Litchfield", No. 2863.

The verses quoted with " A Sight," &c. are repeated in letterpress below

the design.
The letterpress in prose is, in part, as follows :

" This Affair has made a great Noise both in Town and Country ;
and that

Gentlemen should be so depriv'd of their Reason as to raise Tumults at a Time
when every honest Man is ready to join Hand and Heart to suppress them, is

somewhat astonishing ! The late unnatural Rebellion is a flagitious Proof of the

Consequence of such idle Doings. What, in the Name of Conscience is there in

a Plaid Dress ? Or what can a giddy Multitude propose to themselves by wear-

ing white Cockades, &c. ? If it is done to corrupt the Minds and Morals of the

honest Part of the Nation, 'tis certain they have the Liberty of rejecting and de-

tecting any of these foolish Marks of Distinction.
" It is an old Saying, that one F 1 makes many ;

but at the same Time it

should be consider'd, that there have been so many lately made, that those who

attempt the same Game again, will find the Tables turned upon themselves.

Were not the Glorious and Loyal Associations in the Time of the late Rebellion,

sufficient to open the Eyes of all who wished the Destruction of their Country ?

And are there Bigots that would endeavour to foment and stir up the People

again ? I would have them consider that Culladen, Tower-Hill, Kennington,
&c. are still in Being," &c.

" The Litchfield Squabble ", a book, "by Peter Plain-Truth, not Lord Puff",
is announced in "The General Advertiser", Oct. 15, 1747> P- 4> c l- 3> thus -

" This Morning at Ten o'Clock, will be published," &c.

ll| X 54- in.

2866.

The Smuglers breaking open the Custom House at Poole, Ocf. 1
th

,

1747.

Valois Sculp [Oct. 7, 1747]

AN engraving, apparently prepared to illustrate a book. The smugglers are busy

breaking open the door of the " Costom House
"

;
their horses are tethered in a

row, ready for an immediate retreat.

Oct. 7, 1 747.
"
Sixty men or more, arm'd with muskets, pistols, and swords,

with about 30 horses, between 1 2 and one o'clock in the morning, went to the

Custom House at Pool in Dorsetshire, and placing a guard on the watchmen, and

all others they found in the street, broke it open, with the collector's office, and the
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king's warehouse, saying they were come for their tea, and accordingly took all the

tea lately seized by the Swift privateer, being upwards of4200 Ib. weight, and loaded

their horses, obliging the watchmen to attend them. A reward of 2OO^. is pro-
mised in the Gazette for taking each of the offenders, and his majesty's pardon to

any person who shall discover one or more of his accomplices." "The Gentleman's

Magazine ", 1747, p. 494.

Many similar acts were committed about this time by smugglers, and many
consequent executions took place. See "The London Magazine ", 1749, p. 43.

6 X 3 in.

2867.

First oars to L m th ; or, who strives for Preferment.

[Oct. 1747]

THIS is a broadside, comprising a woodcut and three columns of letterpress ; the

former shows three bishops in three wherries rowing towards Lambeth Palace ;

as in the design described as "For Lambeth. A. (No. 1.)", No. 2868. . Th<3

letterpress is in fourteen stanzas, of which one is as follows :

"
H-d-y with headstrong Zeal inspir'd ;

Vows he'll compleat the AVork,
Whilst G b n Tugs and Toils in vain

T' o'ertake the furious Y r k."

"H d y" was Hoadly, Bishop of Winchester; "G b n" was Gibson,

Bishop of London
;

"Y r k", was Herring, Archbishop of York, who obtained

the see of Canterbury. For references to these prelates, and a further account

of the subject, see "
Haw'y Haw'y L b th ", &c., No. 2873, and the entries

with this date.

Another satire was published at this time, probably the most important of th?

category here described, under the date Oct. 1747 This represented four

bishops in four wherries rowing towards Lambeth Palace, which, with Westminste r

Bridge (?), is represented in the print. This work is the frontispiece to " A Race for-

Canterbury; or, Lambeth Ho !", a poem describing the contention for the metro

politan see. On the title-page appear the verses :

" Behold four Bishops, tooth and Nail,

Struggling who first shall Lambeth hail.

The first
l

is old, yet very willing ;

The second's 2 brave at Rebel-killing ;

The third 3
is pious, good and just,

And worthy of so great a trust ;

The fourth 4 strove hard to gain the point,

And stretched every nerve and joint ;

But finding that his labour's lost

He says, he'll not accept the Post."

The following are extracts from the poem :

" Alas ! the Church's rev'rend Head,
The learned, pious Potter's dead,

Who fill'd with great propriety,
Old Canterbury's sacred See.

1 Sherlock. 2 Herring.
3 Mawson. 4 Gibson.
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" No sooner had Death seized the Seer

Just in the middle of his prayer,
But instantly on Thames appear'd
Four wherries rowing very hard,

Each rower clad in sleeves of Lawn,
A Trencher cap his head upon.

"
Sherlock, tho' old, has got the start,

And vig'rously he plays his part,

His arm, tho' feeble, yet in truth,

The prize in view renews his youth ;

So tuggs the Oar, and pulls away,
To gain, if possible, the day.
Pleads services of antient date,

Which he had done for Church and State.

And thinks it hard to be deny'd
So small a boon before he dy'd,
All his ambition is, he says,

That he may once be call'd his Grace,
And then let Death corne when it will,

He shall the greatest pleasure feel.
"
Herring in order next advances

;

And full of Hopes, he strangely fancies,

That he by dint of merit shall

Get first to land by Lambeth Wall.

And as he urges on his speed,
Counts in his mind each single deed

Which he had done to serve the Crown
To ev'ry loyal subject known.
' Who dares deny the Honours due,
' When daring Rebels made us rue;
' To the bold stand which then I made,
' At peril of my mitred head ?

' When I, not only brave in word,
' But turned my crozier to a sword

;

'

Chang'd my white lawn for bloody red,
'

My pen to pike to take the lead
;

' Summon'd the people up, and pray'd
' That I their General might be made

;

'

Ding'd in their ears the glory won
'

By feats performed by sword and gun ;

' And if amidst the horrid fight,
' A Bullet took them in its flight,
'
It surely sent their souls to bliss,

1 And everlasting happiness.
' Thus I harangu'd the gaping crowd,
' Who all huzza'd most wondrous loud

;

' Then bade me lead 'em to the foe,
' And then their courage I should know,
' This and much more I do aver,
' Was done by me with mighty stir,
4 Now would it not be very hard
' Such virtue should have no reward ?
' And what reward can equal be,
' Unless they give me Lambeth See ?

' As to the feeble wretch before,
'
111 drive his boat and him a'shore

;

III. U U
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4 And then I'll swiftly stretch away,
' And boldly seize the noble prey.'

" Mawson moves on a sober pace,

And sits and rows with easy grace,

No ruffling passion's in him seen,

Indiif'rent if lie lose or win.'

lie knows the weight of such a charge,

And that it will his cares enlarge.

Does with himself his talents scan ;

A proof that he's the fittest man !

Yet having no self biass'd ends

Will wait the pleasure of his Prince.
" Next Codex comes with lab'ring Oar,

And, envious, sees the three before.

Yet luggs and tuggs with every joint,

In hopes at length to gain the point.
'

Long have I serv'd in humble sort,
' As a mere drudge, a graceless Court ;

' My leaky vessel long have steer'd
'

By ev'ry ministerial card ;

'

Taught principles the most in fashion ;

' For what ? why for a good Translation.
' If then such services have merit,
' Th* Arch mitre's mine, and I will wear it.'

So said he turn'd about his head

To see how well his voyage sped,

Soon he observ'd with aking heart,

lie acted a successless part ;

The more he strove the further off,

And quickly'd be the common scoff;

Rested his oars, and stood stock still,

Tho' very sore against his will
;

Then pond'ring on the sum of things,

The will of Heav'n, and will of kings ;

' Why should I thus,' said he,
'
so gape

For a slight feather in my cap ?

Honour and wealth enough I have,

More cares would haste me to my Grave.

No ! I'll be easy in my station,

And strive no more for a Translation.'
"

Archbishop Potter died October 10, 1747. The archbishopric was offered

Sherlock, but he declined it on account of ill-health. Herring was Archbishop of

York at the time of the Rebellion in 1745. After the battle of Preston P na

he convened the nobility, gentry and clergy of his diocese, and by a noble { u<]

animated speech roused them to exertion and to subscribe 4O,OOOZ. for the serv

of the country ;
see " The Soldier ", &c., No. 2635 ;

he was appointed to s
ic-|

ceed Potter in the archbishopric of Canterbury. Mawson was Bishop of Chichesi or.

Gibson was Bishop of London, and author of " Codex Juris Ecclesias ic

Anglican!."
l

Hoadly, according to other prints of this category and date,

an expectant candidate. For these prelates, see the references given
"
Haw'y Haw'y L b th ", &c.> No. 2873.

1 " The General Advertiser", Oct. 14, l 747, p. 2, col. \, says Bishop Gib
declined the post on account of his age.
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The above-quoted poem is announced in " The General Advertiser", Oct. 16,

1747, i.e. six days after the death of Archbishop Potter.

See " A Papist, with his Jacobite Footman", No. 2667.

7J- X 4f in.

2868.

For Lambeth. A. (No. I.)

Price 6'
1
.

I Oct. 1747]

THIS is an engraving, from which, probably,
"
First oars to L m th ", No.

2867, was copied.
It shows three bishops in sculler's boats, rowing vigorously across the Thames

and towards Lambeth Palace, which is on the further bank of the stream
;
in-

cluding the Bishop's Walk, now absorbed in the Southern Embankment, Lam-
beth Church, the Palace Gardens, the Library built by Archbishop Juxon, the

Lollard's Tower, and Cardinal Moreton's Gateway. One of the bishops is con-

siderably ahead of his competitors ;
this is probably meant for Sherlock. 1 The

next, who looks behind him while he sculls hard, is probably Herring ;
the third

and hindmost prelate was probably intended for Mawson, or Hoadly ;

" Codex ",

or Gibson, Bishop of London, having given up the race, does not appear.
This print is in the "

Crowle", Pennant's " Some Account of London", Part I.,

No. 1 30, preserved in the Print Room.
See the same title and date (No. 2.), No. 2869, which is a copy from the

above-described work, and "
Haw'y Haw'y L b th ", &c., No. 2873.

6|- X 6fi.

2869. For Lambeth A. (No. 2.)

Price 6d
. [Oct. 1747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that described as (No. 1
.), with the same title and

date, No. 2868. It is slightly shorter and narrower than the original, and may be

distinguished from that work by the water in the foreground on our right being
darker ; the button on the cap of the second bishop is not shaded as it appears
to be in the original. There is no stop after the title in the copy.

91- X 6| IB.

2870.
For Lambeth B.

Price 6d. [Oct. 1747]

IN this engraving, one of the category described with the same date, see " First

oars", &c., No. 2867 ;
"For Lambeth, A." (No. 1.), No. 2868. Two only of the

episcopal candidates continue the contest for the archbishopric ;
the third has

given in, thrown away his sculls, sits in his boat with folded arms, and exclaims,

"Damn my Scull".

On the summit of the northern tower of Cardinal Moreton's Gateway appears
a prelate in academical costume, pointing to the parish church which stands

1 See "First oars to L m th ", &c., No. 2867.
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close to the entrance of Lambeth Palace. He, having won the race, seems to be

smiling in triumph over his competitors, and as no boat appears on the shore, it

is probably intended to be expressed that he got by land to the archicpiscopal goal.

The view of the palace is similar to that given by the other prints of this category,

and the same date.

There are two states of this plate; l, in which the " d " of" Price 6d "
appears so

close to the margin of the plate that it may have failed to print with many im-

pressions. The second state shows that the inscription
" Price 6rf " has been

beaten out and re-engraved further to our left than in the former state, the " d
",

therefore, is quite legible.

9|- X 6| in.

2871.

For Lambeth. C. (No title.)

Price I
s

. [Oct. 1747]

THIS engraving shows the Thames opposite Lambeth Palace, and three bishops

rowing on the stream before the archiepiscopal seat. The view of the palace s

similar in all respects to that given in other prints of this category, a.nd here

described under the same date, see "
Haw'y Haw'y L b th", No. 2873, &'

Two of the competing scullers are behind the third
;

the latter was probably
intended for Sherlock, who declined the archbishopric, and he appears to I e

pulling his skiff out of the course so that his next follower may pass on
;

the

latter may therefore be Herring, Archbishop of York, who won the prize ; neve -

theless, what watermen style "a foul" is imminent between Herring and Sher-

lock, if these prelates be indeed represented. Meanwhile, the third bisho >,

although now in the rear, is making swift way, and may expect to win. The
third was probably (see the verses below the design) intended for Hoadly.

1

The following verses are engraved under the design :

"
Pope Gregory's Table was Spread with a Net,

Till He the Fish into his Power could get ;

Pope E nd to L eth rows in a Wherry,
For th' A B ps P ce of C y.

As S k the elder about Right Divine,
Would Nothing determine till Battle of Boyne,
So S k the younger too, made it a Question,
Which had best Right, till Battle of P on.

Since Popery's a Cheat now fully detected,
And the Tricks of jugling Monks are rejected;
Then may He win the Prize who None will oppress,
And the P ce at L eth be Benjamin's Mess."

" E nd " was Edmund Gibson, Bishop of London, otherwise styled
" Codex ",

see " The Hierarchical Skimington", No. 2149, and "The Parallel", No. 2280.
"S k the elder" was William Sherlock, Master of the Temple, and Dean of

St. Paul's, who died in 1707, and father of Thomas, or "S k the younger ",

Master of the Temple, and of Catherine Hall, and successively Bishop of Bang< r,

Salisbury, and London, who died 1761, being the opponent of "
Benjamin ", jr

Hoadly ;
as to the last see below, note.

9f X 6i in.

1 For Hoadly, see "The Hierarchical Skimington", No. 2149; for Sh r-

lock, see " Blessed be the Lord ", No. 2139 ; for Herring, see " The
Soldier", &c., No. 2635.
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2872.
" LAMBETH ".

Disapointed

Price 6d [Oct 1747]

THIS engraving shows the Thames with the river front of Lambeth Palace,
as in the other designs described under the same date, see "

First oars to

L m th", No. 2867, and the satire refers to the conclusion of the

supposed contest for the archiepiscopal mitre of Canterbury, vacant on the

death of Archbishop Potter, Oct. 1O, 1747. The see was filled by the

translation of Archbishop Herring from York, see the entries dated Oct.

l 747. The landscape, as in the other satires, is a very exact portrait of the

place in the year 1747, see "For Lambeth, A." (No. l.), No. 2868. Three

prelates, i.e. Sherlock, Gibson, and Mawson, or Hoadly, are seated as before in

their boats, but now sculling away from the palace, and with lugubrious and

disappointed expressions, as if they had lost the prize; one of them looks

over his shoulder, and in the direction of his boat, the face of this person resem-

bles that of Yanloo's portrait, engraved by Ravenet, of Sherlock, the other two
are apparently meditating, the most remote of the three resembles Gibson.

The fourth candidate, no doubt intended for Archbishop Herring, sits in the

stern of a wherry, and is rowed direct to the landing-place of Lambeth Palace by
a waterman who, referring to the

"
Disapointed

"
prelates, says,

"
you're all

Bob'd ". The waterman wears over his white shirt a broad riband, doubtless

intended to show that he was one of the ministry, a nobleman.

For the history of a contest for the honours of Archbishop Wake, Potter's

predecessor, see
" Memoirs of the Reign of George the Second ", by Lord Hervey,

1848, ii. pp. 105-11, under the date 1736. Wake died in 1737. Potter

was recommended for the archiepiscopacy by Lord Hervey.
10 x 6i in.

2873.

Haw'y Haw'y L b th Haw'y.

Sold in May's Buildings Covent Garden where is 100, different Sortiments

M Bavaninet In et sc [Oct. 1747]

IN this engraving three bishops are rowing across the Thames, but with the

tide in their favour ;
a fourth is rowing down the river,

"
against Tide ". On

the bank various groups, including two noblemen, one of whom says,
" Let

Honour be y
e Reward of Virtue 8f not Interest", are addressed by three bishops;

one of the prelates says,
" Igive it up till next"; another holds a paper inscribed,

"
lOOOoybr it". The third bishop is protesting the value of his own claims.

Another group comprises two noblemen, who are styled
"
the 2 Brothers ",

i. e. the Duke of Newcastle and Mr. Pelham, addressing four bishops. One of

the noblemen says to a prelate, who turns up his eyes to Heaven,
" You are the

Man ". The other nobleman says,
" You shall all be ArchB

s
".

In a third group a bishop, whose frock is tucked up, is fighting two water-

men, and exclaiming,
" / have beat my way thro

1

thousands ". Two victims of his

fists already lie at his feet. Behind him are two clergymen shouting, respectively,
" ril be Dean of y

e Arches" and " / Arch Deacon ".
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Beneath, these lines are engraved:

"
Sculls Sculls to Lambeth ! See how hard they pull 'em

But sure the Temple's nearer much than Fulham."

Two of the supposed candidates to succeed Archbishop Potter were Dr.

Thomas Sherlock, Master of the Temple, and Edmund Gibson, Bishop of London,
the latter resided at Fulham.

On a duplicate of this print Horace Walpole wrote :

" The Man whose Place they thought to take

Is still alive, and still a Wake."

Archbishop Wake died in 1737.
There is an impression of this plate, coloured by hand, in the " Crowle ", Pen-

nant's
" Some Account of London", Part I., No. 132, in the Print Room.

See " First oars to L m th ", &c., No. 2867 ;

" For Lambeth, A." (No. l.),

No. 2868; "For Lambeth, B." No. 2870, and " For Lambeth, C." No. 2871.
The prelates satirized here were, l

,
for Herring, Archbishop of York, the suc-

cessful competitor, who turns up his eyes in thankfulness to heaven
;
for him see

"The Soldier", &c., No. 2635; 2, for Sherlock, see "Blessed be -the

Lord", No. 21'39; 3, for Gibson, Bishop of London, see
" Tartuff's Banquet,"

(No. 1.), No. 2281
; 4, for Mawson, Bishop of Chichester, and, 5, for Hoadly,

see
" The Hierarchical Skimington", No. 2149 ;

for the Duke of Newcastle, sec
" The Noble Game of Bob Cherry ", No. 2850 ;

for Mr. Pelham, see
" Modern

Characters ", No. 2829.
1 If x 6J- in.

2874.

A FLEET WEDDING. Between a brisk young Sailor $> his

Landlady's Daughter at Jtederiff.

7. June sculp.

Publish'd according to Act of Parliament October y
c 2O'A 1747- Price 6d

.

[Oct. 1747]

AN engraving, of which the scene is in old Fleet Market
;
from the houses at the

side are suspended signs of the "
Pen-in-Hand," used by the disreputable clergy-

men who were to be found ready to perform the marriage ceremony in that

place. Here, amid a crowd of people, are two obsequious parsons offering their

services to a young couple comprising a sailor and a harlot, who have just

alighted from a coach, from which another sailor is assisting a fat matron, the

mother of the bride, to descend.

Among the spectators standing on our left are, a woman far advanced ir

pregnancy, a very fat milkwoman, who stares and laughs at the bride and bride-

groom, while, having set her milk pails on the pavement, she links together the

hooks from which those vessels were suspended while she earned them with a

yoke ;
a chimneysweep stoops slily by her side and dips a piece of bread in the

milk. An itinerant seller of herbs, who walks behind the milkwoman with f

large basket on his head, cries, with reference to the intention of the sailor t(

marry the young woman: " Rue a farth
e a bunch". Near this person is the

extremity of a long, low building, of classic design, in the pediment of which ar<

the arms of the City of London
;
on the facia is

" TLEWORTH FROA
STOCKSMARKET." 1

1

Probably
" Shuttleworth."
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Below the design the following verses are engraved :

" Scarce had the Coach discharg'd its trusty Fare,
But gaping Crouds surround th' amorous Pair ;

The busy Flyers make a Mighty Stir !

And whisp'ring cry, d'ye want the Parson, Sir ?

Pray step this way just to the Pen in Hand
The Doctor's ready there at your Command :

This way, (another cries) Sir, I declare

The true and ancient Register is Here :

Th' alarmed Parsons quickly hear the Din !

And haste with soothing Words t' invite 'em in :

In this Confusion jostled to and fro,

Th' inamour'd Couple know not where to go ;

Till slow advancing from the coache's Side,

Th' experienc'd Matron came (an artful Guide)
She led the way without regarding either,

And the first Parson spliced 'em both together."

" The pratcice of solemnising clandestine marriages" prevailed to an extreme

degree.
" There was a band of profligate miscreants, the refuse of the clergy, dead

to every sense of virtue, abandoned to all sense of decency and decorum, for the

most part prisoners for debt or delinquency, and indeed the very outcasts of

human society, who hovered about the verge of the Fleet prison to intercept

customers, plying like porters for employment, and performed the ceremony of

marriage without license or question, in cellars, garrets, or alehouses, to the

scandal of religion, and the disgrace of that order wliich they professed."
Continuation of the "

History of England by Hume," (9505. dd.), by T. Smollet,

Book in., ch. ii. 26.

See " The Sailors Fleet Wedding Entertainment", No. 2875.
This print is announced in "The General Advertiser", Oct. 24, 1747.
1 if X 7i in.

2875.
'

.

THE SAILORS FLEET WEDDING ENTERTAINMENT.

Published according to Act of Parliament; Novvembcr y
e

1O, 1747. Price

6d. by M. Cooper [Nov. 1747]

THIS engraving is the sequel to that described as
" A Fleet Wedding ",

No. 2874. It shows the interior of a room, with a considerable number of persons
assembled at a wedding feast. On the wainscot in the background are four

portraits of men in ovals, one of these represents the Duke of Cumberland.

There is also a picture of a Skimmington.
1 The greater number of the company,

including the bride and bridegroom, sit about a circular table, the former

caresses the latter indelicately with both her hands ;
next to these sit the mother

of the bride, a very fat woman, and a clergyman, or " Fleet Parson ", who

appears to be quite drunk, and leans on the woman's shoulder in a lewd

fashion
;
on the other side are a sailor and a girl ; opposite to these a young

woman drinks from a spirit-glass, and holds a long clay tobacco-pipe. Another sailor

and girl sit on our extreme left of the table. The latter two look with much

1 See "Skimmington Triumph", No. 1703? "The Hierarchical Skimming-
ton", No. 2149;

" Hudibras encounters the Skimmington", No. 441, and

below.
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interest at the vigorous dancing of a sailor, who stands up for the purpose in

the front of the design; near this performer, and seated on the floor, is a wooden-

legged fiddler, energetically playing, near whom are a bottle and a glass. On
this side a young woman regards the dancer with amorous attention. Behind the

table a negro attempts to kiss an old woman, who, in defending herself, applies a

lighted candle to her assailant's turban
;
a girl is about to place a bowl of punch

on the table
;

a sailor and a young woman are kissing ;
a dog and cat are

quarrelling. In the background the door of the room has been opened to

admit a little man, with a long walking-stick and a laced cocked hat, probably
intended for a mercer, or woman's tailor, who has brought a bill for the bride-

groom to pay. The little man holds a paper inscribed,
"
70 Pound for Cloaths

and Board". Three men, two of whom are bailiffs, accompany the creditor. On
the stairs of the house, which the opening of the door makes visible, is a woman,

ascending, bearing a pillow on her head, and one of the like under each of her

arms.

The picture of the Skimmington represents the procession taking place at a

water-side locality, probably at Rotherhithe, tall warehouses are in the back-

ground, over the roofs of which appear the upper masts of ships ;
a man walks

first holding a cow's horns on a pole, next is a drummer, then the husband pro-

ceeds, hiding his face while he is vigorously beaten by his wife who follows'him ;

next is a man who carries a woman's shift on a pole, which is surmounted by i

pair of cow's horns.

Below the design the following verses are engraved :

"
Jack, rich in Prizes, now the Knot is ty'd,

Sits pleas'd by her he thinks his maiden Bride

But tho a modest Look by Mollv's shown,
She only longs for what she oft has known.
The Bawd, now from her Daughter's charge reliev'd

With pleasure smiles to think how he's deceived
;

Experienc'd in the Trade, and void of Shame,
To her the Man in Crape imparts his Flame.
The Lawyer grins, & Peg with wanton Glance

Seems much delighted by Tom's antic Dance,
Kit kisses Kate, vows she shall be his Wife
While Cat & Dog resemble nuptial Strife.

The Skimmington Observe. Mirth to provoke
Sam points the Horns, with many a bawdy Joke.

For Spouse's Cloaths the Baily's Crew are seen,
And change, oh sad Mishap ! the jovial Scene."

On " Fleet Marriages" see a letter in " The Grub-street Journal ", Feb 27,

1735, PP- 1, 2.

l if X 7J- in.

2876.

CHRISTMASS OAMBOLL8. BOXING DAY.

PuUisKd according to Act of Parliament Decr
. y

e
26, 1 747 by P. Griffi i

Fleet Street, price 6d
[Dec. 25, 1 747 ]

AN engraving giving a vista of a street in London, with a church (St. Mary 1 ;

Bow ?) in the distance, and probably intended for Cheapside. A considerabl s

crowd of persons appears in the foreground, including the man with the big hea I

and hat, who is recognizable as "
Captain Flash", see below; a woman carrying i
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baby and singing "(7y/,ft"(i*'tnias) "CA"(ols); frnitsellers, a barrow overthrown

and a gentleman threatening to cane its insolent owner ;
a quack selling nostrums

from a chariot, see
" Dr. Rock's Political Speech", No. 2598 ;

" Dr. Rock in Covent
Garden ", No. 2475. There are likewise to be seen a crossing-sweeper, a boy with

a fiddle, a girl with a book, a "
bean", or "

Fribble", who is startled by a dog bark-

ing at him
;
coachmen who are flogging their way through the throng, signs hanging

in front of the shops ;
a well-known trunkmaker's shop is indicated by the

inscription on the facia, "All Sorts of Trunks".

Below the design are engraved the following verses:

" FIRST View the Humour of the City,

Judge next if what they do is witty.
Behold that Hero, Captain Flash l

With empty Pockets cuts a Dash !

Mark Frible on the other Side

Shrinks from the Crowd, his Saul kant bide :

Next Doctor Rock and Wesley View,

Preaching sound Doctrine to the Crew.

The Beadle in a Rage annoys,
Wh s, Oranges & Prentice Boys ;

Throws Halfpence, Dice, & Barrow, down,
With Barters boy upon the ground.
The Duke of Limbs and Peg appear !

Mark how two Punsters at him jeer.

View t'other Part twill make you laugh :

You'd better buy them both by half."

llf X 7i.

2877.

The Cov (
. Garden Morning Frolick

GAILLARDISE du COMMUN JARDIN.
[1747]

AN engraving showing Covent Garden, the church in the background, with its

clock at 4.55 ; the sun-dial on the pillar, as in
" He and his drunken Companions",

No. 2 1 86, which see for references to other illustrations of Covent Garden. In

the foreground is a drunken rake mounted on the top of a sedan chair; an

equally drunken woman dressed as a shepherdess for a masquerade is asleep
within the vehicle, the glasses of which are broken. A watchman has received a

broken head, and five shillings as a recompense ;
he gleefully counts the coins into

his hat. The market folks are jeering the drunken pair. A link-boy leads the

way for the sedan chair, holding his link reversed, and roguishly mocking the

actions of a man who grinds a hurdy-gurdy ; some children are eagerly feeding
at a refreshment stall.

1 2
j-
X 8 in.

1 For Captain Flash, and "Fribble", see "The Modern Duel", &c., No.

2855 ;
for Doctor Rock, see " The Four Times of the Day. Morning", No. 2357,

and the references to other entries in this Catalogue which it contains.
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2878.

His Honour's first Goose-quitl, or MA TT. of if Mint, y
e

Coffee-house

Spy.
[1747]

AN engraving showing a gentleman seated at a table taking coffee in a box at a

coffee house, and apparently listening to his neighbours' conversation. On the

table arc a candle and the "Daily Post". In the adjoining box are three persons,

one of whom is looking over, pointing at the listener, and holding up (T)" he

Gazetteer". Against the back of the box is written
" Taken from the Original

as he ws

Eves-dropping at a certain Coffee-House." Crouching in a corner is

a lion with a quasi human face, and wearing clerical bands ; above is written,
"
Marriages Perform

1d by Mr. ". At the top of the print is a dragon's

face; from the mouth issues a scroll bearing, "Hear O; my Countrymen a Vindi-

cation of a Minister dictated by Publick Spirit and written with Truth."

Mr. Keith, Minister of Mayfair Chapel, advertised his willingness to marry
his customers at various times of the day, and for various prices.

54- X 8 in.

2879.

Nos numerus sumus

Procaccini Junr
. Sculp. According to Act of Parliament June 6th

. 1 747. [ 1 747 ]

AN engraving, showing the interior of a hall, with the Vice-Chancellor (?) c f

Oxford seated on a throne; on either side stands a Bishop, one of whom seems

to be pulling him by the ear, the other holds a stick over his head, and, as the

prelate has another stick under his arm, he is probably lame ; he also holds a chaii

which passes round the Vice-Chancellor's neck. 1 At the right of the throne arc',

1, an old clergyman, wearing a broad-brimmed round hat, and appearing to be

engaged in a heated argument, laying his right fore-finger to his left palm i s

he stands eagerly bending forward
; 2, the Professor of Astronomy,

2
wearing a

fur cap, with pointed and tasseled ends, and a belt, marked with the signs of tV e

zodiac, across his shoulder, and having a long wand in his hand
; 3, a divir e

who is saying, at the instigation of the Devil behind him,
" Melius Possim fallere '.

The Devil wears a square cap. A fourth divine, at the left of the throne, a Doctor 3

is blowing bubbles; the next holds and points to a book, inscribed "Lives of ti e

Bishops". Next, a young military officer sits between two doctors, one of who u

is patting him on the back, the other has one arm round his neck, and its fellow c :i

his knee, which he has drawn over his own knee. On a table in the middle

the room are, "List of the White Horse Club",
"
Oxf-rd Act repealed", ai 1

" Sermons on the Rebellion ". See " The Dublin Orator", &c., 1 760.
At each side of the picture is a satyr standing on a pedestal, drawing up a

curtain and disclosing the above scene.

12|- X 7iin.

1 This circumstance suggests that the prelate represented is Hoadly, translati d
from the See of Salisbury to that of Winchester in 1734, for whom see "T e

Hierarchical Skimington", No. 2149.
2 James Bradley, of Balliol College, was Savilian Professor of Astronomy frc >n

1721 till his death in 1 762. He was Astronomer-Royal from 1 741 till his deal i.

3 Dr. Joseph Browne, of Queen's College, was Lecturer in Natural Philosop y
from 1747 to 1767.
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2880.
The BEAUX DISASTER.

AN In De [1747]

AN engraving, giving a view of the Strand, London
; Temple Bar in the distance

of the vista, which is formed by a narrow street, from the fronts of the houses

of which very numerous signs are pendent. The shops near the foreground
are all unglazed, being those of butchers, poulterers, fishmongers. On a hook of

a butcher's shop a little man, very finely dressed, has been suspended by the seat of

his breeches, and appears here hanging, and in futile rage struggling to get
free. Very many passengers in the street laugh and jeer at this victim of a

butcher's revenge, as described in the verses which are engraved below :

" Ye Smarts, whose Merit lies in Dress,
Take warning by a Beaux Distress,

Whose Pigmy Size, & ill-tun'd Rage
Ventur'd with Butchers to engage.
But they unus'd Affronts to brook,

Have hung poor Fribble on a Hook,

While, foul Disgrace ! expos'd in Air,

The Butchers shout & Ladies stare,

Satyr so strong, ye Fops, must strike you
How can you think y

e Fair will like you,
Women of Sense, in Men despise
The Anticks, they in Monkeys prize."

ui x 7tn.

2881.

" MDCCXXXI."

The Frontispiece to
" The Gentleman's Magazine",

Vol. XVII. 1747.

Front. Vol. XVII. D747]

AN engraving of a Corinthian column, the base being inscribed
" MDCCXXXI."

Several long-eared persons, one of whom wears the badge of the City of London
on his shoulder, are endeavouring with clubs, hammers, pickaxes, &c., to de-

molish the pillar ;
a ragged, masked figtire, mounted on a donkey, is kicking at it.

In the distance is the Temple of Dullness, with a bat fluttering on the pediment,
and in front of the edifice is a grinding-wheel, turned by Oblivion, to the hopper of

which many authors are consigning their works. To the upper part of the

column is affixed a picture, in which Fame is represented seated, holding the

records of her reign ;
these are inscribed,

" Volventur Scecula ".
"
Sylvanus

Urban", editor of " The Gentleman's Magazine ", accompanied by several authors,

presents to Fame some literary contributions which are worthy of preservation.
A party of the Muses are spectators of the scene.

This is the emblematical frontispiece to " The Gentleman's Magazine
"

for

1747. This work was commenced in 173*1 and ^s represented by the column

which is attacked by the asinine representatives of rival magazines ; amongst
these

" The London Magazine ", a periodical which had been started the year
after

" The Gentleman's Magazine
"
appeared, is conspicuous. The contributors to
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these publications are dropping their productions into the mill of Oblivion. The

picture is emblematical of " The Gentleman's Magazine ", the contributors to

which are graciously received by Fame in the presence of the Muses.

A copy of verses, entitled
" The Vision ", is placed on the back of the

" Pre-

face
"
of this volume of the Magazine, explanatory of the print.

4i X 7 1-
in-

2882.

THE STAGE COACH ; OR, COUNTRY INN YARD. (No. i.)

A Country Inn Yard at the Time of an Klection.

Price one shilling Designed and Engraved by W: Hogarth. Published

According to Act of Parliament. 1 747. [ 1 747]

THIS engraving shows the yard of an old country inn during an election for a

member of Parliament, and at the moment of preparing a stage coach /or its

journey. In the middle, in front, the carriage appears, the horses being out of

sight and standing in the gateway which gives access to the street
;
the coach-

man is already on the box
;

an old woman, who diligently smokes a short clny

tobacco-pipe, is ensconced in the large basket which hangs behind the vehicle,

and, besides herself, contains boxes, and has a bale attached to it. Two men are

on the roof, one is a sailor, Avho reclines, and has a bundle tied to his right arm ;
tl is

bundle is labelled,
"

of the Centurion"
\
his neighbour is a French footman,

wearing a cocked hat, seated moodily, and having his sword across his knet s
;

the sailor is slily tilting the hat off the head of his melancholy neighbour. T ic

door of the coach is open on the side nearer to us, a woman has already
taken her seat within

;
a second woman, of enormous obesity, is enteri ig

the vehicle, a low pair of wooden steps having been placed for her accommo-

dation; she has attained the top step, while her husband, a little lem
old man, pushes her behind, and holds a large drinking flask for her vise

when seated. He has a cocked hat tied on his head by means of a handkt r-

chief. A stout man, wearing a travelling cap and coat, and holding a sword a id

a cane in one hand, stands at the side of the steps waiting his turn to follow t ue

obese female. The humpbacked postillion, a very little fellow, stands hat in hai d,

a nightcap on his head, wearing huge riding boots and holding a whip, at the si de

of the fat man, and seems to be vainly endeavouring to obtain from him 1 be

customary vail. The man refuses to hear the postillion. A woman who hold; a

crying baby, and a wizened female, supposed to be an old maid, who snaps 1 or

fingers in hopes to appease the child, are on our left of the coach, and about to

travel in it. The body of the vehicle is, according to the old fashion, suspem ed

by great straps ;
that which is on the visible side appears between the coi ch

and the driver's seat.

In the doorway of the house, which is on our left, a man and a worn m,
said to be a traveller and a chambermaid, are kissing each other. The hostc ss,

an immensely fat person, stands in the bow-window of the bar of the hov -?e,

which projects into the yard, vociferating at the top of her voice, and vigoror -fly

ringing a bell which hangs near
;

this is probably intended to call the p is-

sengers together, or to summon the servants of the house. A drinking-sc >re

is marked on the beam which supports the bell. Two men, one of whom smo ;es

a tobacco-pipe, and seems to be suffering the effects of a debauch, while he
other blows a horn with all his might, appear at a window over the door. '. he

host, a sleek person, with his hand on his breast, is presenting a bill to

an election agent, who, with his fingers in his purse, is about to pay he
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sum demanded, but he looks with shrewd suspicion at the host, and seems to

question the honesty of his neighbour, whose action declares his protestations

against the other's doubts. The host wears a large apron and has a pair of

candle-snufiers pendent at his girdle. From his other pocket projects
" An

Act", supposed to refer to an enactment against bribery at elections.

On the wall of the house is a picture of an angel, at whole length ;
under it

is written :

" THE OLD ANGLE IN TOMS SATES FROM LUNDUN ". A dog is

crouched in a kennel in front, on our right. In the court-yard, which is enclosed

by a wooden gallery on its sides, two of which are visible, appears a noisy proces-
sion of men armed with sticks

;
some of these persons carry a large effigy of a

baby, holding in one hand a child's rattle and in the other a hornbook
;
on the

latter is
" A B C1

". A flag is carried behind the chair in which the figure sits,O
and is inscribed "NO OLD BABY". Many persons appear in the gallery and look

down on the procession. Two coaches stand in the yard.
The reference to the " Centurion

"
connects this design with the biography

of Lord Anson and his naval achievements. This was the name of the ship in

which Anson sailed from Portsmouth, September 18, 1740, with four other

vessels of war. Reaching the Pacific, the commander, having lost two ships of his

little squadron, had repeated success against the Spaniards, and, in May, 1 742,
with the " Centurion

"
alone, he captured the great Acapulco galleon,

1 and
returned to England, which he reached June 1 5, 1 744, having in a fog

passed through the midst of a French fleet which was then cruising in the

Channel. He was made Rear-Admiral of the Blue, and took command of a

fleet which left Plymouth, April 9, 1 747, and included the " Centurion ", a 50-

gun ship, with 300 men on board, then under the command of Captain Denis.

In the action which, May 3, ensued off Cape Finisterre, the " Centurion
"
began

the battle, and, afterwards, with the "Namur",
" Defiance ", and "Windsor",

engaged five French ships ;
in the course of the combat the maintopmast of the

" Centurion
" was shot away, but Captain Denis dropped out of the fight for a

short time in order to refit, and, having done so, returned to action, and took part
in the capture of the enemy's vessels. Captain Denis brought the news of this

victory to England. Anson was made a baron on account of this action. The
" Centurion

" was further employed in the Mediterranean, for which sea she

sailed under the command of Commodore Keppel, April 25, 1 749. The com-
mander's guest was Mr. Joshua Reynolds, afterwards President of the Royal
Academy. The " Centurion

" was further notorious, c. 1 747, on account of her

crew being parties in a cause before the Privy Council against the crews of the

"Gloucester", and" Trial" sloop, which was decided, May, 1747, in favour of

the former. See "The Gothamites in Council", Jan. 1751.
" No old Baby ", and the hornbook in the hand of the effigy, refer, it is said,

to
" the cry used by the opponents of the Honourable John Child Tilney (then

Viscount Castlemain, and now Earl Tylney) when he stood member for the

county of Essex, against Sir Robert Abdy and Mr. Bramstone. The figure still

carries a hornbook, and a rattle in its hands. At the Election, a man was placed
on a bulk, with an infant in his arms, and exclaimed, as he whipped the child,
'

What, you little Child, must you be a member ?
' The family name was

changed from Child to Tylney by an Act of Parliament in 1735. In this dis-

puted Election, it appeared from the register-book of the parish where Lord
Castlemain was born that he was but 2O years of age." See " The Genuine

Works of William Hogarth ", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens
; London, ii. 1 8 1 o,

pp. 186-7. For Keppel, see " Adm1

Byng's last Chance", March 14, 1757.
The following statement, referring to this print, appeared in " The General

1 " Nostra Signora de Cabadonga ", 36 guns, 550 men; worth nearly

350,000. For Anson, see
"
Byng's Ghost", March, 1757.
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Advertiser ", June 26, 1747, p. 4, col. 1.,
" This Day is publish'* (Price Is.)

A PRINT Designed and Engraved by Mr. HOGAKTII, representing a Country Inn

Yard at Election Time. To be had at the Golden Head in Leicester Fields ; and

at the Print shops."
There are three states of this plate ;

l
,
in which the flag, afterwards occupied

by
" NO OLD BABY" has no inscription; 2, in which those words appear ; 3, in

which they have been obliterated. The third state may be distinguished from the

second by the front of the bar being much darkened, and by the flag with its

inscription being burnished out. The side of the coach is marked with lines

indicating panels in the third state ;
it is not so in those which preceded it.

This plate, in the third state, having been much worn, was used for
<: The

Works of William Hogarth, from the original Plates restored by James Heath,

Esq., R.A.", London, no date (1751. d.)

11-5- x 84- in.

2883. THE STAGE COACH
; OR, COUNTRY INN YARD. (No. 2

,)

A COUNTRY INN YARD AT THE TIME OF AN ELECTION.

Invented by Wm
Hogarth. I. June sculp

1
.

I!
1 747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that described as (No. l .), with the same title

and date, No. 2882. It is larger in both dimensions than the original. The fl:-g

with "NO OLD BABY" is omitted, showing that this print was copied from

the third state of the plate.

3i X 8| in.

2884. THE STAGE COACH
; OR, COUNTRY INN YARD. (No. 3 )

A COUNTRY INN YARD AT THE TIME OF AN ELECTION.

No. 4.

No. 4. Invented $ Painted by Wm
Hogarth. [174' ]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that described as (No. 1 .), with tl e

same title and date, No. 2882.

It appears to have formed one of a series of copies from Hogarth's work s,

"No. 4" being placed in the upper corner, on our right. The inscription ( n

the horn-book borne by the mock candidate is omitted. See " The Gate >f

Calais (No. 2.)", No. 3051.
1O4- X 6 in.

2885. THE STAGE COACH
; OR, COUNTRY INN YARD. (No. 4 )

[After Hogarth.] Dent sculp [ 1 74' ]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. l.), with the san e

title and date, No. 2882. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth Moralizec

"

(by the Rev. J. Trusler) ; London, 1768, on p. 181.

It was used again for "
Hogarth Illustrated ", by John Ireland

;
Londo

i,

1791, vol. 1. (7854. ff.), facing p. 282.

3 X 2 IB. Brit. Mus. Library (Grenville), 2585.
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2886. THE STAGE COACH; OR, COUNTRY INN YARD. (No. 5.)

75. W. Hogarth pinx. 1747. E. Riepenhausen Sc. ['747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. l.), with the

same title and date, No. 2882.

It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Riepenhausen's
"
Erklarung der Hogarth-

ischen", &c., 1794-1816, in which volume it is No. 75.
It may be distinguished from other copies by its greyness and poverty, by its

size, and the number "75 ", in the upper corner, on our right.

9|- X 6| in.
'

Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. 11.

2887. THE STAGE COACH
; OR, COUNTRY INN YARD. (No. 6.)

A COUNTRY INN YARD.

Designed by W. Hogarth Engravd by T. Cook.

London Published by G. G. 8f J. Robinson Paternoster Roiv December I
st

1800. [1747]

THIS engraving is a copy from the third state of that which is described with the

same title and date (No. 1.), No. 2882. The flag with " NO OLD BABY" is

omitted.

It is comprised in
"
Hogarth Restored. The Whole Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth", &c., "Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook"; London,
1806.

It is engraved on the same copper plate and printed on the same paper with
" The Times, Plate I.", 1762, by the same engraver and publisher, which see.

ll X 8 in.

2888. THE STAGE COACH
; OR, COUNTRY INN YARD. (No. 7.)

A COUNTRY INN YARD.

Hogarth pinx' T. Cook Sf Son sc. Published by Longman, Hurst, Rees 3f

Orme, May I
st

. 1808. [1747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described (No. 1
.), with the same

title and date, No. 2882. It was prepared to illustrate "The Genuine Works of

William Hogarth ", by J. Nichols and G. Steevens ; London, 1 8 1 0, vol. ii., where

an impression faces p. 186.

With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer" this plate was used again for
" The Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1821,

vol. i. (1751. b.)

5i X 4 in.

2889. THE STAGE COACH
; OR, COUNTRY INN YARD. (No. 8.)

COUNTRY INN YARD.

PL. LXVI. Hogarth del1
. T. Clerk sculpt. London Published as the Act

directs by Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Roiv. D747]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from the third state of that which is described

as (No. l.), with the same title and date, No. 2882. It was prepared to illustrate
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" The Works of William Hogarth", by Thomas Clerk; London, l8lO, vol. ii.,

where an impression faces p. 37-

With the second title placed below the design, the engraver's name burnished

out, this plate was used again for " The Works of William Hogarth", London,

1837, vol. ii., where an impression faces p. 72.

4i X 3f in. Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k. 25.

2890. THE STAGE COACH
; OR, COUNTRY INN YARD. (No. 9.)

THE COUNTRY INN-YARD.

[After Hogarth.] [l 747]

THIS woodcut is a copy from the engraving which is described as (No. 1.), with

the same title and date, No. 2882. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth

Moralized", by the Rev. Dr. Trnsler; London, 1831 ;
an impression occurs on

P- 193-

3i x 2{ r
t.

2891. THE STAGE COACH
; OR, COUNTRY INN YARD. (No. 10 )

COUNTRY INN YARD.

Engraved by T. Englehcart, from the Original Design by Hogarth
Jones if C". Temple of the Muses, Finsbury Square, London. [ 1 74"]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same

title and date, No. 2882. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works of William

Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1833: an impression faces p. 83.

With the publication line removed this plate was used for
" The Complete

Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. J. Trusler, and E. F. Roberts; London,
no date (7855. i.) ;

an impression follows p. 154.

6|- X 4^ in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 27.

2892. THE STAGE COACH
; OR, COUNTRY INN YARD. (No. 1 1

)

[Hogarth's Country Inn Yard.]

[After Hogarth.] Jackson. [ 1 747J

THIS woodcut is a copy from the design described as (No. l.), with the sai ie

title and date, No. 2882. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Penny Magazine ",

1835 ;
an impression occurs on p. 173.

8|r X 5J:
in. Brit. Mus. Library, 2093. e.

2893.

THE JACOBITE'S JOURNAL. (No. i.)

[By Hogarth.] [1747]

A WOOD engraving, showing a Scotch man and woman mounted on an ass. : Ie

has a glass in one hand, is waving his cap in the other, and shouting
" Huzz^ ".

She is likewise shouting, and holds a sword. To the beast's tail is fastened a bo k,
with a spur projecting from the back

; it is decorated with the arms of Fran e,

and lettered " HARRINGTON" A monk, facetiously pointing to his eye, leads lie
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beast with a halter, on which is suspended the " LONDON EVENING POST".
London is in the background.

This is the frontispiece-title of a weekly newspaper which was begun by H.

Fielding in 1747 >
the first number appeared on Dec. 5 of that year. After the

twelfth number the block was found to be worn out, and the journal continued

to appear, but without the headpiece. See " The March to Finchley (No. l.)",

No. 2639.
This publication was announced in " The General Advertiser ", Dec. 4, 1 747,

p. 3, col. 2, as follows :

" To morrow will be Published. NUMBER I. Price Two-

pence ;
and to be continued every Saturday ; (With a curious Frontispiece.) THE

JACOBITES JOURNAL. By John Trot-Plaid, Esq." &c. "Trot-Plaid", a nom de

plume of Fielding's, see
" An Epitaph on John Trotplaid alias J F ",

in "The Foundling Hospital for Wit ", No. VI. p. 69 (1077. n - 2 7-)-

7i X 4% in.

2894. THE JACOBITE'S JOURNAL. (No. 2.)

[After Hogarth.] [1747]

THIS woodcut is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same
title and date, No. 2893. It was prepared for "

Graphic Illustrations of Hogarth,"

by S. Ireland; vol. i., on p. 149.
The copy may be distinguished from the original by the white lines standing

upright in the eye of the scroll issuing from the mouth of the Scotchman
; these,

in the original, slope to our right.

7 X 4^ in.

2895. THE JACOBITE'S JOURNAL. (No. 3.)

FRONTISPIECE to the JACOBITES JOURNAL.

Hogarth Inv1
. Rd

. Livesay Fecit Published, Novr
. 27 ; 1781. % Rd

. Live-

say, at Mrs
. Hogarths Leicester Fields. [*747]

THIS is an aquatint copy from the woodcut described as (No. l.), with the same
title and date, No. 2893. It was published by Richard Livesay, as stated in the

publication line.

The plate was used again to illustrate
" The Genuine Works of William

Hogarth", by J. Nichols, and G. Steevens
; London, 1817, vol. iii., where an

mpression faces p. 139.

7J- X 4|- in.

2896.

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate I. (No. i.)

INDUSTRY and IDLENESS Plate I

The Fellow '
Prentices at their Looms.

Designed &c Engrav'd by Wm
. Hogarth. Published according to Act of Par-

liament 30 Sep. 1 747, [ 1 747]

THIS engraving shows the interior of a weaver's workshop, the site of which is

indicated, see below, to be in Spitalfields, London. Two looms and two wheels

or spinning occupy a considerable proportion of the room. At the loom on our

III. X X
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right the " Industrious 'Prentice ", a plump, bright-featured young man, is

busily working. Behind him four ballads are fixed to the wall
;
on one of these

is
"

Whitington L
d

. Mayor", the other is entitled " The London Prentice" . The

former two words of this latter title have been engraved on the wall above the

broadside instead of on the paper itself; this broadside is headed by a woodcut

representing Daniel resisting the attacks of two lions (?) intended, doubtless, to

signify the dangers which beset a virtuoiis youth. On a third broadside is "July";

it is probably part of a kalendar
;
the inscription on the fourth broadside is

illegible. In front of the spinning-wheel, an upright one with flax on it, belong-

ing to this apprentice, lies an open book marked " The Prentices Guide"; this

volume is in good order.

At the other loom, on our left, the " Idle 'Prentice
"

has fallen asleep, with

his arms folded and his back resting against a beam of the loom. His features

are hollow, his cheeks and eyes being sunken, his face is mean and low in type,

his coat hangs loosely on his shrunken form. A cat, standing on its hind legs at

the side of the neglected loom, plays with the unused shuttle. A short tobacco-

pipe is stuck in the handle of the loom. A large pot, used for beer, is placed on

the frame of the machine, on this vessel is
"

Spittle Fields". On the floor lies a

torn and soiled copy of " The Prentices Guide"
;

" a broadside, inscribed " Moll

Flanders", is nailed against the beam behind the sleeper. His spinning'-wht el

has evidently been unused for a time, it bears no flax. The door of the rot in

has been opened by the master of the apprentices, who calls to the itller, a id

threatens him with his stick.

The design is enclosed by a frame, which is indicated on three of its sicbs.

The upper side, where no frame appears, is occupied by both the titles of

the print, as above quoted. The title of the series of designs to which

this work belongs is engraved on a label. At the sides of the frame respec-

tively are a scourge, manacles, a hangman's rope, the mace of the City of

London, an alderman's gold chain and a sword of state. Below the des:gn
are two cartouches, under the figure of the sleeper one of these bears :

" Proverbs Chap : 23, Ve : 21, The Drunkard shall come to Poverty, Sf drou si-

ness shall cloath a Man wth

rags." The cartouche below the figure of ;he

worker bears " Proverbs Ch: 1C. Ver: 4. The hand of the diligent maketh rid ".

This is the first of a series of twelve prints published by Hogarth hv

1747. It is said that the idea illustrated by these works was derived from che

old comedy of "Eastward Hoe!" by Chapman, Jonson and Marston, which lad,

been republished by Dodsley in his collection of old plays, and the subject vas

dramatized by James Love. In " The General Advertiser", Saturday, Oct. 17,

1747, p. 3, col. 3, is the following announcement: " This Day is publis'i'd,

Price 1 2s. Design'd and Engrav'd by Mr. HOGARTH. Twelve Prints call'd IN-

DUSTRY and IDLENESS, Shewing the Advantages attending the former, and the

miserable effects of the latter, in the different Fortunes of Two APPRKNTI ES.

To be had at the Golden Head in Leicester-Fields, and at the Print-shops. igiT Tl ere

are some printed on a better Paper for the Curious, at 14,9. each Set, to be lad

only at the Author's in Leicester-Fields. Where may be had all his o her

Works." Impressions of the early state of this print occur on thin paper, ;his'

circumstance is accounted for by the above advertisement. The advertiser) ent

was repeated many times during the year 1747.
There are two states of this plate, l, before the inscription "Plate I." was

placed below the design ; 2, in which that inscription occurs, as above.

This plate, in the second state, having been much worn, was used for " The .

Works of William Hogarth, from the original Plates restored by James H< ath,

Esq. R.A.", London, no date (1751, d.)

131- X lOJ-m.
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'2897. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate I. (No. 2.)

The Fellow 'Prentices at their Looms.

[After Hogarth.] Dent sculp Lombard street 1 [l?47]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. l.), No. 2896. It was prepared to illustrate "Hogarth Moralized"

(by the Rev. J. Trusler) ; London, 1768, on p. 74.
It was used again, having been much worked on, for "Hogarth Illustrated",

by John Ireland; London, 1791, vol. i., facing p. 253 (7854, g.)

3_ x 2|-
in. Brit. Mus. Library, (Grenville) 2585.

2898. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate I. (No. 3.)

INDUSTRY and IDLENESS

The Fellow Prentices at their Looms. Pi : I.

27. W. Hogarth inv. pinx. E. R (iepenhausen). /. [ 1 747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. l.), No. 2896. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichtenberg's
"
Erklarung der Hogarthischen", &c., Gottingen ; 1794-1816, in which volume it

is No. 27.
It may be distinguished from other copies by the presence of the number

"
27." in the upper corner, on our right.

10J- x 7f in. Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. 11.

2899. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate I. (No. 4.)

INDUSTRY and IDLENESS

The Fellow 'Prentices at their Looms. Plate I.

Designed by Wm. Hogarth Engraved by T. Cook. Published by T. Cook

N. 1 1 Little Britain Sf G. G. 8f 1. Robinson N. 25 Pater-noster Row
July 1". 1795. [1747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and
date (No. 1.), No. 2896. It is comprised in "Hogarth Restored. The Whole
Works of the celebrated William Hogarth," &c.,

" Now Re-engraved by Thomas

Cook", London, 1806.

!3j- X 9| in.

2900. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate I. (No. 5.)

The Fellow 'Prentices at their Looms.

Pi. i. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS.

Hogarth pinx
1
. T. Cook sculp

1
. Published by Longman, Hurst, Rees, 8f

Orme, March 2<*. 1807. [ J 747]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described with the same
title and date (No. l.), No. 2896. It was prepared to illustrate "The Genuine
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Works of William Hogarth", by J. Nichols, and G. Steevens
; London, vol. i.

1 808, where an impression faces p. 1 34.
With the addition of " PROOF Bishop, Printer, Rolls Buildings. 1 ." this

plate was used again for " The Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. John

Trusler; London, 1821, vol. i. (1751. b.)

St X 4f in.

2901. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate I. (No. 6.)

PL. I. INDUSTRY and IDLENESS.

The Fellow 'Prentices at their Looms.

Hogarth Del'. T Clerk Sculp'. Edinb
London, Published as the Act directs

by Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row. [ 1 747]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described with the same

title and date (No. l.), No. 2896. It was prepared to illustrate "The Works
of William Hogarth", &c. by Thomas Clerk

; London, 1810, vol. i., where an im-

pression faces p. 34. The second title given above is engraved over the design.
With the second title placed below the design, the third title and the engraver s

name having been removed, this plate was used again for
" The Works of Willia:n

Hogarth", London, 1837, vol. i., where an impression faces p. 34.

4r X 3f- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k. 24.

2902. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate I. (No. 7.)

The Fellow 'Prentices at their Looms.

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. PL. I.

[After Hogarth.] P. Audinet, sc. Published by John Major, 5O> Fleet Stre it,

Jany . 1, 1831. [1747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and da fce

(No. 1.), No. 2896. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth Moralized", >y

the Rev. Dr. Trusler
; London, 1831 ;

an impression faces p. 88.

3| X 2J- /.

2903. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate I. (No. 8.)

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. PLATE I.

THE FELLOW 'PRENTICES AT THEIR LOOMS.

From the Original Design by Hogarth
Engraved by E. Smith. Jones 8f Co. Temple of the Muses, Finsbury Squc >'e,

London. [17^ 7]

THE engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title : nd
date (No. l.), No. 2896. It was prepared to illustrate

" The Works of Will im

Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1833 i
an impression faces p. >5.

With the publication line removed, this plate was used again for "The Compl ;te

Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. J. Trusler, and E. F. Roberts
;
Lond >n,

no date (7855- i-) ;
an impression faces p. 47.

6
8
L X 4f in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 27.
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2904. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate I. (No. 9.)

(^Apprentices at their Looms.]

[After Hogarth.] J (ackson.) [
! 747]

THIS woodcut is a copy from the engraving which is described with the same title

and date (No. l.), No. 2896. It was executed to illustrate an essay on "Hogarth
and his Works", in "The Penny Magazine", &c., No. 139, vol. iii., 1834: an im-

pression occurs on p. 209.

5J- X 4|- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 2093. e.

2905.

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate II. (No. i.)

The INDUSTRIOUS
'

PRENTICE performing the Duty of a

Christian. Plate 2

Design d Sf Engrav'd by W". Hogarth. Published according to Act of Parlia-

ment Sep'". 30'*. 1747. [l?47]

THIS engraving shows the interior of a London church, during the time of singing
a psalm, part of divine service. The view is given from the gallery facing the

organ, which is in the distance, on the level of the spectator. On one side of the

organ are four tiers of pews, one above the other respectively, with persons seated

in them ; a curtain is drawn before the seat of the organist ;
a portion of a side

gallery is visible on our left
;
the inmates of the pews are standing up and in

diverse attitudes of singing; several three-cornered hats, or beavers, hang on

hooks in front of the gallery, according to the custom of this period, as illustrated

by more than one of Hogarth's designs. The preacher sits in the pulpit, to

which place access is given by means of a curved flight of stairs, rising from the

floor of the church. The minister's hat hangs behind him, against the back of

the pulpit.
1 The reader and the clerk are at their respective desks below

the pulpit. The preacher is a little man, who wears a black surplice, and sits

with his head bent slightly downwards, waiting to commence his sermon. The
reader is a very fat person, wearing a white surplice ;

he looks about the church.

The clerk, a very lean, hollow-cheeked man, in an old-fashioned wig, stands

at the front of his desk, and his mouth is open in the act of singing. A consider-

able number of persons are assembled in the pews of the body of the church
; many

pews are empty, some of the occupants are asleep. The middle aisle, comprising
free seats, contains a greater proportion of the audience than appears in the pews.

The back of a man is towards us, the individual being in the gallery looking
over the balustrade which there forms the parapet of this part of the church.

In a pew on our right the Industrious 'Prentice is seen, dressed in a long-skirted
coat and wearing his own hair falling in curls about his shoulders

;
he appears to

be much younger than in Plate l. of this series, see No. 2896, where his figure is set
;

he is holding a hymn-book over the partition which divides his pew from that in

front of the same
;
in the latter pew, having turned towards her neighbour for the

purpose of using his hymn-book, is the 'Prentice's master's daughter, a comely

1 See " A Rake's Progress, Plate V." No. 221 l.
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young woman, with a coquettish expression of countenance, wearing a smart

cap trimmed with ribbons, her bosom is covered by a kerchief, she has long gloves

extending to her elbows. 1 A circular patch is placed on her left temple, and a

smaller patch under her right eye. The apprentice's hat hangs in front of the

pew. He is standing, and singing in company with the young woman. A hassock

is on the floor, within the pew, near his feet
;
two large hassocks, one over the other,

are placed on the floor of the gallery, outside the pew.
A very fat man, apparently fast asleep and snoring, sits sidelong on a bench

within the pew. An immensely fat woman, whose profile expresses a high sense

of her own importance, is visible in the pew ;
she has an enormous bust, which is

covered with a white kerchief, she wears a cap and a large breast-knot, and holds

a very large fan. The face of a lean man in large spectacles appears in an adjoin-

ing pew, between the figures of the fat woman and the apprentice. Two other

men holding hymn-books are standing up, and singing from their pews in ranges
lower than that of the young woman.

On our left, seated on two hassocks, placed one over the other, is a very lean

and aged female, the gallery pew-opener, who, in order doubtless to be ready
to attend new arrivals, has turned her back to the body of the church. She

has a bunch of keys at her girdle, holds a hymn-book from which she sings, and

wears a huge pair of spectacles. (

The church represented in this design is probably that of St. Martin's-in-th3-

Fields, Westminster, in respect to the architecture of which, and that of the print,

there are several resemblances. The probability of such being the case is

strengthened by the fact that a royal crown surmounts the chandelier which is

pendant from the roof in the design. St. Martin' s-in-the-Fields is the so-callod
"
royal" parish of Westminster. The design and the church differ, however, in

many respects, the architectural characteristics of the former are seemingly die
to a rough sketch of the features of the latter, not to an intention on the part of

Hogarth to represent this, or any particular church.

Above the design the title of this member of the series of works in questi )n

is engraved, as is the second title of this entry, but not the general title of the

series, that occurs only with respect to Plate I., see No. 2896. Below the design
is a cartouche, with the following inscription. "Psalm CX1X Ver : 97. O!
How I love thy Law it is my meditation all the day". The design, as with otlu rs

of the series, is enclosed by an engraved framework, at the upper corners of which

respectively are, on our left, the civic mace, chain and sword of state, and, on c ur

right, a hangman's rope, a scourge, and manacles.

For the history of the series of designs of which this is a member, i ee

No. 2896, as above.

There are two states of this plate ;
the second state may be distinguisl ed

from the fii-st by the face of the fat woman being considerably darker, a so

her glove and gown ;
the lower folds of the pew-opener's apron, and i he I

shadows on the organ, are darker in the second than in the other state.2

This plate, in the second state, having been much worn, was used for " 1 he

Works of William Hogarth, from the original Plates restored by James Het oh,

Esq., R.A.", London, no date (1751. d.)

13J- X lOf tn.

1 She appears again in Plate VI. of the series
;
see No. 2945.

2 " The Genuine Works of William Hogarth", by J. Nichols, and Gr.
;

Steevens"; vol. iii., 1817, p. 247.
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2906. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate II. (No. 2.)

The Industrious 'Prentice performing the Duty of a

Christian.

[After Hogarth.] Dent sculp Lombard Street 2. [ 1 747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. l.), No. 2905. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth Moralized

"
(by

the Rev. J. Trusler) ; London, 1768, on p. 76.
It was used again for "

Hogarth Illustrated ", by John Ireland
; London,

1791, vol. i., facing p. 255 (7854. ff.).

3i X 2| in. Brit. Mus. Library, (Grenville) 2585.

2907. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate II. (No. 3.)

The INDUSTRIOUS TRENTICE performing the Duty of a

Christian. Pi. 2.

28. W. Hogarth inv fy pinx. 1747. Riepenhausen del 8f sc. [!747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. 1.), No. 2905. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichtenberg's

"Erklarung der Hogarthischen ", &c., Gb'ttingen, 1794-1816, in which volume

it is No. 28.

It may be distinguished from other copies by the presence of the number
" 28." in the upper corner, on our right.

lOj- x 7f in. Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. 1 1.

2908. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate II. (No. 4.)

The INDUSTRIOUS PRENTICE performing the Duty of a

Christian. Plate 2.

Designed by Wm
Hogarth. Engraved by T. Cook. Published by T. Cook

Islington ; and G. G. $* J. Robinsons, Pater-noster Row, February 1*'.

1796. [1747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. l.), No. 2905.
It is comprised in "

Hogarth Restored. The Whole Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth", &c.,
" Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook ", London, 1806.

13| X 10$- IB.

2909. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate II. (No. 5.)

The Industrious 'Prentice performing the Duty of a

Christian.

PL II. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS.

Hogarth pinx*. T. Cook sculp
1

. Published by Longman, Hurst, Rees *

Orme, May l". 1807. [l?47]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. 1.), No. 2905. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Genuine Works of
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William Hogarth", by J. Nichols, and G. Stcevens ; London, vol. 1., 1 808, where

an impression faces p. 1 34.
With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer l ", this plate was used again

for "The Works of William Hogarth", by the Kev. John Trusler; London,

1821, vol. i. (1751. b.)

5|- X 4k

2910. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate II. (No. 6.)

PL. II. INDUSTRY and IDLENESS.

The Industrious 'Prentice performing the duty of a

Christian.

Hogarth del
1 D. B. Pi/et sculj)

1
. London, Published as the Act directs ly

Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row. [*747]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is .described with the same

title and date (No. 1.), No. 2905. It was prepared to illustrate "The Works
of William Hogarth", &c., by Thomas Clerk; London, l8lO, vol. 1., where an

impression faces p. 36. The second title given above is engraved over the

design.
With the second title placed below the design, the third title and the

engraver's name taken out, this plate was used again for " The Works of

William Hogarth", London, 1837, vol. i., where an impression faces p. 36.

4f x Si 1"- Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k. 2^i.

2911. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate II. (No. 7.)

The Industrious 'Prentice performing the Duty of i

Christian.

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. PL. 2.

[After Hogarth.] P. Audinet, sc. Published by John Major, 50, Fleet Stree
',

Jany 1. 1831. [1747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title an I

date (No. 1.), No. 2905. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth Moralized

'

,

by the Rev. Dr. Trusler
; London, 1831; an impression faces p. 90.

3f X 2 in.

2912. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate II. (No. 8.)

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. PLATE 2.

THE INDUSTRIOUS 'PRENTICE PERFORMING THE DUTY O '

A CHRISTIAN.

From the Original Design by Hogarth.

Engraved by G. Armstrong. Jones if C Temple of the Muses, Finsbur /

Square, London.
[ 1 747 1

Tins engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title an I

date (No. l .), No. 2905. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works of Williai L

Hogarth ", by the Rev. John Trusler
; London, 1833 ;

an impression faces p. 8 1

;
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With the publication line removed, this plate was used for " The Complete
Works of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. J. Trusler and E. F. Roberts

;

London, no date (7855, i.) ;
an impression faces p. $l.

6-j.
x 4J- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 27.

2913. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate II. (No. 9.)

[Industrious Apprentice at Church.]

[After Hogarth, by Jackson.] [*747]

THIS woodcut is a copy from the engraving which is described with the same
title and date (No l.), No. 2905. It was executed to illustrate an essay on
"
Hogarth and his Works ", hi " The Penny Magazine

"
&c., vol. iii., 1834 >

an

impression occurs on p. 21 3.

5|.
X 4| in. Brit. Mus. Library, 2093. e.

2914.

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate III. (No. i.)

The IDLE 'PRENTICE at Play in the Church Yard,

during Divine Service. Plate 3.

Desigrid Sf Engraved by Wm
Hogarth PublisKd according to Act of

Parliament Sep'
r

. 30. 1 747. [1747]

THIS engraving shows the exterior of a London church, built of brick, with

dressings of stone. A view is given of the one side of the edifice, with a door,
at which persons are entering ;

over the door is a shield, bearing the arms of the

City of London. On the wall between two windows is a stone cartouche with an

illegible inscription, surmounted by an escutcheon bearing a chevron. An altar

tomb appears at an angle in front of the design ;
on the top stone of the tomb is

" HERE Boor ob'\ The remainder of the inscription is hidden

by the form of the Idle 'Prentice, who has seated himself on the stone and put
up his legs ;

he is playing at hustle-cap with two ill-conditioned fellows who are

grouped about the tomb. The apprentice is endeavouring to cheat his neigh-
bours by concealing some of the coins, the instruments and objects of the game,
under the brim of his hat, which he has placed before him for the purpose.
The three are in an extremely angry dispute ;

one of the party, a shoe-black of the

most repulsive appearance, is loud on the subject as he leans with one elbow on
the edge of the tomb. He scowls at the Idle Apprentice, while, thrusting his

right hand among his rags, he vigorously scratches his own body. The next

gambler is a fellow with one eye,
1 who wears a patch over the place of the lost

organ, a knitted nightcap on his bushy hair; he seems to be about to thrust

aside the hand of the Idle Apprentice, and reveal the trick. The latter

pushes forward one of the four pieces of money which are in question between
them. A fourth person of this group is a boy, who stands behind the gambler
in the knitted cap, and, scratching his thick coarse hair, grins at the trick and its

detection.

1 This man appears again in other plates of this series
;
see the same title and

date, Plates IX. and X. Nos. 297 l and 2980.
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The gamblers have been so deeply absorbed in their sport as to have for-

gotten time and place, nor have they noticed that the parish beadle, a stalwart

fellow in a laced cocked hat and loose coat, has crept np to them, his attention

being compelled by the noise of their dispute, and, with one arm raised to strike

the Idle Apprentice with his cane, is about to break up their conclave.

The shoe-black has brought his stool and basket of brushes to the side of the

tomb, and rests one foot on a plank used to cover the margin of a grave, whiqh
has been opened there. This grave was doubtless prepared for an interment

appointed to take place after the conclusion of the service now proceeding in

the church. Three human skulls and other bones, cast up from the pit,

lie, with what look like some of the grave-digger's garments, at the side of the

altar-tomb. Three upright tombstones are in the churchyard ;
on two of these

skulls and crossed bones are sculptured ;
on one of them is the imperfect in-

scription
" O (or

"
Z>") Wilco" (x ?).

Above the design the title of the member of the series to which this work

belongs is engraved, as in the second title of this entry, but not the general title

of the series
;
this general title occurs only in Plate L, with the same title and

date, see No. 2896. Below the design is a cartouche, with the following inscrip-
tion :

" Proverbs CH: XIX. Ve : 2Q Judgments are preparedfor Scorners, Sf

Stripes for the back of Fools ". The design, as with others of this series, is* en-

closed by an engraved framework, at the upper corners of which respectively

are, on our left, the civic mace, chain, and sword of state, and, on our right,

manacles, a hangman's noose, and a scourge.
The churchyard has not been identified, but it must have been in or near

the City of London, as appears by the escutcheon over the door. There are

points of resemblance between Hogarth's picture and the churches of St.

Michael, Crooked-lane, and St. Paul, Shadwell.

For the history of this series of designs see the same title and date, Plate I.

No. 2896, as above.

There are two states of this plate ; 1
,
in which the coat of the beadle is not

entirely cross-hatched, and in which the slab of the altar-tomb is not cross-

hatched on the inscription;
1

2, as above described.

This plate, in the second state, having been much worn, was used for
" The

Works of William Hogarth, from the original Plates restored by James Heath,

Esq. R.A.", London, no date 0751. d.)

I3i X 10 in.

2915. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate III. (No. 2.)

The Idle 'Prentice at Play in the Church Yard, during
Divine Service.

[After Hogarth.] Dent sculp Lombard Street 3 [ 1 747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. l.), No. 2914. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth Moralized"

(by the Rev. J. Trusler) ; London, 1768, on p. 78.
It was used again for

"
Hogarth Illustrated," by John Ireland

"
;
London.

1791, vol. i. facing p. 257 Cj^S4, #)
3 X 2J- in. Brit. Mus. Library, (Grenville) 2585

1 " The Genuine Works of William Hogarth ", by J. Nichols, and Gr.

Steevens; vol. iii., 1817, p. 247.
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2916. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate III. (No. 3.)

The IDLE 'PRENTICE at Play in the Church Yard, during
Divine Service. Pi. 3.

29. W. Hogarth inv Sf pinx. Riepenh(a,\i)s(en).f. [1747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and
date (No. l.), No. 2914. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichtenberg's

" Erk-

larung der Hogarthischen ", &c., Gottingen, 1796-1816, in which volume it is

No. 29.

It may be distinguished from other copies by the presence of the number
"

29." in the upper corner on our right.
10 x 7 1-

* Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. 1 1.

2917. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate III. (No. 4.)

The IDLE 'PRENTICE at Play in the Church Yard,
during Divine Service. Plate 3.

Design d by Wm
. Hogarth Engraved by T. Cook. Published by T. Cook

N. 1 1 Little Britain, 8f G. G. Sf I. Robinsons N. 25 Pater Noster Row.
Ocf. 1

st
. 1795. [1747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that described with the same title and date (No.
l.), No. 2914.

It is comprised in "
Hogarth Restored. The Whole Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth", &c.,
" Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook", London, 1806.

13- X I0-i.

2918. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate III. (No. 5.)

The Idle 'Prentice at Play in the Church yard, during
Divine Service.

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. PI. III.

Hogarth pinx*. T. Cook sculp*. Published by Longman, Hurst, Rees, Sf

Orme,Julyl.lSoT. [1747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No.l.), No. 2914. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Genuine Works of

William Hogarth", by J. Nichols, and G. Steevens
; London, vol. i., 1808, where

an impression follows p. 1 34.
With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer", this plate was used again

for "The Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London,

1821, vol. i. (1751, b.)

5f X 4|-
in.
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2919. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate III. (No. 6.)

The Idle 'Prentice at Play in the Churchyard, during
Divine Service.

Hogarth del1
. T. Clerk Sculp'. London, Published as the Act directs by

Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row. [1747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. 1.) No. 2914. It was prepared to illustrate "The Works of William

Hogarth", &c., by Thomas Clerk; London, 1810, vol. i., where an impression
faces p. 37. The second title given above is engraved over the design.

With the second title placed below the design, the third title and the engraver's
name taken out, this plate was used again for " The Works of William Hogarth ",

London, 1837, vol. i., where an impression faces p. 37.

4f X 3y in. Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k..24.

2920. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate III. (No. 7.)

The Idle 'Prentice at Play in the Churchyard, during
Divine Service.

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. PL. III.

[After Hogarth.] P. Audinet sc. Published by John Major, 50, Fleet Street,

Jan. 1. 1831. [1747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and
date (No. l.), No. 2914. It was prepared to illustrate" Hogarth Moralized",

by the Rev. Dr. Trusler
; London, 1831 ; an impression faces p. 92.

3| X 2f- in.

2921. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate III. (No. 8.)

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. PLATE 3.

THE IDLE 'PRENTICE AT PLAY IN THE CHURCH YARD.

From the Original Picture ~by Hogarth.

Engraved by E. Smith. Jones 8f Co. Temple of the Muses, Finsbury Square,
London. [1747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and
date (No. 1.), No. 2914. It was prepared to illustrate

" The Works of William

Hogarth ", by the Rev. John Trusler
; London, 1 833 ;

an impression faces p. 89.
With the publication line removed this plate was used again for " The

Complete Works of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. J. Trusler, and E. F. Roberts
;

London, no date (7855. i.) ;
an impression faces p. 52.

H X 4i in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 27.
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2922. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate III. (No. 9.)

[Idle Apprentice gaming.]

[After Hogarth. Engraved by J. Jackson?] [ J 747]

THIS woodcut is a copy from the engraving which is described with the same
title and date (No. 1.), No. 2914. It was executed to illustrate an essay on
"
Hogarth and his Works ", in " The Penny Magazine ", &c. vol. iii., 1 834 ;

an

impression occurs on p. 213.

5jr X 4f in. Brit. Mus. Library, 2093. e.

2923. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Parts of Plates III. and V.

" The Idle Apprentice at Play in the Church Yard" and
" The Idle Apprentice sent to Sea".

Tom. 5. PI. 230.

[After Hogarth.] [l?47]

THIS engraving in outline represents parts of groups from designs by Hogarth ;

on our left, half-length figures of Thomas Idle, his mother, and the two sailors in

Plate V. of "Industry and Idleness", see that title, "Plate V.", No. 2935 ;

and, on our right, the figure of the beadle in Plate III. of the same series, see

that title, "Plate HI.", No. 2914.
This engraving was made to illustrate

" L'Art de Connaitre les Hommea par
la Physionomie ", par Gaspard Lavater; Paris, 1807, vol. v., facing p. 297.

7X2^ in. Brit. Mus. Library, 721. 1. 6.

2924. GROUPS OF FIGURES FROM " INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS."

Plates, III. V. and VII.

" The Idle 'Prentice at Play in the Churchyard,"
" The

Idle 'Prentice turn'd away",
" The Idle 'Prentice returned

from Sea", &c.

"Four Prints of an Election", Plates II. and IV.
"
Canvassing for Votes ",

" The Chairing".
" The Laughing Audience".

[After Hogarth.]
Tom. 6. PI. 341. [!747]

THIS is an engraving in outline comprising groups from the designs by Hogarth
which are named above

;
l

,
Thomas Idle and the man with whom he is gambling

while reclining on the tomb in "
Industry and Idleness, Plate III.", see this

title, No. 2914; 2, the head of the boatman in Plate V. of the same series,

see Plate V. No. 2935; 3, the half-length figures of Idle and the prostitute
in Plate VII. of the same series, see Plate VII. No. 2954.

Likewise, 4, half-length figures of the men seated at the table on our left in

front of " Four Prints of an Election, Plate II.", see this title, 1754 ; 5, the

man with the flail, in " Four Prints of an Election, Plate IV.", see this title, 1 754.
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And, 6, three heads of men in the pit of the theatre from " The Laughing

Audience", see this title, No. 1949, and the head of the drunken woman who,

with her child, sits on the steps in " Gin Lane", see this title, 175 1 *

This plate was prepared to illustrate
" L'Art de Comiaitre les Hommes par

la Physionomie ", par Gaspard Lavater
; Paris, 1807, vol. viii. facing p. 240.

6F X 6f- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 721. 1. 6.

2925. A GROUP AFTER HOGARTH. From "
Industry and

Idleness", Plates III. and V.

Nothing makes a man so ugly as vice
; nothing renders

the countenance so hideous as villany.

[1747]

THIS is an engraving, in outline, of half-length figures from Hogarth's
"
Industry

and Idleness ", comprising, on our right, the figure of the beadle who is about to

flog the idlers in Plate III. of the series of designs in question, see the same title

and date, Plate III., No. 2914; likewise the group of the Idle 'Prentice,

his mother and the two sailors in Plate V. of the same series, see the same title

and date, Plate V., No. 2935.
6i X 2^ in. ,

2926.

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate IV. (No. i.)

The INDUSTRIOUS 'PRENTICE a Favourite, and entrusted

by his Master. Plate 4.

Designed fy Engrav'd by Wm
. Hogarth Published according to Act of Parlia-

ment Sep. 30. 1747. [1747]

THIS engraving shows the interior of a merchant's workshop and counting-house,
the latter being raised above the floor of the former, that the workpeople may be

overlooked from the higher place. A range of looms with six workmen appears
against the wall in the background, two women are engaged at spinning-wheels in

the mid-distance. In the foreground, at an upright desk, stands the Industrious

'Prentice, holding a "
Day Book", which he has opened to consult a business

record
;

in his left hand is a purse, in his right hangs a bunch of keys. His

master leans affectionately on his shoulder with one arm, while turning and

pointing with open hand to the interior of the warehouse, as if he intended

to give the apprentice control in his place. On the desk lie a pair of gloves, in

the position of clasping hands, thus indicating the relationship of the master and

the apprentice. In front of the desk is affixed the " LONDON ALMANACK",
with a large engraving above the kalendar representing Industry grasping Time

by the forelock. A porter, with the badge of the City of London hanging from

his neck, presents himself at the front of the office bearing four large rolls of cloth
;

a piece of paper, inscribed " To Mr
. West ", which the man holds in one hand.

informs us of the name of the master. The porter is followed by a mastiff which

snarls fiercely at the office cat
;
the latter animal is in front, growling and spitting.

standing with bowed back and thickened tail, and resenting the entrance of the

dog.
Above the design the title of the member of the series to which this work
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belongs is engraved, as in the second title of this entry, but not the general title

of the series ; this general title occurs only in Plate I., see No. 2896. Below
the design is a cartouche, with the following inscription :

" Matthew Chap: XXV. Ve : 21. Well done thou good and faithfull Servant

ihou hast been faithfull over a few things, I will make thee Ruler over many things."

The design, as with others of the series, is enclosed by an engraved frame,
at the upper corners of which respectively are, on our left, a hangman's noose,
a scourge and manacles, on our right, the civic mace, sword, and chain of state.

For the history of this series of designs see the same title and date,
" Plate I.",

as above.

There are two states of this plate; 1, in which the right cuff of Mr. West's

coat is light ; 2, in which this cuff has been made dark, likewise the apron of

the porter is darkened. 1

This plate, in the second state, having been much worn, was used for
" The

Works of William Hogarth, from the original Plates restored by James Heath,

Esq. R.A.", London, no date (1751. d.)

I X 9i.

2927. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate IV. (No. 2.)

The Industrious 'Prentice a Favourite, and entrusted by
his Master.

[After Hogarth.]
'

Dent sculp. Lombard Street 4 [ 1 747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. 1.), No. 2926. It was prepared to illustrate "Hogarth Moralized",

by the Rev. J. Trusler; London, 1768, on p. 79.

It was used again for "
Hogarth Illustrated ", by John Ireland

; London,

1791, vol. i., facing p. 259 (7854, ff.)

2j x 2f in. Brit. Mus. Library, (Grenville) 2585.

2928. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate IV. (No. 3.)

The INDUSTRIOUS 'PRENTICE a Favourite, and entrusted

by his Master. Pi. 4.

30. W. Hogarth inv Sf pinx. [E. Riepenhausen sculp.] [ 1 747]

THIS eno-ravinw is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. 1.), No. 2926. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichtenberg's

"Erklarung der Hogarthischen ", &c., Gb'ttingen, 1794-1816, in which volume

it is No. 30.
It may be distinguished from other copies by the presence of the number

"
30.", in the upper corner, on our right.

lOi x 7-1 in. Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. 1 1.

1 See " The Genuine Works of William Hogarth", by J. Nichols, and G.

Steevens ; 1817, vol. iii., p. 248.
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2929. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate IV. (No. 4.)

The INDUSTRIOUS
'

PRENTICE a Favourite, and entrusted

by his Master. Plate 4

Designed by Wm
. Hogarth Engraved by T. Cook Published by T. Cook

Islington, and G. G. 8f J. Robinson's Pater-noster Row December 1*'.

1795- [1747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. 1.), No. 2926.
It is comprised in

"
Hogarth Restored. The Whole Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth", &c., "Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook
"

; London, 1806.

I3f X low.

2930. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate IV. (No. 5.)

The Industrious 'Prentice a Favourite, and entrusted

by his Master.

PL IIII. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS.

Hogarth pinx*. T. Cook sculp
1
. Published by Longman, Hurst, Rees, $ Orme,

July 1, 1807. [1747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. 1.), No. 2926. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Genuine Works of

William Hogarth ", by J. Nichols, and G. Steevens
; London, vol. i., 1 808, where

an impression follows p. 134.
With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer 1 ", this plate was iised again

for "The Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler
; London, 1821,

vol. i. (175L b.)

5|r X 4f .

2931. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate IV. (No. 6.)

INDUSTRY and IDLENESS. PL. IV.

The Industrious 'Prentice a Favourite, and entrusted by
his Master.

Hogarth del1
. D. B. Pyet sculp'. London, Published as the Act directs by

Robert Scholey Paternoster Row. [!747]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described with the same
title and date (No. 1.), No. 2926. It was prepared to illustrate "The Works
of William Hogarth", &c. by Thomas Clerk

; London, 1810, vol. i., where an im-

pression faces p. 39. The second title given above is engraved over the design.
With the second title placed below the design, the third title and the engraver's

name taken out, this plate was used again for " The Works of William Hogarth ";

London, 1837, vol. i., where an impression faces p. 39.

4l- X 3^ in. Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k. 24.
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2932. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate IV. (No. 7.)

The Industrious 'Prentice a Favourite, and entrusted by
his Master.

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. PL. 4.

[After Hogarth.] P. Audinet, sc. Published by John Major, 50, Fleet Street,

March 31, 1831. [l?47]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. i.), No. 2926. It was prepared to illustrate "Hogarth Moralized",

by the Rev. Dr. Trusler; London, 1831. An impression faces p. 93.

3|- X 2^ in.

2933. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate IV.- (No. 8.)

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. PLATE 4.

The Industrious 'Prentice a Favourite, and entrusted by
his Master.

From the Original Design by Hogarth.

Engraved by S. Davenport. Jones &c Co. Temple of the Muses, Finsbury

Square, London. C 1 747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. l.), No. 2926. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works of William

Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1833; an impression faces

P- 91-

With the publication line removed this plate was used again for " The Com-

plete Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. J. Trusler, and E. F. Roberts ;

London, no date (7855. i.) ;
an impression faces p. 53.

6^- x 4f in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 27.

2934. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate IV. (No. 9.)

[The Industrious Apprentice in the confidence of his

Master.]

[After Hogarth. Engraved by J. Jackson.] [ 1 747]

THIS woodcut is a copy from the engraving which is described with the same title

and date (No. l.), No. 2926. It was executed to illustrate an essay on "Hogarth
and his Works'", in "The Penny Magazine", &c., vol. iii., 1834; an impression
occurs on p. 21 6.

5|r x 4-ff
"* Brit. Mus. Library, 2093. e.

2935-
INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate V. (No. i.)

The IDLE 'PRENTICE turn'd away, and sent to Sea.

Plate 5.

Desigrid 8f Engraved by Wm
. Hogarth Published according to Act ofParHam'.

Sep. 30, 1747 [1747]

THIS engraving gives a view of a reach in the Thames, with what is called
" Cuckold's Point

"
in the distance, and three vessels off that promontory. Four

III. Y Y
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wind-mills appear at about equal distances from each other, and near the margin
of the river ; quite on the edge of the water is a gallows, with the body of a man

suspended from it. Near the front of the design is a ship's boat, rowed by a

single sculler, who, with his coat off, and his shirt sleeves uncovered, turns his

face and looks at the scull in his left hand, i. e. towards our right of the design.

In the boat, besides the sculler, are four persons. The Idle 'Prentice is one of

these, and he appears to be insolently replying to an observation of a man who, by

way of rebuking him, points to the gallows which they are approaching, as sugges-
tive of the fate of the Idle 'Prentice, whose name is shown by the inscription on

the chest at his side, thus: " Tho : Idle his Chest." Idle is in the act of

grimacing at his admonisher, lifting his eyebrows, staring, thrusting forth his

lower lip contumeliously, and, while applying the back of his left hand to his fore-

head, extending upwards his fore and little fingers, thus suggesting a pair of

horns. Another man, who is placed behind Idle, shakes him by one shoulder, and

is endeavouring to call his attention to a "rope's end" which he holds up, as likely

to serve as an instrument of castigation for the back of the disgraced youth.
The remaining passenger in the boat is Idle's mother,

1 an elderly woman, in a

widow's coif, who, weeping and holding a handkerchief to her face, looks at her

abandoned and hardened son with a mixture of irrepressible love and horror j.t

his recklessness. Idle, with an affectation of careless contempt, has let slip' from

his fingers into the river a paper inscribed " This Indenture ".

Above the design the title of the member of the series to which this work

belongs is engraved, as in the second title of this entry, but not the general title of

the series; this general title occurs only with Plate I., see the same title and dati,

Plate I., No. 2896. Below the design is a cartouche, with the following inscrip-

tion : "Proverbs CHAP: X. Ve : 1. A Foolish San is the heaviness of his

Mother." This design, as with others of the series, is enclosed by an engrav< d

framework
;

in the upper corners respectively are, on our left, a hangman's noose,

a scourge, and manacles
;
on our right, a civic mace, sword, and chain of state.

For the history of this series of designs see the same title and date, Plate I.

as above.

There are two states of this plate ;

" Second state. The tender lines in tlie

offing are worn out". 2

This plate, in the second state, having been much worn, was used for " The
Works of William Hogarth, from the original Plates restored by James Heat 1

!,

Esq. R.A.", London, no date (1751. d.)

13^ X loin.

2936. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate V. (No. 2.)

The Idle Prentice turned away and sent to Sea.

5. [After Hogarth.] Dent sculp Lombard Street

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title a id

date (No. 1.), No. 2935. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth Moralized ",

(by the Rev. J. Trusler) ; London, 1768, on p. 8l.

It was used again for "
Hogarth Illustrated ", by John Ireland

;
Lond n,

1791, vol. i., facing p. 260 (7854. ff.)

3^ x 2% in. Brit. Mus. Library, (Grenville) 25! 5.

1 See the same title and date, Plate X. No. 2980 ; see likewise Plate 2X
No. 2989.

2 See " The Genuine Works of William Hogarth ", by J. Nichols, i >id

G. Steevens
; 1817, vol. iii., p. 248.
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2937. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate V. (No. 3.)

The IDLE 'PRENTICE turn'd away, and sent to Sea.

PI. 5-

31. W. Hogarth inv. fy pinx. Riepcnhausen del fy f. [ J 747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and
date (No. l.), No. 2935. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichtenberg's
"
Erkliirung der Hogarthischen ", &c., Gottingen, 1784-1816, in which volume

it is No. 3 1 .

It may be distinguished from other copies by the presence of the number

"31-" in the upper corner, on our right.

1O|- X yi in. Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. 1 1.

2938. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate V. (No. 4.)

The IDLE PRENTICE turn'd away, and sent to Sea. Plate 5.

Designed by W'n
. Hogarth Engraved by T. Cook Published by T. Cook ;

Islington; and G. G. Sf J. Robinsons, Paternoster Row, December l"

[1747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and
date (No. l.), No. 2935.

It is comprised in "
Hogarth Restored. The Whole Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth", &c., "Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook "
; London, 1806.

3i X K^i

2939. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate V. (No. 5.)

The Idle 'Prentice turned away, and sent to Sea.

PZ. V. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS.

Hogarth pinx
1
. T. Cook sculp

1
. Published by Longman, Hurst, Rees, Sf

Orme, Sep
r

. 1
s
'. 1807. [*747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. 1.), No. 2935. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Genuine Works of

William Hogarth", by J. Nichols, and G. Steevens ; London, vol. 1., 1808, where

an impression follows p. 134.

With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer ", this plate was used again for

"The Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler
; London, 1821,

vol. i. (1751- b.)

6 x 4f in.

2940. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate V. (No. 6.)

INDUSTRY and IDLENESS. PL. V.

The Idle 'Prentice turned away, and sent to Sea.

Hogarth del
1
. T. Clerk sculp'. London, Published as the Act directs by

Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row. [l 747]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described with the same title

and date (No. 1 .), No. 2935. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works of William
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Hogarth", &c., by Thomas Clerk
; London, 1 8 1 o, vol. i., where an impression

faces p. 41. The second title given above is engraved over the design.

With the second title placed below the design, the third title and the engraver's

name taken out, this plate was used again for " The Works of William Hogarth",

London, 1837, vol. i., where an impression faces p. 41.

4 x 3|- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k. 24.

2941. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate V. (No. 7.)

The Idle 'Prentice turned away, and sent to Sea.

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. PL. 5.

[After Hogarth.] A. Duncan, sc. Published by John Major, 50, Fleet Street,

March 31, 1831. [1747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. l.), No. 2935. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth Moralized", by

the Rev. Dr. Trusler; London, 1831 ;
an impression faces p. 95.

4r X 3 in.

2942. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate V. (No. 8.)

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. PLATE 5.

THE IDLE 'PRENTICE TURN'D AWAY, AND SENT TO SEA.

From the Original Design by Hogarth.

Engraved by H. Adlard. Jones Sf C. Temple of the Muses, Finsbury Square,
London. D747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title snd
date (No. 1 .), No. 2935. It was prepared to illustrate

" The Works of Willi im

Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1833; an impression faces p. 93. i

With the publication line removed this plate was used again for " The Co n-

plete Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. J. Trusler, and E. F. Rober;s;
London, no date (7855, i.); an impression faces p. 59.

<>i X 41: * Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 27.

2943. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate V. (No. 9.)

[The Idle Apprentice sent to Sea.]

[After Hogarth. Engraved by J. Jackson.] [17 (.7]

THIS woodcut is a copy from the engraving which is described with the same 1 itle

and date (No. 1.), No. 2935. It was executed to illustrate "Hogarth and his

Works", an essay in " The Penny Magazine", &c., vol. Hi., 1834; an impres: ion

occurs on p. 249.

5| X 4f in. Brit. Mus. Library, 209; . e.
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2944. GROUPS OF FIGURES FROM " INDUSTRY AND IDLE-

NESS", Plates V., III., and VII. &c.

" The Idle 'Prentice turn'd away ", &c.
" The Idle 'Prentice at Play in the Church Yard", &c.
" The Idle 'Prentice return'd from Sea", &c.

"Four Prints of an Election", Plates II., and IV.
"
Canvassing for Votes. ", and " The Chairing ".

" The Laughing Audience ".

[After Hogarth.]
Tom. 6. PL 341. [1747]

THIS is an engraving in outline comprising groups from designs by Hogarth which

are named above. See "
Groups of Figures from '

Industry and Idleness ', Plates

III. V. and VII.", No. 2924.
It was prepared to illustrate

" L'Art de Connaitre les Hommes par la Physi-

onomie", par Gaspard Lavater; Paris, 1807, v l- viii., facing p. 240.
It comprises the head of the rower in "

Industry and Idleness ", Plate V., and

fragments of other designs by Hogarth, as enumerated above.

6F X 6f in. Brit. Mus. Library, 721. 1. 6.

2945-

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate VI. (No. i.)

The INDUSTRIOUS 'PRENTICE out of his Time, &
Married to his Master's Daughter. Plate 6.

Design d and Engravd by Wm
. Hogarth Publish'd according to Act of Par-

liament Sep
br

. 30. 1747 [ J 747]

THIS engraving shows part of a street in London, near the Fire Monument, the

pedestal of which appears in the middle distance with part of an inscription thus :

" In remembrance of Burning y
e Protestant City by the treachery of the

Papist Faction In year ofour Lo d 1666". A band of musicians,

including a butcher who performs on a cleaver with a bone, and his companion,
another such performer, are assembled before a house to celebrate in their noisy

way the wedding of the Industrious 'Prentice with the daughter of his master, Mr.

West, the same damsel who appeared at church in Plate II. of this series, see

No. 2905. A signboard is suspended from a bracket at the front of the house,
about half the board is visible in the picture, bearing the hind legs and tail of a

black lion rampant. Under this effigy is the new name of the firm: " WEST
AND GOODCHILD". 1 The Industrious 'Prentice's name is thus shown to be

Goodchild.

The musicians appear to be making a great noise, their instruments are

mostly drums
; one of the butchers is, with violence characteristic of his calling,

bullying a player on a violoncello by shoving him with his elbow. In the fore-

ground, with his hinder parts ensconced in a wooden bowl, is a legless beggar and
ballad singer, vociferating a song, and holding a broadside which is inscribed,
" Jesse or the Happy Pair. A new Song". This person holds also a sort of

1 See below, the account of the states of this plate.
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short crutch, like a small four-legged stool, by means of which he propels him-

self. One of the drummers has approached a window of the house of Messrs.

West and Goodchild; the lower sash of this window is pushed up and the Indus-

trious 'Prentice appears there, holding a teacup in one hand while with the other

he gives a coin to the drummer, who bows obsequiously and has taken off his hat.

Goodchild wears his dressing-gown and cap, having put aside his coat and wig on

returning home from the church after his marriage to Miss West. The bride is

seen in the interior of the room, with a patch on her forehead, as in Plate II.,

sipping tea and looking very happy. The door of the house is open and a foot-

man, wearing a shoulder-knot, stands on the threshold, pouring a plateful of

broken victuals into the apron of a woman, who kneels on the step to receive the

alms
;

a child's face appears at the shoulder of the woman.

The beggar is said to represent a well-known itinerant styled
"
Philip in the

Tub", "who had visited Ireland, and the United Provinces, and in the memory
of some persons now living, was a general attendant at weddings".

1 A dog sit3

on its haunches near the beggar.
Above the design the title of the member of the series to which this plata

belongs is engraved, as in the second title of this entry, but not the general title

of the series
;

the general title occurs only with Plate I., see No. 2896. Below the

design is a cartouche, with the following inscription :

" Proverbs CH: XL r
.

Ver: 4. The Virtuous Woman is a Crown to her Husband." This design, as

with others of the series, is enclosed by an engraved framework : in the upper
corners respectively are, on our left, a civic crown, chain, and sword of state, 01

our right, a hangman's noose, manacles, and a scourge.
For the history of this series of designs see the same title and date, "Plate I."

as above.

There are three states of this plate : 1, in which the names on the signboard
read " Goodchild fy West." Hogarth was informed that it was customary 1o

place the name of a junior partner in a firm after that of the senior partner, and

therefore he reversed the positions of the names as in 2, the second state, which is

described above. 3, The third state,
" That part of the sign on which this in -

pression (? inscription) is, entirely crossed. The division of the first and second

house is darkened, and the shadow on the foreground is considerably lengthened.
The cleaver of the Butcher is white instead of black. The shadow on tl e

ground between the Dog and the Cripple is considerably enlarged and darkene< ;

and the bandage under the Cripple's chin is made black. The whole of the dre s

of the Woman receiving the broken meat is cross-hatched. The drum s

strengthened in its shadows, and the upper part of the Drummer's coat is cros -

hatched".2

This plate, in the third state, having been much worn, was used for "The Wor] s

of William Hogarth, from the original Plates restored by James Heath, Esq. R.A. ',

London, no date (175 1 - d.).

1 X 10 in.

2946. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate VI. (No. 2.)

The Industrious 'Prentice out of his Time, and married

to his Master's Daughter.

[After Hogarth.] Dent sculp Lombard Street 6 ['74 ']

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title a; d

1 See "Hogarth Illustrated", by John Ireland; 1791, vol. i., p. 263.
2 See " The Genuine Works of William Hogarth", by J. Nichols, ai d

G. Steevens ;
vol. in., London, 1817, pp. 248-9.
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date (No. 1 .), No. 2945. It was prepared to illustrate "
Hogarth Moralized ", by

the Rev J. Trusler
; London, 1 768, on p. 83.

It was used again for "
Hogarth Illustrated ", by John Ireland

; London,
1791, vol. i., facing p. 262 (7854. ff.).

3^. X 2i in. Brit. Mus. Library, (Grenville) 2585.

2947. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate VI. (No. 3.)

The INDUSTRIOUS PRENTICE out of his Time, & Married

to his Masters Daughter Pi. 6.

32. W. Hogarth inv. 8f pinx. Riepenhausen del 8f fee. [ 1 747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and
date (No. 1.), No. 2945. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichtenberg's "Erk-

larung der Hogarthischen ", &c., Gb'ttingen, 1794-1816, in which volume it is

No. 32.
It may be distinguished from other copies by the presence of the^ number

"
32

"
in the upper corner on our right.

10|- x 7J- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. 1 1.

2948. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate VI. (No. 4.)

The INDUSTRIOUS PRENTICE out of his Time and

Married to his Master's Daughter. Plate 6

Designed by Wm
Hogarth Engraved by T. Cook Published by T. Cook,

Islington ; and G. G. Sf J. Robinsons, Pater-noster Row, February \
st

1796. [1747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and
date (No. 1.), No. 2945.

It is comprised in "
Hogarth Restored. The Whole Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth", &c., "Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook"
; London, 1806.

13 X 10 in.

2949. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate VI. (No. 5.)

The Industrious 'Prentice out of his Time, and married

to his Master's Daughter.

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. PI. VI.

Hogarth pinnf. T. Cook sculp
1
. Published by Longman, Hurst, Rees, Sf Orme,

Sep
r

1
st

1807. [1747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and
date (No. l

.), No. 2945. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Genuine Works of

William Hogarth ", by J. Nichols, and G. Steevens
; London, vol. i., 1 808,

where an impression follows p. 1 34.
With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer ", this plate was used again

for
" The Works of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. John Trusler

; London,
1821, vol. i. (1751. b.)
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2950. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate VI. (No. 6.)

INDUSTRY and IDLENESS. PL. VI.

The Industrious 'Prentice out of his Time and Married

to his Master's Daughter.

Hogarth del
1
. D. B. Pyet sculp*. London Published as the Act directs by

Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster How. [ 1 747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. l .), No. 2945. It was prepared to illustrate " The Works of William

Hogarth", &c. by Thomas Clerk; London, 1810, vol. i., where an impression
faces p. 43.

With the second title placed below the design, the third title and the

engraver's name being removed, this plate was used again for " The Works of

William Hogarth ", London, 1837, vol. i., where an impression faces p. 43.

4f x 3f *** Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k. 24.

2951- INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate VI. (No. 7.)

The Industrious 'Prentice out of his time, and married to

his Master's Daughter.

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. PL. 6.

[After Hogarth.] P. Audinet sc. Published by John Major, 50, Fleet Stree',

Sepf 1, 1831. [1747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title an 1

date (No. l .), No. 2945. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth Moralized ", b ?

the Rev. Dr. Trusler; London, 1831 ;
an impression faces p. 97.

3|- X 2^ in.

2952. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate VI. (No. 8.)

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. PLATE 6.

THE INDUSTRIOUS 'PRENTICE OUT OF HIS TIME & MAF -

RIED TO HIS MASTER'S DAUGHTER.
From the Original Design by Hogarth.

Engraved by W. H. Worthington. Jones Sf C. Temple of the Muse
,

Finsbury Square, London.
[ 1 74* ]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title an 1

date (No. l.), No. 2945. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works of Willia a

Hogarth ", by the Rev. John Trusler
; London, 1 833 ;

an impression faces p. 9, .

With the publication line removed, this plate was used again for " The Con -

plete Works of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. J. Trusler, and E. F. Roberts ;

London, no date (7855. i.) ; an impression faces p. 62.
6

5 X 4i in- Brit. Mus. Library, 561, b. 2 .
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2953. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate VI. (No. 9.)

[The Industrious Apprentice Married to his Master's

Daughter.]

[After Hogarth. Engraved by J. Jackson ?] [1747]

THIS woodcut is a copy from the engraving which is described with the same
title and date (No. 1.), No. 2945. It was executed to illustrate

"
Hogarth and his

Works ", an essay in " The Penny Magazine ", vol. iii., 1 834 ;
an impression

occurs on p. 253.

5^ X 4|- in. Brit. Mus. Library. 2093. e.

2954-

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate VII. (No. i.)

The IDLE 'PRENTICE return'd from Sea, & in a Garret

with a common Prostitute. Plate 7

Designed Sf Engravd by Wm
. Hogarth. Published according to Act of

Parliam'. Sep 30, 1747 [*747]

THIS engraving shows a miserable room at the top of a house, with portions of

the roof sloping outwards on each side
;
the ceiling is stained by damp, and the

plaster has fallen from it in many places. The plaster has likewise fallen from

the walls, exposing the bricks. Thomas Idle is in bed with a prostitute, and in

the act of starting up in alarm at what to him appear to be sounds caused by
the approach of officers of justice, but which are really produced by a cat which,

over eager in pursuit of a rat, is falling down the chimney, and accompanied by
several bricks, these appear in the opening where the stove should be placed.
Idle's hair is rising on his head, and he holds his palms forwards, his fingers

being extended in horror and fear, while he sits rigidly upright in the bed, with

his shoulders raised, and his shirt unfastened at the throat. His breeches have

been thrown over the coverlet, the bedstead has fallen at the foot and slopes in

that direction towards the ground, thus adding to the misery of the apartment.
The prostitute, being more accustomed to the noises of the place, or indifferent

to the fears, as well as negligent of the fate of her companion, pays no attention to

his alarm, but, sitting at his side, turns from him in order to contemplate with

interest an earring she has selected from a parcel of valuables, the produce of a

burglary, which are gathered on the bed. She is evidently thinking how finely

the ornament would become her own ear. Her face is of a low type, with a

flattened, diminished nose, ill-kept hair, a vile mouth, a low forehead, and mean

eyes ;
her ragged night-dress is open in the front, and leaves her breast exposed.

The objects of value on the bed consist of two watches, with their ribands, seals,

and keys, an earring, two finger-rings, and an etui.

On the floor by the side of the bed are a pair of pistols, a gin bottle and

drinking-glass, likewise a plate, with food and a knife, a tobacco pipe, a broken

jug, and a heavy pair of shoes. The rat, which has been pursued by the cat, and

is in a state of fear resembling that of Idle, runs towards the foreground, and from

under the bed. The door of the room, which has been fastened with two bolts, is

now additionally secured by two boards placed slanting from the braces of wood
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used to strengthen it. and against the floor. The history is carried on imme-

diately in Plate IX. of this series, see No. 2971.
Above the design the title of the member of the series to which this plate

belongs is engraved, as in the second title of this entry, but not the general title

of the series
;

this general title occurs only with Plate I., see No. 2896. Below
the design is a cartouche, with the following inscription :

" Leviticus CHAP :

XXVI. Ve: 36. The Sound of a Shaken Leaf shall Chace him."" This design,
as with others of the series, is enclosed by an engraved frame

;
in the upper

corners respectively are, on our left, a scourge, a hangman's noose, and a pair of

manacles
;
on our right, a civic mace, a chain, and sword of state.

For the history of this series of designs see No. 2896, as above.

There are two states of this plate :

" Second state. The whole of the

coverlid is cross-hatched. Many folds of the sheet are strengthened in their

shadows. The hair of the Man is black instead of white
;
and the sheet under

him is made entirely dark. The lower parts of the chimney-piece are darkened";
see " The Genuine Works of William Hogarth ", by J. Nichols, and G. Steevens

;

vol. iii., London, 1817, p. 249.
This plate, in the second state, having been much worn, was used for " The

Works of William Hogarth, from the original Plates restored by James Heath,

Esq. R.A.", London, no date (1751. d.)

!3 X 10 in.

2955. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate VII. (No. 2.)
The Idle 'Prentice returned from Sea, and in a Garret

with a common Prostitute.

[After Hogarth.] Dent Sculp Lombard Street 1 [ 1 747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and date

(No. l.), No. 2954. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth Moralized ", by the

Rev. J. Trusler
; London, 1768, on p. 85.

It was used again for "Hogarth Illustrated", by John Ireland; London, 1791,
vol. i., facing p. 264 (7854. ff.)

3 x 2f in. Brit. Mus. Library, (Grenville) 2585.

2956. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate VII. (No. 3.)

The IDLE 'PRENTICE return'd from Sea, & in a Garret

with a common Prostitute. Pi. 7.

33. W. Hogarth inv. .R(iepenhausen). i/'. [1747~

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and date

(No. 1
.), No. 2954. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichtenberg's

" Erk

larung der Hogarthischen ", &c., Gottingen, 1794-1816, in which volume it it

No. 33-
It may be distinguished from other copies by the presence of the number "

33.'
in the upper corner, on our right.

10^ X 7i. Brit. Mus. Library* 788. g. 11
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2957. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate VII. (No. 4.)

The IDLE
'

PRENTICE return'd from Sea, & in a Garret

with a common Prostitute. Plate 7.

Designed btj Wm
Hogarth Engrav'd by T. Cook Published by T. Cook.

N" 1 l Little Britain, $ G. G. # /. Robinsons N 25 Pater-Noster Row,
0c<- 1" 1795. [1747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that described with the same title and date (No. 1.),

No. 2954.
It is comprised in "

Hogarth Restored. The Whole Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth", &e., "Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook"; London, 1806.

13J- X 1O in.

2958. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate VII. (No. 5.)

The Idle 'Prentice returned from Sea, and in a Garret

with a common Prostitute.

PI. VII. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS.

Hogarth pinx
1
. T. Cook sculp

1
. Published by Longman, Hurst, Rees, 8f

Orme, Novr
I
st

1807. [1747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and date

(No. l.), No. 2954. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Genuine Works of William

Hogarth", by J. Nichols, and G. Steevens; London, vol. i., 1808, where an im-

pression follows p. 134.
With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer l ". this plate was used again

for "The Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1821.

vol. i. (1751. b.)

5|- X 4f in.

2959. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate VII. (No. 6.)

INDUSTRY and IDLENESS. PL. VII.

The Idle 'Prentice return'd from Sea, and in a Garret

with a common Prostitute.

Hogarth Del* D. B. Pyet Sculp'. London Published as the Act directs by
Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row. [J747]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described with the same title

and date (No. 1 .), No. 2954. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works of

William Hogarth ", &c., by Thomas Clerk
; London, l8lO, vol. i., where an im-

pression faces p. 45'
With the second title placed below the design, the third title and the engraver's

name being removed, this plate was used again for " The Works of William

Hogarth"; London, 1837, vol. i., where an impression faces p. 45.

4g- * 3i "* Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k. 24.
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2960. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate VII. (No. 7.)

The Idle 'Prentice returned from Sea, and in a Garret

with a common Prostitute.

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. PL. 7.

[After Hogarth.] P. Audinet. sc. Published by John Major, 50, Fleet Street.

June 30, 1831. [1747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and date

(No. l .), No. 2954. It was prepared to illustrate "
Hogarth Moralized ", by the

Rev. Dr. Trusler; London, 1831 ;
an impression faces p. 99.

3f X 2| in.

2961. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate VII. (No. 8.)

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. PLATE /.

THE IDLE 'PRENTICE RETURNED FROM SEA, AND IN A

GARRET WITH A PROSTITUTE.

From the Original Design by Hogarth.

Engraved by F. Jordan. Jones Sf C". Temple of the Muses, Finsbury Square.
London. [ 1 747j

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title anc

date (No. l .), No. 2954. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works of Williarc

Hogarth ", by the Rev. John Trusler ; London, 1 833 ;
an impression faces

p. 97-
With the publication line removed, this plate was used again for " The Com-

plete Works of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. J. Trusler, and E. F. Roberts
;

London, no date (7855.) ;
an impression faces p. 66.

*>t X 4| in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 27

2962. GROUPS FROM "INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS." Plates

VII. III. and V. &c.

" The Idle 'Prentice return'd from Sea", &c.
" The Idle 'Prentice at Play in the Church Yard", &c.
" The Idle 'Prentice turn'd away", &c.

"Four Prints of an Election", Plates II. and IV.
"
Canvassing for Votes ", and " The Chairing ".
" The Laughing Audience ".

[After Hogarth.]

Tom.g. PL 341. [1747'

THIS is an engraving in outline, comprising groups from designs by Hogarth whicl

are named above
; see "

Groups of Figures from '

Industry and Idleness
'

Plates III., V., and VII.", No. 2924.
It was prepared to illustrate

" L'Art de Connaitre les Hommes par la Physio
nomie", par Gaspard Lavater; Paris, 1807, facing p. 240.

It comprises the figures of Idle and the prostitute in "
Industry and Idleness

"

Plate VII., and other groups from designs by Hogarth, as enumerated above.;

6f X 6|- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 721. b. 6
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2963.

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate VIII. (No. i.)

The INDUSTRIOUS 'PRENTICE grown rich, & Sheriff of

London. Plate 8

Design d Sc Engrav'd by Wm
Hogarth Published according to Act of

Parliam'. Sep
br
30 1 747. [ 1 747]

THIS engraving shows the interior of a banquetting hall in the City of London, said

to be that of Guildhall,
1 with a considerable number of citizens and their female

friends seated and dining at three long tables, which occupy so many sides of a

square. The floor is paved in chequers of black and white. Two male attendants

cross the space which is partially enclosed by the tables
;
one of these men bears

a pasty, the other carries a roll of brawn. A negro stands on the further side of

that table which is nearest to us, and holds on a salver a glass of wine for the use

of one of the feasters, a very lean man, who grasps a spoon, and seems to be wait-

ing to renew the act of eating. His neighbour is a very fat man, with a long

tie-wig flowing over his shoulders, and his obesity made more remarkable by his

coat and waistcoat being unbuttoned, showing the shirt covei-ing an enormous

belly ;
he is eating with such voracity that a piece of food projects from his lips.

His eyes are solely directed to the meat on a dish before him
;
he has drawn the

dish near himself, and, without using a plate, cuts the food from the mass of flesh.

This figure was adapted in a design, engraved by Bartolozzi, of which there is,

in the Print Room, an etching by Dance, before Bartolozzi touched the plate. On
the left of the fat man is a very hungry-looking person, who, having thrust back

his wig, has taken a bone from his plate and gnaws it, holding its extremities in

both hands. His eyes glitter as he glares ravenously on the food which remains

yet undevoured before him. On the right of the first-named man is another, who
drinks from a wine glass, pouring its contents down his throat

;
he looks straight

in front, and wears a black surplice, the full sleeves of which, with ruffles, are

shown. His right-hand neighbour, a clergyman, with neckbands and a clerical

wig, is feeding himself rather fastidiously with soup from a spoon.
2

Opposite to

the parson is a man who holds a piece of meat between his teeth while he pulls at

it with his fork (?). Two individuals are near this man, on the same side of the

table
;
one of them almost hides the other. The former is in the act of putting

a very large piece of food to his lips, while he looks towards the entrance of

the hall.

At the entrance is a self- asserting and insolent beadle, in his gown of state, and

holding a long staff. He stands on the inner side of a bar which checks ingress
to the hall, and, with a contumelious expression, looks at the direction of a letter

which he holds on high, so that light may fall on it. A messenger who, bareheaded

and holding a hat, stands at the bar waiting an answer, has brought the letter.

The direction of the epistle is
" To the Worship

1 Fra* Goodchild Es. Sher .

Londo "(n)- Several men stand behind the bar, in order probably to enjoy the

smell of the dinner. In the principal seats of the hall are Francis Goodchild, now

1 See "
Hogarth Illustrated ", by John Ireland

; London, 1 806, vol. i., p. 209.
It has, however, been stated that this was the old hall of the Fishmongers' Company,
where the statue of Walworth, see below, remains, with loyal doggerel below it

; see
" The Genuine Works of William Hogarth ", as quoted below.

2 This is said to have been a portrait of Mr. Platell, once curate of Barnet
;

see "Hogarth Illustrated", by John Ireland; London. 1791, vol. i., p. 267.
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Sheriff of London, and his wife. The sword and mace are placed near the seats

at their sides.

In a niche between windows is a whole-length statue of " S r William Wai-

worth K l

", holding the dagger with which he assassinated Wat Tyler. Over the

principal seats hangs a whole-length, seated portrait of William III., and, near it,

on the same wall, is a whole-length portrait of a judge in his robes. In a gallery

over two of the windows a band of musicians performs on various instruments.

Trees appear outside the windows.

Above the design the title of the member of the series of designs to which this

plate belongs is engraved, as in the second title of this entry, but not the general
title of the series. This general title occurs only with Plate I., see No. 2896.
Below the design is a cartouche, with the following inscription : "Proverbs CH:
IV. Ver: 7, 8. With all thy getting get understanding. Exalt her, Sf she shall

promote thee : she shall bring thee to honour, when than dost Embrace her"

This design, as with others of the series, is enclosed by an engraved frame ;
in

the upper corners respectively are, on our left, a civic mace, sword, and chain of

state
;
on our right are a hangman's noose, manacles, and a scourge.

For the history of this series of designs see the same title and date, Plate I.,

No. 2896, as above.

There are two states of this plate,
" Second State. The end of the table-cloth

is cross-hatched
;
and the wig of the Bone-picker made quite black. The pattern

of the tesselated floor in the fore-ground is so darkened as to be totally lost."
1

This plate, in the second state, having been much worn, was used for " The
Works of William Hogarth, from the original Plates restored by James Heath ,

Esq. R.A.", London, no date (175 1 - d.)

13 X 10 in.

2964. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate VIII. (No. 2.)
The Industrious 'Prentice grown Rich, and Sheriff of

London.

[After Hogarth.] Dent sculp Lombard Street 8 ['747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and
date (No. 1.), No. 2963. It was prepared to illustrate "Hogarth Moralized",

by the Rev. J. Trusler
; London, 1768, on p. 87.

It was used again for "
Hogarth Illustrated ", by John Ireland

; London,
1791, vol. i., facing p. 266 (7854. if.)

3 X 2f in. Brit. Mus. Library, (Grenville) 2585.

2965. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate VIII. (No. 3.)

The INDUSTRIOUS 'PRENTICE grown rich & Sheriff of

London. Pi. 8.

34. W. Hogarth inv % pinx. JR(iepenhausen) f ['747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and
date (No. 1.), No. 2963. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichtenberg's
"
Erklarung der Hogarthischen ", &c., Gottingen, 1794-1816, in which volume

it is No. 34.

1 See " The Genuine Works of William Hogarth ", by J. Nichols, and G.

Steevens; London, 1817, vol. Hi. p. 249.
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It may be distinguished from other copies by the presence of the number
"
34." in the upper corner, on our right.

lOi- X 7- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. 11.

2966. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate VIII. (No. 4.)

The INDUSTRIOUS TRENTICE grown rich, & Sheriff of

London. Plate 8

Designed by Wm
Hogarth Engraved by T. Cook Published by T. Cook

Islington and G. G. Sf J. Robinsons Pater-noster Row February l". 1796.

[1747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. l.), No. 2963.
It is comprised in "

Hogarth Restored. The Whole Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth ", &c.,
" Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook "

; London,
1806.

13i X 10 in.

2967. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate VIII. (No. 5.)

The Industrious 'Prentice grown rich, and Sheriff of

London.

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS.

Hogarth pirn?'. T. Cook sculp
1
. Published by Longman, Hurst, Rees, Sf

Orme, Jany l". 1809. [1747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. 1 .), No. 2963. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Genuine Works

ofWilliam Hogarth ", by J. Nichols, and G. Steevens
; London, vol. i., 1 808, where

an impression follows p. 134.
With the addition of " PEOOF Bishop Printer 1 ", this plate was used again

for
" The Works of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. John Trusler

; London,

1821, vol. i. (1751. b.)

6 X 4f '

2968. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate VIII. (No. 6.)

PL VIII. INDUSTRY and IDLENESS.

The Industrious 'Prentice grown rich, and Sheriff of

London.

Hogarth Del'. T. Clerk Sculp* Edinr London Published as the Act
directs by Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row. [*747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. 1.), No. 2963. It was prepared to illustrate "The Works of William

Hogarth", &c. by Thomas Clerk; London, 1810, vol. i., where an impression
faces p. 47.

With the second title placed below the design, the third title and the en-

graver's name being removed, this plate was used again for " The Works of

William Hogarth", London, 1837, vol. i., where an impression faces p. 47.

4! x 3^ in. Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k. 24.
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2969. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate VIII. (No. 7.)

The Industrious 'Prentice grown Rich, and Sheriff of

London.

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. PL. 8.

[After Hogarth.] A. Duncan, sc. Published by John Major, 5 Fleet

Street, April l. 1831. [1747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. 1.), No. 2963. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth Moralized ", by

the Rev. Dr. Trusler; London, 1831 ;
an impression faces p. IO1.

4 X 2|-
in.

2970. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate VIII. (No. 8.)

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. PLATE 8.

THE INDUSTRIOUS 'PRENTICE GROWN RICH, AND SHERIFF
OF LONDON.

From, the Original Design by Hogarth.

Engraved by C. Armstrong. Jones Sf C. Temple of the Muses, Finsbury

Square, London. [ 1 747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and
date (No. 1.), No. 2963. It was prepared to illustrate "The Works of William

Hogarth ", by the Rev. John Trusler
; London, 1 833 ;

an impression faces p. 99.
With the publication line removed this plate was used again for " The Com-

plete Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. J. Trusler, and E. F. Roberts;
London, no date (7855- *) !

an impression faces p 69.
6 X 4 in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 27.

2971.

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate IX. (No. i.)

The IDLE 'PRENTICE betray'd by his W e, & taken

in a Night Cellar with his Accomplice. Plate 9

Designed 8f Engraved by Wm
Hogarth Publish'd according to Act of Par-

liam'. Sep. 30. 1747 [1747]

THIS engraving shows the interior of a London underground night-cellar, probably

during the night following that of the incident represented in Plate VII. of this

series of designs, see No. 2954.
1

A magistrate, holding his staff" of office, and followed by two constables

with staves and lanterns, descends the stairs which lead from the street level

to the apartment before us
; he is in the act of giving a bribe to the prostitute

who appears with Thomas Idle in Plate VII., as above
; whispering to him, she

points to Idle, who, with his back towards her, and his face to the spectator, half

1 The cellar depicted by Hogarth is said to have been a notorious place in

what was then called " The Blood Bowl House ", Blood Bowl Alley, afterwards

styled Hanging Sword Alley, Whitefriars, London.
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kneels, half sits on the floor of the cellar, while he divides the spoil of a robbery
with the man in the knitted cap, and having a patch over one of his eyes, who

appears with Idle in Plate III. of this series, see No. 2914. He likewise appears
in Plate X., see No. 2980. The plunder, which seems to be the same as that repre-
sented in Plate VII., see No. 2954, lies in Idle's hat on the knee of his accom-

plice. The latter seizes as his share one of the watches. Idle, clenching his fist,

and passionately speaking, seems to protest against this division of the plunder ;

a pistol protrudes from one of his coat pockets ;
a second pistol lies on the floor,

near his feet.

It appears that a murder has just been committed in this place, for, a little

removed from the foreground, a man kneels on the floor while with one hand he holds

up a trap-door, and with the other thrusts into a hole below the body of a young
man, with a great wound on the side of the skull, and another wound in the chest.

A soldier, with a tobacco-pipe in his hand, stands up against the wall of the cellar,

at the side of the fireplace. In the stove a large fire is fiercely blazing. On the

mantelshelf stand a pewter beer pot, a spirit measure, and glass. On the further

side of the fireplace, at a table, a young man sits, moodily smoking ;
next to him

another man sleeps, with folded arms
;
near these likewise sits a woman, on whose

face is a large triangular patch, covering where her nose should be, and tied be-

hind her head by strings from its angles. Four men are fighting desperately in

the background, two of these persons are armed with sticks, one wields a fire-

shovel, the other uses a chair, driving it into the face of his antagonist, whose back
is placed against the wall. A piece of rope hangs significantly over the heads of

the sleeping man and his neighbour, the smoker.

Above the design the title of the member of the series of works to which this

plate belongs is engraved, as in the second title of this entry, but not the general
title of the series, this general title occurs only with Plate I., see No. 2896.
Below the design is a cartouche, with the following inscription :

" Proverbs

CffAP: VI. Ve : 26. The Adulteress shall hunt for the precious life". This

design, as with others of the series, is enclosed by an engraved frame; in the

upper corners respectively are, on our left, a civic mace, sword and chain of state ;

on our right, a scourge, hangman's noose, and manacles.

For the history of this series, see No. 2896.
There are two states of this plate.

" Second state. The coat and stockings
of the Man with the watch in his hand are considerably darkened. The hair of

his companion is made quite black. The character of the woman taking the

bribe is altered "; see " The Genuine Works ofWilliam Hogarth ", by J. Nichols,
and G. Steevens

; London, 1817, vol. iii. p. 249.
This plate, in the second state, having been much worn, was used for " The

Works of William Hogarth, from the original Plates restored by James Heath,

Esq. R.A.", London, no date (175 1 - d.)

1 3 x l o in.

2972. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate IX. (No. 2.)

The Idle 'Prentice betrayed by his W e and taken

in a Night Cellar with his Accomplice.

[After Hogarth.] 9 Dent sculp Lombard Street [ 1 747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and date

.(No. 1.), No. 2971. It was prepared to illustrate "Hogarth Moralized", by the

Rev. J. Trusler; London, 1768, on p. 89.
It was used again for

"
Hogarth Illustrated ", by John Ireland ; London, 1791,

vol. i., facing p. 268 (7854. ff.)

3 x 2|-
in. Brit. Mus. Library, (Grenville) 2585.

III. Z Z
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2973. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate IX. (No. 3.)

The IDLE 'PRENTICE betray'd by his W e, & taken

in a Night Cellar with his Accomplice. Pi. 9.

35. W. Hogarth'inv. Sf pinx. R (iepenhausen) fee. [ 1 747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and date

(No. l.), No. 2971. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichtenberg's "Erk-

liirung der Hogarthischen", &c., Gottingen, 1794 1816, in which volume it is

No. 35.
It may be distinguished from other copies by the presence of the number

"
35." in the upper corner, on our right.

loi x 7f in - Brit;- Mus. Library, 788. g. l l.

2974. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate IX. (No. 4.)
.

The IDLE 'PRENTICE betray'd by his W e, & taken

in a Night Cellar with his Accomplice. Plate 9.

Designed by Wm
. Hogarth. Engravd by T. Cook. Published by T. Ci>oh

N. 1 1 Little Britain, 8f G. G. $ I. Robinsons N. 25 Pater Noster Row
Oct \

st
. 1795. [17^.7]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and d ite

(No. 1.), No. 2971.
It is comprised in

"
Hogarth Restored. The Whole Works of the celebra ;ed

William Hogarth", &c., "Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook
;

"
London, 1806.

1. x lOin.

2975. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate IX. (No. 5.)

The Idle 'Prentice betrayed by his W e, & taker

in a Night Cellar with his Accomplice.

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. PL IX.

Hogarth pinx
1
. T. Cook Sf Son sc. Published by Longman, Hurst, Ree:

Qrme, August I
st

. 1808. [17

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and ( at

(No. l.), No. 2971. It was prepared to illustrate "The Genuine Works of \ "il-

liam Hogarth", by J. Nichols, and G. Stcevens; London, vol. i., 1808, where

impression follows p. 134.
With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer ", this plate was used agaii forl

" The Works of William Hogarth," by the Rev. John Trusler
; London, 1

vol. i. (1751. b.)

x in.
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2976. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate IX. (No. 6.)

INDUSTRY and IDLENESS. PL. IX.

The Idle 'Prentice betray'd by his W e, and taken

in a Night Cellar with his Accomplice.

Hogarth Del1
. D. B. Pyet Sculp

1
. London Published as the Act directs by

Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row. [l?47]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described with the same title

and date (No. 1.), No. 2971. It was prepared to illustrate "The Works of

William Hogarth", &c., by Thomas Clerk; London, 1810, vol. i., where an

impression faces p. 49.
With the second title placed below the design, the third title and the en-

graver's name taken out, this plate was used again for "The Works of William

Hogarth", London, 1837, vol. i., where an impression faces p. 49.

4f x 3i in - Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k. 24.

2977. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate IX. (No. 7.)

The Idle 'Prentice betrayed by his W e, & taken

in a Night Cellar with his Accomplice.

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. PL. 9.

[After Hogarth.] P. Audinel sc. Published by John Major, 50, Fleet Street,

Sep". \. 1831. [1747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and date

(No. l.), No. 2971. It was prepared to illustrate "Hogarth Moralized", by the

Rev. Dr. Trusler; London, 1831 ;
an impression faces p. 1O2.

3f X 2f in.

2978. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate IX. (No. 8.)

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. PLATE 9.

THE IDLE 'PRENTICE BETRAYED BY A PROSTITUTE.

From the Original Design by Hogarth.

Engraved by H. Fernell. Jones 8f C. Temple of the Muses, Finsbury

Square, London. [1747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and date

(No. 1.), No. 2971. It was prepared to illustrate "The Works of William

Hogarth ", by the Rev. John Trusler
; London, 1 833 ;

an impression faces

p. 101.

With the publication line removed, this plate was used again for " The Com-

plete Works of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. J. Trusler, and E. F; Roberts,

London, no date (7855. i.) ;
an impression faces p. 69.

6|- x 4^ in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 27.
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2979. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate IX. (No. 9.)

[The Idle Apprentice Betrayed by a Profligate Asso-

ciate, and Apprehended for Murder.]

[After Hogarth.] J.Jackson. [l?47]

THIS woodcut is a copy from the engraving which is described with the same

title and date (No. l.), No. 2971. It was executed to illustrate "Hogarth and

his Works", an essay in "The Penny Magazine", vol. in., 1834; an impression
occurs on p. 253-

5| x 4j- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 2093. e.

2980.

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate X. (No. i.)

The INDUSTRIOUS 'PRENTICE Alderman of London, the

Idle one brought before him & Impeach'd by his Accom-

plice. Plate 10.

Designed Sf Engrav'd by Wm
. Hogarth. Published according to Act of Par-

liament Sep
br

30, 1747. [i?47]

THE view given by this engraving is that of the interior of a court of justice in

the City of London, a hall surrounded by pillars which support a gallery ;
frc in

the frieze over the capitals of the pillars a row of fire-buckets of leather is sus-

pended, on each bucket is
" S A ". In a compartment at one side of the hall is

seated the Industrious 'Prentice, Francis Goodchild, now an alderman of London,
and acting as a magistrate ;

he wears the furred robe and gold chain of an ald< r-

man, and occupies a large arm-chair, by the side of which is a writing table ; a

clerk sits at the table near the alderman, and is busily writing on a paper
addressed "To the Turnkey of Newgate". This paper is the warrant for tiie.

committal of Thomas Idle to Newgate on the charge of having murder id

the man whose plunder was shown in Plate IX. of this series of designs, see

No. 2971.
The compartment is shut from the hall by a strong bar of wood, on the furtl er

side of this barrier a crowd of persons appears ;
in front, half hanging by us

elbows to the bar, and so supporting himself, half stooping, because he has essay >d

to kneel before the alderman, and wringing his hands in an abject entreaty or

mercy, is Thomas Idle, his face marked by deep lines, his lips quivering, and iis

eyes made prominent by fear. His hands are bound together at the wrists. le

begs for mercy from his former fellow apprentice, the latter turns away his f: ce

and hides the signs of distress from his old companion ;
he places one ha id

on his eyes and extends the other in a protest that he must do his duty. 1 be

man in the knitted cap and having the patch over one of his eyes,
1

appears as

a witness against his accomplice and stands next to him in the character o a

"King's Evidence", swearing to the truth of his depositipn by placing his i 'ft

hand on the book held by an attendant of the court, who stands within the b ir.

This attendant has one of his hands behind his back, into that hand a slatter Jy
woman is secretly placing a piece of money. This act of bribery is performec in

1 See Plate III., No. 2914, and Plate IX. No. 2971, both with the sa ne

title and date.
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order that the official may not notice that the witness uses his left instead of his

right hand in attesting his oath on the book. An assertion that an oath taken in

this fashion was not binding on the swearer was frequently made by the vulgar

before, at, and since the period in question.
A constable who is standing behind Thomas Idle holds up a sword and brace

of pistols, and points to the accused as the man on whom these weapons were
found. A very fat beadle of the court, holding a long staff of office, is on the

farther side of Idle
;
the mother of the latter,

1 with her handkerchief at her eyes,
is imploring the consideration of this official

; he, in the fulness of self-conscious-

ness, draws up his back, grasps his staff, purses out his lips, and patronizingly
lifts one of his hands, while answering the miserable woman.

Above the design the title of the member of the series to which this work be-

longs is engraved, as in the second title of this entry, but not the general title of

the series
;
that general title occurs only with Plate I.2 Below the design are

two cartouches
;
on that which is placed under the figure of Idle is the following

inscription :

" Psalm IX. Ver : 16. The Wicked is snar'd in the work of his own
hands." Under the figure of Francis Goodchild is : "Leviticus CH : XIX. Ve :

1 5. Thou shalt do no unrighteousness in Judgment." The design, as with others

of the series, is enclosed by an engraved frame
;

in the upper corners respec-

tively are, on our left, a civic mace, sword, and chain of state
;
on our right, a

hangman's noose, manacles, and a scourge.
For the history of this series, see No. 2896.
There are two states of this plate.

" Second state. The lower parts of the

coat of the Idle Apprentice are cross-hatched
;
and his shoes darkened. The

whole of the dress of the Man taking the oath is also considerably darkened."

See " The Genuine Works of William Hogarth ", by J. Nichols, and G. Steevens
;

vol. iii., London, 1817, p. 250.
This plate, in the second state, having been much worn, was used for " The

Works of William Hogarth, from the original Plates restored by James Heath,

Esq., R.A.", London, no date (1751. d.)

1 3 x 10 in.

2981. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate X. (No. 2.)

The Industrious 'Prentice Alderman of London, the

Idle one brought before him & impeached by his Accom-

plice.

[After Hogarth.] Dent Sculp Lombard Str : 10 [J747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. 1.), No. 2980. It was prepared to illustrate "Hogarth Moralized",

by the Rev. J. Trusler
; London, 1768, on p. 91.

It was used again for
"
Hogarth Illustrated ", by John Ireland

; London,

1791, vol. l., facing p. 270 (7854. ff.)

3^ X 2|- in. Brit. Mus. Library, (Grenville) 2585.

1 See Plate V., No. 2935, likewise Plate XL, No. 2989.
2 See No. 2896.
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2982. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate X. (No. 3.)

The INDUSTRIOUS 'PRENTICE Alderman of London, the

Idle one brought before him & Impeach'd by his Accom-

plice. Pi. 10.

36. W. Hogarth inv fy pinx. R (iepcnhausen). d. f. ['747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. l.), No. 2980. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichtenberg's

"Erklarung der Hogarthischcn ", &c., Gottingen, 1794-1816, in which volume

it is No. 36.

It may be distinguished from other copies by the presence of the number "
36."

in the upper corner, on our right.

lOi X 74- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. l l.

2983. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate X. (No. 4.)

The INDUSTRIOUS TRENTICE Alderman of London, tic

Idle one brought before him & impeach'd by his Accom-

plice. Plate IO.

Design'd by Wm
. Hogarth Engraved by T. Cook. Published by T. Cook.

N. 11. Little Britain $- G. G. $ I. Robinson N. 35 Pater-noster Ri w
July I

st
. 1795

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and
date (No. l.), No. 2980.

It is comprised in
"
Hogarth Restored, The Whole Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth", &c., "Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook"; London,,
1806.

13 X g i.

2984. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate X. (No. 5.)

The Industrious 'Prentice Alderman of London, the Idle

one brought before him, and impeached by his Accomplice .

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. PL X.

Hogarth pinx
1
. T. Cook $ Son sc. Published by Longman, Hurst, Rees, Sf

Orme, Novr
. I

st
. 1808. [l?47]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title a id

date (No. l.), No. 2980. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Genuine Works of

William Hogarth", by J. Nichols, and G. Steevens
; London, vol. i., l8( 8,

where an impression follows p. 1 34.
With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer \ ", this plate was us ;d

again for "The Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusld-;
London, 1821, vol. i (1751.0.)

6| X 4|. in.
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2985. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate X. (No. 6.)

INDUSTRY and IDLENESS. PL. X.

The Industrious 'Prentice Alderman of London, the Idle

one brought before him and Impeach'd by his Accomplice.

Hogarth del
1
. T. Clerk Sculp

1
. London Published as the Act directs by Robert

Scholey 46 Paternoster Row.
[ J 747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and
date (No. l.), No. 2980. It was prepared to illustrate

" The Works of William

Hogarth ", &c., by Thomas Clerk; London, 1810, vol. i., where an impression
faces p. 51.

With the second title placed below the design, the third title and the

engraver's name taken out, this plate was need again for " The Works of

William Hogarth
"

; London, 1837, vol. i., where an impression faces p. 51.

4J- * 3 in. Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k. 24.

2986. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate X. (No. 7.)

The Industrious 'Prentice Alderman of London, the Idle

one brought before him, and impeached by his Accomplice.

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS.-PL. 1O.

[After Hogarth.] P. Audinet, sc. [1747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. l.), No. 2980. It was prepared to illustrate "Hogarth Moralized",

by the Rev. Dr. Trusler
; London, 1831 ;

an impression faces p. 104.

3!. x 2^ in.

2987. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate X. (No. 8.)

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. PLATE IO.

THE INDUSTRIOUS 'PRENTICE ALDERMAN OF LONDON,
THE IDLE ONE IMPEACH'D BEFORE HIM BY HIS ACCOM-

PLICE.

From the Original Design by Hogarth.

Engraved by A. Duncan. Jones Sf C. Temple of the Muses, Finsbury Square,
London. [1747]

Tms engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. 1.), No. 2980. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works of William

Hogarth ", by the Rev. John Trusler ; London, 1833; an impression faces p. 103.
With the publication line removed this plate was used again for " The Com-

plete Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. J. Trusler, and E. F. Roberts;

London, no date (7855. i.) ;
an impression faces p. 72.

6| x 4^ in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 27.
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2988. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate X. (No. 9.)

[The Idle Apprentice committed for Trial by the Indus-

trious Apprentice, who has become a Magistrate of London.]

[After Hogarth. Engraved by J. Jackson.] D747]

THIS woodcut is a copy from the engraving which is described with the same title

and date (No. 1.), No. 2980. It was executed to illustrate "Hogarth and his

Works ", an essay in " The Penny Magazine ", vol. iii., 1 834 ; an impression

occurs on p. 256.

5|. X 4f- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 2093. e.

2989.

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate XI. (No. i.)

The IDLE 'PRENTICE Executed at Tyburn. Plate 1 1

Design dSf Engravd by W". Hogarth Published according to Act of Parlic-

m' Sep. 30. 1747 [1747]

THIS engraving gives the last scene in Hogarth's tragedy of the career of Thorn* .s

Idle.
1 It represents a piece of nearly level ground, with low uplands in the di.< -

tance. The place is that which since the end of the twelfth century, if not before,

had been frequently used for the execution of malefactors.2 On our left, remove:!

slightly from the front, is the famous "
triple tree ", i.e. the triple gallows allude ;1

to in the note below. Astride on one of its cross-pieces is placed, half reclining

on his elbows while he smokes a pipe, the hangman, or one of his assistants,
3 who s

in this situation in order that he may assist in adjusting the rope about the neck of

the convict, and, if need be, jump on his shoulders while suspended. The
executioner looks about him at the dense crowd surrounding the place of death.

A wooden gallery of somewhat curved form appears to be projecting from a wail

which extends into the picture on our right, next the gallows. This gallery s

crowded with persons assembled to witness the death of Thomas Idle, amon.>

them are several women; a man is in the act of despatching a carrier pigeoi .

doubtless to announce the approach of the malefactor to the gallows.

1 See No. 2896.
2 See " The Last Will and Testament of Richard Brandon", No. 760. I i

this plate is a representation of a gallows, of the triple form shown in Hogarth s

plate, the so-called
" Dr Stories Cap

"
of many old satires, see the note to N >.

760, and, as to the hanging of Dr. Story, "Phoenix Britanicus ",
" A Declaration - f

the Life and Death of John Story
"

(186. a. 1 1 7.), which states "there was pn -

pared for him a new Pair of Gallows, made in Triangle Manner
"

: see likewise " Tl e

Confession of Richard Brandon", No. 761 ; "A Dialogue", No. 762, and tie

references to other entries in this Catalogue which are included in the last-name 1

entry. As to the history of this gallows and its ministers, see " Notes ar I

Queries", 2nd Series, vol. ix., pp. 400, 471 ;
vol. x., p. 197 ; vol. xi., pp. 350,

495; 4th Series, vol. xi., pp. 98, 140, 164, 206, 347 : see likewise "A Hi -

tory of Executions
"
(6495, a.)

3
It is possible that this may be the fellow known as "

Funny Joe ", a hal -

witted creature, who about this time was allowed to attend executions and dive t

the mob, while he smoked and jested ; see " Wine and Walnuts ", by E. Hart -

castle ; 1824, vol. i., 243, note.
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The gallows appears to be guarded by constables, for several long staves, like

those employed by such officials at this period, rise above the heads of the crowd
in the neighbourhood of the triangular structure. Approaching this place is a

coach drawn by horses and driven by a postillion, whose body is seen above the

crowd while he turns in his saddle and flourishes his whip. On the top of the

coach a man, probably the chief hangman, reclines at ease
;

on the seat behind

the vehicle stand two persons, doubtless constables, with long staves
;
a woman

seems to have ridden to the place of execution by sharing this seat.

In the coach appears the portly Ordinary of Newgate, wearing a powdered

wig, black gown, and chin bands. His duty is being performed in a per-

functory manner, for he sits alone and looks at the cart in which Thomas Idle

is attended by a Wesleyan preacher ;
the latter points to heaven in a passionately

earnest manner, all his lean and worn features working as he exhorts the convict

to repentance, with assurances of forgiveness. The preacher holds in his right
hand a book, marked "

Westleys "-
1

Idle, whose coffin is placed athwart the cart,

leans his head back against the side, and with his eyes turned fervently upwards,
seems to be chanting with opened lips. "7 r", for Thomas Idle, reversed, is

marked on the coffin.

A company of horsemen, armed with halberds, attend the cart as guards This

group closes the composition on our left. On our right, standing in a cart which

has been placed so as to give a view of the gallows, is a party of four persons, com-

prising a woman in a black hood, who covers her face with her apron, and weeps

violently ;
this may have been intended for Idle's mother.2 A boy (?) clings about

her neck, and seems striving to gain her attention by calling out loudly. A man in

a round black hat, who holds a child in his arms, is likewise in the cart with the

weeping woman. A much larger and loftier cart is standing next this one.

Several women are in the second vehicle ;
in front of this group is a very

fat female, wearing a black hood, and, with great affectation of religious fervour,

casting her eyes upwards, while she lifts one of her hands and holds a glass of

spirits
3 to her lips with the other. By her side a woman receives a glass of

spirits, which a man, standing among the crowd, hands up to her
;
two other

women are in the cart, one of whom is stretching to look over the shoulder

of her last-named companion. A fifth woman, with her foot on a spoke of the

wheel, is hoisted into the vehicle by a man, who is not very delicate in the

manner in which he gives aid. Another cart, containing four persons, including a

woman, is placed still nearer the gallows than the other vehicles.

Immediately in front, on our right, is an itinerant seller of cakes, the once

well-known "
Tiddy Doll ", a man who holds a round cake in his left hand, and is

offering it for sale, while he commends its good qualities in a loud voice. He
has a black patch over one of his eyes, a cocked hat trimmed with feathers is on

his head, he wears a white apron.
4 On the ground at

"
Tiddy Doll's

"
feet is a

1

Probably a volume of John Wesley's Hymns is intended here, as the preacher
and the convict appear to be singing.

2 See the same title and date, Plate V. No. 2935; and Plate X.,

No. 2980. The cart was probably intended to carry away Idle's corpse after

the execution.
3 This is the same figure as that of Mother Douglas in " The March to

Finchley ", see No. 2639 ;
and " Enthusiasm Delineated ", No. 2425, p. 306, note.

4 In " The Gentleman's Magazine ", March, 18 16, p. 230, is an account of this

man: "The celebrated vender of gingerbread who, from his eccentricity of

character, and extensive dealings in his way, was always hailed as the king of

itinerant tradesmen. In his person he was tall, well made, and his features hand-

some. He affected to dress like a person of rank
;

in a gold lace suit of cloaths,

laced ruffled shirt, laced hat and feather, white silk stockings, with the addition of
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round basket with two handles, containing his stock of cakes
;

this stock is

illuminated by four candles, the flames of which are surrounded by paper guards,

these candles show that the cake seller had taken his place before dawn. Close

behind " Doll
"

is a small boy, who looks like a chimney-sweeper, in the act of

putting his hand into the cake man's pocket, while, with furtive and intensely ex-

pressive eyes, he keeps watch on the upraised arm of his victim. Another boy, not

observing the impending robbery, stands near the basket, with his arms folded,

and looks longingly at its contents
;
he is undergoing tempation, but, by his arms

being folded, Hogarth leads us to think that the lad will not fall
;
he has a better

face than his ill-conditioned neighbour.
At " Doll's

"
side, further in the picture, a woman has been pushing a barrow

of oranges ;
a man coming in collision with this vehicle is attacked by the woman,

who fiercely scratches his face with her nails
;

in revenge he has seized one side

of the barrow, and, shaking it, casts out some of the fruit. Next to this group,
towards our left, a brutal fellow has grasped a living dog by its tail and is about

to throw the creature at the head of the Wesleyan minister. A ragged woman,

carrying a swathed child on her right arm, vociferates that she has for sale " The

last dying Speech Sf Confession of Tho. Idle", according to the title of the broad-

side which she holds in her right hand
;
her left hand is placed at her cheek to

increase the resonance of her voice. Behind this person a man and woman are

quarrelling, the former has fallen to the ground, and is there pummelled by the

latter ;
a baby, which the man seems to have been carrying, has fallen with him,

and lies squalling on its back, athwart the left arm of the man. A gin seller, with

flasks in a basket suspended before her,' looks at the combat, and lifts her hands

in amazed deprecation. Another woman, whose back is towards us, carries an

infant at her shoulder.

A butcher, who appears to have accompanied the progress of Idle from New-

gate to Tyburn, still trudges towards the gallows ;
he has taken off his wig,

covered his head with a kerchief, and bears the wig slung at his shoulder on the

end of a cudgel ; his. back is towards us, and he seems to be looking at the man
who in the gallery on our right of the design is releasing the pigeon. It is stated

that it was customary at the period in question to dispatch a carrier pigeon at the

moment of the execution of a malefactor, likewise when he arrived, as shown

here, at the gallows. A stream, probably intended for the Ty burn, crosses the

foreground at this part of the design ;
a coal-heaver, or porter of similar sort,

wearing a fan-tailed hat, and having bare legs and feet, steps heedlessly through
the water, while he continues to smoke a pipe. A soldier, who has followed the

porter without seeing whither, has unawares stepped to his knees in the brook,
and struggles to extricate himself. Two boys, who follow the soldier, perceive
and laugh at his predicament. Near the latter two, a man with one of his

legs withered, and supported at the knee by a leg of wood, goes forward on a

pair of crutches, his head is bound by a kerchief, to intimate that he has been

fighting. A crowd of eager followers appears near the last-named group, includ-

ing a woman who carries a cudgel. Near the centre of the composition more

cudgel-bearers are congregated ;
a fight of persons so armed occurs close

to the cart occupied by Mother Douglas and her friends, the cudgels are freely
and vigorously used. On our left, behind the sheriff's men, and extending

beyond the cart which bears Idle, his coffin, and the Wesleyan minister, is a wall,

evidently enclosing a space of ground, which is planted with trees
;
the top of this

a fine white apron", &c. His name was Ford, he died in 1752. His nickname
was due to his habit of singing the fag end of a popular ballad.

A portrait of "
Tiddy Doll ", full length, standing before a basket of his cakes,

and in the act of inviting purchasers, is comprised in Part 3rd of the " London
Cries ", see

"
English Portraits ", Period IX. c. x.
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wall is occupied by a line of men, spectators of the scene. It has been supposed
that this is part of the wall of Hyde Park, but it appears much too near the place
of execution to have been that boundary.

Above the design the title of the member of the series to which this plate

belongs is engraved, as in the second title of this entry, but not the general title

of the series ;
this general title occurs only with Plate I., see No. 2896.

Below the design is a cartouche, with the following inscription :

" Proverbs

CHAP: I. Vers". 27, 28. When fear cometh as desolation, and their destruction

cometh as a Whirlwind; when distress cometh upon them, then they shall call upon
God, but he will not answer."

This design, unlike the previous members of the series, see No. 2896, is not

enclosed by an engraved framework
;

a double line or border of simple kind is

employed instead. At the upper corners are human skeletons hanging by staples,

which are passed through their crania. The design rests on abase, which, passing
behind the cartouche, is made to resemble a wall, the wall of a gaol being, doubt-

less, intended.

For the history of the series to which this design belongs, see. the same title and

date,
" Plate I.", No. 2896.

There are two states of this plate.
" Second state. The shadows on the

Parson's face, Pigeon, &c. are stronger (than in the first state). The lid of the

coffin is cross-hatched. The cart's tail at the back of "
Tiddy Doll ", and the

whole of the figure of the Dustman (coal-heaver), are cross-hatched, and the

rump of one of the Sheriffs horses (is) dark instead of light. The foreground
under the (fallen Child is darkened." See " The Genuine Works of William

Hogarth", by J. Nichols, and G. Steevens : London, vol. iii.,l8l7, p. 250.
This plate, in the second state, having been much worn, was used for

" The
Works of William Hogarth, from the original Plates restored by James Heath,

Esq. R.A.", London, no date (1751. d.)

15; x io in.

2990. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate XL (No. 2.)

The Idle 'Prentice executed at Tyburn.

[After Hogarth.] Dent Sc. Lombard Street ll [l?47]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and date

(No. l.), No. 2989. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth Moralized", by the

Rev. J. Trusler
; London, 1768, on p. 93.

It was used again for
"
Hogarth Illustrated ", by John Ireland ; London,

1791, vol. i., facing p. 272 (7854. ff.)

4f x 3lr "* Brit. Mus. Library, (Grenville) 2585.

2991. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate XI. (No. 3.)

The IDLE 'PRENTICE executed at Tyburn. Pi. 1 1.

37. W. Hogarth inv. pinx. ^(iepenhausen). d. fy sc. [!?47]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. l.), No. 2989. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichtenberg's
" Erk-

liirung der Hogarthischen ", &c., Gottingen, 1794-1816, in which volume it is

No. 37.
It may be distinguished from other copies by the presence of the number

"
37.

"
in the upper corner, on our right.

12A X 8 in. Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. 11.
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2992. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate XI. (No. 4.)

T he IDLE PRENTICE executed at Tyburn. Plate 1 1 .

Designed by W"1

. Hogarth Engraved by T. Cook. Published by T. Cook,

N. 1 1 Little Britain, Sf G. G. fr I. Robinson N. 25 Pater-noster Row

July I
st

. 1795. [J747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and date

(No. l.), No. 2989.
It is comprised in

"
Hogarth Restored, The Whole Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth ", &c.,
" Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook "

; London, 1 806.

15^ x 10 in.

2993. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate XI. (No. 5.)

The Idle 'Prentice executed at Tyburn.

INDUSTRY & IDLENESS. PL. XL

Hogarth pinx' T. Cook sculp'. Published by Longman, Hurst. Rees, Sf

Orme, March I
st

. 1809. [1747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. l.), No. 2989. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Genuine Works of

William Hogarth", by J. Nichols, and Gr. Steevens
; London, vol. i., 1808, where

an impression follows p. 1 34.
With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer ", this plate was used again

for " The Works of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. John Trusler
; London, 1821,

vol. i. (1751. b.)

6 x 4 in.

2994. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate XI. (No. 6.)

INDUSTRY and IDLENESS. PI. XI
The Idle 'Prentice Executed at Tyburn.

Hogarth Del1
. T. Clerk Sculp

1 London Published as the Act directs by
Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row. [1747]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described with the same
title and date (No. l .), No. 2989. It was prepared to illustrate

" The Works of

William Hogarth", &c., by Thomas Clerk; London, 1810, vol. i., where an im-

pression faces p. 54.
With the second title placed below the design, the third title and the en-

graver's name taken out, this plate was used again for
" The Works of William

Hogarth", London, 1837, vol. i., where an impression faces p. 54.

4|- X 3| in. Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k. 24.
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2995. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate XI. (No. 7.)

The Idle 'Prentice executed at Tyburn.

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. PL. 12.

[After Hogarth.] A, Duncan, sc. Published by John Major, 50 Fleet

Street, June 30, 1 83 1 . [ 1 747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and date

(No. 1.), No. 2989. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth Moralized", by the

Rev. Dr. Trusler
; London, 1831 ;

an impression faces p. 107.

4i X 2iin.

2996. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. PLATE XL (No. 8.)

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. PLATE II.

THE IDLE 'PRENTICE EXECUTED AT TYBURN.
From the Original Design of Hogarth.

Engraved by E. Smith. Jones 8f C. Temple of the Muses, Finsbury Square,
London. [ 1 747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and date

(No. 1.), No. 2989. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works of William

Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler
; London, 1833; an impression faces p. 105.

With the publication Hue removed, this plate was used again for " The Com-

plete Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. J. Trusler, and E. F. Roberts
;

London, no date (7855? i-) >
an impression faces p. 76.

7X4| in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 27.

2997.

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate XII. (No. i.)

The INDUSTRIOUS 'PRENTICE Lord-Mayor of London.

Plate 12.

Engrarfd Sf Designed by Wm
. Hogarth. Published according to Act of Par-

liamet Sep. 30, 1747. [l?47]

THE design of this engraving shows, looking southwards, the eastern extremity
of St. Paul's Cathedral, London, with Cheapside on our left, and Paternoster Row
on our right, the vista being closed by a range of houses, over the roofs of which

the tower of a church appears. The procession of the Lord Mayor and his fol-

lowing in London on the ninth of each November is represented. The City state

coach, in which Francis Goodchild, the Industrious 'Prentice, occupies the place of

honour, is being driven eastwards in Cheapside. At the window of this vehicle

is the Marshal of the City, in his fur cap of office, and holding the sword of state ;

the city mace is seen at the opposite window
;
four footmen hi state uniforms hang

behind the vehicle, three of these men cling together, each one holding his neigh-
bour in front round the chest, they are laughing and talking. In the coach are

several gentlemen. A great crowd of men and boys, shouting and waving their
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hats, runs by the side of the carriage. Most of these persons are armed with

sticks. They are followed by a spirit hawker, with a bottle in his hand. The
windows and several of the roofs of the houses contain spectators of the pro-
cession.

From the house which stands at the corner of Paternoster How a balcony

projects at the first floor; the front of this balcony is decorated with pieces

of tapestry, two in number, embroidered, the subjects of which, comprising figures,

have not been recognized. In the balcony are several persons, including Frede-

rick, Prince of Wales, and his consort. They are under a canopy of state. The
latter person was the subject of many satires in connection with Lord Bute, see
" The Bute Interest", 1760, &c., the former occurs specially in reference to the

Hon. Anne Vane. 1 The prince has a set, artificial smile on his face, a wig on

his head, and a star on the breast of his coat, and the riband of an order of knight-
hood across his shoulders. The princess holds her hands in a mufF, she gazes
forward in the picture, not at the Lord Mayor's coach. A lady past the middle

age, who looks like a German, and whose face was probably a portrait, stands,

with an obsequious air, close to the canopy. She appears to be pretending to

listen to a gentleman who wears a clerical wig, and is, probably, a bishop ;
the

lady laughs at what he has said
;
another clergyman looks rather vacantly out

of the picture ;
next to him is a lean courtier in a costume like that illustrated in

Hogarth's
" Taste in High Life", see No. 2563. He carries a muff and con-

verses with a lady,
2 and his mouth seems to have a characteristic habit of going

upwards on one side.
3

In front of this part of the composition is a stand for spectators, many of

whom, including a woman with a baby in her arms, occupy places. Many
members of the City militia, or volunteers, appear in the street in front of this

stand, these men are of various figures and sizes, comprising a stout fellow who
fires his musket in the air, turning his face away from the piece as he does so, and

shutting his eyes when the explosion happens ;
one of the men is knock-kneed and

stoops, one appears to be lame, another is very lean, a third, who is very fat, holds

a covered metal tankard, and looks as if he were about to drink from it. In

the lower corner of the composition, on this side, our right, is an emaciated boy,
a hawker of broadsides, who holds a paper on which is

" A full and true Account

ofy
e Ghost of Tho: Idle* Which ". In front of the composition a woman,

by placing a plank on a barrel and a stool, has erected a stand for lookers-on
;

this

structure having suddenly given way, those who used it have fallen to the ground,
to the great delight of a chimney sweep who stands near.

A numerous party of men on foot appears beyond this group, including those

who carry the banners of some of the guilds of London
;
these persons are walking

so as to turn at the north side of the cathedral, and disappear beyond the house in

the balcony of which the Prince and Princess of Wales are standing. The arms of

the Tilers' Company occurs on one of the banners, on three others are the bearings

1 See " Satire on Miss Vane", No. 1905 ;
"A Satire referring to the Marriage

of Frederick, Prince of Wales", No. 2270; and "A Satire on Miss Vane and

Frederick, Prince of Wales," No. 1905*.
2 The gentleman who was satirized in " Taste in High Life" is said to have

been Lord Portmore.
3 "In the second volume of Wood's Body of Conveyancing, p. 180, is a

London lease
;
one of the clauses of which gives a right to the landlord and his

friends to stand in the balcony during the time of the shews or pastimes upon the

day commonly called The Lord Mayor's Day", see "Hogarth Illustrated", by
John Ireland; London, 1791, vol. i., p. 279, note.

1 That is, of the Idle Apprentice, whose execution is represented in Plate XI.
of this series, see No. 2989.
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of the Stationers' Company. Pendant from a house which faces the east end of

St. Paul's is a sign-board displaying the arms of the Woolpackers' Company (?).

Another sign-board shows a Half Moon; projecting from the house in which the

Prince and Princess appear is an elaborate iron bracket supporting as a sign a

portrait of the King, with his crown and sceptre.

On the opposite side of the foreground a stand has been erected for spectators ;

on the roof of this are three men, one of whom waves his hat while he cheers the

new Lord Mayor. In the front of this stand a man is blowing a trumpet with all

his might. At the back of the stand, partly concealed from the crowd by the

boards, a young man is in the act of kissing a buxom girl ;
a lad, standing in the

crowd on a lower level than this group, looks under the girl's petticoats and seems

to be pulling at a string which is pendant there. A drunken man, member of a

military corps of the City of London, has staggered against a street post and

leans on it, his wig has fallen on one side over one of his eyes ;
his bandoleers hang

loose about his neck. A girl trundles a barrow full of fruit behind the drunken

man. A blind man(?) feels his way with a long stick.

Above the design the title of the member of the series to which this plate

belongs is engraved, as in the second title of this entry, but not the general title

of the series
;

that general title occurs only with Plate I., see No. 2896. Below

the design is a cartouche, with the following inscription: "Proverbs CHAP:

III, Ver: 16. Length of days is in her right hand, and in her left hand Riches

and Honour." This design, unlike the previous members of the series, except
Plate XL, No. 2989, is not enclosed by an engraved framework; a double line, or

border of a simple kind, is employed instead. At the upper corners cornucopias

appeal'. The design rests on a base, which, passing behind the cartouche, is made
to resemble a wall.

For the history of the series to which this design belongs, see the same title

and date, Plate I., as above.

There are two states of this plate.
" Second State. The Coachman's coat is

darker
;
and a stripe of lace down the arm is obliterated. The figures surrounding

the coach are much darker, and their characters hurt by the intersecting lines.

The King's head on the sign is darkened
;
and the tapestry under the Prince and

Princess is cross-hatched. The tapestry under the Prince's balcony is wholly
darkened. The coat of the Man firing the musket is black instead of white ; and

the petticoat of the Woman behind the wheel-barrow is wholly cross-hatched, as

well as that of the Woman above her, and the coat of the Man next to her." See
" The Genuine Works of William Hogarth ", by J. Nichols, and G. Steevens ;

London, 1817, vol. iii., p. 250.
The plate, in the second state, having been much worn, was used for

" The
Works of William Hogarth, from the original Plates restored by James Heath,

Esq., K.A.", London, no date (1751. d.)

I 5 X lOi- in.

2998. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate XII. (No. 2.)

The Industrious 'Prentice Lord Mayor of London.

[After Hogarth.] Dent, Sculp. Lombard Street. 12 [!747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. 1.), No. 2997. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth Moralized ",

by the Rev. J. Trusler; London, 1768, on p. 96.

It was used again for
"
Hogarth Illustrated," by John Ireland

; London,

1791, vol. i., facing 277 (7854, ff)

4| x
|-

in. Brit. Mus. Library, (Greuville) 2585.
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2999. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate XII. (No. 3.)

The INDUSTRIOUS 'PRENTICE Lord-Mayor of London.

PI. 12.

38. W. Hogarth inv, if pinx. jR(iepenhausen) . d Sf sc. [ 1 747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No, l.), No. 2997. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichtenberg's
"
Erklarung der Hogarthischen", &c., Gottingen, 1794-1816, in which volume it

is No. 38.

It may be distinguished from other copies by the presence of the number

"38." in the upper corner, on our right.

12f X 8| in. Brit. Mus. Library, 788. g. 11.

3000. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate XII. (No. 4.)

The INDUSTRIOUS 'PRENTICE Lord Mayor of London.

Plate 12.

Designed by W". Hogarth Engraved by T. Cook Published by T. Cook

Islington, and G. G. Sf J. Robinson Pater-noster Row December I
s

. 1796

[1747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. l.), No. 2997.
It is comprised in

"
Hogarth Restored, The Whole Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth", &c., "Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook", London, 1806.

15! x lo in.

3001. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate XII. (No. 5.)

INDUSTRY & IDLENESS. PL
. XII.

The Industrious 'Prentice Lord Mayor of London.

Hogarth pinx
1
. T. Cook sculp. Published by Longman, Hurst, Rees Sf

Orme. Aug. \
st

. 1809. [i?47]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. l.), No. 2997. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Genuine Works of

William Hogarth", by J. Nichols, and G. Steevens
; London, vol. i., 1808, where

an impression follows p. 1 34.
With the addition of "PROOF Bishop Printer l", this plate was used again for

"The Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1821,
vol. i. (1751. b.)

6i X 4 in.

3002. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate XII. (No. 6.)

INDUSTRY and IDLENESS. PL. XII.

The Industrious 'Prentice Lord Mayor of London.

Hogarth del
1
. D. B Pyet sculp' London Published as the Act directs by

Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row [1747]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described with the same
title and date (No. l.), No. 2997. It was prepared to illustrate "The Works
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of William Hogarth", &c., by Thomas Clerk; London, 1810, vol. i., where an

impression faces p. 57*
With the second title placed below the design, the third title and the

engraver's name taken out, this plate was used again for " The Works of William

Hogarth", London, 1837, vol. i., where an impression faces p. 55-

4i X 3|- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k. 24.

3003. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate XII. (No. 7.)

The Industrious 'Prentice Lord Mayor of London.

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. PL. 12.

[After Hogarth.] A. Duncan, sc. Published by John Major, 50, Fleet

Street, March 3 1 . 1 83 1 . [1747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. l.), No. 2997. It was prepared to illustrate "Hogarth Moralized",

by the Rev. Dr. Trusler
; London, 1831 ; an impression faces p. 109.

4J- X 2| in.

3004. INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. Plate XII. (No. 8.)

INDUSTRY AND IDLENESS. PLATE 12.

THE INDUSTRIOUS 'PRENTICE LOR.D MAYOR OF LONDON.

From the Original Design by Hogarth.
Engraved by F. F. Walker. Jones Sf C. Temple of the Muses, Finsbury

Square, London. [*747]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described with the same title and

date (No. 1.), No. 2997. It was prepared to illustrate "The Works of William

Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler; London, 1833; an impression faces

p. 107.
With the publication line removed, this plate was used again for

" The

Complete Works of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. J. Trusler, and E. F.

Roberts; London, no date (7855, i.) ;
an impression faces p. 77.

6j- X 4f in. Brit. Mus. Library, 561. b. 27.

3005.

The Frontispiece to " An ANSWER to The Reverend Mr.

George Logan s late Treatise on Government
;
in which (Con-

trary to the manifold Errors and Misrepresentations of that

Author) The ancient Constitution of the Crown and King-
dom of SCOTLAND, and the hereditary succession of its

Monarchs are asserted and vindicated
;

"
&c. By Thomas

Ruddiman. Edinburgh, I 747.

A Figure of Justice.

R. Strange Edinr
. Sculp

1
. [1747]

THIS engraving represents a whole-length figure of Justice, standing with her

body bent to our left in an exaggerated attitude, being fully draped and holding

III. 3 A
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the balance in her left hand, the sword in her right. She is blindfolded, and the

ends of the bandage about her eyes form a large loop behind her head. From

the action, style of the figure, and the treatment of the draperies, it is probable
that Strange, when employed to design this frontispiece, borrowed the figure from

a German work. The background is a landscape.
In one of the scales, which outweighs the other, lies a hand holding a label

inscribed
" VEBITAS ", outside the scale is written "

UI\JCA ", on the beam of the

balance is
" PRAEPONDERAT "

;
in the other scale, are five hands, holding up

their first and second fingers; outside the scale is
" CUNCTls",

This print, which was one of the earliest of the works of Sir Robert Strange,

was produced as a frontispiece to the volume named above. This volume con-

sists, as its title indicates, of a reply to a book on Scottish history ;
the reply

treats the alleged errors of Mr. G. Logan with some asperity and at considerable

length, one of the principal subjects being the legitimacy of Robert III.

The engraving itself became the subject of satire, and is thus referred to in

" Memoirs of Sir Robert Strange, Knt. ", &c., by James Dennistoun, London, 1855

(10.826. b.), vol. i., pp. 232-3. "Scarcely more successful was his allegorical

frontispiece for Ruddinian's Answer to the Rev. George Logan's Treatise on

Government, printed at Edinburgh in 1747- A contracted and cumbrously

draped figure of Justice (in whose balance a whole scaleful of empty hands is

outweighed by a single one holding the label veritas) set drawing and grace

equally at defiance. The antiquarian controversy becoming bitter, its reverend

promoter thus extended his sarcasms to the engraver, holding him responsible for

absurdities beyond his province.
' This picture i,s a monster of its kind, for,

in all pictures done by the most able hands, the length is always in a due propor-

tion, being never more than seven lengths of the head ; whereas, Justitia,

Mr. Ruddiman's goddess, is full eight. It is a disgrace to the engraver to set

his name to it, R. Strange, sculp. for the picture itself would have told us his

name to be Strange, without placing it at the lower part.' Our artist could not

as yet choose his work ; and to be occupied on a subject so absurd in conception,
and wretched in design, was penance enough, apart from the poor pun to which it

subjected him. Indeed, his hand seems to have responded to the disgust he

must have felt when employed upon very inferior productions, the execution oi

such being usually so inferior that, without his signature, no one would suspect
them to be from his graver."

This print is not described in M. C. Le Blanc's catalogue of Strange' >

works.

3! x 6| in.

3OO6.

An Illustration to
"
Polymetis ; or, An Enquiry concerning th<

Agreement Between the Works of the Roman Poets, an<

the Remains of the Antient Artists. Being an Attempt t(

illustrate them mutually from one another. In Ten Books.'

"By the Revd
. Mr. Spence. London: Printed for It. Dods

ley; at Tully's-Head, Pall Mail. M.DCC,XLV1L"

Page 291. Boitard .sculp. ["747 I

ON p. 291 of this book is a vignette, which has been alleged to represent Provof K

Cooke, of King's College, Cambridge, as an ass, standing on its hind legs, clad i .

a Greek pallium, and in the act of speaking to two gentlemen, or youths, wh >

wear classic costumes
; one of the two sits on a bench. The design is treated i i

the manner of an antique bas-relief, and is said to be a copy from a gem.
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Provost Cooke, here said to be in question, was Head-Master of Eton College
in 1743, Fellow of Eton College in 1747, Provost of King's College, Cambridge,
1772-97. The vignette is placed to follow "Dialogue the Seventeenth of the
'

Polymetis '," in which the author inveighs strongly against the excessive, if not

the exclusive, study of classic languages by English youths. The satire appears,

therefore, to be directed against scholastic pedantry of the order in view. The

print is described on p. 336 of "
Polymetis" as " An Ass, in the Greek Pallium,

teaching : a Gem, in Gorleus's Dact. Part 2, N. 507."
In respect to this print, see " Notes and Queries ", 2nd Series, vol. vii., p. 469 ;

3rd Series, vol. iii., pp. 377, 438. The design was afterwards copied with a

different satiric reference. See " The Frontispiece to ' The Rod'," 1754.

Speuce's
"
Polymetis" was announced for publication in

" The General

Advertiser ", Jan. 29, 1 747, p. 3, col. 3, as " On Thursday next will be pub-
lished", &c.

3X3| in. Brit. Mus. Library, 75. i. 15.

3007.

THE DEVIL in MASQUERADE J or, HARLEQUIN OUT-WITTED :

To the Tune of the V: ar's favourite Song of The Blue Bells

of Ireland.

A Satire on a Vicar of Pontefract. [i747 ? ]

A BROADSIDE, consisting of a woodcut and two columns of verse in letterpress.
The former represents a clergyman, with a full wig, holding a round hat, or

plate, in one hand, a pair of gloves in the other
;
he has horns and cloven feet.

In the background on our right is a church
;
a house is on our left.

The verses comprise fourteen stanzas, of which the following may be taken

to indicate the purport of the whole :

News, Friends, news, sad news I have to tell
;

A sturdy brawny Devil there is broke loose from hell
;

Disguised like a Clergyman he thinks he's hid full well,

But you'll know him, Brother Burgesses, you'll know him by his yell

When his mutton-fists on either side bang the. Cushion well.

Full many a year had P l

enjoy'd tranquility,
From riotous Elections and all disturbance free ;

And so 'twould have remained, if it had not been for thee,

Thou sturdy Devil incarnate
;
I know you by your yell,

When your mutton-fists on either side bang the Cushion well."

The "Devil" went to the house of "Attorney Dick Quibble", and told him
that although his disguise had been serviceable, yet he must have been known to

Quibble "by his yell".

"iv.

Disguised with a vengeance ! rejoin'd Attorney Dick ;

For had your face been broader and your waist but been more thick,

I verily believe I'd ta'en you for the Vic',

So much do you resemble him in feature, size, and yell", &c.*****
"Pomfret", i.e. Pontefract.
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'Tis his to preach up Gratitude, and sing in praise of those

To whose good Father's Charity his Vicarage he owes ;

But I and all the Moncktons for ever must be foes,

Because They're Friends to Virtue: 'Tis this that makes me yell", &c.

To brew an Opposition, I left the shades below,

In search of some ambitious, proud, vain and silly Beau"

With con(fi)dence (cried Quibble} I then propose my BO,

" You'll f(ind) him well supported by Nottingley and Hell,

And when you howl in praise of him bang the Cushion well."

By the above, and the remaining verses of this ballad, it is evident that the

satire refers to the alleged conduct of a Vicar of Poutefract, Yorkshire. A
former owner of this broadside, wrote " Pontefract

"
above it, Mr. E. Hawkins,

to whom it likewise belonged, marked it
"
1747 or 1754?" There is in the

Print Room another broadside, styled
" A New Song," &c., evidently referring to

the same subject, without a woodcut, comprising twelve verses, and beginning :

'Twas in the land of Ebor,
Near a place call'd P ct, Sir,

There lived a Wight,
Whose heels were trim and light,

And Harlequin he could enact, Sir."

The remaining verses contain references to Knottingley, Pontefract, "S
" Rice", a " P nt man",

" a Justice",
" a half-pay Beau",

" F
, Dick, and the upstart Gent, Sir",

A former owner lias inscribed this broadside " written by Dr. Strachey."

3 X 3| in.

3008.

The Old Scourge return'd to Barrels.

[1747 ?i

AN engraving showing a regiment of foot on parade. In the front is an open spac
where a soldier tied to the halberds to be flogged exclaims, "/ wish Fd been liilfd b /

the Rebels ". Colonel Rich (?), standing near, and being in a rage, orders,
"
Flog th

Villain ye Rascal". The drummer intercedes,
"

Coll. he behaved well at Colloden.
'

An officer begs,
"
Pray Coll : forgive him, he's a good Man" These inter -

cessions avail not, and an old woman, a distributor of gin, exclaims,
" Ma ./

Vengeance Sf y
c

lieg'
s Cursh attend you" A second .soldier is putting on his shij c

again, after his flogging ; another, in distress, laments,
" /' not been whipt sine >,

y
f
Coll : left us." The regiment is drawn up, every soldier being incased in a barre ,

in allusion to its popular name. In the distance is the Castle of Edinburgh. Ovt
the scene the Demon of Discord is hovering. Beneath the design these lines ai 3

engraved :

" And ten times a Day whip the Barrels, ) ,, ,,
,

And ten times a Day whip there Barrels. )
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These verses are a parody on a song in C. Coffee's farce " The Devil to Pay ",

the song being entitled,
" He that has the best Wife".

" Barrel's
"
regiment, with Monro's, the 37th Foot, sustained the first charge of

the Highlanders at the battle of Culloden, was for a time thrown into disorder,
and suffered more than any other corps on that day. Lieut. -Col. Rich then

commanded the regiment and was severely wounded. It was therefore pro-
bable that he was for some time absent from the regiment, and that after

he rejoined it severities of corporal punishment were renewed. Some time

after the battle of Culloden the regiment returned to Edinburgh, where this

scourging seems to have taken place. In Sept. 1 747, it was removed to Stirling.
See " Notes and Queries," l st Series, vol. viii., p. 620; vol. ix.,pp. 63, 159, 545.
General William Barrel, after whom this regiment was called, was Governor

of Pendennis Castle in 1 733, Colonel of the 4th or King's Own Regiment, l 734,
Lieutenant General, 1 739. He died Aug. 9, 1 749, having

" served in the military
with great honour above 50 years."

" The Gentleman's Magazine ", 1 749, p.

380.
He was Lieutenant-Colonel, or acting Colonel, of this corps, the Fourth Foot,

or Tangier Regiment, in 1747, and at this time the Major was J.Wilson;
Sir R. Rich was then Colonel of the Fourth Regiment of Dragoons.

1 2 x 6|- in.

3009.

The CONGRESS of the BRUTES. ^May, 1748]

AN engraving in which the different Powers of Europe are represented by various

animals, assembled round a table at the Congress of Aix-la-Chapelle, each vocife-

rating its own claims. On the table lie
"
Treaty of Westphalia ",

"
Treaty of

Madrid",
"
Quadruple Alliance",

"
Treaty of Nimegucn", "Treaty of Vienna",

"
Treaty of Baden ",

"
Treaty of Utrecht". On the ground is the "

Treaty of Rys-
wick". The basis of the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle was a confirmation of all the

treaties concluded since that of Westphalia.

France, as a cock crowing, perched on the back of a chair, acts as President,
and holds " The Definitive Treaty ", which a spectacled ape is examining.

England, a lion, sits next, looking very miserable, and saying,
"
Pray accept of

Cape Br n."

Genoa, a dog, demands,
" What must I have in Lieu of Final

"
?

Holland, a boar, grunts,
" Dear Sir give us a good Harrier."

Prussia, as a furious, greedy wolf, cries,
" You must guaranty Silesia to me."

Spain, like a leopard, says,
" Give Don Philip a Settlement and me Gibraltar"

Germany, as a griffin, asks,
"
Pray remember your trusty friends."

Austria, like an eagle, laments,
" Alas ! Three Dutchies, with Siletia, all gone !"

Francis Stephen, Duke of Lorraine (?),' a dog, with his feet on the "
Prag-

matick Sanction ", demands,
" Who makes me satisfaction for my Losses ".

England restored Cape Breton to France, and sent two noblemen to that coun-

try as hostages till the transfer was completed; see "
Tempora mutantur ", &c.,

No. 3015. Genoa gave up the Marquisate of Final to Sardinia, and was re-

instated in the possessions she had before the war, and her money, which had
been confiscated at Vienna and Turin, was restored. To Holland a new barrier

was promised. To Prussia, Silesia and Glatz, provinces rent from Maria The-

resa, were guaranteed. To Don Philip of Spain, Parma, Placentia, and Guastalla

were ceded in satisfaction of his claims
;
but Gibraltar was not given to Spain. The

1 For Francis Stephen of Lorraine, see " The Queen of H-y," No. 2553.
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Queen of Hungary was deprived of Silesia and Glatz. See " The Royal Assem-

bly ", No. 3013.
For the Queen of Hungary, see "The Sequel", &c. Jan. 1760. See "The

Congress of the Beasts", No. 3010.

3010.

The Congress of the Beasts.

A Satire referring to the Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle.

[May, 1748]

THIS engraving is the frontispiece to a tract, styled
" The CONGRESS of the

BEASTS, Under the Mediation of the GOAT, for negotiating a Peace between the

Fox, the Ass wearing a LION'S Skin, the HORSE, the TYGRESS, and other Quadru-

pedes at War. A Farce of two ACTS, now in Rehersal at a new grand Theatre

in Germany. To which is prefix'd a curious PRINT of the last SCENE of the

Drama, being the general Conference. Done by an eminent Hand. Written

originally in High Dutch by the Baron Huffumbourghausen, and translated by
J. J. H d g 'r, Esq :'V "Printed for W. Webb near Temple-Bar. 1748."

The design represents a glade in a forest, where the animals mentioned in the

above title, and others, are assembled in an oval space ;
the goat is at the upper, or

more distant place; on our right is the Ass (Britain), as above
;
next is the Horse

(Hanover) ;
then appear the "

Tygress
"

(the Empress-Queen, described in the
" Dramatis Bestiae

"
of the farce as

" with one Ear and half a Tail "); the Woli'

(Sardinia) ;
the Otter " without Ears

"
(Holland) ;

a muzzled Bear (Russia) led bj
an Ape (Prussia) ;

a crippled Boar (Duke of Modena) ;
a Badger

" with om
Ear "

(Genoa) ;
a Leopard (Spain) ; the oval is closed by a Fox (France).

The text of this tract contains elaborate satirical descriptions of the allegec

plans and conduct of the powers convened at Aix-la-Chapelle to discuss the con

ditions of peace, with special reference to the alleged sacrificing of the interest;

of England to those of Hanover, in pursuance of the so-called
" German" polic}

of the king.

See, on the subject, the entries in this Catalogue which are dated May, 1 748
June 28, 1748; Oct. 7, 1748; and Dec. 1748.

The publication of this tract is announced in "The General Advertiser"

Jan. 24, 1 749, p. 3, col. 3.

ST x 5 "* Brit- Mus. Library, 11775. d

3011.
The NONESUCH.

[May, 1748

AN engraving, which has been washed with yellow, showing the King of Franc
seated in bed, under him are England and Holland. He is crying out,

"
Ly

quiet Dutchman whilst I p-ss upon you, for I am Sh ing on y
c

Englishman wh
hurted your Fishery I will upon y

e Word of a most Christian King give you a mi
Shirt." The King of Spain, standing by, says

" P 1.1 make it up between you git
me Gib". The King of Prussia, holding a candle, remarks,

" Pll hold a Candle t

y' Divel to keep Silecia." The Duke of Cumberland approaches the bed, angrilj

1
J. J. Heidegger, Esq., see "Hei! Degeror", &c., No. 1747.
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:iml cries,
" Your Gallic Cock shall have Oafs". The Earl of Sandwich (?), attempt

-

ing to keep him back, says, "Be advised". See "The Royal Assembly", No.
3013-

Below the design these verses are engraved :

"
Sing Briton and Briton

Be p st on be sh t on".

This design occurs in "
Qui Color albus ", etc., No. 2600.

For the King of Prussia, see "The Difference", 1758 ; for the Duke of Cum-
berland, see " Dinah relates her distresses ", 1 757 ; for the Earl of Sandwich, see
" The Recruiting Serjeant ", April, l 757.

7f X 7^ in-

3012.

The Preliminary Congress.

Sold in May's Buildings Cov* Garden according to Act 1 748

{June 28, 1748]

Aw engraving showing the Queen of Hungary,
" 2 ", getting over a stile, and,

addressing France,
"
3 ", who is taking liberties with her, with the remonstrance,

"
Pray Monsieur don't be rude." He replies,

" Oh ! tis all but de Complasance
Lady." George IE.," l ", takes her by the hand, saying,

" Come over Madam Pll
hand You ". Behind him the Dutchman,

" 6 ", climbing over the stile, says,
" And Mine heer will hand himself\ The King of Sardinia,

"
5 ", getting over, says,

"Til not Spoil Company"; and the King of Spain, "4", leaning against the post
on the other side, says, "/ must make one too, by S1 '

Jago." George II. has in

his pocket,
"
Concessions Gib r ". He has dropped on the ground,

" C Breton ",

and placed his foot on a stone, which is inscribed :

"
Carpe Tutum Viator itor ne lateat Anguis in herba ".

At the side is a pavilion, inscribed,
" Aix la Chappelle l 748."

France, tired of the war, and, indeed, unable to carry it on, made advances

for peace, and a Congress was held at Aix-la-Chapelle, where, June 28, pre-
liminaries of a Treaty were signed. France in the meantime was " rude

"
to Austria

in persevering in the siege of Maestricht during the negotiations. George II. was the

chief support of the Qneen of Hungary ', he restored to France Cape Breton, which

had been taken in the course of the war, and he was almost prepared to give up
Gibraltar to Spain. The peace caused great dissatisfaction in England, where it was
considered hollow, with evil concealed in the conditions as a snake in the grass, as

above hinted, alluding especially to the silence of the treaty respecting the right of

English ships to navigate the American seas, without being subject to the Spanish

right of search, which had been the chief cause of the war between England and

Spain. It was stipulated that the King of Sardinia should be maintained in his

dominions. Spain professed to be dissatisfied, but agreed to sign the treaty.
Holland in this, as in all other prints referring to the state of Europe at any time,

is represented as looking solely to its own interests. See " The Royal Assembly ",

No. 3013.
11 i X 6^ in.

1 For the Queen ot Hungary, see
' The Sequel ", Jan. l 760.
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30I3-

THE ROYAL ASSEMBLY. A Representation of the several

Potentates signing the Peace.

A Design referring to the Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle.

(Published AW. 26. 1748.) J. June sculp. [Oct. 7, 1748]

B BLOW this engraved design is the explanation :

" The King of Great Britain talking to the Queen of Hungary. The King of

France represented signing the Articles of Peace : next to him is the King of Spain

perusing them over, as likewise the Pi-ince of Orange, with copies thereof, and

lastly, the King of Sardinia, leaning on a Chair ". Other personages are seated

round a table in a room.

At one door an English herald proclaims the Peace
;
at another, a person in

waiting holds the " Articles of Peace ". Rural scenes appear through the door-

ways.
" Emblematical Figures," i. e. three pictures hanging against the wall, are thus

described below the design :

" N i War. 2 Ambition. 3 Impiety, all three

chain'd. 4 Justice. 5 Peace. 6 Constancy. 7 Wisdom. 8 Truth. 9 Faith."

Below the design, at the extremities of the reference table and "
Explana-

tion", the following verses are engraved:

" O Liberty! thou Goddess heav'nly bright;
Profuse of Bliss, and pregnant with Delight !

Eternal Pleasures in thy Presence reign,
And smiling Plenty leads the wanton Train.

Addison."

And
"
Again the Hinds may sing and plow.

And fear no Harm, but from the Weather now
;

Again may Tradesmen love their Pain,

By knowing not for whom they gain.

Cowley."

England, Hungary, and Sardinia were in close alliance at this period, and
the chief parties in negotiating the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle with France.

Spain for a time hung back, but ultimately signed the Treaty, as did Holland.
For the Queen of Hungary, see

" The Sequel", Jan. 1760. For the Treaty
of Aix-la-Chapelle, see "

Tempera mutantur", &c., No. 3015; "Hostages",
No. 3016; "The Preliminary Congress", No. 3012; "The Congress of the

Brutes", No. 3010; "The Nonsuch", No. 301 1.

11 X in.

30I4-
The Prodigal Son, or; the Brute among the Beasts; to feed Swine.

Ohr. 15. ver. 15.

[Oct. 13, 1748]
AN engraving, showing the Duke of Cumberland seated, holding a letter

" From
the Queen of Hu y ". Before him are a great goat and a huge boar ; and near
him is a horned owl, with a nobleman's riband across its breast, and standing on a
human heart and skull

; on the skull is
" Col n ". Confined in a cage is the British
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Lion in a deplorable condition. A man brings in a bucket, and says,
" Your Con-

cern is y
c Choice of Mr Food" The Duke replies,

" No ! like my own I resolve

shall be Blood.""

Below the design these verses are engraved :

" But here we declare, 'tis not our Intent

To say whom y
e Boar and y

e Goat represent
So to judge for yourselves you must even be content

Yet y
e hornified Owl which remains for y

e other

If true, was intended for .... his Br-th-r.

The which he resembles much more than his Mother
But the Lyon of E-gl d when freed from his Den,
Shall chase to y

e Forest these Bl d H ds again,

Which, that Heavens may grant, let us all say Amen."

This is a Jacobite print ;
the boar and goat are emblems of the cruelty and

lust ascribed to the Duke
;
the horned owl is intended for Frederick Prince of

Wales, and this is perhaps the earliest allusion to the scandal respecting the princess
his wife.

1 The Lion is the Pretender, who, it was hoped, would chase the Hano-
verians to their native forests.

Oct. 13, 1748.
" Arriv'd a collection of foreign beasts, being a present from

the Empress Queen to the D. of Cumberland
; among them is a wild boar, some

sheep and goats of an odd make, and a large horned owl, as big as an eagle, its

two horns several inches long."
" The Gentleman's Magazine ", 1748, p. 473.

For the Duke of Cumberland, see "Dinah relates her distresses", 1757. For
the Queen of Hungary, see " The Sequel", &c., Jan. 1760. For the Pretender,
see " The Auction", 1756.

This print is announced in " The London Evening Post ", Aug. 1-3, 1749,

p. 3, col. l .

1 2f x 6f in.

30I5-

Tempora mutantur, et Nos mutamur in illis

Published December y
e

: 8"' : 1 748 [Dec. 1 748]

AN engraving of a landscape, where the Earl of Sussex and Lord Cathcart stand

ashamed within an embattled enclosure like a prison. A Dutchman is asking a

Frenchman,
2 " Monsieur Where is the Hostages for Fort 8s

. George
"
? He replies,

pointing to the two lords,
" Dis be for de Glory of de Grand Monarch ". At the

other side appear, rising from their graves, 1, the Protector Oliver, threatening
with his broadsword and fist, and crying,

" Was it for this I sought the Lord Sf

Fought" ? the Devil reminds him,
" Hold Nol you are not Master now". 2, Henry

V., says,
"
Agincourts forgot ". 3, Edward III. avers "And Creci likewise." In

the foreground, the British Lion lies stabbed by the Earl of Sandwich ? who has
"

1 OOO p
r Ann :

"
in his pocket, and says,

" Dam Posterity Pll get Money ". The
Hanoverian Horse is licking up the Lion's blood, while the French Cock is crow-

ing exultingly. An Englishman, on his knees, prays,
" Kind Heavens Recover

Him." In the distance a sailor begs of an admiral,
"
Pray, your Honour Pitty a

1 See " The Tempest", &c., and other entries dated 1762, and later.

2 In another print this is Marshal Saxe
;

see "Hostages", No. 3016. A
book, entitled

" The Hostages, an Historico-Satirical Poem ", was published,
" With a Frontispiece '', as announced in

" The General Advertiser ", Jan. 1 6,

1 749, p. 4, col. 2.
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Poor Disbanded Seaman ". The admiral replies, pointing to a ship of war laid up
in ordinary, "My lad One Year more would have done for us and have Brought
our Enimics to ". The faces have strong character, and they suggest successful

portraiture. For the subject see " The Wheel-Barrow Crys of Europe ", No.

3021.

By the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle, signed Oct. 7, 1 748, it was stipulated that

Cape Breton should be restored to France, and that two English noblemen should

be sent as hostages till the cession was completed. Lord Sandwich was the

English Plenipotentiary who accepted these conditions. Kings Edward and Henry,
and the Protector Oliver, start from their graves, and thus express that many
people in England were irritated at the idea that British blood was spilt to feed

the Hanoverian Horse.

France was known to be exceedingly crippled, and
'

an opinion was generally

entertained that she could not have continued the war another year, but must sub-

mit to such terms as the allies would dictate.

For the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle, see "The Royal Assembly", No. 3013.
For the Earl of Sandwich, see "The Recruiting Serjeant", April, 1757- For

Marshal Saxe, see "
Bergen-op-Zoom ", No. 2862.

See "
Hostages", No. 3016, for a repetition of this satire.

There is an impression of this plate which has been coloured by hand.

124- X 8 in.

3016.
HOSTAGES.

[Dec. 1748]

AN engraving, apparently the frontispiece to a book, showing Marshal Saxe,
"M

Sax", pointing to two gentlemen who are placed as hostages in a square em-
battled inclosure like a fort, with the French arms over the gate ;

he remarks,
"This is for y

e

Glory of my Great Master". See "
Tempora Mutantur", No.

3015 ;
and " The Wheel-Barrow Crys of Europe", No. 3021.

6 X 5 in.

3017.

Pantin a la Mode

Published According to Act of Parliament, September y
K
7 1748 for J. Wakc-

lin. Price 6d .

AN engraving which shows the interior of an apartment furnished in a quasi- classi-

cal mode
;

six ladies and gentlemen are placed in the foreground, three of the

former and one of the latter are furnished respectively with pantin toys, or mani-
kins suspended by strings attached to their heads and made to dance by the
bearers. There is, likewise, an ape which plays with a similar toy, having assumed
the laced hat of one of the gentlemen. The last-named person sits in the middle
of the group and holds his snuff-box open, so that his seated neighbour, a lady,

may cause her pantin to dip towards the box as if to partake of its contents, the

gentleman, in an affected, childish manner, poises his disengaged hand to instruct
his companion how to manage her plaything. A second lady, likewise seated and
furnished with a pantin, and having a lap-dog under her arm, watches her nei<*h-

bours. A third lady, standing behind the above-named two, extends her right
arm, holding her own toy in imitation of her companions. The queue of the gen-
tleman has struck one of the eyes of the ape, and greatly irritated that animal.
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Close to the ape is a divine, likewise with a pantin, turning to his similarly furnished

neighbour ;
a third gentleman laughs sympathetically at the sport Avhich goes on

before him. The third gentleman, poises his pantin between one of his fore-

fingers and thumb, as if he would reproduce the achievement of the lady who
makes her pantin dip in the snuff-box. On the floor is a kitten, playing with a

pantin. Behind, a lady, seated at a small table, plays with another toy of this

kind.

Below the design these lines are engraved :

" When lofty Rome th' imperial Seat of Fame,
Flourish'd in Arts and spread the Sacred Flame

O'er distant Climes, Britannia caught the Fire.

And did like them to Arts and Arms aspire,

Where long it glow'd till Gallic Influence

Bid Fopperry rise, and turn'd the Scale of Sense :

Now View that Ardour which in every Youth

Seraphic blaz'd, for Liberty and Truth,

Qnench'd by the false Delights of Ease and Dress,

View it and mourn the Follies of the Age,
Nourish'd by Wealth, tho' baffled on the Stage."

Below the design is written, in a script of the eighteenth century,
" From a

painting of Hogarths ".

Hi X 7 in.

3018.
- -

/;

LOCUSTS. And y
e Locusts rested in all y

e
Coasts of Egypt : Very

grievous were they; before them there were no such Locusts as

they, neither after them shall be such, they shall Jill thy Houses

8f eat up every </r(een thing.)
[1748]

AN engraving, giving a view of Whitehall, Westminster, and the neighbourhood,
with Holbein's Gate in the distance

;
the air is filled with locusts, which have

devoured every leaf, including those of the trees
" Habe : c

"
(Habeas Corpus) and

Mag :" C (Charter). A stream of the insects rushes towards the gateway, con-*

sisting of "
Ly s" lawyers,

" Attor ys", "Priests",
" C o

'"
Commissioner,

" Ex c m n", excisemen, &c.
; others bear maces, keys, batons, the Great Seal,

mitres, &c.
;
in front are eight large locusts numbered to agree with the reference

table which is engraved below :

"
l found at Sl

. James's, 2 found in Staffordshire, 3

found in Bloomsbury 4 Found in Lincolns Inn fields, 5, the fellow to the fourth 6

A female Locust found at Yarmouth 7, found near Huntington. 8, found in Wor-
cestershire ". 1

,
has a baton, and is the Duke of Cumberland. 2, wearing an earl's

coronet, is Earl Gower, Lord Privy Seal. 3, is the Duke of Bedford, Secretary of

State. 4, crowned like the last, is the Duke of Newcastle, Secretary of State. 5> is

the last-named duke's brother, Mr. Henry Pelham, Chancellor of the Exchequer.

6, is the Countess of Yarmouth, the king's mistress. 7? ig *ne Earl of Sandwich,

First Lord of the Admiralty ;
the coronet on this locust was drawn by mistake

like that of a baron. 8, this figure, possibly Lord Sandys, has not been identified.

This print is founded on the appearance ofswarms of locusts during the summer

of 1 748 in various parts of the kingdom ;
near Bristol, in Shropshire, and in Staf-

fordshire, they did great damage, eating the blossoms of the apple and crab trees,

but especially the leaves of the oaks,
" which look as bare as at Christmas."

For the Duke of Cumberland, see "Dinah relates her distresses ", 1 757. For
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Earl Gower, see "Britannia Disturb'd ", No. 3043. For the Duke of Bed-

ford, see
"
Byng Returu'd ", July 26, 1 756. For the Duke of Newcastle, see " The

Noble Game of Bob Cherry ", No. 2850. For Mr. Pelham, see
" Modern Charac-

ters ", No. 2829. For the Countess of Yarmouth, see
" The Scotch Patriot", &c.,

No. 2450, and " The Court Fright ", No. 2606. For the Earl of Sandwich, see

"The Recruiting Sergeant", April, 1757-

ll X 6 in.

Quackery Unmask'd, Or, Empiricism display'd. Dedicated to

Doctor Chiron riding Master to Achilles, and JEsculapius

physician extraordinary to the Dead.

According to Act of Parliam1
\ 748 Sold in Mays Building Covent Garden

8f 1OO more. [1748]
" Consedere Duces

1

. et, Vulgi* stante Corona, surgit ad hos pilule*

Domina septemplicis Ajax. Ovid met. lib. IB"

AN engraving, showing a large lecture theatre, or hall, with many spectators' in

ranks in the background, placed as if they occupied seats ranged in tiers. In the

middle foreground a large circular table stands on the floor, with a considerable

number of quacks standing and sitting about it. Inscriptions, sometimes on

labels proceeding from the mouths of the individuals, sometimes placed on their

clothes, or on the backs of their chairs, give descriptive speeches or sentences, and

serve to explain the design and indicate the particular empirics represented. On
the table are lying a " GaWd" ass, a "

Mange
"
dog, and a dead horse, on which last

two crows and an owl are feeding. The quadrupeds are said to be " Poor Scald

miserable Objects our peculiar care ", i.e., that of the surrounding quacks.
Around the table are the various empirics, as above. The President, who is in

grave-clothes, and surrounded by a halo, appears to be the ghost of " Baron "

"
Schwanberg ",

3 a lean old man, like a German
;
he lays one hand on his breast,

and, with solemn politeness, bows towards our left, saying,
"
the powder is mine ".

This was a " Universal
"
powder for the cure of fevers.

On Schwanberg's left a man stands up, and points forward to our right, saying
to his neighbour, who has an ear-trumpet at his ear,

" Printer (in) Helmet Court"

(see note 3, below) ; a " Patent
"
protrudes from his pocket. The man with the

ear-horn has inscriptions,
" a Vender of Quack Medices

", and " Bow Chueh
yard

v
'.

This appears to refer to a firm elsewhere noticed as medicine vendors,
4 and

" '

Quacks
* Y' Rabble a an Hermaphrodite who deals in specificks."

3 " Baron Schwanberg ", whose medicine was said to comprise "liquid shells ",

professed to cure stone
;
his place was in the Strand, where his nostrum was sold

at one shilling and sixpence a phial. See " The General Advertiser", Jan. 5,

1747, p. 4, col. 1, by which it appears that "Baron Schwanberg's" medicine con-

sisted of " calcin'd shells
"

in
" a liquid form ". This nostrum was sold by

" Walter
Baker in Helmet Court, near Katherine Street, London ", see as above, the allusion to

Helmet Court. An advertisement in "The General Advertiser", Jan. 5, 1749,

p. 3, col. 3, illustrates the claims of rival dealers in this medicine, and displays the

purport of this part of the satire in question.
4 See "The General Advertiser", June 5, 1747, p. 4, col. 2: "Dr. Bate-

man's Original and Only True Wholesale and Retale Warehouse at the Printing-
Office, facing the South-Door of Bow-Church, the lower End of the Church-Yard,
London ". Here were to be had certain "

Pectoral Drops ", for which Benjamin
Okell, and " Wil. and Cluer Dicey

"
had a patent.
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patentees of a nostrum. The fourth quack has lost his nose
; leaning his forehead

on one hand, sitting at the table, where a pill-box is placed before him, he holds

up a pill; his label describes him as "Barber Ignoramus Bow Church". The
name of this man was probably G. West. *

Behind this group a man is moving forward, with his hands extended, and,

seeming to be addressing the deaf quack, with an offer to cure his fellow-empiric,
he says,

" / Cure Deafness Grays Inn Passage ". Next to this speaker is a portly

person in a hat and cloak, who, with a grandiose air, appears to be introducing a

lean, miserable-looking old man, in a cocked hat, who bows and cringes as he

advances
;

the introducer says,
" come in Bugg Doctor."

;

2
see, however, the

account of the second state of this plate.

Next to the " Barber Ignoramus
"

is another group, comprising a young
female, with a bird's legs and talons showing below her petticoat, and clutching
the body of a ram which lies on the floor at her feet. She holds a paper inscribed,
" are these y

r
Patients ? ", apparently referring to the quadrupeds on the table,

and crying
" Hout upon ye ", she snaps her fingers, and turns to an old woman

who is standing at her side as if bowing on entering the room
;
the latter is tapping

with her forefinger a pill she holds
;

to her the inscription seems to refer :

" Dear Mistriss M o bin,
3

Pray wth
your Pill walk in ".

The younger woman wears a large pocket in front of her dress, filled with

packages, on which are the words " P x ",
" Bubo ",

" Sha ". On her petticoat
is

" I am a Cock Bawd"". On the front of the pocket is "An Harpy, green Hatch

Holborn ",
4

1 See " The General Advertiser", June 5, l?47> P- 4? c l- J
>
"At the Golden

Ball, in Bow-Churchyard, Cheapside ",
" Liveth G. West, a Regular Surgeon,"

" who cureth all the various symptoms of the French Distemper ", &c. There
was a Dr. Carn in the same place.

2 This is, no doubt, the man whose advertisements, comprising woodcuts of

nine huge cimeces, and " BUGGS "
in emphatic type, so frequently occur in news-

papers of the middle of the last century ;

" John Williams, at the Crooked Billet,

Old Street, near St. Luke's Church." He offered to defend his employer for two

years. See " The General Advertiser", June 25, 1747? P- 4? c l- 2 -

3 This woman bears the name of an extremely notorious quack, Dr. Misaubin,
who died April, 1734, see "Prenez des Pillules", No. 1987; "A Harlot's Pro-

gress, Plate V.", No. 209 1
;
he was described as the proprietor of a "

fatal pill."

This man had a son, as stated in No. 1987, and a woman, daughter or widow, has

been elsewhere mentioned than on this print ;
see advertisement in " The London

Evening Post". Aug. 1-3, 1749, p. 3, col. 2, to the effect that "I Martha

Misaubin, continue making and selling the famous Anti-venereal Pills, as I am
the only person that prepared them during the Doctor's Life ;

and since his

Death, nobody else having the secret but myself. They are only to be had at my
House in St. Martin's Lane, near Slaughter's Coffee-house ". It is extremely

probable that this elderly woman of 1 748 is the same as the coarse virago of

"Marriage a la Mode, Plate III.", see No. 2717, and, if this suggestion is cor-

rect, an explanation, to the effect that the big woman is the doctor's wife, a fact

bearing on the possible meaning of the design, is brought before us, one ofextreme

interest. Such a person might have inherited the "
fatal pill ", or another woman

might have assumed the name of Misaubin
;

at any rate, the business of Dr.

Misaubin was still continued in St. Martin's-lane at this date ; see the very
curious "Pharmacopoeia Empirica", in "The Gentleman's Magazine", 1748,

P- 349-
4 At the " Green Hatch, Holborn ", a Dr. Russell's house, a bolus and a direc-

tory for the cure of disease were offered "
gratis, Without a Person's paying Any-
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The next person represented here is the notorious Dr. Rock, who appears as a

stout, jovial man in a laced hat and carefully dressed wig, with a sword at his side,

his usual attire ; he has risen from his chair and, in the attitude of one addressing
an assemblage of persons in public, holds up a pill, and, laying one hand on his

chest, seems to commend it to public attention. His label bears " a regular bred

Porter on Ludgute Hill'"'
;
on his vacant chair is ''Brought up a Turner'". 1 A bag

or small portable box with a handle over the top, probably used for carrying the

quack's nostrums, is placed at the edge of the table, near Rock, and supported on

a nail driven in the table
;

it occurs in other portraits of this quack. Rock's

neighbour is seated in a chair, and leans to our right, holding a hand-saw
;
he is

styled
"
Carpenter Hamersmith ", round his body is the " Grand Medicina(l)

Belt ".
2 " Belts

"
are in his coat pocket.

The next quack sits with his back towards us, and turns as if to speak to his

neighbour on our right ;
before him on the table is a small bottle with labels,

inscribed,
" Greak water a Prophily-tick cure". On the back of his chair is

written,
" A Medicaster. In Exeter Court Strand". 3

On the back of the chair of the man with whom " Dr. Profily
"

is conversing
is written " Latet anguis in herba" : a label states

" 1 am in Cog" ; these inscrip-
tions are explained by the words " Onania Author " on a book, which the man
holds on the table.

4 An elderly woman stands behind the " Author ", she holds a

bottle near her face, and wears spectacles, to the bottle is attached a label in-

scribed "
Eye Wate "(r) ;

her address is written on her gown,
" New Street Shoe

Lane" .^ Before her is a man who is applying a piece of lint to one eye of an

owl which stands before him on the table, and which lint seems to have been

moistened from a bottle (of eye-water ?) held by the man's left hand. He observes,
" Collendo lumine Vivo- Oculist." Behind the elderly woman is a tall man, whose
label indicates

" a glister pipe dentrificator on Snow Hill"
;

a label, bearing
"
tooth-

Ache" protrudes from his coat-pocket.
6 The term "glister-pipe" doubtless

Thing at all for it, And Welcome, Any Person is, So [for Nothing] to have it ".
" To Any One that will only Step in for it, At Dr. RusselFs House, In the Parlour

Strait Forward, Facing the Entry, In at the GREEN HATCH, against Gray's-Inn

Holborn. ;" see " The General Advertiser", Jan. 2, 1747, p. 4, col. 3.
1 For Dr. Rock, see the references given with " A Harlot's Progress, Plate V.",

No. 2091.
2 This is, no doubt, the man described as

" Mr. Edmund Neeler ", of Ham-
mersmith, who offered to cure leprosy and itch, by means of belts and girdles, the

belts being 5s. 3d. each ; see the "
Pharmacopoeia Empirica ", above, p. 348 ;

and
his statement in " The General Advertiser ", April 7, 1750, p. 4, col. 3.

3 This person was the quack
" Dr. Profily ", who advertised his nostrum as

" Greek Water ", the merits of which were attested by
"
twenty affidavits before

one of His Majesty's Justices of the Peace"
;

his house was in Exeter Court,
Strand

;
see

" The General Advertiser ", Jan. 6, 1 747, p. 4, col. 1 . He was the

author of " An Easy and Exact Method of Curing ", &c., see " The General Adver-

tiser", Jan. 10, 1749, p. 4, col. 3.
4 No doubt the author of a work very frequently advertised, in terms the use

of which, and probably referring to the same book, was continued from the be-

ginning of the eighteenth century until more than a hundred and fifty years later.
5 This is probably the person who in advertisements in vogue at this period is

described as " the Gentlewoman ",
"
at the Two Blue Posts in Haydon-Yard, in

the Minories ", no other female has been identified as dealing in eye-water. These

empirics frequently changed their addresses
; see " The General Advertiser ",

Jan. 8, 1747, p. 4, col. 3.
6 This probably refers to

" T. Greenough, Apothecary, opposite the Green

Dragon, Snow Hill ", who sold a tincture for the teeth and gums. See " The
General Advertiser", Jan. 9, 1747, p. 4, col. 2.
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refers to his craft as an apothecary, and, probably, to his long and lean person. A
man (physician ?) seems to be bowing profoundly before this apothecary. Another

man, who is rising from his chair at the side of the table, stroking his chin with

one hand in a self-satisfied manner as he does so, is next to the oculist
;
he holds a

small medicine-chest in his right-hand, it is inscribed "Ball Ally ", and he says, "Im
a Vender of y

e Balsam of Death".
! A stout man is next, throwing up both his

hands, as if shouting
"
7'* Son of a 7'* Son Tower Hill"? His immediate neigh-

bour rises hastily from his chair, and speaks eagerly to a man still farther on
;

the

latter has the seat adjoining that in which the ghost of"Baron Schwanberg" appears.
The man rising from his chair is labelled,

" Bookseller In Pauls Church Yard ".3

On the back of his chair is represented a serpent twining about a flourishing branch.

The man to whom he is speaking has a label bearing
" Medicus sum, Berry Street",

he holds scroll marked " Medical Dictionary ", and eagerly points towards " Dr.

Schwanberg's
"
ghost. (?)

4

Three rows of men appear to occupy the background, arranged crescent-

wise, as if they were in a lecture theatre. One of these persons, a lugubrious-

looking man, turning to our right, so that a badge, bearing a rat, is distinguish-
able on his shoulder, says,

" Tm y
f Rat Docr "

;
he regards with some disdain the

assembled quacks. Across the centre of the composition is a label, bearing :

" Discordia Semina rerum".

A skull occupies part of the floor in front on our right.
At the upper corners are figures of Chiron and JEsculapius.
Beneath the design is engraved :

" In nova fert animus mutatas dicere formas Corpora.
Dii cceptis (nam vos mutastis) Adspirate meis. Ovid Met : lib, i."

" Thus modern Empiricks, are taught the Art

By Doctor's Bills to play the Doctors part,

Bold in the practice of mistaken Rules,

Prescribe, apply, and call their masters fools,

Pretend to Wonders, in the licens'd way,
But merit hanging, all their patients say."

There is an impression from this plate in a later state than that above

described, and with additional inscriptions. On the coat of the "
Printer Helmet

Court ", who is standing up on " Dr. Schwanberg's
"

right, our left, is written the

explanatory line
" The fever powders ours by legacy" ;

this statement agrees with

1 This indicates Robert Turlington, of Ball Alley, Lombard Street, who sold

a patent medicine which he styled
" The Balsam of Life ", a specific for rheu-

matism, gout, &c., at 33. 6d. and is. gd. a bottle; see " The General Advertiser",

Jan. 3, 1747>P- 4, col. 2.

2 The seventh son of a seventh son was supposed to have ability to cure the

King's Evil, see
" The Tatler ", No. II., and to possess other curative powers to be

employed by means of medicines and otherwise. This belief obtained in France,

see "Notes and Queries ", 1st Series, x., p. 26, and in Ireland, see the same,

xii., p. 260, as well as in England. Advertisements occasionally occur in old

newspapers, offering the services of such persons to the sick.

3 This is G. Newbury, bookseller, at the Bible and Sun, in St. Paul's Church-

yard. The mark on his patent stamp is a branch entwined with a serpent ;
on

the back of his chair here are the staff and snake of ^Esculapius. (?)
4 This appears to be J. Barrow, chemist, who produced

" Dictionarium

medicum universale".
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the advertisement above quoted in this case. Over the head of the man who enters

cringing is "a Patent Rat Catcher". On the satchel of Dr. Rock is "Z M"
(? Licentiate of Medicine). On the back of J. Newbury is

" The fever powder"s

ours by Patent", thus explaining the action of the group of four persons, two of

whom are on each side of the ghost of " Dr. Schwanberg
"
disputing about their

respective claims to that person's medicine for stone. Schwanberg's ghost claims

it for himself by saying,
" the powder is mine ". The ribs of the spectre arc

represented in the later impression of the plate. At the front of the floor are the

inscriptions :

" Cum multis aliis qua nunc prescribere longumest", and,

" These Metamorphosed gents speak Greek

As naturally as pigs Squeak
And latin to 'em's no more difficil

Than for a blackbird 'tis to whistle

They have doves plumes but Vulturs Claws

And value not our penal Laws."

The publication of this satire is stated in " The General Advertiser ", May 17,

1 748, p. 4, col. l, as
" This Day is Published (Price 6d. Plain, is. Colour'd) ", &c.

1 2f x 6i in.

3O2O.

THE. X. PLAGUES OF EGYPT

G. Snow Inv1
. E Gilbertfee Pubd According to the Act 1 748. [ 1 748]

AN engraving of a "
classical

"
landscape, with numerous figures in the foreground,

a river (the Thames) on our right, a ruined temple on our left. The figures

have reference numbers corresponding with an inscription below the design.
"

1 ",

Brittania, seated, weeping ;

" 2 ", the Prince of Wales in state robes seated,

without his wig, a " Pantin
"

hanging from the collar of his order, instead of the

proper jewel ;

"
3 ", a French dancing-master, with a kit in one hand, places on

the Prince's bare head three musical notes
;

"
4 ", the Duke of Cumberland, in

a military dress, holding his baton of command, his head being represented in little

more than outline
;

"
5 "> the Genius of London, seated despondingly on the bank

of the river
;

" 6 ", Liberty, chained and full of grief;
"

7 ," M. Labelye, the

engineer of Westminster Bridge, standing on one of the piers of that structure,

which is loaded with cannon, and holding two cannons on his shoulders, while he

says
" Morblieu" ; on the pier is "Z E Fee", the arches adjoining it are

dismantled
;

" 8 ", on the opposite side of the design, is a double-faced clergy-

man, holding a book
;

"
9 ", somewhat behind the other figures, is a lawyer,

holding a balance, in one scale of which a bag of money weighs down a book of
" LAW" in the other scale;

"
10", a poor man clasping his hands.

Below the design is the reference table :

"
1 A Nation Without a K g. 2 a Je nesca Quoi 3 A Dancing Instructor.

4 A Modern G 1 5 A Metropolis Without Trade 6 Liberty destroyd.

7 A French Engineer 8 Religion w
th
deceit 9 Law and no Justice. 1O Poverty".

For the Duke of Cumberland, see "Dinah relates her distresses", 1757.
For the Prince of Wales, see " The Prodigal Son ", No. 3014, and " The Ghost of

Eustace Budgel", No. 2555.
Mr. Labelye, a Swiss, was the architect of Westminster bridge ; when the

structure was almost ready to be opened for use, it was discovered that the fifth

pier from the Westminster side was sinking, and, soon after, some stones fell out of

the adjoining arch. It was necessary, therefore, to take down the arches which
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rested on the pier ; this was done with great care, by placing centres under them,
like those on which they had been turned. The failing pier was then loaded with
1 2,ooo tons of cannon and lead, in order to sink and settle it. The pier was freed

from its burthen by a secret arch not afterwards seen. After three years' delay
the bridge was ultimately opened, Nov. 17, 175O-

ll X 5 in.

3021.

The Wheel-Barrow Crys of Europe, in 1748-9
[1748]

IN this engraving several great personages are offering various objects for sale in

wheelbarrows. The King of France cries,
"
hostages ho ! two a peny before thy

go ". In the barrow are the Earl of Sussex and Lord Cathcart, see "
Tempora

mutantur", &c., No. 3015. George II., trundling a barrow filled with turnips,

cries,
"
rejoys Sf Sing here y

r

Turnip, come agen "- 1 The Stadtholder of Holland

wheels a barrow full of flasks and kegs, he has a tobacco pipe in his mouth,
and says, "Liberty? Sung y

r

Eye Gin Gin ho." The King of Sardinia (?)

flourishing his sword, and looking despondently, cries out,
"
Fight, Fight, ho ",

having, perhaps, somewhere in reserve, soldiers for sale. The Elector of Cologne
is fiddling. The King of Spain shouts,

" Civel Oranges for Gib ". The King of

Sweden (? as Prince of Hesse-Cassel) wheeling a barrow full of infantry soldiers,

the vehicle being marked
"
Fribrough ", cries, "Soldiers Cloaths Sf allfor 3 Pence".

The Queen of Hungary, with fortresses in her barrow, demands,
" M'st ye ha'

someWalVd Cittys" ? The Pretender turns towards the Swedes (?), saying,
" I'm

for 'em all
"

;
he has dropped his barrow, which contains fragments of " Drunken

Health'" (s),
"
England ",

" Rise to redress",
"
the Hearts ",

" Wishe ",
"
Scotland",

"
Peopel

"
(?), and other unsaleable articles. A dog dancing with a fox, holding a

fool's head, and pointing to the hostages, represents
" A Ball" . The chief object

of ridicule is the barrow ofhostages. The barrow of soldiers is directed to Fribourg,
where it was proposed the Pretender should take up his residence, when he was

no longer allowed to remain in France.

For the Pretender, see "The Auction", 1756. This print is announced in

"The General Advertiser", Jan. 10, 1749, p. 4, col. 2, as
" This Day is pub-

lished ", &c.,
"
at the Royal Exchange, Temple-Bar, and May's Buildings.", i. e.

it is one of the publications of G. Bickham.

1 2 X 6|- in.

3O22.

THE MAGICIAN, OR BOTTLE CUNGERER.

ENGLISH CREDULITY
;

or Ye're all Bottled. magnus

posthac Inimicis Risus ! HoR. SAT.

Published according to Act of Parliament the 5'* of March l 748/9.

London : Printed for B. Dickinson, the Corner of Bell-Savage-Inn. on

Ludgate-Hill. {Jan. 16, 1749]

AN engraving, with three columns of verse in letterpress below. Before a curtain

in the former stands a satyr, marked on the breast with three fleurs de lis
;
in front

of him is a table on which is a bottle. He holds a purse in one hand and points to a

1 See " The H r T p Man ", &c., No. 2578.

III. 3 B
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mirror, which is inscribed "Made Since the Glass Act" Over the mirror is

" VELVTI IN SPECULUM ". The satyr says,
" Si Populus vult decipi, Decipiatur ".

Folly approaches, having encircled a great crowd of persons with a cord. He

desires them "Doubt me not Fve long led Ye". Among them may be dis-

tinguished the Duke of Cumberland, who says
" Shew me Alexander Ccesar and

Marllro ". A sailor shouts " Hand us out Blake
"

;
a young woman cries

" Shew

me Sally Salisbury
"

;
a lawyer says

"
Bring me up Coke 8f Littleton

"
;
a gentle-

man, a wit, who taps his snuff-box, demands " Produce all your Choice Spirits
"

;

a physician, holding his cane to his nostrils, says
" Let me see Galen Sf Hippo-

crates
"

;
a dignitary of the Church, fat and wearing a shovel hat, declares

" Miracles now will be confirmed
"

;
a lean man cries

" Raise the Infernals to

teach me Fireworks ", this, no doubt, referred to the celebration of the Jubilee for

the Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle, which was performed with abundant fireworks,

April 27, 1749. A gentleman, probably the Duke ot Montagu, the promoter of

the hoax, see below, says, while pointing to Folly,
" Your Constant Friend will

shew ye all." Britannia hides her face for shame, exclaiming
" O ! my Sons !

"

Above the crowd is a winged sword taking flight, with a notice over it,
"
Thirty

Guineas reward." A young demon is pursuing it and crying out "
Stop or 1

loose 30 Guineas ".

Jan. 16, 1749. "A Person advertised that he would, this evening, at' the

Theatre in the Hay-market, play on a common walking-cane the music of every in-

strument now used, to surprising perfection ;
that he would, on the stage, get into

a tavern quart bottle, without equivocation ; and, while there, sing several songs,

and suffer any spectator to handle the bottle
; that, if any spectator should come

mask'd, he would, if requested, declare who they were ; that, in a private room, he

would produce the representation of any person dead, with which the party re-

questing it should converse some minutes as if alive, &c. to begin at hall'

after 6. 1

"
Accordingly a great company came, waited till 7 o'clock ; then growing

impatient and noisy, a person came before the curtain, and declared, that if the

performer did not appear, the money should be returned
; one in the pit then cried

out, For double prices the conjuror will go into a pint bottle, a tumult began, and

a person in one of the boxes threw a lighted candle on the stage, the greatest par!
of the spectators hurried out, and the mob breaking in, they tore down the insid(

of the house, and burnt it in the street, making a flag of the curtain, which waf

placed on a pole in the middle of the bonfire. During this confusion the money
which was secur'd in a box, according to contract with the owner of the house

was carried off. Several persons of high rank being present, the pick pockets mad<
a good booty, and a great general's rich sword was lost, for the recovery of whicl

a reward of 30 guineas was advertised." "The Gentleman's Magazine", 1749
p. 42.

This hoax was contrived by the Duke of Montagu to make trial of the credu

lity of the public. On this subject, see " Memoirs ", &c. (P. C. 2 1 . a. 12 and 1 3.)
other entries in this Catalogue dated Jan. 1 6, 1 749, and " The London Maga
zine ", 1 749) P- 34- Another person volunteered to turn himself into a rattle.

Below the design are three columns of verse in letterpress, of no interest

There is an impression without the former half of the publication line.
"
Sally Salisbury ", a meretrix, stabbed the Hon. John Finch at a bagnio

or tavern, the "One Tun", Chandos-street, Covent Garden, Dec. 22, 1722; se<

Lady M. W. Montagu's "Letter to the Countess of Mar", 1859, vol. i-> P- 4^3
For the Duke of Cumberland, see " Dinah relates her distresses ". 1 757.

1 If X 61- in.

1 See the original advertisement in " The General Advertiser ", Jan. i l

1 749> P- 2, col. 2
;
and a collection of papers on the subject, in " The Foundling

Hospital for Wit," No. VI., p. 4, and after.
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3023.

Don Jumpedo in the Character of Harlequin Jumping down his own
Throat

T. F. Publish''d According to Act of Parliament March 1 fh
1749 By lohn

Thomas price 6d. {Jan. 16, 1749]

AN engraving, showing Harlequin, the lower half of his body placed within a sort

of pedestal, gradually disappearing down his own throat, his mask appearing
above

;
his legs and much of his body and head are gone, his arms are hanging

down. Pantaloon and clown are rushing into the room. These verses are en-

graved below the design :

" The Sated Town admire no more
The Joke they so esteem'd before,

Quoth Lun, some new Conceit I'll try,

I Scorn Impossibility."

Soon after the hoax of the Bottle Conjurer the following advertisement

appeared, as quoted in " The London Magazine ", 1 749> P- 35 :

"
Lately arrived from Italy, Sig. Capitello Jumpedo, a surprizing dwarf, no

taller than a common tavern tobacco pipe ;
who can perform many wonderful

equilibres, on the slack or tight rope : Likewise he'll transform his body in above

ten thousand different shapes and postures ;
and after he has diverted the specta-

tors two hours and a half, he will open his mouth wide, and jump down his own
throat. He being the most wonderfull'st wonder of wonders as ever the world

wonder'd at, would be willing to join in performance with that surprizing musician

on Monday next at the Hay-market.^ He is to be spoke with at the Black Raven
iu Golden-Lane every day from seven till twelve, and from twelve all day long."

This advertisement gave the hint for the pantomime of " The Royal Chace, or

Harlequin Skeleton ", at Covent Garden Theatre, Jan. 24, 1 749.
This print is in the "

Burney Theatrical Portraits ", iv. 131. There is an

impression without the artist's signature.
See " The Magician", No. 3022 ;

"
Jumpedo and Canning in Newgate ", 1 754.

" Don John de Nasaquitine, Sworn Brother and Companion to the Man that was

to have jumped into the Bottle ", requested the company of those who were dis-

appointed at the Little Theatre in the Haymarket, on the 3Oth Jan., 1749,
when they should see that which had not been before, nor ever should be again ;

see
" The General Advertiser", Jan. 27, 1749, p. 2, col. l.

Si X 8f in.

3024.

A COMPANION to the BOTTLE; or, DON JUMPEDO in the

Character of HARLEQUIN Jumping down his own THROAT.

Published (% Permission) according to Act of Parliament by B. Dickinson

March 2O. I74f.
London : Printedfor B. Dickinson, the Corner of Bell-Savage-Inn, on Lud-

gate-HUL (Price Six-pence.) [Jan. 16, 1749]

AN engraving, partly coloured by hand, representing a room, as in a stage-scene,

where Harlequin appears to have been seated on a pedestal ; his hands are raised

1 See " The Magician", &c., No. 3O22, and other entries in this Catalogue
dated Jan. 16, 1749.
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above his head; his feet are in his mouth, his legs are commencing to disappear.

See the entries in this Catalogue with the same date.

Below the design the following and other verses are printed :

" HOWE'ER impossible the Feat may seem,

Which first gave Rise to the delusive Scheme ;

What foreign Apes in, frolic, frantic Wit
Wou'd pass upon the Boxes and the Pit ;

And, at the laughing Galleries Expence,
In secret boast their Cunning and their Sense ;

Pretending Things that never can appear

Only at English Ignorance to sneer :" &c.
" If by a smart Return, the Jest to raise,

And throw it on the Laughers, merits Praise
;

The Bottle justly then your Plaudit claim'd

For that let not this second Feint be sham'd.

Since oft You've seen his whole collected Mass,

Dissolv'd, into th' inspiring Vessel pass ;

If lie again appears, where cou'd he more

Cause your Diversion, or exert his Pow'r ?

The BOTTLE doth some coming Joy denote,

And what can better take it than the THROAT ?"

Below the verses the following statement is printed :

" The above Print is

an exact Representation of Harlequin's Escape, introduc'd in the Pantomime

Entertainment of the Rayal Chace, or Merlin's Cave, now Acting at the Theatre

Royal, in Covent Garden, with great Applause."
" The Rayal Chace, or Merlin's Cave," seems to have been " The Royal Chace ;

or Harlequin Skeleton", see "Don Jumpedo", &c., No. 2023, performed until

March 15, 1749, where the former title occurs in the advertisements of the

theatre in question. As to " Don Jumpedo ", see " The General Advertiser ",

March 13, 1749, p. 2, col. l.

91 X 9^ in.

3025.

An APOLOGY to the Town, for HIMSELF and the BOTTLE,

By /.* NICK-ALL, Bedford Coffee- House, Covent Garden.

Feb. the 6th.

Published according to Act of Parliament, by B. Dickinson Febry
. 8. l 74|-

Printedfor B. Dickinson, the Corner of Bell Savage Inn, on Ludgate Hill

(Price Six-Pence.} \Jan. 1 6, 1 749

AN engraving with three columns of verse in letterpress below it. The forme)

shows a table placed in the middle of a stage-scene of a room
;
on the table is :

quart bottle, in the neck of which is a large funnel
;

into the latter Harlequin i

apparently striving to pass. The verses are, with others, as follows :

" YE English Sages grave and wise,
Who Apes of Foreign Lands despise ;

Ye Foplings, Flutterers and Smarts,
Who strut abroad to shew your Parts,

" * N. B. Mr. PTT R was mistaken in the Name."
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Ye conqu'ring Heroes and Commanders,
Return'd with Glory Home from Flanders,
Who your own Skill and Talents boast,

your Neighbours wholly lost
;

better Thing be shewn

all your Folly own ?

mes for tricking cease,

Hum, or what you please
e'er be better work'd,
and closely corKd.

Henceforth be that the leading Phrase,
When one his Ignorance displays." &c.

" But still amongst Ye, some there are

Who others Dullness can repair ;

What was meant Jest and form'd in Sport
To draw the City, Mob, and Court,
Is nicely manag'd neatly done,
The Bottle was reserv'd for Luff."

"Lun" was Rich, the pantomimist; see " The Stage's Glory ", No. 1869.
Below the verses is the following description, in letterpress : (Ex)" act Re-

presentation of HARLEQUIN'S Escape into the BOTTLE ; introduc'd in the Pantomine
Entertainment of APOLLO (and Daphne) ; or, the BORGO-MASTER Trick'd, acted
at the Theatre Royal in Covent- Garden, to crouded and polite Audiences."

" Character of HARLEQUIN by Mr.PHILLIPS."
The note referring to Mr. John Potter should be explained. This person

was proprietor of " the New Theatre in the Hay-Market ". After the trick had
been played on the public by the Duke of Montagu which is described in " The
Magician", No. 3022, Potter wrote to the editor of " The General Advertiser",
Jan. 1 8, 1 749, p. i

,
col. 3, disclaiming any responsibility for the acts of the

person who took his theatre, averring that he had suspected an
"
Imposition ", and

therefore stipulated there should be a person of his appointment in the office

of the theatre, and that, in case of any
" notorious Equivocation ", or " no Per-

formance ", the money taken at the doors should be returned to those who had

paid it. To this the person who hired the place agreed, and Mr. Potter admitted
he expected there would be " no real Imposition, but that something (of that

kind) would be exhibited, to the satisfaction of the spectators ". He added that

when the trick was obvious, instead of accepting the offer made to them to the

above effect, the visitors wrecked the theatre, stole the money, and obliged the

servants to fly for their lives. In the same number of " The General Advertiser ",

p. 2, col. l , is a letter from Samuel Foote, disclaiming a share in the cheat, which
had been ascribed to him, and alleging that, on the contrary, he had warned one

Lewis, Potter's attorney, that, in his opinion, a trick was intended, and advised

him on no account to open the doors of the theatre. This counsel was not taken,

but the sequel to it, to appoint a receiver of the money, as stated above by
Potter, was accepted ;

Foote averred that this was all he knew of the matter. The
next day Potter replied in

" The General Advertiser ", p. 2, col. l, that he had read

Foote's statement, as above, and now asserted that Lewis neither let nor had con-

cern in letting the theatre. Foote, in the same column of the newspaper, asserted

that his previous letter was correct, except that, in his turn, instead of Lewis, his
"
Clerk, a nephew of Potter, who transacted the business of the theatre

"
for the

latter, was the person to whom he had previously referred. Potter rejoined in

the same journal, Jan. 2O, 1749, pp. l, 2, cols. 3 and l, as he had before

written, with a postscript :

" N.B. The Person who took the House was a Man
of genteel Appearance, said his Name was William Nicholls, and directed letters

to be left for him at the Bedford-Coffee-House, Covent-Garden ".
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The escape of "
Harlequin into a Quart-Bottle

"
was represented in a " new

scene
"
added to

"
Apollo and Daphne ", as above stated, announced to be pro-

duced at Covent Garden Theatre, Jan. 31,1 749 ;
see

" The General Advertiser ",

Jan. 30, p. l, col. 3.

On the subject of this satire, see the entries with the same date.

Among other mock performances offered to the public at this time, and due

to the adventure in question, was that proposed by
" The most wonderful and

surprising Doctor Benimbe Zammampoango ", who promised to perform various

wonderful things ;
see " The General Advertiser", Jan. 21, p. 2, col. l.

The publication of this print is announced in "The General Advertiser",

Feb. 8, 1 749, p. 2, col. 3.

9f X 8f in.

3O26.

The Bottle Conjurer, from Head to Foot, without Equivocation.

Sold in Mays Building Covent Garden Jan. 24
M

1749 [Jaw. 16, 1749]

AN engraving, representing a street in London, showing that on a pole in the middle

of a bonfire, which is composed of the "
properties

"
of the Haymarket Theatre, is

mounted, as a flag, part of the stage curtain, which is inscribed " / have suffered

4OO J Potter!" Crowds of persons rush out of the theatre; among them are

the Duke of Newcastle (?), and the Duke of Cumberland, the latter without his

head, and with the scabbard of his sword empty ;
he is exclaiming

" Z ns 1

have lost my Head". A man, with a young wife at his side, cries,
"

<S" Blood

they'll steal my Spouses
"

;
a little man, rushing forward, says,

" Oh I Ah !

Bitch, Whafs all this ?
"

;
another man shouts,

"
By God, deceived, roVd Sf

plundered" ;
a butcher standing close to the last, and waving his hat, says "your

Grace will see sights". In the doorway of the theatre is a man in a sorry plight,
who says,

" I'm quite Stript by ".
" Foote gives TEA ", written on the door-

post, refers to the entertainments of S. Foote, then in vogue. At a window
are Lord " Ch tfld" holding a bottle with a man in it, and " Gr "

looking over his shoulder.

Below the design the following lines are engraved :

"When Conjurers y
e
Quality can bubble

And get their Gold w th

very little trouble

By putting giddy Lyes in publick Papers
And jumping in Quart Bottles such like Vapours
And further yet, if we the matter strain

Woud pipe a Tune upon a Walking-Cane ;

Nay more surprizing Trick ! he swore hed show,
Gramuns who dy'd a hundred Years ago.
Tis whimsical enough, What think ye Sirs

The Quality can ne'er be Conjurers
The De'el a Bit

; no let me speak in brief

The Audience Fools, the Conjurer a Thief."

This print is announced in "The General Advertiser", Jan. 24, 1749, p. 3
col. l, as " This Day is published ".

For the history of the circumstances in question, see
" The Magician".

&c., No. 3022, and the other satires dated Jan. 16, l 749.
1 2 x 6 in.
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3027.

Don Junipedo, jumping down his own throat.

[Jan. 16, 1749]

AN engraving ;
in the midst of a stage is Harlequin, placed on a pedestal, and,

with his hands raised and his feet in his mouth, preparing to swallow himself. At
one side is Britannia averting her face and exclaiming,

" O ! what Scenes I
"

;

on the other side is a clown, enjoying the trick, putting his hand before his face,

and exclaiming,
" / have more yet."

See the entries in this Catalogue dated Jan. 16, 1749.

5|- X 3f in.

3028.
THE CONTRAST I 749

No Money, with Fire-works. Money, with Commerce.

Accord? to Act in May's Buildings \_Ap. 27, 1749]

AN engraving showing an Englishman biting his nails in vexation, his empty
pockets having been turned inside out

;
behind him is a view of the temple con-

structed for the exhibition of fireworks in St. James's Park, April 27, 1749.
The north pavilion took fire during the exhibition and was " Burnt down ", as this

design shows. On the other side is a triumphant Dutchman. During the late

war, and during most other European contests, the Dutch were charged with

standing aloof, maintaining, as far as possible, a neutrality, and prosecuting their

commerce with an ungenerous advantage. While, therefore, the Englishman
here has nothing but fireworks and a dark sky, the Dutchman has pockets over-

flowing with money ; ships, which appear in the background, well laden and lighted

by a bright meridian sun ;
in his pocket he has a snatch of a song :

"This Folly's painted Scenes

Liberty's gon, y
e nam alone remains

"

He is jeering the Englishman with,
"
Myn Heer You have been at War what have

you got ?
"

See " The British Jubilee ", No. 3029,
"
Folly Triumphant ", No. 3068.

ll|- X 6f in.

3029.

THE BRITISH JUBILEE Being an exact Representation of the Fire

Works in y
e
Gh'een Park at S1 ' James.

Sold by R Sayer opposite Fetter Lane Fleet Street [Ap. 27,1 749]

THIS engraved design represents a "
temple," decorated with fireworks, inscribed

" GEORGIFS II HEX"; in front groups of persons are noisily rejoicing, butchers

with marrow bones and cleavers,
"
lads astride of a barrel of beer, a woman

drinking gin, a boy, dressed like a man, demanding gin," &c. See "
Tempora

mutantur", No. 3015.

HT X 7^ in.
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3030-

Miss Chudleigh in the Character of Iphigenia, at the Venetian

Ambassadors Masquerade.
[May 1, 1749]

THIS is a representation, engraved in stipple, of the above-named lady as she

was alleged to have appeared on the occasion referred to in other entries with

this date. Her form is much more completely unveiled than in the prints which

are described as
" Miss Ch dly.",

" Miss ", and
"
Iphigenia", Nos. 3033,

3031, and 3032. She is clothed only in, not covered by, a robe of the thinnest

texture, which descends from her neck, is lightly gathered at her waist, and falls

thence freely to her feet
;
about her hips is a large wreath. She is in an attitude

of dancing, with her right hand raised, its palm open and fingers extended, her

left arm is near her side
;
her hair flows loosely behind her shoulders. This

plate was engraved for
" The Rambler's Magazine ", 1788; an impression faces

p. 451-
Miss Elizabeth Chudleigh was daughter of Colonel Thomas Chudleigh, of

Chelsea Hospital, one of the Maids of Honour to the Princess of Wales, and

afterwards Duchess of Kingston. See "The Modern Ephesian Matron", 1772?
and "Iphigenia's late procession ", &c., May, 1776.

Horace Walpole, Letter to Sir H. Mann, May 3, 1 749, thus describes the

circumstances of this lady's alleged exposure. Referring to the rejoicings for the

Peace, which took place in April, 1 749
" The next day (April 26, see the adver-

tisement in "The London Evening Post", Ap. 2O-22, p. 4, col. 2), was what
was called ' a jubilee-masquerade in the Venetian manner' at Ranelagh; it had

nothing Venetian in it, but was by far the best understood and the prettiest spec-
tacle I ever saw." ... Of the exhibition of fireworks which followed, we are

told that "
Very little mischief was done, and but two persons killed." Walpole

continued to describe other entertainments. " On Monday (May l) there was a

subscription-masquerade, much fuller than that of last year, but not so agreeable
or so various in dresses." ..." Miss Chudleigh was Iphigenia, but so

naked that you would have taken her for Andromeda." Mrs. Montagu wrote
to her sister, May 8, 1 749 :

" Miss Chudleigh's dress, or rather undress, was
remarkable

;
she was Iphigenia for the sacrifice, but so naked the high priest

might easily inspect the entrails of the victim. The Maids of Honour (not of

maids the strictest) were so offended they would not speak to her."

Of another masquerade H. Walpole wrote again to Sir H. Mann, May 17,

1749 : "I told you we were to have another jubilee masquerade: there was one

by the King's command for Miss Chudleigh, the maid of honour, with whom our

gracious monarch has a mind to believe himself in love, so much in love, that

at one of the booths he gave her a fairing for her watch, which cost him five

and thirty guineas, actually disbursed out of his privy-purse, and not charged
on the civil list. Whatever you may think of it this is a more magnificent pre-
sent than the cabinet the late King of Poland sent to the fair Countess Konings-
mark, replete with all kinds of baubles and ornaments, and ten thousand ducats
in one of the drawers. I hope some future Holinshed or Stow will acquaint
posterity

' that five-and-thirty guineas were an immense sum in those days !

' "

It appears that the entertainment in question took place on Monday, May 1
,

1 749.
" Peace in Europe," a serenata, is mentioned by Walpole as having been

performed at the Opera House, or "
King's Theatre," on "

Saturday," i. e., as con-
firmed by newspaper advertisements of the time,

1

April 29 in this year. This

1 See " The General Advertiser", April 29, 1749, p. 2, col. i.
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performance was given on that day only. Walpole's letter is dated May 3, 1749,
and on that day doubtless he began to write to his friend

;
it was a Wednesday ; on

the first clay of that month, the statement of doings at Ranelagh Gardens is given
in the " General Advertiser" as "Breakfasting as usual." A " Jubilee Ball after

the Venetian Manner" likewise took place, as above stated, on Wednesday, April
26. " A Ball, after the Venetian Manner, in the Day-Time, Being the last this

Season," took place on Monday, May 8, see " The General Advertiser
"

for that

day, page 2, col. 1. The jubilee affected the popular imagination to a consider-

able degree, e.g. independently of the performance of "The Jubilee", with Mrs.
"
Peg" Woffington as Sir Harry Wildair, it appears to have struck "Jubilee

Dickey" that it might be worth his while to offer
" At his Large Assembly Room,

at the Two Green Lamps, near Exeter Exchange in the Strand, the present

Monday, the 29 of May,"
" A BALL OF JUBILEE, After the Venetian Manner" to

which a fee of seven shillings and sixpence admited a gentleman and two ladies.

It is noteworthy that an advertisement in
" The London Evening Post ",

July 29 to Aug. 3, 1 749, p. 2, col. 3, announces "A Print of the Jubilee Ball, or

Masquerade, at Ranelagh, by his Majesty's Command, after the Venetian manner

in the Day-time, April 26th, the day between the Thanksgiving and the Fire-

works for the General Peace, with a Perspective View of the Rotunda, Tents,

Shops and Gardens
;
the Habits which there appear'd, particularly the Ladies

vying with each other in Dress on that Occasion
;
in which is introduced Miss

,

in the actual habit she appear'd in the Character of Iphigenia, the Dress being

quite different from any one yet publish'd." This would make it appear that

Miss Chudleigh's performance occurred on the first of the series of masquerades,
instead of on the second, as Walpole, who attended both, and described them

within a few days later, averred.

A note to C. Churchill's
"
Gotham", states that the costume of Miss Chud-

leigh
" showed at once the graces of her person and the disposition of her mind."

At a masquerade held at the Star and Garter, Pall Mall, Feb. 26, 1770, "Cap-
tain Watson of the Guards",

"
appeared in the character of Adam ", see

" The
Town and Country Magazine", March, 1770, pp. 118-9. There is a print of

this performance. As to Miss Chudleigh, see "
Original Anecdotes of the Duke

of Kingston and Miss Chudleigh", by Thomas Whitehead; 1792 (1203. i. 19.)

See " The Female Court Marshall", March, 1757.

3l X 6f in.

303I-

Miss in the Actual Dress as she appear'd in y
e Character of

IPHIGENIA, at y
e

Jubilee Ball or Masquerade at Ranelagh.

\May 1, 1749]

AN engraving illustrating the subject described in other entries with the same

date, see
" Miss Chudleigh in the Character of Iphigenia", &c. No. 3030. The

design shows the lady walking to the front, and with vivacity removing her mask

as she passes an elderly gentleman in a domino
;

l

the latter has approached her

from our left, and with an expression of considerable interest; on seeing her face,

he starts back with upraised hands. On the other side of the lady is a masque-
racier in the character of "

Punch," capering, wearing a laughing mask, and holding

up one of his hands in surprise at the lady's liberal display of her person. She

wears a wreath on her head, her hair falls loosely on her shoulders ; her neck is bare,

1 In all probability this figure was intended to represent George the Second,

see the extract from Walpole's
"
Letter", May 17, 1749, given with the above-

named entry ;
see

" Solomon in his Glory", No. 2348.
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and her body to the waist is covered, but not concealed, by a loose, almost transpa-
rent garment, through which her bosom is visible; low stays enclose her form to

the hips, descending from which a petticoat reaches nearly to the lady's ankles, two

short garments, similar to petticoats, fall from her waist, and, being of different

lengths, are fringed on their lower edges. Miss Chudleigh makes a significant

motion, such as is suggested by the following verses, with her right hand, the

mask being in her left hand.

Below the design these verses are engraved :

" What odd fantastick Whimsies fill,

A Woman's Head and guide her Will !

Now in the Vapours, a-la-mort,

Now a mere Hoydon, all for sport,

Her Dress is decent, now, and Warm,
Anon she'll show you every Charm,
A Coquet now, and now a Prude,
In both, her Inclination's lew'd,

Thus tho' a Maid of Honour,
Her Vertue sits but light upon her,

Now she allures you thro' the Gauze,
The nether Curtain next withdraws."

Some corrections in the drawing of the lady's legs and feet have been made
with a pen and ink on this impression of the print.

For an account of Miss Chudleigh, afterwards Duchess of Kingston, additional

to that supplied in this Catalogue, see " The Rambler's Magazine", 1788.
1 'T X 9% in.

3032.

IPHIGENIA. (Miss Chudleigh).

Pricetf. [May l, 1749]

AN engraving, showing a scene in the masquerade described under " Miss Chud-
leigh in the character of Iphigenia ", No. 3030, in which Miss Chudleigh appears,
wearing stockings, shoes, and a tunic, the last covering only a very small portion
of her person, and taking off her mask on being seized round the waist by a gentle-
man. " Punch ",

"
Judy ", and another masquerader, George the Second ?, are

behind. Below the design is written, in the hand of Horace Walpole :

" Miss Chudley Maid of Honour to the Princess of Wales in the caracter of

Iphigenia, at the Italian Masquerade in y
e
Day time at Ranelaghs Gardens, in

June, 1 749-" This date was incorrect, see No. 3030.
X

3033-
Miss Ch dly.

Note : Next time she goes Naked

1 749 June 3 f Act.
^May 1

?
l ?4g -]

AN engraving showing Miss Chudleigh, standing near an altar to Venus, and in a
fancy dress which exposes all her person above her waist. Below the design is

engraved :

" In the character of Iphegenia at the Grand Jubilee Ball after the Venetian
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manner in the Day time
;
this dress was Invented by this Lady and the Cellebratcd

Mrs. Cib r" (Gibber).

See the other entries with this date.

7 X 1 i in.

3034-
The Cropper

[June l, 1749]

AN engraving, showing an open space, with the Banquetting House, Whitehall,
and Holbein's Gate, Westminster. The Duke of Cumberland, ordering the

soldiers' dresses to be shortened, addresses an officer, "See my Commands Obcy'd".
The latter replies, "lam all Obedience". The tailor, cutting short the skirts of

the soldiers' coats, remarks,
"
They are'jitfor durty work". One soldier observes,

" We shall run well now"; another says,
" Ifs well he leves us Breeches"; another

calls it,
" A Ger n reform

"
; another,

" Short Coafs but long Duty ". A bystander

exclaims,
" Where will these Folly's End" ? The "

Savoyard girl
"

avers,
" He wanted

to crop my Virginety" ;
her brother says, "And so y

e Honour of our Family Sister ".

A woman barber, shaving a soldier, says, "Don't gecr my Bror
Shaver", to a

soldier who laughs and says,
" One Fool makes many". A ragged fellow observes,

" A Bargain of Croppings to Sell"
; another, who filches a long strip of cloth cut

from a coat, says,
" Their loss is my Gain ".

June 9, 1 749.
" His R. H. the D. of Cumberland having order'd the cloaths

of the 3 regiments of footguards to be some inches shorten'd, they appear more

convenient, and less burdensome on marches
;
and all are obliged to wear the uniform

regimentals provided for them"
;
see " The Gentleman's Magazine," 1749, p. 281.

For the Duke of Cumberland, see
" Dinah relates her distresses ", 1757 ;

for

the "Savoyard girl", see "John of Gant ", &c., No. 3037.

lOf- X 7| in-

3035-

The Sailor's Revenge or the Strand in an Uproar a Tragi Comical

Farce exhibited before a numerous Audience of if Mobility fy

others July y
e
I

st

8f 2
rf

Boitard Jim' et Sculp. Price Six-Pence [July i '749]

THIS engraved scene represents the sacking of two houses in the Strand by a party
of sailors, who are throwing all the furniture out of the windows, while others in

the street are making a bonfire of the goods. The mob assembled are making

appropriate exclamations.

The two houses in question are separated by two others, which do not seem
to have incurred the indignation of the assailants, and the inmates of which, like

those of one of the houses on the opposite side of the street, are gazing at the

scene. The inmates of the latter house seem to rejoice in the destruction of their

neighbours' property ;
a young woman cries "a Joyfull Riddance ". The windows

of the houses attacked are open, and beds, pictures, wigs, women's caps, shoes, and

stays, bottles of medicine, and wine, chests of drawers, pier-glasses, tables, wine-

glasses, stools, shovels, tongs, brooms, bellows, chairs, utensils of earthenware, and

a large birch rod l are showered out by the sailors, and fall into the street,

1 See "A Harlot's Progress, Plate III.", No. 2061, and "The Tar's

Triumph".
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where another portion of the attacking party seizes the fallen furniture, and, by

(lashing it on the pavement, completes its destruction. A man, who is demolish-

ing a table in this way, says,
" Well have a clear Ship Lads ". A very lean man,

who walks with a stick, and seems to have been wasted by disease, cries, looking

up,
" The Jades have reduced me to a Shaddow". Another man, pointing upwards,

addresses the last speaker,
" Had this been some years ago I'd sav'd my nose", he

has lost his nose. " the Feathersfly Bravely ", declares a man. A very fat woman

laughs, and says, "now Shall I haveFamily Duty Perform d again" ;
her neighbour,

leaning on her shoulder, remarks,
" These Beds wont wag again in haste ". A tall

man, probably a bully from one of the houses, avers, wringing his hands,
" The Dogs

have done for me"; a shoeblack boy, plucking his sleeve, asks of the last speaker,
" Where's all your Knowing Flash now "

? A man says, gleefully,
" The Quifs

work it going ". A fat quack-doctor, with three bottles of medicine in the pocket
of his coat, looks up, and, raising his hands in dismay, cries,

" Oh Villains I shall

loose all my Patients
"

;
another man, leaning on his shoulder, declares to the doctor,

"
they cant rob you of your Aul". A ragged little man, like a butcher, holds up

his hands, and says,
"
Hyhe Brims the Sailors are come ". An old woman, wear-

ing spectacles, has picked up a large box labelled,
" L RS "

;
she asks,

" What

haue Ifound Here ". All these persons, and many others, are on our left of the

design.
On our right, in the foreground, and hurrying in flight from the assailed

houses, are some of the inhabitants, male and female, young and old
;

a plump
woman, casting up her hands above her head, laments,

" This comes o' Diving
"

;

her neighbour, a young woman, who wears only her shift, one stocking, one shoe,

and a cap, while she steps along on the stones barefooted, turns round and looks

over her shoulder, addressing a man who stands behind with " Dear Capt.

protect me from your Tars ". The man, putting his hand to her bosom, replies,
" or may the next 1 board be a Fircship ". A publican laments,

" My Malt Spirits

will stick d
1

hand". A fat, elderly woman, keeper of one of the brothels, wrings
her hands together, and declares,

" Blind 'em they've Gutted my Case ". Her

companion, with a large bundle of linen on her head, a tea-kettle in her hand,

says, "'tis well Mistress we've sav'd our Duds". A young woman, one of the

expelled harlots, looks back at the devastated houses, and says,
" Now must I

Pyke to Goodmans Fields again" A man, near the last speaker, cries in anger,
" I tout some Sf hope to Scrag em for it".

In the middle of the street a hackney coach is passing. A woman's gown has

fallen on the top of the vehicle ; the driver, noticing this, says,
" Hurra a Gown

for my Wife without a Robery ". A sailor, with a cudgel under his arm, waves

his hat, and shouts, "this will teach 'em to fling Seamen".

Below the design it is stated, "NB the Speeches adapted to the Characters",
and " The Scene where the unfortunate Penlez lost his life".

July 1, 1749. "Three sailors, belonging to the Grafton man of war, went

into a house of ill fame (the sign of which was the Crown), near the New Church
in the Strand, where they were robbed of 30 guineas, 4 moidores, a bank note

of 2ol, two watches, &c., and, obtaining no satisfaction, went out, denouncing ven-

geance, and this night return'd with a great number of armed sailors, who entirely
demolished the goods, cut the feather-beds to pieces, strew'd the feathers in the

streets, tore the wearing apparel, and turn'd the women naked into the streets ;

then broke all the windows, and considerably damaged an adjacent house ;
a guard

of soldiers was sent from the Tilt- Yard, but came too late.
" A guard of officers and 60 soldiers were ordered to do duty at Temple Bar,

to prevent any more riotous proceedings, and nine persons concern'd in them were
committed to Newgate."

July 2. "At night the sailors renewed their outrages, and committed the

same acts of violence, on two other houses of ill fame in the Strand, in presence of

multitudes of spectators, who huzza'd them. Other houses in the Old Bailey and
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Goodman s fields were treated iu the same manner." " The Gentleman's Maga-
zine," 1749, p. 329. Sec the same volume, p. 452 and p. 528.

Sept. 14. Bosavern Penlez, or Pen Lez, was condemned to death at the Old

Bailey for riot and pulling down part of a house near Temple Bar, and on the 28th

Oct. he was executed at Tyburn. His body was brought to an undertaker's, and

interred the same night in St. Clement's Church, by order, and at the expense of

the parish, or by private subscription.

It appeared that some dresses plundered from the houses, which were sworn to

by the infamous proprietors, were found in the possession of Penlez. The sentence,

however, was considered extremely severe, allowing for all the circumstances of the

case, and his previous good character.
" He was the son of a clergyman, well

educated, of good character, and accidentally joined the rioters. His intemperate
zeal and honest detestation of vice led him to violate the law."

H. Fielding, in his "True State of the Case of Bosavern Penlez",
1 vindicates

the justice and necessity of his conviction and execution.
" I happened to pass by as they began to break the lower windows of the first

of 'em on Saturday afternoon, and as I came back about eight o'clock in the

evening, stayed along with an acquaintance to see a scene that I had never beheld

before, the flinging the house out of the windows pictures, glasses, tables, furni-

ture, hoops, gowns, feather beds and making bonfires of 'em all before the door
;

they renewed their exploits the night after, and threatening to go on, all the

houses of that class were so busy in gutting their own apartments in the day
time, as made as much mob and merriment in the streets

;
but on Monday, three

coachful of rioters were guarded by a party to Newgate, which put a stop to

further proceedings" ;
see "The Remains of John Byrom" (Ac. 8l2O.), p. 495.

llf- x 8ii.

3036.

The Tar's Triumph, or Bawdy-House Battery.

C. Mosley Sculp. According to a late Act. Price 6d . [July i, 1749]

THE subject of this engraving is the same as that of " The Sailor's Revenge ",

No. 3035.
One house only is shown ; two sailors are hurling furniture out of one of the

windows of the first floor, the upper floors are beyond the limits of the design :

the sign of the house, the " Star
"

is suspended in front, with the initials
" P W\

among the objects descending from the windows are a cat, a birch rod (see note to
" The Sailor's Revenge "), two sets of false teeth, to be tied with string, a false eye,
a cap with false hair attached, a watch, a ladle, pots (of ointment, or rouge ?)

utensils of earthenware,, bottles of medicine, coins, paraphernalia of the establish-

ment, and a fan. A heap of burning furniture appears on the pavement on our

right, comprising chairs, tables, a hat, pier-glass, and books, the last inscribed "Ona-

nia or Heinous Sin of Self Poll tion", "Whitfields Memoirs", "Dr. C b ns

Sermon 2 Preach1d at Sl
. Jame's", "The last Dying Words and C0w/essi"(on),

1 See an abstract of this, from "The London Review ", Nov. 25, 1749, in

"The Gentleman's Magazine", 1749, pp. 512, 513; likewise " The London

Magazine", 1749, p. 320.
2 See " The C t Sermon, a new Ballad ", in " The Foundling Hospital for

Wit "
(1077. h. 27.) No. VI., p. 2 : it was a discourse against incontinence. Both

the preceding books were well known.
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"
Defence of Publick Stews ".

" Machines
"

is written on a box. A woman, lying
on the ground, struggles to save a large piece of drapery which a sailor drags from

her, in order to cast it with the rest of the goods into the fire.

A crowd of persons look on in the distance, nearer are the female inmates of

the house, including one who, being sick, is dressed in blankets, she holds a bowl;
a fat old woman, the keeper of the house, naked to the waist, looks up in great
wrath and distress

;
a young harlot, who is but half dressed, follows a gentleman

in a great bag wig, she grasps a birch rod in one hand and holds his coat
;

this pair
have just fled from the house. Against the wall of the adjoining house is a placard,
with a woodcut representing a man sitting, with one foot raised before him and

resting on a stool, below this figure is
"Dr

. Rock "
. A bottle labelled

"
Injection ", and a syringe, are on the pavement.
For Dr. Rock, see

" A Harlot's Progress, Plate V.," No. 209 1 .

This print is announced in " The London Evening Post", July 18-20, p. 2,

col. 1.

12J-X 8^ in.

3037-

John of Gant in Love, or Mars on his Jcnees. (No. I.)

Price 6d. Published According to Act of Parliament July 1 5"'.

[July, 1749]

AN engraving. The Duke of Cumberland, immensely fat, kneeling at the feet of a

Savoyard girl, invites her to accompany him " To Windsors shady kind retreat"

She is playing on a hurdy gurdy, and singing,
"
Waft me some soft 8f cooling Breese".

Her brother, in alarm, cries out,
" I shall lose my Sister". In the background is

the picture
7 of "

the Great Fat Hog to be seen alive ", i.e. at the house to which the

picture is attached. The showman proclaims it
"
the Wonder ofy" Age ". Others

declare it,
"
Englands Glory ", and aver " Wonders wont cease ". A Scotchman,

however, cries out, "No Swinesfor me ". Beneath is engraved

" Musick hath Charms to sooth the Savage Breast !

To Soften Rocks, and bend the knotted Oak. Congrave."

" You have heard, I suppose, of his (the Duke of Cumberland's) other amour
with the Savoyard girl. He sent her to Windsor and offered her a hundred

pounds, which she refused because he was a heretic
;
he sent her back on foot.

Inclosed is a new print on this subject, which I think has more humour than I

almost ever saw in one of that sort." Walpole's
" Letter to G. Montagu ", July

20, 1749, edit. 1857.

See, in "The Scot's Magazine", August, 1749, P- 37 l
i
two 8ets f verses;

one of these directly alludes to this satire, being entitled,
" Verses on seeing a

Humorous Print." The other is :

"A New Court-Ballad.

,

" How capricious is Love ! how unequal his darts !

How small his respect in the pairing of hearts !

From a palace he shoots, and a ccbler shall wince,
And now from a dunghill he wounds a great prince ?

At c t such a raree shew never was seen- a ;

Ho ! the pretty marmot, and Madam Catherina ?

From Savoy came Marian this conquest to win :

Her cloathing was linsey, and dingy her skin,
With action full waggish, she squeaked from her throat well,
And her music she ground as a chandler grinds oat-meal."
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The verses are alluded to in "The Remains of John Byrom
"

(Ac. 8120.),

P- 504-
These verses occur, with others, in " The Gentleman's Magazine ", 1 749,

p. 327. For the Duke of Cumberland, see " Dinah relates her distresses", l 757.
For the "

Savoyard Girl
"

see,
" Solomons Glory ", No. 3040 ;

" Mars on his Jour-

ney ", &c., No. 3041;
" John of Gant in Love "

(No. 2.), No. 3038 ;
and " The

London Evening Post", July 23-7, 1749, p. l, col. 3.

There is an impression from this plate, which has been coloured by hand.

1 1! X 7J- in.

3038. JOHN of GANT in Love; Or,MAR8on his Knees. (No. 2.)

London: Printed in the Year 1749- According to Act of Parliament.

{July, 1749]

THIS is a broadside comprising a woodcut copy from the design described with

the same title and date, (No. l.), No. 3037, and three columns of letterpress. The
latter contains a humorous account of the transaction in question, and a copy of

verses entitled
" The Midsummer Wish", beginning :

" Waft me some soft and cooling Breeze,
To Windsor's shady kind Retreat," &c.

The account here given of the Duke of Cumberland's "
affair

"
with the " Sa-

voyard Girl
"

is as follows :

" And now good people we will give you an account of

this wonderful affair that has made so much noise about town." " This wonder-of-

the-world being, as they can tell ye, at Mother Doggie A 's, celebrating the

Nocturnal Rites of Venus, Monsieur Maw-mouth the Marmot-man was call'd in

with his Magick Lanthorn, to crown the Frolick, and his Dowd Sister attended as

Chief Musician. To hear with Melody and Art this adorable Dulcinea tickled

her Gt Tub, and with what thrilling Notes she pour'd out the harmonious Song of

Doodle doo, was ravishing to the Sense, and the Hero unable to withstand such

powerful Charms, fell captivated to the Ground, begging her to commiserate the

Pangs of a hapless Lover. You may very well imagine he did not meet with many
Repulses from this Sun burnt Dowdy, but crown'd his Wishes by an entire Resig-
nation of her Charms. The Oddity of this Affair was the Occasion of a deal of

Mirth, and nobody was offended but the Marmot-man, who was afraid of losing

his Sister, and the W s, who took it as a great Affront upon their Persons.", &c.
" The Savoyard girl has made some noise and some pictures : she is a poor

mean-dressed wench, but pretty enough, if she was dressed out, not at all like the

picture in the print where the Duke kneels." The " Remains of John Byrom
"

(Ac. 8120.), p. 504.
This print is announced in "The London Evening Post", July 13-15? 1749,

p. 3, col. 1.

1 2 X 1\ in.

3039-

The Bellman and the Captain.
{July, 1749]

AN engraving of a room with figures. An officer, finding that the bellman of the

town always omitted to conclude his cry with " God save King George," called him

up to his room, and drawing his sword, exclaimed,
" Ye Dog Til Break the Bones in

your Rebellious Hide /" for not praying for King George. The bellman sneeringly

replied, "King G ? Ipray! O good lack-a-day!" On the ground is a paper,
"
By my C m on you may See I eat his Bread". Two standers-by remark,

" The
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People s Bread he Means". A butcher, representing the Duke of Cumberland,
cries out,

"
Stick him Cap

1

,
as y

e

Saying is." Through the window is seen a bell-

man in a street, surrounded by people, and singing,

"
King G Says Jack

with a Packsaddlc on his Back ".

This is in allusion to a story told afterwards to the captain, who complained that

he could make no impression on the bellman.

Below the design are five columns ofverse in letterpress ;
ofthese the following

lines form part of the last column :

" This Bellman, Jack, they call'd him to go on,

Had Orders once to cry a Carrier's Horse,

Stray'd or convey'd out of his proper Course,

So to his work Jack went, and rung his Bell,

/ want a Horse and so began to tell

The Horse's Colour, Height, and Age, and Straddle,

But quite forgot his wearing a Pack-Saddle
;

This special Token did not thro' Confusion

Of Memory, occur till the Conclusion.

'Till Prayer was ended, as you're pleas'd to call it,

When recollecting thus we heard him bawl it,

(Cart before Horse a little, and the Folks

About the Market laugh'd, and crack'd their Jokes)
God bless his Majesty King G , says Jack,
Then roar'd WITH A PACK.SADDLE ON HIS BACK."

This Jacobitish tale appeared in ''The Chester Courant", July 25, 1749, and
is dated July 14, 1749> Manchester, where the circumstance is said to have oc-

curred. See likewise " The London Evening Post ", July 29 to August 1, 1 749,

p. 1, col. 3. It was written by J. Byrom ; see "The Remains of John Byrom"
(Ac. 8 1 20), pp. 498 and 506. The whole of the tale is printed under the engrav-
ing. For the Duke of Cumberland, see " Dinah relates her distresses ", 1757.

1 2f x 6J- in.

3040.

SOLOMONS GLORY Or the RIVAL MISTRESSES.

Publishd according to Act of Parliament 29 of August 1749. Price 6''.

[July, 1749]

AN engraving showing the Duke of Cumberland seated on a bank with the Savoyard
girl, see "John of Gant", &c., No. 3037, having his arm about her neck

;
he is very

fat, and says :

"Dearest Charmer Beautious Creature,

Heal, O heal the Wounds you gave,
Whilst I'm gazing on each Feature

O how happy is your Slave."
She replies :

" But will you make me a fine Lady that I may come to y
e

Drawing Room Sf
go to y

e

Play Sf sit in f Stage Box $ to y< Masquerades y
e Balls Sf the As-

semblys."

The Duke's rival mistresses stand behind, and are very vehement in their
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jealousy ; they say respectively, after an old procuress, "Mrs. D s
"

i.e. Douglas,
see "The March to Finchley", No. 2639:

" What Charms can that outlandish Bunter have to take him from us why
Children we shall loose our business in Covent Garden".

The first mistress exclaims, "fear not, Mrs
. D s these are only his flights

I'l alure him Sf bring him back again ".

The second mistress cries,
" That for him'" (snapping her fingers), "whafs

he goodfor to us Girls of Pleasure butfor the sake of his Cole."

The third mistress laments,
" Then can you leave your Nancy for such a low

Life beggarly Wench as that
"

?

A general officer replies to the last speaker
" This is all owing to your im-

pudence you Bitch ".

In the distance appear Windsor Castle and Eton College Chapel.
For the Duke of Cumberland, see " Dinah relates her distresses ", 1 757.

13 X 8- in.

3041.
MARS on his JOURNEY.

Published According to Act of Parliament Price 6''. [July, 1 749]

AN engraving of the Duke of Cumberland on horseback with the Savoyard girl

behind him; a belt round them both is called " The Girdle of Affection". Her
brother runs after her, exclaiming,

" Oh ! my Dear Sister Stop" e Stop 'e ". In the

background is
" Eaton College ". Below, the line, as follows, is engraved :

" If Musick be the Food of Love, play on GAY "

This plate was republished with alterations and "JoffiV OF GANT MOUNTED
or", was prefixed to the former title. A label was put into the Duke's mouth,

" My
all is in my Possession, Possession ; My all is in my Possession"

; and, into the

woman's mouth,
"
Virgins are like y

e

fair Flower in its Lustre
"

;
to the brother's

speech was added,
" O! Ifear She's gone for aye".

For the Duke of Cumberland, see "Dinah relates her distresses", 1757-
For the "

Savoyard girl ", see
" John of Gant", &c., No. 3037.

13| x 9 in-

3042.

The agreeable Contrast between the formidable John of Gant and

Don Carlos of Southern Extraction.

Pul>d persuanl to Act of ParHam'. Sep*. 26. 1749. [My, l?49]

AN engraving, showing the Pretender, in Scotch plaid, seated at a table in a

library, reading, and resting his elbow on "
Magna CAa"(rta). On the table is a

scroll inscribed :

" Mars and Venus have conspir'd to quell him

of Which anon I shall notfail to tell him"

Under his chair is an anchor, as if he still retained hope. On the ground before

him is a copy of the print here described as "John of Gant in Love", No.

3037. Britannia, standing near, addresses him :

" Lo ! Mars triumphant at thy Sacred Feet,

Courting a Brim to an unhalloiv'd Sheet."

III. 3 c
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On the backs of several of the books in the cases behind the table are names

of famous writers, introduced there, no doubt, in order to suggest the alleged studies

of the Pretender, and to contrast the same with the lewd practice of the Duke of

Cumberland, his victorious rival. Over a shelf full of books is
" The Original

Laws, the Original Contract". The inscriptions on the backs of the volumes

have been partially burnished out ;
the remains of the lettering, however, read

"Euclid", "Thucydid" (?), "P. Ex ", "O fir",
" Machiavelli ",

" Z'Esprit ",
"
Livy ",

" Tacitus ",
" Suetonius ",

"
Harrington ", and " Loch ".

Beneath the design is engraved :

" Here helpless Britain tells her mournful Tales,

And may, and may again, till ONE prevails."

It maybe guessed that the "One" here intended and hoped for was the

Pretender.

For the Pretender, see
" The Auction ", 1 756. For the Duke of Cumberland,

see
" Dinah relates her distresses", i?57-

11 X 7.i.

3043-

BRITANNIA DISTURB'D or an INVASION by FRENCH
VAGRANTS Address d to the Worthy Electors of the City of

Westminster

Price 6d
[Nov. 14. 1749!

AN engraving of a stage, on which is seated Britannia, nursing in her lap Lun th(

Harlequin (i.e. Rich), and " Fribble ". She says,
" Lunn 8f Frible are my only Thea-

trical Children I will Cherish no Foreign Vagrants ". This is addressed to Lore

Trentham, who, sword in hand, is leading forward by a string a company of Frenci

players, wearing wooden shoes. He replies,
" You shall by Ftt cram thesi

Entertaining Dear Creatures into the very Bowels of You ". One man who accom-

panies him says,
" Push on my Lord we are Subscribers ". A butcher, armed witl

a club, shouts, "By my BROWN Steel Two Shilling each for this Service".

Another, who nourishes a bludgeon, shouts " Two Shillings a Man Huzza Pe$.

T M"
(f. e.

" Trentham
"
) ;

Earl Gower, turning away, laments this, witl

" My Longheaded Son will Smartfor this Scheme".

November 14, 1749, "Was a disturbance at the little Theatre in the Hay
Market, on the French players beginning to act. The noise and interruption pro

ceeding from the galleries, some noblemen went up from the boxes, drew thei

swords, and wounded the opposers. Ld Trentham being present, an opportunity
was taken to oppose his re-election for Westminster, on a charge of his encourag

ing the French actors." "The Gentleman's Magazine", 1749, p. 519. Lori

Trentham, on being appointed one of the Lords of the Admiralty, vacated hi

seat for Westminster. Opposition was made to his re-election, and Sir Georg<

Vandeput accepted the nomination of the promoters. The contest was ver;

severe, and Lord Trentham's supposed conduct at the theatre, and his suppor
of the French comedians then recently introduced, were brought forward in ever

shape to injure his interest. In an advertisement, he declared, on his honour, tha

he was neither in the pit nor gallery where the disturbance happened, nor dre\

his sword, nor made use of any weapon, either to strike or terrify any of th

spectators ;
he added " nor have I been at any representation since the firs

1 See "The Two Shilling-Butcher", No. 2860.
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night of performance". This, however, availed nothing, as the invectives against
him were continued. At the close of the poll, Dec. 8, the numbers were Lord

Trentham, 4811; Sir G. Vandeput, 4654; but a scrutiny was demanded, when
there appeared, of good votes for Trentham, 4103: for Vandeput, 3933; ma-

jority for Trentham, 170. Such a contest must have made Lord Trentham
lament his supposed support of the French players.

"Miss in her Teens" was first produced in 1747, when Garrick played
" Fribble ", which he continued to do for some years ; see

" The Modern Duel ",

No. 2855.
This print was published by the partisans of Sir G. Vandeput to promote

hostility to Lord Trentham.

For this subject, see "The Gentleman's Magazine", 1749, pp. 521-2, 569;
and H. Walpole's "Letter" to H. Mann, Nov. 17, 1749. See, for

" Sr

George
Vandeput ", No. 3044. For Lord Gower, see " A Sight of the Banging Bout ",

&c., No. 2863 ;

" Great Britain's Union ", No. 2864;
" Locusts ", No. 3018.

I2f X 7|- IB.

3044-

S r

George Vandeput Baronet.

Pursuant to the Statute the Eighth of George IId . March. 1750. Price Six

Pence. [Nov. 14, 1749]

AN engraving of a medallion portrait of Sir George Vandeput attached to a pyra-

mid, and supported by Britannia and Liberty, who are trampling on Bribery, the

last lies prostrate and holds a purse of " 1 05 ", and on Slavery in the person of a

Frenchman, holding a sword, a yoke, chains, and wooden shoes, his coat being
marked with fleurs de Us. Under the design a copy of verses complimentary
to Sir George, and the following dedication, are engraved :

" Publish'd to the Memory and Immortal Praise of the Electors of the Gity of

Westminster, by the Noble Stand they made in defence of their Libertys in their

Choice of a Worthy Citizen to represent them in Parliament, against the attempts
of those Distructive, Dreadful, & Devouring Evils, Bribary, Corruption. & Compul-
sion, that Glaringly appear'd in all their Gloomy Horrid Shapes.

By an Elector."

The Westminster Election contest at this time was between Lord Trentham, son

of Earl Gower, brother-in-law to the Duke of Bedford, and Sir George Vandeput.
See " Britannia disturb'd ", No. 3043.

The epithet
" L d Fribble ", in the verses, seems to be applied to Lord

Trentham, elsewhere called
"
Peg

"
;

for Fribble, see " The Modern Duel ",

No. 2855-

9^ X l Of- in.

3045-

A PIECE of ANTIQUITY Painted on the Wall adjoining
to the Kitchen of Winchester College, which has been long pre-

served; 8f, as oft as occasion requires, is repair
3

d, wth
. the

following Latin Verses.

Published according to Act of Parliament, 1749. [1749]

THIS engraving gives, standing within a border of yellow scrolls and flowers of red

and green, and coloured by hand, the whole-length, partly human figure of a boar

erect on his hind legs, and having one hand extended in the attitude^of a speaker, the
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other hand grasping a shovel, fork, broom, and scraper. Attached to his arm, like a

buckler, is a saucepan lid. The figure is clad in a coat, which has been coloured

crimson ;
round the waist is a yellow belt, the stockings and breeches are reddish

brown : the mouth is closed by a padlock. Below the design the following verses,

and a Latin paraphrase of the same, are engraved : .^ .

" A Trusty Servant's Portrait would you see,

This Emblematic Figure well Survey :

The Porker's Snout not Nice in diet shews.

The Padlock Shut no Secrets He'll disclose.

Patient the Ass his Master's wrath will hear.

Swiftness in Errand the Staggs Feet declare ;

Loaded his Left Hand apt to Labour saith :

The Vest his Neatness : Open hand his Faith.

Girt with his Sword his Shield upon his Arm,
Himself & Master He'll protect from harm."

There is an impression from this plate in which the coat has been coloured

red, the breeches brown, the padlock black, the hair and shirt white
;

no other

part of this impression is coloured.

9^ X 9$ in.

3046.
The Trusty Servant.

W Cave Del. Winton.
[ 1 749]

THIS engraving is a reduced copy from that which is described as "A Piece ol'

Antiquity ", No. 3045. The right hand is raised nearer the head of the figure
than in the original. There is no border

;
colour has not been used.

2l x 4 in.

3047-

A Suit of Law fits me better than a Suit of Cloaths.

Jo? Smith Inv'. et Sculp'. Publis'd according to Act of Parliament. Aug
f

1 2
>

1 749) by B. Dickenson y
e
corner of Bell-Savage-Inn on Ludgate Hill

Priced.
[- 174g

FOR a description of this print see the same title, No. 1 609. It was referred t<

the year 1719 owing to the defective printing of the date "
1749", the "4*

closely resembling a "
i
"

; and on account of the name of Law (of Lauriston
occurring, as it was supposed, in the title.

This print is the companion to "Useful in all Families ", No. 3048
8|- x 1 2i in.

3048.
Useful in all Families.

Ja*. Smith sculp*.
Publish'd according to Act of Parliament Price 6d

.

AUgl
Hin'

1?49< ^ B ' Dikenson y
e
corner of Bell Savage Inn on Ludgat

[1749
AN engraving of the

full-length figure of a gentleman, dressed in very ragge,
garments, walking in a

landscape towards our left, and using as a stick a roug
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nntrimmed cudgel of unusual size and weight. In his left hand is a scroll,

inscribed "
to Show that I ivent to Law Sf got y

e
letter".

Below the design the following verses are engraved :

"The Ragged Wretch here boasts he's won his Cause,
And blesses Justice for her equal Laws,
Thrice happy Man, canst triumph in thy woes ?

For tho' thow'st got thy Suit, thous't lost thy Cloaths."

This print is the companion to "A Suit of Law", &c., No. 3047.
There is an early state without the publication line and the statement of the

price of this print.

9 X 1 2| in.

3049-

THE HUMOURS OF THE FLEET

Published according to Act of Parliam* . Price 6d. Printedfor J3. Dickinson

the Corner of Sell Savage Inn on Ludgate hill London, 1749- [ 1 749]

THIS print is the frontispiece to a tract styled
" The Humours of the Fleet : An

humorous, descriptive POEM. Written by a GENTLEMAN of the COLLEGE," &c.
" LONDON: Printed for B. DICKINSON, the Corner of the Bell-Savage Inn, on

Ludgate-Hill. 1749."
The design represents the "

yard
"
of the prison in question, with two pri-

soners playing at racket against the high wall, and several men looking idly at

the game. Five men are in the foreground, three of whom have spirit glasses in

their hands, and are about to pledge each other. The cook of the prison stands

on our right, holding a leg of mutton in one hand while he places its fellow on

his breast and bows on being introduced by one of the drinkers to another of

the trio
; the last is a newly arrived prisoner, a stout, tall man in a laced hat and

vest. The third of those who drink is the keeper of the gaol, who holds his keys,
and looks with a sour face at the new comer. Another of the three is an elderly

man, in a skull cap, ragged, uugartered, and dirty ;
he is presenting the cook to

the new comer. A broken pitcher lies in the foreground, near this are two

ravens, or crows, who appear to be picking up garbage.
Below the design the following verses are engraved :

"Welcome Welcome Brother Debtor

To this poor but merry place
Where no Baylyff, Dun, or Settor,

Dare to show his horred Face

But kind Sir as you'r a Stranger
Down your Garnish you must lay

Or your Coat will be in danger
You must either Strip or Pay
Neer repine at your Confinement

From your Children, or your Wife

Wisdom lyes in true resignment

Through the various Sceen's of Life

Scorn to shew the least resentment

Though beneath th frowns of fate

Knaves & Beggars find Contentm1
.

Fears & Cares attend the Great
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Though our Creditors are spightful

And restrain our Bodys here

We will make a Gaol delightful

Since there's nothing else to fear

Every Islands but a Prison

Strongly guarded by the Sea

Kings & Princes for that Reason

Prisoners are as well as We.
What was it made great Alexander

Weep at his unfriendly Fate

Twas because he could not wander

Beyond the Worlds strong Prison gate
For the world is also bounded

By the Heavens & Stars above

Why should we then be confounded

Since there's nothing free but love."

The author of the
"
poem

"
stated that he was a son of " an approv'd Mason,

and good Architect. Among other publick Edifices which he built, Buckingham
House 1 in St. James's-Park was the first, the Lord Castlemaine 's in Epping
Forest, and Guy's Hospital in Southwarh were the last." The author became

an actor, and, failing to succeed either on the stage or in business, was imprisoned
in the Fleet. He describes the process of his capture and incarceration in a

"
Sponging-house," the filthy and demoralizing state of the prison, and the amuse-

ments and modes of life obtaining among the prisoners ;
he enumerates the fees thai

were wrung by ravenous officials from those unfortunates who could and would pay.

and relates the sufferings of those who did not pay. The long-detained prisoner is

described, and a scene pourtrayed like that represented by the frontispiece. Many
notorious prisoners are mentioned, and much of the slang of the place is repeated
and explained.

8| X 7 in.

3050.

THE GATE OF CALAIS. (No. i.)

THE ROAST BEEF OF OLD ENGLAND, &c.

Painted by W. Hogarth Engraved by C. Mosley and W. Hogarth. Pub-

lish'd according to Act of Parliament March 6'
A

. 1749. [ 1 749[

THIS engraving shows an old brick gate of Calais as seen from under an arcl

in the outer wall of the fortifications of that town. A part of a wooden floor

probably that of the drawbridge over the moat, appears in the immediate fore

ground, with, on our left, and set wide open, the gate, which is composed of bars o

wood bolted together by iron pins ; near the back of the gate hangs a large chaii

with a ring at its lower extremity. The inner, or brick portal, is pierced ty
three openings, or archways, those on the sides are closed

; through that in th(

centre we see an almost deserted street of the place, with a signboard showing ai

irradiated dove, the emblem of the Holy Ghost, hanging at an angle of one of th<

houses; in the street a priest, with attendants, bearing a candle and a bell

proceeds to administer extreme unction to a sick person. Four individual

kneel while the Host is borne past. The lower part of the portcullis which wa
intended to close the archway, appears, with its spiked extremities, at the uppe

1 The architect of Buckingham House was Captain Wynde, or Wynne.
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portion of the opening, the long wooden bars designed for lifting the inner

drawbridge project towards us, and the chains nsed for that purpose connect

the bars with the nearer angles of the bridge. Four escutcheons appear on the

first storey of the brick gateway, and, as the bridge was built by the English

possessors of the town, the arms are those of England (ancient)
1

;
at the sides

respectively the shields bear in pale three fleurs de Us, and three lions, or leopards,

passant regardant. The same bearings occur on two separate shields over the

central opening ; these escutcheons are surrounded by a large wreath of oak (?)
leaves. Above the centre of the roof of the gate a cross has been added, this

was, doubtless, not originally a part of the building.
Between the two gates is the outer bailey of the fortress. On our left is a

sentry-box ;
a little removed from this is Hogarth in the act of busily sketching the

scene, the painter appears in profile, his face being eagerly thrust forwards, he
holds a note-book, and wears a three-cornered hat, which has been pushed on one

side. A man's hand has just been placed on Hogarth's shoulder,
2 as if to arrest

him. In front, on our left at the side of the outer archway, are three women, one

of whom, having a basket of fish between her bare legs, sits on the ground and is

pointing, with a laugh, to the quaint resemblance between a human visage and the

head of a ray, or skate, the largest fish in her basket, which she raises so as to

make the resemblance more obvious. The other women have large baskets, filled

with vegetables, at their backs, they grin at the fish, and one of them joins her

hands in mock devotion. Hogarth has intended to satirize the coarseness of this

woman's person, by putting a moustache on her upper lip.

Near the centre of the composition a lean French man-cook staggers under a

huge sirloin of beef, on a label attached to which is written :

" For Mad"1

Grandsire at Calais." The cook, who is supposed to have received the meat by
means of the English packet which brought Hogarth to France, see below,
wears a bag-wig under his cotton night-cap, clocked stockings having a hole in

the heel of one of them, and very thick shoes. An extremely fat Franciscan friar,

with his rope girdle and its pendant rosary, has been attracted by the meat,

stops the bearer, and, in an unctuous way, presses the fat with his fingers,
while his mouth seems to water as he is thinking of its juiciness ; he presses
his right hand on his breast, touching the fat with the tips of two fingers of

his left hand. A tall and very lean Frenchman, who is placed as sentry on

our left of the gate, shoulders his musket and stares with delight and astonish-

ment at the gigantic portion of meat; this man is without a coat, his shirt

and stockings are ragged, his breeches closed in front by a wooden skewer

instead of laces or buttons, the ruffle of his shirt is marked " Grand Monarch P",

showing that it is made of paper. He wears a long pigtail, his stockings seem to

be without feet. On the opposite side of the cook, another lean and tall soldier,

having his musket slung at his back, its plug-bayonet sticking in the barrel, looks

with astonishment at the beef; he lifts one hand in admiration, while the contents

of a porringer held by the other hand pour unheeded to the ground. His breeches

are torn and his ruffles look as if they were made of paper. Next to this man
stands a little and apparently deformed soldier, supposed to be an Irishman

;
his

origin is said to be indicated by his degraded features
;
he has a bowl in one hand

and grasps a spoon with the other, while, stooping, he looks sideways at the meat
;

a long sword is slung behind him, his clothes are in rags, his toes appear through

1 See below.
2 This portrait of Hogarth sketching has been engraved separately, and serves

as the frontispiece to " A DISSERTATION on Mr Hogarth's Six Prints Lately

publish'd, viz., Gin-Lane, Beer-Street, Sf the Four Stages of Cruelty", &c.,

"London, 1751." In this engraving the portrait is reversed from the original

print ;
see " Portrait of Hogarth", No. 3065.
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Ins boots. The sword and the white cockade in his hat suggest that he is an Irish

mercenary in the French service
;
he seems, there being a round bullet hole

through the front of the brim of his hat, to have been placed in the thick of a fight.

Two very lean men, cooks of the corps stationed at Calais, with their clothes

in complete raggeduess, bear between them a heavy iron cauldron of soup, they
are carrying it beyond the limits of the picture ;

neither man has a coat or waistcoat
;

the hair ofone is tied with a riband, which, descending from below his military fatigue

cap, has fallen down his back
; conversing with his companion, probably aboiit the

beef they have just seen, he holds up one hand
;
he is bare-legged, and wears

wooden shoes. His companion, whose back only is shown, has a bag-wig on his

head, but his breeches are in rags behind. Crouching close by the outer gate and

under the arch, is a tall Highlander, in a chequered coat and trousers
;

as he

wears a white cockade in his flat knitted cap, he appears to be a mercenary in the

French army ; his hair is long and hangs round his head, and is turned up at

the ends, being in this respect unlike that of the other men
;
on his forehead are

two black patches, covering wounds
;
these marks, and the hole in the hat of the

Irish mercenary, were intended to indicate that the French put their hired soldiers

in parts of battle-fields more dangerous than those awarded to native troops. The
Scotchman has a pouch fastened at his belt, a short tobacco-pipe is stuck through
it

; by his side is a large piece of flat (barley ?) bread, or coarse cake, on this lies a

big onion
;
near these objects is a spirit measure. The Scotchman, hungry and

disconsolate, wrings his hands at sight of the beef. He is supposed to have

been one of the outlawed followers of the Pretender in his raid into England in

1745-
Madame Grandsire is said to have been the keeper of the hotel at Calais which

was, in Hogarth's time, most frequented by English visitors
;
for the dinners of the

latter the beef was destined. As to Madame Grandsire, see below.

Hogarth gave the following account of the circumstances under which he

painted the picture of which the engraving is in question:
" After the March to

Finchley,
1 the next print I engraved, was the Roast Beef of old England ; which

took its rise from a visit I paid to France the preceding year. The first time an

Englishman goes from Dover to Calais, he must be struck with the different face

of things at so little a distance. A farcical pomp of war, pompous parade of re-

ligion, and much bustle with very little business. To sum up all, poverty, slavery,
and innate insolence, covered with an affectation of politeness, give you even here
a true picture of the manners of the whole nation

;
nor are the priests less

opposite to those of Dover, than the two shores. The friars are dirty, sleek, and
solemn

; the soldiery are lean, ragged, and tawdry ;
and as to the fishwomen their

faces are absolute leather. As I was sauntering about and observing them, near
the gate which it seems was built by the English, when the place was in our pos-
session, I remarked some appearance of the arms of England on the front. By this

and idle curiosity, I was prompted to make a sketch of it, which being observed,
I was taken into custody ;

but not attempting to cancel any of my sketches or

memorandums, which were found to be merely those of a painter for his private
use, without any relation to fortification, it was not thought necessary to send me
back to Paris. I was only closely confined to my own lodgings, till the wind

changed for England : where I no sooner arrived, than I set about the picture ;

made the gate my back-ground; and in one corner introduced my own portrait,))

1 See that title, No. 2639 5

" The March to Finchley ", although referred to
the date under which it is described in this Catalogue, was not published until

December, 1750.
"

It has been said that Hogarth never went farther into France than Calais ;

this proves he had reached Paris."
"

I)
This was afterwards copied for a watch-paper." See " Portrait of Hogarth
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which has generally been thought a correct likeness, with the soldier's hand upon
my shoulder. By the fat friar, who stops the lean cook that is sinking under a

vast sirloin of beef, and two of the military bearing off a great kettle of soup maigre,
I meant to display to my own countrymen the striking difference between the food,

priests, soldiers, &c. of two nations so contiguous, that in a clear day one coast

may be seen from the other. The melancholy and miserable Highlander, browzing
on his scanty fare, consisting of a bit of bread and an onion, is intended for one of

the many that fled from his country after the rebellion in 1744." (1745). See
"
Hogarth Illustrated", by John Ireland; vol. iii., 1804, p. 340.
" Mr. Pine the Engraver

' sat for the portrait of the Friar, a circumstance of

which he afterwards repented ; for, thereby obtaining the nick-name of Friar Pine,

and being much persecuted and laughed at, he strove to prevail on Hogarth to give
his Ghostly Father another face. Indeed, when he sat to our Artist, he did not

know to what purpose his similitude would afterwards be applied. The figure of

the half-starved French Centinel has since been copied at the top of more than one

of the printed advertisements for Recruits, where it is opposed to the representation
of a well-fed British Soldier."

" A copy of this print was likewise engraved at the

top of the following Cantata, the production of his friend Mr. Theophilus Forest,
2

intituled
' The Roast Beef of Old England ', which was undoubtedly published

under the sanction of our Artist. Recitative.

'Twas at the Gate of Calais, Hogarth tells,

Where said Despair, with Famine, always dwells,

A meagre Frenchman, Madam Grandsire's Cook,
As home he steer'd his carcase, that way took,

Bending beneath the weight of fam'd Sir-loin,

On whom he often wish'd in vain to dine ", &c.

See " The Genuine Works of William Hogarth ", by J. Nichols, and G. Steevens ;

London, vol. i., 1808, pp. 147-8. On p. 154 of the same volume it is stated

that " An Epigram also, originating from the same subject, by a very worthy friend

of our Artist's (the Rev. James Townley) was some years afterwards, Oct. 22,

l 767, recited] on one of the public days at Merchant Taylors School." This

epigram is quoted on the above-named page. On p. 1QO, of vol. ii., of this work,

1810, it is noted that "The original Picture was in the possession of the late

Earl of Charlemont. Soon after it was finished, it fell down by accident, and a

nail ran through the cross on the top of the gate. Hogarth strove in vain to mend
it with the same colour, so as to conceal the blemish. He therefore introduced a

starved crow, looking down on the roast-beef, and thus completely covered the

defect." The picture was exhibited in Spring Gardens in 1761, being the

property of the Earl of Charlemont, and again at the British Institution, with

many other works by Hogarth, in 1814. It is now, 1875, the property of Mr.

Bolckow of Middlesborough-on-Tees, who lent it for the Royal Academy Winter

Exhibition, 1875.
It is stated in vol. iii., 1817, of the above work, p. 190: "At Mr. Wood-

bum's, of St. Martin's Lane, was lately exhibited a valuable Picture, said to have

been painted by Hogarth whilst he was in France. The subject is the Gate of

Amiens, with a Mountebank, exposing to the people assembled the figure of Christ,

and Pictures representing various subjects. Among the spectators is a Soldier of

(No. 2.)", No. 3066. See the former note on this likeness, and "
Portrait of

Hogarth (No. 1.)", No. 3065.
1 Whose portrait Hogarth painted ;

a picture which was mezzotinted by
J. McArdell.

2 One of the companions of "
Hogarth's Tour ", see "

Breakfasting &c.," No.

1887 ;

" The Embarcation.", No. 1890.
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the Swiss Guard, who is resting his hand on the shoulder of a simple-looking

Countryman ;
and behind him, another Soldier is observing a pretty Countrywoman,

whose face resembles that so often introduced by Hogarth in his Pictures. The
whole is painted with great spirit of pencil, and replete with genuine humour.

Mr. Crawford purchased this Picture many years since, in his walks, at an obscure

situation on the Quays at Paris. After Mr. Crawford's demise, the Picture was

bought of his lady by Mr. Francillon. This Painting was sold by auction by Mr.

Christie, in June 1817, to Mr. Yates of Oxendon-street, for 30. 95."

This print was thus announced in
" The General Advertiser", March 8, 1749,

p. 4, col. 2, thus :

" This Day is published, Price 5*. A PRINT Design'd and

Engrav'd by Mr HOGARTH
; representing a PRODIGY, which lately appear'd before

the Gate of Calais. O the Roast Beef of Old England ; Sfc. To be had at the

Golden-Head in Leicester-Square, and at the Print Shops."
There are two states of this plate.

" Second State. The whole of the

shadow in the foreground is considerably darkened", see " The Genuine Works ",

&c., as above, vol. iii., p. 251.
This plate in the second state, being very much worn, was used for " The

Works of William Hogarth, from the original Plates restored by James Heath,

Esq., R.A.", London, no date (1751. d.)

17 X I3.i.

3051. THE GATE OF CALAIS. (No. 2.)

N. 5. O THE ROAST BEEF OF OLD ENGLAND &c.

Invented $ Painted by Wm
. Hogarth. [ 1 749]

THIS engraving is a copy from that described as (No. 1.), with the same title and
date, No. 35O- It is one of a series of copies from Hogarth's works : in the

upper corner, on our right, is "N. 5." ; see the series of copies from "Marriage
a la Mode", Nos. 2689, 2703, 2718, 2732, 2745, and 2759; "A Harlot's Pro-

gress", Plates I. II. III. IV. V. and VI., Nos. 2035, 2050, 2065, 2079, 2095,
and 2HO; "A Rake's Progress", Plates I. II. III. V. VI. and VIH.

;

" The
Stage Coach", Nos. 2160, 2175, 2190, 2213, 2225, 2248 and 2884; "The
Distressed Poet", No. 2310; "Strolling Actresses dressing in a Bam", No.
2404;

" The Enraged Musician", No. 2519.
lo x 6 in.

3052. THE GATE OF CALAIS. (No. 3.)

O THE ROAST BEEF OF OLD ENGLAND &c.

Invented by Wm
. Hogarth. J. June Sculp [749]

THIS engraving is a copy from that described as (No. l .), with the same title and
date, No. 3050.

13f- X 9 in.

3053. THE GATE OF CALAIS. (No. 4.)

0' THE ROAST BEEF OF OLD ENGLAND fyc.

Painted ly W. Hogarth. London, Printed for Rob1
. Saycr, N. 53 Fleet

Street.

THIS engraving is a copy from that described as (No. l.), with the same title and
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date, No. 3050. Below the plate-mark are two columns of letterpress, giving the

verses written by Mr. Theophilus Forrest, described under No. 3050, as above.

There is an impression from this plate, below which the verses, there described

as:
" The Roast Beef of Old England. A CANTATA."

are printed in three columns.

Qi X 61 in.

3054. THE GATE OF CALAIS. (No. 5.)

THE ROAST BEEF OF OLD ENGLAND, $c.

[After Hogarth.] Dent sculp* [l?49]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. l.), with the same
title and date, No. 3050. It was prepared to illustrate "Hogarth Moralized",

by the Rev. J. Trusler
; London, 1 768, on p. 105.

It was used again for "
Hogarth Illustrated", by John Ireland; London, 1791 ;

vol. i. (7854. ff.), facing p. 286.

3| x 2i in. Brit. Mus. Library, (Grenville) 2585.

3055. THE GATE OF CALAIS. (No. 6.)

46 W. Hogarth inv. pinx. [Engraved by E. Riepenhausen.] [l?49]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same
title and date, No. 3050. It was prepared to illustrate G. C. Lichtenberg's
"
Erklarung der Hogarthischen", &c., Gb'ttingen, 1 794- 1 8 1 6, in which volume it is

No. 46.
It may be distinguished from other copies by the absence of a marginal line

about the engraved portion of the plate, and the presence of the number "
46

"
in

the upper corner, on our right.

9|. x 7 in. Brit. Mus. Library, 728. g. 11.

3056. THE GATE OF CALAIS. (No. 7.)

O THE ROAST BEEF OF OLD ENGLAND, &c.

Designed by Wn
Hogarth Engraved by T. Cook Published by G. G. Sf J.

Robinson, Pater-noster Row, Decr
. I

st
. 1797. [l?49]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described, with the same title and

date (No. l.), No. 3050.
It is comprised in "

Hogarth Restored. The Whole Works of the celebrated

William Hogarth", &c.
;
"Now Re-Engraved by Thomas Cook;" London,

1806.

17| X l^in.

3057. THE GATE OF CALAIS. (No. 8.)

GATES OF CALAIS.

Hogarth pinx?. T. Cook sculp. Published by Longman, Hurst, Rees fy Orme,

Jan", l". 1807. [1749]

THIS engraving is a copy from that described as (No. l.), with the same title

and date, No. 3050. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Genuine Works of
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William Hogarth
"

; by J. Nichols, and G. Steevens ; London, 1810, vol. ii., where

an impression faces p. 190.

With the addition of " PROOF Bishop Printer", this plate was used again

for
" The Works of William Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler ; London, 1821,

vol. ii. (1751- b -)

Si x 43.111.

3058. THE GATE OF CALAIS. (No. 9.)

GATE OF CALAIS

PL. XLV. Hogarth del' T. Clerk sculp
1 London Published ax the Act

directs by Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Row [i 749]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. l .),
with the same

title amfdate.'No. 3050. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works of William

Hogarth", by Thomas Clerk ; London, 1810, vol. i., where an impression faces

With the second title placed below the design, the engraver's name burnished

out, this plate was used again for "The Works of William Hogarth", London,

1837, where an impression faces p. 148.

4
3 x 31- in. Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k. 24.

3059. THE GATE OF CALAIS. (No. 10.)

CALAIS-GATE. O THE ROAST BEEF OF OLD ENGLAND, &C.

[After Hogarth.] [1749]

THIS woodcut is a copy from the engraving which is described as (No. 1 .), with

the same title and date, No. 3050. It was prepared to illustrate
"
Hogarth

Moralized ", by the Rev. Dr. Trusler
; London, 1831; an impression occurs on

p. 121.

3 X 2% in.

3060. THE GATE OF CALAIS. (No. n.)

GATE OF CALAIS.

O THE ROAST BEEF OF OLD ENGLAND.

From the Original Picture by Hogarth.

Engraved by W. Radclyffe. Jones Sf C. Temple of the Muses, Finsbury

Square^ London. [!?49]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1.), with the same

title and date, No. 3050. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Works of William

Hogarth", by the Rev. John Trusler
; London, 1833 ;

an impression faces p. 33.
With the publication line removed, this plate was used for

" The Complete
Works of William Hogarth ", by the Rev. J. Trusler, and E. F. Roberts

; London,
no date (7855. i.) ;

an impression faces p. 150.

5 X 4f in. Brit. Mus. Libraiy, 561. b. 27.
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3061. THE GATE OF CALAIS. (No. 12.)

[Calais Gate.]

[After Hogarth.] [!?49]

THIS woodcut is a copy from the design described as (No. l .), with the same title

and date, No. 3050. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Penny Magazine ",

l %35 >
an impression occurs on p. 213.

7i X 5l in. Brit. Mus. Library, 2093. e.

3062. FIGURES FROM " THE GATE OF CALAIS
"
(No. 3050), A.

W. Hogarth inv. Riepenhausen sc. [ J 749]

THIS engraving comprises "l", a three-quarters-length figure of the French sentinel

with the musket on his shoulder, who stares at the beef in the above-named

design ;

" 2 ", the other soldier, who holds the spoon and bowl
;

"
3 ", the soldier

with the musket on his back, who is spilling his food.

It is one of a series of illustrative fragments from Hogarth's works, and, above

the design, marked " A ".

2 x 3 in.

3063. FIGURES FROM " THE GATE OF CALAIS "
(No. 3050), B.

[After Hogarth; engraved by Riepenhausen.] D749]

THIS engraving comprises half-length figures of "
1 ", the monk who is examining

the beef in the above-named design ;

" 2 ", the cook who carries the beef;
"
3
"

and "
4 ", the men who bear between them the cauldron of soup.

It is one of a series of illustrative fragments from Hogarth's works, and, above

the design, marked " B ".

2X3^ in.

3064. FIGURES FROM " THE GATE OF CALAIS
"
(No. 3050), C.

[After Hogarth ; engraved by Riepenhausen.] [ ! 749]

THIS engraving comprises the group of women who are examining the large fish

which lies in the lap of one of them, and the head of the Scotchman who reclines

in the foreground of the above-named picture. Likewise, the group of persons
who are attending the Host in the background.

It is one of a series of illustrative fragments from Hogarth's works, and marked,
above the design,

" C ".

2 X in.

PORTRAIT OF HOGARTH. (No. i.)

" WILLIAM HOGARTH Esq
r
."

[After Hogarth.] [ 1 749]

THIS engraving, copied and reversed from Hogarth's portrait of himself in
" The

Gate of Calais", is employed as a frontispiece to "A DISSERTATION on Mr.
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Hogarth's Six Prints Lately publish'd, viz. Gin-Lane, Beer-Street, 8f the Four

Stages of Cruelty", &c. "London, Printed for 13. Dickinson, on Ludgate-Hill,

1751. Price One Shilling ".

The portrait shows Hogarth in profile to our left, wearing a cocked hat pushed

sideways on his head, holding a book and pencil, and looking forward in a very
intent manner, as if taking a sketch. See " The Gate of Calais", No. 3050. The

portrait is enclosed by an oval band, on which is the second title above given ;
it

stands on a pedestal.

3 X 6 in.

3066. PORTRAIT OF HOGARTH. (No. 2.)

MR
. HOGARTH.

[After Hogarth.]

Published according to Act of Parliament by R. Sayer opposite Fetter Lane

Sep'. 29, 1749. [749]

THIS engraving comprises a portrait, to the waist, of Hogarth in the act of

sketching ;
it was copied from the design in

" The Gate of Calais ", No. 3050.
It appears to have been engraved for a watch-paper, as above.

The name "Mr
. HOGARTH" is engraved on the circular frame enclosing the

portrait, above the head.

A circle, ij- in. diameter.

3067. PORTRAIT OF HOGARTH. (No. 3.)

[After Hogarth.] [ X 749]

THIS engraved portrait of Hogarth, adapted from that described in " The Gate of

Calais", No. 3050, and repeated in "Portrait of Hogarth" (Nos. 1 and 2.), Nos.

3065 and 3066, occupies the npper portion in a scroll-frame engraved about the

shop-card of John Smith. In the centre is the title
" John Smith Map and

Printseller, at Hogarth's head (near Friday Street Cheapside London") ", &c. At
the lower corners of the frame, respectively, are represented engravings ;

on our left

are, in full length, naked figures of Cupid, signed
" C. Vanloo Pinx1

", and "
_B.

Clowes 5"' ; on our right is
" Petitie vue <T Hollande" a landscape, with cattle

near a cottage.

There are two impressions of this plate, from the centre of one of which the

inscription, as above, has been cut out.

6|- x 8|- in.

3068.

FOLLY TRIUMPHANT; OR, AN Humorous EPILOGUE to the

BEAUX of the Town.

L P. inv'. sculp. Price &. Published by Act of Parliament Printed in the

Year MDCCXLIX.
[ 1 749]

A BROADSIDE, comprising an engraving and two columns of verse in letterpress
below it. It is a satire on numerous follies and misfortunes which obtained about
the date of this publication.
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Below the design is, in letterpress, the following
"
Explanation ", with numbers

corresponding to those on the print :

"
1 . FOLLY, playing with his Pantin, in his Triumphal Car, drawn by a Butter-

fly, and a Locust, the Emblems of Pride and Poverty.
2. The POPE'S Jubilee l

anticipated at Uanelagh.

3. Signora Fribble.

4. Fireworks and Crackers in the G n P k.

5. Lond s Glorj ; Or the Man n House.

6. Towers, without a Spire at Westm r.

7. The bottomless Bridge.
8. Rope-dancing, A-la-mode de Paris. Or, Donna Jumpeda.
9. The Bruisers ; Or, Bi re's Amphitheatrical Operators.

1O, and 1 1. Castles in the Air, of Folly's own erecting.
12. The Bottle Conjuror; Or, the Miracle-Monger.

13. Don Jumpedo ; Or, the Conjuror out-conjur'd.

14. True Cocks of the Game; Emblems of our Bri sh Heroes."

Under the wheels of the car,
"

l ", are " The Whole Bible ", and " The

W7i(ole) Duty of Man ". Folly is a youth ;
for the " Pantin

"
see

" Pantin a la

Mode", No. 3017? for the probable ground for introducing the locust, see
" Locusts ", No. 301 8.

" 2 ", comprises a group of masqueraders dancing round

a May-pole.
"
3 ", is a female opera-dancer ;

" Fribble ", from which the name
was derived, was a male character in Garrick's farce,

" Miss in her Teens ", a piece
introduced in Jan. 1 747, see " The Modern Duel ", No. 2855 ;

and " Britannia

disturb'd", No. 3043. "4" shows an architectural screen, surmounted by
fireworks, see " The British Jubilee ", No. 3029, an allusion to the celebration

of rejoicings for the Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle.
"
5
"

gives the faqade of the

Mansion House, London, then recently erected. " 6
"

displays the west front

of Westminster Abbey, which the satirist thought should be completed by
the addition of spires.

"
7
"

is Westminster Bridge, with an arch broken, see
" The X. Plagues ", No. 3020 ;

one of the arches in this structure was found

not to be trustworthy.
" 8

"
is a rope-dancer, as in vogue at this date, with

a balancing-pole in her hands. "
9
"

shows pugilists engaging, see " The
Bruiser bruis'd", No. 3077.

" 10" and "ll" are castles, one lying side-

ways, poised on clouds.
" 12" is the Bottle Conjurer, see "The Magician",

No. 3022.
"
13" is

" Don Jumpedo ", or Harlequin disappearing down his own

throat, see "Don Jumpedo", No. 3023, and "A Companion to the Bottle ", &c.,

No. 3024. "14 ", shows two fighting cocks engaged in a battle.

The verses below the design are not worth transcribing ; they consist of com-

plaints as to the low and degenerated state of public taste, with allusions to

"B d" and "L e" as singers ; Hough, a performer at Cuper's Gardens, and
" Mr. F t ", or Samuel Foote.

7* X 4| in.

3069.

The Conduct, of the two B ***** rs.

[1749]

AN engraving wherein Britannia, murdered, is stretched on a table, and dissected

by the Duke of Newcastle, his riband inscribed,
" Undertaker General ", and

his brother, Mr. Pelham. The bowels of the victim, which are inscribed,
"
Miseries

Constitution Wants ^the just Sf right Succession Supplies Usurped Powerfrom

1 That is the year 1 7 50, appointed for a papal celebration
;

see " The
British Jubilee ", No. 3029 ;

" Miss Chudleigh ", No. 3030.
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the year 1 745 ", are wound round the barrel of a winch which is marked
" Saved Lestoch ", and " Plunder the Nation ". The blood which flows from the

body is licked up by the Hanoverian Horse, and inscribed,
"
all The Blood Sf Treasure

of y
e Nation this Animal Devours yearly". The blood runs to a pool inscribed,

" Intress in our Stocks ", and " National Debt". Britannia's arms, marked "
Cape

Breton", and " Gibralter ", are cut off and thrown on the ground. The cloth

under the victim is inscribed,
" The War ruined". A grenadier, with his cap in-

scribed " The Confectioner General ", is pointing to the statue of a king crowned

with laurel. Two genii hover above, bearing a palm branch and laurel wreath

entwined with thorns. Labels are attached to their mouths, and respectively in-

scribed,
"
Quifacitpur alium,facit per fie"

"
Quodfactum est per alium, factum est

per me." The Duke leans forwards, and, with intense interest, watches the winding
of the bowels of Britannia ;

Mr. Pelham guides the intestines from the corpse to the

winch, which two naked men are turning.

Below the design these verses are engraved :

" O England how revolving is thy State !

How few thy Blessing ! how severe thy Fate

O destin'd Nation, to be thus betray'd

By those, who Duty 'tis to serve and aid !

A griping vile degenerate Viper Brood,
That tears thy Vitals, and exhausts thy Blood.

A varying Kind, that no fixt Rule pursue,
But often form their Principles anew

;

Unknowing where to lodg Supreme Command
Or in the King, or Peers, or People's Hand.

Oh Albion, on these Shoulders ne'er repose
These are thy dangerous intestine Foes."

This is a satirical attack on the Duke of Newcastle and his brother Henry
Pelham, charging them with sacrificing England for the enrichment of Hanover,
whose emblematic Horse is feeding on the blood of Britain. The " Confectioner

General" was the Hanoverian commander at Dettingen, Baron Ilton, who asserted

that it was his duty to "preserve
"

the king's subjects ;
see the prints on that

subject, which are dated in this Catalogue, June 16, 1743. Cape Breton was
restored to France by the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle, and the cession of Gibraltar

was allowed to be discussed
;
see the entries dated May, 1 748.

The power of the brothers Pelham, it is intimated, had been a usurpation since

1745, when the resignation of Lord Carteret removed their only formidable rival
;

see "King Harry the IXth", No. 2588. The result of the trials of Admirals
Matthews and Lestock was, it is suggested, otherwise so utterly inexplicable that

it was attributed to undue ministerial influence.

The design of this print is derived from a Martyrdom, as represented by artists

late in the sixteenth century.
For the Duke of Newcastle, see " The Noble Game of Bob Cherry ", No.

2850; for Mr. Pelham, see "Modern Characters", No. 2829; for Lord
Carteret, Earl Granville, see

"
Bob-Cherry", No. 2851 ;

for Admirals Matthews
and Lestock, see " All Hands to a Court Martial ", No. 2682. A book entitled
" The Conduct of the two B rs vindicated ", was announced in

" The General
Advertiser ", Jan. 1 8. 1 749, p. 4, col. 2.

7^ X 10 in.
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3070.

The Conduct of the Two B * * * * * s.

[1749]

IN this engraved design the Duke of Newcastle and his brother, Mr. Henry
Pelham, are seated at a small round table, passing money through a gridiron.
Behind them are two asses dragging a dead lion by the tail. In the background
is a mansion.

Below the design these verses are engraved :

" The honest Fool finds Fault and Prates

Tis thus the B rs Heap Estates,

Ha ha Great Sir we have you fast.

The B rs said youve roar'd your last."

This engraving is the frontispiece to a satirical pamphlet, entitled
" A Tale of

Two Tubs, or, The B rs in Querpo ; being a Humorous and Satirical Description
of some principal Characters that have long shone, in this Hemisphere, like Stars of

the first Magnitude ;
but on being passed through a Poetical Alembick, are dis-

cover'd to be no better than stinking Meteors, engender'd in a Fog, and, after

glittering a-while, sink into a Caput Mortuum" 1749-
The text, which is in verse, gives an account of the supposed birth, parentage,

education, estate, and conduct of two brothers, evidently intended for the Duke of

Newcastle and Mr. Pelham. It alleges that the former obtained political influence

by treating electors with food, and giving bribes ofother forms. Likewise frequent
references to the politics of the period.

For the Duke, see
" The Noble Game of Bob Cherry ", No. 2850 ; for Mr.

Pelham, see " Modern Characters ", No. 2829.
8 x 6| in. Brit. Mus. Library, T. 1057,2.

3071.

"Bella horrida Bella!"

No PEACE for the WICKED : or WARS broke out in the

CITY.

Oxford: Printed in the Year 1749. [i?49]

A BROADSIDE, comprising an engraving and three columns of letterpress below it
;

the subject of the former is narrated in the latter, a ballad of ten stanzas :

"iv.

" The noisy God of Drunkenness

Jump'd into B n's tenth Bottle
;

And thence, with Harlequins Address,

Jump'd into B n's poor Noddle :

And then, and there, persuade did he,

Dull B n, for to be witty ;

And to oppose some Cocoa- Tree-

Healths, in the Loyal City."

It appears from the ballad that at a London City feast, Alderman Behn, or

Benn, proposed, in somewhat coarse terms, the health of the Pretender ; this was

remarked on by Alderman " W r ", as follows :

III. 3 D
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"VI.

" In harmless Words they parlied first
;

As ' You lie, Sir ; and you lie ;

'

4 Thou art a Scoundrel, W r :

' B n, thou art a meer Bully.
1

Then wanting Words to vent their Rage,

They're forc'd to come to Blows ;

W r lugg'd B n's Ass's Ears,

B n tweak'd W r's Nose."

These verses are printed at length in " The Foundling Hospital for Wit,"
Number VI. (1077. h. 27.), p. 83.

The print represents Alderman Behn prostrate on the ground, but still brandish-

ing a bottle; a dog, with his collar marked "Charls's Breed", is pulling off his wig.
From his pocket a letter has fallen, addressed " To Aid: 33 n Bedlim". Alder-

man W , who is very drunk, is tottering over Behn, and endeavouring to strike

him with a bottle.

A note says that Alderman Behn was President of the Hospitals of Bethlem

and Bridewell.

12 X 6 in.

3072.

GEORGE TAYLOR THE PUGILIST, WRESTLING WITH DEATH.
Plate I. (No. i.)

From an Original Sketch of HOGARTH'S in the Collection of
Mr

. Morrison.

Hogarth Delin 1
. Rd

. Livesay Fecit. Published March 1. 1782 by Rd
.

Livesay at Mrs
. Hogarths Leicester Fields. [Feb. 21, 1750]

THIS is an engraving in outline of an encounter between the pugilist named above

and Death, the latter is represented as a skeleton. Taylor, who was celebrated

for his skill in giving "a back fall", has overthrown Death and kneels on the

chest of the skeleton, holding up his right hand, and looking upwards as he does so.

In "The Genuine Works of William Hogarth", by J. Nichols, and G.

Steevens
; London, 1810, vol. ii., pp. 269-70, is an account of this print and the

boxer it represents. Taylor died Feb. 21, 1750. He was commonly called
"
George the Barber," and beat all the chief boxers except Broughton, who defeated

him easily. He was buried in Deptford churchyard. His epitaph is copied in the

above text.

In vol. iii., of the above-named work, p. 1 60, it is stated that the design
*
re-

presented by this print was intended to be engraved on Taylor's monument. The

original drawings were in the possession of the Earl (Marquis) of Exeter. " Dr.

Lort had Drawings in red chalk of the same subjects ".

See the sequel to this design, described with the same title,
" Plate II."

No. 3074.
There is a memoir of George Taylor, with a portrait, in "

Portraits, Memoirs,
and Characters of Remarkable Persons, from the Revolution in 1688 to the end
of the Reign of George II.", by James Caulfield; vol. ii., p. 207.

See "The Four Stages of Cruelty, Plate II." (No. 1.), 1751.

Mi X 9f .

1 See "
George Taylor, the Pugilist, overcome by Death, Plate n." No,

3074.
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3073. GEORGE TAYLOR, THE PUGILIST, WRESTLING WITH
DEATH. Plate I. (No. 2.)

GEORGE TAYLOR WRESTLING WITH DEATH.

From an original Sketch by HOGARTH in the Collection ofMr
MORRISON.

Hogarth del. Longmate fecit. Published by J. Nichols Sf C., Aug. 1. 1816.

[Feb. 21, 1750]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described in (No. l.), with the same
title and date, No. 3027. It was prepared to illustrate

" The Genuine Works of

William Hogarth", by J. Nichols, and G. Steevens; London, 1817, vol. iii.,

where an impression faces p. 1 60.

71- X Si in.

3074-

GEORGE TAYLOR, THE PUGILIST, OVERCOME BY DEATH.
Plate II. (No. i.)

From an Original Sketch of HOGARTH'S in the Collection of
Mr

. Morrison.

Hogarth Delirf. Rd
. Livesay Fecit. Published March 1, 1782 by Rd

.

Livesay, at M" . Hogarlhs Leicester Fields London. [Feb. 21,17 50]

THIS is an engraving in outline of an encounter between the pugilist named above

and Death ; the latter is represented as a skeleton. Taylor, who was celebrated

for his skill in giving
" a back fall ", has been overthrown by Death, and lies on

his back on the earth, still grasping the wrists of his conqueror, who stoops
over him. The design is therefore opposed to that described with the same title,

"Plate I." No. 3072.
For the history of the design and the man, see

"
Plate I. (No. l .)," as

above.

George Taylor died Feb. 21, 1750.

14^ X 10 in.

3075. GEORGE TAYLOR, THE PUGILIST, OVERCOME BY DEATH.
Plate II. (No. 2.)

GEORGE TAYLOR OVERCOME BY DEATH.

From an original Sketch by HOGARTH in the Collection of
M r

. MORRISON.

Hogarth del. Longmate fecit. Publish''d by J. Nichols fy C. Aug. 1, 1816.

[Feb. 21, 1750]

THIS engraving is a copy from that which is described as (No. 1 .), with the same

title and date, No. 3074. It was prepared to illustrate
" The Genuine Works of

William Hogarth", by J. Nichols, and G. Steevens; London, 1817, vol. iii.,

where an impression follows p. 1 60.
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A plate, giving a fac-simile of Hogarth's writing, of the epitaph on George

Taylor, follows this print in the volume named above.

7f X 5|r
I'M-

3076.

The MILITARY PROPHET I or A FLIGHT from PROVIDENCE.

Address'd to the FOOLISH and GUILTY, who timidly WITH-

DREW themselves on the Alarm of another EARTHQUAKE,

April 1750.
[April*, 1750]

THIS engraving represents coaches, carriages, and people on foot, crowding Picca-

dilly, in order to get out of London and escape an expected earthquake ;
behind

them, as if to hurry them forward, gallops an excited life-guardsman,
1

vociferating

and waving a flaming sword of "Prophecy". The crowd is passing the end of

St. James's Street, the top of the palace appears in the distance, and the sign of

the Horse, which Hogarth represented in " A Rake's Progress, Plate IV." No.

22O2, is at one corner of the street. By a mistake of the artist, the crowd is made

to be hurrying into London, instead of out of it.

This expectation of an earthquake created great terror, and its effect is happily

suggested by this design. Many coaches, the bodies of which are covered with

black leather fastened with brass nails, are hurrying to our left, mostly with one

or more footmen hanging on behind
;
the drivers flourish their whips, and con-

verse over the tops of the vehicles. In a carriage with four horses which occu-

pies the centre of the design, sits a very plump matron, likewise a nurse, who is

suckling a baby. The carriage has been stopped to take up the owner, a .totter-

ing old gentleman, who approaches, walking on two sticks. A little boy, dressed

like a man, with a sword and cocked hat, is entering the coach, assisted by the

lady, and followed by a dog. A smart young footman stands, hat in hand, before

his master, to hold back the coach door, and waits the old man's approach. On
the hammer-cloth is the owner's crest, consisting of a pair of stag's horns. The
driver looks behind him with a leer. The lady seems to regard her husband with

disdain. In a hackney carriage sit four females (harlots ?), three young and

exuberant, the other a stern and portly dowager (a procuress ?), who turns her

eyes askant at the guardsman, as above, as he dashes past the carriage. One of

the younger women pays no attention to him. Another, who is very plump, lays
her hand on her bust, as if to check the beating of her heart. The fourth

woman seems to be flirting with the driver. Behind this vehicle appears a

carriage bearing coronets, and occupied by an elderly lady and a young man ; the

latter lays his hand on his breast in speaking, and deferentially addresses his

companion. Two aged persons, who are in agonies of fear, follow the guardsman.
An old woman, who is accompanied by a young one, reads a broadside she has just

bought ;
the pair are in great terror. The seller of the broadside, a very fat and

hideous old woman, with her apron tied up in front and filled with papers, is

bawling her goods, holding a copy in each hand
;
on one of these is

" The Life

Guardma(n's) Prophecy ". The next group is on the other side of the carriage

waiting for its owner, and comprises an aged lady carrying a lap-dog and
attended by a young gentleman; she hurries forward in fear. An old mili-

tary officer, on whose arm leans a buxom and highly dressed young woman,
passes next in front

; these two are earnestly conversing. A young lady, who
points before her, turns to address the officer. The next group consists of a fat

1 The man's name was Mitchell.
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female, a tradesman's wife, who leads a little boy, the boy carrying a basket (of

provisions ?) ;
her husband, a haggard, thiii man, is loaded with a squalling baby.

Behind these, a man on horseback rides with a woman on the saddle behind him
;

she has a bundle in her lap. In front, an itinerant gin-dealer sells a glass of his

liquor to a man, who tosses the spirit down his throat. By his side is a big and

hungry-looking dog. A small bull-dog, intent on his own purposes, hurries in

the foreground. The open windows of the houses are filled with spectators.
Below the design are four columns of verse in letterpress, an admonition to

the guilty and vicious.

Horace Walpole, in his "Letter to Mann", Ap. 2, 1750, gave an account of

this panic :

" You will not wonder so much at our earthquakes as at the effects

they have had. All the women in town have taken them up upon the foot of Judg-
ments; and the clergy, who have had no windfalls for a long season, have driven

horse and foot into this opinion. There has been a shower of sermons and ex-

hortations. Seeker, the Jesuitical Bishop of Oxford, began the mode. He heard

the women were all going out of town to avoid the next shock, and so, for fear of

losing his Easter offerings, he set himself to advise them to await God's pleasure
in fear and trembling. But what is more astonishing, Sherlock,

1 who has much
better sense, and much less of the Popish confessor, has been running a race with

him for the old ladies, and has written a pastoral letter, of which ten thousand

were sold in two days ;
and fifty thousand have been subscribed for, since the two

first editions. I told you the women talked of going out of town: several families

are literally gone, and many more going to-day and to-morrow ;
for what adds to

the absurdity, is, that the second shock having happened exactly a month after

the former, it prevails that there will be a third on Thursday next, another

month, which is to swallow up London. I am almost ready to burn my letter now
I have begun it, lest you should think I am laughing at you ;

but it is so true that

Arthur 2 of White's told me last night that he should put off the last ridotto,

which was to be on Thursday, because he hears nobody would come to it. I have

advised several who are going to keep their next earthquake in the country, to

take the bark for it, as it is so periodic. Dick Leveson and Mr. Rigby, who had

supped and stayed late at Bedford House the other night, knocked at several

doors, and, in a watchman's voice, cried,
' Past four o'clock, and a dreadful earth-

quake
'

!

" "
I return to the earthquake, which I had mistaken

;
it is to be

to-day (Wednesday, Ap. 4, 1750). This frantic terror prevails so much, that

within three days seven hundred and thirty coaches have been counted passing

Hyde Park corner, with whole parties removing into the country. Here is a good
advertisement which I cut out of the papers to-day :

' On Monday next will be

published (price 6d.) A true and exact List of all the Nobility and Gentry who
have left, or shall leave, this place through fear of another Earthquake.' Several

women have made earthquake gowns ;
that is, warm gowns to sit out of doors all

to-night. These are of the more courageous. One woman, still more heroic, is

come to town on purpose : she says, all her friends are in London, and she will

not survive them. But what will you think of Lady Catherine Pelham, Lady
Frances Arundel, and Lord and Lady Galway, who go this evening to an inn ten

miles out of town, where they are to play at brag till five in the morning,
and then come back I suppose to look for the bones of their husbands and

families under the rubbish. The prophet of all this (next to the Bishop of

London) is a trooper of Lord Delawar's, who was yesterday sent to Bedlam. His

1 Thomas Sherlock, Master of the Temple ; Bishop, successively, of Bangor,

Salisbury, and, at this time, of London; see " A Papist", &c., No. 2667.
2 Mr. Arthur, founder and promoter of the club which still bears his name

;

see "A Rake's Progress, Plate IV.," No. 2202
;
"The State Weather-cocks ",

No. 202 1.
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colonel sent for the man's wife, and ask'd her if her husband had ever been dis-

ordered before. She cried, 'Oh dear! my lord, he is not mad now; if your

lordship would but get any sensible man to examine him, you would find he is

quite in his right mind.'" See likewise the same to the same, May 19, 1750.

The newspapers contain numerous advertisements of books, sermons, &c., referring

to the expected earthquake, e.g.
" This Day at Noon will be Publish'd. Price 4

d
.

The Second Edition, with a Preface, shewing the Absurdity of suffering Guards to

protect illegal Assemblies. Ranelagh Masquerade Balls, a bad Return for late

Deliverances, and an Omen of greater and impending Judgements, &c., Containing
1. The Presentment of the Grand Jury of Middlesex against Ridottos, Balls,

&c. 2. Extract from the late Bishop of London's (Dr. Gibson's) Sermon against

Masquerades. 3 Extract from the present Bishop of London's Letter on Occasion

of the late Earthquakes. 4. A Copy of the Paper pasted up last Sunday on all

the Churches and publick Places in London and Westminster, and Remarks upon
it. 5. Reasons why Persons of Prudence should not venture to go to the Mas-

querade at Ranelagh Gardens advertised for Wednesday the 1 5th Instant." ; see
" The General Advertiser ", May 7, 1 750, p. 3, col. 3.

This print is announced as " This Day is published, Price 6d
", with an

assurance that "Several of the principal Characters drawn from the Life", "By
B. Dickinson, at the corner of Bell-Savage-Inn, on Ludgate-Hill" ;

see "The
General Advertiser ", Ap. 1 2, 1 750, p. 3, col. 2. The same journal, May 2, 1 75>
p. 4, col. 1, announces the following work on this subject

" This Day is publish'd,
Price 6d

. The Military Prophet's Apology ; or, Probable Reasons for defering the

Earthquake, In a Letter to Dr. M n."

On the 8th of February, 1 7 50, about noon, a shock of an earthquake was felt in

London and Westminster, and some other places. It created considerable alarm,

but did little damage.
On the 8th of March, about five o'clock in the morning, another shock of an

earthquake was felt in the same district, of greater violence and longer continuance

than the former
;
a few houses were slightly damaged, some chimneys were thrown

down, and much china and glass was broken. See " The Gentleman's Magazine ",

1750, pp. 89, 137.
On the 4th of April,

" Incredible numbers of people, being under strong appre-
hensions that London and Westminster would be visited with another and more
fatal earthquake, on this night, according to the predictions of a crazy lifeguardman,
and because it would be just 4 weeks from the last shock, as that was from the

first, left their houses, and walk'd in the fields, or lay in boats all night ; many
people of fashion in the neighbouring villages sat in their coaches till daybreak ;

others went to a greater distance, so that the roads were never more throng'd, and

lodgings were hardly to be procured at Windsor : so far, and even to their wit's

end, had their superstitious fears, or their guilty consciences, driven them." " The
Gentleman's Magazine ", 1750, p. 184.

See "
Squire Ketch in Horrors ", No. 309 1 .

I3f X 7|; in.

3077-

The BRUISER BRUIS'D; Or, the Knowing-Ones Taken-in.

(No. I.)

[April 11, 1750]
THIS print represents a boxing stage, on which are two pugilists, and their seconds
or bottle holders

; numerous spectators occupy seats above and below the stage.
Slack, one of the combatants, has given a blow between the eyes of Broughton, his

antagonist, and decided the battle.
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Amongst the spectators is the Duke of Cumberland, who before this time had
been a supporter of Broughton ; but, fancying that on this occasion he had been

"sold," he turned his back on him, and thus occasioned his amphitheatre to be shut.

The duke is
" the peer of first rank

" who was reported to have lost l ooo. lie is

said to have lost much more. See " The Butcher's triumph ", No. 3079.
Below the design the following verses are engraved :

"
Vain-Glory shou'd be foil'd & Coxcombs known :

The Knowing Ones here thought to Gull the Town.
In Diffr'ent Mode's are England's Fools display'd
Some strut in Rags, some flutter in Brocade.

Those Who, abroad the Sword durst never use

At home their boasted Courage will abuse.

They run From Quiberon and Fontenoy,
But Here each other cowardly destroy.
The Prince of Bruisers by Vain Glory hurt,

Has laid at last, his Conquests in the Dirt

Where's now thy Cestus. All thy Triumph's gone,
Mourn for thy Motto, and thy Sign pull down."

Slack was a butcher and a good pugilist. It is said that Broughton had
threatened to horsewhip him for insolence. This provoked a challenge, which

Broughton slighted, so that, neglecting to train, he went to the ring in a bad condition.

At the commencement of the combat Broughton's superiority was evident
; but,

after a few minutes, Slack made a sudden jump, hit Broughton between his eyes,
which were immediately closed ;

and thus he, no longer able to see his antagonist,
was speedily beaten.

Wednesday April 11,17 5
"Was fought the grand boxing-match between the

famous Brovghton, master of the amphitheatre, hitherto invincible, and Slack the

butcher, of Norwich
;
before they began, Broughton gave Slack lO guineas to fight

him according to his promise, which Slack immediately betted against 1 OO guineas
offer'd against him. The first 2 minutes the odds were 2O to 1 on Broughton's

head, but Slack soon recovering himself beat bis adversary blind, and following his

blows obtain'd a complete victory in 14 minutes, to the great mortification of the

knowing ones, who were finely taken in, particularly a peer of the first rank, who

betting 10 to 1 lost 1OOO/. The money received at the door was 13OZ. besides

2OO tickets at a guinea, and half a guinea each, and as the battle was for the

whole house, 'tis thought that the victor cleared 6ooZ." " The Gentleman's Maga-
zine ", 1 7 50, p. 1 84.

Among the publications evoked by this encounter was " The Gymnasiad ; or,

Boxing Match, a Mock-Heroic Poem. Founded on the Battle between Mr.
John Broughton and Mr. Geo. Stevenson.", referring to a former fight ;

see

"The General Advertiser", April 11, 1750, p. 4, col. 2, and April 16, p. 3,

col. 3, for " The First Chapter of the First Book of the Lamentations of

Br ght on the Bruiser.", &c.

The print itself was announced as for sale thus "A humourous Print of ' The

Bruiser, bruis'd
; or, The Knowing-Ones taken in

'

", see " The General

Advertiser", Ap. 25, 1750, p. 4, col. 1. The "Second Part" of this print is

announced as follows in " The General Advertiser", May 1O, 1750, p. 3, col. 1,
"
being a humourous Print of the Butcher's Triumph", see that title, No. 3079.
For the subject, see "S k Triumphant", No. 3081; "The Butchers

triumph", No. 3079. For the Duke of Cumberland, see "Dinah relates her

distresses", 175?.

Hi X 7i-
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3078. The BRUISER BRUISED
; Or, the Knowing-Ones Taken-

in. (No. 2.)

According to Act 1750 Printed Sf Sold at E. Griffins Map Sf Printshop,

next the Globe Tavern in Fleetstrect Price 6d . plain. Coloured I
s
.

[April 11, 1750]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. l .), with

the same title and date, No. 3077. It is much less in the horizontal measure-

ment than the original. Broughton is on our right, Slack on our left. The

design has been reduced by omitting the group of spectators on, as reversed,

Broughton's side of the stage.

There is an impression from this plate, showing that the statements of the

prices, as above, had been imperfectly burnished out.

11^ X 71 i.

3079-

The BUTCHERS TRIUMPH, Of the WATERMEN in the DUMPS.

(No. i.)

[April 11, 1750]

AN engraving representing a street scene, with a crowd of watermen, butchers, and

others.
1

Slack, wearing a laurel wreath, is borne in triumph towards our right, and

on the shoulders of four butchers
;
under his chair is a bag of "

500", his winnings

by the battle with Broughton; in his hand is a purse of " 1O Guineas" which

Broughton gave him the evening before the fight, on his promising to keep the

engagement and fight. Other butchers accompany the procession, some with

marrow bones and cleavers
;
one says,

" The Jolly Butcher for ever Huzza "
!

another cries,
" Who'll buy a Coat 8f Badge

"
? others carry Broughton's water-

man's coat and cap ; another group shouts,
" A Boat to be Sold

"
;
behind is the

boat with a broom displayed, signifying that it is for sale
;

a man carries Brough-
ton's sculls. At the side is Broughton with his pockets turned inside out, biting his

fingers with vexation, and saying
"
Strip

1

d of all who'd have thought it ". A
butcher's dog is worrying a water-spaniel. A label in Slack's mouth bears,
" Veni Vidi Vici Latin for Latin ", referring to the inscription on the sign-
board of Broughton's house, see "

SI k Triumphant ", No. 308 1 . Slack was
a butcher, Broughton a waterman. Broughton, having elevated pugilism to a

science and held the "
championship

"
for twenty years, was beaten in this his last

fight by an accidental blow from a very inferior antagonist. A }'oung waterman,
who appears to have made a bet on the losing side, walks dejectedly in front,

with his fingers locked together ;
he says,

"
3 Curses Poverty Wife &f Child ".

Behind him, his wife belabours him, and screams " You'll lay Odds again you
Dog will you

"
? Pulling the skirt of this man is a little boy, who cries,

"
Daddy

I'm Hungry
"

!

Below the design the following verses are engraved :

"
Rejoice ye Scrans !

2 from ev'ry Quarter come !

See your brave Hero brought in Triumph home ;

Chuse your best Cleavers, pick the stoutest Bones,
And beat in Concert to the Bruiser's Groans.

1 See "The Bruiser bruis'd", No. 3077 ; and, for an account of Broughton," A Treatise upon the Useful Science of Defence ", by Capt. John Godfrey, 1 747
(534. i. 25/2).

2
Scrans, butchers.
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The Water Rats now all look pale & dull,

One's forc'd to sell his Boat, one pawn his Scull

Dismay'd they fret they bite their Thumbs & brawl,

Quite from Black Fryars to polite White hall.

Their Brother long had bore the Palm alone.

And in each Boxing Bout he rul'd the Town
;

Now mounts the Coat & Badge & now the Cap,

By laying Odds all lost at one curst Slap.
Thus Fools secure to their own Ruin run,
And Insolence at last is tumbled down :

Ye puny Watermen your Boasts give o'er,

For Slack ye jolly Butchers loudly roar
"

This print, or No. 3080, is announced in
" The General Advertiser ",

May 10, 1750, p. 3, col. l, as
" The Second Part of the Bruiser bruis'd, being

a humorous Print of the Butcher's Triumph ", &c.
;
see No. 3077.

For the subject, see "The Bruiser bruis'd", No. 3077 ;

"
SI k Triumphant",

No. 3081.

144- X 71- in-

3080. The BUTCHERS TRIUMPH
;

or the WATERMEN in the

DUMPS. (No. 2.)

Published according to Act of Parliament, by E. Griffin Map Sf Printsellcr

next the Globe Tavern Fleetstrcet London 1750. Price plain 6d.

Coloured I
s
. [April 11, 1750]

THIS engraving is a copy, reversed, from that which is described as (No. 1.),

with the same title and date, No. 3079. The copy is one and a quarter inches

less in the horizontal measurement than the original. The procession, in the

former, mores towards our left.

This may be the print the appearance of which is announced thus :
" This

Day is published", "The Second Part of the Bruiser bruis'd", &c., "Printed and
sold by E. Griffin", &c., as above; see "The General Advertiser", May 1O,

1750, p. 3, col. l.

13i X 7i in.

3081.

8L K Triumphant or B OK SE in Tears for his Masters

Defeat.

[April 11, 1750]

AN engraving, showing a room in a tavern
;

in the middle is
" Buckhorse ",

a pugilist, a pupil of Broughton's, whose name was John Smith, in the dress of a

Yeoman of the Guard, seated dolefully in an arm-chair, against which leans a

person holding a basket containing a pot and brushes, and bearing a three-

legged stool under his arm
;
he is a shoeblack. Slack, with a laurel-wreath

round his hat, and accompanied by a gentleman, enters the room. Through the

window is seen the sign of the tavern, a portrait of Broughton with the inscription
under it erased. It is probable that the Yeoman of the Guard is likewise meant
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to represent the Duke of Cumberland, a patron of Broughton ; and the verses

engraved beneath, as follows, contain political allusions :

" Ye Bruisers of the Town appear,

And mourn your Glory sinking here

Long have ye strove by various Arts

To trick the World and bost your Parts

Your Puffs in ev'ry Paper flew

And heedless Gulls to Slaughter drew

When Gaming Drinking or your W re

Had render'd ye quite low and poor
And Pockets could not shew a Souse

Then make a match Fight for the House
First you shall beat and next I'll win

Get the Fools Pence and then we'll grin
Thus have ye oft, when o'er your Bowls

In private talk'd ye jovial Souls !

Dame Preston first the sport begun
And Bandy-Stokes then push'd it on

To mention all such Heroes known
Wou'd mark ye all the Scum o' th' Town
In its first Rise 'twas scorn'd as mean
But our late Boxer chang'd the Scene

Eger of Fame and full of Pelf

Erects a stage to beat himself

What Whim possesd his Silly Brain

To make him mount that Stage Invain.

Full Twenty years the Palm he bore

And now his Laurel Crown is tore

The Laurel which bedcet his Brow

By Conquest is the Butchers now.

If for your Countrys Fame ye fight

Know Manhood is destroy'd by Spite

Party in all Things England rules

And Party Shews us to be Fools.

O sad Mischance
; by all unthought on,

A mortal Butcher has beat B t-n
;

And he in fifteen Minutes lost

What more than fifteen Battles Cost.

Erase the Motto from your Sign,
Where you in Lattin us'd to Shine ;

And never (but with conscious Shame)
Acknowledge your own real Name,
Your fame you got by Conqu'ring Tribes,
Tho' some with Blows, and some with B s,

Cock-sure of Conquest you began,
Whilst nought was heard but Ten to One.
You either Skill, or Strength, did lack,
T' oblige your Friends and beat John S k

;

For by a sad Disastrous Dash
You lost your Fame he got the Cash."

For the subject see "The Bruiser Bruis'd", No. 3077 ;
"The Butchers

triumph", No. 3079.

'3 X 7'-
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3082.

A Tryal who shall be Master (of the Horse).

Printed for Tom Collins near the Rubbing House According to Act of Parlia-

ment 1750. Price 6d. plain \
s
. Colour d \_Aug. 1750]

AN engraving, the scene a racing ground ;
on a column is a statue of a horse, to

which, as to a whining post, certain riders are galloping. On the first is the Duke of

Bedford, Secretary of State, with a pen in his hat, a purse hanging out of

his pocket. He says, "/ am not so near sighted^ but I can discern a Post"
Next rides a gentleman, remarking to the third rider,

"
Tie's an Old dab my

Lord, he was disciplined at L h d you know". The third rider replies,
" / did

not think his G had been so good a Jockey." Last, and a long way behind,

appears another competitor, crying, while he flogs his horse,
" / Expected to have

been better Mounted." In the gallery of a house near the goal stand the Duke of

Newcastle and Mr. Pelham
;
the latter observes,

" / Thought our Youngster would

be nearer winning as he has little or no weight." The Duke replies, "For that very
reason Brother, hell be distanced you'll see." Below stand Lord Hardwicke and

Lord Sandwich
;
the latter observes, "IfindI must quit y* Helm ofy

eA y, and lay

hold of y
e Helm of y

e
State ". Lord Hardwicke replies,

" Do so my Lord, and that

will make roomfor My Son in Law", i. e. Lord Anson.

Below the design these verses are engraved :

" All Coursers, the First Heat with Vigor Run,
But 'tis with Whip and Spur, the Race is Won. Congreve."

On August, 2, 1750, died the Duke of Richmond, Master of the Horse : the

contest here represented was to decide who should be his successor. The post
was offered to the Duke of Bedford, and it was said he would have accepted it,

if he might nominate as his successor in the Secretaryship the Earl of Sand-

wich
;

had this been concluded, Lord Anson would have succeeded (as he after-

wards did) Lord Sandwich as First Lord of the Admiralty. Lord Sandwich holds

a cricket bat in his hand, referring to that game, of which he was fond
;
he is said

to have secured the favour of the Duke of Bedford by making cricket matches at

Woburn
; see " The Recruiting Serjeant," Ap. 1757.

For the Duke of Bedford, especially with reference to " L h d ", i. e.

Lichfield, where he was flogged, see " A Sight of the Banging Bout ", No. 2863 ;

and, in general, see "
Byng Return'd ", July 26, 1 756. For the Duke of New-

castle, see
" The Noble Game of Bob Cherry", No. 2850. For Mr. Pelham, see

" Modern Characters ", No. 2829. For Lord Anson, see "
Byng's Ghost ", March,

1757. For Lord Hardwicke, see the same. For the Earl of Sandwich, see " The

Recruiting Serjeant", April, 1 757.

>3 X Sin.

3083.
ST

. JAMES'S ; IN OCTOBER, THE K AT H
, MDCCL.

Published by T. Fox in the Old Baily, according to act of Parliament.

Price 6rf
. Cold . I'. [Oct. 1750]

THE purpose of this engraving is to display the dissatisfaction of various classes at

the long absence of the king. He left London April 1 6, 1 750, and did not return

till November 4, and, at the date of this print, he had been absent six months.

Discontent is exhibited by various groups, as described below.

Two sentinels at the gate of St. James's Palace say, respectively,
" God send him
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safe home ", and "
Oy! we shall Peck then ". A sweep enters the gate unheeded,

calling
"
Sweep for the Soot Ho ", i. e. without pay. Men pass by, bearing the coffin

of " TRADE ". A landlady at the door of " Sr. JAMES'S COFFEE HOUSE." asks,
" What

Col' on guard"? i. e., she thus intimates her ignorance, and shows that there

were no officers about the Court to frequent her house. A landlord of the "THATCHU

HOUSE " Tavern inquires,
" Genfs why dont you Subscribe for the Birthday

Dinner." He holds a paper inscribed,
"

2* . 6* A I m Luc s Jones ".

The landlady of the " GLOUCESTER" Hotel laments, "Few Whetters from
Court now". Tradesmen severally protest, "Seven Months in twelve is too

hard indeed" ; one says, "Not a Suit bespoke yet", this is a tailor; a hatter

deplores,
" Nor a Hat "

;
a wig-maker rejoins,

" Not a Tye, Major or Brig,

bespoke ". Another tradesman replies to the landlord of the " Thatched House "

tavern's invitation to subscribe to the Birthday dinner,
" / can't afford it Trade is

dead." A knife-grinder says,
" God save great George our King Sfc / wish he

was here tho' -for they seem to want meat more than Knives ". On his barrow is

" The K s Grinder is here ", and
"
Mary Mary now's your time to have a Grind ".

A ballad seller cries,
" The last Dying speech of Macleane ", who was executed for

highway robbery, Oct. 3, 1 7 50 ;

1 and "Dam 'um they are all Poverty Struck ". Two
courtesans remark, one,

" so Sister Ihope you have been finely Diverted during his

M s absence
"

;
the other,

" Well Sister and I hope you have not been->-

quile Jdie ". A young man standing near ogles these women. Two gentlemen

severally say,
" Dim me my Lord if I know how to kill time now the K abroad ",

and "
Marry as we have done and you'll find Employment Enough ". Another

gentleman says,
" What a Mallancholly appearance is here Fll out of Town now

these weddings are over". This may allude to the marriages of the Marquis
of Granby, which took place Sept. 3, and of Lord Guernsey, Oct. 6, 1750.

A man, with a barrow filled with pigs' heads, is crying,
"
Hog's Heads, Maws and

Chitterlins Cow Heels and Black Puddings Cheap, Cheap Ho
"

; by this we are

to understand that there was no one remaining in London who wanted better fare.

A Savoyard appears in the corner of the design with his hurdy-gurdy and dancing

girl, he says,
"A Long-don dare be nutting at all to be got here Bcgar ". Two

shoeblacks protest they are "
Sturvdfor want of Bread".

12-f- X 8^ in.

3084.

THE SURPRISEING BETT DECIDED.

Printed for Carington Bowles, at N. 69 in S'. Pauls Church Yard. 61

[Dec. l, 1750]

THIS is an engraving, showing the interior of a room where seven men are

standing and enveloped in a waistcoat which a man buttons about the group.
Two other men stand on our left, looking with interest and surprise at the

proof of the capacity of the waistcoat. One of the latter two says :

" Sir you'll
allow that to be Fair." His companion replies :

" / do Sir, 8f to me beyond Im-

magination." On the wall is a picture of a very fat tradesman, wearing an apron.
Below the design the following description is engraved .

" A View of

Decideing the Wager between Mr
. Codd and Mr

. Hants of Maldon in the

County of Essex, which was that 7 Men where actually with great ease on the

first day of December 1750. in the House of the Widow Day the Black Bull in

Maldon aforesaid, button'd within the Waistcoat of Mr
. Bright deceas'd, late

Shop Keeper of the same Town."

9f x J 2 M.

See " The Four Stages of Cruelty, Plate IV." (No. l.), 1751.
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3085.

STAND COACHMAN, OR THE HAUGHTY LADY WELL
FITTED.

Taken from Fact, and Published according to Act of Parliament for J.

Wahelin in Flower de Luce Court, Fleet Street. Price 6d. l 750.

[1750]

THE subject of this print is described in the following lines engraved below it :

" At a Toy Shop hard by Charing Cross t'other Day,
A Lady's Coach stood quite across the Foot Way :

A Person did civily th' Coachman intreat

To pull up, and let him pass over the Street
;

But being that Favour most rudely denied,

By John on the Box, and his Lady beside
;

The Gentleman finding that words wou'd not do,

He ope'd the Coach Doors, and genteely went thro' :

The Mobb seeing this, they all laugh'd at the Whim,
And swore 'twas as free for the rest, as for him

;

So hoisting each other, just like a Ship's Crew

Bespatter'd and dirty, began to march thro' :

The Lady much ruffled, soon alterd her Tone,
And call'd to her Coachman in haste to move on :

'Tis hop'd the fair Ladies from hence will beware,
How they stop a Free Passage with such haughty Air."

The design represents a large, high, gilt and carved coach, slung on straps
after the mode of the day in question, and of which there is a complete example
in the South Kensington Museum. This vehicle is drawn to the street curb

before the door of a toy-shop, each of the numerous panes in the windows of

which is occupied by a single toy. Two large oil lamps are placed, one on either

side of the shop-door. The lady is within the carriage, a foot-passenger is in

the act of traversing the interior of the vehicle, much to the discomposure of the

inmate, who, half rising hi her seat, holds up her skirts to protect them, and, in

doing so, shows the whole of one of her legs to the knee. Another man, who is

very fat, is about to follow the intruder
;
he is hoisted by his neighbour, a tall,

thin individual. Behind these are two more men, one of whom looks like a

farmer; the other resembles a porter, and bears a large bundle on his back. Two
women, one of whom wears a hoop of vast extent, and a gentleman in a laced

cocked hat, are behind the last-named group. These persons are laughing at

the rebuke bestowed on the insolent lady. A chimney-sweep is laughing as he

passes, evidently with the intention of traversing the coach
; likewise a little,

deformed man, a newsvendor, who carries a parcel which is labelled " DALY
ADVERT" (iser), under his arm. A dog, belonging to the fat man, is about to

leap into the carriage. A crossing-sweeper, at whose belt hangs a somewhat

bulky basket, is laughing at the scene. A French hairdresser carries a wig-box

poised on his hands, and laughs ;
likewise a woman, an itinerant Savoyard musi-

cian, with a rote slung at her back, who stands on our right.

In the background, on our left, is an inn, with a sign, probably meant to

represent the statue of Charles the First at Charing Cross, swinging before it.

This print was announced as follows, in "The General Advertiser", Jan. 18,

1751, p. 2, col. 3, as " This Day will be Published, Price 6d. STAND COACHMAN;
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or, The Haughty Lady well fitted. A Humorous PRINT
;
Occasioned by a

Lady's Coach standing Cross the Footway, at a Toyshop, at the bottom of the

Ilaymarket, Charing Cross", &c.,
" Taken from real Fact", &c.

10| X 7 in.

3086.

A PRESENT TO HANOVER for the Year 1750.

London printedfor John Ryall in Fleetstreet Price. Plain 6d . Colrd
. \

s
. [1750]

AN engraving. Beneath is the explanation :

"
King George the 2d seated in the Presence Chamber at Herenhausen, in

resplendent Majesty, having four Crowns on his Head, viz. those of England, Scot-

land, France & Ireland, besides the Electoral, which is placed first, as being his

first Inheritance; the Apartment adorn'd with maps, emblematically shewing his

extensive Dominions, & Titles, which altogather gives him a Lustre two degrees

beyond the Popes boasted Triara."

The king is receiving a letter marked "An Express ", from one of his ministers';

on the ground before him lies the map of " Scotland ". Two of the pictures on

the wall severally represent the British Lion and the Hanoverian Horse. Four

maps represent "England", "Ireland", "France", "Hanover Bremen Verden

Dalm Oldenberg ". Through the window is seen the fountain in the garden at

Herenhausen.

This print is announced in " The General Advertiser", April 25, 175O, p. 4,

col. I, as " This Day is publish'd", and " Printed and Sold by E. Griffin Map and

Print seller, Fleet Street."

1 2 x 8f in.

3087.

HANOVER Over.
" The CONFERENCE. Pour Parler entresien"

[1750]

THE object of this engraving is to enumerate the many evils inflicted on England by
its connection with Hanover. A great number of persons are crowded in groups
in a place of public resort, and conversing on public affairs. The speeches are not

characteristic of the speakers, nor do they form a conversation
;
we may take

them in order, beginning on our left :

" A Bridge without a Foundation ", alludes

to the sinking of one of the piers of Westminster Bridge, see
" The X Plagues of

Egypt", No. 3020;
" Contraband trade by means of Gib r", explains itself;

"
Subsidy Treaty El. Bavaria, annualy 4O,OOO Sterling

"
;

this sum was granted to

retain the interest of that Elector in an attempt to secure the choice of the son of

the Emperor Francis Stephen I. as King of the Romans, as a preliminary to his

succession to the Empire ;
"And a private Convention evert/ 3 Months"; "Durable

Frenchship to Continent ";
" 6000 Foot to defend Han r ";

"
to be ofthe Han r

Side at the Elec1

College. ";
"
if he is attacKd to be Indemnified ";

"
to lastfor 6

years";
"

Tranquility of the North ";
" not to give Umbrage to any Power ", this

person is on his knees to the last speaker ;

"
They must be quiet fy starve without

Struggling";
" Han r tacKd to the North of Scotland";

" The Objects noty' Con-
cerns ofEngland";" Expensive foreign Alliances"; "give the Herring Fishery to

the Dutch ";
" Private Infrest before Publick";

"
to Vote for y

e Arch Dicke, King of
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the Romans";
1 "Drain of the Nations Wealth for foreign Influence ";

"
Corrup-

tion chief Trade in Vogue ", and " Burthensome Engagements with foreign
Dominions ".

Below the design these verses are engraved :

" How great must Britain's Influence appear,
While from it Germany expects an Heir ?

How vast her Wealth, domestick Votes to buy,
And Spare to purchase for a great Ally ?

Yet, who can wonder that such things have past ?

'Tis the first Traffick that Supports the last,

If Freeborn Voices are in Senate sold,

And when the Court demands, we give our Gold,
'Tis nothing strange what Hanover has done,
Or that Eight Princes should depend on One,
But were for England Englishmen concern'd,

And were th' Elect'rate by the Kingdom spurn'd,
'Twould be a wonder by the World confess'd,

If then the Poorest could corrupt the rest"

The general discontent at the injurious influence of German politics broke out

very strongly at this tune in reference to the expenses entailed on England to
" secure the succession of the imperial dignity to the Archduke Joseph, eldest

son and heir to the reigning emperor." See T. Smollett's "History of England",
Book in., ch. i., 42.

1 2f X 6i in.

3088.

(Sir Horatio Mann.)
Qui se humiliat exaltabitur

Chi si Umilia salta salta

n". 13 Se ipsum pinx : Sf sculp : [175]
AN engraving showing Sir Horace Mann, the British Envoy at Florence, with the

horns, ears, and body of an ox, with a bell hung round his neck, lying down in a

field. Florence, where Sir H. Mann, H. Walpole's correspondent, lived, is in the

distance.

13* X 93- .

3089.

The Naval Nurse, or Modern Commander.

A Satire on unjust promotion in the Navy.

Invented 8f Engraved by R Attwold Published according to Act of Parlia-

ment March 28'*. 1750. Price 6d.

[1750]

THIS is an engraving representing the stern cabin of a ship at sea. At a table,

with a punch-bowl, bottles, and a glass before him, sits a lean youth, wearing a

prodigiously large hat ;
he has one foot on a cannon, leans his cheek on his hand,

1 This person receives money from the last speaker.
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arid, in an insolent manner, frowns and stares at a much older, bigger, and stronger

man, his naval " nurse ", or an officer of experience over whose head he has been

promoted, and who performs the responsible part of the duty in command of the

ship. Bowing before the insolent lad, who has summoned him with a hand-bell,

the elder person says,
" S r

your Commands ". The captain says,
" See Jack Sprit-

sail have another Dozen Deme."

Below the design the following lines are engraved :

" From Mid
;

to Lieutenant,

Bluff, quickly doth rise
;

Then next gets Command

By the Aid of a Prize.

By Brave Warren & such

Our Foes were Opprest ;

And not by Boy Captains
Just wean'd from the Breast."

For Admiral Sir Peter Warren see
" The Two Shilling-Butcher", No. 2860.

6| X 7 jr
*

3090.

The Theatrical Steel-Yards of I 750.

Patrick O Brian Sculp. Published 27'* April 1751. [J75O]

FROM the mask of a satyr is suspended a great steelyard, and in the mouth is

a riband inscribed
" rorus MUNDUS AGiT HISTRIONEM".

At one end of the steelyard is Garrick waving his helmet triumphantly, and

weighing down the united performers at Covent Garden Theatre, not wanting the

additional weight of Queen Mab, whom Woodward, as Harlequin, is ready to place
on the hook prepared for her. On the other side, rising, are Mrs. Woffington,
Mr. Barry, Mr. Quin as

" Falstaff ", and Mrs. Gibber. On the ground, in great

distress, is Rich, with an ample coat thrown over his harlequin dress. He was

the manager of Covent Garden Theatre, and grieved to see Garrick alone more
attractive at Drury Lane Theatre than those actors who appeared at his own
theatre. He was also grieved to find in Woodward so formidable a rival as a

harlequin, in which character he had attained reputation.
For Garrick, see "The Festival of the Golden Rump", No. 2327 ; "The

Theatrical Contest ", No. 2599. See the latter entry for several of the other

persons in question; for Rich see " The Stage's Glory ", No. 1869.
12 x 82-in.

SQUIRE KETCH in HORRORS. OR The Sneering Apparitions.

Printed Sf Sold at E. Griffins Map 8f Printshop, next if Globe Tavern, in Fleet

Street, Price 6d
, Plain, Coloured I

s
. [175O]

AN engraving of Jack Ketch in irons, seated at a table in a cell in Newgate.
On the table is a book inscribed " Shurlock on Death "

;
on the ground is another

volume, "Reflections on the Late Earthquake". Before the executioner stand the

spirits of Simon, Lord Lovat, and several other rebels, holding their heads in their

hands to terrify Ketch. Those of Towneley and Fletcher are on poles. A
spectre, who retains his head on his shoulders, and with one forefinger indicates
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that he has been hanged ; with the other forefinger he points to a drawing on the wall

representing a triple gallows with suspended bodies of those who were executed
on " KENINGTON" Common.

Below the design the following lines are engraved :

" Shame & Disgrace thus wait on Murder done
;

When Men y
e
Fact, lament, they can't atone

;

The Secret Guilt within exerts it's Sting ;

For what Excuse for Death can rashness brin^ !O
You who by Law both aided, & compell'd,
So many Noble Heads have lately fell'd;

In Others seen what end their folly draws
;

You thus to turn a Rebel to those Laws !

Here in thy lonely Cell expect thy Doom ;

Whilst ghastly Spectres from all Quarters come.

Let Simon grin whilst Horrors shake thy soul,

And start aghast at each uplifted Pole
;

They point y
e Gallows & their Friends they shew,

As justly thinking now it Groans for You,
And then w th

gladsome Smiles their Heads-Man greet,

Mayst thou for them w th

proper Vengeance meet."

For Lord Lovat, see " Lord Lovat counting the Clans on his Fingers ", No.
2801

;
for Towneley and Fletcher, see "Townley", &c., No. 2799; for "Re-

flexions on the late Earthquake ", probably a well-known production of Thomas

Sherlock's, Bishop of London, see " The military Prophet ", No. 3076 ;

" Shur-

lock on Death" doubtless refers to Dr. William Sherlock's "Discourse on
Death "

as popularly called, and correctly styled,
" A practical Discourse con-

cerning Death ", which was first published in 1689, and frequently reprinted; for

Thomas Sherlock, see "Blessed be the Lord", No. 2139; for Dr. William

Sherlock, see " A Papist", &c., No. 2667.
8 x 9; IB.

3092.

The Chevalier Du Halley Descazeaux drawn by Publick Fancy, walking

(Sick & Stout) Prisoner for Debts (fy without Debts) in the

Fleet Prison.

I.Mc
, A * * *

fecit et perfecit,fr(om) thefamous Painting in y
e
. Flee(t) [ 1 750]

A PRINT, being a full-length portrait of the "
Chevalier", wearing a long beard,

cocked hat edged with feathers ;
his walking stick is surmounted by the figure

of a dove having the head of a serpent, on the cord of the stick is engraved :

" SERPENS COLUMBA ". He is in the act, by means of his left fore-finger, of

pulling down the lower lid of his left eye, a vulgar action, expressive of the per-
former's notion that he is a very cunning person. He wears, as is shown by the

opening of his unbuttoned coat, the same object, like the jewel of an order of

knighthood, which occurs in the earlier portrait, described as
" Le Chevalier," &c.,

No. 2852, it Is, probably, a die, here looking like a prism, in a metallic mount.

A spaniel leaps at the man's left knee; three ribands are attached to the

collar of the animal and bear, respectively, "FIDELIS", "FIDELI", "FWENS".
A dog, distinguished similarly to the above, occurs in the portrait of the same

person, which is described as
" The Chevalier", &c., c. 1760.

III. 3 E
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The above title is engraved over the head of the figure. Below the figure

are the following couplets :

" It is here indeed (without Vanity.)
The Form of a Great Man in Adversity."

"
Cy vous voyes en Verite,

Vn Grand Homme en Adversite."

Below the couplets, and printed from a separate plate, is a shield of arms, the

same as that described in " Le Chevalier", &c., No. 2852, and here named " The

Hereditary acquired and Conquered Coat of arms of the Chevalier Du Halley
Descazeaux". The following lines accompany the shield :

At the top :

"
Discite,justitiam,populi, reges que tremendi, post ilium, reges qui, ct populos,

judicat"
Below :

" Herentem capiti, non temnas Roma, Coronam,
Hanc mihi, vox Populi, vox dedit ergo Dei.

Hos ergo versiculos fed, sim dignus Honore,

Carcere, pro Christo, quam mihi, summus Honor !
"

On our left is :

" Pro Rege, et Patria, Patiens,

Semperque Laborans
"

and, on our right :

"
Egregii Exilii sit mihi semper amor."

The engraver's name was, of course, M Ardell, the famous engraver after

Reynolds; see "The Chevalier", &c. c. 1760.
See an account of Descazeaux in "

Curiosities of Biography," by R. Malcolm :

1 855(1 0,603 f.).

The figure, 67 X 7 in. The armorials, 3^- X 3f in.

3093.

THE Newcastle Cockfighter.

[1750?]

THIS etching shows the half-length figures of a man and woman, both in profile to

our left. The latter is following the former and reproaching him with marital

neglect. The former says
" / am both Cock and hen Peck'd"

;
his hair is tied

with a bag behind his head, in the bag is a cock, with its head protruding ;

from the bird's beak issues a label, with "My Master has many Cocks but they are
all of the Bastard Breed".

The woman, who is young but not handsome, says
" / Want thy Care and not

thy Advice".

7|- X 61- in.

3094.

TWO SATIRICAL PORTRAITS, UNKNOWN, INCLUDING AN ANA-
MORPHOSIS.

[c. 1750]

Tms is a mezzotint engraving, comprising, within two adjoining ovals, bust por--
traits of a young lady, and of a gentleman, placed face to face. The former
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appears in profile to our right, and displays a hood lined with fur, or trimmed with

lace ;
her velvet mantle or gown is edged with fur

;
her under dress is cut low on

the bosom, and trimmed with lace. Her forehead is hydrocephalic, or very pro-

minent, her nose is turned up at the base. The gentleman is placed in three-

quarters view to our left, and holds a large ladle or convex mirror
; by placing

this near his eyes he obtains an anamorphic representation of his companion's
face which corrects its convexity. He wears a velvet coat trimmed with fur, and
on his head a cap ;

in the background is an arch.

4- X 3 -

3095-

FAT MAN UPSET LIKE A TURTLE.

Hogarth Delin1
. Livesay Fecit. Publish'd by J. Nichols 8f C. Oct. l . 1 8 1 6.

[c. 1750]

THIS print represents a very fat man fallen on his back on the ground, and

struggling to rise
;

his figure is foreshortened to our left
; one of his feet is

raised in the air, he bears up his body on his right hand.

An impression occurs in " The Genuine Works of William Hogarth ", by J.

Nichols, and G. Steevens ;
vol. iii., 1817, facing p. 159.

8f X 5t ^.

3096.
Female curiosity.

Hogarth pinx?. T. Ryder sculp*. Pub. for S. Ireland May l . 1 799.

[c. 1750]

THIS engraving represents a landscape in which a young man lies sleeping, with

his dress slightly disarranged ;
four young women, one of whom carries a band-

box and stoops over the sleeper, look at him with great interest.

This print was prepared for
"
Graphic Illustrations of Hogarth", by Samuel

Ireland; vol. ii., 1799, facing p. 96.

It is among the works ascribed to Hogarth by S Ireland.

There is an impression from this plate, taken before the writing was engraved.

5 X 4w.

3097-
Painters room.

Hogarth pinx'. Ryder dir'. Pubd. for S. Ireland June 1 1797. [c. 1750]

THIS engraving represents the interior of an artist's painting room, with the

artist sitting at his easel and taking the portrait of a young lady. An
accident causing the easel to slip, the painter eagerly strives to save the

picture from injury ;
a little dog, aroused by the confusion, barks violently, the

lady, whose lover is present, faints, or pretends to faint, the lover rushes

forward to support her and clasps her waist with his arm. A lady and three

gentlemen are in the room, besides the above.

This print was prepared for Samuel Ireland's
"
Graphic Illustrations of
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Hogarth", 1799, vol. ii., where an impression faces p. 97. It is among the

designs ascribed to Hogarth by S. Ireland.

There is an impression from this plate, with the design but slightly advanced

beyond an outline.

4 X w.

3098.
THE FIRE-EATER.

PL. LXXX. Hogarth del
1
. D. B. Pyet. sculp*. London Published as the Act

directs by Robert Scholey 46 Paternoster Rou\ [c. 1750]

THIS engraving is professedly after a picture by Hogarth, and represents several

men and women standing about a mountebank who is pretending to eat fire. The
scene is the market-place of a country town, before a house from the front of

which hangs a signboard painted with a phoenix. A butcher, a drummer, several

boys and women constitute the groups.
This plate was engraved to illustrate "The Works of William Hogarth",

by Thomas Clerk; London, 1810, vol. ii., where an impression faces p. 69.

The plate was used again for "The Works of William Hogarth", London, 1837,
vol. ii., where an impression faces p. 104.

4^ * 3i "* Brit. Mus. Library, 1402. k. 25.

3099-

SOLSULL A MAKER OF PUNCHES FOR YE ENGRAVERS FROM
A SKETCH BY HOGARTH IN THE POSSESSION OF SAM:
I RELAND.

Hogarth del1
. S. I. fee

1
. 1781. Published March I

st
. 1786, by W.Dickenson,

N. 158, New Bond S1
. Jc. 1750]

THIS is an engraving, slightly more than an outline, of the half-length figure of

a man in profile, whose head was hydrocephalic, had lost, or never possessed
teeth. He wears a wide-brimmed hat. Over this head is another, likewise in

profile, wearing a hat with plumes, and distinguished from the former by its

intellectual and energetic characteristics.

3100.
Tremamondo (?)

W.F.
[c. 1750]

THIS etching represents at full-length, in profile, an old man walking towards our

right, and using a stick with a crutch-handle. He wears an exceedingly broad-
rimmed hat, with the rim rolled up at the sides, in the manner of a Spanish
hat, and his hair is very long, falling in masses on his shoulders. He has a loose

coat, which reaches to mid-leg.
The above title is written, in pencil, below the plate mark of this etching.

3i x 5*
'
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3101.

FEMALE TERROR, OR FLOGGING TOM.

Published as the Act directs Price 6d. [c. 1 750]

THIS print represents a man standing in the foreground, holding in one hand a

curry-comb for a horse, and, in the other, a birch rod
;
he wears a turban,

a piece of linen is on his shoulders like a short cloak. Behind, a young
woman, who appears to have been flogged, is walking away, holding a handker-

chief to her eyes and weeping violently.

Below the design the following lines are engraved :

" What madness Tom has thus inflam'd thy mind

Te Vent thy fury on the Female kind

Take My Advice thy Cruelty forbear

Nor Lash or Curry More the hapless Fair.

Persue a Nobler Game & you'll be Great

With Vengeance Flog our M-rs of State

Curry their Haunches '
Till you make them roar,

And all the Nations will Cry out Encore."

Probably the man satirized here was a military officer, the scene may have

been intended to represent a barrack-yard.
61 X 6f in.

3102.

PORTRAIT (of Mr. Neale, Engraver?)
[c. 1750]

AN anonymous etching, showing the head of a gentleman in profile to our right,

wearing a long queue ; his hair is in puffs at the sides of his head
;
he has a tight

cravat. This is a caricature-portrait, and said to be that of "Mr. Neale, engraver."
If this is correct it does not refer to J. P. Neale, who was born in 1 770, whereas

this person wears the costume of c. 175- The gentleman had "a turned-up"

nose, long upper-lip and chin, small eyes, and a retreating forehead.

3-g-
X 4 i.

A MONK CONFESSING A WOMAN.

Moroone pinx : [c. 1 7 50]

THIS is a mezzotint engraving, and represents the interior of a monastic cell, with

a monk seated in a large chair, with arms and a high back to it, admonishing
with the upraised forefinger of his left hand a woman who kneels beside him on

our left
;

with his right hand the monk appears to be acting indecently. The
woman holds the tips of her gloved hands together, and looks imploringly at the

monk
;

she wears a white hood or kerchief under a black one, and a mantle

of lace, likewise two patches on her cheeks. Both figures are full length. At
the feet of the monk lie a large cross and an open book

;
on the wall are a holy-

water stoup and a picture of the cross.
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This print is in No. 234, in the seventh volume of the "
Burney Collection of

Theatrical Portraits", where it is described as comprising a portrait of " Mrs.

Russell", a comedian. For similar satires see " Converte Angliam", No. 1146;
" A Monk confessing a Woman", No. 1263 ;

and latter title, No. 1413.

8 X 1 Oi in.

3104.

The BEAU MONDE in Sf
. JAMES'S PARK.

L. P. Boitard inv
1
et scu. [c. 1750]

AN engraving, showing the Mall in St. James's Park, Westminster, with part of

Buckingham House in the background. Below the design the following is

engraved:
" The ruling Passion, be it what it will

The ruling Passion conquers Reason still.

POPE."

The Mall comprises many figures of promenaders; on our left are two gentle-

men, walking with their backs towards us, one of them has an enormous bag
attached to the back of his wig, it extends across his shoulders from armpit to

armpit, its wings are wider than his shoulders. The skirts of the other gentle-

man's coat are extremely full, and divided to the middle of the wearer's back
;

a broad band of gold (?) lace descends from the collar of his coat to the dividing

point of the skirts, where it likewise divides and the halves continue to the

bottom of the skirts. Two similar bands of lace encircle the shoulders of the

wearer. The edges of the vast cuflTs, which are turned up to the elbows, of this

garment are marked with lace in this manner. The hats of these gentlemen
are under their arms. In front of this pair is one (a footman ?) whose

cuffs reach higher than to his elbows
;

a sort of cape hangs on his back from his

shoulders to his waist, he has a very small hat on the top of his head, his

wig, if he wears one, is small, and appears to be powdered. The sleeve of his

shirt is shown on his lower fore-arm, the sleeve of the coat not extending to the

wrist. He carries a very large and heayy stick, the knob of which was carved to

resemble a human head and face. Another man, dressed similarly to the last-

named one, and carrying a stick of the like kind, is walking in the middle of the

design. Two young women, with full busts very much exposed, and having their

waists strongly compressed by stays, walk arm and arm in the background ; they
are unaccompanied by a gentleman, are demonstrative in their attitudes and
dress

;
each carries a fan, and wears a small " milkmaid's" hat.

On our right, near the front, is another young woman of the same class
;
near

to this damsel, who wears long gloves, and shoes with very high heels, is a young
gentleman in the act of taking a pinch of snuff from his snuff-box, while he turns

half round to look at his female neighbour ;
he wears large tongues to his buckled

shoes, a laced vest, with pockets, extends to his knees, over this is a coat having
extremely wide cuffs ; at his right wrist a walking stick, or cane, is suspended by a

cord, the head of the stick turns to a hook. He wears a very large black cravat.

In the centre of the design are two gentlemen, one of whom is very short, the

other is very tall, their costumes and attitudes are grave and observant. Pro-

bably these figures are intended for those of satirists who study the follies of their

day.
As to the view given here see " A Perspective View of Buckingham House in

S*. James's Park," dated 1746, in the "Crowle", Pennant's "Some Account of

London", in the Print Room, No. 168, vol. v.
; "The Queen's House, St.

James's Park," No. 167, and "The Promenade in St. James's Park", No. 53,
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in the same volume. On the subject of this design see " Taste A-La-Mode" &c.

No. 2151; "Taste A-La-Mode", No. 2774; "A View of the Mall", 1752;
and "Lusus Naturae", &c., 1752.

This print is No. 39, in vol. v., of the "Crowle", "Pennant", &c., as above

indicated.

5| X 6 in.

3I05-

Sob Funney Inv1
. 8fc.

Sold at Jackson's Printshop the Corner of S'. Brides Court, Fleet Street

j>. 1750]

THIS engraving, which is in the manner introduced to England by Gravelot, repre-
sents the interior of a young woman's bedroom, with a bed in the background ;

on the wall hang a mantle and broad-brimmed straw hat, likewise a picture of a

satyr twitching the last garment from a sleeping nymph, and the portrait of a

young divine
;
on the mantelpiece are several small bottles of medicine. A

young woman, who wears a chemise, nightcap, one stocking and one shoe, is sub-

mitting her bare foot to an old corn cutter, who, grasping his patient's ankle with one

hand, holds a cutting instrument in the other hand
;
he turns towards the woman,

whose person is very freely displayed, and smiles apparently at what she has said

to him
;
she holds a book in her extended left hand : near the foreground on our

right sits another young woman, a party to the conversation between her com-

panions ;
a small lap dog, rising in his mistress's lap, licks the uncovered bosom

of the latter damsel. Two cases of surgical instruments, a bowl of water, the

patient's hoop, and other articles of her attire lie on the floor.

Below the design the following verses are engraved ;

" lam Sure if Woman Judg'd Aright
No quack Should View this Lovly Sight,
And but Desert Supply the place
Where yonder puppy meets Embrace.

Ye Fan* Would you your Charms Conceal,
And not to Vulgar Eyes unveil,

But Chuse true Love and Merit Joind,

Youd be ador'd by all Mankind."

3106.

The JERUSALEM INFIRMARY.

Alias, a JOURNEY to the Valley of JEHOSAPHAT.

inve. Ribi Tarson Pinx, Ribi Zadok. Sculp. Ribi Bagbug. [c. 1750]

AN engraving, showing the interior of a large wainscoated room, with a circular

table in the middle, at which four gentlemen and an ape are seated. On our left,

near the farther corner of the chamber, an open doorway gives a view of an inner

room fitted with shelves and drawers
; jars, such as druggists use, are placed on

the shelves
;
the drawers seem intended for drugs ;

it is probably an apothecary's
workroom. On our right, in the rear of the design, is an open window, giving a

view of a graveyard, with tombs
; on the same side is an open door, giving an ex-

terior view
;

on the threshold is
" TANDA MORTIS ". Over the first-named
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door is a placard inscribed,
" PHARMACOPOEIA Contracta in usum Nosocomii ad

Pauperes e gente Lusitanica curandos nuper instituti. A. I. de C S $r P. de L
M.D. et ejusdem Nosocomii Medicis concinati"

Besides the men and the ape seated at the table, many men and three women

appear in the body of the room. To each of these persons a number is attached,

referring to a descriptive table engraved below the design. Nearly all the persons
are represented with labels inscribed as below. In the inner chamber a woman
is embracing "15", a man, described below as

"
15 The Apothecary". Over this

group is "^jaiT V>D" (Increase and multiply). Over the graveyard is written,
" OTID ijVs

"
(These are dead). Over the table in the centre of the room

is a stalwart Devil, flying and saying,
" lo tendre cuidado de mis Hijos

"
(I will

take care of my children). On our left is a flying angel (see below), with a gracious

aspect, who likewise says,
" lo tendre cuidado de mis Hijos". A serpent,

"
1O",

is in the air, and says,
" Grand fatalidad, per der con quatro Matadores

"
(Great

fatality to lose with four Matadores). The serpent is described below as
" 1O A

Stutus ".
"

1 ", a gentleman with a hooked nose, sitting at the table, and saying,
" Todos scran admitidos

"
(All shall be admitted), is referred to below by

"
1 Well

said Rabby, Notary Public, and Soldier." " 2 ", a younger man, seated on the

right of the last-named person, and turning to address him, says,
"
Quc mueran los

de fueran
"
(Let those without die). To him applies, in the lower inscription,

" 2 Fine Sentence, Proud madman "
;

"
3
"

a young man, sits at the table

with his back towards us, and offers
" La mitad de mi gananqia para esta

asistencia" (The half of my benefit for this assistance.)
"
4

"
is a thin man,

who, seated facing us, and turning to
"
5 ", the ape, says,

" Nose admita Tudesco."

(Don't admit a German) ;
to him applies the inscription below,

"
4 A near Rela-

tion to Tudescos." "
5
"

is the ape, with a syringe in his hands, and saying,
" Lo

Locas, ajuda para todos." (The Fools ! here's help for all) ; to him applies,
"
5

The wisest Governor ". On the table is a dice-box, with dice lying near it, to be

used for casting lots (?).
" 6 ", a gentleman in a laced coat and vest, and somewhat

resembling Hogarth (see below), stands at one end of the table in profile to our view,

and exclaims " Par Dios queest Vcncno
"
(By God, it is poison). This is addressed

to
"
7 ", a lean gentleman, standing in energetic conversation with " 6 ", and saying,

" Par Dios, no es vencno" (By God! it is not poison). To the former the in-

scription below refers,
" 6 Hypocrates" ;

to the latter,
"

7 Galenus." " 8 ", a thin,

elderly man, apparently a physician, holding his cane head to his very big nose,

stands in the rear, between
" 6 " and "

7 ", and declares,
" es vencno y no es veneno."

(It is poison, and it is not poison) ;
he is styled below,

" 8 Docf Caga Fuego"
(Cacafogo is one of the characters in Beaumont and Fletcher's " Rule a Wife and
have a Wife "

;
the name is probably, however, used here in satirical reference to

the original meaning of the term).
"
9
"

is a stout, pleasant-looking man, stand-

ing behind " 6 ", and remarking, "ghonorca y morbo Gallicopara todos S*"" (Gonor-
rhea and the French disease for all gentlemen). He is described below as "

9 A
Famous Operator".

" 10 "
has been referred to above. "

1 1
"

is a fat female, like a

housekeeper or matron of a hospital, holding a fan, and inquiring,
" Vms

: quiren
Thea o Coffee f

"
(Gentlemen, tea or coffee ?). She is described as "

1 1 Matrona".
"
12", a pedlar, in a long coat and a flat hat, and having four elongated objects on

the front of his box, addresses the "
Matrona," and points (?) to these objects,

saying,
" Tomalo mi, querida de mi alma." (Take it, beloved of my soul). He is

described below as "
1 2 A Pedler selling Gloves against Mercurial Pills ".

"
1 3 ",

is a gentleman who looks upwards, holding at arm's length two small books, and

saying, eagerly,
" Las Libros estan acqui,perro adonde esta o dinero ?" (The books

are here, but where's the money ?) He is described below as "
13 The Clerk

"

(? secretary).
"
14

"
stands behind "

9 ", and states,
" lo lavo Todos

"
(I wash all) ;

he is referred to below as "
14 The Beadle". "

15", the apothecary who is em-

bracing the woman, has been described above. "
16.",

"
17.",

"
18.", and "

19."
are thus described beneath, "16-17-18-19 four Gentlemen endowed with Virtue,
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Justice, Charity and Compassion
"

;
as to two of these figures, see below. They

are in a group on our extreme left ofthe foreground, and appear to be in conver-

sation on the affairs of the charity in question, for the support of which it may
be supposed they are subscribers. The angel flying in the air above the heads of

this group may refer to them in the speech before quoted. The Devil, whose

words resemble those of the angel, with a converse application, probably refers to

the major portion of the company, and especially to those assembled round the

table in the centre, and beneath him.
" 2O ", with his back towards us, holding a staff, and probably set to keep the

door which opens to the cemetery, is called,
" 2O Another Beadle at the door."

Nos. 2 1 to 24, inclusive, are four persons standing on our right near the open
window, who appear to be candidates for relief or aid.

" 2 1
"

says,
" lo sot pobre

Barbarisco." (I am a poor Moor).
" 22 "

declares,
" lo soy desgraciado Italiano."

(I am a wretched Italian).
"
23 ", an old man, states,

" lo sot Tudesco, mi Padre

Portuges y madre Tudesca" (I am a German, my father a Portuguese, my mother

German woman).
"
24 ", a young man, says,

"
Supplicamos favor

"
(We implore

favour). These are stated beneath to be, "21-22-23-24 four poor People

begging for Assistance". "25", a woman, who, with an angry air, hastens to

leave the room, cries,
" Peste a V. M : no quiero cstarne ese Inferno." (Curse

you, I'll not be in this Hell).

"16" and "17" have been supposed to represent Captain Coram and

Hogarth.

15|- x Si in.

3107.

A SATIRE UNEXPLAINED.

An Illustration of
" Universal Business. A Poem. With

Cuts."

[c. 1750]

THIS is a woodcut representing the interior of a room, where a lady in the costume

of the middle of the eighteenth century receives a playing-card like an ace of

spades from a youth. This woodcut is printed on the back of the above

quoted title-page, which appears to belong to a book. On the title-page is

printed :

" With a how D'ye do and how D'ye do

and how D'ye do again.

Beg. Op;"

Below the woodcut is in an old script,
"
Ly' Dorothy Child. Ld Tilny's

Dalr "
(or "Dau"') 1748"; see "The Stage Coach," No. 2882.

On the opposite page are printed in letterpress the following verses :

"
Lady Dorothy Drum sends her Compliments,

To Sir Francis, my Lady, and both the Miss D nts.

Hopes they're all well, and that they've been told,

She has been 111 of a violent Fever and Cold,

Or else she'd have waited upon E'm to Day.
Let's E'm know her Assembly is put off till May.
But her Fever abating, To-Morrow intends,

To see them, and about, five hundred more Friends.

Lets E'm know that last Monday she heard at three Routs.

Lady C p m, last Sunday at Six was found out,
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With a Lord and a Merchant, a Jew, and a Trooper,

A Council, a Player, and poor Mr. C p r.

Desires my Lady'd Remember to send,

Those things, and the Books, which she promis'd to lend,

The Puns and Connundrums The Shuttle to Knot,

My Lord (She knows whose Works) and the Shells for the Grott
"

The blanks in the above lines have been filled with a pen to make " Dents ",

"
Chapman ", and "

Cooper ". Below is written
"
Ly of Sr Jn Chapman ".

These verses are printed in
" The Foundling Hospital forWit" (1077. h. 27.),

No. III., 1746, p. 45, and there styled, "Message the First." Below the

same is :

"
Message the Second.

" Sir Francis, my Lady, and both the Miss D nts,

Sincerely return Lady Dorothy's Compliments ;

Are sorry hear that she has been so ill,

And are mightily pleas'd she is not so still.

Will attend her to-morrow and bring her some News,

Of Prudes who accept what they seem to refuse.

Believe there's some Spite in Lady C p n's Affair,

And that list'ning and peeping won't make it appear ;

Can tell them new Tricks by Lady V play'd,

And that half ripe Miss Ed is no longer a Maid.

Will remember the Books and the things she desires,

And Wit of the Lord for whom she enquires,

With the Tale of a Man unembarrass'd in Face,

Who swapp'd t'other Day his good Name for a Place ".

"
Lady V " was doubtless intended for Lady Vane, whose alleged adven-

tures were published in "
Peregrine Pickle ", by T. Smollett. The poems desired

were probably those of the Earl of Rochester. " The Tale of the Man unem-

barrass'd in Face
"
may be that illustrated in

" This is the Unembarass'd

Countenance", &c., No. 2854.
On the back of the verses is a woodcut, representing at full size an ace 01

spades.

3f X 2f in.

3 I08.

" Sic Omnia Fata". "
Oovitious. Spoils the Piece".

A Satire unexplained.

Pub as y
f
act Directs in Riders Court [c. 1 7 50]

THIS is a small engraving, little more than an outline of figures with labels

proceeding from their lips. A female, the City of London, sits in the middle at

the front, having at her side a shield with the City arms on it, and inscribed,
" I

shall be cast away ". She appeals to a gentleman, wearing the riband of an order

of knighthood, who is approaching ;
she says

" O Save me from being patched ".

The gentleman says,
"

They'l make her Ridiculous to my Country but T II prevent

Disgrace ifpossible". A man who stands by the side of the female and holds

her arm with one hand, turns to the gentleman and remarks, as if with reference

to the female,
"
It will be 2d Saved in my Hussy Tho 1 I cant whip y* Cat ". A

man (? Scotchman) who kneels behind the female, says,
"
III Finish this Job at

any r te then I shall be C se". (?")
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On an archway behind the figure of the gentleman is inscribed,
"
They'l be

above me ". This is said to be the "
Temp le g

"
(? Temple gate). A large bag

of "
. s. rf." is said to be " For y' Job ".

3| X 2| in.

3109.
The Painter.

du Viviez pinx. Truchy Sculp [c. 1750]

THIS engraving shows a resemblance to a human figure in profile, made prin-

cipally by means of artists' apparatus ;
the form is supported and its legs are

constituted by an easel, at one side of which hangs a palette, supplying the trunk of

the figure, and set with patches of pigment according to the practice of artists
;

the right arm, furnished with a hand, is thrust through the thumb-hole of the

palette, the hand grasps a mahl stick ;
on the sleeve, by way of ruffle, is a sketch

of a naked male figure leaning on a club. A human face appears above the edge
of the palette, and is covered by way of a hat with a painter's basket, a group of

brushes in which suggests a plume, and a second palette. The left arm of the

figure supports on the shoulder a large porte-crayon, with black and white chalks

in it. On the ruffle of this arm is a sketch of a nude female figure.

The background is a landscape, in which is a milestone inscribed,
" IV M1LLES

FROM HYDE PARCK".

6J- x 8 in.

3110.
Le Porteur D'eau.

Boucher delin. J. fougeron sculp* . [c. 1750]

THIS is a French engraving, adapted, by adding inscriptions in English, to a

satirical purpose. It represents a man, a water-carrier, with two buckets

separated, in the French manner, by a light frame of wood. The man appears
in a back view, resting at stone steps ;

in the distance is a stream pouring down
the side of a mountain. On a belt crossing the man's shoulders is

" Redundant

Waterfor England 2s
Bottle

"
(?). On the ground near his feet is :

with Pelham Bit a

Preserve Vm from a Pitt a ".

For Mr. Pelham, see "Modern Characters", No. 2829; for Mr. Pitt, see
" The French King in a Sweat ", Dec. 1759.

41 x 6*. f.

3III.

GREENWICH HILL or Holyday Gambols.

0. 1750]

AN engraving showing a considerable number of men and women, enjoying the

sports which were for a long time practised in the Park and about the " Hill
"

at Greenwich
; groups of both sexes are running down the side of the hill in

front
;
some individuals have fallen on the grass, so that the women expose their
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persons to their companions. In the foreground is a one-eyed fiddler ;
near him

a sailor dances with a tall young woman, her performance being of an extremely

quaint order. Much sport of a similar order is proceeding in other parts of the

view.

Below the design the following verses are engraved :

" Ye sweet-scented Sirs who are sick of the Sport
And the stale languid follies of Ball-room or Court,

For a Change leave the Mall & to Greenwich resort
;

There heightened with Raptures, which never can pall,

You'l own the Delights of Assembly and Ball,

Are as dull as Yourselves & just nothing at all."

13| X 9 in.

3112.

A SATIRE ON ANTIQUARIAN FERVOUR WITH REGARD TO
FRAGMENTS OF STATUES.

[c. 1750]

AN etching representing fragments of statues before a niche in a wall, and

comprising, below, an engraved reference table. It appears to have been

prepared for a book. "
1 ", a bust, without a nose and wearing a close wig, is

described below as
"

1 Head from Herculaneum, whether Jupiter Tonans, or

Venus of Paphos, doubted." " 2 ", the foot of a statue, described as
" 2 The

Foot, with the Toes entire, of Juno Lucina." "
3 ", a hand with the second

and third fingers broken, described as
"
3 The Hand of the Apollo of Delphos."

"
4 ", a left leg, is described as

" The Calf of the left Leg of the Infant Her-

cules."
"
5 "> a caduceus, described as "

5 The Caduceus of Mercurius infer-

nalis."

3f X 5| in.

FRONTISPIECE TO " THE HISTORY OF Pompey THE Ltttle : Or,
The LIFE and ADVENTURES of a LAP-DOG, M.DCCLI."

(By Francis Coventry.) (No. I.)

Boitard Fecit
[c. 1 7 50]

Tins print represents a small spaniel dog in an oval frame, with a pedestal
below

;
the latter is inscribed " POMPEY the Little." The same print was used

again for the edition of the book which was published in 1761 (1261 2. b.) The
latter work was an enlarged version of the former, and styled

" The Fourth
Edition." There is a fifth edition, 1773; another appeared in 1785, see "An
Illustration to

'

Pompey the Little
'

(No. 2)," No. 3115. The texts of these
editions differ very considerably ; whole chapters were inserted, and many
changes made after the publication of the first edition, which is quoted below.

"
Pompey the Little ", written by the Rev. Francis Coventry, is a satirical

work, which, besides general remarks, comprises strictures on Etheldreda, Lady
Townshend (born Harrison), so often mentioned in the "Letters" of Horace

Walpole ; Margaret, Lady Orford (born Rolle), who was likewise mentioned
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by H. Walpole; Lady M. W. Montagu; Whitefield the Preacher;
1 the Wes-

leyans and others.

It describes the adventures of a lap-dog, and had extraordinary success at

the time, and for many years after it was published.
"
Lady Tempest

" 2 of the

tale represents (pp. 30, et seq.}, Lady Townshend,
" a lady of quality," who had

" buried her husband, and was therefore at liberty to pursue her own Inclinations,

was one day drinking chocolate with him "
(Hillario, Pompey's master).

"
They

were engaged in a very interesting Conversation on the Italian Opera, which they
declared to be the most sublime Entertainment in Life

; when on a sudden little

Pompey came running into the Room, and leapt up into his Master's Lap. Lady
Tempest (for that was her Name), no sooner saw him, than addressing herself to

Hillario with the Grace and Familiarity of modern Breeding,
' Hillario

,' said she,
' where the Devil did you get that pretty little Dog ?'

' That Dog, Madam !

'

cries Hillario,
' Oh VAmour ! thereby hangs a Tale That Dog, Madam, once

belonged to a Nobleman's Wife in Italy,
3 the finest Creature that ever my Eyes

beheld such a Shape and such an Air O quelle mine! quclle delicatesse /'"

Thus he endeavoured to awaken Lady Tempest's curiosity, and make her inquire
for " The Story."

" The Story
"

describes an amorous adventure. " When the

Lady had heard him to an end,
'

Well, said she, you have really told a very

pretty Story, Hillario
;
but as to your Resolutions of keeping the Dog, I swear

you shall break them; for I had the Misfortune t'other Day to lose my favourite

black Spaniel of the Mange, and I intend you shall give me this little Dog to

supply his Place.'
' Not for the Universe, Madam,' replied Hillario ;

' I should

expect to see his dear injured Mistress's Ghost haunting me in my Sleep to

Night, if I could be guilty of such an Act of Infidelity to her.'
'

Pugh ! said

the Lady, don't tell me of such ridiculous superstitious Trumpery. You no

more came by the Dog in this manner, Hillario, than you will fly to the Moon
to Night but if you did, it does not signify ;

for I positively must and will take

him home with me.'
"

P. 34. Hillario surrendered the dog, on condition of being
allowed to visit the lady.

Lady Orford is represented under the name of Lady
"
Sophister." Her

first appearance is described as follows: "Lady Tempest" being unwell, two

physicians visit her, and put the usual queries to their patient. P. 59,
" When

these were finished, and the youngest was preparing to write a Prescription, a

violent Rap at the Door, and shortly after the Appearance of a Visiter, inter-

rupted his Proceeding. The Lady, who now arrived, came directly up to Lady
Tempest, and made her Compliments ; then sitting down, and addressing herself,

after some little Pause, to one of the Physicians, asked him, If he believed in the

Immortality of the Soul ? but before we answer this extraordinary Question, or

relate the Conversation that ensued upon it, it will be for the Reader's Ease to

receive a short Sketch of her Character.
" In many respects this Lady was in similar Circumstances with Lady

Tempest; only with this Difference, that the one had been separated from her

1 See (1207. c. f) p. 28, &c., edit. 1785, and the chapter "A Stroke at the

Methodists."
2 There can be no doubt that this account of the satires is correct, see the

"Letter" of Lady W. M. Montagu, "To the Countess of Bute", Feb.

16, 1752, confirming the above appropriation of the three ladies' characters.

In this epistle Lady W. M. Montagu apologizes for herself, and appears to

admit that she was not unfairly described as "Mrs. Qualmsick." Chap. V.,
of "Pompey", &c., contains "The Character of Lady Tempest with some
Particulars of her Servants and Family," p. 39.

3 The tale states that Pompey was obtained, in exchange for a gold watch, as

a parting gift from a courtesan of Bologna.
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Husband by his Death, the other was divorced from hers by Act of Parliament ;

the one was famous for Wit, and the other affected the Character of Wisdom."
* * * " The Labyrinths of a Female Brain are so various and intricate, that

it is difficult to say what first suggested the Opinion to her (Lady Sophister),

whether Caprice, or Vanity of being singular, but, all on a sudden, her

Ladyship took a Fancy into her Head to disbelieve the Immortality of the Soul ;

and never came into the Company of learned Men, without displaying her

Talents on this wonderful Subject. The World indeed ascribed the Rise of

this Opinion in her Ladyship's Brain to Self-interest ; for, said they, it is much

better to perish than to burn ; but for my Part, I chuse rather to impute it to

absolute Whim and Caprice, or, rather, an absurd and ridiculous Love of

Paradox." * * * " Such was the Character of Lady Sophister, who now

arrived, and asked the surprizing Question above-mentioned, concerning the

Immortality of the Soul.
" Dr. Killdarby, to whom she addressed herself, astonished at the Novelty

of the Question, sat staring with Horror and Amazement on His Companion :

Which Lady Tempest observing, and guessing that her Female Friend was going
to be very absurd, resolved to promote the Conversation for her own Amuse-
ment." * * * " Believe in the Immortality of the Soul, Madam ! said the

Doctor staring, Bless my Soul ! your Ladyships astonish me beyond measure

Believe in the Immortality of the Soul ! Yes, undoubtedly, and I hope all

Mankind does the same.'
' Be not so sure of that,' said Lady Sophister

'

Pray
Sir, have you ever read Mr. Locke's Controversy with the Bishop of Worcester f
Mr. Locke's Controversy, Madam! replied the Doctor.", &c.

The text contains references, e.g. p. 91, to Garrick and Foote:
" The little Consistories of Wit claimed his first Attention, being a dog of a

natural Turn for Humour, and he took a Pleasure to hear young Templars criticise

the Works of Shakespear, call Mr. Garrick to account every Evening for his

Action, extol the Beauty of Actresses, and the Reputation ofW s. Here the

illustrious Mr. F t (before he was yet exalted to the Dignity of keeping a

Chariot and Bay-horses, which perhaps may not be the highest Exaltation he has

yet to undergo) used to harangue to a Club of his Admirers, and like a great Pro-

fessor of Impudence, teach them the Principles of that immortal Science."

Further on, p. 99, is a reference to Sir R. Walpole,
"
Zounds, old Walpole is

behind the Curtain still, notwithstanding his Resignation, and the old Game is

played over again, whatever they may pretend. There is a correspondence
between Walpole and Fleury". P. 220,

" Our Hero wandered about the Streets

for two or three Hours, 'till being tired of his Peregrination, he took Shelter

in a handsome House, where the Door stood hospitably open to receive him.

Here he was soon found by the Servants, and the Waiting-gentlewoman carried

him up Stairs, as a Beauty, to her Mistress, whom she found in a Fit, and conse-

quently was obliged to defer the Introduction of Pompey, to assist her Lady with

Hartshorn, and other physical Restoratives, with which her Chamber was plenti-

fully stored."

P. 22O,
" This Lady, by Name Mrs. Qualmsick (Lady M. W. Montagu), had

the Misfortune to be afflicted with that most terrible Sickness, which arises only
from the Imagination of the Patient, and which it is no Wonder Physicians find

such a Difficulty to cure, as it has neither Name, Symptoms, or Existence. She

was, in reality, eaten up with the Vapours."
* * * " Her meek spirited

Husband possessed an Estate of Two Thousand Pounds a Year, the far greatest
Part whereof his indulgent Wife lavished away on Physicians and Apothecaries
Bills

;
and tho' she took all Pains to render herself unlovely in the Eyes of a

Husband, the good-natured simple Man was so enamoured of her sickly Charms,
that he still adored her as a Goddess, and paid a blind Obedience to her Will in

every Thing."
* * * "

For, sometimes, the Sound of a Voice was Death
to her, and then he was enjoined inviolable Silence : At other Times, she chose
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to be diverted with a Book, and then he was to read Hervcy's Meditations among
the Tombs : Again, at other Times, when her Imagination was a little more
chearful than usual, she would amuse herself with conjugal Dalliances, toy with

her Husband, stroke his Face, and provoke him to treat her with little amorous

Endearments." * * * "As these kinds of Distempers are very fantastical,

she was often seized with the strangest Whims, and would imagine herself con-

verted into all kinds of living Creatures ; nay, when her Phrenzy was at the

highest, it was not unusual for her to fancy herself a Glass-bottle, a Tea-pot, a

Hay-rick, or a Field of Turnips. The Furniture of her Rooms was likewise altered

once a Month, to comply with the present Fit of Vapours : For, sometimes, Red
was too glaring for her Eyes ;

Green put her in Mind of Willows, and made her

melancholic ;
Blue remembered her of her dear Sister, who had unfortunately

died ten Years before in a blue Bed ; and some such Reason was constantly
found for banishing every Colour in its turn." * * * " The Gentleman of

the Esculapian Art came to attend her one Morning, and she began as usual,

with informing him of the deplorable State in which he found her.
'

O, Doctor,'

said she,
'

my Nerves are so low to-day, that I can hardly fetch my Breath.

There is such a Damp and Oppression upon my Spirits, that 'tis impossible for

me to live a Week longer. Do you think, Sir, I can possibly live a Week
longer?'"

* * * P. 226, "Much more of this kind of Conversation

passed between them, which we will not now stay to relate. When the Doctor

had taken his Leave, the good-natured Husband met him at the Bottom of the

Stairs, and very tenderly enquired how he had left his Spouse? To this, the

Son of Esculapius answered, Quite brave, Sir; and assured him there was no

doubt to be made of her Recovery; adding at the same time, 'If you can

persuade her to believe herself well, Sir, you will be her best Physician?'"
* * * "

Qualmsick immediately posted up Stairs to his Wife's Apartment,
to try the Effect of his Persuasions upon her, little thinking what a dangerous
Office he was about to undertake." * * * " This was the first time that

Qualmsick ever presumed to talk in this audacious Strain to his Wife; which

incensed her so much, that she immediatly burst out into Tears, and fell upon
him with all the Bitterness of Passion. ' Barbarous Monster, cried she,

' how
dare you insult over my Miseries, when I am just at the Point of Death ?

"

" Get out of the Room, Cannibal, go, and never let me see your Face any
more!'" * * * " With this terrible Injunction he was obliged to comply, and it

was near a Fortnight, before she admitted him to make his Peace, which, how-

ever, he did at length, with many Protestations of Sorrow for his past Offence,

and repeated Assurances of behaving with more Humility for the future. The

Physician, who gave Occasion to this Dispute, now fell a Sacrifice to it, and

was immediatly discarded for daring to suppose that a Lady was well, when
she had made such a vehement Resolution to be ill."

The text proceeds to render an account of the son of this lady, who was

a "collegian"; it satirizes the subservience of "Tutors and Governors of Col-

leges," who
" have usually pretty sagacious Noses after Preferment ", and describes

escapades and practical jokes ; likewise the book comprises
" The Character of

a Master of Arts at a University" (Cambridge), "Another College-Character",
and " The Further Adventures of Pompey the Little ", until " the Death of our

Hero, who was seized with a violent Pthisic ;
and after a Week's Illness, de-

parted this Life on the Second of June, 1749, and was gathered to the Lap
Dogs of Antiquity."

3|. x 5|-
in. Brit. Mus. Library, 635. a. 6.
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AN ILLUSTRATION TO " POMPEY THE LITTLE". (No. i.)

Published May 2Oth, 1751. p
r
. 6d

. J.June. Infc. I>-175O]

THIS engraving represents the interior of a garret having a lean-to roof and

miserably furnished with a "stump bedstead", four chairs, a table, &c. "Mr.

Rhymer" advances from our right, with a lap-dog,
"
Pompey the Little", under

one arm, while he extends the other to call his angry wife's attention to the

boilintr over of the contents of a large pot which hangs above the fire. Enraged
at the sight of the dog, Mrs. Rhymer laid hands on her husband's MSS. which

lay on the table, and was about to throw the papers in the fire. The poet's

daughters sit before the casement, each mending a stocking.
" In one corner of

this Poetical Apartment stood a Flock-bed, and underneath it a green Jordan

presented itself to the eye,"
-

p. 214.
" Three rotten chairs and a half seemed

to stand like Traps in various Parts of the Room threatening Downfals to unwary
strangers ; and one Solitary Table in the Middle of this aerial Garret, serv'd to

hold the Treasures of the whole Family. There were now lying upon it the

first Act of a Comedy, a Pair of yellow Stays, two political Pamphlets, a Plate

of Bread-and-butter, three dirty Night-caps, and a Volume of Miscellany
Poems. The Lady of the House was drowning a Neck of Mutton in meagre

Soup, and the two Daughters sat in the Window, mending their Father's brown

Stockings with blue Worsted. Such were the Mansions of Mr. Rhymer, the

Poet, which I heartily recommend to the repeated Perusal of all those unhappy
Gentlemen, who feel in themselves a growing Inclination to that mischievous,

damnable, and destructive Science. As soon as Mr. Rhymer entered the Chamber,
his Wife deserted her Cookery, to enquire the Success of his Visit, on which the

Comforts of her Lying-in so much depended ;
and seeing a Dog under her

Husband's Arm,
' Bless me, my Dear ! said she, why do you bring home that

filthy Creature, to eat up our Victuals ? Thank Heaven ! we hava got more
Mouths already, than we can satisfy, and I am sure we want no Addition to

our Family !

" "
Why, my Dear, answered the Poet, his Lordship did me

the Favour to present me this morning with this beautiful little Bologna
Lap-dog."

" Present you with a Lap-dog, cried the Wife interrupting him,
what is it you mean, Mr. Rhymer"? but, however, I am glad his Lordship
was in so bountiful a Humour, for I am sure he has given you a Purse of

Guineas to maintain the Dog."
* " Here the unhappy Bard shook his

Head, and soon undeceived his Wife." * * * "
How, said she, no Money

with the Dog ! Mr. Rhymer, I am amazed that you will submit to such Usage."
P. 2 1 7,

" O curse your Lords and your Political Pamphlets ! I am sure

I have Reason to repent the Day that ever I married a Poet.' Madam, said

Rhymer, exasperated at his Wife's Conversation, you ought rather to bless the

Day, that married you to a Gentleman, whose Soul despises mechanical Trades,
and is devoted to the noblest Science in the Universe." * * * " You have
an illiberal attachment to Money, and had rather be frying Grease in a Tallow-

chandler's Shop, than listening to the divine Rhapsodies of the Heliconian

Maids." The dispute continued until the boiling over of the saucepan on the

fire, as represented in the design.
The inscription below the design comprises the following" And to coin-

pleat his misfortunes, instead of an exceptional Reward for his Works from a

Nobleman, he brought home as a Present Little Pompey. This so exasperated
his Wife that with savage Hands She seized his Works on the Table, and was

going to commit them to the Flames, but her Husband's Voice interrupted her,

crying out, see, see, see, my Dear, the Pot boils over, and the Broth is all
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running away into the Fire. This luckily put an end to their Debate. They
sat down to dinner without a tablecloth envying one another every Morsel that

escap'd their own mouths."

This description is extracted from " The History of Pompey the Little",

1 75 1 (635. a. 6.), written by the Rev. Francis Coventry, Chap. X., p. 209,
"
Describing the Miseries of a Garretteer Poet".

For the history of Pompey the Little see "
Frontispiece to ' The History of

Pompey the Little'", &c., No. 3113.
The text which is quoted from the plate contains an account of one of the

incidents of Pompey's life. The dog had been given by Lord Danglecourt to

Mr. Rhymer, a garretteer poet, in satirical acknowledgment of the proposal to

write a history of his Lordship's family, in which it was " to be proved that the

Virtues of all his divine Ancestors center in his present Lordship, and that he is

the Mecsenus of Letters, the Richelieu of Politics, and the Hampden of the

English Constitution". In return, and as an earnest of something more, Lord

Danglecourt sent Pompey, by the hands of his footman, to Mr. Rhymer, but

refused to see the poet. The events displayed in the engraving happened on

the return of Mr. Rhymer to his family, bearing a pretty little lap-dog instead of

a purse of money.
10 X 6- in.

3115. AN ILLUSTRATION TO" POMPEY THE LITTLE." (No. 2.)

Mr. Rhymer's Garret and Family.

POMPEY THE LITTLE.

Courbould del. Walker sculp.

Published as the Act directs, by Harrison $f C . Aug. 13, 1785. [c. 1750]

THIS engraving illustrates an incident in "Pompey the Little", which is

described with the same title and date, No. 3114.
It represents Mrs. Rhymer, with her back towards us, speaking to her

husband in a violent manner, and about to seize the MSS. on the table. He
calls her attention to the boiling over of the contents of the saucepan, and carries

Pompey under his arm. The Misses Rhymer sit on the window sill and are

mending stockings. An ornamental frame encloses the design.
The engraving faces p. 65 of "The History of Pompey the Little", &c.,

"
By Mr. Coventry "; 1785. The author died in 1759.

3.1 x 6^in. Brit. Mus. Library, 1207. c - 2/3-

3116. AN ILLUSTRATION TO " POMPEY THE LITTLE." (No. 3.)

THOMAS RYMER.
[c. 1750]

THIS engraving is a copy from the figure only of Mr. Rhymer, the Poet, as repre-
sented in the print described under this title and date, No. 31 14. It occurs in
"
Portraits, Memoirs, and Characters of Remarkable Persons, from the Revolu-

tion in 1688 to the end of the Reign of George H." By James Caulfield, 1819;
vol. i., facing page 50.

It appears from Caulfield's text that the writer, although the figure is repre-
sented in costume of the middle of the eighteenth century, and Thomas Rymer,
poet, critic, and compiler of "

Fcedera, Conventiones," &c., died in 171 3,

III. 3 F
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mistook the reference of Francis Coventry, author of "
Pompey the Little ",

which was first published in 1751, for a personal satire on this particular poet,

instead of a general caricature of a class. The text in question comprises

a biographical account of Thomas Rymer.
64 X 6i in.

END OF VOL. III. PART I.
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